
From: Billy Wells
To: Billy Wells
Cc: Edward Mienie; Keith Antonia
Subject: 2021 Strategic and Security Studies Symposium-Implications of the COVID-19 Pandemic on National Security
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 1:44:46 PM

All, planning is underway for the next Strategic and Security Studies Symposium, 7-8 April 2021. This
year’s symposium addresses the national security challenges associated with COVID-19 and by
extension future pandemics.  These issues are broad in scope including political, military, economic,
social, infrastructure, and intelligence areas of nation-state capabilities and limitations. 
 
The symposium provides a number of opportunities for both faculty and student participation
including papers, presentations, and a writing contest.  The event has been deliberately scheduled
late in the spring semester to facilitate a full academic year for faculty and students to prepare, and
it provides presentation opportunities during a time of constrained travel.
 
To engage faculty in the further development of the program, the Institute for Leadership and
Strategic Studies will conduct faculty focus group sessions at 12:00-12:45 PM on 8 and 10
September via Zoom. The link for 8 September is https://ung.zoom.us/j/92303252922?
pwd=SGYwYUxGUkJxOUdKNnpDQnRVTzdZQT09 . Meeting ID: 923 0325 2922. Passcode: 021904. 
The 10 September link is https://ung.zoom.us/j/92967711397?
pwd=VWVxYlZoakNEV09scGgwWHRXUU80dz09. Meeting ID: 929 6771 1397. Passcode: 324075.
Please consider taking 45 minutes to participate in these discussions.  We value your input.
 
More information may be found at https://ung.edu/institute-leadership-strategic-studies/annual-
symposium/2021-symposium.php with additional material at the tabs at the bottom of the page. 
 For further information, please contact Dr. Eddie Mienie or Dr. Keith Antonia cc’d above.  We hope
that you and your students will take this opportunity to engage in examining this challenging topic.
 
Very Respectfully,
Billy
 
Dr. Billy Wells, COL (Ret.) USA
Senior VP, Leadership and Global Engagement
Executive Director, Institute for Leadership and Strategic Studies
University of North Georgia, The Military College of Georgia
Billy.wells@ung.edu
706.864.1630
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From: Carolynn DeSandre
To: Chaudron Gille; Kate Maine; Greg Williams; Sharon Chalmers; Joanna Carrega; P. Clay Rowell; Laura Land;

Susan Klappa; Sue Ann McCall; Kimberly Castle; Laura Stevens; Angela; Susan Miller
Subject: ACEN/ CAPTE Covid 19 Updates on Partnerships for Clinical Education
Date: Friday, July 10, 2020 9:50:29 AM
Attachments: 2020_Practice_Academic_Partnership.pdf

CAPTEResponsetoCOVID19.pdf

All,
 
I have been continuing to research this morning on guidance from USG, Accrediting Bodies, and
Governmental Healthcare State Boards on clinical education approaches during COVID.  I found
these resources on unique partnership models and alternative clinical learning experiences to
accommodate clinical learning during COVID. I wanted to share it with the group for information
purposes.  I am also including the following link to CACREP Covid Acceptable Accommodations for
clinical internships and practicums for Counseling: https://www.cacrep.org/for-programs/updates-
on-covid-19/#march63
 
Carolynn DeSandre, PhD, CNM, FNP-BC, CSAP
Interim Dean/College of Health Sciences & Professions
University of North Georgia
(706) 867-2778
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Practice/Academic 
Partnership During the 


COVID-19 Crisis


Maryann Alexander, PhD, RN, FAAN
Julie Zerwic, PhD, RN, FAHA, FAAN


Kathy Dolter, PhD, RN
Sarah Phipps, MSHA, BSN, RN







Context


• COVID-19 is affecting thousands of people.


• There is a significant demand on the nursing 
workforce.


• Yet, hospitals have closed their doors to 
students.







Policy Brief
• 10 organizations and BONs collaborated


• Purpose:  Innovative approach for meeting 
clinical experience needs and supporting the 
nursing workforce, during COVID-19 and 
beyond 







Model
• Develop partnerships between education and 


health care facilities.


• Students are paid and get academic credit.


• Faculty provide oversight and evaluate 
students.







Benefits to Students During 
COVID-19 


• Learn principles of emergency management


• Learn population health


• Part of a team in these
unprecedented times







Implementation in Iowa
• Foundation of Collaboration


a. Academic-practice summit held in June, 2019 and 
subsequent regional meetings


b. Iowa Board of Nursing, Iowa Hospital Association, 
Iowa Organization of Nurse Leaders, BSN and 
ADN programs throughout the state


• Partnership between Academic Medical Center, 
College of Nursing and Community College
a. University Iowa Hospitals and Clinics agreed to 


complete scheduled senior internships
b. Added internships for current and future 


employees (129 students across 5 schools)











Kirkwood Community College
• Dean of Nursing Issues
• FOCUS à clinical hours withOUT substitution of non-


high-fidelity simulation
• Partnership formed with UIHC and University of Iowa 


College of Nursing allowed preceptorship completion
• Expansion of academic-practice partnerships for 


Kirkwood 
• Iowa Organization of Nurse Leaders supported 


expansion for all


• Vice Chair of Iowa Board Concerns
• Students graduating without ever caring for a patient











Successes


• Implemented a temporary license process in 
Iowa.


• Continued collaboration throughout the state 
to develop processes to get students back 
into clinical settings


• Implemented processes to onboard new 
graduates more quickly







Lessons Learned


• Interpretation of “non-essential”
a. Work to ensure students are considered essential
b. Government agencies as well as healthcare 


institutions


• Substitution for clinical hours
a. Need to help government agencies understand 


the difference between clinical hours, high fidelity 
simulation and other kinds of substitution







Implementation in Idaho


• Collaboration with academic and practice 
partners throughout the state is the 
foundation of this model.


• Structure of Program
• One hour of work = one hour of clinical experience 


in the nursing program. 
• Nursing programs verify students’ eligibility.  
• Nursing programs identify coordinator of program.
• BON requires a monthly report of outcomes.







Successes


• Great interest in the program from academic 
and practice partners throughout the state! 


• Urban and critical access hospitals have had 
the best successes because of their 
uniquenesses.


• Has increased networking across the state.







“Academic-Practice Partnerships are wonderful examples 
of education institutions and practice partners 
collaborating to promote opportunities for student nurses 
and new nurse graduates. The recent Nurse Apprentice 
and Temporary New Graduate Nurse models instituted in 
Idaho have provided students the opportunity to engage 
in clinical experiences while serving to meet the needs of 
healthcare agencies requiring additional staffing support 
during this unprecedented time. It is exciting to see 
innovative strategies implemented in healthcare to 
support nursing practice.”


Krista Harwick, DNP, RN, NP-C, CNE
Lewis-Clark State College







“Thirty-one of my first-year students volunteered to 
obtain their apprenticeship certification and six are 
currently working in facilities. Forty senior students 
applied for their temporary licenses with half offered 
positions. Many of these students have used these 
hours towards their clinical requirements. This has 
been a wonderful opportunity for the students to 
enhance skills they have already obtained. Our 
students embraced this opportunity to help meet the 
needs of our community during this unprecedented 
time. I could not be more proud of them.”


Allison Baker PhD (c) MSN, RN 
College of Western Idaho







The Student Experience
I have had an amazing opportunity to 
start working as a graduate nurse, at St. 
Mary's Hospital in Cottonwood, earlier 
than usual due to the Covid-19 
Crisis. Working in a rural, critical access 
hospital means that no two days are 
ever the same. I am enjoying wearing 
many hats and being able to experience 
the various challenges that arise from 
being a small hospital. I have been 
blessed to have some amazing nurses 
and doctors assist me in this journey as I 
transition from being a student to being 
a graduate nurse and soon to be a 
registered nurse.


Linda Beckman, Nursing Student







The Student Experience


"Even on days when the ER is 
busy, Lori seems to find teaching 
moments with every patient we 
encounter."


Henry Magdun, Nursing Student







Lessons Learned
• Some smaller or more rural settings required 


additional information while preparing for 
implementation. 


• Continued efforts around supporting nursing 
students and their introduction into the profession. 







For More Information
See the Policy Brief: U.S. Nursing 
Leadership Supports 
Practice/Academic Partnerships to 
Assist the Nursing Workforce 
during the  COVID-19 Crisis 


https://www.ncsbn.org/Policy_Brief_US_Nursing_
Leadership_COVID19.pdf



https://www.ncsbn.org/Policy_Brief_US_Nursing_Leadership_COVID19.pdf






 
 


 
May 18, 2020 (Revised May 26, 2020, highlighted in yellow) 
This is the sixth in a series of guidance documents that can be found on CAPTE’s website at: 
http://www.capteonline.org/uploadedFiles/CAPTEorg/Homepage/CAPTEResponsetoCOVID19.pdf 
 
Trusting Programs 
CAPTE would like to restate the following from the March 20, 2020, document: 
 


CAPTE appreciates that there are unique circumstances for each program and for their 
individual students. Since our education community cannot anticipate every situation in 
these rapidly changing times, CAPTE would have difficulty providing specific direction for 
individual circumstances in a broad way. The guidance CAPTE provides is meant to assist 
programs in their decision-making processes during this crisis.  
 
CAPTE does trust that programs will make the right decisions for their programs and 
students, even if guidance is not explicitly stated in recent correspondence. It is the 
collective responsibility [of programs and CAPTE] to ensure public protection and student 
success for graduating students who demonstrate entry-level competence across the 
continuum of care. 


 
CAPTE recognizes that COVID-19 has had and will continue to have a significant impact on clinical 
education through the end of the year, especially in certain geographic areas. The Addendum in the 
April 14, 2020, guidance document (Revised 4/15/2020) is for students in the final year/12 months of 
the program, and the intent is to permit programs the flexibility to determine appropriate alternative 
learning experiences that would allow students to reach entry-level expectations. Again, CAPTE trusts 
that programs will make appropriate decisions for their students based on available resources. While 
alternative experiences would need to be reported to CAPTE, they do not require CAPTE or 
Accreditation staff approval. 
 
Extension of Distance Education 
CAPTE has received requests to permit distance education beyond the summer session and provides the 
following guidance for extending distance education through the fall session. Programs must be in an 
institution that is approved for distance education, even if temporarily, by its institutional accrediting 
agency in order to receive Title IV funds or other federal funding. Programs are responsible for 
determining that the institution in which the program resides has authority to provide distance 
education through the fall session.  
 
If the institution has this approval, the program can report that it offers distance education through the 
fall session similar to the current process of reporting COVID-19 temporary program changes to CAPTE. 
The report must include verification either that the institution has approval to offer distance education 
or that it does not need it.  
 
After publication of this guidance on May 18, 2020, CAPTE was notified of DOE guidance published May 
15, 2020. The DOE guidance has extended distance education to “include payment periods that overlap 
March 5, 2020, or that begin on or between March 5, 2020, and December 31, 2020.” Based on this DOE 
guidance, CAPTE will allow distance education to continue through December 31, 2020. Programs do 
need to notify CAPTE if distance education will be started or continued through December 31, 2020. NO 
documentation of the institution’s distance education approval needs to be submitted. 



http://www.capteonline.org/uploadedFiles/CAPTEorg/Homepage/CAPTEResponsetoCOVID19.pdf
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CAPTE is following the guidance of the U.S. Department of Education and is closely monitoring for any 
additional guidance it may provide. CAPTE will review and modify its guidance and processes as deemed 
appropriate should DOE provide further information. If any changes are made, they will be emailed to 
program directors and posted on CAPTE’s website. 
 
Furlough or Lay Off Faculty/Staff 
It is CAPTE’s expectation that programs remain in compliance with the Standards and Required Elements 
related to faculty and faculty qualifications. Elements 4A and 4D state the requirements for each core 
and associated faculty member. All faculty are expected to have contemporary expertise in assigned 
teaching areas and demonstrated effectiveness in teaching and student evaluation.  
 
PT programs are expected to remain in compliance with Element 4K such that collective core and 
associated faculty include an effective blend of individuals with doctoral preparation (including at least 
50% of core faculty with academic doctoral degrees). PT programs are also expected to remain in 
compliance with Element 8A such that they have sufficient faculty to meet teaching, scholarship, and 
service expectations and to meet expected program outcomes.  
 
PTA programs are expected to remain in compliance with Element 8A such that, minimally, the program 
employs at least two full-time core faculty members dedicated to the PTA program. One of the full-time 
core faculty members must be a physical therapist.  
 
Programs must also follow CAPTE’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, specifically Rule 9.2(a)(1) relating to 
a change in the program director (temporary or permanent), and 9.2.(a)(3) for PTA programs relating to 
a change in PTA program core faculty composition.  
 
With respect to program secretarial/administrative and technical support services, programs are 
expected to remain in compliance with Element 8B. Thus, the program would need to have access to 
adequate secretarial/administrative and technical support services to meet expected program 
outcomes.   
 
CAPTE recognizes that this crisis is ongoing and will require further monitoring and updates. The 
Commission and staff are available to discuss your program’s specific needs or concerns.  
 
Please contact the appropriate accreditation staff, preferably through email, with questions.  


 
Candy Bahner, PT, DPT, MS, Lead PT Programs Specialist: 703/706-3242, 
candybahner@apta.org  
 
Mike Chevalier, PTA, AAS, BS, Lead Pre-Accreditation Specialist: 703/706-3385, 
michaelchevalier@apta.org  
 
Ellen Price, PT, MEd, Lead PTA Programs Specialist: 703/706-8593, ellenprice@apta.org  
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CAPTE COVID-19 Frequently Asked Questions 
May 18, 2020 (Revised May 26, 2020, highlighted in yellow) 


 
1. How soon do I have to report program changes related to the COVID-19 crisis? 
 


Reporting is to be done “as soon as possible and practical.” There is no deadline imposed for such 
reporting. Thus, programs could wait until all plans for the term are final. Programs are reminded 
that CAPTE does not need to approve any plans. The submitted changes are tracked to the CAPTE 
Program Record for each individual program. 


 
2. Can breadth of experiences as related to practice setting include telehealth, pro bono clinical 


experiences, community health promotion, disease prevention experiences, and simulation 
experiences? 


 
CAPTE’s guidance provides programs the ability to determine the clinical experiences that meet the 
breadth of experiences needed for entry-level competence. The guidance states the following: 
 


A program’s core faculty are responsible for ensuring public protection and for graduating 
students who demonstrate entry-level competence across the continuum of care. CAPTE 
appreciates that there are unique circumstances for individual students. When a student in their 
last year/12 months of the program does not meet each of the three CAPTE expectations 
outlined in the guidance of March 20, 2020, the program is responsible for developing a plan 
that, when successfully completed, demonstrates that the student met entry-level expectations. 


 
3. What is an equivalent plan for students to demonstrate competence? 
 


An equivalent plan could include, but is not limited to, the use of telehealth, pro bono clinical 
experiences, simulation experiences, part-time clinical education, and in-class patient care, including 
paper or video case studies. Programs are responsible for ensuring that the equivalent plan allows 
students to demonstrate entry-level competence. The equivalent plans designed by programs do 
not need to be approved by CAPTE, but they do need to be reported to CAPTE. 


 
4. Can distance education be extended to the fall session? 
 


To continue distance education for the fall session, programs must be in an institution that is 
approved for distance education, even if temporarily, by its institutional accrediting agency in order 
to receive Title IV funds or other federal funding. Thus, programs would need to determine that the 
institution in which the program resides has authority to provide distance education through the fall 
session.  
 
If the institution has this approval, the program can report that it offers distance education through 
the fall session similar to the current process of reporting COVID-19 temporary program changes to 
CAPTE. The report must include verification either that the institution has approval to offer distance 
education or that it does not need such approval.  


 
After publication of this guidance on May 18, 2020, CAPTE was notified of DOE guidance published 
May 15, 2020. The DOE guidance has extended distance education to “include payment periods that 
overlap March 5, 2020, or that begin on or between March 5, 2020, and December 31, 2020.” Based 
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on this DOE guidance, CAPTE will allow distance education to continue through December 31, 2020. 
Programs do need to notify CAPTE if distance education will be started or continued through 
December 31, 2020. NO documentation of the institution’s distance education approval needs to be 
submitted. 
 


5. What clinical education plans can be made for students who are not yet in the final year/12 
months of the program? 
 
The March 16, 2020, CAPTE COVID-19 guidance document provides guidance on students who are 
not in their final year/12 months of the program. The guidance states the following: 
 


Each student must meet the required depth and breadth of placements required by their 
program’s current policies and by Elements 6L1 and 6L2 of CAPTE’s Standards and Required 
Elements. Each student must meet the expectations/outcomes of the program’s specific 
clinical education course(s). Each PT student must complete a minimum of 30 full-time 
weeks or 1,050 hours in the full-time clinical experiences (the hours of part-time clinical 
experiences cannot be included) prior to graduation (Element 6M). Each PTA student must 
complete 520 hours for PTA programs prior to graduation (Element 6K).  
 
At the point that students enter into their final year/12 months of the program, if CAPTE’s 
COVID-19 guidance is still in effect, the student would then fall under the guidance offered for 
students in the final year/12 months of the program. 
 


6. What happens when CAPTE terminates its COVID-19 guidance? 
 


For students who are actively enrolled in a program in which the school is following the CAPTE 
COVID-19 guidance on clinical education experiences and curriculum sequencing, those guidance 
exceptions will carry through until graduation, unless the program chooses to return to its pre-
COVID-19 policies and procedures for those students. Programs are expected to maintain 
appropriate documentation that supports their decisions and outcomes. Permanent program 
changes must follow the procedures for reporting and approval of program changes as outlined in 
Part 9 of CAPTE’s Rules of Practice and Procedure. 
 


7. Can program faculty/staff be furloughed or laid off? 
 


As outlined in the April 18, 2020, CAPTE COVID-19 guidance document, it is CAPTE’s expectation that 
programs remain in compliance with the Standards and Required Elements related to faculty and 
faculty qualifications. Elements 4A and 4D state the requirements for each core and associated 
faculty member. All faculty are expected to have contemporary expertise in assigned teaching areas 
and demonstrated effectiveness in teaching and student evaluation.  
 
PT programs are expected to remain in compliance with Element 4K such that collective core and 
associated faculty include an effective blend of individuals with doctoral preparation (including at 
least 50% of core faculty with academic doctoral degrees). PT programs are also expected to remain 
in compliance with Element 8A such that they have sufficient faculty to meet teaching, scholarship, 
and service expectations and to meet expected program outcomes.  
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PTA programs are expected to remain in compliance with Element 8A such that, minimally, the 
program employs at least two full-time core faculty members dedicated to the PTA program. One of 
the full-time core faculty members must be a physical therapist.  
 
Programs must also follow CAPTE’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, specifically Rule 9.2(a)(1) 
relating to a change in the program director (temporary or permanent), and 9.2.(a)(3) for PTA 
programs relating to a change in PTA program core faculty composition.  
 
With respect to program secretarial/administrative and technical support services, programs are 
expected to remain in compliance with Element 8B. Thus, the program would need to have access to 
adequate secretarial/administrative and technical support services to meet expected program 
outcomes. 


 







April 14, 2020 (revised 4/15/2020) --CAPTE Guidance Document #5


CAPTE would like to acknowledge all the hard work and dedication that is currently being exhibited 
during this very stressful time that we are all experiencing. CAPTE would like to provide additional 
clarification and additions to the COVID-19 guidance documents dated March 2, 13, 16, and 20, 2020. 


Purpose of the CAPTE COVID-19 Guidance Documents 
CAPTE would like to stress the following from the March 20, 2020, document: 


CAPTE appreciates that there are unique circumstances for each program and for their 
individual students. Since our education community cannot anticipate every situation in these 
rapidly changing times, CAPTE would have difficulty providing specific direction for individual 
circumstances in a broad way. The guidance CAPTE provides is meant to assist programs in 
their decision-making processes during this crisis.  


CAPTE does trust that programs will make the right decisions for their programs and students, 
even if guidance is not explicitly stated in recent correspondence. It is the collective 
responsibility [of programs and CAPTE] to ensure public protection and student success for 
graduating students who demonstrate entry-level competence across the continuum of care. 


Also, the March 20, 2020, document stated: 
Programs are reminded that the provided guidance is only temporary until the programs are 
informed that such guidance is no longer in effect. 


For students who are actively enrolled in a program where the school chooses to follow the CAPTE 
COVID-19 guidance on clinical education experiences and curriculum sequencing that is in effect, those 
guidance exceptions will carry through until graduation, unless the program chooses to return to their 
pre-COVID-19 policies and procedures for those students.  


CAPTE would also like to clarify that students who enter their final year/12 months of a program before 
CAPTE terminates its COVID-19 guidance on clinical education experiences and curriculum sequencing 
will be allowed to follow the CAPTE guidance, provided the program chooses to follow it. 


Programs are expected to maintain appropriate documentation that supports their decisions and 
outcomes. Permanent program changes must follow the procedures for reporting and approval of 
program changes as outlined in Part 9 of CAPTE’s Rules of Practice and Procedure. 


Reporting Requirements 
CAPTE and Accreditation staff understand that programs are dealing with many stresses and challenges 
during the rapid evolution of COVID-19. As mentioned in the March 20, 2020, document, CAPTE expects 
programs to attend to the needs of the students, faculty, and institution first. As such, the Commission is 
imposing no specific deadline to notify CAPTE of the reporting requirements delineated in 9.13 of 
CAPTE’s Rules of Practice and Procedure at this time. Programs should report the changes implemented 
in response to COVID-19 when the program’s situation stabilizes or when the COVID-19 CAPTE guidance 
is discontinued. Please email notifications to accreditation@apta.org. 
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New Updated Guidance Statements on Clinical Experiences 
NEW areas of Guidance are highlighted 
 
Statement on Clinical Experiences for Students in Their Final Year/12 Months of the Program 
The March 20, 2020, communication stated that programs should continue to meet CAPTE’s Standards 
and Required Elements. CAPTE is providing additional guidance to assist with programmatic decision-
making for students in their final year/12 months of the program: 
 


1. Students met a program’s required depth and breadth of placements policies. 


 Core faculty are to determine that each student had clinical experiences in the management 
of patients/clients with diseases and conditions representative of those commonly seen in 
practice across the lifespan and the continuum of care; and have had clinical experiences in 
practice settings representative of those in which physical therapy is commonly practiced. 
[Elements 6L1 & 6L2 (PT programs) and 6J1 & 6J2 (PTA programs)] 
 


2. Students achieved entry-level competence as measured by the program’s currently used 
assessment instrument(s). 


 Each student must achieve entry-level competence in all areas measured by the program’s 
assessment instrument(s) during one of the student’s full-time clinical experiences based on 
program policies, including policies and procedures used by the Director of Clinical 
Education/Academic Coordinator of Clinical Education. [1C4]  
 


3. Students completed a minimum of 28 full-time weeks for PT programs or 440 hours for PTA 
programs (i.e., two-week/80-hour waiver referenced on March 13, 2020).  


 Each student must complete a minimum of 28 full-time weeks or 980 hours in the full-time 
clinical experiences (the hours of part-time clinical experiences cannot be included) for PT 
programs, or 440 hours for PTA programs, given the conditions listed above. [6M (PT 
Programs) and 6K (PTA Programs)] 


 Some states have required clinical hours for degree completion. Be sure to determine if your 
state has any such regulations in order to provide students with accurate information for 
licensure. Students should also be advised to determine state regulations where they intend 
to take the licensure exam. 


 The use of PT services furnished via telehealth, such as real-time face-to-face, e-visits, 
virtual check-ins, remote evaluation of recorded video or images, and telephone assessment 
and management services for clinical education experiences is acceptable: 


o If the student’s assigned clinical instructor is providing PT services via telehealth,  
then those services can be considered an appropriate part of a full-time clinical 
experience for PT students or toward the required hours for PTA students. The 
program is responsible for determining the appropriateness of these services for a 
given clinical education experience.  


 
Addendum: A program’s core faculty are responsible for ensuring public protection and for 
graduating students who demonstrate entry-level competence across the continuum of care. 
CAPTE appreciates that there are unique circumstances for individual students. When a student 
in their last year/12 months of the program does not meet each of the three CAPTE 
expectations outlined in paragraph 3 above ( #1, #2, and #3), the program is responsible for 
developing a plan that, when successfully completed, demonstrates that the student met an 
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equivalent plan to the one outlined above. An equivalent plan may include the use of student 
experiences and skills gained during the student’s time in the program. 
 


Statement on Clinical Experiences for All Other Students in the Program 
The March 16, 2020, communication states that for all other students whose clinical education has been 
or will be impacted by COVID-19, CAPTE requires the following conditions to be met:  
 


1. Each student must meet the required depth and breadth of placements required by their 
program’s current policies and by Required Elements 6L1 and 6L2 of CAPTE’s Standards and 
Required Elements.  
 


2. Each student must meet the expectations/outcomes of the program’s specific clinical education 
course(s).  
 


3. Each PT student must complete a minimum of 30 full-time weeks or 1,050 hours in the full-time 
clinical experiences (the hours of part-time clinical experiences cannot be included) prior to 
graduation [element 6m].  Each PTA student must complete 520 hours for PTA programs [ prior 
to graduation [element 6k]. 


 Some states have required clinical hours for degree completion. Be sure to determine if 
your state has any such regulations in order to provide students with accurate 
information for licensure. Students should also be advised to determine state 
regulations where they intend to take the licensure exam. 


 The use of PT services furnished via telehealth, such as real-time face-to-face, e-visits, 
virtual check-ins, remote evaluation of recorded video or images, and telephone assessment 
and management services for clinical education experiences is acceptable: 


o If the student’s assigned clinical instructor is providing PT services via telehealth,  
then those services can be considered an appropriate part of a full-time clinical 
experience for PT students or toward the required hours for PTA students. The 
program is responsible for determining the appropriateness of these services for a 
given clinical education experience.  


Additional New Guidance Statements 
 
Changing format of course grades: 
The decision to change the format of course grades as a temporary or permanent change in response to 
COVID-19 is a program’s decision. The following required elements relate to grading policies: 3G, 4L, 5B, 
and 6G (PT) and 6E (PTA). However, none specifically say a program cannot change the format for 
determining course grades. Programs would need to ensure that they remain in compliance with those 
required elements. Policy changes do not need to be reported, but the program should maintain a 
record of the policy changes as noted above.  
 
Modifications to the curriculum, including sequencing:  
CAPTE encourages programs to consider changes that would ensure student readiness for clinical 
education and facilitate timely progress through the program. The availability of clinical sites, the ability 
to return to on-campus classes, and unknown factors that are not within the program’s control may 
temporarily increase the number of terms needed to complete the program. Rule 9.13 in CAPTE’s Rules 
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of Practice and Procedure allows programs to make temporary curricular changes, including changes in 
sequences. CAPTE requires reporting of the changes.  
 
Modifications to Admissions:  
Available resources, including clinical education, should be considered when deciding if or when a new 
cohort should be admitted. Postponing admissions from summer/fall to winter that temporarily results 
in the admissions of two cohorts a year are permitted as long as the core faculty determine that the 
program has the needed resources. 
 
Programs are encouraged to determine needed changes that reflect the uniqueness of their program 
and institution and that are in the best interests of students and the public. As previously stated, core 
faculty are in the best position to determine appropriate modifications.    
 
Programs are encouraged to reach out to the respective Lead Specialist with any questions. In doing so, 
programs receive consistent and accurate information that is specific to their program’s unique 
circumstances and needs. The Lead Specialists and their contact information are: 
 
Candidacy Programs: Mike Chevalier  michaelchevalier@apta.org 703-706-3385 
 
PT Programs: Candy Bahner  candybahner@apta.org 703-706-3242 
 
PTA Programs: Ellen Price  ellenprice@apta.org 703-706-8593 
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March 20, 2020 --CAPTE Guidance Document #4


Like each of you, CAPTE is attempting to adapt quickly while providing the best information and affording each 
program the ability to respond based on individual needs and resources. CAPTE appreciates that there are 
unique circumstances for each program and for their individual students. Since our education community cannot 
anticipate every situation in these rapidly changing times, CAPTE would have difficulty providing specific 
direction for individual circumstances in a broad way. The guidance CAPTE provides is meant to assist programs 
in their decision-making processes during this crisis.   


CAPTE does trust that programs will make the right decisions for their programs and students, even if guidance 
is not explicitly stated in recent correspondence. It is the collective responsibility to ensure public protection and 
student success for graduating students who demonstrate entry-level competence across the continuum of 
care. To assist programs, we are providing this update related to the March 13 and March 16, 2020, 
communications. Programs are reminded that the provided guidance is only temporary until the programs are 
informed that such guidance is no longer in effect. 


Statement on Clinical Experiences  
The March 16, 2020, communication stated that programs should continue to meet CAPTE’s Standards and 
Required Elements. For each of the three conditions, CAPTE is providing additional guidance to assist with 
programmatic decision-making for students in their final year of the program: 


1. Students met the required depth and breadth of placements required by their current policies.


 Core faculty are to determine that each student had clinical experiences in the management of
patients/clients with diseases and conditions representative of those commonly seen in practice
across the lifespan and the continuum of care; and have had clinical experiences in practice
settings representative of those in which physical therapy is commonly practiced. [Elements 6L1
& 6L2 (PT programs) and 6J1 & 6J2 (PTA programs)]


2. Students achieved entry-level competence as measured by the program’s currently used assessment
instrument(s).


 Each student must achieve entry-level competence in all areas measured by the program’s
assessment instrument(s) during one of the student’s full-time clinical experiences. [1C4]


3. Students completed a minimum of 28 full-time weeks for PT programs or 440 hours for PTA programs
(i.e., two-week/80-hour waiver referenced on March 13, 2020).


 Each student must complete a minimum of 28 full-time weeks or 980 hours in the full-time
clinical experiences (the hours of part-time clinical experiences cannot be included) for PT
programs or 440 hours for PTA programs given the conditions listed above. [6M (PT Programs
and 6K (PTA Programs)]


 Some states have required clinical hours for degree completion. Be sure to determine if your
state has any such regulations in order to provide students with accurate information for
licensure. Students should also be advised to determine state regulations where they intend to
take the licensure exam.
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CAPTE Rules and Procedures Related to Disasters 
Reporting requirements are delineated in 9.13 in CAPTE’s “Rules of Practice and Procedure.” 


With the rapidly evolving COVID-19 situation across the nation, CAPTE acknowledges that programs 
need to attend to their students, faculty, and staff. Therefore, CAPTE is asking programs to report 
program changes once the program has met the needs of the students, faculty, and institution. No 
specific deadline is being imposed to provide these changes.  


CAPTE recognizes that this crisis is still in its early stages. The Commission and staff are available to discuss your 
program’s specific needs or concerns.  


Please contact the appropriate accreditation staff, preferably through email, with questions.  


Candy Bahner, PT, DPT, MS, Lead PT Programs Specialist: 703/706-3242, candybahner@apta.org 


Mike Chevalier, PTA, AAS, BS, Lead Pre-Accreditation Specialist: 703/706-3385, 
michaelchevalier@apta.org  


Ellen Price, PT, MEd, Lead PTA Programs Specialist: 703/706-8593, ellenprice@apta.org 
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March 16, 2020 --CAPTE Guidance Document #3


Greetings, 


CAPTE has received helpful feedback from programs and students in response to the guidance it 


published on March 13, 2020. The purpose of this communication is to respond to some of those 


questions and provide clarity where able, specifically the guidance sections related to laboratory 


experiences and clinical experiences. The community should expect further updates as this situation 


continues to develop, and public health guidelines are shared by various agencies. CAPTE is reviewing 


the CDC’s update from March 15, 2020, and anticipates that further travel suspension guidance will 


result in postponed site visits until June 2020. Programs and site reviewers impacted will be contacted if 


this occurs.  CAPTE intends to continue to update programs as this situation evolves, prioritizing student, 


faculty, and patient safety. 


CAPTE continues to recognize that programs may need to employ different approaches and strategies 


that are influenced by individual institutional policies and procedures; local, state, and federal 


regulations; and possible variations in the spread of COVID-19. After carefully considering the input from 


programs related to the initial guidance that was distributed, the commission is providing this revised 


guidance. CAPTE is charged by USDE and CHEA with upholding minimum standards such that the 


public is assured that accredited physical therapist and physical therapist assistant education programs 


conform to those delineated in the Standards and Required Elements.  


Update of Statement on Laboratory Experiences from March 13, 2020: Under Standard and Required 


Element 4N, the collective core faculty of a program are responsible for ensuring that students are safe 


and ready to progress to clinical education. The program is not prohibited from exploring a variety of 


ways to develop skills and assess for competence, including psychomotor skills, for all required 


curriculum content (Standard 7). CAPTE believes that program faculty are in the best position to make 


decisions about student competence, including psychomotor skill demonstration, and the Commission 


trusts that performance assessments used by programs will be effective in assessing student readiness 


and safety. 


Update of Statement on Clinical Experiences from March 13, 2020: CAPTE continues to uphold 
Standards and Required Elements 6L1 and 6L2 related to the curriculum plan. The plan is to include 
clinical experiences that encompass the management of patients and clients with diseases and 
conditions that represent those commonly seen in practice across the lifespan and the continuum of 
care, and in settings that represent those in which physical therapy is commonly practiced. CAPTE will 
not require students in the final year of the program to complete the outstanding weeks or hours 
typically expected by the program's curriculum to meet its unique mission and vision under the 
following conditions: 


1. Students met the required depth and breadth of placements required by their current policies.
2. Students achieved entry-level competence as measured by the program’s currently used


assessment instrument(s).
3. Students completed at least a minimum of 28 full-time weeks for PT programs or 440 hours for


PTA programs based on the CAPTE guidance document that was sent out on March 13, 2020,
allowing the two-week/80-hour waiver.
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For all other students whose clinical education has been or will be impacted by COVID-19, CAPTE 


requires that the following conditions must be met: 


1. Students must meet the required depth and breadth of placements required by their program’s
current policies and by Required Elements 6L1 and 6L2 of CAPTE’s Standards and Required
Elements.


2. Students must meet the expectations/outcomes of the program’s specific clinical education
course(s).


3. Students must meet, at a minimum, CAPTE’s requirement of 30 weeks of full-time clinical
experience for PT programs and 520 hours of clinical experience for PTA programs prior to
graduation.


Programs must be willing to extend the program for students who do not meet the minimum standards. 
There are a lot of different ways a program might be able to implement changes. CAPTE is trusting that 
programs will ensure that students are safe and ready to progress to clinical education experiences as 
well as graduate with entry-level competence.   


Programs are expected to maintain appropriate documentation supporting their decisions and 


outcomes. Permanent program changes must follow the procedures for reporting and approval of 


program changes as outlined in in the Rules of Practice and Procedure Section 9.   Only implemented 


changes that fall within those specified in 9.13 of CAPTE’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, are to be 


reported to CAPTE by emailing those changes to accreditation@apta.org.  Please do not include 


questions in the notifications.   


The Commission and staff recognize that this is a stressful time for all stakeholders in education.  Staff 


are available to assist programs as situations arise. Please contact the appropriate accreditation staff, 


preferably through email, with questions.   


Candy Bahner, PT, DPT, MS, Lead PT Programs Specialist: 703/706-3242, candybahner@apta.org  


Mike Chevalier, PTA, AAS, BS, Lead Pre-Accreditation Specialist: 703/706-3385, 


michaelchevalier@apta.org  


Ellen Price, PT, MEd, Lead PTA Programs Specialist: 703/706-8593, ellenprice@apta.org  
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PHYSICAL THERAPY EDUCATION AND COVID-19 
March 13, 2020 -- CAPTE Guidance Document #2 


The Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education has been closely monitoring the impact of the 
coronavirus (COVID-19) on physical therapy education programs and their institutions. It is recognized that 
institutions are preparing or enacting action plans to keep students, faculty, and staff safe; that programs are 
considering alternative methods for delivery of didactic courses; and that clinical sites are enacting plans and 
processes that might impact clinical education. CAPTE recognizes that programs may need to employ different 
approaches and strategies that may be influenced by individual institutional policies and procedures; local, state 
and federal regulations; and possible variations in the spread of COVID-19. CAPTE is providing the following 
guidance to programs for remaining compliant with CAPTE’s “Rules of Practice and Procedure” and “Standards 
and Required Elements for Accreditation of Physical Therapist and Physical Therapist Assistant Education 
Programs” during this difficult time. As this is an evolving situation, additional guidelines will be provided as 
deemed appropriate. 


Onsite Visits 


In response to COVID-19, the American Physical Therapy Association has suspended in-person meetings and 


APTA business travel through April 15, 2020. CAPTE site visits occurring between March 11, 2020, and April 15, 


2020, are cancelled for this time, and notification to those affected has already been sent. Accreditation staff will 


work to reschedule at a mutually agreeable date to all parties once the travel suspension is lifted. CAPTE will 


work with APTA leadership to inform the community if the travel suspension is continued beyond April 15, 2020.   


Didactic Courses – Temporary Changes to Mode of Instruction 
If disruption in didactic courses occurs, CAPTE appreciates that programs need flexibility to quickly respond. 
Therefore, CAPTE is providing broad approval to programs to use online technologies to accommodate students 
on a temporary basis, without going through CAPTE’s regular substantive change process. Notification should be 
provided, following the guidelines in 9.13 of CAPTE’s “Rules of Practice and Procedure,” when the delivery of 
distance education courses is started, extended, and ends, if this mode of instruction has not been previously 
approved. Email notification within five business days is preferred. 


Reporting requirements for program changes are delineated in 9.4(d)(2) and 9.13 in CAPTE’s “Rules of Practice 


and Procedure” (www.capteonline.org/AccreditationHandbook). 


Laboratory Experiences 
Programs are expected to follow their rules and procedures for lab experiences, including testing.  Where 
laboratory experiences involve the development of hands-on skills, CAPTE expects lab activities and testing to be 
face-to-face and that programs maintain the rigor of these courses and their components. If a campus has been 
closed, the program will need to reschedule laboratory components. If the curriculum contains lab experiences 
that are “extra” and not required of all students, such experiences could be suspended. 


While watching skill videos might facilitate later lab activities, videos of students performing hands-on skills at 


home would not substitute for supervised laboratory practice, skill checks, or lab practicals. 


Curriculum Sequence 


Should changes in curriculum sequence be necessary, all required content still needs to be included.  Programs 


are advised to consult institutional policies for how credit is aligned with contact hours and how students can 


progress related to such issues as giving incomplete grades, meeting graduation requirements, etc.   


Reporting requirements for curricular changes are delineated in 9.4(d)(2) and 9.13 in CAPTE’s “Rules of Practice 


and Procedure” (www.capteonline.org/AccreditationHandbook). 


Elements 7A, 7B, 7C, and 7D in the “Standards and Requirement Elements” delineate curricular content 


(http://www.capteonline.org/Faculty/AccreditedPrograms/). 
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Clinical Experiences 


CAPTE expects programs to maintain compliance with the “Standards and Required Elements.” Elements 6L (PT) 


and 6J (PTA) delineate CAPTE’s expectations for clinical education experiences. In addition, Element 1C4 


delineates expectations that all students reach entry-level by their final clinical education experience. Programs 


are expected to follow their own policies regarding the types and number of required clinical experiences, the 


number of hours/weeks required (except as noted in the next paragraph for the last terminal clinical education 


experience), making up missed clinical education time, etc. This includes completing clinical education 


hours/weeks beyond what is required in the “Standards and Required Elements,” if this is a program requirement. 


Should clinical education experiences be unavailable or discontinued, programs will need to find ways for making 


up the clinical hours/weeks, which might involve delaying graduation. If curricular changes to clinical education 


courses are being made, CAPTE policy regarding the levels of change that would require reporting are delineated 


in 9.4(d)(2). (www.capteonline.org/AccreditationHandbook) 


For students who have demonstrated entry-level competency and meet other program requirements related to 


clinical education, CAPTE will allow a maximum of two weeks or 80 hours to be waived from the students’ last 


terminal clinical experience regardless of the length of the terminal experience. Program policies related to 


establishing entry-level performance are expected to be followed. Programs must continue to ensure that 


students demonstrate entry-level performance prior to graduation as cited in 1C4 of the “Standards and Required 


Elements.” Because students might reach entry-level at different points, this could result in variations in the 


number of hours/weeks for the last terminal clinical education experience.   


Alternate learning experiences; for example, simulations or written assignments, are not acceptable substitutions 


for clinical education. 


Legal Review 


There are a variety of scenarios resulting from COVID-19 that may lead to a delay in the normal program 


completion time for students, including students being ill or quarantined, difficulty finding appropriate clinical sites, 


and institutions temporarily closing. There are significant ethical and legal considerations around changes in 


students’ learning experiences. Decisions about requiring students to participate in specific clinical rotations 


and/or extending time to graduation are both programmatic and institutional. Programs are, therefore, encouraged 


to have all program changes reviewed by the institution’s legal counsel.  


CAPTE Rules and Procedures Related to Disasters 


Reporting requirements are delineated in 9.13 in CAPTE’s “Rules of Practice and Procedure.” Email notification 


within five business days is preferred.   


Resources  


As programs are in the process of planning and determining how best to respond to COVID-19, CAPTE 


encourages programs to refer to these helpful resources: 


 World Health Organization (WHO) COVID-19 page https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-
coronavirus-2019


 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) COVID-19 page
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/index.html


 U.S. Department of Education COVID-19 page
https://www.ed.gov/coronavirus?src=feature


 American Physical Therapy Association Coronavirus page
http://www.apta.org/Coronavirus/


 Local public health authority for your county and state


 Local and state regulatory institutions


 Institutional Accreditors
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Contacts 


Please reach out to the appropriate Accreditation staff, preferably through email, with any questions as well as to 


inform CAPTE of any and all changes being made. 


Candy Bahner, PT, DPT, MS, Lead PT Programs Specialist: 703/706-3242, candybahner@apta.org   
Mike Chevalier, PTA, AAS, BS, Lead Pre-Accreditation Specialist: 703/706-3385, michaelchevalier@apta.org 
Ellen Price, PT, MEd, Lead PTA Programs Specialist: 703/706-8593, ellenprice@apta.org   
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March 2, 2020 --CAPTE Guidance Document #1


APTA and CAPTE are monitoring and assessing the situation regarding Coronavirus.  We know this can 
have an impact on physical therapy education and its clinical partners. We will provide information as it 
relates to CAPTE business as more is understood about the virus and appropriate safeguarding 
strategies are outlined.  As with all public health situations, APTA primarily relies on HHS, the CDC and 
the US Surgeon General for the best information and productive strategies.  Guidance offered by these 
and other appropriate public health agencies will be considered when travel is required 


Currently, CAPTE is conducting all work and On-site Visits as usual without modification.  With that said, 
if an On-site Reviewer is uncomfortable traveling, we will honor their desires and have a contingency 
plan for the work.  Staff will utilize other volunteers as our first option and if that isn’t possible, 
alternative solutions will be explored and implemented.  


As programs create contingency plans in preparation for possible quarantines or limits to in-person 
learning, CAPTE would like to refer them to CAPTE’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, specifically Rule 
9.13 which states: 


SUB-PART 9D: PROCEDURES FOR MANAGING EFFECTS OF DISASTERS 
9.13 Reporting Effects of Disasters 
(a) Effects of natural or man-made disasters that directly impact the education program must be
reported as soon as possible and practical. Such reports may be provided by telephone, e-mail or letter.
Effects that must be reported include, but are not limited to:


(1) Need for use of alternative space
(2) Need to modify the sequence of the curriculum plan
(3) Delay in student matriculation and/or graduation
(4) Inability of students to engage in appropriate learning activities, including clinical education
(5) Loss of fiscal, human or physical resources


(b) In the event of a man-made or natural disaster, staff will make an initial determination of the best
course of action to be taken to accommodate the program’s needs while maintaining the integrity of the
accreditation process. Actions to be considered include but are not limited to:


(1) Rescheduling of accreditation activities
(2) Fee waivers


(c) A written report will be requested for review at the next CAPTE meeting, if feasible, or as soon as
possible thereafter. Review by CAPTE may result in a status decision and/or a request for additional
information in the form of a Compliance Report.


Should you have questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate to contact the appropriate Lead Specialist. 


Candy Bahner, PT, DPT, MS (Accreditation - Lead PT Programs Specialist) 
Phone: 703/706-3242 | Email: candybahner@apta.org   


Ellen Price, PT, MEd (Accreditation - Lead PTA Programs Specialist) 
Phone: 703/706-8593 | Email: ellenprice@apta.org   


Mike Chevalier, PTA, AAS, BS (Accreditation - Lead Pre-Accreditation Specialist) 
Phone: 703/706-3385 | Email: michaelchevalier@apta.org 
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From: Beth Arbuthnot
To: Faculty-Staff
Subject: ADA Accommodation Requests
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:07:11 AM

Dear Colleagues,
 
As we return to campus, UNG faces an unprecedented situation with the COVID pandemic
and the anticipated volume of employees desiring an ADA accommodation related to COVID-
19. We have developed an electronic process that not only provides a simplified process for
the request and related case management, but also protects your personal health information.
 Below is a link to more information regarding accommodations and the electronic form
(access by clicking the Start an Accommodation Request button on the page) that will enable
you to submit your request and attach all required paperwork from your doctor.
 
For accommodations related to health conditions, we must have a note from your treating
physician minimally certifying that they are treating you for a condition that, per CDC
guidelines, places you in a high-risk category for complications related to COVID-19
contraction.
 
We will review these requests as quickly as possible and anticipate being able to provide a
response between 2 and 3 business days after receiving necessary items.
 
 
https://ung.edu/human-resources/employees/employee-relations/ada-workplace-
accommodations.php
 
Please contact ada@ung.edu if you have questions. 
 
Thank you,
 
Beth Arbuthnot
 
Beth Arbuthnot, MBA SPHR
Associate Vice President HR/Risk/Compliance
University of North Georgia
Office (Dahlonega) 706-864-1440 (Gainesville) 678-717-3713
Fax 706-864-1365
beth.arbuthnot@ung.edu
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
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From: Steven Lloyd
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Additional faculty/department guidance
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 3:41:00 PM
Attachments: Draft Guidance 07.28.2020.docx

Ally memo (003).docx

Some draft language to address some questions received recently.  The attached memo is from
Thomas McCoy about Ally.  I’ve added a note in my draft attachment and the memo could be sent as
well.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

UNG UNIVER;,ITY"of 
NOR.TH GEOR._GIX 

mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu

Guidance on Final Exams:

A standard final exam schedule was adopted last year.  Until the webpage is updated to reflect “Fall 2020”, you may reference “Fall 2019” or Spring “2020” in your planning.



For faculty: No in person exams/activities are to be conducted after the Thanksgiving break.  The use of asynchronous final exams is strongly encouraged.  However, if using an online synchronous exam format for F2F or Hybrid courses, please use the scheduled exam time for that course.  For hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled according to the start time of the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) and not based on a student’s individual required attendance to maintain social distancing (e.g., Mondays only or every other Wednesday, etc.).  Since there are no scheduled options for synchronous exams for online courses other than after 3pm on the Friday of exam week (i.e., 3-5pm, 530-730pm, and 750-950pm), please consider an asynchronous exam option.  For asynchronous exam options, please consider scheduling it in a way that provides maximum flexibility for students and to reduce the potential for conflicts with other courses.  Asynchronous exam formats will provide additional flexibility for students needing accommodations and use of the Testing Center, which, due to social distancing requirements, will be operating with limited capacity.

 

For students: For synchronous exams in F2F and hybrid courses, consult the final exam schedule and the course syllabus.  Note: for hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled according to the start time of the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) and not based on your individual required attendance directed by your faculty to maintain social distancing (e.g., Mondays only or every other Wednesday, etc.).  For online courses, consult your syllabus and/or your instructor.



Guidance on Proctoring:

Proctored activities are required of all UNG Online courses.  The proctored activity or activities must be worth at least 10% of the course grade.  F2F and Hybrid courses at UNG do not require a proctored activity.  Therefore, proctored online final exams are not required for any UNG course, but they remain an option for all and may satisfy other course requirements for some.  eCore will require proctored midterms in their Science, Math, and ECON courses.  eCore has suspended proctored exam requirements for all other eCore courses.  Proctoring may be accomplished through the use of a fee-based service like ProctorU or a free AI solution like Respondus Monitor.  Limitations apply to both and faculty are encouraged to consider best practices in assessment and to consult with UNG DETI as needed.  



Additional Guidance on Hybrid Courses:

Our Fall 2020 schedule will be hybrid intensive.  This format may be new for many faculty and we encourage you to connect with experts in DETI and CTLL, experienced colleagues, and communities of practice to ensure that you providing an engaging experience for all students.  To reiterate previous guidance, faculty should not use F2F meeting times to deliver iterations of the same lecture to different cohorts.  Rather, consider flipped classroom approaches, small group discussions, and other mechanisms of engagement and balance these activities across both the F2F and online components of the course as appropriate.



Previous guidance stands that you should email students in your class the Friday before classes start in order to let them know which course cohort they are in and their expected schedule of attendance.  This information should also be posted in the D2L course page and updated through the drop/add period.  To address student confusion and to ensure that we maintain a reduced density of students on campus, new guidance is provided for hybrid courses for the first week of classes.  All hybrid courses should meet online for their first scheduled class meeting.  For example, if a course is scheduled for MWF hybrid, the entire class should meet online on Monday, August 17 and begin the rotation of course cohort meetings on Wednesday, August 19.  Likewise, if a course is scheduled for TR hybrid, the entire class should meet online on Tuesday, August 18 and begin the rotation of course cohort meetings on Thursday, August 20.  This will allow students an opportunity to orient to the course requirements and expectations, including their attendance requirements.  Therefore, your messaging to students should also include this information.  If you are teaching a H3 format course, you will also need to notify the students of any additional safety precautions that are needed for that course format.



The Hybrid H3 format was originally designated as mask wearing before USG guidance on this issue was received.  To avoid confusion about mask wearing, which is required in all classrooms, we are updating the course definitions in the Banner help screen as highlighted below.  The course modality coding in Banner will not need to be updated.  However, if there are additional notes in the SSAText in Banner for course sections under this modality, that will need to be updated manually.



Class Schedule - Help

Instructional Method:

·         F - Fully at a distance - All or nearly all of the class sessions are delivered via technology. The course does not require students to travel to a classroom for instruction; however, it might require students to travel to a site to attend an orientation or to take exams. (This is generally equivalent to delivering more than 95 percent of sessions via technology.)

·         P - Partially at a distance - Technology is used to deliver more than 50 percent of class sessions, but visits to a classroom (or similar site) are required.

·         H - Hybrid - Technology is used to deliver 50 percent or less of class sessions, but at least one class session is replaced by technology.

·         H1 - Hybrid: 25-50% F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver 50-75 percent of class sessions. Segments of the class attend the classroom on a regular rotation based on classroom capacity with social distancing. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements prior to the first day of class.

·         H2 - Hybrid: < 25% F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver more than 75% of class sessions. Segments of the class attend the classroom on a regular rotation with social distancing. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements prior to the first day of class.

·         H3 – Hybrid: variable F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver a percentage of class sessions. Segments of the class may attend the classroom on a regular rotation. The class format may necessitate close physical proximity with others. Additional safety precautions may be necessary. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements and additional safety requirements prior to the first day of class.

·         T - Technology enhanced - Technology is used in delivering instruction to all students in the section, but no class sessions are replaced by technology.

·         No technology - No technology is used in delivering instruction.



Additional Guidance on Student Accessibility in D2L:

Please see the attached memo for more information and below for an annotation of that memo.



We are reaching more students on the D2L platform than in the past and we want to ensure that all of the materials are fully accessible.  A new tool to assist in this effort was recent purchased and is in the process of being implemented.  Blackboard Ally will be fully integrated into D2L, providing the instructor an easy to interpret gauge for the accessibility of their course content.  Additionally, this product provides guidance and tips for content accessibility improvements.  DETI will also provide faculty development training for this new addition to D2L.  The Fall Semester provides us with a good opportunity to learn, educate and monitor while the educational and promotional materials are being developed.



Additional Guidance on Seating Charts:

Faculty are encouraged to make use of a seating chart in Hybrid and F2F courses.  If a seating chart is used in conjunction with social distancing and mask wearing, contact tracing for direct and indirect exposures would be easier to identify in the event that an individual in that setting tests positive.  Since direct and indirect exposure necessitate different actions, this may help to reduce the risk that an entire class would need to quarantine with a positive case.




Memo

To: Chaudron Gille, Provost & Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, Jenna Colvin, General Counsel, Beth Arbuthnot, ADA Coordinator, Alyson Paul,  Associate Vice President, James Conneely, Vice President of Student Affairs.

From: Thomas McCoy, Student Disability Services


Date: 7/22/2020


Re:	The use of Blackboard Ally as an online accessibility tool on the D2L platform.




I wanted to take an opportunity to introduce the UNG family to a new tool for accessibility. Blackboard Ally is designed to support faculty by checking for common accessibility issues. It will provide feedback and guidance to help faculty learn how to address accessibility challenges on the D2L platform. Additionally, it is designed to provide students with choices and it adds flexibility that comes with a more personalized approach. It does this by offering the students a variety of alternative formats that will make the courses more accessible. 

Why do we need to address accessibility on D2L, especially since we are already having to deal with the COVID challenge? The reason is based on a legal precedence called the Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act (29 U.S.C. § 794d).  In short, it requires the university to develop, procure, maintain and use information and communications technology (ICT) that is accessible to all students with disabilities. Most importantly, it is the “right thing” to do. 

Since we have a more online presence, due to the COVID challenge, we have a more focused approach to make all materials online fully accessible. We are reaching more students on the D2L format than in the past and we want all of the materials accessible.

I would like to emphasize that this is intended to be a tool to help the faculty and to educate them on how to improve their content’s accessibility. The Fall Semester provides us with a good opportunity to learn, educate and monitor while the educational and promotional materials are being developed. Departments may want to encourage the use of this tool and inform the faculty that it is available. Blackboard Ally will be fully integrated into D2L, providing the instructor an easy to interpret gauge for the accessibility of their course content.  Additionally, this product provides guidance and tips for content accessibility improvements.  DETI will also provide faculty development training for this new addition to D2L.

For administration, including the ADA Coordinator, we will have access to an accurate measurement of the university’s 508 online accessibility compliance. This information will be available upon request.

Please, forward this information along to all of the faculty, whenever possible. This will help them become aware of this opportunity and I would like to encourage all faculty to take full advantage of this opportunity. 

Thank you for your hard work and dedication to the students. 















































This document has been checked for 508 compliance through the Word Accessibility Checker.





From: Kate Maine
To: Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille; James Conneely; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: articles for information
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 9:41:07 AM

Good morning, everyone,
 
I am sharing the following articles for your awareness.
 
https://www.thecollegefix.com/university-amends-invasive-covid-reporting-form-after-
constitutional-rights-group-intervenes/
 
https://www.ajc.com/education/get-schooled-blog/college-professor-i-dont-think-all-students-will-
be-safe-on-campus/A4DYAUFC3FEXPP4EFNYSRZUIZA/ (opinion piece)
 
Kind regards,
Kate
 
Kate Maine, Ed.D., APR
Vice President of University Relations and Chief of Staff
706-864-1950 | 706-429-4093, mobile
kate.maine@ung.edu
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From: Nancy Dalman
To: John Leyba; Chaudron Gille; Steven Lloyd
Cc: Melissa Walton
Subject: Blue Ridge biology
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2020 12:39:04 PM

A happy ending! Thank you all for your support.
 
Nancy Dalman, Ph.D.
Professor and Department Head of Biology
Health and Natural Sciences, room 411
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706)867-2831
Nancy.dalman@ung.edu
 
 
 

From: 
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 9:25 PM
To: Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>
Subject: today
 
When I responded to you and Michael's earlier communications, I thought that I had hit "reply all" and you both
received my response.  Michael brought that to my attention.
 
To be clear, I knew that you had come up with the solution/creative idea to deal with the current situation.  As a
resident "Old Fart" who has been around several blocks, I wanted to say several things to you.
 
Excellent work. Good solution that considers all parties and makes sure that you solve the problem(s),  accomplish
the future goals/issues that you see coming down the road, and makes good use of the resources at hand. Finally, it
maximizes the student's education.
 
Well done. After all these years of being involved in a wide variety of educational institutions, I have rarely seen
administrators solve a problem with creativity like you have done in this instance.  In fact, I have seen a great deal of
incompetence and little real problem solving...
 
I look forward to working with you.
 

 
 

On Aug 14, 2020, at 3:54 PM, Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu> wrote:

Hi 
I know this has been a frustrating time for you, trying to get ready for classes next week. I truly
appreciate your patience and diligence. Unfortunately, we have hit another snag. HR requires a
background check for all new hires and you are not able to work until the check has been completed.

1111 
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Due to COVID, the system is bogged down and it could be a few weeks before you can work. Rather
than ask you to adjust your teaching plans yet again, I have another proposed solution that I hope
you will find acceptable.
 
We will move all current BR biology students into existing online course sections where we have
open seats. You would begin teaching in January, which gives you plenty of time to prepare and UNG
plenty of time to get the lab ready. However, if you are interested, we would hire you this fall to
work as a tutor for your former students, those BR students moved to the online BIOL 1101/L and
A&P. You can offer tutoring at the current class times, during which both the classrooms and the
students should be available. We would also ask that you assist in setting up the lab, once it is built.
The materials and equipment are currently in Dahlonega; we would move them to BR and you can
organize the lab in a way that would suit you to teach there in the spring semester. Your start date
would hopefully be in early September or whenever the background check is completed. Your salary
would not be reduced. Is this something in which you might be interested?
 
I am so sorry that this has been such a difficult process. I promise that things are not usually this
chaotic!
Nancy
 
Nancy Dalman, Ph.D.
Professor and Department Head of Biology
Health and Natural Sciences, room 411
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706)867-2831
Nancy.dalman@ung.edu
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From: Sandy Ott
To: Richard Oates; James Conneely; Chaudron Gille; Michael Rogers; Lori Bramlett
Subject: Blue RIdge CLT Recommendations
Date: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:01:50 PM

The UNG Blue RIdge CLT met this week to discuss our updated Re-Opening Plan
and move to Phase III. It is the recommendation of the BR CLT that as UNG enters
Phase III on July 27th that the BR Campus continue utilizing teleworking for Phase
III until the new campus is open and operational the beginning of August.   The
reasoning for this request is due to moving of IT/AV/phones (date TBD), campus 
will be packed and ready to move when furniture delivery begins  on August 7th
(this is the scheduled date at this time), and transition to the new campus.  

We had discussed the option of working remotely during the last weeks of July as
a possible option before COVID if we did not have phone or internet at the
current location. 

Thank you for considering this recommendation and we are looking forward to
beginning fall semester on the new UNG Blue Ridge Campus in August. 

Thank you, 

 

Sandy Ott
 
Director
Blue Ridge Campus
University of North Georgia
83 Dunbarton Farm Road
Blue Ridge, Georgia 30513
(706)946-5463
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From: Ellen Cormack
To: James Conneely; Chaudron Gille; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Billy Wells
Cc: Bonita Jacobs
Subject: Cabinet Agenda
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 10:07:11 AM
Attachments: UNG Cabinet Agenda 8-17-2020.docx

Greetings all:

Attached please find the agenda for the cabinet meeting on Monday, August 17th at 9:00 am.  This
will be a virtual meeting via Teams.
 
Happy Friday!
 
Ellen Cormack
Administrative Assistant to the President
Price Memorial, Room 302
82 College Circle | Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993 office | 706-864-1689 fax | ellen.cormack@ung.edu

 
 
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
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Cabinet Meeting Agenda 

August 17, 2020











1. COVID-19 Update – Greg William







2. Blue Ridge Scholars Study – Donna Caldwell







3. Student Convocation







4. Budget – Mac McConnell











From: Kate Maine
To: Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille; James Conneely; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: cabinet meeting
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 8:50:55 AM
Attachments: University of North Georgia Student Health Services COVID -19 protocol final 2.docx

All, please note that I sent a new meeting invitation for this morning’s meeting.  Please use
it rather than the one that I cancelled.
 
I have also attached a document outlining our COVID-19 testing protocol for students for
your reference and our discussion.
 
Kate Maine, Ed.D., APR
Vice President of University Relations and Chief of Staff
706-864-1950 | 706-429-4093, mobile
kate.maine@ung.edu
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University of North Georgia Student Health Services

COVID Testing Protocol

Beginning fall semester 2020, Student Health Services (SHS) on the Gainesville and Dahlonega campuses will offer COVID-19 testing in-house when the following criteria are met:

1. Students are expected to call for appointment and maintain self-isolation until appointment time at SHS. 

2. Student presents to clinic with COVID-19 symptoms and a test is deemed appropriate after an evaluation by clinician. Tests will be ONLY be performed on symptomatic patients.

a. Current protocol indicates flu and strep be ruled out per testing prior to COVID-19 testing.

b. Students who have paid the Student Health Fee ($65) will receive appropriate testing (flu, strep, COVID-19) at no additional charge. Students who have NOT paid the Student Health fee will be assessed the Student Health fee upon treatment and will receive appropriate testing (flu, strep, COVID-19) at no additional charge.

If COVID-19 test indicates POSITIVE:

1. SHS staff will notify the DOS office and Corps of Cadets, Residence Life, Global Engagement as appropriate.  The Dean of Students Office will assist the student in communicating with faculty to provide flexibility in course assignments and deadlines.

2. Students diagnosed with COVID-19 will be required to report diagnosis in the LiveSafe app or UNG COVID-19 Self-Reporting Form and leave campus immediately. Isolation procedures from the CDC, DPH and USG must be followed, and student cannot return to any UNG campus until the return to campus criteria are met. No medical documentation is required for a student to return to campus.

3. Contract tracing will begin after disclosure of positive COVID-19 case. Students in direct contact with COVID case will be directed to self-isolate as directed by the CDC and GDPH guidelines. 



If COVID-19 test indicates NEGATIVE:

1. Despite a negative COVID-19 test, if the clinical symptomatology, along with in-house screening supports a clinical diagnosis, patient will be instructed and expected to follow CDC, GDPH guidelines regarding self-isolation.  

2. If patient receives a negative result on the COVID-19 test and the clinical symptomatology does not support a clinical diagnosis, patient will be instructed to self-monitor symptoms, but may return to activities with caution to continue social distancing and other safety measures.

3. Follow-up confirmatory PCR (molecular testing) will not be routine and will only be ordered when SHS clinician deems appropriate. 

Additional guidance:

1. SHS will not be able to support mass screenings.

2. SHS will not test faculty or staff.

3. Routine COVID-19 testing will not be performed on asymptomatic students even when student has been notified of potential exposure to COVID-19 case. These students will be referred to local urgent care center or DPH for testing. 

4. SHS will not accept outside orders for test from non-UNG clinician. 



From: UNG Office of Student Affairs
To: Faculty-Dahlonega; Staff-Dahlonega; Faculty-Gainesville; Staff-Gainesville; Students-Current-Dahlonega;

Students-Current-Gainesville
Subject: Campus Recreation & Wellness Updated Facility Rules
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 8:28:01 PM
Attachments: CRW Facility Flyer.pdf

The following is sent on behalf of Derek Leonard, Director, Campus Recreation & Wellness.
 Please direct any questions to him at 706-864-1622.
 
Thank you,
Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs
 

Good evening,
 
Per recommendations from the University System of Georgia, UNG, the CDC, and the Georgia
Department of Health, the following update will be effective tomorrow for all campus recreation
facilities.
 

Effective Wednesday August 12th, all patrons who enter campus recreation facilities on all
campuses will be required to wear masks at all times, even while working out.
 
Effective July 15, 2020, USG institutions will require all faculty, staff, students, and visitors to wear an
appropriate face covering while inside campus facilities/buildings where six feet of social distancing
may not always be possible. Face covering use will be in addition to, and is not a substitute for,
social distancing. Anyone not using a face covering when required will be asked to wear one or must
leave the area. Repeated refusal to comply with the requirement may result in discipline through the
applicable conduct code for faculty, staff, or students.

Things to Consider When Exercising With a Mask
·        Consider masks that are breathable, comfortable, moisture-wicking with multi-layer microbial

fibers for working out. If you are new to exercising or haven't exercised in a long time, pay extra
attention to your breathing and recovery.

·        Give your body extra time to adapt to change in the flow of oxygen when working out with a
mask. If you do feel lightheaded, dizzy, or extremely short of breath when working out with a
mask, you should sit down, notify staff, and take a break.

·        Consult with your doctor before working out with a mask if you have any underlying issues.

I have also provided a flyer that outlines some of the unique differences you will see when visiting
our facilities; as well as, a list of our hours for the upcoming Fall semester. The Gainesville Fitness
Center and Dahlonega Rec Center are also open this week! Those hours and more information
related to our reopening can be found by visiting our website:
 
GVL: https://ung.edu/campus-recreation-and-wellness/gainesville/facilities/fitness-center.php
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Campus Recreation & Wellness Centers


Schedule of Operation
See link above for modified hours August 10 -13


Dahlonega
Fall Semester Schedule Begins August  14


Gainesville
Fall Semester Schedule begins August 10


Monday – Thursday Rec Center: 5:45am to 10pm


Pool (Begins August 17th): 5:45am-7:45am; 4:00pm-
7:00pm


6:00am to 2:00pm
2:00pm to 4:00pm Cleaning Break


4:00pm to 8:00pm
Pool: 6:00am to 9:00am


11:00am to 2:00pm & 4:00 – 8:00 pm


Friday Rec Center: 5:45am to 7:00pm


Pool (Begins August 17th): 5:45am – 7:45am


6:00am to 2:00pm
Pool: 6:00am to 9:00am


11:00am to 2:00pm


Saturday 10:00am to 5:00pm
Pool: Closed


CLOSED


Sunday 3:00pm to 7:00pm
Pool (Begins August 17th): 4:00pm – 7:00pm


CLOSED


• Open to UNG students, employees, and members.
• Face masks must be worn at all times inside campus recreation facilities, even while exercising.
• We are not issuing guest/day passes this fall.
• Capacity for campus recreation facilities are limited depending upon activities and areas to adhere with 


social distancing requirements. Capacities are posted for each area within our facilities.
• The gymnasiums are closed to open play but will host Kinesiology classes, Group Exercise classes, and 


modified Intramural Sports activities.
• Locker room use has been restricted. Day Lockers are unavailable. Showers are limited ONLY for        


entering and exiting the pool.
• Operations may be adjusted at any time based upon health and safety revisions.
• Please visit the Campus Recreation and Wellness website to view our new COVID Healthy Practices and 


Facility Use Guidelines. https://ung.edu/campus-recreation-and-wellness/index.php



https://ung.edu/campus-recreation-and-wellness/index.php



		Campus Recreation & Wellness Centers





DAH: https://ung.edu/campus-recreation-and-wellness/dahlonega/facilities/recreation-center.php
 
We are looking forward to welcoming you all back to campus and to our facilities! Please do not
hesitate to reach out if there are additional questions or if I can be of assistance.
 
Thank you,
 

Derek Leonard
Director, Campus Recreation & Wellness
University of North Georgia
198 Church Street
Dahlonega, GA 30597
Office: 706-864-1622
 
 
Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs
and Enrollment Management
Price Memorial
University of North Georgia
studentaffairs@ung.edu
706-864-1818
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From: Mac McConnell
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: CARES SIP
Date: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:29:24 PM

Chaudron, 

May I ask Greg to reach out to Carol about possibly using some of the SIP money for Covid
testing for students?  $50K? 

Also, we should submit CIP plan by early next week if possible. 

Thanks, 

Mac

Dr. Frank J. (Mac) McConnell
Senior Vice President for Business & Finance
Assistant Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA  30597
Phone:  706 864 1606
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From: Kate Maine
To: Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille; James Conneely; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Cc: Sylvia Carson; Jenna Colvin; Ellen Cormack; Ben Jarrard
Subject: Challenge by Southeastern Legal Foundation
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 4:39:29 PM
Attachments: 20200727 SLF Ltr. to UNG re. COVID Concern Form.pdf

2020-8-6 Reporting Form.pdf
2020-8-6 Response to SELegal Foundation.pdf

Good afternoon, all,
 
Some of you are aware of this situation, but I want to ensure that everyone has a summary
of the information in case you receive questions from stakeholders in the next few days. 
Last week, the Southeastern Legal Foundation (SLF) sent the attached letter (202020727
LSF Ltr) to our deans of students citing concerns regarding students’ rights under the First
and Fourth Amendments.  Both Jenna and the USG attorney agree that there is no merit to
those allegations.  The lawyer who wrote the letter subsequently shared it with two media
outlets—Just the News and The College Fix—who sent us inquiries about the form and our
plans. 
 
Since then, we have been working with the USG legal and communications offices to
consider revisions to the form and legal and media responses.  I provided the media outlets
with the following response this morning:

As part of its response to the ongoing health emergency, UNG created a form where
individuals can voluntarily report positive COVID-19 test results. This form will be used as a
way to help UNG provide resources and assist students and employees with this health crisis
and will not be used to improperly violate anyone’s privacy or stifle speech. UNG disputes
Southeastern Legal’s allegations that this form violates any constitutional rights and is
responding to Southeastern Legal with this clarifying information. 

 
Just the News published an article late last night.  https://justthenews.com/politics-
policy/education/after-warning-legal-group-georgia-university-rewrites-its-covid-19  I have
corresponded with the reporter this morning, and he indicated that he would update the
article with our response, but, so far, he has not done so.
 
We provided the attached response to the Southeastern Legal Foundation early this
afternoon. I anticipate additional publicity surrounding this, particularly via social media,
over the next several days. Please let me know if you have any questions or if you do receive
inquiries.
 
Thank you,
Kate
 
Kate Maine, Ed.D., APR
Vice President of University Relations and Chief of Staff
706-864-1950 | 706-429-4093, mobile
kate.maine@ung.edu
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Rebuilding the American Republic® 


 


 


 


 


July 27, 2020 


 


  VIA EMAIL     VIA EMAIL     VIA EMAIL 


 


 


 


Re: Unconstitutional First and Fourth Amendment Violations: Reporting COVID-19 
Concerns about Others  


 
Dear Mr. Delaney, Ms. Paul, and Ms. Brown: 


 We are writing to you on behalf of concerned citizens regarding the University of North 
Georgia (UNG) COVID-19 Concern Form (Concern Form or Form). These citizens fear that this 
Form not only has the potential to violate students’ right of privacy, but could also be 
unconstitutionally vague and a means to censor student speech. Thus, the citizens seek clarification 
about the Concern Form and UNG’s plans to enforce the reports it receives.  


    Southeastern Legal Foundation (SLF) is a nonprofit public interest law firm and policy 
center dedicated to advocating limited government, protecting American freedom, and defending 
individual liberties. Through our 1A Project, we educate the public about students’ First 
Amendment rights on college campuses. This letter seeks to inform UNG about the dangerous, 
unconstitutional precedent this reporting scheme will set because it could be used to stifle free 
speech and to violate individual privacy.  


Factual Background 


 As of this date, the UNG COVID-19 webpage provides a list of resources for members of 
its community.1 One of the resource links says “Report a COVID-19 Concern About Others.” That 
link directs students to a Concern Form where they can provide the name, symptoms, and contact 
information for any student they believe: (1) tested positive for COVID; (2) received a COVID 
diagnosis; (3) is presumed positive for COVID; (4) was directly exposed to someone who tested 
positive for COVID or is presumed positive; (5) was indirectly exposed to someone who tested 


                                                           
1 https://ung.edu/covid-19/.  
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positive for COVID or is presumed positive; or (6) “other” reasons.2 This same Concern Form can 
be accessed from the COVID-19 Reporting webpage3 and the COVID-19 Testing page on the 
Student Health Services website.4   


Analysis 


1. Potential First Amendment Violations 


It is well-settled that a college campus is the “marketplace of ideas” where students are 
exposed “to that robust exchange of ideas which discovers truth.”5 Indeed, freedom of speech and 
academic inquiry are “vital” on college campuses, because only through thoughtful debate and 
discourse can real education occur.6 Colleges have a duty to protect student health and safety, 
especially during uncertain times like these. However, even in unprecedented times, students’ First 
Amendment rights remain unchanged. That means colleges and universities cannot engage in 
viewpoint or content-based discrimination, cannot enact vague and overbroad policies, and cannot 
chill student expression. 


 Whereas UNG policy does not appear to infringe on student speech outright, the Concern 
Form could be invoked to do so indirectly. For example, the Form appears to be vague and 
overbroad. A policy violates the Constitution when it is so broad that it infringes on 
constitutionally protected activity. The category of students who can be reported in the Concern 
Form is boundless. Under these terms, a friend of a friend of a friend who has been exposed to a 
student who sneezes can be reported. Moreover, the Concern Form is vague. Students have no way 
of knowing what will be reported and what the school will do when a symptom is reported. For 
instance, if a student complains of a headache, will she be subjected to an investigation? Will the 
school ask her to leave campus for two weeks? Will her roommate meet the same fate? What about 
her peer who sits on the other side of the lecture hall from her? In this way, the Concern Form is 
unconstitutionally vague and overbroad because it provides no clear guidelines for students, both 
who file reports and who are the subject of the reports.   


 Next, the Concern Form is a vehicle for infringing on student’s First Amendment rights. 
As we’ve seen these past few months, “cancel culture” is a pandemic itself that plagues social 
media. One need only utter a sentiment that could be perceived in a remotely offensive way, and 
he is shouted down, unfollowed on social media, threatened, and even fired from work or expelled 
from school. Unfortunately, nowhere is “cancel culture” more visible than college campuses. With 
a Concern Form at students’ fingertips, students wishing to prevent a controversial speaker from 
visiting campus or to stop a student organization from garnering interest in their cause can simply 
report members of that organization as symptomatic. Without stricter reporting guidelines and 


                                                           
2 https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthGeorgia&layout_id=45. 
3 https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php. 
4 https://ung.edu/student-health-services/covid-testing.php. 
5 Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967). 
6 Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169, 180 (1972). 
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limits, it appears that such events could be shut down entirely with the press of a button. This may 
sound unlikely, but then again, who would have predicted 2020 to turn out as it has? 


 Finally, speech is chilled when a speaker objectively fears that speaking will result in 
discipline, and as a result censors her speech altogether. The U.S. Supreme Court repeatedly writes 
that the danger of chilling speech “is especially real in the University setting, where the State acts 
against a background and tradition of thought and experiment that is at the center of our intellectual 
and philosophic tradition.”7 Any action taken by university authorities that has a chilling effect on 
student speech is unconstitutional.8 And even when a member of a university does not have the 
actual authority to impose discipline, the mere appearance of authority is enough to objectively 
chill and censor speech. At UNG, the Concern Form places the authority to shut down events in 
the hands of all students because they can simply report student organizations for COVID 
symptoms to detract from planned speech activities. This will no doubt deter students from 
advertising and hosting potentially controversial events; investing time and money in these events 
simply will not be worth the risk of facing penalties like two-week quarantine or investigations by 
health services.  


2. Potential Fourth Amendment Violations  


 In addition to violating students’ First Amendment rights, the UNG Concern Form could 
also violate their Fourth Amendment rights. Under the Fourth Amendment, individuals cannot be 
subject to unreasonable searches and seizures. The Supreme Court has even considered that right 
in the context of cheek swabs.9 The Court has held that a criminal arrested and charged with a 
serious crime can be subjected to a DNA cheek swab, so long as the charges are supported by 
probable cause, meaning there must be sufficient likelihood that the crime occurred.10 However, a 
swab is unconstitutional if there is no probable cause, the charge is not criminal, or if the DNA is 
used to gather medical information about the criminal.11 


 Will UNG, upon receiving a report of a symptomatic student, subject that student to an 
invasive COVID-19 swab? Surely the university understands that this action would violate the 
Fourth Amendment. However, the question remains: how does UNG plan to investigate and 
enforce reports made through the Concern Form?  


Request 


 SLF and the concerned citizens it represents respectfully request that you provide 
clarification regarding the Concern Form. Specifically, SLF requests that you clarify whether and 
how UNG plans to investigate reports made through the Concern Form, and whether and how 
UNG plans to enforce measures against students who are reported as having COVID symptoms. 


                                                           
7 Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 835. 
8 Id. 
9 Maryland v. King, 569 U.S. 435 (2013). 
10 Id. at 465.  
11 Id. at 464, 465. 
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 Yours in Freedom, 


 Kimberly S. Hermann 


 Kimberly S. Hermann 
 General Counsel 


 Southeastern Legal Foundation 
 560 W. Crossville Rd., Ste. 104 
 Roswell, GA 30075 
 


cc: Student Health Services (stuhealth@ung.edu)  
 Brooke Taylor (brooke.taylor@ung.edu) 
 Christy Morrison (christy.morrison@ung.edu) 


Sara Zerkel (sara.zerkel@ung.edu) 








 












From: Chaudron Gille
To: Jeff Turk; John Leyba; Christopher Jespersen; Carolynn DeSandre; "Carol Adams"; Mary Gowan; Sheri Hardee;

Joy Bolt; Andy Novobilski; Chris Barnes; Michael Rogers; Jason Pruitt
Cc: Steven Lloyd
Subject: Classroom occupancy adjustments
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 10:11:00 AM
Attachments: Classroom Occupancies - Updated 7-31-20.xlsx

Frequently Asked Questions.docx

Hello all,
   As Ken and the facilities folks have worked more closely with prepping the academic spaces, and in
some cases in consultation with the relevant departments,  there have been a few adjustments in
the maximum # of seats.  Where adjustments have been made, you will see a note in the notes
column. It will also indicate if the department was part of the discussion. I am also attaching an FAQ
sheet that explains the methodology used to determine the capacity of the rooms.
 
Chaudron
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Dahlonega

		USE CODE		BLDG CODE		BLDG DESCRIPTION		BLDG SQ FT		ROOM NUMB		ROOM DESC		Sq Ft		PGCL CODE		CIPC CODE		Fixed/Movable		Seats		6 ft Occ		3 ft Occ		Comments

		115		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		224		SERVICE		27		11		500101				0

		115		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		226		SERVICE		88		11		500101				0

		115		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		228		CLASS SE		315		11		500101				0

		115		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		112C		AV CNTRL		12		11		280301				0

		115		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		133D		STORAGE		250		11		280301				0

		115		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		154A		SUP STOR		306		11		280301				0

		115		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		155		COMM STR		467		11		280301				0

		115		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		102		STORAGE		151		31		0				0

		115		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		213		STOR		130		31		0				0

		115		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		0213A		storage		145		31		0				0

		115		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		203		STORAGE		38		11		0				0

		115		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		315		storage		77		11		260101				0

		115		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X010A		STORAGE		50		11		0				0

		115		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X012		STORAGE		86		11		0				0

		115		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X014A		STORAGE		73		11		0				0

		115		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X015A		STORAGE		39		11		0				0

		115		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X016A		STORAGE		151		11		0				0

		115		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X019A		PROJ RM		82		11		0				0

		115		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X106A		STORAGE		46		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		134		AV STORG		80		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		135		AV STORG		80		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		138		AV STORG		80		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		139		AV STORG		80		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		142		AV STORG		80		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		146		STORAGE		20		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		224		AV STORG		80		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		225		AV STORG		80		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		233		STORAGE		128		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		308		AV STORG		86		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		323		AV STORG		80		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		325		AV STORG		80		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		331		STORAGE		20		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		471		STORAGE		17		11		0				0

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		B001		STORAGE		675		11		0				0

		115		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		172		STORAGE		74		90		0				0

		215		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		101A		storage		275		11		500201				0

		215		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		107		storage		244		11		500901				0

		215		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		325		storage		656		11		500903				0

		215		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		326		CHOR LIB		72		11		500903				0

		215		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		171		VIEWING		197		11		280301				0

		215		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		110		PREP		97		11		400801				0

		215		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		213		LAB STOC		374		11		400501				0

		215		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		313		LAB SERV		77		11		0				0

		215		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		213		CLOSET		47		90		0				0

		215		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		225		STORAGE		80		90		0				0

		215		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X109A		STORAGE		155		11		0				0

		215		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		115		CLEAN RM		52		11		0				0

		215		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		116		EXAM RM		61		11		0				0

		215		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		205		PrepRoom		331		11		240102				0

		215		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		234C		storage		50		11		0				0

		215		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		310		PrepRoom		332		11		240102				0

		215		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		316		prep rm		245		11		240102				0

		215		DA0127		DA-Choice St Arts Complex A		2870		102		storage		12		11		0				0

		215		DA0127		DA-Choice St Arts Complex A		2870		103		storage		22		11		0				0

		215		DA0127		DA-Choice St Arts Complex A		2870		104		storage		12		11		0				0

		215		DA0127		DA-Choice St Arts Complex A		2870		109		coat rm		30		90		0				0

		215		DA0129		DA-Choice St Arts Complex C		6480		10		storage		1782		11		500712				0

		215		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		308		storage		176		11		500712				0

		215		DA0137		DA-Walker Drive Building		3579		112		closet		22		11		240102				0

		215		DA0137		DA-Walker Drive Building		3579		113		storage		816		11		240102				0

		215		DA0139		DA-Art Annex Hamp Mill		11068		201		storage		1030		90		0				0

		215		DA0139		DA-Art Annex Hamp Mill		11068		205		storage		138		90		0				0

		215		DA0139		DA-Art Annex Hamp Mill		11068		206		storage		94		90		0				0

		315		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		108C		vault		121		63		0				0

		315		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		222		COPY ARE		59		63		0				0

		315		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		228		VAULT		167		63		0				0

		315		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		303		STORAGE		26		63		0				0

		315		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		305		PVT BATH		33		90		0				0

		315		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		308		COPY RM		77		63		0				0

		315		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		309		STORAGE		35		63		0				0

		315		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		319		SUPPLY		25		63		0				0

		315		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		320		STORAGE		31		63		0				0

		315		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		327		PANTRY		26		63		0				0

		315		DA0002		DA-Young Hall		15837		107		STORAGE		111		90		0				0

		315		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		315		closet		17		51		0				0

		315		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		319A		lounge		334		51		0				0

		315		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		319C		storage		52		11		0				0

		315		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		410		breakrm		181		51		0				0

		315		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		214		SERVICE		60		11		500101				0

		315		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		113		breakrm		129		11		0				0

		315		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		124		workrm		113		11		240102				0

		315		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		224		workrm		123		11		240102				0		0

		315		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		324		workrm		123		11		240102				0

		315		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		206		WorkStud		168		11		240102				0

		315		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		261		Copy Rm		124		11		240102				0

		315		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		357		FileRm		169		11		240102				0

		315		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		11		OFF SUP		83		11		240102				0

		315		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		015A		storage		12		90		0				0

		315		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		015B		storage		12		90		0				0

		315		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		015C		storage		12		90		0				0

		315		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		122		SERVICE		125		11		280301				0

		315		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		201		STORAGE		476		11		240102				0

		315		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		208A		storage		64		11		240102				0

		315		DA0014		DA-Public Safety Office		3708		100A		evidence		125		67		0				0

		315		DA0014		DA-Public Safety Office		3708		101		STORAGE		41		67		0				0

		315		DA0014		DA-Public Safety Office		3708		103		breakrm		164		67		0				0

		315		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		11		HALL CLO		23		11		131101				0

		315		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		13		storage		109		11		131101				0

		315		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		110		STORAGE		244		11		131101				0

		315		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		140		2FL CLOS		37		11		131101				0

		315		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		150		3RD CLOS		17		11		131101				0

		315		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		103B		COFFEE R		65		11		280301				0

		315		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		109		STORAGE		78		11		280301				0

		315		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		112B		FURN STO		247		11		280301				0

		315		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		126		COMM STO		138		11		280301				0

		315		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		154		SUP STOR		1421		11		280301				0

		315		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		173A		CLOSET		11		11		280301				0

		315		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		206		STORAGE		25		31		0				0

		315		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		207		STORAGE		23		31		0				0

		315		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		209		WORKROOM		142		31		0				0

		315		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		113A		STORAGE		78		63		0				0

		315		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		201		CLOSET		43		63		0				0

		315		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		105		SERVICE		109		11		400801				0

		315		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		111		STORAGE		97		11		400801				0

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		124		COPY RM		153		44		0				0

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		128		BREAK RM		34		90		0				0

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		307		lounge		335		11		240102				0

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		310		CLOSET		47		11		0				0

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		321		CLOSET		7		90		0				0

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		323		CLOSET		7		90		0				0

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		325		COPY RM		240		11		0				0

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		326		CLOSET		47		11		0				0

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		327		CLOSET		34		11		0				0

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		340		CLOSET		10		90		0				0

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		341		CLOSET		10		90		0				0

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		345		CLOSET		36		11		0				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		202C		CLOSET		10		90		420101				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		202E		storage		10		90		0				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		204A		storage		28		90		0				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		207A		storage		40		90		420101				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		207B		storage		50		90		420101				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		210C		SERVICE		134		11		240102				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		212E		SERVICE		8		11		0				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		212F		storage		15		11		240102				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		213C		storage		94		11		240102				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		214C		RECORDS		120		11		240102				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		215		copy rm		198		11		240102				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		219A		storage		163		11		240102				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		220		SERVICE		24		11		240102				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		304A		SERVICE		93		11		270101				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		304B		SERVICE		90		11		110101				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		311A		storage		17		11		270101				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		311B		storage		17		11		270101				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		312A		storage		17		11		160101				0

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		312B		storage		17		11		160101				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X009		STORAGE		151		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X107A		STORAGE		47		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X110A		CLOSET		10		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X111A		CLOSET		10		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X112A		CLOSET		11		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X113A		CLOSET		10		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X114A		CLOSET		11		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X115A		CLOSET		9		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X116A		CLOSET		9		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X117A		CLOSET		9		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X118A		CLOSET		7		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X119A		CLOSET		10		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X120A		CLOSET		10		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X121A		CLOSET		11		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X122A		CLOSET		8		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X123A		CLOSET		8		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X124B		STORAGE		24		11		240102				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X125A		copyrm		60		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X126A		CLOSET		8		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X127A		CLOSET		11		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X128		DUPL		188		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X131A		CLOSET		9		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X132A		CLOSET		9		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X133A		CLOSET		9		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X134A		CLOSET		7		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X135		FACLOUN		58		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X205A		STORAGE		48		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X206A		STORAGE		44		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X207A		STORAGE		47		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X208A		STORAGE		51		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X209A		STORAGE		42		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X212A		FOYER		70		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X212C		CLOSET		32		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X213A		CLOSET		11		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X214A		CLOSET		10		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X215A		CLOSET		11		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X216A		CLOSET		10		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X219A		CLOSET		9		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X220A		CLOSET		9		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X221A		CLOSET		10		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X222A		CLOSET		10		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X225A		CLOSET		10		11		0				0

		315		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X226A		CLOST		10		11		0				0

		315		DA0093		DA-27 SUNSET DRIVE		4448		102		break rm		27		90		0				0

		315		DA0093		DA-27 SUNSET DRIVE		4448		202		service		66		63		0				0

		315		DA0093		DA-27 SUNSET DRIVE		4448		301		service		323		63		0				0

		315		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		124		RECORDS		265		11		0				0

		315		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		434		Copy Rm		220		11		240102				0

		315		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		452		Copy Rm		35		11		240102				0

		315		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		107		COPY RM		138		64		0				0

		315		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		107A		RECORDS		99		64		0				0

		315		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		148		COPY		109		65		0				0

		315		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		167		FILES		109		65		0				0

		315		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		171		BREAKRM		787		65		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		101		VAULT		400		55		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		105		RECORDS		117		55		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		126		closet		20		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		202		STORAGE		98		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		208		STORAGE		148		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		212		STORAGE		153		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		218		STORAGE		91		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		219A		CLOSET		42		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		230		KITCHEN		140		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		234		COPYRM		99		11		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		236		STORAGE		171		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		237		STORAGE		235		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		243A		storage		40		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		301D		COPYRM		69		11		240102				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		301G		STORAGE		41		11		240102				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		315		copyrm		51		11		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		317		STORAGE		38		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		324		STORAGE		36		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		325		STORAGE		73		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		327		STORAGE		60		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		341B		closet		29		11		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		342		KITCHEN		337		90		0				0

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		346		STORAGE		66		90		0				0

		315		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		171		workarea		73		41		0				0

		315		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		176		BREAK RM		153		90		0				0

		315		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		373		storage		151		44		240102				0

		315		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		383		brrm		105		41		0				0

		315		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		136		Restroom		57		55		510701				0

		315		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		210		Storage		109		55		520101				0

		315		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		321		Copy Rm		112		11		240102				0

		315		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		330		Break Rm		120		55		520499				0

		315		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		349		File Rm		55		11		520499				0

		315		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		355		Copy Rm		105		11		520499				0

		315		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		364		Copy Rm		73		11		520499				0

		315		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		365		File Rm		78		11		520499				0

		315		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		369		copyrm		120		11		520499				0

		315		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		383		storage		113		11		520499				0

		315		DA0128		DA-Choice St Arts Complex B		2849		109		RECORDS		35		11		0				0

		315		DA0128		DA-Choice St Arts Complex B		2849		110		RECORDS		35		11		0				0

		315		DA0128		DA-Choice St Arts Complex B		2849		111A		STORAGE		378		11		0				0

		315		DA0128		DA-Choice St Arts Complex B		2849		111B		STORAGE		156		11		0				0

		315		DA0128		DA-Choice St Arts Complex B		2849		111C		STORAGE		72		11		0				0

		315		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		27A		storage		11		11		500712				0

		315		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		28A		storage		11		11		500712				0

		315		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		304		storage		100		11		500712				0

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		101		OFFICE		243		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		102		OFFICE		323		63		0				2

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		103A		OFFICE		182		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		103B		OFFICE		168		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		104		OFFICE		178		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		104A		office		177		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		106		OFFICE		331		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		107		OFFICE		348		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		108		Office		405		63		0				2

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		108A		Office		182		63		0				2

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		108B		Office		165		63		0				2

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		109		OFFICE		373		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		110		OFFICE		373		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		201		OFFICE		309		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		202		OFFICE		242		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		202A		Office		110		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		204		office		406		42		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		210		OFFICE		190		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		211		OFFICE		212		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		212A		OFFICE		307		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		218A		office		146		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		218B		office		102		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		219		OFFICE		194		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		220		office		157		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		221		OFFICE		940		63		0				7

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		224		OFFICE		125		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		230		OFFICE		112		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		231		OFFICE		249		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		232		OFFICE		158		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		238		OFFICE		85		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		302		OFFICE		336		63		0				2

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		304		OFFICE		338		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		316		OFFICE		108		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		317		RECEPTN		191		63		0				2

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		318		OFFICE		126		90		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		321		OFFICE		302		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		322		OFFICE		217		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		326		OFFICE		309		63		0				1

		310		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		329		OFFICE		343		63		0				1

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		104		card off		805		55		0				7

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		105		office		158		11		0				1

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		107		office		109		11		0				1

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		108		office		116		11		0				1

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		218A		office		156		55		0				1

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		309		office		113		51		0				1

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		310		office		113		51		0				1

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		312		OFFICE		246		51		0				1

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		313		OFFICE		187		51		0				1

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		314		OFFICE		186		51		0				1

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		319		office		128		51		0				1

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		319F		OFFICE		126		11		0				1

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		320A		office		143		11		0				1

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		403		office		155		51		0				2

		310		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		412		offices		333		51		0				1

		310		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		203		OFFICE		140		11		500101				1

		310		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		205		OFFICE		138		11		500101				1

		310		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		208		OFFICE		144		11		500101				1

		310		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		209		OFFICE		144		11		500101				1

		310		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		210		OFFICE		108		11		500101				1

		310		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		211		Office		162		11		0				1

		310		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		216		OFFICE		144		11		500101				1

		310		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		302		OFFICE		65		11		500101				1

		310		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		313		OFFICE		206		11		500903				1

		310		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		314		OFFICE		115		11		500101				1

		310		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		315		office		117		11		500101				1

		310		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		316		OFFICE		230		11		500903				1

		310		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		317		OFFICE		245		11		500903				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		101		office		123		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		103		OFFICE		127		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		104		OFFICE		127		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		105		office		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		107		OFFICE		124		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		108		OFFICE		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		109		OFFICE		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		110		OFFICE		122		11		0				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		119		office		178		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		121		office		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		123		office		125		11		0				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		125		office		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		127		office		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		128		office		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		129		office		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		201		office		132		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		202		office		127		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		203		office		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		204		OFFICE		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		205		office		129		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		207		office		129		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		208		OFFICE		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		209		office		137		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		210		OFFICE		127		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		211		OFFICE		164		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		219		OFFICE		172		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		221		office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		223		OFFICE		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		225		office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		227		OFFICE		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		228		office		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		229		office		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		230		office		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		301		office		132		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		302		office		127		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		303		office		132		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		304		office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		305		office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		307		office		128		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		308		office		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		309		office		137		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		310		office		132		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		311		office		178		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		313		office		206		11		240102				2

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		314		office		214		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		316		office		198		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		317		office		209		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		318		office		214		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		319		office		180		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		321		office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		323		office		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		325		office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		327		office		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		328		office		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		329		office		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		330		office		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		203		RecepRm		236		11		240102				2

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		204		Office		109		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		205		Office		109		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		211		Office		154		11		240102				3

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		212		Office		120		11		240102				2

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		214		TestCtr		308		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		233		Office		110		11		240102				2

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		235		Office		113		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		238		Office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		239		Office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		240		Office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		246		receptio		563		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		251		Office		150		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		252		Office		150		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		253		Office		150		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		255		office		197		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		256		Office		150		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		257		Office		244		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		271		Office		107		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		272		Office		107		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		273		Office		107		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		302A		OFFICE		99		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		304		Office		115		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		308		Office		676		11		240102				8

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		313		Office		190		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		315		Office		70		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		316		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		317		Office		160		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		321		Office		241		11		240102				6

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		322		Office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		323		Office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		324		Office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		325		Office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		326		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		327		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		328		Office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		330		Office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		333		Receptio		379		11		240102				2

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		337		Office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		341		Office		171		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		342		Office		243		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		358		Office		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		360		Office		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		361		Office		335		11		240102				2

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		362		Office		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		364		Office		193		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		365		Office		168		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		366		Office		231		11		240102				1

		310		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		367		office		145		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		2		OFFICE		324		11		240102				2

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		3		OFFICE		200		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		4		OFFICE		162		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		005A		OFFICE		155		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		005B		OFFICE		136		11		240102				2

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		6		OFFICE		162		11		240102				2

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		7		OFF/STRG		820		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		8		OFFICE		162		11		240102				2

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		009A		OFFICE		105		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		009B		OFFICE		99		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		10		OFFICE		179		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		011A		OFFICE		121		11		240102				2

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		14		OFFICE		145		11		240102				2

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		017A		OFFICE		150		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		018B		OFFICE		80		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		020B		office		216		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		22		OFFICE		252		11		240102				2

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		24		MSTAFFRM		209		11		240102				2

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		104		OFFICE		128		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		105		OFFICE		150		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		106		office		190		11		240102				6

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		107		OFFICE		200		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		108		OFFICE		193		11		280301				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		109		OFFICE		200		11		280301				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		110		OFFICE		193		11		280301				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		111		OFFICE		87		11		280301				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		111A		OFFICE		96		11		280301				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		112		OFFICE		285		11		280301				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		114		OFFICE		171		55		0				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		115		office		165		11		0				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		115A		OFFICE		105		11		0				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		116		OFFICE		162		55		0				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		117		OFFICE		180		11		280301				2

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		118		OFFICE		171		11		280301				2

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		120		office		113		11		280301				2

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		140A		OFFICE		246		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		140B		OFFICE		205		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		141		office		100		11		240102				1

		310		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		142		office		100		11		240102				1

		310		DA0014		DA-Public Safety Office		3708		10		office		69		90		0				1

		310		DA0014		DA-Public Safety Office		3708		11		office		69		90		0				1

		310		DA0014		DA-Public Safety Office		3708		100		EM OP CT		369		67		0				4

		310		DA0014		DA-Public Safety Office		3708		102		OFFICE		108		67		0				1

		310		DA0014		DA-Public Safety Office		3708		104		OFFICE		102		67		0				1

		310		DA0014		DA-Public Safety Office		3708		105		OFFICE		194		67		0				1

		310		DA0014		DA-Public Safety Office		3708		106		office		176		67		0				1

		310		DA0014		DA-Public Safety Office		3708		107		OFFICE		196		67		0				1

		310		DA0014		DA-Public Safety Office		3708		108		office		110		67		0				1

		310		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		1		office		244		11		131101				2

		310		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		2		OFFICE		120		11		131101				1

		310		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		3		office		51		11		131101				1

		310		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		4		office		116		11		131101				1

		310		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		5		office		224		11		131101				1

		310		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		6		OFFICE		147		11		131101				1

		310		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		8		OFFICE		138		11		131101				2

		310		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		9		OFF & CL		182		11		131101				1

		310		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		35		office		215		11		131101				6

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		101A		MIL ORG		376		11		280301				5

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		101B		CDT COMM		93		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		101E		OFFICE		118		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		101F		OFFICE		158		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		102		COMM RCP		299		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		102A		COMM T		314		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		103		PMS RECP		417		11		280301				2

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		103A		PMS		302		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		105		SDO OFFC		105		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		110		PRE CAMP		176		11		280301				2

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		118		ADM ASST		342		11		280301				2

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		118B		MAJOR		155		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		118C		1ST SGT		130		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		119		OPS CTR		291		11		280301				3

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		121		MIL INST		295		11		280301				5

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		123		office		102		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		125		ADMIN RM		291		11		280301				3

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		127		ADJUD		108		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		128		office		190		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		129		SGT MAJ		108		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		131		XO		96		11		280301				1

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		152		OFFICE		914		11		280301				8

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		153		SUP STOR		293		11		280301				3

		310		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		172		OFFICE		90		11		280301				1

		310		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		204		OFFICE		170		31		0				2

		310		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		208		OFFICE		170		31		0				1

		310		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		201A		OFFICE		156		31		0				2

		310		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		201B		OFFICE		115		31		0				1

		310		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		124		office		194		11		131314				1

		310		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		128		office		199		11		131314				1

		310		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		101		OFFICE		230		63		0				1

		310		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		102		OFFICE		174		63		0				1

		310		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		103		OFFICE		233		63		0				1

		310		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		104		OFFICE		110		63		0				1

		310		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		105		OFFICE		138		63		0				1

		310		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		107		OFFICE		271		63		0				4

		310		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		111		OFFICE		251		63		0				1

		310		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		112		OFFICE		227		63		0				1

		310		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		113		OFFICE		173		63		0				1

		310		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		114		OFFICE		177		63		0				1

		310		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		203		OFFICE		123		63		0				1

		310		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		204		OFFICE		456		63		0				1

		310		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		102		office		172		55		0				1

		310		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		80		OFFICE		132		55		0				1

		310		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH219		RA OFFIC		219		55		0				1

		310		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		20		OFFICE		180		55		0				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		101		OFFICE		167		11		400801				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		102		OFFICE		106		11		0				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		106		OFFICE		243		11		400801				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		107		OFFICE		173		11		400801				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		112		OFFICE		82		11		400801				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		112A		office		134		11		400801				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		113		OFFICE		176		11		400801				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		114		OFFICE		140		11		400801				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		117		OFFICE		179		11		400801				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		117A		OFFICE		179		11		400801				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		205		OFFICE		115		11		400501				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		205A		office		105		11		400501				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		206		OFFICE		74		11		400501				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		207		OFFICE		205		11		400501				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		208		OFFICE		130		11		400501				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		209A		office		120		11		400501				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		212		OFFICE		121		11		400501				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		214		OFFICE		132		11		0				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		217		office		106		11		400501				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		301		OFFICE		242		11		260101				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		302		OFFICE		150		11		260101				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		303		OFFICE		140		11		260101				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		309		OFFICE		113		11		260101				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		314		OFFICE		80		11		260101				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		314A		OFFICE		201		11		260101				1

		310		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		318		OFFICE		124		11		260101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		107		OFFICE		129		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		109		OFFICE		104		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		110		OFFICE		248		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		111		OFFICE		77		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		112		OFFICE		76		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		113		OFFICE		77		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		114		OFFICE		77		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		115		OFFICE		88		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		116		OFFICE		100		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		117		OFFICE		96		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		118		OFFICE		98		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		125		OFFICE		130		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		126		OFFICE		130		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		127		OFFICE		131		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		130		OFFICE		115		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		137		OFFICE		134		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		138		OFFICE		133		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		139		OFFICE		123		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		140		OFFICE		267		44		110101				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		202		OFFICE		170		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		217		OFFICE		141		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		219		OFFICE		141		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		221		OFFICE		167		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		222		OFFICE		150		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		304		OFFICE		151		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		309		OFFICE		146		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		311		OFFICE		133		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		313		OFFICE		120		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		314		OFFICE		120		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		315		OFFICE		120		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		316		OFFICE		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		317		OFFICE		208		11		240102				2

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		318		OFFICE		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		319		OFFICE		99		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		328		OFFICE		147		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		329		OFFICE		135		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		330		OFFICE		133		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		331		OFFICE		133		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		333		OFFICE		133		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		336		OFFICE		133		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		338		OFFICE		140		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		339		OFFICE		129		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		344		OFFICE		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		346		OFFICE		146		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		347		OFFICE		158		11		240102				1

		310		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		348		office		199		11		240102				9

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		105		OFFICE		139		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		105A		OFFICE		106		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		106A		OFFICE		97		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		106B		OFFICE		94		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		106C		OFFICE		110		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		106D		OFFICE		126		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		106E		OFFICE		112		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		106F		OFFICE		115		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		108C		OFFICE		119		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		109		OFFICE		286		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		110		OFFICE		179		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		112		OFFICE		234		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		112A		OFFICE		204		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		201B		OFFICE		198		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		202B		OFFICE		95		11		420101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		202D		office		130		11		420101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		203		OFFICE		158		11		420101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		203A		office		100		11		420101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		204		OFFICE		357		11		420101				2

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		206A		OFFICE		91		11		420101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		206B		OFFICE		121		11		420101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		206C		OFFICE		118		11		420101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		206D		OFFICE		72		11		420101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		207		office		252		11		420101				2

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		207C		office		221		11		420101				2

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		210		OFFICE		147		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		210A		OFFICE		107		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		210B		OFFICE		92		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		212A		OFFICE		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		212B		OFFICE		123		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		212D		OFFICE		104		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		213A		OFFICE		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		213B		OFFICE		143		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		213D		OFFICE		179		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		214		OFFICE		186		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		214A		OFFICE		141		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		214B		OFFICE		106		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		214D		OFFICE		80		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		214E		OFFICE		72		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		214F		OFFICE		72		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		215B		Office		204		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		216C		Office		84		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		216D		Office		86		11		240102				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		301A		OFFICE		156		11		270101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		303A		OFFICE		184		11		0				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		303B		OFFICE		218		11		0				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		305A		OFFICE		92		11		0				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		305B		OFFICE		112		11		270101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		306AB		OFFICE		189		11		0				2

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		308A		OFFICE		203		11		270101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		309		OFFICE		211		11		230101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		309A		OFFICE		198		11		230101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		309B		OFFICE		228		11		230101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		310		OFFICE		242		11		230101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		311		office		240		11		270101				2

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		314A		OFFICE		99		11		230101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		314B		OFFICE		117		11		230101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		314C		OFFICE		105		11		230101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		314D		OFFICE		109		11		230101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		319A		OFFICE		192		11		160101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		319B		OFFICE		204		11		230101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		322A		OFFICE		204		11		230101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		322B		OFFICE		204		11		230101				1

		310		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		322C		OFFICE		202		11		230101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X108B		OFFICE		89		11		240102				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X108C		OFFICE		91		11		240102				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X110		OFFICE		144		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X111		OFFICE		142		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X112		OFFICE		143		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X113		OFFICE		161		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X114		OFFICE		143		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X115		OFFICE		143		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X116		OFFICE		146		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X117		OFFICE		142		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X118		OFFICE		143		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X119		OFFICE		141		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X120		OFFICE		163		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X121		OFFICE		143		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X122		OFFICE		145		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X123		OFFICE		142		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X124		SEC/WAIT		338		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X124A		office		86		11		240102				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X125		office		93		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X126		OFFICE		148		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X127		OFFICE		344		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X131		OFFICE		168		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X132		OFFICE		151		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X133		OFFICE		137		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X134		OFFICE		210		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X135A		OFFICE		143		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X211A		Office		113		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X211B		Office		82		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X211C		Office		82		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X211E		office		134		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X212B		OFFICE		113		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X212D		OFFICE		93		11		0				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X212F		office		57		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X212G		office		83		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X213		OFFICE		162		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X214		OFFICE		165		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X215		DEPTHEAD		200		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X216		OFFICE		162		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X218		OFFICE		76		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X218B		office		87		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X219		OFFICE		138		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X220		OFFICE		141		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X221		OFFICE		140		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X222		OFFICE		185		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X225		OFFICE		139		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X226		OFFICE		134		11		270101				1

		310		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X227		OFFICE		80		11		270101				1

		310		DA0093		DA-27 SUNSET DRIVE		4448		103		OFFICE		207		63		0				1

		310		DA0093		DA-27 SUNSET DRIVE		4448		104		OFFICE		165		63		0				1

		310		DA0093		DA-27 SUNSET DRIVE		4448		105		OFFICE		207		63		0				1

		310		DA0093		DA-27 SUNSET DRIVE		4448		201		OFFICE		179		63		0				1

		310		DA0093		DA-27 SUNSET DRIVE		4448		203		OFFICE		202		63		0				1

		310		DA0093		DA-27 SUNSET DRIVE		4448		204		OFFICE		168		63		0				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		103		Receptio		278		11		0				2

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		104		Office		122		11		0				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		119		OFFICES		707		11		240102				9

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		121		office		248		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		147A		offices		1069		11		240102				7

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		148		Office		110		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		151		office		106		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		318		OFFICE		143		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		318A		OFFICE		152		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		319		office		156		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		319A		office		215		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		403		Office		127		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		404		Office		233		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		405		Office		191		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		406		Office		102		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		407		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		408		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		409		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		410		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		411		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		412		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		413		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		414		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		415		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		416		Office		111		11		240102				2

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		417		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		418		Office		111		11		240102				2

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		419		Office		111		11		240102				2

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		420		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		421		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		422		Office		164		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		423		Office		137		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		424		Office		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		426		Office		95		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		427		Office		112		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		428		Office		109		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		429		Office		112		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		430		Office		112		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		431		Office		110		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		432		Office		112		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		433		Office		112		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		435		Office		112		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		436		Office		109		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		437		Office		109		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		438		Office		112		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		439		Office		103		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		440		Office		118		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		441		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		442		Office		110		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		443		Office		110		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		444		Office		110		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		445		Office		110		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		446		Office		111		11		240102				2

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		447		Office		110		11		240102				2

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		448		Office		111		11		240102				2

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		449		Office		105		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		450		Office		99		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		451		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		456		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		457		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		458		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		459		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		460		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		461		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		462		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		463		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		464		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		465		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		466		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		467		Office		111		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		468		Office		169		11		240102				1

		310		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		469		Office		165		11		240102				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		102		OFFICE		126		64		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		104		OFFICE		96		64		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		108		OFFICE		211		64		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		109		OFFICE		108		64		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		111		OFFICE		180		64		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		112		OFFICE		135		64		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		121		OFFICE		164		64		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		121A		office		177		64		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		124		OFFICE		107		64		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		125		OFFICE		107		64		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		142		office		145		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		142A		office		112		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		143		OFFICE		218		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		144		OFFICE		68		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		147		OFFICE		92		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		149		OFFICE		94		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		151		OFFICE		187		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		152		OFFICE		127		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		162		OFFICE		276		65		0				2

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		163		OFFICE		138		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		164		OFFICE		109		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		165		OFFICE		109		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		166		OFFICE		109		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		168		OFFICE		109		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		169		OFFICE		109		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		170		OFFICE		132		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		186A		PNT OFF		118		65		0				1

		310		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		203A		OFFICE		102		65		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		102		OFFICE		256		55		240102				2

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		104		OFFICE		256		55		240102				2

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		106		OFFICE		256		55		240102				2

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		111		OFFICE		256		55		240102				2

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		112		OFFICE		156		55		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		113		OFFICE		256		55		240102				2

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		114		OFFICE		156		55		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		115		OFFICE		256		55		240102				2

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		116		OFFICE		156		55		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		117		OFFICE		256		55		240102				2

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		203		Office		663		11		0				4

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		204		Office		155		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		205		Office		216		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		206		Office		169		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		207		OFFICE		134		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		209		OFFICE		173		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		210		OFFICE		123		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		211		OFFICE		145		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		214		OFFICE		265		11		0				2

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		214A		OFFICE		99		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		214B		OFFICE		91		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		215		OFFICE		224		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		216		OFFICE		173		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		219		OFFICE		242		90		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		220		OFFICE		156		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		221		OFFICE		231		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		222		OFFICE		219		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		227		OFFICE		335		65		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		229		OFFICE		270		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		234A		OFFICE		155		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		235A		office		130		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		235B		office		72		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		238		OFFICE		287		11		0				2

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		239		office		79		90		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		240		OFFICE		77		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		240A		office		80		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		241		OFFICE		278		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		242		OFFICE		165		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		243		OFFICE		350		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		244		OFFICE		275		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		245		OFFICE		154		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		246		OFFICE		169		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		247		OFFICE		150		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		301		OFFICE		173		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		301B		OFFICE		140		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		301C		OFFICE		133		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		301E		OFFICE		123		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		301H		OFFICE		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		301I		OFFICE		147		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		302		OFFICE		151		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		303		OFFICE		154		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		304		OFFICE		154		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		305		OFFICE		188		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		306		OFFICE		140		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		307		OFFICE		174		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		308		OFFICE		245		11		240102				2

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		308A		OFFICE		86		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		310		OFFICE		200		11		240102				3

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		328		OFFICE		139		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		329		OFFICE		129		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		330		OFFICE		176		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		331		OFFICE		140		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		332		OFFICE		141		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		333		OFFICE		139		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		334		OFFICE		123		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		335		OFFICE		114		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		336		OFFICE		120		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		337		OFFICE		125		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		339		OFFICE		123		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		340A		OFFICE		142		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		341		OFFICE		143		11		0				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		341A		office		523		11		0				6

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		343A		OFFICE		77		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		343B		OFFICE		86		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		343C		OFFICE		92		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		343D		OFFICE		83		11		240102				1

		310		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		345		OFFICE		104		90		0				1

		310		DA0108		DA-Vickery House		3440		100		office		183		90		0				1

		310		DA0108		DA-Vickery House		3440		104		Office		153		11		0				1

		310		DA0108		DA-Vickery House		3440		201		office		171		11		0				6

		310		DA0108		DA-Vickery House		3440		202		Office		208		11		0				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		115		office		120		41		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		164		office		365		11		0				2

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		168		OFFICE		209		41		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		169		OFFICE		364		41		240102				2

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		170		OFFICE		206		41		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		173		COMPoff		317		44		240102				5

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		174		OFFICE		754		44		240102				6

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		175		OFFICE		128		44		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		177		OFFICE		120		44		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		178		OFFICE		120		44		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		179		OFFICE		122		41		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		181		office		83		41		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		181A		OFFICE		149		41		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		183		office		136		44		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		184		OFFICE		139		44		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		197		office		308		41		240102				2

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		268		OFFICE		209		41		240102				2

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		270		OFFICE		209		41		240102				3

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		271		office		103		41		0				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		367		OFFICE		108		41		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		368		OFFICE		95		41		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		372		office		173		44		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		375		OFFICE		95		44		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		376		OFFICE		96		44		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		377		office		126		44		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		378		OFFICE		96		41		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		379		office		126		44		240102				1

		310		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		384		OFFICES		432		90		0				4

		310		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		108		Office		110		90		0				1

		310		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		109		Office		111		90		0				1

		310		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		110		Office		177		90		0				1

		310		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		111		Office		117		90		0				1

		310		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		207		Office		127		90		0				1

		310		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		103		TAC OFFI		149		55		0				1

		310		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		206		RA OFFIC		515		55		0				3

		310		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		122		Office		242		55		0				4

		310		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		123		Office		170		55		0				1

		310		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		129		Office		67		55		0				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		104		Office		86		55		520101				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		106		office		80		55		520101				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		132		Office		128		55		510701				2

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		137		Office		101		55		510701				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		150		Office		88		55		510701				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		151		Office		88		55		510701				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		157		Office		96		55		510701				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		158		Office		100		55		510701				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		162		aaoffice		2151		11		0				14

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		167		office		96		11		0				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		207		Office		87		55		520101				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		207A		Office		83		55		520101				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		208		Office		146		55		520101				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		212		Office		108		55		520101				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		213		Office		126		55		520101				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		320		Office		287		11		240102				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		324		Office		132		11		240102				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		325		Office		131		11		240102				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		326		Office		145		11		240102				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		327		Office		204		11		240102				2

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		328		Office		100		11		240102				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		328A		OFFICE		99		11		240102				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		329		Office		100		11		240102				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		329A		OFFICE		101		11		240102				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		340		Receptio		390		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		343		OFFICE		100		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		344		Office		208		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		345		Office		208		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		346		Office		208		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		347		Office		101		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		347A		office		100		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		348		Office		216		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		350		Office		129		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		351		Office		129		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		353		Office		129		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		354		Office		109		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		356		Office		125		11		520499				2

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		357		Office		104		11		520499				2

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		359		office		104		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		360		Office		226		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		367		Office		109		11		520499				2

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		368		Office		109		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		370		Office		105		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		371		Office		105		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		372		Office		105		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		374		Office		185		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		375		Office		193		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		376		Office		193		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		377		Office		193		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		378		Office		186		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		379		Office		113		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		380		Office		113		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		381		Office		113		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		382		Office		113		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		384		Office		113		11		520499				1

		310		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		385		OFFICE		125		11		0				1

		310		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		103		OFFICE		87		55		0				2

		310		DA0127		DA-Choice St Arts Complex A		2870		105		office		115		11		500712				1

		310		DA0128		DA-Choice St Arts Complex B		2849		101		OFFICE		201		11		0				1

		310		DA0128		DA-Choice St Arts Complex B		2849		102		office		156		11		0				1

		310		DA0128		DA-Choice St Arts Complex B		2849		103		office		258		11		0				12

		310		DA0128		DA-Choice St Arts Complex B		2849		104		OFFICE		173		11		0				1

		310		DA0128		DA-Choice St Arts Complex B		2849		107		OFFICE		164		11		0				1

		310		DA0128		DA-Choice St Arts Complex B		2849		108		OFFICE		164		11		0				1

		310		DA0128		DA-Choice St Arts Complex B		2849		111		OFFICE		225		11		0				4

		310		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		15		office		229		11		500712				1

		310		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		15B		office		152		11		500712				1

		310		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		25		office		239		11		500712				1

		310		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		27		office		228		11		500712				1

		310		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		28		office		189		11		500712				1

		310		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		307		office		168		11		500712				1

		310		DA0136		21 Barlow Road		5035		102		OFFICE		322		11		0				1

		310		DA0136		21 Barlow Road		5035		104		OFFICE		255		11		0				1

		310		DA0136		21 Barlow Road		5035		105		OFFICE		90		11		0				1

		310		DA0137		DA-Walker Drive Building		3579		102		office		105		55		520101				1

		310		DA0137		DA-Walker Drive Building		3579		103		office		106		55		520101				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		101		office		122		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		106		office		102		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		110		office		95		11		240102				2

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		111		office		95		11		240102				2

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		112		office		195		11		240102				5

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		119		office		75		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		120		office		77		11		240102				2

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		121		office		76		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		122		office		85		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		123		office		73		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		127		office		73		11		240102				2

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		128		office		89		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		129		office		83		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		130		office		83		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		131		office		87		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		132		office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		133		office		124		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		134		office		130		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		135		office		124		11		240102				1

		310		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		136		office		236		11		240102				1

		310		DA0139		DA-Art Annex Hamp Mill		11068		101		office		137		11		500101				1

		310		DA0139		DA-Art Annex Hamp Mill		11068		202		office		113		11		500101				1

		310		DA0140		DA-Church Street House		2142		7		Office		2142		55		520408				1

		310		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		415		OFFICE		327		11		240102				4

		310		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		417		OFFICE		180		11		240102				1

		310		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		420		OFFICE		170		11		240102				1

		310		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		422		OFFICE		109		11		240102				1

		310		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		430		OFFICE		102		11		240102				1

		315		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		305		foyer		239		11		500712				0

		315		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		100		breakrm		45		11		240102				0

		315		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		116		kitchen		215		11		240102				0

		315		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		431		STORAGE		52		11		0				0

		355		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		117A		CLOSET		25		11		280301				0

		115		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		116A		storage		340		11		400801				1

		115		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X013A		PROJ RM		49		11		0				1

		115		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X014B		PRJ RM		56		11		0				1

		115		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		231		Projecti		100		11		240102				1

		211		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		103		LAB		419		11		500201				1

		215		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		182		DIS CONT		136		44		240102				1

		250		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		108		lab		376		11		400801				1

		250		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		301B		lab		242		11		260101				1

		250		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		311		research		164		11		260101				1

		250		DA0043		DA-Ecology Protection Lab		1239		10		LABS		301		11		0				1

		250		DA0043		DA-Ecology Protection Lab		1239		30		LABS		752		11		0				1

		315		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		320		lounge		352		11		0				1

		315		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		320B		office		148		11		0				1

		315		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		409		workrm		138		51		0				1

		315		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		118		lactionr		64		11		0				1

		315		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		303		WorkArea		102		11		240102				1

		315		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		312		STORAGE		240		11		160101				1

		315		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		144A		storage		86		65		0				1

		315		DA0108		DA-Vickery House		3440		203		workrm		295		11		0				1

		315		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		103		Check In		65		90		0				1

		315		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		123		Intr ck		223		90		0				1

		315		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		407		BREAK A		127		11		240102				1

		315		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		410		BREAK B		127		11		240102				1

		315		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		412		BREAK		98		11		240102				1

		315		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		413		BREAK C		109		11		240102				1

		315		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		416		WAITINGR		196		11		240102				1

		315		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		421		COPY RM		109		11		240102				1

		350		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		111		office		279		63		0				1

		350		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		338		conf rm		144		11		240102				1

		211		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		318		PianoLab		219		11		500903				2

		215		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		403		studio		368		11		500501				2

		225		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		129		Dry Room		58		11		240102				2

		250		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		210		RSCH LAB		292		11		400501				2

		255		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		216		lab		213		11		240102				2

		315		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		363		WorkRm		154		11		240102				2

		315		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		135		BreakRm		125		55		510701				2

		315		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		342		Break Rm		77		11		520499				2

		110		DA0108		DA-Vickery House		3440		106		CLASS RM		284		11		240102				3

		211		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		102		welding		258		11		500903				3

		211		DA0025		DA-Observatory		3200		31		Comp/Wor		137		11		400201				3

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		105		Exam 1		116		11		240102				3

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		107		Exam 3		106		11		240102				3

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		109		Exam 4		94		11		240102				3

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		110		Exam 5		87		11		240102				3

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		111		Exam 6		97		11		240102				3

		211		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		18		kilnrm		257		11		500712				3

		215		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		317A		lab		377		11		230101				3

		215		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		17		glazing		255		11		500712				3

		315		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		309		Records		176		11		240102				3

		315		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		329		Records		244		11		240102				3

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		131		office		190		44		110101				3

		315		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		134		training		337		44		110101				3

		350		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		108B		CONFRM		133		11		240102				3

		211		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		219		Printing		528		11		500101				4

		211		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		304		LAB		181		11		260101				4

		211		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		306		lab		177		11		260101				4

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		106		Exam 2		132		11		240102				4

		250		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		209		RSCH LAB		725		11		400501				4

		315		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		234		STATIONS		82		11		240102				4

		315		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		276		breakrm		227		11		240102				4

		315		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		338		InterRm		130		11		240102				4

		315		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		339		InterRm		130		11		240102				4

		315		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		363		Break Rm		161		11		520499				4

		315		DA0128		DA-Choice St Arts Complex B		2849		106		conf rm		182		11		0				4

		350		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		217		CONFRM		149		11		0				4

		350		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		301A		CONFRM		108		11		240102				4

		350		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		341C		confrm		198		11		0				4

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		113		Lab		55		11		240102				5

		211		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		24		lab		294		11		500712				5

		211		DA0139		DA-Art Annex Hamp Mill		11068		110		woodshop		591		11		500101				5

		212		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X008		complab		149		11		240102				5

		215		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		208		PrepRoom		123		11		240102				5

		250		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		310		research		769		11		260101				5

		350		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		242		confrm		169		11		240102				5

		110		DA0139		DA-Art Annex Hamp Mill		11068		105		classrm		562		11		500101				18		6		12

		211		DA0139		DA-Art Annex Hamp Mill		11068		109		studio		6624		11		500101				20		6		10

		110		DA0015		DA-Chestatee House		3958		12		classrm		364		11		131101				10		4		8

		315		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		302		MS Ctr		237		11		240102				6

		315		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		110		CONF		437		63		0				6

		350		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		359		ConfRm		184		11		240102				6

		350		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		124		SDO CONF		188		11		280301				6

		350		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		118A		COUNSLNG		125		11		280301				6

		350		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		305		CONF RM		159		11		240102				6

		211		DA0127		DA-Choice St Arts Complex A		2870		101		weaving		1417		11		500712				10		7		10

		211		DA0127		DA-Choice St Arts Complex A		2870		110		weaving		936		11		500712				10		8		10

		211		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		16		ceramics		1173		11		500712				10		10		10

		211		DA0130		DA-Choice St Arts Complex D		7540		306		weaving		1278		11		500712				10		10		10

		110		DA0134		DA-Convocation Center		102369		118		GENCLASS		1570		11		0				72		24		32

		315		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		206		lounge		1229		51		0				8

		315		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		354		CopyRm		344		11		240102				8

		315		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		150		Conf Rm		165		65		0				8

		315		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		374		breakrm		215		11		240102				8

		315		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		124		confrm		175		11		240102				8

		350		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		260		ConfRm		296		11		240102				8

		350		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		106		CONF RM		213		64		0				8

		350		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		358		ConfRm		229		11		520499				8

		350		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		419		CONF RM		187		11		240102				8

		110		DA0134		DA-Convocation Center		102369		119		GENCLASS		960		11		0				32		16		24

		110		DA0134		DA-Convocation Center		102369		216		GENCLASS		1142		11		0				48		20		30

		110		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		180		CLASSROO		335		11		240102				20		4		8

		211		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		108A		complab		278		11		240102				6		6		6

		250		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		102		PSYCHLAB		278		90		240102				7		5		7

		250		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		102A		PSYCHLAB		269		90		240102				7		5		7

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		104		CLASS RM		603		11		240102				24		8		16

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		107		CLASS RM		1104		11		240102				48		18		36

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		108		CLASS RM		759		11		240102				38		12		20

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		205		CLASS RM		641		11		420101				40		11		33

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		208		CLASS RM		570		11		420101				32		8		23

		211		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		212		LAB		848		11		240102				24		8		14

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		216		classroo		357		11		240102				20		8		12

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		306		CLASS RM		312		11		110101				14		6		12		Reduce from 9 on 7/28 after moving furniture

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		307		CLASS RM		561		11		110101				30		12		24

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		308		CLASS RM		587		11		240102				30		11		14

		350		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		315		confrm		207		11		240102				10

		350		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		334		Resource		338		11		240102				10

		350		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		115		mtg rm		340		11		131314				10

		350		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X217		conf rm		175		11		270101				10

		350		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		402		conf rm		359		11		240102				10

		350		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		248		ConfRm		320		11		240102				11

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		313		CLASS RM		631		11		160101				24		9		18

		211		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		315		LAB		568		11		230101				26		14		20

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		316		CLASS RM		504		11		230101				30		8		12

		211		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		317		lanlab		594		11		230101				26		9		12

		315		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		108		lounge		286		11		240102				12

		350		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		312		CONF RM		273		11		240102				12

		350		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		312		CONF RM		354		11		0				12

		350		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		323		Conf Rm		407		11		240102				12

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		318		CLASS RM		576		11		230101				30		9		15

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		320		CLASS RM		576		11		230101				30		9		15

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		107A		CLASS RM		512		11		240102				18		9		15

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		211A		CLASSROO		425		11		240102				35		14		18

		110		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		211B		CLASSROO		350		11		240102				32		12		16

		211		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		205		drawing		823		11		240102				12		8		12

		211		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		208		studio/t		603		11		240102				12		6		12

		315		DA0136		21 Barlow Road		5035		101		WORKAREA		4157		11		0				15

		350		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		102		mtg rm		287		11		131314				15

		350		DA1153		do not use - Cumming City Hall		10304		409		CLASS RM		339		11		240102				15

		211		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		209		history		466		11		240102				24		9		15		Reduced from 12 on 7/28 after moving furniture

		211		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		212		graphics		581		11		240102				16		8		12

		211		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		224		ed		715		11		240102				15		8		20

		350		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		228		CONF RM		522		65		0				16

		215		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		202		PrepRoom		165		11		240102				6

		250		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		215		RESEARCH		953		11		240102				6

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		127		Phy Lab		893		11		240102				10		6		12

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		312		Gait Lab		774		11		240102				10

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		315		Morpholo		1626		11		240102				10		8		12

		215		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		326		Locker		305		11		240102				10

		215		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		327		Locker		370		11		240102				10

		250		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		128		lab		247		11		240102				10

		250		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		321		lab		310		11		240102				10		4		6

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		102		Waiting		282		90		0				15		3		4

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		108		Exercise		562		11		240102				15		4		8

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		120		Class Rm		707		11		240102				40		16		36		Reduced from 20 on 7/23 after moving furniture

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		122		Wet Lab1		1508		11		240102				28		12		22

		315		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		455		FacLoung		368		11		240102				20

		350		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		407		confrm		1338		51		240102				20

		350		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		216		confrm		626		11		240102				23

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		123		CLASSRM		1508		11		240102				48		28		48		Reduced from 32 on 7/17 after moving furniture

		250		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		130		SpecRoom		354		11		240102				20

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		133		Class		593		11		240102				44		16		33

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		136		Class		601		11		240102				34		8		8		Increased from 4, two per bed

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		137		distance		601		11		240102				30		8		8		Increased from 4, two per bed

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		141		CompLab		601		10		240102				18		10		20

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		147		CLASSRM		1690		11		240102				90		36		60

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		149		Class Rm		925		11		240102				50		20		30

		212		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		152		CompLab		924		11		240102				24		15		24

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		201		FRSHMNlA		1632		11		240102				33		12		33

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		203		ZOOLOGY		1333		11		240102				24		12		24		Increased from 6 on June 24

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		204		Botany		1333		11		240102				24		12		24

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		206		Physiolo		1332		11		240102				24		15		21

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		207		Genetics		1332		11		240102				24		12		24

		215		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		221		MicroPrp		300		11		240102				20

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		222		classrm		1073		11		240102				24		12		24

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		223		Class		601		11		240102				38		12		24

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		226		Class		601		11		240102				34		12		24

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		227		Class		691		11		240102				34		12		24

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		232		CLASS RM		3298		11		240102				300		49		161

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		234		Class Rm		1390		11		240102				46		8		24

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		307		CLASS RM		1392		11		240102				58		24		32

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		309		CLIN LAB		1331		11		240102				20		15		20

		350		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		301		CONFEREN		952		63		0				26

		211		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		311		Clinical		2066		11		240102				20		18		20

		250		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		320		lab		384		11		240102				20		6		12

		110		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		324		Class		600		11		240102				30		12		25

		212		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		163		COMP LAB		1012		41		240102				32		16		24

		212		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		369		complab		750		11		240102				24		18		24

		110		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		380		CLASSRM		911		11		240102				40		20		20

		110		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		205		CLASS RM		1267		11		240102				56		25		25

		110		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		207		CLASS RM		1100		11		240102				48		25		25

		110		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		208		CLASS RM		1127		11		240102				36		22		34

		110		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		209		CLASS RM		527		11		280301				24		9		20		Reduced from 12 on 7/28 after moving furniture

		110		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		211		learning		501		11		240102				15		12		18

		211		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		175		RIFLERNG		1988		11		280301				10		5		10

		110		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		111		CLASSROO		604		11		280301				32		12		18

		110		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		112		CLASSROO		1136		11		280301				38		20		32

		110		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		113		SEMINAR		838		11		280301				28		16		24

		110		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		112A		CLASSROO		1203		11		280301				38		20		32

		211		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X108		CPTR LAB		351		11		240102				8		6		16		Reduced from 10 on 7/28 after moving furniture

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X010		CLASS RM		823		11		240102				42		9		35

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X011		CLASS RM		757		11		240102				40		10		32

		315		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		118		WK AREA		3217		55		240102				32

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X013		SEMNARRM		648		11		240102				24		8		24

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X014		CLASS RM		775		11		240102				42		9		35

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X015		CLAS RM		765		11		240102				35		12		30

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X016		CLASS RM		833		11		240102				42		9		35

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X017		CLASS RM		725		11		240102				41		10		21

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X019		CLASS RM		1514		11		240102				99		19		48

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X106		CLASS RM		701		11		240102				43		15		24

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X107		CLASS RM		725		11		240102				41		15		24

		212		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X109		CPTR LAB		1043		11		240102				30		21		28

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X205		CLASS RM		696		11		270101				40		12		21

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X206		CLASS RM		716		11		270101				40		18		36

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X207		CLASS RM		711		11		270101				38		12		24

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X208		CLASS RM		745		11		270101				28		13		25

		110		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X209		CLASS RM		656		11		270101				40		13		40

		350		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		362		ConfRm		447		11		520499				38

		110		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		221		classrm		460		11		500101				8		8		14

		211		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		206		PIANOLAB		441		11		500712				10		6		12

		211		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		101		lab		1309		11		500201				15

		211		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		204		practice		529		11		500712				16		11		18		Reduced from 15 on 7/23 after moving furniture

		211		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		207		practice		591		11		500708				18		12		18		Reduced from 18 on 7/23 after moving furniture

		211		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		212		printlab		677		11		500705				12		6		12

		211		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		227		complab		485		11		500101				24		4		8

		350		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		117		CONF RM		912		11		280301				40

		211		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		328		BAND RM		1753		11		500903				50		30		50

		211		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		231A		Darkrm		460		11		500605				20		3		10

		110		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		257		CLASSRM		497		11		240102				32		8		16

		110		DA0025		DA-Observatory		3200		20		Classroo		368		11		400201				10

		211		DA0025		DA-Observatory		3200		10		LAB		2409		11		400201				25

		211		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		104		LAB		741		11		240102				8		8		8

		211		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		115A		lab		118		11		240102				10		14		24

		211		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		103		lab		1073		11		400801				36		18		24

		110		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		109		CLASS RM		1015		11		400801				92		22		50

		110		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		116		CLASS RM		698		11		400801				36		18		36

		110		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		202		CLASS RM		535		11		400501				28		14		24		Reduced from 16 on 7/23 after moving furniture

		110		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		204		CLASS RM		686		11		400501				48		8		26

		211		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		211		LAB		1100		11		400501				24		12		24		Reduced from 24 on 6/24 per Dept.

		211		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		215		LAB		1045		11		260101				24		12		24		Increased from 8 on 6/24 per Dept.

		211		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		216		LAB		734		11		400501				24		9		24		Reduced from 18 on 6/24 per Dept.

		110		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		307		CLASS RM		686		11		260101				48		10		26

		110		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		308		CLASS RM		501		11		260101				30		8		12

		212		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		312		LAB		1183		11		260101				18		14		14		Increased from 14 on 6/24 per Dept.

		211		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		316		LAB		855		11		260101				24		6		10

		110		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		317		classrm		749		11		260101				16		4		8

		110		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		245		ClassRm		520		11		240102				24		9		16

		110		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		332		Seminar		482		11		240102				24		9		19

		350		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		382		CONF RM		1439		44		240102				80

		110		DA0002		DA-Young Hall		15837		112		CLASSRM		1430		11		450101				80		15		40

		110		DA0002		DA-Young Hall		15837		114		CLASSRM		1076		11		450101				56		12		28

		110		DA0002		DA-Young Hall		15837		115		CLASSRM		353		11		450101				12		6		10

		110		DA0002		DA-Young Hall		15837		202		CLASSRM		1506		11		450101				126		24		70

		110		DA0002		DA-Young Hall		15837		203		CLASS RM		1506		11		450101				126		24		70

		110		DA0002		DA-Young Hall		15837		214		CLASSRM		1113		11		450101				58		19		38

		110		DA0002		DA-Young Hall		15837		216		CLASSRM		1448		11		450101				84		21		42

		410		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		111		library		154		41		240102				2

		410		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		115		honorlab		344		11		0				10

		410		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		314		StudyAre		111		11		240102				1

		410		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		203		study		144		11		240102				8

		410		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		115		study rm		770		11		400801				32

		410		DA0031		DA-Rogers Hall		33127		201		STUDY RM		406		11		400501				15

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		262		g study		122		41		0				4

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		263		g study		122		41		0				4

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		264		g study		122		41		0				4

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		266		g study		176		41		0				6

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		267		g study		174		41		0				6

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		269		wkarea		750		11		240102				49

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		272		g study		156		41		0				6

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		273		g study		94		41		0				4

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		274		g study		94		41		0				4

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		275		g study		94		41		0				4

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		276		g study		156		41		0				6

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		277		g study		175		41		0				6

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		279		g study		103		41		0				4

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		280		g study		125		41		0				4

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		281		g study		125		41		0				4

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		282		g study		125		41		0				4

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		283		g study		125		41		0				4

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		284		g study		87		41		0				4

		410		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		295		g study		103		41		0				4

		410		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		106		Work Rm		290		90		0				6

		410		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		103		study		40		11		240102				1

		410		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		104		study		40		11		240102				1

		411		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		106		COMP LAB		190		11		280301				8

		412		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		270		Tutoring		161		11		240102				8

		412		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		111		Lab		416		11		240102				16

		412		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X210		CPTR clr		1034		11		270101				33

		412		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		301		Tutorial		275		11		240102				10

		412		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		302		Tutorial		183		11		240102				10

		412		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		303		Tutorial		217		11		240102				10

		412		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		304		Tutorial		216		11		240102				10

		412		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		305		Tutorial		212		11		240102				10

		412		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		306		Tutorial		222		11		240102				10

		412		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		180		WRIT CTR		504		41		240102				6

		412		DA0138		DA-Post Office Square		5604		102		coll rm		462		11		240102				6

		420		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		152		G STACKS		2828		41		240102				100

		420		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		153		G STACKS		2828		41		240102				100

		420		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		156		G STACKS		2828		41		240102				100

		420		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		236		G STACKS		2828		41		240102				22

		420		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		356		G STACKS		2828		41		240102				22

		420		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		396		MEDIA CO		96		44		240102				1

		430		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		322		library		601		11		240102				16

		430		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		250		stacks		2779		41		0				22

		430		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		255		stacks		2074		41		0				22

		430		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		256		stacks		13615		41		0				150

		430		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		257		stacks		1447		41		0				22

		430		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		258		stacks		155		41		0				6

		440		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		195		CIR DESK		516		41		240102				3

		440		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		198		reserve		308		41		240102				0

		440		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		370		STUDIO		231		44		240102				1

		455		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		201A		library		204		11		240102				8

		455		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		196		CIR AREA		308		41		240102				2

		455		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		199		CIR AREA		309		41		240102				5

		455		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		350		PERIODIC		742		41		240102				7

		455		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		371		CONT RM		101		44		240102				1

		455		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		450		WK AREAS		17055		41		240102				0

		510		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		133		ARMORY		1402		11		280301				0

		515		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		133A		LOADING		1509		11		280301				0

		515		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		173		ARMORY		74		11		280301				0

		520		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		28		WELLNESS		4755		11		240102				30

		520		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		10		POOL		6305		11		240102				25

		520		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		131		GYM		17808		11		240102				500

		520		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		109		training		253		11		131314				0

		520		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		111		UmpRm		93		11		131314				0

		520		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		113		Fitness		4897		90		0				140

		520		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		114		Climb Ar		509		90		0				15

		520		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		122		Gym		19769		90		0				565

		520		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		201		Fitness		5242		90		0				66

		520		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		214		Track		7950		90		0				0

		523		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		50		BALCONY		533		11		240102				0

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		16		LAD LOCK		1581		11		240102				0

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		17		EQUIPMEN		955		11		240102				2

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		018A		OLD TRNG		478		11		240102				1

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		018C		MED RM		105		11		240102				0

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		19		M BB LOC		273		11		240102				0

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		20		M STF LK		2042		11		240102				0

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		020A		BS EQUIP		216		11		240102				0

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		23		MBB LOCK		670		11		240102				0

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		25		WBB LOCK		333		11		240102				0

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		26		LAUNDRY		266		11		240102				0

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		27		BB LOUNG		620		11		240102				0

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		028A		PERF LAB		245		11		240102				3

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		028B		storage		89		11		240102				0

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		126		SERVICE		95		11		240102				0

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		129		storage		136		11		240102				0

		525		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		131C		GYM SERV		166		11		240102				0

		525		DA0020		DA-Athletic Field Building		2244		10		STORAGE		54		51		0				0

		525		DA0020		DA-Athletic Field Building		2244		24		W Locker		330		11		0				0

		525		DA0020		DA-Athletic Field Building		2244		25		M Locker		445		11		0				0

		525		DA0020		DA-Athletic Field Building		2244		26		LOCKER		59		11		0				1

		525		DA0020		DA-Athletic Field Building		2244		27		M S Stor		542		11		0				0

		525		DA0020		DA-Athletic Field Building		2244		28		W S Stor		56		11		0				0

		525		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		101		locker		546		11		131314				0

		525		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		103		laundry		59		11		131314				0

		525		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		106		locker		157		11		131314				0

		525		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		108		equiprm		136		11		131314				0

		525		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		110		storage		8		11		131314				0

		525		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		112		laundry		61		11		131314				0

		525		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		113		equiprm		130		11		131314				0

		525		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		114		coaches		129		11		131314				0

		525		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		117		locker		348		11		131314				0

		525		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		121		Storage		36		90		0				0

		525		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		126		Storage		608		90		0				0

		525		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		127		Storage		359		90		0				0

		525		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		210		Storage		132		90		0				0

		525		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		212		Storage		153		90		0				0

		525		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		213		storage		24		90		0				0

		530		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		130		AUDIO		60		11		240102				0

		530		DA0106		DA-Downtown Office Building		33812		309		STUDIO		56		11		240102				1

		530		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		303		TV MEDIA		254		55		0				0

		535		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		116		AV STORG		32		11		280301				0

		560		DA0095		DA-Baseball Dugout - 1		600		2		Storage		57		90		0				0

		560		DA0095		DA-Baseball Dugout - 1		600		3		Dugout		446		90		0				24

		560		DA0096		DA-Baseball Dugout - 2		600		2		Storage		57		90		0				0

		560		DA0096		DA-Baseball Dugout - 2		600		3		Dugout		446		90		0				24

		560		DA0097		DA-Softball Dugout - 1		400		2		Storage		57		90		0				0

		560		DA0097		DA-Softball Dugout - 1		400		3		Dugout		260		90		0				14

		560		DA0098		DA-Softball Dugout - 2		400		2		Storage		57		90		0				0

		560		DA0098		DA-Softball Dugout - 2		400		3		Dugout		260		90		0				14

		560		DA0100		DA-Softball Press Box		296		1		PressBox		55		43		0				6

		560		DA0100		DA-Softball Press Box		296		2		Storage		55		90		0				0

		560		DA0101		DA-Baseball Press Bx		288		1		PressBox		280		43		0				12

		560		DA0105		DA-Baseball Field House		1200		1		STORAGE		1140		11		240102				0

		570		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		210		Mammal		80		11		240102				0

		570		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		211		Fish		62		11		240102				0

		570		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		212		Insect		61		11		240102				0

		575		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		209		FoodStor		80		11		240102				0

		590		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		10		BASEMENT		831		63		0				0

		611		DA0005		DA-Nix		27075		308		THEATRE		2870		11		500799				90

		612		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		317		chapel		297		51		0				15

		612		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		342		auditori		2578		11		240102				300

		617		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		339		PROJECTI		127		51		0				0

		617		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		345		STAGE		1971		51		0				0

		617		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		346		STG STR		283		51		0				0

		620		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		311		gallery		619		42		0				0

		620		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		203		GALLERY		144		90		0				0

		620		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		100		Art Lobb		1934		11		0				0

		620		DA0108		DA-Vickery House		3440		101		display		178		90		0				0

		620		DA0108		DA-Vickery House		3440		102		exhibits		203		11		240102				10

		620		DA0108		DA-Vickery House		3440		103		exhibits		243		11		240102				10

		625		DA0129		DA-Choice St Arts Complex C		6480		13		storage		355		11		500712				0

		630		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		116		foodarea		264		55		0				2

		630		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		118		foodloun		2335		55		0				50

		630		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		214		foodarea		792		55		0				5

		630		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		218		foodarea		1078		55		0				4

		630		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		220		lounge		790		55		0				20

		630		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		223		seating		3122		55		0				78

		630		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		224		foodarea		497		55		0				4

		630		DA0024		DA-Alumni House		6934		106		KITCHEN		125		63		0				0

		630		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		110		KITCHEN		259		55		0				0

		630		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		110		KITCHEN		170		55		0				0

		630		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		110		CAFE		689		55		0				0

		630		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		101		Dining		14689		55		0				750

		630		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		102		Banquet		1641		55		0				224

		630		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		201		Dining		4565		55		0				250

		630		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		209		Banquet		3206		55		0				0

		630		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		210		Pres'Rm		412		55		0				15

		630		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		202		CoffeeSh		1134		55		520101				50

		630		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		203		KITCHEN		254		55		0				0

		635		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		116A		preparea		458		55		0				2

		635		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		215		drystore		127		55		0				2

		635		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		219A		drystore		217		55		0				2

		635		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		222		foodct		3122		55		0				78

		635		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		103A		vending		81		55		0				0

		635		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		132		storage		33		11		0				0

		635		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		116		Janitor		39		55		0				0

		635		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		117		Dishwash		927		55		0				0

		635		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		119		Prep		1709		55		0				0

		635		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		121		Dry Stor		166		55		0				0

		635		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		128		Storage		97		55		0				0

		635		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		131		Wash/Dry		57		55		0				0

		635		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		204		Dishwash		259		55		0				0

		635		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		212		Storage		123		55		0				0

		635		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		215		Kitchen		380		55		0				0

		635		DA0121		DA-Dining Hall		36860		216		Storage		74		55		0				0

		650		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		318		greatrm		2082		51		0				80

		650		DA0011		DA-Memorial Hall		79127		12		LOUNGE		170		11		240102				0

		650		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		101		CDT LNGE		497		11		280301				38

		650		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		124		LOUNGE		138		11		280301				4

		650		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		20		9 LOUNGE		1404		55		0				0

		650		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		60		LOBBY		885		55		0				0

		650		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH107		SEMNR RM		564		55		0				25

		650		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH113		LOUNGE		171		55		0				0

		650		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH114		TV ROOM		670		55		0				0

		650		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH218		LOBBY		592		55		0				0

		650		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH324		LOUNGE		183		55		0				0

		650		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		80		5 LOBBIE		6403		55		0				0

		650		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		120		LOUNGE		275		55		0				0

		650		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		105		lobby		590		44		110101				0

		650		DA008A		DA-Dunlap Hall		43158		420		2 LOBBIE		587		11		230101				0

		650		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X001		LOBBY		244		11		0				0

		650		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X101		LOBBY		1374		11		0				0

		650		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X102		ELEV LBY		119		11		0				0

		650		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X201		LOBBY		733		11		0				0

		650		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		401		lounge		224		11		240102				1

		650		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		101		Lobby		296		55		0				0

		650		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		130		Vestibul		73		55		520101				0

		650		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		205		Lobby		306		55		520101				0

		650		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		302		Lounge		1375		55		520101				0

		650		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		100A		DAY/REC		2417		55		0				0

		650		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		119		DAYRM		405		55		0				0

		650		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		136		DAYRM		410		55		0				0

		650		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		200A		DAY/REC		2457		55		0				0

		650		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		219		DAYRM		405		55		0				0

		650		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		236		DAYRM		405		55		0				0

		650		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		300A		DAY/REC		2457		55		0				0

		650		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		319		DAYRM		405		55		0				0

		650		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		336		DAYRM		405		55		0				0

		650		DA0134		DA-Convocation Center		102369		219		multipur		1143		11		0				48

		650		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		650		COMMON		10422		90		0				0

		655		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH112		CLOSET		10		55		0				0

		660		DA0002		DA-Young Hall		15837		213		VENDING		58		55		0				0

		660		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		221		retail		199		55		0				1

		660		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		100H		vending		31		55		0				0

		660		DA0022		DA-Coleman Field House		5215		131		concess		233		11		131314				0

		660		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X002		VENDING		70		55		0				0

		660		DA0100		DA-Softball Press Box		296		3		Concessi		132		90		0				6

		660		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		C100D		VENDING		158		55		0				0

		660		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		103		retail		970		55		520101				0

		660		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		105		dress rm		42		55		520101				1

		660		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		107		central		384		55		520101				2

		660		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		201		RetailBk		3493		55		520101				100

		660		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		203		Uniforms		2699		55		520101				0

		660		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		230		Suite B		2065		55		520101				0

		660		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		231		Suite C		1135		55		520101				0

		660		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		232		Suite D		1156		55		520101				0

		660		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		233		Suite E		1198		55		520101				0

		660		DA0137		DA-Walker Drive Building		3579		101		print		871		55		520101				0

		660		DA0137		DA-Walker Drive Building		3579		104		print		417		55		520101				0

		665		DA0102		DA-Health and Natural Sciences		94000		118		vd storg		130		11		0				0

		665		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		109		Staging		261		55		520101				0

		665		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		113		Ship/Rec		358		55		520101				1

		665		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		202D		BackRm		240		55		520101				2

		665		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		211		Rec/Safe		35		55		520101				0

		665		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		219		Storage		61		55		520101				0

		670		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		302		cybercaf		1208		51		0				48

		670		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		170		GAME		983		55		0				0

		670		DA0091		DA-Pine Valley Pavilion		3648		10		PAVILION		3168		51		0				0

		670		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		208		Fitness		355		90		0				18

		670		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		209		Studio		992		90		0				15

		670		DA0114		DA-Recreation Center		57000		211		Studio		1009		90		0				15

		680		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		207		mtgrmA		490		51		0				24

		680		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		208		mtgrmB		491		51		0				24

		680		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		209		mtgrmC		981		51		0				36

		680		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		406		mtgrm		452		67		0				6

		680		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		101		CLASS RM		2396		31		0				60

		680		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		215		CLASS RM		445		31		0				20

		680		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		216		CLASS RM		445		31		0				20

		680		DA0019		DA-Continuing Education		7488		217		CLASS RM		546		11		240102				28

		685		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		211		storage		159		51		0				0

		690		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		170		LOCKERS		90		11		280301				0

		690		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		174		LOCKERS		90		11		280301				0

		710		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		122A		NETWORK		132		90		0				0

		710		DA0017		DA-Military Leadership Center		28653		130		HUB		86		90		0				0

		710		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X005		DATA		23		11		0				0

		710		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X103		DATA		23		11		0				0

		710		DA008B		DA-Newton Oakes Center		44092		X202		DATA		23		11		0				0

		710		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		167		SERV RM		258		90		0				0

		715		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		236		COMPUTER		45		63		0				0

		715		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		328		NETWORK		31		90		0				0

		715		DA0002		DA-Young Hall		15837		217		DATA		58		90		0				0

		715		DA0032		DA-Hansford Hall		26626		135		STORAGE		90		90		110101				0

		720		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		182		CARP SHP		2276		65		0				0

		720		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		182B		ELEC RM		114		65		0				0

		720		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		183		PLUMBING		518		65		0				0

		720		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		184		HVAC		479		65		0				0

		720		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		185		ELEC SHP		493		65		0				0

		720		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		186		PAINT SH		729		65		0				0

		720		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		201		WELDING		264		65		0				0

		720		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		204		WASH/PNT		466		65		0				0

		720		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		205		HAND TLS		304		65		0				0

		720		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		166		WORK RM		198		41		0				7

		725		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		186B		PNT STOR		148		65		0				0

		725		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		187		EQUIPMEN		169		65		0				0

		725		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		200		COV SHED		94		65		0				0

		730		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		70		STORAGE		519		55		0				0

		730		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		119		WAREHOUS		4706		64		0				0

		730		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		119A		STORAGE		312		64		0				0

		730		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		120		SURPLUS		668		64		0				0

		730		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		123		VALUE ST		259		64		0				0

		730		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		181		TABLE ST		639		65		0				0

		730		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		189		COV STOR		647		65		0				0

		730		DA0109		DA-Library Technology Center		88873		123		STORAGE		386		41		240102				0

		735		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		215		STORAGE		35		90		0				0

		735		DA0001		DA-Price Memorial		24922		226		STORAGE		32		90		0				0

		735		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		100F-G		storage		36		90		0				0

		735		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		114		storage		95		11		0				0

		735		DA0006		DA-Barnes Hall		19701		117		storage		65		11		0				0

		735		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		237		Closet		40		90		0				0

		735		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		241		Closet		26		90		0				0

		735		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		258		Storage		77		90		0				0

		735		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		335		Closet		21		90		0				0

		735		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		336		Closet		21		90		0				0

		735		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		340		Closet		38		90		0				0

		735		DA0007		DA-Stewart Success Center		34085		356		Storage		57		90		0				0

		735		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		361		Closet		11		11		520499				0

		735		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		205		STORAGE		105		55		0				0

		735		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		304		STORAGE		105		55		0				0

		735		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		305		STORAGE		105		55		0				0

		735		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		327A		STORAGE		62		55		0				0

		740		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		202		TRUCK BY		561		65		0				0

		740		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		203		AUTO BAY		1089		65		0				0

		740		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		206		GRNDS SH		1900		65		0				0

		740		DA0104		DA-Facilities & Materials Mgmt		31541		207		GRNDS SH		420		65		0				0

		740		DA0113		DA-Rec Deck		210878		100		Park Dk		63786		55		0				0

		740		DA0113		DA-Rec Deck		210878		201		Park Dk		64037		55		0				0

		740		DA0113		DA-Rec Deck		210878		301		Park Dk		64182		55		0				0

		740		DA0120		DA-Walker Deck		345336		P100		PARK DK		43663		55		0				0

		740		DA0120		DA-Walker Deck		345336		P200		PARK DK		58569		55		0				0

		740		DA0120		DA-Walker Deck		345336		P300		PARK DK		58569		55		0				0

		740		DA0120		DA-Walker Deck		345336		P400		PARK DK		58569		55		0				0

		740		DA0120		DA-Walker Deck		345336		P500		PARK DK		58569		55		0				0

		740		DA0120		DA-Walker Deck		345336		P600		PARK DK		58569		55		0				0

		740		DA0135		DA-South Deck		173363		P100		parkdk1		25674		55		0				0

		740		DA0135		DA-South Deck		173363		P200		parkdk2		47911		55		0				0

		740		DA0135		DA-South Deck		173363		P300		parkdk3		47995		55		0				0

		740		DA0135		DA-South Deck		173363		P400		parkdk4		47995		55		0				0

		740		DA0143		DA-Facilities Equipment Shed		4000		100		Storage		3910		65		0				0

		745		DA0113		DA-Rec Deck		210878		P204		Dk Stora		147		90		0				0

		745		DA0120		DA-Walker Deck		345336		106		STOR RM		2860		90		0				0

		750		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		212		postoffi		1390		51		0				5

		750		DA0003		DA-Hoag Student Center		48077		213		receivin		199		51		0				2

		820		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		141		Lab RR		68		55		510701				0

		830		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		159		NurseSta		103		55		510701				2

		850		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		143		Exam Rm		108		55		510701				2

		850		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		144		Exam Rm		105		55		510701				2

		850		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		145		Exam Rm		108		55		510701				2

		850		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		146		Exam Rm		108		55		510701				2

		850		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		147		TriageRm		99		55		510701				2

		850		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		148		TriageRm		99		55		510701				2

		850		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		149		Isolatio		72		55		510701				3

		850		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		153		ExamRm		102		55		510701				2

		850		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		154		ExamRm		110		55		510701				2

		850		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		155		ExamRm		110		55		510701				2

		850		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		156		Pharmacy		174		55		510701				2

		860		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		142		Lab		206		55		510701				2

		870		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		134		Files		120		55		510701				2

		870		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		138		Closet		11		55		510701				0

		870		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		160		Closet		15		55		510701				0

		870		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		161		Storage		1166		55		510701				0

		880		DA0122		DA-Chestatee Building		47000		131		Wait Rm		320		55		510701				25

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA101		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA102		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA103		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA104		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA105		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA106		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA107		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA108		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA109		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA110		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA111		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA112		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA113		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA114		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA201		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA202		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA203		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA204		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA205		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA206		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA207		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA208		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA209		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA210		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA211		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA212		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA213		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA301		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA302		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA303		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA304		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA305		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA306		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA307		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA308		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA309		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA310		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA311		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA312		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA313		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DA314		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB100		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB101		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB102		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB103		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB104		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB105		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB106		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB107		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB108		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB109		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB110		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB111		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB112		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB113		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB114		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB201		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB202		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB203		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB204		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB205		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB206		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB207		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB208		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB209		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB210		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB211		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB212		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB213		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB301		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB302		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB303		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB304		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB305		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB306		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB307		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB308		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB309		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB310		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB311		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB312		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB313		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DB314		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC101		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC102		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC103		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC104		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC105		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC106		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC107		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC108		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC109		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC110		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC111		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC112		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC113		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC114		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC201		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC202		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC203		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC204		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC205		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC206		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC207		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC208		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC209		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC210		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC211		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC212		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC213		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC301		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC302		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC303		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC304		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC305		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC306		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC307		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC308		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC309		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC310		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC311		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC312		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC313		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		DC314		DORM RM		172		55		0				0

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH115		DORM RM		183		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH117		DORM RM		170		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH119		DORM RM		164		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH120		DORM RM		156		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH121		DORM RM		164		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH122		DORM RM		154		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH123		DORM RM		165		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH124		DORM RM		154		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH125		DORM RM		155		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH126		DORM RM		152		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH127		DORM RM		147		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH129		DORM RM		154		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH130		DORM RM		148		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH131		DORM RM		153		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH132		DORM RM		158		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH133		DORM RM		155		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH201		DORM RM		160		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH202		DORM RM		161		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH203		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH204		DORM RM		156		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH205		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH207		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH208		DORM RM		156		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH209		DORM RM		150		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH210		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH211		DORM RM		165		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH212		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH213		DORM RM		164		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH214		DORM RM		160		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH223		DORM RM		164		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH224		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH225		DORM RM		165		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH226		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH227		DORM RM		164		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH228		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH229		DORM RM		165		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH230		DORM RM		158		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH231		DORM RM		150		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH233		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH235		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH236		DORM RM		156		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH237		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH238		DORM RM		161		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH239		DORM RM		160		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH301		DORM RM		160		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH302		DORM RM		161		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH303		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH304		DORM RM		161		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH305		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH307		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH309		DORM RM		150		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH310		DORM RM		155		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH311		DORM RM		165		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH312		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH313		DORM RM		164		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH314		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH315		DORM RM		165		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH316		DORM RM		160		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH317		DORM RM		164		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH319		DORM RM		184		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH320		HC DM RM		167		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH321		DORM RM		185		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH322		HC DM RM		161		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH323		DORM RM		186		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH325		DORM RM		185		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH327		HC DM RM		184		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH329		DORM RM		164		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH330		HC DM RM		174		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH331		DORM RM		165		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH332		HC DM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH333		DORM RM		164		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH334		DORM RM		154		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH335		DORM RM		165		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH337		DORM RM		150		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH338		DORM RM		155		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH339		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH340		DORM RM		161		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH341		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH343		DORM RM		158		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH345		DORM RM		160		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH401		DORM RM		165		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH402		DORM RM		165		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH403		DORM RM		162		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH404		DORM RM		158		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH405		DORM RM		162		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH407		DORM RM		162		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH408		DORM RM		158		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH409		DORM RM		155		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH410		DORM RM		162		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH411		DORM RM		168		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH412		DORM RM		162		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH413		DORM RM		169		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH414		DORM RM		166		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH415		DORM RM		169		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH417		DORM RM		169		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH418		DORM RM		168		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH419		DORM RM		186		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH420		DORM RM		162		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH421		DORM RM		189		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH422		DORM RM		183		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH423		DORM RM		186		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH424		DORM RM		39		55		0				0

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH425		DORM RM		189		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH426		DORM RM		165		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH427		DORM RM		187		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH428		DORM RM		25		55		0				0

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH429		DORM RM		169		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH430		DORM RM		154		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH431		DORM RM		169		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH432		DORM RM		162		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH433		DORM RM		169		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH434		DORM RM		158		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH435		DORM RM		168		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH437		DORM RM		155		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH438		DORM RM		159		55		0				1

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH439		DORM RM		162		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH440		DORM RM		165		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH441		DORM RM		162		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH443		DORM RM		162		55		0				2

		910		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH445		DORM RM		165		55		0				2

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA101		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA102		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA103		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA104		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA105		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA106		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA107		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA108		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA109		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA110		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA111		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA112		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA113		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA114		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA115		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA116		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA117		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA118		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA119		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA120		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA121		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA122		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA123		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA128		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA201		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA202		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA203		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA204		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA205		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA206		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA207		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA208		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA209		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA210		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA211		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA212		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA213		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA214		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA215		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA216		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA217		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA218		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA219		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA220		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA221		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA222		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA223		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA224		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA225		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA226		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		910		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		LA227		DORM RM		188		55		0				0

		919		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		20		ada bath		53		55		0				0

		919		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		100		BATHS		322		55		0				0

		919		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		140		SHOWERS		1134		55		0				0

		919		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		30		6 BATHS		1935		55		0				0

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		104		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		105		DORM RM		252		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		108		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		109		DORM RM		252		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		110		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		111		DORM RM		252		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		114		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		115		DORM RM		252		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		116		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		117		DORM RM		252		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		120		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		121		DORM RM		252		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		130		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		134		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		135		DORM RM		323		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		136		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		137		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		140		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		141		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		142		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		143		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		146		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		147		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		148		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		149		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		152		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		153		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		201		DORM RM		322		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		204		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		205		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		208		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		209		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		210		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		211		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		214		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		215		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		216		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		217		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		220		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		221		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		230		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		234		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		235		DORM RM		323		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		236		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		237		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		240		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		241		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		242		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		243		dorm rm		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		246		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		247		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		248		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		249		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		252		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		253		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		301		DORM RM		323		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		304		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		305		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		308		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		309		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		310		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		311		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		314		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		315		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		316		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		317		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		320		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		321		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		330		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		334		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		335		DORM RM		323		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		336		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		337		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		340		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		341		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		342		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		343		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		346		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		347		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		348		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		349		DORM RM		250		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		352		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0026		DA-Gaillard Hall		46897		353		DORM RM		251		55		0				2

		920		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH215		HR APT		678		55		0				1

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		109		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		110A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		110B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		111		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		112		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		113A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		113B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		114A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		114B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		115		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		116A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		116B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		117A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		117B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		118		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		120A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		120B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		121A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		121B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		123		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		125A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		125B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		126		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		128		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		129A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		129B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		130A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		130B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		131		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		132		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		133A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		133B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		134A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		134B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		135A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		135B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		137		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		138A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		138B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		139A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		139B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		140		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		142A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		142B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		209		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		210A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		210B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		211		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		212		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		213A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		213B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		214A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		214B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		215		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		216A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		216B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		217A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		217B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		218		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		220A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		220B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		221A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		221B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		223		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		225A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		225B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		226		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		228		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		229A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		229B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		230A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		230B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		231		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		232		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		233A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		233B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		234A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		234B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		235A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		235B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		237		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		238A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		238B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		239A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		239B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		240		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		242A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		242B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		309		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		310A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		310B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		311		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		312		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		313A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		313B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		314A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		314B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		315		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		316A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		316B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		317A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		317B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		318		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		320A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		320B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		321A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		321B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		323		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		325A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		325B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		326		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		328		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		329A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		329B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		330A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		330B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		331		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		332		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		333A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		333B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		334A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		334B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		335A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		335B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		337		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		338A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		338B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		339A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		339B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		340		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		342A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		342B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		409		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		410A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		410B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		411		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		412		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		413A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		413B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		414A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		414B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		415		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		416A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		416B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		417A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		417B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		418		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		420A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		420B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		421A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		421B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		423		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		425A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		425B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		426		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		428		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		429A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		429B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		430A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		430B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		431		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		432		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		433A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		433B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		434A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		434B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		435A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		435B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		437		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		438A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		438B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		439A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		439B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		440		DORM RM		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		442A		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0118		DA-Patriot Hall		87124		442B		DORM RM		297		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		105		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		106A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		106B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		108A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		108B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		112A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		112B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		114A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		114B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		115A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		115B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		116A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		116B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		117A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		117B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		118A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		118B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		120A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		120B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		122A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		122B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		123A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		123B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		124A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		124B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		125A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		125B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		126A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		126B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		128A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		128B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		132A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		132B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		134A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		134B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		135		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		136A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		136B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		137		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		139		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		209		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		210A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		210B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		211		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		212A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		212B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		213		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		216A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		216B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		218A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		218B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		220A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		220B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		222A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		222B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		223A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		223B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		224A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		224B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		225A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		225B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		226A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		226B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		228A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		228B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		229A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		229B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		230A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		230B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		231A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		231B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		232A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		232B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		236A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		236B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		238A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		238B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		240A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		240B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		241		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		243		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		245		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		302A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		302B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		303		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		304A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		304B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		305		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		306A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		306B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		307		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		310A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		310B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		312A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		312B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		314A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		314B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		316A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		316B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		317A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		317B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		318A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		318B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		319A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		319B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		320A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		320B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		322A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		322B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		323A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		323B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		324A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		324B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		325A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		325B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		326A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		326B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		330A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		330B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		332A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		332B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		334A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		334B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		335		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		337		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		339		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		342		STAFF AP		823		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		343A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		343B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		344		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		345A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		345B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		347A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		347B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		351A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		351B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		353A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		353B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		354A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		354B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		355A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		355B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		356A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		356B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		357A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		357B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		359A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		359B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		361A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		361B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		362A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		362B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		363A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		363B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		364A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		364B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		365A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		365B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		367A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		367B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		371A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		371B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		373A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		373B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		374		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		375A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		375B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		376		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		378		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		401		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		402A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		402B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		403		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		404A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		404B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		405		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		406A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		406B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		410A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		410B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		412A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		412B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		414A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		414B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		415A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		415B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		417A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		417B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		418A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		418B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		420A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		420B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		421A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		421B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		422A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		422B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		423A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		423B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		424A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		424B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		426A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		426B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		428A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		428B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		432A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		432B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		433		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		434A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		434B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		435		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		436A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		436B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		437		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		440		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		441A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		441B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		442		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		443A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		443B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		444		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		445A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		445B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		449A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		449B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		451A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		451B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		453A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		453B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		454A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		454B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		456A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		456B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		457A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		457B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		459A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		459B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		460A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		460B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		461A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		461B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		462A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		462B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		463A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		463B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		465A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		465B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		467A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		467B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		471A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		471B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		472		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		473A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		473B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		474		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		475A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		475B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		476		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		501A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		501B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		502		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		503A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		503B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		504		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		505A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		505B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		506		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		509A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		509B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		511A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		511B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		513A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		513B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		515A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		515B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		516A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		516B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		517A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		517B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		519A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		519B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		520A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		520B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		521A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		521B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		523A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		523B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		524A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		524B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		525A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		525B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		526A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		526B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		529A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		529B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		531A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		531B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		533A		DORM RM		282		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		533B		DORM RM		283		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		536		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		538		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		540		DORM RM		411		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		109		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		110		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		111		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		112		2BS/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		113		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		114		4BS/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		115		2BD/2BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		116		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		117		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		118		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		120		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		121		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		123		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		125		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		126		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		128		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		129		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		130		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		131		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		132		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		133		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		134		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		135		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		137		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		138		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		139		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		140		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		142		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		209		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		210		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		211		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		212		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		213		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		214		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		215		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		216		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		217		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		218		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		220		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		221		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		223		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		225		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		226		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		228		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		229		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		230		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		231		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		232		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		233		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		234		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		235		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		237		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		238		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		239		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		240		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		242		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		309		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		310		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		311		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		312		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		313		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		314		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		315		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		316		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		317		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		318		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		320		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		321		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		323		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		325		4BD/1BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		326		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		328		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		329		4BD/1BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		330		4BD/1BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		331		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		332		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		333		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		334		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		335		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		337		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		338		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		339		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		340		2BD/1BA		342		55		0				2

		920		DA0123		DA-Liberty Hall		65609		342		4BD/2BA		594		55		0				4

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1101A		DORM RM		353		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1101B		DORM RM		353		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1102A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1102B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1102C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1102D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1103A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1103B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1103C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1103D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1104A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1104B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1104C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1104D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1105A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1105B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1105C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1105D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1201A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1201B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1201C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1201D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1202A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1202B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1202C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1202D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1203A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1203B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1203C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1203D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1204A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1204B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1204C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1204D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1205A		DORM RM		353		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1205B		DORM RM		353		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1206A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1206B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1206C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1206D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1208A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1208B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1208C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1208D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1209A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1209B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1209C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1209D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1210A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1210B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1210C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1210D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1211A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1211B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1211C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1211D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1212A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1212B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1212C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1212D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1213A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1213B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1213C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1213D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1214A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1214B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1214C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1214D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1215A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1215B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1215C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1215D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1301A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1301B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1301C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1301D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1302A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1302B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1302C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1302D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1303A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1303B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1303C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1303D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1304A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1304B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1304C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1304D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1305A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1305B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1305C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1305D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1306A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1306B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1306C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1306D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1307A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1307B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1307C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1307D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1308A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1308B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1308C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1308D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1309A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1309B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1309C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1309D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1310A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1310B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1310C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1310D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1311A		DORM RM		353		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1311B		DORM RM		353		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1312A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1312B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1312C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1312D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1313A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1313B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1313C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1313D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1314A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1314B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1314C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1314D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1315A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1315B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1315C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1315D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1316A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1316B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1316C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1316D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1317A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1317B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1317C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1317D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1318A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1318B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1318C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1318D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1319A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1319B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1319C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1319D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1401A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1401B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1401C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1401D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1402A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1402B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1402C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1402D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1403A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1403B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1403C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1403D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1404A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1404B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1404C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1404D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1405A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1405B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1405C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1405D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1406A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1406B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1406C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1406D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1407A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1407B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1407C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1407D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1408A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1408B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1408C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1408D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1409A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1409B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1409C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1409D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1410A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1410B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1410C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1410D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1411A		DORM RM		353		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1411B		DORM RM		353		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1412A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1412B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1412C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1412D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1413A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1413B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1413C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1413D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1414A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1414B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1414C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1414D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1415A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1415B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1415C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1415D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1416A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1416B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1416C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1416D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1417A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1417B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1417C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1417D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1418A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1418B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1418C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1418D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1419A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1419B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1419C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1419D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1501A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1501B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1501C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1501D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1502A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1502B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1502C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1502D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1503A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1503B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1503C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1503D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1504A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1504B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1504C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1504D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1505A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1505B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1505C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1505D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1506A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1506B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1506C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1506D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1507A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1507B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1507C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1507D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1508A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1508B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1508C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1508D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1509A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1509B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1509C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1509D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1510A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1510B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1510C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1510D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1511A		DORM RM		353		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1511B		DORM RM		353		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1512A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1512B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1512C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1512D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1513A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1513B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1513C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1513D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1514A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1514B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1514C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1514D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1515A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1515B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1515C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1515D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1516A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1516B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1516C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1516D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1517A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1517B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1517C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1517D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1518A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1518B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1518C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1518D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1519A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1519B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1519C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1519D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1601A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1601B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1601C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1601D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1602A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1602B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1602C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1602D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1603A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1603B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1603C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1603D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1604A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1604B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1604C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1604D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1605A		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1605B		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1605C		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		920		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1605D		DORM RM		252		55		0				1

		935		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		120		STORAGE		848		55		0				0

		935		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		160		lounge		304		55		0				0

		935		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		190		LAUNDRY		501		55		0				0

		935		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH103		LAUNDRY		590		55		0				0

		935		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH105		STUDY RM		175		55		0				10

		935		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH109		KITCHEN		259		55		0				0

		935		DA0028		DA-Lewis Hall		41664		LH221		CMPTR LB		193		55		0				6

		935		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		40		LAUNDRY		380		55		0				0

		935		DA0029		DA-Lewis Hall Annex		31089		60		STORAGE		489		55		0				0

		950		DA0027		DA-Donovan Hall		50667		70		1 APT		554		55		0				0

		950		DA0119		DA-North Georgia Suites		147347		103		STAFF AP		823		55		0				0

		950		DA1011		Owen Hall		127000		1207		APT		759		55		0				1

		970		DA0090		DA-Pine Valley House		1824		10		3 BD RMS		468		66		0				0

		970		DA0090		DA-Pine Valley House		1824		20		2 BATH		115		66		0				0

		970		DA0090		DA-Pine Valley House		1824		30		LIVING		753		66		0				0

		970		DA0090		DA-Pine Valley House		1824		40		GARAGE		260		66		0				0











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































		350				DA-Alumni House				110		Conf Rm		437								8		7				VTC

		350				DA-Barnes Hall				216		Conf Rm		626								25		12

		350				DA-Barnes Hall				315		Conf Rm		207								10		4				VTC

		350				DA-Chestatee Building				162		Conf Rm										10		4				VTC

		350				DA-Chestatee Building				323		Conf Rm		407								12		8				VTC

		680				DA-Continuing Ed Center				216		CLASSRM		445								20		6

		680				DA-Continuing Ed Center				217		CompLab		546								12		5

		680				DA-Continuing Ed Center				215		Lab		445								15		5

		630				DA-Dining Hall				209		Banquet Rm		3206								224		54

		630				DA-Dining Hall				210		PresDngRm		412								16		7

		350				DA-Hansford Hall				134		Conf Rm		337								12		5				VTC

		350				DA-Hansford Hall				312		Conf Rm		273								13		5				VTC

		350				DA-Health and Natural Sciences				402		Conf Rm		359								12		5				VTC

		680				DA-Hoag Student Center				207		Meeting A		490								20		7

		680				DA-Hoag Student Center				208		Meeting B		490								20		7

		680				DA-Hoag Student Center				209		Meeting C		981								40		18

		680				DA-Hoag Student Center				207/208		MtgRm AB		980								40		14				AB Combined

		680				DA-Hoag Student Center				207/208/209		MtgRmABC		1961								80		32				ABC Combined

		612				DA-Hoag Student Center				342		Auditorium		2578								294		65

		212				DA-Library Technology Center				269		Open Clssrm		750								36		6

		350				DA-Military Leadership Center				117		Conf Rm		912								30		17

		611				DA-Nix				308		Auditorium		2870								90		34

























































































Gainesville

		USE CODE		BLDG CODE		BLDG DESCRIPTION		BLDG SQ FT		ROOM NUMB		ROOM DESC		Sq Ft		PGCL CODE		CIPC CODE		Seats		6 ft Occ		3 ft Occ		Comments

		350		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		112		Conferen		468		90		0		15		5

		350		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		122		Confer		276		90		0		15		5

		211		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		101		rehearsa		1042		11		500501		15		15		15

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		108		meeting		4600		31		511601		245		82

		110		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		112		class		408		11		240102		16

		110		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		113		class		408		11		240102		16

		212		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		114		complab		410		11		240102		16		12		20

		110		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		115		class		820		11		240102		32		26		50

		110		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		116		class		408		11		240102		16		15		30

		110		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		117		class		408		11		240102		16		10		20

		350		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		121		conf rm		679		11		0		15		5

		680		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		133		CompLab		475		11		0		15		5

		611		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		000B1		THEATRE		4024		10		500501		265		88

		212		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		108		LAB		1094		47		130101		30		8		16

		110		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		109		CLASSRM		1057		11		130101		48		24		48

		212		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		110		LAB		1102		47		130101		30		20		30

		212		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		111		LAB		1090		47		130101		30		20		30

		110		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		114		CLASSRM		858		11		130101		30		20		30

		211		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		122		LAB		600		11		130101		32		8		12

		110		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		128		CLASSRM		600		11		130101		32		12		20

		211		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		133		lab		520		11		130101		32		8		16

		211		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		135		lab		514		11		130101		32		8		12

		212		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		136		LAB		282		47		130101		30

		110		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		107		class		650		11		500501		10		10		10

		212		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		138		LAB		845		47		130101		15		7		15

		212		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		139		LAB		600		47		130101		30		16		32

		580		GV008C		GV-Greenhouse		2160		101		GREENHOU		2064		90		0		20		7

		430		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		122		OPENSTAC		447		41		0		23		8

		430		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		125		OPENSTAC		1406		41		0		26		9

		430		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		130		OPENSTAC		2634		41		0		38		13

		680		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		134		AUDIOVIS		740		11		230101		28		9

		430		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		201		OPENSTAC		9260		41		0		260		87

		115		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		220		studyrm		513		11		230101		21		8		20

		110		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		221		CLASS		614		11		230101		30		12		24

		211		GV0004		GV-Music		7351		111		band rm		1572		11		500903		25		25		25

		211		GV0004		GV-Music		7351		119		choralrm		830		11		360110		17		17		17

		211		GV0004		GV-Music		7351		120		practice		472		11		500705		14		8		16

		110		GV0004		GV-Music		7351		121		CLASS		778		10		500903		38		16		32

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		1201		CLASS RM		938		11		130101		32		16		32

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		1202		CLASS RM		1090		11		130101		32		13		24

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		1203		CLASS RM		918		11		130101		30		18		30

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		1211		CLASS RM		917		11		130101		32		16		32

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		1213		CLASS RM		921		11		130101		35		18		35

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		1217		office		930		11		130101		35		12

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2100		classrm		1258		11		130101		46		13		24

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2101		classrm		956		11		130101		35		17		46		Reduced from 23 on 7/29 after moving furniture

		412		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2103		writing		1152		11		130101		100		33

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2123		CLASS RM		559		11		130101		20

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2201		CLASS RM		948		11		130101		35		16		32

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2203		class rm		925		11		130101		46		13		24

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2204		class rm		1069		11		130101		35		13		24

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2211		CLASS RM		925		11		130101		32		16		32

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2212		class rm		1070		11		130101		48		13		24

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2213		class rm		930		11		130101		48		13		24

		350		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2214		CONF RM		455		11		0		20		7

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2218		class rm		1062		11		130101		48		13		24

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3100		CLASS RM		977		11		130101		30		20		34

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3101		CLASS RM		975		11		130101		30		20		36

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3103		CLASS RM		931		11		130101		30		20		32

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3104		CLASS RM		931		11		130101		30		18		30

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3105		CLASS RM		928		11		130101		30		20		34

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3106		CLASS RM		930		11		130101		30		18		32

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3107		CLASS RM		939		11		130101		30		18		32

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3108		CLASS RM		947		11		130101		30		18		32

		612		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3110		AUDITORI		3499		90		0		50		17

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3201		CLASS RM		946		11		130101		30		18		32

		350		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3202		CONF RM		508		11		0		20		7

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3203		CLASS RM		925		11		130101		30		18		36

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3204		CLASS RM		963		11		130101		30		21		36

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3211		CLASS RM		926		11		130101		30		18		36

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3212		CLASS RM		975		11		130101		30		16		32

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3213		CLASS RM		930		11		130101		30		18		36		Reduced from 20 on 7/29 per Dean of MCCB request

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3214		CLASS RM		948		11		130101		30		18		36		Reduced from 20 on 7/29 per Dean of MCCB request

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3217		CLASS RM		912		11		130101		30		15		36		Reduced from 20 on 7/29 per Dean of MCCB request

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3218		CLASS RM		957		11		130101		30		17		36		Reduced from 20 on 7/29 per Dean of MCCB request

		212		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4100		COMP LAB		978		11		130101		35		12		36		Reduced from 20 on 7/29 after moving furniture

		350		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4101		CONF RM		579		11		0		20		7

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4105		CLASS RM		1862		11		130101		70		30		70		Reduced from 35 on 7/29 per Dean of MCCB request

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4171		class rm		1192		11		130101		48		12		24		Reduced from 13 on 7/29 after moving furniture

		211		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4201		FGN LANG		1907		11		130101		50		15		56		Reduced from 19 on 7/29 after moving furniture

		211		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4204		M/V LAB		1110		11		130101		35		8		32		Reduced from 16 on 7/29 after moving furniture

		211		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4247		SOUND ST		931		11		130101		35		NA		NA

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5100		CLASS RM		976		11		130101		35		10		38

		350		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5101		CONF RM		574		11		0		20		7

		350		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5105		CONF RM		1130		11		0		30		10

		110		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5171		CLASS RM		1190		11		130101		35		25		35

		350		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		102		Conferen		192		11		0		15		5

		110		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		157		CLASS		785		11		310599		49		16		33

		115		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		159		Storage		80		11		130101		0

		115		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		160		Storage		485		11		130101		0

		110		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		168		classrm		485		11		310599		20		NA		NA

		115		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		000B9		STORAGE		370		11		500502		0

		115		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		117		storage		64		11		500501		0

		115		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		123		storage		82		11		500501		0

		115		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		0B104		storage		116		11		500501		0

		115		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		108B		STORAGE		115		11		0		0

		115		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		109C		storage		38		11		511601		0

		115		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		111A		storage		61		11		511601		0

		115		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		113A		closet		60		11		0		0

		115		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		115A		closet		60		11		0		0

		115		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		116A		closet		65		11		0		0

		115		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5106		AV CONTR		113		11		0		0

		110		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		103		LEC.HALL		1073		11		400101		52		18		40

		110		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		104		LEC.HALL		1073		11		400101		53		18		40

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		116		CLASSLAB		1278		11		400101		25		18		25

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		118		CLASSLAB		1278		11		400101		25		18		25

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		125		LAB		1260		11		400101		25		12		25

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		129		CLASSLAB		1260		11		400101		25		18		25

		211		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		000B2		GREEN RM		522		11		500599		3

		211		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		00B11		dressing		255		11		500501		10		4		10

		211		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		00B15		green rm		180		11		500501		5

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		131		LAB		1260		11		400101		25		18		25

		211		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		203		lightlab		1850		11		500501		10		10		10

		211		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		108A		PROJECTR		100		11		500501		1

		211		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		140		patient		156		11		511601		2

		211		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		141		patient		156		11		511601		2

		211		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		142		patient		203		11		511601		2

		211		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		143		patient		360		11		511601		2

		211		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		144		exam		93		11		511601		2

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		132		CLASSLAB		1278		11		400101		25		18		25

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		136		DEMO.RM		584		11		400101		26		10		26

		350		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		142		CONFERNC		440		11		400101		33		11

		110		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		173		LEC.HALL		1073		11		400101		51		18		40

		110		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		174		LEC.HALL		1073		11		400101		51		18		40

		110		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		201		LEC.ROOM		730		11		400101		33		18		36

		110		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		202		LEC.ROOM		1480		11		400101		66		20		40

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		213		CLASSLAB		1365		11		400601		26		20		32

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		216		CLASSLAB		1260		11		400101		26		15		28

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		222		CLASSLAB		1260		11		400504		25		12		25

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		225		CLASSLAB		1260		11		400501		25		12		25

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		227		CLASSLAB		1260		11		400501		25		12		25

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		228		CLASSLAB		1260		11		400801		25		16		25

		211		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		232		DEMO.RM		584		11		400101		33		5		20

		212		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		257		CLASSLAB		609		11		400101		23		12		23

		212		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		262		COMPCLAS		1078		11		400101		25		12		24

		212		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		264		OPEN LAB		1078		11		400101		28		16		32

		211		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5107		Bus Lab		199		11		130101		5

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		111		CLASS		646		11		450101		35		18		36		Reduced from 20 on 7/29 after moving furniture

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		112		CLASS		529		11		450101		29		12		32

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		113		CLASS		653		11		450101		28		15		32

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		114		CLASS		529		11		450101		31		12		32

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		115		CLASS		653		11		0		25		14		27

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		136		CLASS		1058		11		450101		34		20		28

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		138		CLASS		646		11		450101		35		15		32

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		166		CLASS		693		11		450101		29		16		32

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		167		CLASS		693		11		450101		24		16		32

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		168		CLASS		653		11		450101		32		16		32

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		169		CLASS		653		11		450101		25		12		29		Reduced from 15 on 7/29 after moving furniture

		215		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		000B3		COSTUME		1805		11		500599		0

		215		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		000B4		SCENE RM		99		11		500502		0

		215		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		000B5		TOOL RM		98		11		500502		0

		215		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		00B14		dressing		245		11		0		10

		215		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		119		sound		115		11		500501		1

		215		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		120		lights		115		11		500501		1

		215		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		122		dimmer		60		11		500501		1

		215		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		109A		storage		46		11		511601		0

		215		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		109B		storage		15		11		511601		0

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		117		LAB SRVC		358		11		400101		0

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		119		LAB SRVC		506		11		400101		1

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		120		LAB SRVC		155		11		400101		1

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		121		LAB SRVC		550		11		400101		1

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		122		LAB SRVC		202		11		400101		1

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		124		LAB SRVC		424		11		400101		1

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		130		LAB SRVC		358		11		400101		1

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		133		LAB SRVC		305		11		400101		1

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		214		LAB SRVC		305		11		400101		0

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		215		LAB SRVC		218		11		400101		0

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		217		LAB SRVC		311		11		400101		1

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		218		CHEM.STG		302		11		400101		0

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		220		LAB SRVC		345		11		400101		1

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		221		LAB SRVC		600		11		400101		1

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		226		LAB SERV		358		11		400501		1

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		229		LAB SRVC		305		11		400801		1

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		256		LABSRVC		212		11		400101		1

		215		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		258		LAB SRVC		100		11		400101		1

		215		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4213		CONTR RM		249		11		0		0

		215		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4215		RACK RM		97		11		0		0

		215		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4233		EDIT BAY		98		11		0		0

		215		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4235		SOUND RM		208		11		0		0

		215		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4237		EDIT BAY		75		11		0		0

		225		GV0004		GV-Music		7351		0104B		PRACTICE		153		11		500903		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		102		Office		156		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		104		Office		264		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		107		Office		110		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		108		Office		165		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		109		Office		110		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		110		Office		130		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		111		Receptio		656		90		0		4

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		115		Office		130		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		116		Office		120		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		00119A		OFFICE		261		90		0		2

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		123		Office		127		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		124		Office		168		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		132		Receptio		312		90		0		2

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		136		Office		228		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		137		Office		136		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		142		Office		132		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		143		Office		132		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		144		Office		168		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		145		Office		144		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		147		Office		140		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		150		Office		120		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		151		Office		140		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		152		OFFICE		410		90		0		5

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		153		Office		192		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		154		Office		132		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		155		Receptio		341		90		0		5

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		156		receptio		267		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		158		Office		109		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		00158A		OFFICE		107		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		159		Receptio		292		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		160		OFFICE		109		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		00160A		OFFICE		232		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		161		Office		186		90		0		1

		310		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		162		Office		108		90		0		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		101		OFFICE		360		11		130101		2

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		101B		office		88		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		102		OFFICE		180		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		103		OFFICE		180		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		104		OFFICE		130		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		107		office		765		11		130101		5

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		107A		office		140		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		107B		office		117		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		112		OFFICE		147		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		113		OFFICE		147		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		115		OFFICE		90		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		116		OFFICE		90		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		117		OFFICE		90		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		118		OFFICE		90		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		119		office		405		11		130101		2

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		119B		office		105		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		119C		office		105		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		120		OFFICE		90		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		121		office		391		11		130101		2

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		121A		office		118		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		121B		office		117		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		123		OFFICE		90		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		124		OFFICE		90		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		125		OFFICE		90		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		126		OFFICE		90		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		127		OFFICE		90		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		129		OFFICE		184		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		129A		office		181		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		130		OFFICE		130		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		131		OFFICE		80		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		132		OFFICE		205		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		132A		office		218		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		132C		office		119		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		132D		office		117		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		132E		office		123		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		132F		office		121		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		132G		office		119		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		132H		office		117		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		140		OFFICE		93		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		141		OFFICE		85		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		142		OFFICE		85		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		143		OFFICE		94		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		144		OFFICE		186		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		145		OFFICE		130		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		146		OFFICE		130		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		148		OFFICE		219		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		150		OFFICE		119		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		151		OFFICE		117		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		152		OFFICE		151		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		158		OFFICE		200		11		130101		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		170		OFFICE		833		53		0		4

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		172		OFFICE		140		53		0		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		173		TESTING		117		53		0		2

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		175		TESTING		54		53		0		1

		310		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		176		TESTING		54		53		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		115		RECEPTIO		312		53		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		118		OFFICE		115		53		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		119		OFFICE		160		53		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		120		OFFICE		117		53		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		121		OFFICE		123		53		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		125		OFFICE		111		53		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		126		OFFICE		184		53		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		129A		OFFICE		90		11		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		129B		OFFICE		90		11		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		130		OFFICE		97		31		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		131		OFFICE		49		31		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		132		OFFICE		90		31		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		134		RECEPTIO		240		52		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		136		OFFICE		113		52		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		137		OFFICE		114		52		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		138		OFFICE		172		52		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		140		OFFICE		115		52		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		142		OFFICE		115		52		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		143		OFFICE		114		52		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		144		OFFICE		117		52		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		145		RECEPTIO		233		51		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		147		OFFICE		110		51		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		148		OFFICE		110		51		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		149		OFFICE		110		51		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		152		OFFICE		180		51		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		160		OFFICE		100		44		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		201		RECEPTIO		353		64		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		203		OFFICE		115		64		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		204		OFFICE		173		64		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		205		OFFICE		282		64		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		208		RECEPTIO		89		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		209		OFFICE		69		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		210		OFFICE		69		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		211		OFFICE		104		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		212		OFFICE		107		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		213		OFFICE		107		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		214		OFFICE		212		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		215		OFFICE		110		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		216		OFFICE		110		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		218		OFFICE		50		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		219		OFFICE		74		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		220		OFFICE		48		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		221		OFFICE		48		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		225		OFFICE		116		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		227		OFFICE		110		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		228		OFFICE		153		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		229		OFFICE		105		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		230		OFFICE		104		63		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		234		OFFICE		77		54		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		235		OFFICE		113		54		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		236		OFFICE		113		54		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		237		OFFICE		71		54		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		238		OFFICE		40		54		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		239		OFFICE		39		54		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		240		OFFICE		39		54		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		241		OFFICE		108		54		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		242		OFFICE		110		54		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		243		OFFICE		172		54		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		245		OFFICE		106		54		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		246		OFFICE		118		54		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		303		RECEPTIO		266		64		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		309		OFFICE		70		64		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		310		OFFICE		85		64		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		314		OFFICE		112		64		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		315		OFFICE		112		64		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		316		OFFICE		112		64		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		317		OFFICE		209		64		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		326		office		361		55		0		4

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		333A		OFFICE		208		90		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		337		RECEPTIO		75		51		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		338		OFFICE		96		51		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		356		OFFICE		120		55		0		1

		310		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		361		OFFICE		196		55		0		1

		310		GV0004		GV-Music		7351		100		OFFICE		115		11		500902		1

		310		GV0004		GV-Music		7351		102		OFFICE		115		11		500903		1

		310		GV0004		GV-Music		7351		112		Office		220		11		500903		1

		310		GV0004		GV-Music		7351		117		office		157		11		500903		1

		310		GV0004		GV-Music		7351		0119A		office		86		11		500705		1

		310		GV0004		GV-Music		7351		0119B		office		89		11		500705		1

		310		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		103		OFFICE		189		11		310599		1

		310		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		104		OFFICE		157		11		131314		1

		310		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		105		OFFICE		115		11		131314		1

		310		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		106		office		138		11		310599		1

		310		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		107		recep		130		11		0		1

		310		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		138		OFFICE		154		11		131314		1

		310		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		139		OFFICE		142		11		131314		1

		310		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		00162A		office		145		11		310599		1

		310		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		00162B		office		145		11		310599		1

		310		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		173		office		136		11		310599		1

		310		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		174		office		152		11		310599		1

		310		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		175		office		94		11		310599		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		101		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		102		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		103		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		104		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		105		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		106		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		110		OFFICE		200		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		120		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		121		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		122		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		123		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		124		OFFICE		159		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		125		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		126		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		133		OFFICE		127		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		140		OFFICE		128		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		141		office		103		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		147		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		148		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		149		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		150		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		151		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		152		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		156		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		157		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		158		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		159		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		160		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		161		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		170A		OFFICE		146		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		175		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		176		OFFICE		138		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		179		OFFICE		223		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		185		OFFICE		227		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		185A		OFFICE		223		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		194		OFFICE		155		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		196		OFFICE		153		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		201		office		220		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		202		office		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		203		office		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		204		office		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		205		office		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		206		office		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		207		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		208		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		209		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		210		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		211		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		212		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		213		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		214		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		215		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		216		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		217		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		218		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		103		OFFICE		129		41		0		1

		310		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		104		OFFICE		212		41		0		1

		310		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		105		OFFICE		125		41		0		1

		310		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		00108A		office		213		11		0		1

		310		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		112		OFFICE		149		41		0		1

		310		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		116		OFFICE		110		41		0		1

		310		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		126		OFFICE		81		41		0		1

		310		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		131		OFFICE		204		41		0		1

		310		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		102		OFFICE		141		65		0		1

		310		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		107		OFFICE		127		65		0		1

		310		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		123		OFFICE		154		65		0		1

		310		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		124		OFFICE		132		65		0		1

		310		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		125		OFFICE		143		65		0		1

		310		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		126		OFFICE		209		65		0		1

		310		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		0123A		OFFICE		143		65		0		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		000B6		OFFICE		140		11		500502		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		103		office		150		11		500501		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		104		office		150		11		500501		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		105		office		150		11		500501		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		108		office		166		11		500501		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		115		OFFICE		140		11		500501		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		110		office		84		11		511601		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		123		office		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		124		office		126		11		0		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		125		office		126		11		0		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		126		office		100		11		0		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		127		office		100		11		0		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		128		office		126		11		0		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		129		office		126		11		0		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		130		office		100		11		0		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		132		office		200		11		0		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		134		office		100		11		0		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		135		office		320		11		0		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		135B		OFFICE		150		31		0		1

		310		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		135C		OFFICE		218		31		0		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		103		OFFICE		133		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		104		OFFICE		100		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		105		OFFICE		100		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		106		OFFICE		100		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		108		OFFICE		100		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		112		OFFICE		174		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		113		OFFICE		208		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		114		OFFICE		203		11		270101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		115		OFFICE		174		11		270101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		118		OFFICE		100		11		270101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		120		OFFICE		100		11		270101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		121		OFFICE		100		11		270101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		122		OFFICE		100		11		270101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		125		OFFICE		100		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		126		OFFICE		100		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		127		OFFICE		100		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		128		OFFICE		100		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		129		OFFICE		100		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		130		OFFICE		100		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		142		OFFICE		120		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		143		OFFICE		120		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		144		OFFICE		120		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		148		OFFICE		105		11		270101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		149		OFFICE		100		11		270101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		150		OFFICE		100		11		270101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		155A		office		188		44		160101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		155B		office		166		44		160101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		155C		office		192		44		160101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		156		office		444		44		160101		5

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		165		OFFICE		79		11		110101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		168		OFFICE		109		11		110101		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		175		OFFICE		130		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		176		OFFICE		130		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		177		OFFICE		130		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		178		OFFICE		132		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		179		OFFICE		132		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		188		OFFICE		150		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		189		OFFICE		150		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		190		OFFICE		150		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		192		OFFICE		150		11		520601		1

		310		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		193		OFFICE		150		11		520601		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		108		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		109		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		110		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		111		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		113		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		114		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		115		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		123		OFFICE C		136		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		145		OFFICE		250		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		146		OFFICE		217		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		160		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		161		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		162		office		100		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		166		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		167		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		171		OFFICE		170		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		172		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		205		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		206		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		207		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		208		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		209		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		210		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		211		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		212		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		219		OFFICE		124		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		237		OFFICE		300		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		238		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		239		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		241		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		242		OFFICE.		170		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		253		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		254		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		260		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		261		OFFICE		140		11		400101		1

		310		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		102		Receptio		94		71		30203		1

		310		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		103		Adminstr		138		71		30203		1

		310		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		106		Office		130		71		30203		1

		310		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		107		Office		102		71		30203		1

		310		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		108		Office		132		71		30203		1

		310		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		109		Office		81		71		30203		1

		310		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		116		Office		120		71		30203		1

		310		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		117		Office		115		71		30203		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		103		Office		101		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		104		Office		133		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		105		Office		134		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		106		Office		101		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		109		Office		95		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		110		Office		94		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		111		Office		95		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		112		Office		95		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		116		Office		104		55		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		117		Office		111		55		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		118		Office		110		55		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		119		Office		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		120		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		121		OFFICE		134		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		122		OFFICE		131		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		124		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		125		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		126		Office		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		127		Office		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		128		Office		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		129		Office		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		131		CONFRM		342		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		133		Office		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		134		Office		113		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		136		RECORDS		108		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		140		Office		230		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		141		Office		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		142		Office		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		143		Office		104		11		0		1

		310		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		145		Office		240		11		0		3

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		170		CLASS		500		11		450101		25		8		20		Reduced from 10 on 7/29 after moving furniture

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2104		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2105		OFFICE		140		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2108		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2110		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2112		OFFICE		113		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2114		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2116		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2118		OFFICE		240		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2120		OFFICE		192		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2128		OFFICE		114		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2130		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2132		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2134		OFFICE		113		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2136		OFFICE		113		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2138		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2140		OFFICE		114		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2142		OFFICE		113		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2217		OFFICE		919		11		0		10

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4104		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4106		OFFICE		113		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4108		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4110		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4112		OFFICE		113		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4114		OFFICE		217		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4116		OFFICE		123		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4118		OFFICE		121		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4120		OFFICE		385		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4126		OfFICE		114		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4128		OFFICE		114		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4130		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4132		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4134		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4136		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4138		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4140		OFFICE		114		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4142		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4150		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4152		OFFICE		114		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4154		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4156		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4158		OFFICE		114		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4160		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4164		OFFICE		205		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4168		OFFICE		237		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4170		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4172		OFFICE		108		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4176		office		109		90		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4209		OFFICE		135		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4214		OFFICE		172		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4216		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4218		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4220		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4222		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4224		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4226		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4228		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4230		OFFICE		185		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4232		OFFICE		131		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4238		OFFICE		169		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4240		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4242		OFFICE		107		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4244		OFFICE		107		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4246		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4248		OFFICE		108		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4250		OFFICE		106		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4252		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4254		OFFICE		171		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5104		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5108		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5109		office		132		11		130101		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5110		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5111		office		139		11		130101		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5112		OFFICE		113		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5114		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5115		office		135		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5115A		office		132		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5118		OFFICE		179		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5120		RECEP		405		11		0		2

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5126		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5128		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5130		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5132		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5134		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5136		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5138		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5140		OFFICE		112		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5142		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5150		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5152		OFFICE		114		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5154		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5156		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5158		OFFICE		114		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5160		OFFICE		115		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5164		OFFICE		108		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5165		office		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5166		OFFICE		101		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5168		OFFICE		113		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5170		OFFICE		111		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5172		OFFICE		110		11		0		1

		310		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5176		OFFICE		109		11		0		1

		310		GV0018		GV-Testing Center		3571		101		office		128		11		240102		1

		310		GV0018		GV-Testing Center		3571		103		office		77		11		240102		1

		310		GV0018		GV-Testing Center		3571		104		office		122		11		240102		1

		310		GV008B		GV-Plant Operations/Facilities		12693		101F		OFFICE		270		90		0		1

		310		GV008B		GV-Plant Operations/Facilities		12693		101H		OFFICE		70		90		0		1

		310		GV008B		GV-Plant Operations/Facilities		12693		101J		OFFICE		150		90		0		1

		310		GV008B		GV-Plant Operations/Facilities		12693		102		OFFICE		300		90		0		2

		310		GV008B		GV-Plant Operations/Facilities		12693		106		OFFICE		81		90		0		1

		310		GV008B		GV-Plant Operations/Facilities		12693		109		OFFICE		150		90		0		1

		310		GV008B		GV-Plant Operations/Facilities		12693		114		OFFICE		150		90		0		1

		310		GV008B		GV-Plant Operations/Facilities		12693		115		OFFICE		195		90		0		1

		310		GV008B		GV-Plant Operations/Facilities		12693		116		OFFICE		135		90		0		1

		310		GV008B		GV-Plant Operations/Facilities		12693		117		OFFICE		165		90		0		1

		310		GV008B		GV-Plant Operations/Facilities		12693		118		OFFICE		150		90		0		1

		310		GV008B		GV-Plant Operations/Facilities		12693		119		OFFICE		135		90		0		1

		310		GV008B		GV-Plant Operations/Facilities		12693		121		OFFICE		70		90		0		1

		315		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		103		Wk Room		84		90		0		0

		315		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		114		Work rm		180		90		0		0

		315		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		119		Vault		81		90		0		0

		315		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		135		Work rm		223		90		0		0

		315		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		141		Vault		136		90		0		0

		315		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		157		CONFRM		343		90		0		1

		315		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		101A		storage		19		11		130101		0

		315		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		105		mailrm		130		11		130101		1

		315		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		107F		breakrm		100		11		130101		2

		315		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		132B		breakrm		145		11		130101		2

		315		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		144A		breakrm		87		11		130101		2

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		123		WORKROOM		174		53		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		124		STORAGE		69		53		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		128		STORAGE		12		53		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		133		WORKROOM		550		31		0		8

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		139		WORKROOM		183		52		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		141		STORAGE		139		52		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		150		STORAGE		217		51		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		151		WORKROOM		163		51		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		206		WORKROOM		174		64		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		207		STORAGE		112		64		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		222		WORKROOM		232		63		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		223		STORAGE		244		63		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		226		WORKROOM		140		63		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		232		VAULT		469		54		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		233		STORAGE		82		54		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		247		WORKROOM		106		54		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		247A		BREAKRM		67		54		0		2

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		247B		STORAGE		102		54		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		248		STORAGE		105		54		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		304		I.D.ROOM		35		64		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		305		STUDY RM		158		64		0		1

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		312		WORKROOM		239		64		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		333		WAITINGR		140		90		0		3

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		345		STORAGE		178		51		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		350		STORAGE		158		90		0		0

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		359A		BREAKRM		127		55		0		2

		315		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		362		STORAGE		22		55		0		0

		315		GV0004		GV-Music		7351		108		storage		207		11		500903		0

		315		GV0004		GV-Music		7351		118		storage		79		11		360110		0

		315		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		110A		STORAGE		115		90		0		0

		315		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		134		STORAGE		103		90		0		0

		315		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		135		STORAGE		103		90		0		0

		315		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		139		STORAGE		103		90		0		0

		315		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		178		STORAGE		21		90		0		0

		315		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		181		WORK RM		114		90		0		0

		315		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		00108B		workarea		194		11		0		0

		315		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		114		KITCHEN		209		41		0		0

		315		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		117		STORAGE		80		41		0		0

		315		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		132		STUDIO		58		43		0		1

		315		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		133		STORAGE		95		43		0		0

		315		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		224		storage		96		11		0		0

		315		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		226		STORAGE		249		11		0		0

		315		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		228		storage		157		11		0		0

		315		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		109		WORKROOM		121		65		0		0

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		000B7		storage		254		90		0		0

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		102		break rm		131		11		0		0

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		109		storage		50		11		500501		0

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		116		boxoffic		60		11		500501		1

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		204		workarea		115		11		500501		1

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		191		CLASS		646		11		450101		35		16		18

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		109		lobby		580		11		511601		0

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		114A		STORAGE		50		11		0		0

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		122		storage		125		11		0		0

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		132A		closet		65		11		0		0

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		133A		closet		40		11		0		0

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		133E		STORAGE		126		11		0		0

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		134A		closet		36		32		0		0

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		135A		STORAGE		36		32		0		0

		315		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		137A		STORAGE		80		11		0		0

		315		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		109		WORKROOM		170		11		520601		0

		315		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		110		STORAGE		90		11		520601		0

		315		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		116		STORAGE		100		11		270101		0

		315		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		117		WORKROOM		175		11		270101		0

		315		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		164		STORAGE		170		11		520601		0

		315		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		144		MAIL RM		165		66		0		0

		315		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		148		SUPPLY		95		11		400101		0

		315		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		101		Lobby		125		71		30203		1

		315		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		104		Records		97		71		30203		0

		315		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		115		Storage		150		71		30203		0

		315		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		135		workrm		107		11		0		1

		315		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2106		WORKROOM		113		11		0		0

		315		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4124		WORKROOM		287		11		0		0

		315		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4212		WORKROOM		152		11		0		0

		315		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5122		TEST		79		11		0		0

		315		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5124		WORKROOM		278		11		0		0

		315		GV0018		GV-Testing Center		3571		110		breakrm		137		11		240102		3

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		192		CLASS		871		11		450101		31		20		37

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		193		CLASS		708		11		450101		35		15		35

		350		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		163		Conferen		107		90		0		5

		350		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		137		conf		285		11		130101		2

		350		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		174		CONFEREN		165		53		0		5

		350		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		343		MEETING1		410		11		0		10

		350		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		183		CONF RM		227		90		0		10

		110		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		195		CLASS		708		11		450101		37		16		24

		350		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		191		CONFEREN		300		11		520601		10

		630		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		347		DINING		4185		90		0		152		51

		350		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		118		Conferen		406		71		30203		8

		680		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		348		STAGE		1348		90		0		20		7

		350		GV0016		GV-Oakwood Building		6720		114		confrm		193		11		0		10

		350		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2107		CONF. RM		140		11		0		10

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		132		CLASS		649		11		270101		33		18		32

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		133		CLASS		649		11		270101		32		18		32

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		134		CLASS		649		11		270101		32		18		32

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		135		CLASS		649		11		270101		32		16		32

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		138		CLASS		649		11		270101		32		18		32

		410		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		117		RESOURCE		198		53		0		1

		410		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		127		STUDY RM		350		53		0		1

		410		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		334		STUDY RM		150		11		0		1

		410		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		339		STUDY RM		189		11		0		1

		410		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		341		STUDY RM		193		11		0		1

		410		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		342		STUDY RM		302		11		0		1

		410		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		124		READING		527		41		0		4

		410		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		202		STUDY		75		41		0		4

		410		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		203		STUDY		75		41		0		4

		410		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		204		STUDY		75		41		0		4

		410		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		205		STUDY		75		41		0		4

		410		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		206		STUDY		75		41		0		4

		410		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		207		STUDY		75		41		0		4

		410		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		208		STUDY		75		41		0		4

		410		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		209		STUDY		75		41		0		4

		410		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		210		STUDY		75		41		0		4

		410		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		222		STUDY		145		41		0		8

		410		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		223		STUDY		62		41		0		4

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		139		CLASS		649		11		270101		32		18		32

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		140		CLASS		649		11		270101		32		18		32

		410		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		1209		STUDY RM		153		11		0		1

		410		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2209		STUDY RM		152		11		0		1

		410		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3190		STUDY RM		337		11		0		10

		410		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3209		STUDY RM		152		11		0		1

		410		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4190		STUDY RM		237		11		0		1

		410		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4202		STUDY RM		217		11		0		1

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		141		CLASS		649		11		270101		32		18		32

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		145		CLASS		693		11		270101		30		18		32

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		146		CLASS		708		11		270101		32		18		32

		410		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		158		STUDY		760		44		110101		26		9

		410		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		159		STUDY		320		44		110101		16		5

		412		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		166		ACTT		3809		11		110101		117		39

		440		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		359		BOOKSTOR		510		55		0		0

		440		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		107		CIRCULAT		234		41		0		0

		440		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		111		TECHSUC		989		41		0		0

		520		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		129		GYM		11770		11		310599		0

		520		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		133		POOL		4173		11		310599		0

		520		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		158		FIT. CTR		4750		11		310599		0

		523		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		136		SEATING		4351		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		111		closet		25		90		0		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		112		storage		110		90		131314		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		00112A		storage		90		90		131314		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		114		SHOWER		51		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		115		LOCKER		298		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		117		LOCKER		659		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		118		laundry		145		10		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		121		SHOWER		192		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		122		LAUNDRY		156		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		125		LOCKER		140		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		126		STORAGE		72		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		137		storage		304		90		0		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		142		SHOWER		225		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		143		vestibul		40		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		144		locker		448		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		145		issue rm		62		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		146		STORAGE		56		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		147		vestibul		25		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		148		closet		7		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		149		storage		76		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		150		firstaid		114		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		151		STORAGE		78		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		00151A		storage		108		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		152		storage		42		11		310599		0

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		166		special		166		11		131314		1

		525		GV0005		GV-Physical Education Building		39658		167		storage		670		11		131314		0

		530		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		307		MEDIA RM		266		64		0		1

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		180		CLASS		676		11		520601		32		18		32

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		181		CLASS		676		11		520601		35		18		32

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		182		CLASSRM		952		11		110101		35		15		30

		617		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3115		A/V ROOM		71		11		0		0

		620		GV0007		GV-John Harrison Hosch Library		30415		211		DISPLAY		192		41		0		0

		620		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		137		GALLERY		1100		42		0		0

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		184		CLASS		676		11		520601		32		18		32

		630		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		353		CAFETERI		1215		55		0		0

		630		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		355		KITCHEN		854		55		0		0

		630		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2200		COFFEE		699		72		0		0

		635		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		354		STORAGE		390		55		0		0

		650		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		117		Lounge		126		90		0		0

		650		GV0001		GV-Administration Building		13088		130		Lounge		100		90		0		0

		650		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		149		LOUNGE		145		90		130101		5

		650		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		171		LOUNGE		100		53		0		0

		650		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		153		LOUNGE		452		90		0		0

		650		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		156		LOUNGE		307		90		0		0

		650		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		302		LOUNGE		457		90		0		0

		650		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		346		DINING		929		90		0		0

		650		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		165		LOUNGE		593		90		0		0

		650		GV0006		GV-Strickland Academic		33581		184		LOUNGE		225		90		0		0

		650		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		106		LOUNGE		215		65		0		0

		650		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		131		lounge		215		11		0		0

		650		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		163		LOUNGE		200		11		0		0

		650		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		147		LOUNGE		210		11		0		0

		650		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		110		Breakroo		252		71		30203		4

		650		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		111		Lockers		97		71		30203		1

		650		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2126		LOUNGE		202		90		0		0

		650		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3002		LOUNGE		298		90		0		0

		650		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4103		LOUNGE		396		90		0		0

		650		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5103		LOUNGE		394		90		0		0

		655		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		157		STORAGE		19		90		0		0

		660		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		352		VENDING		192		55		0		0

		660		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		363		BOOKSTOR		2285		55		0		0

		660		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		124		concess		87		11		0		1

		660		GV0010		GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts		45950		134D		VENDING		405		55		0		0

		660		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		194		VENDING		100		55		0		0

		660		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		1020		VENDING		149		90		0		0

		660		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3020		VENDING		85		55		0		0

		660		GV0018		GV-Testing Center		3571		102		vending		45		55		0		0

		665		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		360		RECEIVIN		622		51		0		0

		670		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		319		CYBER CA		670		64		0		10

		670		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		321		GAMEROOM		2551		64		0		0

		680		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		107		MTG RM		1178		81		0		10

		680		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		109		MTG. RM		1105		81		0		10

		680		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		112		MTG. RM		257		81		0		10

		680		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		113		MTG. RM		247		81		0		10

		680		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		114		MTG. RM		250		81		0		10

		680		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		306		MEETING		443		64		0		10

		680		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		331		MEETING		362		90		0		10

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		185		CLASS		676		11		520601		32		18		32

		680		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		369		MEETING2		289		90		0		10

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		186		CLASS		676		11		520601		32		18		32

		110		GV0012		GV-Watkins Academic Building		37537		187		CLASS		676		11		520601		32		18		32

		685		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		108		STORAGE		282		81		0		0

		685		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		110		STORAGE		283		81		0		0

		685		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		111		STORAGE		191		81		0		0

		685		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		308		STORAGE		105		64		0		0

		710		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		147		Server		290		44		130101		0

		710		GV0002		GV-Dunlap-Mathis		27961		161		Server		87		90		130101		1

		710		GV0003		GV-Student Center		57450		161		SERVER R		145		44		0		0

		710		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		135		CEN.COMP		92		44		0		0

		710		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		163		CEN.COMP		94		44		0		0

		710		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		231		CEN.COMP		92		44		0		0

		710		GV0013		GV-Science, Engineering, Tech		59655		255		CEN.COMP		140		44		0		0

		710		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		1021		SERVER		147		90		0		0

		710		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2021		SERVER		92		90		0		0

		710		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2210		SERVER		128		90		0		0

		710		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3021		SERVER		82		90		0		0

		710		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3210		SERVER		134		90		0		0

		710		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4021		SERVER		78		90		0		0

		710		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4210		SERVER		134		90		0		0

		710		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5021		SERVER		78		90		0		0

		720		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		110		MECHSHOP		1907		65		0		0

		720		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		111		WASH		545		65		0		0

		720		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		112		WOODSHOP		1293		65		0		0

		720		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		117		RECEIVE		67		65		0		0

		730		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		113		WAREHOUS		3386		65		0		0

		730		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		114		CENSTORE		463		64		0		0

		730		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		118		MECHSTOR		160		65		0		0

		730		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		119		GROUSTOR		80		65		0		0

		730		GV0008		GV-Maintenance & Shops		11014		120		CUSTSTOR		200		65		0		0

		730		GV0014		GV-Public Safety		2400		1000		Const.		102		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		1101		STORAGE		395		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2121		STORAGE		98		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2125		STORAGE		98		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2216		STORAGE		104		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		2222		STORAGE		85		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3111		STORAGE		33		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3112		STORAGE		154		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		3114		STORAGE		178		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4121		STORAGE		43		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4122		STORAGE		93		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4174		STORAGE		113		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4206		STORAGE		199		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4236		STORAGE		137		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		4239		STORAGE		16		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5116		STORAGE		163		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5121		STORAGE		36		90		0		0

		730		GV0017		GV-Nesbitt Academic Building		134053		5174		STORAGE		113		90		0		0

		740		GV0015		GV-Parking Deck		90560		100		Level 1		45180		68		0		0

		740		GV0015		GV-Parking Deck		90560		200		Level 2		45280		68		0		0

		745		GV0015		GV-Parking Deck		90560		101		Electric		50		68		0		0

		745		GV0015		GV-Parking Deck		90560		102		Mechanic		50		68		0		0

		950		GV0099		TBD		6280		9999		MISC		6280		51		0		0

		611				GV-Cont Ed/Performing Arts				108		Auditorium 		4600						253		50		100

		680				GV-John Harrison Hosch Library				134		MeetingRm		740						33		15		30		VTC

		350				GV-Nesbitt Academic Building				2214		Conf Rm		455						15		5		10

		612				GV-Nesbitt Academic Building				3110A		MultiRm		1749						70		25		70		Room A

		612				GV-Nesbitt Academic Building				3110B		MultiRm		1749						70		25		70		Room B

		612				GV-Nesbitt Academic Building				3110		MultiRm		3499						140		50		140		AB combined 

		350				GV-Nesbitt Academic Building				3202		Conf Rm		508						20		5		12

		350				GV-Nesbitt Academic Building				4101		Conf Rm		579						20		6		14

		350				GV-Nesbitt Academic Building				5101		Conf Rm		574						20		6		14

		680				GV-Physical Education Building				126		MultiRm		550						20		5		12

		350				GV-Science, Engineering, Tech				142		Conf Rm		440						20		8		12		VTC

		350				GV-Student Center				343		Conf Rm		410						20		8		20		VTC

		680				GV-Student Center				369		Meeting Rm		289						12		4		8

		680				GV-Student Center				331		Meeting Rm		362						10		8		10

		680				GV-Student Center				107		Robinson A		1178						50		25		50		Room A

		680				GV-Student Center				109		Robinson B		1105						50		25		50		Room B

		680				GV-Student Center				114		Robinson C		250						15		6		12		Room C

		680				GV-Student Center				113		Robinson D		247						15		6		12		Room D

		680				GV-Student Center				112		Robinson E		247						15		6		12		Room E

		680				GV-Student Center						Robinson AB		2283						125		50		100		Rooms AB combined

		680				GV-Student Center						Robinson CDE		744						45		21		40		Rooms CDE combined

		680				GV-Student Center						Robinson BCDE		1849						128		42		84		Rooms BCDE combined

		680				GV-Student Center						Robinson ABCDE		3027						175		60		120		Rooms ABCDE combined

		350				GV-Nesbitt Academic Building				5105		Conf Rm		1130						30		12		30		Added 2 on 7/29 per MCCB request

























Oconee

		USE CODE		BLDG CODE		BLDG DESCRIPTION		BLDG SQ FT		ROOM NUMB		ROOM DESC		Sq Ft		PGCL CODE		CIPC CODE		Seats		6 ft Occ		3 ft Occ		Comments

		211		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		301		LAB		1058		11		110101		24		6		12

		211		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		325		LAB		1058		11		110101		24		10		12

		212		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		302		CLASSRM		720		11		110101		24		9		16

		212		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		304		CLASSRM		720		11		110101		24		9		16

		110		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		306		CLASSRM		720		11		110101		32		9		16

		110		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		308		CLASSRM		720		11		110101		32		9		12

		110		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		310		CLASSRM		720		11		110101		32		10		16

		110		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		311		CLASSRM		832		11		110101		32		12		14

		110		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		312		CLASSRM		720		11		110101		32		11		20

		110		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		313		CLASSRM		832		11		110101		32		10		10

		110		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		314		CLASRM		720		11		110101		32		11		20

		110		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		316		CLASSRM		720		11		110101		32		11		20

		110		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		318		CLASSRM		720		11		110101		32		11		20

		110		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		320		CLASSRM		720		11		110101		32		11		20

		211		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		534		LAB		970		11		400501		18		8		16

		211		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		571		lab		1323		11		240102		24		8		16

		110		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		501		CLASSRM		674		11		110101		32		12		15

		110		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		503		CLASSRM		675		11		110101		32		8		16

		115		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		512		mutlirm		570		11		0		10		8		20

		115		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		519		storage		228		11		0		0

		110		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		530		CLASSRM		674		11		110101		32		9		17

		110		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		532		CLASSRM		671		11		110101		32		12		18

		110		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		560		CLASSRM		718		11		110101		32		NA		NA

		110		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		570		classrm		876		11		0		32		12		16

		110		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		572		classrm		776		11		0		32		9		16

		110		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		574		classrm		740		11		240102		32		12		15

		115		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		522		multipur		1425		11		110101		166		24		55

		215		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		536		chemstor		90		11		400501		0

		215		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		596		preprm		119		11		0		0

		215		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		597		storage		167		11		0		0

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		101		RECEPTIO		168		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		102		RECEPTIO		288		63		0		4

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		103		office		88		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		104		OFFICE		168		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		105		OFFICE		144		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		106		OFFICE		108		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		107		office		108		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		109		office		120		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		110		OFFICE		91		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		112		office		124		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		113		OFFICE		180		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		114		OFFICE		132		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		115		OFFICE		100		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		116		office		132		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		117		office		196		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		118		OFFICE		120		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		120		OFFICE		187		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		121		OFFICE		132		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		122		OFFICE		144		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		124		OFFICE		96		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		126		OFFICE		96		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		128		OFFICE		96		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		130		OFFICE		144		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		202		OFFICE		400		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		204		OFFICE		80		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		205		OFFICE		99		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		206		OFFICE		99		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		207A		office		102		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		207B		office		206		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		209		OFFICE		80		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		210		OFFICE		80		63		0		1

		310		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		211		OFFICE		80		63		0		1

		310		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		311A		OFFICE		80		11		0		2

		310		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		311B		OFFICE		80		11		0		2

		310		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		313A		OFFICE		80		11		0		1

		310		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		313B		OFFICE		80		11		0		1

		310		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		315		OFFICE		88		11		0		1

		310		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		317		OFFICE		96		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		502		OFFICE		99		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		504		OFFICE		101		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		510		OFFICE		117		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		511		office		141		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		520		office		64		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		524		OFFICE		114		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		526		OFFICE		101		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		540		OFFICE		83		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		541		OFFICE		82		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		542		OFFICE		83		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		543		OFFICE		83		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		544		OFFICE		83		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		545		OFFICE		83		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		546		OFFICE		81		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		547		OFFICE		80		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		550		OFFICE		82		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		551		OFFICE		83		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		552		OFFICE		82		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		553		OFFICE		83		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		554		OFFICE		82		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		555		OFFICE		83		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		556		OFFICE		79		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		557		OFFICE		81		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		568		office		151		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		569		office		150		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		583		OFFICES		734		11		0		33

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		585		office		187		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		586		office		119		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		587		office		119		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		588		office		119		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		589		office		119		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		590		office		119		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		591		office		119		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		592		office		119		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		593		office		119		11		0		1

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		594		office		243		11		0		8

		310		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		599		office		121		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		700		OFFICE		130		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		703		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		704		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		705		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		706		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		707		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		708		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		709		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		710		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		712		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		713		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		714		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		715		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		716		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		717		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		718		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		721		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		722		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		723		OFFICE		116		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		724A		OFFICE		149		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		736		office		110		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		737		office		110		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		738		office		110		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		739		office		110		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		740		office		110		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		741		office		110		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		742		office		110		11		0		1

		310		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		743		office		110		11		0		1

		310		OC8		OC-Oconee Testing Center		3550		102		Receptio		95		11		240102		1

		310		OC8		OC-Oconee Testing Center		3550		106		Proctor		82		11		240102		1

		310		OC8		OC-Oconee Testing Center		3550		111		Testing		124		11		240102		1

		310		OC8		OC-Oconee Testing Center		3550		112		Testing		123		11		240102		1

		310		OC8		OC-Oconee Testing Center		3550		120		OpenOff		574		11		240102		1

		315		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		101A		storage		42		63		0		0

		315		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		108		confrm		102		63		0		1

		315		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		124A		STORAGE		42		63		0		0

		315		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		200		Storage		54		63		0		0

		315		OC2		OC-Classroom Building		19085		307		STORAGE		84		66		0		0

		315		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		512A		kitchen		100		11		0		0

		315		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		580		breakrm		156		11		0		4

		315		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		595		copy		119		11		0		0

		315		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		598		STORAGE		199		11		0		0

		315		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		720		WORKROOM		127		11		0		0

		315		OC8		OC-Oconee Testing Center		3550		101		Waiting		201		11		240102		0

		315		OC8		OC-Oconee Testing Center		3550		104		Photo		33		11		240102		0

		315		OC8		OC-Oconee Testing Center		3550		109		Break		126		11		240102		0

		350		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		564		CONFRNC		221		11		0		4

		350		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		581		confrm		661		11		0		36

		350		OC8		OC-Oconee Testing Center		3550		119		Conferen		136		11		240102		1

		355		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		582		storage		93		11		0		0

		410		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		531		study		209		11		0		1

		410		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		563		libprefu		598		11		0		5

		410		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		567		library		3990		11		0		80

		410		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		584		study		90		11		0		4

		410		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		584A		study		78		11		0		4

		520		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		726		PE / MP		2186		11		0		0

		525		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		727		STORAGE		144		11		0		0

		630		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		507		lobby		2163		11		110101		44

		650		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		119		LOUNGE		322		63		0		0

		660		OC0100		OC-Administration Building		8466		208		BOOKSTRO		799		55		0		0

		660		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		725		BK.STORE		1309		55		0		0

		665		OC7		OC-Faculty Center		11028		724		REC. RM		239		11		0		0

		685		OC3		OC-Student Resource Center		36863		521		STORAGE		101		90		0		0

		710		OC8		OC-Oconee Testing Center		3550		117		I.T.		63		11		240102		0

		730		OC4		OC-Facilities & Public Safety		2250		103		Warehous		1470		11		0		0

		735		OC4		OC-Facilities & Public Safety		2250		100		Lounge		422		11		0		5

		735		OC4		OC-Facilities & Public Safety		2250		101		Office		121		11		0		1

		735		OC4		OC-Facilities & Public Safety		2250		104		Construc		127		11		0		0

		220				OC-Student Resource Center				573		Lang Lab		732						28		8		15

		520				OC-Faculty Center				726		Activity Hall		2186						125		43		100

		350				OC-Student Resource Center				564		Conf Rm		221						12		4		8		VTC



		211				OC-Student Resource Center				571		Lab		1323						30		8		16

		350				OC-Student Resource Center				581		Conf Rm		661						25		12		24		VTC



























Cumming

		USE CODE		BLDG CODE		BLDG DESCRIPTION		BLDG SQ FT		ROOM NUMB		ROOM DESC		Sq Ft		PGCL CODE		CIPC CODE		Seats		6 ft Occ		3 ft Occ		Comments

		110		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		405		CLASSRM		1053		11		240102		36		18		36

		110		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		423		CLASSRM		336		11		240102		16		7		16

		110		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		425		CLASSRM		264		11		240102		11		5		11

		110		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		429		CLASS RM		339		11		240102		15		10		15

		110		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		433		CLASS RM		1068		11		240102		39		19		30

		110		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		103		ClassRm		933		11		240102		32		20		32

		110		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		104		ClassRm		932		11		240102		32		20		32

		110		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		136		ClassRm		934		11		240102		32		16		32

		110		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		137		ClassRm		928		11		240102		32		20		32

		110		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		151		ClassRm		661		11		240102		28		14		28

		211		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		152		GisLab		1053		11		240102		44		21		44

		110		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		160		ClassRm		928		11		240102		32		20		32

		110		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		161		ClassRm		933		11		240102		32		17		32

		110		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		162		ClassRm		932		11		240102		32		16		32

		115		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		406		STORAGE		46		11		0		0

		115		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		426		STORAGE		123		11		0		0

		115		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		431		STORAGE		52		11		0		0

		115		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		434		STORAGE		46		11		0		0

		115		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		153		clrmserv		54		11		240102		0

		115		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		243		student		168		11		240102		6		NA		NA

		110		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		208		ClassRm		930		11		240102		47		24		40

		212		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		251		Lab		1217		11		240102		62		12		50		Reduced to 12 after moving furniture

		215		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		205		storage		78		11		240102		1

		215		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		207		ExRm		68		11		240102		2

		215		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		252		Lab		213		11		240102		3

		225		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		233		WorkRm		133		11		240102		2

		225		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		245		lab		78		11		240102		2

		310		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		415		OFFICE		327		11		240102		1

		310		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		417		OFFFICE		180		11		240102		1

		310		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		420		OFFICE		170		11		240102		1

		310		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		422		OFFICE		109		11		240102		1

		310		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		430		OFFICE		102		11		240102		1

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		128		Office		103		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		140		Office		296		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		141		Office		121		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		142		Office		121		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		144		Office		115		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		145		Office		117		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		146		Office		115		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		232		Office		240		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		234		Office		711		11		240102		4

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		236		office		117		11		240102		12

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		240		Office		110		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		241		Office		106		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		242		Office		132		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		244		office		101		11		240102		1

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		264		Office		105		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		265		Office		95		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		266		Office		195		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		267		office		97		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		272		Office		97		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		273		Office		95		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		274		Office		98		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		282		Office		98		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		283		Office		99		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		284		Office		93		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		285		Office		93		11		240102		2

		310		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		286		Office		94		11		240102		2

		315		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		407		BREAK A		127		11		240102		1

		315		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		410		BREAK B		127		11		240102		1

		315		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		412		BREAK		98		11		240102		1

		315		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		413		BREAK C		109		11		240102		1

		315		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		416		WAITINGR		196		11		240102		1

		315		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		421		COPY RM		109		11		240102		1

		315		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		275		WorkRm		100		11		240102		2

		350		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		409		CLASSRM		339		11		240102		15

		350		1153		CG-City Hall		10304		419		CONF RM		187		11		240102		8

		350		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		237		brrm		166		11		240102		12

		350		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		246		ConfRm		453		11		240102		32

		350		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		262		confrm		99		11		240102		4

		410		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		225		studyare		1820		11		240102		94

		410		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		226		StudyRm		116		11		240102		2

		410		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		227		StudyRm		115		11		240102		2

		410		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		228		StudyRm		116		11		240102		2

		630		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		126		Kitchen		115		90		0		0

		650		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		101		Lobby		2098		11		240102		0

		650		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		201		Lounge		1431		11		240102		15

		660		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		221		POD		165		90		0		0

		660		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		260		Bookstor		438		55		520101		0

		670		UC0002		CG-Pavilion		1152		1		Pavilion		601		51		0		20

		680		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		125		MtgRm		1863		11		240102		268

		720		UC0001		CG-Maintenance Shop		2400		1		Maintena		2160		65		0		0

		720		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		253		CompLab		124		11		240102		8

		735		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		111		Storage		233		90		0		0

		735		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		127		Storage		107		90		0		0

		735		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		143		Storage		25		90		0		0

		735		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		212		Storage		50		90		0		0

		735		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		256		Storage		49		90		0		0

		735		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		263		Storage		97		90		0		0

		735		UC0124		CG-University Center 400		36900		281		Storage		100		90		0		0

		680				CG-University Center 400				125		Meeting Rm		1863						80		36		72

		410				CG-University Center 400				225		Learning Commons		1820						60		25		50		Library

		350				CG-University Center 400				246		CONF RM		453						16		4		8		VTC

		350				CG-University Center 400				262		CONF RM		99						8		2		4		VTC






























Frequently Asked Questions – Social Distancing in Instructional Spaces



How were the original occupancy targets obtained? Facilities staff visited each instructional space and determined the maximum seats a room should be able to accommodate based on the floor area and the type of furniture in the space (moveable or fixed). These assessments were compared to other information being shared by other BOR institutions. Typically, this assessment indicated that most spaces on UNG campuses could accommodate between 25% and 50% of full capacity while still maintaining 6ft separation between the students.

How was 6 ft of separation determined? Since the prevailing research indicates the COVID-19 spreads primarily due to transfer of water droplets from one person to another through the respiratory system, 6 ft separation was determined based on the measurement of mask to mask. This may result in situations where parts of seats are closer together than six feet, but the position of the person in the seat should maintain the 6 ft separation.

Can less than the stated occupancy be scheduled in a space? Yes, the values given, and the seats placed in the space, represent the largest number of occupants a space can accommodate. Faculty may schedule less students in each room as long as they do not change the stated modality of instruction without approval.

How will spaces be configured for the start of classes? Facilities staff will relocate furniture in instructional spaces to achieve the highest number of possible occupants while maintaining 6ft separation between each occupant. Information Technology staff will collaborate on furniture and computer equipment arrangement in spaces utilizing fixed computers

How will we know how to reconfigure rooms if the seating gets rearranged? Inside each room a seating layout and occupancy limit will be posted.

Where can I get a seating chart for each space? The UNG Event Management System will contain attachments for seating charts based on room set-ups as well as the maximum allowable occupancy.







From: James Conneely
To: Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: Couple of Updates
Date: Friday, July 17, 2020 10:57:58 AM
Attachments: Fall 2020 Move-in Plan (Quick View - 16July2020).pptx

FINAL_FSLcard.pdf

Colleagues,

1. This summer Fraternity and Sorority Life (FSL) proposed a partnership with
Admissions on a new initiative, called New Nighthawk Notes, in response to
COVID-19 operational changes. FSL worked with Admissions to create a postcard
sized mailer to send to all new summer and fall students on the CMG, GVL, and DAH
campuses; it was decided not to include OCN and BLR in an effort not to mislead
them, since those students cannot easily join fraternities and sororities. A
personalized welcoming note was written on approximately 3600 postcards (design
attached) by fraternity men and sorority women in an effort to begin cultivating the
feeling of belonging at UNG to help retain these confirmed students. Lastly,
there is a QR code on the postcards that will take students to a goUNG landing page
where they can watch the “Where Will You LEAD” video, submit a general
involvement interest form, and find more information about Fraternity and Sorority
Life. FSL student governing councils (Panhellenic Council and Interfraternity
Council) funded this project.

2. I have been receiving some questions about residence hall move in and I have
attached an overview for move in as prepared by Residence Life to hopefully
answer questions and to have consistent information.

3. Lastly, this past year we hired Leri Argueta in the admission role to enhance our
diversity recruitment efforts.  Here are some diversity stats he has shared with me
about Fall 2020:
-  Since 2017 the number applications to UNG from Students of Color has risen 22.7%
-  This has been most significant at Oconee (+46%) and Dahlonega (+38%)
-  When looking at the same data by Race and Ethnicity we see the following
increases:  Black +23.4%, Hispanic +25%, Asian +31% and Multiracial +13%
-  In addition to application increases, compared to Fall 2019, the number of
“accepted” Students of Color has risen nearly 70%.  This is due directly to the
aggressive follow up efforts of Leri and Nataly to get this population of student
through the complete applications process.
-   Most importantly, confirmations that the students intend to enroll are up +16%
over last year (point-in-time comparison) at +165.  This is very significant.  The
greatest gain is among Multiracial +40%,  Black  +33%, Hispanic +11% and Asian
+10%.  Note: Black applications were running behind last year (-25), but through
effective outreach, the acceptance number was +184 which made the +42 Black
confirmation increase possible.

Jim

 

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs &

mailto:James.Conneely@ung.edu
mailto:Billy.Wells@ung.edu
mailto:Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu
mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
mailto:Mac.McConnell@ung.edu
mailto:Richard.Oates@ung.edu

Residence Life
Fall 2020 Move-in

Quick View – 16 July 2020







Quick Facts

Students choose their day/time to move in. 

Depending on the day/time they choose, there is a corresponding Orientation session . 



All buildings are open for move-in during these times. 

No more than 20 students per buildings (and in some cases less) can move in depending on the hour. 











Quick Facts

Move-in Days: August 12-15

Wednesday, August 12 (1-5pm)



Thursday, August 13 (9am-12pm & 2pm-7pm)



Friday, August 14 (9am-1pm & 2pm-6pm)



Saturday, August 15 (10-12pm & 1-6pm)













Quick Facts

One-Stop Check-in Area

Temperature check by SHS

ID Card Distribution 

Post Office Key Distribution 

Reusable Mask Distribution 

ResLife Check-in

Water provided by Peer Health Educators & currently soliciting other groups/departments.











The Schedule

Sign-ups available

Wednesday, 12th:   

324 Slots

Thursday, 13th:        

948 Slots

Friday, 14th:             

1214 Slots

Saturday, 15th:        

600 Slots

Sign-ups as of 7/15 (at 1pm)

Wednesday, 12th:  

69% Full

Thursday, 13th:       

60% Full

Friday, 14th:            

60% Full

Saturday, 15th:       

48% Full











FAQ

Do we need help?

Yes

How can I help with move-in?

Contact Derrick Holmes saying "I want to help with move-in" and we will reply with a form to complete. 

We will reach back out with a day/time along with a POC to guide you. 

Are you allowing students to help?

Yes, but not with moving belonging into the building. There are still spots that are currently empty but need someone. 








WHERE WILL YOU LEAD?







Office of Undergraduate Admissions
PO Box 1358
Gainesville, GA 30503


<<student name>>
<<street>>


<<city>>, <<ST>> <<zip>>


Welcome New Nighthawk!







     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706.864.1818
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
 
The contents of this email message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may
contain confidential and/or privileged information and may be legally protected from disclosure. If you
are not the intended recipient of this message, or if this message has been addressed to you in error,
please immediately alert the sender by reply email and then delete this message and any attachments. If
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying, or
storage of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited.
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From: Matthew Boedy
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Covid Question
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 7:35:51 PM

Chaudron, 
I hope you are doing well. 

Maybe I missed it at the town halls but what is protocol for when student tests positive? 

While we are dividing class rosters for social distancing, does it mean that the entire group
that meets in-person with that student (and instructor) must self-quarantine for the next 2
weeks? Does that then move the entire class online for 2 weeks because professor is
quarantine? 

I suppose students who are in that group with positive student could get tested at student
health center. Would professor have to go through state health dept or own doctor for test?
Thanks 

Dr. Matthew Boedy
Conference President, Georgia AAUP
Associate Professor of Rhetoric and Composition
University of North Georgia 
Gainesville, Ga
@matthewboedy

Author of Speaking of Evil: Rhetoric and the Responsibility to and for Language

https://books.google.com/books/about/Speaking_of_Evil.html?id=o79wDwAAQBAJ

mailto:Matthew.Boedy@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
https://books.google.com/books/about/Speaking_of_Evil.html?id=o79wDwAAQBAJ


From: Steven Lloyd
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: data
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:18:34 PM
Attachments: Copy of UG New Student Snapshot Fall2020 as of 7.15.2020 (3).xlsx

Lloyd Copy of 7.15.2020 Classroom Utilization Data Tables.xlsx
Orientation Data Weekly Update 071420.xlsx

Chaudron,
 
Attached is an updated copy of the data I sent previously now complete with visualizations and input
from the advisors.  Also attached is the orientation report and undergrad Admissions report for this
week.  Both suggest that we are tracking well toward enrollment goals.  I know you have a copy of
the enrollment report from Brett, but I do not.  This may be more than you want to share with the
Deans, but maybe not?
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

UNG UNJV£R,51TY ,f 
NOR.TH GEOR..GIA'.' 
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Sheet1

		UG Admissions - New Student Snapshot (Fall 2020) 

																																Fall 2020 as of 7.15.2020

		Campus/S-Type		Apps 2018		Apps 2019		Apps 2020		App +/- Change '19-'20		Accept 2018		Accept 2019		Accept 2020		Pending 2020		App to Accept Yield 2020		App to Accept Yield 2019		Confirm 2018		Confirm 2019		Confirm 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield 2019		Orient 2018		Orient 2019		Orient 2020		Accept to Orient Yield

		Blue Ridge Total		197		242		279		37		131		171		186		0		67%		71%		98		134		144		77%		78%		51		65		80		43%

		New Freshmen		129		177		193		16		89		132		133		0		69%		75%		58		98		96		72%		74%		49		64		76		57%

		Dual Enrollment		53		55		63		8		34		33		42		0		67%		60%		34		32		40		95%		97%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		12		9		19		10		6		5		8		0		42%		56%		4		3		5		63%		60%		2		1		4		50%

		Other		3		1		4		3		2		1		3		0		75%		100%		2		1		3		100%		100%		0		0		0		0%

		Cumming Total		1324		1296		1248		-48		1016		962		981		8		79%		74%		687		648		648		66%		67%		361		319		265		27%

		New Freshmen		796		732		695		-37		684		625		597		2		86%		85%		386		342		308		52%		55%		333		289		247		41%

		Dual Enrollment		398		432		453		21		256		266		320		2		71%		62%		243		256		293		92%		96%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		101		96		59		-37		54		41		32		2		54%		43%		39		27		23		72%		66%		28		19		18		56%

		Other		29		36		41		5		22		30		32		2		78%		83%		19		23		24		75%		77%		0		11		0		0%

		Dahlonega Total		5535		5400		5569		169		4261		4141		4270		6		77%		77%		2161		1945		2130		50%		47%		1870		1714		1956		46%

		New Freshmen**		4085		3904		4162		258		3276		3191		3406		0		82%		82%		1547		1377		1597		47%		43%		1480		1310		1440		42%

		Dual Enrollment		113		141		137		-4		77		89		81		0		59%		63%		76		83		77		95%		93%		0		0		0		N/A

		Cadet*		703		714		667		-47		433		422		386		2		58%		59%		191		179		195		51%		42%		136		153		182		47%

		Transfer 		548		532		523		-9		402		352		334		3		64%		66%		286		235		210		63%		67%		254		215		177		53%

		Other		86		109		80		-29		73		87		63		1		79%		80%		61		71		51		81%		82%		0		36		157		249%

		Gainesville Total		4572		4190		3982		-208		3632		3244		3152		16		79%		77%		2563		2238		2148		68%		69%		1662		1443		1254		40%

		New Freshmen		2995		2704		2628		-76		2532		2233		2172		11		83%		83%		1631		1388		1374		63%		62%		1391		1158		1095		50%

		Dual Enrollment		622		659		568		-91		422		443		430		0		76%		67%		414		419		391		91%		95%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		597		510		512		2		396		319		325		3		63%		63%		282		231		204		63%		72%		271		183		150		46%

		Other		358		317		274		-43		282		249		225		2		82%		79%		236		200		179		80%		80%		0		102		9		0%

		Oconee Total		2016		2242		2557		315		1628		1863		2107		9		82%		83%		1171		1265		1397		66%		68%		892		938		983		47%

		New Freshmen		1502		1658		1930		272		1235		1443		1673		4		87%		87%		823		901		1020		61%		62%		755		783		842		50%

		Dual Enrollment		180		192		212		20		131		145		166		0		78%		76%		125		142		156		94%		98%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		258		290		334		44		195		196		208		5		62%		68%		163		158		174		84%		81%		137		137		141		68%

		Other		76		102		81		-21		67		79		60		0		74%		77%		60		64		47		78%		81%		0		18		0		0%

		Online Total		289		345		467		122		181		221		292		2		63%		64%		146		178		237		81%		81%		0		0		0		N/A

		New Freshmen		106		60		115		55		65		28		67		1		58%		47%		50		18		50		75%		64%		0		0		0		N/A

		Dual Enrollment		52		161		168		7		34		113		114		0		68%		70%		34		104		107		94%		92%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		73		53		103		50		38		30		54		1		52%		57%		29		18		39		72%		60%		0		0		0		N/A

		Other		58		71		81		10		44		50		57		0		70%		70%		33		38		41		72%		76%		0		0		0		N/A

		All Total		13933		13715		14102		387		10849		10602		10988		41		78%		77%		6826		6408		6704		61%		60%		4836		4479		4538		41%

		New Freshmen**		10266		9894		10337		443		8288		8041		8408		18		81%		81%		4669		4282		4624		55%		53%		4139		3745		3866		46%

		Dual Enrollment		1418		1640		1601		-39		954		1089		1153		2		72%		66%		926		1036		1064		92%		95%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		1633		1533		1602		69		1113		964		986		16		62%		63%		817		682		670		68%		71%		697		565		504		51%

		Other		616		648		562		-86		494		508		441		5		78%		78%		414		408		346		78%		80%		0		169		168		38%

		* Cadet accepts who subsequently decline Corps participation and request to still enroll at UNG are moved to appropriate new student category.

		** Application numbers at Dahlonega will appear lower and Accepted numbers higher resulting from the elimination of Deferred Admission category.  

		Note: Other campus numbers will appear higher as a consequence.  
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Table 1



				Course Section Inclusion		Max Enrollment > 0 as of July 15, 2020 AND Sections with <20% Seats Available

				Maxed Methodology		Enrollment >= Max Enrollment as of July 15, 2020



				Course Campus/College/Department		CRN Count		Count of "Maxed" Sections		Sum of Maximum Enrollment		Sum of Seats Available

				Blue Ridge		4		4		79		-6

				Arts & Letters		4		4		79		-6

				Comm, Media & Journalism		1		1		25		0

				Psychological Science		1		1		30		0

				Spanish		2		2		24		-6

				Cumming		34		34		669		0

				Arts & Letters		15		15		361		0

				Comm, Media & Journalism		2		2		50		0

				English		8		8		192		0

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy		1		1		30		0

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci		1		1		20		0

				Spanish		3		3		69		0

				Health Sciences & Professions		11		11		92		0

				Counseling		7		7		88		0

				Interdisciplinary Healthcare		4		4		4		0

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		3		3		74		0

				Environmental Spatial Analysis		3		3		74		0

				Science & Mathematics		5		5		142		0

				Biology		2		2		56		0

				Mathematics		3		3		86		0

				Dahlonega		457		456		12,500		-201

				Arts & Letters		177		176		5,049		-144

				Comm, Media & Journalism		6		6		141		0

				Criminal Justice		20		19		614		1

				English		59		59		1,336		-26

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy		21		21		786		-10

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci		9		9		345		-3

				Modern & Classical Languages		5		5		105		0

				Music		6		6		261		0

				Psychological Science		25		25		892		-82

				Sociology and Human Services		6		6		192		-8

				Spanish		10		10		225		-5

				Visual Arts		10		10		152		-11

				Education		43		43		992		-27

				Culture, Language & Leadership		6		6		150		0

				Health & Physical Education		2		2		60		-3

				Kinesiology		32		32		710		-24

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci		3		3		72		0

				Health Sciences & Professions		1		1		4		0

				Counseling		1		1		4		0

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		7		7		186		0

				Environmental Spatial Analysis		7		7		186		0

				MC Business		48		48		1,761		-11

				Accounting & Law		7		7		281		-2

				Computer Science		19		19		637		0

				Economics & Finance		8		8		332		0

				Management & Marketing		14		14		511		-9

				Military Science		10		10		314		-6

				Military Science		10		10		314		-6

				Science & Mathematics		171		171		4,194		-13

				Biology		65		65		1,622		0

				Chemistry & Biochemistry		24		24		576		-2

				Mathematics		39		39		1,265		-5

				Physical Therapy		2		2		3		0

				Physics & Astronomy		41		41		728		-6

				eCore		104		104		1,330		0

				Arts & Letters		66		66		952		0

				Comm, Media & Journalism		2		2		15		0

				English		35		35		443		0

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy		14		14		217		0

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci		6		6		134		0

				Music		1		1		10		0

				Psychological Science		3		3		54		0

				Sociology and Human Services		3		3		45		0

				Spanish		1		1		14		0

				Visual Arts		1		1		20		0

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		7		7		100		0

				Environmental Spatial Analysis		7		7		100		0

				MC Business		4		4		30		0

				Economics & Finance		4		4		30		0

				Science & Mathematics		27		27		248		0

				Biology		6		6		55		0

				Chemistry & Biochemistry		6		6		42		0

				Mathematics		12		12		145		0

				Physics & Astronomy		3		3		6		0

				Gainesville		290		290		7,423		-72

				Arts & Letters		123		123		2,904		-41

				Comm, Media & Journalism		19		19		385		-2

				Criminal Justice		2		2		48		0

				English		27		27		607		-4

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy		10		10		300		0

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci		8		8		196		0

				Modern & Classical Languages		3		3		63		0

				Music		5		5		120		0

				Psychological Science		19		19		464		-25

				Sociology and Human Services		15		15		390		-9

				Spanish		8		8		184		0

				Theatre		4		4		43		0

				Visual Arts		3		3		104		-1

				Education		12		12		277		0

				Culture, Language & Leadership		3		3		73		0

				Kinesiology		8		8		180		0

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci		1		1		24		0

				Health Sciences & Professions		1		1		50		0

				Nursing		1		1		50		0

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		12		12		313		-1

				Environmental Spatial Analysis		12		12		313		-1

				MC Business		24		24		879		-6

				Accounting & Law		7		7		239		-4

				Computer Science		6		6		225		0

				Economics & Finance		5		5		205		0

				Management & Marketing		6		6		210		-2

				Science & Mathematics		118		118		3,000		-24

				Biology		38		38		828		-4

				Chemistry & Biochemistry		28		28		786		-14

				Mathematics		39		39		1,022		-6

				Physics & Astronomy		13		13		364		0

				Oconee		143		143		3,432		-51

				Arts & Letters		72		72		1,739		-51

				Comm, Media & Journalism		1		1		16		0

				English		21		21		478		-8

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy		10		10		276		-16

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci		4		4		85		0

				Music		4		4		120		-7

				Psychological Science		4		4		80		0

				Sociology and Human Services		8		8		224		-20

				Spanish		20		20		460		0

				Education		1		1		25		0

				Culture, Language & Leadership		1		1		25		0

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		10		10		252		0

				Environmental Spatial Analysis		10		10		252		0

				MC Business		7		7		216		0

				Accounting & Law		4		4		120		0

				Economics & Finance		3		3		96		0

				Science & Mathematics		53		53		1,200		0

				Biology		22		22		504		0

				Chemistry & Biochemistry		5		5		88		0

				Mathematics		26		26		608		0

				UNG Online		379		379		9,922		-237

				Arts & Letters		220		220		5,418		-164

				Comm, Media & Journalism		31		31		858		-2

				Criminal Justice		20		20		611		-18

				English		27		27		607		-3

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy		44		44		967		-73

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci		20		20		378		-9

				Modern & Classical Languages		2		2		44		-1

				Music		1		1		32		0

				Psychological Science		26		26		725		-30

				Sociology and Human Services		25		25		580		-28

				Spanish		18		18		396		0

				Visual Arts		6		6		220		0

				Education		11		11		146		0

				Culture, Language & Leadership		7		7		94		0

				Health & Physical Education		2		2		20		0

				Kinesiology		1		1		8		0

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci		1		1		24		0

				Health Sciences & Professions		9		9		149		0

				Counseling		1		1		7		0

				Interdisciplinary Healthcare		6		6		120		0

				Nursing		2		2		22		0

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		10		10		297		0

				Environmental Spatial Analysis		10		10		297		0

				MC Business		51		51		1,981		-15

				Accounting & Law		2		2		80		-9

				Computer Science		20		20		741		0

				Economics & Finance		11		11		465		0

				Management & Marketing		18		18		695		-6

				Science & Mathematics		77		77		1,919		-49

				Biology		42		42		1,000		-1

				Chemistry & Biochemistry		5		5		96		-15

				Mathematics		30		30		823		-33

				University		1		1		12		-9

				University		1		1		12		-9





Table 2



				Course Section Inclusion		Max Enrollment > 0 as of July 15, 2020

				Maxed Methodology		Enrollment >= Max Enrollment as of July 15, 2020



				Course Campus/College/Department		CRN Count		Count of "Maxed" Sections		Sum of Maximum Enrollment		Sum of Seats Available

				Blue Ridge		33		4		719		292

				Arts & Letters		14		4		337		129

				Comm, Media & Journalism		1		1		25		0

				English		4		0		96		56

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy		3		0		92		50

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci		3		0		70		29

				Psychological Science		1		1		30		0

				Spanish		2		2		24		-6

				Education		2		0		44		20

				Culture, Language & Leadership		1		0		20		8

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci		1		0		24		12

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		5		0		120		67

				Environmental Spatial Analysis		5		0		120		67

				Science & Mathematics		12		0		218		76

				Biology		3		0		45		21

				Mathematics		9		0		173		55

				Cumming		134		34		3,144		1,019

				Arts & Letters		57		15		1,452		370

				Comm, Media & Journalism		2		2		50		0

				English		23		8		544		105

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy		5		1		140		24

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci		5		1		124		37

				Modern & Classical Languages		2		0		33		22

				Music		2		0		60		24

				Psychological Science		6		0		192		46

				Sociology and Human Services		3		0		84		23

				Spanish		7		3		161		54

				Visual Arts		2		0		64		35

				Education		6		0		144		106

				Culture, Language & Leadership		3		0		70		36

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci		3		0		74		70

				Health Sciences & Professions		25		11		237		47

				Counseling		21		7		233		47

				Interdisciplinary Healthcare		4		4		4		0

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		5		3		126		20

				Environmental Spatial Analysis		5		3		126		20

				MC Business		9		0		263		120

				Accounting & Law		4		0		124		60

				Computer Science		4		0		109		48

				Management & Marketing		1		0		30		12

				Science & Mathematics		32		5		922		356

				Biology		12		2		300		148

				Mathematics		20		3		622		208

				Dahlonega		1,077		456		27,862		6,381

				Arts & Letters		494		176		11,209		2,948

				Comm, Media & Journalism		9		6		187		29

				Criminal Justice		26		19		927		36

				English		87		59		1,837		196

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy		39		21		1,079		75

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci		16		9		527		40

				Modern & Classical Languages		76		5		1,596		815

				Music		115		6		1,950		1,323

				Psychological Science		39		25		1,311		-16

				Sociology and Human Services		7		6		212		-2

				Spanish		23		10		488		109

				Visual Arts		57		10		1,095		343

				Education		88		43		1,943		385

				Culture, Language & Leadership		10		6		243		17

				Education		1		0		30		27

				Health & Physical Education		7		2		200		31

				Kinesiology		57		32		1,164		131

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci		13		3		306		179

				Health Sciences & Professions		16		1		691		239

				Counseling		1		1		4		0

				Nursing		15		0		687		239

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		7		7		186		0

				Environmental Spatial Analysis		7		7		186		0

				MC Business		110		48		4,065		613

				Accounting & Law		22		7		812		158

				Computer Science		37		19		1,304		127

				Economics & Finance		13		8		528		12

				Management & Marketing		38		14		1,421		316

				Military Science		38		10		1,956		682

				Military Science		38		10		1,956		682

				Science & Mathematics		320		171		7,736		1,452

				Biology		96		65		2,384		225

				Chemistry & Biochemistry		65		24		1,786		394

				Mathematics		74		39		2,041		189

				Physical Therapy		31		2		514		501

				Physics & Astronomy		54		41		1,011		143

				University		4		0		76		62

				University		4		0		76		62

				eCore		277		104		2,367		234

				Arts & Letters		183		66		1,723		150

				Comm, Media & Journalism		11		2		41		15

				English		64		35		587		29

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy		49		14		457		50

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci		14		6		200		10

				Music		8		1		68		11

				Psychological Science		10		3		106		8

				Sociology and Human Services		10		3		94		9

				Spanish		10		1		101		9

				Visual Arts		7		1		69		9

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		8		7		110		1

				Environmental Spatial Analysis		8		7		110		1

				MC Business		15		4		83		24

				Computer Science		7		0		42		14

				Economics & Finance		8		4		41		10

				Science & Mathematics		71		27		451		59

				Biology		17		6		91		18

				Chemistry & Biochemistry		13		6		74		7

				Mathematics		35		12		273		31

				Physics & Astronomy		6		3		13		3

				Gainesville		944		290		22,064		5,714

				Arts & Letters		498		123		10,243		3,280

				Comm, Media & Journalism		49		19		946		138

				Criminal Justice		2		2		48		0

				English		99		27		2,229		625

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy		55		10		1,272		350

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci		19		8		486		154

				Modern & Classical Languages		17		3		324		143

				Music		76		5		1,217		918

				Psychological Science		42		19		1,100		160

				Sociology and Human Services		41		15		897		171

				Spanish		36		8		792		259

				Theatre		31		4		328		168

				Visual Arts		31		3		604		194

				Education		44		12		1,037		366

				Culture, Language & Leadership		8		3		193		49

				Education		1		0		30		22

				Health & Physical Education		1		0		30		6

				Kinesiology		21		8		467		85

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci		13		1		317		204

				Health Sciences & Professions		11		1		656		80

				Nursing		11		1		656		80

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		46		12		1,045		282

				Environmental Spatial Analysis		46		12		1,045		282

				MC Business		79		24		2,803		669

				Accounting & Law		27		7		913		312

				Computer Science		13		6		467		48

				Economics & Finance		7		5		277		23

				Management & Marketing		32		6		1,146		286

				Science & Mathematics		261		118		6,180		967

				Biology		97		38		2,091		418

				Chemistry & Biochemistry		61		28		1,584		167

				Mathematics		75		39		1,741		237

				Physics & Astronomy		28		13		764		145

				University		5		0		100		70

				General Studies/Univ		1		0		30		19

				University		4		0		70		51

				Oconee		239		143		5,742		788

				Arts & Letters		104		72		2,445		119

				Comm, Media & Journalism		1		1		16		0

				English		41		21		942		78

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy		15		10		417		38

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci		4		4		85		0

				Music		4		4		120		-7

				Psychological Science		4		4		80		0

				Sociology and Human Services		9		8		235		-16

				Spanish		21		20		483		4

				Visual Arts		5		0		67		22

				Education		4		1		99		37

				Culture, Language & Leadership		3		1		75		25

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci		1		0		24		12

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		14		10		352		39

				Environmental Spatial Analysis		14		10		352		39

				MC Business		15		7		472		94

				Accounting & Law		11		4		344		93

				Economics & Finance		4		3		128		1

				Science & Mathematics		101		53		2,356		484

				Biology		35		22		792		93

				Chemistry & Biochemistry		12		5		224		59

				Mathematics		54		26		1,340		332

				University		1		0		18		15

				University		1		0		18		15

				UNG Online		755		379		18,658		2,904

				Arts & Letters		366		220		8,586		1,021

				Comm, Media & Journalism		59		31		1,607		327

				Criminal Justice		26		20		728		30

				English		58		27		1,247		261

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy		67		44		1,452		81

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci		31		20		569		77

				Modern & Classical Languages		14		2		296		106

				Music		6		1		57		22

				Psychological Science		29		26		803		-6

				Sociology and Human Services		34		25		761		20

				Spanish		21		18		462		25

				Visual Arts		21		6		604		78

				Education		79		11		956		564

				Culture, Language & Leadership		55		7		549		317

				Elementary & Special Educ		5		0		95		77

				Health & Physical Education		10		2		120		45

				Kinesiology		2		1		38		23

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci		7		1		154		102

				Health Sciences & Professions		50		9		1,054		345

				Counseling		2		1		17		1

				Interdisciplinary Healthcare		13		6		260		54

				Nursing		35		2		777		290

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		10		10		297		0

				Environmental Spatial Analysis		10		10		297		0

				MC Business		107		51		4,146		461

				Accounting & Law		13		2		487		74

				Computer Science		41		20		1,550		242

				Economics & Finance		22		11		922		20

				Management & Marketing		31		18		1,187		125

				Science & Mathematics		140		77		3,564		493

				Biology		71		42		1,705		232

				Chemistry & Biochemistry		17		5		480		160

				Mathematics		48		30		1,302		64

				Physical Therapy		2		0		24		15

				Physics & Astronomy		2		0		53		22

				University		3		1		55		20

				Library		1		0		25		22

				University		2		1		30		-2





Table 3



				Course Section Inclusion		Max Enrollment > 0 as of July 15, 2020 AND Sections with a Core Curriculum Designation

				Maxed Methodology		Enrollment >= Max Enrollment as of July 15, 2020



						Area A				Area B				Area C				Area D				Area E

				Course Campus/College/Department		CRN Count		Count of "Maxed Sections"		CRN Count		Count of "Maxed Sections"		CRN Count		Count of "Maxed Sections"		CRN Count		Count of "Maxed Sections"		CRN Count		Count of "Maxed Sections"

				Blue Ridge		9		0		3		0		2		1		6		0		4		1

				Arts & Letters		3		0		2		0		2		1						4		1

				Comm, Media & Journalism										1		1

				English		3		0

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy						1		0		1		0						1		0

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci						1		0										2		0

				Psychological Science																		1		1

				Spanish

				Education

				Culture, Language & Leadership

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis						1		0						3		0

				Environmental Spatial Analysis						1		0						3		0

				Science & Mathematics		6		0										3		0

				Biology														2		0

				Mathematics		6		0										1		0

				Cumming		30		6		9		2		7		3		17		4		14		2

				Arts & Letters		16		5		6		1		7		3						14		2

				Comm, Media & Journalism										2		2

				English		16		5		2		1		1		1

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy						1		0										4		1

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci						2		0										3		1

				Modern & Classical Languages

				Music										2		0

				Psychological Science																		5		0

				Sociology and Human Services						1		0										2		0

				Spanish

				Visual Arts										2		0

				Education

				Culture, Language & Leadership

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci

				Health Sciences & Professions

				Counseling

				Interdisciplinary Healthcare

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis						3		1						1		1

				Environmental Spatial Analysis						3		1						1		1

				MC Business														2		0

				Accounting & Law

				Computer Science														2		0

				Management & Marketing

				Science & Mathematics		14		1										14		3

				Biology														11		2

				Mathematics		14		1										3		1

				Dahlonega		63		53		22		22		23		19		154		101		28		25

				Arts & Letters		32		24		17		17		23		19						23		21

				Comm, Media & Journalism										5		5

				Criminal Justice

				English		32		24		6		6		9		9

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy						7		7										7		5

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci						4		4										1		1

				Modern & Classical Languages

				Music										3		3

				Psychological Science																		11		11

				Sociology and Human Services																		4		4

				Spanish

				Visual Arts										6		2

				Education

				Culture, Language & Leadership

				Education

				Health & Physical Education

				Kinesiology

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci

				Health Sciences & Professions

				Counseling

				Nursing

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis						5		5						2		2

				Environmental Spatial Analysis						5		5						2		2

				MC Business														8		6		5		4

				Accounting & Law

				Computer Science														8		6

				Economics & Finance																		5		4

				Management & Marketing

				Military Science

				Military Science

				Science & Mathematics		31		29										144		93

				Biology														49		41

				Chemistry & Biochemistry														42		13

				Mathematics		31		29										18		6

				Physical Therapy

				Physics & Astronomy														35		33

				University

				University

				eCore		37		17		31		10		34		14		20		11		62		23

				Arts & Letters		14		9		31		10		34		14						58		19

				Comm, Media & Journalism

				English		14		9		15		7		17		9

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy						16		3		9		4						24		7

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci																		14		6

				Music										8		1

				Psychological Science																		10		3

				Sociology and Human Services																		10		3

				Spanish

				Visual Arts

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis														8		7

				Environmental Spatial Analysis														8		7

				MC Business														4		0		4		4

				Computer Science														4		0

				Economics & Finance																		4		4

				Science & Mathematics		23		8										8		4

				Biology

				Chemistry & Biochemistry

				Mathematics		23		8										8		4

				Physics & Astronomy

				Gainesville		69		34		51		17		29		14		137		72		61		30

				Arts & Letters		40		14		41		11		29		14						58		27

				Comm, Media & Journalism						1		1		6		4

				Criminal Justice

				English		40		14		16		0		7		2

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy						14		3		1		0						18		7

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci						3		1										7		7

				Modern & Classical Languages

				Music										8		5

				Psychological Science																		22		8

				Sociology and Human Services						7		6										11		5

				Spanish

				Theatre										3		1

				Visual Arts										4		2

				Education

				Culture, Language & Leadership

				Education

				Health & Physical Education

				Kinesiology

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci

				Health Sciences & Professions

				Nursing

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis						10		6						9		4

				Environmental Spatial Analysis						10		6						9		4

				MC Business														6		3		3		3

				Accounting & Law

				Computer Science														6		3

				Economics & Finance																		3		3

				Management & Marketing

				Science & Mathematics		29		20										122		65

				Biology														43		17

				Chemistry & Biochemistry														40		23

				Mathematics		29		20										17		12

				Physics & Astronomy														22		13

				University

				General Studies/Univ

				University

				Oconee		54		31		12		7		9		6		45		26		28		24

				Arts & Letters		21		13		8		4		9		6						26		23

				Comm, Media & Journalism

				English		21		13		4		1		4		2

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy						2		1		1		0						12		9

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci																		4		4

				Music										4		4

				Psychological Science																		4		4

				Sociology and Human Services						2		2										6		6

				Spanish

				Visual Arts

				Education

				Culture, Language & Leadership

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis						4		3						4		2

				Environmental Spatial Analysis						4		3						4		2

				MC Business																		2		1

				Accounting & Law

				Economics & Finance																		2		1

				Science & Mathematics		33		18										41		24

				Biology														29		19

				Chemistry & Biochemistry														4		2

				Mathematics		33		18										8		3

				University

				University

				UNG Online		48		21		47		38		32		24		97		53		55		49

				Arts & Letters		24		5		38		29		32		24						46		46

				Comm, Media & Journalism						1		0		11		11

				Criminal Justice

				English		24		5		1		1		5		5

				History, Anthrop & Philosophy						26		19		4		1						18		18

				Intern'tl Affairs & Politi Sci						6		6										6		6

				Modern & Classical Languages

				Music										1		1

				Psychological Science						1		1										12		12

				Sociology and Human Services						3		2										10		10

				Spanish

				Visual Arts										11		6

				Education

				Culture, Language & Leadership

				Elementary & Special Educ

				Health & Physical Education

				Kinesiology

				Middle Grades, Secondary & Sci

				Health Sciences & Professions

				Counseling

				Interdisciplinary Healthcare

				Nursing

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis						9		9

				Environmental Spatial Analysis						9		9

				MC Business														10		6		9		3

				Accounting & Law

				Computer Science														10		6

				Economics & Finance																		9		3

				Management & Marketing

				Science & Mathematics		24		16										87		47

				Biology														48		31

				Chemistry & Biochemistry														16		4

				Mathematics		24		16										21		12

				Physical Therapy

				Physics & Astronomy														2		0

				University

				Library

				University





Table 4



				Course Section Inclusion		Max Enrollment > 0 as of July 15, 2020

				Maxed Methodology		Enrollment >= Max Enrollment as of July 15, 2020



				Course Campus/College/Mode of Instruction		CRN Count		Count of "Maxed" Sections		Sum of Maximum Enrollment		Sum of Seats Available

				Blue Ridge		33		4		719		292		0.4061196106

				Arts & Letters		14		4		337		129

				H1:  Hybrid-split		4		1		97		46

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		5		0		130		59

				Blank: Face-to-Face		5		3		110		24

				Education		2		0		44		20

				H1:  Hybrid-split		1		0		24		12

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		1		0		20		8

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		5		0		120		67

				H1:  Hybrid-split		2		0		48		23

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		3		0		72		44

				Science & Mathematics		12		0		218		76

				H1:  Hybrid-split		3		0		90		22

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		2		0		30		13

				Blank: Face-to-Face		7		0		98		41

				Cumming		134		34		3,144		1,019		0.3241094148

				Arts & Letters		57		15		1,452		370

				H1:  Hybrid-split		39		8		1,012		262

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		5		2		126		37

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		11		5		264		51

				Blank: Face-to-Face		2		0		50		20

				Education		6		0		144		106

				H1:  Hybrid-split		1		0		24		20

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		5		0		120		86

				Health Sciences & Professions		25		11		237		47

				Fully at a Distance		6		1		49		13

				H1:  Hybrid-split		13		6		149		20

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		6		4		39		14

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		5		3		126		20

				H1:  Hybrid-split		3		1		78		20

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		2		2		48		0

				MC Business		9		0		263		120

				H1:  Hybrid-split		6		0		178		82

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		3		0		85		38

				Science & Mathematics		32		5		922		356

				H1:  Hybrid-split		13		1		400		160

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		10		3		306		93

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		8		1		194		95

				Blank: Face-to-Face		1		0		22		8

				Dahlonega		1,077		456		27,862		6,381		0.2290216065

				Arts & Letters		494		176		11,209		2,948

				Fully at a Distance		5		3		87		2

				H1:  Hybrid-split		204		107		5,969		949

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		124		43		2,519		703

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		56		15		1,104		280

				Hybrid		2		1		20		1

				Technology enhanced		1		0		12		3

				Blank: Face-to-Face		102		7		1,498		1,010

				Education		88		43		1,943		385

				H1:  Hybrid-split		22		11		521		68

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		42		19		1,108		276

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		18		13		274		17

				Blank: Face-to-Face		6		0		40		24

				Health Sciences & Professions		16		1		691		239

				H1:  Hybrid-split		2		1		64		24

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		3		0		175		55

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		11		0		452		160

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		7		7		186		0

				H1:  Hybrid-split		5		5		138		0

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		2		2		48		0

				MC Business		110		48		4,065		613

				H1:  Hybrid-split		38		17		1,457		199

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		70		31		2,528		393

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		2		0		80		21

				Military Science		38		10		1,956		682

				Technology enhanced		38		10		1,956		682

				Science & Mathematics		320		171		7,736		1,452

				Fully at a Distance		2		0		62		62

				H1:  Hybrid-split		102		65		3,208		347

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		22		13		539		79

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		164		90		3,469		771

				Hybrid		3		0		77		77

				Technology enhanced		6		1		118		40

				Blank: Face-to-Face		21		2		263		76

				University		4		0		76		62

				H1:  Hybrid-split		4		0		76		62

				eCore		277		104		2,367		234		0.0988593156

				Arts & Letters		183		66		1,723		150

				Fully at a Distance		183		66		1,723		150

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		8		7		110		1

				Fully at a Distance		8		7		110		1

				MC Business		15		4		83		24

				Fully at a Distance		15		4		83		24

				Science & Mathematics		71		27		451		59

				Fully at a Distance		71		27		451		59

				Gainesville		944		290		22,064		5,714		0.2589738941

				Arts & Letters		498		123		10,243		3,280

				H1:  Hybrid-split		224		67		5,323		1,600

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		98		31		2,166		490

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		76		16		1,477		434

				Hybrid		8		2		106		44

				Partially at a Distance		4		0		63		53

				Technology enhanced		2		0		40		33

				Blank: Face-to-Face		86		7		1,068		626

				Education		44		12		1,037		366

				H1:  Hybrid-split		5		1		116		42

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		19		3		464		246

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		1		0		20		1

				Blank: Face-to-Face		19		8		437		77

				Health Sciences & Professions		11		1		656		80

				H1:  Hybrid-split		1		1		50		0

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		3		0		184		31

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		7		0		422		49

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		46		12		1,045		282

				H1:  Hybrid-split		16		6		405		94

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		30		6		640		188

				MC Business		79		24		2,803		669

				H1:  Hybrid-split		32		7		1,104		321

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		47		17		1,699		348

				Science & Mathematics		261		118		6,180		967

				H1:  Hybrid-split		92		46		2,354		262

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		37		19		954		139

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		112		53		2,576		404

				Blank: Face-to-Face		20		0		296		162

				University		5		0		100		70

				H1:  Hybrid-split		4		0		70		51

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		1		0		30		19

				Oconee		239		143		5,742		788		0.1372344131

				Arts & Letters		104		72		2,445		119

				H1:  Hybrid-split		58		43		1,366		48

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		30		22		773		42

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		6		1		103		21

				Blank: Face-to-Face		10		6		203		8

				Education		4		1		99		37

				H1:  Hybrid-split		1		0		24		12

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		3		1		75		25

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		14		10		352		39

				H1:  Hybrid-split		7		5		184		21

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		7		5		168		18

				MC Business		15		7		472		94

				H1:  Hybrid-split		9		4		280		65

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		6		3		192		29

				Science & Mathematics		101		53		2,356		484

				H1:  Hybrid-split		59		27		1,516		359

				H2:  Hybrid-touch points		7		6		96		6

				H3:  Hybrid-hands on		32		19		656		96

				Blank: Face-to-Face		3		1		88		23

				University		1		0		18		15

				H1:  Hybrid-split		1		0		18		15

				UNG Online		755		379		18,658		2,904		0.1556436917

				Arts & Letters		366		220		8,586		1,021

				Fully at a Distance		366		220		8,586		1,021

				Education		79		11		956		564

				Fully at a Distance		79		11		956		564

				Health Sciences & Professions		50		9		1,054		345

				Fully at a Distance		50		9		1,054		345

				Inst for Envir & Spat Analysis		10		10		297		0

				Fully at a Distance		10		10		297		0

				MC Business		107		51		4,146		461

				Fully at a Distance		107		51		4,146		461

				Science & Mathematics		140		77		3,564		493

				Fully at a Distance		140		77		3,564		493

				University		3		1		55		20

				Fully at a Distance		3		1		55		20





F20-F19 Compare

		term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				Seats Avail				term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				seats avail		seats consumed				2020-2019				seats Avail 2020

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		A		ENGL		1101		4		72		3		33										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		A		ENGL		1101		4		72		2		7

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		A		ENGL		1102		1		24		1		21		96		4		54				201908		Blue Ridge Campus		A		ENGL		1102		1		24		1		10		96		3		17		79				17		Area A ENGL		54

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		A		MATH		1101		2		28		2		12										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		A		MATH		1101		2		47		2		13

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		A		MATH		1111		3		74		3		16										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		A		MATH		1111		2		60		2		8

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		A		MATH		1113		1		14		1		7		116		6		35																						107		4		21		86				30		Area A MATH		35

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		B		ENST		2030		1		24		1		2										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		B		GEOG		1102		1		28		0		0

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		B		PHIL		2200		1		30		1		19										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		B		PHIL		2200		1		28		1		11

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		B		POLS		2301		1		28		1		12										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		B		POLS		2301		1		30		1		3

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		B		SPAN		1001		3		24		0		0		106		3		33				201908		Blue Ridge Campus		B		SPAN		1001		2		46		1		17		132		3		31		101				5		Area B		33

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		C		COMM		1110		1		25		0		0										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		C		COMM		1110		1		25		0		0

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		C		PHIL		2010		1		30		1		10										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		C		ENGL		2132		1		24		1		7

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		C		PHIL		2200		1		30		1		19										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		C		PHIL		2010		1		28		1		11

																				85		2		29				201908		Blue Ridge Campus		C		PHIL		2200		1		28		1		11		105		3		29		76				9		Area C		29

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		D		BIOL		1101		1		15		1		8										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		D		GEOL		1121K		1		24		0		0

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		D		BIOL		1101L		1		15		1		8										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		D		GEOL		1122K		1		24		1		5

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		D		GEOL		1121K		1		24		1		14										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		D		MATH		1401		1		30		1		16

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		D		GEOL		1122K		1		24		1		9

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		D		GISC		2011		1		24		1		21

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		D		GISC		2011L		1		24		1		21

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		D		MATH		1113		1		14		1		7

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		D		MATH		1401		1		30		1		9		170		8		97																						78		2		21		57				113		Area D		97

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		E		ENST		2030		1		24		1		2										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		E		GEOG		1102		1		28		0		0

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		E		HIST		2111		1		32		1		19										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		E		POLS		1101		2		30		0		0

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		E		POLS		1101		2		28		1		1										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		E		POLS		2301		1		30		1		3

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		E		POLS		2301		1		28		1		12										201908		Blue Ridge Campus		E		PSYC		1101		2		30		1		2

		202008		Blue Ridge Campus		E		PSYC		1101		2		30		0		0		142		4		34																						118		2		5		113				29		Area E		34

																				715		27		282																						636				124		512				203		Blue Ridge		282
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		202008		Cumming Campus		A		ENGL		1101		18		376		9		69										201908		Cumming Campus		A		ENGL		1101		18		396		6		8

		202008		Cumming Campus		A		ENGL		1102		4		72		1		1		448		10		70				201908		Cumming Campus		A		ENGL		1102		4		96		2		3		492		8		11		481				-33		Area A ENGL		70

		202008		Cumming Campus		A		MATH		1001		4		64		1		4										201908		Cumming Campus		A		MATH		1001		4		76		2		21

		202008		Cumming Campus		A		MATH		1111		10		256		6		71										201908		Cumming Campus		A		MATH		1111		11		304		7		34

		202008		Cumming Campus		A		MATH		1113		4		96		3		48										201908		Cumming Campus		A		MATH		1113		5		128		3		37

		202008		Cumming Campus		A		MATH		1450		1		38		1		19		454		11		142				201908		Cumming Campus		A		MATH		1450		1		38		1		9		546		13		101		445				9		Area A MATH		142

		202008		Cumming Campus		B		CHIN		1001		1		12		1		11										201908		Cumming Campus		B		CHIN		1001		1		0		0		0

		202008		Cumming Campus		B		ENGL		2111		1		24		0		0										201908		Cumming Campus		B		ENGL		2111		1		24		0		0

		202008		Cumming Campus		B		ENGL		2112		1		24		1		13										201908		Cumming Campus		B		ENGL		2112		1		24		1		8

		202008		Cumming Campus		B		ENST		2030		2		26		1		4										201908		Cumming Campus		B		ENST		2030		2		56		2		8

		202008		Cumming Campus		B		FREN		1001		1		21		1		11										201908		Cumming Campus		B		FREN		1001		1		21		1		4

		202008		Cumming Campus		B		GEOG		1102		2		52		1		14										201908		Cumming Campus		B		GEOG		1101		1		28		0		0

		202008		Cumming Campus		B		HIST		1112		1		20		1		10										201908		Cumming Campus		B		GEOG		1102		2		56		1		15

		202008		Cumming Campus		B		PHIL		2200		2		0		0		0										201908		Cumming Campus		B		HIST		1112		1		32		1		6

		202008		Cumming Campus		B		POLS		2401		2		40		1		10										201908		Cumming Campus		B		HIST		2860		1		32		1		5

		202008		Cumming Campus		B		SOCI		1160		1		28		1		5										201908		Cumming Campus		B		PHIL		2200		2		64		2		26

		202008		Cumming Campus		B		SPAN		1001		6		138		3		35										201908		Cumming Campus		B		POLS		2401		3		96		2		7

		202008		Cumming Campus		B		SPAN		1002		1		23		1		20										201908		Cumming Campus		B		SOCI		1160		1		32		1		2

																												201908		Cumming Campus		B		SPAN		1001		5		115		4		8

																				408		12		133				201908		Cumming Campus		B		SPAN		1002		1		0		0		0		580		16		89		491				-83		Area B		133

		202008		Cumming Campus		C		ART		1100		2		64		2		34										201908		Cumming Campus		C		ART		1100		2		64		0		0

		202008		Cumming Campus		C		COMM		1110		2		50		0		0										201908		Cumming Campus		C		COMM		1110		2		45		2		3

		202008		Cumming Campus		C		ENGL		2111		1		24		0		0										201908		Cumming Campus		C		ENGL		2111		1		24		0		0

		202008		Cumming Campus		C		ENGL		2112		1		24		1		13										201908		Cumming Campus		C		ENGL		2112		1		24		1		8

		202008		Cumming Campus		C		ENGL		2131		1		24		0		0										201908		Cumming Campus		C		ENGL		2131		1		24		0		0

		202008		Cumming Campus		C		MUSC		1100		2		60		2		21										201908		Cumming Campus		C		MDST		1110		2		58		1		21

		202008		Cumming Campus		C		PHIL		2010		1		0		0		0										201908		Cumming Campus		C		MUSC		1100		2		64		2		4

		202008		Cumming Campus		C		PHIL		2200		2		0		0		0										201908		Cumming Campus		C		PHIL		2010		1		32		1		1

																				246		5		68				201908		Cumming Campus		C		PHIL		2200		2		64		2		26		399		9		63		336				-90		Area C		68

		202008		Cumming Campus		D		BIOL		1101		4		106		3		51										201908		Cumming Campus		D		BIOL		1101		2		50		2		7

		202008		Cumming Campus		D		BIOL		1101L		4		106		3		51										201908		Cumming Campus		D		BIOL		1101L		2		50		2		8

		202008		Cumming Campus		D		BIOL		1107K		2		40		2		21										201908		Cumming Campus		D		BIOL		1107K		2		40		1		2

		202008		Cumming Campus		D		BIOL		1108K		1		24		1		20										201908		Cumming Campus		D		BIOL		1108K		1		24		1		10

		202008		Cumming Campus		D		CSCI		1250		1		28		1		13										201908		Cumming Campus		D		CSCI		1250		2		56		1		21

		202008		Cumming Campus		D		CSCI		1301		2		28		1		4										201908		Cumming Campus		D		CSCI		1301		2		56		2		8

		202008		Cumming Campus		D		GEOL		1121K		2		24		0		0										201908		Cumming Campus		D		GEOL		1121K		1		24		0		0

		202008		Cumming Campus		D		GEOL		1122K		1		24		0		0										201908		Cumming Campus		D		GEOL		1122K		1		24		0		0

		202008		Cumming Campus		D		MATH		1113		4		96		3		48										201908		Cumming Campus		D		MATH		1113		5		128		3		37

		202008		Cumming Campus		D		MATH		1401		2		64		1		12										201908		Cumming Campus		D		MATH		1401		2		64		2		13

		202008		Cumming Campus		D		MATH		1450		1		38		1		19										201908		Cumming Campus		D		MATH		1450		1		38		1		9

		202008		Cumming Campus		D		MATH		2040		1		38		1		29		616		17		268				201908		Cumming Campus		D		MATH		2040		1		38		1		25		592		16		140		452				164		Area D		268

		202008		Cumming Campus		E		ENST		2030		2		26		1		4										201908		Cumming Campus		E		ECON		2105		2		80		2		3

		202008		Cumming Campus		E		GEOG		1102		2		52		1		14										201908		Cumming Campus		E		ENST		2030		2		56		2		8

		202008		Cumming Campus		E		HIST		1112		1		20		1		10										201908		Cumming Campus		E		GEOG		1101		1		28		0		0

		202008		Cumming Campus		E		HIST		2111		2		60		1		9										201908		Cumming Campus		E		GEOG		1102		2		56		1		15

		202008		Cumming Campus		E		HIST		2112		2		60		1		3										201908		Cumming Campus		E		HIST		1112		1		32		1		6

		202008		Cumming Campus		E		POLS		1101		5		84		2		21										201908		Cumming Campus		E		HIST		2111		2		64		0		0

		202008		Cumming Campus		E		POLS		2401		2		40		1		10										201908		Cumming Campus		E		HIST		2112		3		96		1		1

		202008		Cumming Campus		E		PSYC		1101		5		160		5		28										201908		Cumming Campus		E		POLS		1101		5		160		2		3

		202008		Cumming Campus		E		SOCI		1101		2		56		2		16										201908		Cumming Campus		E		POLS		2401		3		96		2		7

																												201908		Cumming Campus		E		PSYC		1101		6		192		3		4

																				558		15		115				201908		Cumming Campus		E		SOCI		1101		2		64		0		0		924		14		47		877				-319		Area E		115

																				2730		70		796																						3533				451		3082				-352		Cumming		796

		term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				Seats Avail				term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				seats avail		seats consumed				2020-2019				seats Avail 2020

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		A		ENGL		1101		36		720		8		75										201908		Dahlonega Campus		A		ENGL		1101		40		907		17		107

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		A		ENGL		1102		13		292		2		2		1012		10		77				201908		Dahlonega Campus		A		ENGL		1102		15		336		9		33		1243		26		140		1103				-91		Area A ENGL		77

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		A		MATH		1101		2		55		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		A		MATH		1101		3		94		2		10

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		A		MATH		1111		17		564		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		A		MATH		1111		20		741		10		51

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		A		MATH		1113		8		283		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		A		MATH		1113		11		407		6		30

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		A		MATH		1113H		1		0		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		A		MATH		1113H		1		0		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		A		MATH		1450		5		113		4		12		1015		4		12				201908		Dahlonega Campus		A		MATH		1450		5		188		5		73		1430		23		164		1266				-251		Area A MATH		12

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		ANTH		1102		1		64		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		ANTH		1102		1		96		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		ARAB		1001		2		42		2		14										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		ARAB		1001		2		42		2		11

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		ARAB		1002		1		21		1		7										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		ARAB		1002		1		21		1		10

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		ARAB		2001		2		42		2		32										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		ARAB		2001		2		29		2		8

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		ARAB		2002		2		42		2		33										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		ARAB		2002		2		29		2		8

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		CHIN		1001		2		42		2		29										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		CHIN		1001		2		42		2		25

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		CHIN		1002		1		21		1		15										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		CHIN		1002		1		21		1		13

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		CHIN		2001		1		21		1		8										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		CHIN		2001		1		15		1		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		CHIN		2002		1		21		1		10										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		CHIN		2002		1		15		1		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		ENGL		2111		3		75		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		ENGL		2111		4		96		1		1

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		ENGL		2112		3		75		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		ENGL		2112		3		72		3		12

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		ENST		2030		2		56		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		FARS		1001		1		21		1		11

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		FARS		1001		1		21		1		19										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		FARS		1002		1		21		1		11

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		FARS		1002		1		21		1		21										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		FREN		1001		6		126		6		17

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		FREN		1001		4		84		3		11										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		FREN		1002		2		42		2		19

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		FREN		1002		3		63		3		44										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		FREN		2001		2		42		2		27

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		FREN		2002		1		21		1		17										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		FREN		2002		1		21		1		13

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		GEOG		1101		1		26		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		GEOG		1101		1		26		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		GEOG		1102		2		56		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		GEOG		1102		2		72		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		GRMN		1001		2		42		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		GRMN		1001		2		42		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		GRMN		1002		2		42		2		21										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		GRMN		1002		2		42		2		14

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		GRMN		2001		1		21		1		4										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		GRMN		2001		1		21		1		5

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		HIST		1111		1		36		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		HIST		1111		4		202		1		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		HIST		1112		6		193		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		HIST		1112		4		166		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		HIST		2860		1		32		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		HIST		2860		1		30		1		3

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		ITAL		1001		3		63		1		4										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		ITAL		1001		2		42		1		1

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		ITAL		2001		1		21		1		8										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		ITAL		1002		1		21		1		16

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		JAPN		1001		3		63		3		15										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		ITAL		2001		1		21		1		11

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		JAPN		2001		1		21		1		2										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		JAPN		1001		3		63		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		KREN		1001		2		42		1		1										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		JAPN		2001		1		21		1		10

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		KREN		2001		1		21		1		2										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		KREN		1001		2		42		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		KREN		2002		1		21		1		4										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		KREN		2001		1		21		1		6

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		PHIL		2200		2		32		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		KREN		2002		1		21		1		6

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		POLS		2401		6		217		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		PHIL		2200		2		70		1		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		PORT		1001		1		23		1		15										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		POLS		2401		5		325		1		5

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		PORT		1002		1		11		1		9										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		PORT		1001		1		23		1		17

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		PORT		2001		1		11		1		7										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		PORT		1002		1		11		1		6

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		RUSS		1001		2		42		2		7										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		PORT		2001		1		11		1		8

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		RUSS		1002		2		42		2		22										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		RUSS		1001		2		42		2		4

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		RUSS		2001		1		21		1		13										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		RUSS		1002		2		42		2		4

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		RUSS		2002		1		21		1		16										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		RUSS		2001		1		21		1		7

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		SPAN		1001		15		161		1		1										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		RUSS		2002		1		21		1		7

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		SPAN		1002		8		133		3		31										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		SOCI		1160		2		64		2		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		SPAN		1002H		1		0		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		SPAN		1001		26		483		4		7

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		SPAN		2001		1		23		1		6										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		SPAN		1002		8		161		7		54

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		B		SPAN		2002		1		0		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		SPAN		2001		2		46		1		6

																												201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		SPAN		2002		2		43		2		9

																				2169		47		448				201908		Dahlonega Campus		B		SPAN		2002H		1		0		0		0		2967		67		402		2565				-396		Area B		448

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ARAB		2001		2		42		2		32										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ARAB		2001		2		29		2		8

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ARAB		2002		2		42		2		33										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ARAB		2002		2		29		2		8

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ART		1100		5		220		3		41										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ART		1100		10		432		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ART		2510		1		30		1		5										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ART		2510		2		44		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ART		2520		1		30		1		5										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ART		2520		2		44		1		6

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		CHIN		2001		1		21		1		8										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		CHIN		2001		1		15		1		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		CHIN		2002		1		21		1		10										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		CHIN		2002		1		15		1		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		COMM		1110		5		125		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		COMM		1110		8		200		4		7

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2111		3		75		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2111		4		96		1		1

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2112		3		75		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2112		3		72		3		12

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2121		2		36		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2121		2		48		1		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2122		3		75		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2122		4		96		1		3

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2131		2		47		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2131		4		102		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2132		5		75		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2132		2		48		1		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2143		1		25		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2135		2		47		1		1

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2150		2		50		1		1										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ENGL		2145		2		48		2		11

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		FREN		2002		1		21		1		17										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		FREN		2001		2		42		2		27

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		GRMN		2001		1		21		1		4										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		FREN		2002		1		21		1		13

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		ITAL		2001		1		21		1		8										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		GRMN		2001		1		21		1		5

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		JAPN		2001		1		21		1		2										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		ITAL		2001		1		21		1		11

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		KREN		2001		1		21		1		2										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		JAPN		2001		1		21		1		10

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		KREN		2002		1		21		1		4										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		KREN		2001		1		21		1		6

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		MDST		1110		1		32		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		KREN		2002		1		21		1		6

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		MUSC		1100		3		240		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		MDST		1110		1		32		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		PHIL		2200		2		32		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		MUSC		1100		5		272		3		3

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		PORT		2001		1		11		1		7										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		PHIL		2010		1		68		1		9

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		RUSS		2001		1		21		1		13										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		PHIL		2200		2		70		1		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		RUSS		2002		1		21		1		16										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		PORT		2001		1		11		1		8

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		SPAN		2001		1		23		1		6										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		RUSS		2001		1		21		1		7

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		C		SPAN		2002		1		0		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		RUSS		2002		1		21		1		7

																												201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		SPAN		2001		2		46		1		6

																												201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		SPAN		2002		2		43		2		9

																				1495		22		214				201908		Dahlonega Campus		C		SPAN		2002H		1		0		0		0		2117		40		194		1923				-428		Area C		214

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		ASTR		1010		3		84		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		ASTR		1010		3		90		1		1

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		ASTR		1010L		3		88		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		ASTR		1010L		3		90		1		1

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		ASTR		1020		2		48		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		ASTR		1020		2		60		2		5

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		ASTR		1020L		2		48		1		1										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		ASTR		1020L		2		60		2		4

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1101		7		168		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1101		6		180		4		12

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1101L		7		168		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1101L		6		180		3		11

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1102		4		96		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1102		4		120		2		3

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1102L		4		96		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1102L		4		119		2		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1107		1		0		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1107K		16		450		13		91

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1107K		12		363		3		18										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1108K		4		120		3		43

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1108K		2		48		2		9										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1260		9		255		4		29

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1260		7		168		2		7										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1260L		9		270		8		39

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		BIOL		1260L		7		168		3		11										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1151		5		250		4		46

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1151		1		50		1		17										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1151L		9		234		6		34

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1151L		6		144		3		31										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1152		1		70		1		15

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1152		1		60		1		2										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1152L		3		72		2		20

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1152L		3		60		2		2										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1211		10		375		9		82

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1211		6		270		6		78										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1211L		18		394		13		120

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1211L		14		298		11		110										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1212		3		150		1		1

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1212		5		190		3		36										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1212L		6		144		4		7

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		CHEM		1212L		7		168		3		18										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		CSCI		1250		5		178		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		CSCI		1250		3		120		1		1										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		CSCI		1301		6		199		3		10

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		CSCI		1301		7		112		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		CSCI		1371		3		78		2		39

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		CSCI		1371		1		38		1		8										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		GEOG		1111K		1		24		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		GEOG		1111K		1		24		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		GEOL		1121K		1		24		1		18

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		GEOL		1121K		1		24		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		GISC		2011		1		18		1		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		1113		8		283		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		GISC		2011L		1		18		1		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		1113H		1		0		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		1113		11		407		6		30

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		1401		10		312		4		4										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		1113H		1		0		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		1450		5		113		4		12										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		1401		14		436		3		5

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		2040		3		106		1		9										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		1450		5		188		5		73

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		2460		3		104		2		38										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		2040		5		185		4		16

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		2510		2		70		2		9										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		2460		3		104		3		17

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		1111		4		96		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		MATH		2510		2		63		2		14

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		1111L		6		94		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		1111		3		102		1		1

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		1112		1		30		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		1111L		6		102		3		4

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		1112L		2		30		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		1112		2		56		1		11

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		2211		2		48		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		1112L		4		54		3		12

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		2211L		6		47		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		2211		2		60		1		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		2212		2		46		1		5										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		2211L		6		60		4		5

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		2212L		2		41		1		4										201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		2212		2		56		2		17

																				4521		58		430				201908		Dahlonega Campus		D		PHYS		2212L		4		54		4		21		6149		135		865		5284				-763		Area D		430

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		ANTH		1102		1		64		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		E		ANTH		1102		1		96		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		ECON		2105		5		200		1		2										201908		Dahlonega Campus		E		ECON		2105		5		276		2		32

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		ENST		2030		2		56		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		E		GEOG		1101		1		26		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		GEOG		1101		1		26		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		E		GEOG		1102		2		72		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		GEOG		1102		2		56		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		E		HIST		1111		4		202		1		2

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		HIST		1111		1		36		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		E		HIST		1112		4		166		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		HIST		1112		6		193		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		E		HIST		2111		6		316		3		7

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		HIST		2111		2		124		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		E		HIST		2111H		1		0		0		0

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		HIST		2112		5		266		2		2										201908		Dahlonega Campus		E		HIST		2112		7		332		2		18

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		HIST		2112H		1		0		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		E		POLS		1101		8		390		2		8

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		POLS		1101		5		60		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		E		POLS		2401		5		325		1		5

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		POLS		2401		6		217		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		E		PSYC		1101		11		576		2		3

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		PSYC		1101		11		526		0		0										201908		Dahlonega Campus		E		SOCI		1101		7		308		3		7

		202008		Dahlonega Campus		E		SOCI		1101		4		128		0		0		1952		3		4																						3085		16		82		3003				-1051		Area E		4

																				12164		144		1185																						16991				1847		15144				-2980		Dahlonega		1185

		term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				Seats Avail				term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				seats avail		seats consumed				2020-2019				seats Avail 2020

		202008		Gainesville Campus		A		ENGL		1101		49		936		25		258										201908		Gainesville Campus		A		ENGL		1101		64		1360		25		152

		202008		Gainesville Campus		A		ENGL		1102		20		380		8		41		1316		33		299				201908		Gainesville Campus		A		ENGL		1102		25		552		9		50		1912		34		202		1710				-394		Area A ENGL		299

		202008		Gainesville Campus		A		MATH		1001		14		84		2		8										201908		Gainesville Campus		A		MATH		1001		20		256		6		49

		202008		Gainesville Campus		A		MATH		1101		4		24		1		10										201908		Gainesville Campus		A		MATH		1101		4		32		1		10

		202008		Gainesville Campus		A		MATH		1111		42		354		1		3										201908		Gainesville Campus		A		MATH		1111		45		928		13		83

		202008		Gainesville Campus		A		MATH		1113		15		144		1		9										201908		Gainesville Campus		A		MATH		1113		17		480		9		61

		202008		Gainesville Campus		A		MATH		1450		7		144		5		32		750		10		62				201908		Gainesville Campus		A		MATH		1450		7		224		7		53		1920		36		256		1664				-914		Area A MATH		62

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		ANTH		1102		3		90		2		27										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		ANTH		1102		4		128		2		4

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		ARAB		1001		2		26		2		23										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		ARAB		1001		1		21		1		11

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		ARAB		1002		1		18		1		16										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		ARAB		1002		1		21		1		15

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		CHIN		1001		2		42		2		30										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		ARAB		2001		1		7		1		4

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		COMM		1503		1		32		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		ARAB		2002		1		7		1		5

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		ENGL		2111		9		225		9		64										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		CHIN		1001		2		42		2		19

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		ENGL		2112		4		100		4		48										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		COMM		1503		1		32		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		ENGL		2160		3		75		3		29										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		ENGL		2111		8		200		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		ENST		2030		8		232		4		47										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		ENGL		2112		5		99		3		9

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		FREN		2001		1		21		1		7										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		ENGL		2160		3		75		1		10

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		FREN		2002		1		20		1		12										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		ENST		2030		10		272		7		57

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		GEOG		1101		2		54		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		FREN		1001		5		105		3		9

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		GEOG		1102		1		0		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		FREN		1002		2		42		2		19

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		GRMN		1001		2		42		1		1										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		FREN		2001		1		21		1		8

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		GRMN		2001		1		21		1		15										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		FREN		2002		1		12		1		4

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		HIST		1111		4		90		1		10										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		GEOG		1101		2		56		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		HIST		1112		5		150		4		61										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		GEOG		1102		2		28		1		1

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		HIST		2860		1		30		1		11										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		GRMN		1001		2		42		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		JAPN		1001		2		42		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		GRMN		1002		1		21		1		16

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		JAPN		2001		1		21		1		16										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		GRMN		2002		1		21		1		12

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		LATN		1001		1		21		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		HIST		1111		8		248		3		6

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		LATN		2001		1		21		1		16										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		HIST		1112		4		128		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		PHIL		2200		3		42		2		29										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		HIST		2860		1		32		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		POLS		2401		3		96		2		23										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		ITAL		1001		1		21		1		1

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		PORT		1001		1		23		1		18										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		ITAL		1002		1		21		1		20

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		PORT		1002		1		11		1		7										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		ITAL		2001		1		15		1		10

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		PORT		2001		1		11		1		7										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		JAPN		1001		2		42		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		RELG		2860		1		12		1		1										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		JAPN		2001		1		21		1		13

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		SOCI		1160		7		190		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		LATN		1001		1		21		1		1

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		SPAN		1001		22		483		15		115										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		LATN		2001		1		21		1		15

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		SPAN		1002		5		115		4		51										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		PHIL		2200		3		96		3		25

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		SPAN		2001		2		46		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		POLS		2401		5		160		2		5

		202008		Gainesville Campus		B		SPAN		2002		1		23		1		14										201908		Gainesville Campus		B		PORT		1001		1		23		1		13

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		B		PORT		1002		1		10		1		10

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		B		PORT		2001		1		10		1		8

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		B		RELG		2860		1		32		1		23

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		B		RUSS		1001		1		21		1		3

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		B		RUSS		2001		1		0		0		0

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		B		SOCI		1160		7		224		1		2

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		B		SPAN		1001		29		665		12		27

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		B		SPAN		1002		6		138		6		42

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		B		SPAN		2001		3		69		3		14

																				2425		67		698				201908		Gainesville Campus		B		SPAN		2002		2		46		2		21		3316		72		462		2854				-429		Area B		698

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		ART		1100		3		144		3		7										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ARAB		2001		1		7		1		4

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		ART		2510		1		32		1		3										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ARAB		2002		1		7		1		5

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		COMM		1110		4		100		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ART		1100		6		270		2		3

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		COMM		2050		1		32		1		10										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ART		2510		1		29		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2111		9		225		9		64										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		COMM		1110		4		100		1		1

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2112		4		100		4		48										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		COMM		2050		1		32		1		1

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2115		1		25		1		14										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2111		8		200		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2121		2		50		1		6										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2112		5		99		3		9

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2122		1		25		1		19										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2121		2		50		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2132		2		50		2		10										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2122		1		25		1		17

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2150		3		75		1		7										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2131		1		25		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2160		3		75		3		29										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2132		2		50		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		FREN		2001		1		21		1		7										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2135		1		25		1		11

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		FREN		2002		1		20		1		12										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2140		1		25		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		GRMN		2001		1		21		1		15										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2150		4		100		1		1

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		JAPN		2001		1		21		1		16										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ENGL		2160		3		75		1		10

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		LATN		2001		1		21		1		16										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		FREN		2001		1		21		1		8

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		MDST		1110		1		32		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		FREN		2002		1		12		1		4

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		MUSC		1100		8		192		3		11										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		GRMN		2002		1		21		1		12

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		PHIL		2010		4		24		1		7										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		ITAL		2001		1		15		1		10

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		PHIL		2200		3		42		2		29										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		JAPN		2001		1		21		1		13

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		PORT		2001		1		11		1		7										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		LATN		2001		1		21		1		15

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		SPAN		2001		2		46		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		MDST		1110		4		128		3		6

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		SPAN		2002		1		23		1		14										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		MDST		2150		1		32		1		3

		202008		Gainesville Campus		C		THEA		1100		3		42		1		14										201908		Gainesville Campus		C		MUSC		1100		9		240		4		17

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		C		PHIL		2010		5		160		4		29

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		C		PHIL		2200		3		96		3		25

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		C		PORT		2001		1		10		1		8

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		C		RUSS		2001		1		0		0		0

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		C		SPAN		2001		3		69		3		14

																												201908		Gainesville Campus		C		SPAN		2002		2		46		2		21

																				1449		41		365				201908		Gainesville Campus		C		THEA		1100		3		60		1		3		2071		41		250		1821				-372		Area C		365

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		ASTR		1010		1		28		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1101		17		323		6		38

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		ASTR		1010L		1		28		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1101L		15		360		13		76

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1101		7		168		4		39										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1102		5		120		4		33

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1101L		7		168		5		38										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1102L		5		120		4		28

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1102		3		72		1		2										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1107K		17		336		6		20

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1102L		3		72		1		1										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1108K		6		120		3		20

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1107K		15		336		9		80										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1260		6		144		5		42

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1108K		2		48		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1260L		6		144		5		43

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1260		3		48		1		11										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1151		5		180		3		10

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		BIOL		1260L		5		120		5		60										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1151L		8		192		7		28

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1151		5		168		1		9										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1152		2		84		2		17

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1151L		7		168		2		5										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1152L		3		66		2		4

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1152		2		72		2		9										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1211		7		282		2		2

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1152L		2		64		1		2										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1211L		12		288		9		25

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1211		7		252		5		39										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1212		3		120		2		2

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1211L		10		216		2		5										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1212L		5		120		5		14

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1212		3		108		1		9										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		CSCI		1250		3		111		1		1

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		CHEM		1212L		5		120		4		26										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		CSCI		1301		2		35		1		1

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		CSCI		1250		3		111		1		1										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		CSCI		1371		1		36		1		2

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		CSCI		1301		2		70		1		1										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		ENVS		2111K		1		24		1		2

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		CSCI		1371		1		36		1		10										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		GEOG		1111K		5		120		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		ENVS		2111K		3		72		2		29										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		GEOG		1112		1		24		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		ENVS		2112K		2		24		1		21										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		GEOG		1112L		1		24		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		GEOG		1111K		2		47		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		GEOL		1121K		6		144		5		38

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		GEOG		1530K		1		24		1		7										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		GEOL		1122K		3		44		1		19

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		GEOL		1121K		6		120		3		26										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		GISC		2011		3		36		2		9

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		GEOL		1122K		3		72		3		12										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		GISC		2011L		3		36		2		9

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		GISC		2011		2		24		1		6										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		MATH		1113		17		480		9		61

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		GISC		2011L		2		24		1		6										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		MATH		1401		17		416		6		35

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		MATH		1113		15		144		1		9										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		MATH		1450		7		224		7		53

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		MATH		1401		14		276		2		12										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		MATH		2040		7		160		2		2

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		MATH		1450		7		144		5		32										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		MATH		2460		4		128		4		18

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		MATH		2040		6		114		2		4										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		MATH		2510		2		64		2		19

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		MATH		2460		4		54		1		5										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		1111		4		112		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		MATH		2510		2		24		1		1										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		1111L		4		112		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		1111		4		112		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		1112		2		56		1		3

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		1111L		4		112		1		1										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		1112L		2		56		1		4

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		1112		2		56		2		11										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		2211		4		112		3		13

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		1112L		2		56		2		11										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		2211L		4		112		3		14

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		2211		2		56		1		1										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		2212		3		84		3		40

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		2211L		2		56		1		1										201908		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		2212L		3		84		3		40

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		2212		2		56		2		16

		202008		Gainesville Campus		D		PHYS		2212L		2		56		2		16		4196		82		574																						5833		136		785		5048				-852		Area D		574

		202008		Gainesville Campus		E		ANTH		1102		3		90		2		27										201908		Gainesville Campus		E		ANTH		1102		4		128		2		4

		202008		Gainesville Campus		E		ECON		2105		3		120		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		E		ECON		2105		6		310		2		3

		202008		Gainesville Campus		E		ENST		2030		8		232		4		47										201908		Gainesville Campus		E		ENST		2030		10		272		7		57

		202008		Gainesville Campus		E		GEOG		1101		2		54		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		E		GEOG		1101		2		56		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		E		GEOG		1102		1		0		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		E		GEOG		1102		2		28		1		1

		202008		Gainesville Campus		E		HIST		1111		4		90		1		10										201908		Gainesville Campus		E		HIST		1111		8		248		3		6

		202008		Gainesville Campus		E		HIST		1112		5		150		4		61										201908		Gainesville Campus		E		HIST		1112		4		128		0		0

		202008		Gainesville Campus		E		HIST		2111		12		350		6		20										201908		Gainesville Campus		E		HIST		2111		15		468		4		10

		202008		Gainesville Campus		E		HIST		2112		6		170		5		43										201908		Gainesville Campus		E		HIST		2112		11		315		5		54

		202008		Gainesville Campus		E		POLS		1101		15		164		0		0										201908		Gainesville Campus		E		POLS		1101		17		544		6		23

		202008		Gainesville Campus		E		POLS		2401		3		96		2		23										201908		Gainesville Campus		E		POLS		2401		5		160		2		5

		202008		Gainesville Campus		E		PSYC		1101		22		576		14		139										201908		Gainesville Campus		E		PSYC		1101		28		769		6		36

		202008		Gainesville Campus		E		SOCI		1101		11		260		7		40		2352		45		410				201908		Gainesville Campus		E		SOCI		1101		13		416		2		19		3842		40		218		3624				-1272		Area E		410

																				12488		278		2408																						18894				2173		16721				-4233		Gainesville		2408

		term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				Seats Avail				term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				seats avail		seats consumed				2020-2019				seats Avail 2020

		202008		Oconee Campus		A		ENGL		1101		24		500		9		63										201908		Oconee Campus		A		ENGL		1101		28		632		9		28

		202008		Oconee Campus		A		ENGL		1102		9		192		4		16		692		13		79				201908		Oconee Campus		A		ENGL		1101H		1		0		0		0		632		9		28		604				88		Area A ENGL		79

		202008		Oconee Campus		A		MATH		1001		13		152		4		46										201908		Oconee Campus		A		ENGL		1102		12		288		7		36

		202008		Oconee Campus		A		MATH		1111		24		440		6		94										201908		Oconee Campus		A		MATH		1001		15		165		5		14

		202008		Oconee Campus		A		MATH		1113		7		224		1		16										201908		Oconee Campus		A		MATH		1111		23		475		7		8

		202008		Oconee Campus		A		MATH		1450		3		96		3		40		912		14		196				201908		Oconee Campus		A		MATH		1113		9		288		4		10		1216		23		68		1148				-236		Area A MATH		196

		202008		Oconee Campus		B		ENGL		2111		1		24		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		A		MATH		1450		3		96		3		23

		202008		Oconee Campus		B		ENGL		2112		2		48		2		10										201908		Oconee Campus		B		ANTH		1102		2		64		1		1

		202008		Oconee Campus		B		ENGL		2160		1		24		1		1										201908		Oconee Campus		B		CGLO		1503		1		32		1		3

		202008		Oconee Campus		B		ENST		2030		2		56		1		3										201908		Oconee Campus		B		ENGL		2111		3		72		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		B		GEOG		1102		2		56		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		B		ENGL		2112		2		48		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		B		HIST		1111		1		0		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		B		ENGL		2160		1		24		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		B		PHIL		2200		2		51		1		17										201908		Oconee Campus		B		ENST		2030		3		96		2		5

		202008		Oconee Campus		B		POLS		2401		4		0		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		B		GEOG		1102		1		30		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		B		SOCI		1160		2		56		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		B		HIST		1112		1		32		1		1

		202008		Oconee Campus		B		SPAN		1001		16		368		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		B		PHIL		2200		2		64		1		1

		202008		Oconee Campus		B		SPAN		1002		4		92		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		B		POLS		2401		3		96		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		B		SPAN		2001		1		23		1		3										201908		Oconee Campus		B		SOCI		1160		2		64		1		1

																												201908		Oconee Campus		B		SPAN		1001		18		414		6		11

																												201908		Oconee Campus		B		SPAN		1002		4		92		1		2

																												201908		Oconee Campus		B		SPAN		1002H		1		0		0		0

																				798		6		34				201908		Oconee Campus		B		SPAN		2001		1		23		0		0		1247		17		48		1199				-401		Area B		34

		202008		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2111		1		24		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		C		ART		1100		3		96		1		1

		202008		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2112		2		48		2		10										201908		Oconee Campus		C		COMM		1110		2		50		2		3

		202008		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2115		1		24		1		3										201908		Oconee Campus		C		COMM		2050		2		32		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2122		1		24		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2111		3		72		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2131		1		20		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2111H		1		0		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2132		1		24		1		4										201908		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2112		2		48		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2143		1		24		1		3										201908		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2122		1		24		1		1

		202008		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2150		2		48		1		1										201908		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2131		1		24		1		4

		202008		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2160		1		24		1		1										201908		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2135		1		24		1		1

		202008		Oconee Campus		C		MUSC		1100		4		120		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2140		1		24		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		C		PHIL		2010		1		27		1		6										201908		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2150		2		48		1		1

		202008		Oconee Campus		C		PHIL		2200		2		51		1		17										201908		Oconee Campus		C		ENGL		2160		1		24		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		C		SPAN		2001		1		23		1		3										201908		Oconee Campus		C		MDST		1110		4		64		1		1

																												201908		Oconee Campus		C		MUSC		1100		4		128		2		3

																												201908		Oconee Campus		C		PHIL		2010		1		32		1		2

																												201908		Oconee Campus		C		PHIL		2200		2		64		1		1

																				457		10		48				201908		Oconee Campus		C		SPAN		2001		1		23		0		0		681		11		17		664				-207		Area C		48

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1101		7		168		2		18										201908		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1101		7		168		1		1

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1101L		7		168		1		20										201908		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1101L		7		168		1		1

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1102		5		72		1		6										201908		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1102		5		120		3		4

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1102L		5		72		1		6										201908		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1102L		5		120		3		4

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1107K		4		72		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1107K		5		96		2		6

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1108K		2		48		2		13										201908		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1108K		2		48		2		12

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1260		4		48		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1260		4		96		2		4

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1260L		4		48		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		D		BIOL		1260L		4		96		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1151		2		0		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1151		3		72		2		4

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1151L		4		0		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1151L		4		72		3		4

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1152		2		0		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1152		1		18		1		3

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1152L		2		0		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1152L		1		18		1		3

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1211K		10		128		5		35										201908		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1211		7		180		1		12

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1212		3		48		2		18										201908		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1211L		7		168		2		5

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1212L		4		48		1		7										201908		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1212		2		63		1		3

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		GEOG		1111K		1		24		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		D		CHEM		1212L		3		64		2		3

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		GEOG		1112		2		48		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		D		GEOG		1111K		2		48		1		2

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		GEOG		1112L		2		48		1		1										201908		Oconee Campus		D		GEOG		1112		2		48		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		GEOG		1530K		1		0		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		D		GEOG		1112L		2		48		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		GEOL		1121K		1		24		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		D		GEOL		1121K		1		24		1		1

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		GEOL		1122K		2		48		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		D		GEOL		1122K		2		48		2		5

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		GISC		2011		1		24		1		18										201908		Oconee Campus		D		GISC		2011		1		18		1		7

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		GISC		2011L		1		24		1		18										201908		Oconee Campus		D		GISC		2011L		1		18		1		7

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		MATH		1113		7		224		1		16										201908		Oconee Campus		D		MATH		1113		9		288		4		10

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		MATH		1401		8		220		4		54										201908		Oconee Campus		D		MATH		1401		8		256		6		25

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		MATH		1450		3		96		3		40										201908		Oconee Campus		D		MATH		1450		3		96		3		23

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		MATH		2460		1		32		1		21										201908		Oconee Campus		D		MATH		2460		1		32		1		11

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		PHYS		1111		3		0		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		D		PHYS		1111L		3		0		0		0		1732		27		291																						2491		47		160		2331				-599		Area D		291

		202008		Oconee Campus		E		ECON		2105		3		64		1		1										201908		Oconee Campus		E		ANTH		1102		2		64		1		1

		202008		Oconee Campus		E		ENST		2030		2		56		1		3										201908		Oconee Campus		E		ECON		2105		4		128		1		1

		202008		Oconee Campus		E		GEOG		1102		2		56		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		E		ENST		2030		3		96		2		5

		202008		Oconee Campus		E		HIST		1111		1		0		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		E		GEOG		1102		1		30		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		E		HIST		2111		8		195		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		E		HIST		1112		1		32		1		1

		202008		Oconee Campus		E		HIST		2112		7		144		2		23										201908		Oconee Campus		E		HIST		2111		9		288		4		9

		202008		Oconee Campus		E		POLS		1101		8		85		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		E		HIST		2111H		1		0		0		0

		202008		Oconee Campus		E		POLS		2401		4		0		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		E		HIST		2112		7		224		5		15

		202008		Oconee Campus		E		PSYC		1101		4		80		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		E		POLS		1101		8		256		3		5

		202008		Oconee Campus		E		SOCI		1101		6		168		0		0										201908		Oconee Campus		E		POLS		2401		3		96		0		0

																												201908		Oconee Campus		E		PSYC		1101		11		352		6		11

																				848		4		27				201908		Oconee Campus		E		SOCI		1101		8		234		4		10		1800		27		58		1742				-894		Area E		27

																				5439		74		675																						8067				379		7688				-2249		Oconee		675

		term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				Seats Avail				term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				seats avail		seats consumed				2020-2019				seats Avail 2020

		202008		UNG Online		A		ENGL		1101		26		576		21		198										201908		UNG Online		A		ENGL		1101		6		144		2		2

		202008		UNG Online		A		ENGL		1102		7		168		1		6		744		22		204				201908		UNG Online		A		ENGL		1102		2		48		0		0		192		2		2		190				554		Area A ENGL		204

		202008		UNG Online		A		MATH		1001		4		90		3		12										201908		UNG Online		A		MATH		1111		1		34		1		1

		202008		UNG Online		A		MATH		1101		2		30		0		0										201908		UNG Online		A		MATH		1113		1		34		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		A		MATH		1111		11		276		7		11

		202008		UNG Online		A		MATH		1113		9		256		4		32

		202008		UNG Online		A		MATH		1450		2		49		1		5		701		15		60																						68		1		1		67				634		Area A MATH		60

		202008		UNG Online		B		ANTH		1102		6		70		1		1										201908		UNG Online		B		COMM		1503		2		64		1		1

		202008		UNG Online		B		CGLO		1503		1		0		0		0										201908		UNG Online		B		DVRS		1503		1		30		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		B		COMM		1503		1		32		1		1										201908		UNG Online		B		ENGL		2112		1		25		1		1

		202008		UNG Online		B		DVRS		1503		1		30		0		0										201908		UNG Online		B		ENST		2030		1		30		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		B		ENGL		2112		1		25		0		0										201908		UNG Online		B		GEOG		1101		2		60		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		B		ENST		2030		1		30		0		0										201908		UNG Online		B		GEOG		1102		6		177		3		4

		202008		UNG Online		B		FREN		1001		6		126		5		32										201908		UNG Online		B		HIST		1112		2		50		1		1

		202008		UNG Online		B		FREN		1002		1		21		1		11										201908		UNG Online		B		HIST		2860		1		25		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		B		FREN		2001		1		21		1		2										201908		UNG Online		B		PHIL		2200		1		25		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		B		GEOG		1101		2		60		0		0										201908		UNG Online		B		POLS		2301		3		60		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		B		GEOG		1102		6		177		0		0										201908		UNG Online		B		POLS		2401		4		80		1		1

		202008		UNG Online		B		HIST		1111		9		225		2		5										201908		UNG Online		B		SOCI		1160		1		25		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		B		HIST		1112		8		175		2		30

		202008		UNG Online		B		HIST		2860		2		50		1		7

		202008		UNG Online		B		ITAL		1001		2		21		1		10

		202008		UNG Online		B		ITAL		2001		1		21		1		17

		202008		UNG Online		B		PHIL		2200		6		140		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		B		POLS		2301		1		19		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		B		POLS		2401		10		97		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		B		RUSS		1001		1		21		1		12

		202008		UNG Online		B		SOCI		1160		3		75		1		1

		202008		UNG Online		B		SPAN		1001		18		351		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		B		SPAN		1002		1		22		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		B		SPAN		2001		1		23		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		B		SPAN		2002		2		46		2		15		1878		20		144																						651		7		8		643				1235		Area B		144

		202008		UNG Online		C		ART		1100		5		200		0		0										201908		UNG Online		C		ART		1100		3		120		2		2

		202008		UNG Online		C		ART		2510		3		90		2		6										201908		UNG Online		C		ART		2510		1		24		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		ART		2520		3		90		2		8										201908		UNG Online		C		ART		2520		1		24		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		COMM		1110		2		50		0		0										201908		UNG Online		C		ENGL		2112		1		25		1		1

		202008		UNG Online		C		COMM		2050		2		25		0		0										201908		UNG Online		C		ENGL		2121		1		25		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		ENGL		2112		1		25		0		0										201908		UNG Online		C		ENGL		2122		1		25		1		1

		202008		UNG Online		C		ENGL		2121		1		25		0		0										201908		UNG Online		C		ENGL		2132		1		25		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		ENGL		2122		2		50		0		0										201908		UNG Online		C		MDST		2150		1		32		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		ENGL		2131		1		25		0		0										201908		UNG Online		C		MUSC		1100		1		32		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		ENGL		2132		2		50		0		0										201908		UNG Online		C		PHIL		2200		1		25		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		ENGL		2143		1		25		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		ENGL		2150		1		25		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		FREN		2001		1		21		1		2

		202008		UNG Online		C		ITAL		2001		1		21		1		17

		202008		UNG Online		C		MDST		1110		5		160		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		MDST		2150		2		64		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		MUSC		1100		1		32		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		PHIL		2010		4		87		3		8

		202008		UNG Online		C		PHIL		2200		6		140		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		SPAN		2001		1		23		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		C		SPAN		2002		2		46		2		15		1274		11		56																						357		4		4		353				921		Area C		56

		202008		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1101		7		168		1		5										201908		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1101		1		25		1		5

		202008		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1101L		7		168		2		2										201908		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1101L		1		24		1		4

		202008		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1102		7		168		2		23										201908		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1102		3		72		3		11

		202008		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1102L		7		168		3		23										201908		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1102L		3		72		3		11

		202008		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1107K		3		66		1		2										201908		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1260		3		72		1		4

		202008		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1108K		3		72		2		20										201908		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1260L		3		72		1		4

		202008		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1260		10		216		5		54										201908		UNG Online		D		CSCI		1250		4		157		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		D		BIOL		1260L		7		144		0		0										201908		UNG Online		D		CSCI		1301		2		80		1		2

		202008		UNG Online		D		CHEM		1151		7		264		6		81										201908		UNG Online		D		MATH		1113		1		34		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		D		CHEM		1151L		7		120		2		34										201908		UNG Online		D		MATH		1401		3		96		1		1

		202008		UNG Online		D		CHEM		1152		2		36		2		29										201908		UNG Online		D		MATH		2040		1		32		1		2

		202008		UNG Online		D		CHEM		1152L		2		36		2		29

		202008		UNG Online		D		CHEM		1211K		1		0		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		D		CHEM		1212K		1		0		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		D		CSCI		1250		6		251		1		1

		202008		UNG Online		D		CSCI		1301		3		118		2		18

		202008		UNG Online		D		CSCI		1371		1		40		1		28

		202008		UNG Online		D		MATH		1113		9		256		4		32

		202008		UNG Online		D		MATH		1401		14		406		3		14

		202008		UNG Online		D		MATH		1450		2		49		1		5

		202008		UNG Online		D		MATH		2040		5		152		4		22

		202008		UNG Online		D		MATH		2460		2		48		1		1

		202008		UNG Online		D		MATH		2510		1		24		1		9

		202008		UNG Online		D		PHYS		2211		1		25		1		8

		202008		UNG Online		D		PHYS		2211L		1		28		1		12		3023		48		452																						736		13		44		692				2331		Area D		452

		202008		UNG Online		E		ANTH		1102		6		70		1		1										201908		UNG Online		E		ECON		2105		3		120		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		E		ECON		2105		9		396		6		8										201908		UNG Online		E		ENST		2030		1		30		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		E		ENST		2030		1		30		0		0										201908		UNG Online		E		GEOG		1101		2		60		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		E		GEOG		1101		2		60		0		0										201908		UNG Online		E		GEOG		1102		6		177		3		4

		202008		UNG Online		E		GEOG		1102		6		177		0		0										201908		UNG Online		E		HIST		1112		2		50		1		1

		202008		UNG Online		E		HIST		1111		9		225		2		5										201908		UNG Online		E		HIST		2111		2		50		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		E		HIST		1112		8		175		2		30										201908		UNG Online		E		HIST		2112		2		50		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		E		HIST		2111		9		170		0		0										201908		UNG Online		E		POLS		1101		2		40		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		E		HIST		2112		12		220		0		0										201908		UNG Online		E		POLS		2301		3		60		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		E		POLS		1101		24		116		0		0										201908		UNG Online		E		POLS		2401		4		80		1		1

		202008		UNG Online		E		POLS		2301		1		19		0		0										201908		UNG Online		E		PSYC		1101		1		30		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		E		POLS		2401		10		97		0		0										201908		UNG Online		E		SOCI		1101		2		50		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		E		PSYC		1101		12		328		0		0

		202008		UNG Online		E		SOCI		1101		10		250		0		0		2333		11		44																						797		5		6		791				1542		Area E		44

																				9953		127		960																						2801				65		2736				7217		Online		960

		term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				Seats Avail				term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				seats avail		seats consumed				2020-2019				seats Avail 2020

		202008		eCore		A		ENGL		1101		14		95		5		5										201908		eCore		A		ENGL		1101		24		186		2		2

		202008		eCore		A		ENGL		1102		18		155		8		8		250		13		13				201908		eCore		A		ENGL		1102		26		242		0		0		428		2		2		426				-176		Area A ENGL		13

		202008		eCore		A		MATH		1001		4		21		3		7										201908		eCore		A		MATH		1101		8		67		0		0

		202008		eCore		A		MATH		1101		4		30		3		4										201908		eCore		A		MATH		1111		17		116		1		1

		202008		eCore		A		MATH		1111		8		70		5		7										201908		eCore		A		MATH		1113		11		105		2		2

		202008		eCore		A		MATH		1113		8		40		4		4										201908		eCore		A		MATH		1501		7		37		4		4

		202008		eCore		A		MATH		1501		5		15		3		4		176		18		26																						325		7		7		318				-142		Area A MATH		26

		202008		eCore		B		ENGL		2111		11		119		5		5										201908		eCore		B		ENGL		2111		16		209		0		0

		202008		eCore		B		ENGL		2112		4		21		3		3										201908		eCore		B		ENGL		2112		5		72		1		1

		202008		eCore		B		HIST		1111		11		93		9		14										201908		eCore		B		HIST		1111		16		200		3		3

		202008		eCore		B		HIST		1112		5		50		4		4										201908		eCore		B		HIST		1112		10		110		0		0

		202008		eCore		B		SPAN		2001		7		76		5		5										201908		eCore		B		SPAN		2001		7		77		3		3

		202008		eCore		B		SPAN		2002		3		26		3		3		385		29		34				201908		eCore		B		SPAN		2002		4		33		2		2		701		9		9		692				-307		Area B		34

		202008		eCore		C		ARTS		1100		7		72		6		9										201908		eCore		C		ARTS		1100		10		116		0		0

		202008		eCore		C		ENGL		2111		11		119		5		5										201908		eCore		C		ENGL		2111		16		209		0		0

		202008		eCore		C		ENGL		2112		4		21		3		3										201908		eCore		C		ENGL		2112		5		72		1		1

		202008		eCore		C		ENGL		2131		10		124		3		3										201908		eCore		C		ENGL		2131		13		191		1		1

		202008		eCore		C		ENGL		2132		7		82		4		4										201908		eCore		C		ENGL		2132		10		124		0		0

		202008		eCore		C		MUSC		1100		8		69		7		11										201908		eCore		C		MUSC		1100		11		135		3		3

		202008		eCore		C		PHIL		2010		9		70		5		5										201908		eCore		C		PHIL		2010		11		143		0		0

		202008		eCore		C		SPAN		2001		7		76		5		5										201908		eCore		C		SPAN		2001		7		77		3		3

		202008		eCore		C		SPAN		2002		3		26		3		3		659		41		48				201908		eCore		C		SPAN		2002		4		33		2		2		1100		10		10		1090				-431		Area C		48

		202008		eCore		D		BIOL		1011K		7		74		3		3										201908		eCore		D		BIOL		1011K		11		116		0		0

		202008		eCore		D		CHEM		1211K		9		41		6		6										201908		eCore		D		CHEM		1211K		8		63		1		1

		202008		eCore		D		CHEM		1212K		4		34		1		1										201908		eCore		D		CHEM		1212K		4		21		1		1

		202008		eCore		D		CSCI		1301		4		35		4		10										201908		eCore		D		GEOL		1121K		8		167		0		0

		202008		eCore		D		GEOL		1121K		8		111		1		1										201908		eCore		D		MATH		1113		11		105		2		2

		202008		eCore		D		MATH		1113		8		40		4		4										201908		eCore		D		MATH		1401		17		249		1		1

		202008		eCore		D		MATH		1401		8		104		3		3										201908		eCore		D		MATH		1501		7		37		4		4

		202008		eCore		D		MATH		1501		5		15		3		4										201908		eCore		D		PHYS		2211K		5		11		0		0

		202008		eCore		D		PHYS		2211K		4		8		1		1										201908		eCore		D		PHYS		2212K		3		4		1		1

		202008		eCore		D		PHYS		2212K		3		5		1		1		467		27		34																						773		10		10		763				-296		Area D		34

		202008		eCore		E		ECON		2105		4		30		0		0										201908		eCore		E		ECON		2105		4		51		0		0

		202008		eCore		E		HIST		1111		11		93		9		14										201908		eCore		E		HIST		1111		16		200		3		3

		202008		eCore		E		HIST		1112		5		50		4		4										201908		eCore		E		HIST		1112		10		110		0		0

		202008		eCore		E		HIST		2111		17		194		10		16										201908		eCore		E		HIST		2111		27		355		2		2

		202008		eCore		E		HIST		2112		7		53		6		9										201908		eCore		E		POLS		1101		25		375		4		4

		202008		eCore		E		POLS		1101		14		203		8		10										201908		eCore		E		PSYC		1101		15		210		0		0

		202008		eCore		E		PSYC		1101		10		113		7		8										201908		eCore		E		SOCI		1101		16		249		3		3

		202008		eCore		E		SOCI		1101		10		95		7		9		831		51		70																						1550		12		12		1538				-707		Area E		70

																				2768		179		225																						4877				50		4827				-2059		eCore		225

		term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				Seats Avail				term		campus		core_area		subj		crse		sect_offerd		seats_offerd		sect_with_seats_avail		seats_avail		seats off				seats avail		seats consumed				2020-2019				seats Avail 2020

		202008		All		A		ENGL		1101		176		3275		80		701										201908		All		A		ENGL		1101		189		3697		63		306

		202008		All		A		ENGL		1102		72		1283		25		95		4558		105		796				201908		All		A		ENGL		1101H		1		0		0		0		3697		63		306		3391				1167		Area A ENGL		796

		202008		All		A		MATH		1001		39		411		13		77										201908		All		A		ENGL		1102		85		1586		28		132

		202008		All		A		MATH		1101		14		167		6		26										201908		All		A		MATH		1001		39		497		13		84

		202008		All		A		MATH		1111		119		2034		28		202										201908		All		A		MATH		1101		17		240		5		33

		202008		All		A		MATH		1113		52		1057		14		116										201908		All		A		MATH		1111		124		2658		41		186

		202008		All		A		MATH		1113H		1		0		0		0										201908		All		A		MATH		1113		54		1442		24		140

		202008		All		A		MATH		1450		18		440		14		108										201908		All		A		MATH		1113H		1		0		0		0

		202008		All		A		MATH		1501		5		15		3		4										201908		All		A		MATH		1450		16		546		16		158

																				4124		78		533				201908		All		A		MATH		1501		7		37		4		4		7006		131		737		6269				-2145		Area A MATH		533

		202008		All		B		ANTH		1102		10		224		3		28										201908		All		B		ANTH		1102		7		288		3		5

		202008		All		B		ARAB		1001		4		68		4		37										201908		All		B		ARAB		1001		3		63		3		22

		202008		All		B		ARAB		1002		2		39		2		23										201908		All		B		ARAB		1002		2		42		2		25

		202008		All		B		ARAB		2001		2		42		2		32										201908		All		B		ARAB		2001		3		36		3		12

		202008		All		B		ARAB		2002		2		42		2		33										201908		All		B		ARAB		2002		3		36		3		13

		202008		All		B		CGLO		1503		1		0		0		0										201908		All		B		CGLO		1503		1		32		1		3

		202008		All		B		CHIN		1001		7		96		5		70										201908		All		B		CHIN		1001		6		84		4		44

		202008		All		B		CHIN		1002		2		21		1		15										201908		All		B		CHIN		1002		2		21		1		13

		202008		All		B		CHIN		2001		1		21		1		8										201908		All		B		CHIN		2001		1		15		1		2

		202008		All		B		CHIN		2002		1		21		1		10										201908		All		B		CHIN		2002		1		15		1		2

		202008		All		B		COMM		1503		2		64		1		1										201908		All		B		COMM		1503		3		96		1		1

		202008		All		B		DVRS		1503		1		30		0		0										201908		All		B		DVRS		1503		1		30		0		0

		202008		All		B		ENGL		2111		25		467		14		69										201908		All		B		ENGL		2111		32		601		1		1

		202008		All		B		ENGL		2112		16		293		10		74										201908		All		B		ENGL		2112		18		340		9		31

		202008		All		B		ENGL		2160		4		99		4		30										201908		All		B		ENGL		2160		4		99		1		10

		202008		All		B		ENST		2030		16		424		7		56										201908		All		B		ENST		2030		16		454		11		70

		202008		All		B		FARS		1001		1		21		1		19										201908		All		B		FARS		1001		1		21		1		11

		202008		All		B		FARS		1002		1		21		1		21										201908		All		B		FARS		1002		1		21		1		11

		202008		All		B		FREN		1001		11		231		9		54										201908		All		B		FREN		1001		12		252		10		30

		202008		All		B		FREN		1002		4		84		4		55										201908		All		B		FREN		1002		4		84		4		38

		202008		All		B		FREN		2001		2		42		2		9										201908		All		B		FREN		2001		3		63		3		35

		202008		All		B		FREN		2002		2		41		2		29										201908		All		B		FREN		2002		2		33		2		17

		202008		All		B		GEOG		1101		5		140		0		0										201908		All		B		GEOG		1101		6		170		0		0

		202008		All		B		GEOG		1102		13		341		1		14										201908		All		B		GEOG		1102		14		391		5		20

		202008		All		B		GRMN		1001		4		84		1		1										201908		All		B		GRMN		1001		4		84		0		0

		202008		All		B		GRMN		1002		2		42		2		21										201908		All		B		GRMN		1002		3		63		3		30

		202008		All		B		GRMN		2001		2		42		2		19										201908		All		B		GRMN		2001		1		21		1		5

		202008		All		B		HIST		1111		26		444		12		29										201908		All		B		GRMN		2002		1		21		1		12

		202008		All		B		HIST		1112		25		588		11		105										201908		All		B		HIST		1111		28		650		7		11

		202008		All		B		HIST		2860		4		112		2		18										201908		All		B		HIST		1112		22		518		3		8

		202008		All		B		ITAL		1001		5		84		2		14										201908		All		B		HIST		2860		4		119		2		8

		202008		All		B		ITAL		2001		2		42		2		25										201908		All		B		ITAL		1001		3		63		2		2

		202008		All		B		JAPN		1001		5		105		3		15										201908		All		B		ITAL		1002		2		42		2		36

		202008		All		B		JAPN		2001		2		42		2		18										201908		All		B		ITAL		2001		2		36		2		21

		202008		All		B		KREN		1001		2		42		1		1										201908		All		B		JAPN		1001		5		105		0		0

		202008		All		B		KREN		2001		1		21		1		2										201908		All		B		JAPN		2001		2		42		2		23

		202008		All		B		KREN		2002		1		21		1		4										201908		All		B		KREN		1001		2		42		0		0

		202008		All		B		LATN		1001		1		21		0		0										201908		All		B		KREN		2001		1		21		1		6

		202008		All		B		LATN		2001		1		21		1		16										201908		All		B		KREN		2002		1		21		1		6

		202008		All		B		PHIL		2200		16		295		4		65										201908		All		B		LATN		1001		1		21		1		1

		202008		All		B		POLS		2301		2		47		1		12										201908		All		B		LATN		2001		1		21		1		15

		202008		All		B		POLS		2401		26		462		4		45										201908		All		B		PHIL		2200		11		347		8		65

		202008		All		B		PORT		1001		2		46		2		33										201908		All		B		POLS		2301		4		90		1		3

		202008		All		B		PORT		1002		2		22		2		16										201908		All		B		POLS		2401		20		757		6		18

		202008		All		B		PORT		2001		2		22		2		14										201908		All		B		PORT		1001		2		46		2		30

		202008		All		B		RELG		2860		1		12		1		1										201908		All		B		PORT		1002		2		21		2		16

		202008		All		B		RUSS		1001		3		63		3		19										201908		All		B		PORT		2001		2		21		2		16

		202008		All		B		RUSS		1002		2		42		2		22										201908		All		B		RELG		2860		1		32		1		23

		202008		All		B		RUSS		2001		1		21		1		13										201908		All		B		RUSS		1001		3		63		3		7

		202008		All		B		RUSS		2002		1		21		1		16										201908		All		B		RUSS		1002		2		42		2		4

		202008		All		B		SOCI		1160		13		349		2		6										201908		All		B		RUSS		2001		3		21		1		7

		202008		All		B		SPAN		1001		80		1525		19		151										201908		All		B		RUSS		2002		1		21		1		7

		202008		All		B		SPAN		1002		19		385		8		102										201908		All		B		SOCI		1160		13		409		5		7

		202008		All		B		SPAN		1002H		1		0		0		0										201908		All		B		SPAN		1001		80		1723		27		70

		202008		All		B		SPAN		2001		12		191		7		14										201908		All		B		SPAN		1002		19		391		14		98

		202008		All		B		SPAN		2002		7		95		6		32										201908		All		B		SPAN		1002H		1		0		0		0

																												201908		All		B		SPAN		2001		13		215		7		23

																												201908		All		B		SPAN		2002		8		122		6		32

																				8181		185		1536				201908		All		B		SPAN		2002H		1		0		0		0		9498		188		1026		8472				-291		Area B		1536

		202008		All		C		ARAB		2001		2		42		2		32										201908		All		C		ARAB		2001		3		36		3		12

		202008		All		C		ARAB		2002		2		42		2		33										201908		All		C		ARAB		2002		3		36		3		13

		202008		All		C		ART		1100		16		628		8		82										201908		All		C		ART		1100		26		982		5		6

		202008		All		C		ART		2510		5		152		4		14										201908		All		C		ART		2510		4		97		0		0

		202008		All		C		ART		2520		4		120		3		13										201908		All		C		ART		2520		3		68		1		6

		202008		All		C		ARTS		1100		7		72		6		9										201908		All		C		ARTS		1100		10		116		0		0

		202008		All		C		CHIN		2001		1		21		1		8										201908		All		C		CHIN		2001		1		15		1		2

		202008		All		C		CHIN		2002		1		21		1		10										201908		All		C		CHIN		2002		1		15		1		2

		202008		All		C		COMM		1110		14		350		0		0										201908		All		C		COMM		1110		17		420		9		14

		202008		All		C		COMM		2050		3		57		1		10										201908		All		C		COMM		2050		3		64		1		1

		202008		All		C		ENGL		2111		25		467		14		69										201908		All		C		ENGL		2111		32		601		1		1

		202008		All		C		ENGL		2112		16		293		10		74										201908		All		C		ENGL		2111H		1		0		0		0

		202008		All		C		ENGL		2115		2		49		2		17										201908		All		C		ENGL		2112		18		340		9		31

		202008		All		C		ENGL		2121		5		111		1		6										201908		All		C		ENGL		2121		5		123		1		2

		202008		All		C		ENGL		2122		7		174		1		19										201908		All		C		ENGL		2122		7		170		4		22

		202008		All		C		ENGL		2131		15		240		3		3										201908		All		C		ENGL		2131		20		366		2		5

		202008		All		C		ENGL		2132		17		281		7		18										201908		All		C		ENGL		2132		17		271		2		9

		202008		All		C		ENGL		2143		3		74		1		3										201908		All		C		ENGL		2135		4		96		3		13

		202008		All		C		ENGL		2150		8		198		3		9										201908		All		C		ENGL		2140		2		49		0		0

		202008		All		C		ENGL		2160		4		99		4		30										201908		All		C		ENGL		2145		2		48		2		11

		202008		All		C		FREN		2001		2		42		2		9										201908		All		C		ENGL		2150		6		148		2		2

		202008		All		C		FREN		2002		2		41		2		29										201908		All		C		ENGL		2160		4		99		1		10

		202008		All		C		GRMN		2001		2		42		2		19										201908		All		C		FREN		2001		3		63		3		35

		202008		All		C		ITAL		2001		2		42		2		25										201908		All		C		FREN		2002		2		33		2		17

		202008		All		C		JAPN		2001		2		42		2		18										201908		All		C		GRMN		2001		1		21		1		5

		202008		All		C		KREN		2001		1		21		1		2										201908		All		C		GRMN		2002		1		21		1		12

		202008		All		C		KREN		2002		1		21		1		4										201908		All		C		ITAL		2001		2		36		2		21

		202008		All		C		LATN		2001		1		21		1		16										201908		All		C		JAPN		2001		2		42		2		23

		202008		All		C		MDST		1110		7		224		0		0										201908		All		C		KREN		2001		1		21		1		6

		202008		All		C		MDST		2150		2		64		0		0										201908		All		C		KREN		2002		1		21		1		6

		202008		All		C		MUSC		1100		26		713		12		43										201908		All		C		LATN		2001		1		21		1		15

		202008		All		C		PHIL		2010		20		238		11		36										201908		All		C		MDST		1110		11		282		5		28

		202008		All		C		PHIL		2200		16		295		4		65										201908		All		C		MDST		2150		2		64		1		3

		202008		All		C		PORT		2001		2		22		2		14										201908		All		C		MUSC		1100		32		871		14		30

		202008		All		C		RUSS		2001		1		21		1		13										201908		All		C		PHIL		2010		20		463		8		52

		202008		All		C		RUSS		2002		1		21		1		16										201908		All		C		PHIL		2200		11		347		8		65

		202008		All		C		SPAN		2001		12		191		7		14										201908		All		C		PORT		2001		2		21		2		16

		202008		All		C		SPAN		2002		7		95		6		32										201908		All		C		RUSS		2001		3		21		1		7

		202008		All		C		THEA		1100		4		42		1		14										201908		All		C		RUSS		2002		1		21		1		7

																												201908		All		C		SPAN		2001		13		215		7		23

																												201908		All		C		SPAN		2002		8		122		6		32

																												201908		All		C		SPAN		2002H		1		0		0		0

																				5689		132		828				201908		All		C		THEA		1100		4		60		1		3		6926		119		568		6358				-669		Area C		828

		202008		All		D		ASTR		1010		4		112		0		0										201908		All		D		ASTR		1010		3		90		1		1

		202008		All		D		ASTR		1010L		4		116		0		0										201908		All		D		ASTR		1010L		3		90		1		1

		202008		All		D		ASTR		1020		2		48		0		0										201908		All		D		ASTR		1020		2		60		2		5

		202008		All		D		ASTR		1020L		2		48		1		1										201908		All		D		ASTR		1020L		2		60		2		4

		202008		All		D		BIOL		1011K		7		74		3		3										201908		All		D		BIOL		1011K		11		116		0		0

		202008		All		D		BIOL		1101		34		793		11		121										201908		All		D		BIOL		1101		33		746		14		63

		202008		All		D		BIOL		1101L		34		793		12		119										201908		All		D		BIOL		1101L		31		782		20		100

		202008		All		D		BIOL		1102		19		408		4		31										201908		All		D		BIOL		1102		17		432		12		51

		202008		All		D		BIOL		1102L		19		408		5		30										201908		All		D		BIOL		1102L		17		431		12		45

		202008		All		D		BIOL		1107		1		0		0		0										201908		All		D		BIOL		1107K		41		922		22		119

		202008		All		D		BIOL		1107K		37		877		15		121										201908		All		D		BIOL		1108K		13		312		9		85

		202008		All		D		BIOL		1108K		10		240		7		62										201908		All		D		BIOL		1260		22		567		12		79

		202008		All		D		BIOL		1260		24		480		8		72										201908		All		D		BIOL		1260L		22		582		14		86

		202008		All		D		BIOL		1260L		23		480		8		71										201908		All		D		CHEM		1151		13		502		9		60

		202008		All		D		CHEM		1151		15		482		8		107										201908		All		D		CHEM		1151L		21		498		16		66

		202008		All		D		CHEM		1151L		24		432		7		70										201908		All		D		CHEM		1152		4		172		4		35

		202008		All		D		CHEM		1152		7		168		5		40										201908		All		D		CHEM		1152L		7		156		5		27

		202008		All		D		CHEM		1152L		9		160		5		33										201908		All		D		CHEM		1211		24		837		12		96

		202008		All		D		CHEM		1211		13		522		11		117										201908		All		D		CHEM		1211K		8		63		1		1

		202008		All		D		CHEM		1211K		20		169		11		41										201908		All		D		CHEM		1211L		37		850		24		150

		202008		All		D		CHEM		1211L		24		514		13		115										201908		All		D		CHEM		1212		8		333		4		6

		202008		All		D		CHEM		1212		11		346		6		63										201908		All		D		CHEM		1212K		4		21		1		1

		202008		All		D		CHEM		1212K		5		34		1		1										201908		All		D		CHEM		1212L		14		328		11		24

		202008		All		D		CHEM		1212L		16		336		8		51										201908		All		D		CSCI		1250		14		502		2		22

		202008		All		D		CSCI		1250		13		510		4		16										201908		All		D		CSCI		1301		12		370		7		21

		202008		All		D		CSCI		1301		18		363		8		33										201908		All		D		CSCI		1371		4		114		3		41

		202008		All		D		CSCI		1371		3		114		3		46										201908		All		D		ENVS		2111K		2		24		1		2

		202008		All		D		ENVS		2111K		4		72		2		29										201908		All		D		GEOG		1111K		8		192		1		2

		202008		All		D		ENVS		2112K		2		24		1		21										201908		All		D		GEOG		1112		3		72		0		0

		202008		All		D		GEOG		1111K		4		95		0		0										201908		All		D		GEOG		1112L		3		72		0		0

		202008		All		D		GEOG		1112		2		48		0		0										201908		All		D		GEOL		1121K		18		407		7		57

		202008		All		D		GEOG		1112L		2		48		1		1										201908		All		D		GEOL		1122K		7		140		4		29

		202008		All		D		GEOG		1530K		2		24		1		7										201908		All		D		GISC		2011		5		72		4		18

		202008		All		D		GEOL		1121K		19		327		5		41										201908		All		D		GISC		2011L		5		72		4		18

		202008		All		D		GEOL		1122K		7		168		4		21										201908		All		D		MATH		1113		54		1442		24		140

		202008		All		D		GISC		2011		4		72		3		45										201908		All		D		MATH		1113H		1		0		0		0

		202008		All		D		GISC		2011L		4		72		3		45										201908		All		D		MATH		1401		63		1547		20		96

		202008		All		D		MATH		1113		52		1057		14		116										201908		All		D		MATH		1450		16		546		16		158

		202008		All		D		MATH		1113H		1		0		0		0										201908		All		D		MATH		1501		7		37		4		4

		202008		All		D		MATH		1401		58		1412		18		108										201908		All		D		MATH		2040		14		415		8		45

		202008		All		D		MATH		1450		18		440		14		108										201908		All		D		MATH		2460		8		264		8		46

		202008		All		D		MATH		1501		5		15		3		4										201908		All		D		MATH		2510		4		127		4		33

		202008		All		D		MATH		2040		15		410		8		64										201908		All		D		PHYS		1111		7		214		1		1

		202008		All		D		MATH		2460		10		238		5		65										201908		All		D		PHYS		1111L		10		214		3		4

		202008		All		D		MATH		2510		5		118		4		19										201908		All		D		PHYS		1112		4		112		2		14

		202008		All		D		PHYS		1111		11		208		0		0										201908		All		D		PHYS		1112L		6		110		4		16

		202008		All		D		PHYS		1111L		13		206		1		1										201908		All		D		PHYS		2211		6		172		4		15

		202008		All		D		PHYS		1112		3		86		2		11										201908		All		D		PHYS		2211K		5		11		0		0

		202008		All		D		PHYS		1112L		4		86		2		11										201908		All		D		PHYS		2211L		10		172		7		19

		202008		All		D		PHYS		2211		5		129		2		9										201908		All		D		PHYS		2212		5		140		5		57

		202008		All		D		PHYS		2211K		4		8		1		1										201908		All		D		PHYS		2212K		3		4		1		1

		202008		All		D		PHYS		2211L		9		131		2		13										201908		All		D		PHYS		2212L		7		138		7		61

		202008		All		D		PHYS		2212		4		102		3		21

		202008		All		D		PHYS		2212K		3		5		1		1

		202008		All		D		PHYS		2212L		4		97		3		20		14725		267		2146																						16652		359		2025		14627				98		Area D		2146

		202008		All		E		ANTH		1102		10		224		3		28										201908		All		E		ANTH		1102		7		288		3		5

		202008		All		E		ECON		2105		24		810		8		11										201908		All		E		ECON		2105		25		965		7		39

		202008		All		E		ENST		2030		16		424		7		56										201908		All		E		ENST		2030		16		454		11		70

		202008		All		E		GEOG		1101		5		140		0		0										201908		All		E		GEOG		1101		6		170		0		0

		202008		All		E		GEOG		1102		13		341		1		14										201908		All		E		GEOG		1102		14		391		5		20

		202008		All		E		HIST		1111		26		444		12		29										201908		All		E		HIST		1111		28		650		7		11

		202008		All		E		HIST		1112		25		588		11		105										201908		All		E		HIST		1112		22		518		3		8

		202008		All		E		HIST		2111		51		1125		18		64										201908		All		E		HIST		2111		61		1541		13		28

		202008		All		E		HIST		2112		41		913		16		80										201908		All		E		HIST		2111H		2		0		0		0

		202008		All		E		HIST		2112H		1		0		0		0										201908		All		E		HIST		2112		32		1017		13		88

		202008		All		E		POLS		1101		75		741		12		33										201908		All		E		POLS		1101		67		1795		17		43

		202008		All		E		POLS		2301		2		47		1		12										201908		All		E		POLS		2301		4		90		1		3

		202008		All		E		POLS		2401		26		462		4		45										201908		All		E		POLS		2401		20		757		6		18

		202008		All		E		PSYC		1101		66		1813		26		175										201908		All		E		PSYC		1101		74		2159		18		56

		202008		All		E		SOCI		1101		43		957		16		65		9029		135		717				201908		All		E		SOCI		1101		48		1321		12		39		12116		116		428		11688				-2659		Area E		717

																				46306		902		6556																						55895				5090		50805				-4499		All		6556





Summary

		Blue Ridge		2020-2019				seats Avail 2020				Methodology:

				17		Area A ENGL		54				2020-2019 = seats offerred in Fall 2020 minus seats consumed in Fall 2019 (i.e., seats offered minus seats available)																								Advisor Concerns:

				30		Area A MATH		35				Seats avail 2020 = seats availabale by area and not subarea																						Derek		DAH				ENGL 1102		ENGL Lit		Area C Arts/Hum		HIST 2111		HIST 2112		MATH 1111		MATH 1113		PSYC 1101		CRJU 1100		SPAN 1001														MATH 1450		BIOL 2130K

				5		Area B		33																										Maggie		GVL				ENGL 1102				Area C Arts/Hum		HIST 2111		HIST 2112		MATH 1111		MATH 1113								POLS 1101		PHIL 2010

				9		Area C		29						2020-2019		2020-2019		2020-2019		2020-2019		2020-2019		2020-2019		2020-2019		2020-2019						Melissa		OCN		ENGL 1101		ENGL 1102				Area C Arts/Hum		HIST 2111		HIST 2112												POLS 1101				Area B Lang		Area B Global		Area D non-sci		Area E Behav Sci

				113		Area D		97						Blue Ridge		Cumming		Dahlonega		Gainesville		Oconee		Online		eCore		All						Beth		CUM		ENGL 1101		ENGL 1102						HIST 2111		HIST 2112		MATH 1111										POLS 1101

				29		Area E		34				Area A ENGL		17		-33		-91		-394		88		554		-176		1167

				203		Total		282				Area A MATH		30		9		-251		-914		-236		634		-142		-2145

												Area B		5		-83		-396		-429		-401		1235		-307		-291

		Cumming		2020-2019				seats Avail 2020				Area C		9		-90		-428		-372		-207		921		-431		-669

				-33		Area A ENGL		70				Area D		113		164		-763		-852		-599		2331		-296		98

				9		Area A MATH		142				Area E		29		-319		-1051		-1272		-894		1542		-707		-2659

				-83		Area B		133				Total		203		-352		-2980		-4233		-2249		7217		-2059		-4499

				-90		Area C		68

				164		Area D		268

				-319		Area E		115

				-352		Total		796

		Dahlonega		2020-2019				seats Avail 2020

				-91		Area A ENGL		77

				-251		Area A MATH		12

				-396		Area B		448

				-428		Area C		214

				-763		Area D		430

				-1051		Area E		4

				-2980		Total		1185

		Gainesville		2020-2019				seats Avail 2020

				-394		Area A ENGL		299

				-914		Area A MATH		62

				-429		Area B		698

				-372		Area C		365

				-852		Area D		574

				-1272		Area E		410

				-4233		Total		2408

		Oconee		2020-2019				seats Avail 2020

				88		Area A ENGL		79

				-236		Area A MATH		196

				-401		Area B		34						seats Avail 2020		seats Avail 2020		seats Avail 2020		seats Avail 2020		seats Avail 2020		seats Avail 2020		seats Avail 2020		seats Avail 2020

				-207		Area C		48						Blue Ridge		Cumming		Dahlonega		Gainesville		Oconee		Online		eCore		All

				-599		Area D		291				Area A ENGL		54		70		77		299		79		204		13		796

				-894		Area E		27				Area A MATH		35		142		12		62		196		60		26		533

				-2249		Total		675				Area B		33		133		448		698		34		144		34		1536

												Area C		29		68		214		365		48		56		48		828

		Online		2020-2019				seats Avail 2020				Area D		97		268		430		574		291		452		34		2146

				554		Area A ENGL		204				Area E		34		115		4		410		27		44		70		717

				634		Area A MATH		60				Total		282		796		1185		2408		675		960		225		6556

				1235		Area B		144

				921		Area C		56

				2331		Area D		452

				1542		Area E		44

				7217		Total		960

		eCore		2020-2019				seats Avail 2020

				-176		Area A ENGL		13

				-142		Area A MATH		26

				-307		Area B		34

				-431		Area C		48

				-296		Area D		34

				-707		Area E		70

				-2059		Total		225

		All		2020-2019				seats Avail 2020

				1167		Area A ENGL		796

				-2145		Area A MATH		533

				-291		Area B		1536

				-669		Area C		828

				98		Area D		2146

				-2659		Area E		717

				-4499		Total		6556



Comparison Fall 2020 - Fall 2019



Area A ENGL	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	17	-33	-91	-394	88	554	-176	1167	Area A MATH	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	30	9	-251	-914	-236	634	-142	-2145	Area B	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	5	-83	-396	-429	-401	1235	-307	-291	Area C	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	9	-90	-428	-372	-207	921	-431	-669	Area D	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	113	164	-763	-852	-599	2331	-296	98	Area E	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	29	-319	-1051	-1272	-894	1542	-707	-2659	Total	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	203	-352	-2980	-4233	-2249	7217	-2059	-4499	







Available Seats as of 7.15.2020



Area A ENGL	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	54	70	77	299	79	204	13	796	Area A MATH	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	35	142	12	62	196	60	26	533	Area B	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	33	133	448	698	34	144	34	1536	Area C	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	29	68	214	365	48	56	48	828	Area D	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	97	268	430	574	291	452	34	2146	Area E	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	34	115	4	410	27	44	70	717	Total	Blue Ridge	Cumming	Dahlonega	Gainesville	Oconee	Online	eCore	All	282	796	1185	2408	675	960	225	6556	










May 7

		Orientation Reservation Numbers

		May 7, 2019 to May 7, 2020 Summer Term Comparisons

		Summer				Orientation Reservations as of May 7						Admissions Confirmations with No Orientation Reservation as of May 7, 2020		Additional Reservations made after May 7, 2019		Total Reservations After Last August Session

						Summer 2019		Summer 2020		Difference		Summer 2020		Summer 2019		Summer 2019

		BLR		NSO		2		0		-2		2		0		2

				TSO*		2		0		-2		0		0		2

				RSO		0		1		1		0		0		0

		CMG		NSO		22		20		-2		2		1		23

				TSO		5		5		0		0		0		5

				RSO		6		3		-3		3		1		7

		DAH		NSO		46		27		-19		11		2		48

				TSO		38		34		-4		5		6		44

				RSO		11		9		-2		5		6		17

		GVL**		NSO		70		72		2		14		14		84

				TSO		67		44		-23		15		6		73

				RSO		45		46		1		25		2		47

		OCN**		NSO		81		75		-6		16		30		111

				TSO		17		19		2		4		11		28

				RSO		7		5		-2		6		0		7

		Totals				419		360		-59		108		79		498

				NSO		221		194		-27		45		47		268

				TSO		129		102		-27		24		23		152

				RSO		69		64		-5		39		9		78

		May 7, 2019 to May 7, 2020 Fall Comparisons

		Fall				Orientation Reservations as of May 7						Admissions Confirmations with No Orientation Reservation as of May7, 2020		Additional Reservations made after May 7, 2019		Total Reservations After Last August Session

						Fall 2019		Fall 2020		Difference		Fall 2020		Fall 2019		Fall 2019

		BLR		NSO		20		23		3		43		53		73

				TSO		0		1		1		0		13		13

				RSO		0		0		0				1		1

		CMG		NSO		108		99		-9		95		196		304

				TSO		4		6		2		0		29		33

				RSO		2		1		-1		2		17		19

		DAH		NSO		1031		1113		82		511		475		1506

				TSO		111		83		-28		36		158		269

				RSO		16		8		-8		8		30		46

		GVL		NSO		516		359		-157		504		859		1375

				TSO		41		29		-12		27		248		289

				RSO		26		21		-5		26		149		175

		OCN		NSO		437		333		-104		397		429		866

				TSO		40		49		9		32		122		162

				RSO		1		5		4		5		22		23

		Totals				2353		2130		-223		1686		2801		5154

				NSO		2112		1927		-185		1550		2012		4124

				TSO		196		168		-28		95		570		766

				RSO		45		35		-10		41		219		264





May 14

		Orientation Reservation Numbers

		May 14, 2019 to May 14, 2020 Summer Term Comparisons

		Summer				Orientation Reservations as of May 14						Admissions Confirmations with No Orientation Reservation as of May 14, 2020		Additional Reservations made after May 14, 2019		Total Reservations After Last Summer Session

						Summer 2019		Summer 2020		Difference		Summer 2020		Summer 2019		Summer 2019

		BLR		NSO		2		0		-2		0		0		2

				TSO		2		0		-2		0		0		2

				RSO		0		1		1		0		0		0

		CMG		NSO		26		18		-8		5		-3		23

				TSO		5		3		-2		1		0		5

				RSO		7		4		-3		3		0		7

		DAH		NSO		54		61		7		17		-6		48

				TSO		40		52		12		5		4		44

				RSO		10		9		-1		6		7		17

		GVL		NSO		73		73		0		15		11		84

				TSO		76		41		-35		14		-3		73

				RSO		46		50		4		27		1		47

		OCN		NSO		89		77		-12		11		22		111

				TSO		21		19		-2		2		7		28

				RSO		7		6		-1		7		0		7

		Totals				458		414		-44		113		40		498

				NSO		244		229		-15		48		24		268

				TSO		144		115		-29		22		8		152

				RSO		70		70		0		43		8		78

		May 14, 2019 to May 14, 2020 Fall Comparisons

		Fall				Orientation Reservations as of May 14						Admissions Confirmations with No Orientation Reservation as of May 14, 2020		Additional Reservations made after May 14, 2019		Total Reservations After Last August Session

						Fall 2019		Fall 2020		Difference		Fall 2020		Fall 2019		Fall 2019

		BLR		NSO		38		31		-7		37		35		73

				TSO		0		1		1		0		13		13

				RSO		0		0		0		0		1		1

		CMG		NSO		145		105		-40		101		159		304

				TSO		6		7		1		1		27		33

				RSO		3		2		-1		2		16		19

		DAH		NSO		1141		1169		28		481		365		1506

				TSO		123		92		-31		34		146		269

				RSO		16		10		-6		9		30		46

		GVL		NSO		564		409		-155		497		811		1375

				TSO		52		37		-15		24		237		289

				RSO		34		24		-10		28		141		175

		OCN		NSO		491		370		-121		396		375		866

				TSO		60		54		-6		37		102		162

				RSO		2		6		4		6		21		23

		Totals				2675		2317		-358		1653		2479		5154

				NSO		2379		2084		-295		1512		1745		4124

				TSO		241		191		-50		96		525		766

				RSO		55		42		-13		45		209		264





May 21

		Orientation Reservation Numbers

		May 21, 2019 to May 21, 2020 Summer Term Comparisons

		Summer				Orientation Reservations as of May 21						Admissions Confirmations with No Orientation Reservation as of May 21, 2020		Additional Reservations made after May 21, 2019		Total Reservations After Last Summer Session

						Summer 2019		Summer 2020		Difference		Summer 2020		Summer 2019		Summer 2019

		BLR		NSO		2		0		-2		0		0		2

				TSO		2		0		-2		0		0		2

				RSO		0		1		1		0		0		0

		CMG		NSO		26		17		-9		2		-3		23

				TSO		5		3		-2		2		0		5

				RSO		7		5		-2		6		0		7

		DAH*		NSO		54		95		41		8		-6		48

				TSO		40		66		26		3		4		44

				RSO		11		9		-2		6		6		17

		GVL		NSO		73		69		-4		16		11		84

				TSO		76		39		-37		14		-3		73

				RSO		46		52		6		27		1		47

		OCN		NSO		89		70		-19		7		22		111

				TSO		21		15		-6		3		7		28

				RSO		7		9		2		9		0		7

		Totals				459		450		-9		103		39		498

				NSO		244		251		7		33		24		268

				TSO		144		123		-21		22		8		152

				RSO		71		76		5		48		7		78

		*Students from other campuses moved into the DAH session last week. Moving forward all students will be in an orientation course.

		May 21, 2019 to May 21, 2020 Fall Comparisons

		Fall				Orientation Reservations as of May 21						Admissions Confirmations with No Orientation Reservation as of May 21, 2020		Additional Reservations made after May 21, 2019		Total Reservations After Last August Session

						Fall 2019		Fall 2020		Difference		Fall 2020		Fall 2019		Fall 2019

		BLR		NSO		38		34		-4		39		35		73

				TSO		0		1		1		1		13		13

				RSO		0		0		0		0		1		1

		CMG		NSO		160		118		-42		97		144		304

				TSO		7		8		1		0		26		33

				RSO		4		3		-1		3		15		19

		DAH		NSO		1191		1218		27		449		315		1506

				TSO		131		105		-26		34		138		269

				RSO		17		11		-6		9		29		46

		GVL		NSO		621		455		-166		507		754		1375

				TSO		70		46		-24		22		219		289

				RSO		43		28		-15		30		132		175

		OCN		NSO		521		419		-102		386		345		866

				TSO		73		66		-7		32		89		162

				RSO		2		7		5		5		21		23

		Totals				2878		2519		-359		1614		2276		5154

				NSO		2531		2244		-287		1478		1593		4124

				TSO		281		226		-55		89		485		766

				RSO		66		49		-17		47		198		264





May 28

		Orientation Reservation Numbers

		May 28, 2019 to May 28, 2020 Fall Comparisons

		Fall				Orientation Reservations as of May 28						Admissions Confirmations with No Orientation Reservation as of May 28, 2020		Additional Reservations made after May 28, 2019		Total Reservations After Last August Session

						Fall 2019		Fall 2020		Difference		Fall 2020		Fall 2019		Fall 2019

		BLR		NSO		40		38		-2		38		33		73

				TSO		1		2		1		0		12		13

				RSO		0		0		0		0		1		1

		CMG		NSO		175		127		-48		98		129		304

				TSO		8		8		0		0		25		33

				RSO		4		5		1		3		15		19

		DAH		NSO		1226		1256		30		422		280		1506

				TSO		139		115		-24		32		130		269

				RSO		20		12		-8		8		26		46

		GVL		NSO		672		507		-165		507		703		1375

				TSO		86		53		-33		23		203		289

				RSO		48		31		-17		32		127		175

		OCN		NSO		564		455		-109		383		302		866

				TSO		78		71		-7		33		84		162

				RSO		5		8		3		5		18		23

		Totals				3066		2688		-378		1584		2088		5154

				NSO		2677		2383		-294		1448		1447		4124

				TSO		312		249		-63		88		454		766

				RSO		77		56		-21		48		187		264

		SUMMER TOTAL RESERVATIONS: 471 (+21)





June 3

		Orientation Reservation Numbers

		June 3, 2019 to June 3, 2020 Fall Comparisons

		Fall				Orientation Reservations as of June 3						Admissions Confirmations with No Orientation Reservation as of June 3, 2020		Additional Reservations made after June 3, 2019		Total Reservations After Last August Session

						Fall 2019		Fall 2020		Difference		Fall 2020		Fall 2019		Fall 2019

		BLR		NSO		43		40		-3		38		30		73

				TSO		1		2		1		0		12		13

				RSO		0		0		0		0		1		1

		CMG		NSO		194		139		-55		107		110		304

				TSO		9		8		-1		0		24		33

				RSO		4		5		1		3		15		19

		DAH		NSO		1260		1318		58		408		246		1506

				TSO		159		122		-37		37		110		269

				RSO		22		14		-8		10		24		46

		GVL		NSO		744		565		-179		502		631		1375

				TSO		99		56		-43		32		190		289

				RSO		57		34		-23		35		118		175

		OCN		NSO		603		501		-102		369		263		866

				TSO		93		80		-13		32		69		162

				RSO		5		8		3		6		18		23

		Totals				3293		2892		-401		1579		1861		5154

				NSO		2844		2563		-281		1424		1280		4124

				TSO		361		268		-93		101		405		766

				RSO		88		61		-27		54		176		264

		SUMMER TOTAL RESERVATIONS: 489 (+18)





June 11

		Orientation Reservation Numbers

		June 11, 2019 to June 11, 2020 Fall Comparisons

		Fall				Orientation Reservations as of June 11						Admissions Confirmations with No Orientation Reservation as of June 11, 2020		Additional Reservations made after June 11, 2019		Total Reservations After Last August Session

						Fall 2019		Fall 2020		Difference		Fall 2020		Fall 2019		Fall 2019

		BLR		NSO		47		45		-2		32		26		73

				TSO		1		2		1		0		12		13

				RSO		0		0		0		0		1		1

		CMG		NSO		208		162		-46		98		96		304

				TSO		11		10		-1		1		22		33

				RSO		5		6		1		2		14		19

		DAH		NSO		1305		1397		92		319		201		1506

				TSO		165		137		-28		36		104		269

				RSO		26		18		-8		8		20		46

		GVL		NSO		818		667		-151		448		557		1375

				TSO		112		66		-46		35		177		289

				RSO		62		44		-18		36		113		175

		OCN		NSO		657		594		-63		296		209		866

				TSO		102		88		-14		32		60		162

				RSO		6		8		2		9		17		23

		Totals				3525		3244		-281		1352		1629		5154

				NSO		3035		2865		-170		1193		1089		4124

				TSO		391		303		-88		104		375		766

				RSO		99		76		-23		55		165		264

		Registrations have increased by 352 to this week. Previously we averaged 190 reservations a week.

		We are only down 281 students now which is an improvement from last week's 401 (120 student difference).

		The confirmed with no orientation reservation continues to decline (column F). 

		Outreach over past week included emails, and phone voicemail message.

		Oconee had a great social media post about the academic interest form

		SUMMER TOTAL RESERVATIONS: 492 (+3)





June 18

		Orientation Reservation Numbers

		June 18, 2019 to June 18, 2020 Fall Comparisons

		Fall				Orientation Reservations as of June 18						Admissions Confirmations with No Orientation Reservation as of June 18, 2020		Additional Reservations made after June 18, 2019		Total Reservations After Last August Session

						Fall 2019		Fall 2020		Difference		Fall 2020		Fall 2019		Fall 2019

		BLR		NSO		53		47		-6		32		20		73

				TSO		1		2		1		0		12		13

				RSO		0		0		0		0		1		1

		CMG		NSO		224		173		-51		96		80		304

				TSO		11		11		0		2		22		33

				RSO		6		7		1		1		13		19

		DAH		NSO		1352		1453		101		257		154		1506

				TSO		183		152		-31		31		86		269

				RSO		30		18		-12		10		16		46

		GVL		NSO		905		738		-167		424		470		1375

				TSO		128		79		-49		39		161		289

				RSO		69		51		-18		42		106		175

		OCN		NSO		699		638		-61		266		167		866

				TSO		107		92		-15		36		55		162

				RSO		8		8		0		9		15		23

		Totals				3776		3469		-307		1245		1378		5154

				NSO		3233		3049		-184		1075		891		4124

				TSO		430		336		-94		108		336		766

				RSO		113		84		-29		62		151		264

		Registrations have increased by 225 this week. This is still above the 190 average from previous weeks.

		We are down 307 students for the day to day comparison (26 student difference).

		The confirmed with no orientation reservation continues to decline (column F). 



		SUMMER TOTAL RESERVATIONS: 483 (-9)

		Students could have updated to fall term or cancelled admission.





June 25

		Orientation Reservation Numbers

		June 25, 2019 to June 25, 2020 Fall Comparisons

		Fall				Orientation Reservations as of June 25						Admissions Confirmations with No Orientation Reservation as of June 25, 2020		Additional Reservations made after June 25, 2019		Total Reservations After Last August Session

						Fall 2019		Fall 2020		Difference		Fall 2020		Fall 2019		Fall 2019

		BLR		NSO		56		57		1		24		17		73

				TSO		1		3		2		0		12		13

				RSO		0		0		0		0		1		1

		CMG		NSO		247		180		-67		97		57		304

				TSO		12		11		-1		6		21		33

				RSO		8		8		0		1		11		19

		DAH		NSO		1382		1510		128		198		124		1506

				TSO		193		164		-29		30		76		269

				RSO		33		18		-15		10		13		46

		GVL		NSO		1000		806		-194		397		375		1375

				TSO		144		93		-51		37		145		289

				RSO		78		61		-17		43		97		175

		OCN		NSO		729		676		-53		246		137		866

				TSO		119		101		-18		39		43		162

				RSO		9		10		1		7		14		23

		Totals				4011		3698		-313		1135		1143		5154

				NSO		3414		3229		-185		962		710		4124

				TSO		469		372		-97		112		297		766

				RSO		128		97		-31		61		136		264

		Registrations have increased by 229 this week, which is 4 more than last weeks increase, and maintains an average above the 190 average from weeks earlier in the cycle.

		We are down 313 students for the day to day comparison (26 student difference).

		The confirmed with no orientation reservation continues to decline (column F ).  There are 110 students less on this list than there were last week.

		At a minimum we need 321 more  accepts to reach last years total reservation number. This assumes all 1135 without a reservation make a reservation.

		Based on the EM report (admissions tab) we are up in online only students. However, we are down 195 'accepts' for the campuses we orient in the year to year comparison. 



		We identified 72 cadets who had not made an orientation reservation. During the last week we did targeted communications, including email and phone calls to this population and now We are down to 34 cadets needing to make a reservation.

		***The Orientation Reservation system is down due to fiscal year closeout and will not reopen until July 1***





July 2

		Orientation Reservation System closed June 26 through July 1

		IE is trying to find a way to auto recreate this table weekly versus having to do it by hand.



		Total reservations made through July 1: 3787 (an increase of 89)

		Confirmed students without a reservation as of July 2: 1176 (an increase of 41)



		Cadets still needing an orientation reservation: 32

		Cadets with a reservation and without a schedule: 20

		Residential Students with a reservation and without a schedule: 311





July 7

		Orientation Updates

		Total Reservations: 4056 (+269 since last report)

		Email Outreach: 50 reservations in 4 hours after email went out

		2019 Reservations on this day: 4245

		Difference between 2019 and 2020: -189

		Significant progress!

		22 Cadets without an orientation reservation

		97 Residential students without an orientation reservation

		Again, the big issue here is they are not in queue for advance schedules.

		292 residential/cadet students have a reservation but still do not have a schedule.





July 14

		As of		7/10/20		9:00 AM



		Fall				Orientation Reservations						Admissions Confirmations with No Orientation Reservation		Additional Reservations made after July  14, 2019		Total Reservations After Last August Session

						Fall 2019		Fall 2020		Difference		Fall 2020		Fall 2019		Fall 2019

		Blue Ridge Campus		New Student Orientation		64		75		11		18		9		73

				Transfer Student Orientation		1		3		2		2		12		13

				Readmit Student Orientation		0		0		0		1		1		1

		Cumming Campus		New Student Orientation		289		244		-45		60		15		304

				Transfer Student Orientation		19		18		-1		5		14		33

				Readmit Student Orientation		11		12		1		3		8		19

		Dahlonega Campus		New Student Orientation		1449		1610		161		88		57		1506

				Transfer Student Orientation		225		192		-33		19		44		269

				Readmit Student Orientation		38		25		-13		7		8		46

		Gainesville Campus		New Student Orientation		1158		1081		-77		245		217		1375

				Transfer Student Orientation		183		147		-36		35		106		289

				Readmit Student Orientation		102		98		-4		45		73		175

		Oconee Campus		New Student Orientation		783		838		55		140		83		866

				Transfer Student Orientation		137		140		3		28		25		162

				Readmit Student Orientation		18		13		-5		8		5		23

		Totals				4477		4496		19		704		677		5154

				New Student Orientation		3743		3848		105		551		381		4124

				Transfer Student Orientation		565		500		-65		89		201		766

				Readmit Student Orientation		169		148		-21		64		95		264

		Orientation Reservations

		Up 440 to 4496 total reservations

		Transfer population and GVL campus still seem to biggest subpopulations that are down the most.

		12 cadets still lacking a reservation

		66 residential students lacking a reservation (will cross-check this with Res Life)

		We are adding an Oconee session on Wednesday, August 5th at 5:30 PM due to social distancing parameters.







From: Mary Gowan
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Departmental Alternate-Flexible Work Schedules.docx
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 11:27:53 AM
Attachments: Departmental Alternate-Flexible Work Schedules.docx

Chaudron,
 
I believe we are supposed to share out Departmental Alternate-Flexible Work Schedules
with you.
 
Ours for the MCCB staff is attached. Please let me know if you  have any questions. I
expect that we will move back to more in-office time as soon as it feels like that makes
sense to do from a safety standpoint.
 
Also, out with COVID-19 so I likely will be sending some staff to Gainesville to
assist  over the next couple of weeks.
 
Mary

mailto:Mary.Gowan@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu

Departmental Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule



Please complete the table for ALL employees in your department that may have an Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule for Fall Semester 2020: 

		Department

		Employee Name

		Position

		Work Arrangement

		Health Related (Y/N)



		Mike Cottrell College of Business Dean’s Office

		Melissa Adams

		Assistant to Dean

		On campus two days; telework three days per week

		N



		Mike Cottrell College of Business Dean’s Office

		Stephanie Gericke

		Budget Manager

		On campus two days; telework three days per week

		N



		Mike Cottrell College of Business Dean’s Office

		Mary Gowan

		Dean

		On campus two plus days; telework other days

		N



		Mike Cottrell College of Business Dean’s Office

		Wendy Walker

		Associate Dean

		On campus two days; telework three days per week

		N



		Mike Cottrell College of Business Dean’s Office

		Ella Claire Chambless

		Receptionist/Admin

		On campus two days; telework three days per week

		N



		Mike Cottrell College of Business Dean’s Office

		Kyle Huneycutt

		Marketing Manager

		On campus two days; telework three days per week; in shared office

		N



		Management & Marketing, MCCB

		Tracy Nichols

		Administrative Assistant

		Alternating on campus two days one week and three the next due to shared office

		N



		Computer Science & Information Systems, MCCB

		Kim Bruner

		Administrative Assistant

		Alternating on campus two days one week and three the next due to shared office

		N



		Mike Cottrell College of Business Dean’s Office, GVL

		Katie Simmons

		Associate Dean

		Alternating on campus two days one week and three the next to cover GVL MCCB office

		N



		Graduate Programs, MCCB

		Steven Kronenberg

		Director

		On campus two days; telework three days per week

		N



		Graduate Programs and Accounting Department, MCCB

		Tiffany Jones

		Administrative Assistant

		Fully Teleworking

		Y



		Student Success, MCCB

		Michael McCaffrey

		Advisor

		Fully Teleworking

		Y - ADA Accommodation



		Student Success, MCCB

		Tonya Perry

		Advisor

		Fully Teleworking

		Y – COVID-19



		Student Success, MCCB

		Jaythan Burrell

		Advisor

		On campus two days; telework three days per week

		N



		Undergraduate Programs and Economics and Finance Department, MCCB

		Christy Marr

		Administrative Assistant

		Alternating on campus two days one week and three the next to cover GVL MCCB office

		N



		Student Success, MCCB

		Elaine Fitzpatrick

		Internship Coordinator

		On campus two days; telework three days per week; shared office

		N



		Student Success, MCCB

		April Ross

		PROS Coordinator

		On campus two days; telework three days per week; shared office

		N



		Student Success, MCCB

		Michele Ruby

		PROS Program Specialist

		Fully online while child’s school is virtual, then on campus two days; telework three days per week; shared office

		N



		BB&T Center for Ethical Leadership

		Cari Barrett

		BB&T CEL Program Coordinator

		On campus two days; teleworking three days; shared office space

		N



		BB&T Center for Ethical Leadership

		Rose Proctor

		Director

		On campus two days; teleworking or working at USG offices the rest

		N



		Center for Cyber Operations Education

		Bryson Payne

		Director

		Variable days on campus and the rest teleworking

		N



		Center for Entrepreneurship & Innovation

		Ruben Boling

		Director

		Variable days on campus and the rest teleworking

		N







Remarks







From: James Conneely
To: Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: Discussion
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 8:27:45 AM
Attachments: COVID.docx

Colleagues,

As we discuss the "block party" incident this morning, I want to share some additional
information regarding our working with students related to COVID.  Obviously, this is
not all inclusive, but hopefully provides a framework.

Jim

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

mailto:James.Conneely@ung.edu
mailto:Billy.Wells@ung.edu
mailto:Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu
mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
mailto:Mac.McConnell@ung.edu
mailto:Richard.Oates@ung.edu

Here is some information related to how we have been working with a variety of student groups and directly with students to inform them of safety and health information upon their return to campus. This in addition to what UNG has done as well, as well as the CORP.

Training has occurred or will occur with the Corp, athletes, resident assistants, Greek members, SGA, and student organizations.  

· Director of FSL, has been speaking with FSL leaders all summer in preparation for the fall, and discussing safety measures considering the size of the groups, meetings options, etc. The social media posts for all of SA areas, along with the UNG sites, have also been promoting safe habits and behaviors over recent weeks as we drew closer to the start of the semester.



· The new Student Organization Event Guidelines explicitly address student organization sponsored events off campus. These were sent out to all officers and to the general student body over the past two weeks. SGA also started the #MaskUpUng campaign which has been adopted and shared through UR and many departmental/student organization websites.  FSL posted on their Instagram account about how masking up and following guidelines supports their fraternal values. 

https://connect.ung.edu/get_file?pid=672c4d46c78c39b0e45436ba7dbfac85e5cbcd175521c341a7aaba953be1a2c

· Off-campus events hosted by Student Organizations, Fraternities/Sororities, Affiliated Student Organizations, and Sport Clubs

· Student groups hosting off-campus events are expected to follow the current guidance from the University System of Georgia (USG), the Governor’s COVID- 19 Task Force, the Georgia Department of Public Health (GDPH), and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

· We ask our students to make good choices and encourage behavior that helps prevent community spread of COVID-19. Face coverings should be required, and physical distancing should be encouraged. Hand sanitizer and hand washing stations should be available.

· Hosting an event at a private residence that brings large numbers of people together who do not live in the same residence is strongly discouraged as this type of event has been shown to be a source of rapid community spread. For more information about this topic see: https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/.

· In addition to this, I know our specific student organizations of Nighthawks Entertainment, SGA, NPC, and IFC have been talked to all summer about these things.



· All the Orientation Leaders were trained on safety protocols and expectations. They appropriately demonstrated this throughout orientation. The orientation program also included the health and safety protocol presentation from Greg Williams.

· Additionally, OLs participated in three different UR photo/video shoots and their images are all over the website wearing masks and demonstrating social distancing.

· OTP also highlighted the Nighthawks Together webpage with the Fall 2020 plan on three different slides during orientation.

· While our efforts are primarily focused on new students and this party was most likely upperclassmen, we have stressed with OLs the significance of making good choices even during their free time. 



· Residence Life sent an email on 7/6 outlining best practices for infection control to all non-cadet residents.  Their email communication for move-in included social distancing and mask requirements considering Covid-19 concerns as well.  Students were asked to complete an UNG Connect form acknowledging the following statements prior to move-in:

· I understand that staff and residents should stay at least 6 feet (2 meters) apart from others and wear cloth face coverings when inside the residence hall and outside their room/suite/apartment.

· I understand that guests from outside the residence hall will not be allowed inside the residence hall. The students who live in my room/suite/apartment will be the only people allowed inside the room/suite/apartment.

· I understand that germs can spread even if someone may not feel or appear sick.

· I understand that germs can spread from other people or surfaces when I: Touch my eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands; Prepare or eat food and drinks with unwashed hands; Touch a contaminated surface or objects; Blow my nose, cough, or sneeze into hands and then touch other people’s hands or common objects

· I understand that I should wash my hands: Before, during, and after preparing food; Before eating food; Before and after treating a cut or wound; After using the toilet; After blowing my nose, coughing, or sneezing; After touching an animal, animal feed, or animal waste; After handling pet food or pet treats; After touching garbage

· I understand that I should wash my hands frequently, and when I cannot wash my hands that I should use hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol.

· I certify that I am not currently experiencing a cough, fever, loss of taste or smell, or difficulty breathing.

· I understand that I if I develop a cough, fever, loss of taste or smell, or difficulty breathing that I am to immediately alert UNG staff through the Livesafe App or UNG Self-Reporting form. I may also contact UNG Student Health Services at 706-864-1948 for an appointment during business hours. I understand to call Public Safety (706-864-1500) or 911 for difficulty breathing or another medical emergency.



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Eugene Van Sickle; Steven Lloyd
Subject: draft Faculty letter
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:16:00 PM
Attachments: Letter to faculty 7-17-2020.docx

Steve and Gene,
   Here is the draft letter. Would love your edits, suggestions, etc.
 
Chaudron
 

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu
mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu

July 16, 2020



Dear Faculty,

As you prepare for fall semester, I want to take a moment to provide some updates and answer questions I have received about expectations for fall semester. As you are aware, over the last month we have identified the seating capacity while respecting six feet of social distancing of every classroom across all five campuses. We then tagged all courses with the appropriate modality to reflect both the capacity and the accommodations for faculty who are high risk. Monday of this week, we completed the conversion of the schedule. In consultation with the deans, I recommended and Cabinet approved a decision to end face to face instruction the Tuesday of Thanksgiving week and move final exams online. Also, in response to extensive advocacy by faculty, students, and institutional leadership across the system, the USG changed their stance on wearing masks, and they will now be required in all indoor public spaces on university campuses. These decisions were made with the safety of faculty and students in mind, but they also clearly have implications for how you prepare to teach your classes. 

This situation continues to evolve, and many questions remain. Areas where we still are working on processes and expect further guidance from the USG include providing accommodations to students, contact tracing on campus, and enforcement of the mask policy. As those questions are clarified, I will share more information with you. I also suggest that you become familiar with The Nighthawks Together: Fall 2020 Plan website. Just click on the Covid-19 link from the myUNG homepage. It has information specifically for faculty and contains the most up to date information for reference by the whole university community. The guidance I offer today focuses on the online component of your courses and communications with students.  

Minimum Online Component for ALL courses

1. In order to meet the instructional standards of seat time for accreditation due to the shortened term, and to insure that we are prepared to pivot to online instruction if that becomes necessary again, all courses must have a D2L component. This component must include the syllabus, the gradebook, a calendar or list of assignments, and a content module. This content module could be a discussion board, a reading or video, a self-quiz, or something similar. We have added a module on Academic Integrity to the D2L Resources that is available to everyone. It has two quizzes, and the students receive a certificate of completion that they could upload to demonstrate completion. This is module could be utilized. The learning objectives may be reviewed here: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-eiH-oXtUVQtqFlwG_dFbj-8o88gfriAYJ0FhWZjOWg/edit



Attendance Policies/Role Verification

1. Attendance in online courses is established through completed activities, such as discussion posts, assignment submission, quiz or test completion, etc. This recommendation stands whether the work is graded or not. This is the reason the mandatory attendance quiz and introduction post are used for role verification purposes. This may well be the best approach for your hybrid course also depending upon the frequency of contact.  Although documenting regular attendance is a best practice for student success and retention in both virtual and traditional environments, faculty should consider the following recommendations as we accommodate students who may fall ill during the semester or have responsibilities to help care for their families and friends: 

1. Do not use an attendance grade. 

1. Allow students to complete missing work in a timely fashion if they must miss class. 

1. Do not require that a student submit a note from student health or their doctor to make up missing assignments.



First Week of Class Communications and Format

We will be directing all students in hybrid courses to check their D2L course for information about when to come to their face-to-face class session. D2L has a feature that will automatically populate students into subgroups for you so that you may assign them to a particular rotation. However, the D2L platform will not be open to students in advance of the first day of class. For that reason, we ask that you also draft an email to each of your classes that can go out the Friday before classes start in which you communicate expectations for the first week of class. You may wish to use the automated email format in D2L to send reminders to students about scheduled face-to-face sessions throughout the semester, particularly for the H2 format.

Communications with Students

 One of the most frequent complaints we have had over the last four months from students and parents is about communication with faculty and feedback on student work. As we have all experienced in navigating these few months, an environment that is constantly evolving  creates a great deal of anxiety due to uncertainty, and so communication becomes even more critical. Best practices for online courses suggest that timely response to student inquiries should be sent within 24 hours during the workweek, and within 48 hours on the weekend or over holidays. Grading of submitted work should be completed within 7 days of submission. Equally important, communicate your preferred method of contact to your students. Should they email you within D2L, only use your UNG email?  Will you post all communications to the class in D2L or use your class email distribution list?  You cannot rely on communicating course and assignment information during the class time when you are in a hybrid format and/or may have students with special accommodations.  For those teaching hybrid or face-to-face classes, office hours may be conducted virtually, in your office wearing masks, by appointment, or some combination thereof.  All of this information should be included in your syllabus so students can reference it throughout the semester. 

Assessments and Final Exams

As I noted in the opening paragraph, final exams will be online. The reason for this decision was to avoid having students travel home for the Thanksgiving holidays, and then return to campus, increasing the opportunity for the spread of Covid during the winter months when health experts anticipate a surge of infections and coinciding with flu season. Thus, please do not plan to have final exams proctored in person on campus. For online proctoring, we have acquired a new license for Respondus Monitor as an alternative to ProctorU, which has some limitations as well, but which is free to use. Respondus Monitor does not work on Chromebooks.  In addition, DETI is an excellent resource for exploring assessment best practices in online instruction, which might provide additional alternatives to proctoring.  If you make changes in your assessments, please be cognizant of the impact on program assessment or general education assessment and coordinate that with your department. 

 During the semester, we will have some limited capacity for you to use large spaces on campus, such as the CE auditorium in Gainesville or potentially the gym floor in Memorial Hall, for a face-to-face exam period with the entire class socially distanced at one time. This will need to be done before Thanksgiving, not during finals week, and it would not replace having some exam, project or paper due during final exam week.  If you wish to schedule a large space for face to face exams during the semester, please make that request through your department chair, and we will work together to reserve an alternative space for your class on that day. Also

Use approved tools and platforms within D2L. Other tools can present security risks and may not be accessible to students with disabilities. Group texts for example may not be accessible to a student with disabilities.  You recently received an email announcing that we have added Zoom as a tool for your use.  We are compiling a matrix that outlines the capabilities of Blackboard Collaborate, Visual Huddle, TEAMs, Zoom and other approved platforms, so that you may select the best tool for your needs. This reference will be available on the DETI website.  If you have a technological need, please consult with DETI about available resources. 

Teaching Resources

CTLL and DETI continue to offer a variety of workshops, videos and just in time resources to assist you with your course planning. A complete list of internal and external faculty development resources is available to you through the Nighthawks Together website: https://ung.edu/together/faculty-info/faculty-development-resources.php  I also commend to you Transparency in Teaching and Learning or TILT as an important pedagogy for all instruction. In a virtual setting it can reduce students’ confusion in many ways. (https://tilthighered.com/)

1. TILT makes transparent things that are sometimes unclear to students:

1. The purpose of an assignment: Why is it relevant?

1. A detailed description of the assignment: What do excellent examples look like?

1. Explicit criteria for grading: How will the assignment be assessed?



Finally, I appreciate the questions and concerns shared through your department chairs, deans, the Faculty Senate and emails directly to me. We are navigating uncharted seas together and that communication helps us make better-informed decisions and find solutions to problems. It feels somewhat like we are charting a course between Scylla and Charybdis, but I am confident that together we will be successful. I thank you for your creativity, your resourcefulness, your concern for your students, and your flexibility.

Be well, 

Chaudron
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July 16, 2020 


 


Dear Faculty, 


As you prepare for fall semester, I want to take a moment to provide some updates and answer 


questions I have received about expectations for fall semester. As you are aware, over the last month 


we have identified the seating capacity while respecting six feet of social distancing of every classroom 


across all five campuses. We then tagged all courses with the appropriate modality to reflect both the 


capacity and the accommodations for faculty who are high risk. Monday of this week, we completed the 


conversion of the schedule. In consultation with the deans, I recommended and Cabinet approved a 


decision to end face to face instruction the Tuesday of Thanksgiving week and move final exams online. 


Also, in response to extensive advocacy by faculty, students, and institutional leadership across the 


system, the USG changed their stance on wearing masks, and they will now be required in all indoor 


public spaces on university campuses. These decisions were made with the safety of faculty and 


students in mind, but they also clearly have implications for how you prepare to teach your classes.  


This situation continues to evolve, and many questions remain. Areas where we still are working on 


processes and expect further guidance from the USG include providing accommodations to students, 


contact tracing on campus, and enforcement of the mask policy. As those questions are clarified, I will 


share more information with you. I also suggest that you become familiar with The Nighthawks 


Together: Fall 2020 Plan website. Just click on the Covid-19 link from the myUNG homepage. It has 


information specifically for faculty and contains the most up to date information for reference by the 


whole university community. The guidance I offer today focuses on the online component of your 


courses and communications with students.   


Minimum Online Component for ALL courses 


 In order to meet the instructional standards of seat time for accreditation due to the shortened 


term, and to insure that we are prepared to pivot to online instruction if that becomes 


necessary again, all courses must have a D2L component. This component must include the 


syllabus, the gradebook, a calendar or list of assignments, and a content module. This content 


module could be a discussion board, a reading or video, a self-quiz, or something similar. We 


have added a module on Academic Integrity to the D2L Resources that is available to everyone. 


It has two quizzes, and the students receive a certificate of completion that they could upload to 


demonstrate completion. This is module could be utilized. The learning objectives may be 


reviewed here: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-eiH-oXtUVQtqFlwG_dFbj-
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Attendance Policies/Role Verification 


 Attendance in online courses is established through completed activities, such as discussion 


posts, assignment submission, quiz or test completion, etc. This recommendation stands 


whether the work is graded or not. This is the reason the mandatory attendance quiz and 


introduction post are used for role verification purposes. This may well be the best approach for 


your hybrid course also depending upon the frequency of contact.  Although documenting 




From: Steven Lloyd
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Draft messaging
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 10:27:07 AM
Attachments: Draft Guidance 07.30.2020.docx

Ally memo (003).docx

Chaudron,
 
I think this covers the things we have discussed this week.  I changed and added to text throughout,
but I forgot to track changes.  My apologies, but please read through the whole doc.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

UNG UNIVER;, ITY of 
NOR.TH GEOR._GIX 

mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu

Guidance on Final Exams:

A standard final exam schedule was adopted last year.  The Final exam webpage now lists Fall and Spring, and Summer schedules without a specific year identified.



For faculty: No in person exams/activities are to be conducted after the Thanksgiving break.  The use of asynchronous final exams is strongly encouraged.  However, if using an online synchronous exam format for F2F or Hybrid courses, please use the scheduled exam time for that course.  For hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled according to the start time of the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) and not based on a student’s individual required attendance to maintain social distancing (e.g., Mondays only or every other Wednesday, etc.).  Since there are no scheduled options for synchronous exams for online courses other than after 3pm on the Friday of exam week (i.e., 3-5pm, 530-730pm, and 750-950pm), please consider an asynchronous exam option.  For asynchronous exam options, please consider scheduling it in a way that provides maximum flexibility for students and to reduce the potential for conflicts with other courses.  Asynchronous exam formats will provide additional flexibility for students needing accommodations and use of the Testing Center, which, due to social distancing requirements, will be operating with limited capacity.

 

For students: For synchronous exams in F2F and hybrid courses, consult the final exam schedule and the course syllabus.  Note: for hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled according to the start time of the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) and not based on your individual required attendance directed by your faculty to maintain social distancing (e.g., Mondays only or every other Wednesday, etc.).  For online courses, consult your syllabus and/or your instructor.



Guidance on Proctoring:

Proctored activities are required of all UNG Online courses.  The proctored activity or activities must be worth a total of at least 10% of the course grade.  F2F and Hybrid courses at UNG do not require a proctored activity.  Therefore, proctored online final exams are not required for any UNG course, but they remain an option for all and may satisfy other course requirements for some.  eCore will require proctored midterms in their Science, Math, and ECON courses.  eCore has suspended proctored exam requirements for all other eCore courses.  Proctoring may be accomplished through the use of a fee-based service like ProctorU or a free AI solution like Respondus Monitor.  Limitations apply to both and faculty are encouraged to consider best practices in assessment regardless and as a potential alternative to proctoring and to consult with UNG DETI as needed.  



Additional Guidance on Hybrid Courses:

Our Fall 2020 schedule will be hybrid intensive.  This format may be new for many faculty and we encourage you to connect with experts in DETI and CTLL, experienced colleagues, and communities of practice to ensure that you providing an engaging experience for all students.  To reiterate previous guidance, faculty should not use F2F meeting times to deliver iterations of the same lecture to different cohorts or simply for testing purposes.  Rather, consider flipped classroom approaches, small group discussions, and other mechanisms of engagement and balance these activities across both the F2F and online components of the course as appropriate.



Previous guidance stands that you should email students in your class the Friday before classes start in order to let them know which course cohort they are in and their expected schedule of attendance.  This information should also be posted in the D2L course page and updated through the drop/add period.  To address student confusion and to ensure that we maintain a reduced density of students on campus, new guidance is provided for hybrid courses for the first week of classes.  All hybrid courses should meet online for their first scheduled class meeting.  For example, if a course is scheduled for MWF hybrid, the entire class should meet online on Monday, August 17 and begin the rotation of course cohort meetings on Wednesday, August 19.  Likewise, if a course is scheduled for TR hybrid, the entire class should meet online on Tuesday, August 18 and begin the rotation of course cohort meetings on Thursday, August 20.  This will allow students an opportunity to orient to the course requirements and expectations, including their attendance requirements.  Therefore, your messaging to students should also include this information.  If you are teaching a H3 format course, you will also need to notify the students of any additional safety precautions that are needed for that course format.  It is expected that you will begin the course on the first day of class.  The drop/add period for students will not be extended nor will roll verification.  Appropriate means of checking attendance through these periods should be implemented.



The Hybrid H3 format was originally designated as mask wearing before USG guidance on this issue was received.  To avoid confusion about face coverings, which are required in all classrooms, we are updating the course definitions in the Banner help screen as highlighted below.  The course modality coding in Banner will not need to be updated.  However, if there are additional notes in the SSAText in Banner for course sections under this modality, that will need to be updated manually by departments.



Class Schedule - Help

Instructional Method:

· F - Fully at a distance - All or nearly all of the class sessions are delivered via technology. The course does not require students to travel to a classroom for instruction; however, it might require students to travel to a site to attend an orientation or to take exams. (This is generally equivalent to delivering more than 95 percent of sessions via technology.)

· P - Partially at a distance - Technology is used to deliver more than 50 percent of class sessions, but visits to a classroom (or similar site) are required.

· H - Hybrid - Technology is used to deliver 50 percent or less of class sessions, but at least one class session is replaced by technology.

· H1 - Hybrid: 25-50% F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver 50-75 percent of class sessions. Segments of the class attend the classroom on a regular rotation based on classroom capacity with social distancing. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements prior to the first day of class.

· H2 - Hybrid: < 25% F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver more than 75% of class sessions. Segments of the class attend the classroom on a regular rotation with social distancing. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements prior to the first day of class.

· H3 – Hybrid: variable F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver a percentage of class sessions. Segments of the class may attend the classroom on a regular rotation. The class format may necessitate close physical proximity with others. Additional safety precautions may be necessary. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements and additional safety requirements prior to the first day of class.

· T - Technology enhanced - Technology is used in delivering instruction to all students in the section, but no class sessions are replaced by technology.

· No technology - No technology is used in delivering instruction.



Additional Guidance on Student Accessibility in D2L:

Please see the attached memo for more information and below for an annotation of that memo.



We are reaching more students on the D2L platform than in the past and we want to ensure that all of the materials are fully accessible.  A new tool to assist in this effort was recent purchased and is in the process of being implemented.  Blackboard Ally will be fully integrated into D2L, providing the instructor an easy to interpret gauge for the accessibility of their course content.  Additionally, this product provides guidance and tips for content accessibility improvements.  DETI will also provide faculty development training for this new addition to D2L.  The Fall Semester provides us with a good opportunity to learn, educate and monitor while the educational and promotional materials are being developed.



Additional Guidance on Classrooms and Seating Charts:

UNG Facilities is working toward setting classrooms for social distancing and developing standard seating charts.  This will be an on-going process for the next several weeks and minor adjustments are being made on a case-by-case basis.  Furthermore, some classrooms will be used for the on-campus portion of the hybrid student orientation sessions starting next week.  These classrooms will not be set until the conclusion of those sessions.  Every attempt will be made to remove excess furniture, but there are limitations to storage capacity and you may expect to see some excess furniture stored in your classrooms.



Classroom seating charts and capacity with social distancing will be stored in the EMS system.  We ask that you reserve additional spaces needed on campus by the end of August, at which time other groups will have access to do so as well.  Some larger traditional and non-traditional academic spaces may be available for testing needs with social distancing.  Per the governor’s orders, gatherings should not exceed 50 people.  Special requests to accommodate groups larger than 50 people should be submitted to Academic Affairs.



Faculty are encouraged to make use of a course seating chart in Hybrid and F2F courses.  If a seating chart is used in conjunction with social distancing and mask wearing, contact tracing for direct and indirect exposures would be easier to identify in the event that an individual in that setting tests positive.



Additional Guidance on Reporting

Please reference the nighthawks together website (http://ung.edu/together/index.php) for continuously updated information about the Fall 2020 reopening plan, Campus Guidelines, Operations Updates, Student Information, Faculty Information, Employee Information, FAQs, Announcements and Updates, Athletics, and UNG CoVid-19 Reporting and Cases.  On this site, you will find two forms, one for self-reporting and one to report a concern about another member of the University community (https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php).



Effective July 15, use of face coverings is required by students, faculty, staff, and visitors in UNG buildings and facilities where six feet of social distancing may not be possible. Face covering use will be in addition to and is not a substitute for social distancing. Face coverings are not required in one's own residence hall room or suite, when alone in an enclosed office or study room, or in campus outdoor settings where social distancing requirements are met.  Face coverings are required in all instructional spaces.  Anyone not using a face covering when required may be asked to wear one or they must leave the area.  Repeated refusal to comply with the requirement may result in discipline through the applicable code of conduct for faculty, staff, or students.  Reasonable accommodations may be made for those who are unable to wear a face covering for documented health reasons.  The following is meant to provide guidance for how to handle non-compliance with face coverings in the classroom or other settings:



1. Ask the individual to wear a face covering.  Departments will be provided extra masks.  If the individual does not have a mask, provide one for them or direct them to a departmental location or other location on campus where they may obtain one.  Our Emergency Preparedness team is distributing free masks to the campus community and our Auxiliary Services division will stock some vending machines with masks for purchase on-campus.

2. Ask the individual to leave the area.

3. If the individual is a student and continues to be non-compliant, contact the Dean of Students for the campus or use the See Something, Say Something form (https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthGeorgia&layout_id=4) to submit an anonymous report.  A university representative will follow-up with the student to determine if the student has an approved accommodation, assist the student in complying with the mask wearing policy, or engage in disciplinary action.  Likewise, if the individual is an employee contact the supervisor, HR, or use the See Something, Say Something form.

4. UNG Public Safety is always available to assist with individuals engaged in disruptive behaviors on campus, but we ask, unless there is an urgent need, that you exercise this option after others have been exhausted.




Memo

To: Chaudron Gille, Provost & Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, Jenna Colvin, General Counsel, Beth Arbuthnot, ADA Coordinator, Alyson Paul,  Associate Vice President, James Conneely, Vice President of Student Affairs.

From: Thomas McCoy, Student Disability Services


Date: 7/22/2020


Re:	The use of Blackboard Ally as an online accessibility tool on the D2L platform.




I wanted to take an opportunity to introduce the UNG family to a new tool for accessibility. Blackboard Ally is designed to support faculty by checking for common accessibility issues. It will provide feedback and guidance to help faculty learn how to address accessibility challenges on the D2L platform. Additionally, it is designed to provide students with choices and it adds flexibility that comes with a more personalized approach. It does this by offering the students a variety of alternative formats that will make the courses more accessible. 

Why do we need to address accessibility on D2L, especially since we are already having to deal with the COVID challenge? The reason is based on a legal precedence called the Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act (29 U.S.C. § 794d).  In short, it requires the university to develop, procure, maintain and use information and communications technology (ICT) that is accessible to all students with disabilities. Most importantly, it is the “right thing” to do. 

Since we have a more online presence, due to the COVID challenge, we have a more focused approach to make all materials online fully accessible. We are reaching more students on the D2L format than in the past and we want all of the materials accessible.

I would like to emphasize that this is intended to be a tool to help the faculty and to educate them on how to improve their content’s accessibility. The Fall Semester provides us with a good opportunity to learn, educate and monitor while the educational and promotional materials are being developed. Departments may want to encourage the use of this tool and inform the faculty that it is available. Blackboard Ally will be fully integrated into D2L, providing the instructor an easy to interpret gauge for the accessibility of their course content.  Additionally, this product provides guidance and tips for content accessibility improvements.  DETI will also provide faculty development training for this new addition to D2L.

For administration, including the ADA Coordinator, we will have access to an accurate measurement of the university’s 508 online accessibility compliance. This information will be available upon request.

Please, forward this information along to all of the faculty, whenever possible. This will help them become aware of this opportunity and I would like to encourage all faculty to take full advantage of this opportunity. 

Thank you for your hard work and dedication to the students. 















































This document has been checked for 508 compliance through the Word Accessibility Checker.





From: Brett Morris
To: James Conneely; Chaudron Gille
Subject: Email to Deans from AVPEM
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 10:20:25 AM

Below is the message I plan to send each Dean later today.  Please advise if you feel there
needs to be a change to the message.
 
Thanks,  Brett
 
-----------------
 
Good morning Mary – I hope you are surviving the COVID chaos.  It is certainly an unusual
time.  As you know, we still have a good number of students, new and continuing, who have
not registered for the fall term.  We know from national student research that students want
to hear from administrators and faculty about what to expect.  I’d like to offer some
assistance, if you haven’t already done so, in getting such messages out. 
 
Here are two things my communications team could help you do: 
 

1)      Sly Broadcast Phone Message:  You could record another short message to new
students welcoming them to your college, congratulating them on their resilience
these past few month, and getting them excited about what they can expect in their
academic journey at UNG.   If you are interested, please record a message on your
phone or computer and email it to Caleb Rogers (cc’d on this email).  Caleb has access
to the Sly Broadcast account and can arrange to send the message to students who
have been accepted to MCCB.

 
2)      Parent Email:  We know that parents/guardians are very concerned and key

influencers at this stage of enrollment.  Perhaps you could craft an email message to
parents/guardians thanking them for supporting their student in their quest for
education, where they should look online for information and resources, and sharing
your pleasure in having their student in one of your programs (something along those
lines).  Again, if you want us to send this message out, Caleb can arrange to send that
message out on your behalf via the CRM.  If you want to send a message to continuing
students in your college, he can help with that as well. 
 

You may already have a method of sending these kinds of messages, and not need our help.  If
you would like our help, we are prepared to assist, as we understand how extremely busy you
and your faculty/team are with getting ready for fall instruction to begin.      
 
Please let us know by Friday (7/10) if you want to participate, so Caleb can begin building the

mailto:Brett.Morris@ung.edu
mailto:James.Conneely@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu


phone and email lists in the CRM.  Our goal would be to have all the voicemails and emails
collected by next Friday (7/17) so we can launch the week of 7/20. 
 
One final offer, if it would help, we would be happy to draft a voicemail script or email to
provide you something to edit.  I know I have found this technique very helpful to me.
 
I know how busy you are and appreciate your assistance in helping us welcome the incoming
class of students. 
 
Have a great UNG Day! 
 
Best regards,
 
Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 
 
 



From: Kate Maine
To: Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille; James Conneely; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: employee testing criteria
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 1:48:40 PM
Attachments: Procedures for Employee Testing at the Student Health Center.docx

All,
 
We are fortunate to have on-campus COVID-19 testing capabilities, but those supplies and
personnel are still limited.  As we have discussed previously, we want to make testing
available in urgent situations for employees while prioritizing our student testing
capabilities.  Toward that end, Jim, Greg and I are recommending the procedures outlined
in the attached document when determining whether to provide employee testing.  Please
share any feedback that you may have.
 
Like everything now, this situation is fluid and may change depending upon the availability
of testing supplies, personnel resources, and the demand for testing.
 
Kate
 
Kate Maine, Ed.D., APR
Vice President of University Relations and Chief of Staff
706-864-1950 | 706-429-4093, mobile
kate.maine@ung.edu

 

UNG UNIVERSITY o/ 
ORTH GEOR_GIA. 
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Procedures for Employee Testing at the Student Health Center

UNG's Student Health Services is able to provide COVID-19 testing during fall semester.  Because of the limited availability of testing supplies and staff resources, testing for students will be prioritized.  Employee testing may be available on a limited basis through Student Health Services, using the following criteria as a guide. 

Dr. James Conneely, Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management, or Capt. Greg Williams, Associate Director for Emergency Preparedness, in consultation with Student Health Services, will advise on the most appropriate testing protocol.  Exceptions may be made on a case-by-case basis.



Is the employee in isolation due to exposure to another individual with COVID-19?

· If someone is not symptomatic but is required to isolate per CDC guidance due to exposure (usually 10 days), the urgency for rapid results is likely diminished.  The employee should be directed to DPH, an NGHS Urgent Care Center or their healthcare provider.



Is the employee exhibiting COVID-19 symptoms, and did 



Either Dr. James Conneely (VPSAEM) or Mr. Greg Williams (Associate Director for Emergency Preparedness) will make the decision related to which employees should be tested in SHS based on the following guidelines.  



Did the employee potentially expose students to COVID-19?   A few or many students?

· Yes, potentially 3 or more  than 3 – YES, test the employee at SHS.

· Yes, less than 3 – Likely test them at SHS, unless there are no appointments available.

· No, do not test at SHS;, send direct employee them to DPH, an NGHS Urgent Care Center or their healthcare provider.



Is the employee exhibiting COVID-19 symptoms, and dDid the employee potentially expose other employees to COVID-19?  A few or many?

· Yes, potentially 3 or more  than 3 – Likely test them at SHS, unless there are no appointments available.

· Yes, potentially less than 3 - No, do not test at SHS;, send them to DPH, an NGHS Urgent Care Center or their healthcare provider.

· No, do not test at SHS;, send them direct the employee to DPH, an NGHS Urgent Care Center or their healthcare provider.



Note:  Exceptions may be made in case of an emergency on a case by case basis.











From: Greg Williams
To: Kate Maine; Chaudron Gille; Beth Arbuthnot
Subject: Face shields
Date: Friday, July 17, 2020 9:19:58 AM

Below is what I have found from CDC regarding face shields. The Grainger site provides an overview
of face shields and current regulations. There does not appear to be a “standard” except for the
guidelines outlined in the CDC articles below.
 
Grainger summary: https://www.grainger.com/content/qt-face-shield-protection-373
Face Shields – It is not known if face shields provide any benefit as source control to protect others
from the spray of respiratory particles. CDC does not recommend use of face shields for normal
everyday activities or as a substitute for cloth face coverings. Some people may choose to use a face
shield when sustained close contact with other people is expected. If face shields are used without a
mask, they should wrap around the sides of the wearer’s face and extend to below the chin.
Disposable face shields should only be worn for a single use. Reusable face shields should be cleaned
and disinfected after each use. Plastic face shields for newborns and infants are NOT
recommended. Source: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-
face-cover-guidance.html#face-shields
Face shields: Provide barrier protection to the facial area and related mucous membranes (eyes,
nose, lips) and are considered an alternative to goggles. Face shields are not meant to function as
primary respiratory protection and should be used concurrently with a medical mask (for droplet
precautions) or a respirator (for airborne precautions) if aerosol-generating procedure is performed.
They should cover the forehead, extend below the chin, and wrap around the side of the face. Face
shields are available in both disposable and reusable options. Source:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/non-us-settings/emergency-considerations-
ppe.html
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
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From: Bryan Dawson
To: Chaudron Gille; Steven Lloyd
Subject: Faculty Fellow update Fall 2020
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 9:47:23 AM

Good Morning Chaudron and Steve,

Hope you both are doing well. Yesterdays presentation was great!

As we start the semester I wanted to check in with you both regarding my goals and focus for the fall
semester. 
I worked with Gene over the summer regarding the Mindset data and have been working on cleaning up the
data from Fall 2019 and making year to year comparisons for Fall 2018. This is something I plan to
continue to refine throughout the fall semester.  I also worked with Gene to help define the AAMI grant and
and plan to offer guidance and support as best I can throughout the fall. 

In addition to this, I wanted to create a website with the HIP Coding FAQ information and aligning some
information from the Civic Action Plan Committee’s work on Service Learning and spread the word to
many that did not select textbooks. My goals are to reach out to departments that had zero or very low HIP
codes, and to continue to spread the information on how to code the information for Spring 2021 textbook
adoptions. In addition to this I will be following up with IE to create Banner pull down reports for
Department Heads to gather the HIP coded data they need. It is my hope that with these additional efforts
we may see more faculty who do not normally declare a textbook engage with the notes system to correctly
identify the HIP practices in their departments. 

I know that a lot of priorities have shifted due to COVID-19, and I am happy to help in anyway that I can.
Perhaps, schedule permitting we can have a short chat after the semester starts to clarify goals for this first
half of the academic year if there is anything in addition to these projects you would like me to become
involved in. 

Have a great day!

Bryan L. Dawson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Psychological Science
Principal Investigator for the McNair Scholars Program
University of North Georgia
Barnes Hall 210, 
Dahlonega, GA 30597
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From: Jamie Mitchem
To: Faculty Senate Distribution List
Subject: Faculty Senate Meeting Monday - agenda and supporting documents
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 3:18:14 PM
Attachments: 8.17.2020.docx

FS Minutes_20 April 20.pdf
ResolutionSharedGovBudget.docx
FS 2020 ResolutionCompensationMedianAmended.docx
faculty-voice-spring-20.pdf

Good afternoon Faculty Senate,

   I wanted to remind you we have our first meeting Monday at 12:00 PM online using Zoom.  The link for the meeting is below.  I have attached the agenda with supporting documentation.  Please
review this information before the meeting.  If there are grammatical suggestions or quick edits you would like to suggest please email me directly to try to avoid spending our precious meeting time
changing spelling or punctuation.  Also, I wanted to let our new Senate members know that you can go here to see our work from previous years: https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-
senate/Faculty%20Senate%20Documents%20Library/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fcommittees%2Ffaculty-
senate%2FFaculty%20Senate%20Documents%20Library&FolderCTID=0x012000585FE18D2240BC4B973546F59185B4C5&View=%7B170D7088%2DB41F%2D49EA%2D8CD9%2D83725D9520CE%7D (e.g.
Agendas and Supporting Documents folder has agendas and documents from past several years available). Finally, I have attached the latest version of the Faculty Voice  in case you missed it at the end
of last semester.

https://ung.zoom.us/j/93109924741?pwd=RDI2VGRGQnZlTmJrQi9uaVVMK1pwZz09

Meeting ID: 931 0992 4741
Passcode: 551047

Have a great weekend!  I hope your semester starts smoothly.  I'll see you in Zoom Monday at 12:00PM.  Take care.

Jamie

Jamie Mitchem
Chair, UNG Faculty Senate
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UNG Faculty Senate

Agenda

 17 August 2020, 12:00-12:50pm 

Online Zoom Meeting

https://ung.zoom.us/j/93109924741?pwd=RDI2VGRGQnZlTmJrQi9uaVVMK1pwZz09 

Meeting ID: 931 0992 4741

Passcode: 551047



1. Call to order (12:00)

2. Minutes of the 20 April 2020 meeting (12:01-12:04)

(https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-seDinate/Pages/FacultySenateMinutes.aspx)   

3. Chair’s Report, Jamie Mitchem (12:05-12:10)

4. Vice-Chair, Chuck Robertson (12:10-12:20)

a) Proposal to update the process for amending the Faculty Senate Bylaws (https://ung.edu/faculty-senate/_uploads/files/UNG%20Faculty%20Senate%20Bylaws.pdf?t=1597388324152)

b) Faculty Senate email discussion group – communication/discussion

5. Old Business

6. New Business

a) Motion on Resolution on Shared Governance in Budget Decisions (see attached) (12:20-12:30) Faculty Senate Executive Board

b) Motion on Resolution on Faculty Compensation (see attached) (12:30-12:35) 

c) Motion to change title of “Secretary” officer position to “Recorder” in Faculty Senate Bylaws (12:35-12:40)

d) New business from the floor (12:40-12:50)

7. Announcements – Next Meeting is Monday, September 21

8. Adjournment (12:50)










































UNG Faculty Senate 
Minutes 


20 April 2020, 12:00-1:00pm 
Online – Visual Huddle (https://my.visualhuddle.com/meet/73328951 ) 


Reminder: Please mute your microphone when not speaking 
 
 


1. Call to order, Welcome new Senate members for 2020-2021 (12:03)  
           


2. Minutes of the 6 April 2020 meeting (see attached) (12:05-12:06) Minutes approved as 
presented   (https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-
senate/Pages/FacultySenateMinutes.aspx) 


 
3. Report from the President and the Provost, Dr. Bonita Jacobs & Dr. Chaudron Gille, 


Q&A (12:06-12:35) 
a) Regarding Furlough Chat prior to the Meeting 


• There is a possibility schools may have furloughs 
• UNG’s enrollment seems to be holding pretty well, but we don’t know 


anything at this point 
• It is a fairly obvious consideration that many institutions will be much 


more vulnerable, especially smaller schools.  
• I wish I could say that there will not be furloughs, but we just cannot 


make that call right now 
• Dual enrollment is all over the place right now, tuition rates, etc. HS 


students are not at the schools to talk to their counselors about this 
option. 


• Enrollment management is about comparing where we are now in 
comparison to last year. There are many different triggers that can 
affect enrollment. When we factor in where we are now, we look to be 
fairly steady 


• We actually lost fewer students to withdrawal this spring when 
comparted to last spring.  


• Questions regarding furloughs? 
• Will the strategy be to prioritize furloughs over layoffs for 


UNG? A – Layoffs more permanent that furloughs? So much 
depends on how much we get from the stimulus bills, 
enrollment, etc. There are so many factors to consider, but if 
our enrollment holds, we will need faculty. 


b) Questions regarding P&T, if we look at service can we count more of what is 
in the community instead of scholarship service? 


• First, the purpose for service is that we have academic service that is 
able to make us better faculty members and give better experiences for 
students.  


• If you are coaching your child’s little league team, that is certainly 
service, but not P&T service. There is a grey area. We feel a lot will 
come from the system and we need to follow policy guidelines, but I 
will defer to Dr. Gille. 


• CG – I appreciated the resolution that FS put together regarding 
community engagement and service. We need to be cognizant of our 
Carnegie designation, Civic Action Plan, etc. We need to make sure 



https://my.visualhuddle.com/meet/73328951
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that what we put out as guidance is keeping up with the system. I 
think we need to be careful of not blurring the lines of what service Is 
and what the scholarship of engagement is. This is something we will 
need to look at closer in the fall and hope to compile more information 
in the summer to better move forward in the fall. 


c) Questions 
• Do we know anything about fall yet – start date, online, etc? 


• First I have heard anything about changing start date – hasn’t 
been part of the conversation. The chancellor is optimistic 
that we will have a normal fall semester. Depends on social 
distancing, etc.  


• We won’t have a vaccine by then – what will be different at the 
beginning of August than right now? We will be a few months further 
in and not be much different. There may be at risk faculty walking 
into the classroom and encountering 100+ students a day. How is the 
state not thinking about the implications? If not the state, then what 
about UNG? 


• BJ - Gov. Kemp has a press conference this afternoon, how 
much he is willing to open up everything right now. Georgia 
is running way behind on the curve than some of the others – 
we are increasing at a pretty fast rate statewide. I hear that the 
governor is not interested in a full open up. Re: the fall, if we 
still have social distancing and at risk stakeholders (faculty, 
staff, students), we just don’t know what will happen. There 
is a lot we don’t know, but we are having discussions about 
what we do with FSS at risk. 


• CG – some of the things we are asking faculty to do as we 
prepare for the summer is to make ourselves more flexible 
moving forward – why we have asked that online courses are 
QM certified, exploring other software, Ally for accessibility, 
Respondus online for exams, etc. We will be compiling 
information following the upload of grades so that we can 
best support faculty and students. I have asked Holly and 
others to explore more flexible models, discussing in cabinet 
how we can support at-risk FSS…we are planning how we 
can best move forward while following guidance given by 
the system and the Governor. I have been working with HR 
and Steve McCleod to give PT/adjunct faculty access to 
email and resources this summer. We were able to give small 
stipends to adjunct faculty who had not taught online 
previously for moving online. We have also been able to 
provide stipends for those who served as mentors as others 
moved online. We will be using spring student evaluations as 
formative, but faculty will not be required to use those for 
FARs/P&T. P&T clocks can be suspended for one year for 
both the 2020 and 2021 cycles if faculty need that. We are 
doing the best we can to address your concerns with the little 
information we have.  


• Would it be wise to be working now to put all fall classes into an 
online format? 







• I would encourage anyone who has not completed FLOC 
training to do so now. Be planning on how you may adapt 
activities and videos you may use. Before we moved online, I 
asked that all f2f classes to include some presence online 
with gradebook, syllabi, content, etc. Please plan to continue 
to prepare at least a minimal level of engagement online for 
all classes this fall. This will allow you and your students to 
be the most prepared possible. 


• Is there a faculty presence available for orientations this summer? 
• Yes, we will have MYM, MFAs, and other engagement. We 


will have live engagements in August when the students 
return.  


• Can we have access to fall classes on d2l? 
• You can request a sandbox space for creativity for the fall – 


this is something you can reach out to d2l to begin planning 
for the fall. 


• To further support the students, is there any opportunity to postpone 
posting grades/the semester? Can we give the students some 
flexibility? 


• We have worked with students who have had issues to move 
them to an incomplete. We cannot extend the calendar – we 
would have to petition SACSCOC and the system for such. If 
you have a student who has issues, a faculty member can 
award an incomplete and allow students to have more time to 
complete the content. Students will have until the end of the 
following semester to complete the work. We have students 
in the National Guard, some working 40+ hours in essential 
roles, etc. Students who plan to graduate cannot take an 
incomplete and graduate in May. 


• What if we consider putting every single class online as a hybrid class 
for the fall? 


• CG - We are looking at models of hybrid that allows some 
flexibility. It may provide for more social distancing. This is 
one idea I have noted for consideration. 


• Re: Budget Planning & Furloughs 
• We are planning to mitigate any surprises. We will set up 


meetings as needed when we have more information 
available.  


 
4. Election of Senate Officers for 2020-2021 Academic Year (12:35-12:42) 


a) Those eligible to vote are the returning members and the new senators. Those 
rolling off should not be voting.  


b) Chair – the only nominee is Jamie Mitchem. No new nominations from the 
floor. 


c) Vice-Chair – the only nominee is Chuck Robertson. No new nominations from 
the floor.  


d) Secretary – the only nominee is Anita Turlington. No new nominations from 
the floor.  


e) Parliamentarian – the only nominee is John O’Sullivan. No new nominations 
from the floor.  







f) Voting took/to take place via Qualtrics link.  
 


5. Chair’s Report, Dr. Jamie Mitchem, Faculty Voice available, USGFC meeting notes 
from 04/17/2020 (12:42-12:54) 


 
a) There is a Town Hall this Wednesday, 22 April 2020, at noon with Dr. Jacobs.  
b) Olivier Le Blond won runoff position for LAC and Michele Hill won the run 


off for Faculty Affairs Committee.  
c) LAC should get their list of appointed committee members out this week. 
d) The Faculty Voice newsletter was sent out this week – thank you to all those 


who worked hard on this.  
e) USG Faculty Council meets once per semester and we had our meeting this 


past Friday, 17 April 2020. A couple of things from that meeting: 
• Gen Ed Redesign – Fall 2022 is still the target deadline, but timeline 


is in flux as outreach and BOR presentations have been postponed 
until at least fall 2020 


• Chancellor Wrigley said mental Health working group report and Fees 
working group report would be delayed/postponed 


• USG will decide whether to open or not for all universities 
• Encourages faculty to engage with administration about how to help 


with enrollment at each university 
• Be prepared for potential disruptions for next 12-18 months 
• Construction continuing 
• No budget yet for Fiscal Year 2021 (beginning July 1) from state 


legislature   
 


6. New Business 
a) For the fall, FS bylaws changes coming to fruition in the fall, Faculty 


handbook revisions, and other changes being proposed.  Teams for discussions 
online for Senate.  


 
7. Announcements – Next scheduled Meeting is Monday, August 17, 2020 (Fall Retreat, 


Tuesday, August 11, 2020, possibly via videoconference) 
 


8. Adjournment (12:59) 
 


 
 






Resolution on Shared Governance in Budget Decisions



Whereas, as the elected representatives of the UNG faculty, it is our responsibility to ensure that their voice is being heard and their concerns are being accurately conveyed to UNG Administration. UNG faculty must be assured that they have a genuine stake in decisions that affect them through shared governance between the UNG Administration and the Faculty Senate that is both authentic and meaningful. 



Whereas, the annual budgeting process directly affects faculty salaries, travel and research opportunities, program additions or modifications, and resource allocations. Inviting Faculty Senate representatives to participate fully (i.e. not merely informing them after decisions have been made) in these processes is critical if UNG Administration seeks to understand the impact of budget decisions and the effect those decisions will likely have on faculty well-being and morale.





Therefore be it resolved that, moving forward, the Faculty Advisory Committee on Budgets and the Senate Executive Board participate fully in budget creation and budget cutting decisions.  It also would be a welcome move to provide the full Senate with a copy of the completed budget annually.  





These changes would also meet the criteria of the AAUP’s policy statement The Role of the Faculty in Budgetary and Salary Matters (https://www.aaup.org/report/role-faculty-budgetary-and-salary-matters):

The faculty should participate both in the preparation of the total institutional budget and (within the framework of the total budget) in decisions relevant to the further apportioning of its specific fiscal divisions (salaries, academic programs, tuition, physical plant and grounds, and so on). The soundness of resulting decisions should be enhanced if an elected representative committee of the faculty participates in deciding on the overall allocation of institutional resources and the proportion to be devoted directly to the academic program. This committee should be given access to all information that it requires to perform its task effectively, and it should have the opportunity to confer periodically with representatives of the administration and governing board. Such an institution-level body, representative of the entire faculty, can play an important part in mediating the financial needs and the demands of different groups within the faculty and can be of significant assistance to the administration in resolving impasses that may arise when a large variety of demands are made on necessarily limited resources.

We understand that this request involves structural change for the University; however, in the interest of transparency and genuine shared governance, we believe more significant inclusion of the faculty voice is necessary in these critical fiscal processes. We appreciate your attention to this matter during this difficult budget cutting time when shared governance is most crucial and most crucially tested. 


University Faculty Senate

August 17, 2020



Resolution on the Provision  of Equity Adjustments to Bring Faculty to Median Salaries this next Budget Cycle



Whereas since the birth of the Univerisity of North Georgia in January of 2013 it has been understood and acknowledged that salaries for faculty are problematically low,

Whereas the response to those requests was the creation of a task force to study the issue, and that resulted in the Report from the Faculty Salary Study Presidential Task Force in February 2019, and that report asserted that it will cost $3,750,000 to bring tenured and tenure-track UNG faculty to median salaries,

Whereas even with that detailed study, on June 17, 2019 faculty learned there would be $539,000 of equity awarded upon the new 2019-2020 contracts, and that $539,000 only closes the $3,750,000 gap 14% of the way, and the state budget cuts in 2020 did not allow for salaries to be increased toward the median yet again for 2020-2021,

Whereas an additional salary study looking at non-tenure-track faculty salaries in comparison to our peer institutions was being conducted in 2020, and as important members of our UNG faculty they also need salaries to be at least up to median values,

Whereas escalating healthcare insurance costs are having the direct impact of significantly decreasing the income of faculty,

Whereas there is more than anecdotal evidence that the university loses excellent faculty members and experiences a number of failed searches related to low compensation,

Whereas these losses impact the most central mission of the university, educating and inspiring students via high-quality academic programs, 

Whereas the UNG Faculty Senate has been advocating for the resolution of this issue since the creation of the university approximately seven years ago, 





Therefore be it resolved that the University Faculty Senate emphatically and unequivocally supports the implementation of equity adjustments adequate to bring all faculty salaries to median compensation this next budget cycle.
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We Will Be Resilient! 
Jamie D. Mitchem 


 


This note is predominantly for history's sake as 


we look back at this extraordinary time. Accord-
ing to the World Health Organization, coronavirus 
disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease 
caused by a newly discovered coronavirus. This 
novel virus was first reported in China with subse-
quent deadly outbreaks in South Korea, Iran, Ita-
ly, and Spain before ultimately growing into a 
global pandemic. The first case in the United 
States was detected in Washington state on Janu-
ary 22, 2020 and cases began to surge in the Unit-


ed States in March. This has been a disruptive event in many ways by 
causing sickness, hospitalizations, and deaths as well as economic dis-
tress due to the need for physical distancing and isolation to avoid the 
spread of the virus and "flatten the curve" to try to keep our hospitals 
functional. Many things have come to a standstill or been radically al-
tered, and unemployment has skyrocketed as businesses shut down 
with over 10,000,000 seeking unemployment in the past few weeks.  


In response to this threat, the University System of Georgia 
including UNG  announced on March 12, 2020 that the system would 
suspend instruction for two weeks beginning March 16, 2020. UNG 
faculty and staff worked hard during that two week period, which in-
cluded Spring Break, to transition courses to D2L and move student 
services to remote delivery. By March 16, 2020 the pandemic was hit-
ting Georgia, and it was announced that courses would continue to be 
taught remotely for the remainder of the semester. Most meetings 
moved to virtual meetings to reduce travel and interactions to try to 
prevent the spread of the virus. The Faculty Senate moved all meetings 
to virtual meetings. Travel plans were canceled. Dorms were emptied, 
and campuses began to be shut down except for essential services. He-
roic efforts were made to keep UNG functioning and to rapidly adapt 
to ever changing situations. While in the midst of this disaster stress 
levels were high and sadness at what was unfolding globally was pal-
pable. K-12 schools also moved to virtual learning statewide, and 
many shelter in place orders, curfews, and lockdowns were enacted 
until ultimately the governor issued a statewide shelter in place order 


Mitchem 
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excluding certain essential services. Low risk prisoners were released to 
reduce the risk of infections spreading through our prisons. Sports events 
were all canceled. Sadly dozens of assisted living facilities in Georgia 
currently have outbreaks. Hospitals in the region opened tents in their 
parking lots to evaluate patients before entering, quarantine sites were 
established, ICUs were overloaded as ventilators were in short supply, 
and drive-thru testing sites were eventually established after a slow start 
to testing availability for the virus. Supply chains struggled to keep up 
with demand  for cleaning products, paper products, and medical sup-
plies. Creative memes were shared about the lack of toilet paper as some 
hoarding behavior was noted. The stock market crashed and gas prices 
dropped. I think it is important to document this in real time for history's 
sake because while we realize this is historic right now, it is hard to grasp 
the gravity and immensity of this global pandemic while we work to keep 
students on track to complete the semester (though graduation is post-
poned) and keep UNG running.  


On March 25, 2020 we received confirmation that the first UNG 
student had tested positive for COVID-19 though with limited testing 
there was concern it could be more widespread. Classes resumed remote-
ly on March 30, 2020 as everyone adjusted to this new way of life for a 
while. By April 2, 2020 it was announced that Maymester and Summer 
semester courses would also need to be taught remotely. We all hope the 
virus will subside soon or a vaccination or treatment will become availa-
ble. There are some promising signs of that, but unfortunately the peak of 
the impacts looks to arrive later in April in Georgia. At the current time, 
April 5, 2020, there have been 1,268,855 cases of this disease worldwide 
with 69,330 deaths. In the U.S. so far there have been 334,345 confirmed 
cases and  9,558 deaths with New York City being hit especially hard. 
Finally, in Georgia so far there have been 6,742 confirmed cases and 219 
deaths so far with Atlanta and Albany, GA particularly hard hit. The cur-
rent total confirmed cases in counties where UNG campuses are located 
includes:  Hall County—117 cases, Forsyth County—73 cases, Oconee 
County —24 cases, Lumpkin County —9 cases, and Fannin County—8 
cases though Gwinnett County houses many of our students and it has 
410 cases and Fulton County has 970 cases.  
 Epidemiologists continue to study this pandemic, and their advice 
is lifesaving. This virus can spread easily, and it can be spread by people 
who have it but are asymptomatic. It can remain on surfaces for a fairly 
long time, and it can hit vulnerable populations extremely hard producing 
deadly pneumonia. The world is coming together by staying at home to 
try to protect friends and neighbors and the world. Musicians are enter-
taining people with online and televised free concerts and fundraisers. 
People around the world are literally applauding our medical profession-
als on the front lines of this struggle and are also appreciative of the gro-
cery store workers, truck drivers, transit workers, online retailers, deliv-
ery drivers, teachers, and others keeping society functioning as smoothly 
as possible. Facetiming family and friends to try to stay connected with-
out infecting one another has become common practice. 


It is vital that we put safety first and protect each other by physi-
cal distancing right now. Washing our hands frequently, trying not to 
touch our faces, and wearing facial masks are other advice that we are 
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Cumming Campus, UNG. Photograph courtesy  of  University of North Georgia. 


being given by CDC and our leaders. It is also important that we main-
tain the ability to provide education to north Georgia during and after this 
horrible event. We can pull together and help each other and our students 
to succeed, cope, adapt, and then rebuild once this is over. May this end 
quickly, and hopefully a vaccine will be approved to prevent this. May 
we all remain safe and healthy as this global pandemic impacts our re-
gion. We will be resilient. 


If you need this document in any other format, please email Phillip Guerty at 


pguerty@ung.edu or call 678-717-3462.  
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Rise Up and Speak!  
 


Lisa P. Diehl 
 


I have  quietly and consistently taught as a non-tenured fac-


ulty member for over eight years.  In addition to a full-course 
load, like many of my non-tenured and tenured colleagues, I 
am also an active member of my university community 
through participation in campus activities and service to the 
university and my profession. I consider myself a full mem-
ber of the university community, but I often wonder if I, like 
many of my fellow non-tenured colleagues are viewed by 


others as permanent, long-term members of the university. 
Like many non-tenured faculty members, at times, I have been hesitant to 
express my thoughts and ideas because of my “non-permanent” status.  


However, I do not consider myself a “temporary” member of my 
university community. I have dedicated myself to student success and the 
success of the university. I have struggled with the notion that I am “less 
secure” in my position then my tenured counterparts. I receive less pay, less 
recognition, less opportunity for self-improvement, and restricted access to 
travel funds and budgets. I teach the same, if not more, courses than my ten-
ured counterparts, yet I am mired in a position which considers me tempo-
rary, with no job security and no expectation of long-term employment.  


My colleagues and I are often referred to as “contingent” faculty. I 
hate the term “contingent.” Contingent implies non-tenured faculty are tem-
porary, uninvolved and non-permanent. I am not an uninvolved member of 
my university community. I have invested time, effort and my heart and soul 
in my university, my students and my colleagues.  According to the AAUP, 
contingent faculty appointments are defined as “short-term, temporary posi-
tions…with no contractual or legal expectation of reappointment…” I prefer 
being categorized as “non-tenured faculty.” 


I was surprised when I was asked to share my thoughts and ideas 
about “contingent faculty” for the Faculty Senate newsletter. Over the past 
year, I have become a very strong advocate (annoyingly so some might say) 
for non-tenured faculty representation partially due to attending the AAUP 
Summer Institute this past July. This institute changed my perspective about 
my tenuous position within the university community.  


For the past few years, I have taught a social justice themed English 
1102 course. Although I knew discussing social justice issues could be chal-
lenging, I plunged forward. The feedback from students was so positive I 
continued to re-shape and re-plan the course. Unexpectedly, I had to justify 
my course to the administration at UNG when a student complained about 
some of the content of the class. Because of the support of the AAUP and 
colleagues at UNG, I gained a new understanding of the issues all teaching 
professionals face in a national environment where academic freedom is be-
ing challenged daily.  


Due to the strong support I received, I did not turn away from teach-


Diehl 
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ing this class. As a non-tenured faculty member, I was suddenly faced 
with the precariousness and non-permanency of my teaching position. I 
was nervous but I also held my ground that what I was doing was neces-
sary, was right and was needed. Luckily, the administration supported 
me and my right of academic freedom. But this situation made me real-
ize that even though I consider myself to be a full and active member of 
the university community, the political and social nature of a college 
environment does not view my status in the same way. I realized I had 
to get more involved not only in the AAUP, but also as an active advo-
cate for non-tenured faculty members.  


I experienced several epiphanies at this institute. First, I discov-
ered that the AAUP considers all faculty, tenured or non-tenured, as 
members of one group: Faculty of One. In fact, the AAUP has a cam-
paign called “One Faculty.”  The campaign’s main goal is to change the 
adverse and limiting groupings which distinguish tenured and non-
tenured faculty in an educational environment, causing an unintended 
attitude of the “us versus them” on both sides of the teaching environ-
ment. The AAUP asserts, “If you do the work, then you are faculty, re-
gardless of the title assigned by the administration.”  Finally, I received 
confirmation that I am valued and appreciated by my fellow colleagues.  


Second, was my insistence about the necessity of governance for 
non-tenured faculty members. I was astounded that non-tenured faculty 
members at my university have very little representation on the faculty 
senate. I realized a group of administrators and tenured faculty members 
were making decisions about non-tenured faculty teaching loads, re-
sponsibilities, duties and pay without feedback from the people who are 
impacted by these major decisions. According to research conducted by 
the non-tenured track (NTT) Faculty committee at the university, 52 
percent of the faculty at the university are non-tenured, yet the govern-
ance of the university does not provide 52 percent of non-tenured gov-
ernance.  


I practice what I teach my students in my social justice class: 
Rise up and speak. I met with faculty representatives and advocated for 
non-tenured faculty to gain more representation as a full voice on the 
university level. More importantly, I spoke up (pestered is probably a 
better word) the faculty to listen to feedback from the non-tenured fac-
ulty. Jamie Mitchem, Faculty Senate chair and AAUP member acted. 
He met with non-tenured faculty from all campuses of the university. 
He established an ad hoc non-tenured faculty committee to compile data 
and report findings and recommendations to the faculty senate about the 
most important issues concerning non-tenured faculty on campus.  


The NTT committee polled approximately one-hundred non-
tenured faculty and discovered, not surprisingly, their number one con-
cern is the low pay and non-permanence of their positions. Although 
this issue is not a surprise, I was shocked at the reluctance of some of 
my non-tenured faculty to provide feedback or answer the anonymous 
survey questions. Some colleagues indicated they did not want to respond 
for  fear of retaliation because of their non-permanent status at the uni-
versity.  


I encourage non-tenured faculty to shed their fear and apprehen-
sion about job security. We must advocate for one another and under-
stand that faculty working conditions affect student learning conditions. 



https://www.aaup.org/

https://aaupgeorgia.wordpress.com/

https://aaupgeorgia.wordpress.com/

https://aaupgeorgia.wordpress.com/
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2019-20 UNG  


Faculty Senate  


Officers 
 


Chair 


Jamie Mitchem   


Vice-Chair 


Chuck Robertson 


Parliamentarian 


John O'Sullivan 


Secretary 


Jessica Miles 


   


   


Blue Ridge Campus, UNG. Pho-


tograph courtesy  of  University 


Relations. 


We are all educational professionals who are dedicated to the success of 
our students and the improvement of our campus community. We all need 
to demand more institutional support for time spent meeting with students, 
evaluating student work, and class planning and preparation and research.  


I urge every faculty member, tenured, non-tenured, temporary, and 
adjunct to advocate for one another. The “One Faculty” campaign advocat-
ed by the AAUP focuses on combining our voices together to work for one 
another, not against one another. This campaign calls for acknowledgement 
as one voice, one body and one community.  


How we are labeled and defined by ourselves is more important 
than how we are labeled by others. We all need to fight for fair wages, 
recognition of our importance to the college community and to demand 
equal representation in the decision-making process and leadership at the 
university.  


Let’s come together as one voice, one community and one govern-
ing body. Positive advocacy and support for one another will lead to a bet-
ter and more positive working environment for all of us.  


Please know I will continue to be a voice for the voiceless and an 
advocate for all faculty members.  


 
Lisa Diehl is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of English at the University of North 
Georgia 


Student Resource Center on the Oconee Campus. Photograph courtesy  of    


University  of North Georgia. 
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Update From the Faculty Senate 
Chair 


Jamie Mitchem 


The UNG Faculty Senate has been very busy this 


year. We began the year with a day-long Fall Retreat 
on the Dahlonega campus to establish goals and 
priorities for the year, hear from administrators, and 
have a vigorous open discussion. Regular Senate 
meetings are held on the first and third Mondays of 
each month during the academic year during the 
meeting hour (See meeting dates and locations here: 
https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/
default.aspx ). All faculty are welcome to attend. 
The agendas for the Faculty Senate meetings are set 


by the Faculty Senate Executive Board based on feedback from faculty, 
requests from Senate members, and committee reports. The Faculty 
Senate Executive Board this year includes: 


Jamie Mitchem (Chair) 


Chuck Robertson (Vice-Chair) 


Jessica Miles (Secretary) 


John O’Sullivan (Parliamentarian) 


Kelly McFaden (Immediate Past Chair) 


Renee Bricker (At-Large Dahlonega) 


George Danns (At-Large Gainesville) 


Dan Cabaniss (At-Large Oconee) 


Daniel Vaccaro (At-Large Cumming) 


Each academic department has at least one faculty representative 
on the Faculty Senate, and larger departments (twenty or more full-time 
faculty) have two senators (See list of current members here: https://
my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/default.aspx). Please share 
concerns with your departmental representatives or any Faculty Senate 
member. Also, each campus gets two at-large Senators once the campus 
has more than ten faculty members assigned to that campus, the campus 
gets an additional two at-large Senators once it has more than forty full-
time faculty assigned to that campus (See Senate bylaws: https://
ung.edu/faculty-senate/_uploads/files/UNG%20Faculty%20Senate%
20Bylaws.pdf?t=1582922229215). The Cumming campus passed this 
threshold and elected its first two at-large senators this year: Ann Marie 
Francis and Daniel Vaccaro. The Blue Ridge campus is approaching the 
threshold soon. The Dahlonega, Gainesville, and Oconee campuses 
already have four at-large Senate members.  


Mitchem 


Faculty By-Laws  


The Faculty By-Laws can be 


found at https://ung.edu/


faculty-senate/_uploads/files/


UNG%20Faculty%


20Senate%20Bylaws.pdf?


t=1536159765824 


 


UNG Faculty 
Senate Bylaws 
https://my.ung.edu/
committees/faculty-senate/
Pages/
FacultySenate-
ByLaws.aspx 


 


 


Statutes of The 
University of 
North Georgia 
https://ung.edu/about/
_uploads/files/
UNG_Statutes_Approved2
0130111.pdf#search=UNG
%20statutes 


 



https://ung.edu/faculty-senate/_uploads/files/UNG%20Faculty%20Senate%20Bylaws.pdf?t=1536159765824

https://ung.edu/faculty-senate/_uploads/files/UNG%20Faculty%20Senate%20Bylaws.pdf?t=1536159765824

https://ung.edu/faculty-senate/_uploads/files/UNG%20Faculty%20Senate%20Bylaws.pdf?t=1536159765824

https://ung.edu/faculty-senate/_uploads/files/UNG%20Faculty%20Senate%20Bylaws.pdf?t=1536159765824

https://ung.edu/faculty-senate/_uploads/files/UNG%20Faculty%20Senate%20Bylaws.pdf?t=1536159765824

https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/Pages/FacultySenateByLaws.aspx

https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/Pages/FacultySenateByLaws.aspx

https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/Pages/FacultySenateByLaws.aspx

https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/Pages/FacultySenateByLaws.aspx

https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/Pages/FacultySenateByLaws.aspx

https://ung.edu/about/_uploads/files/UNG_Statutes_Approved20130111.pdf#search=UNG%20statutes

https://ung.edu/about/_uploads/files/UNG_Statutes_Approved20130111.pdf#search=UNG%20statutes

https://ung.edu/about/_uploads/files/UNG_Statutes_Approved20130111.pdf#search=UNG%20statutes

https://ung.edu/about/_uploads/files/UNG_Statutes_Approved20130111.pdf#search=UNG%20statutes

https://ung.edu/about/_uploads/files/UNG_Statutes_Approved20130111.pdf#search=UNG%20statutes
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Although not an exhaustive list, here are some of the things (a top 
twenty list) the UNG Faculty Senate has accomplished or has in progress 
from this year: 


1. The Senate passed a revision of the Post-Tenure Policy in the Faculty 
Handbook based on a proposal from the Faculty Affairs Committee, 
suggested revisions by the Provost’s Council (before the process had been 
revised to send these to the Academic Affairs Committee in the future), and 
the reconciliation of differences by a Joint Conference Committee. This 
was the first use (appearing to be successful) of the Revised Faculty 
Handbook Approval Process approved by the Faculty Senate and Academic 
Affairs Committee last year. Please make sure your department’s post-
tenure guidelines exist and are clear to all involved. 


2. The Senate passed a revision to the Emeritus Faculty description in the 
Faculty Handbook based on a proposal from the Faculty Affairs 
Committee—in process in Academic Affairs Committee. 


3.The Senate established an ad hoc Non-Tenure-Track Committee to 
“communicate directly with Lecturers, Senior Lecturers, Limited-Term 
Faculty, and other non-tenure track faculty on all UNG campuses to 
compile and prioritize their concerns to aid the Senate in representing their 
concerns” The committee has submitted a report with survey results to the 
Senate and is amending a bylaws amendment to make the committee a 
standing committee. 


4.The Senate established an ad hoc Solar Power Committee to “get a 
quantitative expert’s opinion (including quotes from potential vendors),” to 
look at the feasibility of installing solar panels on UNG campuses to 
“potentially save the university money.” The committee has compiled data 
for multiple buildings on multiple campuses for rooftop solar with costs 
and kWh estimates and has met with vendors and Georgia Power. 


5.The Senate passed a resolution to support the implementation of equity 
adjustments adequate to bring all faculty salaries to median compensation 
this next budget cycle (in response to conclusion from salary report from 
last year showing “to reach median, an additional $3,750,000 would need to 
be committed for equity adjustments.”. This resolution was forwarded to 
President Jacobs. The written response from the President was shared with 
faculty. 


6.Senate passed a revision to the Role of the Faculty, section 3.1, in the 
Faculty Handbook to expand the information and better describe what we 
do for new faculty based off similar sections from other universities and 
AAUP. This revision was sent forward to Academic Affairs Committee. 


7.The Senate is hearing a resolution from the Athletics Committee to count 
faculty work with university athletic teams as service for P&T and annual 
reviews. 


8.The Senate is hearing a resolution concerning engaged scholarship and 
support for Community Engagement Classification designation by the 
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. 


9.The Senate raised several concerns about 2FA – Steve McLeod (CIO) and 
Rob Cherveny from IT came to Senate for Q&A. 


Faculty  
Senate 
Minutes 


To view current and past 
faculty senate minutes, 
visit: 
https://my.ung.edu/
committees/faculty-
senate/Pages/
Facul-
tySenateMinutes.aspx 


Faculty Senate 
Meetings 


For information on faculty 
senate meetings times and  
locations, visit: https://
my.ung.edu/committees/
faculty-senate/default.aspx 


 


Faculty Senate meeting are 
open to all faculty members. 



https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/Pages/FacultySenateMinutes.aspx

https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/Pages/FacultySenateMinutes.aspx

https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/Pages/FacultySenateMinutes.aspx

https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/Pages/FacultySenateMinutes.aspx

https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/Pages/FacultySenateMinutes.aspx

https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/default.aspx

https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/default.aspx

https://my.ung.edu/committees/faculty-senate/default.aspx
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Gainesville Campus, UNG. 


Photograph courtesy  of  Faculty 


Voice. 


If you need this document in any other format, please email Phillip Guerty at 


pguerty@ung.edu or call 678-717-3462.  


10. The Senate passed a resolution to remove the Student Media 
Committee (at their request) from the Senate Bylaws. This resolution is 
awaiting full faculty vote. 


11.The Senate’s Faculty Advisory Committee on Budgets met with the 
Provost and Senior VP for Business & Finance at the beginning of budget 
making process for discussion and Q&A. 


12.The Senate has committees nearing completion of revised 
administration) evaluation instruments (evaluating deans, department 
heads, etc.). 


13.The Senate coordinated a brownbag session with HR to have Q&A 
about communication of retirement options and ORP/TRS. 


14.The Senate conducted a SWOT analysis over the summer and is 
engaging with Strategic Planning process. 


15.The Senate heard from and advised SGA in their proposed 
consolidation process. 


16.The Senate has conducted nominations and is conducting elections for 
committee memberships for next Academic Year. Thanks to all faculty 
who volunteered and to all who voted.  


17.The Senate received a report on QEP Progress and data related to 
changes in academic advising, master advisor program, and student 
retention. 


18.The Senate is staying informed of looming revisions to core 
curriculum, and we are committed to faculty engagement in the process 
once USG finalizes the general guidelines. USG Faculty Council is 
engaged in this conversation along with UNG representatives on the 
USG’s implementation committee, and Academic Affairs. 


19. Senate is hearing a proposal to add an Inclusivity section to the 
supplemental syllabus. 


20. Senate moved to virtual meetings and a Teams site with the help of IT 
to continue its work remotely in response to the coronavirus. 


As I hope you can see, the UNG Faculty Senate has been staying 
busy. Enhancing our communication with everyone continues to be a 
challenge, and we welcome suggestions for improvement. I hope you can 
sense that Faculty Senate members are doing our best to be productive, 
visible, and representative of faculty at large. We have an outstanding 
group of Senate members who have stepped up to serve this year, and as 
Chair, I would like to personally thank them all for the time and effort 
they put into the work of the Senate. It is our collective voice in shared 
governance, and it is vital for a healthy university community. Let’s strive 
to continue to strengthen and support the UNG Faculty Senate. Thanks for 
all you do! 
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Needle in the Haystack: Using LEAP Principles and 
Practices to Help Students Navigate 


 Information  Overload  
Teresa Nesbitt, Amanda Nash, and Barbara Petersohn 


 


In the spring of 2018, our team of UNG librarians applied for 


a LEAP into Action grant to support our work revamping the 1
-credit online course RSCH 1501: Research Strategies. RSCH 
1501 introduces students to information literacy concepts and 
methods for thinking critically, ethically, and strategically 
about creating and consuming information. As the course had 


not been updated since the summer of 2013, 
many of the course’s Read and Watch modules needed up-


dates to make them relevant to the current information landscape. We also 
sought to align the course’s assignments with the High-
Impact Educational Practices (HIPs) and Essential Learning Outcomes 
(ELOs) promoted by the Leap Initiative, and by incorporating the Transpar-
ency in Learning and Teaching (TILT) framework into our assignment in-
structions (https://tilthighered.com).  


We began our grant work in the summer of 2018. In the first phase 
of revisions, we focused on updating Read and Watch materials for the fall 
2018 course. We then revised the Do & Share activities–which includ-
ed discussion posts and On Your Own (OYO) exercises-
for the spring 2019 course. Activity revisions used the 
TILT rubric to make assignment goals explicit and to 
clearly communicate expectations for completed student 
work. The team also redesigned assignments to better 
highlight ELOs like “connecting knowledge with choices 
and action” and “fostering civic, intercultural, and ethical 
learning.”  
 To evaluate the impact of our revisions on student 


success, we conducted pre- and post-course 
student assessments in both the fall of 2018 and the spring of 
2019 to measure changes in student knowledge and information litera-
cy skills over the course of the semester. We also examined trends 
in final exam scores for every course section taught from 2014-
2019. Lastly, the instructor teaching RSCH 1501 in the fall of 
2018 and the spring of 2019 kept a reflection journal docu-
menting her observations of differences in student perfor-
mance between the two semesters.  We will continue collect-


ing data on the new iteration of the course and using these qualitative and 
quantitative measures to evaluate the impact of the revisions. The project 
concluded with a poster presentation at the 2019 Symposium on Innovation, 
Research, and Engagement (SOIRE). 


 


Teresa Nesbitt is an Assistant Professor and Reference Services Librarian for Music, The-
ater, & Visual Arts. Amanda Nash is Assistant Dean of Libraries, Associate Professor, and 
Head Librarian on the Gainesville campus. Barbara Petersohn is an Associate Professor 
of Library Science. 


Nesbitt 


Library  
Resources for 
Faculty: 
 
For information and faculty 
library resources, visit the 
webpage: 


 
https://ung.edu/libraries/
for-faculty/index.php  


Petersohn 


Nash  


John Harrison Hosch Library, 


Gainesville. Photography cour-


tesy of University of North 


Georgia. 



https://ung.edu/libraries/for-faculty/index.php

https://ung.edu/libraries/for-faculty/index.php





UNG Office of 
Research and 
Engagement 


The Office of Research 
and Engagement serves 
the students, faculty and 
staff at UNG by 
providing support and 
access to resources that 
enhance the experience of 
being part of an engaged 
university and directly 
supports faculty and staff 
through the Center for 
Teaching, Learning, and 
Leadership and the Office 
of Grants and Contracts. 
For more information 
please visit the following 
website: 


http://ung.edu/research-
and-engagement/
index.php 
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Establishing an East Asian Studies Major at UNG 


Sungshin Kim 


A three-year Institutional Project Support grant given by 


the Japan Foundation was completed in June 2019. Princi-
pal Investigator of the project was Dean of the College of 
Arts & Letters Chris Jespersen, with Sungshin Kim 
(History, Anthropology, and Philosophy) serving as Aca-
demic Director. The main objective of the grant was the 
establishment of an East Asian Studies major at UNG. This 
was successfully accomplished, with the new major on the 
university catalogue by Spring 2019. Sungshin Kim has 


taken up the directorship of the major. 


The Japan Foundation, established by the Japanese government in 
1972, counts as one of the most prestigious funders in area 
studies. Its grant to UNG–totaling $400,000–was used to 
strengthen the university’s resources on Japan, comple-
menting an already existing strength on China. It allowed 
the hiring and sustaining of three new faculty members 
dedicated to Japanese Studies. The UNG library could pur-
chase a total worth of $30,000 of resources on Japan, in-
cluding books, visual sources and databases. Over this 
three-year period, fifteen guest lecturers spoke at the 
Dahlonega campus on topics ranging from Buddhism to 
Japanese modernism, manga and baseball in Japan. In to-
tal, 1,282 students attended these lectures by specialists from across the US 
and abroad. The grant also provided financial assistance to 25 UNG stu-
dents studying abroad in Japan at Nanzan University, including coverage 
for their flights and meals. 


All together the support from the Japan Foundation was indispensa-
ble in establishing UNG’s East Asian Studies program, which is the only 
one of its kind in the state of Georgia. Students in this multidisciplinary 
program do course work focused on East Asia and their country of focus 
(China, Japan, or Korea) in anthropology, art, film, history, political science 
and international affairs, philosophy, geography, as well as in languages. 
The ambition of the program is to educate the next generation of civilian 
and military leaders specialized on East Asia.  


Sungshin Kim is a professor of East Asian history and specializes in Modern China and 
Korea.  


 


Kim 


Jespersen 



http://ung.edu/research-and-engagement/index.php

http://ung.edu/research-and-engagement/index.php

http://ung.edu/research-and-engagement/index.php
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University 
Awards & 
Ceremonies 


 
Please visit the CTLL 
page for a complete 
listing of Faculty 
Awards and  
Ceremonies: https://
ung.edu/center-
teaching-learning-
leadership/index.php 


 


Please visit the 
following page for 
more information on 
the Presidential 
Awards: https://
ung.edu/academic-
affairs/faculty-awards/
presidential-
awards.php 


 


 
 


 


Presidential Semester Incentive Award used to Re-
search Social Media Networking 


Ahmad Ghafarian  


In fall 2019 I received a Presidential Semester Incentive 


award for the project “Assessing Security and Privacy of 
Online Social Media Networking.”  The purpose of this re-
search was, and continues to be, an empirical study of pri-
vacy and security of online social media networking 
(OSMN). Specifically, we focused on Facebook, Instagram 
and Twitter. We used forensics techniques and tools to ex-
perimentally evaluate the type and the amount of personal 
data and activity-related data that are stored on the device 


being used to launch a social media. The results of our research are two-
fold. First, we developed a framework for forensics investigation of the 
OSMN. The framework consists of several phases as well as recommenda-
tion for using forensics tools and techniques for implementation. The 
framework would be very helpful for forensics investigators to gather fo-
rensics data from the memory of the device used to launch a social media. 
Second, we recommend specific actions, needed to be taken by the users 
of the social media in order to preserve their privacy and security. Our re-
search was widely circulated. Daruis Fiallo, a student researcher, submit-
ted “Twitter Forensics” to the UNG 25th Annual Research Conference. 
Justin Frady, another student researcher, and I presented the poster 
“Assessing Security and Privacy of Social Media” at the UNG Symposium 
on Innovation, Research, and Engagement (SoIRE) in November 2019. 
Deniz Keskin  and I will also be presenting our paper, “Windows 10 Hi-
bernation File Forensics” at the Computing Conference in July 2020.  


Ahmad Ghafarian is a Professor of Computer Science in the Mike Cottrell College of 
Business. 


Ghafarian  


Price Memorial Hall. Photo by Susannah McBride, a graphic design student at 


UNG. Courtesy of UNG Public Relations.  



https://ung.edu/center-teaching-learning-leadership/index.php

https://ung.edu/center-teaching-learning-leadership/index.php

https://ung.edu/center-teaching-learning-leadership/index.php

https://ung.edu/center-teaching-learning-leadership/index.php

https://ung.edu/academic-affairs/faculty-awards/presidential-awards.php

https://ung.edu/academic-affairs/faculty-awards/presidential-awards.php

https://ung.edu/academic-affairs/faculty-awards/presidential-awards.php

https://ung.edu/academic-affairs/faculty-awards/presidential-awards.php

https://ung.edu/academic-affairs/faculty-awards/presidential-awards.php





UNG Office of 
Research and 
Engagement 


The Office of Research 
and Engagement serves 
the students, faculty and 
staff at UNG by 
providing support and 
access to resources that 
enhance the experience of 
being part of an engaged 
university and directly 
supports faculty and staff 
through the Center for 
Teaching, Learning, and 
Leadership and the Office 
of Grants and Contracts. 
For more information 
please visit the following 
website: 


http://ung.edu/research-
and-engagement/
index.php 
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Enhancing Student and Community Engagement in a 
Commuter Campus Library 


Rebecca Rose, Teresa Nesbitt, and Allison Galloup 


We used the Presidential Innovation award to assist us with 


our project of hosting a student art exhibit at the Cumming cam-
pus. The call for art for the exhibit was not associated with en-
rollment in art classes, and the campus only offers Art Apprecia-
tion classes. Cumming is a commuter campus where community 
building can be a challenge compared to residential campuses. 


For our proposal, we articulated three goals. The first goal was 
to build a survey tool to measure the event’s impact on the exhibit 
attendees’ perceptions of the Cumming campus library. Our pur-


pose was to determine if an increased awareness of library services occurred as 
a result of the exhibit. In addition, we wanted to know if percep-
tions of the library became more positive with the presence of art 
created by the faculty, staff, and students from UNG and area high 
schools. The second goal required the project leads to monitor in-
creased involvement of UNG students in their scholarly activities 
of presenting and publishing outside of the classroom. The third 
goal involved students digitizing their art to upload into NOIR, 
UNG’s repository. Students identified key words and wrote a de-
scription of their art to serve as metadata. Students were intro-
duced to the concept that metadata greatly assists with the discoverability of 
their art within the digital repository and used critical thinking skills as they 
generated the metadata. Art show participants were given a chance to talk 
about their pieces during the art reception with visitors.  


The survey results indicated that the art exhibit improved the percep-
tions of the Cumming campus library in several ways. First, the art exhibit 
raised awareness of the Cumming campus library and the services it offers to 


students, faculty, and staff. Students from the local high 
schools were invited to participate in a college event. While 
the only high school students who participated were already 
dual-enrolled at UNG, their participation added to their col-
lege experience. 


The project leads presented a Round Table at the Lilly Con-
ference discussing the Cumming campus art exhibit at the 
Lilly Conference: Innovative Strategies to Advance Student 


Learning in Asheville, NC and presented on the topic at the Southeastern Li-
brary Association conference in Hot Springs, AR. A paper proposal about the 
project to The New Review of Academic Librarianship was accepted. The man-
uscript was submitted in January 2020 and in March was accepted with revi-
sions due by June 2020.  


Rebecca Rose is Assistant Dean of Libraries, Associate Professor and Head Librarian on the  
Dahlonega campus. Teresa Nesbitt is an Assistant Professor and Reference Services Librarian 
for Music, Theater, & Visual Arts. Allison Galloup is an Associate Professor and Collections & 
Initiatives Librarian. 


 


Rose 


Nesbitt 


Galloup 



http://ung.edu/research-and-engagement/index.php

http://ung.edu/research-and-engagement/index.php

http://ung.edu/research-and-engagement/index.php
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UNG Faculty 
Senate Bylaws 
https://my.ung.edu/
committees/faculty-senate/
Pages/
FacultySenateByLaws.aspx 


 


 


Statutes of The 
University of 
North Georgia 
https://ung.edu/about/
_uploads/files/
UNG_Statutes_Approved2
0130111.pdf#search=UNG
%20statutes 


 


Gender and Policy Entrepreneurship 


Sarah Young 


In 2019 students in my POLS 4303 Public Policy course 


and I completed a qualitative case study that was funded by 
a UNG CURCA grant. The students and I interviewed four 
female policy entrepreneurs and four male policy entrepre-
neurs to determine what are the common characteristics and 
motivations among female policy entrepreneurs. We also 
interviewed family and staff that knew each of the policy 
entrepreneurs well. We used a three-step methodological 


approach, starting first with grounded theory to capture the underlying 
concepts, then assessing correlations with quantitative cluster analysis, and 
finally using deductive narrative analysis testing. We found that female 
policy entrepreneurs were more likely to be exposed to politics at a young-
er age. They are more likely to be motivated by public service motivation 
and achievement motivation. Female policy entrepreneurs also demon-
strate higher levels of the characteristics of grit. Finally, they experience 
different internal and external dynamics, specifically gender role expecta-
tions and negative political influences such as political gaming. 


Sarah Young is an Assistant Professor of Political Science. 


Young 


Loyd Strickland Building, Gainesville Campus. Photo courtesy of the University of 


North Georgia. 
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Shelley N. Aikman, Professor, Department of Psychological Science pub-
lished, 


Verhaeghen, P. & Aikman, S.N. (2020). How the mindfulness manifold 
relates to the five moral foundations, prejudice, and awareness of privi-
lege. Mindfulness, 11(1), 241-254. doi 10.1007/s12671-019-01243-2 


  McLaughlin, K. & Aikman, S.N. (2019). That is what a feminist looks 
like: Identification and exploration of the factors underlying the con-
cept of feminism and predicting the endorsement of traditional gender 
roles. Gender Issues, 1-34. doi 10.1007/s12147-019-09240-4 


Alla Balueva, Associate Professor of Mathematics, published: 


 Dashevskiy, Ilia, Balueva, Alla, Todebush, Patricia, Campbell, Chasen, 
 Magana, Jerry, & Clement, Nathan. (2019). On Estimation of Adhesive 
 Strength of Implants Bioactive Coating with Titanium by Density 
 Functional Theory and Molecular Dynamics Simula tions. Materials 
 Research, 22(3), e20190030. Epub May 30, 2019.https://
 dx.doi.org/10.1590/1980-5373-mr-2019-0030 


 


Jacob M. Bateman McDonald, Assistant Professor of Geography and Geospa-
tial Science published the following articles and technical reports, 


Cho, S., Hiott, L., McDonald, J.M., Barrett, J., McMillan, E., House, S., 
Adams, E., Frye, J., Jackson, C., 2019, Diversity and antimicrobial re-
sistance of Enterococcus from the Upper Oconee watershed, Georgia: Jour-
nal of Applied Microbiology, doi:10.1111/jam.14550. 


Cho, S., Nguyen H.A., McDonald, J.M., Woodley, T., Hiott, L., Barrett, J., 
Jackson, C., and Frye, J., 2019, Genetic characterization of antimicrobial 
resistant Escherichia coli isolated from a mixed-use watershed in northeast 
Georgia, USA: International Journal of Environmental Research and Public 
Health, v.16, no. 3761, 14p. 


Cooper, C.S., McDonald, J. M., and Starkey, E.N., 2019, Wadeable Stream 
Monitoring at Ocmulgee Mounds National Historical Park: 2017 Baseline 
Report. Natural Resource Report NPS/SECN/NRR—2019/2053. National 
Park Service, Fort Collins, Colorado.  


McDonald, J.M., Starkey, E.N., and Cooper, C.S., 2019, Chattahoochee 
National Recreation Area – Wadeable Stream Monitoring Baseline Report. 
Natural Resource Report NPS/SECN/NRR—2019/2036. National Park 
Service, Fort Collins, Colorado.  


 


 


 


Faculty Publications, Awards, Grants, 
Honors & Performances 


The following list was submitted by faculty members to the Faculty Voice in Spring 


2020. 



https://dx.doi.org/10.1590/1980-5373-mr-2019-0030

https://dx.doi.org/10.1590/1980-5373-mr-2019-0030





Faculty 
Suggestion 


Box 
A faculty suggestion box  
is available to all faculty 
members of the 
University of North 
Georgia to make 
anonymous suggestions 
to strengthen and 
improve the university. 
All comments are 
welcome and will be 
reviewed by the 
university’s 
administration. This form 
was designed to ensure 
that all suggestions 
entered will be 
anonymous, unless the 
user elects to add their 
name to their message. 


Questions submitted 
anonymously may be 
answered on the Office 
of the President website. 


https://my.ung.edu/
committees/faculty-
senate/default.aspx 
 


 


 


McDonald, J. M. and Starkey, E.N., 2019, Wadeable stream 
habitat monitoring at Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield 
Park: 2017 baseline report. Natural Resource Report NPS/
SECN/NRR—2019/2030. National Park Service, Fort Collins, 
Colorado. 


Moorman, M.C., McDonald, J.M., Rankin, N.M., and Mulligan, 
A.S., 2019, Determining elevation of rod surface elevation table 
benchmarks at coastal wetland elevation monitoring sites: base-
line report. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, South Atlantic - Gulf 
and Mississippi Basins. Atlanta, GA. 69 pp. 


McDonald J.M., 2019, Wadeable stream suitability assessment 
for long-term monitoring: Horseshoe Bend National Military 
Park. Natural Resource Data Series. NPS/SECN/NRDS—
2019/1234. National Park Service, Fort Collins, Colorado. 


T. Jameson Brewer, Assistant Professor, Social Foundations of Edu-
cation Culture, Language, and Leadership Department published, 


Brewer, T. J., deMarrais, K., & McFaden, K. (Eds.). 
(2020). Teach For All counter-narratives: International per-
spectives on a global reform movement.  


Brewer, T. J., Hartlep, N. D., & Scott, I. (2018). Forbes 30 
under 30 in education: Manufacturing “edu-preneur” net-
works to reinforce privatization/marketization. Education 
Policy Analysis Archives, 26(76), 1-39. 


Lubienski, C. A., Brewer, T. J., & Ah, J. (2020). A frame-
work and typology of privatization in the United 
States. Revue Internationale d’éducation de Sèvres, (82), X-
X. 


Veltri, B. T. & Brewer, T. J. (2019). Comply, embrace, cope, 
negotiate, counter-crusade, subvert: Teach For America 
corps members respond to (internal) and external man-
dates. Education and Urban Society, 0(0), 1-29.  


Vasquez Heilig, J., Brewer, T. J., & Williams, Y. (2019). 
Choice without inclusion? Comparing the intensity of racial 
segregation in charters and public schools at the local, state, 
and national levels. Journal of Education Sciences, 9(205), 1
-17.  


Vasquez Heilig, J., & Brewer, T. J. (2019). Making the case 
for academia’s engagement in knowledge: Mobilization and 
purposeful public scholarship in social media. Critical Ques-
tions in Education, 10(2), 81-91.    


Brewer, T. J., Vasquez Heilig, J., Gunderson, M., & Brown, 
J. (2018). Chi-town activism: Confronting privatization in 
the nation’s windy city. Thresholds in Education, 41(3), 138
-153. 


Vasquez Heilig, J., Brewer, T. J., & Ojeda Pedraza, J. 
(2018). Examining the myth of accountability, high-stakes testing, 
and the achievement gap. Journal of Family Strengths, 18(1), 1-14.   
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Lubienski, C. A. & Brewer, T. J. (Eds.). (2019). Learning to 
teach in an era of privatization: Global trends in teacher prep-
aration. New York: Teachers College Press 


deMarrais, K., & Brewer, T. J., Atkinson, J. C., Herron, B., & 
Lewis, J. B. (2019). Philanthropy, strategy, and collective re-
sistance: A primer for educators. Gorham, ME: Myers Educa-
tion Press.  


Vasquez Heilig, J, Brewer, T. J., & Adamson, F. (2019). The 
politics of market-based school choice research: A commin-
gling of ideology, methods, and funding. In M. Berends, A. 
Primus, & M. Springer (Eds.), Handbook of Research on 
School Choice (2nd Edition) (pp. 335-350). New York: 
Routledge. 


Brewer T. J. (2019). Review of “The Effects of Means-Tested 
Private School Choice Programs on College Enrollment and 
Graduation.” Boulder, CO: National Education Policy Center. 
Available at https://nepc.colorado.edu/thinktank/choice 


Brewer, T. J. (2019). NEPC review: The 123s of school choice: 
What the research says about private school choice: 2019 Edi-
tion” Boulder, CO: National Education Policy Center. Availa-
ble at https://nepc.colorado.edu/thinktank/school-choice     


Lubienski, C. & Brewer, T. J. (2018). Review of “do impacts 
on test scores even matter? Lessons from long-run outcomes in 
school choice research: Attainment versus achievement im-
pacts and rethinking how to evaluate school choice pro-
grams” Boulder, CO: National Education Policy Center. 
Available at http://nepc.colorado.edu/thinktank/review-
goalposts     


Brewer, T. J. (2019). Opinion: Voucher bill is not “neutral.” It 
will hurt Georgia public schools. The Atlanta Journal Constitu-
tion. Retrieved from https://www.ajc.com/blog/get-schooled/
opinion-voucher-bill-not-neutral-will-hurt-georgia-public-
schools/1zFwybpjuhGBvosJnJBrCJ/?
fbclid=IwAR2Ewzm6EABqF2wlUgzyUAEzwHZnocEu16_ea
pHGY6d0w5F3dmic6dkRYgk     


Brewer, T. J. (2019). Letter: Education policies need to be built 
on facts, not nostalgia. The Times. Retrieved from https://
www.gainesvilletimes.com/opinion/letter-education-policies-
need-be-built-facts-not-nostalgia/ 


Brewer, T. J. (2018). Don’t alter school calendar to increase 
pool of summer workers. The Atlanta Journal Constitution. 
Retrieved from https://www.myajc.com/blog/get-schooled/
opinion-don-alter-school-calendar-increase-pool-summer-
workers/PLYeKZREMQUMrlJxMAEzsJ/  


Brewer, T. J., Hartlep, N., & Scott, I. (2018). Who wins the 
annual Forbes “30 Under 30” education awards? New study 
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Faculty Senate 
Minutes 


To view current and past fac-
ulty senate minutes, visit: 
https://my.ung.edu/
committees/faculty-senate/
Pages/
FacultySenateMinutes.aspx 


Faculty Senate 
Meetings 


For information on faculty 
senate meetings times and  
locations, visit: https://
my.ung.edu/committees/
faculty-senate/default.aspx 


 


Faculty Senate meeting are 
open to all faculty members. 



https://nepc.colorado.edu/thinktank/choice

https://nepc.colorado.edu/thinktank/school-choice

http://nepc.colorado.edu/thinktank/review-goalposts

http://nepc.colorado.edu/thinktank/review-goalposts
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https://www.ajc.com/blog/get-schooled/opinion-voucher-bill-not-neutral-will-hurt-georgia-public-schools/1zFwybpjuhGBvosJnJBrCJ/?fbclid=IwAR2Ewzm6EABqF2wlUgzyUAEzwHZnocEu16_eapHGY6d0w5F3dmic6dkRYgk
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details telling links between judges and winners. The Wash-
ington Post. Retrieved from https://wapo.st/2lTZncx    


 Brewer also received a 2019 Teaching Excellence Award 
at the University of North Georgia, an American Education-
al Studies Association Critic’s Choice Book Award, and a 
Fieldale Scholar Award, University of North Georgia, Col-
lege of Education. He was also inducted into the Phi Kappa 
Phi Honor Society, University of North Georgia in Novem-
ber 2019. 


Jack Broman, UNG Director of Choral Activities received the 
WESTON H. NOBLE AWARD “in recognition of outstanding 
achievement in the field of choral music.” He received this award 
at Luther College in Decorah, Iowa on October 6, 2019. Broman 
was the sixteenth recipient of the award created to honor Professor 
Noble and his service to Luther College and the choral world.  


The University of North Georgia Le Belle Voci, under the direction 
of Broman, has been invited to be one of the guest performing en-
sembles at the summer conference of the Georgia American Choral 
Directors Association on June 15, 2020. The UNG choir will be 
performing in Spivey Hall on the campus of Clayton State Univer-
sity in Morrow, Georgia. 


 
Mitra Devkota, Assistant Professor, Management and Marketing 
received the UNG Athletics Outstanding Professor Award in the 
year 2019. 


 
S. A. Emplaincourt, Assistant Professor of French published,  


Emplaincourt, Shane A., “King and Country: Remembering 
a Chthonic Tragedy at Passchendaele, 1917,” War, Litera-
ture & the Arts: An International Journal of the Humani-
ties, vol. 31 (2019), 1-47. 


 
Emplaincourt, Shane A., “La Chambre des officiers and 
Recapturing the Evanescent Memory of the Great War’s 
Gravely Disfigured,” War, Literature & the Arts: An Inter-
national Journal of the Humanities, vol. 30 (2018), 1-28. 


 
Barry D. Friedman, Professor of Political Science published,  


Barry D. Friedman (Political Science and International Af-
fairs) and NGCSU alumna Amanda M. (Wolcott) Main, 
’11, wrote the chapter titled “The Nonprofit Sector:  Charity 
and Chicanery,”which appears in Global Corruption and 
Ethics Management:  Translating Theory into Ac-
tion, edited by Dr. Carole L. Jurkiewicz (Rowman & Little-
field, 2020). 


 
 


Faculty 
Senate 
Website  


Visit the Faculty 
Senate website for a 
full list of Senators, 
Senate meeting 
times, minutes, and 
more. https://
my.ung.edu/
committees/faculty-
senate/default.aspx 
 
 
Faculty Senate 
minutes: https://
my.ung.edu/
committees/faculty-
senate/Pages/
FacultySenateMinut
es.aspx 
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Ahmad Ghafarian, Professor of Computer Science, Mike Cottrell College of 
Business published,  


Ghafarian, A, Ash Mady and Charlie Wood. “An empirical Study of 
Skype Data Retrieval from Main Memory”. International Journal of 
Computer Applications (0975 –8887). Vol 178, No. 29, pp. 4-12, July 
18, 2019. DOI: 10.5120/ijca2019919115.  


 
Ghafarian, A. Capabilities of Email Forensics Tools. Proceedings of 
the Computing Conference. 16-17 July 2019. PP. 514-528, 2019. 
ISSN 2194-5357, ISSN 2194-5365 (electronic), ISBN 978-3-030-
22867-5, ISBN 978-3-030-22868-2 (eBook). Advances in Intelligent 
Systems and Computing. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-22868-2. 


 
Ghafarian also composed and submitted another paper to the 15th 
International Conference on Cyber Warfare and Security (ICCWS) 
(coauthored with Saman Sardari). This paper has also been accepted 
for presentation and publication in the conference proceedings. The 
title of the paper is “An Analysis of the Connected Cars Technology 
and Security.” The conference date is March- 12-13, 2020, Norfolk, 
Virginia.  


 
Ghafarian also received a Presidential Semester Incentive award for 
“Assessing Security and Privacy of Online Social Media Network-
ing.” 


 
Danielle Hartsfield, Assistant Professor in the Teacher Education Depart-
ment published:  


 
Hartsfield, D.E., & Kimmel, S.C. (2020). Genre-based strategies to 
promote critical literacy in grades 4-8. Santa Barbara, CA: Libraries 
Unlimited.  


 
Kimmel, S.C., & Hartsfield, D.E. (2019). Does ALA ban books?: Ex-
amining the discourse of challenged books. Library Quarterly: Infor-
mation, Community, Policy, 89(3), 217-231. 


 
Hartsfield, D.E., & Kimmel, S.C. (2020). Exploring educators’ fig-
ured worlds of controversial literature and adolescent read-
ers. Journal of Adolescent & Adult Literacy, 63(4), 443-451.  


 
Hartsfield, D.E., Maxwell, N., Jones, J.L, & Hilaski, D. (2019). Co-
operative discussions for critical thinking: Protocols for the pre-
service classroom. In G.J. Mariano & F.J. Figliano (Eds.), Handbook 
of research on critical thinking strategies in pre-service learning en-
vironments (pp. 55-79). Hershey, PA: IGI Global. 


 


 


Gainesville Campus, UNG. 


Photograph courtesy  of  University 


Relations. 



https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-22868-2
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Underwood, J., Kimmel, S., Hartsfield, D.E., & Dickinson, G. 
(2019). Moving toward culturally relevant librarianship: 
Booktalking in a mixed reality simulation. In M.A. Mardis & 
D. Oberg (Eds.), Social justice and cultural competency: Es-
sential readings for teacher librarians. Santa Barbara, CA: 
Libraries Unlimited.  


 
Hartsfield also received an American Association of School 
Librarians Research Grant awarded to Sue C. Kimmel and 
Danielle Hartsfield (http://www.ala.org/news/member-
news/2019/09/aasl-announces-recipients-2019-research-
grant)  


 
Rosann Kent, Director of the Appalachian Studies Center at the His-
toric Vickery House was appointed Appalachian Teaching Fellow for 
2019 to 2020 by the Appalachian Regional Commission. The Appala-
chian Teaching Project is an applied research training program in 
which faculty from 15 institutions design an academic course and 
lead research projects in their communities to address regional chal-
lenges. https://www.arc.gov/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=605 


 
Michael Lanford, Assistant Professor of Higher Education, published,   
 


Lanford, M. (Ed.). (2019). The art of life history: Novel ap-
proaches, future directions [Special issue]. Qualitative In-
quiry, 25(5), 459-522. 
Lanford, M. (2019). Long term sustainability in global higher 
education partnerships. In A. Al-Youbi, A. Zahed, & Tierney, 
W. G. (Eds.), Successful global collaborations in higher edu-
cation institutions. Cham: Springer. https://
doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-25525-1_9 


 
Lanford, M. (2019). John Henry Newman: The idea of a uni-
versity. In J. Gossling & G. Fenwick (Eds.), The literary ency-
clopedia: English writing and culture of the Victorian period, 
1837-1901. London: The Literary Dictionary Company. 


 
Lanford, M. (2019). Making sense of “outsiderness”: How life 
history informs the college experiences of non-traditional stu-
dents. Qualitative Inquiry, 25(5), 500-512. https://
doi.org/10.1177/1077800418817839 


 
Lanford, M., Corwin, Z. B., Maruco, T., & Ochsner, A. 
(2019). Institutional barriers to innovation: Lessons from a 
digital intervention to improve college access for low-income 
students. Journal of Research on Technology in Education, 51
(3), 203-216. https://doi.org/10.1080/15391523.2019.1576558 


 
Lanford, M., & Maruco, T. (2019). Six conditions for success-
ful career academies. Phi Delta Kappan, 100(5), 50-52. 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0031721719827547 


2019-20 UNG  
Faculty Senate  
Executive 
Board 
 


Chair 


Jamie Mitchem   


Vice-Chair 


Chuck Robertson  


Parliamentarian 


John O'Sullivan 


Secretary 


Jessica Miles  


Executive Board Members 


Renee Bricker 


George Danns 


Dan Cabaniss 


Daniel Vaccaro 


Kelly McFaden 



http://www.ala.org/news/member-news/2019/09/aasl-announces-recipients-2019-research-grant

http://www.ala.org/news/member-news/2019/09/aasl-announces-recipients-2019-research-grant

http://www.ala.org/news/member-news/2019/09/aasl-announces-recipients-2019-research-grant

https://www.arc.gov/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=605
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Lanford, M., Tierney, W. G., & Lincoln, Y. S. (2019). The art 
of life history: Novel approaches, future directions. Qualita-
tive Inquiry, 25(5), 459-463. https://
doi.org/10.1177/1077800418817834 


 
Lincoln, Y. S., & Lanford, M. (2019). Life history’s second 
life. Qualitative Inquiry, 25(5), 464-470. https://
doi.org/10.1177/1077800418817835 


 
Tierney, W. G., & Lanford, M. (2019). Life history methods 
[Flagship article]. In P. Atkinson, S. Delamont, A. Cernat, J. 
W. Sakshaug, & R. A. Williams (Eds.), SAGE research meth-
ods foundations (pp. 1-20). London: Sage. https://
doi.org/10.4135/9781526421036 


 
Johanna Luthman, Professor of History, published: 


 “Mary Tudor, the First Sovereign Queen of England: The Pol
 itics of Blood, Law, Gender, and Religion in the 1500s,” in 
 Martin Gutmann ed., Historians on  Leadership and Strate
 gy (Springer, 2019)  


 and an article on Frances Villiers, Viscountess Purbeck in the 
 online version of Oxford Dictionary of National Biog
 raphy (May 2019). 


 
Sonny Mantry, Associate Professor of Physics, published,   


H.Hoang, S. Mantry, A. Pathak, I.W. Stewart, “Extracting a 


Short Distance Top Mass with Light Grooming” Physical Re-
view D, 100, 074021, (2019). was selected as "Editor's Sug-


gestion" and prominently displayed in the journal. 


 
A.H.Hoang, S. Mantry, A. Pathak, I.W. Stewart, 
“Nonperturbative Corrections to Soft Drop Jet Mass” Journal 
of High Energy Physics, 12 002 (2019) 


 
Timothy May, Associate Dean of Arts & Letters and Professor of 
Central Eurasian History published, 


May, Timothy. The Mongols. Past Imperfect. Kalamazoo, 
 MI: ARC-Humanities, 2019. 
 


May, Timothy. “The Mongols and Gunpowder: Dissemination 
and Use in Mongol Warfare” Acta Historica Mongoci 20 (2019): 
62-76. 


May, Timothy. “Spilling Blood: Culture and Conflict in Mon-
gol Eurasia”, pp. 151-177,  in Animals and Human Society in 
Asia: Historical and Ethical Perspectives, ed. Rotem Kowner, 
Guy Bar-Oz, Michal Biran, Meir Shahar and Gideon Shelach-
Lavi. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2019. 
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May, Timothy. “The Mongol Body at War”, pp. 129-138 in 
Matheiu Eychenne, Stéphane Pradines, Abbès Zouache, Guerre 
et Paix dans le Proche-Orient medieval  (Xe-XVesiècle), Textes 
Arabes et Études Islamiques 54, Cairo: Institut Français D’Ar-
chéologie Orientale  and Institut Français du Proche-Orient, 
2019. 


 
May, Timothy. “Race to the Throne: Thoughts on Ariq-Böke’s 
and Khubilai’s Claims to the Mongol Throne”, pp. 343-358 in 
George Bilavschi and Dan Aparaschivei (eds), Studia Mediaevel-
ia Europaea et Orientalia: Miscellanea in Honorem Professoris 
Emeriti Victor Spinei Oblata. Bucuresti:Editura Academiei Rom-
ane, 2018.  (I didn’t know it had been published until February or 
March). 


 May was also invited to present,  


“The tamma and the creation of a Mongol diaspora”. Presented at 
“Mongol Diaspora in Northeast Asia”. Korean Association for 
Mongolia Studies-International Conference on Mongol Studies 
(November 1-3, 2019). Jeju National University, South Korea. 


 
“Cultural Influences on Mongol Warfare”, National University of 
Mongolia, April 10, 2019, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. 


 
“Military Integration in Mongol Warfare: The Development of 
Combined Arms Warfare in Mongol Empire”, American Center 
for Mongolian Studies, April 10, 2019, Ulaanbaatar, Mongo-
lia.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXO-3xPdq_E 


 
“A Mongol Military Revolution?: Chinggis Khan’s Military Re-
forms”, Institute of History, Mongolian Academy of Science, 
April 10, 2019, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. 


 
“The Mongols and Gunpowder: Dissemination and Use in Mon-
gol Warfare”, Mongolian State University of Education, April 9, 
2019, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. 


“The Chinggis Exchange”, Shippensburg World History Lecture, 
Shippensburg University, February 26, 2019, Shippensburg, PA. 


Jamie Mitchem (UNG, IESA) and Melissa Hopkinson (UNG, IESA) 


were 2 of many co-authors on this important paper: 


 Rudd, M.A., Moore, A.F.P., Rochberg, D. et al. Climate re
 search  priorities for policy-makers, practitioners, and scientists 
 in Georgia, USA. Environmental Management 62, 190–209 
 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1007/s00267-018-1051-4 
 


Dahlonega Campus. Photog-


raphy courtesy of University 


of North Georgia. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXO-3xPdq_E

https://doi.org/10.1007/s00267-018-1051-4
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Mitchem (UNG, IESA) is also a co-author of:  


 Pham, E.O. et al., 2020. Evacuation departure timing during 
 Hurricane Matthew. Weather, Climate, and Society 12 (2), 235-
 248. https://doi.org/10.1175/WCAS-D-19-0030.1 
 


Richelle L. Oakley, Assistant Professor of Information Systems, pub-
lished, 


Abegaz, T., Smatt, C., Oakley, R., Freeman, M. (2019) Win or 
Lose: A Study on the Effects of Video Game Violence. Quarter-
ly Review of Business Disciplines, 6(1), 79-93.https://
faculty.utrgv.edu/louis.falk/qrbd/QRBDmay19.pdf/. 


 
Oakley was selected to join the Circle of Compadres, KPMG 
PhD Project’s Information Systems Doctoral Student Associa-
tion (ISDSA), 2019 


  
J. Michael Rifenburg, Associate Professor, Co-Director of First-Year 
Composition, English Department, Interim Assistant Director, Center 
for Teaching, Learning, and Leadership published, 


 Rifenburg, J. Michael. “To Ensure Warfighting Function: Writ
 ing Inside a U.S. Army Brigade Headquarters.” Composition 
 Studies. 47.1 (2019): 117-135. 


Connie Ringger, Professor, Psychological Science, published,  
 Ringger, C. S. Attitudinal Predictors of Juror Decisions on 
 Gender and Sexual Minority Defendants Journal of Homosexu
 ality. Advanced online publication. (2020). https://
 doi.org/10.1080/00918369.2020.1717839 
 
Rebecca Rose, Assistant Dean of Libraries and Associate Professor 
published, 


Rose, R. (2019). Using storytelling as an effective teaching tool and 
community builder. [Review of the book The Akron Story Circle Pro-
ject: Rethinking Race in Classroom and  Community, by C. Behrman, B. 
Lyons, P. Hill, & J. Slowiak. Akron, OH: U of Akron Press.]  Journal of 
Community Engagement and Scholarship 2. 


  Rose also received a Presidential Innovation Incentive Award 
 for Enhancing student and community engagement in a commut
 er campus library– Rebecca Rose, Principal Investigator, with 
 co-investigators Teresa Nesbitt and Allison Galloup (Funded 
 $4,800). 


Alejandro Sarria, Assistant Professor, Department of Mathematics pub-
lished J. Choi, N. Krishna, N. Magill and A. Sarria, On the L^p regular-
ity of solutions to the generalized Hunter-Saxton system, Discrete Cont 
Dyn-B 24 (12) (2019), 6349-6365.'' 


 



https://doi.org/10.1175/WCAS-D-19-0030.1

https://faculty.utrgv.edu/louis.falk/qrbd/QRBDmay19.pdf

https://faculty.utrgv.edu/louis.falk/qrbd/QRBDmay19.pdf

https://doi.org/10.1080/00918369.2020.1717839

https://doi.org/10.1080/00918369.2020.1717839
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Miriam Segura-Totten, Professor of Biology and Harry Forester Chair 
published,  


 
Nelms, AA and Segura-Totten M.§ (2019) Expert-novice compari-
son reveals pedagogical implications for students' analysis of primary 
literature. Cell Biology Education – Life Sciences Educa-
tion 18:ar56, 1–12, Winter 2019.  


  
Shanks, RA, Hazel, AN#, Jones, WH#, and Segura-Totten 
M.§ (2019)Genome Sequence of Mycobacterium Phage LilHazel-
nut. Microbiology Resource Announcements May 2019, 8 (19) 
e00431-19. 


Ryan C. Thompson, Assistant Professor of Mathematics published, R. C. 
Thompson The Cauchy Problem for the 1-D Gurevich-Zybin System, 
Journal of Mathematical Physics, 60, No. 5 (2019). 


 
Ning Wang, Assistant Professor of Finance, Mike Cottrell College of 
Business published, 


Wang, N. (2019). The Demand for Life Insurance in a Heter-
ogeneous-Agent Life Cycle Economy with Joint Deci-
sions. The Geneva Risk and Insurance Review, 44(2), 176-
206. https://doi.org/10.1057/s10713-019-00040-0 
Wang, N., Murdock, M. (2019). A Dynamic Model of an In-
surer: Loss Shocks, Capacity Constraints and Underwriting 
Cycles. Journal of Risk Finance, 20(1), 82-93. https://
doi.org/10.1108/JRF-03-2018-0051 
 


Juanita Woods, Assistant Professor, Project Management published, 


 
Cooke, D., Brant, K., & Woods, J. M. (2019). The Role of Public 
Service Motivation in Employee Work Engagement: A Test of 
the Job Demands-Resources Model. International Journal of 
Public Administration, 42(9), 765-775. 
doi:0.1080/01900692.2018.1517265 


 
Williams, E. A., Woods, J. M., Kloepfer, K., & Hertelendy, A. 
(2019). Supervisory Influence: Subordinate Development of Cri-
sis Leader Potential in an Extreme Context. Journal of Organiza-
tional Change Management. doi:JOCM-10-2017-0373 


 
Woods, J. M., Cooke, D., & Brant, K. (2019). Public Service 
Motivation and Employee Engagement in Bureaucratic Organiza-
tions. In A. Farazmand (Ed.), Global encyclopedia of public ad-
ministration, public policy, and governance (Living Reference 
Work. ed.): Springer International Publishing. 


 


John Harrison Hosch Library, 


Gainesville. Photography cour-


tesy of University of North 


Georgia. 



https://doi.org/10.1057/s10713-019-00040-0

https://doi.org/10.1108/JRF-03-2018-0051

https://doi.org/10.1108/JRF-03-2018-0051
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Faculty 
Suggestion 


Box 
A faculty suggestion box  
is available to all faculty 
members of the 
University of North 
Georgia to make 
anonymous suggestions 
to strengthen and 
improve the university.  


https://my.ung.edu/
committees/faculty-
senate/default.aspx 
 


All comments are 
welcome and will be 
reviewed by the 
university’s 
administration. This form 
was designed to ensure 
that all suggestions 
entered will be 
anonymous, unless the 
user elects to add their 
name to their message. 


Questions submitted 
anonymously may be 
answered on the Office 
of the President website. 


 


 


 


Sarah Young, Assistant Professor of Political Science published, 


Wiley, K., Searing, E., and Young, S. (2020). The Utility of the 
Advocacy Coalition Framework in a Regional Budget Crisis. 
Public Policy & Administration. (Accepted - Forthcoming). 


Young, S., Wiley, K., Searing, E., (2019). When politics and public ad-
ministration collide: The impact on human service delivery. Illinois Mu-
nicipal Policy Journal. 4(1) p. 104-120. 


  Young also received the Scholarship for Engagement award 
 from UNG in August of 2020. 


 Young’s memoir on learning from Roy Peter Clark was pub-
lished by the Poynter Institute: Young, S. (2019, September 3). 
Spreading his fairy dust. In Poynter Institute (Ed.), Get the name 
of the dog, mind your word order, and other famous writing ad-
vice from Roy Peter Clark. Retrieved from: : https://
www.poynter.org/reporting-editing/2019/get-the-name-of-the-
dog-mind-your-word-order-and-other-famous-writing-advice-
from-roy-peter-clark/ 


Aerial shot, of the Dahlonega Campus . Photograph courtesy of the Universi-


ty of North Georgia.  
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UNG Faculty Senate Members, 2019-
2020 


 
President (Ex-Officio) Bonita Jacobs  
Provost (Ex-Officio) Chaudron Gille  


 
Cumming Campus 


 
At Large Cumming     Ann Marie Francis 
At Large Cumming     Daniel Vaccaro (EB) 
Clinical Mental Health Counseling  Chris Pisarik  
Teacher Education    Danielle Hillaski  


 
Dahlonega Campus 


 
At Large Dahlonega    Renee Bricker (EB)  
At Large Dahlonega    Kelly McFaden (Past Chair)  
At Large Dahlonega    David Broad  
At Large Dahlonega    David Hair  
Biology     David Patterson  
Chemistry/ Biochemistry   Megan Foley  
Computer Science & Information Sys. Mingyuan Yan 
Computer Science &Information Sys. Cindi Smatt  
Criminal Justice    Pamela Newell  
Economics & Finance    Ruohan Wu  
English     David Brauer  
History, Anthropology & Philosophy  Yi Deng  
Interdisciplinary Healthcare    Joanne Patterson  
Kineseology      Jessica Miles (Secretary) 
Kineseology      Greg Palevo  
Libraries     Melissa Lockaby  
Mathematics     Jeffrey Landgren  
Military Science    Mark Legaspi  
Modern & Classical Languages   Jiyoung Daniel  
Modern & Classical Languages  Juman Al Bukhari  
Music      John Broman  
Nursing     Amanda Reichart 
Nursing     Km Massey  
Physical Therapy    Andrzej Przybyla 
Physics     Thomas Vogel    
Political Science & International Aff.  Luisa Diaz-Kope  
Psychological Sciences   Chuck Robertson (V. Chair) 
Psychological Sciences   Abby Meyer  
Sociology & Human Services   Toralf (Tony) Zschau 
Teacher Education    Max Vazquez Dominguez 
Visual Arts     Craig Marshal Wilson  
Spanish     Kristi Hislope  


 
 


Honors Program class. Photo-


graph courtesy of the Universi-


ty of North Georgia. 
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Gainesville Campus 
 


At Large Gainesville    George Danns (EB) 
At Large Gainesville    Connie Ringger 
At Large Gainesville    Anita Turlington 
At Large Gainesville    John O'Sullivan (P) 
Biology     Ghulam Hasnain  
Chemistry/ Biochemistry   Brynna Quarles 
Communica Media Studies/ Journ.  Merrill Morris  
Culture, Language & Leadership   Linda Reece  
English     Terry Easton  
History, Anthropology & Philosophy  Steve Nicklas  
IESA      Jamie Mitchem (Chair) 
Management and Marketing   Zuoming Liu  
Mathematics     Benkam Bobga  
Spanish     Ary Malaver Copara  
Theater     Larry Cook  


 
Oconee Campus 


At Large Oconee    Dan Cabaniss (EB)  
At Large Oconee    Margaret Williamson  
At Large Oconee    Matthew Horton  
At Large Oconee    Derek Thiess  
Accounting & Law    Penny Lyman   
Political Science & International Aff.  Kathleen Woodward  







From: John Leyba
To: Chaudron Gille; Andy Novobilski
Subject: Faculty-Student Research Project Plans
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 1:36:19 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Ryan Meier CHEM_summer_2020_research_plan.docx
Wilson_CHEM_summer_2020_research.docx

Good Afternoon Chaudron and Andy,
 
I have attached two research plans for faculty-student research projects that will be conducted on
the Dahlonega campus.  Both Lori Wilson and I have approved the plans.
 
Thank you.
 
John
 
 
John D. Leyba, Ph.D.
Dean
College of Science & Mathematics
University of North Georgia

 

mailto:John.Leyba@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu
https://www.facebook.com/UNGCSM/
https://www.instagram.com/ungcsm/


Chemistry Department Summer 2020 Research Plan Approval Form



This form must be filled out and submitted to the department head/associate department head and dean by any faculty member wishing to conduct research with students during the summer of 2020. Prior approval must be granted before commencing with student – involved summer research.



Faculty name:  Ryan Meier 





Student name and 900 number: 





Brief summary of research project (keep to 250 words or fewer):



M and I started working in the spring on synthesizing substituted imidazole rings as carbene precursors to be used in the synthesis of new first row transition metal carbene complexes for potential use as new catalysts for organic transformation reactions.  This process usually involves an hour or two of setup to let a reaction run for 1-2 days and then 4-6 hours of workup, purification, and characterization.  We were hoping to have the chance to continue some of this in person work this summer if possible, even if only for 2-3 days a week that would allow us to do some additional reactions and work on isolating some of the products that we had started working on in the spring.  







Where will the student(s) be working? Give building and room number(s) as appropriate.



We would mainly be working in 209 or 211 in terms of space.  A lot of what we will work on at the start does not require a Schlenk line and so we could use the space in 211 so that there wouldn’t be any clutter since I know E is working with Dr Huddleston and Dr Miller in 209 on a pretty daily basis.







Approximate dates, days of the week, and times student(s) will be working on campus. This can be general and is flexible; names of students needing access to campus buildings will be given by the Dean’s office to public safety.



The days of the week right now are a bit flexible, but we would likely try to aim for either Monday and Wednesday or Tuesday and Thursday most weeks, with an occasional Friday mixed in as needed to finish working something up or characterizing it



















Plan for maintaining safe work environment and ensuring social distancing (keep to 250 words or fewer). Note: Faculty are responsible for creating safe working conditions for students. All departmental safety rules and requirements regarding student research must be followed, including students should not be in campus buildings alone and the faculty mentor must be readily available (in person) to the student researchers.



I’ve already discussed this with M, and we plan to have face shields in use for both of us, and masks as needed.  Social distancing isn’t too hard with only 2 people involved and I would either be present in the lab or close by in my office while M was working.  In addition, M can have her own hood (and whole lab really) to work in if we use some of the space in Rogers 211 for most of this work.  We can contain this to a single hood and bench so that after a lab session we can easily/thoroughly wipe down and clean any surfaces and glassware/equipment used while working in the lab.  In addition to face shields, gloves will also be worn at all times, which was already standard practice when working with all of our chemicals prior to the current COVID outbreak.  We can also notify public safety and facilities as needed when scheduling times to work in the lab to ensure there are no conflicts with any work being done on Rogers and to let them know when we will be on campus/in the building.













Faculty signature(s):  









Date: 7/2/20
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Chemistry Department Summer 2020 Research Plan Approval Form



This form must be filled out and submitted to the department head/associate department head and dean by any faculty member wishing to conduct research with students during the summer of 2020. Prior approval must be granted before commencing with student – involved summer research.



Faculty name(s) Lori Wilson



Student name(s) and 900 number(s) 







Brief summary of research project (keep to 250 words or fewer):



In natural waters, the quantification of nitrate (NO3−) plus nitrite (NO2−) concentration (here forth referred to as is typically done colorimetrically, most frequently based on the Griess method. The Griess reaction, first described in 1879, was initially used to identify nitrites in saliva. We will be validating the Griess method for the UNG water lab. The method requires careful pH control. Since the water samples are preserved with concentrated sulfuric acid in the field, we will develop easy neutralization protocols for routine analysis. We will also determine the following analytical performance characteristics of the method:



Calibration curve, Linear Dynamic Range, Limit of Detection, Limit of Quantification, Accuracy and Recovery and finally, Specificity. We are interested in exploring the interfering ions for this method. Especially for Flat Creek, which has very high conductivity regularly.



Where will the student(s) be working? Give building and room number(s) as appropriate.



Water Lab in Rogers and the Analytical Lab, Rogers 216



Approximate dates, days of the week, and times student(s) will be working on campus. This can be general and is flexible; names of students needing access to campus buildings will be given by the Dean’s office to public safety.



Monday and Wednesday 10:00 am to 5:00 pm





Plan for maintaining safe work environment and ensuring social distancing (keep to 250 words or fewer). Note: Faculty are responsible for creating safe working conditions for students. All departmental safety rules and requirements regarding student research must be followed, including students should not be in campus buildings alone, and the faculty mentor must be readily available (in person) to the student researchers.



When and I meet in my office, we will wear face masks and maintain social distancing. When in the lab, we will wear masks or face shields and maintain social distancing. When working in the water lab, C will follow all of their procedures which have been previously approved to maintain proper social distancing. C will be the only student working in the Analytical Lab. All surfaces will be wiped down after leaving, and any shared instrumentation or glassware will be cleaned in between uses. C will be wearing gloves, which is the standard practice in chemistry, to minimize exposure to potentially harmful chemicals. 



On the days that C will be working on campus, I will notify both public safety as well as facilities so that they are aware of our presence, and we will not interfere with any plans they may have to work in the building.





















Lori J. Wilson

___________________________________________________________________________

Faculty signature(s) 





07/6/2020

_________________________________

Date





From: Ken Crowe
To: Chaudron Gille; Steven Lloyd
Cc: Adam Strzemienski; Greg Williams
Subject: FAQs for Classroom Seating
Date: Sunday, August 2, 2020 6:34:27 PM
Attachments: Frequently Asked Questions.docx

Chaudron and Steve,
 
I hope both of you enjoyed a relaxing weekend.  As we discussed Friday, I have developed some
FAQs related to classroom seating setups.  If changes are needed, please let me know.
 
Thanks !
 
Ken Crowe <><
Assistant Vice President for Facilities
Price Memorial Hall
Suite 103
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1499 (office)
706-340-5063 (cell)

 

UNG U 

mailto:Ken.Crowe@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu
mailto:Adam.Strzemienski@ung.edu
mailto:Greg.Williams@ung.edu

Frequently Asked Questions – Social Distancing in Instructional Spaces



How were the original occupancy targets obtained? Facilities staff visited each instructional space and determined the maximum seats a room should be able to accommodate based on the floor area and the type of furniture in the space (moveable or fixed). These assessments were compared to other information being shared by other BOR institutions. Typically, this assessment indicated that most spaces on UNG campuses could accommodate between 25% and 50% of full capacity while still maintaining 6ft separation between the students.

How was 6 ft of separation determined? Since the prevailing research indicates the COVID-19 spreads primarily due to transfer of water droplets from one person to another through the respiratory system, 6 ft separation was determined based on the proposed location of each person’s mouth related to other persons’ mouths. This may result in situations where parts of seats are closer together than six feet, but the position of the person in the seat should maintain the 6 ft separation.

Can less than the stated occupancy be scheduled in a space? Yes, the values given, and the seats placed in the space, represent the largest number of occupants a space can accommodate. Faculty may schedule less students in each room as long as they do not change the stated modality of instruction without approval.

How will spaces be configured for the start of classes? Facilities staff will relocate furniture in instructional spaces to achieve the highest number of possible occupants while maintaining 6ft separation between each occupant. Information Technology staff will collaborate on furniture and computer equipment arrangement in spaces utilizing fixed computers

How will we know how to reconfigure rooms if the seating gets rearranged? Inside each room a seating layout and occupancy limit will be posted.

Where can I get a seating chart for each space? The UNG Event Management System will contain attachments for seating charts based on room set-ups as well as the maximum allowable occupancy.







From: Brett Morris
To: Steven Stubbs; Steven Lloyd; Michelle Eaton; Caleb Rogers; Darcy Hayes; Dede deLaughter; Terri Carroll;

Eugene Van Sickle; Anita Prince; Michael McCaffrey; Tonya Perry; Sylvia Carson; Merci Rivera; Imani Cabell;
Treva Smith; John Delaney; Alyson Paul; Nathan Rice; Joanie Chembars; Gabriel Jones; Meredith Higgins; Lori
Bramlett; Michelle Brown; Jared Goodall; Rodney Harris; Caroline Samples; Mike Ivy; Christy Morrison; Kate
Maine; Johnny Kahn; Greg Williams; Karen Tomlinson; Joseph Matthews; Richard Neikirk; Deanna Simonds;
Jenna Waszak; Christopher Bryan; Whitney Mansfeldt; Chris Rodriguez-Smith; Hannah Reed; Molly Potts; Sheila
Schulte; Ronda Dowell; Christy Orr; Chantelle Tickles; James Conneely; Chaudron Gille; Mac McConnell; Jarad
Conner; Charlotte Wade; Albert Nowak

Subject: FAQs for Student Reopening
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:58:15 AM
Attachments: Reopening FAQs as of 7.20.20.docx

Reopening TEAMS FAQs as of 7.20.20.docx

All- Ahead of tomorrow mornings meeting, please review the attachments. 
 
I downloaded the Together website reopening FAQs (Doc 1).  I’ve also pulled the most asked
questions of the TEAMS site and placed them in a similar document (TEAMS FAQs).  You will see
several that remain unanswered.  If they fall into your area, please send me the response you would
like to have vetted by UR as they determine which ones to add to the Together webpage.  By COB
today if possible. 
 
As you may know, there is a Student Town Hall scheduled for next Monday, at noon.  There are
numerous other questions coming in that will be answered during the Student Town Hall.  UR can
determine afterwards which of those should also be added to the Together FAQ webpage.   
 
The objective of both these efforts is to make sure we disseminate information “with one voice” as
much as possible to students, families, faculty, staff, etc. 
 
Tomorrow mornings meeting is to make sure we are moving forward in that direction. 
 
Thanks for your support and all that you are doing to manage reopening. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 

-
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Instruction/Classes

What academic accommodations are available for students who are at a higher risk for COVID-19 infections or have concerns about attending face-to-face classes?

UNG is updating the modalities of courses with hybrid or totally online and we encourage students to review their schedule to verify the modality of their courses and then to make adjustments, if necessary. If a student has a documented disability or is immune-compromised, we will do our best to accommodate them. These students should contact Student Disability Services to establish the need for accommodations.

Is there a plan currently in place to move classes online in the event that an outbreak occurs? Under what conditions would those plans apply?

Upon determination by the University System of Georgia (USG) and the Georgia Department of Public Health (DPH) that the number of COVID-19 cases has made it so that the university can no longer function safely, alternative plans will be enacted. Any alteration of current plans will be in coordination with the USG.

Face Coverings and Masks

Will wearing masks be mandatory for students?

Yes. Effective July 15, use of face coverings is required by students, faculty, staff, and visitors in UNG buildings and facilities where six feet of social distancing may not be possible. Face covering use will be in addition to and is not a substitute for social distancing. Face coverings are not required in one's own residence hall room or suite, when alone in an enclosed office or study room, or in campus outdoor settings where social distancing requirements are met.

Anyone not using a face covering when required will be asked to wear one or must leave the area. Repeated refusal to comply with the requirement may result in discipline through the applicable conduct code for faculty, staff or students. Reasonable accommodations may be made for those who are unable to wear a face covering for documented health reasons.

Will the school provide masks to students?

Yes. UNG will provide all students and employees with a reusable, washable cloth face covering. Students will be able to receive these masks through various distribution events and activities when they come to campus this fall.



When and where the face masks would be distributed for all students?

The masks will be distributed via prior to the start of the semester through drive-in events and at welcome tents on campus during the first week of classes. The UNG bookstores will also have masks available for purchase.

Finances

If the university switches to fully online instruction during the semester, and we have no more face-to-face classes, would it be financially cheaper and would students receive refunds to match this change for the invoice we paid for the fall semester?

The mode of instruction for fall semester is subject to change due to COVID-19. Please note that the tuition rates for face-to-face and online instruction are the same, so it is unlikely that there would be any refunds on tuition if the mode of instruction changes. If the USG and UNG convert to a fully remote instruction mode at any point during the semester, we would receive guidance from the USG about refunds for mandatory fees and communicate that information to students.



Student Life

How will student organizations and events function?

Student organizations and the opportunities they provide students are critical components of the student experience. Social distancing will not allow for many of the traditional activities and events that students have come to enjoy and expect. In that spirit, UNG will plan for providing alternate activities and experiences that promote social distancing and engagement at the same time. The university will also plan for ways to support student organizations in planning for different types of organizational meetings, activities, fundraisers, etc.  

The Office of Student Involvement will develop and distribute guidelines for student organizations regarding recruitment, event planning, and the approval process.

Managing COVID-19 Cases on our Campuses

What should I do if I have been exposed to someone with COVID-19 or if I have symptoms of COVID-19?

If you are experiencing symptoms associated with COVID-19, you should not come to campus.

UNG students should report COVID-19 exposures, symptoms, or confirmed cases using our COVID-19 self-reporting form. Reports for students are routed to the Dean of Students to initiate guidance and appropriate accommodations. For additional guidance, please refer to UNG Guidance on COVID-19 (PDF).

If you believe that you are experiencing symptoms of COVID-19 or have been exposed to it, please contact your healthcare provider. If you are having chest pain, serious difficulty breathing, or another type of medical emergency, please call 911. The State of Georgia has a COVID-19 hotline: (844) 442-2681. You may call this number for additional screening and testing information.

Will there be a campus COVID report that tracks the number of infected students and employees (similar to the reports from nursing homes and hospitals that we have seen in the county)?

Yes, confirmed cases of COVID-19 among the UNG community and their impact will be reported on the Confirmed COVID-19 Cases page. We will use this information along with data from other sources in any decision making.

What will happen if there is a positive case on campus?

UNG's Department of Public Safety will reach out to any affected units so that any necessary notifications of potential exposure are communicated and applicable public health guidance is followed. Areas known to be used by an individual infected with COVID-19 will be isolated for 24 hours when possible, and facilities staff will use most readily available and efficient sourcing for individual space decontamination, to include use of UV disinfection equipment and fogging techniques.

UNG will closely monitor cases on our campuses, and the USG will be monitoring case levels collectively across all system institutions. If evolving conditions present unacceptable risks, a decision may be made to alter environments or plans in some way.

Will there be any implementation of testing for all incoming students, staff, and faculty?

This strategy is not recommended by the CDC; the recommendation is to test when COVID-19 cases are suspected. Those who suspect they may have been exposed to COVID-19 or who have COVID-19 symptoms should complete the UNG COVID-19 Health Form to receive direction about testing and isolation protocols.





Facilities/Operations

Will the libraries be open?

Yes, the libraries will operate as needed. Social distancing will be actively encouraged throughout the libraries, which may result in a reduced number of students in study rooms, additional online checkout protocols, and delays in some services.

Will water fountains be functional?

As a safety precaution, only the water bottle filling mechanism on water fountains should be used.

What happens if there are hotspots in our area, but not other parts of the state; will the USG allow institutional decisions about operations?

Yes, there will be some flexibility in how we can respond to local conditions.

Terms to Know

Exposure

As defined by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and Department of Public Healthy (DPH), exposure to COVID-19 may occur by living in the same household as a sick person with COVID-19, caring for a sick person with COVID-19, being within 6 feet of a sick person with COVID-19 for about 15 minutes, and being in direct contact with secretions from a sick person with COVID-19 (e.g., being coughed on, kissing, sharing utensils, etc.).

Isolation

According to the CDC and DPH, isolation is staying at home and separating from others within the household by staying in a specific room or area and by using a separate bathroom (if available). You can be around others after 3 days with no fever without the use of medicine that reduces fever, AND after symptoms improve, AND 10 days since symptoms first appeared. 

Personal Protection Equipment

Personal Protection Equipment (PPE)such as gloves, masks, eye protection, gowns and aprons. Certain situations call for different PPE. Right now, cloth face coverings are required to be worn by all students, faculty and staff indoors when social distancing is not possible.



Quarantine

To quarantine, a person must stay at home for 14 days, monitor their health by checking their temperature 2x/day, and watch for symptoms of COVID-19 as defined by the CDC and DPH. 

Self-Monitoring

The CDC and the Georgia Department of Health define self-monitoring as continuing to perform normal functions while taking preventative steps, and to be alert to the development of symptoms.
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Instruction/Classes

How much of the instruction for Fall will be hybrid, online, and face-to-face?

Social distancing requirements limit the number of face-to-face classes to those that can only be taught in that format.  Under the current plan, 75% of instruction for Fall 2020 will be offered in a hybrid format, 20% fully online, and 5% face-to-face.  Students can see the type of instruction modality on their tranguid. 

How do I know what day to report to a hybrid class?

Faculty will email students the Friday before classes begin to communicate expectations for the first week of class including in-class rotation assignments.  D2L will become available on the first day of classes where instruction methods will be explained in the syllabus.  

How are classrooms being changed to support social distancing requirements?

Classrooms have been arranged to allow students to sit six feet away from each other. Some courses requiring a lab, clinical or practicum have developed customized plans to allow students to complete assignments.  

How will hybrid be different than the remote instruction?

After the campus closed last March due to the Coronavirus, faculty responded quickly to moving instruction to a remote learning format.  Since March, Distance Education and Technology Integration (DETI) and the Center for Teaching, Learning, and Leadership (CTLL) has conducted numerous workshops to assist faculty in improving online instruction pedagogy.  These best practices will be integrated into hybrid as well as fully online classes.  



Are required math or English learning support courses fully online this semester? Are their options for waiting to avoid taking the course(s) in a hybrid or online format?  

It is best to contact the Director or Assistant Director of Learning Support to discuss circumstances and request assistance in adjusting class schedules. 

If I am a high risk and can't get into any online classes, who do I ask for help?

Students who are part of a high risk population can register with Student Disability Services who can assist the students with accommodations to include online course enrollment.    



Will proctoring services be required for Finals Week?

Final exams…. 

If courses go fully online later in the fall, will the withdrawal without academic penalty deadline be extended as it was during spring?

Final exams…. 



Face Coverings and Masks

How do I report someone not complying with wearing a mask?

Contact the Dean of Students for the campus or submit the concern on the See Something, Say Something report located on the Dean of Students webpage.  This will allow a University representative to follow up with the student to determine if the student has an approved accommodation or if the University can assist the student in complying with the current mask policy.  Intentional disregard for the mask mandate can result in disciplinary action.

How do you request to be exempt from wearing a face mask?

Students with a documented disability that prevents them from being able to safely wear a mask should contact Student Disability Services for assistance with obtaining accommodations.  

Finances

How will taking hybrid or fully online classes impact my GI Bill funding? 

Hybrid courses are considered Residential and do not therefore change a student’s GI Bill benefits. If you are receiving Chapter 1606 benefits, taking fully online courses will not change a student’s VA benefits.  If a veteran is using Post 9-11 Chapter 33 benefits and moves to taking all fully online classes, this would change the amount of BAH paid to the student.  The rules for Chapter 33 provide that when student veterans are taking a combination of in-person (including hybrid) and fully online, BAH will be based upon which format is the majority of the instruction.  Should the Coronavirus require all classes to move fully online, the VA will continue to pay residential (in-class) BAH rate, if the student veterans was receiving that rate before the change in instruction modality occurred.



Student Life

What are the restrictions regarding group/event size?  How will this be enforced?  What happens if an assembly exceeds the limit?  

Current restrictions… 

How will things work in the residents halls?  Will I be allowed to have off-campus students as visitors?  What are the social distancing requirements in the halls?  

Students …



Managing COVID-19 Cases on our Campuses

How do I report someone I know has Covid-19?

To help protect everyone’s health, anyone awareness of other UNG community members who may be positive for COVID-19 or directly exposed to COVID-19 may report this information by using the COVID-19 Concern About Others on the LiveSafe App or using the Maxient link found on the Dean of Students website (link).   This will allow a University official to reach out to the individual to confirm their COVID status, provide resources, and assist the student with communicating with faculty and others regarding class assignments, attendance, or other University obligations.



Who do I contact if I need to quarantine?  Who do I tell that I will be missing classes?

Complete the COVID self-reporting form located on the LiveSafe app or us the Health Self-Reporting form on the Dean of Students website (link).  A University representative will use the reports to contact students and assist them in communicating with faculty and others regarding coursework, attendance, or other University obligations.

Members of my immediate family are high risk and I do not want to expose them.  How do I get into online classes that I need that are already full?

Contact…..

Do I have to leave campus (including the residence halls) if I test positive for Covid-19?  What happens if I’ve only been exposed to Covid-19?

Student who…..



Will there be cleaning of classrooms between classes?

UNG's …..

Can I be required to participate in a temperature check? 



Temperature checks …



Facilities/Operations

Will the Rec Center be open?  How will it operate safely?  

Yes, … 



Terms to Know

Hybrid1

Hybrid split (H1): courses with a face-to-face component between 25-50%, in which segments of the class rotate through the classroom on a regular cycle to respect social distancing requirements. The frequency of the rotation is based on the classroom capacity and course enrollment.

Hybrid2

Hybrid - touch points (H2): courses primarily taught online, but have regularly scheduled touch points between faculty and students at intervals throughout the semester.



Hybrid3

Hybrid-hands on (H3): courses partially online and partially face-to-face. The face-to-face component requires students to be in close proximity to one another or even touch one another. Examples would be kinesiology courses in the College of Education and nursing courses in the College of Health Sciences & Professions. Classes with this designation require face coverings for the face-to-face content.



From: James Conneely
To: Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: FROGS/Corp
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 5:37:27 PM

Colleagues,

We were cautiously optimistic about having another 210 new cadets, however, in the
last two weeks we had an increase in the number of cancellations and new military
training dates which resulted in a number of these cadets deferring to a Spring start. 
We are surmising that the increase is from the Military Entrance Processing Stations
(MEPS) being back logged from COVID and prospects are not getting until later in the
summer the information surrounding their training dates.
 
We have a total of 194 number that showed, we only had three no-shows and are still
trying to connect with them to determine why.
194 total cadet freshmen sign in 
   - 6 Cadet freshmen left Frog Week 
188 currently
- 4 cadet freshmen sent home for direct contact Due to return 21 Aug

Depending on COVID and other factors, these numbers could change by the end of
FROG Week.  We are anticipating approximately 730 Cadets by Sunday night.

Jim

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818
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From: Tristan Denley
To: Dr. Carl Reiber; Chaudron Gille; Dr. Dana Nichols; Dr. Costas Spirou; Dr. David Jenks; Dr. Deborah Bordelon; Dr.

Gretchen Caughman; Dr. Jeffrey Knighton; Dr. Jerome Baker; Dr. Johnny Evans; Dr. Debra Matthews; Dr. Kathy
Schwaig; Dr. Kevin Demmitt; Peters, Angela W.; Michael S. Heard; Dr. Rafael Bras; Dr. Reginald Leseane; Dr.
Robert Page; Dr. Robert Smith; Dr. S. Jack Hu; Dr. Sandra Sharman; Dr. Suzanna Smith; Dr. T. J. Arant; Dr. T.
Ramon Stuart; Dr. Wendy Hensel; Dr. Bruno Hicks

Cc: Martha L. Venn; Joyce A. Jones
Subject: Fwd: Changes in Guidance for People Who Need Extra Precaution and Face Coverings
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 5:45:57 PM
Attachments: image003.png

Good afternoon,

Please see below an email that was sent to USG Presidents this afternoon.

Best Wishes

Tristan

Dr. Tristan Denley
Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Chief Academic Officer
University System of Georgia
tristan.denley@usg.edu

Begin forwarded message:

From: Stuart Rayfield <Stuart.Rayfield@usg.edu>
Subject: Changes in Guidance for People Who Need Extra
Precaution and Face Coverings
Date: July 6, 2020 at 5:33:20 PM EDT

Presidents,
Recently the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) updated its guidance for
managing COVID-19 related issues.  Among the changes are to definitions for people
who will need extra precaution due to age and underlying medical conditions.  In
response to those changes from the CDC, the University System of Georgia is providing
updated guidance on the wearing of face coverings and for who is eligible to seek
alternate work arrangements due to falling into one of these categories. 
 
Older Adults
The CDC no longer gives a minimum age for those at risk.  The USG will continue to use
65 as its measure for evaluating requests for alternate work arrangements.  Individuals
who areyounger than 65 can provide documentation from a health care provider that
their age is a determining factor for risk that should prevent them from working on
campus as scheduled.
 
People of Any Age with Underlying Medical Conditions
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People with the following underlying medical conditions may request alternate work
arrangements under the previously developed process:

Chronic kidney disease

COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease)

Immunocompromised state (weakened immune system) from solid organ
transplant

Obesity (body mass index [BMI] of 30 or higher)

Serious heart conditions, such as heart failure, coronary artery disease, or
cardiomyopathies

Sickle cell disease

Type 2 diabetes mellitus

Asthma (moderate-to-severe)

Cerebrovascular disease (affects blood vessels and blood supply to the brain)

Cystic fibrosis

Hypertension or high blood pressure

Immunocompromised state (weakened immune system) from blood or bone
marrow transplant, immune deficiencies, HIV, use of corticosteroids, or use of
other immune weakening medicines

Neurologic conditions, such as dementia

Liver disease

Pregnancy

Pulmonary fibrosis (having damaged or scarred lung tissues)

Smoking

Thalassemia (a type of blood disorder)

Type 1 diabetes mellitus

 
Use of Face Coverings
Effective July 15, 2020, University System of Georgia (USG) institutions will require all
faculty, staff, students, and visitors to wear an appropriate face covering while inside
campus facilities/buildings where six feet social distancing may not always be possible. 
Face covering use will be in addition to and is not a substitute for social distancing.
 
Face coverings are not required in one’s own dorm room or suite, when alone in an
enclosed office or study room, or in campus outdoor settings where social distancing
requirements are met. 
 
Anyone not using a face covering when required will be asked to wear one or must
leave the area.  Repeated refusal to comply with the requirement may result in
discipline through the applicable conduct code for faculty, staff or students.
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Reasonable accommodations may be made for those who are unable to wear a face
covering for documented health reasons.
 
If you have any questions, please let me know.
 
Stuart
 
Stuart Rayfield
Vice Chancellor for Leadership and Institutional Development
University System of Georgia
270 Washington St., S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30334
stuart.rayfield@usg.edu
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From: Bonita Jacobs
To: Billy Wells; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; James Conneely; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates; Ellen

Cormack
Subject: Fwd: Changes in Guidance for People Who Need Extra Precaution and Face Coverings
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 5:57:31 PM
Attachments: image003.png

Wait until I can get a message put on this before you pass on. It may have already hit the
newspapers...

Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.
President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993
706-864-1689 (FAX)

From: Stuart Rayfield <Stuart.Rayfield@usg.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 5:33 PM
To: Dr. Angel Cabrera; Bonita Jacobs; Dr. Brendan Kelly; Dr. Brooks A. Keel; Dr. Chris
Markwood; Dr. Christopher Blake; Dr. David Bridges; Dr. Donald Green; Dr. Georj Lewis; Dr.
Ingrid Thompson-Sellers; Dr. Jann Joseph; Dr. Kirk Nooks; Dr. Kyle Marrero; Dr. Margaret
Venable; Dr. Mark Becker; Dr. Michelle Johnston; Dr. Neal Weaver; Dr. Pamela Whitten; Dr.
Paul Jones; Dr. Richard Carvajal; Dr. Robert Boehmer; Dr. Steve Dorman; Dr. Tim Hynes; Jere
Morehead; Kimberly Ballard-Washington; Marion Fedrick
Cc: Steve W. Wrigley; Teresa MacCartney; Tracey Cook; Tristan Denley; Edward Tate; Ashley
Jones; Juanita Hicks
Subject: Changes in Guidance for People Who Need Extra Precaution and Face Coverings
 
Presidents,
Recently the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) updated its guidance for managing
COVID-19 related issues.  Among the changes are to definitions for people who will need extra
precaution due to age and underlying medical conditions.  In response to those changes from the
CDC, the University System of Georgia is providing updated guidance on the wearing of face
coverings and for who is eligible to seek alternate work arrangements due to falling into one of these
categories. 
 
Older Adults
The CDC no longer gives a minimum age for those at risk.  The USG will continue to use 65 as its
measure for evaluating requests for alternate work arrangements.  Individuals who are younger than
65 can provide documentation from a health care provider that their age is a determining factor for
risk that should prevent them from working on campus as scheduled.
 
People of Any Age with Underlying Medical Conditions
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People with the following underlying medical conditions may request alternate work arrangements
under the previously developed process:

Chronic kidney disease

COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease)

Immunocompromised state (weakened immune system) from solid organ transplant

Obesity (body mass index [BMI] of 30 or higher)

Serious heart conditions, such as heart failure, coronary artery disease, or cardiomyopathies

Sickle cell disease

Type 2 diabetes mellitus

Asthma (moderate-to-severe)

Cerebrovascular disease (affects blood vessels and blood supply to the brain)

Cystic fibrosis

Hypertension or high blood pressure

Immunocompromised state (weakened immune system) from blood or bone marrow
transplant, immune deficiencies, HIV, use of corticosteroids, or use of other immune
weakening medicines

Neurologic conditions, such as dementia

Liver disease

Pregnancy

Pulmonary fibrosis (having damaged or scarred lung tissues)

Smoking

Thalassemia (a type of blood disorder)

Type 1 diabetes mellitus

 
Use of Face Coverings
Effective July 15, 2020, University System of Georgia (USG) institutions will require all faculty, staff,
students, and visitors to wear an appropriate face covering while inside campus facilities/buildings
where six feet social distancing may not always be possible.  Face covering use will be in addition to
and is not a substitute for social distancing.
 
Face coverings are not required in one’s own dorm room or suite, when alone in an enclosed office
or study room, or in campus outdoor settings where social distancing requirements are met.
 
Anyone not using a face covering when required will be asked to wear one or must leave the area. 
Repeated refusal to comply with the requirement may result in discipline through the applicable
conduct code for faculty, staff or students.
 
Reasonable accommodations may be made for those who are unable to wear a face covering for
documented health reasons.
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If you have any questions, please let me know.
 
Stuart
 
Stuart Rayfield
Vice Chancellor for Leadership and Institutional Development
University System of Georgia
270 Washington St., S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30334
stuart.rayfield@usg.edu
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From: Bonita Jacobs
To: Billy Wells; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; James Conneely; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates; Brett

Morris
Cc: Ellen Cormack
Subject: Fwd: Concerns about re-opening Issues.
Date: Friday, July 10, 2020 12:41:21 AM

We will discuss briefly at Cabinet. I want to be sure I keep my finger on the pulse of faculty,
staff, and students. 

B. 

Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.
President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993
706-864-1689 (FAX)

From: David Broad <David.Broad@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:36 PM
To: Bonita Jacobs
Cc: Matthew Boedy; Jamie Mitchem
Subject: Concerns about re-opening Issues.
 
Dr. Jacobs,

A UNG-AAUP member who is attending the AAUP Summer Institute sends
the folowing questions that have been raised at that meeting.  We think these
issues all pertain to UNG:
  
Assumption of Risk
One of the major issues discussed was some universities are requiring faculty
and staff to sign "assumption of risk" agreements about Covid-19 exposure. 
Do you know if we will be required to do this? 
 

Waiver of Responsibility
Another issue was some schools are requiring faculty and staff to sign "waiver
of responsibility" affirming that the employee takes on the risk of any Covid-19
illness.  This is a legal issue and it is probably a good question discuss with our
legal folks.
 

Acceptable Level of Infection
Another excellent question is what is the level of infection deemed acceptable
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by the university?  In other words, what is the percentage of acceptable illness
the university will assume be offer it shuts down?
 

Classroom Cleaning by Faculty
The requirement for faculty to clean their classroom after each class was also a
hot topic.  Legally, this is beyond the expected scope of our teaching
responsibilities and thus, it was recommended that we receive specific
guidelines on how and when this should be done, and we should ask for
additional compensation for this responsibility.  This was a consensus of the
panelists and the participants.
 

Workers Compensation/Health Insurance
Does Workers Compensation cover Covid-19 illness due to working on
campus? Will there be compensation for faculty members who do not have
insurance and/or have out-of-pocket expenses for faculty who become ill?
 

PPE Enforcement
What happens if a student refuse to wear a mask or refuses to wear a mask
correctly in our classroom?  This was discussed because many faculty feel they
should not be "mask" monitors. Will this requirement and proper use of PPE be
discussed with students?
 

Dave Broad, President UNG-AAUP



From: Bonita Jacobs
To: Chaudron Gille; Kate Maine
Subject: Fwd: Concerns for Fall 2020 Semester
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 10:37:59 PM

Please review and let’s discuss. 

Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.
President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993
706-864-1689 (FAX)

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 8:17 PM
To: Bonita Jacobs
Subject: Concerns for Fall 2020 Semester
 
Dear Dr. Jacobs,

I hope this email finds you well. My name is , and I am going into my senior year at
UNG. I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at UNG, and I am sad to see it end. I am writing to
you to address some concerns I have about the Fall 2020 semester in relation to COVID-19.

 I have reviewed UNG's plan for how to prevent the spread of the virus, but honestly I don't
think it's going to make much of a difference. Though students may wear masks and facilities
may be sanitized regularly, the university cannot control how students behave outside of
attending classes. Though I am not currently in Dahlonega, I know of many UNG students that
regularly hang out in large groups, throw large parties, and have a blatant disregard for social
distancing and other COVID-19 precautions. These issues are only going to get worse as more
students return to Dahlonega to go back to school. I know of several UNG students that have
had or currently have COVID-19 due to not adhering to CDC guidelines and taking responsible
safety measures, and I know of many more that refuse to get tested even when they know
they have been in contact with someone who tested positive. I predict that the spread of the
virus is going to get so much worse due to going back to face-to-face instruction. 

Additionally, I would like to address another concern. As I am a senior, and I'm a double
major,  the classes remaining that I need to fulfill my degree requirements is very specific, and
the majority of them are not offered online. I do not feel safe moving back to Dahlonega, or
going back to classes. I think it would behoove the university to make all classes have an
online-only option. It's not right that students should have to choose between the health of
my family and myself and my education. 

-
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I ask that you take these concerns into consideration as the fall semester approaches, as I
know that I am not alone in my worries. I wish you the best of health!

Sincerely, 

-



From: Bonita Jacobs
To: Billy Wells; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; James Conneely; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates; Ellen

Cormack
Subject: Fwd: EO 07.15.20.01 - Providing additional guidance for Empowering a Healthy Georgia in response to COVID-19
Date: Friday, July 17, 2020 8:48:32 AM
Attachments: 07.15.20.01.pdf

Fyi. 

Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.
President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993
706-864-1689 (FAX)

From: Edward Tate <Edward.Tate@usg.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 8:29 AM
To: Dr. Angel Cabrera; Bonita Jacobs; Dr. Brendan Kelly; Dr. Brooks A. Keel; Dr. Chris
Markwood; Dr. Christopher Blake; Dr. David Bridges; Dr. Donald Green; Dr. Georj Lewis; Dr.
Ingrid Thompson-Sellers; Dr. Jann Joseph; Dr. Kirk Nooks; Dr. Kyle Marrero; Dr. Margaret
Venable; Dr. Mark Becker; Dr. Michelle Johnston; Dr. Neal Weaver; Dr. Pamela Whitten; Dr.
Paul Jones; Dr. Richard Carvajal; Dr. Robert Boehmer; Dr. Steve Dorman; Dr. Tim Hynes; Jere
Morehead; Kimberly Ballard-Washington; Marion Fedrick
Cc: Steve W. Wrigley; Tracey Cook; Tristan Denley; Teresa MacCartney; Ashley Jones; Stuart
Rayfield
Subject: EO 07.15.20.01 - Providing additional guidance for Empowering a Healthy Georgia in
response to COVID-19
 
Dear Presidents: 

We have had several questions following the Governor’s July 15th Executive Order regarding
COVID-19 (attached), particularly regarding face coverings. USG’s previously issued
guidance regarding face coverings remains in place and is not in conflict with the Governor’s
Executive Order. 

As you know, on behalf of the USG, Stuart Rayfield issued guidance on July 6th, excerpted
below. 

Use of Face Coverings
Effective July 15, 2020, University System of Georgia (USG) institutions will require all faculty,
staff, students, and visitors to wear an appropriate face covering while inside campus
facilities/buildings where six feet social distancing may not always be possible.  Face covering
use will be in addition to and is not a substitute for social distancing.
 
Face coverings are not required in one’s own dorm room or suite, when alone in an enclosed
office or study room, or in campus outdoor settings where social distancing requirements are
met. 
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Anyone not using a face covering when required will be asked to wear one or must leave the
area.  Repeated refusal to comply with the requirement may result in discipline through the
applicable conduct code for faculty, staff or students.
 
Reasonable accommodations may be made for those who are unable to wear a face covering
for documented health reasons.

The Governor’s July 15th Executive Order contains a new provision suspending any state,
county, or municipal law, order, ordinance, rule, or regulation that requires face coverings.
Consistent with interpretation from the Governor’s office, our guidance does not fall into one
of these categories and therefore is not suspended. 

Please contact me should you want to discuss further or have any questions. 

Best regards,
Edward 

--
Edward M. Tate
Vice Chancellor, Legal Affairs
Secretary, Board of Regents
University System of Georgia
404-786-2312 (m)



From: Bonita Jacobs
To: Billy Wells; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; James Conneely; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Cc: Ellen Cormack
Subject: Fwd: Guidance for Working with Students in a Category for Higher Risk for Severe Illness
Date: Friday, July 17, 2020 8:00:00 PM
Attachments: Student COVID Alternative Educational Arrangements .docx

We will discuss on Monday. 

Bonita

Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.
President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993
706-864-1689 (FAX)

From: Stuart Rayfield <Stuart.Rayfield@usg.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 3:05 PM
To: Dr. Angel Cabrera; Bonita Jacobs; Dr. Brendan Kelly; Dr. Brooks A. Keel; Dr. Chris
Markwood; Dr. Christopher Blake; Dr. David Bridges; Dr. Donald Green; Dr. Georj Lewis; Dr.
Ingrid Thompson-Sellers; Dr. Jann Joseph; Dr. Kirk Nooks; Dr. Kyle Marrero; Dr. Margaret
Venable; Dr. Mark Becker; Dr. Michelle Johnston; Dr. Neal Weaver; Dr. Pamela Whitten; Dr.
Paul Jones; Dr. Richard Carvajal; Dr. Robert Boehmer; Dr. Steve Dorman; Dr. Tim Hynes; Jere
Morehead; Kimberly Ballard-Washington; Marion Fedrick
Cc: Steve W. Wrigley; Teresa MacCartney; Tristan Denley; Tracey Cook; Edward Tate; Ashley
Jones
Subject: Guidance for Working with Students in a Category for Higher Risk for Severe Illness
 
Presidents,
 
A small working group of disability coordinators, health center directors, and legal counsel
drafted the attached document to assist institutions in working to make alternate educational
arrangements for students who fall into one of the categories for being at higher risk for
severe illness with Covid-19.  This document will also go out to Provosts, VPSAs, Health Center
directors, and Disability Services.
 
This guidance is meant to allow institutions to develop the best process on their individual
campus.  The document includes some example alternate educational arrangements but that
list is not exhaustive and should not be construed as being needed/required for all cases. 
They are options that can be considered during the interactive process.
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Alternative Educational Arrangements for Student who are at Higher Risk for Severe Illness



It is important to note that an institution’s legal obligations to consider and process student accommodation requests under the ADA and Section 504 has not changed as a result of the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the nature of the interactive process and the determination of reasonable accommodations may be affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. USG institutions should continue to follow their normal procedures for any the ADA and Section 504 accommodations requests institutions receive from students.



Students who fall into one of the following CDC categories for being at higher risk for severe illness due to COVID-19 may request an alternative educational arrangement. Students who believe that they fall into one of the risk categories must submit a request for an alternative educational arrangement. Institutions will then undertake efforts to provide a reasonable alternative arrangement for the requesting students. Students must submit documentation demonstrating that they have one of the underlying medical conditions as part of their requests.  The nature of a reasonable accommodation or alternative educational arrangement may be affected by the unique circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic and will be an interactive process. Decisions about what reasonable alternative arrangements are feasible will be made on a case-by-case basis, and the decision may vary by institution and by student depending on the particular circumstances involved.  



Note:  Because of potential legal issues, an institution should NOT proactively identify students who have conditions or are perceived to have conditions that place them at a higher risk for severe illness with COVID-19.  Students must initiate requests for alternative educational arrangements.



Qualifying CDC categories for higher risk for severe illness with COVID-19:



Students who are 65 or older (Students who are younger than 65 can provide documentation from a health care provider that their age is a determining factor for risk that should prevent them from attending and participating in regular on-campus instruction.)



Students with the following underlying medical conditions:

· Chronic kidney disease

· COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease)

· Immunocompromised state (weakened immune system) from solid organ transplant

· Obesity (body mass index [BMI] of 30 or higher)

· Serious heart conditions, such as heart failure, coronary artery disease, or cardiomyopathies

· Sickle cell disease

· Type 2 diabetes mellitus

· Asthma (moderate-to-severe)

· Cerebrovascular disease (affects blood vessels and blood supply to the brain)

· Cystic fibrosis

· Hypertension or high blood pressure

· Immunocompromised state (weakened immune system) from blood or bone marrow transplant, immune deficiencies, HIV, use of corticosteroids, or use of other immune weakening medicines

· Neurologic conditions, such as dementia

· Liver disease

· Pregnancy

· Pulmonary fibrosis (having damaged or scarred lung tissues)

· Smoking

· Thalassemia (a type of blood disorder)

· Type 1 diabetes mellitus



If a student requests an alternative educational arrangement based on one of the qualifying risk categories and provides supporting documentation, then the institution should engage in an interactive process with the student to determine a reasonable alternative educational arrangement. This process will be similar to the way that institutions address ADA and Section 504 accommodation requests from individuals with disabilities and/or temporary impairments.



Process to Request Alternative Educational Arrangements

Institutions should determine the most efficient process for students to request alternate educational arrangements.  Processes should be well-publicized and documented. The processes can be the same as or reflective of the normal process for requesting accommodations under the ADA and Section 504.  Medical documentation demonstrating that the student has one of the risk factors is required for underlying conditions.  



Note:  Institutions should keep statistics for reporting purposes as they would for the typical annual report to the University System of Georgia 



Example Alternative Educational Arrangements

Accommodations and alternative educational arrangements should be determined through the interactive process in the same manner as the process for determining accommodations for non-CVOID-19 related disabilities. However, the nature of a reasonable accommodation or alternative educational arrangement may be affected by the unique circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic. Below is a list of potential accommodations and alternative educational arrangements that could be considered by institutions as part of the interactive process. These are meant only as examples. This list is meant purely as an aid, and is not intended to indicate that the listed accommodations and arrangements must be granted, nor that other accommodations and arrangements are not available:

· Course substitutions (with permission of the appropriate academic department)

· Adaptation of modality (lecture capture, synchronous/asynchronous, online, etc.)

· Smaller groups for labs, etc…

· Alternatives to traditional masks (such as scarves, special masks for glasses wearers, or clear face shields*)

· Clear masks (this may be necessary for all students in the class, group members, and/or the professor)

· Modified performances 

· Assistance in demonstration of physical activities (for physical education courses, dance classes, etc…) if student experiences difficulty demonstrating and explaining because of their disability and wearing a mask

· Modified arrival/departure times for classes

· Instructions provided in written format

· Ability to use computer in class

· Ability to record class

· Rental of hearing amplification devices

· Rental of recorders

· Peer notetaker

· Preferential seating

· Priority registration (anticipating that COVID-19 is still around going into the Spring 2021 semester)

· Waiver of live-on requirement

· Housing Modifications, if available

· Modified Attendance Agreement

· Additional PPE 







*Note that the CDC warns against substituting a face shield for a face covering. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-face-cover-guidance.html

Face Shields 

It is not known if face shields provide any benefit as source control to protect others from the spray of respiratory particles. CDC does not recommend use of face shields for normal everyday activities or as a substitute for cloth face coverings. Some people may choose to use a face shield when sustained close contact with other people is expected. If face shields are used without a mask, they should wrap around the sides of the wearer’s face and extend to below the chin. Disposable face shields should only be worn for a single use. Reusable face shields should be cleaned and disinfected after each use. Plastic face shields for newborns and infants are NOT recommended.





Thank you for all of your work!
Stuart
 



From: Tristan Denley
To: Dr. Carl Reiber; Chaudron Gille; Dr. Dana Nichols; Dr. Costas Spirou; Dr. David Jenks; Dr. Deborah Bordelon; Dr.

Gretchen Caughman; Dr. Jeffrey Knighton; Dr. Jerome Baker; Dr. Johnny Evans; Dr. Debra Matthews; Dr. Kathy
Schwaig; Dr. Kevin Demmitt; Peters, Angela W.; Michael S. Heard; Dr. Rafael Bras; Dr. Reginald Leseane; Dr.
Robert Page; Dr. Robert Smith; Dr. S. Jack Hu; Dr. Sandra Sharman; Dr. Suzanna Smith; Dr. T. J. Arant; Dr. T.
Ramon Stuart; Dr. Wendy Hensel; Dr. Bruno Hicks

Cc: Martha L. Venn; Stuart Rayfield
Subject: Fwd: Info on Student Alternate Educational Arrangements to go to Campuses
Date: Friday, July 17, 2020 4:29:46 PM
Attachments: image003.png

ATT00001.htm
Student COVID Alternative Educational Arrangements .docx
ATT00002.htm

Good afternoon 

A small working group of disability coordinators, health center directors, and legal counsel
have been working to provide guidance as institutions work with students who fall into a high
risk category. Their guidance is attached below.

Best Wishes 

Tristan 

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

 

Subject:  Working with Students Who Are Higher Risk for Severe Illness

 

A small working group of disability coordinators, health center directors, and
legal counsel drafted the attached document to assist institutions in working to
make alternate educational arrangements for students who fall into one of the
categories for being at higher risk for severe illness with Covid-19. 

 

This guidance is meant to allow institutions to develop the best process on their
individual campus.  The document includes some example alternate educational
arrangements but that list is not exhaustive and should not be construed as being
needed/required for all cases.  They are options that can be considered during the
interactive process.
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Alternative Educational Arrangements for Student who are at Higher Risk for Severe Illness



It is important to note that an institution’s legal obligations to consider and process student accommodation requests under the ADA and Section 504 has not changed as a result of the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the nature of the interactive process and the determination of reasonable accommodations may be affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. USG institutions should continue to follow their normal procedures for any the ADA and Section 504 accommodations requests institutions receive from students.



Students who fall into one of the following CDC categories for being at higher risk for severe illness due to COVID-19 may request an alternative educational arrangement. Students who believe that they fall into one of the risk categories must submit a request for an alternative educational arrangement. Institutions will then undertake efforts to provide a reasonable alternative arrangement for the requesting students. Students must submit documentation demonstrating that they have one of the underlying medical conditions as part of their requests.  The nature of a reasonable accommodation or alternative educational arrangement may be affected by the unique circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic and will be an interactive process. Decisions about what reasonable alternative arrangements are feasible will be made on a case-by-case basis, and the decision may vary by institution and by student depending on the particular circumstances involved.  



Note:  Because of potential legal issues, an institution should NOT proactively identify students who have conditions or are perceived to have conditions that place them at a higher risk for severe illness with COVID-19.  Students must initiate requests for alternative educational arrangements.



Qualifying CDC categories for higher risk for severe illness with COVID-19:



Students who are 65 or older (Students who are younger than 65 can provide documentation from a health care provider that their age is a determining factor for risk that should prevent them from attending and participating in regular on-campus instruction.)



Students with the following underlying medical conditions:

· Chronic kidney disease

· COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease)

· Immunocompromised state (weakened immune system) from solid organ transplant

· Obesity (body mass index [BMI] of 30 or higher)

· Serious heart conditions, such as heart failure, coronary artery disease, or cardiomyopathies

· Sickle cell disease

· Type 2 diabetes mellitus

· Asthma (moderate-to-severe)

· Cerebrovascular disease (affects blood vessels and blood supply to the brain)

· Cystic fibrosis

· Hypertension or high blood pressure

· Immunocompromised state (weakened immune system) from blood or bone marrow transplant, immune deficiencies, HIV, use of corticosteroids, or use of other immune weakening medicines

· Neurologic conditions, such as dementia

· Liver disease

· Pregnancy

· Pulmonary fibrosis (having damaged or scarred lung tissues)

· Smoking

· Thalassemia (a type of blood disorder)

· Type 1 diabetes mellitus



If a student requests an alternative educational arrangement based on one of the qualifying risk categories and provides supporting documentation, then the institution should engage in an interactive process with the student to determine a reasonable alternative educational arrangement. This process will be similar to the way that institutions address ADA and Section 504 accommodation requests from individuals with disabilities and/or temporary impairments.



Process to Request Alternative Educational Arrangements

Institutions should determine the most efficient process for students to request alternate educational arrangements.  Processes should be well-publicized and documented. The processes can be the same as or reflective of the normal process for requesting accommodations under the ADA and Section 504.  Medical documentation demonstrating that the student has one of the risk factors is required for underlying conditions.  



Note:  Institutions should keep statistics for reporting purposes as they would for the typical annual report to the University System of Georgia 



Example Alternative Educational Arrangements

Accommodations and alternative educational arrangements should be determined through the interactive process in the same manner as the process for determining accommodations for non-CVOID-19 related disabilities. However, the nature of a reasonable accommodation or alternative educational arrangement may be affected by the unique circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic. Below is a list of potential accommodations and alternative educational arrangements that could be considered by institutions as part of the interactive process. These are meant only as examples. This list is meant purely as an aid, and is not intended to indicate that the listed accommodations and arrangements must be granted, nor that other accommodations and arrangements are not available:

· Course substitutions (with permission of the appropriate academic department)

· Adaptation of modality (lecture capture, synchronous/asynchronous, online, etc.)

· Smaller groups for labs, etc…

· Alternatives to traditional masks (such as scarves, special masks for glasses wearers, or clear face shields*)

· Clear masks (this may be necessary for all students in the class, group members, and/or the professor)

· Modified performances 

· Assistance in demonstration of physical activities (for physical education courses, dance classes, etc…) if student experiences difficulty demonstrating and explaining because of their disability and wearing a mask

· Modified arrival/departure times for classes

· Instructions provided in written format

· Ability to use computer in class

· Ability to record class

· Rental of hearing amplification devices

· Rental of recorders

· Peer notetaker

· Preferential seating

· Priority registration (anticipating that COVID-19 is still around going into the Spring 2021 semester)

· Waiver of live-on requirement

· Housing Modifications, if available

· Modified Attendance Agreement

· Additional PPE 







*Note that the CDC warns against substituting a face shield for a face covering. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-face-cover-guidance.html

Face Shields 

It is not known if face shields provide any benefit as source control to protect others from the spray of respiratory particles. CDC does not recommend use of face shields for normal everyday activities or as a substitute for cloth face coverings. Some people may choose to use a face shield when sustained close contact with other people is expected. If face shields are used without a mask, they should wrap around the sides of the wearer’s face and extend to below the chin. Disposable face shields should only be worn for a single use. Reusable face shields should be cleaned and disinfected after each use. Plastic face shields for newborns and infants are NOT recommended.










Thank you for all of your work!

Stuart

 

 

Stuart Rayfield

Vice Chancellor for Leadership and Institutional Development

University System of Georgia

270 Washington St., S.W.

Atlanta, Georgia 30334

stuart.rayfield@usg.edu
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From: Kate Maine
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Fwd: Nighthawks Together: Important Information
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 4:55:25 PM

Just FYI.

From: 
Sent: Friday, August 14, 4:32 PM
Subject: Re: Nighthawks Together: Important Information 
To: Kate Maine

Well, you are giving professors free rein. All four of my professors are doing something
completely different, making the students compromise in this situation. If you ask me, that is
not fair on the students. There should be some guidelines so there is some consistency.

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10e.
Get Outlook for Android
From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:53:02 PM
To: 
Subject: RE: Nighthawks Together: Important Information 

 

 
Thank you for your message.  Instructors will be adapting courses in a variety of ways, so I
recommend you consult with your instructors individually about the best ways for you to
participate and their expectations.

 
Have a good weekend,

 
Kate Maine, Ed.D., APR
Vice President of University Relations and Chief of Staff
706-864-1950 
kate.maine@ung.edu

 

 
From:  
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 7:20 PM
To: UNG Office of the President <president@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Nighthawks Together: Important Information 

 

-

mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
https://aka.ms/ghei36
mailto:kate.maine@ung.edu


UNG Office,

 
Hello, this is  and I am concerned about this semester. I purposely
scheduled all my classes back-to-back so I will have time to complete my homework after
all the classes. That means I only have 15 minutes between classes, since they are on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. I am concerned about having a mix of classes on both Tuesday
and Thursday because I would have to stay on campus both days for the full time, if the
instructor is requiring a live zoom call for the online portion. That being said, it is pointless
for me to not attend both classes in person since I am stuck at school and can not reach my
house within the 15 minute window (I live 30+ minutes from the campus). 

 
So, my question is, will the professors be flexible with the students since I will be late to the
live zoom calls? Or will the professors be flexible, letting me choose which day I will be
attending all my classes (all on the same day)? Also, it would not be fair if I am punished for
the way I scheduled my classes before the pandemic. I believe uploading videos to
YouTube instead of a live zoom call would fix this problem, letting me complete the online
portion on my own time (Just a suggestion since the online portion is already completely up
to the student to complete the assigned work).

 
It is hard to believe I am the only student going through this, so I am excited to hear your
response.

 
Thank you for your time.

 
 

 
Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10e.
Get Outlook for Android
From: mailer@connect.ung.edu <mailer@connect.ung.edu> on behalf of Office of the
President <no-reply@connect.ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 7:00:58 PM
To: 
Subject: Nighthawks Together: Important Information 

 

 

 

Dear UNG Nighthawks:

https://aka.ms/ghei36
mailto:mailer@connect.ung.edu
mailto:mailer@connect.ung.edu
mailto:no-reply@connect.ung.edu


As we prepare for classes to begin on Monday, we want to share some important
information to help you know what to expect the first week of classes.

Courses

Our plans for fall semester have focused on providing an on-campus experience with health
and safety protocols in place.  As a result, our courses this fall will be hybrid intensive.  We
know that some students want fully face-to-face courses while others would like to have a
fully online schedule.  We have been and will continue to be as flexible as possible for as
many people as possible; however, personnel and technology resources limit our ability to
offer every class in multiple modes concurrently.  This is a fluid process, and the drop-add
period may present opportunities for you to work toward your preferred schedule.  Also,
please note that since March, more than 500 additional faculty have received training in the
delivery of fully online courses, and this will result in a more robust online course
experience for students.

Class Meetings

Many face-to-face and hybrid courses will be conducted remotely for the first class meeting,
but some classes will meet face-to-face as scheduled. Monitor your UNG email for
instructions from your instructor. You may also go to your D2L course section for
information about when to come to campus for hybrid classes. The D2L platform will open
the first day of class. If you add a class during drop-add, D2L will not update until the
following day, so you may want to email the faculty member for course details. 

Instructions for accessing D2L

 

Technology Requirements

Because all courses will have some online component this semester, including final exams,
you should have access to a computer with audio and video capability and internet access
to fully participate in courses and to be able to do testing. Laptops are available

for loan through Information Technology

or for purchase through the

https://connect.ung.edu/click?linkid=68ec6f84-9871-43ec-845d-e56f7f99e370
https://connect.ung.edu/click?linkid=94faca7b-33d9-49e1-b3ce-e8c31d6a5d0a


UNG Bookstore

.  Also, we have enhanced Wi-Fi capacity and

outdoor access points

across our campuses for your convenience.

 

Student Support

We know that many students may be facing challenges this semester, and UNG has

resources available

to support you. In particular, if you are at higher risk for severe illness with COVID-19 and
need academic accommodations, please contact

Student Disability Services

for assistance.  Additionally, the Dean of Students Office for each campus can help connect
you with the resources to support your success at UNG.

Health and Safety Information

Please take a few minutes to

complete this training module

to be aware of the many

safety precautions

being taken by the university and to understand your responsibility to abide by university
and public health guidance to ensure the health and safety of the UNG community.

While this semester will be unlike any we have ever experienced, careful planning has gone
into preparing the campus for the return of students and we remain committed to your
success.  We appreciate your support and patience as we begin the semester, and we
encourage you to check the

https://connect.ung.edu/click?linkid=6de7c987-3ffe-483c-b563-bfd33f0a4aac
https://connect.ung.edu/click?linkid=729b585f-3aae-4c11-8ca1-71dd9ec9de48
https://connect.ung.edu/click?linkid=da4b4697-ef88-406f-9a9c-c86046f5c090
https://connect.ung.edu/click?linkid=073ba870-6aaf-4063-b0f2-299a03290f43
https://connect.ung.edu/click?linkid=3f84e099-cc5d-4cae-8e0f-ee73d0c00a63
https://connect.ung.edu/click?linkid=eba28a33-5639-4948-bf63-85def327ed4d


university’s Nighthawks Together website

regularly for new information.

Sincerely,

Dr. Bonita C. Jacobs

President

Dr. Chaudron Gille

Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

Dr. James Conneely

Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management

 
University of North Georgia 
University of North Georgia
Email sent by Office of the President <president@ung.edu> to 
Unsubscribe 

The CampusGroups offices are located at 902 Broadway, New York, NY 10010.

https://connect.ung.edu/click?linkid=11b3b303-6d94-49b6-9422-813ae7332035
mailto:president@ung.edu
https://connect.ung.edu/click?linkid=0c5491e1-a875-4270-9c8c-ed518620b49e


From: Mary Gowan
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Fwd: return to campus email stream from faculty
Date: Saturday, August 8, 2020 3:13:25 PM
Attachments: Outlook-gu3nvyzd.png

Outlook-bzrubjdn.png
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image002.png

Sigh.....

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

Date: August 8, 2020 at 2:47:00 PM EDT
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mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu









Subject: Re: return to campus

Thanks to  for sharing the August 4 Ga Tech Town Hall and Joshua Weitz’s AJC opinion piece. I read
the piece and watched the very interesting Town Hall, presented by Weitz and Greg Gibson (hereafter
W&G). For readers in a hurry, here’s my nutshell take:  

W&G’s innovative proposed Covid19 testing regime is supported by a mathematical model based
on academic research performed by Weitz and other very bright scientists. The research and model
have considerable academic value. However, as practical policy, the proposed regime is, at best,
superfluous and will likely inflict serious harm on individuals and GA Tech institutionally. This is
because the models do not account for all available data (especially that Georgia appears to be on
the downhill side of the herd immunity threshold), the RT-PCR testing technology cannot deliver
adequate accuracy, and the policy proposals assume away most predictable collateral damage.  

For rationale supporting this view, read on. 

The latest data and leading scholarship suggest that Georgia blew through the herd immunity threshold
(HIT) in mid-July. If you follow the yellow line in Figure 1, below, you can see GA “case” numbers—for what
they’re worth—crashing since July 11 (Figure 1).  

Figure 1. Source: GA DPH, August 7, 2020. 

Recent studies have estimated the Covid19 herd immunity threshold (HIT) in the 10-25% range (e.g., Gomes
et al. 2020; Lewis 2020; Perets & Perets 2020). On August 7, Georgia DPH reported 209,004 cumulative
“confirmed” GA cases (https://tinyurl.com/spxgd39). The CDC projects that actual cases are 5-10X

confirmed cases. Weitz pegged the multiple at 5-10X on April 28.
[1]

 If 10X is the right multiple, Georgia’s
actual cases now approximate 209,004 x 10 ~ 2 million, about 20 percent of GA’s population. Yet, in the
Town Hall, W&G claim that Georgia is “almost entirely immunologically naïve.” (Town Hall Slide 4). How is
20 percent prevalence “naïve”?  

If the CDC, Gomes, and Lewis are right—and data from other places suggests they are--GA is in the HIT
zone, where cases and deaths (with a bit of lag), should continue dropping without intervention (see

-

https://tinyurl.com/spxgd39


https://tinyurl.com/yygvhcx3). According to this model, nature is running its course; no tests or
interventions will help, but they may hurt. 

How could W&G overlook Figure 1, omit the 10X multiple, and fail to address herd immunity in the Town
Hall? One possibility is what Robert Cialdini coined “consistency and commitment.” Weitz repeatedly refers
in reverential terms to the work that he, Gibson, and “many others” have done over “many months” to
develop “a large-scale, comprehensive [Covid19] testing system.” Gibson (at ~25:15) says “We decided
about [6 weeks] ago that this is what we had to do because the rates were going up and up.” Six weeks ago,
the rates were climbing. Now, they’re not. But Weitz and Gibson are so wedded to their testing machine
that they are no longer capable of objectively assessing how it interfaces with reality. They’re no longer
studying the machine; they’re a part of it or it’s a part of them.  

During their Q&A segment (starting ~ 52:00), W&G guestimate the number of infectious “cases” (the “I” in
“SEIR”) that will be “imported” to GA Tech on the first day of class. They also discuss the R0 statistic. This
would have been a perfect time to talk about the SEIR model and the HIT. How many GA Tech students will
already be in the “S” and “R” compartments on Day 1? How might suppressing the spread of Covid19 delay
reaching the HIT by holding people in compartment “S” indefinitely? How many more “vulnerables” might
die as a result? W&G are silent. 

Town Hall Outline 

The W&G presentation (slides at https://tinyurl.com/y5lpdmtt) is divided into two parts. In regulatory
terminology, the first could be called “Covid19 risk findings,” and the second “proposed testing regime.”  

In broad terms, W&G claim that Georgia’s Covid19 crisis is escalating and that returning to campus will
make things much worse, perhaps catastrophically. Therefore, per W&G, fall USG classes should be online
only and, if not, students, faculty, and staff should be “tested” every two weeks as part of a “surveillance”
regime while continuing distancing and masking.  

However, Gibson notes that RT-PCR nasal swab tests are too slow, “extremely” invasive, and too dangerous
to test everyone at Tech every quarter, let alone every two weeks. To remedy this defect, W&G are rushing
forward a new, purportedly faster, less invasive, and safer saliva-sample RT-PCR test that so far lacks
emergency FDA approval. Through the town hall, W&G have raised expectations to the rafters, putting
pressure on Tech and FDA players to cut corners to “make it work” no matter what. Shades of Boeing 737
MAX.  

Facts & Findings 

Some of W&G’s findings contradict or omit key data points from Georgia and elsewhere. The most obvious
is the crashing GA case numbers discussed above in connection with Figure 1. Other examples follow but,
first, as context, nobody really knows how many of the “cases” that roll into Georgia’s so-called Covid19
“hospitalizations” and “deaths” have ever really been inhabited by the SARS-COV-2 virus. You read that
right.  

Dr. Gibson guestimates that 48% of positive results from nasal swab RT-PCR tests are false, but he rightly
confesses that “nobody really knows” the RT-PCR “error rate” (presumably he means test specificity) on
which the false positive rate depends. This “nobody knows” admission is consistent with other sources,
including Dr. Stephen Bustin, a recognized expert on RT-PCR, who demonstrates that the problems go
beyond mere unknown false positives. To get a feel for the power and unreliability of RT-PCR, see Bustin’s
paper at https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/eci.12801, and listen to Bustin’s interview by
David Crowe at https://tinyurl.com/yaxsbrf2 or Crowe’s more accessible distillation thereof at
https://tinyurl.com/yyva9x5o. As you consider reported Covid19 statistics, understand that most of them
are based on RT-PCR test results.  

That said, for discussion purposes, let’s take RT-PCR numbers at face value. In his AJC piece, Weitz
deterministically declares: 

This return [to campus] is unjustified. Georgia – like many other states – is experiencing a surge in
COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations, and fatalities. This surge will be intensified by bringing back
thousands, if not tens of thousands, of students to high-density campus life featuring dorms, dining
halls, classrooms, and parties.  

Yet Georgia DPH plots of cases (Figure 1, above) and deaths (Figure 2, below) tell a very different story. New
“cases” figuratively fell off a cliff starting July 11. Daily deaths have been hovering since July 18 but appear
poised to follow cases over the cliff. Why would W&G not mention these easily accessible data? Why use
recorded (a.k.a. “reported) dates when date of onset and date of death are more accurate?  

https://tinyurl.com/yygvhcx3
https://tinyurl.com/y5lpdmtt
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/eci.12801
https://tinyurl.com/yaxsbrf2
https://tinyurl.com/yyva9x5o


 

Figure 2 

W&G make no attempt to reconcile their findings or policy recommendations with contradictory research
and data from outside the U.S. Example: Sweden (no masking), Japan (universal masking), and Australia
(draconian lockdowns), are missing from W&G’s discussion. So are observational studies like Christian
Bjørnskov’s, that find weak or insignificant association between lock-down policies and Covid19

mortality.
[2]

 

Sweden—which has never even encouraged masking--has a population roughly equivalent to Georgia’s.
Sweden’s cases and deaths plots appear in Figures 3 and 4, showing a 7-day moving average deaths per day
= 1. 

 

Figure 3 
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Figure 4 

The case spike in Japan—where masks have been a cultural norm for decades if not centuries—also goes
unmentioned by W&G. 

 

Figure 5 

And then there’s Australia, the ultimate in lock-down performance, where cases have been climbing rapidly
since late June. 

 

A valid scientific model that attempts to predict Covid19 behavior should account for data that appear to
contradict the narrative that lockdowns and masking suppress the spread of Covid19. Yet W&G give no
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indication that their model attempts to do so.  

Proposed Testing Regime 

W&G’s proposed regime is based on incomplete data, selective disregard of elements of the SEIR model,
and misplaced faith in RT-PCR testing. Georgia’s reported decline in “cases” makes the regime unnecessary,
but issues would remain even if it were needed. 

We can hope that the new saliva-sample PCR test wins emergency FDA approval. But even if it does, it will
likely be less accurate than the nasal swab, whose positives are false at least half the time. To account for
this known error, the W&G testing protocol requires that an initial positive be confirmed by a second before
Tech will “isolate” the subject. Yet, assuming the statistical independence of two positive tests, the false
positive rate after the second test would still be 0.50 x 0.50 = 25%. And Tech plans to “isolate” anyone with
two positives, meaning that 25% of those isolated will not be infected. 

Importantly, W&G’s regime largely fails to recognize or mitigate the collateral damage inflicted by
lockdowns and testing. Like so many modelers before them, W&G use a one-sided loss function focused
solely on direct medical outcomes from Covid19 itself. Others, however, have considered the broader
picture. By one estimate, lockdowns and knock-on effects had already killed 40,340 Americans by July 18
(https://twitter.com/kylamb8/status/1290456249012805632). On these casualties of regulation, W&G are
silent.  

Conclusion 

W&G misread current Georgia Covid19 trends, fail to account for data and research that contradicts their
model, act as if no competing models exist, and fail to account for deaths and other collateral damage
inflicted by lock-down policies and proposed testing regime. 

Perhaps most importantly, six or more weeks ago, W&G shifted from scholarship to advocacy. They no
longer possess the scientific skepticism required to opine on the validity of their model and proposed
testing regime. In financial auditing terms, they lack independence. But not to worry. W&G have invited the
USG to join their quest for a Holy Grail of Covid19. Fortunately, it appears that we’ve already got one. It’s
called “herd immunity.” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYcopzJ-T9w). 

Enjoy the rest of your weekend!

 

[1]
 https://tinyurl.com/y48se6mu 

[2]
 https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3665588 

 
Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 3:46 PM
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Subject: Re: return to campus
 
I want to thank everyone who responded to my initial email. When I sent the email, I promised
myself that I would not "reply all" until Tuesday or Wednesday of this week. If you responded to me
individually, I hope I already replied to you – if I missed someone, thank you for your perspective on
the concerns/questions I mentioned. I know not everyone agrees with me, but that is part of the
reason I wanted to send the email in the first place - and it certainly has resulted in some good
discussion (just most of it not "reply all"). 
 
Given the number of people who seem to be interested in more information, I want to share a
couple of items that came to my attention since the initial email (and then I do not intend to “reply
all” going forward). 

1. Regarding the risk assessment tool I referenced, the question was raised, “What does it matter



whether one "positive individual" is present?” Of course we are concerned most about lasting
harm from the virus, but the simple answer is that what causes that very harm is COVID-19 mainly
spreading through close contact with people who are infected with the virus.  

For a much more eloquent answer, here is an editorial published on Monday from Dr. Joshua
Weitz, Professor and Director of the Interdisciplinary PhD in Quantitative Biosciences at
Georgia Tech and a driving force behind the assessment tool. He and another Georgia Tech
professor held an open town hall just yesterday that I promise is worth an hour of your time,
even though it focuses on Georgia Tech. Among items mentioned in the town hall were the
importance of initial testing and retesting whole campus communities weekly. They mentioned
the SEIR model that was also mentioned in our discussion. Maybe some of you already knew
this, but I found it interesting that SEIR stands for susceptible-exposed-infectious-
removed/recovered; the “removed” part depends crucially on testing, i.e. removing someone
who is infected from the community reduces spread. Georgia Tech is planning surveillance
testing of approximately 1300 a day, UGA has mentioned 300 a day – UNG evidently has plans
for 0 surveillance testing. (By the way, our neighbor Alabama is reportedly using CARES money
for ramping up testing at state universities.) 
 

2. I gather that a big question for a lot of folks with the decision-making process is that we would
like to know what factors are shaping the decision and how risk is being assessed. I’m not
suggesting that there is anything we can do about the following, but it may be helpful in
shedding light on one factor affecting the decision to reopen. A recently-publicized open
records request resulted in this document being available, highlighting the legal pressure that
Corvias (the private company that has a private-public partnership with USG to develop,
construct, manage and maintain student housing at nine campuses across Georgia) has
exerted on the Board of Regents (BOR).  

Quick summary if you don’t want to read the document or research on your own: Corvias
indicated legal action if BOR unilaterally puts into effect policy that reduces student housing
capacity, gives refunds, or allows for housing contract cancellation across USG campuses, so if
the BOR takes any of those actions, it is done at BOR’s financial/legal risk. By not taking those
unilateral actions, who assumes any associated risk? Certainly not the private company that
profits off of student housing and the BOR avoids the risk of legal action from Corvias – the risk
falls squarely on the students in student housing and anyone in close contact with those
students. And yes, UNG is one of the universities – Corvias maps their “higher education
partnerships” here (scroll down for map). 
 

3. I realize public trust in reporting of COVID statistics is an issue right now. I actually thought that
this issue was mainly with underreporting, rather than overreporting. Maybe it’s because I’ve
always had a hard time with cognitive dissonance, but I have a hard time ignoring the letter
from 2100 Georgia healthcare professionals sent to Governor Kemp on Friday. I also have a
hard time ignoring those family and friends who have already been personally affected by
COVID. I mentioned the staff member at UGA who passed away in my initial email. I hesitate to
even mention this, but I think it is important - since my initial email, I unfortunately became
aware of Dr. Tim Pearson, Director of the School of Accountancy at Georgia Southern
University, passing away due to COVID complications. Some of you may have known him, as I
gather he was fairly well-known in Georgia accounting circles. I cannot imagine if one of my
students would become sick and even pass away because of attending one of my class
meetings. How do you handle that? I really hope that we (MCCB, UNG, USG) have some kind of
plan if that does happen. 

https://www.ajc.com/education/get-schooled-blog/opinion-virus-risk-will-rise-if-students-return-to-dorms-dining-halls-and-classrooms/QRPKYWK4AVD2NPRSVCKUWYA3XY/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-mgLuhUSJc&feature=youtu.be
https://abc3340.com/news/local/covid-19-testing-monitoring-system-guidesafe-launches
https://abc3340.com/news/local/covid-19-testing-monitoring-system-guidesafe-launches
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tpBZPsr3ANQuGyUZLeC6fSlHwLRt_lPN/view
https://www.corvias.com/higher-education-partnerships
https://www.corvias.com/higher-education-partnerships
https://www.ajc.com/opinion/opinion-ga-health-workers-plea-to-state-officials/EYGY2BIRI5CWVIPZDX5HOI6TDQ/
https://www.ajc.com/opinion/opinion-ga-health-workers-plea-to-state-officials/EYGY2BIRI5CWVIPZDX5HOI6TDQ/


Thanks for reading - and take care, 

 

 

 
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 5:08 PM

 

-
-



Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Some have been disappointed that the USG presidents didn’t make a collective response to the BOR
and Chancelor based on, oh, let’s say science.

 
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 4:57 PM

 -



Subject: Re: return to campus
 

 I believe these decisions are made by the BOR. Our administration has been given their
“marching orders” and neither they nor we have a real say in making these decisions. For better or
worse we all have to follow as they say. As to your question I am sure the answer is no. I would think
they rarely interact with faculty or students.

 

 
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 12:56 PM

 

-
--



Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Are the leaders who are making decisions about faculty and students returning to the classroom
amidst the worsening coronavirus pandemic working in a similar environment? 

 
Sent: Saturday, August 1, 2020 2:32 PM

 

--



Subject: RE: return to campus
 

Thank you  for being the first to voice concerns that I’m sure many of us share. Given the
contentious and charged nature of this subject, I’m hesitant to join in, but your brave post has inspired
me to respond. For what it’s worth, I don’t think you’re crazy J, far from it.
 

Maybe it’s because I work in an environment with respected and credentialed “content experts”,
but I have heavy respect for and trust and confidence in experts. In an infectious disease pandemic, the
experts are infectious disease specialists, epidemiologists, research scientists, virologists, etc. If experts
from the likes of the  Harvard Global Health Institute, John Hopkins, and the CDC look at our region’s
reported metrics regarding the rising daily cases, positive test rates, death rates, ICU capacity, etc. and
are alarmed- that’s enough for me to be alarmed too. Very.

 
Given that:

 
·         COVID in Georgia is far more present now than it was when we shut down in March and shows no

sustained signs of flattening;
·          Available space in hospitals (beds, ICU space, etc.) in Georgia is on the decline (necessitating the

reopening of the World Congress Center to treat COVID patients);
·         Compliance with CDC mask-wearing recommendations in the south is tepid;
·         Widespread testing and contact tracing of students, faculty and staff is not currently on the menu

for the fall;
·         Emerging evidence suggests that infected individuals can suffer long-term effects from COVID

including ongoing  neurological disease; scarring of the lungs and permanent heart disease, to name
a few;

·         We still know far too little, despite some progress, about how the COVID virus spreads;
·         COVID is a highly transmissible disease; and
·         College campuses, like cruise ships and summer camps, offer favorable conditions for the spread of

infectious diseases… Yes! I’m concerned too.

Professor Schulzke may be right, that the “probability of suffering lasting harm” will be minimal and
that I am putting misguided trust in metrics that are skewed and experts who are alarmists. I sincerely
hope he’s right, that we’ll all come out of this OK, but only time will tell. This is a novel virus, there are a
few knowns and many “known unknowns”. As such, for the time being, I think our best course is to trust
in the experts who have made the study of this subject their life’s work, to err on the side of caution, to
protect each other and our students as best we can by following the recommended CDC guidelines and
to encourage everyone else to do the same.  

 
Best wishes for a safe and successful return to campus,

 

 
  

Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:56 PM
 

-

--

https://globalepidemics.org/key-metrics-for-covid-suppression/
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
https://covidactnow.org/us/ga?s=807148
https://covidactnow.org/us/ga?s=807148
https://www.facebook.com/GEMA.OHS/photos/a.118773726390/10158211078601391/?type=3
https://www.gwcca.org/covid-19
https://news.gallup.com/poll/315590/americans-face-mask-usage-varies-greatly-demographics.aspx
https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/dozens-more-cases-reported-of-neurological-problems-in-covid-19-67717
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2020/06/study-finds-lung-impairment-recovering-covid-19-patients
https://www.statnews.com/2020/07/27/covid19-concerns-about-lasting-heart-damage/
https://time.com/5867395/will-universities-be-next-covid-19-tinderboxes/
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6931e1.htm?s_cid=mm6931e1_x


Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Good luck 
 

 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:47 PM

 

--



Subject: Re: return to campus
 

 
Thanks for asking. I'm enthusiastically looking forward to holding class in person, though I would
prefer it without "face coverings." My enthusiasm, as explained below, is based on my understanding
of current data on local medical treatment facilities' capacities, the very low risk to nearly all UNG
faculty, staff, and students of contracting a serious case of "the virus," and epidemiology's widely
accepted SEIR model. 
 
One of my favorite KPIs for this question is the ventilator use ratio at NGMC hospitals. I like vent
usage because it's a number that directly signals serious hospitalized Covid cases and can't be
manipulated. We should, however, bear in mind that the vent usage stat includes both Covid and

-



non-Covid patients. 
 
The most recent data, from the NGHS (https://www.nghs.com/covid-19/latest-covid-19-data/),
appears in Table 1. The bottom line shows vent usage holding pretty steady where it was in mid May
when we were not even close to overwhelming available resources. I might start worrying if vent
usage spiked above 80%. 
 

Table 1 - NGMC KPIs as of July 31, 2020
 
I don't pay much attention to "deaths," or "hospitalizations", or "confirmed positive cases." These
numbers are deliberately defined as "worst case" estimates by officials who--unlike millions of
ordinary Americans--suffer no negative consequences from publishing overly-pessimistic estimates. 

For example, NGMC's 176 "confirmed positive cases" include an undisclosed number of patients with
few or no Covid symptoms who merely tested "positive" upon admission to the hospital for other
illness. As a related issue, with asymptomatic RT-PCR false-positive rates as high as 50-75%, the word
"confirmed" is a bit of an overstatement. More transparency around this number might improve
public trust. Pending better disclosure by NGHS, it's fair to assume that 25-75% of the NGMC 176 are
not being treated primarily or at all for Covid. If anyone on this list can offer verifiable insight on this
number, please share.
 
Going beyond hospital capacity to treat serious cases, the data strongly point to an extremely low
(and falling) probability of getting a serious case. In this regard, the Ga Tech COVID-19 Event Risk
Assessment Planning Tool is misnamed. It merely models "the estimated chance (0-100%) that at
least 1 COVID-19 positive individual will be present at an event in a county, given the size of the
event." What does it matter whether one "positive individual" is present? What we really care about
is the probability of suffering lasting harm from the SARS-COV-2 virus. 
 
Beyond treatment capacity and probability of serious infection, surely our loss function should be
more inclusive. What about collateral damage inflicted by shut-down policies? Here's CDC Director
Robert Redfield on the shut-down driven spike in suicides among young people:

But there has been another cost that we’ve seen, particularly in high schools. We’re seeing,
sadly, far greater suicides now than we are deaths from COVID. We’re seeing far greater
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https://www.nghs.com/covid-19/latest-covid-19-data/


deaths from drug overdose that are above excess that we had as background than we
are seeing the deaths from COVID. So this is why I keep coming back for the overall social
being of individuals, is let’s all work together and find out how we can find common ground
to get these schools open in a way that people are comfortable and their safe. And if there
is a need for investment and resources, just like there is a need for some of the
underprivileged children that are probably better served if they have certain comorbidities
to do homeschooling, they need the access to be able to have the computer and the
internet to do that.
 
So, I mean, the goal is to get all these kids back into education. I’d like to see the goal being
face-to-face education, five days a week, as when we get there, then we’ve got there for
those children that don’t have an underlying significant comorbidity that would preclude it.
And, hopefully, the states and the federal government will work together to see that the
resources to get these schools fully operational come to bear.*

If this is not persuasive, there's the epidemiological argument -- based on the compartmental "SEIR"
model -- that the virus will inexorably reach its herd immunity level (likely ~ 10-20%), no matter what
we do.** In fact, what we've done to "stop" it (more importantly, when we did it) may have caused
more deaths than if we had nothing or next to nothing.*** In short, you can run but you can't hide. 
 
Whatever the argument, my sense is that it's high time that we get back to providing the service that
we, as an institution, agreed to provide. It's why we were hired. Let's do our part to stem the growing
tide of Covid-related suicide and other collateral damage incurred when we essentially (if partially)
walked off the job back in March. Working anywhere, any time, entails some risks. Covid19 is just
another one of those risks. I'm looking forward to on-campus instruction in the fall.
 
*https://www.buckinstitute.org/covid-webinar-series-transcript-robert-redfield-md/ (emphasis
added)
**https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.07.15.20154294v1; https://www.nicholaslewis.org/why-
herd-immunity-to-covid-19-is-reached-much-earlier-than-thought/
***https://www.nicholaslewis.org/when-does-government-intervention-make-sense-for-covid-19/
 
Warm regards,
 

 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 10:56 AM

 

• 

UNG 

https://www.buckinstitute.org/covid-webinar-series-transcript-robert-redfield-md/
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.07.15.20154294v1
https://www.nicholaslewis.org/why-herd-immunity-to-covid-19-is-reached-much-earlier-than-thought/
https://www.nicholaslewis.org/why-herd-immunity-to-covid-19-is-reached-much-earlier-than-thought/
https://www.nicholaslewis.org/when-does-government-intervention-make-sense-for-covid-19/


Subject: return to campus
 
Hi all,
 
I hope this email finds you doing well, especially given the current difficulties related to the
pandemic, economy, etc. I apologize for the lengthy email, and please consider this fair warning – if
you are not interested in thinking about/discussing UNG’s return to the classroom right now, feel
free to delete the email and not read the following. Also, a disclaimer: this is not an “official” email in
any sense on behalf of MCCB, UNG, or anyone else; I simply am looking to get some feedback from
colleagues and maybe that starts some discussion that we would not have otherwise. (If you would
like to share this with other UNG colleagues that did not receive this, please feel free to do so.) 



  
I have been thinking a lot about our planned return to the classroom at UNG. A big part of the reason
I am writing is I feel frustrated that I do not have the communication with everyone around me
(students, staff, faculty) that I normally would have in-person, so I do not feel like I know very well
what other people are thinking about the scheduled return. I have appreciated the town halls from
both UNG and MCCB, but I decided to do two things this week to hopefully remedy that frustration a
bit: (1) survey students I have seen in class in recent semesters and (2) write this email. I want to
share my perspective on a couple of things before sharing some highlights from the surveyed
students; I hope this will get you thinking and possibly providing some feedback. And of course, just
as if we were discussing in-person, please feel free to tell me I’m crazy, you agree with me, or
anything in-between.  
  
UNG moved to “Phase 3” this week, although in Georgia we have seen recent highs in COVID-19 new
cases and deaths, and some area hospitals are reporting no available critical care space and diverting
patients to other hospitals. In fact, according to the Georgia Department of Health, the entire region
where our Oconee campus is and where some students, faculty, and staff live has zero critical care
beds currently available (with a large population increase just around the corner for this region, in
Athens). According to news reports just yesterday, the Northeast Georgia Health system is at about
95% capacity and needing medicine and staff to keep up with the number of patients. Even more
specific to USG, there are also unfortunate reports this week of a 32-year-old systems and
maintenance employee at UGA passing away from COVID-19. 
  
Given all of this, I am very uneasy about returning to the classroom. This unease grows when I hear
that UNG will not test us initially coming back to campus, will rely mainly on testing and contact
tracing systems that have been problematic across the state, and that we don’t have any set metrics
(number of cases, hospitalizations, or deaths) for how to decide if we move classes online in the case
of an outbreak. Furthermore, evidently not all other individuals in a class where someone is found to
be COVID-positive will be notified - the justification being that the individual might not have been in
"close contact" with the others. In economics, we talk a lot about cost vs. benefit analysis, where
decisions are guided by careful analysis of the related potential costs versus potential benefits. I will
not argue with anyone about the benefit of having face-to-face instruction; under normal
circumstances, I would much prefer to be in the classroom than conducting classes online. However,
are we actually fully considering the potential costs related to people getting sick and even dying, or
are we solely concentrated on "moving forward" no matter what the cost?   
  
Some of you may be familiar with the tool developed by Georgia Tech researchers that allows seeing
the county-by-county estimated probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in events of
different sizes. If you have not seen this, it might be worth your
time: https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/ In case you have not thought about it this way, I will give
two examples of the probabilities of encountering COVID-positive individuals in the classroom (this
obviously could be a student or faculty member). I am focusing on the Gainesville campus because
that is where I have taught 100% since starting at UNG in 2014; it happens to have the highest case
rate of any county in our respective campus areas.   
  
Example #1: I split my class of approximately 40 into 4 groups to see students 10 at a time given
classroom capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in
an event size of 10 in Hall County is 0.41. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the
likelihood of encountering a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? 88% (If you’re checking me
on the math, I took the probability of not encountering a COVID-positive individual (0.59) and

https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/


considered the four meetings, so 0.59 raised to the 4th power, then subtract the answer from 1).  
  
Example #2: I split my class of approximately 50 into 2 groups to see students 25 at a time given
classroom capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in
an event size of 25 in Hall County is 0.74. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the
likelihood of encountering a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? Using a similar calculation
method as before, the answer is 93%.  
  
I know we now have a rule about masks in campus buildings, but that does not change these
probabilities – I do not like these probabilities for myself or for my students. And this is just after
seeing all students from one class once in the classroom. Furthermore, we are not talking about a
brief interaction; we are talking about a university classroom, where we are generally talking in a
closed space for an extended amount of time. Are we OK with those probabilities for students,
faculty, and staff? 
  
What do our students think? I have heard and read multiple times something along the lines of “we
need to be back in the classroom because this is what students want.” I am not sure if students have
been asked about their opinions or concerns. I sent a request to answer a short survey to the
students I have seen in the classroom during 2019 and 2020. In three days, I heard from 145 of about
800 students who received the request, and here is a brief summary (if you would like more details
on this, please let me know – I would be happy to provide you with more information):  

Students are concerned about health with the return to the classroom. 44% of respondents
were “very concerned” and 37% were “somewhat concerned,” while 6% were “neutral” and
13% were “not concerned at all.”  
Students would like to see classes fully online. To the question, “If you had the option to have
your classes fully online, would you prefer to have them fully online?” 48% responded “yes,”
18% “maybe,” 5% “not sure,” and 30% “no.”  
Students have confusion over the format of Fall 2020 classes. 17% said “yes,” they understand,
43% said “somewhat” understand, and 41% said “no,” they do not understand the format.  
Students do not feel like they are being heard regarding the return to the classroom. To the
question, “Before this survey, did you feel like you have had a chance to ask questions and
express your opinion related to UNG returning to the classroom in Fall 2020?” 10% responded
“yes,” 29% “somewhat,” and 61% “no.”  

I realize that some of “being confused” or “not having a chance to express questions/opinions” may
be the students’ responsibility, but it seems that these responses raise some questions about how
we are communicating and whether students are actually comfortable being back in the classroom.  

One of my advisee’s comments in particular stuck out to me. He initially asked if any more online
sections might be available for courses, because he is scared to go to work and school given the
pandemic, especially given conditions in Hall County. He commented that he questions whether UNG
has the students’ best interests in mind. When I asked him if he would mind me sharing his
comments without including his name, he replied, “Absolutely! Go right ahead! You can use my
name if you want to. I want them to know that they are putting us in danger especially since we are
in Hall County. Make sure to use the part when I said I do not think they have our best interest at
heart because it’s serious, people are dying. I had two friends whose dad passed away from COVID-
19 just last month. Anyone can go at this point if they catch the virus.” 

If you made it to the end of this email, thank you for taking the time. If you are asking yourself,
“What is the goal of the email?” here is a two-part answer:  

• 

• 

• 

• 



1. Dialogue/discussion – I would be happy to hear from you no matter what your opinion on
these issues is, especially if you have ideas/comments you would like to share as to how you
are approaching being back in the classroom and/or what you are telling your students about
their concerns.  

2. Potential action – if enough people share my concerns, shouldn’t we consider some type of
formal statement or action expressing those concerns to UNG & USG?

 
Thanks and have a nice weekend! 

  

 
 
-



From: Mary Gowan
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Fwd: return to campus
Date: Sunday, August 2, 2020 5:20:37 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

Date: August 2, 2020 at 5:08:55 PM EDT

mailto:Mary.Gowan@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu



Subject: Re: return to campus

Some have been disappointed that the USG presidents didn’t make a collective response to the BOR
and Chancelor based on, oh, let’s say science.

 
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 4:57 PM

 -



Subject: Re: return to campus
 

I believe these decisions are made by the BOR. Our administration has been given their
“marching orders” and neither they nor we have a real say in making these decisions. For better or
worse we all have to follow as they say. As to your question I am sure the answer is no. I would think
they rarely interact with faculty or students.

 

 
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 12:56 PM

 

-
--



Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Are the leaders who are making decisions about faculty and students returning to the classroom
amidst the worsening coronavirus pandemic working in a similar environment? 

 
Sent: Saturday, August 1, 2020 2:32 PM

 

--



Subject: RE: return to campus
 

Thank you  for being the first to voice concerns that I’m sure many of us share. Given the
contentious and charged nature of this subject, I’m hesitant to join in, but your brave post has inspired
me to respond. For what it’s worth, I don’t think you’re crazy J, far from it.
 

Maybe it’s because I work in an environment with respected and credentialed “content experts”,
but I have heavy respect for and trust and confidence in experts. In an infectious disease pandemic, the
experts are infectious disease specialists, epidemiologists, research scientists, virologists, etc. If experts
from the likes of the  Harvard Global Health Institute, John Hopkins, and the CDC look at our region’s
reported metrics regarding the rising daily cases, positive test rates, death rates, ICU capacity, etc. and
are alarmed- that’s enough for me to be alarmed too. Very.

 
Given that:

 
·         COVID in Georgia is far more present now than it was when we shut down in March and shows no

sustained signs of flattening;
·          Available space in hospitals (beds, ICU space, etc.) in Georgia is on the decline (necessitating the

reopening of the World Congress Center to treat COVID patients);
·         Compliance with CDC mask-wearing recommendations in the south is tepid;
·         Widespread testing and contact tracing of students, faculty and staff is not currently on the menu

for the fall;
·         Emerging evidence suggests that infected individuals can suffer long-term effects from COVID

including ongoing  neurological disease; scarring of the lungs and permanent heart disease, to name
a few;

·         We still know far too little, despite some progress, about how the COVID virus spreads;
·         COVID is a highly transmissible disease; and
·         College campuses, like cruise ships and summer camps, offer favorable conditions for the spread of

infectious diseases… Yes! I’m concerned too.

 may be right, that the “probability of suffering lasting harm” will be minimal and
that I am putting misguided trust in metrics that are skewed and experts who are alarmists. I sincerely
hope he’s right, that we’ll all come out of this OK, but only time will tell. This is a novel virus, there are a
few knowns and many “known unknowns”. As such, for the time being, I think our best course is to trust
in the experts who have made the study of this subject their life’s work, to err on the side of caution, to
protect each other and our students as best we can by following the recommended CDC guidelines and
to encourage everyone else to do the same.  

 
Best wishes for a safe and successful return to campus,

 

 
  

Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:56 PM

-

--

https://globalepidemics.org/key-metrics-for-covid-suppression/
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
https://covidactnow.org/us/ga?s=807148
https://covidactnow.org/us/ga?s=807148
https://www.facebook.com/GEMA.OHS/photos/a.118773726390/10158211078601391/?type=3
https://www.gwcca.org/covid-19
https://news.gallup.com/poll/315590/americans-face-mask-usage-varies-greatly-demographics.aspx
https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/dozens-more-cases-reported-of-neurological-problems-in-covid-19-67717
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2020/06/study-finds-lung-impairment-recovering-covid-19-patients
https://www.statnews.com/2020/07/27/covid19-concerns-about-lasting-heart-damage/
https://time.com/5867395/will-universities-be-next-covid-19-tinderboxes/
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6931e1.htm?s_cid=mm6931e1_x


 

Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Good luck 
 

 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:47 PM

 

--



Subject: Re: return to campus
 

 
Thanks for asking. I'm enthusiastically looking forward to holding class in person, though I would
prefer it without "face coverings." My enthusiasm, as explained below, is based on my understanding
of current data on local medical treatment facilities' capacities, the very low risk to nearly all UNG
faculty, staff, and students of contracting a serious case of "the virus," and epidemiology's widely
accepted SEIR model. 
 
One of my favorite KPIs for this question is the ventilator use ratio at NGMC hospitals. I like vent

-



usage because it's a number that directly signals serious hospitalized Covid cases and can't be
manipulated. We should, however, bear in mind that the vent usage stat includes both Covid and
non-Covid patients. 
 
The most recent data, from the NGHS (https://www.nghs.com/covid-19/latest-covid-19-data/),
appears in Table 1. The bottom line shows vent usage holding pretty steady where it was in mid May
when we were not even close to overwhelming available resources. I might start worrying if vent
usage spiked above 80%. 
 

Table 1 - NGMC KPIs as of July 31, 2020
 
I don't pay much attention to "deaths," or "hospitalizations", or "confirmed positive cases." These
numbers are deliberately defined as "worst case" estimates by officials who--unlike millions of
ordinary Americans--suffer no negative consequences from publishing overly-pessimistic estimates. 

For example, NGMC's 176 "confirmed positive cases" include an undisclosed number of patients with
few or no Covid symptoms who merely tested "positive" upon admission to the hospital for other
illness. As a related issue, with asymptomatic RT-PCR false-positive rates as high as 50-75%, the word
"confirmed" is a bit of an overstatement. More transparency around this number might improve
public trust. Pending better disclosure by NGHS, it's fair to assume that 25-75% of the NGMC 176 are
not being treated primarily or at all for Covid. If anyone on this list can offer verifiable insight on this
number, please share.
 
Going beyond hospital capacity to treat serious cases, the data strongly point to an extremely low
(and falling) probability of getting a serious case. In this regard, the Ga Tech COVID-19 Event Risk
Assessment Planning Tool is misnamed. It merely models "the estimated chance (0-100%) that at
least 1 COVID-19 positive individual will be present at an event in a county, given the size of the
event." What does it matter whether one "positive individual" is present? What we really care about
is the probability of suffering lasting harm from the SARS-COV-2 virus. 
 
Beyond treatment capacity and probability of serious infection, surely our loss function should be
more inclusive. What about collateral damage inflicted by shut-down policies? Here's CDC Director
Robert Redfield on the shut-down driven spike in suicides among young people:
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But there has been another cost that we’ve seen, particularly in high schools. We’re seeing,
sadly, far greater suicides now than we are deaths from COVID. We’re seeing far greater
deaths from drug overdose that are above excess that we had as background than we
are seeing the deaths from COVID. So this is why I keep coming back for the overall social
being of individuals, is let’s all work together and find out how we can find common ground
to get these schools open in a way that people are comfortable and their safe. And if there
is a need for investment and resources, just like there is a need for some of the
underprivileged children that are probably better served if they have certain comorbidities
to do homeschooling, they need the access to be able to have the computer and the
internet to do that.
 
So, I mean, the goal is to get all these kids back into education. I’d like to see the goal being
face-to-face education, five days a week, as when we get there, then we’ve got there for
those children that don’t have an underlying significant comorbidity that would preclude it.
And, hopefully, the states and the federal government will work together to see that the
resources to get these schools fully operational come to bear.*

If this is not persuasive, there's the epidemiological argument -- based on the compartmental "SEIR"
model -- that the virus will inexorably reach its herd immunity level (likely ~ 10-20%), no matter what
we do.** In fact, what we've done to "stop" it (more importantly, when we did it) may have caused
more deaths than if we had nothing or next to nothing.*** In short, you can run but you can't hide. 
 
Whatever the argument, my sense is that it's high time that we get back to providing the service that
we, as an institution, agreed to provide. It's why we were hired. Let's do our part to stem the growing
tide of Covid-related suicide and other collateral damage incurred when we essentially (if partially)
walked off the job back in March. Working anywhere, any time, entails some risks. Covid19 is just
another one of those risks. I'm looking forward to on-campus instruction in the fall.
 
*https://www.buckinstitute.org/covid-webinar-series-transcript-robert-redfield-md/ (emphasis
added)
**https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.07.15.20154294v1; https://www.nicholaslewis.org/why-
herd-immunity-to-covid-19-is-reached-much-earlier-than-thought/
***https://www.nicholaslewis.org/when-does-government-intervention-make-sense-for-covid-19/
 
Warm regards,
 

 

 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 10:56 AM

• 

-
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Subject: return to campus
 
Hi all,
 
I hope this email finds you doing well, especially given the current difficulties related to the
pandemic, economy, etc. I apologize for the lengthy email, and please consider this fair warning – if
you are not interested in thinking about/discussing UNG’s return to the classroom right now, feel
free to delete the email and not read the following. Also, a disclaimer: this is not an “official” email in
any sense on behalf of MCCB, UNG, or anyone else; I simply am looking to get some feedback from



colleagues and maybe that starts some discussion that we would not have otherwise. (If you would
like to share this with other UNG colleagues that did not receive this, please feel free to do so.) 
  
I have been thinking a lot about our planned return to the classroom at UNG. A big part of the reason
I am writing is I feel frustrated that I do not have the communication with everyone around me
(students, staff, faculty) that I normally would have in-person, so I do not feel like I know very well
what other people are thinking about the scheduled return. I have appreciated the town halls from
both UNG and MCCB, but I decided to do two things this week to hopefully remedy that frustration a
bit: (1) survey students I have seen in class in recent semesters and (2) write this email. I want to
share my perspective on a couple of things before sharing some highlights from the surveyed
students; I hope this will get you thinking and possibly providing some feedback. And of course, just
as if we were discussing in-person, please feel free to tell me I’m crazy, you agree with me, or
anything in-between.  
  
UNG moved to “Phase 3” this week, although in Georgia we have seen recent highs in COVID-19 new
cases and deaths, and some area hospitals are reporting no available critical care space and diverting
patients to other hospitals. In fact, according to the Georgia Department of Health, the entire region
where our Oconee campus is and where some students, faculty, and staff live has zero critical care
beds currently available (with a large population increase just around the corner for this region, in
Athens). According to news reports just yesterday, the Northeast Georgia Health system is at about
95% capacity and needing medicine and staff to keep up with the number of patients. Even more
specific to USG, there are also unfortunate reports this week of a 32-year-old systems and
maintenance employee at UGA passing away from COVID-19. 
  
Given all of this, I am very uneasy about returning to the classroom. This unease grows when I hear
that UNG will not test us initially coming back to campus, will rely mainly on testing and contact
tracing systems that have been problematic across the state, and that we don’t have any set metrics
(number of cases, hospitalizations, or deaths) for how to decide if we move classes online in the case
of an outbreak. Furthermore, evidently not all other individuals in a class where someone is found to
be COVID-positive will be notified - the justification being that the individual might not have been in
"close contact" with the others. In economics, we talk a lot about cost vs. benefit analysis, where
decisions are guided by careful analysis of the related potential costs versus potential benefits. I will
not argue with anyone about the benefit of having face-to-face instruction; under normal
circumstances, I would much prefer to be in the classroom than conducting classes online. However,
are we actually fully considering the potential costs related to people getting sick and even dying, or
are we solely concentrated on "moving forward" no matter what the cost?   
  
Some of you may be familiar with the tool developed by Georgia Tech researchers that allows seeing
the county-by-county estimated probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in events of
different sizes. If you have not seen this, it might be worth your
time: https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/ In case you have not thought about it this way, I will give
two examples of the probabilities of encountering COVID-positive individuals in the classroom (this
obviously could be a student or faculty member). I am focusing on the Gainesville campus because
that is where I have taught 100% since starting at UNG in 2014; it happens to have the highest case
rate of any county in our respective campus areas.   
  
Example #1: I split my class of approximately 40 into 4 groups to see students 10 at a time given
classroom capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in
an event size of 10 in Hall County is 0.41. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the

https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/


likelihood of encountering a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? 88% (If you’re checking me
on the math, I took the probability of not encountering a COVID-positive individual (0.59) and
considered the four meetings, so 0.59 raised to the 4th power, then subtract the answer from 1).  
  
Example #2: I split my class of approximately 50 into 2 groups to see students 25 at a time given
classroom capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in
an event size of 25 in Hall County is 0.74. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the
likelihood of encountering a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? Using a similar calculation
method as before, the answer is 93%.  
  
I know we now have a rule about masks in campus buildings, but that does not change these
probabilities – I do not like these probabilities for myself or for my students. And this is just after
seeing all students from one class once in the classroom. Furthermore, we are not talking about a
brief interaction; we are talking about a university classroom, where we are generally talking in a
closed space for an extended amount of time. Are we OK with those probabilities for students,
faculty, and staff? 
  
What do our students think? I have heard and read multiple times something along the lines of “we
need to be back in the classroom because this is what students want.” I am not sure if students have
been asked about their opinions or concerns. I sent a request to answer a short survey to the
students I have seen in the classroom during 2019 and 2020. In three days, I heard from 145 of about
800 students who received the request, and here is a brief summary (if you would like more details
on this, please let me know – I would be happy to provide you with more information):  

Students are concerned about health with the return to the classroom. 44% of respondents
were “very concerned” and 37% were “somewhat concerned,” while 6% were “neutral” and
13% were “not concerned at all.”  
Students would like to see classes fully online. To the question, “If you had the option to have
your classes fully online, would you prefer to have them fully online?” 48% responded “yes,”
18% “maybe,” 5% “not sure,” and 30% “no.”  
Students have confusion over the format of Fall 2020 classes. 17% said “yes,” they understand,
43% said “somewhat” understand, and 41% said “no,” they do not understand the format.  
Students do not feel like they are being heard regarding the return to the classroom. To the
question, “Before this survey, did you feel like you have had a chance to ask questions and
express your opinion related to UNG returning to the classroom in Fall 2020?” 10% responded
“yes,” 29% “somewhat,” and 61% “no.”  

I realize that some of “being confused” or “not having a chance to express questions/opinions” may
be the students’ responsibility, but it seems that these responses raise some questions about how
we are communicating and whether students are actually comfortable being back in the classroom.  

One of my advisee’s comments in particular stuck out to me. He initially asked if any more online
sections might be available for courses, because he is scared to go to work and school given the
pandemic, especially given conditions in Hall County. He commented that he questions whether UNG
has the students’ best interests in mind. When I asked him if he would mind me sharing his
comments without including his name, he replied, “Absolutely! Go right ahead! You can use my
name if you want to. I want them to know that they are putting us in danger especially since we are
in Hall County. Make sure to use the part when I said I do not think they have our best interest at
heart because it’s serious, people are dying. I had two friends whose dad passed away from COVID-
19 just last month. Anyone can go at this point if they catch the virus.” 
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If you made it to the end of this email, thank you for taking the time. If you are asking yourself,
“What is the goal of the email?” here is a two-part answer:  

1. Dialogue/discussion – I would be happy to hear from you no matter what your opinion on
these issues is, especially if you have ideas/comments you would like to share as to how you
are approaching being back in the classroom and/or what you are telling your students about
their concerns.  

2. Potential action – if enough people share my concerns, shouldn’t we consider some type of
formal statement or action expressing those concerns to UNG & USG?

 
Thanks and have a nice weekend! 

  

 
 
-



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Steven Lloyd
Subject: Fwd: return to campus: Faculty initiated conversation
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 1:38:14 PM

For awareness 

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 11:38:11 AM
To: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: return to campus: Faculty initiated conversation
 
Bonita and Chaudron,
 
Simply keeping you in the loop. This went to most of the MCCB and beyond from an
economics faculty member.
 
Mary
 

  
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 10:56 AM

 
-
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mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu
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Subject: return to campus
 
Hi all,
 
I hope this email finds you doing well, especially given the current difficulties related to the
pandemic, economy, etc. I apologize for the lengthy email, and please consider this fair
warning – if you are not interested in thinking about/discussing UNG’s return to the classroom
right now, feel free to delete the email and not read the following. Also, a disclaimer: this is
not an “official” email in any sense on behalf of MCCB, UNG, or anyone else; I simply am
looking to get some feedback from colleagues and maybe that starts some discussion that we
would not have otherwise. (If you would like to share this with other UNG colleagues that did
not receive this, please feel free to do so.) 
  
I have been thinking a lot about our planned return to the classroom at UNG. A big part of the
reason I am writing is I feel frustrated that I do not have the communication with everyone
around me (students, staff, faculty) that I normally would have in-person, so I do not feel like I
know very well what other people are thinking about the scheduled return. I have appreciated
the town halls from both UNG and MCCB, but I decided to do two things this week to
hopefully remedy that frustration a bit: (1) survey students I have seen in class in recent



semesters and (2) write this email. I want to share my perspective on a couple of things before
sharing some highlights from the surveyed students; I hope this will get you thinking and
possibly providing some feedback. And of course, just as if we were discussing in-person,
please feel free to tell me I’m crazy, you agree with me, or anything in-between.  
  
UNG moved to “Phase 3” this week, although in Georgia we have seen recent highs in COVID-
19 new cases and deaths, and some area hospitals are reporting no available critical care
space and diverting patients to other hospitals. In fact, according to the Georgia Department
of Health, the entire region where our Oconee campus is and where some students, faculty,
and staff live has zero critical care beds currently available (with a large population increase
just around the corner for this region, in Athens). According to news reports just yesterday,
the Northeast Georgia Health system is at about 95% capacity and needing medicine and staff
to keep up with the number of patients. Even more specific to USG, there are also unfortunate
reports this week of a 32-year-old systems and maintenance employee at UGA passing away
from COVID-19. 
  
Given all of this, I am very uneasy about returning to the classroom. This unease grows when I
hear that UNG will not test us initially coming back to campus, will rely mainly on testing and
contact tracing systems that have been problematic across the state, and that we don’t have
any set metrics (number of cases, hospitalizations, or deaths) for how to decide if we move
classes online in the case of an outbreak. Furthermore, evidently not all other individuals in a
class where someone is found to be COVID-positive will be notified - the justification being
that the individual might not have been in "close contact" with the others. In economics, we
talk a lot about cost vs. benefit analysis, where decisions are guided by careful analysis of the
related potential costs versus potential benefits. I will not argue with anyone about the benefit
of having face-to-face instruction; under normal circumstances, I would much prefer to be in
the classroom than conducting classes online. However, are we actually fully considering the
potential costs related to people getting sick and even dying, or are we solely concentrated on
"moving forward" no matter what the cost?   
  
Some of you may be familiar with the tool developed by Georgia Tech researchers that allows
seeing the county-by-county estimated probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual
in events of different sizes. If you have not seen this, it might be worth your
time: https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/ In case you have not thought about it this way, I
will give two examples of the probabilities of encountering COVID-positive individuals in the
classroom (this obviously could be a student or faculty member). I am focusing on the
Gainesville campus because that is where I have taught 100% since starting at UNG in 2014; it
happens to have the highest case rate of any county in our respective campus areas.   
  
Example #1: I split my class of approximately 40 into 4 groups to see students 10 at a time
given classroom capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive

https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/


individual in an event size of 10 in Hall County is 0.41. So after seeing all of my students just
once, what is the likelihood of encountering a COVID-positive individual in that classroom?
88% (If you’re checking me on the math, I took the probability of not encountering a COVID-
positive individual (0.59) and considered the four meetings, so 0.59 raised to the 4th power,
then subtract the answer from 1).  
  
Example #2: I split my class of approximately 50 into 2 groups to see students 25 at a time
given classroom capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive
individual in an event size of 25 in Hall County is 0.74. So after seeing all of my students just
once, what is the likelihood of encountering a COVID-positive individual in that classroom?
Using a similar calculation method as before, the answer is 93%.  
  
I know we now have a rule about masks in campus buildings, but that does not change these
probabilities – I do not like these probabilities for myself or for my students. And this is just
after seeing all students from one class once in the classroom. Furthermore, we are not talking
about a brief interaction; we are talking about a university classroom, where we are generally
talking in a closed space for an extended amount of time. Are we OK with those probabilities
for students, faculty, and staff? 
  
What do our students think? I have heard and read multiple times something along the lines
of “we need to be back in the classroom because this is what students want.” I am not sure if
students have been asked about their opinions or concerns. I sent a request to answer a short
survey to the students I have seen in the classroom during 2019 and 2020. In three days, I
heard from 145 of about 800 students who received the request, and here is a brief summary
(if you would like more details on this, please let me know – I would be happy to provide you
with more information):  

Students are concerned about health with the return to the classroom. 44% of
respondents were “very concerned” and 37% were “somewhat concerned,” while 6%
were “neutral” and 13% were “not concerned at all.”  
Students would like to see classes fully online. To the question, “If you had the option to
have your classes fully online, would you prefer to have them fully online?” 48%
responded “yes,” 18% “maybe,” 5% “not sure,” and 30% “no.”  
Students have confusion over the format of Fall 2020 classes. 17% said “yes,” they
understand, 43% said “somewhat” understand, and 41% said “no,” they do not
understand the format.  
Students do not feel like they are being heard regarding the return to the classroom. To
the question, “Before this survey, did you feel like you have had a chance to ask
questions and express your opinion related to UNG returning to the classroom in Fall
2020?” 10% responded “yes,” 29% “somewhat,” and 61% “no.”  

I realize that some of “being confused” or “not having a chance to express
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questions/opinions” may be the students’ responsibility, but it seems that these responses
raise some questions about how we are communicating and whether students are actually
comfortable being back in the classroom.  

One of my advisee’s comments in particular stuck out to me. He initially asked if any more
online sections might be available for courses, because he is scared to go to work and school
given the pandemic, especially given conditions in Hall County. He commented that he
questions whether UNG has the students’ best interests in mind. When I asked him if he
would mind me sharing his comments without including his name, he replied, “Absolutely! Go
right ahead! You can use my name if you want to. I want them to know that they are putting
us in danger especially since we are in Hall County. Make sure to use the part when I said I do
not think they have our best interest at heart because it’s serious, people are dying. I had two
friends whose dad passed away from COVID-19 just last month. Anyone can go at this point if
they catch the virus.” 

If you made it to the end of this email, thank you for taking the time. If you are asking yourself,
“What is the goal of the email?” here is a two-part answer:  

1. Dialogue/discussion – I would be happy to hear from you no matter what your opinion
on these issues is, especially if you have ideas/comments you would like to share as to
how you are approaching being back in the classroom and/or what you are telling your
students about their concerns.  

2. Potential action – if enough people share my concerns, shouldn’t we consider some
type of formal statement or action expressing those concerns to UNG & USG?

 
Thanks and have a nice weekend! 

  

 
 

-



From: Bonita Jacobs
To: Billy Wells; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; James Conneely; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates; Greg

Williams; Ellen Cormack
Subject: Fwd: SB 359 - Georgia COVID-19 Pandemic Business Safety Act
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 8:19:08 PM

FYI. This is privileged. Share only with those with a need to know. I’ll learn more on the
Chancellor’s call.

B. 

Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.
President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993
706-864-1689 (FAX)

From: Edward Tate <Edward.Tate@usg.edu>
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2020 5:17 PM
To: Dr. Angel Cabrera; Bonita Jacobs; Dr. Brendan Kelly; Dr. Brooks A. Keel; Dr. Chris
Markwood; Dr. Christopher Blake; Dr. David Bridges; Dr. Donald Green; Dr. Georj Lewis; Dr.
Ingrid Thompson-Sellers; Dr. Jann Joseph; Dr. Kirk Nooks; Dr. Kyle Marrero; Dr. Margaret
Venable; Dr. Mark Becker; Dr. Michelle Johnston; Dr. Neal Weaver; Dr. Pamela Whitten; Dr.
Paul Jones; Dr. Richard Carvajal; Dr. Robert Boehmer; Dr. Steve Dorman; Dr. Tim Hynes; Jere
Morehead; Kimberly Ballard-Washington; Marion Fedrick
Cc: Steve W. Wrigley; Tracey Cook; Tristan Denley; Teresa MacCartney; Ashley Jones; Sandra L.
Neuse; Shannon McGhee; Stuart Rayfield
Subject: Re: SB 359 - Georgia COVID-19 Pandemic Business Safety Act
 
Dear Presidents:

Following additional discussions, DOAS has decided not to issue guidance to state entities
regarding SB 359 as previously anticipated. 

We can discuss this further during our scheduled call on Wednesday afternoon, or please feel free
for you or a member of your team to call me in advance if desired.  

Best regards,
Edward 

--
Edward M. Tate
Vice Chancellor, Legal Affairs
Secretary, Board of Regents
University System of Georgia
404-786-2312 (m)
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On Aug 14, 2020, at 12:20 PM, Edward Tate <Edward.Tate@usg.edu> wrote:

Dear Presidents,

On August 5, 2020, the Governor signed into law the “Georgia COVID-19 Pandemic
Business Safety Act“ (SB 359). The law limits potential COVID-19 related liability for a
broad range of entities, private and public. I have attached a copy of the bill that was enacted.

One provision of the law sets forth a specific warning notice to be placed on points of entry
regarding the limitations of liability as a result of the enactment of SB 359. This warning
notice shifts the assumption of risk to the person entering.

Following discussions with our liability insurer, the Department of Administrative Services
(“DOAS”), and the Office of the Attorney General, based on the the advice of the Office of
the Attorney General, DOAS will be issuing guidance to state entities to post warning notices
as set forth in the law. This guidance is expected as early as today, and I will provide it
following receipt.

The guidance will recommend that state entities provide the warning notice at points of entry
as set forth in the law. This is based on direction from the Office of the Attorney General.

Let me know if you have any questions, and please be on the lookout for the DOAS guidance
that I will provide once received.

Best regards,
Edward

--
Edward M. Tate
Vice Chancellor, Legal Affairs
Secretary, Board of Regents
University System of Georgia
404-786-2312 (m)
<195211.pdf>

mailto:Edward.Tate@usg.edu


From: Chaudron Gille
To: Kate Maine
Subject: Fwd: Student Concerns regarding COVID
Date: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 8:53:16 AM
Attachments: student_covid_response.pdf

Kate,
   I wanted to make you aware of this. I also wonder if additional messaging needs to go to
students either from your office or mine or jointly. I am aware that a few other universities
have given students a choice, but from what I have heard, West GA has had to walk back that
option. At Albany State they told the students they had a choice, but didn’t tell the faculty they
would have to deliver each class in multiple modes, from what I have heard, so that may end
up being disastrous. Fort Valley is offering choice, but they have also been able to equip all
classrooms for hyflex delivery, which we cannot. I am not aware of other universities offering
students choice, are you?
Chaudron 

Get Outlook for iOS

From: John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 8:34:37 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Student Concerns regarding COVID
 
Good Morning,
 
I thought that I would share the attached letter with both of you.  This is coming from physics
students who wish to remain anonymous.
 
John
 

From: Patrick Bunton <Patrick.Bunton@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 6:04 PM
To: Anota Ijaduola <Anota.Ijaduola@ung.edu>; Gregory Feiden <Gregory.Feiden@ung.edu>; John
Indergaard <John.Indergaard@ung.edu>; Johnny Yoon <Johnny.Yoon@ung.edu>; Lesley Simanton-
Coogan <Lesley.SimantonCoogan@ung.edu>; Mark Spraker <Mark.Spraker@ung.edu>; Robin
Webber <Robin.Webber@ung.edu>; Sarah Formica <Sarah.Formica@ung.edu>; Sonny Mantry
<Sonny.Mantry@ung.edu>; Thomas Vogel <Thomas.Vogel@ung.edu>; Al Walters
<Al.Walters@ung.edu>; Amanda Moffett <Amanda.Moffett@ung.edu>; Hoang Pham
<Hoang.Pham@ung.edu>; Nathan Harrison <Nathan.Harrison@ung.edu>; Redahegn Sileshi
<Redahegn.Sileshi@ung.edu>; Ted Forringer <Ted.Forringer@ung.edu>; Mary Hamby
<Mary.Hamby@ung.edu>
Cc: John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>
Subject: Student Concerns regarding COVID
 
Some faculty shared the attached student letter with me and asked me to share it with you. The
students wished to remain anonymous. 

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
https://aka.ms/o0ukef



An in-person learning environment is for obvious reasons the most ideal outcome for UNG’s return to 
campus. However, from students who wants nothing more than to return to campus, it cannot come at the 
expense of student and faculty safety. I’m afraid we do not have confidence in UNG’s COVID-19 
response and are further frustrated at the lack of apparent consideration of student opinion in the 
University’s decisions. From our perspective a guarantee of student and staff safety appears naïve. Proper 
social distancing seems next to impossible and enforcing mask use and proper sanitation seems doubtful.1 
We understand faculty have been given the option of how they wish to host their classrooms, but students 
are not being given a say in how they want to learn. We wish to reiterate this isn’t an issue of preference 
or ease; this is a question of student and staff safety. Regardless of the precautions put into place by 
UNG, students and faculty will get sick. There is no doubt in our minds, cases will spread. Statistically 
speaking, most cases will be mild, however COVID-19 isn’t a common flu.2 Even in young, healthy 
individuals, COVID can cause permanent lung scaring, exasperate clotting disorders, and has been linked 
to a rise in brain damage. 3,4,5 Those with pre-existing conditions have been shown to fare much worse.  
 
We cede that we have limited medical knowledge, and many of these studies are preliminary with their 
results being updated as more information is received. However, it is precisely this reason – these 
question marks – why we feel students should be given the option of how they wish to proceed in the Fall. 
A gamble with our lives on the line is not a gamble we personally wish to take, though some students may 
be more comfortable with the risks. However, we feel the University has given us no choice but to put our 
health and safety on the line so we can graduate on time. Pushing off graduation is out of the question for 
many students due to potential obligations including but not limited to financial strain, graduate school 
prospects, and family obligation. We implore the University to give students a choice in how they learn 
this Fall semester rather than be subjected to the will of faculty and staff who do not have medical 
licenses. 
 


(1) https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/social-distancing.html   
(2) https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/us-cases-deaths.html 
(3) https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/coronavirus/what-coronavirus-


does-to-the-lungs 
(4) https://www.hematology.org/covid-19/covid-19-and-coagulopathy 
(5) https://braininfectionsglobal.tghn.org/webinar-neurological-disorders-associated-covid-19/ 


 









From: Alyson Paul
To: Jenna Colvin; Kate Maine; Chaudron Gille; Thomas McCoy
Subject: Fwd: Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020
Date: Friday, July 10, 2020 6:11:24 PM

All-

Related to the earlier exchange regarding accommodations-

We are getting more of these requests to be moved online because of living with high risk
people.  Sue Doyle-Portillo replied that the courses the student needs are being offered
through a hybrid modality only. 

BIG question- does this student get referred to SDS? And, if so, how can/should SDS
accommodate the student?

Any thoughts?

Alyson 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
Date: July 10, 2020 at 11:48:25 AM EDT
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: FW:  Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020


 
 

From:   
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 11:41 AM
To: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
Subject: Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020
 
To the Dean of Students, 

I hope this email reaches you well in these unprecedented times.   I am greatly looking
forward to taking your classes this year,  but I wanted to let you know about my
particular situation during the time of Covid-19.  I myself am not high risk (although I
am deeply concerned about the implications of asymptomatic cases and the impact on
long-term health), however my husband is high risk because of several conditions.   I
also have two small children who typically attend school in Athens (where we live), but
it is my goal to keep them home this year as data shows the spread of Coronavirus
could be exponential when children return to school.  My husband works a very high

mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
mailto:jennacolvin@me.com
mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
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demand job from home, so it was advantageous for us when all UNG classes switched
to virtual last spring and I was able to care for and homeschool  our children during the
day and study at night. 

 
Although I absolutely adore in person classes and the connections I make with
professors and students as well as the learning environment in the classroom, my goal
is to have face to face interactions as little as possible this upcoming year by limiting my
time on campus.  I understand that physical distancing with hybrid classes as well as
mandatory masks will decrease the spread, but there are other inherent risks when
bringing large student populations together in a myriad of ways.  I hope I can work
together with my professors to find a good balance of interaction that provides for a
quality educational experience as well as the safety of knowing my children can be at
home and my husband can be less exposed. 

I would appreciate any guidance that will help me with these aims.  Thank you for your
time and consideration.   Please let me know if I can provide any additional
information. 

Be well,

Undergraduate Psychology Major at UNG-Gainesville 

 



From: Mac McConnell
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Fwd: Test Kits for UNG Students
Date: Sunday, July 12, 2020 7:25:39 PM
Attachments: FAQ-1.pdf

ATT00001.htm
FAQs-2.pdf
ATT00002.htm
FAQs-3.pdf
ATT00003.htm

Begin forwarded message:

From: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Date: July 12, 2020 at 7:12:01 PM EDT
To: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>, Kate Maine
<Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Subject: Fwd:  Test Kits for UNG Students

 Great news! I will follow-up with Carol.

Greg

Begin forwarded message:

From: Yolanda Carr <Yolanda.Carr@ung.edu>
Date: July 12, 2020 at 5:31:01 PM EDT
To: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>, Greg Williams
<Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: FW:  Test Kits for UNG Students


Greg,
 
Per DOE, we can use the funds to purchase test kits for our students. 
Please work with Dr. Adams for details.  As the Principal Investigator of
these finds, she will need to sign off on the request.
 
Let me know if I can be of further assistance.
 
Thanks.
 
Yolanda
 

mailto:Mac.McConnell@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
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Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund 


Frequently Asked Questions about the Emergency Financial Aid Grants to Students 
under Section 18004 of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act 


 
The CARES Act, which establishes and funds the Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund 
(HEERF), directs institutions of higher education (“institutions”) to use no less than 50 percent of 
funds received under Sections 18004(a)(1) and 18004(c) of the CARES Act to provide emergency 
financial aid grants to students for expenses related to the disruption of campus operations due to 
coronavirus.  These FAQs address only those funds provided by the Secretary to an institution for 
emergency financial aid grants to students under Sections 18004(a)(1) and 18004(c) of the CARES 
Act. 


1) Can institutions that have provided refunds to students for room and board, tuition, 
and other fees (such as activities fees) reimburse themselves from the funds for the 
emergency financial aid grants to students? 


No. The CARES Act requires institutions to use no less than 50 percent of HEERF funds 
received under Sections 18004(a)(1) and 18004(c) of the CARES Act to provide 
emergency financial aid grants to students.  These funds distributed by the Department 
represent the 50 percent minimum of each institution’s HEERF funds under Section 
18004(a)(1) of the CARES Act for these emergency financial aid grants to students.  
Section 2 of the Funding Certification and Agreement for the Emergency Financial Aid 
Grants to Students states: “Recipient shall not use [these] funds to reimburse itself for any 
costs or expenses, including but not limited to any costs associated with significant changes 
to the delivery of instruction due to the coronavirus and/or any refunds or other benefits 
that Recipient previously issued to students.” 


Institutions will have more flexibility in the use of the portion of the HEERF that is made 
available to cover an institution’s costs associated with significant changes to the delivery 
of instruction due to the coronavirus. The Department will provide a Frequently Asked 
Questions (FAQ) document regarding the allowable uses of funds for an institution’s costs 
shortly after making those funds available to institutions. 
 
 


2) Can institutions that have provided information technology hardware (such as 
laptops, hotspot internet devices, etc.) and other related equipment to students 
reimburse themselves from the funds for the emergency financial aid grants to 
students? 


No. The CARES Act requires institutions to provide the emergency financial aid grants to 
students. Section 2 of the Funding Certification and Agreement for the Emergency 
Financial Aid Grants to Students states: “Recipient shall not use [these] funds to reimburse 
itself for any costs or expenses, including but not limited to any costs associated with 
significant changes to the delivery of instruction due to the coronavirus and/or any refunds 
or other benefits that Recipient previously issued to students.” 
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Institutions will have more flexibility in the use of the portion of the HEERF that is made 
available to cover an institution’s costs associated with significant changes to the delivery 
of instruction due to the coronavirus. The Department will provide a FAQ document 
regarding the allowable uses of funds for an institution’s costs shortly after making those 
funds available to institutions. 
 
 


3) Can institutions that have provided institutionally-funded emergency grants to 
students as a result of COVID-19 reimburse themselves from the funds for the 
emergency financial aid grants to students? 


The only institutionally-funded emergency grants to students that are eligible for 
reimbursement from the funds for emergency financial aid grants to students under the 
CARES Act are grants: 1) for authorized expenses related to the disruption of campus 
operations due to coronavirus as set forth in Section 18004(c) of the CARES Act; 2) made 
to students eligible to receive emergency financial aid grants under the CARES Act; and 
3) made on or after March 27, 2020, the date the CARES Act was enacted. An institution 
must use no less than 50 percent of funds provided pursuant to Sections 18004(a)(1) and 
18004(c) for emergency financial aid grants to students. An institution must document that 
reimbursements for institutionally-funded emergency grants to students are made in 
accordance with the CARES Act. 
 
 


4) Can institutions that have continued to pay student workers from institutional funds 
for campus jobs reimburse themselves from the funds for the emergency financial aid 
grants to students? 


No. The CARES Act requires institutions to provide the emergency financial aid grants to 
students, and institutions may not use that portion of the HEERF set aside for emergency 
financial aid grants to students for this purpose. The Department notes that Congress has 
provided additional flexibility to institutions relating to the Federal Work-Study (FWS) 
Program, including that institutions may continue to pay FWS wages to students for the 
remainder of the current academic year in instances in which those students’ jobs were 
interrupted as a result of the national emergency due to the coronavirus, as long as those 
students had started employment prior to this national emergency. The CARES Act also 
waives the non-federal wage match requirement for institutional and non-profit employers 
of FWS students. Please see the Department’s Guidance for Interruptions of Study Related 
to Coronavirus, which provides additional information about the FWS Program.  


The Department will provide a FAQ document regarding the allowable uses of funds for 
an institution’s costs associated with significant changes to the delivery of instruction due 
to the coronavirus shortly after making those funds available to institutions. 
 
 
 



https://ifap.ed.gov/electronic-announcements/030520Guidance4interruptionsrelated2CoronavirusCOVID19

https://ifap.ed.gov/electronic-announcements/030520Guidance4interruptionsrelated2CoronavirusCOVID19
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5) Can institutions use the funds for the emergency financial aid grants to students to 
pay outstanding or overdue student bills to institutions? 


No. The CARES Act requires institutions to provide the emergency financial aid grants to 
students. The institution may not use that portion of the HEERF set aside for emergency 
financial aid grants to students to satisfy a student’s outstanding account balance. The 
Department notes that the student may use his or her emergency financial aid grant for 
expenses related to the disruption of campus operations due to coronavirus.   
 
 


6) What data will the Department require institutions to report after disbursement of 
emergency financial aid grants to students? 


As explained in the Funding Certification and Agreement for the Emergency Financial Aid 
Grants to Students, each institution will report to the Secretary the following: how grants 
were distributed to students, how the amount of each grant was calculated, and any 
instructions or directions that the institution gave to students about the grant. Institutions 
must also comply with the reporting requirements under Section 15011 of the CARES Act. 
The Department will publish a notice in the Federal Register to provide instructions to 
institutions on these reporting requirements. 
 
 


7)  What obligation does an institution have to continue to pay all its employees after 
accepting the funds for the emergency financial aid grants to students? 


The CARES Act requires each institution that accepts funds from the HEERF, including  
funds used to pay emergency financial aid grants, to continue to pay employees and 
contractors to the greatest extent practicable based on the unique financial circumstances 
of each institution; however, institutions may not use emergency financial aid grants to 
students to pay employees and contractors.   
 
 


8)  Are incarcerated students participating in the Second Chance Pell Experimental Site 
Initiative (ESI) eligible for emergency financial aid grants to students? 


The CARES Act expressly requires that institutions provide the emergency financial aid 
grants to students “for expenses related to the disruption of campus operations due to 
coronavirus (including eligible expenses under a student’s cost of attendance, such as food, 
housing, course materials, technology, health care, and childcare).” If an incarcerated 
individual who is participating in the Second Chance Pell experiment is released from 
incarceration as a result of the national emergency due to the coronavirus, remains enrolled 
as a student in the program under the Second Chance Pell experiment, and has such 
expenses, he or she likely qualifies for an emergency financial aid grant. A person who 
remains incarcerated is unlikely to incur these expenses and would thus be ineligible.  
Accordingly, for students participating in the Second Chance Pell ESI, institutions will 
need to review on a case-by-case basis what, if any, expenses an incarcerated person, or a 
formerly incarcerated person released due to the coronavirus, has incurred due to the 
disruption of campus operations. 
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9)  What students are eligible to receive emergency financial aid grants from the 
HEERF?  
 
Only students who are or could be eligible to participate in programs under Section 484 in 
Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended (HEA), may receive emergency 
financial aid grants. If a student has filed a Free Application for Federal Student Aid 
(FAFSA), then the student has demonstrated eligibility to participate in programs under 
Section 484 the HEA. Students who have not filed a FAFSA but who are eligible to file a 
FAFSA also may receive emergency financial aid grants. The criteria to participate in 
programs under Section 484 of the HEA include but are not limited to the following: U.S. 
citizenship or eligible noncitizen; a valid Social Security number; registration with 
Selective Service (if the student is male); and a high school diploma, GED, or completion 
of high school in an approved homeschool setting.  
 
 


10)  Will funds provided through the CARES Act be included in an institution’s 90/10 
calculation? 
 
Funds paid directly to institutions by the Department through the HEERF will not be 
included as revenue for 90/10 purposes.   
 


  
11)  How must institutions pay the emergency financial aid grants to students?  
  


Institutions may provide emergency financial aid grants to students using checks, 
electronic transfer payments, debit cards, and payment apps that adhere to the 
Department’s requirements for paying credit balances to students. The disbursement of the 
emergency financial aid grant to the student must remain unencumbered by the institution; 
debts, charges, fees, or other amounts owed to the institution may not be deducted from the 
emergency financial aid grant.  The emergency financial aid grant may not be made to 
students through the use of a credit card that can be used only on campus or in a retail outlet 
affiliated with the institution.   
 
 


12)  At institutions that provide both online and ground-based education, are students 
who were enrolled exclusively in online programs prior to the national emergency due 
to the coronavirus eligible to receive emergency financial aid grants? 


At institutions that provide both online and ground-based education, those students who 
were enrolled exclusively in an online program on March 13, 2020, the date of the 
President’s Proclamation, “Declaring a National Emergency Concerning the Novel 
Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) Outbreak,” Federal Register Vol. 85, No. 53 at 15337-
38, are not eligible for emergency financial aid grants. The formula provided by Congress 
for calculating the distribution of funds to institutions excludes students who were 
exclusively enrolled in distance education courses. Additionally, the emergency financial 
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aid grants to students are for expenses related to the disruption of campus operations due 
to coronavirus, and students who were enrolled exclusively in online programs would not 
have expenses related to the disruption of campus operations due to coronavirus. 
 
 


13)  Where can institutions locate additional resources and information related to 
emergency financial aid grants to students? 


 
CARES Act grant resources and guidance are located on the Office of Postsecondary 
Education’s webpage: https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/caresact.html. 



https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/caresact.html
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Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund 


Frequently Asked Questions about the Institutional Portion of the Higher Education 
Emergency Relief Fund under Section 18004(a)(1) and 18004(c)  


of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act 
 


The CARES Act establishes and funds the Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund (HEERF).  
Sections 18004(a)(1) and 18004(c) of the CARES Act, which address the HEERF, allow 
institutions of higher education to use up to 50 percent of the funds they receive to cover any costs 
associated with significant changes to the delivery of instruction due to the coronavirus so long as 
such costs do not include payment to contractors for the provision of pre-enrollment recruitment 
activities, including marketing and advertising; endowments; or capital outlays associated with 
facilities related to athletics, sectarian instruction, or religious worship (collectively referred to as 
“Recipient’s Institutional Costs”). These FAQs address only the funds for Recipient’s Institutional 
Costs provided by the Secretary to an institution under Section 18004(a)(1) and subject to Section 
18004(c). 


1) If an institution does not enter into the Funding Certification and Agreement for 
Emergency Financial Aid Grants to Students under the CARES Act, may the 
institution still receive funds for Recipient’s Institutional Costs? 


No.  An institution must have entered into the Funding Certification and Agreement for 
Emergency Financial Aid Grants to Students under the CARES Act to receive funds for 
Recipient’s Institutional Costs. 


2) Who must sign the Certification and Agreement for the Institutional Portion of the 
HEERF Formula Grants Authorized by Sections 18004(a)(1) and 18004(c) of the 
CARES Act? 
 
An institution’s authorized representative must sign the Certification and Agreement.  
Typically, that person is the institution’s president, chancellor, or Chief Executive Officer 
(CEO), or their delegated representative.  
 


3) May institutions that have provided refunds to students for room and board, tuition, 
and other fees (such as activities fees) reimburse themselves from the funds for 
Recipient’s Institutional Costs made available through the HEERF? 


Yes.  Institutions may use the funds for Recipient’s Institutional Costs to provide refunds 
to students for room and board, tuition, and other fees as a result of significant changes to 
the delivery of instruction, including interruptions in instruction, due to the coronavirus.  
Institutions also may reimburse themselves for refunds previously made to students on or 
after March 13, 2020, the date of the President’s Proclamation, “Declaring a National 
Emergency Concerning the Novel Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) Outbreak,” Federal 
Register Vol. 85, No. 53 at 15337-38 (hereinafter “Proclamation of National Emergency”), 
if those refunds were necessitated by significant changes to the delivery of instruction, 
including interruptions in instruction, due to the coronavirus. 
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4) May institutions use the funds for Recipient’s Institutional Costs to purchase laptops, 
hotspots, or other information technology equipment and software to enable students 
to participate in distance learning as a result of a significant change to the delivery of 
instruction due to the coronavirus?  May institutions use those funds to reimburse 
themselves for computers already purchased for and distributed to students? 


Yes.  Institutions may use the funds for Recipient’s Institutional Costs to purchase 
equipment or software, pay for online licensing fees, or pay for internet service to enable 
students to transition to distance learning as such costs are associated with a significant 
change in the delivery of instruction due to the coronavirus.  Additionally, institutions that 
purchased computers or other equipment to donate or provide to students on or after March 
13, 2020, the date of the Proclamation of National Emergency, may reimburse themselves 
for such computers or other equipment from the funds for Recipient’s Institutional Costs. 


5) May institutions use the funds for Recipient’s Institutional Costs to make additional 
emergency financial aid grants to students? 


Yes.  Institutions may use the funds for Recipient’s Institutional Costs received through 
the HEERF under Sections 18004(a)(1) and 18004(c) of the CARES Act to make additional 
emergency financial aid grants to students, provided that such emergency financial aid 
grants are for expenses related to the disruption of campus operations due to coronavirus 
(including eligible expenses under a student’s cost of attendance, such as food, housing, 
course materials, technology, health care, and child care).  Additionally, as explained in 
the Frequently Asked Questions about the Emergency Financial Aid Grants to Students 
under Section 18004 of the CARES Act, students must be eligible to receive emergency 
financial aid grants, and only students who are or could be eligible to participate in 
programs under Section 484 in Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended 
(HEA), may receive emergency financial aid grants. 


6) Online students may not have faced interruptions of their education, but they face 
significant financial hardships as a result of the coronavirus.  May institutions that 
provide both online and ground-based education use the funds for Recipient’s 
Institutional Costs to provide emergency financial aid grants to students who were 
enrolled exclusively in online programs prior to the national emergency? 


No.  At institutions that provide both online and ground-based education, those students 
who were enrolled exclusively in online programs on March 13, 2020, the date of the 
Proclamation of National Emergency, are not eligible for emergency financial aid grants. 
The formula provided by Congress for calculating the distribution of funds to institutions 
excludes students who were exclusively enrolled in distance education courses. 
Additionally, the emergency financial aid grants to students are for expenses related to the 
disruption of campus operations due to coronavirus, and students who were enrolled 
exclusively in online programs would not have expenses related to the disruption of campus 
operations due to coronavirus. 
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7) May institutions use the funds for Recipient’s Institutional Costs to award 
scholarships or to provide payment for future academic terms? 


It depends.  Section 18004(c) of the CARES Act expressly states that the funds for 
Recipient’s Institutional Costs are to cover costs associated with significant changes to the 
delivery of instruction due to the coronavirus.  Institutions may also use the funds for 
Recipient’s Institutional Costs received through the HEERF under Sections 18004(a)(1) 
and 18004(c) of the CARES Act to make additional emergency financial aid grants to 
students, provided that such emergency financial aid grants are for expenses related to the 
disruption of campus operations due to coronavirus (see FAQ #5).  As long as awarding 
scholarships and providing payment for future academic terms are costs associated with 
significant changes to the delivery of instruction due to the coronavirus or, if provided to 
students in the form of emergency financial aid, are for expenses related to the disruption 
of campus operations due to coronavirus, such uses are allowable. 


8) The Certification and Agreement for the Institutional Portion of the HEERF states 
that the funds for Recipient’s Institutional Costs cannot be used for the provision of 
pre-enrollment recruitment activities, including marketing and advertising.  Some 
institutions use an Online Program Management (OPM) provider to both provide a 
distance learning platform or learning management system and to engage in student 
recruitment.  May institutions use the funds for Recipient’s Institutional Costs to pay 
an OPM provider for the added costs of transitioning ground-based students to 
distance learning instruction due to the coronavirus? 


Institutions may use the funds for Recipient’s Institutional Costs to pay a per-student fee 
to a third-party service provider, including an OPM, for each additional student using the 
distance learning platform, learning management system, online resources, or other support 
services; however, institutions may not use funds for Recipient’s Institutional Costs to pay 
third-party recruiters or OPMs for recruiting or enrolling new students at the institution. 


9) What data will the Department require institutions to report after disbursement of 
the Recipient’s Institutional Costs? 
 
As explained in the Funding Certification and Agreement for the Institutional Portion of 
the Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund, the institution should be prepared to report 
the use of the funds for Recipient’s Institutional Costs, demonstrating such use was in 
accordance with Section 18004(c), accounting for the amount of reimbursements to the 
Recipient for costs related to refunds made to students for housing, food, or other services 
that Recipient could no longer provide, and describing any internal controls Recipient has 
in place to ensure that funds were used for allowable purposes and in accordance with cash 
management principles.  The Department will publish a notice in the Federal Register to 
provide instructions to institutions on these reporting requirements.  The Department 
encourages institutions to keep detailed records of how they are expending all funds 
received under the HEERF. 
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10) Where can institutions locate additional resources and guidance related to these 
Institutional Emergency Relief Funds? 


All CARES Act grant resources and guidance can be found on the Office of Postsecondary 
Education’s webpage: https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/caresact.html. 



https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/caresact.html
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Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund 


Supplemental Frequently Asked Questions under Section 18004  
of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act 


These FAQs constitute a guidance document.  Guidance documents represent the Department of 
Education’s current thinking on a topic. They do not create or confer any rights for or on any 
person and do not impose any requirements beyond those required under applicable law and 
regulations. Guidance documents lack the force and effect of law.  See U.S. Department of 
Education’s Guidance Homepage, https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/types-of-guidance-
documents.html 


1. What is the deadline for institutions to spend Higher Education Emergency Relief
Fund (HEERF) funds received under the CARES Act?


Institutions must spend HEERF funds by September 30, 2022, but as Congress required
that institutions use at least 50 percent of the funds provided under Section 18004(a)(1) of
the CARES Act for emergency financial aid grants to students pursuant to Section
18004(c), the Department urges institutions to disburse immediately emergency financial
aid grants to those students who were enrolled during the spring term (or during quarters
that include the national emergency period).  If funds for emergency financial aid grants to
students remain after the institution assists such students using its distribution formula, the
institution may use the remaining funds to provide emergency financial aid grants to
students during the summer or fall terms, using the same distribution formula.


2. Are emergency financial aid grants to students (made available under the HEERF in
the CARES Act) available only to students who were enrolled during the semester or
quarter in which the national emergency was declared?


No.  Institutions must spend 50 percent of funds received under Section 18004(a)(1) for
emergency financial aid grants to students.  Section 18004(c) of the CARES Act states that
the emergency financial aid grants for students are for “expenses related to the disruption
of campus operations due to coronavirus,” and students may incur expenses related to the
disruption of campus operations due to coronavirus after the semester or quarter in which
the national emergency was declared. Although the intent of the CARES Act is to make
emergency financial aid grants immediately available to students, if funds remain after
making these immediate disbursements, eligible students enrolled during subsequent terms
may receive emergency financial aid grants even if they were not enrolled during the spring
2020 term.


3. If an institution decides to use funds received under the Institutional Relief portion of
Section 18004(a)(1) to make additional emergency financial aid grants to students,
can the institution make those awards to students during the summer and fall terms?



https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/types-of-guidance-documents.html

https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/types-of-guidance-documents.html
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Yes.  The Certification and Agreement for the Institutional Portion of Section 18004(a)(1) 
states: “If Recipient chooses to use funds designated for Recipient’s Institutional Costs to 
provide such emergency financial aid grants to students, then the funds are subject to the 
requirements in the Funding Certification and Agreement for the Emergency Financial Aid 
Grants to Students under the CARES Act, entered into between Recipient and the 
Secretary.”  Students may experience expenses related to the disruption campus operations 
due to coronavirus after the semester or quarter in which the national emergency was 
declared. 
 


4. Can an institution use funds under Section 18004(a)(2) or Section 18004(a)(3) to 
provide grants for students during the summer and fall terms? 
 
Yes.  Section 18004(a)(2) of the CARES Act states that institutions may use funds “to 
address needs directly related to coronavirus” and specifically “for grants to students for 
any component of the student’s cost of attendance (as defined under section 472 of the 
Higher Education Act), including food, housing, course materials, technology, health care, 
and child care.”  Students may have needs directly related to the coronavirus after the 
semester or quarter in which the national emergency was declared.  Similarly, Section 
18004(a)(3) of the CARES Act states that these funds are for institutions that “have the 
greatest unmet needs related to coronavirus,” as determined by the Secretary, and that 
institutions may use funds “for grants to students for any component of the student’s cost 
of attendance (as defined under section 472 of the Higher Education Act), including food, 
housing, course materials, technology, health care, and child care.”  Accordingly, these 
grants to students may be made after the semester or quarter in which the national 
emergency was declared. 
 
Although the CARES Act does not require an institution to use at least 50% of funds 
received under Section 18004(a)(2) or Section 18004(a)(3) for grants to students, the 
Certification and Agreement for Funds under Section 18004(a)(2) or Section 18004(a)(3), 
respectively, states: “[T]he Secretary urges Recipient to devote the maximum possible 
amount of the award to Student Grants, including some or all of the award that a Recipient 
may use for Recipient’s Expenses, especially if Recipient has a significant endowment or 
other resources at its disposal. The Secretary urges Recipient to take strong measures to 
ensure that Student Grants are made to the maximum extent possible.” 
 


5. Can institutions use CARES Act funds under Section 18004(a)(1) for student 
scholarships? 
 
No. The CARES Act does not allow institutions use Section 18004(a)(1) funds for student 
scholarships.  Institutions may use Section 18004(a)(1) funds only for direct emergency 
grants to students, not scholarships.  Moreover, Section 18004(a)(1) requires institutions 
to use Institutional Relief funds only to cover “any costs associated with significant 
changes to the delivery of instruction due to the coronavirus” pursuant to Section 18004(c).  
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Because institutions must use Institutional Relief funds only for “costs associated with 
significant changes to the delivery of instruction due to the coronavirus,” an institution 
cannot use such funds to pay a student’s regular tuition and fee costs, including if the 
student is now studying online. 
 
Examples of authorized “costs associated with significant changes to the delivery of 
instruction due to the coronavirus” include covering the cost of fees to access an online 
library in lieu of a physical library (if such fees are otherwise usually required), providing 
students with computers and internet access, and subsidizing the added cost of off-campus 
housing.   
 


6. Can institutions use CARES Act funds under Section 18004(a)(2) or Section 
18004(a)(3) to make scholarships to students? 


Yes.  Section 18004(a)(2) and Section 18004(a)(3) of the CARES Act state that institutions 
may use funds specifically “for grants to students for any component of the student’s cost 
of attendance (as defined under section 472 of the Higher Education Act), including food, 
housing, course materials, technology, health care, and child care.”   


7. Can schools using CARES Act funds under Section 18004(a)(2) or Section 18004(a)(3) 
to make scholarships to students advertise those scholarships using such funds? 


Yes.  The CARES Act does not include the same restriction on pre-enrollment recruitment 
activities under Section 18004(a)(2) and Section 18004(a)(3) as it does for funds under 
Section 18004(a)(1).  Accordingly, the Certification and Agreement for funds under 
Section 18004(a)(2) and Section 18004(a)(3), respectively, does not contain such a 
restriction.  The C & A for Section 18004(a)(1) states: “Recipient shall not use funds for 
payment to contractors for the provision of pre-enrollment recruitment activities, which 
include marketing and advertising; endowments; or capital outlays associated with 
facilities related to athletics, sectarian instruction, or religious worship.”  The C & A for 
Section 18004(a)(2) or Section 18004(a)(3) does not contain this language. 


8. Can schools use CARES Act funds under Section 18004(a)(1) to pay salaries and 
benefits for employees that work in the dining halls and dorms and who would have 
otherwise been paid through student housing fees had COVID-19 not disrupted 
campus operations? 


Yes.  Institutions may use Institutional Relief funds under Section 18004(a)(1) of the 
CARES Act for “costs associated with the significant delivery of instruction due to the 
coronavirus.”  The Certification and Agreement for the Institutional Portion of the HEERF 
states: “Recipient retains discretion in determining how to allocate and use the funds 
provided hereunder, provided that funds will be spent only on those costs for which 
Recipient has a reasoned basis for concluding such costs have a clear nexus to significant 
changes to the delivery of instruction due to the coronavirus.”  The Department considers 
institutions to have such a reasoned basis with respect to the salaries and benefits for 
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employees that work in dining halls and dorms and who would have otherwise been paid 
through student housing fees, had COVID-19 not disrupted campus operations. 


9. If an institution usually purchases 1,000 laptops for students each year, but during 
the COVID-19 national emergency needs to purchase 2,000 laptops to accommodate 
the student body’s transition to on-line learning as a result of COVID-19 related 
disruption can the institution use CARES Act funds to purchase all 2,000 laptops?  
 
Yes.  The CARES Act authorizes institutions to use Institutional Relief Funds (provided 
under section 18004(a)(1)) or funds made available under 18004(a)(2) or 18004(a)(3) to 
purchase all 2,000 computers if the institution experienced disruption of instruction as a 
result of COVID-19.   


Institutions cannot use Section 18004(a)(1) funds designated by the CARES Act as 
emergency financial aid grants to students (50 percent of Section 18004(a)(1) funds) to 
purchase laptops or other equipment, even if the institution intends to distribute that 
equipment to students. 


10. How do recipients of section 18004(a)(2) and (a)(3) funds document lost revenues?  Do 
lost revenues relate only to disruption of instruction?  Does lost revenue include 
revenue lost from cancelled summer camps or unused parking lots?  


Upon request from the Department, institutions must provide documents demonstrating 
year-over-year decreases in revenue that are the result of a decline in enrollment, a decline 
in student fees including housing fees and meal plans, a decline in parking and facilities 
revenue, or a decline in revenue from summer programs or other activities disrupted by 
COVID-19.   


 














From: HEERF <HEERF@ed.gov> 
Sent: Sunday, July 12, 2020 11:22 AM
To: Yolanda Carr <Yolanda.Carr@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Test Kits for UNG Students
 
Yolanda,
 
You may use funds for that. I have attached FAQs to provide additional
guidance. You should also reach out to your assigned Program Officer for
this award as well.
 
Best,
HEERF
 
From: Yolanda Carr <Yolanda.Carr@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 3:29 PM
To: HEERF <HEERF@ed.gov>
Subject: Test Kits for UNG Students
 
Hello,
 
We have the ability to offer rapid COVID-19 testing on our campuses using
our Student Health Services Centers equipment and staff. These tests can
provide results within 15 minutes for positive cases. Any negative cases
would need to be sent to LabCorp for verification – which could take
several days. They are supportive of providing these tests at the
Gainesville and Dahlonega health clinics and other campuses as needed.
 
The only barrier UNG currently faces is funding to purchase and process
the test kits. The costs could be passed on to the students, but that could
total around $100 for some students if the tests must be sent to LabCorp
(only negative test results). Students can obtain free testing from DPH – if
they can get an appointment. Student Health Services staff estimate an
investment of $50,000 would give us the ability to offer around 1000 tests
during the fall semester with no costs being passed on to students.
 
Is it possible to use the CARES ACT funding  (SIP) to purchase these tests
to assists in ensuring that students that are positive with the virus can be
identified quickly, and removed from the other students.
 
Thank you for your assistance.
 
Yolanda
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From: Bonita Jacobs
To: Billy Wells; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; James Conneely; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates; Greg

Williams
Cc: Ellen Cormack
Subject: Fwd: Testing Information and New CDC Guidance on Ending Isolation/Quarantine
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:27:09 PM
Attachments: Test Options FINAL DRAFT.pptx

Greg and Kate,

Let us know your thoughts.

Bonita

Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.
President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993
706-864-1689 (FAX)

From: Stuart Rayfield <Stuart.Rayfield@usg.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:16:55 PM
To: Dr. Angel Cabrera <Angel.Cabrera@gatech.edu>; Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Dr.
Brendan Kelly <bkelly@westga.edu>; Dr. Brooks A. Keel <bkeel@augusta.edu>; Dr. Chris Markwood
<markwood_chris@columbusstate.edu>; Dr. Christopher Blake <christopher.blake@mga.edu>; Dr.
David Bridges <dbridges@abac.edu>; Dr. Donald Green <dgreen@highlands.edu>; Dr. Georj Lewis
<glewis@atlm.edu>; Dr. Ingrid Thompson-Sellers <ingrid.sellers@sgsc.edu>; Dr. Jann Joseph
<jljoseph@ggc.edu>; Dr. Kirk Nooks <presidentnooks@gordonstate.edu>; Dr. Kyle Marrero
<kmarrero@georgiasouthern.edu>; Dr. Margaret Venable <mvenable@daltonstate.edu>; Dr. Mark
Becker <mbecker@gsu.edu>; Dr. Michelle Johnston <mjohnston@ccga.edu>; Dr. Neal Weaver
<neal.weaver@gsw.edu>; Dr. Pamela Whitten <pwhitten@kennesaw.edu>; Dr. Paul Jones
<jonesp@fvsu.edu>; Dr. Richard Carvajal <rcarvajal@valdosta.edu>; Dr. Robert Boehmer
<bboehmer@ega.edu>; Dr. Steve Dorman <steve.dorman@gcsu.edu>; Dr. Tim Hynes
<thomashynes@mail.clayton.edu>; Jere Morehead <president@uga.edu>; Kimberly Ballard-
Washington <Washingtonk@savannahstate.edu>; Marion Fedrick <marion.fedrick@asurams.edu>
Cc: Steve W. Wrigley <Steve.Wrigley@usg.edu>; Teresa MacCartney
<Teresa.MacCartney@usg.edu>; Tristan Denley <Tristan.Denley@usg.edu>; Tracey Cook
<Tracey.Cook@usg.edu>; Edward Tate <Edward.Tate@usg.edu>; Ashley Jones
<Ashley.Jones@usg.edu>; John Fuchko <John.Fuchko@usg.edu>
Subject: Testing Information and New CDC Guidance on Ending Isolation/Quarantine
 
Presidents,
Attached you will find information related to testing options John Fuchko referenced on the
presidents’ call. 
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COVID Test Options

The purpose of this document is to outline testing options for USG institutions. Opportunities exist to reduce cost through billing of insurance; however, there are significant issues with actually obtaining these funds.

















		Test Type		Administration		Timing (est.)		Cost (approx.)		3rd-Party

		Saliva Test – At-Home		3rd party ships tube to home, observes collection, and processes at lab		5 days		$128		Vault Health, Rutgers Lab

		Saliva Test – On Campus		Institution maintains test kits, observes collection, and ships to lab		3 days		$85		Vault Health, Rutgers Lab

		Crispr Test		Institution uses less invasive nasal swab and collects specimen; processes results on site using kit w/no specialized equipment required		30 mins.		$29		Sherlock Biosciences

		DPH PCR Test - Nasal		Ga. DPH handles specimen collection, lab processing and reports results to USG institution		3 days1		$0		

		3rd Party PCR Test - Nasal		3rd party provides test kits, institution collects specimen, 3rd-party processes results at lab (3rd party can also collect specimen for addtl. $26). Requires guaranteed testing levels.		3 days		$100 		Mako Medical

				Institutions collects specimen, sends to 3rd-party lab		3 days		~$70		COVID-19 Consortium, Life Hope Labs

				3rd-party collects specimen, processes (assumes 50 or more tests per day)		3 days		~$80		



1 Current wait times exceed 3 days; however, their new contract with Mako Medical projects a 3-day result timeframe.







If your institution is interested in any of these options, we are looking to assist in purchasing as
a system for efficiency.  For an initial purchase of any of these options, please let John Fuchko

know which test(s) you want to purchase and how many of each by Monday, July 27th.
 
Please let John or me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks,
Stuart
 
 
 



From: Bonita Jacobs
To: Kate Maine; Greg Williams; Mac McConnell; Chaudron Gille
Subject: Fwd: Urgent Letter of Concern from Georgia Tech Faculty
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 6:36:22 AM

Fyi. 

Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.
President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993
706-864-1689 (FAX)

From: Ashley Jones <Ashley.Jones@usg.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 7:51 PM
To: Dr. Angel Cabrera; Bonita Jacobs; Dr. Brendan Kelly; Dr. Brooks A. Keel; Dr. Chris
Markwood; Dr. Christopher Blake; Dr. David Bridges; Dr. Donald Green; Dr. Georj Lewis; Dr.
Ingrid Thompson-Sellers; Dr. Jann Joseph; Dr. Kirk Nooks; Dr. Kyle Marrero; Dr. Margaret
Venable; Dr. Mark Becker; Dr. Michelle Johnston; Dr. Neal Weaver; Dr. Pamela Whitten; Dr.
Paul Jones; Dr. Richard Carvajal; Dr. Robert Boehmer; Dr. Steve Dorman; Dr. Tim Hynes; Jere
Morehead; Kimberly Ballard-Washington; Marion Fedrick
Cc: Steve W. Wrigley; Tristan Denley; Tracey Cook; Teresa MacCartney; Edward Tate
Subject: Fwd: Urgent Letter of Concern from Georgia Tech Faculty
 
Dear Presidents,

Please see below response from the Chancellor.

Best, 
Ashley 

Begin forwarded message:

From: Chancellor <chancellor@usg.edu>
Date: July 13, 2020 at 7:18:59 PM EDT
To: "jmurray@gatech.edu" <jmurray@gatech.edu>
Subject: Urgent Letter of Concern from Georgia Tech Faculty


Dear Dr. Murray,
 
Thank you for sharing the resolution.  We certainly respect the perspective of our
faculty and welcome your comments, but I would like to clear up any misconceptions
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about the actions taken to date.  Extensive planning on each campus began in late
April, and we consult regularly with the Georgia Department of Public Health for its
guidance and direction.  Below is an overview of how we have approached summer and
fall planning.
 
First, very early in April, the Board and I concluded we needed to plan for a return to
on-campus instruction for fall semester.  While the transition to online went well
thanks to faculty, staff and students, clearly for many students it was an unsatisfying
experience. 
 
To ensure the planning process included critical campus perspective, we created an
informal advisory group of four USG presidents, one from each sector, to help inform
the system’s decisions regarding its response to COVID-19.  That group has met
regularly with me and with system staff.  In addition, in April we established a separate
advisory group of five other USG presidents specifically to develop planning guidelines
for returning workforce to campuses and for returning to on-campus instruction in the
fall.  This second group of presidents produced a 31-page document that we sent to all
campuses to guide their plan development. 
 
Each campus prepared and submitted two plans, one for the phased-in return of the
workforce and the second for returning to on-campus instruction, the latter containing
three scenarios for fall semester:  1) on-campus instruction with social distancing and
other protective measures in place; 2) online only; 3) begin fall on-campus but shift to
online for an unspecified period of time. 
 
The presidents were responsible for preparing these plans, relying on working groups
made up of campus constituents.  The presidents selected the members of the working
groups which produced the plans submitted to the system office.  The workforce plans
were due May 15, while the instructional plans were due May 26.  Our office reviewed
these plans to ensure they complied with the guidelines, but each campus prepared its
own plan according to its unique circumstances and situations.  Georgia Tech obviously
participated in both efforts, and President Cabrera’s office selected the members of its
working groups.  Georgia Tech’s instructional plans are thorough, totaling more than
100 pages. 
 
All of these documents are public, and Georgia Tech leadership should have provided
them if it did not.  The plans address the key issues and stress the importance of health
and safety. 
 
We have had weekly discussions with presidents to learn of issues and address any that
call for consistency across the system.  Once the plans were in place, we have made it
clear to presidents that there are literally dozens and dozens of decisions to be made
on each campus to prepare to return to on-campus instruction, and they must make
these decisions at the institutional level as each has its own unique needs.  The
decisions need to be aligned with the overall guidance and goals, including returning to
on-campus instruction, but campuses must engage at the individual classroom level, do



their own analysis and eventually decide each situation.  President Cabrera and I have
had this conversation several times in recent weeks. 
 
We have also urged campuses to communicate, communicate and communicate about
the steps they are taking and the ones ahead, and we are continuing to urge them to
do so, since we must all adjust as knowledge about the virus improves.
 
Finally, throughout the planning and decision-making process, we have consulted
regularly with the experts at the Georgia Department of Public Health.  Commissioner
Kathleen Toomey has been extraordinarily accessible and helpful, even with the many
demands on her time.  We communicate frequently, and members of the system office
speak with her and her staff regularly as well.  Dr. Toomey has assigned a liaison from
her office to advise us.  Conversations with DPH provided the basis for our guidelines to
campuses on testing and contact tracing.  Campuses are making decisions about
testing, whether to provide their own, partner with an off-campus entity, rely on DPH,
or some combination thereof, and when and how to implement whatever approach
they select. 
 
On contact tracing, DPH made it clear to us that as the state’s public health agency, it
would lead the contact tracing effort.  Each campus has named a liaison to the local
public health office to ensure coordination. 
 
We have also consulted with the Georgia National Guard officials leading the testing
and other COVID-19 responses, and USG institutions have participated in National
Guard training on cleaning and disinfecting facilities that have helped with enhanced
cleaning schedules at our facilities across the state.  We continue to follow CDC and
DPH guidance, and as it evolves, our guidance will as well.  We also receive information
from the Governor’s Task Force and, of course, must adhere to executive orders from
the Governor’s Office.
 
So there have been many voices informing our efforts, and rightly so.  We receive input
on every side of the issue, as you can imagine, and as a public entity we welcome that
input.  We will continue to rely on the public health professionals for advice and
direction as we adjust to the range of issues and challenges we face responding to
COVID-19. 
 
In our state, the governing board sets the policies for the system and ensures
campuses comply with the applicable laws and policies, and will continue to do so. 
Doing so helps ensure some consistency across all our colleges and universities. A
systemwide approach also supports equity and fairness for our students, faculty and
staff, allowing us and our institutions to share best practices across the state and be
financially efficient, a critical consideration at a time of budget reductions.
 
At the same time, campuses have been heavily involved in COVID-19 planning and are
now in the process of implementing the plans and making the many decisions at the
department level to offer on-campus instruction this fall.  The delivery of this



instruction will certainly be different than last fall as accommodations are made for the
medically fragile and as institutions adapt to space and other conditions unique to each
campus. 
 
We, like you, are determined to address the many challenges.  We believe in the value
and importance to students of the on-campus experience.  It is simply a richer, more
well-rounded educational experience.  However, we are also committed to the
essential importance of health and safety, and are working hard to achieve both in an
on-campus setting, again, recognizing that the delivery of instruction this fall will be
different than in the past. 
 
I urge you to reach out to the leadership at Georgia Tech to ensure timely receipt of
information and to offer assistance.  We share your concerns about preserving health
and safety, but we must also offer the fullest possible educational experience to our
students.  We are also a state entity, and it is important that we carry out our mission
to serve our state.  I understand uncertainty is great, and that we live in anxious times. 
I also believe that we in higher education are best suited to find the complex balance
needed to serve students in a safe environment, and believe we can do so despite the
challenges.
 
Thank you for your service to Georgia Tech.
 
All best,
Steve W. Wrigley
Chancellor
 

From: "Murray, Janet H" <jmurray@gatech.edu>
Date: July 4, 2020 at 8:27:13 PM EDT
To: Chancellor <chancellor@usg.edu>
Subject: Urgent Letter of Concern from Georgia Tech Faculty



 CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the USG System Office.
Use caution replying or supplying information, clicking links or opening
attachments. If you suspect the message is fraudulent, contact the
Enterprise Service Center at 706-583-2001 or helpdesk@usg.edu.

 
Dr. Steve Wrigley
Chancellor
University System of Georgia
 
Dear Dr. Wrigley,
 
We are respectfully and urgently submitting the attached Statement
of Academic Faculty of Georgia Tech on the COVID-19 Crisis and
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Fall 2020 Semester, which received over 750 signatures from Georgia
Tech faculty in two days for your consideration and response. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Seth Marder 
Regents Professor
Georgia Power Chair in Energy Efficiency
Professor of Chemistry and Materials Science and Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
 
Janet Murray
 
Associate Dean for Research 
Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Georgia Institute of Technology
 
Director
Digital Integrative Liberal Arts Center
dilac.iac.gatech.edu
 
Ivan Allen College Dean's Professor
Graduate Program in Digital Media https://dm.lmc.gatech.edu/
School of Literature, Communication, and Culture
 
 

 
 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com_-3Furl-3Dhttps-253A-252F-252Fdilac.iac.gatech.edu-252F-26data-3D02-257C01-257CAshley.Jones-2540usg.edu-257C89af5c2443f64a500b3c08d827831e7f-257C4711f877fb3a4f11aaab3c496800c23d-257C0-257C0-257C637302791389200096-26sdata-3DosNuNYU8rMuz3nso6pwicOdE4JdlHCnjY0vE4ooExDM-253D-26reserved-3D0&d=DwMGaQ&c=FbBevciwIvGuzsJQdDnze9uCWRSXekJosRCbxNiCfPE&r=1NPlaMRrPViyx86ZkSakoQ&m=itYhHy-6RDoMBVATbXMNTXPeyd4yrblKQ_OOdzLzPgU&s=loaSVuA5olYwZbkwAqRnqG3ixbPwZzz6Oh9plrSztpc&e=
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From: Chaudron Gille
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From: Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>
Sent: Sunday, August 9, 2020 3:57:25 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Where do I get my herd immunity card?
 
 
 

Sent: Sunday, August 9, 2020 3:47 PM

Subject: Re: Where do I get my herd immunity card?
 
Any county with a rate of over 100 per 100,000 is considered in the red zone (https://publicintegrity.org/health/coronavirus-and-inequality/exclusive-white-house-document-shows-18-states-in-coronavirus-red-zone-covid-19/) and should have shutdowns until community spread subsides. Here is
where we actually are:
 

 
Today's data for the past two weeks (note: recent K-12 school openings will likely increase these numbers):
Hall County: 577.7 per 100,000 
Lumpkin County: 301.8 per 100,000
Fannin County: 379.9 per 100,000
Forsyth County: 227.3 per 100,000
Oconee County: 230.0 per 100,000
Athens/Clarke County (UGA): 454.6 per 100,000
 
Herd immunity is not something we should be cheering for unless it is achieved with a vaccine.  It would result in millions of Americans losing their lives.  Here is what the Mayo Clinic says:
"Experts estimate that in the U.S., 70% of the population — more than 200 million people — would have to recover from COVID-19 to halt the epidemic. If many people become sick with COVID-19 at once, the health care system could quickly become overwhelmed. This
amount of infection could also lead to serious complications and millions of deaths, especially among older people and those who have chronic conditions." https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/coronavirus/in-depth/herd-immunity-and-coronavirus/art-20486808

Herd immunity and COVID-19 (coronavirus):
What you need to know - Mayo Clinic - Mayo
Clinic - Mayo Clinic
There are two paths to herd immunity for COVID-19 — vaccines and
infection.. Vaccines. A vaccine for the virus that causes COVID-19 would
be an ideal approach to achieving herd immunity. Vaccines create
immunity without causing illness or resulting complications.

www.mayoclinic.org

 
Stay at home as much as you can.  If you are teaching hybrid then teach and leave if you can.  Virtual office hours, online meetings, be wary in the restrooms.  Wash your hands, social distancing at least six feet, wear a mask indoors, disinfect surfaces, and limit your exposure time indoors around
others.  Opt for curbside delivery, takeout (wear a mask picking it up), or delivery for food.  If you need to shop, go when it is not busy.  We are in a global pandemic, and the American South is the epicenter at this time.  Take care of yourselves.  Ignore misinformation and disinformation.  Listen to
the scientists, and only the scientists.  Tune out social media, propaganda, and rumors.  Protect yourselves and help each other.
 
Thanks!  Take care.
 

 

Sent: Saturday, August 8, 2020 4:05 PM

, a. _____ _ 
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Subject: Where do I get my herd immunity card?
 
When they take you to the ICU for Covid symptoms, just show your herd immunity card and they have to let you go.  Don’t leave home without it!
 

Sent: Saturday, August 8, 2020 2:47 PM
Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Thanks to for sharing the August 4 Ga Tech Town Hall and Joshua Weitz’s AJC opinion piece. I read the piece and watched the very interesting Town Hall, presented by Weitz and Greg Gibson (hereafter W&G). For readers in a hurry, here’s my nutshell take:  

W&G’s innovative proposed Covid19 testing regime is supported by a mathematical model based on academic research performed by Weitz and other very bright scientists. The research and model have considerable academic value. However, as practical policy, the proposed regime is, at best, superfluous and
will likely inflict serious harm on individuals and GA Tech institutionally. This is because the models do not account for all available data (especially that Georgia appears to be on the downhill side of the herd immunity threshold), the RT-PCR testing technology cannot deliver adequate accuracy, and the policy
proposals assume away most predictable collateral damage.  

For rationale supporting this view, read on. 

The latest data and leading scholarship suggest that Georgia blew through the herd immunity threshold (HIT) in mid-July. If you follow the yellow line in Figure 1, below, you can see GA “case” numbers—for what they’re worth—crashing since July 11 (Figure 1).  

Figure 1. Source: GA DPH, August 7, 2020. 

Recent studies have estimated the Covid19 herd immunity threshold (HIT) in the 10-25% range (e.g., Gomes et al. 2020; Lewis 2020; Perets & Perets 2020). On August 7, Georgia DPH reported 209,004 cumulative “confirmed” GA cases (https://tinyurl.com/spxgd39). The CDC projects that actual cases are 5-10X
confirmed cases. Weitz pegged the multiple at 5-10X on April 28.[1] If 10X is the right multiple, Georgia’s actual cases now approximate 209,004 x 10 ~ 2 million, about 20 percent of GA’s population. Yet, in the Town Hall, W&G claim that Georgia is “almost entirely immunologically naïve.” (Town Hall Slide 4). How is 20
percent prevalence “naïve”?  

If the CDC, Gomes, and Lewis are right—and data from other places suggests they are--GA is in the HIT zone, where cases and deaths (with a bit of lag), should continue dropping without intervention (see https://tinyurl.com/yygvhcx3). According to this model, nature is running its course; no tests or interventions
will help, but they may hurt. 

How could W&G overlook Figure 1, omit the 10X multiple, and fail to address herd immunity in the Town Hall? One possibility is what Robert Cialdini coined “consistency and commitment.” Weitz repeatedly refers in reverential terms to the work that he, Gibson, and “many others” have done over “many months” to
develop “a large-scale, comprehensive [Covid19] testing system.” Gibson (at ~25:15) says “We decided about [6 weeks] ago that this is what we had to do because the rates were going up and up.” Six weeks ago, the rates were climbing. Now, they’re not. But Weitz and Gibson are so wedded to their testing machine
that they are no longer capable of objectively assessing how it interfaces with reality. They’re no longer studying the machine; they’re a part of it or it’s a part of them.  

During their Q&A segment (starting ~ 52:00), W&G guestimate the number of infectious “cases” (the “I” in “SEIR”) that will be “imported” to GA Tech on the first day of class. They also discuss the R0 statistic. This would have been a perfect time to talk about the SEIR model and the HIT. How many GA Tech students
will already be in the “S” and “R” compartments on Day 1? How might suppressing the spread of Covid19 delay reaching the HIT by holding people in compartment “S” indefinitely? How many more “vulnerables” might die as a result? W&G are silent. 

Town Hall Outline 

The W&G presentation (slides at https://tinyurl.com/y5lpdmtt) is divided into two parts. In regulatory terminology, the first could be called “Covid19 risk findings,” and the second “proposed testing regime.”  

In broad terms, W&G claim that Georgia’s Covid19 crisis is escalating and that returning to campus will make things much worse, perhaps catastrophically. Therefore, per W&G, fall USG classes should be online only and, if not, students, faculty, and staff should be “tested” every two weeks as part of a “surveillance”
regime while continuing distancing and masking.  

However, Gibson notes that RT-PCR nasal swab tests are too slow, “extremely” invasive, and too dangerous to test everyone at Tech every quarter, let alone every two weeks. To remedy this defect, W&G are rushing forward a new, purportedly faster, less invasive, and safer saliva-sample RT-PCR test that so far lacks
emergency FDA approval. Through the town hall, W&G have raised expectations to the rafters, putting pressure on Tech and FDA players to cut corners to “make it work” no matter what. Shades of Boeing 737 MAX.  

Facts & Findings 

Some of W&G’s findings contradict or omit key data points from Georgia and elsewhere. The most obvious is the crashing GA case numbers discussed above in connection with Figure 1. Other examples follow but, first, as context, nobody really knows how many of the “cases” that roll into Georgia’s so-called
Covid19 “hospitalizations” and “deaths” have ever really been inhabited by the SARS-COV-2 virus. You read that right.  

Dr. Gibson guestimates that 48% of positive results from nasal swab RT-PCR tests are false, but he rightly confesses that “nobody really knows” the RT-PCR “error rate” (presumably he means test specificity) on which the false positive rate depends. This “nobody knows” admission is consistent with other sources,
including Dr. Stephen Bustin, a recognized expert on RT-PCR, who demonstrates that the problems go beyond mere unknown false positives. To get a feel for the power and unreliability of RT-PCR, see Bustin’s paper at https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/eci.12801, and listen to Bustin’s interview by David
Crowe at https://tinyurl.com/yaxsbrf2 or Crowe’s more accessible distillation thereof at https://tinyurl.com/yyva9x5o. As you consider reported Covid19 statistics, understand that most of them are based on RT-PCR test results.  

That said, for discussion purposes, let’s take RT-PCR numbers at face value. In his AJC piece, Weitz deterministically declares: 

This return [to campus] is unjustified. Georgia – like many other states – is experiencing a surge in COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations, and fatalities. This surge will be intensified by bringing back thousands, if not tens of thousands, of students to high-density campus life featuring dorms, dining halls, classrooms,
and parties.  

Yet Georgia DPH plots of cases (Figure 1, above) and deaths (Figure 2, below) tell a very different story. New “cases” figuratively fell off a cliff starting July 11. Daily deaths have been hovering since July 18 but appear poised to follow cases over the cliff. Why would W&G not mention these easily accessible data? Why
use recorded (a.k.a. “reported) dates when date of onset and date of death are more accurate?  

 

Figure 2 

W&G make no attempt to reconcile their findings or policy recommendations with contradictory research and data from outside the U.S. Example: Sweden (no masking), Japan (universal masking), and Australia (draconian lockdowns), are missing from W&G’s discussion. So are observational studies like Christian
Bjørnskov’s, that find weak or insignificant association between lock-down policies and Covid19 mortality.[2] 

Sweden—which has never even encouraged masking--has a population roughly equivalent to Georgia’s. Sweden’s cases and deaths plots appear in Figures 3 and 4, showing a 7-day moving average deaths per day = 1. 

 

Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 

The case spike in Japan—where masks have been a cultural norm for decades if not centuries—also goes unmentioned by W&G. 
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Figure 5 

And then there’s Australia, the ultimate in lock-down performance, where cases have been climbing rapidly since late June. 

 

A valid scientific model that attempts to predict Covid19 behavior should account for data that appear to contradict the narrative that lockdowns and masking suppress the spread of Covid19. Yet W&G give no indication that their model attempts to do so.  

Proposed Testing Regime 

W&G’s proposed regime is based on incomplete data, selective disregard of elements of the SEIR model, and misplaced faith in RT-PCR testing. Georgia’s reported decline in “cases” makes the regime unnecessary, but issues would remain even if it were needed. 

We can hope that the new saliva-sample PCR test wins emergency FDA approval. But even if it does, it will likely be less accurate than the nasal swab, whose positives are false at least half the time. To account for this known error, the W&G testing protocol requires that an initial positive be confirmed by a second
before Tech will “isolate” the subject. Yet, assuming the statistical independence of two positive tests, the false positive rate after the second test would still be 0.50 x 0.50 = 25%. And Tech plans to “isolate” anyone with two positives, meaning that 25% of those isolated will not be infected. 

Importantly, W&G’s regime largely fails to recognize or mitigate the collateral damage inflicted by lockdowns and testing. Like so many modelers before them, W&G use a one-sided loss function focused solely on direct medical outcomes from Covid19 itself. Others, however, have considered the broader picture. By
one estimate, lockdowns and knock-on effects had already killed 40,340 Americans by July 18 (https://twitter.com/kylamb8/status/1290456249012805632). On these casualties of regulation, W&G are silent.  

Conclusion 

W&G misread current Georgia Covid19 trends, fail to account for data and research that contradicts their model, act as if no competing models exist, and fail to account for deaths and other collateral damage inflicted by lock-down policies and proposed testing regime. 

Perhaps most importantly, six or more weeks ago, W&G shifted from scholarship to advocacy. They no longer possess the scientific skepticism required to opine on the validity of their model and proposed testing regime. In financial auditing terms, they lack independence. But not to worry. W&G have invited the USG
to join their quest for a Holy Grail of Covid19. Fortunately, it appears that we’ve already got one. It’s called “herd immunity.” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYcopzJ-T9w). 

Enjoy the rest of your weekend!

[1] https://tinyurl.com/y48se6mu 
[2] https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3665588 
 
 

Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 3:46 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 
I want to thank everyone who responded to my initial email. When I sent the email, I promised myself that I would not "reply all" until Tuesday or Wednesday of this week. If you responded to me individually, I hope I already replied to you – if I missed someone, thank you for your perspective on
the concerns/questions I mentioned. I know not everyone agrees with me, but that is part of the reason I wanted to send the email in the first place - and it certainly has resulted in some good discussion (just most of it not "reply all"). 
 
Given the number of people who seem to be interested in more information, I want to share a couple of items that came to my attention since the initial email (and then I do not intend to “reply all” going forward). 

1. Regarding the risk assessment tool I referenced, the question was raised, “What does it matter whether one "positive individual" is present?” Of course we are concerned most about lasting harm from the virus, but the simple answer is that what causes that very harm is COVID-19 mainly spreading
through close contact with people who are infected with the virus.  

For a much more eloquent answer, here is an editorial published on Monday from Dr. Joshua Weitz, Professor and Director of the Interdisciplinary PhD in Quantitative Biosciences at Georgia Tech and a driving force behind the assessment tool. He and another Georgia Tech professor held an
open town hall just yesterday that I promise is worth an hour of your time, even though it focuses on Georgia Tech. Among items mentioned in the town hall were the importance of initial testing and retesting whole campus communities weekly. They mentioned the SEIR model that was also
mentioned in our discussion. Maybe some of you already knew this, but I found it interesting that SEIR stands for susceptible-exposed-infectious-removed/recovered; the “removed” part depends crucially on testing, i.e. removing someone who is infected from the community reduces
spread. Georgia Tech is planning surveillance testing of approximately 1300 a day, UGA has mentioned 300 a day – UNG evidently has plans for 0 surveillance testing. (By the way, our neighbor Alabama is reportedly using CARES money for ramping up testing at state universities.) 
 

2. I gather that a big question for a lot of folks with the decision-making process is that we would like to know what factors are shaping the decision and how risk is being assessed. I’m not suggesting that there is anything we can do about the following, but it may be helpful in shedding light on
one factor affecting the decision to reopen. A recently-publicized open records request resulted in this document being available, highlighting the legal pressure that Corvias (the private company that has a private-public partnership with USG to develop, construct, manage and maintain
student housing at nine campuses across Georgia) has exerted on the Board of Regents (BOR).  

Quick summary if you don’t want to read the document or research on your own: Corvias indicated legal action if BOR unilaterally puts into effect policy that reduces student housing capacity, gives refunds, or allows for housing contract cancellation across USG campuses, so if the BOR takes
any of those actions, it is done at BOR’s financial/legal risk. By not taking those unilateral actions, who assumes any associated risk? Certainly not the private company that profits off of student housing and the BOR avoids the risk of legal action from Corvias – the risk falls squarely on the
students in student housing and anyone in close contact with those students. And yes, UNG is one of the universities – Corvias maps their “higher education partnerships” here (scroll down for map). 
 

3. I realize public trust in reporting of COVID statistics is an issue right now. I actually thought that this issue was mainly with underreporting, rather than overreporting. Maybe it’s because I’ve always had a hard time with cognitive dissonance, but I have a hard time ignoring the letter from 2100
Georgia healthcare professionals sent to Governor Kemp on Friday. I also have a hard time ignoring those family and friends who have already been personally affected by COVID. I mentioned the staff member at UGA who passed away in my initial email. I hesitate to even mention this, but I
think it is important - since my initial email, I unfortunately became aware of  passing away due to COVID complications. Some of you may have known him, as I gather he was fairly well-known in Georgia
accounting circles. I cannot imagine if one of my students would become sick and even pass away because of attending one of my class meetings. How do you handle that? I really hope that we (MCCB, UNG, USG) have some kind of plan if that does happen. 

Thanks for reading - and take care, 

 
 

Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 5:08 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Some have been disappointed that the USG presidents didn’t make a collective response to the BOR and Chancelor based on, oh, let’s say science.
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Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 4:57 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 

I believe these decisions are made by the BOR. Our administration has been given their “marching orders” and neither they nor we have a real say in making these decisions. For better or worse we all have to follow as they say. As to your question I am sure the answer is no. I would think
they rarely interact with faculty or students.
 

 
 

Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 12:56 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Are the leaders who are making decisions about faculty and students returning to the classroom amidst the worsening coronavirus pandemic working in a similar environment? 
 

Sent: Saturday, August 1, 2020 2:32 PM

Subject: RE: return to campus
 

Thank you for being the first to voice concerns that I’m sure many of us share. Given the contentious and charged nature of this subject, I’m hesitant to join in, but your brave post has inspired me to respond. For what it’s worth, I don’t think you’re crazy J, far from it.
 

Maybe it’s because I work in an environment with respected and credentialed “content experts”, but I have heavy respect for and trust and confidence in experts. In an infectious disease pandemic, the experts are infectious disease specialists, epidemiologists, research scientists, virologists, etc. If experts
from the likes of the  Harvard Global Health Institute, John Hopkins, and the CDC look at our region’s reported metrics regarding the rising daily cases, positive test rates, death rates, ICU capacity, etc. and are alarmed- that’s enough for me to be alarmed too. Very.

 
Given that:

 
·         COVID in Georgia is far more present now than it was when we shut down in March and shows no sustained signs of flattening;
·          Available space in hospitals (beds, ICU space, etc.) in Georgia is on the decline (necessitating the reopening of the World Congress Center to treat COVID patients);
·         Compliance with CDC mask-wearing recommendations in the south is tepid;
·         Widespread testing and contact tracing of students, faculty and staff is not currently on the menu for the fall;
·         Emerging evidence suggests that infected individuals can suffer long-term effects from COVID including ongoing  neurological disease; scarring of the lungs and permanent heart disease, to name a few;
·         We still know far too little, despite some progress, about how the COVID virus spreads;
·         COVID is a highly transmissible disease; and
·         College campuses, like cruise ships and summer camps, offer favorable conditions for the spread of infectious diseases… Yes! I’m concerned too.

 may be right, that the “probability of suffering lasting harm” will be minimal and that I am putting misguided trust in metrics that are skewed and experts who are alarmists. I sincerely hope he’s right, that we’ll all come out of this OK, but only time will tell. This is a novel virus, there are a
few knowns and many “known unknowns”. As such, for the time being, I think our best course is to trust in the experts who have made the study of this subject their life’s work, to err on the side of caution, to protect each other and our students as best we can by following the recommended CDC guidelines and
to encourage everyone else to do the same.  

 
Best wishes for a safe and successful return to campus,

 

 
 

Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:56 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Good luck 
 

Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:47 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 

 
Thanks for asking. I'm enthusiastically looking forward to holding class in person, though I would prefer it without "face coverings." My enthusiasm, as explained below, is based on my understanding of current data on local medical treatment facilities' capacities, the very low risk to nearly all UNG
faculty, staff, and students of contracting a serious case of "the virus," and epidemiology's widely accepted SEIR model. 
 
One of my favorite KPIs for this question is the ventilator use ratio at NGMC hospitals. I like vent usage because it's a number that directly signals serious hospitalized Covid cases and can't be manipulated. We should, however, bear in mind that the vent usage stat includes both Covid and non-
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Covid patients. 
 
The most recent data, from the NGHS (https://www.nghs.com/covid-19/latest-covid-19-data/), appears in Table 1. The bottom line shows vent usage holding pretty steady where it was in mid May when we were not even close to overwhelming available resources. I might start worrying if vent
usage spiked above 80%. 
 

Table 1 - NGMC KPIs as of July 31, 2020
 
I don't pay much attention to "deaths," or "hospitalizations", or "confirmed positive cases." These numbers are deliberately defined as "worst case" estimates by officials who--unlike millions of ordinary Americans--suffer no negative consequences from publishing overly-pessimistic estimates. 
 

For example, NGMC's 176 "confirmed positive cases" include an undisclosed number of patients with few or no Covid symptoms who merely tested "positive" upon admission to the hospital for other illness. As a related issue, with asymptomatic RT-PCR false-positive rates as high as 50-75%, the
word "confirmed" is a bit of an overstatement. More transparency around this number might improve public trust. Pending better disclosure by NGHS, it's fair to assume that 25-75% of the NGMC 176 are not being treated primarily or at all for Covid. If anyone on this list can offer verifiable insight
on this number, please share.
 
Going beyond hospital capacity to treat serious cases, the data strongly point to an extremely low (and falling) probability of getting a serious case. In this regard, the Ga Tech COVID-19 Event Risk Assessment Planning Tool is misnamed. It merely models "the estimated chance (0-100%) that at least
1 COVID-19 positive individual will be present at an event in a county, given the size of the event." What does it matter whether one "positive individual" is present? What we really care about is the probability of suffering lasting harm from the SARS-COV-2 virus. 
 
Beyond treatment capacity and probability of serious infection, surely our loss function should be more inclusive. What about collateral damage inflicted by shut-down policies? Here's CDC Director Robert Redfield on the shut-down driven spike in suicides among young people:

But there has been another cost that we’ve seen, particularly in high schools. We’re seeing, sadly, far greater suicides now than we are deaths from COVID. We’re seeing far greater deaths from drug overdose that are above excess that we had as background than we are seeing the
deaths from COVID. So this is why I keep coming back for the overall social being of individuals, is let’s all work together and find out how we can find common ground to get these schools open in a way that people are comfortable and their safe. And if there is a need for investment and
resources, just like there is a need for some of the underprivileged children that are probably better served if they have certain comorbidities to do homeschooling, they need the access to be able to have the computer and the internet to do that.
 
So, I mean, the goal is to get all these kids back into education. I’d like to see the goal being face-to-face education, five days a week, as when we get there, then we’ve got there for those children that don’t have an underlying significant comorbidity that would preclude it. And, hopefully,
the states and the federal government will work together to see that the resources to get these schools fully operational come to bear.*

If this is not persuasive, there's the epidemiological argument -- based on the compartmental "SEIR" model -- that the virus will inexorably reach its herd immunity level (likely ~ 10-20%), no matter what we do.** In fact, what we've done to "stop" it (more importantly, when we did it) may have
caused more deaths than if we had nothing or next to nothing.*** In short, you can run but you can't hide. 
 
Whatever the argument, my sense is that it's high time that we get back to providing the service that we, as an institution, agreed to provide. It's why we were hired. Let's do our part to stem the growing tide of Covid-related suicide and other collateral damage incurred when we essentially (if
partially) walked off the job back in March. Working anywhere, any time, entails some risks. Covid19 is just another one of those risks. I'm looking forward to on-campus instruction in the fall.
 
*https://www.buckinstitute.org/covid-webinar-series-transcript-robert-redfield-md/ (emphasis added)
**https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.07.15.20154294v1; https://www.nicholaslewis.org/why-herd-immunity-to-covid-19-is-reached-much-earlier-than-thought/
***https://www.nicholaslewis.org/when-does-government-intervention-make-sense-for-covid-19/
 
Warm regards,
 

Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 10:56 AM

Subject: return to campus
 
Hi all,
 
I hope this email finds you doing well, especially given the current difficulties related to the pandemic, economy, etc. I apologize for the lengthy email, and please consider this fair warning – if you are not interested in thinking about/discussing UNG’s return to the classroom right now, feel free to
delete the email and not read the following. Also, a disclaimer: this is not an “official” email in any sense on behalf of MCCB, UNG, or anyone else; I simply am looking to get some feedback from colleagues and maybe that starts some discussion that we would not have otherwise. (If you would like
to share this with other UNG colleagues that did not receive this, please feel free to do so.) 
  
I have been thinking a lot about our planned return to the classroom at UNG. A big part of the reason I am writing is I feel frustrated that I do not have the communication with everyone around me (students, staff, faculty) that I normally would have in-person, so I do not feel like I know very well
what other people are thinking about the scheduled return. I have appreciated the town halls from both UNG and MCCB, but I decided to do two things this week to hopefully remedy that frustration a bit: (1) survey students I have seen in class in recent semesters and (2) write this email. I want to
share my perspective on a couple of things before sharing some highlights from the surveyed students; I hope this will get you thinking and possibly providing some feedback. And of course, just as if we were discussing in-person, please feel free to tell me I’m crazy, you agree with me, or anything
in-between.  
  
UNG moved to “Phase 3” this week, although in Georgia we have seen recent highs in COVID-19 new cases and deaths, and some area hospitals are reporting no available critical care space and diverting patients to other hospitals. In fact, according to the Georgia Department of Health, the entire
region where our Oconee campus is and where some students, faculty, and staff live has zero critical care beds currently available (with a large population increase just around the corner for this region, in Athens). According to news reports just yesterday, the Northeast Georgia Health system is at
about 95% capacity and needing medicine and staff to keep up with the number of patients. Even more specific to USG, there are also unfortunate reports this week of a 32-year-old systems and maintenance employee at UGA passing away from COVID-19. 
  
Given all of this, I am very uneasy about returning to the classroom. This unease grows when I hear that UNG will not test us initially coming back to campus, will rely mainly on testing and contact tracing systems that have been problematic across the state, and that we don’t have any set metrics
(number of cases, hospitalizations, or deaths) for how to decide if we move classes online in the case of an outbreak. Furthermore, evidently not all other individuals in a class where someone is found to be COVID-positive will be notified - the justification being that the individual might not have
been in "close contact" with the others. In economics, we talk a lot about cost vs. benefit analysis, where decisions are guided by careful analysis of the related potential costs versus potential benefits. I will not argue with anyone about the benefit of having face-to-face instruction; under normal
circumstances, I would much prefer to be in the classroom than conducting classes online. However, are we actually fully considering the potential costs related to people getting sick and even dying, or are we solely concentrated on "moving forward" no matter what the cost?   
  
Some of you may be familiar with the tool developed by Georgia Tech researchers that allows seeing the county-by-county estimated probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in events of different sizes. If you have not seen this, it might be worth your
time: https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/ In case you have not thought about it this way, I will give two examples of the probabilities of encountering COVID-positive individuals in the classroom (this obviously could be a student or faculty member). I am focusing on the Gainesville campus
because that is where I have taught 100% since starting at UNG in 2014; it happens to have the highest case rate of any county in our respective campus areas.   
  
Example #1: I split my class of approximately 40 into 4 groups to see students 10 at a time given classroom capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in an event size of 10 in Hall County is 0.41. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the
likelihood of encountering a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? 88% (If you’re checking me on the math, I took the probability of not encountering a COVID-positive individual (0.59) and considered the four meetings, so 0.59 raised to the 4th power, then subtract the answer from 1).  
  
Example #2: I split my class of approximately 50 into 2 groups to see students 25 at a time given classroom capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in an event size of 25 in Hall County is 0.74. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the
likelihood of encountering a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? Using a similar calculation method as before, the answer is 93%.  
  
I know we now have a rule about masks in campus buildings, but that does not change these probabilities – I do not like these probabilities for myself or for my students. And this is just after seeing all students from one class once in the classroom. Furthermore, we are not talking about a brief
interaction; we are talking about a university classroom, where we are generally talking in a closed space for an extended amount of time. Are we OK with those probabilities for students, faculty, and staff? 
  
What do our students think? I have heard and read multiple times something along the lines of “we need to be back in the classroom because this is what students want.” I am not sure if students have been asked about their opinions or concerns. I sent a request to answer a short survey to the
students I have seen in the classroom during 2019 and 2020. In three days, I heard from 145 of about 800 students who received the request, and here is a brief summary (if you would like more details on this, please let me know – I would be happy to provide you with more information):  

Students are concerned about health with the return to the classroom. 44% of respondents were “very concerned” and 37% were “somewhat concerned,” while 6% were “neutral” and 13% were “not concerned at all.”  
Students would like to see classes fully online. To the question, “If you had the option to have your classes fully online, would you prefer to have them fully online?” 48% responded “yes,” 18% “maybe,” 5% “not sure,” and 30% “no.”  
Students have confusion over the format of Fall 2020 classes. 17% said “yes,” they understand, 43% said “somewhat” understand, and 41% said “no,” they do not understand the format.  
Students do not feel like they are being heard regarding the return to the classroom. To the question, “Before this survey, did you feel like you have had a chance to ask questions and express your opinion related to UNG returning to the classroom in Fall 2020?” 10% responded “yes,” 29%
“somewhat,” and 61% “no.”  

I realize that some of “being confused” or “not having a chance to express questions/opinions” may be the students’ responsibility, but it seems that these responses raise some questions about how we are communicating and whether students are actually comfortable being back in the
classroom.  

One of my advisee’s comments in particular stuck out to me. He initially asked if any more online sections might be available for courses, because he is scared to go to work and school given the pandemic, especially given conditions in Hall County. He commented that he questions whether UNG
has the students’ best interests in mind. When I asked him if he would mind me sharing his comments without including his name, he replied, “Absolutely! Go right ahead! You can use my name if you want to. I want them to know that they are putting us in danger especially since we are in Hall
County. Make sure to use the part when I said I do not think they have our best interest at heart because it’s serious, people are dying. I had two friends whose dad passed away from COVID-19 just last month. Anyone can go at this point if they catch the virus.” 

If you made it to the end of this email, thank you for taking the time. If you are asking yourself, “What is the goal of the email?” here is a two-part answer:  
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1. Dialogue/discussion – I would be happy to hear from you no matter what your opinion on these issues is, especially if you have ideas/comments you would like to share as to how you are approaching being back in the classroom and/or what you are telling your students about their
concerns.  

2. Potential action – if enough people share my concerns, shouldn’t we consider some type of formal statement or action expressing those concerns to UNG & USG?

 
Thanks and have a nice weekend! 

 

 
 -



From: Ramona Robinson
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Amanda Haliburton request to delay pretender
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 8:27:36 AM
Attachments: Haliburton. pdf.pdf

Chaudron, I have uploaded and logged this request.  r
 
Ramona K. Robinson
Administrative Assistant to the Provost
Office of Academic Affairs
318 Price Memorial
706-864-1602 | 706-864-1668, fax

 
 

From: Susann Doyle-Portillo <Susann.Doyle-Portillo@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2020 7:09 PM
To: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu>
Cc: Michele Hill <Michele.Hill@ung.edu>; Amanda Halliburton <Amanda.Halliburton@ung.edu>
Subject: Amanda Haliburton request to delay pretender
 
Dear Dean’s Council Members,
Please see the attached application for Dr. Amanda Haliburton who is requesting to delay her pre-
tenure review due to the COVID-19 epidemic.  She completed this application back in May and due
to a clerical error on my part, I am just now sending it to you.  So any delay in the processing of this
application is my fault and not Amanda’s.  Given that pretenure portfolios are not due until Spring
2021, I am hoping that you will have time to process this form.
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
 
Sue
 
Susann Doyle-Portillo, Ph.D.
Dept. Head and Professor
Psychological Science
sdportillo@ung.edu
Strickland 124
Gainesville Campus
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From: Michelle Eaton
To: Chaudron Gille; Kate Maine
Cc: Brett Morris
Subject: FW: Assistance
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 3:28:52 PM

Dr. Gille and Dr. Maine,
 
Do you have any guidance on how we should respond to the email below?
 
Thank you for any help you can provide.
 
-Michelle
 

From: Caleb Rogers <Caleb.Rogers@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 3:11 PM
To: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Assistance
 
 
 
Caleb Rogers
Associate Director of Enrollment Management
Communications & Marketing
University of North Georgia
110 South Chestatee St. | Dahlonega, GA 30597
Office: (706) 867-2572 | Text: (678) 310-7350
 
 
 

From:  
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 2:56 PM
To: Caleb Rogers <Caleb.Rogers@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Assistance
 
Hello Mr.Rogers,
 
Yes, I am very dissatisfied with how the university is handling classes in the fall already. 
 
I was told that for immune-compromised students like myself that we would be
accommodated and online classes would be available. Well while registering for my final
semester I did not see one class offered online. In fact, I can't even get all of the classes I need
in order to graduate on time. 
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In addition,with rising numbers in GA why is the university even attempting to have in-person
classes. It seems inevitable that we will have an outbreak on campus and then be forced to
transition back to online learning. Creating a greater headache for staff and administration. 

From: Caleb Rogers <Caleb.Rogers@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 9:46 AM
To: 
Subject: Assistance
 
Good morning, John!
 
I saw your response to our Fall 2020 survey and you noted that you’d like for someone to reach out
and assist you. What can I help you with?
 
Best,
Caleb
 
Caleb Rogers
Associate Director of Enrollment Management
Communications & Marketing
University of North Georgia
110 South Chestatee St. | Dahlonega, GA 30597
Office: (706) 867-2572 | Text: (678) 310-7350
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From: Kate Maine
To: Sylvia Carson; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Cadet covid positive - ICYMI
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 12:35:46 PM

Sharing this for your awareness.
 
From: Matthew Boedy <Matthew.Boedy@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 12:32 PM
To: Discuss UNG (Faculty & Staff only) <discuss-ung@ungprod.onmicrosoft.com>
Subject: Cadet covid positive - ICYMI
 

UNG cadet tests positive for COVID-19

University of North Georgia ofcials said Wednesday they are continuing to

emphasize health and safety precautions after a cadet there tesed positive

for COVID-19 and three others experienced disease symptoms. The

positive tes result came during a phased move-in process on Aug. 1 that

included a health screening, a university spokeswoman said. Eleven other

cadets were identifed as having direct contact with these sudents and sent

home to isolate consisent with CDC and Georgia Department of Public

Health guidance. UNG is designated as one of six senior military colleges in

the nation. Classes for the entire university begin Monday.
https://www.ajc.com/education/ajc-on-campus-students-return-usg-sets-
degrees-record/TV7RQ3WLHNHZBL25DIQRK7ZYXE/
 
Dr. Matthew Boedy
President, Georgia Conference of the AAUP
Associate Professor, Rhetoric/Composition
Department of English
University of North Georgia 
Gainesville, Ga. 
matthew.boedy@ung.edu
@matthewboedy
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Author of Speaking of Evil: Rhetoric and the Responsibility to and for
Language 
 

No part of this email should be read as suggesting I am
speaking for my employer. 
 
 

https://www.google.com/books/edition/Speaking_of_Evil/o79wDwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover
https://www.google.com/books/edition/Speaking_of_Evil/o79wDwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover


From: Susan Klappa
To: Carolynn DeSandre; Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: CAPTE COVID-19 Program Updates
Date: Friday, July 10, 2020 4:45:23 PM

Hello,
FYI. Here is the latest information from CAPTE.
Peace,
Sue
 

From: Price, Ellen <ellenprice@apta.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 4:23 PM
Cc: Price, Ellen <ellenprice@apta.org>
Subject: CAPTE COVID-19 Program Updates
 
Dear Program Director,
 
Hope this finds you well and in less stressful times than the past few months. In an effort to
systematically gather information regarding the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on programs, the
process for reporting updates is being formalized.
 
Going forward, CAPTE will utilize an online survey for programs to report temporary changes due to
the impact of COVID-19. Beginning September 2020 programs will be required to complete the
survey every six (6) months during the COVID-19 pandemic. The survey will ask you to report on the
temporary changes made during the previous six months. The questions will focus on changes
related to §9.13 in CAPTE’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (pasted below) and areas that the US
Department of Education requires CAPTE to monitor. Effective immediately, programs no longer
need to email reports of their temporary changes.
 

SUB-PART 9D:  PROCEDURES FOR MANAGING EFFECTS OF DISASTERS
9.13   Reporting Effects of Disasters

(a)    Effects of natural or man-made disasters that directly impact the education program
must be reported as soon as possible and practical. Such reports may be provided by
telephone, e-mail or letter. Effects that must be reported include, but are not limited to:

      (1)  Need for use of alternative space
      (2)  Need to modify the delivery type and/or sequence of the curriculum plan
      (3)  Delay in student matriculation and/or graduation
      (4)  Inability of students to engage in appropriate learning activities, including clinical

education
      (5)  Loss of fiscal, human or physical resources

 
As soon as the questions are finalized, they will be provided to programs. We anticipate providing a
link to the online survey at the end of August 2020 or by the beginning of September 2020.
Programs will have 30 days to complete the survey.
 
CAPTE wishes to thank programs for the updates provided to date and hopes this change in
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reporting process will make it easier to provide the needed information. Thank you for your
continued dedication to your students and the profession. Stay safe and healthy!!
 
Sincerely,
Accreditation Staff
 
 
 
Ellen Price, PT, MEd
Interim Lead PT Programs Specialist, Accreditation
Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education
American Physical Therapy Association
1111 N. Fairfax Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
703-706-8593
www.capteonline.org
 
This message and any attachments are intended for the individual or entity named above.  If you are not the intended
recipient, please do not forward, copy, print, use or disclose this communication to others; also, please notify the sender by
replying to this message and then delete it from your system.

 
 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.capteonline.org_&d=DwMGaQ&c=FbBevciwIvGuzsJQdDnze9uCWRSXekJosRCbxNiCfPE&r=bxdgFQyMStlvsXWsDjYozpPce7BWibBy10D8nl83BfQ&m=p9g-WEqUknUdhYC9cvk6NC0yRojbS33WxW6ai-CvCd4&s=ZTNgBpc3pceeR7MfioxA5G9zAeRvKSAqQigKxrPv2Fs&e=


From: Chaudron Gille
To: Steven Lloyd
Subject: FW: Challenge by Southeastern Legal Foundation
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 4:45:00 PM
Attachments: 20200727 SLF Ltr. to UNG re. COVID Concern Form.pdf

2020-8-6 Reporting Form.pdf
2020-8-6 Response to SELegal Foundation.pdf

Steve,
  FYI, in case you get inquiries, but please do not share the documents or email.
Chaudron
 

From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 6, 2020 4:39 PM
To: Billy Wells <Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski
<Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>
Cc: Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>; Jenna Colvin <Jenna.Colvin@ung.edu>; Ellen Cormack
<Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>; Ben Jarrard <Ben.Jarrard@ung.edu>
Subject: Challenge by Southeastern Legal Foundation
 
Good afternoon, all,
 
Some of you are aware of this situation, but I want to ensure that everyone has a summary
of the information in case you receive questions from stakeholders in the next few days. 
Last week, the Southeastern Legal Foundation (SLF) sent the attached letter (202020727
LSF Ltr) to our deans of students citing concerns regarding students’ rights under the First
and Fourth Amendments.  Both Jenna and the USG attorney agree that there is no merit to
those allegations.  The lawyer who wrote the letter subsequently shared it with two media
outlets—Just the News and The College Fix—who sent us inquiries about the form and our
plans. 
 
Since then, we have been working with the USG legal and communications offices to
consider revisions to the form and legal and media responses.  I provided the media outlets
with the following response this morning:

As part of its response to the ongoing health emergency, UNG created a form where
individuals can voluntarily report positive COVID-19 test results. This form will be used as a
way to help UNG provide resources and assist students and employees with this health crisis
and will not be used to improperly violate anyone’s privacy or stifle speech. UNG disputes
Southeastern Legal’s allegations that this form violates any constitutional rights and is
responding to Southeastern Legal with this clarifying information. 

 
Just the News published an article late last night.  https://justthenews.com/politics-
policy/education/after-warning-legal-group-georgia-university-rewrites-its-covid-19  I have
corresponded with the reporter this morning, and he indicated that he would update the
article with our response, but, so far, he has not done so.
 
We provided the attached response to the Southeastern Legal Foundation early this
afternoon. I anticipate additional publicity surrounding this, particularly via social media,
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Re: Unconstitutional First and Fourth Amendment Violations: Reporting COVID-19 
Concerns about Others  


 
Dear Mr. Delaney, Ms. Paul, and Ms. Brown: 


 We are writing to you on behalf of concerned citizens regarding the University of North 
Georgia (UNG) COVID-19 Concern Form (Concern Form or Form). These citizens fear that this 
Form not only has the potential to violate students’ right of privacy, but could also be 
unconstitutionally vague and a means to censor student speech. Thus, the citizens seek clarification 
about the Concern Form and UNG’s plans to enforce the reports it receives.  


    Southeastern Legal Foundation (SLF) is a nonprofit public interest law firm and policy 
center dedicated to advocating limited government, protecting American freedom, and defending 
individual liberties. Through our 1A Project, we educate the public about students’ First 
Amendment rights on college campuses. This letter seeks to inform UNG about the dangerous, 
unconstitutional precedent this reporting scheme will set because it could be used to stifle free 
speech and to violate individual privacy.  


Factual Background 


 As of this date, the UNG COVID-19 webpage provides a list of resources for members of 
its community.1 One of the resource links says “Report a COVID-19 Concern About Others.” That 
link directs students to a Concern Form where they can provide the name, symptoms, and contact 
information for any student they believe: (1) tested positive for COVID; (2) received a COVID 
diagnosis; (3) is presumed positive for COVID; (4) was directly exposed to someone who tested 
positive for COVID or is presumed positive; (5) was indirectly exposed to someone who tested 


                                                           
1 https://ung.edu/covid-19/.  


Mr. John M. Delaney  
UNG Dean of Students,  
Blue Ridge and Dahlonega  
john.delaney@ung.edu  


Ms. Alyson Paul 
UNG Dean of Students, 
Cumming and Gainesville 
alyson.paul@ung.edu 


Ms. Michelle Brown 
UNG Dean of Students,  
Oconee 
michelle.brown@ung.edu 
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positive for COVID or is presumed positive; or (6) “other” reasons.2 This same Concern Form can 
be accessed from the COVID-19 Reporting webpage3 and the COVID-19 Testing page on the 
Student Health Services website.4   


Analysis 


1. Potential First Amendment Violations 


It is well-settled that a college campus is the “marketplace of ideas” where students are 
exposed “to that robust exchange of ideas which discovers truth.”5 Indeed, freedom of speech and 
academic inquiry are “vital” on college campuses, because only through thoughtful debate and 
discourse can real education occur.6 Colleges have a duty to protect student health and safety, 
especially during uncertain times like these. However, even in unprecedented times, students’ First 
Amendment rights remain unchanged. That means colleges and universities cannot engage in 
viewpoint or content-based discrimination, cannot enact vague and overbroad policies, and cannot 
chill student expression. 


 Whereas UNG policy does not appear to infringe on student speech outright, the Concern 
Form could be invoked to do so indirectly. For example, the Form appears to be vague and 
overbroad. A policy violates the Constitution when it is so broad that it infringes on 
constitutionally protected activity. The category of students who can be reported in the Concern 
Form is boundless. Under these terms, a friend of a friend of a friend who has been exposed to a 
student who sneezes can be reported. Moreover, the Concern Form is vague. Students have no way 
of knowing what will be reported and what the school will do when a symptom is reported. For 
instance, if a student complains of a headache, will she be subjected to an investigation? Will the 
school ask her to leave campus for two weeks? Will her roommate meet the same fate? What about 
her peer who sits on the other side of the lecture hall from her? In this way, the Concern Form is 
unconstitutionally vague and overbroad because it provides no clear guidelines for students, both 
who file reports and who are the subject of the reports.   


 Next, the Concern Form is a vehicle for infringing on student’s First Amendment rights. 
As we’ve seen these past few months, “cancel culture” is a pandemic itself that plagues social 
media. One need only utter a sentiment that could be perceived in a remotely offensive way, and 
he is shouted down, unfollowed on social media, threatened, and even fired from work or expelled 
from school. Unfortunately, nowhere is “cancel culture” more visible than college campuses. With 
a Concern Form at students’ fingertips, students wishing to prevent a controversial speaker from 
visiting campus or to stop a student organization from garnering interest in their cause can simply 
report members of that organization as symptomatic. Without stricter reporting guidelines and 


                                                           
2 https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthGeorgia&layout_id=45. 
3 https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php. 
4 https://ung.edu/student-health-services/covid-testing.php. 
5 Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967). 
6 Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169, 180 (1972). 
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limits, it appears that such events could be shut down entirely with the press of a button. This may 
sound unlikely, but then again, who would have predicted 2020 to turn out as it has? 


 Finally, speech is chilled when a speaker objectively fears that speaking will result in 
discipline, and as a result censors her speech altogether. The U.S. Supreme Court repeatedly writes 
that the danger of chilling speech “is especially real in the University setting, where the State acts 
against a background and tradition of thought and experiment that is at the center of our intellectual 
and philosophic tradition.”7 Any action taken by university authorities that has a chilling effect on 
student speech is unconstitutional.8 And even when a member of a university does not have the 
actual authority to impose discipline, the mere appearance of authority is enough to objectively 
chill and censor speech. At UNG, the Concern Form places the authority to shut down events in 
the hands of all students because they can simply report student organizations for COVID 
symptoms to detract from planned speech activities. This will no doubt deter students from 
advertising and hosting potentially controversial events; investing time and money in these events 
simply will not be worth the risk of facing penalties like two-week quarantine or investigations by 
health services.  


2. Potential Fourth Amendment Violations  


 In addition to violating students’ First Amendment rights, the UNG Concern Form could 
also violate their Fourth Amendment rights. Under the Fourth Amendment, individuals cannot be 
subject to unreasonable searches and seizures. The Supreme Court has even considered that right 
in the context of cheek swabs.9 The Court has held that a criminal arrested and charged with a 
serious crime can be subjected to a DNA cheek swab, so long as the charges are supported by 
probable cause, meaning there must be sufficient likelihood that the crime occurred.10 However, a 
swab is unconstitutional if there is no probable cause, the charge is not criminal, or if the DNA is 
used to gather medical information about the criminal.11 


 Will UNG, upon receiving a report of a symptomatic student, subject that student to an 
invasive COVID-19 swab? Surely the university understands that this action would violate the 
Fourth Amendment. However, the question remains: how does UNG plan to investigate and 
enforce reports made through the Concern Form?  


Request 


 SLF and the concerned citizens it represents respectfully request that you provide 
clarification regarding the Concern Form. Specifically, SLF requests that you clarify whether and 
how UNG plans to investigate reports made through the Concern Form, and whether and how 
UNG plans to enforce measures against students who are reported as having COVID symptoms. 


                                                           
7 Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 835. 
8 Id. 
9 Maryland v. King, 569 U.S. 435 (2013). 
10 Id. at 465.  
11 Id. at 464, 465. 
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 Yours in Freedom, 


 Kimberly S. Hermann 


 Kimberly S. Hermann 
 General Counsel 


 Southeastern Legal Foundation 
 560 W. Crossville Rd., Ste. 104 
 Roswell, GA 30075 
 


cc: Student Health Services (stuhealth@ung.edu)  
 Brooke Taylor (brooke.taylor@ung.edu) 
 Christy Morrison (christy.morrison@ung.edu) 


Sara Zerkel (sara.zerkel@ung.edu) 








 












over the next several days. Please let me know if you have any questions or if you do receive
inquiries.
 
Thank you,
Kate
 
Kate Maine, Ed.D., APR
Vice President of University Relations and Chief of Staff
706-864-1950 | 706-429-4093, mobile
kate.maine@ung.edu

 

UNG U 
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Kate Maine
Subject: FW: Concerns about re-opening Issues.
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 2:41:00 PM

Kate,
   Do you anticipate that these questions/concerns will be addressed in the Town Hall? Or through
some other communication to faculty and staff?
Chaudron
 

From: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 12:41 AM
To: Billy Wells <Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski
<Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Kate Maine
<Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>; Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Cc: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Concerns about re-opening Issues.
 
We will discuss briefly at Cabinet. I want to be sure I keep my finger on the pulse of faculty,
staff, and students. 

B. 

Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.
President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993
706-864-1689 (FAX)

From: David Broad <David.Broad@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:36 PM
To: Bonita Jacobs
Cc: Matthew Boedy; Jamie Mitchem
Subject: Concerns about re-opening Issues.
 
Dr. Jacobs,
 
A UNG-AAUP member who is attending the AAUP Summer Institute sends
the folowing questions that have been raised at that meeting.  We think these
issues all pertain to UNG:
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Assumption of Risk
One of the major issues discussed was some universities are requiring faculty
and staff to sign "assumption of risk" agreements about Covid-19 exposure. 
Do you know if we will be required to do this? 
 
Waiver of Responsibility
Another issue was some schools are requiring faculty and staff to sign "waiver
of responsibility" affirming that the employee takes on the risk of any Covid-19
illness.  This is a legal issue and it is probably a good question discuss with our
legal folks.
 
Acceptable Level of Infection
Another excellent question is what is the level of infection deemed acceptable
by the university?  In other words, what is the percentage of acceptable illness
the university will assume be offer it shuts down?
 
Classroom Cleaning by Faculty
The requirement for faculty to clean their classroom after each class was also a
hot topic.  Legally, this is beyond the expected scope of our teaching
responsibilities and thus, it was recommended that we receive specific
guidelines on how and when this should be done, and we should ask for
additional compensation for this responsibility.  This was a consensus of the
panelists and the participants.
 
Workers Compensation/Health Insurance
Does Workers Compensation cover Covid-19 illness due to working on
campus? Will there be compensation for faculty members who do not have
insurance and/or have out-of-pocket expenses for faculty who become ill?
 
PPE Enforcement
What happens if a student refuse to wear a mask or refuses to wear a mask
correctly in our classroom?  This was discussed because many faculty feel they
should not be "mask" monitors. Will this requirement and proper use of PPE be
discussed with students?
 
Dave Broad, President UNG-AAUP



From: Jenna Colvin
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Consideration of allowing a student to take a class virtually.
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 4:25:49 PM

 
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 at 3:19 PM
To: Jerry Graveman <Jerry.Graveman@ung.edu>
Cc: Thomas McCoy <Thomas.McCoy@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Consideration of allowing a student to take a class virtually.
 
Jerry,
 
It is important that we show flexibility in meeting this accommodation need for the student.  I know
that SDS is willing to provide support and the equipment they have.  Unfortunately, equipment may
be more challenging to receive given the increased demand for technology-related equipment.  Can
you work with both instructors (Bagci and Hartfield) to ensure there is a reasonable plan to meet the
needs of this student?
 
Please let me know if you want to discuss.
 
-Alyson Paul
 

From: Irfan Bagci <Irfan.Bagci@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 12:47 PM
To: Thomas McCoy <Thomas.McCoy@ung.edu>
Cc: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; Jerry Graveman <Jerry.Graveman@ung.edu>; Dianna
Spence <Dianna.Spence@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Consideration of allowing a student to take a class virtually.
 
Hi,
 
I think you should talk to IT department what tools can be used. I do not know much about the
technology we have in our classrooms.
 
Best
Irfan Bagci
 

From: Thomas McCoy <Thomas.McCoy@ung.edu>
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 8:01 AM
To: Irfan Bagci <Irfan.Bagci@ung.edu>
Cc: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; Jerry Graveman <Jerry.Graveman@ung.edu>; Dianna
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Spence <Dianna.Spence@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Consideration of allowing a student to take a class virtually.
 
Good morning, Dr. Bagci, I wanted to follow up to on the   situation and offer any
assistance that I can for the virtual meetings. We can certainly look into using our Ipads or laptops
for the face to face meetings that you may need to have. This could help you avoid having to do a
separate class.
 
Please, let me know if we can be of any assistance.
 
Thomas McCoy
Student Disability Services   
 

From: Thomas McCoy 
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 12:17 PM
To: Irfan Bagci <Irfan.Bagci@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Consideration of allowing a student to take a class virtually.
 
Thank you for follow up with me, Dr. Bagci. Would it be helpful if we had an Ipad for you to use in
the class? We could look into letting you use an Ipad from SDS. You could use Teams or Zoom for the
lecture times and then you wouldn’t worry about those situations.
 
Thomas  
 

From: Irfan Bagci <Irfan.Bagci@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 11:37 AM
To: Thomas McCoy <Thomas.McCoy@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Consideration of allowing a student to take a class virtually.
 
Good morning Thomas McCoy
 
My Math 2800 class is a hybrid-touch points class. It means more than 75% of the class will be
online.
I will do my best to help for the remaining 25% but I can not do a separate online class for one
student. The reason is that I will be teaching five classes and there is too much extra work to do for
newly designed hybrid classes.  At this point I do not know how much of face to face instruction will
take place.
 
Thank you
Irfan Bagci
 

From: Thomas McCoy <Thomas.McCoy@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 8:15 AM
To: Irfan Bagci <Irfan.Bagci@ung.edu>
Cc: Dianna Spence <Dianna.Spence@ung.edu>
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Subject: FW: Consideration of allowing a student to take a class virtually.
Importance: High
 
Good morning, Dr. Bagci, I just wanted to follow up to see if you had an opportunity to consider the
request to allow student   to take your Mathematical Proof class as a virtual class due
to COVID concerns.
 
Please, feel free to follow up with me if you have any questions or concerns,
 
Thomas McCoy
Student Disability Services
 

From: Thomas McCoy 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:36 PM
To: Irfan Bagci <Irfan.Bagci@ung.edu>
Subject: Consideration of allowing a student to take a class virtually.
Importance: High
 
Dr. Bagci, I hope that you are doing well. I wanted to take an opportunity to contact you regarding a
student   This student is in your Math 2800, Intro to Mathematical Proof
class (CRN 2850). I have permission from the student to speak with you specifically regarding their
case. The student is registered with the Student Disability Services office and is receiving
accommodations with her classes. Due to the specific disability and to the COVID situation, it is clear
that if the student attended the class that it could be a considerable hazard to their health.
 
Therefore, we (Student Disability Services) are requesting that you give consideration to the
possibility of allowing this student to take this class online (Virtually). During the time that you are
giving it consideration, please remember that we could look at supporting you and the student
during this semester with the use of technology, such as Teams, for lectures, etc.
 
If this is a possibility, please follow up with us and let us know and we can work out the details. If you
do consider that it is not a possibility of doing the class online, then we will need to follow up with
documentation to show that consideration on a case-by-case basis was given. The justification
should be written for record purposes to show that consideration was given.
 
We will need to address the following questions:
•             We will need to have documentation that reflects why the instructor considers the online
class not possible. Specifically addressing why the class is unable to be completed online or
remotely.
•             Were all possible options considered? Would additional accommodations such as Teams or
Zoom (once it is approved by the university) be a useful tool?
•             The American Disabilities Act does not require the curriculum or the course requirements
themselves to be changes, but how those requirements are to be met should be flexible in
consideration. Is there any other possible way that the requirements of this course can be met?
•             Denials should be based on the published course objectives.
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Feel free to contact your home campus Student Disability Services office to help you brainstorm
ideas and to help.



From: James Conneely
To: Kate Maine; Chaudron Gille; Mac McConnell
Subject: FW: COVID reporting and contact tracing
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 1:29:08 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Just a FYI!
 

From: Brandi Williams <Brandi.Williams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 12:17 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; John Delaney <John.Delaney@ung.edu>; Michelle Brown
<Michelle.Brown@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Cc: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: COVID reporting and contact tracing
 
Hello all,
 
I appears that institutions are pretty much in line with how I want to approach face covering issues.

They are treating the 1st incident as an education discussion and any repeat violations, sanctions are
increased.
 

Some institutions are having their 1st incidents go to their Dean of Students for a deanly discussion
with the student first and then any subsequent incident goes to conduct. I’m not opposed to this
model but didn’t think you all would want to field these incidents with all of the other things you will
need to handle.
 
I am anticipating a large number of reports, especially as the school year starts so I will be creating a

letter I will send to students for 1st time incidents with details of what was reported and then
outlining the expectations moving forward. No official charges would be added to the students case.
 
Some institutions are creating trainings for faculty on when to report face covering violations. I think
this is a great idea and I will look into creating something similar for us.
 
Some institutions are creating fun type prevention programs for residential students (i.e. virtual
hand washing parties, RA’s modeling how to appropriately wear face coverings). I thought this was a
good idea and will forward these ideas to Treva.
 
Some institutions will be treating face covering incidents in the classroom as a classroom disruption
where if students fail to comply, they may involve their law enforcement to remove the student
from class. I don’t know if academic affairs has had these discussions but if not, we need to have this
discussion to determine how faculty will be handling these students.
 
Dr. Jones gave the scenario that there will be students who believe it is their right to not wear a face
covering. Of course, there will be students who have specific disability accommodations where they
do not have to wear a face covering. I believe faculty should be made aware of this possibility to
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avoid unnecessary confrontations. But for the other students, they will need to comply but faculty
should not be jumping to getting public safety involved if a student refuses. What are your thoughts
on this?
 
I will be creating a flow chart of when a face covering infraction should be reported. I believe faculty
have a lot of discretion where they can have initial educational discussions with students prior to
reporting them to OSI. IF they use this discretion wisely, the number of reports will decrease
significantly and students will be more apt to buy-in to complying with the guidelines. Once creating,
I’ll send to you all for review and feedback.
 
We will be having another meeting next Monday at 1 pm to further discuss the USG face covering
language because there is some confusion surrounding face coverings and social distancing. Do
people have to wear a face covering if they are able to social distance? Institutions are interpreting
the USG policy in various ways so we need to make sure we are all clear on how the guidance is
being interpreted by the system. I’ll update you all after that meeting.
 
Thanks!
 
Brandi
 
 
 
Brandi L. Williams, M.A.
Assistant Dean of Students for Student Integrity
University of North Georgia
brandi.williams@ung.edu
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:41 AM
To: John Delaney <John.Delaney@ung.edu>; Michelle Brown <Michelle.Brown@ung.edu>; James
Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Cc: Brandi Williams <Brandi.Williams@ung.edu>; Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: COVID reporting and contact tracing
 
All,
 
The RAC-SCO/RAC-DOS meeting regarding Face Coverings contained a lot of comments and
questions about how institutions are handling COVID-19 reporting and contact tracing.  I will let
Brandi provide recap on Face covering discussion.
 
Many institutions reported that COVID-19 reporting and response is being handled by the Health
Center.  Although I have lots of confidence in the competency in our SHS staff, I do NOT think that
they could handle this workload on top of testing.  Also, it seems that DOS provides a lot of the
necessary supports (Excused Absence, Hardship Withdrawals, communicating with faculty) that
students will need.
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Many institutions were struggling to determine who will handle contact tracing.  Joyce Jones
reiterated that the responsibility is officially DPHs, but highlighted that DPH has not been meeting
this demand.
 
Some institutions are utilizing their BIT teams; some are assembling new teams to act like BIT teams
to manage these as a team; and others are exploring reassigning staff who are working remotely to a
contact tracing team.  EVERYONE was significantly concerned at how this will snowball when
students are on campus.  Again, I do not think our BIT teams can pick up contact tracing
responsibilities.
 
No answers, but I wanted to provide a recap of this discussion.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Alyson Paul
AVP/Dean of Students
Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
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From: Abbie Dillard
To: Larry F. Dillard Jr.; Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Covid Risks
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 5:01:09 PM
Attachments: Covid Risks.png

 
 

From: Cox [mailto:bobkat218@cox.net] 
Sent: Monday, July 06, 2020 3:47 PM
To: Anne Marie Hennessey; Robbie Douglas; Abbie Dillard; Abbie; Lili Bush; Blevins Howard
Subject: Fwd: Covid Risks
 
 

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: "DOUGLAS, KATHERINE H CTR USAF AFMC AFLCMC/EBM, Small Diameter Bomb Inc II Program"
<katherine.douglas.ctr@us.af.mil>
Date: July 6, 2020 at 1:55:39 PM CDT
To: "bobkat218@cox.net" <bobkat218@cox.net>
Subject: Covid Risks
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From: Alyson Paul
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: COVID Tracing
Date: Saturday, August 8, 2020 8:02:10 AM

Just fyi
 

From: Julie Brinzo <Julie.Brinzo@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, August 7, 2020 12:24 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Cc: Heather Harris <Heather.Harris@ung.edu>
Subject: COVID Tracing
 
Alyson,
 
I have spoken with Dr. Heather Harris, and we are going to allow, and encourage, students in
her course (NURS 7105) the ability to complete some of their non-patient care hours doing
COVID tracing for your office.  This will provide the students with a unique opportunity to
meet the population health outcomes for their MSN.  
 
I have cc'd Dr. Harris on this email so you can communicate directly with her regarding your
needs to accomplish the tracing.  
 
In the meantime, Dr. Vanessa Jones, Karen, and myself are working with Col. Matthews on the
cadet sick hall situation. I am also working with Karen and Dr. Paige McCraney on how best to
use the FNP students in Student Health for COVID screening.
 
Thank you for allowing our students these unique opportunities to assist UNG during the
COVID pandemic.  I am hopeful with everyone's efforts, we can move forward with a
successful semester!
 
Julie
 

Julie A. Brinzo
DNP, APRN, MS, MBA, FNP-C
Assistant Professor
Coordinator of Nurse Practitioner Programs
Department of Nursing
University of North Georgia
Health and Natural Sciences Building, office 458
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1536
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Sharon Chalmers; Carolynn DeSandre
Subject: FW: COVID Tracing
Date: Monday, August 10, 2020 8:23:00 AM

Sharon and Carolynn,
   I wanted to thank you for the ways in which you are working with the university and with Student
Health to help make it safer for our students and creatively expand opportunities for clinical  hours
in your programs.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, August 8, 2020 8:02 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: COVID Tracing
 
Just fyi
 

From: Julie Brinzo <Julie.Brinzo@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, August 7, 2020 12:24 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Cc: Heather Harris <Heather.Harris@ung.edu>
Subject: COVID Tracing
 
Alyson,
 
I have spoken with Dr. Heather Harris, and we are going to allow, and encourage, students in
her course (NURS 7105) the ability to complete some of their non-patient care hours doing
COVID tracing for your office.  This will provide the students with a unique opportunity to
meet the population health outcomes for their MSN.  
 
I have cc'd Dr. Harris on this email so you can communicate directly with her regarding your
needs to accomplish the tracing.  
 
In the meantime, Dr. Vanessa Jones, Karen, and myself are working with Col. Matthews on the
cadet sick hall situation. I am also working with Karen and Dr. Paige McCraney on how best to
use the FNP students in Student Health for COVID screening.
 
Thank you for allowing our students these unique opportunities to assist UNG during the
COVID pandemic.  I am hopeful with everyone's efforts, we can move forward with a
successful semester!
 
Julie
 

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu
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Julie A. Brinzo
DNP, APRN, MS, MBA, FNP-C
Assistant Professor
Coordinator of Nurse Practitioner Programs
Department of Nursing
University of North Georgia
Health and Natural Sciences Building, office 458
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1536

 



From: Alyson Paul
To: Joanie Chembars; Kate Maine
Cc: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: COVID webpage edit suggestions
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 12:48:31 PM
Attachments: University of North Georgia Student Health Services COVID -19 protocol final 2.docx

What To Expect Regarding COVID.docx
image003.png

Joanie,
 
I have worked with Chaudron and her staff on the wording for this section which is provided below.
 
Students who live with someone who is At-Risk
Many of our practices at UNG have continued to evolve to try to keep our students safe and to meet
their academic goals.  Faculty have been making adjustments to the academic schedule to provide
various types of modality to deliver courses.  Many of the hybrid courses will require minimal face-
to-face participation.  Please see the various modality options here.
 
UNG will provide alternate educational arrangements for students who fall into one of the CDC
categories as high risk for COVID-19, but cannot guarantee the same options for students who live
with someone at high risk. Instead, we encourage these students to reach out to their instructors to
determine if there are reasonable ways to mitigate the concerns.  Alternatively, students may
explore UNG online and eCore options available and to adjust their schedules accordingly. While
students may adjust schedules on their own, students should seek the advice of their Academic
Advisor to assist in choosing course options that apply to the student’s Plan of Study. 
 
UNG continues to look for ways to support our students and their academic goals.  If students have
extreme circumstances, they may contact the Dean of Students at deanofstudents@ung.edu.
 
 
 

From: Alyson Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:58 AM
To: Joanie Chembars <Joanie.Chembars@ung.edu>
Cc: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>; Karen Tomlinson <Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu>; Kate
Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Subject: COVID webpage edit suggestions
 
Joanie,
 
I have some thoughts/suggestions for webpage to assist our COVID Response.
 
Can we make the COVID Health Self-report form and the Report About others form look more like a
button similar to the See Something, Say Something button on the Dean of Students webpage here -
https://ung.edu/dean-of-students/?
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University of North Georgia Student Health Services

COVID Testing Protocol

Beginning fall semester 2020, Student Health Services (SHS) on the Gainesville and Dahlonega campuses will offer COVID-19 testing in-house when the following criteria are met:

1. Students are expected to call for appointment and maintain self-isolation until appointment time at SHS. 

2. Student presents to clinic with COVID-19 symptoms and a test is deemed appropriate after an evaluation by clinician. Tests will be ONLY be performed on symptomatic patients.

a. Current protocol indicates flu and strep be ruled out per testing prior to COVID-19 testing.

b. Students who have paid the Student Health Fee ($65) will receive appropriate testing (flu, strep, COVID-19) at no additional charge. Students who have NOT paid the Student Health fee will be assessed the Student Health fee upon treatment and will receive appropriate testing (flu, strep, COVID-19) at no additional charge.

If COVID-19 test indicates POSITIVE:

1. SHS staff will notify the DOS office and Corps of Cadets, Residence Life, Global Engagement as appropriate.  The Dean of Students Office will assist the student in communicating with faculty to provide flexibility in course assignments and deadlines.

2. Students diagnosed with COVID-19 will be required to report diagnosis in the LiveSafe app or UNG COVID-19 Self-Reporting Form and leave campus immediately. Isolation procedures from the CDC, DPH and USG must be followed, and student cannot return to any UNG campus until the return to campus criteria are met. No medical documentation is required for a student to return to campus.

3. Contract tracing will begin after disclosure of positive COVID-19 case. Students in direct contact with COVID case will be directed to self-isolate as directed by the CDC and GDPH guidelines. 



If COVID-19 test indicates NEGATIVE:

1. Despite a negative COVID-19 test, if the clinical symptomatology, along with in-house screening supports a clinical diagnosis, patient will be instructed and expected to follow CDC, GDPH guidelines regarding self-isolation.  

2. If patient receives a negative result on the COVID-19 test and the clinical symptomatology does not support a clinical diagnosis, patient will be instructed to self-monitor symptoms, but may return to activities with caution to continue social distancing and other safety measures.

3. Follow-up confirmatory PCR (molecular testing) will not be routine and will only be ordered when SHS clinician deems appropriate. 

Additional guidance:

1. SHS will not be able to support mass screenings.

2. SHS will not test faculty or staff.

3. Routine COVID-19 testing will not be performed on asymptomatic students even when student has been notified of potential exposure to COVID-19 case. These students will be referred to local urgent care center or DPH for testing. 

4. SHS will not accept outside orders for test from non-UNG clinician. 


What To Expect Regarding COVID-19 Testing at UNG

Because the health and safety of our students is our priority, we are pleased to be able to provide COVID-19 testing for our students at the Student Health Centers located in Dahlonega and Gainesville.  

Students experiencing COVID-19 symptoms must call to make an appointment at the Student Health Center to be seen.  Students should maintain self-isolation until appointment time and wear appropriate face coverings to appointment.

COVID-19 Testing involves a nasal (Karen – fill this in)

Results of COVID-19 tests should be received within an hour.  





Type of Testing Offered

Student Health Services will provide rapid testing utilizing molecular and antigen testing, as available.  Both of these testing means provide quick reliable results.  



Who can be tested?

Student Health Services will test currently enrolled UNG students who are experiencing COVID-19 symptoms during an evaluation by a clinician.  Per current protocol, flu and strep should be ruled out prior to COVID-19 testing.  

Testing will be offered at the Student Health Center in Dahlonega and the Student Health Center in Gainesville.  Students from any campus can make an appointment for evaluation.

Students who have paid the Student Health Fee ($65) will receive appropriate testing (flu, strep, COVID-19) at no additional charge. Students who have NOT paid the Student Health fee will be assessed the Student Health fee upon evaluation or treatment.
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What To Expect Regarding COVID-19 Testing at UNG 


Because the health and safety of our students is our priority, we are pleased to be able to provide 


COVID-19 testing for our students at the Student Health Centers located in Dahlonega and Gainesville.   


Students experiencing COVID-19 symptoms must call to make an appointment at the Student Health 


Center to be seen.  Students should maintain self-isolation until appointment time and wear appropriate 


face coverings to appointment. 


COVID-19 Testing involves a nasal (Karen – fill this in) 


Results of COVID-19 tests should be received within an hour.   


 


 


Type of Testing Offered 


Student Health Services will provide rapid testing utilizing molecular and antigen testing, as available.  


Both of these testing means provide quick reliable results.   


 


Who can be tested? 


Student Health Services will test currently enrolled UNG students who are experiencing COVID-19 


symptoms during an evaluation by a clinician.  Per current protocol, flu and strep should be ruled out 


prior to COVID-19 testing.   


Testing will be offered at the Student Health Center in Dahlonega and the Student Health Center in 


Gainesville.  Students from any campus can make an appointment for evaluation. 


Students who have paid the Student Health Fee ($65) will receive appropriate testing (flu, strep, COVID-
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I want to provide the attached protocol for how Student Health Services will handle COVID-testing
on the webpage.  It seems like it should be on the Student Health Services page, but should also be
linked from the COVID page.  The document has been vetted by Dr. Maine, Dr. Conneely, and Greg
Williams.
 

The 2nd attachment (What To Expect Regarding COVID-19 Testing) is a working document to provide
some additional information about the Testing process so that we are transparent with constituents
on what we will and will NOT be doing.  This information could be added to the Student info tab on
Nighthawks Together site and the information could also be added to the FAQs.
 
The following statement needs to be edited.
Documentation for underlying medical conditions will be required as a part of the request.
All student requests should be emailed to the Dean of Students Student Disability Services. 
The email link should be https://ung.edu/student-disability-services/register-with-sds.php
 
Finally, I would like to add one more section on to the student info page that address students who
live with someone who is At-Risk.  These are the cases that the Dean of Students is working with, but
we need to encourage students to review their online options and work with their Academic Advisor
first.  Below is a draft of what I think could go there.
 
Students who live with someone who is At-Risk
Many of our practices at UNG have continued to evolve to try to keep our students safe and to meet
their academic goals.  Faculty have been making adjustments to the academic schedule to provide
various types of modality to deliver courses.  Many of the hybrid courses will require minimal face-
to-face participation.  Please see the various modality options here.
 
UNG will provide alternate educational arrangements for students who fall into one of the CDC
categories as high risk for COVID-19, but cannot facilitate the same alternate options for students
who live with someone at high risk.  Instead, we encourage these students to explore UNG online
and ecore options available and to adjust their schedules accordingly.  As always, students should
seek the advice of their Academic Advisor to assist in choosing course options that apply to the
student’s Plan of Study. 
 
UNG continues to look for ways to support our students and their academic goals.  If students have
extreme circumstances, they may contact the Dean of Students at deanofstudents@ung.edu.
 
Dr. Alyson Paul
AVP/Dean of Students
Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
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From: Alyson Paul
To: Chaudron Gille
Cc: Kate Maine
Subject: FW: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:51:16 AM

Should we advise the student to meet with his/her advisor to see if there can be changes made to
their schedule?  OR will there be an expectation that faculty will accommodate students in high risk
categories? 
 
I would like to make sure that we are providing accurate advice for these situations and I think this
question may show up a lot on the Ask Nigel chat box.
 
-Alyson
 

From: Christy Morrison <Christy.Morrison@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:46 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; Karen Tomlinson <Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
 
Good morning, 
 
I feel certain there will be more questions like this one. How would you like me to respond in a
case such as this? It might be food for all three admins to know. Or, would you rather we just
forward to one or both of you to respond?
 
Thank you.
 
Christy Morrison
Dean of Students Office 
University of North Georgia-Gainesville Campus
Student Center 346
678/717-3877
christy.morrison@ung.edu
 

From: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 7:57 AM
To: Christy Morrison <Christy.Morrison@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
 
 
 

From:  
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 7:41 PM
To: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
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Subject: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
 
Good Evening!
 
I wanted to reach out to discuss how COVID-19 will impact the two on campus courses I have
this fall. My husband received a kidney transplant in 2010, and he is in a high risk category. Of
course my biggest fear is losing him to something like COVID. What would you recommend I
do or any services I should take into consideration? One of the three classes I will be taking is
fully online, but I don't know if the other two will have hybrid instruction or if there is any
change.
 
Thank you for any assistance and information you can provide!
 

-



From: Kate Maine
To: Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: DRAFT - Leave for child char or k-12 online
Date: Sunday, July 26, 2020 9:13:47 PM

Sharing this with you for reference. I don’t have any concerns about or changes to Beth’s
message, but please advise if you do.
 
From: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, July 25, 2020 4:36 PM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Greg
Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: DRAFT - Leave for child char or k-12 online
 
All, I would like to send this out this weekend or at least Monday morning if possible.
 
Dear Colleagues,
 
As we transition back to the workplace and primary and secondary schools are announcing their
plans for the beginning of the school year, we have received many questions regarding employees
who may have dependents impacted by schools that plan to operate online only or child care
providers that may not available due to COVID-19. We have highlighted the extended leave options
available to employees in this situation below.
 
Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA) Emergency Paid Sick Leave
If an employee is caring for a dependent whose school or place of care is closed or unavailable due
to COVID-19, the FFCRA entitles the employee to emergency paid sick leave. Full-time employees
may take up to 80 hours of paid leave. Affected part-time employees may take pro-rated paid leave,
up to their regularly scheduled hours or full-time equivalent. Covered employees are entitled to use
this emergency paid sick leave before using any other accrued leave. Compensation for those who
are caring for someone else will be at least 2/3 of their regular pay rate, but it will be capped at $200
per day and an aggregate total of $2,000.
 
FFCRA Extended Family & Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
The Extended FMLA has provisions that provide covered leave to employees who are caring for a
dependent under the age of 18, whose school or place of care is closed or unavailable due to COVID-
19. Affected employees are entitled to take this leave as part of their standard 12-week FMLA
allotment. It does not add an additional 12 weeks onto the already existing 12 weeks of FMLA. The
first two weeks of leave under this provision are unpaid, as is customary under the FMLA. The
employee may take these two weeks of unpaid leave at the same time as the two weeks of
emergency paid sick leave. The remaining 10 weeks must be paid, unlike other FMLA leave. That pay
rate is at least 2/3 of their regular pay rate, but it is capped at $200 per day and an aggregate total of
$10,000.
 
Please note that employees can still use any other paid leave that they have accrued following the
exhaustion of their 12 weeks of FMLA.

mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
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Please contact the HR Benefits Representatives at benefits@ung.edu if you have any questions.
 
 
Beth Arbuthnot, MBA SPHR
Associate Vice President HR/Risk/Compliance
University of North Georgia
Office (Dahlonega) 706-864-1440 (Gainesville) 678-717-3713
Fax 706-864-1365
beth.arbuthnot@ung.edu
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
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From: Bonita Jacobs
To: Brett Morris; Billy Wells; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; James Conneely; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell;

Richard Oates
Cc: Ellen Cormack
Subject: FW: Enrollment Projections
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 1:54:36 PM
Attachments: Enrollment Projections 072820.pdf

FYI.
 

The projection indicates that (without COVID) we were predicted to remain 6th in headcount but the
gap closing between us and GA Southern between 2019 and 2020.  We have the second highest
projected growth for 2019-29 at 8.9% behind GA Tech’s 18%.  Remember that these numbers will
change.  They always do but more so this year of course.
 
[no pressure, Brett J]
 
Bonita
 
Bonita C. Jacobs, President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993
 

From: Tracey Cook <Tracey.Cook@usg.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Dr. Angel Cabrera <Angel.Cabrera@gatech.edu>; Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Dr.
Brendan Kelly <bkelly@westga.edu>; Dr. Brooks A. Keel <bkeel@augusta.edu>; Dr. Chris Markwood
<markwood_chris@columbusstate.edu>; Dr. Christopher Blake <christopher.blake@mga.edu>; Dr.
David Bridges <dbridges@abac.edu>; Dr. Donald Green <dgreen@highlands.edu>; Dr. Georj Lewis
<glewis@atlm.edu>; Dr. Ingrid Thompson-Sellers <ingrid.sellers@sgsc.edu>; Dr. Jann Joseph
<jljoseph@ggc.edu>; Dr. Kirk Nooks <presidentnooks@gordonstate.edu>; Dr. Kyle Marrero
<kmarrero@georgiasouthern.edu>; Dr. Margaret Venable <mvenable@daltonstate.edu>; Dr. Mark
Becker <mbecker@gsu.edu>; Dr. Michelle Johnston <mjohnston@ccga.edu>; Dr. Neal Weaver
<neal.weaver@gsw.edu>; Dr. Pamela Whitten <pwhitten@kennesaw.edu>; Dr. Paul Jones
<jonesp@fvsu.edu>; Dr. Richard Carvajal <rcarvajal@valdosta.edu>; Dr. Robert Boehmer
<bboehmer@ega.edu>; Dr. Steve Dorman <steve.dorman@gcsu.edu>; Dr. Tim Hynes
<thomashynes@mail.clayton.edu>; Jere Morehead <president@uga.edu>; Kimberly Ballard-
Washington <Washingtonk@savannahstate.edu>; Marion Fedrick <marion.fedrick@asurams.edu>
Cc: Steve W. Wrigley <Steve.Wrigley@usg.edu>; Teresa MacCartney
<Teresa.MacCartney@usg.edu>; Tristan Denley <Tristan.Denley@usg.edu>; Ashley Jones
<Ashley.Jones@usg.edu>; Edward Tate <Edward.Tate@usg.edu>; Angela Bell
<Angela.Bell@usg.edu>
Subject: Enrollment Projections
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TRACEY COOK 404.962.3233 PHONE 
EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STRATEGY AND FISCAL AFFAIRS TRACEY.COOK@USG.EDU 
270 WASHINGTON STREET, S.W.  
ATLANTA, GEORGIA  30334 
 


"Creating A More Educated Georgia" 
www.usg.edu 


MEMORANDUM 
 


DATE: July 28, 2020 
 
TO: USG Presidents 


 
CC: Dr. Steve Wrigley, Chancellor 
 Teresa MacCartney, Executive Vice Chancellor for Administration  


Dr. Tristan Denley, Executive Vice Chancellor and Chief Academic Officer  
Ashley Jones, Vice Chancellor for External Affairs and Chief of Staff 
Edward Tate, Vice Chancellor for Legal Affairs and Secretary to the Board  
Dr. Angela Bell, Associate Vice Chancellor for Research and Policy Analysis 


 
FROM: Tracey Cook, Executive Vice Chancellor of Strategy and Fiscal Affairs 


 
Subject: Enrollment Projections 


  
 
The new institution enrollment projections for planning purposes have been completed by the Carl Vinson 
Institute of Government. Adjustments since last year reflect the addition of another year of actual enrollment 
and updated average rates of state population capture and student retention. Also, the base state population 
was refined this year to focus on persons aged 15 to 24 instead of 15 to 29. Focusing on the population aged 
15 to 24 improved the models and better reflects the effect of the impending decline in high school graduates 
in later years. 
 
Please note that these projections were created prior to the COVID 19 outbreak and do not account for the 
effects of the pandemic or its economic ramifications. Therefore, the projections are to be considered 
estimates of where we expected enrollment to be without these significant impacts to our environment. 
Indeed, they can help us quantify the impact of COVID 19. 
 
We will cautiously use these projections to inform academic, fiscal, student, a n d  facility discussions. 
Utilizing a common set of base numbers keeps us focused as we deliberate on issues related 
to the fiscal and academic well-being of the system. We will monitor actual enrollment closely this summer 
and fall and adjust future projections accordingly. 
 
Overall, these projections show a 5.9% increase for the USG as a whole, or an additional 19,814 students, 
between now and 2029.   
  







USG Projections v4‐9‐2020
Change 2019 ‐ 2029


2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 Number Percent
SYSTEM TOTAL 318,027  314,428  309,454  312,972  318,162  321,551  325,202  328,712  333,507  337,635  340,567  343,436  346,551  349,448  351,648  352,916  353,429  353,567  353,321  19,814    5.9%
Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College 6,984      6,172      6,093      5,928      5,794      5,943      5,140      4,291      3,927      3,825      3,740      3,702      3,711      3,733      3,744      3,747      3,737      3,721      3,702      (225)        ‐5.7%
Albany State University 10,760    10,671    10,453    9,532      8,962      7,161      6,615      6,371      6,122 6,082 6,068 6,072 6,096 6,135 6,159 6,161 6,154 6,143 6,128 6              0.1%
Atlanta Metropolitan State College 2,782      2,871      3,016      3,033      3,129      2,783      2,501      2,187      1,844 1,834 1,809 1,794 1,786 1,789 1,787 1,782 1,776 1,770 1,763 (81)          ‐4.4%
Augusta University 9,689      9,558      8,995      8,530      8,333      8,532      8,824      9,072      9,274 9,513 9,648 9,762 9,847 9,939 10,004 10,038 10,041 10,030 10,011 737          7.9%
Clayton State University 6,860      7,140      7,261      7,022      7,012      6,996      7,003      7,038      6,879 6,858 6,879 6,923 6,978 7,037 7,077 7,095 7,095 7,089 7,074 195          2.8%
College of Coastal Georgia 3,474      3,156      2,987      3,008      3,131      3,529      3,663      3,546      3,535 3,488 3,481 3,487 3,505 3,530 3,548 3,554 3,552 3,548 3,541 6              0.2%
Columbus State University 8,307      8,239      8,156      8,192      8,440      8,407      8,453      8,076      7,877 7,857 7,828 7,833 7,851 7,887 7,896 7,900 7,889 7,876 7,855 (22)          ‐0.3%
Dalton State College 5,485      5,047      5,015      4,854      5,044      5,188      5,164      5,118      4,964 4,958 4,955 4,957 4,974 5,002 5,022 5,030 5,029 5,023 5,011 47            0.9%
East Georgia State College 3,435      2,944      2,857      2,910      3,001      3,152      3,003      2,942      2,741 2,742 2,784 2,817 2,841 2,865 2,875 2,873 2,865 2,858 2,848 107          3.9%
Fort Valley State University 3,896      3,568      3,180      2,594      2,695      2,679      2,752      2,776      2,624 2,570 2,534 2,522 2,542 2,569 2,585 2,591 2,591 2,588 2,581 (43)          ‐1.6%
Georgia College & State University 6,636      6,444      6,551      6,772      6,889      6,915      6,952      6,989      7,031 7,137 7,201 7,273 7,344 7,413 7,461 7,481 7,479 7,465 7,444 413          5.9%
Georgia Gwinnett College 7,742      9,397      9,719      10,828    11,468    12,052    12,287    12,508    12,831 12,931 13,061 13,215 13,345 13,431 13,492 13,529 13,538 13,535 13,514 683          5.3%
Georgia Highlands College 5,530      5,533      5,492      5,365      5,746      6,013      6,013      6,184      6,168 6,227 6,317 6,404 6,470 6,531 6,587 6,622 6,645 6,670 6,671 503          8.2%
Georgia Institute of Technology 20,945    21,630    21,471    23,108    25,034    26,841    29,369    32,723    36,489 39,050 39,960 40,520 40,880 41,240 41,600 41,960 42,320 42,680 43,040 6,551      18.0%
Georgia Southern University 27,704    28,013    27,616    27,666    27,569    27,831    27,458    26,408    26,054 25,954 25,949 25,951 26,074 26,258 26,405 26,465 26,459 26,440 26,396 342          1.3%
Georgia Southwestern State University 3,046      2,973      2,806      2,666      2,755      2,954      3,052      2,907      2,950 2,955 2,952 2,954 2,966 2,984 3,000 3,005 3,002 2,998 2,990 40            1.4%
Georgia State University 59,017    55,702    53,279    53,924    53,145    50,969    51,562    52,814    53,619 54,200 54,867 55,454 56,051 56,617 57,025 57,265 57,341 57,338 57,246 3,627      6.8%
Gordon State College 4,664      4,171      4,187      4,047      4,084      3,901      3,986      3,663      3,495 3,490 3,467 3,457 3,461 3,475 3,486 3,481 3,472 3,463 3,453 (42)          ‐1.2%
Kennesaw State University 29,971    30,801    31,175    32,498    33,252    35,018    35,846    35,420    37,807 38,107 38,483 38,970 39,326 39,504 39,684 39,806 39,866 39,856 39,793 1,986      5.3%
Middle Georgia State University 9,126      8,883      7,989      7,927      7,676      7,714      7,341      7,802      8,066 8,175 8,296 8,400 8,517 8,609 8,674 8,709 8,721 8,726 8,716 650          8.1%
Savannah State University 4,552      4,582      4,772      4,915      4,800      4,955      4,429      4,077      3,688 3,538 3,449 3,424 3,434 3,453 3,469 3,474 3,472 3,466 3,460 (228)        ‐6.2%
South Georgia State College 3,234      3,059      2,579      2,611      2,648      2,542      2,540      2,482      2,346 2,314 2,335 2,360 2,381 2,400 2,411 2,414 2,413 2,411 2,407 61            2.6%
University of Georgia 34,816    34,518    34,536    35,209    36,130    36,574    37,606    38,652    38,920 39,284 39,517 39,805 40,301 40,719 41,013 41,158 41,181 41,122 41,020 2,100      5.4%
University of North Georgia 14,636    15,072    15,455    16,064    17,289    18,219    18,782    19,722    19,748 20,145 20,511 20,817 21,084 21,311 21,468 21,535 21,552 21,542 21,507 1,759      8.9%
University of West Georgia 11,646    11,769    11,929    12,206    12,834    13,308    13,520    13,733    13,238 13,134 13,193 13,265 13,397 13,530 13,619 13,656 13,656 13,642 13,608 370          2.8%
Valdosta State University 13,090    12,515    11,885    11,563    11,302    11,375    11,341    11,211    11,270 11,268 11,283 11,298 11,388 11,488 11,556 11,584 11,584 11,569 11,542 272          2.4%


Projected EnrollmentActual Fall Enrollment







Dear Presidents,  
 
The new institution enrollment projections for planning purposes have been completed by the
Carl Vinson Institute of Government. Adjustments since last year reflect the addition of
another year of actual enrollment and updated average rates of state population capture and
student retention. Also, the base state population was refined this year to focus on persons
aged 15 to 24 instead of 15 to 29. Focusing on the population aged 15 to 24 improved the
models and better reflects the effect of the impending decline in high school graduates in later
years.
 
Please note that these projections were created prior to the COVID 19 outbreak and do not
account for the effects of the pandemic or its economic ramifications. Therefore, the
projections are to be considered estimates of where we expected enrollment to be without
these significant impacts to our environment. Indeed, they can help us quantify the impact of
COVID 19.
 
We will cautiously use these projections to inform academic, fiscal, student, and  facility
discussions. Utilizing a common set of base numbers keeps us focused as we deliberate on
issues related to the fiscal and academic well-being of the system. We will monitor actual
enrollment closely this summer and fall and adjust future projections accordingly.
 
Overall, these projections show a 5.9% increase for the USG as a whole, or an additional
19,814 students, between now and 2029. 
 
Tracey



From: Steven Lloyd
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Fall 2020 Dual Enrollment Return to Campus Update
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 4:21:19 PM

See highlighted below.  Is this the plan?  I think it is a good one, but I don’t remember it being
relayed as such yet.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Imani Cabell <Imani.Cabell@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 12:11:49 PM
Cc: Mary Beth Morris <MaryBeth.Morris@ung.edu>; Melissa A. Adams
<Melissa.A.Adams@ung.edu>; Beth Collins <Beth.Collins@ung.edu>; Steven Bagley
<Steven.Bagley@ung.edu>; Derek Sutton <Derek.Sutton@ung.edu>; Lori Bramlett
<Lori.Bramlett@ung.edu>
Subject: Fall 2020 Dual Enrollment Return to Campus Update
 

Dear UNG Dual Enrollment Students and Parents,  

 

Please read the following information very carefully and in its entirety.  

 

UNG and all University System of Georgia institutions are planning to begin the fall semester
with face-to-face, online, and hybrid instruction and social distancing expectations in place on our
campuses. The guiding principles that are designed to support and shape the behavior of our
university community are as follows: 

UNG will continue to make the safety of students, faculty, and staff its first priority. 
Classes and operations must be able to go between best practices in face-to-face and online
delivery for a period during the semester, based on public health information. 
Clear and proactive communications regarding planning and implementation processes,
operational changes are essential.

 

1. Public health guidance is clear that the use of cloth face coverings and practicing social
distancing (staying 6' away from others) in public settings are vital in reducing the risk of
COVID-19 transmission. Masks will be required indoors on campus at all times.  UNG
will provide a washable cloth face covering to all students and employees. 

2. We are modifying the fall 2020 course schedule to maximize the face-to-face experience of
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students while adhering to social distancing guidelines. These changes will be indicated in
Banner to identify which courses will be fully face-to-face, fully remote, or one of three levels
of hybrid instruction. Courses are changing daily, so please check your schedule for
changes prior to the start of the semester.  (Please see the link to modified course
descriptions) 

3. The first day of instruction will be remote via online platforms, in an effort to provide
students with additional guidance from their instructors in regard to the nature of their
course.   

4. We have adjusted the fall academic calendar to complete classes by Tuesday, Nov. 24, and
conduct finals remotely the week of Nov. 30. (Please see the link to the modified academic
calendar) 

5. Stay home if you have COVID-19 symptoms. 
We will be communicating any University of North Georgia plan changes to you and your high
school counselors as soon as possible. To provide constant guidance and care. For additional
information please see the Nighthawks Together: UNG's Fall 2020 COVID-19 Operations Plan. 
 
If you have any questions our Dual Enrollment Team is here to
support, you. 
 
 

My Best, 

 

Imani Cabell

 

Imani K. Cabell

Dual Enrollment Coordinator 

University of North Georgia 

Office: Advisement Center: 134 Phone: 678-717-3540

 

 

          

 

-

https://ung.edu/together/campus-guidelines/what-you-can-expect-in-the-classroom.php
https://ung.edu/together/campus-guidelines/what-you-can-expect-in-the-classroom.php
https://ung.edu/together/university-announcements-updates.php
https://ung.edu/together/university-announcements-updates.php
https://ung.edu/together/index.php
http://adviseme.ung.edu/
https://www.facebook.com/UNGAdvising/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
https://twitter.com/UNGAdvising
https://www.instagram.com/ung.advising/


From: Mac McConnell
To: Kate Maine; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Billy Wells; Richard Oates; James Conneely
Subject: Fw: FINAL CHRO HRAP NCL Communication 3.20.20.pdf
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 4:59:34 PM
Attachments: FINAL CHRO HRAP NCL Communication 3.20.20.pdf

Dr. Frank J. (Mac) McConnell
Senior Vice President for Business & Finance
Assistant Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA  30597
Phone:  706 864 1606

From: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 4:52 PM
To: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>
Subject: FINAL CHRO HRAP NCL Communication 3.20.20.pdf
 
Chancellor can approve an extension after the 120 days – Dr. Jacobs would have to request.

mailto:Mac.McConnell@ung.edu
mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
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mailto:Billy.Wells@ung.edu
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March 20, 2020 


 


Dear CHROs,  


Governor Kemp continues to reiterate that workplace health and safety are top priorities for all of 
us in state government.  I want to thank each of you for your continued leadership and keeping 
the health and safety of University System (USG) students and employees at the forefront. This 
afternoon at our 4:00 pm conference call, we will discuss the following content.  To join by 
phone please call 1-478-219-4222, conference ID 439094793, or you may join by computer 
using the Skype link provided to all CHROs by email.  


On March 20, 2020, the Department of Administrative Services (DOAS) issued guidance to 
assist state agencies in administering any temporary office or location closures deemed necessary 
due to COVID-19.  USG leadership has worked closely with other state agencies to implement 
additional procedures that support this guidance.  All of our USG campuses remain open; 
however, many of our operations have seen a significant reduction of services due to COVID-19.   
To support our employees who are impacted by these reduced operations, the Human Resources 
Administrative Practice (HRAP) Manual provisions for Inclement Weather and Other 
Emergencies will be amended effective March 20, 2020, to provide procedures for Non-Closure 
Emergency Leave in accordance with Board of Regents Policy 8.2.7.7.   


Please review the summary below of the amendment to the HRAP as well as coming COVID-
19-related updates to federal employment law, which are still under review. Additional guidance 
will be provided next week to include implementation procedures for time-keeping and 
frequently asked questions for managers and employees.  


Non-Closure Emergency Leave Procedures  


o The amendment to the HRAP provides procedures for Non-Closure Emergency Leave 
effective March 20, 2020.  


o Presidents will have the authority to allow leave with or without pay for emergency leave 
where the institution remains open but with reduced operations.  


o If the leave is paid, employees can be compensated for hours not worked up to the equivalent 
of their regularly scheduled hours per week when there is not work for those employees to 
perform.   


o Simultaneously presidents are authorized and expected to allow teleworking arrangements 
and utilize flexible working arrangements in order for employees to perform their regular 
duties to the fullest extent possible.  







o This leave status option shall end no later than 120 days following its inception or upon the 
conclusion of the emergency /reestablishment of normal operations, whichever is sooner, 
unless the Chancellor approves an extension.  


o Eligible employees include regular full and part time employees of USG (both exempt and 
non-exempt).  


o All other employees such as temporary student employees and rehired retirees are still 
permitted to telework or utilize flexible work arrangements but are not eligible for USG Non-
Closure Emergency Leave. 


o Federal Work Study students will continue to receive their applicable financial aid for 
student employment during an emergency in accordance with Department of Education 
guidance.  


Pending Congressional Changes  


o Congress enacted a new law this week requiring many employers (including state agencies) 
to provide emergency paid sick leave and extended FMLA leave to employees affected by 
COVID-19 in addition to other leave already available to employees.  


o We are still reviewing the provisions and will have more details next week.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Dr. Juanita Hicks  
Vice Chancellor of Human Resources  
 
Cc:  USO Leadership  
 Presidents  
 CBOs  
  





		o The amendment to the HRAP provides procedures for Non-Closure Emergency Leave effective March 20, 2020.

		o Presidents will have the authority to allow leave with or without pay for emergency leave where the institution remains open but with reduced operations.

		o If the leave is paid, employees can be compensated for hours not worked up to the equivalent of their regularly scheduled hours per week when there is not work for those employees to perform.

		o Simultaneously presidents are authorized and expected to allow teleworking arrangements and utilize flexible working arrangements in order for employees to perform their regular duties to the fullest extent possible.

		o This leave status option shall end no later than 120 days following its inception or upon the conclusion of the emergency /reestablishment of normal operations, whichever is sooner, unless the Chancellor approves an extension.

		o Eligible employees include regular full and part time employees of USG (both exempt and non-exempt).

		o All other employees such as temporary student employees and rehired retirees are still permitted to telework or utilize flexible work arrangements but are not eligible for USG Non-Closure Emergency Leave.

		o Federal Work Study students will continue to receive their applicable financial aid for student employment during an emergency in accordance with Department of Education guidance.





From: Bonita Jacobs
To: Greg Williams; Sheila Schulte; Billy Wells; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; James Conneely; Kate Maine; Mac

McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: FW: Georgia Department of Public Health Guidance for USG Institutions
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 11:28:57 AM
Attachments: DPH guidance for USG Institutes of Higher Education.pdf

There is a lot of information here.  I am asking Greg and Kate to distill and distribute information as
needed.  There is too much here to begin distributing to everyone.
 
Billy, I added Sheila only because there are specifics regarding international students.
 
Bonita
 

From: Stuart Rayfield <Stuart.Rayfield@usg.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 11:15 AM
To: Dr. Angel Cabrera <Angel.Cabrera@gatech.edu>; Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Dr.
Brendan Kelly <bkelly@westga.edu>; Dr. Brooks A. Keel <bkeel@augusta.edu>; Dr. Chris Markwood
<markwood_chris@columbusstate.edu>; Dr. Christopher Blake <christopher.blake@mga.edu>; Dr.
David Bridges <dbridges@abac.edu>; Dr. Donald Green <dgreen@highlands.edu>; Dr. Georj Lewis
<glewis@atlm.edu>; Dr. Ingrid Thompson-Sellers <ingrid.sellers@sgsc.edu>; Dr. Jann Joseph
<jljoseph@ggc.edu>; Dr. Kirk Nooks <presidentnooks@gordonstate.edu>; Dr. Kyle Marrero
<kmarrero@georgiasouthern.edu>; Dr. Margaret Venable <mvenable@daltonstate.edu>; Dr. Mark
Becker <mbecker@gsu.edu>; Dr. Michelle Johnston <mjohnston@ccga.edu>; Dr. Neal Weaver
<neal.weaver@gsw.edu>; Dr. Pamela Whitten <pwhitten@kennesaw.edu>; Dr. Paul Jones
<jonesp@fvsu.edu>; Dr. Richard Carvajal <rcarvajal@valdosta.edu>; Dr. Robert Boehmer
<bboehmer@ega.edu>; Dr. Steve Dorman <steve.dorman@gcsu.edu>; Dr. Tim Hynes
<thomashynes@mail.clayton.edu>; Jere Morehead <president@uga.edu>; Kimberly Ballard-
Washington <Washingtonk@savannahstate.edu>; Marion Fedrick <marion.fedrick@asurams.edu>
Cc: Steve W. Wrigley <Steve.Wrigley@usg.edu>; Teresa MacCartney
<Teresa.MacCartney@usg.edu>; Tristan Denley <Tristan.Denley@usg.edu>; Tracey Cook
<Tracey.Cook@usg.edu>; Edward Tate <Edward.Tate@usg.edu>; Ashley Jones
<Ashley.Jones@usg.edu>; John Fuchko <John.Fuchko@usg.edu>
Subject: Georgia Department of Public Health Guidance for USG Institutions
 
Presidents,
Please find attached a document from DPH outlining guidance for:
A.           Communicating with Public Health: DPH and IHE Points of Contact
B.           International Students
C.           Reporting Test Results (if IHE conducts testing directly or through a third-party)
D.          Response to a Positive or Presumed Positive Case
 
This information will be sent to other campus groups (Health Center Directors, Covid-19 POCs, etc.)
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
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7/21/2020 


Department of Public Health (DPH) Guidance for University System of Georgia (USG) Institutions of 


Higher Education (IHE)  


Introduction 


This document is intended for use by institutions of higher education (IHE’s) within the State of Georgia 


as those IHE’s respond to the COVID19 pandemic. Unless otherwise specified, this guidance represents 


recommended best practices intended to assist IHE’s and their employees and students. Questions 


about this document may be directed to your DPH regional point of contact. 


The document is organized as follows.  


A. Communicating with Public Health: DPH and IHE Points of Contact 


B. International Students 


C. Reporting Test Results (if IHE conducts testing directly or through a third-party) 


D. Response to a Positive or Presumed Positive Case 


Appendix A – DPH and USG IHE Point of Contact Lists 


Appendix B – Registering for SendSS System 


Appendix C – IHE Positive Case Notification Form and Contact Notification Forms 


Appendix D – Communications for Cases 


Appendix E – Breakdown of DPH vs. IHE responsibilities 
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A. Communicating with Public Health 
 


To make communication easier between IHE’s and the district health department, we request that 


every IHE select an “IHE COVID19 point of contact (POC)” that will coordinate with district and state 


public health departments for contact tracing and guidance. Additionally, each health district will have 


a specific “DPH IHE POC” that IHE’s can communicate with. A list of DPH IHE POC’s can be found in 


Appendix A. The counties assigned to each DPH region can be found at https://dph.georgia.gov/public-


health-districts. We recognize that some institutions may have sites that are located in more than one 


DPH region; in those instances, we would ask that the campus reach out to the DPH IHE POC for their 


respective campus site. For example, an institution with campuses in both Bulloch County and Chatham 


County would contact either DPH Region 9-2 or DPH Region 9-1, respectively, based on where the 


student / employee was assigned. 


 


B. International Students 


 
DPH recommends that all students that are traveling from a country with widespread transmission as 


defined by CDC should be quarantined for 14 days and follow the same guidance as close contact 


quarantine.  


 


C. Reporting Test Results (IHE’s providing testing directly or through a third-


party) 
 


1) If your student, faculty, and staff tests are being run in-house, then all testing results need to be 


reported to DPH (including negatives)  


a) Positive test results should be repCorted through the Case Report Form in the State Electronic 


Notifiable Disease Surveillance System (SendSS). Instructions on registering for and reporting to 


SendSS can be found in Appendix B. 


b) Negative results can be reported through Electronic Laboratory Records (ELR). If your lab does 


not report through ELR, then send an email to the DPH epidemiology team 


at contactpublichealth@dph.ga.gov to get reporting set up. 


 


2) If your student, faculty, and staff tests are being run at a third-party laboratory, they should be 


reporting these results (both negative and positive) to DPH. Please verify with your lab that they are 


reporting results to CDC. If they are not, please contact the DPH epidemiology team 


at contactpublichealth@dph.ga.gov to set up an account in the reporting system. 


a) If your students, faculty, and staff are being tested at a DPH testing site, you will not need to 


report those test results to DPH. 


 


3) DPH document about interpreting test results is linked here and should be provided to test 


participants (particularly to those with a negative test result). 



https://dph.georgia.gov/public-health-districts

https://dph.georgia.gov/public-health-districts

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html

https://dph.georgia.gov/contact

https://dph.georgia.gov/contact

mailto:at contactpublichealth@dph.ga.gov

mailto:at contactpublichealth@dph.ga.gov

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/how-do-i-interpret-my-test/download
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D. Response to Positive or Presumed Positive Case (all IHE’s) 
 


1) IHE and/or DPH advises positive or sick individuals of DPH’s home isolation criteria. They may not 


return to school until they fulfill DPH’s Return to School Guidance.  


 


2) IHE ensures that students, faculty, staff, or others with a continuing presence on campus (such as 


contractors, scholars in residence, etc.) know they should not come to school if they are sick, and 


should notify IHE officials if they become sick with COVID-19 symptoms, test positive for COVID-19, 


or have been exposed to someone with COVID-19 symptoms or a confirmed or suspected case. 


a) IHE’s should immediately separate students, faculty, and staff with COVID-19 symptoms (such as 
fever, cough, or shortness of breath). Individuals who are sick should go home or to a healthcare 
facility, depending on how severe their symptoms are, and follow CDC Guidance for caring for 
oneself and others who are sick. IHEs may follow CDC’s Guidance for Shared or Congregate 
Housing for those that live in IHE housing. 


b) IHE’s should implement the IHE isolation/quarantine plan to separate anyone who has COVID-19 
symptoms or tests positive but does not have symptoms. IHE healthcare providers should 
use Standard and Transmission-Based Precautions when caring for sick people. See: What 
Healthcare Personnel Should Know About Caring for Patients with Confirmed or Possible COVID-
19 Infection. 


c) Care should be taken to not expose others to the infected individual during transport as outlined 
in the CDC guidance: safely transporting anyone who is sick to their home. If you are calling an 
ambulance or bringing someone to the hospital, try to call first to alert them that the person 
may have COVID-19. 


3) IHE’s should close off areas that were used by the sick person and do not use these areas until after 
cleaning and disinfecting. 
a) Wait at least 24 hours before cleaning and disinfecting. If 24 hours is not feasible, wait as long as 


possible. Ensure safe and correct use and storage of cleaning and disinfection products, 
including storing products securely away from children. 


4) The IHE COVID19 point of contact should notify their DPH IHE POC at the district health department 
a) If the IHE identified (tested) the case, the IHE COVID19 point of contact and/or designees will 


need to take the following steps: 
i) Report the case to Georgia Department of Public Health. 


(1) DPH will need to receive 2 notifications: the short notification form found in Appendix C 
and the full case report form in Sendss.  


(2) The short notification form should be completely filled out and emailed to your DPH IHE 
POC in an encrypted email along with the excel close contact line list also found in 
Appendix C. Institutions may send via fax if the material cannot be sent via encrypted 
email.  


(3) The complete case report form should be submitted directly through Sendss. 
(4) Appendix C also contains a few other (optional) contact tracing forms that can be 


helpful in your internal investigations. 
(5)  Make sure the case knows that DPH will also reach out to them to perform a more 


thorough case interview and investigation and their cooperation is critical.  
ii) Conduct an initial case interview of the positive / presumed positive individual. 



https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/quarantine-guidance-what-do-if-you-are-sick-covid-19/download

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/return-school-guidance/download

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/public-health-recommendations.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/shared-congregate-house/guidance-shared-congregate-housing.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/shared-congregate-house/guidance-shared-congregate-housing.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/infection-control-recommendations.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/disinfecting-transport-vehicles.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/clean-disinfect/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html

https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2
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(1) If during your interview you identify close school contacts (defined as an individual who 
was within 6 feet of the case for 15 min in a school setting such as a classroom, dorm, 
etc. regardless of whether a face covering was worn), inform them that they have had 
close contact with a person diagnosed with COVID-19, and they should stay home or in 
their designated quarantine living quarters and self-monitor for symptoms. For 
identification of close contacts, note that but there may be certain circumstances 
warranting flexibility in the definition (timeframe or proximity), depending on the risk 
assessment conducted by DPH or District staff during the case investigation. They should 
follow DPH’s guidance for quarantine and should not return to school until meeting 
DPH’s return to school guidance. Close contacts identified in the IHE’s initial case 
interview should be reported to DPH in the provided line list in Appendix C. 


(2) Reach out to facility coordinators of common use areas that may have been exposed 
such as gyms, pools, dorms, and dining facilities to coordinate appropriate cleaning and 
disinfection and confirm that appropriate prevention measures were and continue to be 
used. 


(3) To assist public health with their investigation, please try to include all of the following 
that are relevant. Please note that not all persons on these lists may be considered close 
contacts and subject to quarantine. However, these lists will assist public health in 
making this decision: 
(a) List of classes (and seating arrangements/seating charts if available) the case 


attended within two days of being symptomatic or two days of a positive test result 
if asymptomatic and a list of other attendees of those classes including students, 
teachers, and support staff.  


(b) If case worked on campus, provide supervisor information and the list of employees 
who worked physically close to the case to include those assigned to that 
employee’s department and others who worked in the same physical location. 


(c)  Optional documents and contact information that could be helpful: 


(i) Attendance rosters for classes that the positive case attended 2 days before 
symptom onset (or test date, if asymptomatic) until case started isolation 


(ii) Lab sign-in for labs or other in-person, on-campus activities (e.g. studios, 
theater, etc.) that the positive case attended 2 days before symptom onset (or 
test date, if asymptomatic) until case started isolation 


(iii) List of dorm/suite mates 
(iv) Student club membership and club roster if in-person club meetings attended 


by positive case 2 days before symptom onset (or test date, if asymptomatic) 
until case started isolation 


(v) Student athlete team and coach roster  
(vi) For faculty/staff, employee calendar for in-person meetings attended by 


positive case 2 days before symptom onset (or test date, if asymptomatic) until 
case started isolation. 


(4) Additional information and communications for cases and contacts can be found in 
Appendix D. Additionally, the CDC has provided guidance on conducting contact 
notification at: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/open-
america/contact-tracing-resources.html.  


b) If public health was notified of the case from outside the IHE, the DPH IHE POC will reach out to 
the IHE COVID19 POC.  



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/public-health-recommendations.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/quarantine-isolation.html

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/quarantine-guidance-what-do-if-you-were-exposed-someone-novel-coronavirus-covid/download

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/return-school-guidance/download

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fphp%2Fopen-america%2Fcontact-tracing-resources.html&data=02%7C01%7CJohn.Fuchko%40usg.edu%7C94c6607bdc8f4eccae9008d8284f9ced%7C4711f877fb3a4f11aaab3c496800c23d%7C0%7C0%7C637303672224328445&sdata=HVk5q5T0wO1Rg8EfteX80TTv%2FOFw42hhnwAk17xMlIc%3D&reserved=0

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fphp%2Fopen-america%2Fcontact-tracing-resources.html&data=02%7C01%7CJohn.Fuchko%40usg.edu%7C94c6607bdc8f4eccae9008d8284f9ced%7C4711f877fb3a4f11aaab3c496800c23d%7C0%7C0%7C637303672224328445&sdata=HVk5q5T0wO1Rg8EfteX80TTv%2FOFw42hhnwAk17xMlIc%3D&reserved=0
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i) The IHE COVID19 POC and/or designee should ensure steps two and three above are 
followed. 


ii) DPH will initiate follow-on contact tracing usually within 24-48 hours; however, the IHE 
COVID19 POC may choose to conduct its own case interview and reach out to close contacts 
as outlined in 4) a) ii) above. In this instance, the IHE COVID19 POC should coordinate with 
the DPH IHE POC as a part of this process to both keep them informed of the IHE’s efforts 
and to minimize any duplication of effort.  


5) A document that lays out some situations and the actions and timelines for those situations can be 
found in Appendix E. 
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Appendix A  
DPH IHE POC list 


District Name Phone 
Number 


Email Address Fax 
Number  


District 1-
1 


Melissa 
Hunter 


706-295-
6658 


Melissa.Hunter@dph.ga.gov 706-802-
5342 
 


 Tiffany 
Addison 


706-295-
6659 


Tiffany.addison@dph.ga.gov  


District 1-
2 


Sherry 
Gregory 


706-529-
5752 
ext.12191 


sherry.gregory@dph.ga.gov 706-529-
5752 
 


 Ashley 
Deverell 


706-529-
5752 ext. 
11220 


ashley.deverell@dph.ga.gov  


District 2-
0 


Marie Brown 770-535-
5864 


marie.brown@dph.ga.gov 770-535-
5848 
 


 Ndubuisi 
Anyalechi 


678-717-
4910 


Ndubuisi.Anyalechi@dph.ga.gov  


District 3-
1 


Rachel 
Franklin 


770-514-
2468 


rachel.franklin@dph.ga.gov 770- 514-
2313 
 


 Deanna 
Crosby 


770-514-
2384 


deanna.crosby@dph.ga.gov  


District 3-
2 


Juliana Prieto 404-906-
5855 


juliana.prieto@fultoncountyga.gov 404-612-
3696 
 


 Sasha Smith 470-568-
9130 


Sasha.smith@dph.ga.gov  


District 3-
3 


Olatanwa 
Adewale 


678-610-
7193 


olatanwa.adewale@dph.ga.gov 770-892-
9148 
 


 Tiffany Fuller 678-832-
7193 


Tiffany.fuller@dph.ga.gov  


District 3-
4 


Alana Sulka 678-442-
6918 


Alana.Sulka@GNRHealth.com 770-339-
5971  
 


 Brittany 
Carter 


678-451-
7755 


Brittany.Carter@gnrhealth.com  


District 3-
5 


Otto Ike 404-508-
7851 


Otto.Ike@dph.ga.gov 404-508-
7813 
 


 Marisa 
Kanemitsu 


470-598-
6278 


Marisa.Kanemitsu@dph.ga.gov  



mailto:Melissa.Hunter@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Tiffany.addison@dph.ga.gov

mailto:sherry.gregory@dph.ga.gov

mailto:ashley.deverell@dph.ga.gov

mailto:marie.brown@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Ndubuisi.Anyalechi@dph.ga.gov

mailto:rachel.franklin@dph.ga.gov

mailto:deanna.crosby@dph.ga.gov

mailto:juliana.prieto@fultoncountyga.gov

mailto:Sasha.smith@dph.ga.gov

mailto:olatanwa.adewale@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Tiffany.fuller@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Alana.Sulka@GNRHealth.com

mailto:Brittany.Carter@gnrhealth.com

mailto:Otto.Ike@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Marisa.Kanemitsu@dph.ga.gov
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District 4-
0 


Ashton Harris 706-302-
9938 


ashton.harris@dph.ga.gov 706-845-
4294  
 


 Amy Fenn 706-298-
7712 


Amy.fenn@dph.ga.gov  


District 5-
1 


Jennifer 
Stokes 


478-275-
6571 


jennifer.stokes@dph.ga.gov 478-609-
0246 
 


 Jodi Bazemore 478-275-
6545 


Jodi.bazemore@dph.ga.gov 478-275-
6575 
 


District 5-
2 


Amber 
Erickson 


478-972-
6067 


amber.erickson@dph.ga.gov 478- 751-
6074  


 Bill Johnson 478-973-
6054 


Bill.johnson@dph.ga.gov  


District 6-
0 


Joy Miller 706-667-
4263 


joy.miller@dph.ga.gov 706- 667-
4792   
 


 Peyton 
Durflinger 


706-667-
4264 


Peyton.durflinger@dph.ga.gov  


District 7-
0 


Josephine 
Gosa 


706-321-
6238 


josephine.gosa@dph.ga.gov  


 Brandi Nelson 706-321-
6260 


Brandi.nelson@dph.ga.gov 706-321-
6155  
 


District 8-
1 


Kenneth 
Lowery 


229-249-
2796 


kenneth.lowery@dph.ga.gov 229-333-
7822 
 


 Stephanie 
Hagans 


229-259-
2067 


Stephanie.hagans@dph.ga.gov  


District 8-
2 


Jacqueline 
Jenkins 


229-352-
4275 


jacqueline.jenkins@dph.ga.gov 229- 430-
7853 
 


 Torrey Knight 229-352-
4275, ext. 
6520 


Torrey.knight@dph.ga.gov  


District 9-
1 


Meredith 
Avery 


912-644-
5215 


Meredith.Avery@dph.ga.gov 912-335-
8794 


 Elizabeth Goff 912-644-
5222 


Elizabeth.goff@dph.ga.gov  


District 9-
2 


Trevor 
Thomas 


912-285-
6022 


Trevor.Thomas@dph.ga.gov 912-338-
5309 
 


 Sierra Towery 912-557-
7902 


Sierra.Towery@dph.ga.gov 912-557-
7954 
 



mailto:ashton.harris@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Amy.fenn@dph.ga.gov

mailto:jennifer.stokes@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Jodi.bazemore@dph.ga.gov

mailto:amber.erickson@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Bill.johnson@dph.ga.gov

mailto:joy.miller@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Peyton.durflinger@dph.ga.gov

mailto:josephine.gosa@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Brandi.nelson@dph.ga.gov

mailto:kenneth.lowery@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Stephanie.hagans@dph.ga.gov

mailto:jacqueline.jenkins@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Torrey.knight@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Meredith.Avery@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Elizabeth.goff@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Trevor.Thomas@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Sierra.Towery@dph.ga.gov
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District 
10-0 


Olivia Echols 706-621-
8877 


Olivia.Echols@dph.ga.gov 706-369-
5640 
 


 Robert 
Hamilton 


706-202-
2824 


Robert.hamilton@dph.ga.gov  


     


 


USG IHE COVID19 points of contact 


Institution Name E-Mail 


Augusta University 
Dr. Robert Dollinger 


Francis Toole 
rdollinger@augusta.edu 


ftoole@augusta.edu 


Ga. State University Dr. Ijeoma Azonobi iazonobi@gsu.edu 


Ga. Tech. Dr. Benjamin Holton benjamin.holton@health.gatech.edu 


UGA Dr. Garth Russo grusso@uhs.uga.edu 


Georgia Southern Univ. Holly Johns, RN hjohns@georgiasouthern.edu 


Kennesaw State Univ. Andy Altizer aaltize1@kennesaw.edu 


Univ. of West Ga. Dr. Eric Heine eheine@westga.edu 


Valdosta State Univ. Jeanine Boddie-LaVan jyboddielavan@valdosta.edu 


Albany State Univ. Dr. Vicki Phillips vicki.phillips@asurams.edu 


Clayton State Univ. Polly Parks PollyParks@clayton.edu 


Columbus St. Univ. Chip Reese reese_chip@columbusstate.edu 


FVSU 
Richard Riley 
Dr. Paul Jones 


richard.riley@fvsu.edu 
jonesp@fvsu.edu 


Ga. College Britt McRae britt.mcrae@gcsu.edu 


Ga. Southwestern  Dr. Laura Boren Laura.boren@gsw.edu 


Middle Ga. State Univ. Dr. Tara Underwood tara.underwood@mga.edu 


Savannah St. Univ. 
Elaine Campbell 


Kimberly Ballard-Washington 
campbelle@savannahstate.edu 


washingtonk@savannahstate.edu 


Univ. of North Ga. Greg Williams greg.williams@ung.edu 


ABAC Carmen Counts ccounts@abac.edu 


Atlanta Met. Marcus Hill mhill@atlm.edu 


College of Coastal Ga. Phyllis Broadwell pbroadwell@ccga.edu 


Dalton State College Cheryl Owens cwowens@daltonstate.edu 


East Ga. State College Mary Smith mcsmith@ega.edu 


Ga. Gwinnett College Terrance Schneider tschneid@ggc.edu 


Ga. Highlands College 
Terri Cavender 


Ginni Siler 
tcavende@highlands.edu 


gsiler@highlands.edu 


Gordon State College 
Alice Turner 
Alicia Dorton 


alicet@gordonstate.edu 
aliciad@gordonstate.edu 


South Ga. State College 
Maria King 


Jaime Carter 
maria.king@sgsc.edu 


jaime.carter@sgsc.edu 


  



mailto:Olivia.Echols@dph.ga.gov

mailto:Robert.hamilton@dph.ga.gov

mailto:pcoule@augusta.edu

mailto:pcoule@augusta.edu

mailto:iazonobi@gsu.edu

mailto:benjamin.holton@health.gatech.edu

mailto:grusso@uhs.uga.edu

mailto:hjohns@georgiasouthern.edu

mailto:aaltize1@kennesaw.edu

mailto:eheine@westga.edu

mailto:jyboddielavan@valdosta.edu

mailto:vicki.phillips@asurams.edu

mailto:PollyParks@clayton.edu

mailto:reese_chip@columbusstate.edu

mailto:britt.mcrae@gcsu.edu

mailto:Laura.boren@gsw.edu

mailto:tara.underwood@mga.edu

mailto:greg.williams@ung.edu

mailto:ccounts@abac.edu

mailto:mhill@atlm.edu

mailto:pbroadwell@ccga.edu

mailto:cwowens@daltonstate.edu

mailto:mcsmith@ega.edu

mailto:tschneid@ggc.edu

mailto:alicet@gordonstate.edu

mailto:alicet@gordonstate.edu
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Appendix B  
Registering for SendSS 


Registration procedure 
 


 


 


In order to register for access to SENDSS you will first need to fill in a registration form. This can 


be accessed by pressing “Click Here” as shown above [1].  


 


The home page can be accessed with the following URL and is best viewed using Microsoft 


Internet Explorer Version 6.x.x.  https://sendss.state.ga.us 


 


 



https://sendss.state.ga.us/
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• Remember to use a userid that is easily remembered 
• Fill out Password Information 
 


 


Registration Form (Continued) 


 


 


 


 


1. Select the type of organization you will be entering cases for. 
2. Select the name of your organization.  If you cannot find your organization select “Enter 


a New Organization” from the select box and the section will change and appear as 
below. 


3. City, County, State, and District are not editable once an organization is entered into 
SendSS.  If all the information for this section does not appear when you select an 
organization, you will be asked to provide it the first time you log in to SendSS. 
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1. This section appears if a new user needs to enter an organization for which SendSS 
does not have a current user.  Please fill in all information and press “Add”.  Then 
continue filling out the registration form. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1. Select the type of access you will require from SendSS from section 1. 
2. Please answer the questions in section 2. 
3. Enter any comments is this section 
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4. Press “Save” to complete your registration. 
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 Signing In 


 


 
 


Key to features 
 


1. Help – A link to documentation and manual for SendSS version 4.0 
2. Contact Us – Send an internal message 
3. Warnings and Messages – Text will appear in red to alert users of failed logins or 


other relevant messages such as successful registration. 
4. User Id – Enter the user id you chose when registering 
5. Password – Enter the password you chose when registering.  This password must be 


reset every 3 months.  After 3 months SendSS will allow 3 grace logins before locking 
your account.  You will be prompted to change you password at this time. 


6. Forgot Password – Click here to request your password 
7. Frequently Asked Questions –  
8. VeriSign -- The certificate authority utilized by SENDSS is Verisign. Clicking on the 


graphic will display the validity of the SSL certificate. 
9. Sendss Demo System -- Clicking on this image will take you to the Demonstration site. A 


separate registration is required to access this site 
10. Health Statistics Query -- This link will take you to the Notifiable Disease Query 
11. Georgia Peach – Click this image to access the Georgia State Epidemiology Web site. 
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SENDSS - Disclaimer 


 


 


 
Before you can enter the system, you must accept  the Privacy Statement [1]. Selecting “I 


disagree with this statement” will terminate your login and return you to the login page. 
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Reporting a case to DPH through SendSS 


1. Hover over the case reporting tab and select report/update case 


 


2. Type in the required fields for last name, disease/diagnosis (select Covid-19), and the date of 


onset (this would be symptom onset or test date, if asymptomatic). Then select search. 
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3. You will see a list of cases with similar names and onset dates. If this is the first time this case is 


being reported, they should not be in this list. If this is the first report, then click on “create new 


patient” 


 


4. Please fill out as much information as possible as this will help with our case investigation and 


contact tracing.  


5. Please use their current residence address (dorm or off campus housing for students) 
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6. Select indigenous if acquired in GA and date of onset as symptom onset (symptomatic) or test 


sample collection date (asymptomatic) 
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7. Please fill out as much clinical information as possible (some of this information will only be 


known by a treating physician) 
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8. Please fill out all relevant sections 


a. Box A: Please fill out this whole section. Select congregate living for persons who are 


living in dorms. If a case had contact with another confirmed or suspect case, please list 


the contact case’s name.  


b. Box B: Please list all travel. 


c. Box C: You will not need to fill out this section. If the case was tested at a DPH SPOC, you 


do not need to submit a CRF.  


 


 


 


A 


B 


C 
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9. Please fil out all the reported information and include attending physician information if the 


patient is under the care of a physician.  
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Appendix C 
Institute of Higher Education Positive COVID19 Case Notification Form 


 


Case Name:  


Case Date of Birth: 


School Street Address: 


City:                                                   State:     Zipcode: 


Home Street Address (if different than school address): 


City:                                                   State:     Zipcode: 


Phone Number: 


Email Address: 


Sex:    ☐ Male       ☐Female         Race:                                         Ethnicity: 


Date test sample collected: 


Date test results received:  


Did case experience symptoms?    ☐Yes     ☐ No      Date of symptom onset: 


Treating Physician (if applicable): 


Physician street address: 


City:                                                   State:     Zipcode: 


Physician Phone Number: 


Physician Email: 


 


 


 


Please email this completed form along with a completed excel line list to the DPH IHE 


POC for your district found in Appendix A of the IHE Guidance Document.  
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Feel free to use the next 3 forms to assist you in any school close contact investigations, these do not 


need to be submitted to public health.  


ACTIVITY HISTORY BEGINNING TWO DAYS BEFORE SYMPTOM ONSET 


Please list all activities, places visited, and travel you participated in starting 48 
hours before your first symptom FROM:  THROUGH: today’s date :  


 


 AM 
Events/Locations 


PM 
Events/Locations 


Notes 


2 days before illness 
onset 


MM/DD/YYYY 
 


   


1 day before illness 
onset 


MM/DD/YYYY 


   


Date of illness onset:  
MM/ DD/ YYY 


 


   


1 day after 
illness onset 


MM/DD/YYYY 
 


   


2 days after illness 
onset MM/DD/YYYY 


 


   


3 days after illness 
onset  


MM/DD/YYYY 
 


   


4 days after illness 
onset 


MM/DD/YYYY 


   


5 days after illness 
onset 


MM/DD/YYYY 


   


6  days after illness 
onset 


MM/DD/YYYY 
 


   


7 days after illness 
onset 


MM/DD/YYYY 
 


   


Repeat form for 8+ 
days  
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Appendix D 
 


Communications for cases 


 


If you are diagnosed with COVID-19, a case investigator from the health department might call you to 


check-in on your health, discuss who you’ve been in contact with, and ask you to stay at home to self-


isolate. 


• Unless you give permission, your name will not be revealed to those you came in contact with, 


even if they ask. 


• The health department will ask you to stay at home and self-isolate. 


o Self-isolation means staying at home in a specific room away from other people and 


pets, and using a separate bathroom, if possible. 


o Self-isolation is critical to protecting those who you live with as well as your community. 


o Self-isolation helps slow the spread of COVID-19 and can help keep your friends and 


neighbors healthy. 


o If you need support or assistance while self-isolating, then your health department or 


community organizations may be able to provide assistance. 


o Seek medical care if symptoms become severe. Severe symptoms include trouble 


breathing, persistent pain or pressure in the chest, confusion, inability to wake or stay 


awake, or bluish lips or face. 


Isolation Guidance: https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/quarantine-guidance-what-do-if-you-


are-sick-covid-19/download 


Answer the call: https://youtu.be/8LANQADjaEY 


Return to School Guidance: https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/return-school-


guidance/download 


 


CDC Steps when sick: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html 


 


CDC 10 things to do when sick: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/10Things.pdf 


 


CDC case Investigation workflow: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/COVID-


19-Case-Investigation-workflow.pdf 


 


  



https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/quarantine-guidance-what-do-if-you-are-sick-covid-19/download

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/quarantine-guidance-what-do-if-you-are-sick-covid-19/download

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2F8LANQADjaEY&data=02%7C01%7Cchristine.szablewski%40dph.ga.gov%7Ca3fa3b4bca7344e2067a08d8146f7943%7C512da10d071b4b948abc9ec4044d1516%7C0%7C0%7C637281816422879621&sdata=uNoG0j0Qg55qTZjtfuULQLczcuYaidaCCrTDNw%2Fkx9g%3D&reserved=0

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/return-school-guidance/download

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/return-school-guidance/download

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/10Things.pdf

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/COVID-19-Case-Investigation-workflow.pdf

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/COVID-19-Case-Investigation-workflow.pdf
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Communications for Close Contacts 


If you have been in close contact with someone with COVID-19, a contact tracer from the health 


department might call to inform you that you’ve been exposed. They will ask you to stay at home and 


self-quarantine. 


• Close contact generally means you were within 6 feet of a person with COVID-19 for a period of 


15 minutes (no matter whether a mask was worn or not), but there may be certain 


circumstances warranting flexibility in this timeframe or proximity, depending on the risk 


assessment conducted by DPH or District staff during the case investigation. 


• You should stay at home and self-quarantine for 14 days, starting from the most recent day that 


you were possibly exposed to COVID-19. The contact tracer will inform you of the dates of your 


self-quarantine. 


o Self-quarantine means staying home, monitoring yourself, and maintaining social 


distancing (at least 6 feet from others at all times). You should remain in a specific room 


separate from other non-exposed people and pets in your home, and use a separate 


bathroom, if possible. 


o If you need to be around other people or animals in or outside of the home, wear a 


cloth face covering.  This will help protect the people around you. 


o If you need support or assistance with self-quarantine, then your health department or 


community organizations may be able to provide assistance. 


o Self-quarantine helps slow the spread of COVID-19 and can help keep your friends and 


neighbors healthy. 


• You should monitor yourself for any symptoms of COVID-19 and notify your health department 


if you develop symptoms. Seek medical care if symptoms become severe. Severe symptoms 


include trouble breathing, persistent pain or pressure in the chest, confusion, inability to wake 


or stay awake, or bluish lips or face. 


 


Quarantine Guidance: https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/quarantine-guidance-what-do-if-


you-were-exposed-someone-novel-coronavirus-covid/download 


Answer the call: https://youtu.be/8LANQADjaEY 


CDC contact tracing: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/COVID-


19ContactTracingFlowChart.pdf 


 


Return to School Guidance: https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/return-school-


guidance/download 


 


Contact Tracing FAQ: https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/contacttracingfaq3pdf/download 


 


 


 



https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/quarantine-guidance-what-do-if-you-were-exposed-someone-novel-coronavirus-covid/download

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/quarantine-guidance-what-do-if-you-were-exposed-someone-novel-coronavirus-covid/download

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2F8LANQADjaEY&data=02%7C01%7Cchristine.szablewski%40dph.ga.gov%7Ca3fa3b4bca7344e2067a08d8146f7943%7C512da10d071b4b948abc9ec4044d1516%7C0%7C0%7C637281816422879621&sdata=uNoG0j0Qg55qTZjtfuULQLczcuYaidaCCrTDNw%2Fkx9g%3D&reserved=0

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/COVID-19ContactTracingFlowChart.pdf

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/COVID-19ContactTracingFlowChart.pdf

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/return-school-guidance/download

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/return-school-guidance/download

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/contacttracingfaq3pdf/download
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Other resources: 


 


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/colleges-universities/index.html 


https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/youve-tested-positive-what-should-you-do/download 


https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/contact-tracing-box-it/download 


https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/covid-19-handwashing-poster/download 


 


 


 


  



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/colleges-universities/index.html

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/youve-tested-positive-what-should-you-do/download

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/contact-tracing-box-it/download

https://dph.georgia.gov/document/document/covid-19-handwashing-poster/download
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Appendix E 
 


Situations and Actions 


Situation Action Timing DPH IHE 
IHE individual 
is symptomatic. 


Referred for 
testing through 
DPH, IHE, or 
other provider. 


Immediate X X 


IHE individual 
tests positive at 
DPH site or 
through other 
provider. 


DPH/ other 
provider notifies  
individual of 
positive test  
results.  


ASAP consistent 
with standard 
DPH/other 
provider 
protocols. 


X   


IHE individual 
tests positive at 
IHE site. 


IHE individual 
with positive test 
notified of 
results by IHE. 


ASAP consistent 
with standard 
DPH protocols. 


  X 


IHE individual 
tests positive at 
DPH testing site. 


DPH POC 
notifies  IHE 
POC. 


ASAP  X X 


IHE individual 
tests positive at 
IHE testing site. 
 


IHE COVID19 
POC fills out 
short form and 
line list and 
emails them to 
DPH POC. IHE 
COVID19 POC 
officially reports 
case in the case 
report form in 
Sendss. 


ASAP  X 


IHE locations 
require 
disinfection due 
to positive test 
result. 


IHE COVID19 
POC coordinates 
with campus 
facility group to 
ensure 
implementation 
of infection 
protocols. 


Immediate   X 


IHE individual 
who has tested 
positive has 
presence on 
campus. 


If employee, 
send home or to 
follow-on 
medical care as 
needed. If 
student, 
preferred course 
of action is to 
send home (or to 
follow-on 


Immediate   X 
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medical care if 
needed). 
Alternate course 
of action is 
student self-
isolates on-
campus 
consistent with 
campus plans. 


IHE individual 
present on 
campus between 
2 days before 
symptom onset 
(or test date, if 
asymptomatic) 
and isolation 
date. 


IHE COVID19 
POC provides 
standard set of 
information to 
DPH IHE POC 
for contact 
tracing. 


ASAP    X 


IHE individual 
subject to 
contact tracing. 


DPH conducts 
contact tracing; 
provides 
update/ status 
report to IHE 
COVID19 POC. 


ASAP X   


 


 


 







Stuart



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Kate Maine; James Conneely
Subject: FW: Guidance for Faculty from AA
Date: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 4:34:00 PM
Attachments: Ally memo.docx

Tips for How to Handle Face Mask-Faculty_.pdf

Kate and Jim,
   As an FYI, here is the latest guidance we have provided to faculty in response to questions we have
received.
Chaudron
 

From: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 4:21 PM
To: Faculty <faculty@ung.edu>
Subject: Guidance for Faculty from AA
 
Colleagues,
 
This communication provides additional guidance across a number of areas.  Please note the
attached documents referenced below.
 
Guidance on Final Exams:
A standard final exam schedule was adopted last year.  The Final exam webpage now lists Fall
and Spring, and Summer schedules without a specific year identified.
 
For faculty: No in person exams/activities are to be conducted after the Thanksgiving break. 
The use of asynchronous final exams is strongly encouraged.  However, if using an online
synchronous exam format for F2F or Hybrid courses, please use the scheduled exam time for
that course.  For hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled according to the start time of
the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) and not based on a student’s
individual required attendance to maintain social distancing (e.g., Mondays only or every
other Wednesday, etc.).  Since there are no scheduled options for synchronous exams for
online courses other than after 3pm on the Friday of exam week (i.e., 3-5pm, 530-730pm, and
750-950pm), please consider an asynchronous exam option.  For asynchronous exam options,
please consider scheduling it in a way that provides maximum flexibility for students and to
reduce the potential for conflicts with other courses.  Asynchronous exam formats will provide
additional flexibility for students needing accommodations and use of the Testing Center,
which, due to social distancing requirements, will be operating with limited capacity.
 
For students: For synchronous exams in F2F and hybrid courses, consult the final exam
schedule and the course syllabus.  Note: for hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled
according to the start time of the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) listed
in Banner and not based on your individual required attendance directed by your faculty to

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
mailto:James.Conneely@ung.edu

Memo

To: Chaudron Gille, Provost & Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, Jenna Colvin, General Counsel, Beth Arbuthnot, ADA Coordinator, Alyson Paul,  Associate Vice President, James Conneely, Vice President of Student Affairs.

From: Thomas McCoy, Student Disability Services


Date: 7/22/2020


Re:	The use of Blackboard Ally as an online accessibility tool on the D2L platform.




I wanted to take an opportunity to introduce the UNG family to a new tool for accessibility. Blackboard Ally is designed to support faculty by checking for common accessibility issues. It will provide feedback and guidance to help faculty learn how to address accessibility challenges on the D2L platform. Additionally, it is designed to provide students with choices and it adds flexibility that comes with a more personalized approach. It does this by offering the students a variety of alternative formats that will make the courses more accessible. 

Why do we need to address accessibility on D2L, especially since we are already having to deal with the COVID challenge? The reason is based on a legal precedence called the Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act (29 U.S.C. § 794d).  In short, it requires the university to develop, procure, maintain and use information and communications technology (ICT) that is accessible to all students with disabilities. Most importantly, it is the “right thing” to do. 

Since we have a more online presence, due to the COVID challenge, we have a more focused approach to make all materials online fully accessible. We are reaching more students on the D2L format than in the past and we want all of the materials accessible.

I would like to emphasize that this is intended to be a tool to help the faculty and to educate them on how to improve their content’s accessibility. The Fall Semester provides us with a good opportunity to learn, educate and monitor while the educational and promotional materials are being developed. Departments may want to encourage the use of this tool and inform the faculty that it is available. Blackboard Ally will be fully integrated into D2L, providing the instructor an easy to interpret gauge for the accessibility of their course content.  Additionally, this product provides guidance and tips for content accessibility improvements.  DETI will also provide faculty development training for this new addition to D2L.

For administration, including the ADA Coordinator, we will have access to an accurate measurement of the university’s 508 online accessibility compliance. This information will be available upon request.

Please, forward this information along to all of the faculty, whenever possible. This will help them become aware of this opportunity and I would like to encourage all faculty to take full advantage of this opportunity. 

Thank you for your hard work and dedication to the students. 















































This document has been checked for 508 compliance through the Word Accessibility Checker.






Tips for How to Handle Face Mask/Covering Incidents in the Classroom 


Classes have now started, and your students are back ready to learn!! We are in a new normal 


and we must put measures in place to promote a healthy and safe environment. Students must 


wear a face mask/covering and practice social distancing (be at least 6 feet apart) while inside 


the classroom and other building/facilities. Below are a few tips to assist you with this plan: 


1. On the first day of class, make sure you cover all expectations including social distancing 


and wearing face masks/coverings when attending in-person classes. Faculty can refer to 


the Disruptive Behavior Policy within the Supplemental Syllabus. 


2. Have extra face masks/coverings on hand for students who may forget their face 


masks/coverings. These can be obtained through Emergency Preparedness by having 


your department head submit a request using the PPE request form. 


3. Extend Grace. This is still a relatively new habit for many people.  If a student comes to 


class without a mask/covering, please address this initially with a polite reminder and 


request to remedy the issue by putting on a face covering. If a student forgot their face 


covering, please provide them with one and explain the new guidelines and your 


expectations for wearing their face mask/covering in every class they attend in-person 


moving forward. Please be cautious to avoid public confrontations with students 


regarding masks.   


4. After subsequent incidents where a student is found not complying with the face covering 


requirement, a faculty member can report the issue on the See Something, Say Something 


form and indicate that the topic is “Person not complying with policy or directive.” 


5. If a student is blatantly non-compliant or refuses to put on a face mask/covering, you 


should explain that if they fail to comply, they will be reported to the Office of Student 


Integrity/Dean of Students for possible conduct violations. Faculty may dismiss the 


student from class until he or she is compliant with the face covering requirement and 


may elect to end the course meeting if the student refuses to comply and presents a 


danger to others. 


6. If a student becomes belligerent, threatening, disorderly and/or causing a disruption to 


your class, you may engage Campus Police. You should then submit a Behavioral 


Misconduct Report so the student can be addressed  through the conduct process  Please 


do not engage Public Safety for simple verbal reminders or verbal confrontations. 


7. The Office of Student Disability Services (SDS) will not be providing accommodations 


to allow students not to wear a face masks/coverings in the 


classrooms/buildings/facilities. Students with accommodations from SDS will be 


provided documentation outlining their accommodations and should be able to produce 


this documentation to you. Please contact your SDS colleagues with clarifying questions 


or concerns regarding this matter. 


8. Please ensure that a student’s refusal to comply with wearing face masks/coverings and 


social distancing is not reflected in the student’s academic grade in the course.  


9. When in doubt on how to best handle students failing to comply with putting on a face 


mask/covering, please feel free to contact your Dean of Students or a staff member in the 


Office of Student Integrity.  



https://www.usg.edu/coronavirus/#updated_guidance_on_age_underlying_medical_conditions_use_of_face_coverings

https://ung.edu/academic-affairs/policies-and-guidelines/supplemental-syllabus.php

https://forms.ung.edu/view.php?id=1297940

https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthGeorgia&layout_id=4

https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthGeorgia&layout_id=19

https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthGeorgia&layout_id=19





10. To submit an incident report, please go to ung.edu/student-integrity, click “Make a 


Report” and then the “Behavioral Misconduct Report”. Please use the attached step by 


step instructions for how to submit a Behavioral Misconduct Report. 


 







maintain social distancing (e.g., Mondays only or every other Wednesday, etc.).  For online
courses, consult your syllabus and/or your instructor.
 
Guidance on Proctoring:
Proctored activities are required of all UNG Online courses.  The proctored activity or activities
must be worth a total of at least 10% of the course grade.  F2F and Hybrid courses at UNG do
not require a proctored activity.  Therefore, proctored online final exams are not required for
any UNG course, but they remain an option for all and may satisfy other course requirements
for some.  eCore will require proctored midterms in their Science, Math, and ECON courses. 
eCore has suspended proctored exam requirements for all other eCore courses.  Proctoring
may be accomplished through the use of a fee-based service like ProctorU or a free AI solution
like Respondus Monitor.  Limitations apply to both and faculty are encouraged to consider
best practices in assessment regardless and as a potential alternative to proctoring and to
consult with UNG DETI as needed. 
 
Additional Guidance on Hybrid Courses:
Our Fall 2020 schedule will be hybrid intensive.  This format may be new for many faculty and
we encourage you to connect with experts in DETI and CTLL, experienced colleagues, and
communities of practice to ensure that you provide an engaging experience for all students. 
To reiterate previous guidance, faculty should not use F2F meeting times to deliver iterations
of the same lecture to different cohorts or simply for testing purposes.  Rather, consider
flipped classroom approaches, small group discussions, and other mechanisms of engagement
and balance these activities across both the F2F and online components of the course as
appropriate.
 
Previous guidance stands that you should email students in your course/s no later than the
Friday before classes start in order to let them know which course cohort they are in and their
expected schedule of attendance.  This information should also be posted in the D2L course
page and updated through the drop/add period.  To address student confusion and to ensure
that we maintain a reduced density of students on campus, new guidance is provided for
hybrid courses for the first week of classes.  All hybrid courses should meet online for their
first scheduled class meeting.  For example, if a course is scheduled for MWF hybrid, the
entire class should meet online on Monday, August 17 and begin the rotation of course cohort
meetings on Wednesday, August 19.  Likewise, if a course is scheduled for TR hybrid, the
entire class should meet online on Tuesday, August 18 and begin the rotation of course cohort
meetings on Thursday, August 20.  This will allow students an opportunity to orient to the
course requirements and expectations, including their attendance requirements.  It is
expected that you will begin the course on the first day of its scheduled meeting even though
it will be conducted online.  The drop/add period for students will not be extended nor will roll
verification.  Appropriate means of checking attendance through these periods should be
implemented.  Therefore, your messaging to students should also include this information.  If



you are teaching a H3 formatted course, you will also need to notify the students of any
additional safety precautions that are needed for that course format. 
 
The H1 modality signals 25-50% F2F instruction.  The H2 modality signals less than 25% F2F
instruction, but this should be composed of no fewer than four, non-testing touch points.
 
The Hybrid H3 format was originally designated as mask wearing before USG guidance on this
issue was received.  To avoid confusion about face coverings, which are required in all
classrooms, we are updating the course definitions in the Banner help screen as highlighted
below.  The course modality coding in Banner will not need to be updated.  However, if there
are additional notes in the SSAText in Banner for course sections under this modality, that will
need to be updated manually by departments.
 

Class Schedule - Help
Instructional Method:

·         F - Fully at a distance - All or nearly all of the class sessions are delivered via
technology. The course does not require students to travel to a classroom for
instruction; however, it might require students to travel to a site to attend an orientation
or to take exams. (This is generally equivalent to delivering more than 95 percent of
sessions via technology.)

·         P - Partially at a distance - Technology is used to deliver more than 50 percent of
class sessions, but visits to a classroom (or similar site) are required.

·         H - Hybrid - Technology is used to deliver 50 percent or less of class sessions, but at
least one class session is replaced by technology.

·         H1 - Hybrid: 25-50% F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver 50-75 percent of
class sessions. Segments of the class attend the classroom on a regular rotation based
on classroom capacity with social distancing. Students will be notified of their
attendance requirements prior to the first day of class.

·         H2 - Hybrid: < 25% F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver more than 75% of
class sessions. Segments of the class attend the classroom on a regular rotation with
social distancing. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements prior to
the first day of class.

·         H3 – Hybrid: variable F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver a percentage of
class sessions. Segments of the class may attend the classroom on a regular rotation.
The class format may necessitate close physical proximity with others. Additional
safety precautions may be necessary. Students will be notified of their attendance
requirements and additional safety requirements prior to the first day of class.

-



·         T - Technology enhanced - Technology is used in delivering instruction to all students
in the section, but no class sessions are replaced by technology.

·         No technology - No technology is used in delivering instruction.
 
Additional Guidance on Student Accessibility in D2L:
Please see the attached memo for more information and below for an annotation of that
memo.
 
We are reaching more students on the D2L platform than in the past and we want to ensure
that all of the materials are fully accessible.  A new tool to assist in this effort was recent
purchased and is in the process of being implemented.  Blackboard Ally will be fully integrated
into D2L, providing the instructor an easy to interpret gauge for the accessibility of their
course content.  Additionally, this product provides guidance and tips for content accessibility
improvements.  DETI will also provide faculty development training for this new addition to
D2L.  The Fall Semester provides us with a good opportunity to learn, educate and monitor
while the educational and promotional materials are being developed.
 
Additional Guidance on Classrooms and Seating Charts:
UNG Facilities is working toward setting classrooms for social distancing and developing
standard seating charts.  This will be an on-going process for the next several weeks and minor
adjustments are being made on a case-by-case basis.  Furthermore, some classrooms will be
used for the on-campus portion of the hybrid student orientation sessions starting this week. 
These classrooms will not be set until the conclusion of those sessions.  Every attempt will be
made to remove excess furniture, but there are limitations to storage capacity and you may
expect to see some excess furniture stored in your classrooms.  Classroom capacity with social
distancing was determined following CDC guidelines, including six feet of distance from person
to person and not between objects (such as chairs).
 
Classroom seating charts and capacity with social distancing will be stored in the EMS system
and a schematic will be posted in the room for a quick reference in the event that there is a
need to reset the furniture.  We ask that you reserve additional spaces needed on campus by
the end of August, at which time other groups will have access to do so as well.  Some larger
traditional and non-traditional academic spaces may be available for testing needs with social
distancing.  Per the governor’s orders, gatherings should not exceed 50 people.  Special
requests to accommodate groups larger than 50 people should be submitted to Academic
Affairs for review.
 
Faculty are encouraged to make use of a course seating chart in Hybrid and F2F courses.  If a
seating chart is used in conjunction with social distancing and face coverings, contact tracing
for direct and indirect exposures will be easier to identify in the event that an individual in that



setting tests positive.
 
Additional Guidance on Reporting:
Please reference the nighthawks together website (http://ung.edu/together/index.php) for
continuously updated information about the Fall 2020 reopening plan, Campus Guidelines,
Operations Updates, Student Information, Faculty Information, Employee Information, FAQs,
Announcements and Updates, Athletics, and UNG CoVid-19 Reporting and Cases.  On this site,
you will find two forms, one for self-reporting and one to report a concern about another
member of the University community (https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php).
 
Effective July 15, use of face coverings is required by students, faculty, staff, and visitors in
UNG buildings and facilities where six feet of social distancing may not be possible. Face
covering use will be in addition to and is not a substitute for social distancing. Face coverings
are not required in one's own residence hall room or suite, when alone in an enclosed office
or study room, or in campus outdoor settings where social distancing requirements are met. 
Face coverings are required in all instructional spaces.  Anyone not using a face covering when
required may be asked to wear one or they must leave the area.  Repeated refusal to comply
with the requirement may result in discipline through the applicable code of conduct for
faculty, staff, or students.  Reasonable accommodations may be made for those who are
unable to wear a face covering for documented health reasons.  Please reference the attached
document for guidance on how to handle non-compliance with face coverings in the
classroom or other settings.  Please follow similar guidance for handling non-compliance with
employees, but direct any reporting to HR.
 
Additional Guidance on Syllabus Statements:
Please ensure that you do not put anything in your syllabus that contradicts guidance provided
by the University.  Academic Affairs has updated the Disruptive Behaviors and Academic
Integrity sections of the supplemental syllabus and added a section on Faculty Flexibility and
Attendance Guidance During the CoVid Pandemic, which is identical to previous guidance
issued to faculty by the Provost (https://ung.edu/academic-affairs/policies-and-
guidelines/supplemental-syllabus.php).
 
Sincerely,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

http://ung.edu/together/index.php
https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php
https://ung.edu/academic-affairs/policies-and-guidelines/supplemental-syllabus.php
https://ung.edu/academic-affairs/policies-and-guidelines/supplemental-syllabus.php


From: Chaudron Gille
To: John Leyba; Jeff Turk; Christopher Jespersen; Mary Gowan; Sheri Hardee; Carolynn DeSandre; Joy Bolt; "Carol

Adams"; Andy Novobilski
Cc: Steven Lloyd
Subject: FW: Guidance for International Employment and Tuition Waivers
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 11:18:00 AM

Hello everyone,
   Please note that restrictions apply to student workers as well.
Chaudron
 

From: Tristan Denley <Tristan.Denley@usg.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 9:37 AM
To: Dr. Carl Reiber <creiber@georgiasouthern.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Dr.
Dana Nichols <dnichols@highlands.edu>; Dr. Costas Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>; Dr. David
Jenks <djenks@westga.edu>; Dr. Deborah Bordelon <bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>; Dr.
Gretchen Caughman <gcaughma@augusta.edu>; Dr. Jeffrey Knighton
<jknighton@gordonstate.edu>; Dr. Jerome Baker <jbaker@abac.edu>; Dr. Johnny Evans
<jevans@ccga.edu>; Dr. Debra Matthews <debra.matthews@mga.edu>; Dr. Kathy Schwaig
<kschwaig@kennesaw.edu>; Dr. Kevin Demmitt <kevindemmitt@clayton.edu>; Peters, Angela W.
<angela.peters@asurams.edu>; Michael S. Heard <mheard@atlm.edu>; Dr. Rafael Bras
<provost@gatech.edu>; Dr. Reginald Leseane <leseaner@savannahstate.edu>; Dr. Robert Page
<robert.page@sgsc.edu>; Dr. Robert Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>; Dr. S. Jack Hu
<provost@uga.edu>; Dr. Sandra Sharman <sharman@ega.edu>; Dr. Suzanna Smith
<suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>; Dr. T. J. Arant <tjarant@ggc.edu>; Dr. T. Ramon Stuart
<stuartt@fvsu.edu>; Dr. Wendy Hensel <whensel@gsu.edu>; Dr. Bruno Hicks
<bhicks@daltonstate.edu>; Bernice Hughes <bhughes@abac.edu>; kgsolomon@atlm.edu;
wendy.wilson <wendy.wilson@asurams.edu>; Susan Davies <sdavies@augusta.edu>; Shakeer
Abdullah <shakeerabdullah@clayton.edu>; Jason Umfress <jumfress@ccga.edu>; Gina Sheeks
<sheeks_gina@columbusstate.edu>; Jodi Johnson <jjohnson@daltonstate.edu>; Shawn Brooks
<shawn.brooks@gcsu.edu>; Tomas Jimenez <tjimenez@ggc.edu>; Dr. Dana Nichols
<dnichols@highlands.edu>; john.stein@vpss.gatech.edu; Melanie Miller
<mlmiller@georgiasouthern.edu>; laurab@gordonstate.edu; Allison Calhoun-Brown
<acalhounbrown@gsu.edu>; Head, John <johnh@gordonstate.edu>; earneso1@kennesaw.edu;
Brannon, Jennifer <jennifer.brannon@mga.edu>; bradleyb <bradleyb@SAVANNAHSTATE.EDU>;
sandra.adams <sandra.adams@SGSC.EDU>; Victor Wilson <wilsonv@uga.edu>; James Conneely
<James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; Xavier Whitaker
<xwhitake@westga.edu>; Vincent A Miller <vincemiller@valdosta.edu>
Cc: Martha L. Venn <martha.venn@usg.edu>; Joyce A. Jones <Joyce.Jones@usg.edu>
Subject: Guidance for International Employment and Tuition Waivers
 
Good morning,
 
As we continue to plan for the upcoming academic year, this document is intended to provide
guidance for supporting international employees and students who are unable to relocate to the
United States due to COVID-19. 
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Employment
IRS and international tax law requirements state that an employee must be paid based on the location
of where the work is performed, not where the employer is located.  If an institution would like to
consider allowing international employment, to include temporary arrangements,  the institution
would be responsible for setting up a compliant payroll arrangement for that country.  It is not
appropriate or permissible for a USG institution to make a U.S. currency deposit to an international
account.  
 
While the USG does not prohibit these arrangements, the complexity and variability of international
taxation laws can require considerable time and expertise to do this correctly.  Please note that this
guidance applies to faculty, staff, and student employees.  
 
Tuition Waivers
Given that COVID-19-related closures, cancellations, and delays may result in some students
encountering significant difficulties securing a visa and/or traveling to the U.S. for postsecondary
attendance, institutions may, at their discretion, temporarily modify their requirements for
classifying graduate students as research, teaching, or graduate assistants. Institutions may apply
graduate tuition and/or out-of-state differential waiver to any student meeting the temporary
classification requirements as outlined in Board Policy 7.3.1.2.  Students meeting an institution’s
temporary requirements to be classified as a research, teaching, or graduate assistant while living
outside the United States may not perform work or be granted a stipend unless a compliant payroll
arrangement has been made as noted in the Employment section above.  Institutions must also
adhere to the waiver limits as outlined in Board Policy 7.3.4 if choosing to exercise this option.
 
 
Best wishes
 
Tristan
 
Dr. Tristan Denley
Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Chief Academic Officer
University System of Georgia
tristan.denley@usg.edu
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From: Andy Novobilski
To: Chaudron Gille
Cc: Anastasia Lin
Subject: FW: Honors thesis defense on campus
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 11:18:04 AM
Attachments: Robison_HRNS_summer_2020_research_plan.pdf

I recommend approval, Chaudron
 
=======
Andy Novobilski, PhD
Assoc. Provost, Research and Engagement
Chief Research Officer
University of North Georgia
706-867-4493
 
 

From: "Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu" <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 at 8:28 AM
To: Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Honors thesis defense on campus
 
Hi Andy –
Attached is a request from one of the Honors students to complete her Honors thesis defense on
campus. She prefers face-to-face then online, and with only 4 faculty potentially attending, they can
socially distance successfully. They also are all on board with wearing masks. Thoughts on this? I
assume this is the correct path to move this up the chain?
 
Thanks and happy Monday!
Anastasia
 

From: Royce Dansby-Sparks <Royce.DansbySparks@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 6:58 AM
To: Anastasia Lin <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Tentative Thesis Defense Date
 
Good Morning Anastasia,
 

Hope you had a nice 4th of July.
 
Here is the form I quickly came up with. Let me know if this looks ok.
 
Royce
 
Royce Dansby-Sparks, PhD
Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry
Director of Honors
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Honors Program Summer 2020 Research Plan Approval Form 


This form must be filled out and submitted to the Honors Program Director by any student wishing to 
complete a thesis defense on campus during summer of 2020. Prior approval must be granted before 
commencing with student – involved summer research or thesis defense. 


Faculty name(s): Royce Dansby-Sparks, Efren Valazquez, Tony Zschau, Michele Hill, and Steve Smith 


Student name(s) and 900 number(s):  


Brief summary of the proposed activity: 


 is graduating in summer 2020 and is planning to defend her Honors Thesis project on July 24th at 
2pm. Since the start of COVID related online transition in Spring 2020, the Honors Thesis defenses have been 
conducted through Microsoft teams. The student requests an on-campus defense as an alternative that works 
better for her. This is a one time – one-hour event with the faculty listed above. 


Where will the student(s) be working? Give building and room number(s) as appropriate: 


Barnes 216 


Approximate dates, days of the week, and times student(s) will be working on campus. This can be general 
and is flexible; names of students needing access to campus buildings will be given by the Dean’s office to 
public safety. 


Friday July 24th – ~1-3pm – Defense planned for 2pm 


Plan for maintaining safe work environment and ensuring social distancing (keep to 250 words or fewer). 
Note: Faculty are responsible for creating safe working conditions for students. All departmental safety rules 
and requirements regarding student research must be followed, including students should not be in campus 
buildings alone and the faculty mentor must be readily available (in person) to the student researchers. 


Barnes 216 can safely hold up to 10 people with social distancing. Participants will also be asked to wear 
masks during the defense. 


___________________________________________________________________________ 
Faculty signature(s)  


_________________________________ 
Date 
7/6/2020


Approval, Anastasia Lin, Honors Program











University of North Georgia
119 Barnes Hall
Dahlonega, GA  30597
p - 706-864-1492
f - 706-867-2972
http://ung.edu/chemistry-biochemistry/
 
 

From: Anastasia Lin <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 at 9:35 AM
To: Royce Dansby-Sparks <Royce.DansbySparks@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Tentative Thesis Defense Date
 
Hi Royce!
Congrats to your students! And yes, I think it can work, we’ll just have to run it up to Chaudron for
approval. I think we’ll need to do something akin to the release for students to be on campus to do
research (have you seen that form? I’m attaching the sample from Biology. We would just submit
something like this but amended for thesis defense.) You may also want to include a reason why she
wants it to be on campus (i.e., a demonstration that doesn’t translate well online?) You’ll need to
sign it, send it to me to sign, and then I can send it up through Andy.  Before you do that, you might
check that everyone else is okay with on-campus?
 
Thanks!
Anastasia
 

From: Royce Dansby-Sparks <Royce.DansbySparks@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 9:09 AM
To: Anastasia Lin <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: Tentative Thesis Defense Date
 
Hi Anastasia,
 
I have two students who are completing their thesis this summer for summer graduation.
Dana is requesting an in person thesis defense rather than virtual. It should only be a few
folks, so social distancing shouldn't be a problem. Could this work??? I'm ok with it, but I
figured I'd ask for a blessing first.
 
Royce Dansby-Sparks, PhD
Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry
Honors Program Director
University of North Georgia
309 Rogers Hall
Dahlonega, GA  30597
p - 706-864-1492
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From: 
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 5:58 PM
To: Efren Velazquez <Efren.Velazquez@ung.edu>; Toralf Zschau <Toralf.Zschau@ung.edu>; Michele
Hill <Michele.Hill@ung.edu>; Stephen M. Smith <Stephen.Smith@ung.edu>; Royce Dansby-Sparks
<Royce.DansbySparks@ung.edu>
Subject: Tentative Thesis Defense Dae
 
Hi everyone, 
 
I was wondering if I could get everyone's input on a possible thesis defense date. I have
discussed with Dr. Hill about July 24. How does that work for everyone?
 
Also, I was wondering what everyone thought about having a thesis defense in person (in a
larger room so people can be spaced out). In person would be better for me personally, but I
can also work with an online defense. 
 
Thank you in advance, and I appreciate everyone for helping me come this far in my thesis
project. 
 
Sincerely,
 

University of North Georgia

Psychology Major

Spanish, Criminal Justice Minor

Academic Team, President

Honors Program, Senior Representative
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From: Steven Lloyd
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: IB Information - Recommendation
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 1:18:34 PM
Attachments: image002.png

image003.png
image004.png
image005.png
image006.png
image009.png
image010.png
image011.png
image012.png
image013.png
image014.png

Chaudron,
 
I have many more concerns about this than I did for AP.  In this case, it appears as though student final grades were derived from statistical modeling
with weighted predictions.  The variables used include student assignments that were externally and teacher marked, student’s grades in similar
subject areas, and school level performance metrics.  While I am sympathetic to the students impacted by this situation, the predictive modeling they
employed would serve best as a placement indicator rather than a credit by test option.  The reality is that the IB methodology, while adequate in
establishing a correlation and perhaps a good prediction, did not even come close to an assessment of student proficiency.  This is a case of what I
might call a reliable, but not valid assessment.
 
Rebecca is signaling that she needs a quick answer.  Is this something that you wanted to consult with the Deans about?  If so, please let me know if
you would like me to facilitate that discussion.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Rebecca Spearman <Rebecca.Spearman@ung.edu>
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 at 11:45 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: IB Information - Recommendation
 
Dr. Lloyd,
 
I was able to locate information via the IB website regarding “Awarding May 2020 results further information”- I hope this will help.
 
https://www.ibo.org/news/news-about-the-ib/awarding-may-2020-results-further-information/
 
You are correct about the tight timeframe. If we could get guidance by the end of the week, that would be great but I understand if not feasible. This
will give us a few days at the beginning of drop/add to communicate with students should they need to adjust their schedules.
 
I appreciate your time.
 
Best,
 
Becca
 

Rebecca Spearman
Assistant Registrar
Registrar’s Office
678-717-3640
 

 

 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 11:32 AM

9 How did I servo yo1..1 today? 
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To: Rebecca Spearman <Rebecca.Spearman@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: IB Information - Recommendation
 
Rebecca,
 
Can we get more information about how they calculated the score?  I appreciate the need to be mindful of the context and lenient, but this statement
does not give me confidence that they were able to assess subject mastery.  If you are able to share any additional information, I will take this to the
Provost who may wish to engage the Deans and others in a broader discussion.  I suspect you are pushing a tight timeline – so let me know when you
need to know.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Rebecca Spearman <Rebecca.Spearman@ung.edu>
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 at 11:19 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: IB Information - Recommendation
 
Dr. Lloyd,
 
COVID has made such an interesting world with transfer and testing credits. I wanted get your recommendation on information we received from
International Baccalaureate with student test scores and get your approval with proceeding. Here is what was indicated:
 

 
 
Do you recommend that my transfer team award credit based upon the score provided by IB, knowing that the students did not actually test, but they
had a reliable calculation they used for predicting what the student would have made if they would have tested?
 
Thanks,
 
Becca
 

Rebecca Spearman
Assistant Registrar
Registrar’s Office
678-717-3640
 

 

 

May 2020 results: COVID-19 

As you are likely already aware, the 18 took the difficult decision in March to cancel all the examinations due to be held in 
May 2020, as a result of the global pandemic. 

We have awarded each student a grade for each of their registered subjects using a calculation that takes into account 
their coursework marks, their predicted grade as submitted to the 1B by their school and historic data. For most 
components we have externally marked work that is usually marked by teachers, instead of taking samples and applying 
moderation. We have used our robust quality assurance methods to ensure coursework marks are reliable. You can 
confidently rely on the scores presented in this year's transcripts. 

- How did I sorvc you today? 
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From: Alyson Paul
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: International students in our program
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 11:46:29 AM

Chaudron,
 
I hate to be hitting you with this, but I would typically reach out to Steve Lloyd. 
 

Short version is an international student (4th year Nursing) who needs face-to-face classes to
maintain immigration status, but currently has no schedule.
 
Is there anyone who is assisting these situations?
 
-Alyson
 

From: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 8:00 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: International students in our program
 
Good morning Alyson,
 
I have several students in nursing and in interdisciplinary health that are international
students on F-1 visas.  They require face to face classes (9 hours) semester.  Who is the person
that I should discuss the issues related to the change in course codes for these students?
 
Sharon Chalmers PhD, CNE, APRN-BC, FNP
Department Head/ Professor
Department of Nursing
University of North Georgia
706-864-1934

From: Patti Simmons <Patti.Simmons@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 4:54 PM
To: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>; Joanna Carrega <Joanna.Carrega@ung.edu>;
Becky Murck <Becky.Murck@ung.edu>
Cc: Lynn Wood <Lynn.Wood@ung.edu>; Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: International students in our program
 
We have a couple of students who have communicated with staff and probably more that will
. How should we respond, looks like the situation is changing daily.
thanks
Patti
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Patti Simmons RN,MN,CNE
BSN Program Coordinator-Gainesville
University of North Georgia
Department of Nursing
Office: Oakwood Bldg Room 134
Phone 678-717-2327
 
 
 
 

From: Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 1:15 PM
To: Patti Simmons <Patti.Simmons@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: 4th Semester Nursing Schedule (Fall 2020)
 
HEY!
I know that there was some regulations placed around international students and I did not want to
give the wrong answer to her simply because I was not sure. :/     We have had to do some
rearranging in banner and she is one of the ones that we unregistered and waiting to hear from
registrar to re-register. (big mess on registrar’s end) I know that she will get 15 full-time hours but I
am unsure of the in-person hours.  Can you answer her better than I can?          
 

From:   
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 12:53 PM
To: Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Subject: 4th Semester Nursing Schedule (Fall 2020)
 
Good Afternoon Ms. Warren, 
 
I hope you’re staying safe during this Covid 19 pandemic. 
 
My name is . I’ll going into my 4th semester of the nursing program. I know
that our schedule is being updated on banner due to the Covid-19 pandemic and how it’s
affecting the upcoming Fall 2020 semester.
I am an international student on an F-1 visa and I just wanted to get some clarity on how our
schedule will be arranged for next semester? — In order to maintain my immigration status, I
would need to be full-time (12 credit hours) and have at least 9 of those credit hours be in-
person classes.
 
I hope to hear from you soon! 
 
Thank you and Warmest Regards,
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From: Alyson Paul
To: Sheila Schulte
Cc: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: International students in our program
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:27:01 PM

Shelia,
 
Can you offer any insight into how/if hybrid classes meet the requirements for immigration status? 
Is there someone (possibly you) who can field questions about this?
 
-Alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:22 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: International students in our program
 
I think the hybrid will satisfy the requirement, but we should probably consult Sheila Schulte
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:19:19 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: International students in our program
 
For me, one of the questions is -  do our new modality labels (H2, etc.) fit the definition of face-to-
face as it pertains to immigration status requirements?
 
I am unsure if the department is concerned about the number or proportion of face-to-face versus
online options in their area.
 
-alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:07 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: International students in our program
 
Alyson,
   I’m not sure I understand the issue. Is the dept ‘s change in courses resulting in only online?
Can they not register her because of registrar’s office? Or do we need to work with CGE to
sort out her status? Sounds like from the email they are saying she will have 15 hours
 
Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 11:46:27 AM
Tao: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: International students in our program
 
Chaudron,
 
I hate to be hitting you with this, but I would typically reach out to Steve Lloyd. 
 

Short version is an international student (4th year Nursing) who needs face-to-face classes to
maintain immigration status, but currently has no schedule.
 
Is there anyone who is assisting these situations?
 
-Alyson
 

From: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 8:00 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: International students in our program
 
Good morning Alyson,
 
I have several students in nursing and in interdisciplinary health that are international
students on F-1 visas.  They require face to face classes (9 hours) semester.  Who is the person
that I should discuss the issues related to the change in course codes for these students?
 
Sharon Chalmers PhD, CNE, APRN-BC, FNP
Department Head/ Professor
Department of Nursing
University of North Georgia
706-864-1934

From: Patti Simmons <Patti.Simmons@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 4:54 PM
To: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>; Joanna Carrega <Joanna.Carrega@ung.edu>;
Becky Murck <Becky.Murck@ung.edu>
Cc: Lynn Wood <Lynn.Wood@ung.edu>; Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: International students in our program
 
We have a couple of students who have communicated with staff and probably more that will
. How should we respond, looks like the situation is changing daily.
thanks
Patti
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Patti Simmons RN,MN,CNE
BSN Program Coordinator-Gainesville
University of North Georgia
Department of Nursing
Office: Oakwood Bldg Room 134
Phone 678-717-2327
 
 
 
 

From: Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 1:15 PM
To: Patti Simmons <Patti.Simmons@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: 4th Semester Nursing Schedule (Fall 2020)
 
HEY!
I know that there was some regulations placed around international students and I did not want to
give the wrong answer to her simply because I was not sure. :/     We have had to do some
rearranging in banner and she is one of the ones that we unregistered and waiting to hear from
registrar to re-register. (big mess on registrar’s end) I know that she will get 15 full-time hours but I
am unsure of the in-person hours.  Can you answer her better than I can?          
 

From:   
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 12:53 PM
To: Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Subject: 4th Semester Nursing Schedule (Fall 2020)
 
Good Afternoon Ms. Warren, 
 
I hope you’re staying safe during this Covid 19 pandemic. 
 
My name is . I’ll going into my 4th semester of the nursing program. I know
that our schedule is being updated on banner due to the Covid-19 pandemic and how it’s
affecting the upcoming Fall 2020 semester.
I am an international student on an F-1 visa and I just wanted to get some clarity on how our
schedule will be arranged for next semester? — In order to maintain my immigration status, I
would need to be full-time (12 credit hours) and have at least 9 of those credit hours be in-
person classes.
 
I hope to hear from you soon! 
 
Thank you and Warmest Regards,

mailto:Melissa.Warren@ung.edu
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Macretta Booker
Subject: FW: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
Date: Monday, July 13, 2020 2:22:00 PM
Attachments: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676).pdf

image002.png

Macretta,
  Can you provide the account string for this?  I am assuming we will pay it out of Operating
Expenses.
Chaudron
 

From: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 2:04 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
 
See below – chart string?
 

From: Danielle Yarbrough <Danielle.Yarbrough@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 1:34 PM
To: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
 
Hi Beth.
 
Just following up on the email below. I will be happy to assist.
 
Thanks,
-Danielle
 

From: Danielle Yarbrough <Danielle.Yarbrough@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 5:27 PM
To: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
 
Hi Beth.
 
Would you like me to submit the check request, or would you rather have your office handle?
If you would like me to do it, please let me know what chart string to use.
 
Thanks,
-Danielle
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Hall, Gilligan, Roberts & Shanlever LLP
3340 Peachtree Road, N.E.
Suite 1900
Atlanta, GA 30326
404-442-8776
www.hgrslaw.com
Tax ID: 46-4637851


University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
USA


Attention:  Jenna Colvin, General Counsel


July 1, 2020


Invoice #: 200676


RE:  Andy Novobilski Matter #: 1539-005


FEES
Date Description Fee Earner Hours  Amount
5/20/2020 Telephone call with UNG GC J. Colvin regarding proposed


investigation of anonymous complaint versus A. Novobilski;
conferred on background facts, prior history, allegations, and scope
of investigation [initial preparations; not billed].


MJG 0.60  0.00


5/20/2020 Telephone call with colleague W. Cartwright regarding proposed
investigation; factual background, allegations, and scope of
investigation [Initial administrative; not billed].


MJG 0.60  0.00


6/10/2020 Reviewed initial documents provided by UNG. WMC 1.40  350.00


6/11/2020 Drafted Engagement Letter; correspondence to W. Cartwright
regarding same; administrative set up of matter [initial
Administrative; not Billed].


MJG 0.70  0.00


6/11/2020 Correspondence with W. Cartwright regarding initial investigative
requirements; follow up telephone call with W. Cartwright regarding
scope of investigation and initial plan regarding same.


MJG 0.40  120.00


6/11/2020 Finalized engagement letter. WMC 0.90  0.00


6/22/2020 Conference with colleague W. Cartwright regarding status of
investigation, scope of investigation, and initial plan of action [Not
Billed].


MJG 0.30  0.00


6/22/2020 Follow-up communications with B Autnont regarding engagement
letter.


WMC 0.30  0.00


6/23/2020 Initial contact and arranging of video chats with departmental
employees.


WMC 0.60  150.00


6/23/2020 Follow-up communications to confirm upcoming interviews. WMC 0.40  100.00


6/25/2020 Prepared for interviews of K. Millsaps, L. Bastas, and C. Jackson. WMC 2.60  650.00


6/26/2020 Interviews with L. Bastas, C. Jackson, and K. Millsaps. WMC 4.70  1,175.00


6/29/2020 Y. Carr video call. WMC 1.50  375.00


6/29/2020 Preparation for Y. Carr video call. WMC 0.40  100.00


6/30/2020 Initial contact with A. Novoboliski WMC 0.20  50.00


6/30/2020 Follow-up communications with A. Novobliski regarding purpose of
meeting.


WMC 0.40  100.00


6/30/2020 Interview of S. Green. WMC 0.90  225.00


Total FEES 16.90  $3,395.00



www.hgrslaw.com





 


 FEE EARNER SUMMARY
Fee Earner
MJG  Matthew J. (Matt) Gilligan
WMC  Wayne M. Cartwright


 
Hours


2.60
14.30


 
Effective Rate


46.15
229.02


 
Amount


120.00
3,275.00


 Invoice Total $3,395.00


 Balance Due $3,395.00


Tax Number: 46-4637851


Hall, Gilligan, Roberts & Shanlever LLP
Per:


 


Matthew J. (Matt) Gilligan  


Please make checks payable to HGRS LLP. If you prefer to pay by credit card, please visit our website to pay online:
https://hgrslaw.com/payments/ (A convenience fee may apply).
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From: Jenna Colvin <Jenna.Colvin@ung.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 4:55 PM
To: Danielle Yarbrough <Danielle.Yarbrough@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
 
I approve this bill, can you check with Beth on the chart string to charge for this and how she wants
to handle processing the check request?  Thx.  J
 

From: Asa Campos <acampos@hgrslaw.com>
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 at 4:50 PM
To: Jenna Colvin <Jenna.Colvin@ung.edu>
Cc: "Matthew J. Gilligan" <mgilligan@hgrslaw.com>
Subject: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
 
On behalf of Matt Gilligan, I have attached our firm’s invoice for legal services provided
during June 2020 in the above-referenced matter.  Please contact Matt or me if you have any
questions/concerns about the attached invoice. 
                                          
As always, thank you for the opportunity to work with you on this matter.
 
Regards,
 
Asa Campos
Paralegal/Legal Assistant | 404-442-8776 | acampos@hgrslaw.com

Visit our COVID-19 Resource Center HERE

 

HALL, GILLIGAN, ROBERTS & SHANLEVER
LLP
3340 Peachtree Road NE,
Suite 1900
Atlanta, Georgia  30326
www.hgrslaw.com

 

Savannah Office | 912-777-6636 | 100 Commercial Court, Suite D, Savannah, Georgia 31406  
Seagrove Beach Office | 850-213-0604 | 4987 East Co. Highway 30-A, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida 32459
Destin Office | 850-502-2004 |  1241 Airport Road, Suite A, Destin, Florida 32541

This message is confidential and is intended only for the addressee(s) shown above.  It may include content that is protected by legal privilege, which is
expressly preserved and not waived by transmission to an unintended recipient.  Any retention, disclosure, duplication, forwarding, or other use of this
communication or its contents by an individual who is not an intended recipient is prohibited.  If the reader of this message is not an intended recipient, or if
this message is received in error, please notify the sender immediately..
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Beth Arbuthnot; Danielle Yarbrough
Subject: FW: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
Date: Monday, July 13, 2020 3:34:00 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Beth and Danielle,
  See below.
Chaudron
 

From: Macretta Booker <Macretta.Booker@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 3:33 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
 
Chaudron,
 
The account name and number is Academic Administration (10000 2210000 14600 11000).
 
Thanks,
Macretta
***********************
Macretta M. Booker
Academic Affairs Business Manager
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA  30597
macretta.booker@ung.edu
Phone:  706-864-1882
Fax:  706-864-1668
 
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 2:22 PM
To: Macretta Booker <Macretta.Booker@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
 
Macretta,
  Can you provide the account string for this?  I am assuming we will pay it out of Operating
Expenses.
Chaudron
 

From: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 2:04 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
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Subject: FW: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
 
See below – chart string?
 

From: Danielle Yarbrough <Danielle.Yarbrough@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 1:34 PM
To: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
 
Hi Beth.
 
Just following up on the email below. I will be happy to assist.
 
Thanks,
-Danielle
 

From: Danielle Yarbrough <Danielle.Yarbrough@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 5:27 PM
To: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
 
Hi Beth.
 
Would you like me to submit the check request, or would you rather have your office handle?
If you would like me to do it, please let me know what chart string to use.
 
Thanks,
-Danielle
 

From: Jenna Colvin <Jenna.Colvin@ung.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 4:55 PM
To: Danielle Yarbrough <Danielle.Yarbrough@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
 
I approve this bill, can you check with Beth on the chart string to charge for this and how she wants
to handle processing the check request?  Thx.  J
 

From: Asa Campos <acampos@hgrslaw.com>
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 at 4:50 PM
To: Jenna Colvin <Jenna.Colvin@ung.edu>
Cc: "Matthew J. Gilligan" <mgilligan@hgrslaw.com>
Subject: June 2020 Inv (UNG-Novobliski 200676)
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On behalf of Matt Gilligan, I have attached our firm’s invoice for legal services provided
during June 2020 in the above-referenced matter.  Please contact Matt or me if you have any
questions/concerns about the attached invoice. 
                                          
As always, thank you for the opportunity to work with you on this matter.
 
Regards,
 
Asa Campos
Paralegal/Legal Assistant | 404-442-8776 | acampos@hgrslaw.com

Visit our COVID-19 Resource Center HERE

 

HALL, GILLIGAN, ROBERTS & SHANLEVER
LLP
3340 Peachtree Road NE,
Suite 1900
Atlanta, Georgia  30326
www.hgrslaw.com

 

Savannah Office | 912-777-6636 | 100 Commercial Court, Suite D, Savannah, Georgia 31406  
Seagrove Beach Office | 850-213-0604 | 4987 East Co. Highway 30-A, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida 32459
Destin Office | 850-502-2004 |  1241 Airport Road, Suite A, Destin, Florida 32541

This message is confidential and is intended only for the addressee(s) shown above.  It may include content that is protected by legal privilege, which is
expressly preserved and not waived by transmission to an unintended recipient.  Any retention, disclosure, duplication, forwarding, or other use of this
communication or its contents by an individual who is not an intended recipient is prohibited.  If the reader of this message is not an intended recipient, or if
this message is received in error, please notify the sender immediately..
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From: Steven Stubbs
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Key dates in the Fall Academic Calendar
Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 9:34:54 AM

Chaudron,
 
Good morning!  This will move the final grade deadline to Monday, December 7 at 3pm.  Do we want
to extend it to maybe Wednesday at 3pm?  I can check with Jill Rayner.
 
Steve
 
Mr. Steven P. Stubbs
Registrar
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega  GA  30597
706-864-1798 office
706-867-2749 fax
steven.stubbs@ung.edu

 
 
 

From: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 9:18 AM
To: Faculty-Staff <faculty-staff@ung.edu>; Students-Current <students-current@ung.edu>
Subject: Key dates in the Fall Academic Calendar
 
The University of North Georgia has revised the academic calendar for the fall semester in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  Classes will begin on Monday, August 17, and conclude
Tuesday, November 24. Final exams will be conducted remotely the week of November 30.
 
Key dates in the Fall Academic Calendar include:

Aug. 17                Classes begin

Sept. 7                 Labor Day holiday

Nov. 24                Classes end

Nov. 25-27           Thanksgiving holiday

UNG U IVERJ.ITY, >[ 
. . . OR._TH E R{ IA"' 
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Nov. 30-Dec. 4     Final Exams (online)
 
The revised calendar supports the safety of all UNG students, faculty and staff and meets
accreditation requirements.  If necessary, students will be able to return to our campuses
following the Thanksgiving break, but there will not be face-to-face courses or exams.
 
Chaudron Gille, Ph.D.
Provost and Sr. Vice President for Academic Affairs
University of North Georgia
 
 
 
Sylvia Carson, APR
Executive Director of Communications
University of North Georgia
 



From: Alyson Paul
To: James Conneely; Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Online Classes
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:56:50 AM

Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
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From:   
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,-

mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu


From: Chaudron Gille
To: Steven Lloyd; Eugene Van Sickle
Subject: FW: Online Classes
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:20:00 PM

Steve and Gene,
   What do you think about Alyson’s suggestion below? I think this guidance could be a good
approach. However, many faculty advisors are not available now. Is this the right path for directing
students?  It could be added to the draft letter I sent you, or sent as a separate message.
Chaudron

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:16 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I talked with Johnny Kahn today to ask him why faculty advisors would not automatically help a
student wanting online classes to move to either UNG online or ecore.  Lori is NOT the only one. 
Johnny suggest that many faculty advisors are not familiar with the online courses and how to tell
students to explore and register for online courses.  Johnny also reminded me that students have to
take the prereq ecore quiz in order to be eligible to self-register for ecore courses.  With this in
mind, I thought that we may need to remind our faculty advisors that helping students with schedule
changes will be important to keeping them on-track.
 
If I worked with Johnny and Merci to draft a message to faculty, would you be willing share it?  Here
is the general idea for the message.
 

We expect that many students will desire to make changes to their schedules over the next
few weeks.  Although we may not be able to accommodate all students desires, we want to
assist students to choose the modality that best fits their needs and comfort regarding
health concerns.  While some students will want more face-to-face, others will want more
online courses  - and not simply out of convenience.    
 
Many students who may not have a condition that places them in a high-risk category live
with parents, a spouse, children, and other family members who ARE in high-risk categories. 
These students may request to shift their courses to online. 
 
Please remember that UNG online and e-core courses can be used to assist students in
obtaining a schedule that fits their needs and comfort.  As always, students who have
documented health issues or disabilities can be referred to SDS if the advisor cannot assist
the student with the needed modality.
 
Below are some quick tips to assist students in exploring online options as well as several
resources available by DETI.
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Let me know your thoughts.
 
-alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
  I would be willing to say that faculty have the freedom to work with students to address
accommodation needs, but I’d like to run it by the deans first before issuing that as guidance. I will
meet with them again on Monday.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
To respond to both your emails –
 
I don’t know what Lori had in mind.  Like you, I assumed that maybe she was proposing to put the
student in one of her own classes and then be flexible.  Lori didn’t answer my question about looking
at ecore options.  I don’t really do Advising and definitely haven’t done any advising related to e-core
so I was hoping that Advisors might be able to assist their students with this.
 
To the other point, I definitely wouldn’t expect that faculty be required to provide alternate
arrangements, but I would like for them to be able to do so (if they are willing.  Unless you would
discourage instructors from offering this, it could be helpful to remind faculty that they do have
some discretion to offer alternate arrangements because it is likely to have an impact on retention. 
The Dean of Students Office is happy to assist in fielding requests if needed, but clearly, we cannot
do more than point out the request to the faculty right now and before I started doing this for the
student requests I have received, I wanted to get your feedback.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
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   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
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Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,-
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Alyson Paul
Subject: FW: Online Classes
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:06:00 AM

Alyson,
    See Gene’s suggested edits below. I agree with him. I don’t want to completely shut the door to a
faculty member working with those students to accommodate them, particularly if we can get the
classrooms equipped properly.
Chaudron
 

From: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:04 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
I agree. My only caution is the part that says “but cannot facilitate the same alternate options for
students who live with someone at high risk.” I wonder if it should be rephrased slightly—cannot
guarantee the same options…but will try to assist every student where possible.
 
Then follow up with the “we encourage students to…”
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I think this is the right message and the right tone.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 at 10:55 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>, Eugene Van Sickle
<Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Steve and Gene,
   What do you think about Alyson’s language below?  I think it captures what we are saying our
approach will be. Any suggestions for improvement?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 

UNG 
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Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:23 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
I asked Joanie about changing the guidance to send students who are at risk to Student Disability
Services rather than Dean of Students.  I have been simply sending those to SDS who has an intake
process and will work through accommodations since this is covered under ADA.
 
I asked Joanie about adding another section on to the student info page that addresses students who
live with someone who is At-Risk.  Below is a draft of what I think could go there.  Let me know
your suggestions
 
Students who live with someone who is At-Risk
Many of our practices at UNG have continued to evolve to try to keep our students safe and to
meet their academic goals.  Faculty have been making adjustments to the academic schedule
to provide various types of modality to deliver courses.  Many of the hybrid courses will
require minimal face-to-face participation.  Please see the various modality options here.
 
UNG will provide alternate educational arrangements for students who fall into one of the
CDC categories as high risk for COVID-19, but cannot facilitate the same alternate options for
students who live with someone at high risk.  Instead, we encourage these students to explore
UNG online and ecore options available and to adjust their schedules accordingly. As always,
students should seek the advice of their Academic Advisor to assist in choosing course options
that apply to the student’s Plan of Study. 
 
UNG continues to look for ways to support our students and their academic goals.  If students
have extreme circumstances, they may contact the Dean of Students at
deanofstudents@ung.edu.
 
-Alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:43 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   I have not sent any direct messaging to students. I’ll talk to Jim and Kate tomorrow about
collaborating on that. I’m not sure what all is planned in terms of other messages to students.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:27 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
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I hear your point about faculty advisor contracts and not pointing students in that direction for help. 
I think it would be great if we could create messaging to students to allow them to explore their
options and make the necessary changes.  FAQs may help, but I think we might want to be more
direct in calling out strategies such as how to explore UNG online and ecore.
 
Has their been a message sent out to students to direct them to review the new modality
indicators?  If not, this would be a good place to insert the “do-it-yourself, but asking for guidance
when needed” strategy.
 
We can also share with faculty the strategy of empowering students to choose the schedule and
modality that works best for them (using online and ecore options), but remind faculty of how
important their guidance can be to keeping students on-course.
 
-Alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:12 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   The biggest challenge I see to this is that if students are directed to their academic advisor and look
that person up in Banner, most of those faculty advisors are not under contract in the summer, and
therefore not likely to be responsive to an email from students for help. I’m afraid that we would
only end up frustrating students if we make this the primary avenue for schedule changes. Can we
try to come up with some messaging to students that helps them navigate making the change on
their own? Maybe through the FAQs?  Directing them for example to select eCore and UNG Online
as the campus code to see what is available in fully online. I think we could combine that with
information to faculty about supporting students…… how we will handle accommodations, support
for this kind of advising, guidance on enforcing masks, etc.
Chaudron

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:16 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I talked with Johnny Kahn today to ask him why faculty advisors would not automatically help a
student wanting online classes to move to either UNG online or ecore.  Lori is NOT the only one. 
Johnny suggest that many faculty advisors are not familiar with the online courses and how to tell
students to explore and register for online courses.  Johnny also reminded me that students have to
take the prereq ecore quiz in order to be eligible to self-register for ecore courses.  With this in
mind, I thought that we may need to remind our faculty advisors that helping students with schedule
changes will be important to keeping them on-track.
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If I worked with Johnny and Merci to draft a message to faculty, would you be willing share it?  Here
is the general idea for the message.
 

We expect that many students will desire to make changes to their schedules over the next
few weeks.  Although we may not be able to accommodate all students desires, we want to
assist students to choose the modality that best fits their needs and comfort regarding
health concerns.  While some students will want more face-to-face, others will want more
online courses  - and not simply out of convenience.    
 
Many students who may not have a condition that places them in a high-risk category live
with parents, a spouse, children, and other family members who ARE in high-risk categories. 
These students may request to shift their courses to online. 
 
Please remember that UNG online and e-core courses can be used to assist students in
obtaining a schedule that fits their needs and comfort.  As always, students who have
documented health issues or disabilities can be referred to SDS if the advisor cannot assist
the student with the needed modality.
 
Below are some quick tips to assist students in exploring online options as well as several
resources available by DETI.

 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
-alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
  I would be willing to say that faculty have the freedom to work with students to address
accommodation needs, but I’d like to run it by the deans first before issuing that as guidance. I will
meet with them again on Monday.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
To respond to both your emails –
 
I don’t know what Lori had in mind.  Like you, I assumed that maybe she was proposing to put the
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student in one of her own classes and then be flexible.  Lori didn’t answer my question about looking
at ecore options.  I don’t really do Advising and definitely haven’t done any advising related to e-core
so I was hoping that Advisors might be able to assist their students with this.
 
To the other point, I definitely wouldn’t expect that faculty be required to provide alternate
arrangements, but I would like for them to be able to do so (if they are willing.  Unless you would
discourage instructors from offering this, it could be helpful to remind faculty that they do have
some discretion to offer alternate arrangements because it is likely to have an impact on retention. 
The Dean of Students Office is happy to assist in fielding requests if needed, but clearly, we cannot
do more than point out the request to the faculty right now and before I started doing this for the
student requests I have received, I wanted to get your feedback.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
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Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From:  > 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
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Thanks,-



From: Jamie Mitchem
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Fw: Online classes, foreign students, and ICE--FYI
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 1:51:52 PM

fyi...I assume you are aware of this (see below), and I can share with you an idea I had about
this next time we chat.  Disturbing times to say the least.  Thanks for all you are doing.  I'm
going to try to take a few days off from emails/Senate/meetings next week for my sanity
(except responding to my class and grading papers/labs) before the fall semester preps start
ramping up.

Jamie

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11:31 AM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: Online classes, foreign students, and ICE--FYI
 
Hi Jamie,

One of my colleagues asked me to bring the following to your attention:

https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/07/06/888026874/ice-foreign-
students-must-leave-the-u-s-if-their-colleges-go-online-only-this-fa

Best wishes, Kristine
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Steven Lloyd; Eugene Van Sickle
Subject: FW: Online Classes
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:55:00 AM

Steve and Gene,
   What do you think about Alyson’s language below?  I think it captures what we are saying our
approach will be. Any suggestions for improvement?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:23 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
I asked Joanie about changing the guidance to send students who are at risk to Student Disability
Services rather than Dean of Students.  I have been simply sending those to SDS who has an intake
process and will work through accommodations since this is covered under ADA.
 
I asked Joanie about adding another section on to the student info page that addresses students who
live with someone who is At-Risk.  Below is a draft of what I think could go there.  Let me know
your suggestions
 
Students who live with someone who is At-Risk
Many of our practices at UNG have continued to evolve to try to keep our students safe and to
meet their academic goals.  Faculty have been making adjustments to the academic schedule
to provide various types of modality to deliver courses.  Many of the hybrid courses will
require minimal face-to-face participation.  Please see the various modality options here.
 
UNG will provide alternate educational arrangements for students who fall into one of the
CDC categories as high risk for COVID-19, but cannot facilitate the same alternate options for
students who live with someone at high risk.  Instead, we encourage these students to explore
UNG online and ecore options available and to adjust their schedules accordingly. As always,
students should seek the advice of their Academic Advisor to assist in choosing course options
that apply to the student’s Plan of Study. 
 
UNG continues to look for ways to support our students and their academic goals.  If students
have extreme circumstances, they may contact the Dean of Students at
deanofstudents@ung.edu.
 
-Alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:43 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
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   I have not sent any direct messaging to students. I’ll talk to Jim and Kate tomorrow about
collaborating on that. I’m not sure what all is planned in terms of other messages to students.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:27 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I hear your point about faculty advisor contracts and not pointing students in that direction for help. 
I think it would be great if we could create messaging to students to allow them to explore their
options and make the necessary changes.  FAQs may help, but I think we might want to be more
direct in calling out strategies such as how to explore UNG online and ecore.
 
Has their been a message sent out to students to direct them to review the new modality
indicators?  If not, this would be a good place to insert the “do-it-yourself, but asking for guidance
when needed” strategy.
 
We can also share with faculty the strategy of empowering students to choose the schedule and
modality that works best for them (using online and ecore options), but remind faculty of how
important their guidance can be to keeping students on-course.
 
-Alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:12 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   The biggest challenge I see to this is that if students are directed to their academic advisor and look
that person up in Banner, most of those faculty advisors are not under contract in the summer, and
therefore not likely to be responsive to an email from students for help. I’m afraid that we would
only end up frustrating students if we make this the primary avenue for schedule changes. Can we
try to come up with some messaging to students that helps them navigate making the change on
their own? Maybe through the FAQs?  Directing them for example to select eCore and UNG Online
as the campus code to see what is available in fully online. I think we could combine that with
information to faculty about supporting students…… how we will handle accommodations, support
for this kind of advising, guidance on enforcing masks, etc.
Chaudron

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:16 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
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Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I talked with Johnny Kahn today to ask him why faculty advisors would not automatically help a
student wanting online classes to move to either UNG online or ecore.  Lori is NOT the only one. 
Johnny suggest that many faculty advisors are not familiar with the online courses and how to tell
students to explore and register for online courses.  Johnny also reminded me that students have to
take the prereq ecore quiz in order to be eligible to self-register for ecore courses.  With this in
mind, I thought that we may need to remind our faculty advisors that helping students with schedule
changes will be important to keeping them on-track.
 
If I worked with Johnny and Merci to draft a message to faculty, would you be willing share it?  Here
is the general idea for the message.
 

We expect that many students will desire to make changes to their schedules over the next
few weeks.  Although we may not be able to accommodate all students desires, we want to
assist students to choose the modality that best fits their needs and comfort regarding
health concerns.  While some students will want more face-to-face, others will want more
online courses  - and not simply out of convenience.    
 
Many students who may not have a condition that places them in a high-risk category live
with parents, a spouse, children, and other family members who ARE in high-risk categories. 
These students may request to shift their courses to online. 
 
Please remember that UNG online and e-core courses can be used to assist students in
obtaining a schedule that fits their needs and comfort.  As always, students who have
documented health issues or disabilities can be referred to SDS if the advisor cannot assist
the student with the needed modality.
 
Below are some quick tips to assist students in exploring online options as well as several
resources available by DETI.

 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
-alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
  I would be willing to say that faculty have the freedom to work with students to address
accommodation needs, but I’d like to run it by the deans first before issuing that as guidance. I will
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meet with them again on Monday.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
To respond to both your emails –
 
I don’t know what Lori had in mind.  Like you, I assumed that maybe she was proposing to put the
student in one of her own classes and then be flexible.  Lori didn’t answer my question about looking
at ecore options.  I don’t really do Advising and definitely haven’t done any advising related to e-core
so I was hoping that Advisors might be able to assist their students with this.
 
To the other point, I definitely wouldn’t expect that faculty be required to provide alternate
arrangements, but I would like for them to be able to do so (if they are willing.  Unless you would
discourage instructors from offering this, it could be helpful to remind faculty that they do have
some discretion to offer alternate arrangements because it is likely to have an impact on retention. 
The Dean of Students Office is happy to assist in fielding requests if needed, but clearly, we cannot
do more than point out the request to the faculty right now and before I started doing this for the
student requests I have received, I wanted to get your feedback.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
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Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
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My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,-



From: Ramona Robinson
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: online
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 8:22:01 AM

  
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 1:49 PM
To: Kelly McFaden <Kelly.McFaden@ung.edu>; Lauren Johnson <Lauren.Johnson@ung.edu>
Cc: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu>
Subject: online
 
Good afternoon,
I know I am past the deadline, but with increasing Covid numbers, especially in the Gainesville
area, I would like to request to take my hybrid course fully online this Fall.  I do have one of
the underlying conditions listed in the email from the provost. 
 
 

 

-
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Steven Lloyd
Subject: FW: Quick update from Faculty Senate
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:32:00 PM

Steve,
  Let’s add a clarification around Jamie’s first point. Touchpoints can be 4-8 times.
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:26 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
I think you all are working on another email.  I wanted to pass along that I just got a question about
hybrid with touchpoints.  The question is if they have to be exactly 25% or if they can be less than
25% contact.  I said I would pass the question along.
 
There were also questions at Senate yesterday about the first day/week of class and how to reduce
the number of people on campus and in buildings.  Maybe some clarification would help.  I think the
idea was for faculty to email their classes ahead of time and use the first class (online) to divide up
the groups and explain what to expect  this semester and go over the syllabus.  A few faculty wanted
to try to get learning support or dual enrollment students to show up in person.  I'm not sure what
the best call is on that situation so I'm just passing along the information.
 
Thanks!
 
Jamie

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:05 PM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Jamie,
   I just wanted to say thank you for your leadership of the Senate. I think you are doing a good job of being
a strong advocate for faculty concerns  and of channeling both the positive energy and the concerns
coming from faculty into productive paths and processes. Keeping the communication up and clear is
challenging for all of us in this environment.
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Faculty <faculty@ung.edu>
Subject: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Good afternoon everyone,
 
   I hope you have had a good summer even though it has been so unusual and hectic.  As we
prepare for fall semester, I wanted to share some information that might be handy, and let you
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know Faculty Senate is working hard for you.  Faculty Senate and  Faculty Senate's Executive Board
has met (online) several times over this busy summer to talk about issues that needed to be
addressed like reopening plans, budget cuts, and racism.  A couple of Senate members urged me to
email all faculty to provide updates, communication, and support.  I just saw part of Rep. John Lewis'
funeral so I realize this might get me in a little bit of "good trouble."
 

1. Faculty Senate wants to support our faculty at all campuses and all ranks.  Please reach out to
your departmental Senate representative (see list of members here: https://ung.edu/faculty-
senate/index.php), campus at-large Senators, and/or the Senate Chair if you feel pressured,
intimidated, or threatened.  While we cannot argue each individual case, we need to know
about any collective concerns or practices that are of concern to faculty.  This is not a critique
of our administrators at UNG who are doing their best to strike the right balance given
statewide mandates, but instead we want to make sure those faculty who are concerned
don't give up or take unnecessary risks.  You are not alone. There is an accommodation
process available through HR if needed fro those with risk factors. Balancing safety concerns
with institutional needs are especially challenging right now, and we want to make sure safety
remains the top priority for faculty, staff, and students at UNG.

2. Faculty Senate has met online twice this summer to specifically discuss institutional racism and
how UNG can address the topic head-on and continue to enhance the accessibility, inclusivity,
and diversity of our university.  It has been a remarkably refreshing open discussion with many
promising initiatives being rolled out from the Office of Diversity & Inclusion, the Senate's
Diversity Council, Academic Affairs, the President's Office, Human Resources, CTLL, Student
Affairs, and Faculty Senate and other groups.  New collaborations are being formed between
faculty, staff, and students to address this comprehensively.  This is all hands on deck to make
positive steps, and we are thrilled to see it.  More news to come as actions and opportunities
are announced.

3. The website for updates related to fall semester can be found
here: https://ung.edu/together/index.php

4. I urge you to hold meetings online this fall. UNG now has Zoom, and Teams and Visual Huddle
are also useful platforms for allowing people to attend meetings virtually.  

5. Several Senate members talked about feeling alone, being concerned about children and
school decisions, facing illness and/or death of family members, economic challenges, and the
damaging toll of social media.  Please reach out to colleagues, form teams of support, seek out
counseling if needed, try to find some time to decompress, and take care of yourself (I'm
talking to myself here, too) in these challenging times.  We want everyone to remain healthy
physically, mentally, and emotionally.  Burnout is a very real concern, and while we urge you
to do your best work possible as an employee of UNG we also want everyone to take good
care of themselves and their families.  We are all human, and there are only so many hours in
a day.  Remember our students are going through this, too, and get them help if you think it is
needed.

6. Any positive or suspected cases of faculty or students can be reported using the link below.  It
is important to document cases so contact tracing can occur, and UNG can support those who
might need help: https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php     

UNG COVID-19 Reporting
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From: Steven Lloyd
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Reporting & Tracing Questions
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2020 9:35:34 AM

Chaudron,
 
I think Kate’s message covers everything, but I wanted to make sure there was not anything you
wanted to add before I send it other than that I also forwarded his message to the Emergency
Preparedness team and you?
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2020 at 9:02 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi, Steve,
 
Beth and I discussed a response.  Please see below and use as you deem appropriate.  Let
me know if we need to discuss it further.
 

We understand the concerns you shared.  Please know that UNG’s plans are based
upon public health guidance regarding quarantine and isolation protocols.  If,
during contact investigation of a positive case, it is determined that a person had
direct contact with the affected individual and must isolate, they would be eligible
for FFCRA emergency paid sick leave.  Otherwise, students and employees would be
expected to continue with work and course responsibilities.

 
Best,
Kate
 
From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 8:51 AM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Dr. Maine,
 
Please see the thread below.  I initially messaged Beth this morning, but Chaudron thought you may
need to help with a coordinated response.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
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Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 7:29 AM
To: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Beth,
 
Can you help me with a response to this that is in keeping with the UNG, CoVid, and FMLA policies.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 at 4:39 PM
To: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>, Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi again Greg and Steve,
Thank you for your responses and for everything else you're doing.
 
Because the question was raised during the morning session of our retreat and you responded
so quickly, I shared your response with my colleagues during our afternoon session. I feel
obligated to pass on the universal concerns it raises that an entire class won't automatically be
quarantined if a student tests positive. I am glad to know UNG's contact investigators will
notify the entire class and faculty member. I hope Academic Affairs will support the students
and faculty members who choose to self-quarantine after receiving such a notification.
However, a policy that doesn't automatically quarantine the entire class after a classmate has
tested positive is not a sufficient response based on what we know about how the virus
spreads. On behalf of our department, I urge Emergency Preparedness and Academic Affairs
to reconsider this policy.
 
Thank you,
Jeff
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From: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:59 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi, and thanks for the question!
 
If a student within a class tests positive for COVID-19, UNG contact investigators and/or the GA
Department of Public Health will notify anyone who may have been directly or indirectly exposed if
they are identified during the contact investigation. Generally speaking, and when social distancing is
being achieved, an entire class would not need to quarantine. However, each case must be
evaluated on an individual basis to determine level of potential exposure. UNG contact investigators
will generally notify the entire class and faculty member when someone tests positive within a class.
 
Please let me know if I can help with anything else!
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:02 PM
To: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>; Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Jeff,
 
I’m cc’ing Greg Williams on this message as a point of contact if you have follow-up questions and to
provide a more complete answer.  If there is a positive case, contact tracing will begin.  Greg can
comment on who is notified under what conditions, but individuals with direct exposure are notified
and directed to self-isolate and follow CDC and GDPH guidelines.  In addition, a case reporting
system is being maintained on the ung.edu/together website.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 at 12:44 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Reporting & Tracing Questions
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Hi Steve,
I'm hoping you'll clarify something that was discussed earlier today in our departmental
retreat. If a student tests positive, will that student's classmates in all of their classes be
notified and quarantined? One of my colleagues said that in the Faculty Senate retreat, it was
stated that if a student tests positive, only the students sitting adjacent to them will be
notified, and not even the entire class. Surely this is not accurate?
Thanks,
Jeff



From: Steven Lloyd
To: Kate Maine; Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Reporting & Tracing Questions
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 8:51:22 AM

Hi Dr. Maine,
 
Please see the thread below.  I initially messaged Beth this morning, but Chaudron thought you may
need to help with a coordinated response.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 7:29 AM
To: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Beth,
 
Can you help me with a response to this that is in keeping with the UNG, CoVid, and FMLA policies.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 at 4:39 PM
To: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>, Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi again Greg and Steve,
Thank you for your responses and for everything else you're doing.
 
Because the question was raised during the morning session of our retreat and you responded
so quickly, I shared your response with my colleagues during our afternoon session. I feel
obligated to pass on the universal concerns it raises that an entire class won't automatically be
quarantined if a student tests positive. I am glad to know UNG's contact investigators will
notify the entire class and faculty member. I hope Academic Affairs will support the students
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and faculty members who choose to self-quarantine after receiving such a notification.
However, a policy that doesn't automatically quarantine the entire class after a classmate has
tested positive is not a sufficient response based on what we know about how the virus
spreads. On behalf of our department, I urge Emergency Preparedness and Academic Affairs
to reconsider this policy.
 
Thank you,
Jeff
 

From: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:59 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi, and thanks for the question!
 
If a student within a class tests positive for COVID-19, UNG contact investigators and/or the GA
Department of Public Health will notify anyone who may have been directly or indirectly exposed if
they are identified during the contact investigation. Generally speaking, and when social distancing is
being achieved, an entire class would not need to quarantine. However, each case must be
evaluated on an individual basis to determine level of potential exposure. UNG contact investigators
will generally notify the entire class and faculty member when someone tests positive within a class.
 
Please let me know if I can help with anything else!
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:02 PM
To: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>; Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Jeff,
 
I’m cc’ing Greg Williams on this message as a point of contact if you have follow-up questions and to
provide a more complete answer.  If there is a positive case, contact tracing will begin.  Greg can
comment on who is notified under what conditions, but individuals with direct exposure are notified
and directed to self-isolate and follow CDC and GDPH guidelines.  In addition, a case reporting
system is being maintained on the ung.edu/together website.
 

http://www.ung.edu/police


Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 at 12:44 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Steve,
I'm hoping you'll clarify something that was discussed earlier today in our departmental
retreat. If a student tests positive, will that student's classmates in all of their classes be
notified and quarantined? One of my colleagues said that in the Faculty Senate retreat, it was
stated that if a student tests positive, only the students sitting adjacent to them will be
notified, and not even the entire class. Surely this is not accurate?
Thanks,
Jeff

mailto:Jeff.Marker@ung.edu
mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu


From: Greg Williams
To: Kate Maine; Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Reporting & Tracing Questions
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 5:03:09 PM

 

From: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 4:39 PM
To: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi again Greg and Steve,
Thank you for your responses and for everything else you're doing.
 
Because the question was raised during the morning session of our retreat and you responded
so quickly, I shared your response with my colleagues during our afternoon session. I feel
obligated to pass on the universal concerns it raises that an entire class won't automatically be
quarantined if a student tests positive. I am glad to know UNG's contact investigators will
notify the entire class and faculty member. I hope Academic Affairs will support the students
and faculty members who choose to self-quarantine after receiving such a notification.
However, a policy that doesn't automatically quarantine the entire class after a classmate has
tested positive is not a sufficient response based on what we know about how the virus
spreads. On behalf of our department, I urge Emergency Preparedness and Academic Affairs
to reconsider this policy.
 
Thank you,
Jeff
 

From: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:59 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi, and thanks for the question!
 
If a student within a class tests positive for COVID-19, UNG contact investigators and/or the GA
Department of Public Health will notify anyone who may have been directly or indirectly exposed if
they are identified during the contact investigation. Generally speaking, and when social distancing is
being achieved, an entire class would not need to quarantine. However, each case must be
evaluated on an individual basis to determine level of potential exposure. UNG contact investigators
will generally notify the entire class and faculty member when someone tests positive within a class.
 
Please let me know if I can help with anything else!

mailto:Greg.Williams@ung.edu
mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Greg.Williams@ung.edu
mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu
mailto:Jeff.Marker@ung.edu


 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:02 PM
To: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>; Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Jeff,
 
I’m cc’ing Greg Williams on this message as a point of contact if you have follow-up questions and to
provide a more complete answer.  If there is a positive case, contact tracing will begin.  Greg can
comment on who is notified under what conditions, but individuals with direct exposure are notified
and directed to self-isolate and follow CDC and GDPH guidelines.  In addition, a case reporting
system is being maintained on the ung.edu/together website.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 at 12:44 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Steve,
I'm hoping you'll clarify something that was discussed earlier today in our departmental
retreat. If a student tests positive, will that student's classmates in all of their classes be
notified and quarantined? One of my colleagues said that in the Faculty Senate retreat, it was
stated that if a student tests positive, only the students sitting adjacent to them will be
notified, and not even the entire class. Surely this is not accurate?
Thanks,
Jeff

http://www.ung.edu/police
mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu
mailto:Jeff.Marker@ung.edu
mailto:Greg.Williams@ung.edu
mailto:Jeff.Marker@ung.edu
mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu


From: Chaudron Gille
To: Mac McConnell
Subject: Fw: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 3:23:13 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Mac, 
   it is my understanding that Anastasia has worked with Donna and Freda to develop this plan
for covering the shortfall. I support the request if you have no issues with it. I am also
confident that this will not recur under her supervision. 
Chaudron

From: Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:56 PM
To: Anastasia Lin <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Cc: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
 
Chaudron –
 
I fully support Anastasia’s request.  While this occurred prior to her becoming responsible for the
Honors Programs, she is working to: a) resolve the immediate issue; and b) ensure that it doesn’t
occur again.
 
Your help in reaching out to Mac would be greatly appreciated.
 
Andy
 
=======
Andy Novobilski, PhD
Assoc. Provost, Research and Engagement
Chief Research Officer
University of North Georgia
706-867-4493
 
 

From: "Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu" <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 at 12:13 PM
To: Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>
Subject: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
 
Hi Andy –
It has come to my attention that Summer Honors (DSS 14100  1300154 11100  41100 ) has overdraw
in its account by $6976.57. The overage was incurred because the program did not run this summer
due to COVID-19. Unfortunately, the reserve was not enough to cover the overage.

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Mac.McConnell@ung.edu



 
I request the controlled year end budget be used to move this amount into salaries, which was the
largest expenditure. Could you please help shepherd this request up the chain? My understanding is
it needs to be approved at the VP level and by Mac McConnell.
 
Please let me know if any additional information is required. Thank you for considering the request.
 
Anastasia
 
 
Anastasia Lin, Ph.D.
Assistant Vice President, Research & Engagement
Associate Professor of English
102 Price Memorial
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706.867.3234
 
**NEW! Need to make an appointment? Click here: https://ncsadvising.ung.edu/
 
 

 

https://ncsadvising.ung.edu/


From: Mary Gowan
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: return to campus
Date: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 3:55:36 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Latest
 

  
Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 3:47 PM

 

1111 
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Subject: Re: return to campus
 
I want to thank everyone who responded to my initial email. When I sent the email, I promised myself that I
would not "reply all" until Tuesday or Wednesday of this week. If you responded to me individually, I hope I
already replied to you – if I missed someone, thank you for your perspective on the concerns/questions I
mentioned. I know not everyone agrees with me, but that is part of the reason I wanted to send the email
in the first place - and it certainly has resulted in some good discussion (just most of it not "reply all"). 
 
Given the number of people who seem to be interested in more information, I want to share a couple of
items that came to my attention since the initial email (and then I do not intend to “reply all” going
forward). 

1. Regarding the risk assessment tool I referenced, the question was raised, “What does it matter
whether one "positive individual" is present?” Of course we are concerned most about lasting harm from
the virus, but the simple answer is that what causes that very harm is COVID-19 mainly spreading through
close contact with people who are infected with the virus.  

For a much more eloquent answer, here is an editorial published on Monday from Dr. Joshua Weitz,
Professor and Director of the Interdisciplinary PhD in Quantitative Biosciences at Georgia Tech and a
driving force behind the assessment tool. He and another Georgia Tech professor held an open town
hall just yesterday that I promise is worth an hour of your time, even though it focuses on Georgia
Tech. Among items mentioned in the town hall were the importance of initial testing and retesting
whole campus communities weekly. They mentioned the SEIR model that was also mentioned in our
discussion. Maybe some of you already knew this, but I found it interesting that SEIR stands for
susceptible-exposed-infectious-removed/recovered; the “removed” part depends crucially on
testing, i.e. removing someone who is infected from the community reduces spread. Georgia Tech is
planning surveillance testing of approximately 1300 a day, UGA has mentioned 300 a day – UNG
evidently has plans for 0 surveillance testing. (By the way, our neighbor Alabama is reportedly using
CARES money for ramping up testing at state universities.) 
 

2. I gather that a big question for a lot of folks with the decision-making process is that we would like to
know what factors are shaping the decision and how risk is being assessed. I’m not suggesting that
there is anything we can do about the following, but it may be helpful in shedding light on one factor
affecting the decision to reopen. A recently-publicized open records request resulted in this
document being available, highlighting the legal pressure that Corvias (the private company that has
a private-public partnership with USG to develop, construct, manage and maintain student housing
at nine campuses across Georgia) has exerted on the Board of Regents (BOR).  

Quick summary if you don’t want to read the document or research on your own: Corvias indicated
legal action if BOR unilaterally puts into effect policy that reduces student housing capacity, gives
refunds, or allows for housing contract cancellation across USG campuses, so if the BOR takes any of
those actions, it is done at BOR’s financial/legal risk. By not taking those unilateral actions, who
assumes any associated risk? Certainly not the private company that profits off of student housing
and the BOR avoids the risk of legal action from Corvias – the risk falls squarely on the students in
student housing and anyone in close contact with those students. And yes, UNG is one of the
universities – Corvias maps their “higher education partnerships” here (scroll down for map). 
 

https://www.ajc.com/education/get-schooled-blog/opinion-virus-risk-will-rise-if-students-return-to-dorms-dining-halls-and-classrooms/QRPKYWK4AVD2NPRSVCKUWYA3XY/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-mgLuhUSJc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-mgLuhUSJc&feature=youtu.be
https://abc3340.com/news/local/covid-19-testing-monitoring-system-guidesafe-launches
https://abc3340.com/news/local/covid-19-testing-monitoring-system-guidesafe-launches
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tpBZPsr3ANQuGyUZLeC6fSlHwLRt_lPN/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tpBZPsr3ANQuGyUZLeC6fSlHwLRt_lPN/view
https://www.corvias.com/higher-education-partnerships


3. I realize public trust in reporting of COVID statistics is an issue right now. I actually thought that this
issue was mainly with underreporting, rather than overreporting. Maybe it’s because I’ve always had
a hard time with cognitive dissonance, but I have a hard time ignoring the letter from 2100 Georgia
healthcare professionals sent to Governor Kemp on Friday. I also have a hard time ignoring those
family and friends who have already been personally affected by COVID. I mentioned the staff
member at UGA who passed away in my initial email. I hesitate to even mention this, but I think it is
important - since my initial email, I unfortunately became aware of Dr. Tim Pearson, Director of the
School of Accountancy at Georgia Southern University, passing away due to COVID complications.
Some of you may have known him, as I gather he was fairly well-known in Georgia accounting circles.
I cannot imagine if one of my students would become sick and even pass away because of attending
one of my class meetings. How do you handle that? I really hope that we (MCCB, UNG, USG) have
some kind of plan if that does happen. 

Thanks for reading - and take care, 

 

 
 

 
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 5:08 PM

 

-
1111 

https://www.ajc.com/opinion/opinion-ga-health-workers-plea-to-state-officials/EYGY2BIRI5CWVIPZDX5HOI6TDQ/
https://www.ajc.com/opinion/opinion-ga-health-workers-plea-to-state-officials/EYGY2BIRI5CWVIPZDX5HOI6TDQ/


Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Some have been disappointed that the USG presidents didn’t make a collective response to the BOR and
Chancelor based on, oh, let’s say science.

 
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 4:57 PM
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Subject: Re: return to campus
 

 I believe these decisions are made by the BOR. Our administration has been given their “marching
orders” and neither they nor we have a real say in making these decisions. For better or worse we all have
to follow as they say. As to your question I am sure the answer is no. I would think they rarely interact with
faculty or students.
 

 
 

 
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 12:56 PM

 

-
-
1111 



Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Are the leaders who are making decisions about faculty and students returning to the classroom amidst the
worsening coronavirus pandemic working in a similar environment? 
 

 
Sent: Saturday, August 1, 2020 2:32 PM

 

-1111 



Subject: RE: return to campus
 

Thank you  for being the first to voice concerns that I’m sure many of us share. Given the
contentious and charged nature of this subject, I’m hesitant to join in, but your brave post has inspired me to
respond. For what it’s worth, I don’t think you’re crazy J, far from it.
 

Maybe it’s because I work in an environment with respected and credentialed “content experts”, but I
have heavy respect for and trust and confidence in experts. In an infectious disease pandemic, the experts are
infectious disease specialists, epidemiologists, research scientists, virologists, etc. If experts from the likes of
the  Harvard Global Health Institute, John Hopkins, and the CDC look at our region’s reported metrics
regarding the rising daily cases, positive test rates, death rates, ICU capacity, etc. and are alarmed- that’s
enough for me to be alarmed too. Very.

 
Given that:

 
·         COVID in Georgia is far more present now than it was when we shut down in March and shows no

sustained signs of flattening;

·          Available space in hospitals (beds, ICU space, etc.) in Georgia is on the decline (necessitating the
reopening of the World Congress Center to treat COVID patients);

·         Compliance with CDC mask-wearing recommendations in the south is tepid;

·         Widespread testing and contact tracing of students, faculty and staff is not currently on the menu for the
fall;

·         Emerging evidence suggests that infected individuals can suffer long-term effects from COVID including
ongoing  neurological disease; scarring of the lungs and permanent heart disease, to name a few;

·         We still know far too little, despite some progress, about how the COVID virus spreads;

·         COVID is a highly transmissible disease; and

·         College campuses, like cruise ships and summer camps, offer favorable conditions for the spread of
infectious diseases… Yes! I’m concerned too.

 may be right, that the “probability of suffering lasting harm” will be minimal and that I
am putting misguided trust in metrics that are skewed and experts who are alarmists. I sincerely hope he’s
right, that we’ll all come out of this OK, but only time will tell. This is a novel virus, there are a few knowns and
many “known unknowns”. As such, for the time being, I think our best course is to trust in the experts who
have made the study of this subject their life’s work, to err on the side of caution, to protect each other and
our students as best we can by following the recommended CDC guidelines and to encourage everyone else to
do the same.  

-

https://globalepidemics.org/key-metrics-for-covid-suppression/
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
https://covidactnow.org/us/ga?s=807148
https://covidactnow.org/us/ga?s=807148
https://www.facebook.com/GEMA.OHS/photos/a.118773726390/10158211078601391/?type=3
https://www.gwcca.org/covid-19
https://news.gallup.com/poll/315590/americans-face-mask-usage-varies-greatly-demographics.aspx
https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/dozens-more-cases-reported-of-neurological-problems-in-covid-19-67717
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2020/06/study-finds-lung-impairment-recovering-covid-19-patients
https://www.statnews.com/2020/07/27/covid19-concerns-about-lasting-heart-damage/
https://time.com/5867395/will-universities-be-next-covid-19-tinderboxes/
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6931e1.htm?s_cid=mm6931e1_x


 
Best wishes for a safe and successful return to campus,

 

 

  
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:56 PM
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Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Good luck 
 

 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:47 PM

 

-
1111 



Subject: Re: return to campus
 

 
Thanks for asking. I'm enthusiastically looking forward to holding class in person, though I would prefer it
without "face coverings." My enthusiasm, as explained below, is based on my understanding of current
data on local medical treatment facilities' capacities, the very low risk to nearly all UNG faculty, staff, and
students of contracting a serious case of "the virus," and epidemiology's widely accepted SEIR model. 
 
One of my favorite KPIs for this question is the ventilator use ratio at NGMC hospitals. I like vent usage
because it's a number that directly signals serious hospitalized Covid cases and can't be manipulated. We
should, however, bear in mind that the vent usage stat includes both Covid and non-Covid patients. 
 
The most recent data, from the NGHS (https://www.nghs.com/covid-19/latest-covid-19-data/), appears in
Table 1. The bottom line shows vent usage holding pretty steady where it was in mid May when we were
not even close to overwhelming available resources. I might start worrying if vent usage spiked above 80%. 
 

Table 1 - NGMC KPIs as of July 31, 2020
 
I don't pay much attention to "deaths," or "hospitalizations", or "confirmed positive cases." These numbers
are deliberately defined as "worst case" estimates by officials who--unlike millions of ordinary Americans--
suffer no negative consequences from publishing overly-pessimistic estimates. 
 

For example, NGMC's 176 "confirmed positive cases" include an undisclosed number of patients with few
or no Covid symptoms who merely tested "positive" upon admission to the hospital for other illness. As a
related issue, with asymptomatic RT-PCR false-positive rates as high as 50-75%, the word "confirmed" is a
bit of an overstatement. More transparency around this number might improve public trust. Pending

-
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better disclosure by NGHS, it's fair to assume that 25-75% of the NGMC 176 are not being treated primarily
or at all for Covid. If anyone on this list can offer verifiable insight on this number, please share.
 
Going beyond hospital capacity to treat serious cases, the data strongly point to an extremely low (and
falling) probability of getting a serious case. In this regard, the Ga Tech COVID-19 Event Risk Assessment
Planning Tool is misnamed. It merely models "the estimated chance (0-100%) that at least 1 COVID-19
positive individual will be present at an event in a county, given the size of the event." What does it matter
whether one "positive individual" is present? What we really care about is the probability of suffering
lasting harm from the SARS-COV-2 virus. 
 
Beyond treatment capacity and probability of serious infection, surely our loss function should be more
inclusive. What about collateral damage inflicted by shut-down policies? Here's CDC Director Robert
Redfield on the shut-down driven spike in suicides among young people:

But there has been another cost that we’ve seen, particularly in high schools. We’re seeing, sadly,
far greater suicides now than we are deaths from COVID. We’re seeing far greater deaths from
drug overdose that are above excess that we had as background than we are seeing the deaths
from COVID. So this is why I keep coming back for the overall social being of individuals, is let’s all
work together and find out how we can find common ground to get these schools open in a way
that people are comfortable and their safe. And if there is a need for investment and resources,
just like there is a need for some of the underprivileged children that are probably better served if
they have certain comorbidities to do homeschooling, they need the access to be able to have the
computer and the internet to do that.
 
So, I mean, the goal is to get all these kids back into education. I’d like to see the goal being face-
to-face education, five days a week, as when we get there, then we’ve got there for those children
that don’t have an underlying significant comorbidity that would preclude it. And, hopefully, the
states and the federal government will work together to see that the resources to get these
schools fully operational come to bear.*

If this is not persuasive, there's the epidemiological argument -- based on the compartmental "SEIR" model
-- that the virus will inexorably reach its herd immunity level (likely ~ 10-20%), no matter what we do.** In
fact, what we've done to "stop" it (more importantly, when we did it) may have caused more deaths than if
we had nothing or next to nothing.*** In short, you can run but you can't hide. 
 
Whatever the argument, my sense is that it's high time that we get back to providing the service that we,
as an institution, agreed to provide. It's why we were hired. Let's do our part to stem the growing tide of
Covid-related suicide and other collateral damage incurred when we essentially (if partially) walked off the
job back in March. Working anywhere, any time, entails some risks. Covid19 is just another one of those
risks. I'm looking forward to on-campus instruction in the fall.
 
*https://www.buckinstitute.org/covid-webinar-series-transcript-robert-redfield-md/ (emphasis added)
**https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.07.15.20154294v1; https://www.nicholaslewis.org/why-
herd-immunity-to-covid-19-is-reached-much-earlier-than-thought/
***https://www.nicholaslewis.org/when-does-government-intervention-make-sense-for-covid-19/
 
Warm regards,
 

https://www.buckinstitute.org/covid-webinar-series-transcript-robert-redfield-md/
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.07.15.20154294v1
https://www.nicholaslewis.org/why-herd-immunity-to-covid-19-is-reached-much-earlier-than-thought/
https://www.nicholaslewis.org/why-herd-immunity-to-covid-19-is-reached-much-earlier-than-thought/
https://www.nicholaslewis.org/when-does-government-intervention-make-sense-for-covid-19/
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Subject: return to campus
 
Hi all,
 
I hope this email finds you doing well, especially given the current difficulties related to the pandemic,
economy, etc. I apologize for the lengthy email, and please consider this fair warning – if you are not
interested in thinking about/discussing UNG’s return to the classroom right now, feel free to delete the
email and not read the following. Also, a disclaimer: this is not an “official” email in any sense on behalf of
MCCB, UNG, or anyone else; I simply am looking to get some feedback from colleagues and maybe that
starts some discussion that we would not have otherwise. (If you would like to share this with other UNG
colleagues that did not receive this, please feel free to do so.) 
  
I have been thinking a lot about our planned return to the classroom at UNG. A big part of the reason I am
writing is I feel frustrated that I do not have the communication with everyone around me (students, staff,
faculty) that I normally would have in-person, so I do not feel like I know very well what other people are
thinking about the scheduled return. I have appreciated the town halls from both UNG and MCCB, but I
decided to do two things this week to hopefully remedy that frustration a bit: (1) survey students I have
seen in class in recent semesters and (2) write this email. I want to share my perspective on a couple of
things before sharing some highlights from the surveyed students; I hope this will get you thinking and
possibly providing some feedback. And of course, just as if we were discussing in-person, please feel free to
tell me I’m crazy, you agree with me, or anything in-between.  
  
UNG moved to “Phase 3” this week, although in Georgia we have seen recent highs in COVID-19 new cases
and deaths, and some area hospitals are reporting no available critical care space and diverting patients to
other hospitals. In fact, according to the Georgia Department of Health, the entire region where our
Oconee campus is and where some students, faculty, and staff live has zero critical care beds currently
available (with a large population increase just around the corner for this region, in Athens). According to
news reports just yesterday, the Northeast Georgia Health system is at about 95% capacity and needing
medicine and staff to keep up with the number of patients. Even more specific to USG, there are also
unfortunate reports this week of a 32-year-old systems and maintenance employee at UGA passing away
from COVID-19. 
  
Given all of this, I am very uneasy about returning to the classroom. This unease grows when I hear that
UNG will not test us initially coming back to campus, will rely mainly on testing and contact tracing systems
that have been problematic across the state, and that we don’t have any set metrics (number of cases,
hospitalizations, or deaths) for how to decide if we move classes online in the case of an outbreak.
Furthermore, evidently not all other individuals in a class where someone is found to be COVID-positive will
be notified - the justification being that the individual might not have been in "close contact" with the
others. In economics, we talk a lot about cost vs. benefit analysis, where decisions are guided by careful
analysis of the related potential costs versus potential benefits. I will not argue with anyone about the



benefit of having face-to-face instruction; under normal circumstances, I would much prefer to be in the
classroom than conducting classes online. However, are we actually fully considering the potential costs
related to people getting sick and even dying, or are we solely concentrated on "moving forward" no
matter what the cost?   
  
Some of you may be familiar with the tool developed by Georgia Tech researchers that allows seeing the
county-by-county estimated probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in events of different
sizes. If you have not seen this, it might be worth your time: https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/ In case
you have not thought about it this way, I will give two examples of the probabilities of encountering COVID-
positive individuals in the classroom (this obviously could be a student or faculty member). I am focusing on
the Gainesville campus because that is where I have taught 100% since starting at UNG in 2014; it happens
to have the highest case rate of any county in our respective campus areas.   
  
Example #1: I split my class of approximately 40 into 4 groups to see students 10 at a time given classroom
capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in an event size of
10 in Hall County is 0.41. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the likelihood of encountering
a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? 88% (If you’re checking me on the math, I took the
probability of not encountering a COVID-positive individual (0.59) and considered the four meetings, so
0.59 raised to the 4th power, then subtract the answer from 1).  
  
Example #2: I split my class of approximately 50 into 2 groups to see students 25 at a time given classroom
capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in an event size of
25 in Hall County is 0.74. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the likelihood of encountering
a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? Using a similar calculation method as before, the answer is
93%.  
  
I know we now have a rule about masks in campus buildings, but that does not change these probabilities –
I do not like these probabilities for myself or for my students. And this is just after seeing all students from
one class once in the classroom. Furthermore, we are not talking about a brief interaction; we are talking
about a university classroom, where we are generally talking in a closed space for an extended amount of
time. Are we OK with those probabilities for students, faculty, and staff? 
  
What do our students think? I have heard and read multiple times something along the lines of “we need
to be back in the classroom because this is what students want.” I am not sure if students have been asked
about their opinions or concerns. I sent a request to answer a short survey to the students I have seen in
the classroom during 2019 and 2020. In three days, I heard from 145 of about 800 students who received
the request, and here is a brief summary (if you would like more details on this, please let me know – I
would be happy to provide you with more information):  

Students are concerned about health with the return to the classroom. 44% of respondents were
“very concerned” and 37% were “somewhat concerned,” while 6% were “neutral” and 13% were
“not concerned at all.”  
Students would like to see classes fully online. To the question, “If you had the option to have your
classes fully online, would you prefer to have them fully online?” 48% responded “yes,” 18%
“maybe,” 5% “not sure,” and 30% “no.”  
Students have confusion over the format of Fall 2020 classes. 17% said “yes,” they understand, 43%
said “somewhat” understand, and 41% said “no,” they do not understand the format.  
Students do not feel like they are being heard regarding the return to the classroom. To the
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https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/


question, “Before this survey, did you feel like you have had a chance to ask questions and express
your opinion related to UNG returning to the classroom in Fall 2020?” 10% responded “yes,” 29%
“somewhat,” and 61% “no.”  

I realize that some of “being confused” or “not having a chance to express questions/opinions” may be the
students’ responsibility, but it seems that these responses raise some questions about how we are
communicating and whether students are actually comfortable being back in the classroom.  

One of my advisee’s comments in particular stuck out to me. He initially asked if any more online sections
might be available for courses, because he is scared to go to work and school given the pandemic,
especially given conditions in Hall County. He commented that he questions whether UNG has the
students’ best interests in mind. When I asked him if he would mind me sharing his comments without
including his name, he replied, “Absolutely! Go right ahead! You can use my name if you want to. I want
them to know that they are putting us in danger especially since we are in Hall County. Make sure to use
the part when I said I do not think they have our best interest at heart because it’s serious, people are
dying. I had two friends whose dad passed away from COVID-19 just last month. Anyone can go at this
point if they catch the virus.” 

If you made it to the end of this email, thank you for taking the time. If you are asking yourself, “What is the
goal of the email?” here is a two-part answer:  

1. Dialogue/discussion – I would be happy to hear from you no matter what your opinion on these
issues is, especially if you have ideas/comments you would like to share as to how you are
approaching being back in the classroom and/or what you are telling your students about their
concerns.  

2. Potential action – if enough people share my concerns, shouldn’t we consider some type of formal
statement or action expressing those concerns to UNG & USG?

 
Thanks and have a nice weekend! 

  

 
 

-



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Kate Maine
Subject: FW: return to campus
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 8:43:00 AM
Attachments: image002.png

Kate,
   Not to inundate you with emails, or suggest that this needs a response from you, I thought you might be
interested in this as you think about further communications.
Chaudron
 

From: Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: return to campus
 
Latest
 

   
Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 3:47 PM
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Subject: Re: return to campus
 
I want to thank everyone who responded to my initial email. When I sent the email, I promised myself that I
would not "reply all" until Tuesday or Wednesday of this week. If you responded to me individually, I hope I
already replied to you – if I missed someone, thank you for your perspective on the concerns/questions I
mentioned. I know not everyone agrees with me, but that is part of the reason I wanted to send the email
in the first place - and it certainly has resulted in some good discussion (just most of it not "reply all"). 
 
Given the number of people who seem to be interested in more information, I want to share a couple of
items that came to my attention since the initial email (and then I do not intend to “reply all” going
forward). 

1. Regarding the risk assessment tool I referenced, the question was raised, “What does it matter
whether one "positive individual" is present?” Of course we are concerned most about lasting harm from
the virus, but the simple answer is that what causes that very harm is COVID-19 mainly spreading through
close contact with people who are infected with the virus.  

For a much more eloquent answer, here is an editorial published on Monday from Dr. Joshua Weitz,
Professor and Director of the Interdisciplinary PhD in Quantitative Biosciences at Georgia Tech and a
driving force behind the assessment tool. He and another Georgia Tech professor held an open town
hall just yesterday that I promise is worth an hour of your time, even though it focuses on Georgia
Tech. Among items mentioned in the town hall were the importance of initial testing and retesting
whole campus communities weekly. They mentioned the SEIR model that was also mentioned in our
discussion. Maybe some of you already knew this, but I found it interesting that SEIR stands for
susceptible-exposed-infectious-removed/recovered; the “removed” part depends crucially on
testing, i.e. removing someone who is infected from the community reduces spread. Georgia Tech is
planning surveillance testing of approximately 1300 a day, UGA has mentioned 300 a day – UNG
evidently has plans for 0 surveillance testing. (By the way, our neighbor Alabama is reportedly using
CARES money for ramping up testing at state universities.) 
 

2. I gather that a big question for a lot of folks with the decision-making process is that we would like to
know what factors are shaping the decision and how risk is being assessed. I’m not suggesting that
there is anything we can do about the following, but it may be helpful in shedding light on one factor
affecting the decision to reopen. A recently-publicized open records request resulted in this
document being available, highlighting the legal pressure that Corvias (the private company that has
a private-public partnership with USG to develop, construct, manage and maintain student housing
at nine campuses across Georgia) has exerted on the Board of Regents (BOR).  

https://www.ajc.com/education/get-schooled-blog/opinion-virus-risk-will-rise-if-students-return-to-dorms-dining-halls-and-classrooms/QRPKYWK4AVD2NPRSVCKUWYA3XY/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-mgLuhUSJc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-mgLuhUSJc&feature=youtu.be
https://abc3340.com/news/local/covid-19-testing-monitoring-system-guidesafe-launches
https://abc3340.com/news/local/covid-19-testing-monitoring-system-guidesafe-launches
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tpBZPsr3ANQuGyUZLeC6fSlHwLRt_lPN/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tpBZPsr3ANQuGyUZLeC6fSlHwLRt_lPN/view


Quick summary if you don’t want to read the document or research on your own: Corvias indicated
legal action if BOR unilaterally puts into effect policy that reduces student housing capacity, gives
refunds, or allows for housing contract cancellation across USG campuses, so if the BOR takes any of
those actions, it is done at BOR’s financial/legal risk. By not taking those unilateral actions, who
assumes any associated risk? Certainly not the private company that profits off of student housing
and the BOR avoids the risk of legal action from Corvias – the risk falls squarely on the students in
student housing and anyone in close contact with those students. And yes, UNG is one of the
universities – Corvias maps their “higher education partnerships” here (scroll down for map). 
 

3. I realize public trust in reporting of COVID statistics is an issue right now. I actually thought that this
issue was mainly with underreporting, rather than overreporting. Maybe it’s because I’ve always had
a hard time with cognitive dissonance, but I have a hard time ignoring the letter from 2100 Georgia
healthcare professionals sent to Governor Kemp on Friday. I also have a hard time ignoring those
family and friends who have already been personally affected by COVID. I mentioned the staff
member at UGA who passed away in my initial email. I hesitate to even mention this, but I think it is
important - since my initial email, I unfortunately became aware of Dr. Tim Pearson, Director of the
School of Accountancy at Georgia Southern University, passing away due to COVID complications.
Some of you may have known him, as I gather he was fairly well-known in Georgia accounting circles.
I cannot imagine if one of my students would become sick and even pass away because of attending
one of my class meetings. How do you handle that? I really hope that we (MCCB, UNG, USG) have
some kind of plan if that does happen. 

Thanks for reading - and take care, 

 

 
 

 
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 5:08 PM

 

-
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https://www.corvias.com/higher-education-partnerships
https://www.ajc.com/opinion/opinion-ga-health-workers-plea-to-state-officials/EYGY2BIRI5CWVIPZDX5HOI6TDQ/
https://www.ajc.com/opinion/opinion-ga-health-workers-plea-to-state-officials/EYGY2BIRI5CWVIPZDX5HOI6TDQ/


Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Some have been disappointed that the USG presidents didn’t make a collective response to the BOR and
Chancelor based on, oh, let’s say science.

 
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 4:57 PM

 

mie Mitchem

1111 



Subject: Re: return to campus
 

 I believe these decisions are made by the BOR. Our administration has been given their “marching
orders” and neither they nor we have a real say in making these decisions. For better or worse we all have
to follow as they say. As to your question I am sure the answer is no. I would think they rarely interact with
faculty or students.
 

 
 

 
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 12:56 PM

 

-
-
1111 



Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Are the leaders who are making decisions about faculty and students returning to the classroom amidst the
worsening coronavirus pandemic working in a similar environment? 
 

 
Sent: Saturday, August 1, 2020 2:32 PM

 

-1111 



Subject: RE: return to campus
 

Thank you   for being the first to voice concerns that I’m sure many of us share. Given the
contentious and charged nature of this subject, I’m hesitant to join in, but your brave post has inspired me to
respond. For what it’s worth, I don’t think you’re crazy J, far from it.
 

Maybe it’s because I work in an environment with respected and credentialed “content experts”, but I
have heavy respect for and trust and confidence in experts. In an infectious disease pandemic, the experts are
infectious disease specialists, epidemiologists, research scientists, virologists, etc. If experts from the likes of
the  Harvard Global Health Institute, John Hopkins, and the CDC look at our region’s reported metrics
regarding the rising daily cases, positive test rates, death rates, ICU capacity, etc. and are alarmed- that’s
enough for me to be alarmed too. Very.

 
Given that:

 
·         COVID in Georgia is far more present now than it was when we shut down in March and shows no

sustained signs of flattening;

·          Available space in hospitals (beds, ICU space, etc.) in Georgia is on the decline (necessitating the
reopening of the World Congress Center to treat COVID patients);

·         Compliance with CDC mask-wearing recommendations in the south is tepid;

·         Widespread testing and contact tracing of students, faculty and staff is not currently on the menu for the
fall;

·         Emerging evidence suggests that infected individuals can suffer long-term effects from COVID including
ongoing  neurological disease; scarring of the lungs and permanent heart disease, to name a few;

·         We still know far too little, despite some progress, about how the COVID virus spreads;

·         COVID is a highly transmissible disease; and

-

https://globalepidemics.org/key-metrics-for-covid-suppression/
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
https://covidactnow.org/us/ga?s=807148
https://covidactnow.org/us/ga?s=807148
https://www.facebook.com/GEMA.OHS/photos/a.118773726390/10158211078601391/?type=3
https://www.gwcca.org/covid-19
https://news.gallup.com/poll/315590/americans-face-mask-usage-varies-greatly-demographics.aspx
https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/dozens-more-cases-reported-of-neurological-problems-in-covid-19-67717
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2020/06/study-finds-lung-impairment-recovering-covid-19-patients
https://www.statnews.com/2020/07/27/covid19-concerns-about-lasting-heart-damage/


·         College campuses, like cruise ships and summer camps, offer favorable conditions for the spread of
infectious diseases… Yes! I’m concerned too.

 may be right, that the “probability of suffering lasting harm” will be minimal and that I
am putting misguided trust in metrics that are skewed and experts who are alarmists. I sincerely hope he’s
right, that we’ll all come out of this OK, but only time will tell. This is a novel virus, there are a few knowns and
many “known unknowns”. As such, for the time being, I think our best course is to trust in the experts who
have made the study of this subject their life’s work, to err on the side of caution, to protect each other and
our students as best we can by following the recommended CDC guidelines and to encourage everyone else to
do the same.  

 
Best wishes for a safe and successful return to campus,

 

 

   
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:56 PM
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https://time.com/5867395/will-universities-be-next-covid-19-tinderboxes/
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6931e1.htm?s_cid=mm6931e1_x


Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Good luck 
 

 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:47 PM

 

-
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Subject: Re: return to campus
 

 
Thanks for asking. I'm enthusiastically looking forward to holding class in person, though I would prefer it
without "face coverings." My enthusiasm, as explained below, is based on my understanding of current
data on local medical treatment facilities' capacities, the very low risk to nearly all UNG faculty, staff, and
students of contracting a serious case of "the virus," and epidemiology's widely accepted SEIR model. 
 
One of my favorite KPIs for this question is the ventilator use ratio at NGMC hospitals. I like vent usage
because it's a number that directly signals serious hospitalized Covid cases and can't be manipulated. We
should, however, bear in mind that the vent usage stat includes both Covid and non-Covid patients. 
 
The most recent data, from the NGHS (https://www.nghs.com/covid-19/latest-covid-19-data/), appears in
Table 1. The bottom line shows vent usage holding pretty steady where it was in mid May when we were
not even close to overwhelming available resources. I might start worrying if vent usage spiked above 80%. 
 

Table 1 - NGMC KPIs as of July 31, 2020
 
I don't pay much attention to "deaths," or "hospitalizations", or "confirmed positive cases." These numbers
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are deliberately defined as "worst case" estimates by officials who--unlike millions of ordinary Americans--
suffer no negative consequences from publishing overly-pessimistic estimates. 
 

For example, NGMC's 176 "confirmed positive cases" include an undisclosed number of patients with few
or no Covid symptoms who merely tested "positive" upon admission to the hospital for other illness. As a
related issue, with asymptomatic RT-PCR false-positive rates as high as 50-75%, the word "confirmed" is a
bit of an overstatement. More transparency around this number might improve public trust. Pending
better disclosure by NGHS, it's fair to assume that 25-75% of the NGMC 176 are not being treated primarily
or at all for Covid. If anyone on this list can offer verifiable insight on this number, please share.
 
Going beyond hospital capacity to treat serious cases, the data strongly point to an extremely low (and
falling) probability of getting a serious case. In this regard, the Ga Tech COVID-19 Event Risk Assessment
Planning Tool is misnamed. It merely models "the estimated chance (0-100%) that at least 1 COVID-19
positive individual will be present at an event in a county, given the size of the event." What does it matter
whether one "positive individual" is present? What we really care about is the probability of suffering
lasting harm from the SARS-COV-2 virus. 
 
Beyond treatment capacity and probability of serious infection, surely our loss function should be more
inclusive. What about collateral damage inflicted by shut-down policies? Here's CDC Director Robert
Redfield on the shut-down driven spike in suicides among young people:

But there has been another cost that we’ve seen, particularly in high schools. We’re seeing, sadly,
far greater suicides now than we are deaths from COVID. We’re seeing far greater deaths from
drug overdose that are above excess that we had as background than we are seeing the deaths
from COVID. So this is why I keep coming back for the overall social being of individuals, is let’s all
work together and find out how we can find common ground to get these schools open in a way
that people are comfortable and their safe. And if there is a need for investment and resources,
just like there is a need for some of the underprivileged children that are probably better served if
they have certain comorbidities to do homeschooling, they need the access to be able to have the
computer and the internet to do that.
 
So, I mean, the goal is to get all these kids back into education. I’d like to see the goal being face-
to-face education, five days a week, as when we get there, then we’ve got there for those children
that don’t have an underlying significant comorbidity that would preclude it. And, hopefully, the
states and the federal government will work together to see that the resources to get these
schools fully operational come to bear.*

If this is not persuasive, there's the epidemiological argument -- based on the compartmental "SEIR" model
-- that the virus will inexorably reach its herd immunity level (likely ~ 10-20%), no matter what we do.** In
fact, what we've done to "stop" it (more importantly, when we did it) may have caused more deaths than if
we had nothing or next to nothing.*** In short, you can run but you can't hide. 
 
Whatever the argument, my sense is that it's high time that we get back to providing the service that we,
as an institution, agreed to provide. It's why we were hired. Let's do our part to stem the growing tide of
Covid-related suicide and other collateral damage incurred when we essentially (if partially) walked off the
job back in March. Working anywhere, any time, entails some risks. Covid19 is just another one of those
risks. I'm looking forward to on-campus instruction in the fall.
 



*https://www.buckinstitute.org/covid-webinar-series-transcript-robert-redfield-md/ (emphasis added)
**https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.07.15.20154294v1; https://www.nicholaslewis.org/why-
herd-immunity-to-covid-19-is-reached-much-earlier-than-thought/
***https://www.nicholaslewis.org/when-does-government-intervention-make-sense-for-covid-19/
 
Warm regards,
 

 

 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 10:56 AM
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Subject: return to campus
 
Hi all,
 
I hope this email finds you doing well, especially given the current difficulties related to the pandemic,
economy, etc. I apologize for the lengthy email, and please consider this fair warning – if you are not
interested in thinking about/discussing UNG’s return to the classroom right now, feel free to delete the
email and not read the following. Also, a disclaimer: this is not an “official” email in any sense on behalf of
MCCB, UNG, or anyone else; I simply am looking to get some feedback from colleagues and maybe that
starts some discussion that we would not have otherwise. (If you would like to share this with other UNG
colleagues that did not receive this, please feel free to do so.) 
  
I have been thinking a lot about our planned return to the classroom at UNG. A big part of the reason I am
writing is I feel frustrated that I do not have the communication with everyone around me (students, staff,
faculty) that I normally would have in-person, so I do not feel like I know very well what other people are
thinking about the scheduled return. I have appreciated the town halls from both UNG and MCCB, but I
decided to do two things this week to hopefully remedy that frustration a bit: (1) survey students I have
seen in class in recent semesters and (2) write this email. I want to share my perspective on a couple of
things before sharing some highlights from the surveyed students; I hope this will get you thinking and
possibly providing some feedback. And of course, just as if we were discussing in-person, please feel free to
tell me I’m crazy, you agree with me, or anything in-between.  
  
UNG moved to “Phase 3” this week, although in Georgia we have seen recent highs in COVID-19 new cases
and deaths, and some area hospitals are reporting no available critical care space and diverting patients to
other hospitals. In fact, according to the Georgia Department of Health, the entire region where our
Oconee campus is and where some students, faculty, and staff live has zero critical care beds currently
available (with a large population increase just around the corner for this region, in Athens). According to
news reports just yesterday, the Northeast Georgia Health system is at about 95% capacity and needing
medicine and staff to keep up with the number of patients. Even more specific to USG, there are also
unfortunate reports this week of a 32-year-old systems and maintenance employee at UGA passing away
from COVID-19. 
  
Given all of this, I am very uneasy about returning to the classroom. This unease grows when I hear that



UNG will not test us initially coming back to campus, will rely mainly on testing and contact tracing systems
that have been problematic across the state, and that we don’t have any set metrics (number of cases,
hospitalizations, or deaths) for how to decide if we move classes online in the case of an outbreak.
Furthermore, evidently not all other individuals in a class where someone is found to be COVID-positive will
be notified - the justification being that the individual might not have been in "close contact" with the
others. In economics, we talk a lot about cost vs. benefit analysis, where decisions are guided by careful
analysis of the related potential costs versus potential benefits. I will not argue with anyone about the
benefit of having face-to-face instruction; under normal circumstances, I would much prefer to be in the
classroom than conducting classes online. However, are we actually fully considering the potential costs
related to people getting sick and even dying, or are we solely concentrated on "moving forward" no
matter what the cost?   
  
Some of you may be familiar with the tool developed by Georgia Tech researchers that allows seeing the
county-by-county estimated probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in events of different
sizes. If you have not seen this, it might be worth your time: https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/ In case
you have not thought about it this way, I will give two examples of the probabilities of encountering COVID-
positive individuals in the classroom (this obviously could be a student or faculty member). I am focusing on
the Gainesville campus because that is where I have taught 100% since starting at UNG in 2014; it happens
to have the highest case rate of any county in our respective campus areas.   
  
Example #1: I split my class of approximately 40 into 4 groups to see students 10 at a time given classroom
capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in an event size of
10 in Hall County is 0.41. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the likelihood of encountering
a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? 88% (If you’re checking me on the math, I took the
probability of not encountering a COVID-positive individual (0.59) and considered the four meetings, so
0.59 raised to the 4th power, then subtract the answer from 1).  
  
Example #2: I split my class of approximately 50 into 2 groups to see students 25 at a time given classroom
capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in an event size of
25 in Hall County is 0.74. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the likelihood of encountering
a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? Using a similar calculation method as before, the answer is
93%.  
  
I know we now have a rule about masks in campus buildings, but that does not change these probabilities –
I do not like these probabilities for myself or for my students. And this is just after seeing all students from
one class once in the classroom. Furthermore, we are not talking about a brief interaction; we are talking
about a university classroom, where we are generally talking in a closed space for an extended amount of
time. Are we OK with those probabilities for students, faculty, and staff? 
  
What do our students think? I have heard and read multiple times something along the lines of “we need
to be back in the classroom because this is what students want.” I am not sure if students have been asked
about their opinions or concerns. I sent a request to answer a short survey to the students I have seen in
the classroom during 2019 and 2020. In three days, I heard from 145 of about 800 students who received
the request, and here is a brief summary (if you would like more details on this, please let me know – I
would be happy to provide you with more information):  

Students are concerned about health with the return to the classroom. 44% of respondents were
“very concerned” and 37% were “somewhat concerned,” while 6% were “neutral” and 13% were

• 

https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/


“not concerned at all.”  
Students would like to see classes fully online. To the question, “If you had the option to have your
classes fully online, would you prefer to have them fully online?” 48% responded “yes,” 18%
“maybe,” 5% “not sure,” and 30% “no.”  
Students have confusion over the format of Fall 2020 classes. 17% said “yes,” they understand, 43%
said “somewhat” understand, and 41% said “no,” they do not understand the format.  
Students do not feel like they are being heard regarding the return to the classroom. To the
question, “Before this survey, did you feel like you have had a chance to ask questions and express
your opinion related to UNG returning to the classroom in Fall 2020?” 10% responded “yes,” 29%
“somewhat,” and 61% “no.”  

I realize that some of “being confused” or “not having a chance to express questions/opinions” may be the
students’ responsibility, but it seems that these responses raise some questions about how we are
communicating and whether students are actually comfortable being back in the classroom.  

One of my advisee’s comments in particular stuck out to me. He initially asked if any more online sections
might be available for courses, because he is scared to go to work and school given the pandemic,
especially given conditions in Hall County. He commented that he questions whether UNG has the
students’ best interests in mind. When I asked him if he would mind me sharing his comments without
including his name, he replied, “Absolutely! Go right ahead! You can use my name if you want to. I want
them to know that they are putting us in danger especially since we are in Hall County. Make sure to use
the part when I said I do not think they have our best interest at heart because it’s serious, people are
dying. I had two friends whose dad passed away from COVID-19 just last month. Anyone can go at this
point if they catch the virus.” 

If you made it to the end of this email, thank you for taking the time. If you are asking yourself, “What is the
goal of the email?” here is a two-part answer:  

1. Dialogue/discussion – I would be happy to hear from you no matter what your opinion on these
issues is, especially if you have ideas/comments you would like to share as to how you are
approaching being back in the classroom and/or what you are telling your students about their
concerns.  

2. Potential action – if enough people share my concerns, shouldn’t we consider some type of formal
statement or action expressing those concerns to UNG & USG?

 
Thanks and have a nice weekend! 

  

 
 

• 

• 

• 
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From: John Leyba
To: Chaudron Gille; Steven Lloyd
Subject: FW: Student Concerns regarding COVID
Date: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 8:34:38 AM
Attachments: student_covid_response.pdf

Good Morning,
 
I thought that I would share the attached letter with both of you.  This is coming from physics
students who wish to remain anonymous.
 
John
 

From: Patrick Bunton <Patrick.Bunton@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 6:04 PM
To: Anota Ijaduola <Anota.Ijaduola@ung.edu>; Gregory Feiden <Gregory.Feiden@ung.edu>; John
Indergaard <John.Indergaard@ung.edu>; Johnny Yoon <Johnny.Yoon@ung.edu>; Lesley Simanton-
Coogan <Lesley.SimantonCoogan@ung.edu>; Mark Spraker <Mark.Spraker@ung.edu>; Robin
Webber <Robin.Webber@ung.edu>; Sarah Formica <Sarah.Formica@ung.edu>; Sonny Mantry
<Sonny.Mantry@ung.edu>; Thomas Vogel <Thomas.Vogel@ung.edu>; Al Walters
<Al.Walters@ung.edu>; Amanda Moffett <Amanda.Moffett@ung.edu>; Hoang Pham
<Hoang.Pham@ung.edu>; Nathan Harrison <Nathan.Harrison@ung.edu>; Redahegn Sileshi
<Redahegn.Sileshi@ung.edu>; Ted Forringer <Ted.Forringer@ung.edu>; Mary Hamby
<Mary.Hamby@ung.edu>
Cc: John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>
Subject: Student Concerns regarding COVID
 
Some faculty shared the attached student letter with me and asked me to share it with you. The
students wished to remain anonymous. 

mailto:John.Leyba@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu



An in-person learning environment is for obvious reasons the most ideal outcome for UNG’s return to 
campus. However, from students who wants nothing more than to return to campus, it cannot come at the 
expense of student and faculty safety. I’m afraid we do not have confidence in UNG’s COVID-19 
response and are further frustrated at the lack of apparent consideration of student opinion in the 
University’s decisions. From our perspective a guarantee of student and staff safety appears naïve. Proper 
social distancing seems next to impossible and enforcing mask use and proper sanitation seems doubtful.1 
We understand faculty have been given the option of how they wish to host their classrooms, but students 
are not being given a say in how they want to learn. We wish to reiterate this isn’t an issue of preference 
or ease; this is a question of student and staff safety. Regardless of the precautions put into place by 
UNG, students and faculty will get sick. There is no doubt in our minds, cases will spread. Statistically 
speaking, most cases will be mild, however COVID-19 isn’t a common flu.2 Even in young, healthy 
individuals, COVID can cause permanent lung scaring, exasperate clotting disorders, and has been linked 
to a rise in brain damage. 3,4,5 Those with pre-existing conditions have been shown to fare much worse.  
 
We cede that we have limited medical knowledge, and many of these studies are preliminary with their 
results being updated as more information is received. However, it is precisely this reason – these 
question marks – why we feel students should be given the option of how they wish to proceed in the Fall. 
A gamble with our lives on the line is not a gamble we personally wish to take, though some students may 
be more comfortable with the risks. However, we feel the University has given us no choice but to put our 
health and safety on the line so we can graduate on time. Pushing off graduation is out of the question for 
many students due to potential obligations including but not limited to financial strain, graduate school 
prospects, and family obligation. We implore the University to give students a choice in how they learn 
this Fall semester rather than be subjected to the will of faculty and staff who do not have medical 
licenses. 
 


(1) https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/social-distancing.html   
(2) https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/us-cases-deaths.html 
(3) https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/coronavirus/what-coronavirus-


does-to-the-lungs 
(4) https://www.hematology.org/covid-19/covid-19-and-coagulopathy 
(5) https://braininfectionsglobal.tghn.org/webinar-neurological-disorders-associated-covid-19/ 


 







From: Steven Lloyd
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Student Concerns regarding COVID
Date: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 8:45:06 AM
Attachments: student_covid_response.pdf

We are starting to get questions from other offices about whether we intend to send a message to
students.  At this point, I wonder if that is best handled by UR based on the collective FAQs and with
help from AA and SA.  Food for thought.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 at 8:34 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>, Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Student Concerns regarding COVID
 
Good Morning,
 
I thought that I would share the attached letter with both of you.  This is coming from physics
students who wish to remain anonymous.
 
John
 

From: Patrick Bunton <Patrick.Bunton@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 6:04 PM
To: Anota Ijaduola <Anota.Ijaduola@ung.edu>; Gregory Feiden <Gregory.Feiden@ung.edu>; John
Indergaard <John.Indergaard@ung.edu>; Johnny Yoon <Johnny.Yoon@ung.edu>; Lesley Simanton-
Coogan <Lesley.SimantonCoogan@ung.edu>; Mark Spraker <Mark.Spraker@ung.edu>; Robin
Webber <Robin.Webber@ung.edu>; Sarah Formica <Sarah.Formica@ung.edu>; Sonny Mantry
<Sonny.Mantry@ung.edu>; Thomas Vogel <Thomas.Vogel@ung.edu>; Al Walters
<Al.Walters@ung.edu>; Amanda Moffett <Amanda.Moffett@ung.edu>; Hoang Pham
<Hoang.Pham@ung.edu>; Nathan Harrison <Nathan.Harrison@ung.edu>; Redahegn Sileshi
<Redahegn.Sileshi@ung.edu>; Ted Forringer <Ted.Forringer@ung.edu>; Mary Hamby
<Mary.Hamby@ung.edu>
Cc: John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>
Subject: Student Concerns regarding COVID
 
Some faculty shared the attached student letter with me and asked me to share it with you. The
students wished to remain anonymous. 

UNG UNIVER$ 1TY ,f 
NOR.TH GEOR..GIA'.' 
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An in-person learning environment is for obvious reasons the most ideal outcome for UNG’s return to 
campus. However, from students who wants nothing more than to return to campus, it cannot come at the 
expense of student and faculty safety. I’m afraid we do not have confidence in UNG’s COVID-19 
response and are further frustrated at the lack of apparent consideration of student opinion in the 
University’s decisions. From our perspective a guarantee of student and staff safety appears naïve. Proper 
social distancing seems next to impossible and enforcing mask use and proper sanitation seems doubtful.1 
We understand faculty have been given the option of how they wish to host their classrooms, but students 
are not being given a say in how they want to learn. We wish to reiterate this isn’t an issue of preference 
or ease; this is a question of student and staff safety. Regardless of the precautions put into place by 
UNG, students and faculty will get sick. There is no doubt in our minds, cases will spread. Statistically 
speaking, most cases will be mild, however COVID-19 isn’t a common flu.2 Even in young, healthy 
individuals, COVID can cause permanent lung scaring, exasperate clotting disorders, and has been linked 
to a rise in brain damage. 3,4,5 Those with pre-existing conditions have been shown to fare much worse.  
 
We cede that we have limited medical knowledge, and many of these studies are preliminary with their 
results being updated as more information is received. However, it is precisely this reason – these 
question marks – why we feel students should be given the option of how they wish to proceed in the Fall. 
A gamble with our lives on the line is not a gamble we personally wish to take, though some students may 
be more comfortable with the risks. However, we feel the University has given us no choice but to put our 
health and safety on the line so we can graduate on time. Pushing off graduation is out of the question for 
many students due to potential obligations including but not limited to financial strain, graduate school 
prospects, and family obligation. We implore the University to give students a choice in how they learn 
this Fall semester rather than be subjected to the will of faculty and staff who do not have medical 
licenses. 
 


(1) https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/social-distancing.html   
(2) https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/us-cases-deaths.html 
(3) https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/coronavirus/what-coronavirus-


does-to-the-lungs 
(4) https://www.hematology.org/covid-19/covid-19-and-coagulopathy 
(5) https://braininfectionsglobal.tghn.org/webinar-neurological-disorders-associated-covid-19/ 


 







From: Chaudron Gille
To: James Conneely
Subject: FW: Students Applying for Accommodations
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 2:18:00 PM

Jim,
  Could you clarify?  My understanding was that we are sending students with underlying health
issues (like the list for faculty and staff) to SDS for application and documentation/approval. I
thought we were only sending students to the Dean of Students who actually get sick with Covid to
handle.
Chaudron
 

From: Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 12:35 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Students Applying for Accommodations
 
Hi, Chaudron and Steve. I just wanted to ensure that I understood the process for students
needing accommodations for the fall due to falling into a vulnerable population. We have
been sending students to SDS to apply for accommodations, but for the few students who
have done so thus far, they are being told that SDS is not handling this and they need to go
through the Dean of Students. We have had three student emails indicating the same since
Friday, and I expect we'll have more as more students begin to apply, so I just wanted to check
in about this. In the last email I received, the student said, "Betty Hirschmann told me that I
didn't need to do that because this is not an issue that affects me academically. She stated
(SDS) is only for students that have a learning disability that would impaired them
academically not because of COVID-19." Have you heard from any other colleges having this
issue? From our end, I just wanted to be sure we were supposed to be sending them to SDS
rather than Student Affairs. I don't want to guide them in the wrong direction.
 
Thank you!
 
Sheri

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Christopher Jespersen; Jeff Turk; John Leyba; Mary Gowan; Sheri Hardee; Carolynn DeSandre; Andy Novobilski;

"Carol Adams"; Joy Bolt; Eugene Van Sickle; Holly Verhasselt; Steven Lloyd; Jason Pruitt; Chris Barnes; Michael
Rogers; Irene Kokkala

Subject: FW: Summer Enrollment question
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 8:45:00 AM

Hello all,
    I wanted to share some good news. Please see the message from Brett below about our summer
enrollment. I want to add that this is not all due to Covid. We have seen an upward trend in summer
enrollment over the past few years, in particular as we adjusted our strategy to offer more upper
level courses in the summer and more online courses. It is really paying off. These enrollment figures
really help our overall credit hour production which in turn defines our formula funding (when the
formula is funded). Thank you all for the work you have done to make this trend possible.
Chaudron
 

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 8:13 AM
To: J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu>
Cc: Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>; Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>; James
Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Molly Potts
<Molly.Potts@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: Summer Enrollment question
 
JK – Got the official census data about Summer enrollment from IR this morning.  Summer 2020 was
a record high in terms of headcount and a 10.23% gain over Summer 2019.  (see below).
 
Perhaps the bigger story is this represents a 31.82% gain over the past six years.  I’m not sure what
national trends look like, but that is a very positive story.  I think some of this could be the increase
opportunity to take online instruction during summer, both at the graduate and undergraduate
level.  I also think our price point makes summer attractive to transient students. 
 
The Provost office may have some additional thoughts or data that could make for a nice article.  IR
might also be able to give you trends by college.
 
Sorry for the delay.  We wanted to give you official vs unofficial data.
 
Have a great day! 
 
Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
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From: Marcus Brewer <Marcus.Brewer@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 7:57 AM
To: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Cc: Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>; Linda Rowland <Linda.Rowland@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Enrollment question
 
Brett,
 
Good morning. Our official Summer 2020 census enrollment data has been pulled, and I have an answer
for your original question. I’ve provided the official census enrollment counts for historical summer
semesters below (unduplicated overall headcount, all degree levels):
 
Summer 2015: 6,346
Summer 2016: 6,477
Summer 2017: 6,833
Summer 2018: 7,346
Summer 2019: 7,590
Summer 2020: 8,366
 
So, it does seem that UNG had a record summer enrollment by headcount.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. Have a great day!
 
Marcus Brewer
Assistant Director of Institutional Research
University of North Georgia
Downtown Office Building, Room 343D
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 864-1842
marcus.brewer@ung.edu

 

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Marcus Brewer <Marcus.Brewer@ung.edu>
Cc: Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>; Linda Rowland <Linda.Rowland@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Enrollment question
 
No problem.  I’ll let JK know. 
 
Thanks, 

UNG IVERJITY,,f 
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Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 
 
 

From: Marcus Brewer <Marcus.Brewer@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 10:32 AM
To: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Cc: Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>; Linda Rowland <Linda.Rowland@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Enrollment question
 
Brett,
 
Hello again! After checking-in with Linda and Holly, we think it’d be best to wait until census before
providing official data related to a “record” headcount or increase. Since the student counts will change
prior to census, we want to ensure the utmost accuracy of our data. I hope you understand our
reasoning.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thank you,
 
Marcus Brewer
Assistant Director of Institutional Research
University of North Georgia
Downtown Office Building, Room 343D
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 864-1842
marcus.brewer@ung.edu

 

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 10:06 AM
To: Marcus Brewer <Marcus.Brewer@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Enrollment question
 
Both overall (if that is a record) or percentage increase (if that is a record) for Summer session.  I
know it is still unofficial…

UNG IVERJITY,,f 
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Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 
 
 

From: Marcus Brewer <Marcus.Brewer@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 10:03 AM
To: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Enrollment question
 
Brett,
 
Good morning. Yes, let me take a look at Summer 2020 compared to historical summer semesters. Is
the question from UR focused on overall student enrollment at UNG?
 
Thank you,
 
Marcus Brewer
Assistant Director of Institutional Research
University of North Georgia
Downtown Office Building, Room 343D
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 864-1842
marcus.brewer@ung.edu

 

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 9:08 AM
To: Marcus Brewer <Marcus.Brewer@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Enrollment question
 
Good morning Marcus – UR was asking if summer enrollment was a record.  Is there a dashboard I

can reference to determine that?  I don’t have the history of knowing, just finished by 1st year
yesterday!  Hurrah! 
 
Thanks, 
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Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 
 
 

From: J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 8:44 AM
To: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Enrollment question
 
Hi Brett Morris,
 
I wanted to check and see if you heard back from IR if our summer enrollment was a new record.
 
Sincerely,
J.K. Devine
 

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2020 5:49 PM
To: J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Enrollment question
 
Don’t know - I’d need to check with IR
 
Tomorrow is my one year anniversary!

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 30, 2020, at 5:27 PM, J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu> wrote:

Would that be a record say for the past 10 years?
Or is that average?
 

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2020 5:18 PM
To: J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Enrollment question
 
We were up about 8%
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Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 30, 2020, at 5:12 PM, J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu> wrote:

Good afternoon Mr. Brett Morris,
 
This is J.K. Devine again.
I have a question for you. Did UNG’s summer enrollment numbers
increase or decrease?
I ask because a few colleges and universities across the nation reported
“record” or “higher than usual” enrollment figures for their summer
semesters.
I was wondering if the same was true for UNG.
 
Sincerely,
J.K. Devine
Communications specialist
University Relations at UNG
678-717-2236

mailto:Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu


From: Ramona Robinson
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Teleworking Agreements
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 10:57:31 AM

Chaudron,
 
This question came up again this morning in our cabinet admins meeting, so I contacted Erica to
clarify. See her response below.
 
Ramona
 
Ramona K. Robinson
Administrative Assistant to the Provost
Office of Academic Affairs
318 Price Memorial
706-864-1602 | 706-864-1668, fax

 
 

From: Erica DeLana <Erica.DeLana@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 10:31 AM
To: Ramona Robinson <Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Teleworking Agreements
 
Yes ma’am – we are asking that they be completed again since the circumstance has changed (e.g.
the ones from March were because the University closed). The ones moving forward for the Fall
semester will be based on departmental operational changes / we’re asking that the previous
agreements & arrangements be re-visited by supervisors and their team.
 
So long as someone’s schedule isn’t based on a request per a personal health condition, they’ll
complete the regular telework form that’s available online
(https://powerforms.docusign.net/1717e5d7-6954-4e81-8037-5b1ebeab76d4?
env=na3&acct=79e2dd67-72bf-4132-956a-5276ec0a975e) . If it’s based on their personal health,
they should complete the ADA Accommodation Request Form and I’ll then send them the COVID-19
telework form link.
 
 
 
Erica Delana
Employee Relations Manager

University of North Georgia, Dahlonega Campus

 Office: 706-867-3016

Fax: 706-864-1365
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***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.
 

From: Ramona Robinson <Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 10:24 AM
To: Erica DeLana <Erica.DeLana@ung.edu>
Subject: Teleworking Agreements
 
Hi, Erica.
 
Quick question regarding teleworking agreements. Dr. Gille and most, if not all, of her direct reports
completed the paper teleworking agreement back in March or April that was effective through
12/31/2020. Do we need to resubmit an electronic form as well? We all completed the workspace
certification as well.
 
Thanks in advance,
Ramona
 
Ramona K. Robinson
Administrative Assistant to the Provost
Office of Academic Affairs
318 Price Memorial
706-864-1602 | 706-864-1668, fax

 
 

UNG 
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From: Ramona Robinson
To: Christopher Jespersen; Mary Gowan; John Leyba; Sheri Hardee; Carolynn DeSandre; Jeff Turk; Joy Bolt; Steven

Lloyd; Macretta Booker; Andy Novobilski; Carolyn Pelkey; Holly Verhasselt; Eugene Van Sickle; Pamela Elfenbein
Cc: Chaudron Gille; Carolyn Pelkey
Subject: FW: Teleworking Agreements
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 1:49:44 PM

All,
 
Per Erica Delaney below, please submit the electronic teleworking agreement at the link she
provides, if you are teleworking any at all. If you will not be teleworking at all, there is no need to
complete the form. These were due Friday, but we were operating with a different understanding so
we missed the deadline. Please complete the form at your earliest convenience.
 
Best regards,
Ramona
 
Ramona K. Robinson
Administrative Assistant to the Provost
Office of Academic Affairs
318 Price Memorial
706-864-1602 | 706-864-1668, fax

 
 

From: Erica DeLana <Erica.DeLana@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 10:31 AM
To: Ramona Robinson <Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Teleworking Agreements
 
Yes ma’am – we are asking that they be completed again since the circumstance has changed (e.g.
the ones from March were because the University closed). The ones moving forward for the Fall
semester will be based on departmental operational changes / we’re asking that the previous
agreements & arrangements be re-visited by supervisors and their team.
 
So long as someone’s schedule isn’t based on a request per a personal health condition, they’ll
complete the regular telework form that’s available online
(https://powerforms.docusign.net/1717e5d7-6954-4e81-8037-5b1ebeab76d4?
env=na3&acct=79e2dd67-72bf-4132-956a-5276ec0a975e) . If it’s based on their personal health,
they should complete the ADA Accommodation Request Form and I’ll then send them the COVID-19
telework form link.
 
 
 
Erica Delana
Employee Relations Manager

---- --- --- --- ---- -- -- --
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University of North Georgia, Dahlonega Campus

 Office: 706-867-3016

Fax: 706-864-1365

 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.
 

From: Ramona Robinson <Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 10:24 AM
To: Erica DeLana <Erica.DeLana@ung.edu>
Subject: Teleworking Agreements
 
Hi, Erica.
 
Quick question regarding teleworking agreements. Dr. Gille and most, if not all, of her direct reports
completed the paper teleworking agreement back in March or April that was effective through
12/31/2020. Do we need to resubmit an electronic form as well? We all completed the workspace
certification as well.
 
Thanks in advance,
Ramona
 
Ramona K. Robinson
Administrative Assistant to the Provost
Office of Academic Affairs
318 Price Memorial
706-864-1602 | 706-864-1668, fax
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From: Ramona Robinson
To: UNG Office of Human Resources
Cc: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 9:02:14 AM
Attachments: Departmental Alternate-Flexible Work Schedules.docx

Attached, please find the alternate/flexible work schedule for Academic Affairs.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or need further information.
 
Best regards,
Ramona
 
Ramona K. Robinson
Administrative Assistant to the Provost
Office of Academic Affairs
318 Price Memorial
706-864-1602 | 706-864-1668, fax

 
 

From: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:15 PM
To: Faculty-Staff <faculty-staff@ung.edu>
Subject: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
 
Colleagues,
 
As a follow-up to President Jacobs’ Town Hall meeting on Wednesday, Dr. Kate Maine
mentioned that as we are preparing to return to work, managers should be developing work plans
that promote social distancing and reduced employee density on campus.
 
Based on guidelines received from the University System Office, we encourage you to be flexible and
creative in how you manage your department in these unusual times, but we need to effectively
provide the necessary services to our students, faculty, staff and visitors. These plans should be
discussed with senior level-managers in your division prior to submittal to the Office of Human
Resources. 
 
The Office of Human Resources has received several ADA Accommodation Requests, COVID-19
Telework Requests, as well as the Standard Telework Requests.  We are doing our best to review and
respond to each of these requests as quickly as possible.  Positions that would normally be ineligible
for teleworking but were converted to telework over the summer due to COVID may or may not be
able to remain in a telework status for Fall Semester.  Some positions, given their essential job duties
will not be telework eligible.  As we have reached back out to supervisors, we have been advised that
alternate work schedules have been developed.

mailto:Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu
mailto:hr@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu

Departmental Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule



Please complete the table for ALL employees in your department that may have an Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule for Fall Semester 2020: 

		Department

		Employee Name

		Position

		Work Arrangement

		Health Related (Y/N)



		AA

		Macretta Booker

		AA Business Manager

		MWF teleworking

		N



		AA

		Carolyn Pelkey

		Asst. to Vice Provost

		MT teleworking

		N



		AA

		Ramona Robinson

		Asst. to Provost

		RF teleworking

		N



		AA

		Eugene Van Sickle

		Asst. VP of Strategic Student Success Initiatives

		5 days / variable

		N



		CAL

		Christopher Jespersen

		Dean, College of Arts & Letters

		3 days / variable

		N



		IESA

		Jeff Turk

		Director

		5 days / variable

		N



		Library

		Joy Bolt

		Dean

		5 days / variable

		N



		Research & Engagement

		Andy Novobilski

		Assoc. Provost for Research & Engagement, Chief Research Officer

		RF

		N



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		







Remarks







 
If you have or are in the process of developing Alternate/Flexible Work Schedules within your
department and have not discussed your plans with the Office of Human Resources, please contact
us as hr@ung.edu. We need to track the arrangements to ensure there is appropriate ADA
documentation and provide assistance in plan management. It is imperative that we maintain a
balance between creativity and consistency.
 
A short submittal form is attached to assist in gathering plans.  This will allow us to crosscheck
accommodations, telework agreements, and other required documentation.  Please submit these to
the Office of Human Resources at hr@ung.edu by July 31.  In addition to the completed form, any
employee who will be teleworking full-time or part-time will need to submit the teleworking form to
HR for review and final approval. Employees who will be teleworking because they have a CDC-
defined high risk health condition will need to first submit an ADA Request Form here.  If approved,
they will then be directed to submit the COVID-19 Telework Agreement.  Employees who will be
teleworking due to a department-implemented Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule will still need to
submit the Standard Telework Request. 
 
Finally, all COVID-19 related work arrangements for Fall 2020 are temporary and subject to further
review and changes as we approach the end of the semester or as the need arises.
 
 
Beth Arbuthnot, MBA SPHR
Associate Vice President HR/Risk/Compliance
University of North Georgia
Office (Dahlonega) 706-864-1440 (Gainesville) 678-717-3713
Fax 706-864-1365
beth.arbuthnot@ung.edu
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
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From: James Conneely
To: Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: Fw: The State of Prospective Student Enrollment
Date: Monday, July 13, 2020 10:42:46 AM
Attachments: The-State-of-Prospective-Student-Enrollment.pdf

Colleagues,

Attached is the report that Brett mentioned this morning.

Jim

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
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INTRODUCTION
COVID-19 has increased the enrollment challenges facing many higher 
education institutions in both the short- and long-term. From attracting 
to matriculating and retaining students, the pandemic has the potential to 
make each of these points in the enrollment process even more difficult 
in the coming years. COVID-19 will especially affect prospective students, 
as the fall-out from the pandemic is impacting a wide array of factors that 
influence program selection. Examples of these decisions include the type 
of college or university prospective students will attend and how far away 
from home they are comfortable with going for higher education.


To gain insight into how the COVID-19 pandemic has affected prospective 
students’ academic plans, Hanover Research conducted a national survey 
of more than 1,000 current high school sophomores and juniors in the 
United States who are considering attending an undergraduate program 
after high school.


Our study found that, though most prospective students are no less likely 
to enroll in college (81%), one in five are unsure of their future or changed 
their educational decisions and preferences as a result of the outbreak. 
With traditional student enrollments already on an overall decline, this 
deviation may have a considerable impact on institutions’ financial health.


Institutions have an opportunity to assuage the concerns prospective 
students feel while bolstering their confidence in pursuing a degree. 
Though it is an uncertain time for many high school students, higher 
education providers can offer comfort via transparency into their future 
institutional planning while promoting the value of online education given 
the possibility of online/hybrid delivery in fall 2020 and beyond.
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SNAPSHOT: STATE OF PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS
COVID-19 has reshaped many high school students’ thinking about 
postsecondary education. While most still plan to attend a higher 
education institution, COVID-19 has impacted these plans for a third of 
respondents and more than half are concerned about its effect on them. 
Prospective students also say that an institution’s response to COVID-19 
is important in their decision making, yet a majority have not heard from 
any  college or university on how they are handling the crisis, marking a 
communication gap that institutions can address.


54% are concerned about  
the impact of COVID-19  


on them as college students
(n=999)


62% of students  
are very likely to attend a higher education 


institution after graduation
(n=1,143)


Among those 
who have 
decided to 
change their 
academic 
program, 29% 
say they did so 
to make more of 
a difference in 
the world.


do not recall or have not 
heard how any institution is 
handling COVID-19 within 


the last 90 days
(n=1,024)


51%


33%


(n=1,143)(n=1,125)


have decided to 
change academic 


programs


19%
have changed their 


plans for higher 
education as a result  


of COVID-19
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COVID-19’S IMPACT ON PROGRAM PREFERENCES 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PLANS FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION
Traditional student enrollment is on a years-long downward trend, 
and institutions need to do all they can to maximize applicants. While 
most high school students have made a decision one way or the other 
on their likelihood of continuing their education, nearly a quarter 
are not so sure—indicating they are moderately likely to enroll. As 
one possible option to bolster enrollments, opportunity exists for 
universities to target specifically this ‘moderately likely’ subgroup to 
sway them to apply and ultimately enroll.


LIKELIHOOD OF ENROLLING IN AN UNDERGRADUATE  
DEGREE PROGRAM AFTER HIGH SCHOOL


TYPE OF PROGRAM PROSPECTIVE 
STUDENTS ARE MOST LIKELY TO ENROLL


Extremely Likely


38%


24%
Moderately LikelySlightly Likely


14%


Very Likely


24%


(n=1,143)


Associate Degree Program


26%


Bachelor’s Degree Program


61%


Non-Degree Program or Class 
(e.g., certificate, non-credit class) 


8%


Other


5%


(n=1,143)
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COVID-19’S IMPACT ON PROGRAM PREFERENCES


PREFERRED PROGRAM TYPES AND FORMAT
Among the high school students who completed our survey, enrolling in a 4-year program is the most likely scenario in comparison 
to enrolling in a 2-year program or taking a gap year. Overall, the respondents are notably more likely to enroll full-time in a fully 
on-campus program in comparison to part-time or hybrid/online options.


LIKELIHOOD OF PURSUING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS


11% 14% 75%Enroll in a 4-Year Program 
(n=1,044)


Enroll in a 2-Year Program 
(n=1,012)


Consider Alternatives to a 
Full Degree Program 


(n=1,013)


Take a Gap Year 
(n=994)


40% 26% 34%


29% 32% 39%


52% 24% 24%


Unlikely Neutral Likely


Enroll Full-Time (n=1,030) 14% 19% 67%


Enroll Part-Time (n=1,000) 39% 27% 34%


14% 20% 66%Enroll in a Fully On-Campus Program 
 (n=1,025)


37% 26% 36%Enroll in a Hybrid Program 
 (n=1,007)


Enroll in a Fully Online Program 
 (n=1,025) 59% 21% 20%


Enroll in a Public College/University 
(n=1,042)


Enroll in a Private College/University 
(n=1,005)


Attend an In-State College/University 
(n=1,043)


Attend an Out-of-State 
College/University 


(n=1,032)


13% 18% 69%


38% 25% 37%


14% 20% 66%


30% 22% 48%


*See appendix for full data results
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COVID-19’S IMPACT ON PROGRAM PREFERENCES


Respondents are equally divided on 
reporting whether COVID-19 has 
impacted their higher education plans. 
With nearly one-third of high school 
students unsure if their plans will 
change, the true extent of COVID-
19’s impact on enrollment remains 


unknown. However, it is clear that a 
significant number of potential students 
have already reconsidered their plans 
as a result of the pandemic. With one 
fifth of high school students already 
reporting they are less likely to enroll in 
their intended degree program due to 


COVID-19, institutions should focus on 
ensuring they have strategies in place 
to ease the fears and meet the needs 
of the students who are not yet sure of 
the pandemic’s impact on their plans, to 
hit enrollment targets. 


COVID-19 IMPACT: POST-GRADUATE PLANS 


COVID-19 IMPACT  
ON EDUCATION PLANS


LIKELIHOOD OF ENROLLING IN SELECTED 
PROGRAM SINCE COVID-19


37%


33%


30%
No Impact


Yes, My Plans 
 Have Changed


Not Sure


(n=1,143)


62%
About the SameMore Likely


19%


 Less Likely


20%


(n=1,015)*See appendix for full data results
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COVID-19’S IMPACT ON PROGRAM PREFERENCES


COVID-19 IMPACT: PREFERRED INSTITUTION TYPES AND PROGRAMS
The upheaval created by COVID-19 has encouraged 
a substantial proportion of prospective students to 
give more consideration to institution types that 
are traditionally less expensive. Around half of 
prospective students report they are about as likely 
to pursue the same type of institution or program 
they had planned before the COVID-19 outbreak. 
However, in-state and public institutions and on-
campus programs have seen increased interest. 


Alternatively, private and out-of-state institutions 
may see declines in enrollment, with over a quarter 
of prospective students feeling much less likely 
to enroll in either. These institutions will need to 
communicate the value their degrees provide, 
especially to the 29% of respondents considering 
alternatives to a traditional degree program.


Because of COVID-19, prospective students are:


MORE LIKELY TO:


LESS LIKELY TO:


Attend an On-Campus Program (n=989)


30%
Attend a Public Institution (n=995)


33%


Attend In-State (n=995)


35%


Attend a Fully Online Program (n=985)


31%
Attend a Private Institution (n=981)


26%


Attend Out of State (n=999)


26%


*See appendix for full data results
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TBD


Because of COVID-19, 42% of high school students either have or are considering changing how far they are willing to go from home to 
attend a college or university.


COVID-19 IMPACT: DISTANCE FROM HOME


HAS THE DISTANCE YOU WERE WILLING TO TRAVEL TO ATTEND YOUR  
PREFERRED COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY CHANGED AS A RESULT OF COVID-19?


(n=1,130)


58%


NoYes


23%


Not Sure


18%
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COVID-19’S IMPACT ON PROGRAM PREFERENCES


BEFORE COVID-19 AFTER COVID-19*


COVID-19 IMPACT: DISTANCE FROM HOME


I was only interested in 
online colleges/universities


I was only interested in attending a 
college/university in my town/city


Less than 2 hours from home


2 to 4 hours from home


5 to 7 hours from home


8 or more hours from home


Not sure


9%


20%


23%


9%


8%


8%


12%


16%


20%


10%


22%


15%


4% I was only interested in 
online colleges/universities


I was only interested in attending a 
college/university in my town/city


Less than 2 hours from home


2 to 4 hours from home


5 to 7 hours from home


8 or more hours from home


Not sure


23%


(n= 1,132) (n= 264)


Prospective students increasingly show interest in options that allow them to 
stay closer to home, such as fully online programs and locations within four 
hours. In contrast, respondents are less interested in attending institutions five 
or more hours away from home; only 8% of prospective students are now willing 
to travel eight or more hours to an institution. Colleges and universities can 
target their recruitment efforts on nearby high school students to encourage 
those most likely to express interest to apply.


DISTANCE WILLING TO TRAVEL TO PREFERRED INSTITUTION


* This question was asked only of respondents who indicated that 
their distance preferences changed as a result of COVID-19.
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IMPACT ON PROSPECTIVE STUDENT DEGREE INTERESTS


Most respondents are likely to choose a 
degree program based on personal interests, 
even in the wake of the pandemic. With high 
school students still one to two years away 
from making their final decisions for higher 
education, this trend may change as they get 
closer to solidifying their choices.


WHY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS PURSUE DEGREE PROGRAMS


78% of  
prospective students  


choose a degree program  
based on personal interest


(n=1,046)


58% of  
prospective students  


choose a degree program  
based on employment prospects


(n=1,011)


report that COVID-19  
has made them  


more likely to do so
(n=999)


38%


report that COVID-19  
has made them  


more likely to do so
(n=978)


31%


*See appendix for full data results
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IMPACT ON PROSPECTIVE STUDENT DEGREE INTERESTS


PROGRAM PREFERENCES
19% of prospective students have 
decided to pursue a different academic 
program due to COVID-19. Those 
that report changing their study 
areas because of COVID-19 are more 
likely to report interest in health-
related fields, with interest in nursing 
increasing by eight percentage points 
and interest in public health increasing 
by seven percentage points (replacing 
engineering on the top-10 list). 
Additionally, prospective students who 
have decided to change their area of 
study show the most increased interest 
in pursuing political science as their 
major. These trends are likely due to 
prospective students’ desire to make a 
difference in the world—one of the top 
reasons why some potential students 
decided to switch majors. Colleges 
and universities can capitalize on this 
increased interest in health programs 
by highlighting any ways that their 
departments have made a difference 
by contributing to COVID-19 relief  
(e.g., research labs studying vaccines). 


IF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS HAVE CHANGED  
THEIR MINDS ABOUT AREAS INTERESTED IN STUDYING


Yes


19%


Note:  The follow-up question was asked only of those who indicate the areas they would be  
 interested in studying changed because of COVID-19.


MOST POPULAR AREAS PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS ARE INTERESTED IN STUDYING


BEFORE COVID-19


AFTER COVID-19*


No


81%


Psychology Art
Business


Medicine
Nursing Music


Biology


Education 


Health & Exercise Science


Engineering


26% 23%28%
21% 20% 18% 16% 12%


24% 21%


20%
29%


18%
24% 21%


15% 17%17%


29%


15% 15%


Psychology Art
Business


Medicine
Nursing Music


Biology


Education 


Health & Exercise Science


Public Health
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IMPACT ON PROSPECTIVE STUDENT DEGREE INTERESTS


WHY PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS CHANGED THEIR PREFERRED AREAS OF STUDY
Beyond the desire to make a difference in the world, key 
factors for prospective students whose preferred area of study 
has changed were better paying jobs and greater job security. 
Institutions should ensure their degree programs are aligned 
with employer needs to promote job security after graduation.
Many students cite changes in their personal interests/priorities 


as a reason for changing their area of study, though COVID-19 
did not have a clear impact. Additionally, students express lower 
concern over pursuing their area of study online, indicating that 
they would be interested in pursuing their study online in case 
of additional campus closures.


WHY PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS CHANGED THEIR MIND ABOUT THEIR PREFERRED AREAS OF STUDY


2%
9%12%13%15%20%24%29%


I think my new 
area of study 


will allow me to 
make more of 
a difference in 


the world 


I think my 
new area 
of study 


will lead to 
a better-


paying job 


My 
priorities 


and 
interests 


have 
changed as 
a result of 
COVID-19


I think my 
new area 
of study 


will lead to 
a position 


with greater 
job security


My 
parents are 
encouraging 
me to pursue 


a different 
area of study


My new 
area of 


study will 
be easier 
to study 
online 
in case 
campus 
closures 
continue


A high 
school 


counselor is 
encouraging 


me to 
pursue a 
different 
area of 
study


My 
friends are 


encouraging 
me to 


pursue a 
different 
area of 
study


Other Not SureMy 
priorities 


and 
interests 


have 
changed 
but not 


because of 
COVID-19


22% 21%
9%


(n=218)
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INFLUENTIAL FACTORS AND CONCERNS


The  three most influential factors in determining 
where high school students apply and ultimately 
enroll are in some way financially related—
affordability, employment prospects, and tuition 
assistance. Slightly less important are factors 
relating to academic programs such as format, 
professor quality, and academic services. With 
overall concerns largely being financial, colleges 
and universities can optimize their tuition and 
financial aid models and communicate the financial 
support available to students. Additionally, 
institutions can highlight alumni success stories 
on their website and in outreach to ease concerns 
about job security after graduation. Prospective 
students put comparatively little importance on 
the ability to take in-person classes, suggesting 
that most anticipate the campus closures 
associated with COVID to end by 2021. However, 
current high school juniors are significantly more 
likely than sophomores to be concerned with 
the status of in-person classes, indicating that 
universities should continue to include the status 
of campus offerings in their recruitment messages 
through the next enrollment cycle.


IMPORTANT FACTORS IN DECIDING WHERE TO APPLY
MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS WHEN DECIDING  


WHERE TO APPLY FOR SELECTED PROGRAM
Top 10 Factors


(n=1039)


35%Affordability


33%


26%


25%


24%


23%


21%


17%


16%


16%


Getting a good job after I 
graduate from college/university


Tuition assistance  
(e.g., financial aid, grants, scholarships)


Location


Flexible class schedule


Getting a good part-time job while 
I’m attending college/university


Financial aid availability


High-quality professors


Ability to take in-person classes


Helpful academic services for students  
(e.g., academic advising, tutoring, writing center)
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INFLUENTIAL FACTORS AND CONCERNS


MOST INFLUENTIAL FACTORS IN DECIDING WHICH PROGRAM TO ATTEND


IMPORTANT FACTORS IN DECIDING WHERE TO ATTEND


Not at All Influential Somewhat Influential Influential


Affordability


Getting a good job after I 
graduate from college/university


Tuition assistance  
(e.g., financial aid, grants, scholarships)


Location


Flexible class schedule


Getting a good part-time job while 
I’m attending college/university


Financial aid availability


High-quality professors


Ability to take in-person classes


Helpful academic services for students  
(e.g., academic advising, tutoring, writing center)


85%14%


67%


80%20%


78%21%


1%


77%21%


1%


73%26%


1%


31%2%


68%31%


1%


68%29%3%


67%31%2%


65%34%1%


1%
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INFLUENTIAL FACTORS AND CONCERNS


COVID-19 INFLUENCES ON EDUCATIONAL DECISIONS
While the most influential factors in where 
high school students apply are largely financial, 
the factors that will be most likely to change 
potential students’ application and enrollment 
decisions in the wake of COVID-19 center 
on concerns about online/distance learning, 
particularly among current high school juniors. 
Institutions will need to communicate that the 
value students will receive from online/distance 
learning will be comparable to in-person 
models, and provide extra supports to address 
learning loss students experience due to these 
disruptions.


REASONS THAT MAY AFFECT HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS’  
DECISIONS ABOUT CONTINUING THEIR EDUCATION


I may not be academically prepared 
for higher education because of the 
academic disruptions in high school  


caused by school closures


32%
I may not be academically 


prepared for higher education 
because of the shift to online/
distance learning in high school


31%


I may not be able to pay 
for my education due 
to changing financial 


circumstances (e.g., loss 
of job, parents unable to 
provide financial support)


30%
I may not have access 
to the classes I want 
to take in person if 
offerings change  


due to COVID-19


28%
I may not want to 


attend college/
university if I am 
required to take 


online/distance classes


20%


(n=1,044)
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INFLUENTIAL FACTORS AND CONCERNS


COVID-19 INFLUENCE ON EDUCATION  
PLANS BY HOUSEHOLD INCOME
High school juniors and seniors generally cite 
similar factors that might affect their future 
education decisions. However, those from 
households with less than $75,000 in annual 
income are more likely to point to inability to pay 
due to changing financial circumstances, and 
those from households with $75K+ in annual 
income are more likely to cite lack of access to 
desired in-person classes. 


WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING MIGHT AFFECT  
YOUR DECISION ABOUT CONTINUING YOUR  


EDUCATION IN THE FUTURE?
Top 5 Most Frequently Selected


<$75,000 Annual Income (n=385) $75K+ Annual Income (n=262)


I may not be academically prepared 
for higher education because of 


the academic disruptions in high 
caused by school closures


31%
32%


32%


30%


29%


I may not be academically prepared 
for higher education because 
of the shift to online/distance 


learning in high school


34%
24%


I may not be able to pay for 
my education due to changing 


financial circumstances


24%
Colleges/universities may not 


be prepared to conduct online 
distance classes*


I may not have access to the 
classes I want to take in person if 


offerings change due to COVID-19
27%


34%


23%
I may not have access to the classes 


I want to take online if offerings 
change due to COVID-19*


*Concern only noted for one income group
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HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
While respondents largely feel as confident or more confident about the decision to pursue higher education, 37% of prospective students 
feel less confident that they will be safe while on campus. Residential colleges and universities will need to help alleviate these concerns by 
clearly communicating how they will keep students safe through sanitization and physical distancing efforts.


CONCERNS WITH PURSUING HIGHER EDUCATION


87% of  
prospective students  


feel as or more confident that  
pursuing higher education is a good idea


(n=1,003)


81% are as  
or more confident  


their degree program  
will be worth the time and money


(n=997)


80% are as  
or more confident  


they will receive  
a high-quality education


(n=999)


46% are more confident  
post-COVID-19 that pursuing 
higher education is a good idea


54% are concerned  
with how COVID-19  


will impact them as students
(n=999)


37% feel less confident 
with they will be safe on campus


(n=979)*See appendix for full data results
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ACADEMIC 
e.g., falling behind  


in classwork


SOCIAL 
e.g., missing important 
events, social isolation


HEALTH-RELATED  
e.g., mental & emotional health, 


physical health of others


Given the higher level of anxiety among current high school 
juniors, institutions will need to address these three categories 
of concern in their immediate recruiting efforts to ease student 
worries. In addition, colleges and universities will need to ease 
the concerns of the 38% of high school students who are 
worried about not being able to visit campus in person. Without 


a comprehensive view of the campus, prospective students can 
be left feeling unsure about the institution, potentially lowering 
application rates. Institutions should ensure their website 
is optimized to provide an in-depth look at the school and 
campus life while considering virtual tours for a “real-life” look 
at campus.


Prospective student concerns about COVID-19 fall into three broad categories:


More than half of potential students are concerned about how 
COVID-19 will impact their prospective higher education experience.
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CONCERNS WITH PURSUING HIGHER EDUCATION


MOST FREQUENTLY REPORTED PROSPECTIVE 
STUDENT CONCERNS ABOUT COVID-19


PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS’ BIGGEST  
CONCERNS ABOUT COVID-19


Falling behind in classwork 47%


My mental and  
emotional health 46%


44%Missing important events 
(e.g., graduation)


43%Social isolation


43%
Potentially missing out on social 


aspects of my future college/
university experience


38%


36%


35%


35%


34%


Being unable to visit college/ 
university campuses in person


Physical health of others


Uncertainty about returning  
to the classroom


Applying to colleges/universities 
with uncertainty  


about my final grades/GPA


My physical health


14%My mental and  
emotional health


11%


7%


6%


6%


6%


6%


6%


5%


5%


Falling behind in classwork


Physical health of others


Being able to graduate 
high school on time


Applying to colleges/universities without 
having taken/received results from 


standardized tests


Applying to colleges/universities with 
uncertainty about my final grades/GPA


Ability to pay for higher education


My family’s job security


Potentially missing out on social aspects of my 
future college/university experience


Canceled athletic programs


(n=866)(n=1,046)
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PROSPECTIVE STUDENT CONCERNS BY HOUSEHOLD INCOME
Across various household incomes, prospective students have similar concerns around COVID-19 - although there are some differences in 
how frequently certain concerns are voiced. For instance, respondents from households with $75K+ in annual income are more likely to have 
concerns about mental and emotional health.


45%


Falling Behind  
in Classwork


44% 45%


Missing 
 Important Events 


(e.g., Graduation)


My Mental 
and Emotional 


Health


41%
52%


36%
44%


Social 
Isolation


34%
46%


Potentially 
Missing Out 


on Social 
Aspects of my 


Future College/ 
University 
Experience


44%


Being Able 
to Graduate 
High School 


In Time*


Falling 
Behind in 


Classwork*


Ability to 
Pay for 
Higher 


Education*


Physical 
Health of 
Others*


34% 34%
45% 38%


IN LIGHT OF COVID-19, ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT ANY OF THE FOLLOWING ISSUES?
Top 7 Most Frequently Selected


*Concern only noted for one income group


<$75,000 Annual Income (n=385) $75K+ Annual Income (n=262)
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COMMUNICATING WITH PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS


With prospective student concern mounting over how 
COVID-19 will impact them as degree-seeking students, it 
is critical for colleges and universities to communicate their 
COVID-19 response regularly and transparently to prospects as 
well as current students. Institutions’ responses to COVID-19 
play a role in influencing educational decisions; however, more 
than half of prospective students have not seen, heard, or can 
recall how colleges and universities are responding to COVID-19 
in the 90 days prior to completing the survey. 


Institutions can increase the chances that their COVID-19 
response will reach potential students by engaging them where 
they congregate online. Beyond posting regular social media 
updates about their COVID-19 response, institutions can pin 
tweets to the top of their Twitter feed and include links to 
COVID-19 information on their websites in their social media bios 
to ensure the information is easy for students. Colleges should 
additionally ensure their COVID-19 response is showcased on 
their homepage and explore search engine optimization to boost 
their response page’s ranking in search results.


EFFECTIVENESS OF COVID-19 RESPONSES


HOW INFLUENTIAL AN INSTITUTION’S COVID-19  
RESPONSE IS ON PROSPECTIVE STUDENT DECISIONS


51% of high school 
students have not heard 
from any institutions on 
their COVID-19 response


Not At All Influential


4%
Influential


50%
Somewhat Influential


46%


(n=84)
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HAVE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS HEARD  
HOW COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ARE HANDLING 


COVID-19 WITHIN THE LAST 90 DAYS 


WHERE PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS HAVE SEEN 
INSTITUTIONS’ COVID-19 RESPONSE  


WITHIN THE LAST 90 DAYS, BY SOURCE


49% Yes


16%


35%No


I Don’t 
Remember


(n=1,024)


49%Social media


Family, friend, or  
other personal connections


College/university websites


Searching online


Information mailed to you


Ads on TV or radio


Ads online


Articles in magazines,  
newspapers, or blogs


Ad on streaming platforms


Higher education rankings  
or review sites 


Ads in newspapers or magazines


Ads on billboard or transit


Other


None of the above


Not sure


47%


32%


25%


25%


19%


15%


14%


8%


7%


7%


4%


3%


1%


2%


(n=500)
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COMMUNICATING WITH PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS


HOW POTENTIAL STUDENTS PREFER TO ENGAGE WITH INSTITUTIONS
Respondents prefer to engage with colleges 
and universities through email, followed by 
text messages and social media. Instagram 
is by far the preferred social media platform 
for receiving communications from 
institutions, with Snapchat and Facebook 
following. Institutions should ensure 
they have an established email strategy 
and focus their social media efforts on 
Instagram and Snapchat.


Online video chats like Zoom or Skype 
represent an emerging area of opportunity 
for universities, as 27% of potential students 
prefer them to traditional webinars or 
online presentations (15%). This indicates 
that prospects would like to take part in 
interactive, face-to-face presentations to 
learn more about institutions. Colleges may 
also be able to ease respondents’ concerns 
over not being able to visit campus by 
offering these presentations where they can 
have their questions answered in real-time.


TOP 3 PREFERRED COMMUNICATION PLATFORMS


69% 
Email


39% 
Text Messages


37% 
Social Media


TOP 3 PREFERRED SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS


89% 
Instagram


42% 
Snapchat


30% 
Facebook


(n=1,026)


(n=379)
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APPENDIX


KEY OBJECTIVES


 � What are the perspectives 
of traditional age high school 
sophomores and juniors in relation 
to their future college enrollment 
decisions?


 � How has COVID-19 impacted the 
perceptions of prospective college 
students?


 � How can marketing and recruitment 
efforts for Fall 2021 and beyond be 
tailored to address students’ needs 
in the wake of COVID-19?


METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH


 � Hanover Research tested these 
questions and assumptions via a 
quantitative online survey targeted 
at current high school students 
considering enrollment at a higher 
education institution no earlier than 
the fall of 2020. 


 � A third-party panel vendor, Dynata, 
was used to recruit qualified 
participants. 


STUDY OVERVIEW
RESPONDENT QUALIFICATIONS


Respondents met the following criteria  
to be qualified participants:


 � Reside in the United States 


 � Age 16 or 17


 � Currently enrolled as a sophomore 
or junior in high school


 � At least slightly likely to enroll in an 
undergraduate degree program at a 
college/university after high school


After quality control measures, the 
analysis is based on a final sample size of 
1,143 participants.
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WHEN THINKING ABOUT YOUR CHOICES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION,  
HOW UNLIKELY OR LIKELY ARE YOU TO PURSUE THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS?


Very unlikely Somewhat unlikely Neutral Somewhat likely Very likely


Enroll in a 4-Year Program (n=1,044)


Enroll in a 2-Year Program (n=1,012)


Consider Alternatives to a Full Degree Program (n=1,013)


Take a Gap Year (n=994)


51%24%14%6%5%


13%21%26%22%18%


15%24%32%18%11%


16%24%24%28% 8%


Enroll Full-Time (n=1,030)


Enroll Part-Time(n=1,000)


Enroll in a Fully On-Campus Program (n=1,025)


Enroll in a Hybrid Program (n=1,007)


Enroll in a Fully Online Program (n=1,025)


8% 19%6% 23% 44%


13%21%27%24%15%


40%26%20%9%5%


18% 19% 26% 24% 12%


37% 32% 21% 13% 7%


Enroll in a Public College/University (n=1,042)


Enroll in a Private College/University (n=1,005)


Attend an In-State College/University (n=1,043)


Attend an Out-of-State College/University (n=1,032)


18% 27% 42%


13%24%25%18%20%


7%5%


20% 29% 38%8%6%


23%25%22%15%15%
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ARE YOU MORE OR LESS LIKELY TO PURSUE ANY OF  
THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS AS A RESULT OF COVID-19? 


Much less likely Somewhat less likely About the same Somewhat more likely Much more likely


Enroll in a 4-Year Program (n=988)


Enroll in a 2-Year Program (n=984)


Consider Alternatives to a Full Degree Program (n=976)


Take a Gap Year (n=956)


Enroll Full-Time (n=982)


Enroll Part-Time (n=976)


Enroll in a Fully On-Campus Program (n=989)


Enroll in a Hybrid Program (n=985)


Enroll in a Fully Online Program (n=985)


Enroll in a Public College/University (n=995)


Enroll in a Private College/University (n=981)


Attend an In-State College/University (n=995)


Attend an Out-of-State College/University (n=999)


19%


8%


9%


9%


14%56%7%4%


13%56%12%11%


20%52%11%8%


14%48%12%17%


14%13%58%10%5%


8%16%58%10%9%


15%15%53%12%5%


9%19%48%11%13%


8%16%45%12%19%


18%


6%


16%


11%


15%55%7%5%


10%57%12%14%


19%54%7%5%


12%51%15%11%
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Much less likely Somewhat less likely About the same Somewhat more likely Much more likely


ARE YOU MORE OR LESS LIKELY TO  
PURSUE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS?


Very unlikely Somewhat unlikely Neutral Somewhat likely Very likely


Choose a degree program based on 
personal interests (n=1,046)


Choose a degree program based on employment 
prospects after graduation (n=1,011)


56%22%


8%5% 26%32%


15%


29%


4%3%


How Prospective Students Select Degree Programs


Choose a degree program based on 
personal interests (n=1,046)


Choose a degree program based on employment 
prospects after graduation (n=1,011)


23%15%


6%6% 13%17%


54%


58%


5%


3%


COVID-19 Influence on Degree Program
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Affordability (n=362)


PLEASE RATE THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE FOLLOWING FACTOR(S) 
INFLUENCE YOUR CHOICE OF WHICH PROGRAM TO ATTEND


Top Ten Most Influential


Not at all influential Slightly influential Moderately influential Very influential Extremely influential


49%37%11%


3%1%


Tuition assistance (n=266) 42%38%16%4%


Getting a good job after I graduate from 
college/university (n=343) 44%35%16%5%


1%


Financial aid availability 
(n=217) 41%36%15%6%


1%


Offering of a specific academic program 
(n=132) 42%32%19%7%


1%


Getting a good part-time job while I’m 
attending college/university (n=234)


30%38%22%9%


2%


Approachable professors (n=156) 21%47%23%8%


1%


High-quality professors (n=172) 26%42%24%5%


3%


Location (n=263) 21%46%23%8%


2%


Helpful academic services for students 
(n=161) 26%39%27%7%


1%


Note: This figure contains only the top ten factors most likely to be rated very or extremely influential, excluding “Other” due to the small sample size for that item (n=6). For full results, please 
see data supplement. Respondents only rated items they selected as one of the top five most important factors in the previous question.
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WHEN COMPARED TO HOW YOU FELT BEFORE THE COVID-19 OUTBREAK,  
DO YOU FEEL LESS CONFIDENT OR MORE CONFIDENT ABOUT EACH OF THE FOLLOWING NOW?


Much less confident Somewhat less confident About the same Somewhat more confident Much more confident


Pursuing higher education is  
a good idea (n=1,003)


My [degree selected] will lead to a  
good job after I graduate (n=994)


My [degree selected] will be worth the  
time and money I invest in it (n=997)


I will receive a high-quality education 
 at college/university (n=999)


24%22%41%8%4%


I will be safe on campus at  
college/university (n=979)


18%19%43%15%6%


20%21%42%12%5%


18%20%44%14%4%


11%14%38%30%7%


OVERALL, TO WHAT EXTENT ARE YOU CONCERNED WITH HOW COVID-19  
IMPACTS YOU AS A PROSPECTIVE COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY STUDENT? 


14%


40%25%


15%


6%


Very concerned


Somewhat concerned
Neither concerned nor unconcerned


Very unconcerned


Somewhat unconcerned


(n=999)
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RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS


WHAT IS YOUR CURRENT  
HIGH SCHOOL GPA? 


(n=1,021)


2%Less than 2.0


2.0 to 2.4


2.5 to 2.9


3.0 to 3.4


3.5 to 3.9


4.0 or above


Prefer not to respond


4%


10%


21%


32%


22%


8%


HAVE YOU TAKEN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING 
STANDARDIZED TESTS?


(n=1,021)


SAT


ACT


None of the above 52%


25%


31%


2%


24%


47%


15%


12%


IN WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING RANGES DOES YOUR 
OVERALL OR COMPOSITE ACT SCORE FALL? 


(n=260)


1 to 10


11 to 20


21 to 30


31 or higher


Prefer not to respond


7%


25%


25%


22%


8%


IN WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING RANGES DOES YOUR 
OVERALL OR COMPOSITE SAT SCORE FALL? 


(n=312)


Less than 900


900 to 1000


1100 to 1299


1300 to 1499


1500 or higher


Prefer not to respond 14%
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AGE (n=1,021)


53%16


17


18


19


20


21


22


36%


6%


2%


1%


1%


1%


YEAR IN HIGH SCHOOL (n=1,143)


38%Sophomore


Junior 62%


GENDER (n=1,024)


21%Male


Female


Other/Non-binary


Prefer not to respond


76%


1%


2%


ARE YOU HISPANIC OR LATINO? (n=1,024)


23%Yes


No


Prefer not to respond


73%


4%


ETHNICITY (n=1,024)


53%White


Black or African American


Asian


American Indian or Alaska Native


Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander


Prefer not to respond


26%


9%


4%


2%


12%


ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME (n=1,023)


12%Under $25,000


$25,000 to $49,999


$50,000 to $74,999


$75,000 to $99,999


$100,000 to $149,999


$150,000 to $199,999


$200,000 or more


Not sure


Prefer not to respond


14%


12%


11%


7%


4%


4%


22


14%


DID YOUR PARENT(S) GRADUATE FROM 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY? (n=1,023)


37%Under $25,000


$25,000 to $49,999


$50,000 to $74,999


$75,000 to $99,999


$100,000 to $149,999


27%


26%


7%


4%
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MAJORS WITH THE MOST AND LEAST INTEREST AMONG HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS CHANGING AREA OF STUDY


Area of Study Before  
COVID-19


After the COVID-19 
Outbreak


Percentage Points 
Change


Political science 7% 11% 4%


Computer science 6% 9% 3%


Not Sure 5% 7% 2%


Chemistry 9% 11% 2%


Public health 16% 17% 1%


Communication studies 10% 10% 0%


Medicine 24% 24% 0%


Philosophy & religious studies 6% 6% 0%


Other 5% 5% 0%


Engineering 9% 8% -1%


Health & exercise science 18% 17% -1%


Sociology 12% 11% -1%


Physics 8% 7% -1%


Mathematics 13% 12% -1%


Nursing 31% 29% -2%


History 11% 8% -3%


Environmental science 8% 5% -3%


Anthropology 4% 1% -3%


Biology 20% 15% -5%


Art 34% 29% -5%


Business 23% 18% -5%


English 18% 12% -6%


Music 27% 21% -6%


Psychology 26% 20% -6%


Education 22% 15% -7%
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PREFERRED PLATFORMS FOR INTERACTING WITH INSTITUTIONS


Email 69%


39%Text messages


Social media 37%


27%Online video chats  
(e.g., Zoom, Skype)


25%


25%


Telephone calls


Postal mail


Webinars or online 
presentations 15%


14%Online newsletters


Other 1%


I do not wish to be contacted by 
colleges/universities 4%


(n=1,026)
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PREFERRED SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS FOR RECEIVING COMMUNICATIONS FROM INSTITUTIONS 


Instagram


Snapchat


Facebook


Twitter


6%


2%


LinkedIn


Other


89%


42%


30%


25%


(n=379)


Note: This question shown only to respondents who identify social media as one 
of the ways in which they would prefer to interact with colleges/universities.
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FALL 2020 ENROLLMENT REPORT: COVID-19’S 
EFFECT ON RETURNING STUDENTS
We surveyed over 1,000 returning 
students to give you insight into how 
the COVID-19 pandemic has affected 
returning students’ academic plans and 


well-being. Read our Fall 2020 Enrollment Report for key findings, 
including:


 ` 5 top challenges students face returning  
to campus this fall


 ` 5 main drivers of departure for those who leave


 ` 3 key opportunities institutions can leverage  
to increase retention


 ` The effect on international students and their plans for travel  
and enrollment


ADDITIONAL ENROLLMENT RESOURCES


DRIVE YOUR ENROLLMENT STRATEGY WITH  
CROSS-DEPARTMENTAL COLLABORATION
Our report, Drive Your Enrollment Strategy  
with Cross-Departmental Collaboration, 
outlines how all departments can contribute  
to enrollment. Read the report to learn how:


 ` Enrollment departments can optimize the enrollment funnel and appeal 
to new student segments


 ` Academic Affairs can attract students and deliver value with high-
demand programs


 ` Marketing can build and communicate a unique value proposition


 ` Alumni Affairs can highlight post-graduate outcomes


 ` Student Affairs can implement strategies that engage and retain students


 ` Finance can align tuition and aid structures to prospective student needs


6 TOP STRATEGIES TO DRIVE MATRICULATION
In this toolkit, 6 Top Strategies to Drive 
Matriculation, we provide solutions 
to address the top matriculation and 
enrollment challenges that institutions 
face. Download the toolkit to learn how to:


 ` Effectively gather data to identify potential reasons for  
admission-to-enrollment conversion failure


 ` Clearly communicate tuition and financial aid to families


 ` Meet underrepresented students’ needs to inspire them to enroll


9 TIPS TO ATTRACT GEN Z STUDENTS
Our infographic, 9 Tips to Attract Gen Z Students, 
helps institutions prepare for the incoming wave of 
college-age Gen Z students by outlining nine key tips 
to meet—and exceed—Gen Z’s college expectations. 
Download the infographic to:


 ` Meet Gen Z–Learn key facts about the personalities 
and priorities of Gen Z


 ` Understand Gen Z’s influences–See how they have 
been influenced socially, culturally, financially, and 
technologically


 ` Attract Gen Z students–Get nine key tips to 
optimize your messaging, learning models, digital 
offerings, and more for Gen Z preferences


DOWNLOAD THE REPORT


READ THE TOOLKIT


GET THE REPORT


GET THE INFOGRAPHIC



https://www.hanoverresearch.com/reports-and-briefs/fall-2020-enrollment-report/

https://www.hanoverresearch.com/reports-and-briefs/drive-your-enrollment-strategy-with-cross-departmental-collaboration/

https://www.hanoverresearch.com/reports-and-briefs/drive-your-enrollment-strategy-with-cross-departmental-collaboration/

https://www.hanoverresearch.com/reports-and-briefs/6-top-strategies-to-drive-matriculation/

https://www.hanoverresearch.com/reports-and-briefs/6-top-strategies-to-drive-matriculation/

https://www.hanoverresearch.com/reports-and-briefs/9-tips-attract-gen-z-students/

https://www.hanoverresearch.com/reports-and-briefs/fall-2020-enrollment-report/

https://www.hanoverresearch.com/reports-and-briefs/6-top-strategies-to-drive-matriculation/

https://www.hanoverresearch.com/reports-and-briefs/drive-your-enrollment-strategy-with-cross-departmental-collaboration/

https://www.hanoverresearch.com/reports-and-briefs/9-tips-attract-gen-z-students/
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ABOUT HANOVER RESEARCH


LEARN MORE: hanoverresearch.com/contact-us


  www.hanoverresearch.com  https://www.linkedin.com/company/hanover-research @hanoverresearch


Hanover Research provides high-quality, custom research and analytics through a cost effective model that helps clients make informed 
decisions, identify and seize opportunities, and heighten their effectiveness.


H A N OV E R ’ S  H I G H E R  E D U C AT I O N  S O LU T I O N S


• Enrollment Management
Target the optimal pool of students and 
maximize application and acceptance rates.


• Academic Development
Strengthen your academic portfolio through 
market analysis of existing and potential 
new programs.


• Student Experience
Spot at-risk students early, identify the 
drivers of attrition, and pinpoint factors 
driving poor post-graduate outcomes.


AC A D E M I C  SOLUTIONS


O U R  B E N E F I T S
EXPERT
200+ analysts 
with multiple 
methodology 
research expertise


EFFICIENT
Annual, fixed-fee 
model shares  
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. Ongoing custom  
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with organizations’ needs


FLEXIBLE
OTHER


PROVIDERSFEES


# O F PROJECTS


• Finance
Increase revenue and dynamically evaluate 
costs to run an efficient, financially viable, 
and growth-oriented institution.


• Advancement
Highlight your institutional impact with 
donors and alumni.


• Marketing
Reach the right audience at the right time 
with the right message.


A D M I N I S T R AT I V E  SOLUTIONS


• Grantseeking Capacity
Develop your organizational capacity to 
pursue grant funding.


• Funding Research
Spot grant opportunities aligned to your 
funding needs.


• Pre-Proposal Support
Facilitate the development of competitive 
project concepts prior to submission.


• Proposal Review & Support
Provide review and revision to ensure 
robust proposal submissions.


• Proposal Development
Engage full proposal development support.


G R A N T S  SOLUTIONS
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From: Mac McConnell
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Fw: Time to talk about buildings for fall?
Date: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:32:34 PM

As a "division head" don't you think Brian should consider conducting his business related to
facilities maintenance outside of the listserv?   This only serves to increase anxiety and
consternation among the faculty. 

Venting..

Mac

Dr. Frank J. (Mac) McConnell
Senior Vice President for Business & Finance
Assistant Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA  30597
Phone:  706 864 1606

From: Estelle Balch <Estelle.Balch@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:03 PM
To: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Time to talk about buildings for fall?
 
Only as FYI
 
From: D. Brian Mann <D.Brian.Mann@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Discuss UNG (Faculty & Staff only) <discuss-ung@ungprod.onmicrosoft.com>
Subject: Time to talk about buildings for fall?
 
Dear Colleagues and Co-listers,
 
I know we're all happy about the mask requirement finally coming down from the USG, and I
know we still await approvals for the various teaching format dispositions we have submitted.
I hope we will hear more about the latter soon.
 
However, other than a short discussion about it at an early town hall meeting, we haven't
heard much about the then promised improvements to the HVAC systems in our many
classroom buildings. Does anyone have any updates in this regard?
 

mailto:Mac.McConnell@ung.edu
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I have been going into campus at least once a week since the shutdown, mostly to pick things
up from my office for my courses or do some work in a quiet environment. And although the
quiet has been encouraging, the condition of the ventilation systems on the 3rd floor of
Dunlap Hall have not.
 
First; the classrooms. Over the past few weeks, I have noticed that the exterior of the ceiling
units in the classrooms have been cleaned up to a degree, and today, most were running and
cooling the classrooms. However, these units only cycle the air through a primitive paper
filter, and then shoot it right back into the room (presumably through an evaporator to cool
the air). There is no exchange of air with the outside world. This would provide zero protection
from aerosolized Coronavirus particles, and in fact, because it would blow air directly down
onto the entire room, it could - and probably would - intensify infection rates for everyone,
starting on the very first day of courses. Indeed, cool but infected air is not what we need to
get us through to Thanksgiving break.
 
In the third floor offices, the situation is much worse. The units that again, only channel air
through an evaporator in order to cool it, have been out of order for at least six weeks. The
fans are running, but there has been no cooling, and no dehumidification. We have made
multiple calls, filed multiple tickets, but nothing has resulted. And it doesn't take an HVAC
specialist to understand what happens under those conditions; mold.
 
When I returned from France last August, the mold situation had gotten so bad in my office
that it covered the ventilation unit, my desk, my chair, and my computer keyboard in a sort of
net. We made a call, people came to clean, and on we went with the fall semester. Indeed,
when you work in Dunlap Hall, you learn to live with such things. And fortunately, I don't see
that happening this year; perhaps because it hasn't been very hot yet. I'm not an HVAC
specialist myself, of course, but my sense is that things are not quite up to par.
 
We don't have hot water in most of the bathrooms either, and we've just learned that
although our drinking fountains have been disabled for obvious reasons, nothing has been
installed to replace them.
 
It is a different world now. So in the interest of assuring those of us who work in these kinds of
environments that "UNG will continue to make the safety of students, faculty and staff its first
priority," I'm wondering if someone might be able to enlighten us with any progress that may
have been made in improving the air we will all be breathing when everyone returns to
campus. Have improvements been made in YOUR building? Are you seeing any new
infrastructure installations? Are there any as yet unrealized plans or new technologies on the
horizon for us? 
 
Curiously,
 



B
 
      **
       |      D. Brian Mann, Ph.D.
       |      Division Head of World Languages and Cultures
       |      Professor of Modern Languages
       |      322-C Dunlap Hall
      / \      The University of North Georgia
     -----        Dahlonega, GA, 30597
   //     \\        706/864-1683 (office)
  -----------        e-mail:
//           \\         d.brian.mann@ung.edu
 

“Open your eyes and see what you can with them before they close forever.”

                         ― Anthony Doerr
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From: Kate Maine
To: James Conneely; Mac McConnell; Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: University of North Georgia - Saliva Tests
Date: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 5:37:28 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Sharing this for your awareness.
 
From: John Fuchko <John.Fuchko@usg.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 3:52 PM
To: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>; Karen Tomlinson <Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu>
Cc: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Teresa
MacCartney <Teresa.MacCartney@usg.edu>; Stuart Rayfield <Stuart.Rayfield@usg.edu>; Diane
Hickey <Diane.Hickey@usg.edu>
Subject: University of North Georgia - Saliva Tests
 
Dear Greg and Karen:
 
I hope this note finds you well. Following please find an update on the Vault Medical Saliva Tests.
 

·        The University of North Georgia (UNG) is projected to receive 1,600 tests to assist UNG with
its COVID-19 testing program.

·        Test kits are projected to arrive starting tomorrow (Wednesday, August 5) with the balance
arriving no later than Friday, August 7.

·        The System Office is covering the cost of your institution’s test kits and the related
processing, i.e., there is no cost to your institution.

·        You will shortly be receiving an invite to two training sessions. One is scheduled for
Thursday, August 6 from 3:00-4:00 and the other is scheduled for Friday, August 7 from
9:00-10:00. You may forward the invite to others and you only need to participate in one
of the sessions.

·        Finally, please confirm back to me and Vice Chancellor for Fiscal Affairs Diane Hickey
(copied) once your institution has received its 1,600 kits. This is important to ensure
accountability for receipt of these kits prior to paying the vendor.

 
Thanks and please don’t hesitate to reach out with any questions or concerns.
 
Best, John
 
 

Dr. John M. Fuchko, III
Vice Chancellor for Organizational Effectiveness
Administration / Organizational Effectiveness
404-962-3025-o or 678-360-5377-m
https://www.usg.edu/organizational_effectiveness/UNIVERSIITY SYSTEM 

OF GEORGIA 
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From: Kate Maine
To: Bonita Jacobs; Jill Rayner; Greg Williams; Ken Crowe; Glen Harris; Chaudron Gille; Terri Carroll; Karen

Tomlinson; Mac McConnell; James Conneely
Cc: Michelle Eaton; Sarah Strickland; Brett Morris; Ellen Cormack
Subject: FW: Updated Town Hall FAQs
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 8:19:21 AM
Attachments: 07-27-2020 Town Hall FAQs.xlsx

Student-Family Virtual Town Hall 2020-07-27.docx

Good morning, everyone,
 
Please see the attached Excel file that has been updated to reflect new questions received
over the weekend for today’s virtual town hall meeting.  As you are able to do so, please
cover questions related to your area in your remarks.  The agenda is attached also for your
convenience.
 
Thank you,
Kate
 
From: Sarah Strickland <Sarah.Strickland@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 8:02 AM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Cc: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>; Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Subject: Updated Town Hall FAQs
 
Good morning, 
 
I've attached an updated list of questions for our Town Hall meeting. I've added two separate
tabs in the spreadsheet; one for new questions we received over the weekend, and one for all
questions. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. I'll speak with you shortly!
 
Thanks,
 
Sarah Strickland
Assistant Director of Enrollment Management, Scholarships
706-867-2991
sarah.strickland@ung.edu
 
Schedule a meeting with me!
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7-27 Questions

		Question Received		What category does this question fall under?		Form Submitted

		How will various students organizations/clubs meet?		Campus Activities		7/27/20 7:31

		Will there be intramural sports?		Campus Activities		7/27/20 7:30

		What activities/events are planned for incoming freshman to encourage involvement?		Campus Activities		7/27/20 7:30

		If a student is required to quarantine, will they be able to live stream their class?		Course Offerings and Modality		7/27/20 7:38

		Do we anticipate a normal spring semester (not hybrid)?		Course Offerings and Modality		7/27/20 7:35

		On days students are not in the classroom, will they need to log onto their class at certain times?		Course Offerings and Modality		7/27/20 7:34

		Will all dining hall meals be to go?		Dining		7/27/20 7:28

		Because of asymptomatic cases, will there by mandatory testing?		Health and Safety		7/27/20 7:46

		How will parents be informed of campus updates?		Health and Safety		7/27/20 7:37

		Are there health insurance options for full time students?		Health and Safety		7/27/20 7:36

		Will COVID testing be required before students move into their dorms?		On-Campus Housing		7/27/20 7:47

		If a student cancels their lease for campus living, will they be able to apply for housing in the spring?		On-Campus Housing		7/27/20 7:45

		Will students be required to wear mask in dorm common areas?		On-Campus Housing		7/27/20 7:33





All Questions

		Question Received		What category does this question fall under?

		Will sports be playing as scheduled?		Athletics

		For student athletes, if fall workouts are cancelled, will sports compete in the spring?		Athletics

		What are the protocols for student athletes?		Athletics

		How will various students organizations/clubs meet?		Campus Activities

		Will there be intramural sports?		Campus Activities

		What activities/events are planned for incoming freshman to encourage involvement?		Campus Activities

		How will UNG be helping incoming freshman with their transition to college, given limited events?		Campus Activities

		Will students still be able to socialize, on campus or in dorms?		Campus Activities

		What is the plan for cadets testing positive during FROG week?		Campus Activities

		Will graduation be before or after Thanksgiving break?		Campus Activities

		Will there be a normal graduation in December?		Campus Activities

		Will the fitness center be open, and what procedures will be made?		Campus Activities

		Will students be expected to socially distance in the dining hall, or at events?		Campus Activities

		How will there be campus events?		Campus Activities

		Will the Corps still accept cadets if they are not able to complete or attend FROG week?		Corps of Cadets

		If a student is required to quarantine, will they be able to live stream their class?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Do we anticipate a normal spring semester (not hybrid)?		Course Offerings and Modality

		On days students are not in the classroom, will they need to log onto their class at certain times?		Course Offerings and Modality

		What should students expect from online finals?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Why is there no online option for all courses?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Will the drop/add time change for medical reasons/COVID/hospitalizations?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Will accommodations be made for students who have difficulty with online learning (due to medical or other reasons)?		Course Offerings and Modality

		When will students be informed of what days/weeks they attend each of their classes?		Course Offerings and Modality

		What should students expect for their first day of class?		Course Offerings and Modality

		What should a dual enrollment student expect for their in-person classes?		Course Offerings and Modality

		For dual enrollment students, when/how will they be informed of their class format changes?		Course Offerings and Modality

		How will UNG conduct lab classes online, if need be?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Will UNG utilize Zoom or similar platforms for online instruction?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Are all UNG professors prepared to conduct classes online?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Will nursing students be able to participate in clinicals or will it be an online version of clinicals?		Course Offerings and Modality

		How does a hybrid class format work?		Course Offerings and Modality

		If we go virtual during the semester, will students be able to drop their classes without penalty?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Will all dining hall meals be to go?		Dining

		Will students be required to bring dining hall food to their dorm rooms?		Dining

		How often is the dining hall being cleaned?		Dining

		Will there be any changes to the student's meal plans?		Dining

		What times do you expect the dining hall to be the busiest, given the capacity changes?		Dining

		Will students have a normal dining hall experience? (ex: all stations open, no reservations, etc.)		Dining

		If a cadet test positive during FROG week, will this prevent them from receiving their ROTC scholarship?		Finances or Scholarships

		Because the semester is shorter, will dorm and dining fees be reduced?		Finances or Scholarships

		If we transition to virtual learning and students are sent home, will there be a refund on dorm and dining?		Finances or Scholarships

		Will housing and other fees be re-assessed in light of a campus closure?		Finances or Scholarships

		If we switch to online classes after the fall semester starts, will students be able to withdraw and receive a full refund?		Finances or Scholarships

		Because of asymptomatic cases, will there by mandatory testing?		Health and Safety

		How will parents be informed of campus updates?		Health and Safety

		Are there health insurance options for full time students?		Health and Safety

		Since seating in shuttle buses will be limited, will the university be increasing the number of buses?		Health and Safety

		Will students be able to utilize the library study rooms?		Health and Safety

		Will out-of-state students need to be quarantined for two weeks?		Health and Safety

		Will you be doing temperature screenings In buildings where students may be in close contact to each other as well as contact tracing?		Health and Safety

		How will you be communicating to students about their social responsibility during this time of crisis?		Health and Safety

		Will students still be able to go to student health services to pick up the three free items a day?		Health and Safety

		Will the school provide hand sanitizer and masks for students?		Health and Safety

		If we transition to virtual learning again, will students be given plenty of notice time?		Health and Safety

		Have touchless door handles/toe pulls been installed?		Health and Safety

		What MERV rating our your air filters?		Health and Safety

		What has been done on the HVAC/mechanical side to improve sanitation?		Health and Safety

		What is the procedure for sanitizing classrooms, and will it be done between each class?		Health and Safety

		Will there be any accommodations for students who test positive (class work, time on tests, etc.)?		Health and Safety

		Can friends sit together in the library, dining hall, or other spots on campus?		Health and Safety

		How will social distancing affect various study spots around campus?		Health and Safety

		When in secluded areas of campus and socially distanced from other students, can masks be taken off?		Health and Safety

		How do COVID measures differ for cadet students?		Health and Safety

		If a student is test for COVID, what are the protocols for while they wait for the results?		Health and Safety

		Will there be COVID testing on campus?		Health and Safety

		What are the consequences for a student who refuses to wear a mask?		Health and Safety

		Will cadets be expected to wear a mask while they do PT every morning?		Health and Safety

		If a student shows COVID symptoms or tests positive, will there be a process for notifying parents?		Health and Safety

		Will accommodations be made for students who have family members at risk?		Health and Safety

		What metrics determine when we move to the next contingency plan?		Health and Safety

		Will students be required to wear gloves?		Health and Safety

		Is there a specific list of scenarios that would cause the university to shut down and switch online?		Health and Safety

		What are the plans for when a professor tests positive?		Health and Safety

		Will students receive masks from the school?		Health and Safety

		Will a student need to be tested every time they have a symptom (coughing/sneezing)?		Health and Safety

		Are accommodations being made for students who can't wear masks (asthma)?		Health and Safety

		Will masks be mandated or expected?		Health and Safety

		If we have to go virtual again, will students be sent home as they were in the spring?		Health and Safety

		What is the plan for students that live on campus should they test positive for COVID?		Health and Safety

		What safety precautions will be taken at the dining hall?		Health and Safety

		When someone at the school tests positive and they have been in these hybrid classes, how are you going to address the situation?		Health and Safety

		How are you accommodating students who are more susceptible to the COVID-19 virus?		Health and Safety

		Will COVID testing be required before students move into their dorms?		On-Campus Housing

		If a student cancels their lease for campus living, will they be able to apply for housing in the spring?		On-Campus Housing

		Will students be required to wear mask in dorm common areas?		On-Campus Housing

		How will the university keep students safe in their dorms, specifically for students sharing a room?		On-Campus Housing

		Why are we paying full price for dorms, when we will have to leave before Thanksgiving break?		On-Campus Housing

		Will parents/family be able to visit in the dorms?		On-Campus Housing

		Will students be able to have visitors in their dorm, if they live in the same building?		On-Campus Housing

		Will parents be able to attend move-in?		On-Campus Housing

		Why was the hybrid format not communicated before the housing cancellation deadline?		On-Campus Housing

		Will their be a designated quarantine section in cadet housing?		On-Campus Housing

		Since some dorm amenities will not be available, will the cost of housing be reduced?		On-Campus Housing

		If myself or my roommate is exposed to the virus, what are the procedures for quarantining?		On-Campus Housing

		If we go virtual and students are sent home, will students keep their dorm assignment for when they return?		On-Campus Housing

		Will parents be able to attend in-person orientation?		Orientation

		How long is the in-person orientation?		Orientation

		What procedures will be made for in-person orientation?		Orientation

		Will the Blue Ridge campus Orientation be in the new building?		Orientation

		If there is not an in-person orientation, will the orientation fee be refunded?		Orientation

		Will there be an in person orientation, and if so, when?		Orientation

		Is there going to be an online or in person orientation for Dual Enrollment students? If so, when and where?		Orientation

		Will students be able to hold on-campus jobs?		Student Success

		How will the university maintain its quality of education in a hybrid or online format?		Student Success

		How will office hours, Supplemental Instruction sessions, the language lab, tutoring, etc. be affected?		Student Success

		How will nursing students be prepared for the NCLEX, if they are unable to have normal clinicals?		Student Success

		Will professors be given microphones to be heard clearly through their masks?		Student Success






Virtual Town Hall – July 27 at noon

Parents, Families and Students



I. Welcome, We are Here, We Care, UNG Together  – 5 minutes

President Bonita Jacobs (Day Conference Room)



II. Instructional Plans – 5 minutes

Dr. Chaudron Gille, Provost & Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs (Day Conference Room)



III. Advisement and how advisors can help – 5 minutes

Terri Carroll, Academic Advising office



IV. Student Experience – 5 minutes

Dr. Jim Conneely, Vice President of Student Affairs & Enrollment Management (Price Memorial Office) 



V. Health, Wellness and Safety on Campus – 10 minutes

Greg Williams, Emergency Preparedness, and Ken Crowe, Facilities (Day Conference Room)

Karen Tomlinson, director of Student Health Services (Chestatee Conference Room)



VI. Resources for Success; UNG Together Webpage – 5-7 minutes

Glen Harris, Dean of Students office (rm. 564 Oconee) 



VII. UNITE Scholarship & Financial Challenges  – 5 minutes

Jill Rayner, director of financial aid (Chestatee Conference Room)



VIII. 15/20 minutes of Q&A

Dr. Kate Maine – moderator (Day Conference Room)







On Board to Answer Questions:

· Dr. Mac McConnell: SVP, Business & Finance

· Treva Smith: Residence Life (Stewart Conference Room)

· Darcy Hayes: OTP/NEST (Stewart Conference Room)

· Erick Jones: SMMC (Erick’s Office, 261 Stewart)





From: John O"Sullivan
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Waivers
Date: Friday, July 3, 2020 10:50:12 AM

Hi Chaudron,
 
Happy Independence Day!
 
I hope you are personally well.  These are crazy times in Higher Ed and at the University.  … And it
looks to me that you are keeping us as organized as can be.  Thanks for your work.
 
I just wrote this note below to Steven, and then I thought to share it with you too if interested.  …
History of waivers etc. 
 
Success,
 
John
 

From: John O'Sullivan 
Sent: Friday, July 3, 2020 10:32 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Waivers
 
Hi Steven,
 
So per the waiver question, I was much involved in the Service Learning/Engagement movement for
years and attended many conferences etc.  And while for a period here on the Gainesville campus in
the Sociology/HSDA area there was some effort to have students sign waivers before doing service
learning projects, my understanding is that we stopped that practice with the nationally advised and
legally informed understanding (of the era) that if an item was in the syllabus, it was part of the
class, and it subsequently did not require a liability waiver.  Liability waivers are for things that are
not assignments in the syllabus, i.e., an optional  field trip, etc.   It was with this understanding that
I/we stopped using liability waivers in service learning / engagement classes. 
 
Too, in the years after consolidation, there was a brief push to get faculty to use these liability
waivers, but the waivers provided were obviously for a PE class that did skiing and camping, and so
the linguistic “fit” to an academic class was poor and sort of humorous/ ridiculous.  Also, that waiver
was so broadly worded that it would have been difficult for a student that signed it to sue the
university even if the university had done some horribly negligent thing.  I did not think
administering that waiver was ethical.  … That waiver came from Ric Kabit’s office for a while.  (And
his office probably inherited it from someplace else). 
 
I think when the HSDA program got accredited and the program consisted of hundreds of hours of
practicum, I “think” HSDA pressed forward with both a waiver and insurance.  I’m sure that DH  -- 
Sara Mason  --  will respond to your survey.
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As a professor that commonly does service learning, I hope the prevailing idea in the land remains
that if an item --  service learning, practicum, etc.  --  is required as a graded portion of the class and
is in the syllabus, then no liability waiver is required. 
 
Imagine:  the first day of class when the professor is describing the course and the service learning
component with enthusiasm and how to get started.  And then imagine the professor must stop and
ask them to sign a liability waiver.  I think that exercise breaks trust and distracts.  If I had to ask
students to start doing liability waivers, I myself would not be comfortable with that and I would stop
doing service learning and community engagement activities.  I just don’t want to administer a legal
document that takes people’s right away.  That’s how I see it. 
 
Other item: Imagine the inefficiency of a student having to do multiple different liability waivers in
multiple different classes over a period of years.  It’s sort of inefficient.  Perhaps a good idea would
be one reasonably worded liability waiver while people are applying to the University that covers
everything.  I could see that working.  I know you are thinking of all these things already. 
 
Thanks for letting me share some thoughts, and thanks for all you do, Steven. 
 
John
 
 
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 3:41 PM
To: John O'Sullivan <John.OSullivan@ung.edu>; Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>; Betsy
Cantrell <Betsy.Cantrell@ung.edu>; Linda Rowland <Linda.Rowland@ung.edu>; Andy Novobilski
<Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>; Anastasia Lin <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>; Carly Redding
<Carly.Redding@ung.edu>; Rebecca Johnston <Rebecca.Johnston@ung.edu>; Sommer Green
<Sommer.Green@ung.edu>; Yolanda Carr <Yolanda.Carr@ung.edu>; Carol Adams
<Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Emily Cook <Emily.Cook@ung.edu>; Jonathan Barefield
<Jonathan.Barefield@ung.edu>; Dede deLaughter <Dede.deLaughter@ung.edu>; Harriett Allison
<Harriett.Allison@ung.edu>; Missy Hernandez <Missy.Hernandez@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle
<Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>; Christopher Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>; Timothy
May <Timothy.May@ung.edu>; Ric Kabat <Ric.Kabat@ung.edu>; Laura Ng <Laura.Ng@ung.edu>;
Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>; April Nelms <April.Nelms@ung.edu>; Carolynn DeSandre
<Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>; John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Jill Schulze
<Jill.Schulze@ung.edu>; Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>; Katie Simmons
<Katie.Simmons@ung.edu>; Wendy Walker <Wendy.Walker@ung.edu>; Jeff Turk
<Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>; Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>; Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>; Douglas
Orr <Douglas.Orr@ung.edu>; Shannon Gilstrap <Shannon.Gilstrap@ung.edu>; Jeff Pardue
<Jeff.Pardue@ung.edu>; Joshua Wright <Joshua.Wright@ung.edu>; D. Brian Mann
<D.Brian.Mann@ung.edu>; Benjamin Schoening <Benjamin.Schoening@ung.edu>; Dlynn Williams
<Dlynn.Williams@ung.edu>; Susann Doyle-Portillo <Susann.Doyle-Portillo@ung.edu>; Sara Mason
<Sara.Mason@ung.edu>; Elizabeth Combier <Elizabeth.Combier@ung.edu>; Jim Hammond
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<Jim.Hammond@ung.edu>; Pamela Sachant <Pamela.Sachant@ung.edu>; P. Clay Rowell
<Clay.Rowell@ung.edu>; Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>; Susan Klappa
<Susan.Klappa@ung.edu>; Lauren Johnson <Lauren.Johnson@ung.edu>; Cristina Washell
<Cristina.Washell@ung.edu>; Jessica Miles <Jessica.Miles@ung.edu>; Chantelle Grant
<Chantelle.Grant@ung.edu>; Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>; Lori Wilson
<Lori.Wilson@ung.edu>; Dianna Spence <Dianna.Spence@ung.edu>; Patrick Bunton
<Patrick.Bunton@ung.edu>; Irene Kokkala <Irene.Kokkala@ung.edu>; Anne Duke
<Anne.Duke@ung.edu>; Ash Mady <Ash.Mady@ung.edu>; Mike Ryan <Mike.Ryan@ung.edu>;
Mohan Menon <Mohan.Menon@ung.edu>; Katayoun Mobasher <Katayoun.Mobasher@ung.edu>;
Amber Ignatius <Amber.Ignatius@ung.edu>; Rebecca Rose <Rebecca.Rose@ung.edu>; Amanda
Nash <Amanda.Nash@ung.edu>; Missy Hernandez <Missy.Hernandez@ung.edu>
Cc: Jenna Colvin <Jenna.Colvin@ung.edu>; Elene Garrison <Elene.Garrison@ung.edu>; Carolyn
Pelkey <Carolyn.Pelkey@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Ramona Robinson
<Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Waivers
 
John,
 
This exercise is not related to CoVid-19.  It is related to student activities, field trips, service learning
projects, etc..  As the closing statement below signals, the intent is to study what we have in order to
ensure appropriate use and consistency and develop templates if possible.  In addition, legal
receives many questions about and requests for waivers, so part of the exercise is to develop FAQ
and other materials to guide the university community.  You may contact Jenna Colvin if you have
any further questions.
 
Sincerely,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: John O'Sullivan <John.OSullivan@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 at 2:15 PM
To: Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>, Betsy Cantrell <Betsy.Cantrell@ung.edu>,
Linda Rowland <Linda.Rowland@ung.edu>, Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>,
Anastasia Lin <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>, Carly Redding <Carly.Redding@ung.edu>, Rebecca
Johnston <Rebecca.Johnston@ung.edu>, Sommer Green <Sommer.Green@ung.edu>,
Yolanda Carr <Yolanda.Carr@ung.edu>, Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>, Emily Cook
<Emily.Cook@ung.edu>, Jonathan Barefield <Jonathan.Barefield@ung.edu>, Dede deLaughter
<Dede.deLaughter@ung.edu>, Harriett Allison <Harriett.Allison@ung.edu>, Missy Hernandez
<Missy.Hernandez@ung.edu>, Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>, Christopher
Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>, Timothy May <Timothy.May@ung.edu>, Ric
Kabat <Ric.Kabat@ung.edu>, Laura Ng <Laura.Ng@ung.edu>, Sheri Hardee
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<Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>, April Nelms <April.Nelms@ung.edu>, Carolynn DeSandre
<Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>, John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>, Jill Schulze
<Jill.Schulze@ung.edu>, Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>, Katie Simmons
<Katie.Simmons@ung.edu>, Wendy Walker <Wendy.Walker@ung.edu>, Jeff Turk
<Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>, Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>, Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>,
Douglas Orr <Douglas.Orr@ung.edu>, Shannon Gilstrap <Shannon.Gilstrap@ung.edu>, Jeff
Pardue <Jeff.Pardue@ung.edu>, Joshua Wright <Joshua.Wright@ung.edu>, "D. Brian Mann"
<D.Brian.Mann@ung.edu>, Benjamin Schoening <Benjamin.Schoening@ung.edu>, Dlynn
Williams <Dlynn.Williams@ung.edu>, Susann Doyle-Portillo <Susann.Doyle-
Portillo@ung.edu>, Sara Mason <Sara.Mason@ung.edu>, Elizabeth Combier
<Elizabeth.Combier@ung.edu>, Jim Hammond <Jim.Hammond@ung.edu>, Pamela Sachant
<Pamela.Sachant@ung.edu>, "P. Clay Rowell" <Clay.Rowell@ung.edu>, Sharon Chalmers
<Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>, Susan Klappa <Susan.Klappa@ung.edu>, Lauren Johnson
<Lauren.Johnson@ung.edu>, Cristina Washell <Cristina.Washell@ung.edu>, Jessica Miles
<Jessica.Miles@ung.edu>, Chantelle Grant <Chantelle.Grant@ung.edu>, Nancy Dalman
<Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>, Lori Wilson <Lori.Wilson@ung.edu>, Dianna Spence
<Dianna.Spence@ung.edu>, Patrick Bunton <Patrick.Bunton@ung.edu>, Irene Kokkala
<Irene.Kokkala@ung.edu>, Anne Duke <Anne.Duke@ung.edu>, Ash Mady
<Ash.Mady@ung.edu>, Mike Ryan <Mike.Ryan@ung.edu>, Mohan Menon
<Mohan.Menon@ung.edu>, John O'Sullivan <John.OSullivan@ung.edu>, Katayoun Mobasher
<Katayoun.Mobasher@ung.edu>, Amber Ignatius <Amber.Ignatius@ung.edu>, Rebecca Rose
<Rebecca.Rose@ung.edu>, Amanda Nash <Amanda.Nash@ung.edu>, Missy Hernandez
<Missy.Hernandez@ung.edu>, Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Cc: Jenna Colvin <Jenna.Colvin@ung.edu>, Elene Garrison <Elene.Garrison@ung.edu>,
Carolyn Pelkey <Carolyn.Pelkey@ung.edu>, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>,
Ramona Robinson <Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Waivers
 
I’m not sure about “legal,” but I think it would be unethical to ask faculty, staff or students to sign
liability waivers related to COVID and being on campus this Fall.  We should just focus on doing
everything we can to create a safe environment and not plan ahead on dodging responsibility for
what will very likely be some cases of disease transmission.   And if some person has a day in court
and a jury finds some institution at particular egregious fault for not providing reasonable
protections or accurate information, so be it.  Just let’s not be that institution. 
 
John O’Sullivan
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2020 1:05 PM
To: Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>; Betsy Cantrell <Betsy.Cantrell@ung.edu>; Linda
Rowland <Linda.Rowland@ung.edu>; Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>; Anastasia Lin
<Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>; Carly Redding <Carly.Redding@ung.edu>; Rebecca Johnston
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<Rebecca.Johnston@ung.edu>; Sommer Green <Sommer.Green@ung.edu>; Yolanda Carr
<Yolanda.Carr@ung.edu>; Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Emily Cook
<Emily.Cook@ung.edu>; Jonathan Barefield <Jonathan.Barefield@ung.edu>; Dede deLaughter
<Dede.deLaughter@ung.edu>; Harriett Allison <Harriett.Allison@ung.edu>; Missy Hernandez
<Missy.Hernandez@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>; Christopher
Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>; Timothy May <Timothy.May@ung.edu>; Ric Kabat
<Ric.Kabat@ung.edu>; Laura Ng <Laura.Ng@ung.edu>; Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>;
April Nelms <April.Nelms@ung.edu>; Carolynn DeSandre <Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>; John
Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Jill Schulze <Jill.Schulze@ung.edu>; Mary Gowan
<Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>; Katie Simmons <Katie.Simmons@ung.edu>; Wendy Walker
<Wendy.Walker@ung.edu>; Jeff Turk <Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>; Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>; Jeff
Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>; Douglas Orr <Douglas.Orr@ung.edu>; Shannon Gilstrap
<Shannon.Gilstrap@ung.edu>; Jeff Pardue <Jeff.Pardue@ung.edu>; Joshua Wright
<Joshua.Wright@ung.edu>; D. Brian Mann <D.Brian.Mann@ung.edu>; Benjamin Schoening
<Benjamin.Schoening@ung.edu>; Dlynn Williams <Dlynn.Williams@ung.edu>; Susann Doyle-Portillo
<Susann.Doyle-Portillo@ung.edu>; Sara Mason <Sara.Mason@ung.edu>; Elizabeth Combier
<Elizabeth.Combier@ung.edu>; Jim Hammond <Jim.Hammond@ung.edu>; Pamela Sachant
<Pamela.Sachant@ung.edu>; P. Clay Rowell <Clay.Rowell@ung.edu>; Sharon Chalmers
<Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>; Susan Klappa <Susan.Klappa@ung.edu>; Lauren Johnson
<Lauren.Johnson@ung.edu>; Cristina Washell <Cristina.Washell@ung.edu>; Jessica Miles
<Jessica.Miles@ung.edu>; Chantelle Grant <Chantelle.Grant@ung.edu>; Nancy Dalman
<Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>; Lori Wilson <Lori.Wilson@ung.edu>; Dianna Spence
<Dianna.Spence@ung.edu>; Patrick Bunton <Patrick.Bunton@ung.edu>; Irene Kokkala
<Irene.Kokkala@ung.edu>; Anne Duke <Anne.Duke@ung.edu>; Ash Mady <Ash.Mady@ung.edu>;
Mike Ryan <Mike.Ryan@ung.edu>; Mohan Menon <Mohan.Menon@ung.edu>; John O'Sullivan
<John.OSullivan@ung.edu>; Katayoun Mobasher <Katayoun.Mobasher@ung.edu>; Amber Ignatius
<Amber.Ignatius@ung.edu>; Rebecca Rose <Rebecca.Rose@ung.edu>; Amanda Nash
<Amanda.Nash@ung.edu>; Missy Hernandez <Missy.Hernandez@ung.edu>
Cc: Jenna Colvin <Jenna.Colvin@ung.edu>; Elene Garrison <Elene.Garrison@ung.edu>; Carolyn
Pelkey <Carolyn.Pelkey@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Ramona Robinson
<Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu>
Subject: Waivers
 
Colleagues,
 
UNG legal is studying the use of liability waivers at UNG and I am charged with discovery for
AA.  Please send the following information to Carolyn Pelkey in the AA Office:

1. A copy of the form/s used in your unit or department that ask/s students, employees, or
third parties to release the University or its officers/employees of liability.

2. A brief statement to accompany each form, which clearly describes the context in which
it is used and for what purpose.

3. The name of a point of contact for each waiver.
 
This information will be used to create an inventory for the eventual purpose of creating
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templates, streamlining processes, and creating decision trees to help educate the university
community.
 
Sincerely,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840



From: James Conneely
To: Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: Fw: Weekly Enrollment Report as of 7.9.20
Date: Monday, July 13, 2020 10:40:52 AM
Attachments: GA Snapshot_7.9.20.xlsx
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Colleagues,

Here is the weekly enrollment report that Brett reviewed this morning.

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 10:12 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Weekly Enrollment Report as of 7.9.20
 
Forgot the attachments… here they are. 
 
Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 
 
The State of Prospective Student Enrollment – Hannover Research
 

 
Research continues to show students are very concerned about the impact of COVID-19 on their college experience. 
 
NOTE:  Academic Affairs expect course changes in Banner to be complete by Friday, 7.10.20.  Advance schedules and returning student
registrations should begin to pick up at that point to begin closing the gaps shown in this report.  Fundamentally we have the basis for reaching
our fall enrollment expectations with regards to applicants, accepts and confirmations.  Getting students across the finally threshold to
registration remains the challenge and focus. 
 
UNG Undergraduate Highlights – Most Relevant Fall Indicators
 
Dahlonega Housing Summary as of 7.2.2020
 
UNG non-cadet beds for Fall 2020 are essentially full.  Residential Life continues to work with individual students who are changing plans or
requesting different accommodations. NOTE:  There has not been any indications of the shift to hybrid instruction causing students to request
cancelations; however, that may begin to service as awareness to instruction changes become more widespread.  Additionally, the rise in COVID-19
cases across the state, may cause families to reconsider living arrangements. 
 
Fall 2020

New Students 1125
Continuing Students 904
Total 2029
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		Graduate Admissions - New Student Snapshot



		Fall 2020

		Campus		Apps 2018		Apps 2019		Apps 2020		App +/- Change '19-'20		Accept 2018		Accept 2019		Accept 2020		Pending 2020		App to Accept Yield		Confirm 2018		Confirm 2019		Confirm 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield		Enrolled 2020		Accept to Enrolled Yield

		Cumming 		86		87		108		21		52		52		57		1		53%		31		43		47		82%		31		54%

		Dahlonega 		20		32		25		-7		13		17		18		1		72%		12		14		15		83%		4		22%

		Gainesville 		35		57		52		-5		18		31		34		6		65%		13		23		29		85%		19		56%

		On-Campus		141		176		185		9		83		100		109		8		59%		56		80		91		83%		54		50%

		Online		195		179		209		30		91		83		109		17		52%		68		65		89		82%		33		30%

		Overall Total		336		355		394		39		174		183		218		25		55%		124		145		180		83%		87		40%
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																																Fall 2020 as of 7.8.2020

		Campus/S-Type		Apps 2018		Apps 2019		Apps 2020		App +/- Change '19-'20		Accept 2018		Accept 2019		Accept 2020		Pending 2020		App to Accept Yield 2020		App to Accept Yield 2019		Confirm 2018		Confirm 2019		Confirm 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield 2019		Orient 2018		Orient 2019		Orient 2020		Accept to Orient Yield

		Blue Ridge Total		194		241		275		34		128		169		182		0		66%		70%		94		133		137		75%		79%		40		61		65		36%

		New Freshmen		128		177		190		13		86		131		132		0		69%		74%		55		97		93		70%		74%		38		60		62		47%

		Dual Enrollment		52		55		62		7		34		32		40		0		65%		58%		33		32		37		93%		100%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		11		8		19		11		6		5		7		0		37%		63%		4		3		4		57%		60%		2		1		3		43%

		Other		3		1		4		3		2		1		3		0		75%		100%		2		1		3		100%		100%		0		0		0		0%

		Cumming Total		1313		1284		1234		-50		1000		940		967		5		78%		73%		670		630		630		65%		67%		343		294		231		24%

		New Freshmen		792		724		690		-34		677		612		591		1		86%		85%		377		330		301		51%		54%		318		268		215		36%

		Dual Enrollment		397		432		450		18		253		266		317		1		70%		62%		241		256		285		90%		96%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		96		94		56		-38		49		37		28		3		50%		39%		34		24		21		75%		65%		25		18		16		57%

		Other		28		34		38		4		21		25		31		0		82%		74%		18		20		23		74%		80%		0		8		0		0%

		Dahlonega Total		5533		5379		5561		182		4250		4116		4262		9		77%		77%		2151		1921		2122		50%		47%		1848		1669		1897		45%

		New Freshmen**		4085		3891		4164		273		3276		3182		3408		0		82%		82%		1545		1366		1598		47%		43%		1471		1288		1422		42%

		Dual Enrollment		113		141		134		-7		77		89		79		1		59%		63%		76		83		75		95%		93%		0		0		0		N/A

		Cadet*		702		714		665		-49		432		417		385		1		58%		58%		191		176		193		50%		42%		133		148		171		44%

		Transfer 		548		531		519		-12		397		348		328		3		63%		66%		280		230		205		63%		66%		244		202		173		53%

		Other		85		102		79		-23		68		80		62		4		78%		78%		59		66		51		82%		83%		0		31		131		211%

		Gainesville Total		4509		4118		3923		-195		3554		3170		3071		25		78%		77%		2473		2159		2042		66%		68%		1572		1340		1088		35%

		New Freshmen		2977		2668		2611		-57		2501		2191		2144		8		82%		82%		1590		1349		1314		61%		62%		1323		1091		967		45%

		Dual Enrollment		619		659		563		-96		418		438		423		1		75%		66%		407		414		381		90%		95%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		573		488		498		10		372		301		303		11		61%		62%		256		214		184		61%		71%		249		162		121		40%

		Other		340		303		251		-52		263		240		201		5		80%		79%		220		182		163		81%		76%		0		87		0		0%

		Oconee Total		2015		2210		2527		317		1627		1832		2072		13		82%		83%		1170		1238		1350		65%		68%		875		918		908		44%

		New Freshmen		1502		1641		1923		282		1235		1426		1663		1		86%		87%		823		883		995		60%		62%		744		769		787		47%

		Dual Enrollment		180		191		206		15		131		145		163		1		79%		76%		125		142		155		95%		98%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		257		281		325		44		194		189		196		9		60%		67%		162		154		160		82%		81%		131		135		121		62%

		Other		76		97		73		-24		67		72		50		2		68%		74%		60		59		40		80%		82%		0		14		0		0%

		Online Total		277		320		447		127		168		207		271		7		61%		65%		138		164		214		79%		79%		0		0		0		N/A

		New Freshmen		102		55		109		54		60		26		60		1		55%		47%		48		16		42		70%		62%		0		0		0		N/A

		Dual Enrollment		51		157		165		8		34		112		114		1		69%		71%		34		103		101		89%		92%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		69		46		96		50		34		26		49		1		51%		57%		24		13		32		65%		50%		0		0		0		N/A

		Other		55		62		77		15		40		43		48		4		62%		69%		32		32		39		81%		74%		0		0		0		N/A

		All Total		13841		13552		13967		415		10727		10434		10825		59		78%		77%		6696		6245		6495		60%		60%		4678		4282		4189		39%

		New Freshmen**		10238		9815		10300		485		8241		7954		8357		12		81%		81%		4612		4198		4520		54%		53%		4022		3612		3611		43%

		Dual Enrollment		1412		1635		1580		-55		947		1082		1136		5		72%		66%		916		1030		1034		91%		95%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		1598		1491		1564		73		1074		927		936		27		60%		62%		774		648		621		66%		70%		656		528		445		48%

		Other		593		611		523		-88		465		471		396		15		76%		77%		394		369		320		81%		78%		0		142		133		34%

		* Cadet accepts who subsequently decline Corps participation and request to still enroll at UNG are moved to appropriate new student category.

		** Application numbers at Dahlonega will appear lower and Accepted numbers higher resulting from the elimination of Deferred Admission category.  

		Note: Other campus numbers will appear higher as a consequence.  
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		Fall Enrollment Update as of 07/09/2020 



		All Students - Undergraduate + Graduate		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount Change		% Change		Hours Change

		Blue Ridge		99		817		109		908		183		1,782		74		67.9%		874

		Cumming		1024		10413		1,079		10,586		960		8,920		-119		-11.0%		-1,666

		Dahlonega		6780		89333		7,119		94,715		6,452		82,434		-667		-9.4%		-12,281

		Gainesville		6925		77220		7,087		78,970		6,141		66,310		-946		-13.3%		-12,660

		Oconee		2029		22479		2,305		25,667		1,979		22,181		-326		-14.1%		-3,486

		UNG Online		203		203		262		1,594		363		2,344		101		38.5%		750



		Graduate (included above)		364		2896		404		3,499		389		2,553		-15		-3.7%		-946

		Cadet (included above)		689				729				691				-38		-5.2%



		Total		17060		200465		17,961		212,440		16,078		183,971		-1,883		-10.5%		-28,469



		Undergraduate Continuing*		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production

		Blue Ridge		48				53				93				40		75.5%

		Cumming		496				485				425				-60		-12.4%

		Dahlonega		5113				5,326				4,911				-415		-7.8%

		Gainesville		5623				5,496				4,863				-633		-11.5%

		Oconee		1322				1,347				1,159				-188		-14.0%

		UNG Online		37				55				91				36		65.5%

		Total		12639				12,762		0		11,542		0		-1,220		-9.6%		0

		*includes readmits (those who are returning after 3 or more semesters)

		Undergraduate New		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production

		Blue Ridge		51				56				90				34		60.7%

		Cumming		435				499				431				-68		-13.6%

		Dahlonega		1550				1,649				1,483				-166		-10.1%

		Gainesville		1271				1,551				1,221				-330		-21.3%

		Oconee		707				958				820				-138		-14.4%

		UNG Online		43				82				103				21		25.6%

		Total		4057				4,795		0		4,148		0		-647		-13.5%		0



		Associate (FT&PT)		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		44		490		11.1		46		495		10.8		91		1,066		11.7		45		97.8%		571		11.2

		Cumming		488		5538		11.3		507		5,745		11.3		395		4,418		11.2		-112		-22.1%		-1,327		11.3

		Dahlonega		9		121		13.4		11		133		12.1		0				ERROR:#DIV/0!		-11		-100.0%		-133		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Gainesville		3439		38609		11.2		3,236		36,245		11.2		2,457		26,942		11.0		-779		-24.1%		-9,303		11.1

		Oconee		1569		17984		11.5		1,739		19,831		11.4		1,326		15,289		11.5		-413		-23.7%		-4,542		11.5

		UNG Online		33		353		10.7		29		237		8.2		51		437		8.6		22		75.9%		200		8.4

		Total		5582		63095		11.3		5,568		62,686		10.8		4,320		48,152		ERROR:#DIV/0!		-1,248		-22.4%		-14,534		ERROR:#DIV/0!



		Bachelor (FT&PT)		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		55		327		5.9		63		413		6.6		92		716		7.8		29		46.0%		303		7.2

		Cumming		443		4264		9.6		477		4,141		8.7		461		3,724		8.1		-16		-3.4%		12,473		8.4

		Dahlonega		6654		87838		13.2		6,964		92,805		13.3		6,394		81,972		12.8		-570		-8.2%		97,460		13.1

		Gainesville		3455		38407		11.1		3,811		42,460		11.1		3,627		39,024		10.8		-184		-4.8%		87,497		11.0

		Oconee		460		4495		9.8		566		5,836		10.3		653		6,892		10.6		87		15.4%		28,083		10.4

		UNG Online		47		282		6.0		108		600		5.6		143		942		6.6		35		32.4%		3,399		6.1

		Total		11114		135613		12.2		11,989		146,255		9.3		11,370		133,270		9.4		-619		-5.2%		-12,985		9.3



		Graduate		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		0		0								 						 

		Cumming		93		611		6.6		95		700		7.4		104		621		6.0		9		9.5%		-79		6.7

		Dahlonega		117		1374		11.7		144		1,777		12.3		58		405		7.0		-86		-59.7%		-1,372		9.7

		Gainesville		31		204		6.6		40		265		6.6		57		293		5.1		17		42.5%		28		5.9

		Oconee		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!						 

		UNG Online		123		707		5.7		125		757		6.1		169		808		4.8		44		35.2%		51		5.4

		Total		364		2896		8.0		404		3,499		8.1		388		2,127		5.7		-16		-4.0%		-1,372		6.9







Fall 2019
New Students 1077
Continuing Students 957
Total 2034

 
Fall 2020 registration of continuing students reflects the continued barrier to registration (course availability in Banner) -1220 (-9.6%) as well as a
hesitancy to commit pending additional information about the fall schedule, safety measures, etc.  UR and EM are working on crafting messages
to communicate fall reopening plans and changes to students and parents.  The completion of changes to the course schedule in Banner should
begin to reduce this backlog unless disrupted by increasing concerns about COVID-19.  
 

 
Orientation signups have narrowed considerably from -317 two weeks ago, to -189 this week. 
 

 
FALL New Registrations
 
Fall 2020 Non-LS
Forms received - 3687
Forms completed - 2885
BR - 59 received (51 completed)
CU - 184 (153)
DA - 1756 (1392)
GA - 896 (728)
OC - 786 (557)
UNGO - 5(4)
Fall 2020 Learning Support - 316 (253)
 
Fall 2019 Non-LS (as of July 2 2019)
Forms Received - 3911
BR - 77
CU - 242
DA - 1643
GA - 1128
OC - 817
UNGO - 4
Fall 2019 - Learning Support - 411
 
As of today, 802 schedules have not yet been built, with the majority in Dahlonega and Oconee, where class seats are most scarce.  Over
200 residential students still need Dahlonega schedules, and the majority will be enrolled in online and hybrid classes. 
 
-----------------------------------------------
 

Undergraduate 

Continuing * 
Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

Campus 
Headcoun t Headcoun t Headco u nt Change % Change 

Blue Ridge 48 53 93 40 75.5% 

Cum mi ng 496 485 425 -60 -12.4% 

Dahloneg a 5113 5,326 4,911 -415 -7.8% 

Gainesvill e 5623 5,496 4,863 -633 -11 .5% 

Oconee 1322 1, 347 1,159 -188 -14 .0% 

UNG On line 37 55 91 36 65.5 % 

Tota l 12639 12,762 11, 542 -1,220 -9.6 % 

*in cludes readmits (t hose w ho are returning aft er 3 or mor e semesters.) 

Orien tat ion Update s 

Tot a l Reservation5: 4056 (+269 5ince la5t report ) 
Ema il Outreach : 50 reserva tion s in 4 hou rs after ema il went out (7.5.20) 

2019 Reservat ions on thi s day : 4245 

Difference between 2019 and 2020 : -189 

292 res ident ial/ cadet stud ents have a reserva tion but still do not have a schedu le. 



Fall 2020 new student applications continue to lead over last year ahead for new freshmen (+485).  Accepted student lead in new freshmen over
this time last year remains similar to past weeks at +339 (8357 vs 7954).  New freshmen acceptance yield now mirrors last year at 81%. 
Confirmation numbers (overall) as a percentage (Accepted to Confirm) is equal to last year at 60%.  Dual Enrollment confirmations have turned
positive for the first time this cycle at 1034 vs 1030 last year.  Transfer accepted numbers are higher than last year (point-in-time) but trailing in
confirmation by -4% and -83 in orientation sign ups.
 
Last Week

 
One Month Ago

The two charts below show bachelor and associate funnel metrics.  Confirmations for bachelor is +15% while associates is down -12%.  Some of
that is the result of the changes to admissions under the GPA Only model and Degree Up efforts. 

Bachelor Confirmation Data +15% (559)

Associate Confirmation Data -12% (-312)

Cadet applications remain slightly behind (-47 or -6%), with accepts behind (-35) with acceptance yield being similar to last year at 57.7%.  Cadet
confirmations ahead of last year at 200.  The chart below shows the number of students who are switching from Cadet to Civilian (37 at the
application state, 18 after cadet acceptance, and 3 after having made a cadet deposit.)   It is important to remember that these 58 freshmen were
recruited by Cadet Admissions, even though the student decided to attend UNG outside the Corps.  NOTE: Cadet enrollment will continue to
fluctuate as student change their mind about committing to the Corps and switch to civilian status, receive deployment order for basic training,
etc.  Bed reservations for new cadets is similar to last year.  The Director of Cadet Admissions believes new cadet enrollment for fall will land
around 210, similar to last year. 

App+ / · 
App to App to Accept to 

Accept to 
Apps Apps Accept Accept Accept Ac~pt Conf irm Confirm Confirm Accept to 

Campus/5-TW-
2019 2020 

Change 
20 19 2020 Yield Yie ld 2019 2020 Yie ld 

Confirm 
Orient Yield 

'19'-'20 
2020 2019 2020 

Yie ld 2019 

All Tot al 1 2 1 96 41 5 1 34 1 78" 77% 624 649 60% 60% 19% 

New Freshme n·· 9 15 10 3 5 7954 357 1% 1% 419 4520 54% 53% 3612 3611 4 % 

Dual £nroUment 1635 1580 -55 10 S2 1136 72% 66% 10 30 10 34 91% 95% 0 0 N/A 

Transfer 1491 1564 73 927 9 36 60% 62% 648 621 66% 70% 528 445 48% 

Other 611 523 -88 471 396 76% 77% 369 320 81% 78% 142 133 34% 
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Accept to Accept to 
Apps Apps Accept Accept Accept Accept Conf irm Conf irm Confirm 

GampusjS-Ty11e 
201 9 2020 

Chcnge 
2019 20 20 Yield Yiel:J 2019 2020 Yield 

Conf irm OrEnt 
'19 -'20 

20 20 20 19 20 20 
Yield 2019 Yield 

All Tot a l 1 3079 1348 1 402 10033 102 14 76% 77% 5838 5961 58% 58% 34% 

New Fr eshmen·· 9616 10 151 535 7777 80% 81% 3999 4282 53% 51% 3207 304 7 38% 

Dual Enrollment 162.5 154 2 -83 1063 1068 69% 65% 1010 969 91% 95% 0 0 N/A 

Transfer 1357 1384 27 826 785 57% 61% 550 49 1 63% 67% 4 27 333 4 2% 

Other 481 -77 367 280 69% 76% 279 219 78% 76% 109 90 32% 
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ADM 871 Internal
Transfers

True
Total

Updated
to

Civilian
Adm

Reapplying
Fall 2021

SUM 2018 2019 2020 Summer 2020 Summer Applicants
Applied 59 36 32 0  10 0
Accepts 47 21 18 0  1 0

Confirmed 40 13 11 0 11 1 0
FALL 2018 2019 2020 Fall 2020 Fall Applicants
Applied 704 714 667 7  58 12
Accepts 432 420 385 6  18 10

Confirmed 191 178 194 6 200 3 4
SPRING 2018 2019 2020 Spring 2021 Spring Applicants

Applied 96 82 68 0  2 2
Accepts 70 60 44 0  1 0

Confirmed 33 29 30 0 29 0 0
Total

Confirmed= 240 70 14

           
 
Graduate Fall Program Highlights:
 

·         Counseling up 8 applications, down 6 accepts, down 5 confirms (This program is estimated to enroll 8 fewer students into the fall 2020
cohort. For fall 2019 they enrolled 30 students. For fall 2020 they are set to enroll 22 students.)

·         EdD up 7 applications, 10 accepts, 11 confirms (Due to the shifting of the application deadline and the decision timeline, this program
appears to be up. However, they will enroll the same size cohort as last fall.)

·         Diversity Certificate up 7 applications, 6 accepts, 5 confirms
·         Criminal Justice up 4 applications, 7 accepts, 7 confirms
·         MAIA up 2 applications, 4 accepts, 5 confirms
·         MAcc. up 14 applications, 11 accepts, 12 confirms
·         Transfer Leadership & Practice Certificate up 3 applications, 4 accepts, 4 confirms
·         Kinesiology down 7 accepts, down 10 confirms (Graduate Admissions is currently waiting on 13 decisions from the Kinesiology department

for processing)
·         MBA down 4 applications, up 4 confirms
·         DNP down 1 application, down 4 accepts, down 7 confirms

 
·         The new Geospatial Science and Technology Graduate Certificate has 6 applications, 4 accepts, 4 confirms. The new Geomatics Graduate

Certificate does not have any applicants.
·         The MPA program has met capacity for Fall 2020. We had to update 4 fall applicants to spring 2021. We also waitlisted 2 fall applicants. All

new inquiries for this program are being given the spring 2021 option.
 
 
Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
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From: James Conneely
To: Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: Fw: Weekly Enrollment Report as of 7.17.2020
Date: Sunday, July 19, 2020 7:56:56 PM
Attachments: GA Snapshot_7.16.20.xlsx
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Colleagues,

Below is the weekly enrollment report.  Things are moving a more positive direction.  I appreciate all of the hard work of EM, Advising,
Orientation, and Housing.  We put this format together so we did not have to send multiple reports.  Housing and Orientation as well as
advising submit the information and then we compile it to give a comprehensive view.

MOVEMENT:  This is the first week where we have seen considerable improvement in the number of registered students.  We
remain -7% behind point-in-time last year, but that is considerably better than the 9.5% of the past couple of weeks.  This is most
attributable to the finalization of changes to the course schedule book, increases in course caps to accommodate method of instruction, and
the ability of COE, CHS, and Advising to advance schedule students.  We expect this trend to continue to improve as we move into the last
30 days of the matriculations cycle.  NSO turned positive compared to last year point-in-time, which is a leading indicator for
registrations. 
 
UNG Undergraduate Highlights – Most Relevant Fall Indicators
 
Dahlonega Housing Summary as of 7.2.2020
 
UNG non-cadet beds for Fall 2020 are essentially full.  Residential Life continues to work with individual students who are changing plans
or requesting different accommodations.
 
Cancellations requests have increased by 38 since July 5.  Only 8 of the 38 have chosen not to attend UNG  and are equally divided
between continuing and new students.  There is a limit to how many of these cancellations housing can accommodate before it begins to
impact overall operations. 
 
Breakdown of cancellations since July 5:
Continuing – (20) 12 enrolled & living off campus, 1 online only, 1 transfer, 4 not attending, 2 unknown.
New – (18) 9 enrolled & living off campus, 4 moved to online only, 4 not attending, 1 rolled to spring because of travel ban.
 
Fall 2020
New Students 1134
Continuing Students 898
Total 2032

 
10 students within 7 day window to sign housing contract
 
27 remaining beds
43 students have applied for housing since May 29, and Residence Life is working to place them in beds.
·       28 new freshmen students
·       2 new transfer students
·       4 internal transfer students
·       9 returning students
Of these 43 students, 9 of them have indicated that they will only take single occupancy/apartment/traditional housing if one of those beds

were to become available.
1 bed is reserved for Athletics
8 offline for COVID-19 isolation
Leaving -25 beds available for future new students/internal transfers.  

Beds held for international students who are from current travel ban countries and may not be able to enter the States: 4
  
Fall 2019
New Students 1099
Continuing Students 954
Total 2053

 
Fall 2018
New Students 1272
Continuing Students 794
Total 2066

 
Cancellations to date
Fall 2020 145 (38 since July 5)
Fall 2019 205
Fall 2018 207
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		Graduate Admissions - New Student Snapshot



		Fall 2020

		Campus		Apps 2018		Apps 2019		Apps 2020		App +/- Change '19-'20		Accept 2018		Accept 2019		Accept 2020		Pending 2020		App to Accept Yield		Confirm 2018		Confirm 2019		Confirm 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield		Enrolled 2020		Accept to Enrolled Yield

		Cumming 		87		88		108		20		53		53		60		2		56%		31		43		48		80%		33		55%

		Dahlonega 		20		32		26		-6		13		17		18		2		69%		12		14		15		83%		8		44%

		Gainesville 		35		59		57		-2		22		36		45		0		79%		14		27		34		76%		18		40%

		On-Campus		142		179		191		12		88		106		123		4		64%		57		84		97		79%		59		48%

		Online		208		194		215		21		99		99		113		18		53%		79		81		97		86%		36		32%

		Overall Total		350		373		406		33		187		205		236		22		58%		136		165		194		82%		95		40%












Sheet1

		UG Admissions - New Student Snapshot (Fall 2020) 

																																Fall 2020 as of 7.15.2020

		Campus/S-Type		Apps 2018		Apps 2019		Apps 2020		App +/- Change '19-'20		Accept 2018		Accept 2019		Accept 2020		Pending 2020		App to Accept Yield 2020		App to Accept Yield 2019		Confirm 2018		Confirm 2019		Confirm 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield 2019		Orient 2018		Orient 2019		Orient 2020		Accept to Orient Yield

		Blue Ridge Total		197		242		279		37		131		171		186		0		67%		71%		98		134		144		77%		78%		51		65		80		43%

		New Freshmen		129		177		193		16		89		132		133		0		69%		75%		58		98		96		72%		74%		49		64		76		57%

		Dual Enrollment		53		55		63		8		34		33		42		0		67%		60%		34		32		40		95%		97%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		12		9		19		10		6		5		8		0		42%		56%		4		3		5		63%		60%		2		1		4		50%

		Other		3		1		4		3		2		1		3		0		75%		100%		2		1		3		100%		100%		0		0		0		0%

		Cumming Total		1324		1296		1248		-48		1016		962		981		8		79%		74%		687		648		648		66%		67%		361		319		265		27%

		New Freshmen		796		732		695		-37		684		625		597		2		86%		85%		386		342		308		52%		55%		333		289		247		41%

		Dual Enrollment		398		432		453		21		256		266		320		2		71%		62%		243		256		293		92%		96%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		101		96		59		-37		54		41		32		2		54%		43%		39		27		23		72%		66%		28		19		18		56%

		Other		29		36		41		5		22		30		32		2		78%		83%		19		23		24		75%		77%		0		11		0		0%

		Dahlonega Total		5535		5400		5569		169		4261		4141		4270		6		77%		77%		2161		1945		2130		50%		47%		1870		1714		1956		46%

		New Freshmen**		4085		3904		4162		258		3276		3191		3406		0		82%		82%		1547		1377		1597		47%		43%		1480		1310		1440		42%

		Dual Enrollment		113		141		137		-4		77		89		81		0		59%		63%		76		83		77		95%		93%		0		0		0		N/A

		Cadet*		703		714		667		-47		433		422		386		2		58%		59%		191		179		195		51%		42%		136		153		182		47%

		Transfer 		548		532		523		-9		402		352		334		3		64%		66%		286		235		210		63%		67%		254		215		177		53%

		Other		86		109		80		-29		73		87		63		1		79%		80%		61		71		51		81%		82%		0		36		157		249%

		Gainesville Total		4572		4190		3982		-208		3632		3244		3152		16		79%		77%		2563		2238		2148		68%		69%		1662		1443		1254		40%

		New Freshmen		2995		2704		2628		-76		2532		2233		2172		11		83%		83%		1631		1388		1374		63%		62%		1391		1158		1095		50%

		Dual Enrollment		622		659		568		-91		422		443		430		0		76%		67%		414		419		391		91%		95%		0		0		0		N/A

		Oconee Total		2016		2242		2557		315		1628		1863		2107		9		82%		83%		1171		1265		1397		66%		68%		892		938		983		47%

		New Freshmen		1502		1658		1930		272		1235		1443		1673		4		87%		87%		823		901		1020		61%		62%		755		783		842		50%

		Dual Enrollment		180		192		212		20		131		145		166		0		78%		76%		125		142		156		94%		98%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		258		290		334		44		195		196		208		5		62%		68%		163		158		174		84%		81%		137		137		141		68%

		Other		76		102		81		-21		67		79		60		0		74%		77%		60		64		47		78%		81%		0		18		0		0%

		Online Total		289		345		467		122		181		221		292		2		63%		64%		146		178		237		81%		81%		0		0		0		N/A

		New Freshmen		106		60		115		55		65		28		67		1		58%		47%		50		18		50		75%		64%		0		0		0		N/A

		Dual Enrollment		52		161		168		7		34		113		114		0		68%		70%		34		104		107		94%		92%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		73		53		103		50		38		30		54		1		52%		57%		29		18		39		72%		60%		0		0		0		N/A

		Other		58		71		81		10		44		50		57		0		70%		70%		33		38		41		72%		76%		0		0		0		N/A

		All Total		13933		13715		14102		387		10849		10602		10988		41		78%		77%		6826		6408		6704		61%		60%		4836		4479		4538		41%

		New Freshmen**		10266		9894		10337		443		8288		8041		8408		18		81%		81%		4669		4282		4624		55%		53%		4139		3745		3866		46%

		Dual Enrollment		1418		1640		1601		-39		954		1089		1153		2		72%		66%		926		1036		1064		92%		95%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		1633		1533		1602		69		1113		964		986		16		62%		63%		817		682		670		68%		71%		697		565		504		51%

		Other		616		648		562		-86		494		508		441		5		78%		78%		414		408		346		78%		80%		0		169		168		38%

		* Cadet accepts who subsequently decline Corps participation and request to still enroll at UNG are moved to appropriate new student category.

		** Application numbers at Dahlonega will appear lower and Accepted numbers higher resulting from the elimination of Deferred Admission category.  

		Note: Other campus numbers will appear higher as a consequence.  





Diversity



		Campus		Cumming 		Dahlonega 		Blue Ridge 		Gainesville 		Online 		Oconee 		Grand Total

		App Count 		128		937		23		1038		12		250		2388		-

		Previous Year Change 		-		-		-		-		-		-



		Semester 		Fall 2018 



		Campus		Cumming 		Dahlonega 		Blue Ridge 		Gainesville 		Online 		Oconee 		Grand Total

		App Count 		127		1257		21		1010		25		282		2722		14%

		Previous Year Change 		-1%		34%		-9%		-3%		108%		13%				334



		Semester 		Fall 2019 



		Campus		Cumming 		Dahlonega 		Blue Ridge 		Gainesville 		Online 		Oconee 		Grand Total

		App Count 		147		1315		35		999		15		271		2782		2%

		Previous Year Change 		16%		5%		67%		-1%		-40%		-4%				60



		Semester 		Fall 2020 



		Campus		Cumming 		Dahlonega 		Blue Ridge 		Gainesville 		Online 		Oconee 		Grand Total

		App Count 		137		1296		48		1065		19		366		2931		5%				Gain of 22.7% since 2017

		Previous Year Change 		-7%		-1%		37%		7%		27%		35%				149

						38% total								46% total





By Race

		As of: July 13, 2020

		Semester 		Fall 2017 																Yearly Change 



		Ethnic Code 		Asian or Pacific Islander  		Black		Hispanic 		American Indian or Alaskan Native 		Multiracial		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 		Asian 		Grand Total

		App Count 		4		539		1167		16		340		13		309		2388		-

		Previous Year Change 		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



		Semester 		Fall 2018 



		Ethnic Code 		Asian or Pacific Islander  		Black		Hispanic 		American Indian or Alaskan Native 		Multiracial		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 		Asian 		Grand Total

		App Count 		1		675		1256		15		341		16		418		2722		14%

		Previous Year Change 		-75%		25%		8%		-6%		0%		23%		35%				334



		Semester 		Fall 2019 



		Ethnic Code 		Asian or Pacific Islander  		Black		Hispanic 		American Indian or Alaskan Native 		Multiracial		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 		Asian 		Grand Total

		App Count 		1		690		1379		12		332		10		358		2782		2%

		Previous Year Change 		0%		2%		10%		-20%		-3%		-38%		-14%				60



		Semester 		Fall 2020 



		Ethnic Code 		Asian or Pacific Islander  		Black		Hispanic 		American Indian or Alaskan Native 		Multiracial		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 		Asian 		Grand Total

		App Count 		1		664		1458		14		383		7		404		2931		5%

		Previous Year Change 		0%		-4%		6%		17%		15%		-30%		13%				149

						23.4% total		25% total				13% total				31% total





Confirmed Gains

		Fall 2019

		Ethnic Code 		Asian or Pacific Islander  		Black		Hispanic 		American Indian or Alaskan Native 		Multiracial		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 		Asian 		Grand Total

		App Count 		1		690		1379		12		332		10		358		2782

		Accepted		1		125		613		3		109		5		130		986

		Percentage 		100%		18%		44%		25%		33%		50%		36%		35%

		Confirmed 		0		125		610		3		109		5		130		982

		Percentage 		0%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%

		Yields:

		Ethnic Code 		Asian or Pacific Islander  		Black		Hispanic 		American Indian or Alaskan Native 		Multiracial		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 		Asian 		Grand Total

		App Count 		1		664		1458		14		383		7		404		2931

		Accepted		1		309		907		10		213		5		225		1670

		Percentage 		100%		47%		62%		71%		56%		71%		56%		57%

		Confirmed 		0		167		677		4		153		3		143		1147

		Percentage 		0%		54%		75%		40%		72%		60%		64%		69%

		Apps		0		-26		79		2		51		-3		46		149

		Accepts		0		184		294		7		104		0		95		684		69.4% Gain

		Confirms		0		42		67		1		44		-2		13		165		16% Gain

						33% Gain		11% Gain				40% Gain				10% Gain






Sheet1

		Fall Enrollment Update as of 07/16/2020 



		All Students - Undergraduate + Graduate		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount Change		% Change		Hours Change

		Blue Ridge		123		817		123		1,087		192		1,891		69		56.1%		804

		Cumming		1080		10413		1,130		11,046		1,041		9,769		-89		-7.9%		-1,277

		Dahlonega		7017		89333		7,186		96,041		6,762		86,905		-424		-5.9%		-9,136

		Gainesville		7329		77220		7,332		81,590		6,571		71,748		-761		-10.4%		-9,842

		Oconee		2163		22479		2,384		26,555		2,151		24,179		-233		-9.8%		-2,376

		UNG Online		228		203		285		1,721		412		2,703		127		44.6%		982



		Graduate (included above)		393		2896		442		3,758		430		2,827		-12		-2.7%		-931

		Cadet (included above)		689				728				711				-17		-2.3%



		Total		17940		200465		18,440		218,040		17,129		197,195		-1,311		-7.1%		-20,845



		Undergraduate Continuing*		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production

		Blue Ridge		49				55				92				37		67.3%

		Cumming		511				502				451				-51		-10.2%

		Dahlonega		5128				5,351				5,038				-313		-5.8%

		Gainesville		5745				5,618				5,123				-495		-8.8%

		Oconee		1356				1,371				1,203				-168		-12.3%

		UNG Online		40				55				99				44		80.0%

		Total		12829				12,952		0		12,006		0		-946		-7.3%		0

		*includes readmits (those who are returning after 3 or more semesters)

		Undergraduate New		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production

		Blue Ridge		74				68				100				32		47.1%

		Cumming		470				515				479				-36		-7.0%

		Dahlonega		1765				1,687				1,653				-34		-2.0%

		Gainesville		1551				1,671				1,393				-278		-16.6%

		Oconee		807				1,013				938				-75		-7.4%

		UNG Online		51				90				121				31		34.4%

		Total		4718				5,044		0		4,684		0		-360		-7.1%		0



		Associate (FT&PT)		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		64		748		11.7		57		633		11.1		94		1,132		12.0		37		64.9%		499		11.6

		Cumming		529		6054		11.4		531		6,021		11.3		434		4,907		11.3		-97		-18.3%		-1,114		11.3

		Dahlonega		9		96		10.7		10		130		13.0		0				ERROR:#DIV/0!		-10		-100.0%		-130		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Gainesville		7		41193		5884.7		3,409		38,095		11.2		2,656		29,181		11.0		-753		-22.1%		-8,914		11.1

		Oconee		3669		19329		5.3		1,803		20,582		11.4		1,431		16,524		11.5		-372		-20.6%		-4,058		11.5

		UNG Online		1672		391		0.2		33		273		8.3		58		519		8.9		25		75.8%		246		8.6

		Total		5950		67811		11.4		5,843		65,734		11.1		4,673		52,263		ERROR:#DIV/0!		-1,170		-20.0%		-13,471		ERROR:#DIV/0!



		Bachelor (FT&PT)		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		59		327		5.5		66		454		6.9		98		759		7.7		32		48.5%		305		7.3

		Cumming		452		4317		9.6		486		4,223		8.7		496		4,051		8.2		10		2.1%		12,473		8.4

		Dahlonega		6886		91170		13.2		7,028		94,070		13.4		6,691		86,319		12.9		-337		-4.8%		97,460		13.1

		Gainesville		3627		40061		11.0		3,880		43,194		11.1		3,860		42,235		10.9		-20		-0.5%		87,497		11.0

		Oconee		491		4880		9.9		581		5,973		10.3		720		7,655		10.6		139		23.9%		28,083		10.5

		UNG Online		54		357		6.6		114		634		5.6		162		1,093		6.7		48		42.1%		3,399		6.2

		Total		11569		141112		12.2		12,155		148,548		9.3		12,027		142,112		9.5		-128		-1.1%		-6,436		9.4



		Graduate		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		0		0								 						 

		Cumming		99		638		6.4		113		802		7.1		111		811		7.3		-2		-1.8%		9		7.2

		Dahlonega		124		1476		11.9		148		1,841		12.4		71		586		8.3		-77		-52.0%		-1,255		10.3

		Gainesville		33		214		6.5		43		301		7.0		55		332		6.0		12		27.9%		31		6.5

		Oconee		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!						 

		UNG Online		137		807		5.9		138		814		5.9		192		1,091		5.7		54		39.1%		277		5.8

		Total		393		3135		8.0		442		3,758		8.1		429		2,820		6.8		-13		-2.9%		-938		7.5







Fall 2020 registration of continuing students has significantly improved.  -946 (-7.3%) compared to 1220 (-9.6%) last week.  The level
of questions from continuing and new students has soared dramatically with the completion of method of instruction changes in Banner. 
New student registrations have also improved significantly, now a similar -7.1% behind this point in time last year.  The majority of the
lag in registrations is at the associate level (-20.1%) vs bachelor level (-1.1%) – see charts below.  NOTE:  The variety of questions are
broad and EM and UR are collaborating on building a set of Reopening Student FAQs on the UNG Together website to provide a single
source for correct responses.  The Student Town Hall scheduled for July 27 will be helpful in answering students and family concerns
about Fall return to campus.    
 

 
Associate vs Bachelor Level Registrations

 
Orientation signups turned positive for the first time this cycle, at +19 versus -317 three weeks ago, and -189 two weeks.  NSO is +105,
mainly due to a +165 at Dahlonega (Note: 12 cadets and 66 residential new students still lack orientation reservations – NEST is cross-
checking these students with Cadet Admissions and Residential Life).  Gainesville and Cumming NSO continue to lag behind, Oconee has
turned positive as well.  TSO is trailing at -65 and RSO -21 compared to point-in-time last year.  
 

-
Undergraduate 

Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019 -2020) 
Continuing • 

campus 
Headcount Headcount Headcount Change % Change 

Blue Ridge 49 55 92 37 67.3% 

Cumming 511 502 451 -51 -10.2% 

Dahlonega 5128 5,351 5,038 -313 -5.8% 

Gainesvi lle 5745 5,618 5,123 -495 -8.8% 

Oconee 1356 1,371 1,203 -168 -12.3% 

UNG Onlin e 40 55 99 44 80.0% 

Total 12829 12,952 12,006 -946 -7.3% 

* includes readm its (those who are return ing after 3 or mor e semesters) 

Undergraduate New Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

campus Headcount Headcount Headcount Change % Change 

Blue Ridge 74 68 100 32 47.1% 

Cumming 470 515 479 -36 -7.0% 

Dahlonega 1765 1,687 1,653 -34 -2.0% 

Gainesville 1551 1,671 1,393 -278 -16.6% 

Oconee 807 1,013 938 -75 -7.4% 

UNG Online 51 90 121 31 34.4% 

Total 4718 5,044 4,684 -360 -7.1% 

Associate (FT&PT) Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

Credit Hour 

Product ion 
Headcount Change % Change 

Campus 

Blue Ridge 633 94 37 64 .9% 

Cumming 6,021 434 -97 -18.3 % 

Dahlonega 130 0 -10 -100 .0% 

Gainesville 38,095 2,656 -753 -22.1 % 

Oconee 20,582 1,431 -372 -20.6 % 

UNG Onl ine 273 58 25 75.8 % 

Total 65,734 4,673 -1,170 -20 .0% 

Bacne1or (FT&PTJ Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

Campus 
Credit Hour 

Product ion 
Headcount Change % Change 

Blue Ridge 454 98 32 48 .5% 

Cumming 4,223 496 10 2.1 % 

Dahlonega 94,070 6,691 -337 -4.8 % 

Gainesville 43 ,194 3,860 -20 -0 .5% 

Oconee 5,973 720 139 23.9 % 

UNG Onl ine 634 162 48 42.1 % 

Total 148,548 12,027 -128 -1.1 % 



 
FALL Advance Scheduling
 
Fall 2020 Non-LS
Forms received - 3960
Forms completed - 3347
 
BR - 72 received (57 completed)
CU - 208 (178)
DA - 1795 (1590)
GA - 1026 (845)
OC - 852 (674)
UNGO -  6(4)
TBD - 1 (Campus change/update?)
 
Fall 2020 Learning Support - 353 (330)
 
Fall 2019 Non-LS (as of July 16 2019)
 
Received - 3991
 
BR - 77
CU - 255
DA - 1657
GA - 1171
OC - 827
UNGO - 4
 
Fall 2019 - Learning Support - 434
 
As of 7.16.20, 632 schedules had not yet been built. 
 
-----------------------------------------------
 
Fall 2020 new student applications continue to lead over last year ahead for new freshmen (+443) as does accepted students at +367
(8408 vs 8041).  New freshmen acceptance yield now mirrors last year at 81%.  Confirmation numbers (overall) as a percentage
(Accepted to Confirm) now leads last year 61% vs 60%.  Dual Enrollment confirmations have grown to 1064 vs 1036 last year.  Transfer
accepted numbers are higher than last year (point-in-time) but trailing in confirmation by -3% and -65 in orientation sign ups.
 

Adm issions 
Additional 

Tota l 
Confi rmat ions Reservat ions 

Fall 2020 Or ientat ion Reservati ons wit h No 
Reservation s 

After Last 
made afte r 

Orientat ion 
July 14, 2019 

August 
Reservation Session 

Fall 2019 Fall 2020 Diff erence Fall 2020 Fall 2019 Fall 2019 

New Student Orientation 64 75 11 18 9 73 
Blue Ridge Campus Tran sfe r Student Or ienta ti on 1 3 2 2 12 13 

Readmit Student Orientation 0 0 0 1 1 1 

New Student Orientation 289 244 -45 60 15 304 
Cumming Campus Transfe r Student Orienta ti on 19 18 -1 5 14 33 

Readmit Student Orientation 11 12 1 3 8 19 

New Student Or ientation 1449 1610 161 88 57 1506 
Dahlonega Campus Transfe r Student Or ienta ti on 225 192 -33 19 44 269 

Readmit Student Orientation 38 25 -13 7 8 46 

New Student Orientat ion 1158 1081 -77 245 217 1375 
Gainesville Campus Transfe r Student Orienta ti on 183 147 -36 35 106 289 

Readmit Student Orientation 102 98 -4 45 73 175 
New Student Orientation 783 838 55 140 83 866 

Oconee Campus Transfe r Student Orienta ti on 137 140 3 28 25 162 
Readmit Student Orientation 18 13 -5 8 5 23 

Totals 4477 4496 19 704 677 5154 

New Student Orientation 3743 3848 105 551 381 4124 
Transfe r Student Orienta ti on 565 500 -65 89 201 766 
Readmit Student Orientation 169 148 -21 64 95 264 



 
Cadet confirmations ahead of last year at 201.  The chart below shows the number of students who are switching from Cadet to Civilian
(37 at the application state, 18 after cadet acceptance, and 3 after having made a cadet deposit.)   It is important to remember that these 58
freshmen were recruited by Cadet Admissions, even though the student decided to attend UNG outside the Corps.  NOTE: Cadet
enrollment will continue to fluctuate as student change their mind about committing to the Corps and switch to civilian status, receive
deployment order for basic training, etc.  Cadet admissions is working with the Commandant’s staff to validate confirmations without bed
reservations (35).  The Director of Cadet Admissions believes new cadet enrollment for fall will land around 210, similar to last year. 
 
As of 7.16.20:

ADM 871 Internal
Transfers

True
Total

Updated to
Civilian

Adm
Reapplying
Fall 2021

SUM 2018 2019 2020 Summer 2020 Summer Applicants
Applied 59 36 32 0  10 0
Accepts 47 21 18 0  1 0

Confirmed 40 13 11 0 11 1 0
FALL 2018 2019 2020 Fall 2020 Fall Applicants

Applied 706 714 667 8  58 12
Accepts 433 422 386 6  18 10

Confirmed 191 179 195 6 201 3 4
SPRING 2018 2019 2020 Spring 2021 Spring Applicants

Applied 97 86 69 0  2 2
Accepts 71 60 44 0  1 0

Confirmed 34 29 31 0 31 0 0

Total Confirmed= 243 70 14

 
Graduate Program Highlights:
 

·       Counseling up 8 applications, down 6 accepts, down 5 confirms (This program is estimated to enroll 8 fewer students into the fall 2020
cohort. For fall 2019 they enrolled 30 students. For fall 2020 they are set to enroll 22 students.)

·       EdD up 5 applications, 6 accepts, 6 confirms (Due to the shifting of the application deadline and the decision timeline, this program appears to
be up. However, they will enroll the same size cohort as last fall.)

·       Diversity Certificate up 6 applications, 6 accepts, 5 confirms
·       Criminal Justice up 3 applications, 5 accepts, 6 confirms
·       MAIA up 1 application, 3 accepts, 3 confirms
·       MAcc. up 15 applications, 13 accepts, 12 confirms
·       Transfer Leadership & Practice Certificate up 3 applications, 4 accepts, 2 confirms
·       Kinesiology down  3 applications, down 13 accepts, down 10 confirms (Graduate Admissions is currently waiting on 15 decisions from the

Kinesiology department for processing)
·       MBA down 4 applications, up 3 accepts, up 4 confirms
·       DNP down 1 application, down 4 accepts, down 6 confirms (This program plans to enroll 10 students into the fall 2020 cohort.)

 
·       The new Geospatial Science and Technology Graduate Certificate has 6 applications, 5 accepts, 5 confirms. The new Geomatics Graduate

Certificate does not have any applicants.
·       The MPA program has met capacity for Fall 2020. We had to update 4 fall applicants to spring 2021. We also have waitlisted 3 fall

applicants. All new inquiries for this program are being given the spring 2021 option.
 

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818
 

App+/-
App to App to Accept to 

Accept to Accept to 
Apps Apps Accept Accept Accept Accept Confirm Confirm Confirm 

Campus/5-Type Change Confirm Orient 
2019 2020 

'19-'20 
201 9 2020 Yield Yield 201 9 2020 Yield 

Yield 2019 Yield 
2020 2019 2020 

All Total 13715 14 102 387 10602 10988 78% n % 6408 6704 61% 60% 4 1% 

New Freshmen** 9894 10337 443 8041 8408 8 1% 81% 4282 4624 55% 53% 3745 3866 46% 

Dual Enrollment 1640 1601 -39 1089 1153 72% 66% 1036 1064 92% 95% 0 0 N/ A 

Transfer 1533 1602 69 964 986 62% 63% 682 670 68% 71% 565 504 51% 

Other 648 562 -86 508 44 1 78% 78% 408 346 78% 80% 169 168 38% 
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Colleagues,
 
EM along with many others continue to work together to bring in our enrollment.  We appreciate all of the flexibility and adaptations being made to meet
the demands of our students.
 
Jim
 
 
Good news!  In March and April 2020, Sallie Mae surveyed families about the value of a college education.  Ninety-one percent agree higher education is
an investment in the student’s future and the belief that college is part of the American Dream is up 6% since 2018-2019.  However the number of
students filing the FAFSA has dropped significantly.  UNG has not seen a significant drop in FAFSA filing thanks to the outreach efforts of the Fin Aid office
working in conjunction with Undergraduate Admissions and supporting efforts of the GSFC. 
 

 

 
BETTER NEWS – Negative Gap Narrowing Continues:  This is the second week where we have seen considerable improvement in the number of
registered students.  We now are only -2.1% (-396) behind point-in-time last year, overall.  There is considerable movement as students request more
online, more F2F, more seats, more.  This fluid movement to achieve “desired” schedules creates its own set of stress on the advising and registration
system. Capacity in certain subject areas, especially in Oconee and Dahlonega, are tight.  Academic Affairs is encouraging faculty to look at methods to
raise seat capacity where possible, with some success. 
 
UNG Undergraduate Highlights – Most Relevant Fall Indicators
 
Dahlonega Housing Summary as of 7.30.2020
 
UNG non-cadet beds for Fall 2020 are nearly full, but less so than last week.  Residential Life continues to work with individual students who are changing
plans or requesting different living arrangements.
 
Cancellations requests have increased by 93 since July 5.  Only 13 of the 93 have chosen not to attend UNG and are nearly equally divided between
continuing and new students.  CAUTION: There is a limit to how many of these cancellations housing can accommodate before it begins to impact overall
operations.  The goal remains at least a 96% occupancy rate in order to be financially viable without degradation of services. 
 
Breakdown of cancellations since July 5:
Returning –(42) 24 enrolled & living off campus, 7 online only, 2 transfer, 6 not attending, 3 unknown
New – (51) 31 enrolled & living off campus, 9 moved to online only, 7 not attending, 3 rolled to spring, 1 unknown
 
Fall 2020

New Students 1136
Continuing Students 883
Total 2019

 

-- --- ---- -----

Fewer fam ilies are filing the FAFSAe, which means they cou ld 
be missing out on thousands of dollars in financial aid 

Just 71 % filed for academic year 2019-20--a decrease from 83% two years ago 

83 % 
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		UG Admissions - New Student Snapshot (Fall 2020) 

																																Fall 2020 as of 7.29.2020

		Campus/S-Type		Apps 2018		Apps 2019		Apps 2020		App +/- Change '19-'20		Accept 2018		Accept 2019		Accept 2020		Pending 2020		App to Accept Yield 2020		App to Accept Yield 2019		Confirm 2018		Confirm 2019		Confirm 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield 2019		Orient 2018		Orient 2019		Orient 2020		Accept to Orient Yield

		Blue Ridge Total		202		247		284		37		135		178		196		1		69%		72%		100		140		152		78%		79%		55		89		91		46%

		New Freshmen		129		180		194		14		89		134		138		1		71%		74%		59		100		101		73%		75%		53		87		86		62%

		Dual Enrollment		57		56		63		7		37		37		43		0		68%		66%		35		36		42		98%		97%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		13		10		23		13		6		6		12		0		52%		60%		4		3		6		50%		50%		2		2		5		42%

		Other		3		1		4		3		3		1		3		0		75%		100%		2		1		3		100%		100%		0		0		0		0%

		Cumming Total		1335		1323		1270		-53		1041		985		1009		6		79%		74%		711		677		682		68%		69%		368		355		286		28%

		New Freshmen		800		744		703		-41		697		635		609		2		87%		85%		399		355		323		53%		56%		338		314		264		43%

		Dual Enrollment		398		432		459		27		256		266		328		1		71%		62%		244		257		302		92%		97%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		106		109		65		-44		63		51		35		2		54%		47%		45		36		25		71%		71%		30		24		22		63%

		Other		31		38		43		5		25		33		37		1		86%		87%		23		29		32		86%		88%		0		17		0		0%

		Dahlonega Total		5544		5446		5564		118		4270		4186		4279		11		77%		77%		2173		1994		2141		50%		48%		1895		1781		2001		47%

		New Freshmen**		4086		3918		4151		233		3277		3199		3395		0		82%		82%		1549		1388		1598		47%		43%		1495		1337		1441		42%

		Dual Enrollment		113		143		141		-2		78		91		86		2		61%		64%		76		85		81		94%		93%		0		0		0		N/A

		Cadet*		706		718		664		-54		435		426		384		0		58%		59%		191		186		186		48%		44%		139		157		181		47%

		Transfer 		548		549		524		-25		402		375		345		6		66%		68%		291		255		220		64%		68%		261		245		183		53%

		Other		91		118		84		-34		78		95		69		3		82%		81%		66		80		56		81%		84%		0		42		196		284%

		Gainesville Total		4662		4293		4100		-193		3783		3364		3260		29		80%		78%		2717		2398		2282		70%		71%		1818		1600		1407		43%

		New Freshmen		3024		2748		2663		-85		2600		2275		2220		10		83%		83%		1707		1452		1440		65%		64%		1508		1247		1197		54%

		Dual Enrollment		623		665		587		-78		422		458		444		2		76%		69%		414		447		405		91%		98%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		620		539		549		10		436		362		347		13		63%		67%		323		276		234		67%		76%		310		222		175		50%

		Other		395		341		301		-40		325		269		249		4		83%		79%		273		223		203		82%		83%		0		131		35		0%

		Oconee Total		2018		2267		2581		314		1634		1904		2147		6		83%		84%		1177		1312		1465		68%		69%		911		986		1063		50%

		New Freshmen		1503		1670		1934		264		1236		1460		1687		0		87%		87%		824		924		1047		62%		63%		769		818		894		53%

		Dual Enrollment		180		192		222		30		131		146		177		0		80%		76%		125		143		168		95%		98%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		258		298		344		46		199		212		222		4		65%		71%		168		172		195		88%		81%		142		147		169		76%

		Other		77		107		81		-26		68		86		61		2		75%		80%		60		73		55		90%		85%		0		21		0		0%

		Online Total		304		374		522		148		202		244		334		10		64%		65%		166		205		273		82%		84%		0		0		0		N/A

		New Freshmen		108		68		133		65		75		30		84		0		63%		44%		60		20		62		74%		67%		0		0		0		N/A

		Dual Enrollment		52		163		178		15		35		119		123		2		69%		73%		35		111		114		93%		93%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		80		62		118		56		44		35		63		3		53%		56%		33		22		48		76%		63%		0		0		0		N/A

		Other		64		81		93		12		48		60		64		5		69%		74%		38		52		49		77%		87%		0		0		0		N/A

		All Total		14065		13950		14321		371		11065		10861		11225		63		78%		78%		7044		6726		6995		62%		62%		5047		4811		4848		43%

		New Freshmen**		10304		9990		10390		400		8381		8126		8491		13		82%		81%		4772		4403		4741		56%		54%		4297		3948		4047		48%

		Dual Enrollment		1423		1651		1650		-1		959		1117		1201		8		73%		68%		929		1079		1112		93%		97%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		1671		1611		1674		63		1174		1062		1049		28		63%		66%		878		775		743		71%		73%		750		650		568		54%

		Other		667		698		607		-91		551		556		484		14		80%		80%		465		469		399		82%		84%		0		213		233		48%

		* Cadet accepts who subsequently decline Corps participation and request to still enroll at UNG are moved to appropriate new student category.

		** Application numbers at Dahlonega will appear lower and Accepted numbers higher resulting from the elimination of Deferred Admission category.  

		Note: Other campus numbers will appear higher as a consequence.  
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Sheet1

		Graduate Admissions - New Student Snapshot



		Fall 2020

		Campus		Apps 2018		Apps 2019		Apps 2020		App +/- Change '19-'20		Accept 2018		Accept 2019		Accept 2020		Pending 2020		App to Accept Yield		Confirm 2018		Confirm 2019		Confirm 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield		Enrolled 2020		Accept to Enrolled Yield

		Cumming 		89		88		107		19		57		55		61		0		57%		32		46		50		82%		38		62%

		Dahlonega 		20		32		27		-5		13		17		21		0		78%		12		14		18		86%		9		43%

		Gainesville 		40		63		61		-2		25		41		48		3		79%		15		32		42		88%		27		56%

		On-Campus		149		183		195		12		95		113		130		3		67%		59		92		110		85%		74		57%

		Online		217		203		236		33		113		104		133		12		56%		91		90		116		87%		51		38%

		Overall Total		366		386		431		45		208		217		263		15		61%		150		182		226		86%		125		48%








Sheet1

		Fall Enrollment Update as of 07/30/2020 



		All Students - Undergraduate + Graduate		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount Change		% Change		Hours Change

		Blue Ridge		135		1256		179		1,732		220		2,294		41		22.9%		562

		Cumming		1177		12021		1,241		12,038		1,234		11,724		-7		-0.6%		-314

		Dahlonega		7193		95444		7,269		97,053		7,277		94,518		8		0.1%		-2,535

		Gainesville		7762		86309		7,773		86,026		7,186		79,055		-587		-7.6%		-6,971

		Oconee		2270		25421		2,490		27,830		2,476		27,833		-14		-0.6%		3

		UNG Online		280		1973		354		2,168		517		3,634		163		46.0%		1,466



		Graduate (included above)		476		3845		540		4,488		619		5,095		79		14.6%		607

		Cadet (included above)		753				733				733				0		0.0%



		Total		18817		222424		19,306		226,847		18,910		219,058		-396		-2.1%		-7,789



		Undergraduate Continuing*		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production

		Blue Ridge		53				65				98				33		50.8%

		Cumming		519				543				543				0		0.0%

		Dahlonega		5142				5,365				5,296				-69		-1.3%

		Gainesville		5954				5,846				5,493				-353		-6.0%

		Oconee		1399				1,429				1,312				-117		-8.2%

		UNG Online		47				71				131				60		84.5%

		Total		13114				13,319		0		12,873		0		-446		-3.3%		0

		*includes readmits (those who are returning after 3 or more semesters)

		Undergraduate New		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production

		Blue Ridge		82				114				122				8		7.0%

		Cumming		536				551				557				6		1.1%

		Dahlonega		1898				1,737				1,807				70		4.0%

		Gainesville		1768				1,871				1,621				-250		-13.4%

		Oconee		871				1,061				1,164				103		9.7%

		UNG Online		72				104				158				54		51.9%

		Total		5227				5,438		0		5,429		0		-9		-0.2%		0



		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)



		Associate (FT&PT)		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Blue Ridge		73		868		11.9		97		1,120		11.5		112		1,363		12.2		15		15.5%		243		11.9

		Cumming		573		6612		11.5		603		6,729		11.2		498		5,566		11.2		-105		-17.4%		-1,163		11.2

		Dahlonega		5		72		14.4		6		81		13.5		0				ERROR:#DIV/0!		-6		-100.0%		-81		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Gainesville		3983		44790		11.2		3,666		40,784		11.1		2,907		32,080		11.0		-759		-20.7%		-8,704		11.1

		Oconee		1743		20181		11.6		1,889		21,596		11.4		1,653		18,970		11.5		-236		-12.5%		-2,626		11.5

		UNG Online		52		529		10.2		44		347		7.9		75		715		9.5		31		70.5%		368		8.7

		Total		6429		73052		11.4		6,305		70,657		11.1		5,245		58,694		ERROR:#DIV/0!		-1,060		-16.8%		-11,963		ERROR:#DIV/0!



		Bachelor (FT&PT)		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		62		388		6.3		82		612		7.5		108		931		8.6		26		31.7%		319		8.0

		Cumming		482		4621		9.6		500		4,339		8.7		602		5,193		8.6		102		20.4%		12,473		8.7

		Dahlonega		7035		93511		13.3		7,096		94,919		13.4		7,103		92,255		13.0		7		0.1%		97,460		13.2

		Gainesville		3739		41257		11.0		4,051		44,859		11.1		4,207		46,523		11.1		156		3.9%		87,497		11.1

		Oconee		527		5240		9.9		601		6,234		10.4		823		8,863		10.8		222		36.9%		28,083		10.6

		UNG Online		67		480		7.2		131		739		5.6		204		1,511		7.4		73		55.7%		3,399		6.5

		Total		11912		145497		12.2		12,461		151,702		9.4		13,047		155,276		9.9		586		4.7%		3,574		9.7



		Graduate		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		0		0								 						 

		Cumming		122		788		6.5		138		970		7.0		134		965		7.2		-4		-2.9%		-5		7.1

		Dahlonega		153		1861		12.2		167		2,053		12.3		174		2,263		13.0		7		4.2%		210		12.6

		Gainesville		40		262		6.6		56		383		6.8		72		452		6.3		16		28.6%		69		6.6

		Oconee		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!						 

		UNG Online		161		934		5.8		179		1,082		6.0		239		1,408		5.9		60		33.5%		326		6.0

		Total		476		3845		8.1		540		4,488		8.1		619		5,088		8.1		79		14.6%		600		8.1












·       5 students within 7 day window to sign housing contract
·       45 remaining beds

·       25 students have applied for housing since June 22, and Residence Life is working to place them in beds.
·       4 new freshmen students
·       2 new transfer students
·       4 internal transfer students
·       15 returning students

·         Of these 25 students, 5 of them have indicated that they will only take single occupancy/apartment/traditional housing if one of those beds
were to become available.

·       
·       8 offline for COVID-19 isolation
·       Leaving 12 beds available  

Fall 2019
New Students 1101
Continuing Students 947
Total 2048

 
Fall 2018

New Students 1277
Continuing Students 789
Total 2066

 
Cancels to date

Fall 2020 200 (93 since July 5)
Fall 2019 221
Fall 2018 227

  
Fall 2020 registration of continuing students continues to improve at -446 (-3.3%) compared to 1220       (-9.6%)  a month ago.  New student
registrations have also improved significantly, now -9 (-0.2%) behind this point in time last year.  NOTE:  There are currently 202 advance schedules
pending.  The majority of the lag in registrations is at the associate level (-16.8%). Bachelor level registration continues last week’s positive trend, now
up +586 (+4.7%) – see charts below.  NOTE:  The Student Town Hall on July 27th was viewed by more than 2000 students and parents. It was helpful in
answering students and family concerns about Fall return to campus and helped contribute to the growing positive trend.     
 

 

 
Associate vs Bachelor Level Registrations
 

Undergraduate 
Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019 -2020) 

Continuing• 

Campus 
Headcount Headcount Headcount Change % Change 

Blue Ridge 53 65 98 33 50.8% 

Cumming 519 543 543 0 0.0% 

Dahlonega 5142 5,365 5,296 -69 -1.3% 

Gainesville 5954 5,846 5,493 -353 -6.0% 

Oconee 1399 1,429 1,312 -117 -8.2% 

UNG Online 47 71 131 60 84.5% 

Total 13114 13,319 12,873 -446 -3.3% 

• includes readm its (those who are return ing after 3 or more semesters) 

Undergraduate New Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

Campus Headcount Headcount Headcount Change % Change 

Blue Ridge 82 114 122 8 7.0% 

Cumm ing 536 551 557 6 1.1% 

Dahlonega 1898 1,737 1,807 70 4.0% 

Gainesville 1768 1,871 1,621 -250 -13.4% 

Oconee 871 1,061 1,164 103 9.7% 

UNG Online 72 104 158 54 51.9% 

Total 5227 5,438 5,429 -9 -0.2% 



 
Orientation signups remain slightly negative at -17 compared to -51 last week.  NSO remains positive at +100, mainly due to a +123 at Dahlonega and
+77 at Oconee.  Gainesville has improved significantly and is now only -50 behind.  Likewise, Cumming remains behind at – 49.  TSO is trailing at -92 and
RSO -25 compared to point-in-time last year.  
 

 
FALL Advance Scheduling
 
As of 7.30.20, 202 schedules are yet to be built.  Forms received equals last year totals.  DAH and OC are up significantly.  CU and GVL are down in equal
fashion. 
 
Total Non-LS: 4168 forms submitted/3966 completed schedules (202 incomplete)
 
By Campus: Total # of forms/# completed schedules
BR: 79/73
CU:229/215
DAH: 1806/1752
GVL: 1117/1042
OC: 927/876
ON: 9/8
 
LS: 383/350
 
4169 were submitted as of 7/30/2019
BR - 80
CU - 275
DAH - 1685
GVL - 1264
OC - 861
ON - 4
 
LS forms last year: 467
 
NOTE: A large number of new forms were submitted last week. The final orientation for advance scheduling students is August 15 in Gainesville. Both
orientation sign-up and the Academic Interest Form would normally be closed 10 days prior to the final orientation; however, the decision has been
made to allow students to sign up for orientation almost to the date of, so we expect to receive additional Academic Interest Forms until the extended
closing date.  
 
-----------------------------------------------
 

campus Headcount Headcount Headcoun t Change I % Change 

Associate (FT&PT) Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

Total 6429 6,305 5,245 ·1,060 I ·16.8% 

Bachelor (FT&PT) Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

Total 11912 12,461 13,047 586 I 4.7% 

Admissions 
Addit iona l 

Tot al 
Confirma t ion s 

Reservations 
Reserva t ions 

Fall 2020 Orientation Reservations with No 
made after 

Afte r Last 
Orientation 

July 30, 2019 
August 

Reservation Session 
Fall 2019 Fall 2020 Difference Fall 2020 Fall 2019 Fall 2019 

New Studen t Orienta t ion 87 86 -1 11 -14 73 
Blue Ridge C.ampu s Transfer Stu den t Orientat ion 2 5 3 1 11 13 

Readmit Student Orie ntati on 0 0 0 1 1 1 
New Student Orienta t ion 314 265 -49 44 -10 304 

Cumming campus Transfe r Studen t Orientation 2S 22 -3 3 8 33 
Readmit Student Orientation 17 17 0 3 2 19 
New Stude nt Orie nta tion 1483 1606 123 S7 23 1506 

Dahlon ega campus Transfe r Studen t Orienta t ion 261 197 -64 11 8 269 
Readmit Student Orientation 44 30 -14 5 2 46 
New Student Orientation 1249 1199 -50 183 126 1375 

Ga inesville cam pus Transfer Studen t Orientat ion 225 175 -50 22 64 289 
Readmit Student Orientati on 133 128 -s 33 42 175 
New Student Orienta tion 818 895 77 84 48 866 

Oconee Campu s Tran sfer Student Orientation 147 169 22 16 15 162 
Readmi t Student Orie ntati on 21 15 -6 10 2 23 

Totals 4826 4809 -17 484 328 5154 

New Stude nt Orie ntat ion 3951 4051 100 379 173 4124 
Transfe r Studen t Orientation 660 568 -92 53 106 766 
Readmi t Student Orient ation 215 190 -25 52 49 264 



Fall 2020 new student applications continue to lead over last year ahead for new freshmen (+400) as does accepted students at +365 (8491 vs 8126). 
New freshmen acceptance yield is 1% higher than last year at 82%.  Confirmation numbers (overall) as a percentage (Accepted to Confirm) is equal to
last year at 62%. Dual Enrollment confirmations have grown to 1112 vs 1079 last year. NOTE:  Most course availability for DE students from this point
forward will be online, which may be welcomed now that high school classes will also be online. Transfer applications are higher than last year (point-in-
time) but trailing in accepts, confirmations, and orientation sign ups.
 

 
Cadet confirmations are equal to last year at 186.  The chart below shows the number of students have switched from Cadet to Civilian (35 at the
application stage, 21 after cadet acceptance, and 5 after having made a bed deposit.)   It should be noted that these 61 freshmen were recruited by Cadet
Admissions, even though the student decided to attend UNG outside the Corps.  NOTE: Cadet enrollment continues to fluctuate as students change their
mind about attending, with the mention of COVID concerns used as the rationale.  The Director of Cadet Admissions believes new cadet enrollment for
fall will land closer to 200, slightly lower than last year. 
 
As of 7.30.20:

ADM 871 Internal
Transfers

True
Total

Updated
to

Civilian
Adm

Reapplying
Fall 2021

SUM 2018 2019 2020 Summer 2020 Summer Applicants
Applied 59 36 32 0  10 0
Accepts 47 21 18 0   1 0

Confirmed 40 13 10 0 10 1 0
FALL 2018 2019 2020 Fall 2020 Fall Applicants
Applied 708 718 664 8   61 13
Accepts 435 426 384 6   21 11

Confirmed 191 186 186 6 192 5 5
SPRING 2018 2019 2020 Spring 2021 Spring Applicants

Applied 98 87 73 0   3 4
Accepts 75 62 47 0   1 2

Confirmed 39 35 34 0 34 0 1
Total

Confirmed= 236 74 17
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Graduate Fall Program Highlights:  Graduate enrollment for Fall 2020 is up +79 (14.6%)
 

·         EdD up 2 applications, 5 accepts, 4 confirms (Due to the shifting of the application deadline and the decision timeline, this program appears to be
up. However, they will enroll the same size cohort as last fall.)

·         Diversity Certificate up 9 applications, 9 accepts, 8 confirms
·         Criminal Justice up 1 application, 5 accepts, 5 confirms
·         MAIA up 7 application, 3 accepts, 2 confirms
·         MAcc. up 14 applications, 13 accepts, 13 confirms
·         Transfer Leadership & Practice Certificate up 4 applications, 3 accepts, 3 confirms
·         Kinesiology up 2 applications, up 1 accept, down 1 confirm
·         MBA down 3 applications, up 5 accepts, up 7 confirms
·         DNP down 1 application, down 3 accepts, down 5 confirms (This program plans to enroll 10 students into the fall 2020 cohort.)

 
·         The new Geospatial Science and Technology Graduate Certificate has 6 applications, 5 accepts, 5 confirms. The new Geomatics Graduate

Certificate does not have any applicants.
·         The MPA program has met capacity for fall 2020. We had to update 4 fall applicants to spring 2021. We also have waitlisted 3 fall applicants. All

new inquiries for this program are being given the spring 2021 option.
 
 
 
 
 

App+/ · 
App to App to Accept to 

Accept to Accept to 

Compus/S-Type 
Apps Apps 

Change 
Accept Accept Accept Accept Confirm Confirm Confirm 

Confirm Orient 
20 19 2020 

'19-'20 
2019 2020 Yield Yield 2019 2020 Yield 

Yield 2019 Yield 
2020 2019 2020 

All Tota 13950 14321 371 10861 11225 78% 7 6726 6995 62% 62% 43% 

New Freshm en•* 9990 10390 400 8126 8491 82% 81% 4403 4741 56% 54% 3948 48% 

Dual Enro/Jmen t 1651 1650 ·1 1117 1201 73% 68% 1079 1112 93% 97% 0 N/A 

Transfer 611 167 63 1062 10 9 63 6% 775 743 71 73 65 568 54 

Other 698 07 5 484 8 46 39 82 84 21 233 48 



From: Mary Gowan
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: FW: Where do I get my herd immunity card?
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Sent: Sunday, August 9, 2020 3:47 PM

Subject: Re: Where do I get my herd immunity card?
 
Any county with a rate of over 100 per 100,000 is considered in the red zone (https://publicintegrity.org/health/coronavirus-and-inequality/exclusive-white-house-document-shows-18-states-in-coronavirus-red-zone-covid-19/) and should have shutdowns until community spread subsides. Here is
where we actually are:
 

 
Today's data for the past two weeks (note: recent K-12 school openings will likely increase these numbers):
Hall County: 577.7 per 100,000 
Lumpkin County: 301.8 per 100,000
Fannin County: 379.9 per 100,000
Forsyth County: 227.3 per 100,000
Oconee County: 230.0 per 100,000
Athens/Clarke County (UGA): 454.6 per 100,000
 
Herd immunity is not something we should be cheering for unless it is achieved with a vaccine.  It would result in millions of Americans losing their lives.  Here is what the Mayo Clinic says:
"Experts estimate that in the U.S., 70% of the population — more than 200 million people — would have to recover from COVID-19 to halt the epidemic. If many people become sick with COVID-19 at once, the health care system could quickly become overwhelmed. This
amount of infection could also lead to serious complications and millions of deaths, especially among older people and those who have chronic conditions." https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/coronavirus/in-depth/herd-immunity-and-coronavirus/art-20486808

Herd immunity and COVID-19 (coronavirus):
What you need to know - Mayo Clinic - Mayo
Clinic - Mayo Clinic
There are two paths to herd immunity for COVID-19 — vaccines and
infection.. Vaccines. A vaccine for the virus that causes COVID-19 would
be an ideal approach to achieving herd immunity. Vaccines create
immunity without causing illness or resulting complications.

www.mayoclinic.org

 
Stay at home as much as you can.  If you are teaching hybrid then teach and leave if you can.  Virtual office hours, online meetings, be wary in the restrooms.  Wash your hands, social distancing at least six feet, wear a mask indoors, disinfect surfaces, and limit your exposure time indoors around
others.  Opt for curbside delivery, takeout (wear a mask picking it up), or delivery for food.  If you need to shop, go when it is not busy.  We are in a global pandemic, and the American South is the epicenter at this time.  Take care of yourselves.  Ignore misinformation and disinformation.  Listen to
the scientists, and only the scientists.  Tune out social media, propaganda, and rumors.  Protect yourselves and help each other.
 
Thanks!  Take care.
 

 

Sent: Saturday, August 8, 2020 4:05 PM
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Subject: Where do I get my herd immunity card?
 
When they take you to the ICU for Covid symptoms, just show your herd immunity card and they have to let you go.  Don’t leave home without it!
 

Sent: Saturday, August 8, 2020 2:47 PM
Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Thanks to  for sharing the August 4 Ga Tech Town Hall and Joshua Weitz’s AJC opinion piece. I read the piece and watched the very interesting Town Hall, presented by Weitz and Greg Gibson (hereafter W&G). For readers in a hurry, here’s my nutshell take:  

W&G’s innovative proposed Covid19 testing regime is supported by a mathematical model based on academic research performed by Weitz and other very bright scientists. The research and model have considerable academic value. However, as practical policy, the proposed regime is, at best, superfluous and
will likely inflict serious harm on individuals and GA Tech institutionally. This is because the models do not account for all available data (especially that Georgia appears to be on the downhill side of the herd immunity threshold), the RT-PCR testing technology cannot deliver adequate accuracy, and the policy
proposals assume away most predictable collateral damage.  

For rationale supporting this view, read on. 

The latest data and leading scholarship suggest that Georgia blew through the herd immunity threshold (HIT) in mid-July. If you follow the yellow line in Figure 1, below, you can see GA “case” numbers—for what they’re worth—crashing since July 11 (Figure 1).  

Figure 1. Source: GA DPH, August 7, 2020. 

Recent studies have estimated the Covid19 herd immunity threshold (HIT) in the 10-25% range (e.g., Gomes et al. 2020; Lewis 2020; Perets & Perets 2020). On August 7, Georgia DPH reported 209,004 cumulative “confirmed” GA cases (https://tinyurl.com/spxgd39). The CDC projects that actual cases are 5-10X
confirmed cases. Weitz pegged the multiple at 5-10X on April 28.[1] If 10X is the right multiple, Georgia’s actual cases now approximate 209,004 x 10 ~ 2 million, about 20 percent of GA’s population. Yet, in the Town Hall, W&G claim that Georgia is “almost entirely immunologically naïve.” (Town Hall Slide 4). How is 20
percent prevalence “naïve”?  

If the CDC, Gomes, and Lewis are right—and data from other places suggests they are--GA is in the HIT zone, where cases and deaths (with a bit of lag), should continue dropping without intervention (see https://tinyurl.com/yygvhcx3). According to this model, nature is running its course; no tests or interventions
will help, but they may hurt. 

How could W&G overlook Figure 1, omit the 10X multiple, and fail to address herd immunity in the Town Hall? One possibility is what Robert Cialdini coined “consistency and commitment.” Weitz repeatedly refers in reverential terms to the work that he, Gibson, and “many others” have done over “many months” to
develop “a large-scale, comprehensive [Covid19] testing system.” Gibson (at ~25:15) says “We decided about [6 weeks] ago that this is what we had to do because the rates were going up and up.” Six weeks ago, the rates were climbing. Now, they’re not. But Weitz and Gibson are so wedded to their testing machine
that they are no longer capable of objectively assessing how it interfaces with reality. They’re no longer studying the machine; they’re a part of it or it’s a part of them.  

During their Q&A segment (starting ~ 52:00), W&G guestimate the number of infectious “cases” (the “I” in “SEIR”) that will be “imported” to GA Tech on the first day of class. They also discuss the R0 statistic. This would have been a perfect time to talk about the SEIR model and the HIT. How many GA Tech students
will already be in the “S” and “R” compartments on Day 1? How might suppressing the spread of Covid19 delay reaching the HIT by holding people in compartment “S” indefinitely? How many more “vulnerables” might die as a result? W&G are silent. 

Town Hall Outline 

The W&G presentation (slides at https://tinyurl.com/y5lpdmtt) is divided into two parts. In regulatory terminology, the first could be called “Covid19 risk findings,” and the second “proposed testing regime.”  

In broad terms, W&G claim that Georgia’s Covid19 crisis is escalating and that returning to campus will make things much worse, perhaps catastrophically. Therefore, per W&G, fall USG classes should be online only and, if not, students, faculty, and staff should be “tested” every two weeks as part of a “surveillance”
regime while continuing distancing and masking.  

However, Gibson notes that RT-PCR nasal swab tests are too slow, “extremely” invasive, and too dangerous to test everyone at Tech every quarter, let alone every two weeks. To remedy this defect, W&G are rushing forward a new, purportedly faster, less invasive, and safer saliva-sample RT-PCR test that so far lacks
emergency FDA approval. Through the town hall, W&G have raised expectations to the rafters, putting pressure on Tech and FDA players to cut corners to “make it work” no matter what. Shades of Boeing 737 MAX.  

Facts & Findings 

Some of W&G’s findings contradict or omit key data points from Georgia and elsewhere. The most obvious is the crashing GA case numbers discussed above in connection with Figure 1. Other examples follow but, first, as context, nobody really knows how many of the “cases” that roll into Georgia’s so-called
Covid19 “hospitalizations” and “deaths” have ever really been inhabited by the SARS-COV-2 virus. You read that right.  

Dr. Gibson guestimates that 48% of positive results from nasal swab RT-PCR tests are false, but he rightly confesses that “nobody really knows” the RT-PCR “error rate” (presumably he means test specificity) on which the false positive rate depends. This “nobody knows” admission is consistent with other sources,
including Dr. Stephen Bustin, a recognized expert on RT-PCR, who demonstrates that the problems go beyond mere unknown false positives. To get a feel for the power and unreliability of RT-PCR, see Bustin’s paper at https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/eci.12801, and listen to Bustin’s interview by David
Crowe at https://tinyurl.com/yaxsbrf2 or Crowe’s more accessible distillation thereof at https://tinyurl.com/yyva9x5o. As you consider reported Covid19 statistics, understand that most of them are based on RT-PCR test results.  

That said, for discussion purposes, let’s take RT-PCR numbers at face value. In his AJC piece, Weitz deterministically declares: 

This return [to campus] is unjustified. Georgia – like many other states – is experiencing a surge in COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations, and fatalities. This surge will be intensified by bringing back thousands, if not tens of thousands, of students to high-density campus life featuring dorms, dining halls, classrooms,
and parties.  

Yet Georgia DPH plots of cases (Figure 1, above) and deaths (Figure 2, below) tell a very different story. New “cases” figuratively fell off a cliff starting July 11. Daily deaths have been hovering since July 18 but appear poised to follow cases over the cliff. Why would W&G not mention these easily accessible data? Why
use recorded (a.k.a. “reported) dates when date of onset and date of death are more accurate?  

 

Figure 2 

W&G make no attempt to reconcile their findings or policy recommendations with contradictory research and data from outside the U.S. Example: Sweden (no masking), Japan (universal masking), and Australia (draconian lockdowns), are missing from W&G’s discussion. So are observational studies like Christian
Bjørnskov’s, that find weak or insignificant association between lock-down policies and Covid19 mortality.[2] 

Sweden—which has never even encouraged masking--has a population roughly equivalent to Georgia’s. Sweden’s cases and deaths plots appear in Figures 3 and 4, showing a 7-day moving average deaths per day = 1. 

 

Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 

The case spike in Japan—where masks have been a cultural norm for decades if not centuries—also goes unmentioned by W&G. 

 

Figure 5 

And then there’s Australia, the ultimate in lock-down performance, where cases have been climbing rapidly since late June. 
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A valid scientific model that attempts to predict Covid19 behavior should account for data that appear to contradict the narrative that lockdowns and masking suppress the spread of Covid19. Yet W&G give no indication that their model attempts to do so.  

Proposed Testing Regime 

W&G’s proposed regime is based on incomplete data, selective disregard of elements of the SEIR model, and misplaced faith in RT-PCR testing. Georgia’s reported decline in “cases” makes the regime unnecessary, but issues would remain even if it were needed. 

We can hope that the new saliva-sample PCR test wins emergency FDA approval. But even if it does, it will likely be less accurate than the nasal swab, whose positives are false at least half the time. To account for this known error, the W&G testing protocol requires that an initial positive be confirmed by a second
before Tech will “isolate” the subject. Yet, assuming the statistical independence of two positive tests, the false positive rate after the second test would still be 0.50 x 0.50 = 25%. And Tech plans to “isolate” anyone with two positives, meaning that 25% of those isolated will not be infected. 

Importantly, W&G’s regime largely fails to recognize or mitigate the collateral damage inflicted by lockdowns and testing. Like so many modelers before them, W&G use a one-sided loss function focused solely on direct medical outcomes from Covid19 itself. Others, however, have considered the broader picture. By
one estimate, lockdowns and knock-on effects had already killed 40,340 Americans by July 18 (https://twitter.com/kylamb8/status/1290456249012805632). On these casualties of regulation, W&G are silent.  

Conclusion 

W&G misread current Georgia Covid19 trends, fail to account for data and research that contradicts their model, act as if no competing models exist, and fail to account for deaths and other collateral damage inflicted by lock-down policies and proposed testing regime. 

Perhaps most importantly, six or more weeks ago, W&G shifted from scholarship to advocacy. They no longer possess the scientific skepticism required to opine on the validity of their model and proposed testing regime. In financial auditing terms, they lack independence. But not to worry. W&G have invited the USG
to join their quest for a Holy Grail of Covid19. Fortunately, it appears that we’ve already got one. It’s called “herd immunity.” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYcopzJ-T9w). 

Enjoy the rest of your weekend!

[1] https://tinyurl.com/y48se6mu 
[2] https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3665588 

 
 

Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 3:46 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 
I want to thank everyone who responded to my initial email. When I sent the email, I promised myself that I would not "reply all" until Tuesday or Wednesday of this week. If you responded to me individually, I hope I already replied to you – if I missed someone, thank you for your perspective on
the concerns/questions I mentioned. I know not everyone agrees with me, but that is part of the reason I wanted to send the email in the first place - and it certainly has resulted in some good discussion (just most of it not "reply all"). 
 
Given the number of people who seem to be interested in more information, I want to share a couple of items that came to my attention since the initial email (and then I do not intend to “reply all” going forward). 

1. Regarding the risk assessment tool I referenced, the question was raised, “What does it matter whether one "positive individual" is present?” Of course we are concerned most about lasting harm from the virus, but the simple answer is that what causes that very harm is COVID-19 mainly spreading
through close contact with people who are infected with the virus.  

For a much more eloquent answer, here is an editorial published on Monday from Dr. Joshua Weitz, Professor and Director of the Interdisciplinary PhD in Quantitative Biosciences at Georgia Tech and a driving force behind the assessment tool. He and another Georgia Tech professor held an
open town hall just yesterday that I promise is worth an hour of your time, even though it focuses on Georgia Tech. Among items mentioned in the town hall were the importance of initial testing and retesting whole campus communities weekly. They mentioned the SEIR model that was also
mentioned in our discussion. Maybe some of you already knew this, but I found it interesting that SEIR stands for susceptible-exposed-infectious-removed/recovered; the “removed” part depends crucially on testing, i.e. removing someone who is infected from the community reduces
spread. Georgia Tech is planning surveillance testing of approximately 1300 a day, UGA has mentioned 300 a day – UNG evidently has plans for 0 surveillance testing. (By the way, our neighbor Alabama is reportedly using CARES money for ramping up testing at state universities.) 
 

2. I gather that a big question for a lot of folks with the decision-making process is that we would like to know what factors are shaping the decision and how risk is being assessed. I’m not suggesting that there is anything we can do about the following, but it may be helpful in shedding light on
one factor affecting the decision to reopen. A recently-publicized open records request resulted in this document being available, highlighting the legal pressure that Corvias (the private company that has a private-public partnership with USG to develop, construct, manage and maintain
student housing at nine campuses across Georgia) has exerted on the Board of Regents (BOR).  

Quick summary if you don’t want to read the document or research on your own: Corvias indicated legal action if BOR unilaterally puts into effect policy that reduces student housing capacity, gives refunds, or allows for housing contract cancellation across USG campuses, so if the BOR takes
any of those actions, it is done at BOR’s financial/legal risk. By not taking those unilateral actions, who assumes any associated risk? Certainly not the private company that profits off of student housing and the BOR avoids the risk of legal action from Corvias – the risk falls squarely on the
students in student housing and anyone in close contact with those students. And yes, UNG is one of the universities – Corvias maps their “higher education partnerships” here (scroll down for map). 
 

3. I realize public trust in reporting of COVID statistics is an issue right now. I actually thought that this issue was mainly with underreporting, rather than overreporting. Maybe it’s because I’ve always had a hard time with cognitive dissonance, but I have a hard time ignoring the letter from 2100
Georgia healthcare professionals sent to Governor Kemp on Friday. I also have a hard time ignoring those family and friends who have already been personally affected by COVID. I mentioned the staff member at UGA who passed away in my initial email. I hesitate to even mention this, but I
think it is important - since my initial email, I unfortunately became aware of Dr. Tim Pearson, Director of the School of Accountancy at Georgia Southern University, passing away due to COVID complications. Some of you may have known him, as I gather he was fairly well-known in Georgia
accounting circles. I cannot imagine if one of my students would become sick and even pass away because of attending one of my class meetings. How do you handle that? I really hope that we (MCCB, UNG, USG) have some kind of plan if that does happen. 

Thanks for reading - and take care, 

 
 

Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 5:08 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Some have been disappointed that the USG presidents didn’t make a collective response to the BOR and Chancelor based on, oh, let’s say science.

Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 4:57 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
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I believe these decisions are made by the BOR. Our administration has been given their “marching orders” and neither they nor we have a real say in making these decisions. For better or worse we all have to follow as they say. As to your question I am sure the answer is no. I would think

they rarely interact with faculty or students.
 

 
 

Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 12:56 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Are the leaders who are making decisions about faculty and students returning to the classroom amidst the worsening coronavirus pandemic working in a similar environment? 
 

Sent: Saturday, August 1, 2020 2:32 PM

Subject: RE: return to campus
 

Thank you for being the first to voice concerns that I’m sure many of us share. Given the contentious and charged nature of this subject, I’m hesitant to join in, but your brave post has inspired me to respond. For what it’s worth, I don’t think you’re crazy J, far from it.
 

Maybe it’s because I work in an environment with respected and credentialed “content experts”, but I have heavy respect for and trust and confidence in experts. In an infectious disease pandemic, the experts are infectious disease specialists, epidemiologists, research scientists, virologists, etc. If experts
from the likes of the  Harvard Global Health Institute, John Hopkins, and the CDC look at our region’s reported metrics regarding the rising daily cases, positive test rates, death rates, ICU capacity, etc. and are alarmed- that’s enough for me to be alarmed too. Very.

 
Given that:

 
·         COVID in Georgia is far more present now than it was when we shut down in March and shows no sustained signs of flattening;
·          Available space in hospitals (beds, ICU space, etc.) in Georgia is on the decline (necessitating the reopening of the World Congress Center to treat COVID patients);
·         Compliance with CDC mask-wearing recommendations in the south is tepid;
·         Widespread testing and contact tracing of students, faculty and staff is not currently on the menu for the fall;
·         Emerging evidence suggests that infected individuals can suffer long-term effects from COVID including ongoing  neurological disease; scarring of the lungs and permanent heart disease, to name a few;
·         We still know far too little, despite some progress, about how the COVID virus spreads;
·         COVID is a highly transmissible disease; and
·         College campuses, like cruise ships and summer camps, offer favorable conditions for the spread of infectious diseases… Yes! I’m concerned too.

Professor Schulzke may be right, that the “probability of suffering lasting harm” will be minimal and that I am putting misguided trust in metrics that are skewed and experts who are alarmists. I sincerely hope he’s right, that we’ll all come out of this OK, but only time will tell. This is a novel virus, there are a
few knowns and many “known unknowns”. As such, for the time being, I think our best course is to trust in the experts who have made the study of this subject their life’s work, to err on the side of caution, to protect each other and our students as best we can by following the recommended CDC guidelines and
to encourage everyone else to do the same.  

 
Best wishes for a safe and successful return to campus,

 

 

 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:56 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Good luck 
 

Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:47 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 

 
Thanks for asking. I'm enthusiastically looking forward to holding class in person, though I would prefer it without "face coverings." My enthusiasm, as explained below, is based on my understanding of current data on local medical treatment facilities' capacities, the very low risk to nearly all UNG
faculty, staff, and students of contracting a serious case of "the virus," and epidemiology's widely accepted SEIR model. 
 
One of my favorite KPIs for this question is the ventilator use ratio at NGMC hospitals. I like vent usage because it's a number that directly signals serious hospitalized Covid cases and can't be manipulated. We should, however, bear in mind that the vent usage stat includes both Covid and non-
Covid patients. 
 
The most recent data, from the NGHS (https://www.nghs.com/covid-19/latest-covid-19-data/), appears in Table 1. The bottom line shows vent usage holding pretty steady where it was in mid May when we were not even close to overwhelming available resources. I might start worrying if vent
usage spiked above 80%. 
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-
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Table 1 - NGMC KPIs as of July 31, 2020
 
I don't pay much attention to "deaths," or "hospitalizations", or "confirmed positive cases." These numbers are deliberately defined as "worst case" estimates by officials who--unlike millions of ordinary Americans--suffer no negative consequences from publishing overly-pessimistic estimates. 
 

For example, NGMC's 176 "confirmed positive cases" include an undisclosed number of patients with few or no Covid symptoms who merely tested "positive" upon admission to the hospital for other illness. As a related issue, with asymptomatic RT-PCR false-positive rates as high as 50-75%, the
word "confirmed" is a bit of an overstatement. More transparency around this number might improve public trust. Pending better disclosure by NGHS, it's fair to assume that 25-75% of the NGMC 176 are not being treated primarily or at all for Covid. If anyone on this list can offer verifiable insight
on this number, please share.
 
Going beyond hospital capacity to treat serious cases, the data strongly point to an extremely low (and falling) probability of getting a serious case. In this regard, the Ga Tech COVID-19 Event Risk Assessment Planning Tool is misnamed. It merely models "the estimated chance (0-100%) that at least
1 COVID-19 positive individual will be present at an event in a county, given the size of the event." What does it matter whether one "positive individual" is present? What we really care about is the probability of suffering lasting harm from the SARS-COV-2 virus. 
 
Beyond treatment capacity and probability of serious infection, surely our loss function should be more inclusive. What about collateral damage inflicted by shut-down policies? Here's CDC Director Robert Redfield on the shut-down driven spike in suicides among young people:

But there has been another cost that we’ve seen, particularly in high schools. We’re seeing, sadly, far greater suicides now than we are deaths from COVID. We’re seeing far greater deaths from drug overdose that are above excess that we had as background than we are seeing the
deaths from COVID. So this is why I keep coming back for the overall social being of individuals, is let’s all work together and find out how we can find common ground to get these schools open in a way that people are comfortable and their safe. And if there is a need for investment and
resources, just like there is a need for some of the underprivileged children that are probably better served if they have certain comorbidities to do homeschooling, they need the access to be able to have the computer and the internet to do that.
 
So, I mean, the goal is to get all these kids back into education. I’d like to see the goal being face-to-face education, five days a week, as when we get there, then we’ve got there for those children that don’t have an underlying significant comorbidity that would preclude it. And, hopefully,
the states and the federal government will work together to see that the resources to get these schools fully operational come to bear.*

If this is not persuasive, there's the epidemiological argument -- based on the compartmental "SEIR" model -- that the virus will inexorably reach its herd immunity level (likely ~ 10-20%), no matter what we do.** In fact, what we've done to "stop" it (more importantly, when we did it) may have
caused more deaths than if we had nothing or next to nothing.*** In short, you can run but you can't hide. 
 
Whatever the argument, my sense is that it's high time that we get back to providing the service that we, as an institution, agreed to provide. It's why we were hired. Let's do our part to stem the growing tide of Covid-related suicide and other collateral damage incurred when we essentially (if
partially) walked off the job back in March. Working anywhere, any time, entails some risks. Covid19 is just another one of those risks. I'm looking forward to on-campus instruction in the fall.
 
*https://www.buckinstitute.org/covid-webinar-series-transcript-robert-redfield-md/ (emphasis added)
**https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.07.15.20154294v1; https://www.nicholaslewis.org/why-herd-immunity-to-covid-19-is-reached-much-earlier-than-thought/
***https://www.nicholaslewis.org/when-does-government-intervention-make-sense-for-covid-19/
 
Warm regards,
 

 

Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 10:56 AM

Subject: return to campus
 
Hi all,
 
I hope this email finds you doing well, especially given the current difficulties related to the pandemic, economy, etc. I apologize for the lengthy email, and please consider this fair warning – if you are not interested in thinking about/discussing UNG’s return to the classroom right now, feel free to
delete the email and not read the following. Also, a disclaimer: this is not an “official” email in any sense on behalf of MCCB, UNG, or anyone else; I simply am looking to get some feedback from colleagues and maybe that starts some discussion that we would not have otherwise. (If you would like
to share this with other UNG colleagues that did not receive this, please feel free to do so.) 
  
I have been thinking a lot about our planned return to the classroom at UNG. A big part of the reason I am writing is I feel frustrated that I do not have the communication with everyone around me (students, staff, faculty) that I normally would have in-person, so I do not feel like I know very well
what other people are thinking about the scheduled return. I have appreciated the town halls from both UNG and MCCB, but I decided to do two things this week to hopefully remedy that frustration a bit: (1) survey students I have seen in class in recent semesters and (2) write this email. I want to
share my perspective on a couple of things before sharing some highlights from the surveyed students; I hope this will get you thinking and possibly providing some feedback. And of course, just as if we were discussing in-person, please feel free to tell me I’m crazy, you agree with me, or anything
in-between.  
  
UNG moved to “Phase 3” this week, although in Georgia we have seen recent highs in COVID-19 new cases and deaths, and some area hospitals are reporting no available critical care space and diverting patients to other hospitals. In fact, according to the Georgia Department of Health, the entire
region where our Oconee campus is and where some students, faculty, and staff live has zero critical care beds currently available (with a large population increase just around the corner for this region, in Athens). According to news reports just yesterday, the Northeast Georgia Health system is at
about 95% capacity and needing medicine and staff to keep up with the number of patients. Even more specific to USG, there are also unfortunate reports this week of a 32-year-old systems and maintenance employee at UGA passing away from COVID-19. 
  
Given all of this, I am very uneasy about returning to the classroom. This unease grows when I hear that UNG will not test us initially coming back to campus, will rely mainly on testing and contact tracing systems that have been problematic across the state, and that we don’t have any set metrics
(number of cases, hospitalizations, or deaths) for how to decide if we move classes online in the case of an outbreak. Furthermore, evidently not all other individuals in a class where someone is found to be COVID-positive will be notified - the justification being that the individual might not have
been in "close contact" with the others. In economics, we talk a lot about cost vs. benefit analysis, where decisions are guided by careful analysis of the related potential costs versus potential benefits. I will not argue with anyone about the benefit of having face-to-face instruction; under normal
circumstances, I would much prefer to be in the classroom than conducting classes online. However, are we actually fully considering the potential costs related to people getting sick and even dying, or are we solely concentrated on "moving forward" no matter what the cost?   
  
Some of you may be familiar with the tool developed by Georgia Tech researchers that allows seeing the county-by-county estimated probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in events of different sizes. If you have not seen this, it might be worth your
time: https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/ In case you have not thought about it this way, I will give two examples of the probabilities of encountering COVID-positive individuals in the classroom (this obviously could be a student or faculty member). I am focusing on the Gainesville campus
because that is where I have taught 100% since starting at UNG in 2014; it happens to have the highest case rate of any county in our respective campus areas.   
  
Example #1: I split my class of approximately 40 into 4 groups to see students 10 at a time given classroom capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in an event size of 10 in Hall County is 0.41. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the
likelihood of encountering a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? 88% (If you’re checking me on the math, I took the probability of not encountering a COVID-positive individual (0.59) and considered the four meetings, so 0.59 raised to the 4th power, then subtract the answer from 1).  
  
Example #2: I split my class of approximately 50 into 2 groups to see students 25 at a time given classroom capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in an event size of 25 in Hall County is 0.74. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the
likelihood of encountering a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? Using a similar calculation method as before, the answer is 93%.  
  
I know we now have a rule about masks in campus buildings, but that does not change these probabilities – I do not like these probabilities for myself or for my students. And this is just after seeing all students from one class once in the classroom. Furthermore, we are not talking about a brief
interaction; we are talking about a university classroom, where we are generally talking in a closed space for an extended amount of time. Are we OK with those probabilities for students, faculty, and staff? 
  
What do our students think? I have heard and read multiple times something along the lines of “we need to be back in the classroom because this is what students want.” I am not sure if students have been asked about their opinions or concerns. I sent a request to answer a short survey to the
students I have seen in the classroom during 2019 and 2020. In three days, I heard from 145 of about 800 students who received the request, and here is a brief summary (if you would like more details on this, please let me know – I would be happy to provide you with more information):  

Students are concerned about health with the return to the classroom. 44% of respondents were “very concerned” and 37% were “somewhat concerned,” while 6% were “neutral” and 13% were “not concerned at all.”  
Students would like to see classes fully online. To the question, “If you had the option to have your classes fully online, would you prefer to have them fully online?” 48% responded “yes,” 18% “maybe,” 5% “not sure,” and 30% “no.”  
Students have confusion over the format of Fall 2020 classes. 17% said “yes,” they understand, 43% said “somewhat” understand, and 41% said “no,” they do not understand the format.  
Students do not feel like they are being heard regarding the return to the classroom. To the question, “Before this survey, did you feel like you have had a chance to ask questions and express your opinion related to UNG returning to the classroom in Fall 2020?” 10% responded “yes,” 29%
“somewhat,” and 61% “no.”  

I realize that some of “being confused” or “not having a chance to express questions/opinions” may be the students’ responsibility, but it seems that these responses raise some questions about how we are communicating and whether students are actually comfortable being back in the
classroom.  

One of my advisee’s comments in particular stuck out to me. He initially asked if any more online sections might be available for courses, because he is scared to go to work and school given the pandemic, especially given conditions in Hall County. He commented that he questions whether UNG
has the students’ best interests in mind. When I asked him if he would mind me sharing his comments without including his name, he replied, “Absolutely! Go right ahead! You can use my name if you want to. I want them to know that they are putting us in danger especially since we are in Hall
County. Make sure to use the part when I said I do not think they have our best interest at heart because it’s serious, people are dying. I had two friends whose dad passed away from COVID-19 just last month. Anyone can go at this point if they catch the virus.” 

If you made it to the end of this email, thank you for taking the time. If you are asking yourself, “What is the goal of the email?” here is a two-part answer:  

1. Dialogue/discussion – I would be happy to hear from you no matter what your opinion on these issues is, especially if you have ideas/comments you would like to share as to how you are approaching being back in the classroom and/or what you are telling your students about their
concerns.  
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2. Potential action – if enough people share my concerns, shouldn’t we consider some type of formal statement or action expressing those concerns to UNG & USG?

 
Thanks and have a nice weekend! 

 

 
 -
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Subject: FW: Where do I get my herd immunity card?
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Sent: Sunday, August 9, 2020 6:29 PM

Subject: Re: Where do I get my herd immunity card?
 
Sorry to add to the slurry of information being piped into your brain.
 
I am still waiting for any of these reports to be graphed in an accurate manner.
 
Here is a nice summary of an alternative graphing method that is based on a scientific premise, but understandable for non-scientists.
 
https://youtu.be/54XLXg4fYsc
 
 
 
 
 

Sent: Sunday, August 9, 2020 3:47:23 PM

Subject: Re: Where do I get my herd immunity card?
 
Any county with a rate of over 100 per 100,000 is considered in the red zone (https://publicintegrity.org/health/coronavirus-and-inequality/exclusive-white-house-document-shows-18-states-in-coronavirus-red-zone-covid-19/) and should have shutdowns until community spread subsides. Here is
where we actually are:
 

 
Today's data for the past two weeks (note: recent K-12 school openings will likely increase these numbers):
Hall County: 577.7 per 100,000 
Lumpkin County: 301.8 per 100,000
Fannin County: 379.9 per 100,000
Forsyth County: 227.3 per 100,000
Oconee County: 230.0 per 100,000
Athens/Clarke County (UGA): 454.6 per 100,000
 
Herd immunity is not something we should be cheering for unless it is achieved with a vaccine.  It would result in millions of Americans losing their lives.  Here is what the Mayo Clinic says:
"Experts estimate that in the U.S., 70% of the population — more than 200 million people — would have to recover from COVID-19 to halt the epidemic. If many people become sick with COVID-19 at once, the health care system could quickly become overwhelmed. This
amount of infection could also lead to serious complications and millions of deaths, especially among older people and those who have chronic conditions." https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/coronavirus/in-depth/herd-immunity-and-coronavirus/art-20486808

Herd immunity and COVID-19 (coronavirus):
What you need to know - Mayo Clinic - Mayo
Clinic - Mayo Clinic
There are two paths to herd immunity for COVID-19 — vaccines and
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infection.. Vaccines. A vaccine for the virus that causes COVID-19 would
be an ideal approach to achieving herd immunity. Vaccines create
immunity without causing illness or resulting complications.

www.mayoclinic.org

 
Stay at home as much as you can.  If you are teaching hybrid then teach and leave if you can.  Virtual office hours, online meetings, be wary in the restrooms.  Wash your hands, social distancing at least six feet, wear a mask indoors, disinfect surfaces, and limit your exposure time indoors around
others.  Opt for curbside delivery, takeout (wear a mask picking it up), or delivery for food.  If you need to shop, go when it is not busy.  We are in a global pandemic, and the American South is the epicenter at this time.  Take care of yourselves.  Ignore misinformation and disinformation.  Listen to
the scientists, and only the scientists.  Tune out social media, propaganda, and rumors.  Protect yourselves and help each other.
 
Thanks!  Take care.
 

 

Subject: Where do I get my herd immunity card?
 
When they take you to the ICU for Covid symptoms, just show your herd immunity card and they have to let you go.  Don’t leave home without it!
 

Sent: Saturday, August 8, 2020 2:47 PM
Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Thanks to for sharing the August 4 Ga Tech Town Hall and Joshua Weitz’s AJC opinion piece. I read the piece and watched the very interesting Town Hall, presented by Weitz and Greg Gibson (hereafter W&G). For readers in a hurry, here’s my nutshell take:  

W&G’s innovative proposed Covid19 testing regime is supported by a mathematical model based on academic research performed by Weitz and other very bright scientists. The research and model have considerable academic value. However, as practical policy, the proposed regime is, at best, superfluous and
will likely inflict serious harm on individuals and GA Tech institutionally. This is because the models do not account for all available data (especially that Georgia appears to be on the downhill side of the herd immunity threshold), the RT-PCR testing technology cannot deliver adequate accuracy, and the policy
proposals assume away most predictable collateral damage.  

For rationale supporting this view, read on. 

The latest data and leading scholarship suggest that Georgia blew through the herd immunity threshold (HIT) in mid-July. If you follow the yellow line in Figure 1, below, you can see GA “case” numbers—for what they’re worth—crashing since July 11 (Figure 1).  

Figure 1. Source: GA DPH, August 7, 2020. 

Recent studies have estimated the Covid19 herd immunity threshold (HIT) in the 10-25% range (e.g., Gomes et al. 2020; Lewis 2020; Perets & Perets 2020). On August 7, Georgia DPH reported 209,004 cumulative “confirmed” GA cases (https://tinyurl.com/spxgd39). The CDC projects that actual cases are 5-10X
confirmed cases. Weitz pegged the multiple at 5-10X on April 28.[1] If 10X is the right multiple, Georgia’s actual cases now approximate 209,004 x 10 ~ 2 million, about 20 percent of GA’s population. Yet, in the Town Hall, W&G claim that Georgia is “almost entirely immunologically naïve.” (Town Hall Slide 4). How is 20
percent prevalence “naïve”?  

If the CDC, Gomes, and Lewis are right—and data from other places suggests they are--GA is in the HIT zone, where cases and deaths (with a bit of lag), should continue dropping without intervention (see https://tinyurl.com/yygvhcx3). According to this model, nature is running its course; no tests or interventions
will help, but they may hurt. 

How could W&G overlook Figure 1, omit the 10X multiple, and fail to address herd immunity in the Town Hall? One possibility is what Robert Cialdini coined “consistency and commitment.” Weitz repeatedly refers in reverential terms to the work that he, Gibson, and “many others” have done over “many months” to
develop “a large-scale, comprehensive [Covid19] testing system.” Gibson (at ~25:15) says “We decided about [6 weeks] ago that this is what we had to do because the rates were going up and up.” Six weeks ago, the rates were climbing. Now, they’re not. But Weitz and Gibson are so wedded to their testing machine
that they are no longer capable of objectively assessing how it interfaces with reality. They’re no longer studying the machine; they’re a part of it or it’s a part of them.  

During their Q&A segment (starting ~ 52:00), W&G guestimate the number of infectious “cases” (the “I” in “SEIR”) that will be “imported” to GA Tech on the first day of class. They also discuss the R0 statistic. This would have been a perfect time to talk about the SEIR model and the HIT. How many GA Tech students
will already be in the “S” and “R” compartments on Day 1? How might suppressing the spread of Covid19 delay reaching the HIT by holding people in compartment “S” indefinitely? How many more “vulnerables” might die as a result? W&G are silent. 

Town Hall Outline 

The W&G presentation (slides at https://tinyurl.com/y5lpdmtt) is divided into two parts. In regulatory terminology, the first could be called “Covid19 risk findings,” and the second “proposed testing regime.”  

In broad terms, W&G claim that Georgia’s Covid19 crisis is escalating and that returning to campus will make things much worse, perhaps catastrophically. Therefore, per W&G, fall USG classes should be online only and, if not, students, faculty, and staff should be “tested” every two weeks as part of a “surveillance”
regime while continuing distancing and masking.  

However, Gibson notes that RT-PCR nasal swab tests are too slow, “extremely” invasive, and too dangerous to test everyone at Tech every quarter, let alone every two weeks. To remedy this defect, W&G are rushing forward a new, purportedly faster, less invasive, and safer saliva-sample RT-PCR test that so far lacks
emergency FDA approval. Through the town hall, W&G have raised expectations to the rafters, putting pressure on Tech and FDA players to cut corners to “make it work” no matter what. Shades of Boeing 737 MAX.  

Facts & Findings 

Some of W&G’s findings contradict or omit key data points from Georgia and elsewhere. The most obvious is the crashing GA case numbers discussed above in connection with Figure 1. Other examples follow but, first, as context, nobody really knows how many of the “cases” that roll into Georgia’s so-called
Covid19 “hospitalizations” and “deaths” have ever really been inhabited by the SARS-COV-2 virus. You read that right.  

Dr. Gibson guestimates that 48% of positive results from nasal swab RT-PCR tests are false, but he rightly confesses that “nobody really knows” the RT-PCR “error rate” (presumably he means test specificity) on which the false positive rate depends. This “nobody knows” admission is consistent with other sources,
including Dr. Stephen Bustin, a recognized expert on RT-PCR, who demonstrates that the problems go beyond mere unknown false positives. To get a feel for the power and unreliability of RT-PCR, see Bustin’s paper at https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/eci.12801, and listen to Bustin’s interview by David
Crowe at https://tinyurl.com/yaxsbrf2 or Crowe’s more accessible distillation thereof at https://tinyurl.com/yyva9x5o. As you consider reported Covid19 statistics, understand that most of them are based on RT-PCR test results.  

That said, for discussion purposes, let’s take RT-PCR numbers at face value. In his AJC piece, Weitz deterministically declares: 

This return [to campus] is unjustified. Georgia – like many other states – is experiencing a surge in COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations, and fatalities. This surge will be intensified by bringing back thousands, if not tens of thousands, of students to high-density campus life featuring dorms, dining halls, classrooms,
and parties.  

Yet Georgia DPH plots of cases (Figure 1, above) and deaths (Figure 2, below) tell a very different story. New “cases” figuratively fell off a cliff starting July 11. Daily deaths have been hovering since July 18 but appear poised to follow cases over the cliff. Why would W&G not mention these easily accessible data? Why
use recorded (a.k.a. “reported) dates when date of onset and date of death are more accurate?  

 

Figure 2 

W&G make no attempt to reconcile their findings or policy recommendations with contradictory research and data from outside the U.S. Example: Sweden (no masking), Japan (universal masking), and Australia (draconian lockdowns), are missing from W&G’s discussion. So are observational studies like Christian
Bjørnskov’s, that find weak or insignificant association between lock-down policies and Covid19 mortality.[2] 

Sweden—which has never even encouraged masking--has a population roughly equivalent to Georgia’s. Sweden’s cases and deaths plots appear in Figures 3 and 4, showing a 7-day moving average deaths per day = 1. 
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Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 

The case spike in Japan—where masks have been a cultural norm for decades if not centuries—also goes unmentioned by W&G. 

 

Figure 5 

And then there’s Australia, the ultimate in lock-down performance, where cases have been climbing rapidly since late June. 

 

A valid scientific model that attempts to predict Covid19 behavior should account for data that appear to contradict the narrative that lockdowns and masking suppress the spread of Covid19. Yet W&G give no indication that their model attempts to do so.  

Proposed Testing Regime 

W&G’s proposed regime is based on incomplete data, selective disregard of elements of the SEIR model, and misplaced faith in RT-PCR testing. Georgia’s reported decline in “cases” makes the regime unnecessary, but issues would remain even if it were needed. 

We can hope that the new saliva-sample PCR test wins emergency FDA approval. But even if it does, it will likely be less accurate than the nasal swab, whose positives are false at least half the time. To account for this known error, the W&G testing protocol requires that an initial positive be confirmed by a second
before Tech will “isolate” the subject. Yet, assuming the statistical independence of two positive tests, the false positive rate after the second test would still be 0.50 x 0.50 = 25%. And Tech plans to “isolate” anyone with two positives, meaning that 25% of those isolated will not be infected. 

Importantly, W&G’s regime largely fails to recognize or mitigate the collateral damage inflicted by lockdowns and testing. Like so many modelers before them, W&G use a one-sided loss function focused solely on direct medical outcomes from Covid19 itself. Others, however, have considered the broader picture. By
one estimate, lockdowns and knock-on effects had already killed 40,340 Americans by July 18 (https://twitter.com/kylamb8/status/1290456249012805632). On these casualties of regulation, W&G are silent.  

Conclusion 

W&G misread current Georgia Covid19 trends, fail to account for data and research that contradicts their model, act as if no competing models exist, and fail to account for deaths and other collateral damage inflicted by lock-down policies and proposed testing regime. 

Perhaps most importantly, six or more weeks ago, W&G shifted from scholarship to advocacy. They no longer possess the scientific skepticism required to opine on the validity of their model and proposed testing regime. In financial auditing terms, they lack independence. But not to worry. W&G have invited the USG
to join their quest for a Holy Grail of Covid19. Fortunately, it appears that we’ve already got one. It’s called “herd immunity.” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYcopzJ-T9w). 

Enjoy the rest of your weekend!

[1] https://tinyurl.com/y48se6mu 
[2] https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3665588 

 
 

Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 3:46 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 
I want to thank everyone who responded to my initial email. When I sent the email, I promised myself that I would not "reply all" until Tuesday or Wednesday of this week. If you responded to me individually, I hope I already replied to you – if I missed someone, thank you for your perspective on
the concerns/questions I mentioned. I know not everyone agrees with me, but that is part of the reason I wanted to send the email in the first place - and it certainly has resulted in some good discussion (just most of it not "reply all"). 
 
Given the number of people who seem to be interested in more information, I want to share a couple of items that came to my attention since the initial email (and then I do not intend to “reply all” going forward). 

1. Regarding the risk assessment tool I referenced, the question was raised, “What does it matter whether one "positive individual" is present?” Of course we are concerned most about lasting harm from the virus, but the simple answer is that what causes that very harm is COVID-19 mainly spreading
through close contact with people who are infected with the virus.  

For a much more eloquent answer, here is an editorial published on Monday from Dr. Joshua Weitz, Professor and Director of the Interdisciplinary PhD in Quantitative Biosciences at Georgia Tech and a driving force behind the assessment tool. He and another Georgia Tech professor held an
open town hall just yesterday that I promise is worth an hour of your time, even though it focuses on Georgia Tech. Among items mentioned in the town hall were the importance of initial testing and retesting whole campus communities weekly. They mentioned the SEIR model that was also
mentioned in our discussion. Maybe some of you already knew this, but I found it interesting that SEIR stands for susceptible-exposed-infectious-removed/recovered; the “removed” part depends crucially on testing, i.e. removing someone who is infected from the community reduces
spread. Georgia Tech is planning surveillance testing of approximately 1300 a day, UGA has mentioned 300 a day – UNG evidently has plans for 0 surveillance testing. (By the way, our neighbor Alabama is reportedly using CARES money for ramping up testing at state universities.) 
 

2. I gather that a big question for a lot of folks with the decision-making process is that we would like to know what factors are shaping the decision and how risk is being assessed. I’m not suggesting that there is anything we can do about the following, but it may be helpful in shedding light on
one factor affecting the decision to reopen. A recently-publicized open records request resulted in this document being available, highlighting the legal pressure that Corvias (the private company that has a private-public partnership with USG to develop, construct, manage and maintain
student housing at nine campuses across Georgia) has exerted on the Board of Regents (BOR).  

Quick summary if you don’t want to read the document or research on your own: Corvias indicated legal action if BOR unilaterally puts into effect policy that reduces student housing capacity, gives refunds, or allows for housing contract cancellation across USG campuses, so if the BOR takes
any of those actions, it is done at BOR’s financial/legal risk. By not taking those unilateral actions, who assumes any associated risk? Certainly not the private company that profits off of student housing and the BOR avoids the risk of legal action from Corvias – the risk falls squarely on the
students in student housing and anyone in close contact with those students. And yes, UNG is one of the universities – Corvias maps their “higher education partnerships” here (scroll down for map). 
 

3. I realize public trust in reporting of COVID statistics is an issue right now. I actually thought that this issue was mainly with underreporting, rather than overreporting. Maybe it’s because I’ve always had a hard time with cognitive dissonance, but I have a hard time ignoring the letter from 2100
Georgia healthcare professionals sent to Governor Kemp on Friday. I also have a hard time ignoring those family and friends who have already been personally affected by COVID. I mentioned the staff member at UGA who passed away in my initial email. I hesitate to even mention this, but I
think it is important - since my initial email, I unfortunately became aware of passing away due to COVID complications. Some of you may have known him, as I gather he was fairly well-known in Georgia
accounting circles. I cannot imagine if one of my students would become sick and even pass away because of attending one of my class meetings. How do you handle that? I really hope that we (MCCB, UNG, USG) have some kind of plan if that does happen. 

Thanks for reading - and take care, 

 
 

Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 5:08 PM
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Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Some have been disappointed that the USG presidents didn’t make a collective response to the BOR and Chancelor based on, oh, let’s say science.

Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 4:57 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 

I believe these decisions are made by the BOR. Our administration has been given their “marching orders” and neither they nor we have a real say in making these decisions. For better or worse we all have to follow as they say. As to your question I am sure the answer is no. I would think
they rarely interact with faculty or students.
 

 
 

Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 12:56 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Are the leaders who are making decisions about faculty and students returning to the classroom amidst the worsening coronavirus pandemic working in a similar environment? 
 

Sent: Saturday, August 1, 2020 2:32 PM

Subject: RE: return to campus
 

Thank you for being the first to voice concerns that I’m sure many of us share. Given the contentious and charged nature of this subject, I’m hesitant to join in, but your brave post has inspired me to respond. For what it’s worth, I don’t think you’re crazy J, far from it.
 

Maybe it’s because I work in an environment with respected and credentialed “content experts”, but I have heavy respect for and trust and confidence in experts. In an infectious disease pandemic, the experts are infectious disease specialists, epidemiologists, research scientists, virologists, etc. If experts
from the likes of the  Harvard Global Health Institute, John Hopkins, and the CDC look at our region’s reported metrics regarding the rising daily cases, positive test rates, death rates, ICU capacity, etc. and are alarmed- that’s enough for me to be alarmed too. Very.

 
Given that:

 
·         COVID in Georgia is far more present now than it was when we shut down in March and shows no sustained signs of flattening;
·          Available space in hospitals (beds, ICU space, etc.) in Georgia is on the decline (necessitating the reopening of the World Congress Center to treat COVID patients);
·         Compliance with CDC mask-wearing recommendations in the south is tepid;
·         Widespread testing and contact tracing of students, faculty and staff is not currently on the menu for the fall;
·         Emerging evidence suggests that infected individuals can suffer long-term effects from COVID including ongoing  neurological disease; scarring of the lungs and permanent heart disease, to name a few;
·         We still know far too little, despite some progress, about how the COVID virus spreads;
·         COVID is a highly transmissible disease; and
·         College campuses, like cruise ships and summer camps, offer favorable conditions for the spread of infectious diseases… Yes! I’m concerned too.

 may be right, that the “probability of suffering lasting harm” will be minimal and that I am putting misguided trust in metrics that are skewed and experts who are alarmists. I sincerely hope he’s right, that we’ll all come out of this OK, but only time will tell. This is a novel virus, there are a
few knowns and many “known unknowns”. As such, for the time being, I think our best course is to trust in the experts who have made the study of this subject their life’s work, to err on the side of caution, to protect each other and our students as best we can by following the recommended CDC guidelines and
to encourage everyone else to do the same.  

 
Best wishes for a safe and successful return to campus,

 

 

 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:56 PM

Subject: Re: return to campus
 
Good luck 
 

Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:47 PM

--

-
--

-_____ , ------------------------
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Subject: Re: return to campus
 

 
Thanks for asking. I'm enthusiastically looking forward to holding class in person, though I would prefer it without "face coverings." My enthusiasm, as explained below, is based on my understanding of current data on local medical treatment facilities' capacities, the very low risk to nearly all UNG
faculty, staff, and students of contracting a serious case of "the virus," and epidemiology's widely accepted SEIR model. 
 
One of my favorite KPIs for this question is the ventilator use ratio at NGMC hospitals. I like vent usage because it's a number that directly signals serious hospitalized Covid cases and can't be manipulated. We should, however, bear in mind that the vent usage stat includes both Covid and non-
Covid patients. 
 
The most recent data, from the NGHS (https://www.nghs.com/covid-19/latest-covid-19-data/), appears in Table 1. The bottom line shows vent usage holding pretty steady where it was in mid May when we were not even close to overwhelming available resources. I might start worrying if vent
usage spiked above 80%. 
 

Table 1 - NGMC KPIs as of July 31, 2020
 
I don't pay much attention to "deaths," or "hospitalizations", or "confirmed positive cases." These numbers are deliberately defined as "worst case" estimates by officials who--unlike millions of ordinary Americans--suffer no negative consequences from publishing overly-pessimistic estimates. 
 

For example, NGMC's 176 "confirmed positive cases" include an undisclosed number of patients with few or no Covid symptoms who merely tested "positive" upon admission to the hospital for other illness. As a related issue, with asymptomatic RT-PCR false-positive rates as high as 50-75%, the
word "confirmed" is a bit of an overstatement. More transparency around this number might improve public trust. Pending better disclosure by NGHS, it's fair to assume that 25-75% of the NGMC 176 are not being treated primarily or at all for Covid. If anyone on this list can offer verifiable insight
on this number, please share.
 
Going beyond hospital capacity to treat serious cases, the data strongly point to an extremely low (and falling) probability of getting a serious case. In this regard, the Ga Tech COVID-19 Event Risk Assessment Planning Tool is misnamed. It merely models "the estimated chance (0-100%) that at least
1 COVID-19 positive individual will be present at an event in a county, given the size of the event." What does it matter whether one "positive individual" is present? What we really care about is the probability of suffering lasting harm from the SARS-COV-2 virus. 
 
Beyond treatment capacity and probability of serious infection, surely our loss function should be more inclusive. What about collateral damage inflicted by shut-down policies? Here's CDC Director Robert Redfield on the shut-down driven spike in suicides among young people:

But there has been another cost that we’ve seen, particularly in high schools. We’re seeing, sadly, far greater suicides now than we are deaths from COVID. We’re seeing far greater deaths from drug overdose that are above excess that we had as background than we are seeing the
deaths from COVID. So this is why I keep coming back for the overall social being of individuals, is let’s all work together and find out how we can find common ground to get these schools open in a way that people are comfortable and their safe. And if there is a need for investment and
resources, just like there is a need for some of the underprivileged children that are probably better served if they have certain comorbidities to do homeschooling, they need the access to be able to have the computer and the internet to do that.
 
So, I mean, the goal is to get all these kids back into education. I’d like to see the goal being face-to-face education, five days a week, as when we get there, then we’ve got there for those children that don’t have an underlying significant comorbidity that would preclude it. And, hopefully,
the states and the federal government will work together to see that the resources to get these schools fully operational come to bear.*

If this is not persuasive, there's the epidemiological argument -- based on the compartmental "SEIR" model -- that the virus will inexorably reach its herd immunity level (likely ~ 10-20%), no matter what we do.** In fact, what we've done to "stop" it (more importantly, when we did it) may have
caused more deaths than if we had nothing or next to nothing.*** In short, you can run but you can't hide. 
 
Whatever the argument, my sense is that it's high time that we get back to providing the service that we, as an institution, agreed to provide. It's why we were hired. Let's do our part to stem the growing tide of Covid-related suicide and other collateral damage incurred when we essentially (if
partially) walked off the job back in March. Working anywhere, any time, entails some risks. Covid19 is just another one of those risks. I'm looking forward to on-campus instruction in the fall.
 
*https://www.buckinstitute.org/covid-webinar-series-transcript-robert-redfield-md/ (emphasis added)
**https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.07.15.20154294v1; https://www.nicholaslewis.org/why-herd-immunity-to-covid-19-is-reached-much-earlier-than-thought/
***https://www.nicholaslewis.org/when-does-government-intervention-make-sense-for-covid-19/
 
Warm regards,
 

 

Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 10:56 AM

Subject: return to campus
 
Hi all,
 
I hope this email finds you doing well, especially given the current difficulties related to the pandemic, economy, etc. I apologize for the lengthy email, and please consider this fair warning – if you are not interested in thinking about/discussing UNG’s return to the classroom right now, feel free to
delete the email and not read the following. Also, a disclaimer: this is not an “official” email in any sense on behalf of MCCB, UNG, or anyone else; I simply am looking to get some feedback from colleagues and maybe that starts some discussion that we would not have otherwise. (If you would like
to share this with other UNG colleagues that did not receive this, please feel free to do so.) 
  
I have been thinking a lot about our planned return to the classroom at UNG. A big part of the reason I am writing is I feel frustrated that I do not have the communication with everyone around me (students, staff, faculty) that I normally would have in-person, so I do not feel like I know very well
what other people are thinking about the scheduled return. I have appreciated the town halls from both UNG and MCCB, but I decided to do two things this week to hopefully remedy that frustration a bit: (1) survey students I have seen in class in recent semesters and (2) write this email. I want to
share my perspective on a couple of things before sharing some highlights from the surveyed students; I hope this will get you thinking and possibly providing some feedback. And of course, just as if we were discussing in-person, please feel free to tell me I’m crazy, you agree with me, or anything
in-between.  
  
UNG moved to “Phase 3” this week, although in Georgia we have seen recent highs in COVID-19 new cases and deaths, and some area hospitals are reporting no available critical care space and diverting patients to other hospitals. In fact, according to the Georgia Department of Health, the entire
region where our Oconee campus is and where some students, faculty, and staff live has zero critical care beds currently available (with a large population increase just around the corner for this region, in Athens). According to news reports just yesterday, the Northeast Georgia Health system is at
about 95% capacity and needing medicine and staff to keep up with the number of patients. Even more specific to USG, there are also unfortunate reports this week of a 32-year-old systems and maintenance employee at UGA passing away from COVID-19. 
  
Given all of this, I am very uneasy about returning to the classroom. This unease grows when I hear that UNG will not test us initially coming back to campus, will rely mainly on testing and contact tracing systems that have been problematic across the state, and that we don’t have any set metrics
(number of cases, hospitalizations, or deaths) for how to decide if we move classes online in the case of an outbreak. Furthermore, evidently not all other individuals in a class where someone is found to be COVID-positive will be notified - the justification being that the individual might not have
been in "close contact" with the others. In economics, we talk a lot about cost vs. benefit analysis, where decisions are guided by careful analysis of the related potential costs versus potential benefits. I will not argue with anyone about the benefit of having face-to-face instruction; under normal
circumstances, I would much prefer to be in the classroom than conducting classes online. However, are we actually fully considering the potential costs related to people getting sick and even dying, or are we solely concentrated on "moving forward" no matter what the cost?   
  
Some of you may be familiar with the tool developed by Georgia Tech researchers that allows seeing the county-by-county estimated probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in events of different sizes. If you have not seen this, it might be worth your
time: https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/ In case you have not thought about it this way, I will give two examples of the probabilities of encountering COVID-positive individuals in the classroom (this obviously could be a student or faculty member). I am focusing on the Gainesville campus
because that is where I have taught 100% since starting at UNG in 2014; it happens to have the highest case rate of any county in our respective campus areas.   
  
Example #1: I split my class of approximately 40 into 4 groups to see students 10 at a time given classroom capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in an event size of 10 in Hall County is 0.41. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the
likelihood of encountering a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? 88% (If you’re checking me on the math, I took the probability of not encountering a COVID-positive individual (0.59) and considered the four meetings, so 0.59 raised to the 4th power, then subtract the answer from 1).  
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https://www.nghs.com/covid-19/latest-covid-19-data/
https://www.buckinstitute.org/covid-webinar-series-transcript-robert-redfield-md/
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.07.15.20154294v1
https://www.nicholaslewis.org/why-herd-immunity-to-covid-19-is-reached-much-earlier-than-thought/
https://www.nicholaslewis.org/when-does-government-intervention-make-sense-for-covid-19/
https://covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/


  
Example #2: I split my class of approximately 50 into 2 groups to see students 25 at a time given classroom capacity guidelines. The current probability of encountering a COVID-positive individual in an event size of 25 in Hall County is 0.74. So after seeing all of my students just once, what is the
likelihood of encountering a COVID-positive individual in that classroom? Using a similar calculation method as before, the answer is 93%.  
  
I know we now have a rule about masks in campus buildings, but that does not change these probabilities – I do not like these probabilities for myself or for my students. And this is just after seeing all students from one class once in the classroom. Furthermore, we are not talking about a brief
interaction; we are talking about a university classroom, where we are generally talking in a closed space for an extended amount of time. Are we OK with those probabilities for students, faculty, and staff? 
  
What do our students think? I have heard and read multiple times something along the lines of “we need to be back in the classroom because this is what students want.” I am not sure if students have been asked about their opinions or concerns. I sent a request to answer a short survey to the
students I have seen in the classroom during 2019 and 2020. In three days, I heard from 145 of about 800 students who received the request, and here is a brief summary (if you would like more details on this, please let me know – I would be happy to provide you with more information):  

Students are concerned about health with the return to the classroom. 44% of respondents were “very concerned” and 37% were “somewhat concerned,” while 6% were “neutral” and 13% were “not concerned at all.”  
Students would like to see classes fully online. To the question, “If you had the option to have your classes fully online, would you prefer to have them fully online?” 48% responded “yes,” 18% “maybe,” 5% “not sure,” and 30% “no.”  
Students have confusion over the format of Fall 2020 classes. 17% said “yes,” they understand, 43% said “somewhat” understand, and 41% said “no,” they do not understand the format.  
Students do not feel like they are being heard regarding the return to the classroom. To the question, “Before this survey, did you feel like you have had a chance to ask questions and express your opinion related to UNG returning to the classroom in Fall 2020?” 10% responded “yes,” 29%
“somewhat,” and 61% “no.”  

I realize that some of “being confused” or “not having a chance to express questions/opinions” may be the students’ responsibility, but it seems that these responses raise some questions about how we are communicating and whether students are actually comfortable being back in the
classroom.  

One of my advisee’s comments in particular stuck out to me. He initially asked if any more online sections might be available for courses, because he is scared to go to work and school given the pandemic, especially given conditions in Hall County. He commented that he questions whether UNG
has the students’ best interests in mind. When I asked him if he would mind me sharing his comments without including his name, he replied, “Absolutely! Go right ahead! You can use my name if you want to. I want them to know that they are putting us in danger especially since we are in Hall
County. Make sure to use the part when I said I do not think they have our best interest at heart because it’s serious, people are dying. I had two friends whose dad passed away from COVID-19 just last month. Anyone can go at this point if they catch the virus.” 

If you made it to the end of this email, thank you for taking the time. If you are asking yourself, “What is the goal of the email?” here is a two-part answer:  

1. Dialogue/discussion – I would be happy to hear from you no matter what your opinion on these issues is, especially if you have ideas/comments you would like to share as to how you are approaching being back in the classroom and/or what you are telling your students about their
concerns.  

2. Potential action – if enough people share my concerns, shouldn’t we consider some type of formal statement or action expressing those concerns to UNG & USG?

 
Thanks and have a nice weekend! 

 

 
 -



From: Greg Williams
To: Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Chaudron Gille; James Conneely; Billy Wells; Richard Oates; Jeffrey Tarnowski
Subject: GEMA Situation Report 7/6
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 6:10:20 PM
Attachments: 7-6-20_Georgia_Situation_Report_COVID.pdf

Per my comments during the call today, I have attached the GEMA situation report for 7/6 that
includes the state-wide hospital bed counts on page 2.
 
Greg
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | greg.williams@ung.edu
 
Confidentiality Notice: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, replication, disclosure or distribution is
strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message. 
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Georgia Situation Report COVID-19 
 


Most Impacted Counties 
Counties Cases *Change Fatalities 


Gwinnett 9,787 +1,168 174 
Fulton 8,883 +1,356 316 
DeKalb 7,050 +878 173 
Cobb 5,857 +556 246 
Hall 3,419 +109 63 
Clayton 2,376 +300 80 
Muscogee 2,166 +333 52 
Dougherty 2,001 +79 155 
Chatham 1,917 +412 38 
Troup 1,627 +111 35 
Cherokee 1,491 +123 44 
Lowndes 1,485 +222 12 
Henry 1,460 +175 33 
Whitfield 1,366 +185 14 
Richmond 1,300 +259 57 
Bibb 1,237 +268 41 
Glynn 1,221 +249 6 
Douglas 1,137 +116 37 
Colquitt 1,108 +92 18 
Forsyth 959 +88 15 
Carroll 864 +123 40 
Tift 849 +82 26 
Bartow 788 +61 42 
Coweta 787 +79 16 
Unknown 1,237  2 


Based on patient county of residence when known  
*Change in cases from last report 
Number in red indicates increase in cases 


Published July 6, 2020 3:36 pm Changes are in RED Situation Report #109 


Cumulative Cases 
 Positives Fatalities 
Georgia 97,064 2,878 
U.S. 2,910,023 130,090 
World 11,516,782 535,453 


 


*Current Confirmed COVID-19 Hospitalizations: 1,962 


**Does not include persons under investigation for COVID-19 
*** Pulled from DPH’s 2:50 p.m. Status Report 


References 
www.DoINeedaCOVID19Test.com 


www.dph.georgia.gov 
www.gema.ga.gov 


www.cdc.gov 
www.coronavirus.gov 


COVID-19 Hotline 
(844) 442-2681 


 


Fatality Statistics 


Average Age 73.8 years old 


Age Range 17 to 90+ years old 


Male 1,475 


Female 1,400 


Unknown 3 
 


Hot Topic 
All Georgians Eligible for Free  


COVID-19 Testing 
All Georgians are eligible for free COVID-19 testing, 
regardless of whether or not symptoms are present.  


Individuals seeking to be tested must make an 
appointment by contacting their local Health 
Department or healthcare provider. A list of Direct 
Patient Lines for local Health Departments can be 
found on the Georgia Department of Public Health 
homepage, and a list of testing site locations can be 
found at the link below. 


https://dph.georgia.gov/locations/covid-19-testing-
site. 


COVID-19 Confirmed Case Rate per 
100,000 persons by County 


 


 



https://dph.georgia.gov/locations/covid-19-testing-site

https://dph.georgia.gov/locations/covid-19-testing-site





 


 


Adult Ventilator Statistics 


Capacity 2,812 


In Use 950 (34%) 


Availability 1,862 (66%) 


 


Medical Facility Essential Elements 


 
ER Beds Critical Care Beds General Inpatient Beds 


Cap Use Avail Cap Use Avail Cap Use Avail 


Region A 133 46 87 46 26 20 464 237 227 
Region B 185 34 151 147 103 44 761 599 162 


Region C 224 128 96 174 117 57 838 673 165 


Region D 1,007 630 377 1,188 918 270 4,668 3,534 1,134 


Region E 142 45 97 70 56 14 633 481 152 


Region F 304 219 85 230 189 41 1,501 1,213 288 


Region G 231 118 113 190 161 29 1,291 935 356 


Region H 89 36 53 40 36 4 280 166 114 


Region I 142 76 66 97 81 16 789 513 276 


Region J 326 144 182 211 191 20 1,025 735 290 


Region K 161 38 123 136 66 70 757 493 264 


Region L 108 52 56 73 57 16 516 317 199 


Region M 84 28 56 60 35 25 325 227 98 


Region N 251 117 134 201 185 16 1,249 987 262 


TOTALS 3,387 1,711 1,676 2,863 2,221 642 15,097 11,110 3,987 


 


Regional Coordinating Hospitals Regions 


Available
49%


In Use
51%


Percent Capacity of 
Total ER Beds


Available
22%


In Use 
78%


Percent Capacity of 
Critical Care Beds


Available
26%


In Use
74%


Percent Capacity of 
General Inpatient Beds







From: UNG Office of Academic Affairs
To: Faculty
Subject: Guidance for Faculty from AA
Date: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 4:21:07 PM
Attachments: Ally memo.docx

Tips for How to Handle Face Mask-Faculty_.pdf

Colleagues,
 
This communication provides additional guidance across a number of areas.  Please note the
attached documents referenced below.
 
Guidance on Final Exams:
A standard final exam schedule was adopted last year.  The Final exam webpage now lists Fall
and Spring, and Summer schedules without a specific year identified.
 
For faculty: No in person exams/activities are to be conducted after the Thanksgiving break. 
The use of asynchronous final exams is strongly encouraged.  However, if using an online
synchronous exam format for F2F or Hybrid courses, please use the scheduled exam time for
that course.  For hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled according to the start time of
the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) and not based on a student’s
individual required attendance to maintain social distancing (e.g., Mondays only or every
other Wednesday, etc.).  Since there are no scheduled options for synchronous exams for
online courses other than after 3pm on the Friday of exam week (i.e., 3-5pm, 530-730pm, and
750-950pm), please consider an asynchronous exam option.  For asynchronous exam options,
please consider scheduling it in a way that provides maximum flexibility for students and to
reduce the potential for conflicts with other courses.  Asynchronous exam formats will provide
additional flexibility for students needing accommodations and use of the Testing Center,
which, due to social distancing requirements, will be operating with limited capacity.
 
For students: For synchronous exams in F2F and hybrid courses, consult the final exam
schedule and the course syllabus.  Note: for hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled
according to the start time of the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) listed
in Banner and not based on your individual required attendance directed by your faculty to
maintain social distancing (e.g., Mondays only or every other Wednesday, etc.).  For online
courses, consult your syllabus and/or your instructor.
 
Guidance on Proctoring:
Proctored activities are required of all UNG Online courses.  The proctored activity or activities
must be worth a total of at least 10% of the course grade.  F2F and Hybrid courses at UNG do
not require a proctored activity.  Therefore, proctored online final exams are not required for
any UNG course, but they remain an option for all and may satisfy other course requirements
for some.  eCore will require proctored midterms in their Science, Math, and ECON courses. 

mailto:AcademicAffairs@ung.edu
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=09e981e9e10647df849107498d2b5ae2-Faculty

Memo

To: Chaudron Gille, Provost & Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, Jenna Colvin, General Counsel, Beth Arbuthnot, ADA Coordinator, Alyson Paul,  Associate Vice President, James Conneely, Vice President of Student Affairs.

From: Thomas McCoy, Student Disability Services


Date: 7/22/2020


Re:	The use of Blackboard Ally as an online accessibility tool on the D2L platform.




I wanted to take an opportunity to introduce the UNG family to a new tool for accessibility. Blackboard Ally is designed to support faculty by checking for common accessibility issues. It will provide feedback and guidance to help faculty learn how to address accessibility challenges on the D2L platform. Additionally, it is designed to provide students with choices and it adds flexibility that comes with a more personalized approach. It does this by offering the students a variety of alternative formats that will make the courses more accessible. 

Why do we need to address accessibility on D2L, especially since we are already having to deal with the COVID challenge? The reason is based on a legal precedence called the Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act (29 U.S.C. § 794d).  In short, it requires the university to develop, procure, maintain and use information and communications technology (ICT) that is accessible to all students with disabilities. Most importantly, it is the “right thing” to do. 

Since we have a more online presence, due to the COVID challenge, we have a more focused approach to make all materials online fully accessible. We are reaching more students on the D2L format than in the past and we want all of the materials accessible.

I would like to emphasize that this is intended to be a tool to help the faculty and to educate them on how to improve their content’s accessibility. The Fall Semester provides us with a good opportunity to learn, educate and monitor while the educational and promotional materials are being developed. Departments may want to encourage the use of this tool and inform the faculty that it is available. Blackboard Ally will be fully integrated into D2L, providing the instructor an easy to interpret gauge for the accessibility of their course content.  Additionally, this product provides guidance and tips for content accessibility improvements.  DETI will also provide faculty development training for this new addition to D2L.

For administration, including the ADA Coordinator, we will have access to an accurate measurement of the university’s 508 online accessibility compliance. This information will be available upon request.

Please, forward this information along to all of the faculty, whenever possible. This will help them become aware of this opportunity and I would like to encourage all faculty to take full advantage of this opportunity. 

Thank you for your hard work and dedication to the students. 















































This document has been checked for 508 compliance through the Word Accessibility Checker.






Tips for How to Handle Face Mask/Covering Incidents in the Classroom 


Classes have now started, and your students are back ready to learn!! We are in a new normal 


and we must put measures in place to promote a healthy and safe environment. Students must 


wear a face mask/covering and practice social distancing (be at least 6 feet apart) while inside 


the classroom and other building/facilities. Below are a few tips to assist you with this plan: 


1. On the first day of class, make sure you cover all expectations including social distancing 


and wearing face masks/coverings when attending in-person classes. Faculty can refer to 


the Disruptive Behavior Policy within the Supplemental Syllabus. 


2. Have extra face masks/coverings on hand for students who may forget their face 


masks/coverings. These can be obtained through Emergency Preparedness by having 


your department head submit a request using the PPE request form. 


3. Extend Grace. This is still a relatively new habit for many people.  If a student comes to 


class without a mask/covering, please address this initially with a polite reminder and 


request to remedy the issue by putting on a face covering. If a student forgot their face 


covering, please provide them with one and explain the new guidelines and your 


expectations for wearing their face mask/covering in every class they attend in-person 


moving forward. Please be cautious to avoid public confrontations with students 


regarding masks.   


4. After subsequent incidents where a student is found not complying with the face covering 


requirement, a faculty member can report the issue on the See Something, Say Something 


form and indicate that the topic is “Person not complying with policy or directive.” 


5. If a student is blatantly non-compliant or refuses to put on a face mask/covering, you 


should explain that if they fail to comply, they will be reported to the Office of Student 


Integrity/Dean of Students for possible conduct violations. Faculty may dismiss the 


student from class until he or she is compliant with the face covering requirement and 


may elect to end the course meeting if the student refuses to comply and presents a 


danger to others. 


6. If a student becomes belligerent, threatening, disorderly and/or causing a disruption to 


your class, you may engage Campus Police. You should then submit a Behavioral 


Misconduct Report so the student can be addressed  through the conduct process  Please 


do not engage Public Safety for simple verbal reminders or verbal confrontations. 


7. The Office of Student Disability Services (SDS) will not be providing accommodations 


to allow students not to wear a face masks/coverings in the 


classrooms/buildings/facilities. Students with accommodations from SDS will be 


provided documentation outlining their accommodations and should be able to produce 


this documentation to you. Please contact your SDS colleagues with clarifying questions 


or concerns regarding this matter. 


8. Please ensure that a student’s refusal to comply with wearing face masks/coverings and 


social distancing is not reflected in the student’s academic grade in the course.  


9. When in doubt on how to best handle students failing to comply with putting on a face 


mask/covering, please feel free to contact your Dean of Students or a staff member in the 


Office of Student Integrity.  



https://www.usg.edu/coronavirus/#updated_guidance_on_age_underlying_medical_conditions_use_of_face_coverings

https://ung.edu/academic-affairs/policies-and-guidelines/supplemental-syllabus.php

https://forms.ung.edu/view.php?id=1297940

https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthGeorgia&layout_id=4

https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthGeorgia&layout_id=19

https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthGeorgia&layout_id=19





10. To submit an incident report, please go to ung.edu/student-integrity, click “Make a 


Report” and then the “Behavioral Misconduct Report”. Please use the attached step by 


step instructions for how to submit a Behavioral Misconduct Report. 


 







eCore has suspended proctored exam requirements for all other eCore courses.  Proctoring
may be accomplished through the use of a fee-based service like ProctorU or a free AI solution
like Respondus Monitor.  Limitations apply to both and faculty are encouraged to consider
best practices in assessment regardless and as a potential alternative to proctoring and to
consult with UNG DETI as needed. 
 
Additional Guidance on Hybrid Courses:
Our Fall 2020 schedule will be hybrid intensive.  This format may be new for many faculty and
we encourage you to connect with experts in DETI and CTLL, experienced colleagues, and
communities of practice to ensure that you provide an engaging experience for all students. 
To reiterate previous guidance, faculty should not use F2F meeting times to deliver iterations
of the same lecture to different cohorts or simply for testing purposes.  Rather, consider
flipped classroom approaches, small group discussions, and other mechanisms of engagement
and balance these activities across both the F2F and online components of the course as
appropriate.
 
Previous guidance stands that you should email students in your course/s no later than the
Friday before classes start in order to let them know which course cohort they are in and their
expected schedule of attendance.  This information should also be posted in the D2L course
page and updated through the drop/add period.  To address student confusion and to ensure
that we maintain a reduced density of students on campus, new guidance is provided for
hybrid courses for the first week of classes.  All hybrid courses should meet online for their
first scheduled class meeting.  For example, if a course is scheduled for MWF hybrid, the
entire class should meet online on Monday, August 17 and begin the rotation of course cohort
meetings on Wednesday, August 19.  Likewise, if a course is scheduled for TR hybrid, the
entire class should meet online on Tuesday, August 18 and begin the rotation of course cohort
meetings on Thursday, August 20.  This will allow students an opportunity to orient to the
course requirements and expectations, including their attendance requirements.  It is
expected that you will begin the course on the first day of its scheduled meeting even though
it will be conducted online.  The drop/add period for students will not be extended nor will roll
verification.  Appropriate means of checking attendance through these periods should be
implemented.  Therefore, your messaging to students should also include this information.  If
you are teaching a H3 formatted course, you will also need to notify the students of any
additional safety precautions that are needed for that course format. 
 
The H1 modality signals 25-50% F2F instruction.  The H2 modality signals less than 25% F2F
instruction, but this should be composed of no fewer than four, non-testing touch points.
 
The Hybrid H3 format was originally designated as mask wearing before USG guidance on this
issue was received.  To avoid confusion about face coverings, which are required in all
classrooms, we are updating the course definitions in the Banner help screen as highlighted



below.  The course modality coding in Banner will not need to be updated.  However, if there
are additional notes in the SSAText in Banner for course sections under this modality, that will
need to be updated manually by departments.
 

Class Schedule - Help
Instructional Method:

·         F - Fully at a distance - All or nearly all of the class sessions are delivered via
technology. The course does not require students to travel to a classroom for
instruction; however, it might require students to travel to a site to attend an orientation
or to take exams. (This is generally equivalent to delivering more than 95 percent of
sessions via technology.)

·         P - Partially at a distance - Technology is used to deliver more than 50 percent of
class sessions, but visits to a classroom (or similar site) are required.

·         H - Hybrid - Technology is used to deliver 50 percent or less of class sessions, but at
least one class session is replaced by technology.

·         H1 - Hybrid: 25-50% F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver 50-75 percent of
class sessions. Segments of the class attend the classroom on a regular rotation based
on classroom capacity with social distancing. Students will be notified of their
attendance requirements prior to the first day of class.

·         H2 - Hybrid: < 25% F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver more than 75% of
class sessions. Segments of the class attend the classroom on a regular rotation with
social distancing. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements prior to
the first day of class.

·         H3 – Hybrid: variable F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver a percentage of
class sessions. Segments of the class may attend the classroom on a regular rotation.
The class format may necessitate close physical proximity with others. Additional
safety precautions may be necessary. Students will be notified of their attendance
requirements and additional safety requirements prior to the first day of class.

·         T - Technology enhanced - Technology is used in delivering instruction to all students
in the section, but no class sessions are replaced by technology.

·         No technology - No technology is used in delivering instruction.
 
Additional Guidance on Student Accessibility in D2L:
Please see the attached memo for more information and below for an annotation of that
memo.
 

-



We are reaching more students on the D2L platform than in the past and we want to ensure
that all of the materials are fully accessible.  A new tool to assist in this effort was recent
purchased and is in the process of being implemented.  Blackboard Ally will be fully integrated
into D2L, providing the instructor an easy to interpret gauge for the accessibility of their
course content.  Additionally, this product provides guidance and tips for content accessibility
improvements.  DETI will also provide faculty development training for this new addition to
D2L.  The Fall Semester provides us with a good opportunity to learn, educate and monitor
while the educational and promotional materials are being developed.
 
Additional Guidance on Classrooms and Seating Charts:
UNG Facilities is working toward setting classrooms for social distancing and developing
standard seating charts.  This will be an on-going process for the next several weeks and minor
adjustments are being made on a case-by-case basis.  Furthermore, some classrooms will be
used for the on-campus portion of the hybrid student orientation sessions starting this week. 
These classrooms will not be set until the conclusion of those sessions.  Every attempt will be
made to remove excess furniture, but there are limitations to storage capacity and you may
expect to see some excess furniture stored in your classrooms.  Classroom capacity with social
distancing was determined following CDC guidelines, including six feet of distance from person
to person and not between objects (such as chairs).
 
Classroom seating charts and capacity with social distancing will be stored in the EMS system
and a schematic will be posted in the room for a quick reference in the event that there is a
need to reset the furniture.  We ask that you reserve additional spaces needed on campus by
the end of August, at which time other groups will have access to do so as well.  Some larger
traditional and non-traditional academic spaces may be available for testing needs with social
distancing.  Per the governor’s orders, gatherings should not exceed 50 people.  Special
requests to accommodate groups larger than 50 people should be submitted to Academic
Affairs for review.
 
Faculty are encouraged to make use of a course seating chart in Hybrid and F2F courses.  If a
seating chart is used in conjunction with social distancing and face coverings, contact tracing
for direct and indirect exposures will be easier to identify in the event that an individual in that
setting tests positive.
 
Additional Guidance on Reporting:
Please reference the nighthawks together website (http://ung.edu/together/index.php) for
continuously updated information about the Fall 2020 reopening plan, Campus Guidelines,
Operations Updates, Student Information, Faculty Information, Employee Information, FAQs,
Announcements and Updates, Athletics, and UNG CoVid-19 Reporting and Cases.  On this site,
you will find two forms, one for self-reporting and one to report a concern about another
member of the University community (https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php).

http://ung.edu/together/index.php
https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php


 
Effective July 15, use of face coverings is required by students, faculty, staff, and visitors in
UNG buildings and facilities where six feet of social distancing may not be possible. Face
covering use will be in addition to and is not a substitute for social distancing. Face coverings
are not required in one's own residence hall room or suite, when alone in an enclosed office
or study room, or in campus outdoor settings where social distancing requirements are met. 
Face coverings are required in all instructional spaces.  Anyone not using a face covering when
required may be asked to wear one or they must leave the area.  Repeated refusal to comply
with the requirement may result in discipline through the applicable code of conduct for
faculty, staff, or students.  Reasonable accommodations may be made for those who are
unable to wear a face covering for documented health reasons.  Please reference the attached
document for guidance on how to handle non-compliance with face coverings in the
classroom or other settings.  Please follow similar guidance for handling non-compliance with
employees, but direct any reporting to HR.
 
Additional Guidance on Syllabus Statements:
Please ensure that you do not put anything in your syllabus that contradicts guidance provided
by the University.  Academic Affairs has updated the Disruptive Behaviors and Academic
Integrity sections of the supplemental syllabus and added a section on Faculty Flexibility and
Attendance Guidance During the CoVid Pandemic, which is identical to previous guidance
issued to faculty by the Provost (https://ung.edu/academic-affairs/policies-and-
guidelines/supplemental-syllabus.php).
 
Sincerely,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

UNG U JV a'lf"I",' 
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From: Tristan Denley
To: Dr. Carl Reiber; Chaudron Gille; Dr. Dana Nichols; Dr. Costas Spirou; Dr. David Jenks; Dr. Deborah Bordelon; Dr.

Gretchen Caughman; Dr. Jeffrey Knighton; Dr. Jerome Baker; Dr. Johnny Evans; Dr. Debra Matthews; Dr. Kathy
Schwaig; Dr. Kevin Demmitt; Peters, Angela W.; Michael S. Heard; Dr. Rafael Bras; Dr. Reginald Leseane; Dr.
Robert Page; Dr. Robert Smith; Dr. S. Jack Hu; Dr. Sandra Sharman; Dr. Suzanna Smith; Dr. T. J. Arant; Dr. T.
Ramon Stuart; Dr. Wendy Hensel; Dr. Bruno Hicks; Bernice Hughes; kgsolomon@atlm.edu; wendy.wilson; Susan
Davies; Shakeer Abdullah; Jason Umfress; Gina Sheeks; Jodi Johnson; Shawn Brooks; Tomas Jimenez; Dr. Dana
Nichols; john.stein@vpss.gatech.edu; Melanie Miller; laurab@gordonstate.edu; Allison Calhoun-Brown; Head,
John; earneso1@kennesaw.edu; Brannon, Jennifer; bradleyb; sandra.adams; Victor Wilson; James Conneely;
Alyson Paul; Xavier Whitaker; Vincent A Miller

Cc: Martha L. Venn; Joyce A. Jones
Subject: Guidance for International Employment and Tuition Waivers
Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 9:37:13 AM

Good morning,
 
As we continue to plan for the upcoming academic year, this document is intended to provide
guidance for supporting international employees and students who are unable to relocate to the
United States due to COVID-19. 
 
Employment
IRS and international tax law requirements state that an employee must be paid based on the location
of where the work is performed, not where the employer is located.  If an institution would like to
consider allowing international employment, to include temporary arrangements,  the institution
would be responsible for setting up a compliant payroll arrangement for that country.  It is not
appropriate or permissible for a USG institution to make a U.S. currency deposit to an international
account.  
 
While the USG does not prohibit these arrangements, the complexity and variability of international
taxation laws can require considerable time and expertise to do this correctly.  Please note that this
guidance applies to faculty, staff, and student employees.  
 
Tuition Waivers
Given that COVID-19-related closures, cancellations, and delays may result in some students
encountering significant difficulties securing a visa and/or traveling to the U.S. for postsecondary
attendance, institutions may, at their discretion, temporarily modify their requirements for
classifying graduate students as research, teaching, or graduate assistants. Institutions may apply
graduate tuition and/or out-of-state differential waiver to any student meeting the temporary
classification requirements as outlined in Board Policy 7.3.1.2.  Students meeting an institution’s
temporary requirements to be classified as a research, teaching, or graduate assistant while living
outside the United States may not perform work or be granted a stipend unless a compliant payroll
arrangement has been made as noted in the Employment section above.  Institutions must also
adhere to the waiver limits as outlined in Board Policy 7.3.4 if choosing to exercise this option.
 

Best wishes

Tristan

Dr. Tristan Denley
Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Chief Academic Officer
University System of Georgia
tristan.denley@usg.edu
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From: Beth Arbuthnot
To: Faculty-Staff
Subject: HR Forum
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 1:20:58 PM

Greetings,
 
As a follow-up to Dr. Jacobs Town Hall, the Office of Human Resources will host an HR Forum on

Thursday, July 30th  at 12 noon.  The topics covered will include Telework and Alternate Work
Arrangements, Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA) as it relates to Child and K-12 online
instruction, and ADA Accommodations.  We will also discuss the Voluntary Separation Plan and other
general questions as time allows. We will have a chat window available during the Forum, but we
encourage you to submit questions beforehand to hr@ung.edu so that we can provide as much
information and clarity as possible.
 
PLEASE do not put any personal health information in your questions to us as email is not a secure
communication channel for Personal Protected Information.
 
Please find the link to Thursday’s Forum below:
 
http://go.ung.edu/hr-workshop
 
See you there!
 
 
Beth Arbuthnot, MBA SPHR
Associate Vice President HR/Risk/Compliance
University of North Georgia
Office (Dahlonega) 706-864-1440 (Gainesville) 678-717-3713
Fax 706-864-1365
beth.arbuthnot@ung.edu
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
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From: UNG Office of the President
To: Students-Current
Cc: Faculty-Staff
Subject: Important COVID-19 Update
Date: Sunday, August 16, 2020 6:15:25 PM

Dear UNG Students:
 
We have learned that many students attended a large outdoor party at a privately-owned, off-campus
apartment complex located near UNG's Dahlonega Campus last night.  We are disappointed that these
individuals chose to ignore COVID-19 public health guidance by congregating in a large group without
social distancing or face coverings.
 
With classes scheduled to begin tomorrow, please remember that everyone is expected to
conduct a daily self-screening before coming to campus.  People with COVID-19 have reported a
wide range of mild to severe symptoms that may appear 2-14 days after exposure to the virus, including:

·        Fever over 100.4°F or 38°C (without having taken any fever-reducing medications)
·        Loss of smell or taste
·        Cough
·        Muscle aches
·        Sore throat
·        Shortness of breath
·        Chills
·        New or unusual headache
·        Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, or loss of appetite

 
Should you experience any COVID-19 symptoms or believe that you have been exposed to
someone with COVID-19, you should: 1) not come to campus and 2) complete UNG's
COVID-19 Health Reporting Form.  Testing for COVID-19 may be advised by Student Health
Services, the Georgia Department of Public Health, or your personal healthcare provider.
 
Based on guidance from Gov. Kemp's COVID-19 task force and public health recommendations from the
CDC and the Georgia Department of Public Health, the University has enacted safety precautions to
mitigate the spread of COVID-19, including expectations for social distancing, use of face coverings,
washing hands frequently, and limitations on the size of gatherings.  As a reminder, face coverings
are required in all public areas of university buildings and facilities, and we expect all
members of the UNG community to adhere to this direction.
 
Out of respect and concern for others, please remember that everyone has responsibility to help protect
others and prevent the spread of the virus.
 
Sincerely,
Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.
President
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From: UNG Office of Academic Affairs
To: Faculty-Staff; Students-Current
Subject: Key dates in the Fall Academic Calendar
Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 9:20:16 AM

The University of North Georgia has revised the academic calendar for the fall semester in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  Classes will begin on Monday, August 17, and conclude
Tuesday, November 24. Final exams will be conducted remotely the week of November 30.
 
Key dates in the Fall Academic Calendar include:

Aug. 17                Classes begin

Sept. 7                 Labor Day holiday

Nov. 24                Classes end

Nov. 25-27           Thanksgiving holiday

Nov. 30-Dec. 4     Final Exams (online)
 
The revised calendar supports the safety of all UNG students, faculty and staff and meets
accreditation requirements.  If necessary, students will be able to return to our campuses
following the Thanksgiving break, but there will not be face-to-face courses or exams.
 
Chaudron Gille, Ph.D.
Provost and Sr. Vice President for Academic Affairs
University of North Georgia
 
 
 
Sylvia Carson, APR
Executive Director of Communications
University of North Georgia
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From: Beth Arbuthnot
To: Faculty-Staff
Subject: Leave for child care or k-12 online
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 8:55:01 AM

 
Dear Colleagues,
 
As we transition back to the workplace and primary and secondary schools are announcing their
plans for the beginning of the school year, we have received many questions regarding employees
who may have dependents impacted by schools that plan to operate online only or child care
providers that may not available due to COVID-19. We have highlighted the extended leave options
available to employees in this situation below.
 
Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA) Emergency Paid Sick Leave
If an employee is caring for a dependent whose school or place of care is closed or unavailable due
to COVID-19, the FFCRA entitles the employee to emergency paid sick leave. Full-time employees
may take up to 80 hours of paid leave. Affected part-time employees may take pro-rated paid leave,
up to their regularly scheduled hours or full-time equivalent. Covered employees are entitled to use
this emergency paid sick leave before using any other accrued leave. Compensation for those who
are caring for someone else will be at least 2/3 of their regular pay rate, but it will be capped at $200
per day and an aggregate total of $2,000.
 
FFCRA Extended Family & Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
The Extended FMLA has provisions that provide covered leave to employees who are caring for a
dependent under the age of 18, whose school or place of care is closed or unavailable due to COVID-
19. Affected employees are entitled to take this leave as part of their standard 12-week FMLA
allotment. It does not add an additional 12 weeks onto the already existing 12 weeks of FMLA. The
first two weeks of leave under this provision are unpaid, as is customary under the FMLA. The
employee may take these two weeks of unpaid leave at the same time as the two weeks of
emergency paid sick leave. The remaining 10 weeks must be paid, unlike other FMLA leave. That pay
rate is at least 2/3 of their regular pay rate, but it is capped at $200 per day and an aggregate total of
$10,000.
 
Please note that employees can still use any other paid leave that they have accrued following the
exhaustion of their 12 weeks of FMLA.
 
Please contact the HR Benefits Representatives at benefits@ung.edu if you have any questions.
 
 
Beth Arbuthnot, MBA SPHR
Associate Vice President HR/Risk/Compliance
University of North Georgia
Office (Dahlonega) 706-864-1440 (Gainesville) 678-717-3713
Fax 706-864-1365
beth.arbuthnot@ung.edu
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***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
 

 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Ramona Robinson
Subject: letter to faculty
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 9:10:00 AM
Attachments: Letter to faculty 7-17-2020.docx

Ramona,
  Please send the attached letter to all faculty. Subject line:  Instructional Guidance for Fall
 
Thanks
 
Chaudron
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July 20, 2020



Dear Faculty,

As you prepare for fall semester, I want to take a moment to provide some updates and answer questions I have received about expectations for fall semester. As you are aware, over the last month we have identified the seating capacity while respecting six feet of social distancing of every classroom across all five campuses. We then tagged all courses with the appropriate modality to reflect both the capacity and the accommodations for faculty who are high risk. Monday of last  week, we completed the conversion of the schedule. In consultation with the deans, I recommended and Cabinet approved a decision to end face to face instruction the Tuesday of Thanksgiving week and move final exams online. Also, in response to extensive advocacy by faculty, students, and institutional leadership across the system, the USG changed their stance on wearing masks, and they will now be required in all indoor public spaces on university campuses. These decisions were made with the safety of faculty and students in mind, but they also clearly have implications for how you prepare to teach your classes. 

This situation continues to evolve, and many questions remain. Areas where we still are working on processes and expect further guidance from the USG include providing accommodations to students, contact tracing on campus, and enforcement of the mask policy. As those questions are clarified, I will share more information with you. I also suggest that you become familiar with The Nighthawks Together: Fall 2020 Plan website. Just click on the Covid-19 link from the myUNG homepage or visit https://ung.edu/together/. It has information specifically for faculty and contains the most up to date information for reference by the whole university community. The site and the FAQs will be updated frequently.  The guidance I offer today focuses on the online component of your courses and communications with students.  

Minimum Online Component for ALL courses	Comment by Steven Lloyd: In the Spring, there were a number of courses that used a different course management system or one that is from the publisher.  Sometimes for legitimate reasons and sometimes not.  Probably not a message to send here and probably better to send to the deans, but these should be avoided when possible and the D2L page can be used to direct students to the other platform when not.  The department will need to know and have access to the course in the event someone needs to take it over.

· In order to meet the instructional standards of seat time for accreditation due to the shortened term, and to insure that we are prepared to pivot to online instruction if that becomes necessary again, all courses must have a D2L component. This component must include the syllabus, the gradebook, a calendar or list of assignments, and a content module. This content module could contain a discussion board, a reading or video, a self-quiz, something similar, or all of the above. We have added a module on Academic Integrity to the D2L Resources that is available to everyone. It has two quizzes, and the students receive a certificate of completion that they could upload to demonstrate completion. This module could be utilized to fulfill the content requirement. The learning objectives may be reviewed here: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-eiH-oXtUVQtqFlwG_dFbj-8o88gfriAYJ0FhWZjOWg/edit 



Attendance Policies/Role Verification

· Attendance in online courses is established through completed activities, such as discussion posts, assignment submission, quiz or test completion, etc. This recommendation stands whether the work is graded or not. This is the reason the mandatory attendance quiz and introduction post are used for roll verification purposes. This may well be the best approach for your hybrid course also depending upon the frequency of contact.  Although documenting regular attendance is a best practice for student success and retention in both virtual and traditional environments, faculty should consider the following recommendations as we accommodate students who may fall ill during the semester or have responsibilities to help care for their families and friends: 

· Do not use an attendance grade. 

· Allow students to complete missing work in a timely fashion if they must miss class. 

· Do not require that a student submit a note from student health or their doctor to make up missing assignments.

· Use a seating chart for the face- to- face component of your classes to facilitate contact tracing in the event that it becomes necessary.



First Week of Class Communications and Format

We will be directing all students in hybrid courses to check their D2L course for information about when to come to their face-to-face class session. D2L has a feature that will automatically populate students into subgroups for you so that you may assign them to a particular rotation. However, the D2L platform will not be open to students in advance of the first day of class. For that reason, we ask that you also draft an email to each of your classes that can go out the Friday before classes start in which you communicate expectations for the first week of class. You may wish to have all hybrid students meet online the first day of class so they can reference their cohort assignment. You may also wish to use the automated email format in D2L to send reminders to students about scheduled face-to-face sessions throughout the semester, particularly for the H2 format.

Communications with Students

 One of the most frequent complaints we have had over the last four months from students and parents is about communication with faculty and feedback on student work. As we have all experienced in navigating these few months, an environment that is constantly evolving  creates a great deal of anxiety due to uncertainty, and so communication becomes even more critical. Best practices for online courses suggest that timely response to student inquiries should be sent within 24 hours during the workweek, and within 48 hours on the weekend or over holidays. Grading of submitted work should be completed within 7 days of submission. Equally important, communicate your preferred method of contact to your students. Should they email you within D2L, only use your UNG email?  Will you post all communications to the class in D2L or use your class email distribution list?  You cannot rely on communicating course and assignment information during the class time when you are in a hybrid format and/or may have students with special accommodations.  For those teaching hybrid or face-to-face classes, office hours may be conducted virtually, in your office wearing masks, by appointment, or some combination thereof.  All of this information should be included in your syllabus so students can reference it throughout the semester. 

Assessments and Final Exams

As I noted in the opening paragraph, final exams will be online. The reason for this decision was to avoid having students travel home for the Thanksgiving holidays, and then return to campus, increasing the opportunity for the spread of Covid-19 during the winter months when health experts anticipate a surge of infections and coinciding with flu season. Although the proctored requirement for online courses is in effect, that can be fulfilled as the final exam or at another point in the semester. Please do not plan to have final exams proctored in person on campus. For online proctoring, we have acquired a new license for Respondus Monitor as an alternative to ProctorU, which has some limitations as well, but which is free to use. Respondus Monitor does not work on Chromebooks.  In addition, DETI is an excellent resource for exploring assessment best practices in online instruction, which might provide additional alternatives to proctoring.  If you make changes in your assessments, please be cognizant of the impact on program assessment or general education assessment and coordinate that with your department. 

 During the semester, we will have some limited capacity for you to use large spaces on campus, such as the CE auditorium in Gainesville or potentially the gym floor in Memorial Hall, for a face-to-face exam period with the entire class socially distanced at one time. This will need to be done before Thanksgiving, not during finals week, and it would not replace having some exam, project or paper due during final exam week.  If you wish to schedule a large space for face to face exams during the semester, please make that request through your department chair, and we will work together to reserve an alternative space for your class on that day. 

Use approved tools and platforms within D2L. Other tools can present security risks and may not be accessible to students with disabilities. Group texts for example may not be accessible to a student with disabilities.  You recently received an email announcing that we have added Zoom as a tool for your use.  We are compiling a matrix that outlines the capabilities of Blackboard Collaborate, Visual Huddle, TEAMs, Zoom and other approved platforms, so that you may select the best tool for your needs. This reference will be available on the DETI website.  If you have a technological need, please consult with DETI about available resources. 

Teaching Resources

CTLL and DETI continue to offer a variety of workshops, videos and just in time resources to assist you with your course planning. Because you will have limited touch points with your students in the hybrid format, how you use them to engage your students will be critical. A complete list of internal and external faculty development resources is available to you through the Nighthawks Together website: https://ung.edu/together/faculty-info/faculty-development-resources.php  I also recommend to you Transparency in Teaching and Learning or TILT as an important pedagogy for all instruction. In a virtual setting it can reduce students’ confusion in many ways. (https://tilthighered.com/)

· TILT makes transparent things that are sometimes unclear to students:

· The purpose of an assignment: Why is it relevant?

· A detailed description of the assignment: What do excellent examples look like?

· Explicit criteria for grading: How will the assignment be assessed?

Finally, I appreciate the questions and concerns shared through your department chairs, deans, the Faculty Senate and emails directly to me. We are navigating uncharted seas together and that communication helps us make better-informed decisions and find solutions to problems. It feels somewhat like we are charting a course between Scylla and Charybdis, but I am confident that together we will be successful. I thank you for your creativity, your resourcefulness, your concern for your students, and your flexibility.

Be well, 

Chaudron





From: James Conneely
To: Mac McConnell; Chaudron Gille
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:41:56 AM

Mac and Chaudron,
 
As you may recall, the following was first proposed as part of the idea of offsetting the potential loss
of revenue at Cumming with the shifting of associates students to Gainesville.  We did the research
and presented this at a UC meeting.  At that time, the both of you endorsed the idea as a good way
to soften the blow by increasing the number of bachelor student admits, without jeopardizing
retention, and only minimal degradation to entry quality.    When COVID hit and we needed to make
a late matriculation adjustment to the GPA Only model, we revived the 2400 FI as a way to make
sure we hit our Bac numbers in Dahlonega and overall.  It seems to have worked, but we aren’t
across the finish line yet. 

 
I want to confirm if you are still on board with this proposal. 
 
Bonita,
 
As we continue to move forward on trying to recruit students in this unusual time, we have done
some analysis on our admission metrics.  As you consistently have advocated, we want quality
student who are able to be successful at UNG.  Currently we are almost 300 point higher on our FI
than some of our peers, including Kennesaw.  Additionally, with COVID, test scores and other metrics
are changing and the pool of applicants may be impacted. 
 

1. Below is the quality metrics for the confirmed bachelor’s first time freshmen for Fall 2020
compared to Fall 2019.  

Ø  We looked at averages for confirmed bachelor's first time freshmen.  Comparison
number for last year is averages of those enrolled.  While we lost some points on test
side, looks like we gained on the GPA side.  I think this is to be expected since we
admitted at a 2400 with BOR minimums. 

 
2019 2020

SAT 1155 1134

ACT 24 23

HS GPA 3.49 3.55
 
Ø  The data reflects about a -2% decrease in Test Scores and a +2% in HS GPA, so pretty much a

wash in terms of quality index overall.
 

2. Currently our FI is a min of 2500 (even though most students are higher).  My
recommendation, for Fall 2021, provided USG requires test scores and a FI for admission,
would be to admit with a 2400 FI that we adopted when we went GPA Only for the bachelor
admissions.  The retention data show that 2400-2499 (70% average for 2016-2018) FI

mailto:James.Conneely@ung.edu
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students retained equally to those with FI 2500-2599 (70% - same period).  From a student
success point of view, we believe that students with a 2400 FI students should not be
eliminated from the bachelor cohort.  Currently the 2400-2499 FI are admitted at the
associate level, but their enrollment yield is 13% lower than the 2500-2599 FI group.  Many of
these students want to start at the bachelor level or are seeking a residential experience we
cannot accommodate in Dahlonega, and end up enrolling elsewhere.    

 
3. Fall 2021 recruiting is going to be more difficult virtually than this past spring in many

regards.  Last spring when COVID hit,  we were in the latter stages of confirmation.  This year
we’ll be starting recruitment virtually for Day 1.  Limited campus visits, few high school visits,
etc.  We don’t want to see an a potential enrollment drop because we are narrowing our
applicant pool in an environment that is very disruptive and unpredictable.  All of the metrics
that have been used in previous recruiting cycles has been upended nationally.  Students may
not get an opportunity to retest, or test for that matter. 

 
4. Given that we need to help boost our chances of growing in Fall 2021, boosting the yield of

the 2400-2499 students is an way to move in this direction relatively easily.  Of course, if USG
changes to the GPA Only model, that will up end the whole thing again. 

 
I would appreciate your thoughts and we need to move forward as quickly as possible. 
 
 

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs &
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706.864.1818
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
 
The contents of this email message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may
contain confidential and/or privileged information and may be legally protected from disclosure. If you
are not the intended recipient of this message, or if this message has been addressed to you in error,
please immediately alert the sender by reply email and then delete this message and any attachments. If
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying, or
storage of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited.
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From: James Conneely
To: Chaudron Gille
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 1:26:34 PM
Attachments: Ally memo (003).docx

Chaudron,
 
Attached is a memo from Thomas McCoy (SDS) about the Blackboard Ally program that he thinks
would be beneficial for the faculty. If you would, please, share it with the Deans and the academic
departments so that the faculty will have access to it. The plan is to introduce it as a helpful tool and
hopefully the faculty will have a positive response.
 
Jim
 

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs &
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706.864.1818
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
 
The contents of this email message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may
contain confidential and/or privileged information and may be legally protected from disclosure. If you
are not the intended recipient of this message, or if this message has been addressed to you in error,
please immediately alert the sender by reply email and then delete this message and any attachments. If
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying, or
storage of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited.
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Memo

To: Chaudron Gille, Provost & Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, Jenna Colvin, General Counsel, Beth Arbuthnot, ADA Coordinator, Alyson Paul,  Associate Vice President, James Conneely, Vice President of Student Affairs and Enrollment.

From: Thomas McCoy, Student Disability Services


Date: 7/22/2020


Re:	The use of Blackboard Ally as an online accessibility tool on the D2L platform.




I wanted to take an opportunity to introduce the UNG family to a new tool for accessibility. Blackboard Ally is designed to support faculty by checking for common accessibility issues. It will provide feedback and guidance to help faculty learn how to address accessibility challenges on the D2L platform. Additionally, it is designed to provide students with choices and it adds flexibility that comes with a more personalized approach. It does this by offering the students a variety of alternative formats that will make the courses more accessible. 

Why do we need to address accessibility on D2L, especially since we are already having to deal with the COVID challenge? The reason is based on a legal precedence called the Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act (29 U.S.C. § 794d).  In short, it requires the university to develop, procure, maintain and use information and communications technology (ICT) that is accessible to all students with disabilities. Most importantly, it is the “right thing” to do. 

Since we have a more online presence, due to the COVID challenge, we have a more focused approach to make all materials online fully accessible. We are reaching more students on the D2L format than in the past and we want all of the materials accessible.

I would like to emphasize that this is intended to be a tool to help the faculty and to educate them on how to improve their content’s accessibility. The Fall Semester provides us with a good opportunity to learn, educate and monitor while the educational and promotional materials are being developed. Departments may want to encourage the use of this tool and inform the faculty that it is available. Blackboard Ally will be fully integrated into D2L, providing the instructor an easy to interpret gauge for the accessibility of their course content.  Additionally, this product provides guidance and tips for content accessibility improvements.  DETI will also provide faculty development training for this new addition to D2L.

For administration, including the ADA Coordinator, we will have access to an accurate measurement of the university’s 508 online accessibility compliance. This information will be available upon request.

Please, forward this information along to all of the faculty, whenever possible. This will help them become aware of this opportunity and I would like to encourage all faculty to take full advantage of this opportunity. 

Thank you for your hard work and dedication to the students. 















































This document has been checked for 508 compliance through the Word Accessibility Checker.





From: UNG Center for Teaching Learning and Leadership (CTLL)
To: Alyson Paul; Amanda Nash; Anastasia Lin; Andy Novobilski; Ann Marie Francis; Anne Duke; Anthony Fritchle;

April Nelms; Ash Mady; Benjamin Schoening; Betsy Cantrell; Brent Paterline; Bryan Dawson; Carly Redding; Carol
Adams; Caroline Samples; Carolynn DeSandre; Chaudron Gille; Chris Barnes; Christopher Jespersen; Craig
Greathouse; D. Brian Mann; Daniela Martinez; David Babb; Dean Lieburn; Dede deLaughter; Dianna Spence;
Dlynn Williams; Elizabeth Combier; Eugene Van Sickle; Holly Verhasselt; Irene Kokkala; Janet Marling; Jason
Pruitt; JB Sharma; Jeanelle Morgan; Jeff Marker; Jeff Pardue; Jeff Turk; Jerry Graveman; Jessica Miles; Jill
Schulze; Jim Hammond; Joanna Carrega; Jocelyn Glenn; John Leyba; Jonathan Barefield; Joseph Matthews; Joy
Bolt; Joyce Stavick; Karen Armstrong; Kasi Ives; Kathleen Moody; Katie Simmons; Keith Antonia; Kelli Crickey;
Kristi Hislope; Lauren Johnson; Linda Rowland; Lindsay Reeves; Lori Wilson; Mary Gowan; Michael Rogers;
Michele Hill; Michelle Brown; Mike Ryan; Mohan Menon; Nancy Dalman; P. Clay Rowell; Pablo Mendoza; Pamela
Sachant; Patricia Todebush; Rebecca Johnston; Rebecca Rose; Ric Kabat; Richard Oates; Richard Prior; Ruben
Boling; Sara Mason; Shannon Gilstrap; Sharon Chalmers; Sheila Schulte; Sheri Hardee; Stefanie Palma; Steven
Lloyd; Susann Doyle-Portillo; Ted Forringer; Timothy May; Valerie Pflug; Veronica Walker; Virginia Feher; William
Gash

Cc: Rebecca Johnston; Kathleen Pendleton; Noel Hahn; Carl Ohrenberg
Subject: New Faculty Orientation Agenda and Registration
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 11:29:24 AM
Attachments: 2020 Aug NFO - Public Agenda July20.pdf

Academic Leaders,
 
As our response to the pandemic continues to evolve, we have made the decision to make New
Faculty Orientation virtual this year. The dates of the events will remain the same as previously
indicated. Below is a brief outline of our current plans for the virtual components of New Faculty
Orientation 2020:   

 
Three-Day Incoming Faculty Orientation (August 4-6, 2020): Faculty will meet in virtual
rooms established through Blackboard Collaborate for sessions in the morning and afternoon.
Generous breaks will be provided for the faculty to eat lunch on their own each day.

 
Evening Orientation for Part-Time Instructors (August 13, 2020): This virtual event will be
hosted through eLearning (D2L) and Blackboard Collaborate from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

 
Please inform new hires of these events and encourage them to register and attend. They will
receive a link to the virtual meeting space on Blackboard Collaborate once they have
completed registration for the event through the online RSVP. Completing the RSVP by July 28
will ensure that the new faculty members are able to access all orientation materials.
 
Best,
 
Carl Ohrenberg, Interim Associate Director of CTLL
Rebecca Johnston, Interim Director of CTLL
 
Center for Teaching, Learning, and Leadership (CTLL) 
Gainesville Campus | Dunlap-Mathis 144 | 3820 Mundy Mill Road | Oakwood GA 30566 
Dahlonega Campus | Downtown Office Building 310 | 82 College Circle | Dahlonega GA
30597 
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New Faculty Orientation Agenda 


Tuesday, August 4, 2020  
 


Today’s Events to be held live on eLearning (D2L) 
Please arrive to the virtual room early and ensure that your equipment is working properly 


 
9:00-10:00 a.m. Welcome to UNG  


Welcome – Dr. Rebecca Johnston, Associate Director, CTLL  
Presidential Address – Dr. Bonita Jacobs, President, UNG 
Dr. Chaudron Gille, Provost and Sr. Vice President  
Dr. Steven Lloyd, Associate Vice Provost 


 
Overview of New Faculty Orientation:  Dr. Carl Ohrenberg, Assistant Director, CTLL 


 
10:00-11:00 a.m. 


 
Becoming a UNG Employee 


Ms. Beth Arbuthnot, Associate Vice President for Human Resources/ Risk/ Compliance 
 


11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Emergency Preparedness and Safety Measures for COVID-19 
Officer Greg Williams, Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness  
 


12:30 p.m-2:00 p.m. Lunch Break  
 


2:00-2:30 p.m. Introduction to Distance Education and Technology Integration (DETI) 
Dr. Irene Kokkala, Director, DETI 
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New Faculty Orientation Agenda 


Wednesday, August 5, 2020  
 


Today’s Events to be held live on eLearning (D2L) 
Please arrive to the virtual room early and ensure that your equipment is working properly 


 
9:00-9:30 a.m. Welcome from Leadership  


Dr. Richard Oates, Vice President, Gainesville Campus  


UNG within The University System of Georgia:  
Dr. Michael Rogers, Assistant VP Academic Affairs and (retired) Assistant Vice-Chancellor of the 


University System of Georgia 


UNG, The Senior Military College of Georgia 
Colonel Joseph Matthews, Commandant of Cadets 


 
9:30-10:00 a.m. USG Initiatives 


Dr. Eugene Van Sickle, Assistant Vice President of Strategic Student Success Initiatives 
 


10:00-10:15 Break 


10:15-11:15 Online Teaching and the Resources of DETI 
Dr. Irene Kokkala,  Director, DETI 


  
11:15-11:45  Diversity and Inclusion During the Pandemic  


Dr. Pablo Mendoza, Director, Diversity and Inclusion 
Dr. Lauren Johnson, Assistant Dean, College of Education 
Dr. Robert Robinson, Director, Multicultural Student Affairs 


 
                         1:45-1:00 p.m.  Lunch Break 
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1:00-1:30 p.m. 
 


Scholarly Productivity:  Resources and Goals   
Office of Research and Engagement:  Dr. Andy Novobilski, Associate Provost for Research & Engagement 


and Chief Research Officer  
Institutional Review Board:  Dr. Troy Smith  


Center for Teaching, Learning, and Leadership (CTLL) Resources for Scholarly Productivity:  
Dr. Michael Rifenburg, Senior Faculty Fellow and Associate Professor 


 


1:30 - 2:30 p.m. Scholarly Productivity:  Panel Discussion 


Research Resources of the Libraries – Rebecca Rose, Assistant Dean of Libraries  


Research at UNG – Dr. Anastasia Lin, Assistant Vice President – Research and Engagement  


Grants & Contracts Overview – Dr. Yolanda Carr, Director, Grants and Contracts  


Faculty Research Experience – Dr. Rebecca Johnston, Associate Director of CTLL and Associate Professor 
 


 2:30 - 2:45 p.m. Break 
2:45 - 3:45 p.m.  TiLT-Clear Communication during the time of COVID 


CTLL Representative 
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New Faculty Orientation Agenda 


Thursday, August 6, 2020 
 


Today’s Events to be held live on eLearning (D2L) 
Please arrive to the virtual room early and ensure that your equipment is working properly 


  
   


9:00-9:45 a.m.  Welcome 
Building a Career at UNG – Rebecca Johnston, Associate Director, CTLL 


Teaching, Service and Research: The Path to Promotion, Tenure, and Success 
 


9:45 – 11:00 
 


See Links for Mentoring 
Sessions 


Building Mentoring Networks: Conversations with Successful Faculty  
Please choose the room most associated with your discipline and background and click 
the corresponding link from the Mentoring Sessions list in order to join the conversation 
with experienced faculty in a separate room.    


 
11:00 – 12:00 p.m. See Links on Table Fair 


Directory  
Virtual Table Fair 


A directory of tables is included in a separate document. Each table has a separate link 
associated with it. Click on the link to interact with the people at the desired table. You 
may come and go from the various tables as you wish during the fair. To do so, leave the 
room you are in and click the link to the table you wish to visit next.    
 


12:00 – 1:30 On your own Lunch Break 


1:30-3:30 p.m. Interactive Sessions With: 
 
 


CTLL – Faculty Handbook and UNG Syllabus Information 
 


Student Disability Services – Accommodations  
 
Registrar’s Office – Grade Rolls, Student Records, and Grade Reporting | FERPA 
 
UNG Libraries – Online Resources of the UNG Library 
 


 







CTLL Phone: 678-717-3933 
 
 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Greg Williams
Subject: New GA Pandemic Business Safety Act
Date: Monday, August 10, 2020 11:45:00 AM
Attachments: CCF08102020.pdf

Kate, Mac and Greg,
   A lawyer friend a fellow vestry member shared this with me this morning.
I wanted to share the language in the Georgia COVID-19 Pandemic Business Safety Act that recently
became law on August 7th. The law amends Title 51 of O.C.G.A. which deals with tort law. The law
shields businesses that follow the Governor's guidelines for CoVid-19 safety from liability claims
arising from a person who might contract the virus while on the business premises. The definition of
business entity includes "religious or educational organization[s]" such as Children of Grace. In order
to comply with the Act COG must post a written warning as set forth in the Act in one inch Arial font
at a point of entry to the facility.
 
I wanted to bring the highlighted language to your attention, and ask if we need to post similar
signage?
 
Chaudron
 

-
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opportunities for you to work toward your preferred schedule.  Also, please note that
since March, more than 500 additional faculty have received training in the delivery
of fully online courses, and this will result in a more robust online course experience
for students.

Class Meetings
Many face-to-face and hybrid courses will be conducted remotely for the first class
meeting, but some classes will meet face-to-face as scheduled. Monitor your UNG
email for instructions from your instructor. You may also go to your D2L course
section for information about when to come to campus for hybrid classes. The D2L
platform will open the first day of class. If you add a class during drop-add, D2L will
not update until the following day, so you may want to email the faculty member for
course details.  Instructions for accessing D2L
 
Technology Requirements
Because all courses will have some online component this semester, including final
exams, you should have access to a computer with audio and video capability and
internet access to fully participate in courses and to be able to do testing. Laptops
are available for loan through Information Technology or for purchase through the
UNG Bookstore.  Also, we have enhanced Wi-Fi capacity and outdoor access points
across our campuses for your convenience.
 
Student Support
We know that many students may be facing challenges this semester, and UNG has
resources available to support you. In particular, if you are at higher risk for severe
illness with COVID-19 and need academic accommodations, please contact Student
Disability Services for assistance.  Additionally, the Dean of Students Office for each
campus can help connect you with the resources to support your success at UNG.

Health and Safety Information
Please take a few minutes to complete this training module to be aware of the many
safety precautions being taken by the university and to understand your
responsibility to abide by university and public health guidance to ensure the health
and safety of the UNG community.

While this semester will be unlike any we have ever experienced, careful planning has gone
into preparing the campus for the return of students and we remain committed to your
success.  We appreciate your support and patience as we begin the semester, and we
encourage you to check the university’s Nighthawks Together website regularly for new
information.

Sincerely,

Dr. Bonita C. Jacobs
President

Dr. Chaudron Gille
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

Dr. James Conneely
Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management

https://connect.ung.edu/click?linkid=42bfc529-a314-4533-8967-5807a97bae39
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From: Michelle Eaton
To: James Conneely; Chaudron Gille; Ken Crowe; Greg Williams; John Delaney; Merci Rivera; Gabriel Jones; Jill

Rayner; Erick Jones; Brandon Hoang; Joseph Matthews; Ellen Cormack; Treva Smith
Cc: Kate Maine; Sylvia Carson; Sean Evett
Subject: Parent, Family & Student Town Hall
Date: Friday, August 7, 2020 10:14:41 AM
Attachments: Top 10 and Agenda PFS Town Hall.docx

All,
 
Thank you for being willing to serve in UNG’s upcoming Parent, Family and Student Town Hall on
August 11 at noon. Please see the attached agenda to formulate talking points and to view your
physical location.
 
Dr. Maine will filter the questions that come in during the event. We will send out the questions
prior to the event to assist in your talking points.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thank you,
 
Michelle A. Eaton
Director of Enrollment Management
Student Success
University of North Georgia
110 South Chestatee Street | Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 867-2893
 
Click here to Schedule a Meeting with Me!
 
Go Nighthawks!
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Parent, Family and Student Virtual Town Hall II

Top 10 Things You Need to Know about Returning to Campus

Audience: New and Returning UNG Student and their Families

Welcome – Dr. Jacobs

Top Ten Things to Know (each one introduced by Dr. Kate Maine and then addressed):

1. Familiarize yourself with the guidelines in place on all five of our campuses. (mask requirements, how to get masks, bring a water bottle, hand sanitizer, etc. )

a. Ken Crowe (Day Conference Room)

b. Greg Williams (Day Conference Room) 

2. Students, faculty, and staff should conduct daily self-checks before coming to campus. (where to find it, how to do it, reporting symptoms or cases)

a. Greg Williams (Day Conference Room)

3. Students should reach out to Student Health Services or other medical care providers for assistance when necessary. (when should students reach out, how, and where)

a. Greg Williams (Day Conference Room)

b. Dr. Jim Conneely (Price Memorial 211)

4. Technology will be an important part of our learning process this fall and students should familiarize themselves with the requirements and resources available. (what do you need, how can UNG help, familiarize yourself with D2L)

a. Merci Rivera (Chestatee Conference Room 323)

b. Gabriel Jones (Stewart Conference Room)

5. Course instruction will look different this fall, but we are committed to providing an educational experience that continues to challenge and develop students. (first day online? , understand your course format, SDS for accommodations)

a. Dr. Chaudron Gille (Day Conference Room)

6. Financial hardships are a part of life for many, especially right now, but we have resources available to help. (financial aid, UNITE, SMMC, tuition and fees if necessary to discuss again)

a. Jill Rayner & Erick Jones (Chestatee Conference Room – Erick office (Stewart 261))

b. Dr. Mac McConnell if needed

7. UNG will continue to have a variety of resources available for support students academically, physically, and mentally. Many resources are available online, but many are planning to reopen in person. (email people for help, smart thinking and online tutoring, in-person academic tutoring, counseling, advising, etc., website has updated information for offices)

a. Dr. Jim Conneely (Price Memorial 211)

b. Dr. Chaudron Gille (Day Conference Room)

8. Our campus facilities will operate a little differently this fall, but will still be able to support students and their experiences. (rec center, student centers, dining locations, residence halls, etc.)

a. Brandon Hoang (sitting in for Jerry Sullivan) (Chestatee Conference Room 323)

b. Treva Smith (Stewart Conference Room 260)

c. COL Matthews (Stewart Conference Room 260)

d. Dr. Delaney (Day Conference Room)

9. Your UNG email will continue to be the official method of communication between students and the university. This situation is fluid and things could be updated, so university leadership, faculty, and staff will communicate with students through email when necessary.

a. Dr. Kate Maine (Day Conference Room)

10. We care – we will continue to work through this together and we’re here to support you. 

a. Dr. Bonita Jacobs (Day Conference Room)

Closing – Dr. Jacobs

· mention ung.edu/together for questions and more resources

· invite those planning to live on-campus in Dahlonega to stay on or join the breakout session for more information from Residence Life

***optional Residence Life Conversation – Treva Smith – will send zoom link to only residential students and their parents for access – different zoom link



From: Jamie Mitchem
To: Kate Maine
Cc: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Phase 3???
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 2:18:46 PM

Good afternoon,

   I feel a duty to reiterate and remind what we were told at the beginning of summer that our
decisions would be data-driven and driven by science, not politics.  The phased reopening was
guided by the idea that case numbers would be declining to move to the next phase, and if
need be we would move back a phase if cases began climbing again.  Well, cases are climbing
again and climbing dramatically.  Hospitals in our region are now diverting ambulances and life
flighting patients to other hospitals.  ER's and ICUs are "saturated."  I am increasingly
concerned that the determination to reopen is regardless of what the data shows which
threatens the safety of every faculty, staff, and student that must come to our campuses.  I
encourage UNG to make sure safety remains the top priority and make data-driven, evidence
based decisions.  

I greatly appreciate the townhall. It was again filled with helpful information and excellent
advice.  I had 5 concerns I wanted to share:

1. It was stated that the PPE request form could be used "as supplies last."  Supplies of
disinfectant sprays and wipes are very difficult to find, and we cannot be expected to
teach if those supplies are not available in the classrooms.  I hope all classrooms can be
constantly supplied with this safety equipment so faculty are able to teach safely. 
Otherwise, we would need a remote option until safety equipment becomes available.

2. The response to the questions about what would potentially trigger UNG to close was
concerning.  That there are "no metrics" for that call makes it feel like it will be a hunch
or a political decision.  Again, we desire data-driven decisions about the rate of spread,
number of cases, positivity rate, hospital loads, or number of deaths that would likely
lead to a move online so we can prepare as much as possible and know that the data is
being monitored and our safety is being considered.  Being asked to identify our
"academic next-of-kin" is not reassuring on this front either.  

3. In the training module, a few people have raised concerns about the "individual
responsibility" slide.  I confess I have not had time to watch it yet.  They have lawyer
friends who are concerned that it seems to be a way for universities to try to avoid
some of the liability if faculty become sick or worse due to their job.  This is particularly
concerning since many faculty are in essence being forced to teach face to face that
would prefer to teach online which would obviously be safer (I understand the
difference in teaching effectiveness and the desire by half of students to be in class
while the other half desire to avoid campus during the pandemic).  I also realize there
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are terrible economic risks to being online, but there are also terrible economic risks to
faculty/staff/students getting sick, hospitalized, or worse, the long term impacts of this
virus, the difficulty replacing faculty and admins that we might lose to this virus, and the
negative press if/when things go horribly wrong.  It's a no-win situation, but cases are
surging now as you know, and the impact on faculty could be really dire.  Faculty are
honestly being pressured to teach face to face as much as possible which puts our
health and lives at risk (as well as the community around each campus), and this level of
liability is very concerning to me.  Sometimes the costs of inaction are greater than the
costs of action thought they might be more difficult to quantify (this is true for climate
change for example - the costs of not addressing it are much higher than the costs of
taking action).

4. The fact that on campus testing is only for students is troubling.  Faculty and staff need
access to testing, too, possibly even more than students.  Forcing us to drive off
campus, schedule appointments, wait in line for hours, and then wait weeks for results
seems counter productive.  I know I for one will plan to get tested  occasionally, and
waiting for results is going to be a big problem as well as the wasted time from having to
do this all on our own off campus.  I hope there will soon be a way for us to also have
access to rapid testing on our campuses.

5. New research and even guidance from CDC seems to be indicating that face shields do
not provide the protection that masks provide.  I know there are some cases where
faculty need to have their mouths visible, but the openness of face shields is not only a
risk to the faculty (they are taking the risk themselves I guess in that case) but also to
the students in that room (who are having that risk thrust upon them by a professor
wearing a shield instead of a mask).  That seems concerning.  A recent case in a
classroom showed that nobody who wore masks got the virus, but those wearing face
shields did.  https://www.insider.com/face-shields-did-not-protect-people-from-
coronavirus-swiss-outbreak-2020-7   

I know I am throwing a lot at you.  I know you are trying your best to balance safety, student
needs, community pressure, political pressure, and the long term viability of UNG.  I share all
of this not to criticize, but to raise the alarm that more and more faculty seem to be growing
increasingly concerned as the hospitalizations and cases are spiking all across north Georgia.  I
will confess that I am dreading the first days of classes, and I am resigning myself to the fact
that I will likely be exposed to this terrible virus at work.  I want to teach online, but I was
pressured to teach one of them as a hybrid.  Others will be much more exposed than me.  If
numbers weren't spiking I wouldn't be as worried.  I don't know what to do except share those
concerns with those making the big decisions.  Faculty Senate will be conducting our business
entirely online until the situation stabilizes or improves.  Thanks for reading a long email! 
Please take care.

https://www.insider.com/face-shields-did-not-protect-people-from-coronavirus-swiss-outbreak-2020-7
https://www.insider.com/face-shields-did-not-protect-people-from-coronavirus-swiss-outbreak-2020-7


Jamie  



From: Greg Williams
To: Ken Crowe; Chaudron Gille; Beth Arbuthnot; Steve McLeod; Karen Tomlinson; Alyson Paul
Subject: Please Review: Covid-19 Employee Training Module
Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 8:38:03 AM
Attachments: GW Rev2 Promoting a Safe and Healthy UNG.pptx

Good morning,
 
Can you please review the attached draft Covid-19 employee training program. Initial thought was to
only have supervisors complete the training, but I now feel it may be beneficial for all employees to
complete the training. Thoughts? The training would be facilitated using Skillport through HR.
 
Please respond with any comments and content suggestions. The hope is to have this training
available as soon as possible.
 
Greg
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
 
Confidentiality Notice: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, replication, disclosure or distribution is
strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message. 
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Promoting a Safe and Healthy UNG

 COVID-19 Employee Training Program







Message From the President

Need Content

The safety and well-being of the University community is the highest priority of UNG.





Purpose of This Training:

Prepare employees for the phased employee return to campus

Provide basic information about COVID-19 and how it is spread from person-to-person

Educate supervisors and employees on the important measures UNG is implementing to create a safe and healthy environment

Provide COVID-19 related Human Resources polices and procedures, checklists, and resources to support supervisors in promoting a safe and healthy environment for employees







How UNG is Promoting 
a Safe and Healthy Campus





Promoting Best Practices

Following best practices from the University System of Georgia, the Georgia Department of Public Health, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Gradual and phased approach for employees to return to campus

Providing training and up-to-date information for employees and students

Providing a washable cloth face covering to all students, faculty, and staff, and strongly encouraging use while on campus





Promoting Best Practices

Requiring all employees to conduct a self-screening and acknowledge they do not have signs and/or symptoms of COVID-19 before coming to campus each day

Implementing enhanced cleaning and disinfecting protocols on all campuses

Use of signage and regular communications to encourage all members of our community to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by practicing good hygiene

Establishment and continuation of a COVID-19 Task Force to plan for, respond to, and mitigate impacts of COVID-19.





Enhanced Disinfection Processes

Facilities personnel will clean touch surfaces on a more frequent basis.

Additional disinfection between classes can be performed by faculty and students as desired.

Hand sanitizer will be placed in all academic spaces, common areas, computer labs, and other commonly used spaces on all campuses.

Employees and students can submit work orders to Facilities to request or report spaces identified as needing enhanced cleaning.

Click here to submit a Facilities work order.
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Enhanced Disinfection Processes

In areas with known COVID-19 exposure, cleaning/disinfecting procedures will be handled by select, trained group of employees with oversight from their safety professionals. Scope of cleaning will be assessed based on the infected person’s location, travel, and duration in spaces.

Enhanced disinfection procedures will pay specific attention to restrooms, entry ways, doorknobs, water fountains, lounges, classroom/lab touch surfaces, corridors, and public circulation areas (elevators, interior handrails).
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Enhanced Disinfection Processes

Door & door handles/push plates, if applicable

Light switches

Countertops

Faucet handles

Soap dispensers

Seat cover dispensers

Toilets/fixtures

Urinals/fixtures

Hygiene containers

All partitions

Hand dryers

Baby changing stations

Paper towel dispensers 

Restrooms will be cleaned daily with disinfectant:
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Cleaning Your Workspace

Employees can use these basic guidelines to clean their personal and shared workspaces to reduce pathogen exposure.
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Cleaning





Disinfection





Removes dirt/impurities that can interfere with the success of disinfection procedures to kill germs. Cleaning alone may not kill germs.





Kills germs with the use of chemicals and is most effective after first cleaning a dirty surface.



















Cleaning Your Workspace
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Non-Porous (Hard) Surfaces





Use a disinfectant to wipe down metal/plastic surfaces.





Wipe all typical contact points: door knobs and handles, light switches, counter surfaces, file drawer handles, desks, chairs, tables, sink faucets and handles.





Porous (Soft) Surfaces





Remove visible contamination or waste on porous surfaces such as carpet flooring, fabric chairs, rugs or drapes.





Clean with appropriate cleaner for use on these surfaces.





Technology Equipment





For keyboards and other types of technology equipment, alcohol-based wipes may be used





Do not allow the cleaning product to pool on the surface during cleaning. Wipeable computer covers are recommended, if applicable.





Use caution when spraying any aerosol chemical.



















Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

In the best interest of health and safety of the University community and based on instructions from the USG, all UNG employees are strongly encouraged to wear a cloth face covering while on campus to minimize the potential for COVID-19 virus spread. 

This includes all public spaces and spaces used by multiple people, with an even greater expectation for those who work in multiple buildings on a routine basis.
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

The USG instructions acknowledge that there may be unique scenarios under which employees would be required to wear a face covering and allow institutions to establish a process for documenting and approving such scenarios.

UNG’s COVID-19 Task Force, composed of faculty and staff with appropriate expertise, are establishing this process and will evaluate these situations on a case-by-case basis.
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Employees do not need to wear goggles and face shields on campus unless their normal work environment requires this type of enhanced protection (e.g., teaching laboratory, etc).

According to the CDC, gloves are not necessary for general use and do not replace good hand hygiene.

Masks and face coverings protect others from asymptomatic shedding of the virus, but they do not lessen the importance of social distancing and good hygiene practices.
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

UNG will provide employees with a one-time provision of PPE supplies if requested.

Each employee is eligible to receive one PPE supply kit.

Basic Office PPE Kit includes:

5 disposable masks

Bottle of hand sanitizer

Can of sanitizing spray

Sanitizing wipes (when available)

Requests must be submitted by Department Heads or their designee. 

Cloth masks will be distributed outside of this process





All requests for PPE supplies must be submitted using this form: 

https://go.ung.edu/ppe
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Social Distancing on Campus
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Signage





Reminders to practice and reinforce social distancing in shared areas, including breaks rooms, rest rooms, and conference rooms.





Partitions





Partitions, where needed and as available, for customer facing areas. Consider closure of alternate sinks and urinal in multi-occupant restrooms.















Social Distancing on Campus
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Sanitation Procedures





Sanitizing procedures for common work areas with shared equipment, tools, computers, copiers, etc.





Distance Communication





Continued limitation of large group meetings and use of distance communications tools like Microsoft Teams.





Appropriate sanitation of shared University vehicles between uses.















LiveSafe Phone App

The free LiveSafe app provides employees and students with a direct connection to campus resources so that everyone can easily communicate all their safety needs and concerns.

Employees and students can submit COVID-19 reports, find COVID-19 testing sites, obtain public safety assistance, and chat with public safety officials using the app.

Click here for more information.
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COVID-19  Basic Information





What is COVID-19?

On February 11, 2020 the World Health Organization announced an official name for the disease that is causing the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak, first identified in Wuhan China. The new name of this disease is coronavirus disease 2019, abbreviated as COVID-19.

There are many types of human coronaviruses including some that commonly cause mild upper-respiratory tract illnesses. COVID-19 is a new disease, caused by a novel (or new) coronavirus that has not previously been seen in humans.



Source: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html





Reference: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html#Basics
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How does COVID-19 Spread?

COVID-19 is thought to spread mainly from person to person, mainly through respiratory droplets produced when an infected person coughs, sneezes, or talks. These droplets can land in the mouths or noses of people who are nearby or possibly be inhaled into the lungs. Spread is more likely when people are in close contact with one another (within about 6 feet). 

It may be possible that a person can get COVID-19 by touching a surface or object that has the virus on it and then touching their own mouth, nose, or possibly their eyes. 

Source: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/how-covid-spreads.html





https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/how-covid-spreads.html
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Symptoms of COVID-19

People with COVID-19 have had a wide range of symptoms reported – ranging from mild symptoms to severe illness. Symptoms may appear 2-14 days after exposure to the virus. People with these symptoms may have COVID-19:

Fever or shills

Cough

Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing

Fatigue

Muscle or body aches

Headache

New loss of taste or smell

Sore throat

Congestion or runny nose

Nausea or vomiting

Diarrhea 



All employees must self-monitor and acknowledge they are not aware of any signs and/or symptoms of COVID-19 before coming to campus each day. 





https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
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Symptoms of COVID-19

This list does not include all possible symptoms. For the most up-to-date information on COVID-19 symptoms, check the CDC’s website.



By coming to campus, an employee is acknowledging they have completed the self-monitoring requirement prior to coming to campus, and that they do not have signs and/or symptoms of COVID-19.
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Self-Monitoring Requirement

Employees must conduct a self-screening daily before coming to campus. If the answer is “yes” to one of more of the following questions, the employee should stay home, notify their supervisor, and complete the COVID-19 self-reporting form.

Daily Self-Screening Questionnaire

Are you experiencing any of the COVID-19 related symptoms?

Are you living with or caring for an individual who is suspected or confirmed case of COVID-19?

Have you been in contact with anyone known or suspected to have COVID-19 in the last 14 days?

Have you tested positive for COVID-19 since your last screening?





Source: UNG Return to Campus Plan
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How to Protect Yourself and Others

Wear a face covering while on campus.

Wash your hands often with soap warm water for at least 20 seconds. Use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer (at least 60% alcohol) if soap and water are not available.

Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed hands.

Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue, then throw the tissue in the trash.

Stay home if you are sick, If you become ill at work, go home immediately and report your symptoms using this form.

Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
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How to Protect Yourself and Others

Stay home if you are sick.

Practice social distancing, or putting 6 feet between yourself and others.

Avoid sharing common office supplies such as pens and notebooks.

Develop sanitizing procedures for work areas with commonly used or shared equipment, tools, computers, copiers, etc.

Conduct virtual meetings whenever possible.
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Important Terms
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Asymptomatic Carriers





Social Distancing





Congregate Settings





Individuals who are infected with an infectious agent, such as COVID-19, who may spread the illness without showing symptoms of the disease.





Remaining out of congregate settings and maintain 6 feet distance from others.





Public places where close contact with others may occur.





Pandemic





A global epidemic or one that has spread over several countries or continents, affecting many people.































Important Terms
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Isolation





Quarantine





Incubation Period





Contact Tracing





The separation of those who are sick with a contagious disease from those who are not to avoid transmission.





To separate and restrict movement of people who may have been exposed to a contagious disease, but do not show symptoms.





The time from exposure to an agency, like COVID-19, to the onset of symptoms.





A strategy where public health officials work with a patient to help them recall everyone with whom thay have had a close contact during the timeframe while they may have been infectious.































What to Do If You Are Showing Symptoms of, Exposed to, or Diagnosed with 
COVID-19





How to Submit a COVID-19 Report

Any employee who is not felling well with symptoms of COVID-19, has recently tested positive for COVID-19, or has been in direct contact with someone who has tested positive for COVID-19 should stay home and complete the self-report to activate the University’s response protocols. 

https://go.ung.edu/covid-self-report
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How to Report a Concern About Others

This report is intended to provide a mechanism for UNG community members to report concerns about other UNG community members who may be positive for the COVID-19 virus or have been exposed to others who may be positive for the virus. 



https://go.ung.edu/covid-concern



This information is given voluntarily and is only shared with Dean of Students (for students) Human Resources (for employees), and Emergency Management for all reports.
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COVID-19 Response & Decision Path

This decision path is for employees who are not feeling well with symptoms of COVID-19, recently tested positive for COVID-19.
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Employee should stay home and contacts Supervisor





Employee is not feeling well with COVID-19 symptoms, recently tested positive for COVID-19.





Employee or supervisor completes the COVID-19 self report form: https://go.ung.edu/covid-self-report





Emergency Management EM) contacts employee to evaluate exposure and/or need for testing. EM notifies anyone who may have been exposed on campus and Facilities for cleaning if needed.





Employee is instructed to self-isolate and remain off campus. Employee may be referred to DPH for screening and testing. DPH COVID-19 Hotline 844-442-2681.





Human Resources contacts employee to review testing results and leave options with employee.





Department of Public Health may conduct contact tracing investigation if needed. 





Human resources works directly with employee on return-to-campus date and communicates to employee’s supervisor. 





Employee returns to campus.

































COVID-19 Response & Decision Path

This decision path is for employees who believe they have had direct or indirect contact with someone who may have recently tested positive for COVID-19.
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Employee has been in direct contact with, or believes they have been exposed to someone who has tested positive for COVID-19 and is not symptomatic.





Employee is instructed to self-monitor for symptoms. Employee may contact DPH for screening and testing options by calling the COVID-19 Hotline 844-442-2681.





Based on DPH recommendation, employee may be tested for COVID-19.





Employee or supervisor completes the COVID-19 self report form: https://go.ung.edu/covid-self-report





Emergency Management EM) contacts employee to evaluate exposure and/or need for testing. 





If no test is recommended or taken, and/or test results are negative, employee continues to report to campus.





If employee is tested and results are positive, begin symptomatic decision process.













































Returning to Work After Illness

In some cases, medical certification that validates the employee is able to perform all the essential functions of their position may be required.

The supervisor must contact Human Resources to coordinate the request for medical certification.

Employees are required to follow CDC guidelines for quarantine and isolation prior to returning to the workplace.

Under the ADA, supervisors are not permitted to directly contact an employee’s medical authority.
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Employee Leave Options and Alternative Work Arrangements





COVID-19 Related Leave and Absences From Work

A supervisor has the authority to send an employee home if the employee exhibits one or more of the symptoms identified by the CDC.

A supervisor has the authority to send an employee home if the employee is unable to perform the essential functions of the position due to a medical condition that has been observed by the supervisor or acknowledged by the employee.

Employees should use accrued sick or vacation leave or other available leave options in the next slides.

Employees experiencing symptoms of COVID-19 should not report to work.

If an employee experiences COVID-19 symptoms at work, they should:

Notify their supervisor

Leave work immediately

Complete the COVID-19 self-report form
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Employee Leave Options: FFCRA

Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA)

The FFCRA provides employees up to two (2) weeks of paid emergency sick leave for those situations when an employee is required to be in quarantine or isolation due to a COVID-19 exposure.

The FFCRA also provides expanded FMLA coverage for employees that are unable to work due to a need to care for a child if the school or place of care has been closed due to a public health emergency associated with COVID-19.

Supervisors should refer employees to Human Resources for questions and information regarding COVID-19 related leave options.



hr@ung.edu

DAH - 706-864-1440

GVL – 678-717-3821
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Employee Leave Options: FMLA

Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA)

Eligible employees may be granted up to 12 work weeks of job-protected leave during a 12 month period for certain health-related and/or military deployment situations.

FMLA leave eligibility is not performance based. An employee is required to exhaust their sick and personal leave balances while on FMLA.

Supervisors should refer employees to Human Resources for questions and information regarding COVID-19 related leave options.



hr@ung.edu

DAH - 706-864-1440

GVL – 678-717-3821
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Telecommuting (Telework)

Supervisors should consider a telecommuting arrangement only when it is beneficial to their department and the University. 

Supervisors are encouraged to utilize this option when feasible

Prior to working from home, employees should review

UNG Teleworking Policy

Covid-19 Teleworking PowerForm

UNG IT Acceptable Use Policy

Equipment Loan Agreement Form
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An arrangement to permit an employee to perform essential job functions at a designated alternate location.





Telecommuting (Telework)













Flexible Work Schedule

Supervisors should consider:

Can the job duties be performed during hours other than regular business hours?

Can the job duties be performed independent of others who may not be working the same shift?

Supervisors may use flexible work arrangements to meet present and future departmental needs and challenges, better manage workflow, control the use of overtime, or lengthen the hours of service.
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Flexible Work Schedule





Alternative work schedule that differs from the University’s regular business hours.





The goal should be to enhance the business operations of the department while at the same time providing enhanced flexibility to employees.













COVID-19 Related ADA Accommodations Requests

The CDC has determined that older adults and people of any age who have serious underlying health conditions might be at higher risk for severe illness from COVID-19.



Requests from employees for an accommodation due to COVID-19 will be handled through the University’s existing Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) process.

Please contact Human Resources if you have any questions regarding a COVID-19 workplace accommodation question or request.



ADA@ung.edu
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COVID-19 Related ADA Accommodation Requests

Faculty seeking an accommodation are asked to submit their COVID-19 related ADA accommodation request by July 15, 2020. This deadline will assist the campus in planning for the delivery fall semester instruction.

Please note the University accommodations process addresses workplace accommodations directly related to the employee and their job functions. Based upon guidance from the USG, the University’s accommodation process can only be used to address COVID-19 related concerns related to your own medical conditions and risk factors. If you wish to seek leave related to the care of others, please refer to employee leave options, including the Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA), and the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA).
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Employee Travel





Employee Travel

With the exception of inter-campus travel, UNG employees are limited to essential business travel only. For non-intercampus travel, employees are required to complete a travel authorization form as part of a pre-approval regardless of destination, cost, level of reimbursement, or funding source.

Employees must justify that the proposed travel, whether domestic or international, is essential by documenting the consequences of not traveling. This justification must be included in the travel authorization and approved by the immediate supervisor.

Non-essential, business-related travel of any kind if currently prohibited for USG employees.
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Employee Travel

Employees or students who travel on University business or as part of a University program to an area of significant activity will be required to quarantine before returning to campus.

Employees and students traveling on non-University related travel are strongly encouraged to follow relevant CDC and Georgia Department of Public Health post travel quarantine guidance and may be subject to quarantine requirements.
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Additional Resources





Additional UNG Resources
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Human Resources





General Information





Benefits and Wellness





Facilities





Submit a Work order





Emergency Preparedness





PPE Request





Report a COVID-19 Concern





General Information





UNG COVID-19 Resources Page











Operations Updates





LiveSafe Phone App





Employment Forms























Additional Resources

Georgia Department of Public Health (DPH)



Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)



CDC High Risk Conditions
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From: Kate Maine
To: Bonita Jacobs
Cc: Mac McConnell; Chaudron Gille
Subject: Presidential Update 2020-07-17.docx
Date: Friday, July 17, 2020 12:08:05 PM
Attachments: Presidential Update 2020-07-17.docx

President Jacobs,
A draft message is attached for your review.  I have included Mac and Chaudron for their
review and suggestions, too.  Regarding President Fedricks’ request to share the message
regarding the USG naming advisory group, I propose to share that separately from my
office, so that it does not add to the length of the attached message and so that we treat that
subject independently of other information.
Kate

mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
mailto:Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu
mailto:Mac.McConnell@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu

Dear UNG Faculty and Staff:



As we continue to work toward fall semester, I have several important updates for you.  Please read these details carefully.



Mask guidance

We have had several questions following Governor Kemp’s July 15 Executive Order regarding COVID-19, particularly regarding face coverings. The USG has confirmed this morning that the guidance previously issued regarding face coverings remains in place and is not in conflict with the Governor’s Executive Order. 



Returning to campus

As announced previously, we are targeting July 27 for the beginning of phase 3 of our Employee Return to Campus plan.  The non-closure emergency leave remains available through the end of July for employees who are unable to return to campus for work and who are unable to telework. Soon, we will launch online training modules for supervisors, employees and students to understand the health and safety measures and protocols that will be in place as we return to campus.  



Budget

Our new fiscal year began on July 1. I am thankful that the state legislature and the Board of Regents were able to protect our dedicated faculty and staff from furloughs; however, the reduction in state funding this year will create significant challenges for UNG this year. We will have to manage our resources very carefully and increase our focus on the ongoing development of non-state revenue sources.  The FY21 budget did include funding for crucial UNG capital projects, including the completion of the Gainesville Campus renovations of the former Lanier Tech facility and the construction of the Cottrell Center for Business, Technology and Innovation.  Unfortunately, the final budget this year did not include the planning and design of the addition to the Cumming Campus building; we will continue to advocate for that critical project.



Voluntary Separation Plan

The Voluntary Separation Plan developed as part of our budget reduction strategy has been approved by the USG.  The program will achieve personnel savings by offering retirement-eligible employees financial support to facilitate that career transition. The program is entirely voluntary, and the Office of Human Resources will share program details with all employees today.



Summer enrollment

Our enrollment this summer was up 10.23% over last year.  Further, summer enrollment has grown almost 32% over the past six years. That significant increase points to the robust summer course offerings we have added in recent years to help students remain on track for degree completion and the expansion of online offerings and upper-level courses. Kudos to the many faculty, staff and administrators involved in supporting this record summer enrollment growth.



Town Hall meetings

We are planning a virtual town hall meeting for faculty and staff at noon on Wednesday, July 22.  The link to join that meeting is https://go.ung.edu/town-hall.  You may submit questions you have to president@ung.edu.  Please know that I will also host a town hall meeting for students and families on Wednesday, July 27, to try to address questions they may have.



This pandemic has taken a toll on all of us, and I know this remains an incredibly stressful time.  I appreciate your continued support, patience and flexibility as we strive to serve our students and ensure our campuses are safe.



Please stay safe, stay well,

Bonita



Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.

President 



From: Michelle Eaton
To: Kate Maine; Chaudron Gille; James Conneely
Cc: Sarah Strickland
Subject: Questions for Town Hall so far
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 8:54:38 AM
Attachments: 07-23-2020 Town Hall FAQs.xlsx

image001.png

All,
 
Attached are the questions for Monday’s town hall so far. I will send Kate an updated list Friday so
that she can filter what will be asked and we can be sure we know who will answer each question.
 
Thank you,
 
Michelle A. Eaton
Director of Enrollment Management
Student Success
University of North Georgia
110 South Chestatee Street | Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 867-2893
 
Go Nighthawks!
 

 
 
 
                
 

• How did I servo you today? 

mailto:Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu
mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:James.Conneely@ung.edu
mailto:Sarah.Strickland@ung.edu
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=jsXmuPrWSk-WjNS-ZY3-jqXBvM3BexxDpWVUWCIk6XdUN1ZBMjIzVVAyWVlRRFRVTzAxVU5LV0QxVC4u

Export

		Question Received		What category does this question fall under?		Other Describe

		How will there be campus events?		Campus Activities

		Will students be expected to socially distance in the dining hall, or at events?		Campus Activities

		Will graduation be before or after Thanksgiving break?		Campus Activities

		What is the plan for cadets testing positive during FROG week?		Campus Activities

		Will there be a normal graduation in December?		Campus Activities

		Will the fitness center be open, and what procedures will be made?		Campus Activities

		How does a hybrid class format work?		Course Offerings and Modality

		What should a dual enrollment student expect for their in-person classes?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Will nursing students be able to participate in clinicals or will it be an online version of clinicals?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Will UNG utilize Zoom or similar platforms for online instruction?		Course Offerings and Modality

		For dual enrollment students, when/how will they be informed of their class format changes?		Course Offerings and Modality

		If we go virtual during the semester, will students be able to drop their classes without penalty?		Course Offerings and Modality

		When will students be informed of what days/weeks they attend each of their classes?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Will accommodations be made for students who have difficulty with online learning (due to medical or other reasons)?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Are all UNG professors prepared to conduct classes online?		Course Offerings and Modality

		How will UNG conduct lab classes online, if need be?		Course Offerings and Modality

		What should students expect for their first day of class?		Course Offerings and Modality

		If we transition to virtual learning and students are sent home, will there be a refund on dorm and dining?		Finances or Scholarships

		If a cadet test positive during FROG week, will this prevent them from receiving their ROTC scholarship?		Finances or Scholarships

		If we switch to online classes after the fall semester starts, will students be able to withdraw and receive a full refund?		Finances or Scholarships

		If we switch to online classes after the fall semester starts, will students be able to withdraw and receive a full refund?		Finances or Scholarships

		Because the semester is shorter, will dorm and dining fees be reduced?		Finances or Scholarships

		Will housing and other fees be re-assessed in light of a campus closure?		Finances or Scholarships

		Will housing and other fees be re-assessed in light of a campus closure?		Finances or Scholarships

		Will masks be mandated or expected?		Health and Safety

		Will cadets be expected to wear a mask while they do PT every morning?		Health and Safety

		How do COVID measures differ for cadet students?		Health and Safety

		How will social distancing affect various study spots around campus?		Health and Safety

		What are the consequences for a student who refuses to wear a mask?		Health and Safety

		If a student is test for COVID, what are the protocols for while they wait for the results?		Health and Safety

		Will accommodations be made for students who have family members at risk?		Health and Safety

		Will students be required to wear gloves?		Health and Safety

		What safety precautions will be taken at the dining hall?		Health and Safety

		When someone at the school tests positive and they have been in these hybrid classes, how are you going to address the situation?		Health and Safety

		Will students receive masks from the school?		Health and Safety

		Are accommodations being made for students who can't wear masks (asthma)?		Health and Safety

		What are the plans for when a professor tests positive?		Health and Safety

		If we have to go virtual again, will students be sent home as they were in the spring?		Health and Safety

		Will there be COVID testing on campus?		Health and Safety

		Is there a specific list of scenarios that would cause the university to shut down and switch online?		Health and Safety

		Will a student need to be tested every time they have a symptom (coughing/sneezing)?		Health and Safety

		What metrics determine when we move to the next contingency plan?		Health and Safety

		When in secluded areas of campus and socially distanced from other students, can masks be taken off?		Health and Safety

		How are you accommodating students who are more susceptible to the COVID-19 virus?		Health and Safety

		Can friends sit together in the library, dining hall, or other spots on campus?		Health and Safety

		What is the plan for students that live on campus should they test positive for COVID?		Health and Safety

		Why was the hybrid format not communicated before the housing cancellation deadline?		On-Campus Housing

		Will their be a designated quarantine section in cadet housing?		On-Campus Housing

		Will parents be able to attend move-in?		On-Campus Housing

		If we go virtual and students are sent home, will students keep their dorm assignment for when they return?		On-Campus Housing

		Since some dorm amenities will not be available, will the cost of housing be reduced?		On-Campus Housing

		If myself or my roommate is exposed to the virus, what are the procedures for quarantining?		On-Campus Housing

		Will parents be able to attend in-person orientation?		Orientation

		If there is not an in-person orientation, will the orientation fee be refunded?		Orientation

		Will there be an in person orientation, and if so, when?		Orientation

		Is there going to be an online or in person orientation for Dual Enrollment students? If so, when and where?		Orientation

		How long is the in-person orientation?		Orientation

		Will the Blue Ridge campus Orientation be in the new building?		Orientation

		What procedures will be made for in-person orientation?		Orientation

		Will students have a normal dining hall experience? (ex: all stations open, no reservations, etc.)		Other (Describe below.)		Dining

		Will the Corps still accept cadets if they are not able to complete or attend FROG week?		Other (Describe below.)		Corps of Cadets

		What are the protocols for student athletes?		Other (Describe below.)		Athletics

		For student athletes, if fall workouts are cancelled, will sports compete in the spring?		Other (Describe below.)		Athletics

		Will professors be given microphones to be heard clearly through their masks?		Student Success

		How will nursing students be prepared for the NCLEX, if they are unable to have normal clinicals?		Student Success

		If a student shows COVID symptoms or tests positive, will there be a process for notifying parents?








From: Jamie Mitchem
To: Faculty
Subject: Quick update from Faculty Senate
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 3:56:41 PM

Good afternoon everyone,

   I hope you have had a good summer even though it has been so unusual and hectic.  As we
prepare for fall semester, I wanted to share some information that might be handy, and let
you know Faculty Senate is working hard for you.  Faculty Senate and  Faculty Senate's
Executive Board has met (online) several times over this busy summer to talk about issues that
needed to be addressed like reopening plans, budget cuts, and racism.  A couple of Senate
members urged me to email all faculty to provide updates, communication, and support.  I
just saw part of Rep. John Lewis' funeral so I realize this might get me in a little bit of "good
trouble."

1. Faculty Senate wants to support our faculty at all campuses and all ranks.  Please reach
out to your departmental Senate representative (see list of members here:
https://ung.edu/faculty-senate/index.php), campus at-large Senators, and/or the Senate
Chair if you feel pressured, intimidated, or threatened.  While we cannot argue each
individual case, we need to know about any collective concerns or practices that are of
concern to faculty.  This is not a critique of our administrators at UNG who are doing
their best to strike the right balance given statewide mandates, but instead we want to
make sure those faculty who are concerned don't give up or take unnecessary risks. 
You are not alone. There is an accommodation process available through HR if needed
fro those with risk factors. Balancing safety concerns with institutional needs are
especially challenging right now, and we want to make sure safety remains the top
priority for faculty, staff, and students at UNG.

2. Faculty Senate has met online twice this summer to specifically discuss institutional
racism and how UNG can address the topic head-on and continue to enhance the
accessibility, inclusivity, and diversity of our university.  It has been a remarkably
refreshing open discussion with many promising initiatives being rolled out from the
Office of Diversity & Inclusion, the Senate's Diversity Council, Academic Affairs, the
President's Office, Human Resources, CTLL, Student Affairs, and Faculty Senate and
other groups.  New collaborations are being formed between faculty, staff, and students
to address this comprehensively.  This is all hands on deck to make positive steps, and
we are thrilled to see it.  More news to come as actions and opportunities are
announced.

3. The website for updates related to fall semester can be found
here: https://ung.edu/together/index.php

4. I urge you to hold meetings online this fall. UNG now has Zoom, and Teams and Visual

mailto:Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=09e981e9e10647df849107498d2b5ae2-Faculty
https://ung.edu/faculty-senate/index.php
https://ung.edu/together/index.php


Huddle are also useful platforms for allowing people to attend meetings virtually.  
5. Several Senate members talked about feeling alone, being concerned about children

and school decisions, facing illness and/or death of family members, economic
challenges, and the damaging toll of social media.  Please reach out to colleagues, form
teams of support, seek out counseling if needed, try to find some time to decompress,
and take care of yourself (I'm talking to myself here, too) in these challenging times.  We
want everyone to remain healthy physically, mentally, and emotionally.  Burnout is a
very real concern, and while we urge you to do your best work possible as an employee
of UNG we also want everyone to take good care of themselves and their families.  We
are all human, and there are only so many hours in a day.  Remember our students are
going through this, too, and get them help if you think it is needed.

6. Any positive or suspected cases of faculty or students can be reported using the link
below.  It is important to document cases so contact tracing can occur, and UNG can
support those who might need help: https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php     

7. We want to remind you that even during a pandemic, we retain academic freedom in
our classrooms.  Manage your classroom safely and responsibly.  Give our students the
best education possible.  Take them outdoors if you need to. Divide them up how you
see fit if teaching in a hybrid format to maintain social distancing and reduce the density
in the classroom. Communicate with your classes. Employ inclusive pedagogy.  Let's
inspire our students, educate them, keep them safe, and help them navigate some of
the most challenging but also most exciting years of their lives.  I wish you all the best as
summer wraps up and we prepare for fall semester in the year of 2020.  Take care!

Thanks for all you do,

UNG COVID-19 Reporting
UNG is requesting that all students,
faculty, staff and visitors complete a daily
self-screening for COVID-19 symptoms
before returning to campus or interacting
with the campus community face-to-face.
If you are experiencing symptoms

     
    ung.edu

Iii] 
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        Jamie Mitchem
        Chair, UNG Faculty Senate 



From:
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Remote Work Request
Date: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 4:51:40 PM

Chaudron,
 
My mom is having a pacemaker put in sometime in the near future (got to love planning in the time
of COVID, but then you have some experience with this …).  I would like to travel to Philadelphia next
week to spend a few days with her before the new semester starts.  My plan would be to take
vacation and travel on Tuesday so I can attend LEAP on Monday from my office.  I would attend
meetings from Phila on Wednesday and then take half a day Thursday and all day Friday off.   This
would allow me to accomplish work that is going to need to be completed.  Of course, if the surgery
is scheduled over that time, we’ll probably delay the trip – which is why I don’t want to stop
scheduling work events while I’m out of the office.
 
Thank you for your consideration.

 
=======
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From: UNG Office of University Relations
To: Faculty-Staff
Subject: Required COVID-19 Training for Employees
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 5:45:38 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.emz
image007.emz
image008.png
image009.png

 
To support our safe return to campus this fall, all employees are required to
complete the Employee Training Module, and supervisors are expected
to complete the additional Supervisor Training Module. 
 
The training modules emphasizes your responsibility to conduct daily self-
screenings and report cases of COVID-19.   Importantly, if you are
experiencing any symptoms of COVID-19 or have been directly exposed
to someone with COVID-19, do not come to campus. Employees who have
tested positive or who have symptoms of COVID-19 should seek medical care, notify
their supervisor and stay at home. These employees are eligible to use up to two
weeks paid leave under the Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA) and
can use any other available leave.
 
Additionally, the training covers campus health and safety practices that aim to
reduce the spread of COVID-19.  When employees complete the appropriate
training, they will be asked to acknowledge the completion of the training and to
commit to adhering to all safety protocols. Supervisors may access additional
guidance here. 
 

 
 
 
 

A UNG log-in is required when accessing the training modules.  You may access the
modules via the buttons below or through the links on the Nighthawks Together
website.

 
 
 

mailto:universityrelations@ung.edu
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From: Pbear
To: Chaudron Gille
Cc: Donna Caldwell
Subject: Re: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 3:50:46 PM


This is approved.  Donna has confirmed that we can still complete a journal entry to adjust.

Thanks,

Mac

On Jul 8, 2020, at 3:23 PM, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> wrote:


Mac, 
   it is my understanding that Anastasia has worked with Donna and Freda to
develop this plan for covering the shortfall. I support the request if you have no
issues with it. I am also confident that this will not recur under her supervision. 
Chaudron

From: Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:56 PM
To: Anastasia Lin <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Cc: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
 
Chaudron –
 
I fully support Anastasia’s request.  While this occurred prior to her becoming
responsible for the Honors Programs, she is working to: a) resolve the immediate issue;
and b) ensure that it doesn’t occur again.
 
Your help in reaching out to Mac would be greatly appreciated.
 
Andy
 
=======
Andy Novobilski, PhD
Assoc. Provost, Research and Engagement
Chief Research Officer
University of North Georgia
706-867-4493
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From: "Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu" <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 at 12:13 PM
To: Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>
Subject: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
 
Hi Andy –
It has come to my attention that Summer Honors (DSS 14100  1300154 11100  41100 )
has overdraw in its account by $6976.57. The overage was incurred because the
program did not run this summer due to COVID-19. Unfortunately, the reserve was not
enough to cover the overage.
 
I request the controlled year end budget be used to move this amount into salaries,
which was the largest expenditure. Could you please help shepherd this request up the
chain? My understanding is it needs to be approved at the VP level and by Mac
McConnell.
 
Please let me know if any additional information is required. Thank you for considering
the request.
 
Anastasia
 
 
Anastasia Lin, Ph.D.
Assistant Vice President, Research & Engagement
Associate Professor of English
102 Price Memorial
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706.867.3234
 
**NEW! Need to make an appointment? Click here: https://ncsadvising.ung.edu/
 
 
<image001.png>

 

https://ncsadvising.ung.edu/


From: Chaudron Gille
To: James Conneely; Mac McConnell
Subject: RE:
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:53:00 AM

Jim,
   I am on board with the proposal for admissions for fall 2021.
Chaudron
 

From: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:42 AM
To: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: 
Importance: High
 
Mac and Chaudron,
 
As you may recall, the following was first proposed as part of the idea of offsetting the potential loss
of revenue at Cumming with the shifting of associates students to Gainesville.  We did the research
and presented this at a UC meeting.  At that time, the both of you endorsed the idea as a good way
to soften the blow by increasing the number of bachelor student admits, without jeopardizing
retention, and only minimal degradation to entry quality.    When COVID hit and we needed to make
a late matriculation adjustment to the GPA Only model, we revived the 2400 FI as a way to make
sure we hit our Bac numbers in Dahlonega and overall.  It seems to have worked, but we aren’t
across the finish line yet. 

 
I want to confirm if you are still on board with this proposal. 
 
Bonita,
 
As we continue to move forward on trying to recruit students in this unusual time, we have done
some analysis on our admission metrics.  As you consistently have advocated, we want quality
student who are able to be successful at UNG.  Currently we are almost 300 point higher on our FI
than some of our peers, including Kennesaw.  Additionally, with COVID, test scores and other metrics
are changing and the pool of applicants may be impacted. 
 

1.  Below is the quality metrics for the confirmed bachelor’s first time freshmen for Fall 2020
compared to Fall 2019.  

Ø  We looked at averages for confirmed bachelor's first time freshmen.  Comparison
number for last year is averages of those enrolled.  While we lost some points on test
side, looks like we gained on the GPA side.  I think this is to be expected since we
admitted at a 2400 with BOR minimums. 

 
2019 2020

SAT 1155 1134
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ACT 24 23

HS GPA 3.49 3.55
 
Ø  The data reflects about a -2% decrease in Test Scores and a +2% in HS GPA, so pretty much a

wash in terms of quality index overall.
 

2.  Currently our FI is a min of 2500 (even though most students are higher).  My
recommendation, for Fall 2021, provided USG requires test scores and a FI for admission,
would be to admit with a 2400 FI that we adopted when we went GPA Only for the bachelor
admissions.  The retention data show that 2400-2499 (70% average for 2016-2018) FI
students retained equally to those with FI 2500-2599 (70% - same period).  From a student
success point of view, we believe that students with a 2400 FI students should not be
eliminated from the bachelor cohort.  Currently the 2400-2499 FI are admitted at the
associate level, but their enrollment yield is 13% lower than the 2500-2599 FI group.  Many of
these students want to start at the bachelor level or are seeking a residential experience we
cannot accommodate in Dahlonega, and end up enrolling elsewhere.    

 
3.  Fall 2021 recruiting is going to be more difficult virtually than this past spring in many

regards.  Last spring when COVID hit,  we were in the latter stages of confirmation.  This year
we’ll be starting recruitment virtually for Day 1.  Limited campus visits, few high school visits,
etc.  We don’t want to see an a potential enrollment drop because we are narrowing our
applicant pool in an environment that is very disruptive and unpredictable.  All of the metrics
that have been used in previous recruiting cycles has been upended nationally.  Students may
not get an opportunity to retest, or test for that matter. 

 
4.  Given that we need to help boost our chances of growing in Fall 2021, boosting the yield of

the 2400-2499 students is an way to move in this direction relatively easily.  Of course, if USG
changes to the GPA Only model, that will up end the whole thing again. 

 
I would appreciate your thoughts and we need to move forward as quickly as possible. 
 
 

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs &
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706.864.1818
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
 
The contents of this email message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may
contain confidential and/or privileged information and may be legally protected from disclosure. If you
are not the intended recipient of this message, or if this message has been addressed to you in error,
please immediately alert the sender by reply email and then delete this message and any attachments. If
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying, or

mailto:james.conneely@ung.edu


storage of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited.
 
 



From: John Leyba
To: Steven Lloyd; Carol Adams; Mary Gowan; Carolynn DeSandre; Sheri Hardee; Andy Novobilski; Jeff Turk; Christopher

Jespersen; Joy Bolt
Cc: Chaudron Gille
Subject: RE: A Very Concerned Student
Date: Friday, July 3, 2020 11:34:09 AM

Hi Steve,
 
This is a very valid point.  Many times, gloves give individuals a false sense of security and I see folks
freely touching their face, high-touch surfaces, and others while wearing gloves.  This is very poor
protocol.  In my opinion, we need to educate/inform our students, faculty, and staff about proper glove
protocol.
 
John
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 3, 2020 11:07 AM
To: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>; Carolynn DeSandre
<Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>; Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>; Andy Novobilski
<Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>; Jeff Turk <Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>; Christopher Jespersen
<Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>; John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>
Cc: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: A Very Concerned Student
 
UR signaled that they are developing communications about proper mask wearing and cleaning. 
Perhaps the same is needed for gloves?  Specifically – when they are needed, how to effectively use
them to prevent cross contamination, and how to properly remove and dispose of them. 
 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-
sick/gloves.html#:~:text=Use%20disposable%20gloves%20when%20cleaning,least%2060%25%20alcohol.
 
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 at 3:56 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>, Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>, Carolynn
DeSandre <Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>, Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>, Andy
Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>, Jeff Turk <Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>, Christopher Jespersen
<Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>, John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>, Joy Bolt
<Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>
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Cc: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: A Very Concerned Student
 
Colleagues,
 
The new PPE kits include gloves.  I suspect they are latex, but I am not sure.  Considering they are not to
be used multiple times due to contamination, should we remind staff not to use them in academic
spaces, or do we add that to the signage University Relations is designing?
 
Carol
 
Carol J. Adams, Ph.D.
Associate Vice President, Academic Affairs
Dean, University College
University of North Georgia
Gainesville Campus
2120 Nesbitt
Gainesville, GA 30503
678-717-2233
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>; Carolynn DeSandre <Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>; Sheri
Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>; Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Andy Novobilski
<Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>; Jeff Turk <Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>; Christopher Jespersen
<Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>; John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>
Cc: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: A Very Concerned Student
 
All,
 
See below for a message from a student with embedded suggestions for dealing with students with
latex allergies upon reopening.  This stems from a reaction the student had to latex gloves being used in
one area on campus recently.  Facilities, Greg Williams, and SA are all a part of this conversation, but I
thought it was important to send your way for awareness and consideration as we outfit new spaces
with PPE and consider existing practices for academic, lab, and research spaces.
 
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840
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Good morning,

I’m sorry this has taken a bit of time to compose. After talking to several students at
UNG that have a latex allergy, I have gotten a better idea of the concerns of reopening
along with issues that existed before campus closed. Here are the things that would
make campus feel safer:

 

Labeling areas on campus that do or can have latex products. Campus events that
use latex balloons can be a landmine if a student is unaware that there are balloons. It is
also difficult to navigate campus when there are outdoor events in high traffic areas, like
Hoag Patio, that are using balloons either as decoration or for games. Other areas to
include would be those that use latex gloves (if the gloves cannot be changed to a latex-
free alternative), like the shuttle buses.

 

Removal of latex supplies from the nursing program. A student of the nursing
program expressed, “a big [issue] for me is obviously latex supplies in the nursing
program. It slows me down a lot to have to check my gloves before I put them on every
time”. The chemistry department has stopped using latex gloves due to issues with
students that have latex allergies, so why are there still programs at UNG that continue
to use latex gloves?

 

Student health should offer more latex-free options. Other students and I have had
the issue of putting that there is a latex allergy on the student health form, but student
health staff ignore that and have put latex band-aids on students. Another student
expressed how they would feel better if student health switched from handing out latex
condoms to “offer more latex-free options, such as nitrile condoms”. Even the students
who do not have a need for condoms would benefit from this change since there are
students that treat condoms like balloons and could expose a student to those allergens
at any time. 

 

Make RAs aware of the risks. As a student who will be living on campus for the first
time, I have been wondering what will happen if I cannot enter my dorm building safely. I
will be living on the 4th floor of Lewis Hall, so there is a lot of ground to travel to make it
from the outside to the safety of my room. If the RAs are told of these concerns, they
could better help students with latex allergies reduce exposure in their new “home”. As
previously mentioned, balloons can be very dangerous, this is because the powder that
is on most, if not all, latex balloons make the latex particles airborne. Not all people with
latex allergies are sensitive enough to have a reaction to the amount of particles that are
present in this scenario, but there are those (like myself)  who can have a reaction to the
smallest amount of latex particles. 



 

If latex gloves must be used, offer a small latex free area for students with these
concerns. If, for some reason, latex gloves cannot be changed to latex-free alternatives
in areas like the testing center, there should be an alternative area that remains latex-
free. This is also a concern for dining services. I haven’t been able to get anyone to
confirm if the dining hall uses latex gloves for food preparation or not, but if they do then
this should be changed. Students that live on campus are required to have a meal plan,
so if the dining hall uses latex gloves, then there are students that are paying for a meal
plan they cannot use. 

 

While I realize that there is only so much that can be done, and most of the problem is
due to people not knowing and understanding how dangerous this allergy can be, these
are the concerns of myself and other UNG students that have a latex allergy, and even if
not all of these issues can be addressed, I’m sure whatever measures can be
implemented to reduce latex exposure will be greatly appreciated among all of us.

 
 



From: Steven Lloyd
To: Carol Adams; Mary Gowan; Carolynn DeSandre; Sheri Hardee; Andy Novobilski; Jeff Turk; Christopher Jespersen;

John Leyba; Joy Bolt
Cc: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: A Very Concerned Student
Date: Friday, July 3, 2020 11:07:02 AM

UR signaled that they are developing communications about proper mask wearing and cleaning. 
Perhaps the same is needed for gloves?  Specifically – when they are needed, how to effectively use
them to prevent cross contamination, and how to properly remove and dispose of them. 
 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-
sick/gloves.html#:~:text=Use%20disposable%20gloves%20when%20cleaning,least%2060%25%20alcohol.
 
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 at 3:56 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>, Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>, Carolynn
DeSandre <Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>, Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>, Andy
Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>, Jeff Turk <Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>, Christopher Jespersen
<Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>, John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>, Joy Bolt
<Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>
Cc: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: A Very Concerned Student
 
Colleagues,
 
The new PPE kits include gloves.  I suspect they are latex, but I am not sure.  Considering they are not to
be used multiple times due to contamination, should we remind staff not to use them in academic
spaces, or do we add that to the signage University Relations is designing?
 
Carol
 
Carol J. Adams, Ph.D.
Associate Vice President, Academic Affairs
Dean, University College
University of North Georgia
Gainesville Campus
2120 Nesbitt
Gainesville, GA 30503
678-717-2233
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From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>; Carolynn DeSandre <Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>; Sheri
Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>; Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Andy Novobilski
<Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>; Jeff Turk <Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>; Christopher Jespersen
<Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>; John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>
Cc: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: A Very Concerned Student
 
All,
 
See below for a message from a student with embedded suggestions for dealing with students with
latex allergies upon reopening.  This stems from a reaction the student had to latex gloves being used in
one area on campus recently.  Facilities, Greg Williams, and SA are all a part of this conversation, but I
thought it was important to send your way for awareness and consideration as we outfit new spaces
with PPE and consider existing practices for academic, lab, and research spaces.
 
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 
 
 
 

Good morning,

I’m sorry this has taken a bit of time to compose. After talking to several students at
UNG that have a latex allergy, I have gotten a better idea of the concerns of reopening
along with issues that existed before campus closed. Here are the things that would
make campus feel safer:

 

Labeling areas on campus that do or can have latex products. Campus events that
use latex balloons can be a landmine if a student is unaware that there are balloons. It is
also difficult to navigate campus when there are outdoor events in high traffic areas, like
Hoag Patio, that are using balloons either as decoration or for games. Other areas to
include would be those that use latex gloves (if the gloves cannot be changed to a latex-
free alternative), like the shuttle buses.

 

Removal of latex supplies from the nursing program. A student of the nursing
program expressed, “a big [issue] for me is obviously latex supplies in the nursing



program. It slows me down a lot to have to check my gloves before I put them on every
time”. The chemistry department has stopped using latex gloves due to issues with
students that have latex allergies, so why are there still programs at UNG that continue
to use latex gloves?

 

Student health should offer more latex-free options. Other students and I have had
the issue of putting that there is a latex allergy on the student health form, but student
health staff ignore that and have put latex band-aids on students. Another student
expressed how they would feel better if student health switched from handing out latex
condoms to “offer more latex-free options, such as nitrile condoms”. Even the students
who do not have a need for condoms would benefit from this change since there are
students that treat condoms like balloons and could expose a student to those allergens
at any time. 

 

Make RAs aware of the risks. As a student who will be living on campus for the first
time, I have been wondering what will happen if I cannot enter my dorm building safely. I
will be living on the 4th floor of Lewis Hall, so there is a lot of ground to travel to make it
from the outside to the safety of my room. If the RAs are told of these concerns, they
could better help students with latex allergies reduce exposure in their new “home”. As
previously mentioned, balloons can be very dangerous, this is because the powder that
is on most, if not all, latex balloons make the latex particles airborne. Not all people with
latex allergies are sensitive enough to have a reaction to the amount of particles that are
present in this scenario, but there are those (like myself)  who can have a reaction to the
smallest amount of latex particles. 

 

If latex gloves must be used, offer a small latex free area for students with these
concerns. If, for some reason, latex gloves cannot be changed to latex-free alternatives
in areas like the testing center, there should be an alternative area that remains latex-
free. This is also a concern for dining services. I haven’t been able to get anyone to
confirm if the dining hall uses latex gloves for food preparation or not, but if they do then
this should be changed. Students that live on campus are required to have a meal plan,
so if the dining hall uses latex gloves, then there are students that are paying for a meal
plan they cannot use. 

 

While I realize that there is only so much that can be done, and most of the problem is
due to people not knowing and understanding how dangerous this allergy can be, these
are the concerns of myself and other UNG students that have a latex allergy, and even if
not all of these issues can be addressed, I’m sure whatever measures can be
implemented to reduce latex exposure will be greatly appreciated among all of us.

 
 





From: Carolynn DeSandre
To: Laura Land
Cc: Chaudron Gille; Kate Maine; Greg Williams
Subject: RE: ACEN/ CAPTE Covid 19 Updates on Partnerships for Clinical Education
Date: Friday, July 10, 2020 10:10:14 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Laura,
 
Thank you so much for the update.  I am forwarding your email to upper admin to keep them
abreast on how we are following CDC and USG COVID Guidelines.  Thank you for your diligence in
continuing to serve our students and our community.
 
Carolynn
 

From: Laura Land <Laura.Land@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 10:01 AM
To: Carolynn DeSandre <Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: ACEN/ CAPTE Covid 19 Updates on Partnerships for Clinical Education
 
Dean DeSandre,
 
Thank you for these resources! You have been an incredible support. I am happy to report
that IT Information Security has vetted a telehealth platform that is HIPPA and FERPA
compliant and we have accounts for all of our interns. 
 
We are only seeing the approved 5 higher risk clients in the clinic, staggering, and cleaning in
between. We will continue to operate the clinic and have shifted to only accepting clients who
are eligible for telehealth. 95% of our clients will be seen via the telehealth treatment
modality. 
 
Each intern has signed the student waiver and they each have their own room they stay in to
complete their calls and zoom sessions at the clinic. For the clients we do see face-to-face,
they have signed a waiver and they follow strict instructions upon entry of the clinic (i.e., face
mask affixed, wash hands in the front designated client only bathroom, and they wear gloves if
they will be touching any of our supplies during treatment). We keep the door open in our
large play room and the chairs at 10 feet apart. Everyone wears masks. We have a fan running
and a net to keep the bugs out when the door is open. We spray lysol disinfectant spray and
clean the room and bathrooms in-between. 
 
We are also staggering out interns at the clinic and have minimized hours. We have CDC
recommendations for hand washing posted as well as university procedures and guidelines. 
 
I am happy to report that at the community counseling clinic, we are safely proceeding and
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positioned to be able to go completely online and work remotely if need be. Our interns can
also see students via MS Team to help fill the need from the overflow at the student
counseling center. 
 
We are positioned for success thanks to your tremendous support!
 
Thank you!
 
Laura R. Land, PhD, LPC, NCC
Assistant Professor & Clinic Director
Department of Counseling
College of Health Sciences & Professions
University of North Georgia

From: Carolynn DeSandre <Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 9:50 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Greg Williams
<Greg.Williams@ung.edu>; Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>; Joanna Carrega
<Joanna.Carrega@ung.edu>; P. Clay Rowell <Clay.Rowell@ung.edu>; Laura Land
<Laura.Land@ung.edu>; Susan Klappa <Susan.Klappa@ung.edu>; Sue Ann McCall
<SueAnn.McCall@ung.edu>; Kimberly Castle <Kimberly.Castle@ung.edu>; Laura Stevens
<Laura.Stevens@ung.edu>; Angela <angela1009@hotmail.com>; Susan Miller
<Susan.Miller@ung.edu>
Subject: ACEN/ CAPTE Covid 19 Updates on Partnerships for Clinical Education
 
All,
 
I have been continuing to research this morning on guidance from USG, Accrediting Bodies, and
Governmental Healthcare State Boards on clinical education approaches during COVID.  I found
these resources on unique partnership models and alternative clinical learning experiences to
accommodate clinical learning during COVID. I wanted to share it with the group for information
purposes.  I am also including the following link to CACREP Covid Acceptable Accommodations for
clinical internships and practicums for Counseling: https://www.cacrep.org/for-programs/updates-
on-covid-19/#march63
 
Carolynn DeSandre, PhD, CNM, FNP-BC, CSAP
Interim Dean/College of Health Sciences & Professions
University of North Georgia
(706) 867-2778
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Steven Lloyd
Subject: RE: Additional faculty/department guidance
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 8:48:00 AM

Steve,
  I have no additions or corrections. Perhaps we should wait until after the Covid Response planning
update this afternoon to see if there is anything else that comes up, and then  go ahead with
distribution tomorrow. We will also want to update the website with this information where
relevant.  
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 3:41 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Additional faculty/department guidance
 
Some draft language to address some questions received recently.  The attached memo is from
Thomas McCoy about Ally.  I’ve added a note in my draft attachment and the memo could be sent as
well.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

UNG 
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Michelle Eaton; Kate Maine
Cc: Brett Morris
Subject: RE: Assistance
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 3:36:00 PM

Michelle,
    Here is the update that I sent Alsyon this morning on where we are with updating the modalities
of courses in reference to working with another student. I would suggest that for now, a response to
the student that we are updating the modalities of courses with hybrid or totally online and that we
encourage him to revisit the schedule in another week to verify the modality of his courses and then
to make adjustments. If he is immune-compromised,  I would direct him to contact disability services
to establish the need for accommodations.  
 
    We will hopefully have the schedule updated by the end of this week, with classes tagged as hybrid,
face to face or fully online. If the student is in a H2 –hybrid touch class, that should mean that they
will meet 4-8 times during the semester, in a socially distanced classroom , and now everyone will be
wearing masks.  Once the student knows what modality the classes are, and that masks are now
required, that may ease concerns. Once we get all the classes tagged, I do think it would appropriate
to discuss possible changes to the student schedule, but right now, there aren’t open seats and she
wouldn’t be able to tell what she’s got. We are working on getting everything tagged and adjusting
course caps to be in line with each modality. I would prefer that we address as many cases in advance
with schedule changes where possible. If a student has a documented disability, we will do our best to
accommodate them, but there are limits to what we can do.
Chaudron
 
 
 

From: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 3:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Cc: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Assistance
 
Dr. Gille and Dr. Maine,
 
Do you have any guidance on how we should respond to the email below?
 
Thank you for any help you can provide.
 
-Michelle
 

From: Caleb Rogers <Caleb.Rogers@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 3:11 PM
To: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Assistance
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Caleb Rogers
Associate Director of Enrollment Management
Communications & Marketing
University of North Georgia
110 South Chestatee St. | Dahlonega, GA 30597
Office: (706) 867-2572 | Text: (678) 310-7350
 
 
 

From:   
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 2:56 PM
To: Caleb Rogers <Caleb.Rogers@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Assistance
 
Hello Mr.Rogers,
 
Yes, I am very dissatisfied with how the university is handling classes in the fall already. 
 
I was told that for immune-compromised students like myself that we would be
accommodated and online classes would be available. Well while registering for my final
semester I did not see one class offered online. In fact, I can't even get all of the classes I need
in order to graduate on time. 
 
In addition,with rising numbers in GA why is the university even attempting to have in-person
classes. It seems inevitable that we will have an outbreak on campus and then be forced to
transition back to online learning. Creating a greater headache for staff and administration. 

From: Caleb Rogers <Caleb.Rogers@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 9:46 AM
To: 
Subject: Assistance
 
Good morning, John!
 
I saw your response to our Fall 2020 survey and you noted that you’d like for someone to reach out
and assist you. What can I help you with?
 
Best,
Caleb
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Caleb Rogers
Associate Director of Enrollment Management
Communications & Marketing
University of North Georgia
110 South Chestatee St. | Dahlonega, GA 30597
Office: (706) 867-2572 | Text: (678) 310-7350
 
 
 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Nancy Dalman; John Leyba; Steven Lloyd
Cc: Melissa Walton
Subject: Re: Blue Ridge biology
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2020 12:43:31 PM

Congratulations Nancy. I appreciate your creativity too. Glad he is happy with the solution.
Chaudron 

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>
Sent: Saturday, August 15, 2020 12:39:02 PM
To: John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd
<Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Cc: Melissa Walton <Melissa.Walton@ung.edu>
Subject: Blue Ridge biology
 
A happy ending! Thank you all for your support.
 
Nancy Dalman, Ph.D.
Professor and Department Head of Biology
Health and Natural Sciences, room 411
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706)867-2831
Nancy.dalman@ung.edu
 
 
 

From: 
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 9:25 PM
To: Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>
Subject: today
 
When I responded to you and Michael's earlier communications, I thought that I had hit "reply all" and you both
received my response.  Michael brought that to my attention.
 
To be clear, I knew that you had come up with the solution/creative idea to deal with the current situation.  As a
resident "Old Fart" who has been around several blocks, I wanted to say several things to you.
 
Excellent work. Good solution that considers all parties and makes sure that you solve the problem(s),  accomplish
the future goals/issues that you see coming down the road, and makes good use of the resources at hand. Finally, it
maximizes the student's education.
 
Well done. After all these years of being involved in a wide variety of educational institutions, I have rarely seen
administrators solve a problem with creativity like you have done in this instance.  In fact, I have seen a great deal of
incompetence and little real problem solving...
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I look forward to working with you.
 

 
 

On Aug 14, 2020, at 3:54 PM, Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu> wrote:

Hi 
I know this has been a frustrating time for you, trying to get ready for classes next week. I truly
appreciate your patience and diligence. Unfortunately, we have hit another snag. HR requires a
background check for all new hires and you are not able to work until the check has been completed.
Due to COVID, the system is bogged down and it could be a few weeks before you can work. Rather
than ask you to adjust your teaching plans yet again, I have another proposed solution that I hope
you will find acceptable.
 
We will move all current BR biology students into existing online course sections where we have
open seats. You would begin teaching in January, which gives you plenty of time to prepare and UNG
plenty of time to get the lab ready. However, if you are interested, we would hire you this fall to
work as a tutor for your former students, those BR students moved to the online BIOL 1101/L and
A&P. You can offer tutoring at the current class times, during which both the classrooms and the
students should be available. We would also ask that you assist in setting up the lab, once it is built.
The materials and equipment are currently in Dahlonega; we would move them to BR and you can
organize the lab in a way that would suit you to teach there in the spring semester. Your start date
would hopefully be in early September or whenever the background check is completed. Your salary
would not be reduced. Is this something in which you might be interested?
 
I am so sorry that this has been such a difficult process. I promise that things are not usually this
chaotic!
Nancy
 
Nancy Dalman, Ph.D.
Professor and Department Head of Biology
Health and Natural Sciences, room 411
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706)867-2831
Nancy.dalman@ung.edu
 
 

1111 
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From: Steven Lloyd
To: Nancy Dalman; John Leyba; Chaudron Gille
Cc: Melissa Walton
Subject: Re: Blue Ridge biology
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2020 12:42:54 PM

Excellent news Nancy and what a generous response, but certainly well-deserved.  Well done
everyone!

Steve

This message is sent from my iPhone. Please excuse its brevity and potential typographical
errors.

From: Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>
Sent: Saturday, August 15, 2020 12:39:02 PM
To: John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd
<Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Cc: Melissa Walton <Melissa.Walton@ung.edu>
Subject: Blue Ridge biology
 
A happy ending! Thank you all for your support.
 
Nancy Dalman, Ph.D.
Professor and Department Head of Biology
Health and Natural Sciences, room 411
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706)867-2831
Nancy.dalman@ung.edu
 
 
 

From: 
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 9:25 PM
To: Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>
Subject: today
 
When I responded to you and Michael's earlier communications, I thought that I had hit "reply all" and you both
received my response.  Michael brought that to my attention.
 
To be clear, I knew that you had come up with the solution/creative idea to deal with the current situation.  As a
resident "Old Fart" who has been around several blocks, I wanted to say several things to you.
 
Excellent work. Good solution that considers all parties and makes sure that you solve the problem(s),  accomplish
the future goals/issues that you see coming down the road, and makes good use of the resources at hand. Finally, it
maximizes the student's education.
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Well done. After all these years of being involved in a wide variety of educational institutions, I have rarely seen
administrators solve a problem with creativity like you have done in this instance.  In fact, I have seen a great deal of
incompetence and little real problem solving...
 
I look forward to working with you.
 

 
 

On Aug 14, 2020, at 3:54 PM, Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu> wrote:

Hi 
I know this has been a frustrating time for you, trying to get ready for classes next week. I truly
appreciate your patience and diligence. Unfortunately, we have hit another snag. HR requires a
background check for all new hires and you are not able to work until the check has been completed.
Due to COVID, the system is bogged down and it could be a few weeks before you can work. Rather
than ask you to adjust your teaching plans yet again, I have another proposed solution that I hope
you will find acceptable.
 
We will move all current BR biology students into existing online course sections where we have
open seats. You would begin teaching in January, which gives you plenty of time to prepare and UNG
plenty of time to get the lab ready. However, if you are interested, we would hire you this fall to
work as a tutor for your former students, those BR students moved to the online BIOL 1101/L and
A&P. You can offer tutoring at the current class times, during which both the classrooms and the
students should be available. We would also ask that you assist in setting up the lab, once it is built.
The materials and equipment are currently in Dahlonega; we would move them to BR and you can
organize the lab in a way that would suit you to teach there in the spring semester. Your start date
would hopefully be in early September or whenever the background check is completed. Your salary
would not be reduced. Is this something in which you might be interested?
 
I am so sorry that this has been such a difficult process. I promise that things are not usually this
chaotic!
Nancy
 
Nancy Dalman, Ph.D.
Professor and Department Head of Biology
Health and Natural Sciences, room 411
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706)867-2831
Nancy.dalman@ung.edu
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From: John Leyba
To: Nancy Dalman; Steven Lloyd; Chaudron Gille
Cc: Melissa Walton
Subject: Re: Blue Ridge biology
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2020 1:19:41 PM

Nancy,

Thanks for all that you did to work things out.

John

Get Outlook for Android

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Saturday, August 15, 2020 12:43:30 PM
To: Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>; John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd
<Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Cc: Melissa Walton <Melissa.Walton@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Blue Ridge biology
 
Congratulations Nancy. I appreciate your creativity too. Glad he is happy with the solution.
Chaudron 

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>
Sent: Saturday, August 15, 2020 12:39:02 PM
To: John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd
<Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Cc: Melissa Walton <Melissa.Walton@ung.edu>
Subject: Blue Ridge biology
 
A happy ending! Thank you all for your support.
 
Nancy Dalman, Ph.D.
Professor and Department Head of Biology
Health and Natural Sciences, room 411
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706)867-2831
Nancy.dalman@ung.edu
 
 
 

From: 
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Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 9:25 PM
To: Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>
Subject: today
 
When I responded to you and Michael's earlier communications, I thought that I had hit "reply all" and you both
received my response.  Michael brought that to my attention.
 
To be clear, I knew that you had come up with the solution/creative idea to deal with the current situation.  As a
resident "Old Fart" who has been around several blocks, I wanted to say several things to you.
 
Excellent work. Good solution that considers all parties and makes sure that you solve the problem(s),  accomplish
the future goals/issues that you see coming down the road, and makes good use of the resources at hand. Finally, it
maximizes the student's education.
 
Well done. After all these years of being involved in a wide variety of educational institutions, I have rarely seen
administrators solve a problem with creativity like you have done in this instance.  In fact, I have seen a great deal of
incompetence and little real problem solving...
 
I look forward to working with you.
 

 
 

On Aug 14, 2020, at 3:54 PM, Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu> wrote:

Hi 
I know this has been a frustrating time for you, trying to get ready for classes next week. I truly
appreciate your patience and diligence. Unfortunately, we have hit another snag. HR requires a
background check for all new hires and you are not able to work until the check has been completed.
Due to COVID, the system is bogged down and it could be a few weeks before you can work. Rather
than ask you to adjust your teaching plans yet again, I have another proposed solution that I hope
you will find acceptable.
 
We will move all current BR biology students into existing online course sections where we have
open seats. You would begin teaching in January, which gives you plenty of time to prepare and UNG
plenty of time to get the lab ready. However, if you are interested, we would hire you this fall to
work as a tutor for your former students, those BR students moved to the online BIOL 1101/L and
A&P. You can offer tutoring at the current class times, during which both the classrooms and the
students should be available. We would also ask that you assist in setting up the lab, once it is built.
The materials and equipment are currently in Dahlonega; we would move them to BR and you can
organize the lab in a way that would suit you to teach there in the spring semester. Your start date
would hopefully be in early September or whenever the background check is completed. Your salary
would not be reduced. Is this something in which you might be interested?
 
I am so sorry that this has been such a difficult process. I promise that things are not usually this
chaotic!
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Nancy
 
Nancy Dalman, Ph.D.
Professor and Department Head of Biology
Health and Natural Sciences, room 411
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706)867-2831
Nancy.dalman@ung.edu
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Sandy Ott; Richard Oates; James Conneely; Michael Rogers; Lori Bramlett
Subject: RE: Blue RIdge CLT Recommendations
Date: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:51:00 PM

Sandy and all,  
  I support this approach.
Chaudron
 

From: Sandy Ott <Sandy.Ott@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:02 PM
To: Richard Oates <Richard.Oates@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu>; Lori
Bramlett <Lori.Bramlett@ung.edu>
Subject: Blue RIdge CLT Recommendations
 

The UNG Blue RIdge CLT met this week to discuss our updated Re-Opening Plan
and move to Phase III. It is the recommendation of the BR CLT that as UNG enters
Phase III on July 27th that the BR Campus continue utilizing teleworking for Phase
III until the new campus is open and operational the beginning of August.   The
reasoning for this request is due to moving of IT/AV/phones (date TBD), campus 
will be packed and ready to move when furniture delivery begins  on August 7th
(this is the scheduled date at this time), and transition to the new campus.  
 
We had discussed the option of working remotely during the last weeks of July as
a possible option before COVID if we did not have phone or internet at the
current location. 
 
Thank you for considering this recommendation and we are looking forward to
beginning fall semester on the new UNG Blue Ridge Campus in August. 
 
Thank you, 

 
 
 

Sandy Ott
 
Director
Blue Ridge Campus
University of North Georgia
83 Dunbarton Farm Road
Blue Ridge, Georgia 30513
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(706)946-5463



From: Kate Maine
To: Michael Rogers; Chaudron Gille; Steven Lloyd
Cc: Sylvia Carson
Subject: RE: BR BUILDING UPDATES - instructional impact
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 9:21:14 AM

Mike,
 
Thank you for following-up on this.  I apologize for not responding sooner.  I concur with
Chaudron’s suggestions about the need for very specific and clear messaging here.  After
Monday’s faculty/staff meeting, I suggest you send an email message to the Blue Ridge
students.  To thwart the rumor mill, I also recommend that Sandy touch base with select
community leaders to ensure they know what is happening.  We’ll be prepared to address it
with the local media there and social media, too.  Let me know how we can help.
 
Kate
 
From: Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 8:50 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Cc: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: BR BUILDING UPDATES - instructional impact
 
Chaudron,
 
We are having a virtual Blue Ridge faculty/staff meeting on Monday
and Sandy will review the building timeline.  Is it OK if I let folks
know about going online the first week?
 
Mike
 
Dr. Michael Rogers
Assistant Vice President Academic Affairs
Faculty – Communications, Media & Journalism
University of North Georgia

 
From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 at 9:01 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>, Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu>
Cc: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: BR BUILDING UPDATES - instructional impact
 
Mike and Steve,
    I think it makes sense to conduct the first week online for BR, but I think separate messaging
needs to go out to BR faculty and students. I don’t want to confuse everyone by mixing that in with
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our general message. I also think it will be important to note that this is due to a delay in permission
to occupy the building, not because of Covid. I’m copying Kate to see if she has any additional
concerns.
Chaudron
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 8:45 AM
To: Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: BR BUILDING UPDATES
 
Mike,
 
I’m not sure there is another option if we cannot take occupancy until then.  The general message
that will likely go to faculty/departments will direct first day of classes for hybrid only to go online for
organizational reasons.  I’ll let Chaudron weigh in here.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 at 8:41 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: BR BUILDING UPDATES
 

Steve,
 
Sandy attended a construction meeting yesterday and go the update
that we will receive our certificate of occupancy from the fire
marshal on Friday, August 14.  So, that will necessitate the following
changes:
 

1. Our orientation scheduled for 8/14 will now be totally virtual. 
Sandy and Darcy reached this decision.

2. We won’t be ready for students to be in the building the first
week of classes due to the occupancy date so, if you and
Chaudron are OK with this approach, I would like to let all our
faculty know they should plan on having this first week be
totally online.  I know you said Chaudron is sending out a note to
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faculty encouraging those in the hybrid format to use this first
week as an organization week and I think that would be a good
approach for all our classes. 

 
Mike
 
Dr. Michael Rogers
Assistant Vice President Academic Affairs
Faculty – Communications, Media & Journalism
University of North Georgia



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Steven Lloyd; Michael Rogers
Cc: Kate Maine
Subject: RE: BR BUILDING UPDATES - instructional impact
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:01:00 AM

Mike and Steve,
    I think it makes sense to conduct the first week online for BR, but I think separate messaging
needs to go out to BR faculty and students. I don’t want to confuse everyone by mixing that in with
our general message. I also think it will be important to note that this is due to a delay in permission
to occupy the building, not because of Covid. I’m copying Kate to see if she has any additional
concerns.
Chaudron
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 8:45 AM
To: Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: BR BUILDING UPDATES
 
Mike,
 
I’m not sure there is another option if we cannot take occupancy until then.  The general message
that will likely go to faculty/departments will direct first day of classes for hybrid only to go online for
organizational reasons.  I’ll let Chaudron weigh in here.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 at 8:41 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: BR BUILDING UPDATES
 

Steve,
 
Sandy attended a construction meeting yesterday and go the update
that we will receive our certificate of occupancy from the fire
marshal on Friday, August 14.  So, that will necessitate the following
changes:
 

1. Our orientation scheduled for 8/14 will now be totally virtual. 
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Sandy and Darcy reached this decision.
2. We won’t be ready for students to be in the building the first

week of classes due to the occupancy date so, if you and
Chaudron are OK with this approach, I would like to let all our
faculty know they should plan on having this first week be
totally online.  I know you said Chaudron is sending out a note to
faculty encouraging those in the hybrid format to use this first
week as an organization week and I think that would be a good
approach for all our classes. 

 
Mike
 
Dr. Michael Rogers
Assistant Vice President Academic Affairs
Faculty – Communications, Media & Journalism
University of North Georgia



From: Michael Rogers
To: Chaudron Gille; Steven Lloyd
Cc: Kate Maine
Subject: Re: BR BUILDING UPDATES - instructional impact
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 8:50:02 AM

Chaudron,
 
We are having a virtual Blue Ridge faculty/staff meeting on Monday
and Sandy will review the building timeline.  Is it OK if I let folks
know about going online the first week?
 
Mike
 
Dr. Michael Rogers
Assistant Vice President Academic Affairs
Faculty – Communications, Media & Journalism
University of North Georgia

 
From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 at 9:01 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>, Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu>
Cc: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: BR BUILDING UPDATES - instructional impact
 
Mike and Steve,
    I think it makes sense to conduct the first week online for BR, but I think separate messaging
needs to go out to BR faculty and students. I don’t want to confuse everyone by mixing that in with
our general message. I also think it will be important to note that this is due to a delay in permission
to occupy the building, not because of Covid. I’m copying Kate to see if she has any additional
concerns.
Chaudron
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 8:45 AM
To: Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: BR BUILDING UPDATES
 
Mike,
 
I’m not sure there is another option if we cannot take occupancy until then.  The general message
that will likely go to faculty/departments will direct first day of classes for hybrid only to go online for
organizational reasons.  I’ll let Chaudron weigh in here.
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Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 at 8:41 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: BR BUILDING UPDATES
 

Steve,
 
Sandy attended a construction meeting yesterday and go the update
that we will receive our certificate of occupancy from the fire
marshal on Friday, August 14.  So, that will necessitate the following
changes:
 

1. Our orientation scheduled for 8/14 will now be totally virtual. 
Sandy and Darcy reached this decision.

2. We won’t be ready for students to be in the building the first
week of classes due to the occupancy date so, if you and
Chaudron are OK with this approach, I would like to let all our
faculty know they should plan on having this first week be
totally online.  I know you said Chaudron is sending out a note to
faculty encouraging those in the hybrid format to use this first
week as an organization week and I think that would be a good
approach for all our classes. 

 
Mike
 
Dr. Michael Rogers
Assistant Vice President Academic Affairs
Faculty – Communications, Media & Journalism
University of North Georgia
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Michael Rogers; Steven Lloyd
Cc: Kate Maine
Subject: RE: BR BUILDING UPDATES - instructional impact
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 9:42:00 AM

Mike,
   Yes, as a response to the building not being ready for occupancy.
Chaudron
 

From: Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 8:50 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Cc: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: BR BUILDING UPDATES - instructional impact
 
Chaudron,
 
We are having a virtual Blue Ridge faculty/staff meeting on Monday
and Sandy will review the building timeline.  Is it OK if I let folks
know about going online the first week?
 
Mike
 
Dr. Michael Rogers
Assistant Vice President Academic Affairs
Faculty – Communications, Media & Journalism
University of North Georgia

 
From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 at 9:01 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>, Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu>
Cc: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: BR BUILDING UPDATES - instructional impact
 
Mike and Steve,
    I think it makes sense to conduct the first week online for BR, but I think separate messaging
needs to go out to BR faculty and students. I don’t want to confuse everyone by mixing that in with
our general message. I also think it will be important to note that this is due to a delay in permission
to occupy the building, not because of Covid. I’m copying Kate to see if she has any additional
concerns.
Chaudron
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
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Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 8:45 AM
To: Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: BR BUILDING UPDATES
 
Mike,
 
I’m not sure there is another option if we cannot take occupancy until then.  The general message
that will likely go to faculty/departments will direct first day of classes for hybrid only to go online for
organizational reasons.  I’ll let Chaudron weigh in here.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 at 8:41 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: BR BUILDING UPDATES
 

Steve,
 
Sandy attended a construction meeting yesterday and go the update
that we will receive our certificate of occupancy from the fire
marshal on Friday, August 14.  So, that will necessitate the following
changes:
 

1.  Our orientation scheduled for 8/14 will now be totally virtual. 
Sandy and Darcy reached this decision.

2.  We won’t be ready for students to be in the building the first
week of classes due to the occupancy date so, if you and
Chaudron are OK with this approach, I would like to let all our
faculty know they should plan on having this first week be
totally online.  I know you said Chaudron is sending out a note to
faculty encouraging those in the hybrid format to use this first
week as an organization week and I think that would be a good
approach for all our classes. 

 
Mike
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Dr. Michael Rogers
Assistant Vice President Academic Affairs
Faculty – Communications, Media & Journalism
University of North Georgia



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Jamie Mitchem
Subject: RE: budget
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 5:37:00 PM

Jamie,
   I am so sorry for your wife’s loss. I understand how doubly painful such a loss is at this time
whether from the virus or not. We have no opportunity to grieve as we normally would.
Chaudron
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 5:32 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: budget
 
Thank you Chaudron.  You're doing great.  I appreciate you doing what you can to protect as
many as possible.
 
Please keep my wife in your prayers.  She just found out 5 minutes ago that a dear friend of
hers passed away in her sleep last night after a brief illness (we don't know if it was COVID or
not) in Elberton, GA.  She was only 46 years old.  She just talked to her a few days ago on
Messenger.  
 
Jamie

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 5:13 PM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: budget
 
Jamie,
   Thanks for the insight into how my comments on the part-time budget could be perceived. I’ll be
more careful in how I word that in future statements.  I want to emphasize that the only reason we
looked at that is because we can draw on tuition dollars to pay part-time faculty.  All of our full-time
contingent faculty (limited term) have been protected, and I fully anticipate being able to pay for any
part-time faculty we need by supplementing with tuition dollars.
As for the Presidential Awards, I will have to discuss that with Dr. Jacobs, because that will be her
call.
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 5:03 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: budget
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Hi Chaudron,
 
   Thanks for including the Faculty Senate Advisory Committee on Budgets in today's meeting. 
I appreciate these positive actions in support of shared governance.  I had 2
questions/comments I didn't want to make in front of the group:
 
1) I would like to reiterate the idea of a one year reduction of Presidential Award funds to be
awarded for the 2020-2021 Academic Year only because we are in such dire financial
conditions due to the budget cuts and lack of formula funding this year.  I am not sure if those
funds come out of Academic Affairs, but that would be enough to save some jobs for adjuncts
hopefully.
 
2) A professor I've never met emailed me with concerns about how the justification for step
raises was worded.  While we are unfortunately having to cut from all parts of the  Academic
Affairs budget, including operating expenses, travel, equipment, and part-time budgets, to
make up for budget cuts and lack of formula funding from the state maybe the focus of
messaging could be on protecting as much of the part-time budget as possible (which I realize
you are trying to do).  The phrasing of cutting part-time budgets to provide the step raises for
promotions might seem to be a little more negative and risks pitting faculty against one
another at a time when unity is needed with such a divisive society right now.  It's just a
helpful suggestion I wanted to pass along.  As Faculty Senate, we are working hard to try to
improve cohesion and prevent the divisions that often can come by rank, tenure status, full
time/part time, campus, etc.   
 
I thank you for all the hard work you are doing, and I don't envy your position right now with
these difficult decisions.  I am comforted knowing that you are weighing all options and will do
the best you can for the university.  As always, please let me know if I can help.  Thanks!
 
Jamie



From: Carol Adams
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: CARES SIP
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 3:40:47 PM

Chaudron,

Since the deadline to use the funds is actually May 28, we would like to use the peer
intervention specialists for early alert for both fall and spring.  That will take the maximum
funds for that project up to $12750.  Thank you.

Carol

Sent from my iPad

On Jul 14, 2020, at 2:51 PM, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> wrote:


Mac,
    We have identified three areas to use the funding:

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Peer mentors to assist students with
technology and expand the capabilities of DETI

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Covid tests
<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Technology for the classrooms that

will allow for streaming (100 classrooms) and microphone projection capability
 
Steve has information for the quotes on the technology, and Greg has the info on the
COVID tests. Who do we need to work with in your shop to actually put a plan together
in the format that needs to go to the system office?
 
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: CARES SIP
 
Chaudron, 
 
May I ask Greg to reach out to Carol about possibly using some of the SIP money
for Covid testing for students?  $50K? 
 
Also, we should submit CIP plan by early next week if possible. 
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Thanks, 

Mac
 
 
Dr. Frank J. (Mac) McConnell
Senior Vice President for Business & Finance
Assistant Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA  30597
Phone:  706 864 1606



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Carol Adams
Subject: RE: CARES SIP
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 4:42:00 PM

Carol,
   I think that is a good idea. I would fund that first, then the COVID tests, and then remaining funds
to classroom technology.
Chaudron
 

From: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 3:41 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: CARES SIP
 
Chaudron,
 
Since the deadline to use the funds is actually May 28, we would like to use the peer
intervention specialists for early alert for both fall and spring.  That will take the maximum
funds for that project up to $12750.  Thank you.
 
Carol

Sent from my iPad

On Jul 14, 2020, at 2:51 PM, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> wrote:


Mac,
    We have identified three areas to use the funding:

·         Peer mentors to assist students with technology and expand the capabilities of
DETI

·         Covid tests
·         Technology for the classrooms that will allow for streaming (100 classrooms)

and microphone projection capability
 
Steve has information for the quotes on the technology, and Greg has the info on the
COVID tests. Who do we need to work with in your shop to actually put a plan together
in the format that needs to go to the system office?
 
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
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Subject: CARES SIP
 
Chaudron, 
 
May I ask Greg to reach out to Carol about possibly using some of the SIP money
for Covid testing for students?  $50K? 
 
Also, we should submit CIP plan by early next week if possible. 
 
 
Thanks, 

Mac
 
 
Dr. Frank J. (Mac) McConnell
Senior Vice President for Business & Finance
Assistant Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA  30597
Phone:  706 864 1606



From: Carol Adams
To: Chaudron Gille; Mac McConnell
Cc: Steve McLeod
Subject: Re: CARES SIP
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 2:54:55 PM

Mac,

We had to get DOE clarification on the tests, but they approved it.

Carol

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 2:51:25 PM
To: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>
Cc: Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu>; Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: CARES SIP
 
Mac,
    We have identified three areas to use the funding:

·         Peer mentors to assist students with technology and expand the capabilities of DETI
·         Covid tests
·         Technology for the classrooms that will allow for streaming (100 classrooms) and

microphone projection capability
 
Steve has information for the quotes on the technology, and Greg has the info on the COVID tests.
Who do we need to work with in your shop to actually put a plan together in the format that needs
to go to the system office?
 
Thanks,
Chaudron
 
From: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: CARES SIP
 
Chaudron, 
 
May I ask Greg to reach out to Carol about possibly using some of the SIP money for Covid
testing for students?  $50K? 
 
Also, we should submit CIP plan by early next week if possible. 
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Thanks, 

Mac
 
 
Dr. Frank J. (Mac) McConnell
Senior Vice President for Business & Finance
Assistant Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA  30597
Phone:  706 864 1606



From: Donna Caldwell
To: Mac McConnell; Chaudron Gille
Cc: Steve McLeod; Carol Adams
Subject: RE: CARES SIP
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 4:22:19 PM

I will send Carol the template of the plan provided by USG for the institutional piece.
 

From: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 4:02 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu>; Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Donna
Caldwell <Donna.Caldwell@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: CARES SIP
 
This is great.  I’ll have Donna get with Carol to facilitate adding to the CARES template.
 
Thank you.
Mac

On Jul 14, 2020, at 2:51 PM, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> wrote:


Mac,
    We have identified three areas to use the funding:

·       Peer mentors to assist students with technology and expand the capabilities of
DETI

·       Covid tests
·       Technology for the classrooms that will allow for streaming (100 classrooms)

and microphone projection capability
 
Steve has information for the quotes on the technology, and Greg has the info on the
COVID tests. Who do we need to work with in your shop to actually put a plan together
in the format that needs to go to the system office?
 
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: CARES SIP
 
Chaudron, 
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May I ask Greg to reach out to Carol about possibly using some of the SIP money
for Covid testing for students?  $50K? 
 
Also, we should submit CIP plan by early next week if possible. 
 
 
Thanks, 

Mac
 
 
Dr. Frank J. (Mac) McConnell
Senior Vice President for Business & Finance
Assistant Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA  30597
Phone:  706 864 1606



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Mac McConnell
Cc: Steve McLeod; "Carol Adams"
Subject: RE: CARES SIP
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 2:51:00 PM

Mac,
    We have identified three areas to use the funding:

·         Peer mentors to assist students with technology and expand the capabilities of DETI
·         Covid tests
·         Technology for the classrooms that will allow for streaming (100 classrooms) and

microphone projection capability
 
Steve has information for the quotes on the technology, and Greg has the info on the COVID tests.
Who do we need to work with in your shop to actually put a plan together in the format that needs
to go to the system office?
 
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: CARES SIP
 
Chaudron, 
 
May I ask Greg to reach out to Carol about possibly using some of the SIP money for Covid
testing for students?  $50K? 
 
Also, we should submit CIP plan by early next week if possible. 
 
 
Thanks, 

Mac
 
 
Dr. Frank J. (Mac) McConnell
Senior Vice President for Business & Finance
Assistant Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA  30597
Phone:  706 864 1606
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From: Mac McConnell
To: Chaudron Gille
Cc: Steve McLeod; Carol Adams; Donna Caldwell
Subject: Re: CARES SIP
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 4:02:04 PM

This is great.  I’ll have Donna get with Carol to facilitate adding to the CARES template.

Thank you.
Mac

On Jul 14, 2020, at 2:51 PM, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> wrote:


Mac,
    We have identified three areas to use the funding:

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Peer mentors to assist students with
technology and expand the capabilities of DETI

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Covid tests
<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Technology for the classrooms that

will allow for streaming (100 classrooms) and microphone projection capability
 
Steve has information for the quotes on the technology, and Greg has the info on the
COVID tests. Who do we need to work with in your shop to actually put a plan together
in the format that needs to go to the system office?
 
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: CARES SIP
 
Chaudron, 
 
May I ask Greg to reach out to Carol about possibly using some of the SIP money
for Covid testing for students?  $50K? 
 
Also, we should submit CIP plan by early next week if possible. 
 
 
Thanks, 
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Mac
 
 
Dr. Frank J. (Mac) McConnell
Senior Vice President for Business & Finance
Assistant Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA  30597
Phone:  706 864 1606



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Mac McConnell
Subject: RE: CARES SIP
Date: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:55:00 PM

Mac,
   Please reach out to Yolanda as well. I think Carol will be on vacation. I believe we have gotten
permission to use funds to support peer mentors and earlier hiring of an additional academic coach
since both of those were part of our original Title 3 budget.
Chaudron
 

From: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: CARES SIP
 
Chaudron, 
 
May I ask Greg to reach out to Carol about possibly using some of the SIP money for Covid
testing for students?  $50K? 
 
Also, we should submit CIP plan by early next week if possible. 
 
 
Thanks, 

Mac
 
 
Dr. Frank J. (Mac) McConnell
Senior Vice President for Business & Finance
Assistant Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA  30597
Phone:  706 864 1606
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From: Steven Lloyd
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Challenge by Southeastern Legal Foundation
Date: Friday, August 7, 2020 8:02:49 AM

Thanks Chaudron.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 at 4:45 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Challenge by Southeastern Legal Foundation
 
Steve,
  FYI, in case you get inquiries, but please do not share the documents or email.
Chaudron
 

From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 6, 2020 4:39 PM
To: Billy Wells <Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski
<Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>
Cc: Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>; Jenna Colvin <Jenna.Colvin@ung.edu>; Ellen Cormack
<Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>; Ben Jarrard <Ben.Jarrard@ung.edu>
Subject: Challenge by Southeastern Legal Foundation
 
Good afternoon, all,
 
Some of you are aware of this situation, but I want to ensure that everyone has a summary
of the information in case you receive questions from stakeholders in the next few days. 
Last week, the Southeastern Legal Foundation (SLF) sent the attached letter (202020727
LSF Ltr) to our deans of students citing concerns regarding students’ rights under the First
and Fourth Amendments.  Both Jenna and the USG attorney agree that there is no merit to
those allegations.  The lawyer who wrote the letter subsequently shared it with two media
outlets—Just the News and The College Fix—who sent us inquiries about the form and our
plans. 
 
Since then, we have been working with the USG legal and communications offices to
consider revisions to the form and legal and media responses.  I provided the media outlets
with the following response this morning:

As part of its response to the ongoing health emergency, UNG created a form where
individuals can voluntarily report positive COVID-19 test results. This form will be used as a
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way to help UNG provide resources and assist students and employees with this health crisis
and will not be used to improperly violate anyone’s privacy or stifle speech. UNG disputes
Southeastern Legal’s allegations that this form violates any constitutional rights and is
responding to Southeastern Legal with this clarifying information. 

 
Just the News published an article late last night.  https://justthenews.com/politics-
policy/education/after-warning-legal-group-georgia-university-rewrites-its-covid-19  I have
corresponded with the reporter this morning, and he indicated that he would update the
article with our response, but, so far, he has not done so.
 
We provided the attached response to the Southeastern Legal Foundation early this
afternoon. I anticipate additional publicity surrounding this, particularly via social media,
over the next several days. Please let me know if you have any questions or if you do receive
inquiries.
 
Thank you,
Kate
 
Kate Maine, Ed.D., APR
Vice President of University Relations and Chief of Staff
706-864-1950 | 706-429-4093, mobile
kate.maine@ung.edu
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Tristan Denley; Dr. Carl Reiber; Dr. Dana Nichols; Dr. Costas Spirou; Dr. David Jenks; Dr. Deborah Bordelon; Dr.

Gretchen Caughman; Dr. Jeffrey Knighton; Dr. Jerome Baker; Dr. Johnny Evans; Dr. Debra Matthews; Dr. Kathy
Schwaig; Dr. Kevin Demmitt; Peters, Angela W.; Michael S. Heard; Dr. Rafael Bras; Dr. Reginald Leseane; Dr.
Robert Page; Dr. Robert Smith; Dr. S. Jack Hu; Dr. Sandra Sharman; Dr. Suzanna Smith; Dr. T. J. Arant; Dr. T.
Ramon Stuart; Dr. Wendy Hensel; Dr. Bruno Hicks

Cc: Martha L. Venn; Joyce A. Jones
Subject: RE: Changes in Guidance for People Who Need Extra Precaution and Face Coverings
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:17:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Thank you!
Chaudron Gille
 

From: Tristan Denley <Tristan.Denley@usg.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 5:46 PM
To: Dr. Carl Reiber <creiber@georgiasouthern.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Dr.
Dana Nichols <dnichols@highlands.edu>; Dr. Costas Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>; Dr. David
Jenks <djenks@westga.edu>; Dr. Deborah Bordelon <bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>; Dr.
Gretchen Caughman <gcaughma@augusta.edu>; Dr. Jeffrey Knighton
<jknighton@gordonstate.edu>; Dr. Jerome Baker <jbaker@abac.edu>; Dr. Johnny Evans
<jevans@ccga.edu>; Dr. Debra Matthews <debra.matthews@mga.edu>; Dr. Kathy Schwaig
<kschwaig@kennesaw.edu>; Dr. Kevin Demmitt <kevindemmitt@clayton.edu>; Peters, Angela W.
<angela.peters@asurams.edu>; Michael S. Heard <mheard@atlm.edu>; Dr. Rafael Bras
<provost@gatech.edu>; Dr. Reginald Leseane <leseaner@savannahstate.edu>; Dr. Robert Page
<robert.page@sgsc.edu>; Dr. Robert Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>; Dr. S. Jack Hu
<provost@uga.edu>; Dr. Sandra Sharman <sharman@ega.edu>; Dr. Suzanna Smith
<suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>; Dr. T. J. Arant <tjarant@ggc.edu>; Dr. T. Ramon Stuart
<stuartt@fvsu.edu>; Dr. Wendy Hensel <whensel@gsu.edu>; Dr. Bruno Hicks
<bhicks@daltonstate.edu>
Cc: Martha L. Venn <martha.venn@usg.edu>; Joyce A. Jones <Joyce.Jones@usg.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Changes in Guidance for People Who Need Extra Precaution and Face Coverings
 
Good afternoon,
 
Please see below an email that was sent to USG Presidents this afternoon.
 
Best Wishes
 
Tristan
 
Dr. Tristan Denley
Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Chief Academic Officer
University System of Georgia
tristan.denley@usg.edu
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Begin forwarded message:
 
From: Stuart Rayfield <Stuart.Rayfield@usg.edu>
Subject: Changes in Guidance for People Who Need Extra Precaution and
Face Coverings
Date: July 6, 2020 at 5:33:20 PM EDT
 
Presidents,
Recently the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) updated its guidance for
managing COVID-19 related issues.  Among the changes are to definitions for people
who will need extra precaution due to age and underlying medical conditions.  In
response to those changes from the CDC, the University System of Georgia is providing
updated guidance on the wearing of face coverings and for who is eligible to seek
alternate work arrangements due to falling into one of these categories. 
 
Older Adults
The CDC no longer gives a minimum age for those at risk.  The USG will continue to use
65 as its measure for evaluating requests for alternate work arrangements.  Individuals
who areyounger than 65 can provide documentation from a health care provider that
their age is a determining factor for risk that should prevent them from working on
campus as scheduled.
 
People of Any Age with Underlying Medical Conditions
People with the following underlying medical conditions may request alternate work
arrangements under the previously developed process:

Chronic kidney disease

COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease)

Immunocompromised state (weakened immune system) from solid organ
transplant

Obesity (body mass index [BMI] of 30 or higher)

Serious heart conditions, such as heart failure, coronary artery disease, or
cardiomyopathies

Sickle cell disease

Type 2 diabetes mellitus

Asthma (moderate-to-severe)

Cerebrovascular disease (affects blood vessels and blood supply to the brain)

Cystic fibrosis

Hypertension or high blood pressure

Immunocompromised state (weakened immune system) from blood or bone
marrow transplant, immune deficiencies, HIV, use of corticosteroids, or use of
other immune weakening medicines

Neurologic conditions, such as dementia

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
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Liver disease

Pregnancy

Pulmonary fibrosis (having damaged or scarred lung tissues)

Smoking

Thalassemia (a type of blood disorder)

Type 1 diabetes mellitus

 
Use of Face Coverings
Effective July 15, 2020, University System of Georgia (USG) institutions will require all
faculty, staff, students, and visitors to wear an appropriate face covering while inside
campus facilities/buildings where six feet social distancing may not always be possible. 
Face covering use will be in addition to and is not a substitute for social distancing.
 
Face coverings are not required in one’s own dorm room or suite, when alone in an
enclosed office or study room, or in campus outdoor settings where social distancing
requirements are met. 
 
Anyone not using a face covering when required will be asked to wear one or must
leave the area.  Repeated refusal to comply with the requirement may result in
discipline through the applicable conduct code for faculty, staff or students.
 
Reasonable accommodations may be made for those who are unable to wear a face
covering for documented health reasons.
 
If you have any questions, please let me know.
 
Stuart
 
Stuart Rayfield
Vice Chancellor for Leadership and Institutional Development
University System of Georgia
270 Washington St., S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30334
stuart.rayfield@usg.edu
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Ellen Cormack
Subject: RE: Clarity on Teleworking Electronic Form
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 10:02:00 AM

Yes, please do.
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 8:51 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Clarity on Teleworking Electronic Form
 
My understanding from Erica is different.  Would it be alright if I share your understanding that the
spring non-covid teleworking agreements submitted to expire in one year and get her response? 
This would certainly impact a tremendous amount of people!
 
Ellen Cormack
Administrative Assistant to the President
Price Memorial, Room 302
706-864-1993 office | 706-864-1689 fax | ellen.cormack@ung.edu

 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 8:25 AM
To: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Clarity on Teleworking Electronic Form
 
Ellen,
   My understanding from speaking with Beth was that if we have staff rotating in on certain days and
working from home other days in an effort to reduce density due to Covid, that we do not need to
do a new teleworking agreement since we were instructed in the spring to make them valid for 1
year. This seems to be different from non-covid related teleworking and different from teleworking
as an accommodation for those who are high risk that you describe below.
Based on the conversation with Beth, and in particular about faculty, I have been telling my folks
that they do not need a new form. Does this align with what you understand?
Chaudron
 

From: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 12:13 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Kate
Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski <Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; Billy Wells
<Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Lindsay Reeves <Lindsay.Reeves@ung.edu>; Jill Holman
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<Jill.Holman@ung.edu>
Cc: Lori Brooksher <Lori.Brooksher@ung.edu>; Ramona Robinson <Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu>;
Josie Toney <Josie.Toney@ung.edu>; Estelle Balch <Estelle.Balch@ung.edu>; Shannon Shockley
<Shannon.Shockley@ung.edu>; Linda Fuller <Linda.Fuller@ung.edu>; Melissa Grizzle
<Melissa.Grizzle@ung.edu>; Anita Mercer <Anita.Mercer@ung.edu>; Bonita Jacobs
<Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>
Subject: Clarity on Teleworking Electronic Form
 
All:
I requested some clarification from Erica DeLana in HR on documenting fall teleworking
arrangements as a follow up to yesterday’s HR Town Hall (sharing her very clear explanation below).
 
If you have not already done so, please be sure to document Non-Covid-19 related teleworking
arrangements via the electronic form available on the UNG HR website linked here: Non-Covid
Telework Form
 
Thank you - Ellen
 
Ellen Cormack
Administrative Assistant to the President
Price Memorial, Room 302
706-864-1993 office | 706-864-1689 fax | ellen.cormack@ung.edu

 

From: Erica DeLana <Erica.DeLana@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 9:53 AM
To: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Clarity on Teleworking
 
Hey Ellen –  I’ve added some comments in blue as an “fyi” to your below presented questions. In
short, though – your interpretation is correct J
 
Non-Covid Teleworking Arrangements – After arrangements for teleworking have been discussed
with supervisors, etc., these arrangements need to be defined and approved via the electronic form
process available on the HR site Non-Covid Telework Form .  Even if a teleworking arrangement was
approved this past spring-summer, the electronic form for the fall needs to be processed.  Yes. This
form will stand through Dec 31, 2020 (and may extend to spring semester, depending on conditions
at that time).  Correct. The forms can also continue into Spring semester, but of course we hope that
we’re back to more normal campus operations at that point and the form wont be necessary and are
really trying to stress to employees that the arrangements are temporary for Fall semester given the
current environment/concerns. (If a department is considering long-term regular arrangements not
due to COVID and changing a position from forward facing to telework, that would need to be
discussed with Amy Collins – but likely at the end of, or after, fall semester) Of note: agreed upon
teleworking arrangements may be modified, suspended, or ended should it be determined that the
arrangement is not working out (for various reasons you outlined yesterday). Absolutely. Ideally, the
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plans that are being developed now will work great. But, if there are service issues, difficulties
completing tasks, performance concerns, etc. telework agreements always have the ability to be
retracted. Granted, that doesn’t always go over smoothly from the employee’s perspective, but it
can be done. If there are concerns, it’s important to keep communications up with the employee
throughout regarding concerns so the retraction/modification to the arrangement isn’t a surprise. –
Keep me in the loop if an agreement is being retracted for performance concerns.
 
Covid-19 At-Risk Associated Teleworking Arrangements – While there is an electronic form involved,
the process is individualized and more complex.  This form is made available on a case-by-case basis,
working with HR personnel through the process.  Correct. The COVID-19 Teleworking Forms are just
being issued to those requesting an alternative work arrangement based on a high-risk health
condition per CDC Guidelines and that are supported by documentation. Any other departmental
discretion arrangements that are not related to a personal health condition would be the regular
non-COVID telework form as you described above. If there are concerns with a COVID telework
arrangement and it’s being considered for retraction or significant modification, I’d like to be kept in
the loop on these to make sure we’re considering things from an ADA perspective and in compliance
where necessary.
 
 
I hope the above is helpful. Please don’t hesitate to reach out if you have any additional questions,
 
Erica Delana
Employee Relations Manager

University of North Georgia, Dahlonega Campus

 Office: 706-867-3016

Fax: 706-864-1365

 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.
 

From: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 9:10 AM
To: Erica DeLana <Erica.DeLana@ung.edu>
Subject: Clarity on Teleworking
 
Hi Erica:
Thank you for sharing all of the great information with us in yesterday’s HR town hall.  Since I am a
recent hire, I want to make sure that I understand the piece about teleworking arrangements. 
Please correct me if my interpretation of what Dr. Jacobs’ reports need to do for this fall is wrong -
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Non-Covid Teleworking Arrangements – After arrangements for teleworking have been discussed
with supervisors, etc., these arrangements need to be defined and approved via the electronic form
process available on the HR site Non-Covid Telework Form .  Even if a teleworking arrangement was
approved this past spring-summer, the electronic form for the fall needs to be processed.  This form
will stand through Dec 31, 2020 (and may extend to spring semester, depending on conditions at
that time).  Of note: agreed upon teleworking arrangements may be modified, suspended, or ended
should it be determined that the arrangement is not working out (for various reasons you outlined
yesterday).
 
Covid-19 At-Risk Associated Teleworking Arrangements – While there is an electronic form involved,
the process is individualized and more complex.  This form is made available on a case-by-case basis,
working with HR personnel through the process. 
 
Thank you for your time - Ellen
 
 
Ellen Cormack
Administrative Assistant to the President
Price Memorial, Room 302
82 College Circle | Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993 office | 706-864-1689 fax | ellen.cormack@ung.edu

 
 
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
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From: Ellen Cormack
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: RE: Clarity on Teleworking Electronic Form
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 8:51:16 AM

My understanding from Erica is different.  Would it be alright if I share your understanding that the
spring non-covid teleworking agreements submitted to expire in one year and get her response? 
This would certainly impact a tremendous amount of people!
 
Ellen Cormack
Administrative Assistant to the President
Price Memorial, Room 302
706-864-1993 office | 706-864-1689 fax | ellen.cormack@ung.edu

 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 8:25 AM
To: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Clarity on Teleworking Electronic Form
 
Ellen,
   My understanding from speaking with Beth was that if we have staff rotating in on certain days and
working from home other days in an effort to reduce density due to Covid, that we do not need to
do a new teleworking agreement since we were instructed in the spring to make them valid for 1
year. This seems to be different from non-covid related teleworking and different from teleworking
as an accommodation for those who are high risk that you describe below.
Based on the conversation with Beth, and in particular about faculty, I have been telling my folks
that they do not need a new form. Does this align with what you understand?
Chaudron
 

From: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 12:13 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Kate
Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski <Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; Billy Wells
<Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Lindsay Reeves <Lindsay.Reeves@ung.edu>; Jill Holman
<Jill.Holman@ung.edu>
Cc: Lori Brooksher <Lori.Brooksher@ung.edu>; Ramona Robinson <Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu>;
Josie Toney <Josie.Toney@ung.edu>; Estelle Balch <Estelle.Balch@ung.edu>; Shannon Shockley
<Shannon.Shockley@ung.edu>; Linda Fuller <Linda.Fuller@ung.edu>; Melissa Grizzle
<Melissa.Grizzle@ung.edu>; Anita Mercer <Anita.Mercer@ung.edu>; Bonita Jacobs
<Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>
Subject: Clarity on Teleworking Electronic Form
 
All:
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I requested some clarification from Erica DeLana in HR on documenting fall teleworking
arrangements as a follow up to yesterday’s HR Town Hall (sharing her very clear explanation below).
 
If you have not already done so, please be sure to document Non-Covid-19 related teleworking
arrangements via the electronic form available on the UNG HR website linked here: Non-Covid
Telework Form
 
Thank you - Ellen
 
Ellen Cormack
Administrative Assistant to the President
Price Memorial, Room 302
706-864-1993 office | 706-864-1689 fax | ellen.cormack@ung.edu

 

From: Erica DeLana <Erica.DeLana@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 9:53 AM
To: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Clarity on Teleworking
 
Hey Ellen –  I’ve added some comments in blue as an “fyi” to your below presented questions. In
short, though – your interpretation is correct J
 
Non-Covid Teleworking Arrangements – After arrangements for teleworking have been discussed
with supervisors, etc., these arrangements need to be defined and approved via the electronic form
process available on the HR site Non-Covid Telework Form .  Even if a teleworking arrangement was
approved this past spring-summer, the electronic form for the fall needs to be processed.  Yes. This
form will stand through Dec 31, 2020 (and may extend to spring semester, depending on conditions
at that time).  Correct. The forms can also continue into Spring semester, but of course we hope that
we’re back to more normal campus operations at that point and the form wont be necessary and are
really trying to stress to employees that the arrangements are temporary for Fall semester given the
current environment/concerns. (If a department is considering long-term regular arrangements not
due to COVID and changing a position from forward facing to telework, that would need to be
discussed with Amy Collins – but likely at the end of, or after, fall semester) Of note: agreed upon
teleworking arrangements may be modified, suspended, or ended should it be determined that the
arrangement is not working out (for various reasons you outlined yesterday). Absolutely. Ideally, the
plans that are being developed now will work great. But, if there are service issues, difficulties
completing tasks, performance concerns, etc. telework agreements always have the ability to be
retracted. Granted, that doesn’t always go over smoothly from the employee’s perspective, but it
can be done. If there are concerns, it’s important to keep communications up with the employee
throughout regarding concerns so the retraction/modification to the arrangement isn’t a surprise. –
Keep me in the loop if an agreement is being retracted for performance concerns.
 
Covid-19 At-Risk Associated Teleworking Arrangements – While there is an electronic form involved,
the process is individualized and more complex.  This form is made available on a case-by-case basis,
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working with HR personnel through the process.  Correct. The COVID-19 Teleworking Forms are just
being issued to those requesting an alternative work arrangement based on a high-risk health
condition per CDC Guidelines and that are supported by documentation. Any other departmental
discretion arrangements that are not related to a personal health condition would be the regular
non-COVID telework form as you described above. If there are concerns with a COVID telework
arrangement and it’s being considered for retraction or significant modification, I’d like to be kept in
the loop on these to make sure we’re considering things from an ADA perspective and in compliance
where necessary.
 
 
I hope the above is helpful. Please don’t hesitate to reach out if you have any additional questions,
 
Erica Delana
Employee Relations Manager

University of North Georgia, Dahlonega Campus

 Office: 706-867-3016

Fax: 706-864-1365

 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.
 

From: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 9:10 AM
To: Erica DeLana <Erica.DeLana@ung.edu>
Subject: Clarity on Teleworking
 
Hi Erica:
Thank you for sharing all of the great information with us in yesterday’s HR town hall.  Since I am a
recent hire, I want to make sure that I understand the piece about teleworking arrangements. 
Please correct me if my interpretation of what Dr. Jacobs’ reports need to do for this fall is wrong -
 
Non-Covid Teleworking Arrangements – After arrangements for teleworking have been discussed
with supervisors, etc., these arrangements need to be defined and approved via the electronic form
process available on the HR site Non-Covid Telework Form .  Even if a teleworking arrangement was
approved this past spring-summer, the electronic form for the fall needs to be processed.  This form
will stand through Dec 31, 2020 (and may extend to spring semester, depending on conditions at
that time).  Of note: agreed upon teleworking arrangements may be modified, suspended, or ended
should it be determined that the arrangement is not working out (for various reasons you outlined
yesterday).
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Covid-19 At-Risk Associated Teleworking Arrangements – While there is an electronic form involved,
the process is individualized and more complex.  This form is made available on a case-by-case basis,
working with HR personnel through the process. 
 
Thank you for your time - Ellen
 
 
Ellen Cormack
Administrative Assistant to the President
Price Memorial, Room 302
82 College Circle | Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993 office | 706-864-1689 fax | ellen.cormack@ung.edu

 
 
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Ellen Cormack
Subject: RE: Clarity on Teleworking Electronic Form
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 8:25:00 AM

Ellen,
   My understanding from speaking with Beth was that if we have staff rotating in on certain days and
working from home other days in an effort to reduce density due to Covid, that we do not need to
do a new teleworking agreement since we were instructed in the spring to make them valid for 1
year. This seems to be different from non-covid related teleworking and different from teleworking
as an accommodation for those who are high risk that you describe below.
Based on the conversation with Beth, and in particular about faculty, I have been telling my folks
that they do not need a new form. Does this align with what you understand?
Chaudron
 

From: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 12:13 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Kate
Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski <Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; Billy Wells
<Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Lindsay Reeves <Lindsay.Reeves@ung.edu>; Jill Holman
<Jill.Holman@ung.edu>
Cc: Lori Brooksher <Lori.Brooksher@ung.edu>; Ramona Robinson <Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu>;
Josie Toney <Josie.Toney@ung.edu>; Estelle Balch <Estelle.Balch@ung.edu>; Shannon Shockley
<Shannon.Shockley@ung.edu>; Linda Fuller <Linda.Fuller@ung.edu>; Melissa Grizzle
<Melissa.Grizzle@ung.edu>; Anita Mercer <Anita.Mercer@ung.edu>; Bonita Jacobs
<Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>
Subject: Clarity on Teleworking Electronic Form
 
All:
I requested some clarification from Erica DeLana in HR on documenting fall teleworking
arrangements as a follow up to yesterday’s HR Town Hall (sharing her very clear explanation below).
 
If you have not already done so, please be sure to document Non-Covid-19 related teleworking
arrangements via the electronic form available on the UNG HR website linked here: Non-Covid
Telework Form
 
Thank you - Ellen
 
Ellen Cormack
Administrative Assistant to the President
Price Memorial, Room 302
706-864-1993 office | 706-864-1689 fax | ellen.cormack@ung.edu
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From: Erica DeLana <Erica.DeLana@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 9:53 AM
To: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Clarity on Teleworking
 
Hey Ellen –  I’ve added some comments in blue as an “fyi” to your below presented questions. In
short, though – your interpretation is correct J
 
Non-Covid Teleworking Arrangements – After arrangements for teleworking have been discussed
with supervisors, etc., these arrangements need to be defined and approved via the electronic form
process available on the HR site Non-Covid Telework Form .  Even if a teleworking arrangement was
approved this past spring-summer, the electronic form for the fall needs to be processed.  Yes. This
form will stand through Dec 31, 2020 (and may extend to spring semester, depending on conditions
at that time).  Correct. The forms can also continue into Spring semester, but of course we hope that
we’re back to more normal campus operations at that point and the form wont be necessary and are
really trying to stress to employees that the arrangements are temporary for Fall semester given the
current environment/concerns. (If a department is considering long-term regular arrangements not
due to COVID and changing a position from forward facing to telework, that would need to be
discussed with Amy Collins – but likely at the end of, or after, fall semester) Of note: agreed upon
teleworking arrangements may be modified, suspended, or ended should it be determined that the
arrangement is not working out (for various reasons you outlined yesterday). Absolutely. Ideally, the
plans that are being developed now will work great. But, if there are service issues, difficulties
completing tasks, performance concerns, etc. telework agreements always have the ability to be
retracted. Granted, that doesn’t always go over smoothly from the employee’s perspective, but it
can be done. If there are concerns, it’s important to keep communications up with the employee
throughout regarding concerns so the retraction/modification to the arrangement isn’t a surprise. –
Keep me in the loop if an agreement is being retracted for performance concerns.
 
Covid-19 At-Risk Associated Teleworking Arrangements – While there is an electronic form involved,
the process is individualized and more complex.  This form is made available on a case-by-case basis,
working with HR personnel through the process.  Correct. The COVID-19 Teleworking Forms are just
being issued to those requesting an alternative work arrangement based on a high-risk health
condition per CDC Guidelines and that are supported by documentation. Any other departmental
discretion arrangements that are not related to a personal health condition would be the regular
non-COVID telework form as you described above. If there are concerns with a COVID telework
arrangement and it’s being considered for retraction or significant modification, I’d like to be kept in
the loop on these to make sure we’re considering things from an ADA perspective and in compliance
where necessary.
 
 
I hope the above is helpful. Please don’t hesitate to reach out if you have any additional questions,
 
Erica Delana
Employee Relations Manager

University of North Georgia, Dahlonega Campus
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 Office: 706-867-3016

Fax: 706-864-1365

 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.
 

From: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 9:10 AM
To: Erica DeLana <Erica.DeLana@ung.edu>
Subject: Clarity on Teleworking
 
Hi Erica:
Thank you for sharing all of the great information with us in yesterday’s HR town hall.  Since I am a
recent hire, I want to make sure that I understand the piece about teleworking arrangements. 
Please correct me if my interpretation of what Dr. Jacobs’ reports need to do for this fall is wrong -
 
Non-Covid Teleworking Arrangements – After arrangements for teleworking have been discussed
with supervisors, etc., these arrangements need to be defined and approved via the electronic form
process available on the HR site Non-Covid Telework Form .  Even if a teleworking arrangement was
approved this past spring-summer, the electronic form for the fall needs to be processed.  This form
will stand through Dec 31, 2020 (and may extend to spring semester, depending on conditions at
that time).  Of note: agreed upon teleworking arrangements may be modified, suspended, or ended
should it be determined that the arrangement is not working out (for various reasons you outlined
yesterday).
 
Covid-19 At-Risk Associated Teleworking Arrangements – While there is an electronic form involved,
the process is individualized and more complex.  This form is made available on a case-by-case basis,
working with HR personnel through the process. 
 
Thank you for your time - Ellen
 
 
Ellen Cormack
Administrative Assistant to the President
Price Memorial, Room 302
82 College Circle | Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993 office | 706-864-1689 fax | ellen.cormack@ung.edu
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***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Bonita Jacobs; Billy Wells; Jeffrey Tarnowski; James Conneely; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Cc: Ellen Cormack
Subject: Re: Coronavirus
Date: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 9:23:15 AM

Lol.  A little levity definitely helps!

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 9:20:56 AM
To: Billy Wells <Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski
<Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Kate Maine
<Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>
Cc: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Coronavirus

I am NOT promoting overeating, overdrinking, dumping your kids, or an Apocalypse.  But because
you are all working so hard, I thought you might enjoy a little irreverent levity.

B/

Bonita C. Jacobs, President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993

I hope they give us two weeks notice before sending us back out into the real world. I think
we'll all need the time to become ourselves again. And by "ourselves" I mean lose 10 pounds,
cut our hair and get used to not drinking at 9:00 a.m.

New monthly budget: Gas $0 Entertainment $0 Clothes $0 Groceries $2,799.

Breaking News: Wearing a mask inside your home is now highly recommended. Not so much
to stop COVID-19, but to stop eating.

Low maintenance women are having their moment right now. They don't have nails to file and
paint, roots to dye, eyelashes to re-mink, and are thrilled not to have to get dressed every day.

When this quarantine is over, let's not tell some people.

I stepped on my scale this morning. It said: "Please practice social distancing. Only one person
at a time on scale."

Not to brag, but I haven't been late to anything in over 6 weeks.
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It may take a village to raise a child but I swear its going to take a vineyard to home school
one.

I wanted zombies and anarchy. Instead we got working from home and toilet paper shortages. 
Worst. Apocalypse. Ever.

You know those car commercials where there's only vehicle on the road - doesn't seem so
unrealistic these days ..

They can open things up next month, I'm staying in until July to see what happens to you all
first.

Day 37: The garbage man placed an AA flyer on my recycling bin.

The spread of Covid-19 is based on two things:

1. How dense the population is.

2. How dense the population is.

People keep asking: "Is coronavirus REALLY all that serious?" Listen y'all, the churches and
casinos are closed. When heaven and hell agree on the same thing it's probably pretty serious.

Never in a million years could I have imagined I would go up to a bank teller wearing a mask
and ask for money.

Home school Day 1: I'm trying to figure out how I can get this kid transferred out of my class.

Putting a drink in each room of my house today and calling it a pub crawl.

Okay, the schools are closed. So do we drop the kids off at the teacher's house or what?

For the second part of this quarantine do we have to stay with the same family or will they
relocate us? Asking for myself .

Coronavirus has turned us all into dogs. We wander around the house looking for food. We get
told "No" if we get too close to strangers and we get really excited about going for walks and
car rides.

The dumbest thing I've ever bought was a 2020 planner .

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__overview.mail.yahoo.com_-3F.src-3DiOS&d=DwMFaQ&c=FbBevciwIvGuzsJQdDnze9uCWRSXekJosRCbxNiCfPE&r=1NPlaMRrPViyx86ZkSakoQ&m=wVvkgMHSQzpMXTl9a22FB_VpaGPaidURQ_bWygGeiqA&s=76MHcYTaUmdLEE8N68I2aiSgHBMlrXVHJkwJm_Ge3s4&e=


From: Chaudron Gille
To: Matthew Boedy
Cc: Greg Williams
Subject: RE: Covid Question
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:35:00 AM

Hello Matthew,
   I am copying Greg Williams, co-chair of our Covid Emergency Task Force, on this so that he can
provide additional information about testing capacity and protocols. One of the reasons we are
asking that faculty have a seating chart and that students sit in the same seat each time that they
come to class is so that we can have more effective contact tracing and differentiate between those
who have had direct contact and those who have had indirect contact. If the classroom configuration
with 6 feet of social distancing and the wearing of masks is maintained, then it should not be
necessary to quarantine the entire class in most instances. Each case will be evaluated on its own.  I
will let Greg confirm this and respond to the questions about testing capacity. It is my understanding
that we are currently limited to students, but that we are working to expand our capacity.
 
Sincerely,
Chaudron Gille
  
 

From: Matthew Boedy <Matthew.Boedy@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 7:36 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Covid Question
 
Chaudron, 
I hope you are doing well. 
 
Maybe I missed it at the town halls but what is protocol for when student tests positive? 
 
While we are dividing class rosters for social distancing, does it mean that the entire group
that meets in-person with that student (and instructor) must self-quarantine for the next 2
weeks? Does that then move the entire class online for 2 weeks because professor is
quarantine? 
 
I suppose students who are in that group with positive student could get tested at student
health center. Would professor have to go through state health dept or own doctor for test?
Thanks 
 
Dr. Matthew Boedy
Conference President, Georgia AAUP
Associate Professor of Rhetoric and Composition
University of North Georgia 
Gainesville, Ga
@matthewboedy
 
Author of Speaking of Evil: Rhetoric and the Responsibility to and for Language

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
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https://books.google.com/books/about/Speaking_of_Evil.html?id=o79wDwAAQBAJ
 
 

https://books.google.com/books/about/Speaking_of_Evil.html?id=o79wDwAAQBAJ


From: Kate Maine
To: James Conneely; Chaudron Gille; Mac McConnell
Cc: Greg Williams; Sylvia Carson
Subject: RE: COVID reporting and contact tracing
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 1:34:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Jim, as we mentioned yesterday in a meeting (I can’t remember which one), we will also
have extra cloth face coverings that we can provide to academic departments to give to
students on an as-needed basis.
 
Please have Brandi engage with us as she develops the flow chart so that it is consistent with
other guidance and so that we can incorporate it into training and post on the website.
 
I do believe involving public safety as enforcement should be a last resort.
 
From: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 1:29 PM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Mac
McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: COVID reporting and contact tracing
 
Just a FYI!
 

From: Brandi Williams <Brandi.Williams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 12:17 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; John Delaney <John.Delaney@ung.edu>; Michelle Brown
<Michelle.Brown@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Cc: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: COVID reporting and contact tracing
 
Hello all,
 
I appears that institutions are pretty much in line with how I want to approach face covering issues.

They are treating the 1st incident as an education discussion and any repeat violations, sanctions are
increased.
 

Some institutions are having their 1st incidents go to their Dean of Students for a deanly discussion
with the student first and then any subsequent incident goes to conduct. I’m not opposed to this
model but didn’t think you all would want to field these incidents with all of the other things you will
need to handle.
 
I am anticipating a large number of reports, especially as the school year starts so I will be creating a

letter I will send to students for 1st time incidents with details of what was reported and then
outlining the expectations moving forward. No official charges would be added to the students case.
 
Some institutions are creating trainings for faculty on when to report face covering violations. I think
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this is a great idea and I will look into creating something similar for us.
 
Some institutions are creating fun type prevention programs for residential students (i.e. virtual
hand washing parties, RA’s modeling how to appropriately wear face coverings). I thought this was a
good idea and will forward these ideas to Treva.
 
Some institutions will be treating face covering incidents in the classroom as a classroom disruption
where if students fail to comply, they may involve their law enforcement to remove the student
from class. I don’t know if academic affairs has had these discussions but if not, we need to have this
discussion to determine how faculty will be handling these students.
 
Dr. Jones gave the scenario that there will be students who believe it is their right to not wear a face
covering. Of course, there will be students who have specific disability accommodations where they
do not have to wear a face covering. I believe faculty should be made aware of this possibility to
avoid unnecessary confrontations. But for the other students, they will need to comply but faculty
should not be jumping to getting public safety involved if a student refuses. What are your thoughts
on this?
 
I will be creating a flow chart of when a face covering infraction should be reported. I believe faculty
have a lot of discretion where they can have initial educational discussions with students prior to
reporting them to OSI. IF they use this discretion wisely, the number of reports will decrease
significantly and students will be more apt to buy-in to complying with the guidelines. Once creating,
I’ll send to you all for review and feedback.
 
We will be having another meeting next Monday at 1 pm to further discuss the USG face covering
language because there is some confusion surrounding face coverings and social distancing. Do
people have to wear a face covering if they are able to social distance? Institutions are interpreting
the USG policy in various ways so we need to make sure we are all clear on how the guidance is
being interpreted by the system. I’ll update you all after that meeting.
 
Thanks!
 
Brandi
 
 
 
Brandi L. Williams, M.A.
Assistant Dean of Students for Student Integrity
University of North Georgia
brandi.williams@ung.edu
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:41 AM
To: John Delaney <John.Delaney@ung.edu>; Michelle Brown <Michelle.Brown@ung.edu>; James
Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
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Cc: Brandi Williams <Brandi.Williams@ung.edu>; Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: COVID reporting and contact tracing
 
All,
 
The RAC-SCO/RAC-DOS meeting regarding Face Coverings contained a lot of comments and
questions about how institutions are handling COVID-19 reporting and contact tracing.  I will let
Brandi provide recap on Face covering discussion.
 
Many institutions reported that COVID-19 reporting and response is being handled by the Health
Center.  Although I have lots of confidence in the competency in our SHS staff, I do NOT think that
they could handle this workload on top of testing.  Also, it seems that DOS provides a lot of the
necessary supports (Excused Absence, Hardship Withdrawals, communicating with faculty) that
students will need.
 
Many institutions were struggling to determine who will handle contact tracing.  Joyce Jones
reiterated that the responsibility is officially DPHs, but highlighted that DPH has not been meeting
this demand.
 
Some institutions are utilizing their BIT teams; some are assembling new teams to act like BIT teams
to manage these as a team; and others are exploring reassigning staff who are working remotely to a
contact tracing team.  EVERYONE was significantly concerned at how this will snowball when
students are on campus.  Again, I do not think our BIT teams can pick up contact tracing
responsibilities.
 
No answers, but I wanted to provide a recap of this discussion.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Alyson Paul
AVP/Dean of Students
Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Kate Maine; James Conneely; Mac McConnell
Cc: Greg Williams; Sylvia Carson
Subject: RE: COVID reporting and contact tracing
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 1:43:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello all,
    In the meeting with Provosts, Stuart Rayfield said that masks are expected in the classroom and
are not considered a replacement for social distancing, but that both should be occurring.  There
was also discussion in RACAA of GA State creating some training materials including scenarios to
model an appropriate approach for faculty to handle situations in the classroom. I don’t know if that
will come through, so if Brandi works on developing something, perhaps we could collaborate on it? 
The general approach I have had in mind for guidance to faculty  is

1>     Ask the student to put on a mask, and either give them one if they don’t have one or refer
them to an office in the building where they can go get one.

2>     If they refuse, ask them to leave the class
3>     Repeat offenders, refer to conduct
4>     If they refuse, and refuse to leave, and situation escalates, potentially engage Campus

Police. Hopefully guidance in how to handle these conversations will help avoid escalation.
Chaudron
 

From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 1:34 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Mac
McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>
Cc: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>; Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: COVID reporting and contact tracing
 
Jim, as we mentioned yesterday in a meeting (I can’t remember which one), we will also
have extra cloth face coverings that we can provide to academic departments to give to
students on an as-needed basis.
 
Please have Brandi engage with us as she develops the flow chart so that it is consistent with
other guidance and so that we can incorporate it into training and post on the website.
 
I do believe involving public safety as enforcement should be a last resort.
 
From: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 1:29 PM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Mac
McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: COVID reporting and contact tracing
 
Just a FYI!
 

From: Brandi Williams <Brandi.Williams@ung.edu> 
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Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 12:17 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; John Delaney <John.Delaney@ung.edu>; Michelle Brown
<Michelle.Brown@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Cc: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: COVID reporting and contact tracing
 
Hello all,
 
I appears that institutions are pretty much in line with how I want to approach face covering issues.

They are treating the 1st incident as an education discussion and any repeat violations, sanctions are
increased.
 

Some institutions are having their 1st incidents go to their Dean of Students for a deanly discussion
with the student first and then any subsequent incident goes to conduct. I’m not opposed to this
model but didn’t think you all would want to field these incidents with all of the other things you will
need to handle.
 
I am anticipating a large number of reports, especially as the school year starts so I will be creating a

letter I will send to students for 1st time incidents with details of what was reported and then
outlining the expectations moving forward. No official charges would be added to the students case.
 
Some institutions are creating trainings for faculty on when to report face covering violations. I think
this is a great idea and I will look into creating something similar for us.
 
Some institutions are creating fun type prevention programs for residential students (i.e. virtual
hand washing parties, RA’s modeling how to appropriately wear face coverings). I thought this was a
good idea and will forward these ideas to Treva.
 
Some institutions will be treating face covering incidents in the classroom as a classroom disruption
where if students fail to comply, they may involve their law enforcement to remove the student
from class. I don’t know if academic affairs has had these discussions but if not, we need to have this
discussion to determine how faculty will be handling these students.
 
Dr. Jones gave the scenario that there will be students who believe it is their right to not wear a face
covering. Of course, there will be students who have specific disability accommodations where they
do not have to wear a face covering. I believe faculty should be made aware of this possibility to
avoid unnecessary confrontations. But for the other students, they will need to comply but faculty
should not be jumping to getting public safety involved if a student refuses. What are your thoughts
on this?
 
I will be creating a flow chart of when a face covering infraction should be reported. I believe faculty
have a lot of discretion where they can have initial educational discussions with students prior to
reporting them to OSI. IF they use this discretion wisely, the number of reports will decrease
significantly and students will be more apt to buy-in to complying with the guidelines. Once creating,
I’ll send to you all for review and feedback.
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We will be having another meeting next Monday at 1 pm to further discuss the USG face covering
language because there is some confusion surrounding face coverings and social distancing. Do
people have to wear a face covering if they are able to social distance? Institutions are interpreting
the USG policy in various ways so we need to make sure we are all clear on how the guidance is
being interpreted by the system. I’ll update you all after that meeting.
 
Thanks!
 
Brandi
 
 
 
Brandi L. Williams, M.A.
Assistant Dean of Students for Student Integrity
University of North Georgia
brandi.williams@ung.edu
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:41 AM
To: John Delaney <John.Delaney@ung.edu>; Michelle Brown <Michelle.Brown@ung.edu>; James
Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Cc: Brandi Williams <Brandi.Williams@ung.edu>; Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: COVID reporting and contact tracing
 
All,
 
The RAC-SCO/RAC-DOS meeting regarding Face Coverings contained a lot of comments and
questions about how institutions are handling COVID-19 reporting and contact tracing.  I will let
Brandi provide recap on Face covering discussion.
 
Many institutions reported that COVID-19 reporting and response is being handled by the Health
Center.  Although I have lots of confidence in the competency in our SHS staff, I do NOT think that
they could handle this workload on top of testing.  Also, it seems that DOS provides a lot of the
necessary supports (Excused Absence, Hardship Withdrawals, communicating with faculty) that
students will need.
 
Many institutions were struggling to determine who will handle contact tracing.  Joyce Jones
reiterated that the responsibility is officially DPHs, but highlighted that DPH has not been meeting
this demand.
 
Some institutions are utilizing their BIT teams; some are assembling new teams to act like BIT teams
to manage these as a team; and others are exploring reassigning staff who are working remotely to a
contact tracing team.  EVERYONE was significantly concerned at how this will snowball when
students are on campus.  Again, I do not think our BIT teams can pick up contact tracing
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responsibilities.
 
No answers, but I wanted to provide a recap of this discussion.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Alyson Paul
AVP/Dean of Students
Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
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From: Steven Lloyd
To: Irene Kokkala
Cc: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: COVID reports
Date: Friday, August 7, 2020 12:16:18 PM

Hi Irene,
 
Good question.  I’ve cc’d Chaudron to see if she would like us to continue.  I suspect that continuing
to track major expenses (software, etc.) will be important.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Irene Kokkala <Irene.Kokkala@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 at 2:01 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: COVID reports
 
Are we continuing with the reports?
 
Irene Kokkala. M.Sc., Ph.D.
Director
Distance Education & Technology Integration
Professor of Biology
University of North Georgia
368 Library Technology Center
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
Phone: 706 864 1862
Cell: 706 344 9940
http://ung.edu/deti
 
*****************************
Gνωθeι s'aυtον
 
*****************************

UNG UNIVER;, ITY of 
NOR.TH GEOR._GIX 
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Abbie Dillard
Subject: RE: Covid Risks
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 5:10:00 PM

Thanks Mom!  I had seen this on social media, but I’m printing copies for the kids.
Love you,
Chaudron
 

From: Abbie Dillard <abbiehd@hughes.net> 
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 5:01 PM
To: Larry F. Dillard Jr. <larry.f.dillard@gmail.com>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Covid Risks
 
 
 

From: Cox [mailto:bobkat218@cox.net] 
Sent: Monday, July 06, 2020 3:47 PM
To: Anne Marie Hennessey; Robbie Douglas; Abbie Dillard; Abbie; Lili Bush; Blevins Howard
Subject: Fwd: Covid Risks
 
 

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: "DOUGLAS, KATHERINE H CTR USAF AFMC AFLCMC/EBM, Small Diameter Bomb Inc II Program"
<katherine.douglas.ctr@us.af.mil>
Date: July 6, 2020 at 1:55:39 PM CDT
To: "bobkat218@cox.net" <bobkat218@cox.net>
Subject: Covid Risks
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COVID-19 
CORONAVIRUS DISEASE 

BE INFORMED: 
Know Your 
Risk During 
COVID-19 
On a scale of 1 to 10, 
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Alyson Paul
Cc: Kate Maine
Subject: RE: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 9:00:00 AM

Alyson,
    We will hopefully have the schedule updated by the end of this week, with classes tagged as
hybrid, face to face or fully online. If the student is in a H2 –hybrid touch class, that should mean
that they will meet 4-8 times during the semester, in a socially distanced classroom , and now
everyone will be wearing masks.  Once the student knows what modality the classes are, and that
masks are now required, that may ease concerns. Once we get all the classes tagged, I do think it
would appropriate to discuss possible changes to the student schedule, but right now, there aren’t
open seats and she wouldn’t be able to tell what she’s got. We are working on getting everything
tagged and adjusting course caps to be in line with each modality. I would prefer that we address as
many cases in advance with schedule changes where possible. If a student has a documented
disability, we will do our best to accommodate them, but there are limits to what we can do.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:51 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
 
Should we advise the student to meet with his/her advisor to see if there can be changes made to
their schedule?  OR will there be an expectation that faculty will accommodate students in high risk
categories? 
 
I would like to make sure that we are providing accurate advice for these situations and I think this
question may show up a lot on the Ask Nigel chat box.
 
-Alyson
 

From: Christy Morrison <Christy.Morrison@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:46 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; Karen Tomlinson <Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
 
Good morning, 
 
I feel certain there will be more questions like this one. How would you like me to respond in a
case such as this? It might be food for all three admins to know. Or, would you rather we just
forward to one or both of you to respond?
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Thank you.
 
Christy Morrison
Dean of Students Office 
University of North Georgia-Gainesville Campus
Student Center 346
678/717-3877
christy.morrison@ung.edu
 

From: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 7:57 AM
To: Christy Morrison <Christy.Morrison@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
 
 
 

From:   
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 7:41 PM
To: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
Subject: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
 
Good Evening!
 
I wanted to reach out to discuss how COVID-19 will impact the two on campus courses I have
this fall. My husband received a kidney transplant in 2010, and he is in a high risk category. Of
course my biggest fear is losing him to something like COVID. What would you recommend I
do or any services I should take into consideration? One of the three classes I will be taking is
fully online, but I don't know if the other two will have hybrid instruction or if there is any
change.
 
Thank you for any assistance and information you can provide!
 

-

mailto:christy.morrison@ung.edu
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From: Alyson Paul
To: Chaudron Gille
Cc: Kate Maine
Subject: RE: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 12:09:07 PM

Thanks, Chaudron.  I have let John, Michelle, and our Admins know this info.
 
From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 9:01 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Cc: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
 
Alyson,
    We will hopefully have the schedule updated by the end of this week, with classes tagged as
hybrid, face to face or fully online. If the student is in a H2 –hybrid touch class, that should mean
that they will meet 4-8 times during the semester, in a socially distanced classroom , and now
everyone will be wearing masks.  Once the student knows what modality the classes are, and that
masks are now required, that may ease concerns. Once we get all the classes tagged, I do think it
would appropriate to discuss possible changes to the student schedule, but right now, there aren’t
open seats and she wouldn’t be able to tell what she’s got. We are working on getting everything
tagged and adjusting course caps to be in line with each modality. I would prefer that we address as
many cases in advance with schedule changes where possible. If a student has a documented
disability, we will do our best to accommodate them, but there are limits to what we can do.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:51 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
 
Should we advise the student to meet with his/her advisor to see if there can be changes made to
their schedule?  OR will there be an expectation that faculty will accommodate students in high risk
categories? 
 
I would like to make sure that we are providing accurate advice for these situations and I think this
question may show up a lot on the Ask Nigel chat box.
 
-Alyson
 

From: Christy Morrison <Christy.Morrison@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:46 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; Karen Tomlinson <Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu>
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Subject: Fw: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
 
Good morning, 
 
I feel certain there will be more questions like this one. How would you like me to respond in a
case such as this? It might be food for all three admins to know. Or, would you rather we just
forward to one or both of you to respond?
 
Thank you.
 
Christy Morrison
Dean of Students Office 
University of North Georgia-Gainesville Campus
Student Center 346
678/717-3877
christy.morrison@ung.edu
 

From: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 7:57 AM
To: Christy Morrison <Christy.Morrison@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
 
 
 

From:  
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 7:41 PM
To: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
Subject: COVID-19 - High Risk Categories
 
Good Evening!
 
I wanted to reach out to discuss how COVID-19 will impact the two on campus courses I have
this fall. My husband received a kidney transplant in 2010, and he is in a high risk category. Of
course my biggest fear is losing him to something like COVID. What would you recommend I
do or any services I should take into consideration? One of the three classes I will be taking is
fully online, but I don't know if the other two will have hybrid instruction or if there is any
change.
 
Thank you for any assistance and information you can provide!
 

-

mailto:christy.morrison@ung.edu
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From: Mac McConnell
To: Kate Maine
Cc: Greg Williams; Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Covid-19 Testing
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 8:34:24 PM

I wonder if CARES SIP funding could help out with this?

Mac

On Jul 8, 2020, at 7:34 PM, Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu> wrote:


Thanks, Greg.  I agree we need to explore other testing options, to include on-
campus testing. However, I think 1,000 tests is probably too low of an
estimate.  I also think, given the pandemic, we would need to open it to all
students, not just those on the Gainesville or Dahlonega campuses.  I will send
a meeting invitation to discuss this further.
 
From: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 6:27 PM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>
Subject: Covid-19 Testing
 
Kate, Mac:
 
In light of the challenges we have faced with employees and students having access to
COVID-19 testing over the past few weeks, I asked Karen Tomlinson and Alyson Paul to
explore what opportunities existed to conduct testing on our campuses. Karen was very
responsive and had previously explored the use of antigen tests at each health clinic.
These tests can provide results within 15 minutes for positive cases. Any negative cases
would need to be sent to LabCorp for verification – which could take several days. They
are supportive of providing these tests at the Gainesville and Dahlonega health clinics.
 
The only barrier she currently faces is funding to purchase and process the test kits.
The costs could be passed on to the students, but that could total around $100 for
some students if the tests must be sent to LabCorp (only negative test results).
Students can obtain free testing from DPH – if they can get an appointment. Karen and
Alyson estimate an investment of $50,000 would give us the ability to offer around
1000 tests during the fall semester with no costs being passed on to students. I wonder
if we can offer these tests to employees if student health fee funds are not used to
purchase and process the tests?
 
I really think we need to explore on-campus testing options given the lack of support
we have seen from DPH. Can we set up a call Thursday 7/9 to discuss in more detail?
I’m free except from 2pm to 4pm.

mailto:Mac.McConnell@ung.edu
mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
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Thanks and sorry for the long message!
 
Greg
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | greg.williams@ung.edu
 
Confidentiality Notice: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may
contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, replication, disclosure
or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender
by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message. 
 

From: Karen Tomlinson <Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 2:23 PM
To: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Cc: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; John Delaney <John.Delaney@ung.edu>;
Michelle Brown <Michelle.Brown@ung.edu>; Glen Harris <Glen.Harris@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Brent - McKesson - Sofia - Covid 19
 
Greg,
 
Please see attached re: the antigen test for COVID. This was the email from Brent
(McKesson). There is more information on the Quidel website, if needed. He actually
called me today about the testing and if we are planning to do this, I will need to let
him know to get this going before the “preferred customer” advantage is taken off the
table and this is offered to companies that are not already clients of McKesson. No
doubt, the kits will be in limited supply soon.
 
In a nutshell, the tests cost $23.00 IF on the 2 year contract (this may require a “push”
to get through since the state typically does not agree with multi-year contracts), the
cost is $32.00 if not on contract. Results are within 15 minutes; if positive, you have an
answer and no confirmation is needed. If negative, a confirmation molecular test (sent
to LabCorp) is necessary. The confirmation for negative results is due to the molecular
tests being more sensitive than the antigen tests. This is not anything new or unusual.
 
Keep in mind, as Alyson mentioned this morning, suggested clinical guidelines include
testing for strep ($8.00) and influenza ($25.00) in addition to COVID ($23.00). These
tests are/would be performed in-house and are part of the health fee. The charge for
the molecular confirmation test from LabCorp is currently $51.00 (to SHS).
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.

mailto:greg.williams@ung.edu
mailto:Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu
mailto:Greg.Williams@ung.edu
mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
mailto:John.Delaney@ung.edu
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mailto:Glen.Harris@ung.edu


Karen
 

From: Bechard, Brent A <Brent.Bechard@McKesson.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:01 PM
To: Karen Tomlinson <Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu>
Subject: Brent - McKesson - Sofia - Covid 19
 
Hey Karen
 
As we discussed,   Friday afternoon Quidel provided me the process to start Phase
2 COVID-19 testing for existing users . 
 
I have attached the following to help  with the Process.  Please complete and
return to me all documents and information requested below and I will start the
process. 
 

1. Process to start Testing on the Quidel Sofia for Covid-19
2. Pediatric Associates Sofia SARS Covid Amendment Template

 
 
Brent Bechard
Account Manager McKesson/Georgia
Phone - 404-401-8229 | Fax – 1-877-252-5549
Brent.Bechard@McKesson.com
 
Assistant Scott Ruttinger
Scott.Ruttinger@mckesson.com
Phone – 770-990-1348
 
McKesson Medical-Surgical Department | Primary Care Sales
1005 Satellite Blvd
Suwannee, Georgia 30024
Phone 1-800-426-0747
www.mckesson.com
 

mailto:Brent.Bechard@McKesson.com
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https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.mckesson.com_&d=DwMFAg&c=FbBevciwIvGuzsJQdDnze9uCWRSXekJosRCbxNiCfPE&r=l0-RpMKwXo8_XqYhHMcnpNusJSYJVF90-N_k4iVM33Q&m=Y9j6ihuVuJjutNIwvHnpN6Fe_FRjJZMVd5rxRd79yPM&s=pL6GGhSKdx7X1Gv8P5q9WXNpIhNHiqC3vj3zhEo9po0&e=


From: Chaudron Gille
To: Mac McConnell; Kate Maine
Cc: Greg Williams
Subject: Re: Covid-19 Testing
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 9:32:40 PM

I think it is worth exploring.
Chaudron

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 8:33:55 PM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Cc: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Covid-19 Testing
 
I wonder if CARES SIP funding could help out with this?

Mac

On Jul 8, 2020, at 7:34 PM, Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu> wrote:


Thanks, Greg.  I agree we need to explore other testing options, to include on-
campus testing. However, I think 1,000 tests is probably too low of an
estimate.  I also think, given the pandemic, we would need to open it to all
students, not just those on the Gainesville or Dahlonega campuses.  I will send
a meeting invitation to discuss this further.
 

From: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 6:27 PM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>
Subject: Covid-19 Testing
 
Kate, Mac:
 
In light of the challenges we have faced with employees and students having access to
COVID-19 testing over the past few weeks, I asked Karen Tomlinson and Alyson Paul to
explore what opportunities existed to conduct testing on our campuses. Karen was very
responsive and had previously explored the use of antigen tests at each health clinic.
These tests can provide results within 15 minutes for positive cases. Any negative cases
would need to be sent to LabCorp for verification – which could take several days. They
are supportive of providing these tests at the Gainesville and Dahlonega health clinics.
 
The only barrier she currently faces is funding to purchase and process the test kits.

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
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The costs could be passed on to the students, but that could total around $100 for
some students if the tests must be sent to LabCorp (only negative test results).
Students can obtain free testing from DPH – if they can get an appointment. Karen and
Alyson estimate an investment of $50,000 would give us the ability to offer around
1000 tests during the fall semester with no costs being passed on to students. I wonder
if we can offer these tests to employees if student health fee funds are not used to
purchase and process the tests?
 
I really think we need to explore on-campus testing options given the lack of support
we have seen from DPH. Can we set up a call Thursday 7/9 to discuss in more detail?
I’m free except from 2pm to 4pm.
 
Thanks and sorry for the long message!
 
Greg
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | greg.williams@ung.edu
 
Confidentiality Notice: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may
contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, replication, disclosure
or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender
by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message. 
 

From: Karen Tomlinson <Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 2:23 PM
To: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Cc: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; John Delaney <John.Delaney@ung.edu>;
Michelle Brown <Michelle.Brown@ung.edu>; Glen Harris <Glen.Harris@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Brent - McKesson - Sofia - Covid 19
 
Greg,
 
Please see attached re: the antigen test for COVID. This was the email from Brent
(McKesson). There is more information on the Quidel website, if needed. He actually
called me today about the testing and if we are planning to do this, I will need to let
him know to get this going before the “preferred customer” advantage is taken off the
table and this is offered to companies that are not already clients of McKesson. No
doubt, the kits will be in limited supply soon.
 
In a nutshell, the tests cost $23.00 IF on the 2 year contract (this may require a “push”
to get through since the state typically does not agree with multi-year contracts), the
cost is $32.00 if not on contract. Results are within 15 minutes; if positive, you have an

mailto:greg.williams@ung.edu
mailto:Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu
mailto:Greg.Williams@ung.edu
mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
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answer and no confirmation is needed. If negative, a confirmation molecular test (sent
to LabCorp) is necessary. The confirmation for negative results is due to the molecular
tests being more sensitive than the antigen tests. This is not anything new or unusual.
 
Keep in mind, as Alyson mentioned this morning, suggested clinical guidelines include
testing for strep ($8.00) and influenza ($25.00) in addition to COVID ($23.00). These
tests are/would be performed in-house and are part of the health fee. The charge for
the molecular confirmation test from LabCorp is currently $51.00 (to SHS).
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.

Karen
 

From: Bechard, Brent A <Brent.Bechard@McKesson.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:01 PM
To: Karen Tomlinson <Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu>
Subject: Brent - McKesson - Sofia - Covid 19
 
Hey Karen
 
As we discussed,   Friday afternoon Quidel provided me the process to start Phase
2 COVID-19 testing for existing users . 
 
I have attached the following to help  with the Process.  Please complete and
return to me all documents and information requested below and I will start the
process. 
 

1. Process to start Testing on the Quidel Sofia for Covid-19
2. Pediatric Associates Sofia SARS Covid Amendment Template

 
 
Brent Bechard
Account Manager McKesson/Georgia
Phone - 404-401-8229 | Fax – 1-877-252-5549
Brent.Bechard@McKesson.com
 
Assistant Scott Ruttinger
Scott.Ruttinger@mckesson.com
Phone – 770-990-1348
 
McKesson Medical-Surgical Department | Primary Care Sales
1005 Satellite Blvd
Suwannee, Georgia 30024
Phone 1-800-426-0747
www.mckesson.com
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Mary Gowan
Subject: RE: Departmental Alternate-Flexible Work Schedules.docx
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 11:33:00 AM

Thank you Mary.
Chaudron
 

From: Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Departmental Alternate-Flexible Work Schedules.docx
 
Chaudron,
 
I believe we are supposed to share out Departmental Alternate-Flexible Work Schedules
with you.
 
Ours for the MCCB staff is attached. Please let me know if you  have any questions. I
expect that we will move back to more in-office time as soon as it feels like that makes
sense to do from a safety standpoint.
 
Also,  with COVID-19 so I likely will be sending some staff to Gainesville to
assist over the next couple of weeks.
 
Mary

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Kate Maine; Bonita Jacobs
Subject: Re: DRAFT - Leave for child char or k-12 online
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 7:12:11 AM

I have no concerns.
Chaudron 

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Sent: Sunday, July 26, 2020 9:13:45 PM
To: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: DRAFT - Leave for child char or k-12 online
 
Sharing this with you for reference. I don’t have any concerns about or changes to Beth’s
message, but please advise if you do.
 

From: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, July 25, 2020 4:36 PM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Greg
Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: DRAFT - Leave for child char or k-12 online
 
All, I would like to send this out this weekend or at least Monday morning if possible.
 
Dear Colleagues,
 
As we transition back to the workplace and primary and secondary schools are announcing their
plans for the beginning of the school year, we have received many questions regarding employees
who may have dependents impacted by schools that plan to operate online only or child care
providers that may not available due to COVID-19. We have highlighted the extended leave options
available to employees in this situation below.
 
Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA) Emergency Paid Sick Leave
If an employee is caring for a dependent whose school or place of care is closed or unavailable due
to COVID-19, the FFCRA entitles the employee to emergency paid sick leave. Full-time employees
may take up to 80 hours of paid leave. Affected part-time employees may take pro-rated paid leave,
up to their regularly scheduled hours or full-time equivalent. Covered employees are entitled to use
this emergency paid sick leave before using any other accrued leave. Compensation for those who
are caring for someone else will be at least 2/3 of their regular pay rate, but it will be capped at $200
per day and an aggregate total of $2,000.
 
FFCRA Extended Family & Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
The Extended FMLA has provisions that provide covered leave to employees who are caring for a
dependent under the age of 18, whose school or place of care is closed or unavailable due to COVID-
19. Affected employees are entitled to take this leave as part of their standard 12-week FMLA

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
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https://aka.ms/o0ukef


allotment. It does not add an additional 12 weeks onto the already existing 12 weeks of FMLA. The
first two weeks of leave under this provision are unpaid, as is customary under the FMLA. The
employee may take these two weeks of unpaid leave at the same time as the two weeks of
emergency paid sick leave. The remaining 10 weeks must be paid, unlike other FMLA leave. That pay
rate is at least 2/3 of their regular pay rate, but it is capped at $200 per day and an aggregate total of
$10,000.
 
Please note that employees can still use any other paid leave that they have accrued following the
exhaustion of their 12 weeks of FMLA.
 
Please contact the HR Benefits Representatives at benefits@ung.edu if you have any questions.
 
 
Beth Arbuthnot, MBA SPHR
Associate Vice President HR/Risk/Compliance
University of North Georgia
Office (Dahlonega) 706-864-1440 (Gainesville) 678-717-3713
Fax 706-864-1365
beth.arbuthnot@ung.edu
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
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From: Steven Lloyd
To: Chaudron Gille; Eugene Van Sickle
Subject: Re: draft Faculty letter
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 5:26:55 PM
Attachments: Letter to faculty 7-17-2020_Lloyd edit.docx

Chaudron,
 
Here are my comments.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 at 4:16 PM
To: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>, Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: draft Faculty letter
 
Steve and Gene,
   Here is the draft letter. Would love your edits, suggestions, etc.
 
Chaudron
 

UNG UNIVER$ 1TY ,f 
NOR.TH GEOR..GIA'.' 

mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu

July 16, 2020



Dear Faculty,

As you prepare for fall semester, I want to take a moment to provide some updates and answer questions I have received about expectations for fall semester. As you are aware, over the last month we have identified the seating capacity while respecting six feet of social distancing of every classroom across all five campuses. We then tagged all courses with the appropriate modality to reflect both the capacity and the accommodations for faculty who are high risk. Monday of this week, we completed the conversion of the schedule. In consultation with the deans, I recommended and Cabinet approved a decision to end face to face instruction the Tuesday of Thanksgiving week and move final exams online. Also, in response to extensive advocacy by faculty, students, and institutional leadership across the system, the USG changed their stance on wearing masks, and they will now be required in all indoor public spaces on university campuses. These decisions were made with the safety of faculty and students in mind, but they also clearly have implications for how you prepare to teach your classes. 

This situation continues to evolve, and many questions remain. Areas where we still are working on processes and expect further guidance from the USG include providing accommodations to students, contact tracing on campus, and enforcement of the mask policy. As those questions are clarified, I will share more information with you. I also suggest that you become familiar with The Nighthawks Together: Fall 2020 Plan website. Just click on the Covid-19 link from the myUNG homepage. It has information specifically for faculty and contains the most up to date information for reference by the whole university community. The guidance I offer today focuses on the online component of your courses and communications with students.  	Comment by Steven Lloyd: Or visit https://ung.edu/together/
	Comment by Steven Lloyd: The site and FAQs will be updated frequently.

Minimum Online Component for ALL courses	Comment by Steven Lloyd: In the Spring, there were a number of courses that used a different course management system or one that is from the publisher.  Sometimes for legitimate reasons and sometimes not.  Probably not a message to send here and probably better to send to the deans, but these should be avoided when possible and the D2L page can be used to direct students to the other platform when not.  The department will need to know and have access to the course in the event someone needs to take it over.

· In order to meet the instructional standards of seat time for accreditation due to the shortened term, and to insure that we are prepared to pivot to online instruction if that becomes necessary again, all courses must have a D2L component. This component must include the syllabus, the gradebook, a calendar or list of assignments, and a content module. This content module could containbe a discussion board, a reading or video, a self-quiz, or something similar, or all of the above. We have added a module on Academic Integrity to the D2L Resources that is available to everyone. It has two quizzes, and the students receive a certificate of completion that they could upload to demonstrate completion. This is module could be utilized to fulfill the content requirement. The learning objectives may be reviewed here: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-eiH-oXtUVQtqFlwG_dFbj-8o88gfriAYJ0FhWZjOWg/edit 



Attendance Policies/Role Verification

· Attendance in online courses is established through completed activities, such as discussion posts, assignment submission, quiz or test completion, etc. This recommendation stands whether the work is graded or not. This is the reason the mandatory attendance quiz and introduction post are used for rolle verification purposes. This may well be the best approach for your hybrid course also depending upon the frequency of contact.  Although documenting regular attendance is a best practice for student success and retention in both virtual and traditional environments, faculty should consider the following recommendations as we accommodate students who may fall ill during the semester or have responsibilities to help care for their families and friends: 

· Do not use an attendance grade. 

· Allow students to complete missing work in a timely fashion if they must miss class. 

· Do not require that a student submit a note from student health or their doctor to make up missing assignments.	Comment by Steven Lloyd: Do you want to add the recommendation to use a seating chart and seating requirement in F2F and hybrid courses in the event that contact tracing becomes necessary? 



First Week of Class Communications and Format

We will be directing all students in hybrid courses to check their D2L course for information about when to come to their face-to-face class session. D2L has a feature that will automatically populate students into subgroups for you so that you may assign them to a particular rotation. However, the D2L platform will not be open to students in advance of the first day of class. For that reason, we ask that you also draft an email to each of your classes that can go out the Friday before classes start in which you communicate expectations for the first week of class. You may wish to use the automated email format in D2L to send reminders to students about scheduled face-to-face sessions throughout the semester, particularly for the H2 format.	Comment by Steven Lloyd: An early recommendation was to encourage all hybrid courses to meet online the first day and to reference D2L for cohort assignment.

Communications with Students

 One of the most frequent complaints we have had over the last four months from students and parents is about communication with faculty and feedback on student work. As we have all experienced in navigating these few months, an environment that is constantly evolving  creates a great deal of anxiety due to uncertainty, and so communication becomes even more critical. Best practices for online courses suggest that timely response to student inquiries should be sent within 24 hours during the workweek, and within 48 hours on the weekend or over holidays. Grading of submitted work should be completed within 7 days of submission. Equally important, communicate your preferred method of contact to your students. Should they email you within D2L, only use your UNG email?  Will you post all communications to the class in D2L or use your class email distribution list?  You cannot rely on communicating course and assignment information during the class time when you are in a hybrid format and/or may have students with special accommodations.  For those teaching hybrid or face-to-face classes, office hours may be conducted virtually, in your office wearing masks, by appointment, or some combination thereof.  All of this information should be included in your syllabus so students can reference it throughout the semester. 	Comment by Steven Lloyd: Another frequent complaint was the lack of student engagement opportunities in the Spring.  That was, in part, and artifact of purposeful technology restrictions.  It might be good to mention something about designing hybrid courses to maximize a pedagogy of engagement in both the F2F and online components as each format affords unique opportunities.  But also that they will have limited touch points with the students and how they use them will is critical.

Assessments and Final Exams

As I noted in the opening paragraph, final exams will be online. The reason for this decision was to avoid having students travel home for the Thanksgiving holidays, and then return to campus, increasing the opportunity for the spread of Covid during the winter months when health experts anticipate a surge of infections and coinciding with flu season. Thus, please do not plan to have final exams proctored in person on campus. For online proctoring, we have acquired a new license for Respondus Monitor as an alternative to ProctorU, which has some limitations as well, but which is free to use. Respondus Monitor does not work on Chromebooks.  In addition, DETI is an excellent resource for exploring assessment best practices in online instruction, which might provide additional alternatives to proctoring.  If you make changes in your assessments, please be cognizant of the impact on program assessment or general education assessment and coordinate that with your department. 	Comment by Steven Lloyd: Might be important to explicitly state that the proctored requirement for online courses is in effect and that that can be fulfilled as the final exam or at another point in the semester.

 During the semester, we will have some limited capacity for you to use large spaces on campus, such as the CE auditorium in Gainesville or potentially the gym floor in Memorial Hall, for a face-to-face exam period with the entire class socially distanced at one time. This will need to be done before Thanksgiving, not during finals week, and it would not replace having some exam, project or paper due during final exam week.  If you wish to schedule a large space for face to face exams during the semester, please make that request through your department chair, and we will work together to reserve an alternative space for your class on that day. Also

Use approved tools and platforms within D2L. Other tools can present security risks and may not be accessible to students with disabilities. Group texts for example may not be accessible to a student with disabilities.  You recently received an email announcing that we have added Zoom as a tool for your use.  We are compiling a matrix that outlines the capabilities of Blackboard Collaborate, Visual Huddle, TEAMs, Zoom and other approved platforms, so that you may select the best tool for your needs. This reference will be available on the DETI website.  If you have a technological need, please consult with DETI about available resources. 

Teaching Resources

CTLL and DETI continue to offer a variety of workshops, videos and just in time resources to assist you with your course planning. A complete list of internal and external faculty development resources is available to you through the Nighthawks Together website: https://ung.edu/together/faculty-info/faculty-development-resources.php  I also recommend to you Transparency in Teaching and Learning or TILT as an important pedagogy for all instruction. In a virtual setting it can reduce students’ confusion in many ways. (https://tilthighered.com/)

· TILT makes transparent things that are sometimes unclear to students:

· The purpose of an assignment: Why is it relevant?

· A detailed description of the assignment: What do excellent examples look like?

· Explicit criteria for grading: How will the assignment be assessed?



Finally, I appreciate the questions and concerns shared through your department chairs, deans, the Faculty Senate and emails directly to me. We are navigating uncharted seas together and that communication helps us make better-informed decisions and find solutions to problems. It feels somewhat like we are charting a course between Scylla and Charybdis, but I am confident that together we will be successful. I thank you for your creativity, your resourcefulness, your concern for your students, and your flexibility.

Be well, 

Chaudron





From: Mac McConnell
To: Kate Maine
Cc: Bonita Jacobs; James Conneely; Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: draft message and holding statement for review
Date: Sunday, August 16, 2020 5:15:44 PM
Attachments: Student message - block party 2020-08-16.docx

ATT00001.htm

Looks good.

Mac

On Aug 16, 2020, at 4:59 PM, Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu> wrote:


I will share the holding statement with USG comms.  Please let me know if you
have any changes.
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Email to students, faculty and staff



Dear UNG Students:



We have learned that many students attended a large outdoor party at a privately-owned, off-campus apartment complex located near UNG's Dahlonega Campus last night.  We are disappointed that these individuals chose to ignore COVID-19 public health guidance by congregating in a large group without social distancing or face coverings. 



With classes scheduled to begin tomorrow, please remember that everyone is expected to conduct a daily self-screening before coming to campus.  People with COVID-19 have reported a wide range of mild to severe symptoms that may appear 2-14 days after exposure to the virus, including:

· Fever over 100.4°F or 38°C (without having taken any fever-reducing medications)

· Loss of smell or taste

· Cough

· Muscle aches

· Sore throat

· Shortness of breath

· Chills

· New or unusual headache

· Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, or loss of appetite



Should you experience any COVID-19 symptoms or believe that you have been exposed to someone with COVID-19, you should: 1) not come to campus and 2) complete UNG's COVID-19 Health Reporting Form.  Testing for COVID-19 may be advised by Student Health Services, the Georgia Department of Public Health, or your personal healthcare provider.



Based on guidance from Gov. Kemp's COVID-19 task force and public health recommendations from the CDC and the Georgia Department of Public Health, the University has enacted safety precautions to mitigate the spread of COVID-19, including expectations for social distancing, use of face coverings, washing hands frequently, and limitations on the size of gatherings.  As a reminder, face coverings are required in all public areas of university buildings and facilities, and we expect all members of the UNG community to adhere to this direction.



Out of respect and concern for others, please remember that everyone has responsibility to help protect others and prevent the spread of the virus. 



Sincerely,

Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.

President





Holding statement:

We are aware that a large outdoor party was held at a privately-owned, off-campus apartment complex located near one of our campuses last night, and we are disappointed that many students chose to ignore COVID-19 public health guidance by congregating in a large group without social distancing or face coverings. We continue to emphasize to our students and community that everyone has an individual responsibility to help prevent the spread of the virus.









From: Chaudron Gille
To: Steven Lloyd
Subject: RE: Draft messaging
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 10:56:00 AM
Attachments: Draft Guidance 07.30.2020.docx

Steve,
  I made a couple of comments.
Chaudron
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 10:27 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Draft messaging
 
Chaudron,
 
I think this covers the things we have discussed this week.  I changed and added to text throughout,
but I forgot to track changes.  My apologies, but please read through the whole doc.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

UNG 

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu

Guidance on Final Exams:

A standard final exam schedule was adopted last year.  The Final exam webpage now lists Fall and Spring, and Summer schedules without a specific year identified.



For faculty: No in person exams/activities are to be conducted after the Thanksgiving break.  The use of asynchronous final exams is strongly encouraged.  However, if using an online synchronous exam format for F2F or Hybrid courses, please use the scheduled exam time for that course.  For hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled according to the start time of the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) and not based on a student’s individual required attendance to maintain social distancing (e.g., Mondays only or every other Wednesday, etc.).  Since there are no scheduled options for synchronous exams for online courses other than after 3pm on the Friday of exam week (i.e., 3-5pm, 530-730pm, and 750-950pm), please consider an asynchronous exam option.  For asynchronous exam options, please consider scheduling it in a way that provides maximum flexibility for students and to reduce the potential for conflicts with other courses.  Asynchronous exam formats will provide additional flexibility for students needing accommodations and use of the Testing Center, which, due to social distancing requirements, will be operating with limited capacity.

 

For students: For synchronous exams in F2F and hybrid courses, consult the final exam schedule and the course syllabus.  Note: for hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled according to the start time of the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) and not based on your individual required attendance directed by your faculty to maintain social distancing (e.g., Mondays only or every other Wednesday, etc.).  For online courses, consult your syllabus and/or your instructor.



Guidance on Proctoring:

Proctored activities are required of all UNG Online courses.  The proctored activity or activities must be worth a total of at least 10% of the course grade.  F2F and Hybrid courses at UNG do not require a proctored activity.  Therefore, proctored online final exams are not required for any UNG course, but they remain an option for all and may satisfy other course requirements for some.  eCore will require proctored midterms in their Science, Math, and ECON courses.  eCore has suspended proctored exam requirements for all other eCore courses.  Proctoring may be accomplished through the use of a fee-based service like ProctorU or a free AI solution like Respondus Monitor.  Limitations apply to both and faculty are encouraged to consider best practices in assessment regardless and as a potential alternative to proctoring and to consult with UNG DETI as needed.  



Additional Guidance on Hybrid Courses:

Our Fall 2020 schedule will be hybrid intensive.  This format may be new for many faculty and we encourage you to connect with experts in DETI and CTLL, experienced colleagues, and communities of practice to ensure that you providing an engaging experience for all students.  To reiterate previous guidance, faculty should not use F2F meeting times to deliver iterations of the same lecture to different cohorts or simply for testing purposes.  Rather, consider flipped classroom approaches, small group discussions, and other mechanisms of engagement and balance these activities across both the F2F and online components of the course as appropriate.



Previous guidance stands that you should email students in your class the Friday before classes start in order to let them know which course cohort they are in and their expected schedule of attendance.  This information should also be posted in the D2L course page and updated through the drop/add period.  To address student confusion and to ensure that we maintain a reduced density of students on campus, new guidance is provided for hybrid courses for the first week of classes.  All hybrid courses should meet online for their first scheduled class meeting.  For example, if a course is scheduled for MWF hybrid, the entire class should meet online on Monday, August 17 and begin the rotation of course cohort meetings on Wednesday, August 19.  Likewise, if a course is scheduled for TR hybrid, the entire class should meet online on Tuesday, August 18 and begin the rotation of course cohort meetings on Thursday, August 20.  This will allow students an opportunity to orient to the course requirements and expectations, including their attendance requirements.  Therefore, your messaging to students should also include this information.  If you are teaching a H3 format course, you will also need to notify the students of any additional safety precautions that are needed for that course format.  It is expected that you will begin the course on the first day of class.  The drop/add period for students will not be extended nor will roll verification.  Appropriate means of checking attendance through these periods should be implemented.	Comment by Chaudron Gille: Is there a reason we would not want H3 classes to also meet online for the first day? 



The Hybrid H3 format was originally designated as mask wearing before USG guidance on this issue was received.  To avoid confusion about face coverings, which are required in all classrooms, we are updating the course definitions in the Banner help screen as highlighted below.  The course modality coding in Banner will not need to be updated.  However, if there are additional notes in the SSAText in Banner for course sections under this modality, that will need to be updated manually by departments.



Class Schedule - Help

Instructional Method:

· F - Fully at a distance - All or nearly all of the class sessions are delivered via technology. The course does not require students to travel to a classroom for instruction; however, it might require students to travel to a site to attend an orientation or to take exams. (This is generally equivalent to delivering more than 95 percent of sessions via technology.)

· P - Partially at a distance - Technology is used to deliver more than 50 percent of class sessions, but visits to a classroom (or similar site) are required.

· H - Hybrid - Technology is used to deliver 50 percent or less of class sessions, but at least one class session is replaced by technology.

· H1 - Hybrid: 25-50% F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver 50-75 percent of class sessions. Segments of the class attend the classroom on a regular rotation based on classroom capacity with social distancing. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements prior to the first day of class.

· H2 - Hybrid: < 25% F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver more than 75% of class sessions. Segments of the class attend the classroom on a regular rotation with social distancing. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements prior to the first day of class.

· H3 – Hybrid: variable F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver a percentage of class sessions. Segments of the class may attend the classroom on a regular rotation. The class format may necessitate close physical proximity with others. Additional safety precautions may be necessary. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements and additional safety requirements prior to the first day of class.

· T - Technology enhanced - Technology is used in delivering instruction to all students in the section, but no class sessions are replaced by technology.

· No technology - No technology is used in delivering instruction.



Additional Guidance on Student Accessibility in D2L:

Please see the attached memo for more information and below for an annotation of that memo.



We are reaching more students on the D2L platform than in the past and we want to ensure that all of the materials are fully accessible.  A new tool to assist in this effort was recent purchased and is in the process of being implemented.  Blackboard Ally will be fully integrated into D2L, providing the instructor an easy to interpret gauge for the accessibility of their course content.  Additionally, this product provides guidance and tips for content accessibility improvements.  DETI will also provide faculty development training for this new addition to D2L.  The Fall Semester provides us with a good opportunity to learn, educate and monitor while the educational and promotional materials are being developed.



Additional Guidance on Classrooms and Seating Charts:

UNG Facilities is working toward setting classrooms for social distancing and developing standard seating charts.  This will be an on-going process for the next several weeks and minor adjustments are being made on a case-by-case basis.  Furthermore, some classrooms will be used for the on-campus portion of the hybrid student orientation sessions starting next week.  These classrooms will not be set until the conclusion of those sessions.  Every attempt will be made to remove excess furniture, but there are limitations to storage capacity and you may expect to see some excess furniture stored in your classrooms.



Classroom seating charts and capacity with social distancing will be stored in the EMS system.  We ask that you reserve additional spaces needed on campus by the end of August, at which time other groups will have access to do so as well.  Some larger traditional and non-traditional academic spaces may be available for testing needs with social distancing.  Per the governor’s orders, gatherings should not exceed 50 people.  Special requests to accommodate groups larger than 50 people should be submitted to Academic Affairs.



Faculty are encouraged to make use of a course seating chart in Hybrid and F2F courses.  If a seating chart is used in conjunction with social distancing and mask wearing, contact tracing for direct and indirect exposures would be easier to identify in the event that an individual in that setting tests positive.



Additional Guidance on Reporting

Please reference the nighthawks together website (http://ung.edu/together/index.php) for continuously updated information about the Fall 2020 reopening plan, Campus Guidelines, Operations Updates, Student Information, Faculty Information, Employee Information, FAQs, Announcements and Updates, Athletics, and UNG CoVid-19 Reporting and Cases.  On this site, you will find two forms, one for self-reporting and one to report a concern about another member of the University community (https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php).



Effective July 15, use of face coverings is required by students, faculty, staff, and visitors in UNG buildings and facilities where six feet of social distancing may not be possible. Face covering use will be in addition to and is not a substitute for social distancing. Face coverings are not required in one's own residence hall room or suite, when alone in an enclosed office or study room, or in campus outdoor settings where social distancing requirements are met.  Face coverings are required in all instructional spaces.  Anyone not using a face covering when required may be asked to wear one or they must leave the area.  Repeated refusal to comply with the requirement may result in discipline through the applicable code of conduct for faculty, staff, or students.  Reasonable accommodations may be made for those who are unable to wear a face covering for documented health reasons.  The following is meant to provide guidance for how to handle non-compliance with face coverings in the classroom or other settings:	Comment by Chaudron Gille: Do we want to add a section in here about updated language in the standard supplemental syllabus? Perhaps remind people that the student code of conduct and the disruptive behavior clause in the syllabus cover this behavior?



1. Ask the individual to wear a face covering.  Departments will be provided extra masks.  If the individual does not have a mask, provide one for them or direct them to a departmental location or other location on campus where they may obtain one.  Our Emergency Preparedness team is distributing free masks to the campus community and our Auxiliary Services division will stock some vending machines with masks for purchase on-campus.

2. Ask the individual to leave the area.

3. If the individual is a student and continues to be non-compliant, contact the Dean of Students for the campus or use the See Something, Say Something form (https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthGeorgia&layout_id=4) to submit an anonymous report.  A university representative will follow-up with the student to determine if the student has an approved accommodation, assist the student in complying with the mask wearing policy, or engage in disciplinary action.  Likewise, if the individual is an employee contact the supervisor, HR, or use the See Something, Say Something form.

4. UNG Public Safety is always available to assist with individuals engaged in disruptive behaviors on campus, but we ask, unless there is an urgent need, that you exercise this option after others have been exhausted.	Comment by Chaudron Gille: I think we should run this one by Kate and by Brandi and Jim to make sure what we are saying is consistent with the messaging around conduct and the latest guidance they have received. I got a message from Jim this morning asking if we would share what was being communicated to faculty. 
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eeding accommodations and use of the Testing Center, 



which, due to social distancing requirements, will be operating with limited capacity.



 



 



 



For students: For synchronous exams in F2F and hybrid courses, consult the final exam schedule 



and the course syll



abus.



 



 



Note: for hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled according to the 



start time of the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) and not based on your 



individual required attendance directed by your faculty to maintain social distancin



g (e.g., 



Mondays only or every other Wednesday, etc.).  For online courses, consult your syllabus 



and/or your instructor.



 



 



Guidance on 



Proctoring



:



 



Proctored activities are required of all UNG Online courses



.  The proctored activity or activities 



must be worth 



a total of 



at least 10% of the course grade



.



  



F2F and Hybrid courses at UNG do 



not require a proctored activity.  Therefore, proctored online final exams are not required for 



any UNG course, but they re



main an option for all and may satisfy other course requirements 



for some.  eCore



 



will require proctored midterms in their Science, Math, and ECON 



courses.



 



 



eCore has suspended proctored exam requirements for all other



 



eCore



 



courses.



  



Proctoring may be acc



omplished through the use of a fee



-



based service like ProctorU or a free 



AI solution like Respondus Monitor.  Limitations apply to both and faculty are encouraged to 



consider best practices in assessment 



regardless and as a potential alternative to proctor



ing 



and to consult with UNG DETI as needed.  



 



 



Additional Guidance on Hybrid Courses:



 



Our Fall 2020 schedule will be hybrid intensive.  This format may be new for many faculty and 



we encourage you to connect with experts in DETI and CTLL, experienced colle



agues, and 



communities of practice to ensure that you providing an engaging experience for all students.  



To reiterate previous guidance, faculty should not use F2F meeting times to deliver iterations of 



the same lecture to different cohorts



 



or simply for 



testing purposes



.  Rather, consider flipped 



classroom approaches, small group discussions, and other mechanisms of engagement and 






Guidance on Final Exams: 


A standard final exam schedule was adopted last year.  The Final exam webpage now lists Fall 


and Spring, and Summer schedules without a specific year identified. 


 


For faculty: No in person exams/activities are to be conducted after the Thanksgiving break.  


The use of asynchronous final exams is strongly encouraged.  However, if using an online 


synchronous exam format for F2F or Hybrid courses, please use the scheduled exam time for 


that course.  For hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled according to the start time of the 


course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) and not based on a student’s individual 


required attendance to maintain social distancing (e.g., Mondays only or every other 


Wednesday, etc.).  Since there are no scheduled options for synchronous exams for online 


courses other than after 3pm on the Friday of exam week (i.e., 3-5pm, 530-730pm, and 750-


950pm), please consider an asynchronous exam option.  For asynchronous exam options, 


please consider scheduling it in a way that provides maximum flexibility for students and to 


reduce the potential for conflicts with other courses.  Asynchronous exam formats will provide 


additional flexibility for students needing accommodations and use of the Testing Center, 


which, due to social distancing requirements, will be operating with limited capacity. 


  


For students: For synchronous exams in F2F and hybrid courses, consult the final exam schedule 


and the course syllabus.  Note: for hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled according to the 


start time of the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) and not based on your 


individual required attendance directed by your faculty to maintain social distancing (e.g., 


Mondays only or every other Wednesday, etc.).  For online courses, consult your syllabus 


and/or your instructor. 


 


Guidance on Proctoring: 


Proctored activities are required of all UNG Online courses.  The proctored activity or activities 


must be worth a total of at least 10% of the course grade.  F2F and Hybrid courses at UNG do 


not require a proctored activity.  Therefore, proctored online final exams are not required for 


any UNG course, but they remain an option for all and may satisfy other course requirements 


for some.  eCore will require proctored midterms in their Science, Math, and ECON 


courses.  eCore has suspended proctored exam requirements for all other eCore courses.  


Proctoring may be accomplished through the use of a fee-based service like ProctorU or a free 


AI solution like Respondus Monitor.  Limitations apply to both and faculty are encouraged to 


consider best practices in assessment regardless and as a potential alternative to proctoring 


and to consult with UNG DETI as needed.   


 


Additional Guidance on Hybrid Courses: 


Our Fall 2020 schedule will be hybrid intensive.  This format may be new for many faculty and 


we encourage you to connect with experts in DETI and CTLL, experienced colleagues, and 


communities of practice to ensure that you providing an engaging experience for all students.  


To reiterate previous guidance, faculty should not use F2F meeting times to deliver iterations of 


the same lecture to different cohorts or simply for testing purposes.  Rather, consider flipped 


classroom approaches, small group discussions, and other mechanisms of engagement and 




From: James Conneely
To: Brett Morris; Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Email to Deans from AVPEM
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 10:25:46 AM

Brett,

I think this looks good and let me know how I can assist.

Jim

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 10:20 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Email to Deans from AVPEM
 
Below is the message I plan to send each Dean later today.  Please advise if you feel there
needs to be a change to the message.
 
Thanks,  Brett
 
-----------------
 
Good morning Mary – I hope you are surviving the COVID chaos.  It is certainly an unusual
time.  As you know, we still have a good number of students, new and continuing, who have
not registered for the fall term.  We know from national student research that students want
to hear from administrators and faculty about what to expect.  I’d like to offer some
assistance, if you haven’t already done so, in getting such messages out. 
 
Here are two things my communications team could help you do: 
 

1)      Sly Broadcast Phone Message:  You could record another short message to new
students welcoming them to your college, congratulating them on their resilience
these past few month, and getting them excited about what they can expect in their
academic journey at UNG.   If you are interested, please record a message on your
phone or computer and email it to Caleb Rogers (cc’d on this email).  Caleb has access
to the Sly Broadcast account and can arrange to send the message to students who

mailto:James.Conneely@ung.edu
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have been accepted to MCCB.
 

2)      Parent Email:  We know that parents/guardians are very concerned and key
influencers at this stage of enrollment.  Perhaps you could craft an email message to
parents/guardians thanking them for supporting their student in their quest for
education, where they should look online for information and resources, and sharing
your pleasure in having their student in one of your programs (something along those
lines).  Again, if you want us to send this message out, Caleb can arrange to send that
message out on your behalf via the CRM.  If you want to send a message to continuing
students in your college, he can help with that as well. 
 

You may already have a method of sending these kinds of messages, and not need our help.  If
you would like our help, we are prepared to assist, as we understand how extremely busy you
and your faculty/team are with getting ready for fall instruction to begin.      
 
Please let us know by Friday (7/10) if you want to participate, so Caleb can begin building the
phone and email lists in the CRM.  Our goal would be to have all the voicemails and emails
collected by next Friday (7/17) so we can launch the week of 7/20. 
 
One final offer, if it would help, we would be happy to draft a voicemail script or email to
provide you something to edit.  I know I have found this technique very helpful to me.
 
I know how busy you are and appreciate your assistance in helping us welcome the incoming
class of students. 
 
Have a great UNG Day! 
 
Best regards,
 
Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 
 
 



From: James Conneely
To: Bonita Jacobs; Kate Maine; Billy Wells; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: Re: employee testing criteria
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 5:40:29 PM

Unless I hear otherwise, I will let the SHS staff know of the protocols to be instituted
starting Monday.

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

From: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 2:35 PM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Billy Wells <Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski
<Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: employee testing criteria
 
Looks good to me.

Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.
President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993
706-864-1689 (FAX)

From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 1:48:37 PM
To: Billy Wells <Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski
<Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>
Subject: employee testing criteria
 
All,
 
We are fortunate to have on-campus COVID-19 testing capabilities, but those supplies and
personnel are still limited.  As we have discussed previously, we want to make testing
available in urgent situations for employees while prioritizing our student testing
capabilities.  Toward that end, Jim, Greg and I are recommending the procedures outlined
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in the attached document when determining whether to provide employee testing.  Please
share any feedback that you may have.
 
Like everything now, this situation is fluid and may change depending upon the availability
of testing supplies, personnel resources, and the demand for testing.
 
Kate
 
Kate Maine, Ed.D., APR
Vice President of University Relations and Chief of Staff
706-864-1950 | 706-429-4093, mobile
kate.maine@ung.edu
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: James Conneely; Bonita Jacobs; Kate Maine; Billy Wells; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: Re: employee testing criteria
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 8:10:48 PM

Looks good to me.
Chaudron

Get Outlook for iOS

From: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 5:40:26 PM
To: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Billy Wells
<Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski
<Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: employee testing criteria
 
Unless I hear otherwise, I will let the SHS staff know of the protocols to be instituted
starting Monday.

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

From: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 2:35 PM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Billy Wells <Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski
<Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: employee testing criteria
 
Looks good to me.

Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.
President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993
706-864-1689 (FAX)

From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
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Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 1:48:37 PM
To: Billy Wells <Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski
<Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>
Subject: employee testing criteria
 
All,
 
We are fortunate to have on-campus COVID-19 testing capabilities, but those supplies and
personnel are still limited.  As we have discussed previously, we want to make testing
available in urgent situations for employees while prioritizing our student testing
capabilities.  Toward that end, Jim, Greg and I are recommending the procedures outlined
in the attached document when determining whether to provide employee testing.  Please
share any feedback that you may have.
 
Like everything now, this situation is fluid and may change depending upon the availability
of testing supplies, personnel resources, and the demand for testing.
 
Kate
 
Kate Maine, Ed.D., APR
Vice President of University Relations and Chief of Staff
706-864-1950 | 706-429-4093, mobile
kate.maine@ung.edu
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From: Andy Novobilski
To: Mac McConnell
Cc: Chaudron Gille; Kate Maine; Yolanda Carr; Donna Caldwell; Charlotte Wade
Subject: Re: Existing Federal programs receiving new or enhanced Federal funding from CARES, FFCRA or CPRSA
Date: Monday, July 13, 2020 11:51:07 AM

Thanks, Mac –
 
I was curious how these funds were going to be accounted for during the budget process.  At some
point (and I know Donna and Jarrod are very busy at this time), UNG will need to make a decision as
to how to “count” these funds relative to external grant funding.  Do we add it to the funds
generated by the normal grants process?  Do we add the first half of the non-Title III funds to
student aid and the second half to institutional development external grants (like the NCAA award to
athletics).  Not a big rush, but it would be helpful to have clarity so we can provide numbers that
reflect UNG’s perspective on the awards.
 
Andy
 
—————————
Andy Novobilski, PhD
Chief Research Officer
University of North Georgia
(706) 867-4493
 
 

From: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>
Date: Sunday, July 12, 2020 at 1:00 PM
To: Donna Caldwell <Donna.Caldwell@ung.edu>, Andy Novobilski
<Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>, Yolanda Carr <Yolanda.Carr@ung.edu>, Charlotte Wade
<Charlotte.Wade@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: Existing Federal programs receiving new or enhanced Federal funding from
CARES, FFCRA or CPRSA
 
FYI. 
 
Mac
 
 
Dr. Frank J. (Mac) McConnell
Senior Vice President for Business & Finance
Assistant Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA  30597
Phone:  706 864 1606
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From: Fiscal Office Contacts-USoG <BUDGET-L@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> on behalf of Brad Freeman
<brad.freeman@USG.EDU>
Sent: Sunday, July 12, 2020 10:16 AM
To: BUDGET-L@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU <BUDGET-L@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU>
Subject: Existing Federal programs receiving new or enhanced Federal funding from CARES, FFCRA
or CPRSA
 
Good morning,
 
SAO has pointed out that existing Federal programs may have received new or enhanced funding
from CARES, FFCRA or CPRSA awarded after March 6th. SAO has asked that these funds also be
separately reported on the BCR and SEFA. If your institution was awarded new or enhanced Federal
funds during this period related to COVID-19, please ensure that these funds are separately
identified on the BCR and SEFA if funded through CARES, FFCRA or CPRSA.
 
We have seen where some institutions have received COVID-19 related funds funded through CARES
from the National Science Foundation, US Department of Education, Small Business Foundation, and
GEMA. However, the funds could be through other sources as well. If your institution was awarded
new or enhanced Federal funds related to COVID-19 during this period and would like to discuss,
please let us know.
 
If you are unsure if COVID-19 related Federal funds were funded through CARES, FFCRA or CPRSA in

time for the submission of the 4th quarter budget amendment, please add these funds to the
Federal Stimulus Stabilization Funds budget line. This will help to ensure that we do not have budget
over-expenditures in case adjustments are needed at a later date. 
 
Ø  CARES = Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security passed March 27th
Ø  FFCRA = Families First Coronavirus Response Act passed March 18th

Ø  CPRSA = Coronavirus Preparedness and Response Supplemental Appropriations Act passed March 6th

 
Thanks
 
Brad Freeman, CPA, CGFM
Associate Vice Chancellor for Accounting and Reporting
Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia
270 Washington Street, S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30334
Phone:  (404) 962-3223
Email:   brad.freeman@usg.edu
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From: Chaudron Gille
To:
Subject: RE: Faculty in High-risk Categories for COVID-19 / request for paperwork to petition
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:24:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello 
   You should have received an email from Beth Arbuthnot today regarding ADA Accommodations for
covid-19. Her email contains the information for filing.
Best Regards,
Chaudron Gille
 

From:  
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 9:30 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: 
Subject: Fw: Faculty in High-risk Categories for COVID-19 / request for paperwork to petition
 
Dear Dr. Gille,
I have requested to teach remotely due to being in a high-risk category for COVID-19. I  had
previously requested the HR paperwork in an earlier message to Academic Affairs and to
Steven Lloyd, as well as my supervisor, Elizabeth Combier. I haven't yet received it and am
needing to forward it to my physician. Is the paperwork complete and ready to distribute? If
so, I'd appreciate your assistance in forwarding it to me.
 
Thank you for your assistance,

 
 

 

Dunlap Hall - 310

Dahlonega, GA 30597
 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 9:01 AM
To: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu>
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Faculty in High-risk Categories for COVID-19
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Dear Dr. Gille, 
I have requested to teach online this Fall due to The COVID Disease Pandemic, being in very
close contact in classrooms and possibly asymptomatic carriers who aren’t required to wear
masks, and the health risks to me and my students. I have high risk health conditions  and my
physician has requested the form that must be filled out. 
 
I’ve discussed this with my supervisor Elizabeth Combier and am attempting to complete the
tests and paperwork  required as soon as possible. I finally have my insurance company
working with me to expedite coverage of the tests. 
 
Thank you for your attention to this serious matter. I look forward to hearing from you at your
earliest convenience .
 
Best, 

 
 
 

 

Dahlonega, GA 30597
 
 

From: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu>
Sent: Monday, June 15, 2020 10:41 AM
To: Faculty <faculty@ung.edu>
Subject: Faculty in High-risk Categories for COVID-19
 
Dear Faculty,
Although Human Resources is still preparing the electronic forms for employees to request
accommodations due to being part of a high-risk population for COVID-19, we must move forward
with planning for fall and necessary adjustments to the course schedule. If you fall into one of the
following categories and plan to request accommodations, please signal your intent to request
accommodations by emailing your supervisor and copying academicaffairs@ung.edu by June 22,
2020.  Please do not include any health information in your email. This email will not replace filing an
official request with HR; it is for planning purposes only.
 

Based on what we know now, those at high-risk for severe illness from COVID-19 are:
•      People 65 years and older

 

People of all ages with underlying medical conditions, particularly if not
well controlled, including:

-
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•      People with chronic lung disease or moderate to severe asthma
•      People who have serious heart conditions
•      People who are immunocompromised
•      People with severe obesity (body mass index [BMI] of 40 or higher)
•      People with diabetes
•      People with chronic kidney disease undergoing dialysis
•      People with liver disease

 
Be well,
Chaudron
 
Chaudron Gille,  Ph.D.
Provost and Sr. Vice President for Academic Affairs



From: Chaudron Gille
To:
Subject: RE: Faculty in High-risk Categories for COVID-19 / request for paperwork to petition
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11:13:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png

   The information will not come to my office. The process is being handled by HR, so if you have any
questions, you will need to contact them.
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From:   
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11:08 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Faculty in High-risk Categories for COVID-19 / request for paperwork to petition
 
Thank you Chaudron,
I have accessed the recently posted page and initiated the process. There was not a 'submit'
button attached to the page where I provided initial information. It appeared to capture the
information, but at the same time I'm not sure if the page is configured transmit the
information back to your office. Now that these guidelines have been made public I am in the
process of obtaining documentation from my healthcare provider. 
 
Would you be able to confirm if my initial information was received by your office (contact # ,
email, etc.)? 
 
Thank you for your assistance,

 

 

Dahlonega, GA 30597
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:24 AM
To: 
Subject: RE: Faculty in High-risk Categories for COVID-19 / request for paperwork to petition
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Hello 
   You should have received an email from Beth Arbuthnot today regarding ADA Accommodations for
covid-19. Her email contains the information for filing.
Best Regards,
Chaudron Gille
 

From:   
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 9:30 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: 
Subject: Fw: Faculty in High-risk Categories for COVID-19 / request for paperwork to petition
 
Dear Dr. Gille,
I have requested to teach remotely due to being in a high-risk category for COVID-19. I  had
previously requested the HR paperwork in an earlier message to Academic Affairs and to
Steven Lloyd, as well as my supervisor, Elizabeth Combier. I haven't yet received it and am
needing to forward it to my physician. Is the paperwork complete and ready to distribute? If
so, I'd appreciate your assistance in forwarding it to me.
 
Thank you for your assistance,

 
 

 

Dahlonega, GA 30597
 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 9:01 AM
To: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu>
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Faculty in High-risk Categories for COVID-19
 
 
Dear Dr. Gille, 
I have requested to teach online this Fall due to The COVID Disease Pandemic, being in very
close contact in classrooms and possibly asymptomatic carriers who aren’t required to wear
masks, and the health risks to me and my students. I have high risk health conditions  and my
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physician has requested the form that must be filled out. 
 
I’ve discussed this with my supervisor Elizabeth Combier and am attempting to complete the
tests and paperwork  required as soon as possible. I finally have my insurance company
working with me to expedite coverage of the tests. 
 
Thank you for your attention to this serious matter. I look forward to hearing from you at your
earliest convenience .
 
Best, 

 
 
 

 

Dahlonega, GA 30597
 
 

From: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu>
Sent: Monday, June 15, 2020 10:41 AM
To: Faculty <faculty@ung.edu>
Subject: Faculty in High-risk Categories for COVID-19
 
Dear Faculty,
Although Human Resources is still preparing the electronic forms for employees to request
accommodations due to being part of a high-risk population for COVID-19, we must move forward
with planning for fall and necessary adjustments to the course schedule. If you fall into one of the
following categories and plan to request accommodations, please signal your intent to request
accommodations by emailing your supervisor and copying academicaffairs@ung.edu by June 22,
2020.  Please do not include any health information in your email. This email will not replace filing an
official request with HR; it is for planning purposes only.
 

Based on what we know now, those at high-risk for severe illness from COVID-19 are:
•      People 65 years and older

 

People of all ages with underlying medical conditions, particularly if not
well controlled, including:

•      People with chronic lung disease or moderate to severe asthma
•      People who have serious heart conditions
•      People who are immunocompromised
•      People with severe obesity (body mass index [BMI] of 40 or higher)
•      People with diabetes
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•      People with chronic kidney disease undergoing dialysis
•      People with liver disease

 
Be well,
Chaudron
 
Chaudron Gille,  Ph.D.
Provost and Sr. Vice President for Academic Affairs



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Jamie Mitchem
Subject: RE: Faculty Senate meeting
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 2:03:00 PM

Hi Jamie,
   I’ll have to follow up with Holly on the salary study. I’m not sure where we are on resolving the
data issues we identified in the spring. With the onset of Covid and the fact that we had no equity
adjustment money, that work dropped down on the priority list.
Chaudron
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:47 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Faculty Senate meeting
 
Ok.  No problem.  The retreat went really great.  I got attacked a little bit by George because
he is not on FSEB this year, but I explained the bylaws did not allow it because he is not a
second year at-large Senator or officer this year.  I had already emailed him that, but I think he
wanted to air his grievances publicly so I let him say his piece.  I am going to stick with the
bylaws as written, but of course I welcome his advice and feedback.  I tried to explain that
making exceptions would not be conducive to the way the FSEB needs to operate.  
 
Other than that we had a relatively uneventful, but productive and honest discussion.  I am
going to task Faculty Affairs Committee to work on the Academic Integrity concerns and
Student Grade Appeal Committee process concerns for faculty, and once that gets set up we
would welcome feedback and help from you and/or Dr. Lloyd.  Also, I mentioned the issue of
the Dispute Resolution policy vs. the Faculty Handbook grievance policy and it sounds like at
some point the FSEB or Senate would like to discuss that further with you to eliminate the
dual procedures.
 
We are going to try to find a way to have deliberations (probably Teams) and votes (Qualtrics)
from full faculty on Bylaws changes, but first we have to get the bylaws amended to allow
electronic voting.  The pandemic makes this even more critical.  I plan to talk about this in our
Senate meeting Monday.
 
Finally, I would like to request a copy of the salary study for non-tenure track faculty if that is
completed to share with Senate.  Thanks, and I hope everything is going as smoothly as
possible.  I hope move-in day was successful. 
 
Jamie  

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
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Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:33 PM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Faculty Senate meeting
 
Hi Jamie,
    Yes, I will be participating in the Student Convocation and so will not be able to attend the Faculty
Senate meeting. I hope you had a productive retreat yesterday!
Chaudron
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:05 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Faculty Senate meeting
 
Hi Chaudron,
 
   I am assuming you might be at Student Convocation Monday with Dr. Jacobs while Faculty
Senate is meeting so I don't have you on the agenda.  If you are able to attend, I will be happy
to add you to the agenda though.  Thanks!
 
Jamie
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Steven Lloyd
Subject: Re: Fall 2020 Dual Enrollment Return to Campus Update
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 4:27:39 PM

Steve,

I strongly encouraged faculty to do so in my letter, but was reluctant to make it a mandate. I
think we probably need to make it a mandate. I've already gotten one email about the first
week of class and how late communication from faculty will be from a student. She wants to
know her rotation now. I explained that we are still registering students and will not know the
exact rotation until registration is complete. Sending people online for the first day of class is a
simple solution and easily communicated. 
We will need to follow up with additional communication to faculty, dept chairs and deans.
Also maybe put it on the website?
Have a good weekend, 
Chaudron

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 4:21 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Fall 2020 Dual Enrollment Return to Campus Update
 
See highlighted below.  Is this the plan?  I think it is a good one, but I don’t remember it being
relayed as such yet.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Imani Cabell <Imani.Cabell@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 12:11:49 PM
Cc: Mary Beth Morris <MaryBeth.Morris@ung.edu>; Melissa A. Adams
<Melissa.A.Adams@ung.edu>; Beth Collins <Beth.Collins@ung.edu>; Steven Bagley
<Steven.Bagley@ung.edu>; Derek Sutton <Derek.Sutton@ung.edu>; Lori Bramlett
<Lori.Bramlett@ung.edu>
Subject: Fall 2020 Dual Enrollment Return to Campus Update
 
Dear UNG Dual Enrollment Students and Parents,  
 
Please read the following information very carefully and in its entirety.  
 
UNG and all University System of Georgia institutions are planning to begin the fall semester
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with face-to-face, online, and hybrid instruction and social distancing expectations in place on our
campuses. The guiding principles that are designed to support and shape the behavior of our
university community are as follows: 

UNG will continue to make the safety of students, faculty, and staff its first priority. 
Classes and operations must be able to go between best practices in face-to-face and online
delivery for a period during the semester, based on public health information. 
Clear and proactive communications regarding planning and implementation processes,
operational changes are essential.

 

1. Public health guidance is clear that the use of cloth face coverings and practicing social
distancing (staying 6' away from others) in public settings are vital in reducing the risk of
COVID-19 transmission. Masks will be required indoors on campus at all times.  UNG
will provide a washable cloth face covering to all students and employees. 

2. We are modifying the fall 2020 course schedule to maximize the face-to-face experience of
students while adhering to social distancing guidelines. These changes will be indicated in
Banner to identify which courses will be fully face-to-face, fully remote, or one of three levels
of hybrid instruction. Courses are changing daily, so please check your schedule for
changes prior to the start of the semester.  (Please see the link to modified course
descriptions) 

3. The first day of instruction will be remote via online platforms, in an effort to provide
students with additional guidance from their instructors in regard to the nature of their
course.   

4. We have adjusted the fall academic calendar to complete classes by Tuesday, Nov. 24, and
conduct finals remotely the week of Nov. 30. (Please see the link to the modified academic
calendar) 

5. Stay home if you have COVID-19 symptoms. 
We will be communicating any University of North Georgia plan changes to you and your high
school counselors as soon as possible. To provide constant guidance and care. For additional
information please see the Nighthawks Together: UNG's Fall 2020 COVID-19 Operations Plan. 
 
If you have any questions our Dual Enrollment Team is here to
support, you. 
 
 
My Best, 
 
Imani Cabell
 
Imani K. Cabell
Dual Enrollment Coordinator 
University of North Georgia 
Office: Advisement Center: 134 Phone: 678-717-3540
 

• 
• 

• 

-
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From: Ken Crowe
To: Christopher Jespersen
Cc: Henry (Mike) Hyams III; Bill Moody; Chaudron Gille
Subject: RE: Fall classes
Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 2:50:00 PM

Chris,
 
I wanted to follow up on these questions your raised, particularly regarding the UV wands. Our staff has evaluated the use of UV wand technology and has come to the conclusion that the commercially-available units are only marginally effective.  To get a truly effective unit would require a high degree of user training and safeguards to
protect people in the space while it is used for disinfection.  Also, there is not a clear consensus in the industry as to their overall effectiveness.  Therefore, we recommend use of a disinfectant spray which is safe for electronics for the shared instruments.
 
If you can provide us a list of rooms needing this product, we can work toward acquiring enough for this purpose.
 
Thanks.
 
Ken Crowe <><
Assistant Vice President for Facilities
Price Memorial Hall
Suite 103
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1499 (office)
706-340-5063 (cell)

 

From: Ken Crowe 
Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2020 9:04 AM
To: Christopher Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Fall classes
 
Chris,
 
I hope you and your family are well. Thanks for bringing up these issues and I think Monday will be a great time to discuss. For the wands and air purifiers, if you can create a list of rooms where these might be needed, that would help me determine the cost and share with Mac.  Funding for COVID-19 initiatives is receiving the highest
priority, as you would imagine.
 
I will address Dunlap to say that we have performed an engineering analysis and will be requesting funding to install some supplemental units which will provide conditioned OA to the classroom areas.
 
Take Care and see you Monday.
 
Ken Crowe <><
Assistant Vice President for Facilities
Price Memorial Hall
Suite 103
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1499 (office)
706-340-5063 (cell)

 

From: Christopher Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 4:54 PM
To: Ken Crowe <Ken.Crowe@ung.edu>
Subject: Fall classes
 
Ken,
 
As we put plans into place to offer on-campus classes in the fall, a couple of questions and ideas have come up with respect to classroom ventilation. Benjamin and I, for example, were discussing putting air purifiers in classrooms where there’s singing. Here’s an example of what we discussed: https://www.amazon.com/GermGuardian-
AC4825-Sanitizer-Allergens-Guardian/dp/B004VGIGVY/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?crid=IRF2XNCRZJJK&dchild=1&keywords=hepa+air+purifiers+for+home&qid=1592340357&sprefix=heap%2Caps%2C666&sr=8-1-
spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUExSzZVUkpNN1FCQkdYJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwOTQ4NTk5MTJXRFRZUEFENkxURSZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwNTc1NTU3MUxVV05GOU9FTjZHRiZ3aWRnZXROYW1lPXNwX2F0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZkb05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU=
 
We also discussed UV wands for surface sanitizing. I am pretty certain your folks have raised these issues. I am wondering about their practicality and efficacy, not to mention the cost of outfitting so many areas with this kind of equipment, but it is something to consider.
 
I also had a department head raise the matter of the HVAC in old buildings like Dunlap, specifically. The concern is that with students and faculty in confined spaces for set periods of time, even with social distancing, if the air doesn’t circulate properly and isn’t filtered, it’s only a matter of time before people start getting sick.
 
This may be part of our discussion at the retreat on Monday, and, as I said, this has probably already been discussed by your folks, but I wanted to be sure.

Chris
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From: Ken Crowe
To: Chaudron Gille; Steven Lloyd
Cc: Adam Strzemienski; Greg Williams
Subject: RE: FAQs for Classroom Seating
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 7:41:06 AM
Attachments: Frequently Asked Questions.docx

All,
 
Attached is a revised copy of this FAQ.  I made one slight change in the wording to say “mask to
mask”. I saw this term used in a Chronicle article this morning and think that is a better way to
express the issue.
 
Thx.
 
Ken Crowe <><
Assistant Vice President for Facilities
Price Memorial Hall
Suite 103
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1499 (office)
706-340-5063 (cell)

 

From: Ken Crowe 
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 6:34 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Cc: Adam Strzemienski (Adam.Strzemienski@ung.edu) <Adam.Strzemienski@ung.edu>; Greg
Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: FAQs for Classroom Seating
 
Chaudron and Steve,
 
I hope both of you enjoyed a relaxing weekend.  As we discussed Friday, I have developed some
FAQs related to classroom seating setups.  If changes are needed, please let me know.
 
Thanks !
 
Ken Crowe <><
Assistant Vice President for Facilities
Price Memorial Hall
Suite 103
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1499 (office)
706-340-5063 (cell)

UNG 
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Frequently Asked Questions – Social Distancing in Instructional Spaces



How were the original occupancy targets obtained? Facilities staff visited each instructional space and determined the maximum seats a room should be able to accommodate based on the floor area and the type of furniture in the space (moveable or fixed). These assessments were compared to other information being shared by other BOR institutions. Typically, this assessment indicated that most spaces on UNG campuses could accommodate between 25% and 50% of full capacity while still maintaining 6ft separation between the students.

How was 6 ft of separation determined? Since the prevailing research indicates the COVID-19 spreads primarily due to transfer of water droplets from one person to another through the respiratory system, 6 ft separation was determined based on the measurement of mask to mask. This may result in situations where parts of seats are closer together than six feet, but the position of the person in the seat should maintain the 6 ft separation.

Can less than the stated occupancy be scheduled in a space? Yes, the values given, and the seats placed in the space, represent the largest number of occupants a space can accommodate. Faculty may schedule less students in each room as long as they do not change the stated modality of instruction without approval.

How will spaces be configured for the start of classes? Facilities staff will relocate furniture in instructional spaces to achieve the highest number of possible occupants while maintaining 6ft separation between each occupant. Information Technology staff will collaborate on furniture and computer equipment arrangement in spaces utilizing fixed computers

How will we know how to reconfigure rooms if the seating gets rearranged? Inside each room a seating layout and occupancy limit will be posted.

Where can I get a seating chart for each space? The UNG Event Management System will contain attachments for seating charts based on room set-ups as well as the maximum allowable occupancy.
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From: Billy Wells
To: Bonita Jacobs; Greg Williams; Sheila Schulte; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; James Conneely; Kate Maine;

Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: RE: Georgia Department of Public Health Guidance for USG Institutions
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 1:40:51 PM

Thanks, boss!
V/R
Billy
 

From: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 11:29 AM
To: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>; Sheila Schulte <Sheila.Schulte@ung.edu>; Billy Wells
<Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski
<Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Kate Maine
<Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Georgia Department of Public Health Guidance for USG Institutions
 
There is a lot of information here.  I am asking Greg and Kate to distill and distribute information as
needed.  There is too much here to begin distributing to everyone.
 
Billy, I added Sheila only because there are specifics regarding international students.
 
Bonita
 

From: Stuart Rayfield <Stuart.Rayfield@usg.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 11:15 AM
To: Dr. Angel Cabrera <Angel.Cabrera@gatech.edu>; Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Dr.
Brendan Kelly <bkelly@westga.edu>; Dr. Brooks A. Keel <bkeel@augusta.edu>; Dr. Chris Markwood
<markwood_chris@columbusstate.edu>; Dr. Christopher Blake <christopher.blake@mga.edu>; Dr.
David Bridges <dbridges@abac.edu>; Dr. Donald Green <dgreen@highlands.edu>; Dr. Georj Lewis
<glewis@atlm.edu>; Dr. Ingrid Thompson-Sellers <ingrid.sellers@sgsc.edu>; Dr. Jann Joseph
<jljoseph@ggc.edu>; Dr. Kirk Nooks <presidentnooks@gordonstate.edu>; Dr. Kyle Marrero
<kmarrero@georgiasouthern.edu>; Dr. Margaret Venable <mvenable@daltonstate.edu>; Dr. Mark
Becker <mbecker@gsu.edu>; Dr. Michelle Johnston <mjohnston@ccga.edu>; Dr. Neal Weaver
<neal.weaver@gsw.edu>; Dr. Pamela Whitten <pwhitten@kennesaw.edu>; Dr. Paul Jones
<jonesp@fvsu.edu>; Dr. Richard Carvajal <rcarvajal@valdosta.edu>; Dr. Robert Boehmer
<bboehmer@ega.edu>; Dr. Steve Dorman <steve.dorman@gcsu.edu>; Dr. Tim Hynes
<thomashynes@mail.clayton.edu>; Jere Morehead <president@uga.edu>; Kimberly Ballard-
Washington <Washingtonk@savannahstate.edu>; Marion Fedrick <marion.fedrick@asurams.edu>
Cc: Steve W. Wrigley <Steve.Wrigley@usg.edu>; Teresa MacCartney
<Teresa.MacCartney@usg.edu>; Tristan Denley <Tristan.Denley@usg.edu>; Tracey Cook
<Tracey.Cook@usg.edu>; Edward Tate <Edward.Tate@usg.edu>; Ashley Jones
<Ashley.Jones@usg.edu>; John Fuchko <John.Fuchko@usg.edu>
Subject: Georgia Department of Public Health Guidance for USG Institutions
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Presidents,
Please find attached a document from DPH outlining guidance for:
A.           Communicating with Public Health: DPH and IHE Points of Contact
B.           International Students
C.           Reporting Test Results (if IHE conducts testing directly or through a third-party)
D.          Response to a Positive or Presumed Positive Case
 
This information will be sent to other campus groups (Health Center Directors, Covid-19 POCs, etc.)
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Stuart



From: Pamela Elfenbein
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Highlights and Brag points - Institute for Healthy Aging
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 3:35:32 PM
Attachments: Institute for Healhty Aging Bragging points 7_27_20.docx
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Hi Chaudron,
Didn't know which you preferred, highlights from the Institute for Healthy Aging attached as
both a Word doc. and listed below.

The Cabinet voted to create the Institute for Healthy Aging in January 2020.  
Combined the Center for Healthy Aging and the UNG Academic Gerontology
Programs into one unit 
 

Academic Gerontology program  
Increasing minor and certificate enrollment and course offerings at
undergrad and grad levels. 
Courses cross listed with Sociology and Human Services. Psychology,
Kinesiology, and English 

welcome participation university wide 
Generation to Generation initiative –  

virtually pairing field placement/internship students with older adults in the
community  

to build relationships 
collect oral histories -- specifically focused on strength in times of
crises 
will be highlighted on the IHA webpages and archived through the
library for future reference 

 

Community Engagement initiatives 
University of North Georgia designated as an "AFU - Age Friendly
University" joining an international network of universities intentionally
engaging with older adults in their regions and welcoming them into their
university communities 
Leading collaboration among Gainesville-Hall organizations to bring the
World Health Organization designation Age-Friendly Community to the
county. 
Partnered with Wisdom Project 2030, Inc. 

Jointly provided Wisdom Project 2019 Leadership program
(Fall 2019) 
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The Cabinet voted to create the Institute for Healthy Aging in January 2020. 

Combined the Center for Healthy Aging and the UNG Academic Gerontology Programs into one unit



· Academic Gerontology program 

· Increasing minor and certificate enrollment and course offerings at undergrad and grad levels.

· Courses cross listed with Sociology and Human Services. Psychology, Kinesiology, and English

· welcome participation university wide

· Generation to Generation initiative – 

· virtually pairing field placement/internship students with older adults in the community 

· to build relationships

· collect oral histories -- specifically focused on strength in times of crises

· will be highlighted on the IHA webpages and archived through the library for future reference



· Community Engagement initiatives

· University of North Georgia designated as an "AFU - Age Friendly University" joining an international network of universities intentionally engaging with older adults in their regions and welcoming them into their university communities

· Leading collaboration among Gainesville-Hall organizations to bring the World Health Organization designation Age-Friendly Community to the county.

· Partnered with Wisdom Project 2030, Inc.

· Jointly provided Wisdom Project 2019 Leadership program (Fall 2019)

· Jointly hosted Symposium: Disrupting Aging (Spring 2020)

· MOU for current year signed - programming on hold due to virus

· IHA hosted virtual Town Hall – 

· COVID-19: Impact and Resources for Older Adults

· Partnered with INK - Interactive Neighborhood for Kids

· Planned Aug. 1 Family Day for Alzheimer’s patients and their family caregivers - breakfast, 'reminiscence activities, sing along and chair exercises -- put on hold until feasible.







Jointly hosted Symposium: Disrupting Aging (Spring 2020) 
MOU for current year signed - programming on hold due to
virus 

IHA hosted virtual Town Hall –  
COVID-19: Impact and Resources for Older Adults 

Partnered with INK - Interactive Neighborhood for Kids 
Planned Aug. 1 Family Day for Alzheimer’s patients and their family
caregivers - breakfast, 'reminiscence activities, sing along and chair
exercises -- put on hold until feasible. 

Pamela Elfenbein, MSW, PhD, HS-BCP
Director, UNG Institute for Healthy Aging
Professor of Gerontology and Human Services
University of North Georgia 
678-717-3688
pamela.elfenbein@ung.edu

Fellow - Academy for Gerontology in Higher Education

                   https://ung.edu/healthy-aging/

  

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 10:19 AM
To: Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>; Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>; Sheri Hardee
<Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>; Carolynn DeSandre <Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>; Jeff Turk
<Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>; John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Christopher Jespersen
<Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>; Holly
Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>; Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Andy Novobilski
<Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Pamela Elfenbein
<Pamela.Elfenbein@ung.edu>
Subject: Highlights and Brag points
 
Hello all,
   In the midst of chaos and uncertainty, it is important to recognize all we have achieved in the last
year and to celebrate the good. Kate has asked for highlights to include in Dr. Jacob’s State of the
University address, and I would like to include achievements in our AA retreat also. Rather than rely
on my own sometimes iffy memory, please send me your lists for your areas .
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■ 

■ 
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Thanks,
Chaudron
 



From: Joy Bolt
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: RE: Highlights and Brag points
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 11:41:25 AM

Chaudron,
 
The thing that would have the most interest University wide from the Libraries would be successfully
launching the Documenting COVID project in under a month.
 
In addition: We also assisted with moving the Annual Research Conference online. Also the folks that
worked in-person on campus through the spring and summer were amazing (not just us but IT and
facilities and Public Safety of course.) We also pivoted library instruction to an online format and our
success has already been highlighted in a RACL webinar.
 
Thanks, jb
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 10:20 AM
To: Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>; Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>; Sheri Hardee
<Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>; Carolynn DeSandre <Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>; Jeff Turk
<Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>; John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Christopher Jespersen
<Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>; Holly
Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>; Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Andy Novobilski
<Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Pamela Elfenbein
<Pamela.Elfenbein@ung.edu>
Subject: Highlights and Brag points
 
Hello all,
   In the midst of chaos and uncertainty, it is important to recognize all we have achieved in the last
year and to celebrate the good. Kate has asked for highlights to include in Dr. Jacob’s State of the
University address, and I would like to include achievements in our AA retreat also. Rather than rely
on my own sometimes iffy memory, please send me your lists for your areas .
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

mailto:Joy.Bolt@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
https://blog.ung.edu/lib-archives/documenting-covid-19/


From: Steven Lloyd
To: Rebecca Spearman
Subject: Re: IB Information - Recommendation
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 11:31:43 AM
Attachments: image002.png
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image006.png
image007.png

Rebecca,
 
Can we get more information about how they calculated the score?  I appreciate the need to be mindful of the context and lenient, but this statement
does not give me confidence that they were able to assess subject mastery.  If you are able to share any additional information, I will take this to the
Provost who may wish to engage the Deans and others in a broader discussion.  I suspect you are pushing a tight timeline – so let me know when you
need to know.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Rebecca Spearman <Rebecca.Spearman@ung.edu>
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 at 11:19 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: IB Information - Recommendation
 
Dr. Lloyd,
 
COVID has made such an interesting world with transfer and testing credits. I wanted get your recommendation on information we received from
International Baccalaureate with student test scores and get your approval with proceeding. Here is what was indicated:
 

 
 
Do you recommend that my transfer team award credit based upon the score provided by IB, knowing that the students did not actually test, but they
had a reliable calculation they used for predicting what the student would have made if they would have tested?
 
Thanks,
 
Becca
 

Rebecca Spearman
Assistant Registrar
Registrar’s Office
678-717-3640
 

 

May 2020 results: COVI D-19 

A<:, you are likely already aware, the 18 took the difficult decision in March to cancel all the exarnlnatlons due to be held in 
May 2020, as a result of the global pandemic. 

We have awarded each student a grade for each of their registered subjects using a calculation that takes into account 
their coursework marks, their predicted grade as submitted to the 18 by their school and historic data. For most 
components we have externally marked work that is usually marked by teachers, instead of taking samples and applying 
moderation. We have used our robust quality assurance methods to ensure coursework marks are reliable. You can 
confidently rely on the scores presented in this year's transcripts. 

e How did I servo you today? 

mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu
mailto:Rebecca.Spearman@ung.edu
https://twitter.com/UNG_Registrar
https://www.instagram.com/ung_registrar/
https://www.facebook.com/ung.registrar/
https://ung.edu/registrar/index.php
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=jsXmuPrWSk-WjNS-ZY3-jtSJAVUr-AFHg2J2X-NBcNxUQU9TTDJSSFBIM01VSldLQ1IwR0w3VUE0US4u








 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Joy Bolt
Subject: RE: ILL question
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:40:00 PM

Thanks so much. This is very helpful!
 

From: Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: ILL question
 
Chaudron,
 
I am not sure where this idea came from but we do plan to support ILL and actually have been
borrowing whatever can be borrowed digitally since not too terribly long after instruction moved
online. (Our numbers for digital/electronic items for spring 2020 were not that far below what we
borrowed in the same manner in spring 2019.)  The problem comes in with books/physical items.  It
is not a matter of that we don’t want to or don’t plan to support ILL but at this time we cannot
borrow physical items because most places are simply not lending physical items. Until other
institutions open up and have enough staff to manage print borrowing we just cannot get the
materials. From what we see, most won’t be lending until fall semester starts. That is our plan, once
we are in fall semester we will begin lending our print materials again. So digital items are available
but print is not but that should change once we get into fall and institutions begin to reopen.
 
I think there may also be some confusion in the services – ILL vs. Gil Express vs. Intercampus lending.
It seems that many people refer to ILL as any of the three services. Interlibrary loan is dependent on
what other institutions are doing, most are set to “non-lender” so it is out of our hands. Gil Express is
also shut down and at this time the USG has not determined a date to bring it back online but it
should be available once fall semester rolls around. Intercampus lending (moving our books back and
forth between our campuses) was shut down as we only had Dahlonega open but we turned it back
on once Hosch reopened.
 
Sorry to have written such a long explanation but hopefully if some of this info can be shared in a
town hall it might help clear it up as there does seem to be incorrect information floating around out
there. If I can clarify anything, please let me know. 
 
Thanks, jb
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:58 PM
To: Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>
Subject: ILL question
 
Joy,

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Joy.Bolt@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Joy.Bolt@ung.edu


  In anticipation of the Town Hall tomorrow, I have been asked about the library’s plan to not
support ILL and the impact this may have on faculty research and thus prep for promotion and
tenure. Is this statement accurate?  Could exceptions be made for faculty, or do you have alternative
suggestions? Is there additional information about how the library made this decision (for example if
as a state, the networks are not going to function) that could help me craft a response?
Thanks,
 
 
Chaudron
 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Alyson Paul
Subject: Re: International students in our program
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:21:36 PM

I think the hybrid will satisfy the requirement, but we should probably consult Sheila Schulte

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:19:19 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: International students in our program
 
For me, one of the questions is -  do our new modality labels (H2, etc.) fit the definition of face-to-
face as it pertains to immigration status requirements?
 
I am unsure if the department is concerned about the number or proportion of face-to-face versus
online options in their area.
 
-alyson
 
From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:07 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: International students in our program
 
Alyson,
   I’m not sure I understand the issue. Is the dept ‘s change in courses resulting in only online?
Can they not register her because of registrar’s office? Or do we need to work with CGE to
sort out her status? Sounds like from the email they are saying she will have 15 hours
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 11:46:27 AM
Tao: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: International students in our program
 
Chaudron,
 
I hate to be hitting you with this, but I would typically reach out to Steve Lloyd. 
 
Short version is an international student (4th year Nursing) who needs face-to-face classes to
maintain immigration status, but currently has no schedule.
 
Is there anyone who is assisting these situations?
 

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
https://aka.ms/o0ukef
https://aka.ms/o0ukef
mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
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-Alyson
 
From: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 8:00 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: International students in our program
 
Good morning Alyson,
 
I have several students in nursing and in interdisciplinary health that are international
students on F-1 visas.  They require face to face classes (9 hours) semester.  Who is the person
that I should discuss the issues related to the change in course codes for these students?
 
Sharon Chalmers PhD, CNE, APRN-BC, FNP
Department Head/ Professor
Department of Nursing
University of North Georgia
706-864-1934

From: Patti Simmons <Patti.Simmons@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 4:54 PM
To: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>; Joanna Carrega <Joanna.Carrega@ung.edu>;
Becky Murck <Becky.Murck@ung.edu>
Cc: Lynn Wood <Lynn.Wood@ung.edu>; Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: International students in our program
 
We have a couple of students who have communicated with staff and probably more that will
. How should we respond, looks like the situation is changing daily.
thanks
Patti
 
 
Patti Simmons RN,MN,CNE
BSN Program Coordinator-Gainesville
University of North Georgia
Department of Nursing
Office: Oakwood Bldg Room 134
Phone 678-717-2327
 
 
 
 

From: Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 1:15 PM
To: Patti Simmons <Patti.Simmons@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: 4th Semester Nursing Schedule (Fall 2020)
 

mailto:Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu
mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
mailto:Patti.Simmons@ung.edu
mailto:Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu
mailto:Joanna.Carrega@ung.edu
mailto:Becky.Murck@ung.edu
mailto:Lynn.Wood@ung.edu
mailto:Melissa.Warren@ung.edu
mailto:Melissa.Warren@ung.edu
mailto:Patti.Simmons@ung.edu


HEY!
I know that there was some regulations placed around international students and I did not want to
give the wrong answer to her simply because I was not sure. :/     We have had to do some
rearranging in banner and she is one of the ones that we unregistered and waiting to hear from
registrar to re-register. (big mess on registrar’s end) I know that she will get 15 full-time hours but I
am unsure of the in-person hours.  Can you answer her better than I can?          
 
From:  
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 12:53 PM
To: Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Subject: 4th Semester Nursing Schedule (Fall 2020)
 
Good Afternoon Ms. Warren, 
 
I hope you’re staying safe during this Covid 19 pandemic. 
 
My name is . I’ll going into my 4th semester of the nursing program. I know
that our schedule is being updated on banner due to the Covid-19 pandemic and how it’s
affecting the upcoming Fall 2020 semester.
I am an international student on an F-1 visa and I just wanted to get some clarity on how our
schedule will be arranged for next semester? — In order to maintain my immigration status, I
would need to be full-time (12 credit hours) and have at least 9 of those credit hours be in-
person classes.
 
I hope to hear from you soon! 
 
Thank you and Warmest Regards,

mailto:Melissa.Warren@ung.edu


From: Chaudron Gille
To: Alyson Paul
Subject: Re: International students in our program
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:07:26 PM

Alyson,
   I’m not sure I understand the issue. Is the dept ‘s change in courses resulting in only online?
Can they not register her because of registrar’s office? Or do we need to work with CGE to
sort out her status? Sounds like from the email they are saying she will have 15 hours

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 11:46:27 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: International students in our program
 
Chaudron,
 
I hate to be hitting you with this, but I would typically reach out to Steve Lloyd. 
 
Short version is an international student (4th year Nursing) who needs face-to-face classes to
maintain immigration status, but currently has no schedule.
 
Is there anyone who is assisting these situations?
 
-Alyson
 
From: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 8:00 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: International students in our program
 
Good morning Alyson,
 
I have several students in nursing and in interdisciplinary health that are international
students on F-1 visas.  They require face to face classes (9 hours) semester.  Who is the person
that I should discuss the issues related to the change in course codes for these students?
 
Sharon Chalmers PhD, CNE, APRN-BC, FNP
Department Head/ Professor
Department of Nursing
University of North Georgia
706-864-1934

From: Patti Simmons <Patti.Simmons@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 4:54 PM
To: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>; Joanna Carrega <Joanna.Carrega@ung.edu>;
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Becky Murck <Becky.Murck@ung.edu>
Cc: Lynn Wood <Lynn.Wood@ung.edu>; Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: International students in our program
 
We have a couple of students who have communicated with staff and probably more that will
. How should we respond, looks like the situation is changing daily.
thanks
Patti
 
 
Patti Simmons RN,MN,CNE
BSN Program Coordinator-Gainesville
University of North Georgia
Department of Nursing
Office: Oakwood Bldg Room 134
Phone 678-717-2327
 
 
 
 

From: Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 1:15 PM
To: Patti Simmons <Patti.Simmons@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: 4th Semester Nursing Schedule (Fall 2020)
 
HEY!
I know that there was some regulations placed around international students and I did not want to
give the wrong answer to her simply because I was not sure. :/     We have had to do some
rearranging in banner and she is one of the ones that we unregistered and waiting to hear from
registrar to re-register. (big mess on registrar’s end) I know that she will get 15 full-time hours but I
am unsure of the in-person hours.  Can you answer her better than I can?          
 
From:  
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 12:53 PM
To: Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Subject: 4th Semester Nursing Schedule (Fall 2020)
 
Good Afternoon Ms. Warren, 
 
I hope you’re staying safe during this Covid 19 pandemic. 
 
My name is  I’ll going into my 4th semester of the nursing program. I know
that our schedule is being updated on banner due to the Covid-19 pandemic and how it’s
affecting the upcoming Fall 2020 semester.
I am an international student on an F-1 visa and I just wanted to get some clarity on how our
schedule will be arranged for next semester? — In order to maintain my immigration status, I
would need to be full-time (12 credit hours) and have at least 9 of those credit hours be in-

mailto:Becky.Murck@ung.edu
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person classes.
 
I hope to hear from you soon! 
 
Thank you and Warmest Regards,



From: Alyson Paul
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: RE: International students in our program
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:19:21 PM

For me, one of the questions is -  do our new modality labels (H2, etc.) fit the definition of face-to-
face as it pertains to immigration status requirements?
 
I am unsure if the department is concerned about the number or proportion of face-to-face versus
online options in their area.
 
-alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:07 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: International students in our program
 
Alyson,
   I’m not sure I understand the issue. Is the dept ‘s change in courses resulting in only online?
Can they not register her because of registrar’s office? Or do we need to work with CGE to
sort out her status? Sounds like from the email they are saying she will have 15 hours
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 11:46:27 AM
Tao: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: International students in our program
 
Chaudron,
 
I hate to be hitting you with this, but I would typically reach out to Steve Lloyd. 
 

Short version is an international student (4th year Nursing) who needs face-to-face classes to
maintain immigration status, but currently has no schedule.
 
Is there anyone who is assisting these situations?
 
-Alyson
 

From: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 8:00 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: International students in our program
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Good morning Alyson,
 
I have several students in nursing and in interdisciplinary health that are international
students on F-1 visas.  They require face to face classes (9 hours) semester.  Who is the person
that I should discuss the issues related to the change in course codes for these students?
 
Sharon Chalmers PhD, CNE, APRN-BC, FNP
Department Head/ Professor
Department of Nursing
University of North Georgia
706-864-1934

From: Patti Simmons <Patti.Simmons@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 4:54 PM
To: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>; Joanna Carrega <Joanna.Carrega@ung.edu>;
Becky Murck <Becky.Murck@ung.edu>
Cc: Lynn Wood <Lynn.Wood@ung.edu>; Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: International students in our program
 
We have a couple of students who have communicated with staff and probably more that will
. How should we respond, looks like the situation is changing daily.
thanks
Patti
 
 
Patti Simmons RN,MN,CNE
BSN Program Coordinator-Gainesville
University of North Georgia
Department of Nursing
Office: Oakwood Bldg Room 134
Phone 678-717-2327
 
 
 
 

From: Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 1:15 PM
To: Patti Simmons <Patti.Simmons@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: 4th Semester Nursing Schedule (Fall 2020)
 
HEY!
I know that there was some regulations placed around international students and I did not want to
give the wrong answer to her simply because I was not sure. :/     We have had to do some
rearranging in banner and she is one of the ones that we unregistered and waiting to hear from
registrar to re-register. (big mess on registrar’s end) I know that she will get 15 full-time hours but I
am unsure of the in-person hours.  Can you answer her better than I can?          
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From:  
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 12:53 PM
To: Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Subject: 4th Semester Nursing Schedule (Fall 2020)
 
Good Afternoon Ms. Warren, 
 
I hope you’re staying safe during this Covid 19 pandemic. 
 
My name is . I’ll going into my 4th semester of the nursing program. I know
that our schedule is being updated on banner due to the Covid-19 pandemic and how it’s
affecting the upcoming Fall 2020 semester.
I am an international student on an F-1 visa and I just wanted to get some clarity on how our
schedule will be arranged for next semester? — In order to maintain my immigration status, I
would need to be full-time (12 credit hours) and have at least 9 of those credit hours be in-
person classes.
 
I hope to hear from you soon! 
 
Thank you and Warmest Regards,

mailto:Melissa.Warren@ung.edu


From: Sheila Schulte
To: Alyson Paul
Cc: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: International students in our program
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 2:45:56 PM

Hi Alyson and Chaudron,

Yes, our hybrid courses will be considered face to face courses for immigration purposes.   I
would be happy to be the main contact to answer any related questions.

Thanks—Sheila

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:26:58 PM
To: Sheila Schulte <Sheila.Schulte@ung.edu>
Cc: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: International students in our program
 
Shelia,
 
Can you offer any insight into how/if hybrid classes meet the requirements for immigration status? 
Is there someone (possibly you) who can field questions about this?
 
-Alyson
 
From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:22 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: International students in our program
 
I think the hybrid will satisfy the requirement, but we should probably consult Sheila Schulte
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:19:19 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: International students in our program
 
For me, one of the questions is -  do our new modality labels (H2, etc.) fit the definition of face-to-
face as it pertains to immigration status requirements?
 
I am unsure if the department is concerned about the number or proportion of face-to-face versus
online options in their area.
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-alyson
 
From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:07 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: International students in our program
 
Alyson,
   I’m not sure I understand the issue. Is the dept ‘s change in courses resulting in only online?
Can they not register her because of registrar’s office? Or do we need to work with CGE to
sort out her status? Sounds like from the email they are saying she will have 15 hours
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 11:46:27 AM
Tao: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: International students in our program
 
Chaudron,
 
I hate to be hitting you with this, but I would typically reach out to Steve Lloyd. 
 
Short version is an international student (4th year Nursing) who needs face-to-face classes to
maintain immigration status, but currently has no schedule.
 
Is there anyone who is assisting these situations?
 
-Alyson
 
From: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 8:00 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: International students in our program
 
Good morning Alyson,
 
I have several students in nursing and in interdisciplinary health that are international
students on F-1 visas.  They require face to face classes (9 hours) semester.  Who is the person
that I should discuss the issues related to the change in course codes for these students?
 
Sharon Chalmers PhD, CNE, APRN-BC, FNP
Department Head/ Professor
Department of Nursing
University of North Georgia
706-864-1934
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From: Patti Simmons <Patti.Simmons@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 4:54 PM
To: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>; Joanna Carrega <Joanna.Carrega@ung.edu>;
Becky Murck <Becky.Murck@ung.edu>
Cc: Lynn Wood <Lynn.Wood@ung.edu>; Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: International students in our program
 
We have a couple of students who have communicated with staff and probably more that will
. How should we respond, looks like the situation is changing daily.
thanks
Patti
 
 
Patti Simmons RN,MN,CNE
BSN Program Coordinator-Gainesville
University of North Georgia
Department of Nursing
Office: Oakwood Bldg Room 134
Phone 678-717-2327
 
 
 
 

From: Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 1:15 PM
To: Patti Simmons <Patti.Simmons@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: 4th Semester Nursing Schedule (Fall 2020)
 
HEY!
I know that there was some regulations placed around international students and I did not want to
give the wrong answer to her simply because I was not sure. :/     We have had to do some
rearranging in banner and she is one of the ones that we unregistered and waiting to hear from
registrar to re-register. (big mess on registrar’s end) I know that she will get 15 full-time hours but I
am unsure of the in-person hours.  Can you answer her better than I can?          
 
From: > 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 12:53 PM
To: Melissa Warren <Melissa.Warren@ung.edu>
Subject: 4th Semester Nursing Schedule (Fall 2020)
 
Good Afternoon Ms. Warren, 
 
I hope you’re staying safe during this Covid 19 pandemic. 
 
My name is . I’ll going into my 4th semester of the nursing program. I know
that our schedule is being updated on banner due to the Covid-19 pandemic and how it’s
affecting the upcoming Fall 2020 semester.
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I am an international student on an F-1 visa and I just wanted to get some clarity on how our
schedule will be arranged for next semester? — In order to maintain my immigration status, I
would need to be full-time (12 credit hours) and have at least 9 of those credit hours be in-
person classes.
 
I hope to hear from you soon! 
 
Thank you and Warmest Regards,



From: James Conneely
To: Chaudron Gille
Cc: Lori Brooksher
Subject: Re: Invoice for Burning Glass
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:41:26 PM

Perfect!  I will let Lori know.  Can we find some time on Monday to discuss the
student COVID training?

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:39 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Invoice for Burning Glass
 
Jim,
   I’ll have Macretta, my budget manager, reach out to her.
Chaudron
 
From: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:38 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Invoice for Burning Glass
 
Yes, lets just have Romana work with Lori
 
James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:34 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Subject: Invoice for Burning Glass
 
Jim,
  The invoice for Burning Glass has arrived, which we split last year between my office and yours.
Burning Glass is the platform that provides career outlook information and maps academic majors to
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specific job skills. We worked with Career Services to implement it as part of our Momentum
Approach. The bill is for $12,000. Are you able to split the cost again?
Chaudron
 
Chaudron Gille,  Ph.D.
Provost and Sr. Vice President for Academic Affairs
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706.864.1602 / Fax 706.864.1668
 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: James Conneely
Subject: RE: Invoice for Burning Glass
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:42:00 PM

After convocation?
 

From: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:41 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Lori Brooksher <Lori.Brooksher@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Invoice for Burning Glass
 
Perfect!  I will let Lori know.  Can we find some time on Monday to discuss the
student COVID training?
 
James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:39 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Invoice for Burning Glass
 
Jim,
   I’ll have Macretta, my budget manager, reach out to her.
Chaudron
 

From: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:38 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Invoice for Burning Glass
 
Yes, lets just have Romana work with Lori
 
James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818
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From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:34 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Subject: Invoice for Burning Glass
 
Jim,
  The invoice for Burning Glass has arrived, which we split last year between my office and yours.
Burning Glass is the platform that provides career outlook information and maps academic majors to
specific job skills. We worked with Career Services to implement it as part of our Momentum
Approach. The bill is for $12,000. Are you able to split the cost again?
Chaudron
 
Chaudron Gille,  Ph.D.
Provost and Sr. Vice President for Academic Affairs
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706.864.1602 / Fax 706.864.1668
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From: James Conneely
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Invoice for Burning Glass
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:43:00 PM

Perfect.  How is the rowing going?  Have a great weekend.

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:42 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Invoice for Burning Glass
 
After convocation?
 
From: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:41 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Lori Brooksher <Lori.Brooksher@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Invoice for Burning Glass
 
Perfect!  I will let Lori know.  Can we find some time on Monday to discuss the
student COVID training?
 
James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:39 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Invoice for Burning Glass
 
Jim,
   I’ll have Macretta, my budget manager, reach out to her.
Chaudron
 
From: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu> 
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Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:38 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Invoice for Burning Glass
 
Yes, lets just have Romana work with Lori
 
James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:34 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Subject: Invoice for Burning Glass
 
Jim,
  The invoice for Burning Glass has arrived, which we split last year between my office and yours.
Burning Glass is the platform that provides career outlook information and maps academic majors to
specific job skills. We worked with Career Services to implement it as part of our Momentum
Approach. The bill is for $12,000. Are you able to split the cost again?
Chaudron
 
Chaudron Gille,  Ph.D.
Provost and Sr. Vice President for Academic Affairs
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706.864.1602 / Fax 706.864.1668
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Steven Stubbs
Subject: Re: Key dates in the Fall Academic Calendar
Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 4:13:52 PM

That would be great if we could

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Steven Stubbs <Steven.Stubbs@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 9:34:53 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Key dates in the Fall Academic Calendar
 
Chaudron,
 
Good morning!  This will move the final grade deadline to Monday, December 7 at 3pm.  Do we want
to extend it to maybe Wednesday at 3pm?  I can check with Jill Rayner.
 
Steve
 
Mr. Steven P. Stubbs
Registrar
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega  GA  30597
706-864-1798 office
706-867-2749 fax
steven.stubbs@ung.edu

 
 
 

From: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 9:18 AM
To: Faculty-Staff <faculty-staff@ung.edu>; Students-Current <students-current@ung.edu>
Subject: Key dates in the Fall Academic Calendar
 
The University of North Georgia has revised the academic calendar for the fall semester in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  Classes will begin on Monday, August 17, and conclude
Tuesday, November 24. Final exams will be conducted remotely the week of November 30.
 
Key dates in the Fall Academic Calendar include:
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Aug. 17                Classes begin

Sept. 7                 Labor Day holiday

Nov. 24                Classes end

Nov. 25-27           Thanksgiving holiday

Nov. 30-Dec. 4     Final Exams (online)
 
The revised calendar supports the safety of all UNG students, faculty and staff and meets
accreditation requirements.  If necessary, students will be able to return to our campuses
following the Thanksgiving break, but there will not be face-to-face courses or exams.
 
Chaudron Gille, Ph.D.
Provost and Sr. Vice President for Academic Affairs
University of North Georgia
 
 
 
Sylvia Carson, APR
Executive Director of Communications
University of North Georgia
 



From: Steven Lloyd
To: Michele Hill
Cc: Chaudron Gille; Holly Verhasselt
Subject: Re: Mental Health and COVID-19
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 2:44:32 PM

Hi Michelle,
 
Thank you for sharing your findings.  I am not surprised to learn of the high rates of anxiety in our
student population and I encourage you to continue to work with Dr. Conneely, Dr. Cordery, and
other colleagues in student affairs to share these findings and to identify opportunities to address
them.  We will do our part in attempting to provide guidance and academic structures with this
information in mind and in consideration of internal and external guidance and mandates.
 
As promised, several colleagues in AA have worked toward the development of survey policy and
procedure.  Should you wish to explore further data collection, we may or may not have that in place
in full or partially.  Since CoVid-related issues and student well-being are of concern for all, such data
collection should be coordinated.  Please reach out when that time comes.
 
I am cc’ing Dr. Gille so she is aware of your findings.  I am also cc’ing Dr. Verhasslet who will be
interested to learn about this as well and who will be a point of contact as you look to continue your
efforts.  The paper attachments referenced did not make it into my inbox, but I am very interested in
seeing them if you are still willing to share.
 
Sincerely,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Michele Hill <Michele.Hill@ung.edu>
Date: Monday, July 13, 2020 at 10:42 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Mental Health and COVID-19
 
Hello Steven,
 
I want to thank you for helping us to email the students the mental health survey this past
spring term.  I have just sent this to Dr. Conneely as per his request to see the data. I am
sending a brief report on the status of student mental health in the spring term and a paper
written on two variables that distinctly and significantly predict escalated levels of both
anxiety and depression (Figure 1 provides a visual illustration).
 
The brief report lays out data we collected in 2017 in relation to this past 2020 spring. The
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2017 data is in alignment with the rising anxiety and depression problem of higher education.
The 2020 data (N = 1319) show the massive change in high rates of anxiety and depression
during the term as students moved to remote learning. 
 
While both "life change and quarantine stressors" are significant predictors as reported in  the
papers (see tables and figures), the student's "Need for Structure" also plays a role. More
specifically, students "Response to the Lack of Structure."  Our students demonstrated a high
need for structure, with more than 80% of the students scored in the highest range. This is
important, cognitive psychologists have studied this measure and note that when a person
scores in the high range they have great difficulty think abstractly and adapting to their
environment.
 
Why is this important? As our students come to find that classes will be taught in a hybrid
format by faculty that interpret this different ways to serve their classes, our students are
going to experience this lack of structure at high rates again. While the anxiety score was
extremely high, the greater concern is for the depression score as it will not alter based on the
situation. The high scores on depression are of great concern because they typically lead to
poor mental well-being, poor academic performance, retention problems, and suicidality. On
a positive note, our suicidal ideation levels held steady at the normal high rate. If depression
levels continue to be high and students experience more chaos and a lack of a return to a
normal social life, with increased COVID-19 fears, these scores are likely to go up. We have
more data to understand, as I have not yet analyzed the data for the suicidal factors that were
studied and the interpersonal constructs embedded in the survey.
 
Clearly, there are many more variables that go into mental health problems and these are only
two factors. Although the stressors that stand out and need for structure are two things we
can address if we have faculty and staff involved. Simon, the counseling center, myself and my
research team are working together as the counseling center is attempting to provide
outreach on a larger scale as it is needed. We hope to provide information directly to the
students, faculty and staff. These kinds of mental health issues takes a community willing to
step up and learn how to deescalate crisis and embrace a wellness model. The idea is to
create a student mentally strong community were students, faculty and staff understand they
can be part of the solution (and not refer everyone to the counseling center).
 
I wanted to keep you in the loop. We might find it useful to collect data again from students
once the term starts based on what is needed to understand our students experiences in this
new reality.
 
Thanks,
Michele
 



Michele B. Hill, Ph.D.
Associate Head and Associate Professor
Department of Psychological Science
University of North Georgia
211 Barnes Hall, Dahlonega, GA 30597
706.867.2771
GA Lic #2868
 



From: Michele Hill
To: Steven Lloyd
Cc: Chaudron Gille; Holly Verhasselt
Subject: Re: Mental Health and COVID-19
Date: Sunday, July 26, 2020 11:54:53 AM
Attachments: Brief Report on Mental Health and COVID-19 (1).docx

Mental Health during COVID-19 College Students’ Need for Structure.docx
Outlook-University.png

Hi Steven,

It's good to hear from you and I attached the reports as the information that we have been
able to write up thus far might be useful. Although the paper is written for a counseling center
journal the information generalizes to the greater institution. Go directly to the tables in the
appendix for the easiest access to the data.  While our student's anxiety is high, it is their high
overall levels of depression that concern us the most as these are likely not to have changed
(see the brief report for comparison data). The student's high "need for structure" and
stressors measured are malleable constructs which give us something upon which to act. 

I have shared the results with Dr. Conneely. Simon and I are working together and are
presenting at LEADS and the counseling center is doing its part to reach students beyond
providing individual therapy. The faculty, staff and administrators will play a significant role in
students mental health and well being.

I do think we will want to continue to monitor our students (and perhaps faculty/staff) as the
fall term is underway. We will coordinate all efforts concerning research with you and others,
following the appropriate AA policies and procedures. Thanks for your continued support. Let
me know what we can do to assist if possible.

Sincerely,

Michele

Michele B. Hill, Ph.D.
Associate Head and Associate Professor
Department of Psychological Science
University of North Georgia
211 Barnes Hall, Dahlonega, GA 30597
706.867.2771

GA Psychology Lic #2868
Certified Applied Suicide Intervention Skills Provider/Trainer #n39960
Certified Mediator with GODR

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
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Preliminary report being written for the Journal of College Counseling on Mental Health and COVID-19 data collected from UNG students in Spring 2020



Hill, M.B., Hightower, J., Halliburton, A., Harrison, & T., Lafever, C. 



A total of 1319 college students completed a 12-minute online survey sent to the general student population at a southeastern university, and no incentives were offered to participants. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 78 (Md = 21, SD = 6.88)., with 90% of participants between the age of 18 - 28 and another 127 participants consistently ranged in age from 29 - 87. Students described themselves as mostly female (n = 1007), with the remainder of the sample identifying as males (n = 271), non-binary (n = 25), and transgender (n = 9) with seven students that preferred not to answer. There was an even distribution across their year in school with 272 freshmen, 348 sophomores, 335 juniors, 307 seniors, and 57 graduate students participating from across five campuses. Regarding race/ethnicity, most participants identified as White (n = 1052, 79.8%), followed by Hispanic/Latinx (n = 119, 9%); African American/Black (n = 27, 2%); Asian/American (n = 28, 2.1%); two or more races (n = 67, 5.1%), Middle Eastern/North African (n = 4, .3%); Native Indian/Alaska Native (n = 3, .2%) and 19 with a preference not to answer.



This institution has 5 distinct campuses with one campus having on campus housing. Following the move to remote learning, students reported diverse living situations, including, living with their parents (n = 588), living with their family (n = 337), living with a significant other (n = 158), living with a roommate (n = 121), living alone (n = 49), and the remaining 66 were living with their children or preferring not to answer.  The total for this category is above 100% as participants could select more than one option. The employment status at the time of the survey included 750 unemployed students (57%), 131 working full-time, 268 in part-time work, 80 working from home, 38 with on-campus employment, and 52 that preferred not to answer or provided other text responses.



Before the move to remote learning, 250 participants were in off-campus counseling and 174 reported receiving services from the institution’s counseling center to make up 32% of the sample. Upon taking the survey, 77 participants reported being in tele-mental health counseling, 12 were receiving services by phone, 40 were seeing a counselor in person, 239 stating that they had not continued services since COVID-19, with 56 participants not providing information about their counseling status at the time of the survey.

 

Data was collected from April 14 - May 13, 2020 in order to capture students two weeks after moving to remote learning until after finals week. Participants were recruited through a university wide listserv that included and requested all students to take part in a study entitled, “Student Mental Health and COVID-19,” with an anonymous link to the survey. Collected data was de-identified, therefore, it was not possible to contact any one participant based upon their particular risk for suicide or serious mental health crisis. The participants were provided with the researcher’s direct contact information and a list of local, regional and national mental health resources and updated COVID-19 links at the completion of the survey. This study was approved through the Institutional Review Board.



Generalized Anxiety Disorder - 7 (GAD-7; Spitzer, Kroenke, Williams , & Lowe, 2006) is a 7-item self-report instrument that uses a Likert-type scale to assess individual anxiety levels by providing items across the core components, for example, “Not being able to stop or control worrying” on a scale of 0  'not at all' to 3  'nearly every day'. Participants are asked how often, over the last 2 weeks have they been bothered by the seven core symptoms of anxiety. The sum of items ranged from 0 - 21, with cut off scores for non-clinical populations are 5, 10, 15 to determine mild, moderate, and severe levels of anxiety respectively, with internal consistency at .89 (Löwe et al., 2008). The brief survey has been shown effective in measuring clinical levels of anxiety in college students and is used widely in research (Melnyk, et al., 2015).



Patient Health Questionnaire - 9. (PHQ-9; Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams, 2001) is a self-administered 9-item depression module from the full PHQ assessment of common mental disorders. The PHQ-9 score can range from 0 – 27. A score of 1 - 9 indicated minimal to mild depression, a score of 10 - 19 indicated moderate to moderately severe depression, and a score 20 - 27 indicated severe depression.



Suicidal Behaviors Questionnaire – Revised (SBQ-R; Osman et al., 2001) is a four-item self-report assessment of suicide risk. SBQ-R items explore different dimensions of suicidality. The SBQ-R has shown effectiveness in assessing suicide risk in college students probably better than most measures (Farabaugh et al., 2015) and predictive with other college student related issues of relevance such as sleep in study with 1700 students (Becker, Dvorsky, Holdaway, & Luebbe, 2018). SBQ-R total score with a cut off ≥ 7 were most useful in differentiating risk in a non-clinical sample.



While anxiety and depression remain among the two highest mental health issues that students seek out services for from college counseling centers Center for Collegiate Mental Health Annual Report, 2017), suicide has risen to the 10th leading cause of death in the US and the second leading cause of death for students between the ages of 15 – 24 (CDC, 2017). Data demonstrate that student’s levels of anxiety, depression, and suicide were higher than the usual levels as reported in a 2017 study conducted on college student that included a subset of UNG student participants. 



Table 1

Descriptive data for Anxiety, Depression, and Suicide between 2017 and April 2020 for college students



		

		

		2020 (N = 1319)

		2017 (N = 372)



		

		Clinical cutoffs

		M/SD

		N

		%

		M/SD

		N

		%



		GAD-7

		

		12.3/6.0

		

		

		6.88/5.7

		

		



		

		None   

		0 - 4

		

		161

		12%

		

		158

		43%



		

		Mild

		5 - 9

		

		295

		22%

		

		104

		28%



		

		Moderate 

		10 - 14

		

		331

		25%

		

		67

		18%



		

		Severe

		15 - 21

		

		532

		40%

		

		43

		11.6%



		PHQ-9

		

		13.03/6.88

		

		

		6.65/5.94

		

		



		

		None 

		0 - 4

		

		170

		13%

		

		175

		47%



		

		Mild

		5 – 9

		

		265

		20%

		

		103

		28%



		

		Moderate

		10 – 14

		

		311

		24%

		

		47

		13%



		

		Moderate

Severe

		15 - 19

		

		299

		23%

		

		33

		9%



		

		Severe

		20 - 27

		

		271

		21%

		

		14

		4%



		SBQ-R

		

		5.89/3.30

		

		

		5.2/2.9

		

		



		

		6 or below

		

		869

		66%

		

		279

		75%



		

		7 or above

		

		450

		34%

		

		93

		25%





Note: GAD-7 = Generalized Anxiety Disorder; PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire assessing depression; SBQ-R = Suicidal Behavior Questionnaire-Revised.
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Abstract

College students made the unprecedented shift to remote learning during the COVID-19 pandemic, potentially contributing to escalating anxiety, depression and suicide. This study examined the relationship between students’ (N = 1319) mental health, perceived need for structure and five stress factors related to COVID-19. Findings indicated that the stressor factors and lack of structure added unique variance towards predicting anxiety and depression. Implications for college counseling services are included as higher education remains in crisis. 
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Mental Health during COVID-19: College Students’ Need for Structure

Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, college students have experienced unique challenges as the normalcy of higher education was replaced by empty campuses, disruption of activities, quasi-online classrooms, and telemental health appointments in college counseling centers (Zhai & Du, 2020b). Students have been forced to rapidly adjust to a remote learning framework and uprooted living situations in which students either had to find a way home amid increasing travel restrictions or remain on campuses with limited access to amenities such as the dining hall (Sahu, 2020). Given these unique challenges faced by students in the midst of COVID-19, college college counseling centers and administrators alike must understand students’ current and continued experiences related to the pandemic in order to inform planning and services for upcoming semesters (Grubic et al., 2020; Zhai & Du, 2020b).

        	Furthermore, college counseling centers are moving into future semesters within the context of consistent escalation of mental health concerns of college students prior to COVID-19, with recent reports capturing the attention of institutional presidents as mental health continued to negatively impact student wellness, performance, and retention (Bruffaerts et al., 2018; Chessman & Taylor, 2019; Eisenberg et al., 2009). Mental health concerns among college students have increased in the past 10 years, with 27.8% of college students experiencing anxiety and 11% meeting criteria for an anxiety disorder and 20.2% of college students experiencing depression and 7 - 9% meeting criteria for a depressive disorder (American College Health Association [ACHA], 2019; Lipson et al., 2019; Pedrelli et al., 2015). College students have experienced increased mental health concerns due to stress related to academic performance in a competitive and grade-oriented structure (Bruffaerts et al., 2018), the transition into college life (Cleary et al., 2011), and the process of identity development (ACHA, 2019; Xiao et al., 2017).

Impact of COVID-19

In response to COVID-19, students have experienced unprecedented changes to their day to day structure as well as uncertainty about their future college experience (Pfefferbaum & North, 2020). College students are faced with disruptions to their social supports, interruption of income, changes in access to both health care and mental health services, and increases in fear and anxiety related to their health and well-being (Asmundson & Taylor, 2020; Pfefferbaum & North, 2020, Zhai & Du, 2020a). Furthermore, students already impacted by mental health concerns as well as students holding marginalized identities are likely to experience increased distress and disproportionate lack of access to resources (Cao et al., 2020; Horesh & Brown, 2020; Venkatesh & Edirappuli, 2020). Many of these changes directly impact the structure that college students rely on day to day, and students differ in their need for structure and ability to reduce uncertainty when facing stress-inducing situations (Schultz & Searleman, 1997; Svecova & Pavlovicova, 2016). Those students who have a higher need for structure or lower ability to respond positively to reduced structure are likely to react to the current crisis with more distress and lowered adaptability (Neuberg & Newsom, 1993; Thompson et al., 1994).

Impact of COVID-19 on Mental Health

Researchers both in and outside of the United States have started to highlight the psychological impact of COVID-19 (Grubic et al., 2020; Rajkumar, 2020; Sahu, 2020; Wang et al., 2020). COVID-19 is directly impacting the mental health of college students, with students reacting to major changes and reductions in structure as noted above. College students who are quarantined or self-isolated may have increased access to means for harming themselves, struggle with the increased presence of stressors, and lack the benefits of their usual protective mental health factors (Gunnell et al., 2020). Furthermore, students experiencing distress in response to COVID-19 are likely to experience increased anxiety, depression, and disrupted sleep, all of which have the potential to increase suicidality (Sher, 2020). Additionally, individuals experiencing suicidal ideations or other mental health concerns may have reduced access to mental health services, be afraid of reaching out to resources due to potential exposure to COVID-19, and rely on remote services that may be overwhelmed (Gunnell et al., 2020).

        	Given the already high levels of mental health concerns among college students and the impact of COVID-19 on mental health that has already been demonstrated, college counseling centers that are already struggling to meet the demands of students will be forced to accommodate the increasing needs of students in the current crisis while also adjusting to providing services via telemental health (Kitzrow, 2003; Prince, 2015; Xiao et al., 2017).

Purpose

The current paper first sought to explore the current state of mental health of college students and their current stressors in light of the changes they are experiencing during the COVID-19 pandemic. Researchers then sought to understand the role that college students’ perceived need for structure and self-identified stressors played in impacting their current levels of depression, anxiety, and suicidality, with implications for the ways that university counseling centers and administrators should respond when planning for reimagined campus experiences.

Methods 

Approval for this study was obtained by the university institutional review board. Review and approval included consent language to include no penalty for study withdrawal and the use of a survey for suicide and depression. A recruitment email was sent through a university-wide listserv with the inclusion criteria of being 18 years of age and enrolled with the institution. Data collected was anonymous and provisions of mental health resources both on and off campuses plus COVID-19 information were provided at survey completion. Data were collected via online survey at a southeastern university from April 14 - May 13, 2020, after students had vacated campus and moved to remote learning. No adverse events were reported.

Participants 

A total of 1319 college student [1007 female (76.3%), and 271 males (20.5%), 25 non-binary (2%), 9 transgender (0.7%)] completed the study. The participants ranged from 18 to 78 years, with a median age of 21 (SD = 6.88). Most participants identified as White (n = 1052, 79.8%), followed by Hispanic/Latinx (n = 119, 9%); African American/Black (n = 27, 2%); Asian/American (n = 28, 2.1%); Middle Eastern/North African (n = 4, 0.3%); Native Indian/Alaska Native (n = 3, 0.2%), Biracial/Multiracial (n = 67, 5%). Before COVID-19, participants reported being in off-campus counseling (n = 50, .03%) and seeking services at one of the institution’s counseling centers (n =174, 13%). At the time of the survey, 77 participants reported receiving service by telemental health (18.2%), phone (n =12, .009%), in-person (40, .03%), with 239 reported seeking no counseling services (18%).

Measures

Global anxiety. Generalized Anxiety Disorder - 7 (GAD-7; Spitzer et al., 2006) is a 7-item self-report instrument that uses a Likert-type scale to assess individual anxiety levels over the last two weeks. The sum of items ranges from 0 - 21, with cut off scores for non-clinical populations to determine mild (0 - 5), moderate (6 - 10), and severe (11 - 15) levels of anxiety, with internal consistency reliability at .89 and in the current study having a Cronbach’s alpha of .91 (Löwe et al., 2008). The brief survey has been shown to be effective for measuring clinical levels of anxiety in college students and is used widely in research (Melnyk et al., 2015).

Depression. Patient Health Questionnaire - 9 (PHQ-9; Kroenke et al., 2001) is a 9-item self-report measure for symptoms of depression experienced in the last two weeks. The PHQ-9 score can range from 0 – 27, with a cut-off score of ≥ 10 in a non-clinical sample (Selkie et al., 2015). Each item is scored from 0 to 3 (0 = not at all, 1 = several days, 2 = more than half the days, 3 = nearly every day), with a score of 1 - 9 indicating minimal to mild depression, a score of 10 - 19 indicating moderate to moderately severe depression, and a score 20 - 27 indicating severe depression. In the current study, the coefficient alpha was .89.

Suicidal ideation and intent. Suicidal Behaviors Questionnaire – Revised (SBQ-R; Osman et al., 2001) is a four-item self-report assessment of suicide risk that has shown to be effective in assessing suicide risk in college students above other measures (Becker et al., 2018; Farabaugh et al., 2015). The SBQ-R total score (with a cut off score of ≥ 7) was most useful in differentiating risk in a non-clinical sample. Studies reported coefficient alphas ranging from .76 - .82 (Becker et al., 2018; Osman et al., 2001). The alpha value observed for the sample was .84.

Student stressors. Modified Life Stressor Survey (MLSS). The MLSS was developed by the researchers and listed 25 items related to potential stressors in college life and COVID-19. Stressors included typical student stressors (i.e. sleep) and demands (i.e. employment) as well as those specific to COVID-19 (i.e. class restructure, social distancing) and were answered on a Likert scale, from slightly stressful (1) to extremely stressful (4) if the item was found to be causing distress. An exploratory factor analysis was conducted which provided five unique factors: quarantine stressors, illness stressors, lack of routine stressors, lack of social contact stressors, and work/finance stressors. The results are discussed below. 

Lack of structure. Personal Need for Structure Scale (PNS; Thompson et al., 1994) is a 12-item self-report with Likert type scoring ranging from 1(strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree) to assess differences in preferences for structure and clarity in ambiguous situations. The total score ranges from 12 - 72, and a high score on this assessment indicates more desire for structure. Thompson et al. (1994) administered the PNS to college students, yielding a moderate positive correlation with Beck Depression Inventory scores (r = .29, p < .001) and a one factor solution with a Cronbach’s alpha of .84. According to the Neuberg and Newsom Model (1993), the score can be further factored into a “desire for structure” with scores ranging from 10 - 24 and a “response to lack of structure” with scores ranging from 6 - 24. For this study, Cronbach’s alpha for the total 12 items was .84, with internal consistency reliability on the factor of Desire for Structure at .71 and the factor of Response to Lack of Structure at .77 respectively.

Results

After removal of participants for failing the instructional manipulation checks, data were inspected for missingness before conducting further analyses. The Little’s MCAR test was found to be nonsignificant, 2 = (51) = 41.203, p = .835, indicating that the data were missing completely at random (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2019). The descriptive analysis of the mental health variables revealed above clinical cutoff scores for the majority of participants. The mean for the GAD-7 (M = 12.30, SD = 6.01) was in the moderate range (Spitzer et al., 2006). Of the 87.8% of participants who reported more than minimal anxiety, 295 were mild (22%), 331 were moderate (25%), 532 were severe (40%). The mean for the PHQ-9 (M = 13.04, SD = 6.89) was in the moderate range (Kroenke et al., 2001). Approximately 86.8% of participants reported more than minimal depression, with scores evenly distributed across the range from mild (n = 265, 20.1%), moderate (n = 311, 23.6%), moderate severe (n = 299, 22.6%), to severe (n = 271, 20.5%). The mean for the SBQ-R (M = 5.89, SD = 3.30) was below the cutoff of 7 for significant risk of suicide (Osman et al., 2001). At risk are the 450 students (34%) above the cutoff. The PNS total range was 27 - 72 (M = 54.65, SD = 7.47), with 75% of the sample scoring between 51 - 71. The Response to Lack of Structure total range was 11 - 42 (M = 32, SD = 5.68), with 77% of the sample scoring at the highest end between 29 - 42. Both of these ranges are negatively skewed toward the highest end of the scales.  Participants’ Desire for Structure scores ranged from 6 - 24 (M = 18.55, SD = 3.28), with 77% of the respondents scoring at the highest levels.

An exploratory factor analysis was conducted on the Modified Life Stressor Survey (see Table 1). Kaiser’s criterion was used to determine the number of factors (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2019) and revealed a 5-factor structure for the stressor items. A Varimax rotation was used to improve the interpretability of the factor loadings. Factor 1, Quarantine Stressors, was dominated by stressors specific to the quarantine. Stressors related to students or their loved ones contracting the illness loaded highly on Factor 2, Illness Stressors. Stressors that connected to changes in students’ daily routine loaded highly on Factor 3, Lack of Routine Stressors. Factor 4, Lack of Social Contact Stressors, was comprised of stressors related to lack of social contact Stressors connected to one’s job or working reduced hours heavily loaded onto Factor 5, Work/Finance Stressors. Factor scores were created for every participant by multiplying their standardized scores on the stressor questions by the rotated factor loadings.

Bivariate correlations analyses (see Table 2) revealed significant positive correlations between the Stressor factors to the mental health measures. The Quarantine Factor was significantly positively correlated with anxiety (r =  .363, p < .001) depression (r = .306, p = .001) and suicide (r = .096, p = .001). Significant positive correlations emerged for the Illness factor with anxiety (r = .284, p < .001 ), depression (r = .257, p < .001 ), and suicide (r = .166 , p < .001). Participants’ Lack of Routine revealed significantly positive moderate correlations for anxiety (r = .350, p < .001), depression (r = .442, p <  .001 ), and suicide (r = .185, p < .001 ).  Lack of Social Contact as a factor was significantly correlated with anxiety (r = .167, p < .001 ) and depression (r = .093, p = .001 ) but not for suicide (r = -.032, p = .252). Hence, lack of social contact did not predict suicide. The fifth factor, Work/Finance was significantly correlated with anxiety (r = .116, p < .001), depression (r = .182, p < .001 ), and suicide (r = .095 , p = .001 ).  These relationships remained significant after controlling for participants’ living situation and participants reported mental health counseling prior to COVID-19. These results suggest that the disturbance to daily routine is more strongly related to mental illness than stress related to money or social engagement. 

The bivariate correlation analyses were conducted for the two-factor structure of the PNS. The PNS Response to Lack of Structure factor rendered a significant positive moderate correlation with anxiety (r = .460, p < .001), depression (r = .353, p < .001), and suicide (r = .136, p < .001). While the Desire for Structure Factor did not correlate with suicide (r = .018, p = .518), but was significantly correlated with anxiety (r = .279, p < .001) and depression (r = .156, p < .001). The Response to Lack of Structure factor was significantly more correlated with the three mental health measures compared to Desire for Structure, so researchers focused on Response to Lack of Structure for remaining analyses. 

Hierarchical Regression

To determine whether the stressors or Response to Lack of Structure subscale of the PNS both predicted unique variance in the mental health measures, several hierarchical regression analyses were conducted (see Table 3). These regression analyses predicted the three mental health outcomes (GAD-7, PHQ-9, or SBQ-R) in two steps.  First, the mental health measure was predicted using the subscale from the PNS.  Second, the stressor factor scores were added to the prediction model to determine if the stressors predicted unique variance.  For the measure of anxiety (GAD-7), the stressors added unique variance to the prediction (ΔR2 = .257, p < .001).  The Lack of Routine Stressors best predicted GAD-7 scores in the final model (β = .310, p < .001).  For the PHQ-9, the stressors added unique variance to the prediction (ΔR2 = .305, p < .001).  Again, the Lack of Routine Stressors was the best predictor of PHQ-9 scores in the final model (β = .416, p < .001). For the SBQ-R, the stressors added unique variance to the prediction (ΔR2 = .069, p < .001). The Lack of Routine Stressors was the best predictor of SBQ-R scores in the final model (β = .176, p < .001). For all three mental health outcomes, the stressor factors and the lack of structure added unique variance to the prediction.

Discussion

The current study sought to examine the impact of COVID-19 on college student mental health and the impact of student stressors and need for structure. The current sample reported a 59% increase in anxiety levels and a 66.8% increase in depression levels compared to previous studies on college student mental health (ACHA, 2019; Lipson et al., 2019; Pedrelli et al., 2015). Reports of suicidality coincided with typical levels (ACHA, 2019) reported by college students, although researchers expect that continued feelings of hopelessness and depressive symptoms associated with alteration to higher education and COVID-19 may result in increased suicidality over time. In line with previous findings (Thompson et al., 1994), students’ higher perceived need for structure is related to higher levels of depression and further predicted elevated anxiety and suicidality. Of importance is that, among the 1319 participants, 77% of the students reported at the highest level for the Response to Lack of Structure subscale, indicating potential difficulty in adapting when there is are changes or a lack of structure (Schultz & Searleman, 1997). 

Students reported moderate to extreme levels of stress across five categories related to relocating, remote learning, and other challenges with COVID-19, in line with previous reports on student stress (Bruffaerts et al., 2018). Overwhelmingly, students were most stressed by disruptions to their daily routine, including sleep disturbances, quarantine related issues such as social distancing and remaining indoors, and major changes to the structure of their course work. These results suggest that both these stressors and students’ high levels of perceived need for structure predicted unique variance in students’ anxiety, depression, and suicidality. Another concerning observation was the reported decrease in the number of students seeking services since COVID-19 in the current sample. Of those in previously using services, only 77 students remained in telemental health. With students not in support services, if these stressors remain and students continue to respond to a lack of structure they may continue to experience increasingly alarming rates of anxiety.

Implications and Recommendations for College Counseling

	These findings served to highlight the dire need for counseling services due to the onslaught of COVID-19 and the ensuing mental health crisis that is likely to remain with the new normal of higher education. Given that mental health concerns are increasing among students, college counseling centers, which are normally overwhelmed by students seeking services, will need to engage their campus communities in new ways in order to adapt to increasing student needs in the changing higher education. 

Providing Services

Researchers recommend that counseling centers continue to offer telemental health services in order to offer much needed support to students who are in the midst of mental health crises, and research has shown that students may respond more positively to online services when considering the impact of stigma on help-seeking (Bird et al., 2019). Based on the findings, counseling services will need to work to ensure that students are aware that they have access to these services even when they are learning in a remote, hybrid, or online format. 

Engaging Stakeholders

Furthermore, counseling centers could consider alternative means of engaging with stakeholders at their universities such as administration, faculty, and staff and include them as part of a campus wide approach to maintaining wellbeing. During this time of crisis, counseling services can focus on communicating to stakeholders the severity of the mental health concerns among college students, particularly in relation to their need for structure. By providing stakeholders with this frameworks, these campus personnel are in the unique position for developing structure and reducing stressors. Whereby, they may provide the needed support to reduce anxiety and depression. 

Outreach with Stakeholders

Counseling services may engage in immediate outreach efforts that are provided through multiple forms of contact to students as their need for structure warrants this action. For example, by providing easily accessible short, psychoeducational videos or online webinars counseling services can reach students beyond in-person workshops which are not possible during COVID-19. Outreach focused on the mental health concerns that students are experiencing may include offering advice on symptoms, providing tips to reduce symptoms of depression and anxiety, normalizing students’ responses to crisis, including disruptions in sleep and difficulty with time management, providing practical coping strategies, grounding skills, and de-escalation techniques, offering suggestions on how to increase structure, and promoting engagement in wellness-oriented activities. These resources may be accessed through university-wide listservs, a student well-being institutional website or the institutional learning management systems so that students, their peers, faculty, and staff would have them readily available when they log onto to campus or into their courses. By making these resources unavoidable, counseling centers can play a central role in helping students gain tangible skills to alleviate distress, even if those students do not seek counseling services (Venkatesh & Edirappuli, 2020). 

Limitations & Directions for Future Research

	The present study is not without limitations. First, students self-selected to participate in this study which may have biased the sample to those with increased mental health concerns. Additionally, the sample was predominantly made up of white females which may limit the generalizability. Finally, data were collected over a three-week period and may not capture the entirety of student experiences during COVID-19. 

	While limitations existed, researchers view these results as a starting point for future research to consider collecting data on mental health as students and institutions of higher education continue to adjust to the impact of COVID-19. Additionally, researchers may consider examining additional mental health concerns of students during COVID-19, such as trauma, eating disorders, and obsessive compulsive disorder. Finally, researchers should consider collecting data to document the impact of any counseling efforts or outreach interventions employed during COVID-19. These research supported changes may result in a shift in how counseling services reach out to students and engage their institutions in changing campus culture to focus on student wellness. 
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Table 1

Rotated Factor Loadings for Stressors

		Stressor

		Factor 1 (Quarantine)

		Factor 2 (Illness)

		Factor 3 (Lack of Routine)

		Factor 4 (Lack of Social Contact)

		Factor 5 (Work/Finance)



		Finances/Money

		0.168

		0.230

		0.214

		0.083

		0.725



		Work Hours/Conditions

		0.027

		0.130

		0.153

		0.038

		0.689



		Laid Off/Furloughed from Job

		0.141

		0.024

		-0.047

		0.013

		0.789



		Residence/Living Situation

		0.212

		0.032

		0.281

		0.233

		0.342



		Class Restructure

		0.204

		0.097

		0.467

		0.242

		0.077



		Campus Life/Events

		0.232

		-0.027

		0.294

		0.472

		-0.026



		Access to Technology/WiFi

		0.080

		0.318

		0.217

		0.333

		0.143



		Major Life Events/Celebrations

		0.120

		0.157

		0.089

		0.619

		0.141



		Social Support/Friends

		0.397

		0.138

		0.268

		0.496

		0.076



		Religious/Spiritual Activities

		0.102

		-0.016

		0.009

		0.717

		-0.028



		Significant Relationships

		0.217

		0.230

		0.292

		0.502

		0.056



		Health of a Loved One

		0.023

		0.606

		0.139

		0.302

		0.080



		Death of a Loved One

		-0.057

		0.478

		-0.107

		0.338

		0.151



		Personal Illness/ Risk for Personal Illness

		0.139

		0.750

		0.217

		0.028

		0.061



		Access to Healthcare

		0.060

		0.649

		0.217

		0.045

		0.156



		Exercise Routine

		0.122

		0.099

		0.659

		0.183

		0.045



		Food Access/Eating Habits

		0.172

		0.219

		0.763

		0.035

		0.150



		Sleep Patterns/Quality

		0.303

		0.176

		0.681

		0.086

		0.176



		Self-Quarantine

		0.676

		0.094

		0.234

		0.214

		0.115



		Forced Quarantine

		0.474

		-0.050

		0.103

		0.177

		0.199



		Fear of getting sick

		0.503

		0.703

		0.069

		-0.094

		0.028



		Fear of going out in public

		0.573

		0.607

		0.061

		-0.054

		0.001



		Social Distancing

		0.772

		0.154

		0.191

		0.184

		0.079



		Remaining Indoors

		0.739

		0.230

		0.110

		0.148

		0.069
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Note. The rotated (Varimax) factor loadings above .300 have been bolded for ease of interpretation.







Table 2



Correlation Matrix and Descriptive Statistics



		

		

		QS

		IS

		LRS

		LSCS

		W/F S

		1

		2

		3

		4

		M

		SD



		1

		GAD-7

		.363***

		.284***

		.350***

		.167***

		.166***

		1

		

		

		

		12.30

		6.01



		2

		PHQ-9

		.306***

		.257***

		.442***

		.093***

		.182***

		.752***

		1

		

		

		13.04

		6.89



		3

		SBQ-R

		.096***

		.166***

		.185***

		-.032

		.095***

		.312***

		.483***

		1

		

		5.89

		3.31



		4

		PNS:DS

		.143***

		.086***

		.086***

		.075***

		.012

		.279***

		.156***

		.018

		1

		18.56

		3.29



		

		PNS:RLS

		.225***

		.164***

		.134***

		.094***

		.026

		.460***

		.353***

		.136***

		.554***

		32.29

		5.69







Note.  GAD-7 = Generalized Anxiety Disorder, PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire, SBQ-R = Suicidal Behaviors Questionnaire-Revised, PNS: DS = Personal Need for Structure: Desire for Structure subscale, PNS: RLS = Personal Need for Structure: Response to Lack of Structure subscale.  QS = Quarantine Stressors, IS = Illness Stressors, LRS = Lack of Routine Stressors, LSCS = Lack of Social Contact Stressor, W/F S = Work/Finance Stressor. 

*p < .05, **p <.01, ***p <.001 















Table 3

Hierarchical Regression Analyses Predicting GAD-7, PHQ-9, and SBQ-R Scores

		Step and Variable

		GAD-7

		PHQ-9

		SBQ-R



		

		t

		Β

		sr2

		P

		T

		Β

		sr2

		p

		t

		β

		sr2

		p



		Step 1

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		PNS: RLS

		18.789

		.460

		.212

		<.001

		13.673

		.353

		.125

		<.001

		4.971

		.136

		.018

		<.001



		R2

		.211

		.124

		.018



		Step 2

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		PNS: RLS

		13.893

		.296

		.078

		<.001

		8.550

		.189

		.032

		<.001

		2.510

		.070

		.004

		.012



		QS

		14.333

		.297

		.084

		<.001

		12.297

		.264

		.066

		<.001

		2.940

		.080

		.006

		.003



		IS

		11.505

		.235

		.054

		<.001

		10.699

		.227

		.050

		<.001

		5.770

		.155

		.023

		<.001



		LRS

		15.254

		.310

		.094

		<.001

		19.764

		.416

		.170

		<.001

		6.593

		.176

		.030

		<.001



		LSCS

		6.891

		.139

		.019

		<.001

		3.610

		.076

		.006

		<.001

		-1.438

		-.038

		.001

		.151



		W/F S

		7.833

		.158

		.025

		<.001

		8.504

		.177

		.031

		<.001

		3.510

		.093

		.009

		<.001



		R2

		.468

		.429

		.085



		ΔR2

		.257

		.305

		.067



		ΔF

		126.734*

		139.966*

		19.196*





Note. PNS: RLS  = Personal Need for Structure: Response to Lack of Structure subscale; QS = Quarantine Stressor, IS = Illness Stressors, LRS = Lack of Routine Stressors, LSCS = Lack of Social Contact Stressors, W/F S = Work/Finance Stressors. * p <.05. 
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Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 2:44 PM
To: Michele Hill <Michele.Hill@ung.edu>
Cc: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Mental Health and COVID-19
 
Hi Michelle,
 
Thank you for sharing your findings.  I am not surprised to learn of the high rates of anxiety in our
student population and I encourage you to continue to work with Dr. Conneely, Dr. Cordery, and
other colleagues in student affairs to share these findings and to identify opportunities to address
them.  We will do our part in attempting to provide guidance and academic structures with this
information in mind and in consideration of internal and external guidance and mandates.
 
As promised, several colleagues in AA have worked toward the development of survey policy and
procedure.  Should you wish to explore further data collection, we may or may not have that in place
in full or partially.  Since CoVid-related issues and student well-being are of concern for all, such data
collection should be coordinated.  Please reach out when that time comes.
 
I am cc’ing Dr. Gille so she is aware of your findings.  I am also cc’ing Dr. Verhasslet who will be
interested to learn about this as well and who will be a point of contact as you look to continue your
efforts.  The paper attachments referenced did not make it into my inbox, but I am very interested in
seeing them if you are still willing to share.
 
Sincerely,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Michele Hill <Michele.Hill@ung.edu>
Date: Monday, July 13, 2020 at 10:42 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Mental Health and COVID-19
 
Hello Steven,
 
I want to thank you for helping us to email the students the mental health survey this past
spring term.  I have just sent this to Dr. Conneely as per his request to see the data. I am
sending a brief report on the status of student mental health in the spring term and a paper
written on two variables that distinctly and significantly predict escalated levels of both
anxiety and depression (Figure 1 provides a visual illustration).
 
The brief report lays out data we collected in 2017 in relation to this past 2020 spring. The
2017 data is in alignment with the rising anxiety and depression problem of higher education.

UNG UNIVER!,ITY"ef 
NOR.TH GEOR.GIX 



The 2020 data (N = 1319) show the massive change in high rates of anxiety and depression
during the term as students moved to remote learning. 
 
While both "life change and quarantine stressors" are significant predictors as reported in  the
papers (see tables and figures), the student's "Need for Structure" also plays a role. More
specifically, students "Response to the Lack of Structure."  Our students demonstrated a high
need for structure, with more than 80% of the students scored in the highest range. This is
important, cognitive psychologists have studied this measure and note that when a person
scores in the high range they have great difficulty think abstractly and adapting to their
environment.
 
Why is this important? As our students come to find that classes will be taught in a hybrid
format by faculty that interpret this different ways to serve their classes, our students are
going to experience this lack of structure at high rates again. While the anxiety score was
extremely high, the greater concern is for the depression score as it will not alter based on the
situation. The high scores on depression are of great concern because they typically lead to
poor mental well-being, poor academic performance, retention problems, and suicidality. On
a positive note, our suicidal ideation levels held steady at the normal high rate. If depression
levels continue to be high and students experience more chaos and a lack of a return to a
normal social life, with increased COVID-19 fears, these scores are likely to go up. We have
more data to understand, as I have not yet analyzed the data for the suicidal factors that were
studied and the interpersonal constructs embedded in the survey.
 
Clearly, there are many more variables that go into mental health problems and these are only
two factors. Although the stressors that stand out and need for structure are two things we
can address if we have faculty and staff involved. Simon, the counseling center, myself and my
research team are working together as the counseling center is attempting to provide
outreach on a larger scale as it is needed. We hope to provide information directly to the
students, faculty and staff. These kinds of mental health issues takes a community willing to
step up and learn how to deescalate crisis and embrace a wellness model. The idea is to
create a student mentally strong community were students, faculty and staff understand they
can be part of the solution (and not refer everyone to the counseling center).
 
I wanted to keep you in the loop. We might find it useful to collect data again from students
once the term starts based on what is needed to understand our students experiences in this
new reality.
 
Thanks,
Michele
 
Michele B. Hill, Ph.D.
Associate Head and Associate Professor



Department of Psychological Science
University of North Georgia
211 Barnes Hall, Dahlonega, GA 30597
706.867.2771
GA Lic #2868
 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Christopher Jespersen
Subject: RE: Monday scheduled meeting
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 3:17:00 PM

Chris,
  Sounds good. I signed off on the PAF for   just a bit ago. I’m assuming the FMLA was

  Dr. Jacobs contacted me before approving it earlier this week. We are going to
handle introductions for the AA retreat by sending out a document of new faces and new roles, so
we’ll be running a draft by you to make sure we’ve captured everyone.
Glad to hear things are going fairly smoothly. Just let me know if you need anything .
Chaudron
 

From: Christopher Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 6, 2020 3:14 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Monday scheduled meeting
 
Chaudron,
 
Right now, I’m good, so I don’t think we need to meet separately. I am working on a draft of the
official communication to  about his suspension. Beth’s going to review, but we’ve
already sent forward the PAF for the fall suspension.
 
My DHs are setting up their departmental meetings next week via Zoom. Music has written up some
guidelines given the special nature of its classes. I’m sharing those with Greg just so he has a copy.
Otherwise, it’s a little of this, and a little of that. We had a faculty member just request FMLA for
the fall (for reasons unrelated to COVID-19), but the DH has already covered his classes. Jayme
McGhan is officially on board and has already met with his team, so Theatre is in good shape.
 
In short, things are running smoothly, perhaps somewhat surprisingly given the circumstances, but
I’ve got a really good group. If something pops up between now and Monday, I’ll email to get on
your schedule.
 
Chris
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 at 3:05 PM
To: Christopher Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>
Subject: Monday scheduled meeting
 
Chris,
   Our regularly scheduled meeting for Monday conflicts with a  LEADS event I plan to participate in.
Do we need to meet that day? And if so,  would you be available at 12:00 instead of 1:15, or perhaps
later toward the end of the day?
 
Thanks,
Chaudron

-

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu


 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Christopher Jespersen
Subject: RE: Monday scheduled meeting
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 3:22:00 PM

Thanks!
 

From: Christopher Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 6, 2020 3:19 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Monday scheduled meeting
 
Yes on  Also, I’ll have a list of A&L brag points shortly.
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 at 3:17 PM
To: Christopher Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Monday scheduled meeting
 
Chris,
  Sounds good. I signed off on the PAF for   just a bit ago. I’m assuming the FMLA was

  Dr. Jacobs contacted me before approving it earlier this week. We are going to
handle introductions for the AA retreat by sending out a document of new faces and new roles, so
we’ll be running a draft by you to make sure we’ve captured everyone.
Glad to hear things are going fairly smoothly. Just let me know if you need anything .
Chaudron
 

From: Christopher Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 6, 2020 3:14 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Monday scheduled meeting
 
Chaudron,
 
Right now, I’m good, so I don’t think we need to meet separately. I am working on a draft of the
official communication to  about his suspension. Beth’s going to review, but we’ve
already sent forward the PAF for the fall suspension.
 
My DHs are setting up their departmental meetings next week via Zoom. Music has written up some
guidelines given the special nature of its classes. I’m sharing those with Greg just so he has a copy.
Otherwise, it’s a little of this, and a little of that. We had a faculty member just request FMLA for
the fall (for reasons unrelated to COVID-19), but the DH has already covered his classes. Jayme
McGhan is officially on board and has already met with his team, so Theatre is in good shape.
 
In short, things are running smoothly, perhaps somewhat surprisingly given the circumstances, but
I’ve got a really good group. If something pops up between now and Monday, I’ll email to get on
your schedule.

-

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu
mailto:Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu


 
Chris
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 at 3:05 PM
To: Christopher Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>
Subject: Monday scheduled meeting
 
Chris,
   Our regularly scheduled meeting for Monday conflicts with a  LEADS event I plan to participate in.
Do we need to meet that day? And if so,  would you be available at 12:00 instead of 1:15, or perhaps
later toward the end of the day?
 
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu


From: Chaudron Gille
To: Alyson Paul
Subject: RE: Online Classes
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:42:00 PM

Alyson,
   I have not sent any direct messaging to students. I’ll talk to Jim and Kate tomorrow about
collaborating on that. I’m not sure what all is planned in terms of other messages to students.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:27 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I hear your point about faculty advisor contracts and not pointing students in that direction for help. 
I think it would be great if we could create messaging to students to allow them to explore their
options and make the necessary changes.  FAQs may help, but I think we might want to be more
direct in calling out strategies such as how to explore UNG online and ecore.
 
Has their been a message sent out to students to direct them to review the new modality
indicators?  If not, this would be a good place to insert the “do-it-yourself, but asking for guidance
when needed” strategy.
 
We can also share with faculty the strategy of empowering students to choose the schedule and
modality that works best for them (using online and ecore options), but remind faculty of how
important their guidance can be to keeping students on-course.
 
-Alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:12 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   The biggest challenge I see to this is that if students are directed to their academic advisor and look
that person up in Banner, most of those faculty advisors are not under contract in the summer, and
therefore not likely to be responsive to an email from students for help. I’m afraid that we would
only end up frustrating students if we make this the primary avenue for schedule changes. Can we
try to come up with some messaging to students that helps them navigate making the change on
their own? Maybe through the FAQs?  Directing them for example to select eCore and UNG Online
as the campus code to see what is available in fully online. I think we could combine that with
information to faculty about supporting students…… how we will handle accommodations, support

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu


for this kind of advising, guidance on enforcing masks, etc.
Chaudron

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:16 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I talked with Johnny Kahn today to ask him why faculty advisors would not automatically help a
student wanting online classes to move to either UNG online or ecore.  Lori is NOT the only one. 
Johnny suggest that many faculty advisors are not familiar with the online courses and how to tell
students to explore and register for online courses.  Johnny also reminded me that students have to
take the prereq ecore quiz in order to be eligible to self-register for ecore courses.  With this in
mind, I thought that we may need to remind our faculty advisors that helping students with schedule
changes will be important to keeping them on-track.
 
If I worked with Johnny and Merci to draft a message to faculty, would you be willing share it?  Here
is the general idea for the message.
 

We expect that many students will desire to make changes to their schedules over the next
few weeks.  Although we may not be able to accommodate all students desires, we want to
assist students to choose the modality that best fits their needs and comfort regarding
health concerns.  While some students will want more face-to-face, others will want more
online courses  - and not simply out of convenience.    
 
Many students who may not have a condition that places them in a high-risk category live
with parents, a spouse, children, and other family members who ARE in high-risk categories. 
These students may request to shift their courses to online. 
 
Please remember that UNG online and e-core courses can be used to assist students in
obtaining a schedule that fits their needs and comfort.  As always, students who have
documented health issues or disabilities can be referred to SDS if the advisor cannot assist
the student with the needed modality.
 
Below are some quick tips to assist students in exploring online options as well as several
resources available by DETI.

 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
-alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>

mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu


Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
  I would be willing to say that faculty have the freedom to work with students to address
accommodation needs, but I’d like to run it by the deans first before issuing that as guidance. I will
meet with them again on Monday.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
To respond to both your emails –
 
I don’t know what Lori had in mind.  Like you, I assumed that maybe she was proposing to put the
student in one of her own classes and then be flexible.  Lori didn’t answer my question about looking
at ecore options.  I don’t really do Advising and definitely haven’t done any advising related to e-core
so I was hoping that Advisors might be able to assist their students with this.
 
To the other point, I definitely wouldn’t expect that faculty be required to provide alternate
arrangements, but I would like for them to be able to do so (if they are willing.  Unless you would
discourage instructors from offering this, it could be helpful to remind faculty that they do have
some discretion to offer alternate arrangements because it is likely to have an impact on retention. 
The Dean of Students Office is happy to assist in fielding requests if needed, but clearly, we cannot
do more than point out the request to the faculty right now and before I started doing this for the
student requests I have received, I wanted to get your feedback.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
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To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From:  > 
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Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,-

mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu


From: Chaudron Gille
To: Alyson Paul
Subject: RE: Online Classes
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:11:00 PM

Alyson,
   The biggest challenge I see to this is that if students are directed to their academic advisor and look
that person up in Banner, most of those faculty advisors are not under contract in the summer, and
therefore not likely to be responsive to an email from students for help. I’m afraid that we would
only end up frustrating students if we make this the primary avenue for schedule changes. Can we
try to come up with some messaging to students that helps them navigate making the change on
their own? Maybe through the FAQs?  Directing them for example to select eCore and UNG Online
as the campus code to see what is available in fully online. I think we could combine that with
information to faculty about supporting students…… how we will handle accommodations, support
for this kind of advising, guidance on enforcing masks, etc.
Chaudron

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:16 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I talked with Johnny Kahn today to ask him why faculty advisors would not automatically help a
student wanting online classes to move to either UNG online or ecore.  Lori is NOT the only one. 
Johnny suggest that many faculty advisors are not familiar with the online courses and how to tell
students to explore and register for online courses.  Johnny also reminded me that students have to
take the prereq ecore quiz in order to be eligible to self-register for ecore courses.  With this in
mind, I thought that we may need to remind our faculty advisors that helping students with schedule
changes will be important to keeping them on-track.
 
If I worked with Johnny and Merci to draft a message to faculty, would you be willing share it?  Here
is the general idea for the message.
 

We expect that many students will desire to make changes to their schedules over the next
few weeks.  Although we may not be able to accommodate all students desires, we want to
assist students to choose the modality that best fits their needs and comfort regarding
health concerns.  While some students will want more face-to-face, others will want more
online courses  - and not simply out of convenience.    
 
Many students who may not have a condition that places them in a high-risk category live
with parents, a spouse, children, and other family members who ARE in high-risk categories. 
These students may request to shift their courses to online. 
 
Please remember that UNG online and e-core courses can be used to assist students in
obtaining a schedule that fits their needs and comfort.  As always, students who have
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documented health issues or disabilities can be referred to SDS if the advisor cannot assist
the student with the needed modality.
 
Below are some quick tips to assist students in exploring online options as well as several
resources available by DETI.

 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
-alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
  I would be willing to say that faculty have the freedom to work with students to address
accommodation needs, but I’d like to run it by the deans first before issuing that as guidance. I will
meet with them again on Monday.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
To respond to both your emails –
 
I don’t know what Lori had in mind.  Like you, I assumed that maybe she was proposing to put the
student in one of her own classes and then be flexible.  Lori didn’t answer my question about looking
at ecore options.  I don’t really do Advising and definitely haven’t done any advising related to e-core
so I was hoping that Advisors might be able to assist their students with this.
 
To the other point, I definitely wouldn’t expect that faculty be required to provide alternate
arrangements, but I would like for them to be able to do so (if they are willing.  Unless you would
discourage instructors from offering this, it could be helpful to remind faculty that they do have
some discretion to offer alternate arrangements because it is likely to have an impact on retention. 
The Dean of Students Office is happy to assist in fielding requests if needed, but clearly, we cannot
do more than point out the request to the faculty right now and before I started doing this for the
student requests I have received, I wanted to get your feedback.
 
-Alyson
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From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
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Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From:   
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,-

mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu


From: Eugene Van Sickle
To: Chaudron Gille; Steven Lloyd
Subject: RE: Online Classes
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 5:07:23 PM

Chaudron,
I am slightly unclear here. It seems that this thread begins with a thought that faculty should allow
students to determine if they want to take a class online regardless of modality the faculty member
is offering it, then shifts to what responsibilities faculty have as advisors to help students find better
schedules.
 
It also seems this overcomplicates the ask. The student wants to switch to completely online. Simple,
go into banner and make the change to online campus (would have to get the registrar to make
those changes now rather than for future semester). Then student gets a new advisor and time
ticket, etc. Course availability is a different issue. If additional accommodations are needed, submit
the request through SDS. That was what we said we would do, right?
 
Take all this with a bit of caution; my brain is feeling real foggy at this point.
Gene
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:20 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Steve and Gene,
   What do you think about Alyson’s suggestion below? I think this guidance could be a good
approach. However, many faculty advisors are not available now. Is this the right path for directing
students?  It could be added to the draft letter I sent you, or sent as a separate message.
Chaudron

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:16 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I talked with Johnny Kahn today to ask him why faculty advisors would not automatically help a
student wanting online classes to move to either UNG online or ecore.  Lori is NOT the only one. 
Johnny suggest that many faculty advisors are not familiar with the online courses and how to tell
students to explore and register for online courses.  Johnny also reminded me that students have to
take the prereq ecore quiz in order to be eligible to self-register for ecore courses.  With this in
mind, I thought that we may need to remind our faculty advisors that helping students with schedule
changes will be important to keeping them on-track.
 
If I worked with Johnny and Merci to draft a message to faculty, would you be willing share it?  Here
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is the general idea for the message.
 

We expect that many students will desire to make changes to their schedules over the next
few weeks.  Although we may not be able to accommodate all students desires, we want to
assist students to choose the modality that best fits their needs and comfort regarding
health concerns.  While some students will want more face-to-face, others will want more
online courses  - and not simply out of convenience.    
 
Many students who may not have a condition that places them in a high-risk category live
with parents, a spouse, children, and other family members who ARE in high-risk categories. 
These students may request to shift their courses to online. 
 
Please remember that UNG online and e-core courses can be used to assist students in
obtaining a schedule that fits their needs and comfort.  As always, students who have
documented health issues or disabilities can be referred to SDS if the advisor cannot assist
the student with the needed modality.
 
Below are some quick tips to assist students in exploring online options as well as several
resources available by DETI.

 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
-alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
  I would be willing to say that faculty have the freedom to work with students to address
accommodation needs, but I’d like to run it by the deans first before issuing that as guidance. I will
meet with them again on Monday.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
To respond to both your emails –
 
I don’t know what Lori had in mind.  Like you, I assumed that maybe she was proposing to put the
student in one of her own classes and then be flexible.  Lori didn’t answer my question about looking
at ecore options.  I don’t really do Advising and definitely haven’t done any advising related to e-core
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so I was hoping that Advisors might be able to assist their students with this.
 
To the other point, I definitely wouldn’t expect that faculty be required to provide alternate
arrangements, but I would like for them to be able to do so (if they are willing.  Unless you would
discourage instructors from offering this, it could be helpful to remind faculty that they do have
some discretion to offer alternate arrangements because it is likely to have an impact on retention. 
The Dean of Students Office is happy to assist in fielding requests if needed, but clearly, we cannot
do more than point out the request to the faculty right now and before I started doing this for the
student requests I have received, I wanted to get your feedback.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
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Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,
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-



From: Eugene Van Sickle
To: Chaudron Gille; Steven Lloyd
Subject: RE: Online Classes
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:59:40 PM
Attachments: Letter to faculty 7-17-2020.docx

Chaudron,
My comments are attached.
Gene
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:20 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Steve and Gene,
   What do you think about Alyson’s suggestion below? I think this guidance could be a good
approach. However, many faculty advisors are not available now. Is this the right path for directing
students?  It could be added to the draft letter I sent you, or sent as a separate message.
Chaudron

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:16 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I talked with Johnny Kahn today to ask him why faculty advisors would not automatically help a
student wanting online classes to move to either UNG online or ecore.  Lori is NOT the only one. 
Johnny suggest that many faculty advisors are not familiar with the online courses and how to tell
students to explore and register for online courses.  Johnny also reminded me that students have to
take the prereq ecore quiz in order to be eligible to self-register for ecore courses.  With this in
mind, I thought that we may need to remind our faculty advisors that helping students with schedule
changes will be important to keeping them on-track.
 
If I worked with Johnny and Merci to draft a message to faculty, would you be willing share it?  Here
is the general idea for the message.
 

We expect that many students will desire to make changes to their schedules over the next
few weeks.  Although we may not be able to accommodate all students desires, we want to
assist students to choose the modality that best fits their needs and comfort regarding
health concerns.  While some students will want more face-to-face, others will want more
online courses  - and not simply out of convenience.    
 
Many students who may not have a condition that places them in a high-risk category live
with parents, a spouse, children, and other family members who ARE in high-risk categories. 
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July 16, 2020



Dear Faculty,

As you prepare for fall semester, I want to take a moment to provide some updates and answer questions I have received about expectations for fall semester. As you are aware, over the last month we have identified the seating capacity while respecting six feet of social distancing of every classroom across all five campuses. We then tagged all courses with the appropriate modality to reflect both the capacity and the accommodations for faculty who are high risk. Monday of this week, we completed the conversion of the schedule. In consultation with the deans, I recommended and Cabinet approved a decision to end face to face instruction the Tuesday of Thanksgiving week and move final exams online. Also, in response to extensive advocacy by faculty, students, and institutional leadership across the system, the USG changed their its stance on wearing masks, and they will now beare required in all indoor public spaces on university campuses. These decisions were made with the safety of faculty and students in mind, but they also clearly have implications for how you prepare to teach your classes. 	Comment by Eugene Van Sickle: IS this still accurate given the governors comments yesterday?

This situation continues to evolve, and many questions remain unanswered. Areas where we still are working on processes and expect further guidance from the USG include providing accommodations to students, contact tracing on campus, and enforcement of the mask policy. As those questions are clarified, I will share more information with you. I also suggest that you become familiar with The Nighthawks Together: Fall 2020 Plan website. Just click on the Covid-19 link from the myUNG homepage and review. It has information specifically for faculty; it  and contains the most up to date information for reference by the whole university community. The guidance I offer today focuses on the online component of your courses and expectations for communications with students.  

Minimum Online Component for ALL courses

· In order to meet the instructional standards of seat time for accreditation due to the shortened term, and to insure that we are prepared to pivot to online instruction if that becomes necessary again, all courses must have a D2L component. This component must include the syllabus, the gradebook, a calendar or list of assignments, and a content module the student will complete. Theis content module could be a discussion board, a reading or video, a self-quiz, or something similar. We have added a module on Academic Integrity to the D2L Resources that is available to everyone. It has two quizzes, and the students receive a certificate of completion that they could upload to demonstrate completion. This is an example of a module that could be utilized. The learning objectives may be reviewed here: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-eiH-oXtUVQtqFlwG_dFbj-8o88gfriAYJ0FhWZjOWg/edit



Attendance Policies/Role Verification

· Attendance in online courses is established through completed activities, such as discussion posts, assignment submission, quiz or test completion, etc. This recommendation standard appliesstands whether the work is graded or not. This is the reason the mandatory attendance quiz and introduction post are used for role verification purposes. This may well be the best approach for your hybrid course also depending upon the frequency of contact.  Although documenting regular attendance is a best practice for student success and retention in both virtual and traditional environments, faculty should consider the following recommendations as we accommodate students who may fall ill during the semester or have responsibilities to help care for their families and friends: 

· Do not use an attendance grade. 

· Allow students to complete missing work in a timely fashion if they must miss class. 

· Do not require that a student submit a note from student health or their doctor to make up missing assignments.



First Week of Class Communications and Format

We will be directing all students in hybrid courses to regularly check their D2L course for information about when to come to their face-to-face class session. D2L has a feature that will automatically populate students into subgroups for you so that you may assign them to a particular rotation. However, the D2L platform will not be open to students in advance of the first day of class. For that reason, we ask that you also draft an email to each of your classes that can go out the Friday before classes start in which you communicate expectations for the first week of class. You may wish to use the automated email format in D2L to send reminders to students about scheduled face-to-face sessions throughout the semester, particularly for the H2 format.	Comment by Eugene Van Sickle: Could use the email classlist function in Banner

Communications with Students

 One of the most frequent, recent complaints we have had over the last four months from students and parents is about communication with faculty and feedback on student work. As we have all experienced in navigating these few months, an environment that is constantly evolving  creates a great deal of anxiety due to uncertainty, and so communication becomes even more critical. Best practices for online courses suggest that timely responses to student inquiries should be sent within 24 hours during the workweek, and within 48 hours on the weekend or over holidays. Grading of submitted work should be completed within 7 days of submission. Equally important, communicate your preferred method of contact to your students. Should they email you within D2L, only use your UNG email?  Will you post all communications to the class in D2L or use your class email distribution list?  You cannot rely on communicating course and assignment information during the class time when you are in a hybrid format and/or may have students with special accommodations.  For those teaching hybrid or face-to-face classes, office hours may be conducted virtually, in your office wearing masks, by appointment, or some combination thereof.  All of this information should be included in your syllabus so students can reference it throughout the semester. 	Comment by Eugene Van Sickle: Don’t give options outside these two systems. Students are told that UNG email is the official communication channel; D2L of course is appropriate, but if you word it this way the O’Sullivans will be using gmail.

Assessments and Final Exams

As I noted in the opening paragraph, final exams will be online. The reason for this decision was to avoid having students travel home for the Thanksgiving holidays, and then return to campus, increasing the opportunity for the spread of Covid during the winter months when health experts anticipate a surge of infections and coinciding with flu season. Thus, please do not plan to have final exams proctored in person on campus. For online proctoring, we have acquired a new license for Respondus Monitor as an alternative to ProctorU, which has some limitations as well, but which is free to use. Respondus Monitor does not work on Chromebooks.  In addition, DETI is an excellent resource for exploring assessment best practices in online instruction, which might provide additional alternatives to proctoring.  If you make changes in your assessments, please be cognizant of the impact on program assessment or general education assessment and coordinate that with your department. 

 During the semester, we will have some limited capacity for you to use large spaces on campus, such as the CE auditorium in Gainesville or potentially the gym floor in Memorial Hall, for a face-to-face exam period with the entire class socially distanced at one time. This will need to be done before Thanksgiving, not during finals week, and it would not replace having some exam, project or paper due during final exam week.  If you wish to schedule a large space for face to face exams during the semester, please make that request through your department chair, and we will work together to reserve an alternative space for your class on that day. Also

Use approved tools and platforms within D2L. Other tools can present security risks and may not be accessible to students with disabilities. Group texts for example may not be accessible to a student with disabilities.  You recently received an email announcing that we have added Zoom as a tool for your use.  We are compiling a matrix that outlines the capabilities of Blackboard Collaborate, Visual Huddle, TEAMs, Zoom and other approved platforms, so that you may select the best tool for your needs. This reference will be available on the DETI website.  If you have a technological need, please consult with DETI about available resources. 

Teaching Resources

CTLL and DETI continue to offer a variety of workshops, videos and just in time resources to assist you with your course planning. A complete list of internal and external faculty development resources is available to you through the Nighthawks Together website: https://ung.edu/together/faculty-info/faculty-development-resources.php  I also commend to you Transparency in Teaching and Learning or TILT as an important pedagogy for all instruction. In a virtual setting it can reduce students’ confusion in many ways. (https://tilthighered.com/)	Comment by Eugene Van Sickle: Recommend?

· TILT makes transparent things that are sometimes unclear to students:

· The purpose of an assignment: Why is it relevant?

· A detailed description of the assignment: What do excellent examples look like?

· Explicit criteria for grading: How will the assignment be assessed?



Finally, I appreciate the questions and concerns shared through your department chairs, deans, the Faculty Senate and emails directly to me. We are navigating uncharted seas together and that communication helps us make better-informed decisions and find solutions to problems. It feels somewhat like we are charting a course between Scylla and Charybdis, but I am confident that together we will be successful. I thank you for your creativity, your resourcefulness, your concern for your students, and your flexibility.

Be well, 

Chaudron





These students may request to shift their courses to online. 
 
Please remember that UNG online and e-core courses can be used to assist students in
obtaining a schedule that fits their needs and comfort.  As always, students who have
documented health issues or disabilities can be referred to SDS if the advisor cannot assist
the student with the needed modality.
 
Below are some quick tips to assist students in exploring online options as well as several
resources available by DETI.

 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
-alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
  I would be willing to say that faculty have the freedom to work with students to address
accommodation needs, but I’d like to run it by the deans first before issuing that as guidance. I will
meet with them again on Monday.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
To respond to both your emails –
 
I don’t know what Lori had in mind.  Like you, I assumed that maybe she was proposing to put the
student in one of her own classes and then be flexible.  Lori didn’t answer my question about looking
at ecore options.  I don’t really do Advising and definitely haven’t done any advising related to e-core
so I was hoping that Advisors might be able to assist their students with this.
 
To the other point, I definitely wouldn’t expect that faculty be required to provide alternate
arrangements, but I would like for them to be able to do so (if they are willing.  Unless you would
discourage instructors from offering this, it could be helpful to remind faculty that they do have
some discretion to offer alternate arrangements because it is likely to have an impact on retention. 
The Dean of Students Office is happy to assist in fielding requests if needed, but clearly, we cannot
do more than point out the request to the faculty right now and before I started doing this for the
student requests I have received, I wanted to get your feedback.
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-Alyson
 
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
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Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From: > 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,-
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From: Alyson Paul
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: RE: Online Classes
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:16:28 PM

Chaudron,
 
I talked with Johnny Kahn today to ask him why faculty advisors would not automatically help a
student wanting online classes to move to either UNG online or ecore.  Lori is NOT the only one. 
Johnny suggest that many faculty advisors are not familiar with the online courses and how to tell
students to explore and register for online courses.  Johnny also reminded me that students have to
take the prereq ecore quiz in order to be eligible to self-register for ecore courses.  With this in
mind, I thought that we may need to remind our faculty advisors that helping students with schedule
changes will be important to keeping them on-track.
 
If I worked with Johnny and Merci to draft a message to faculty, would you be willing share it?  Here
is the general idea for the message.
 

We expect that many students will desire to make changes to their schedules over the next
few weeks.  Although we may not be able to accommodate all students desires, we want to
assist students to choose the modality that best fits their needs and comfort regarding
health concerns.  While some students will want more face-to-face, others will want more
online courses  - and not simply out of convenience.    
 
Many students who may not have a condition that places them in a high-risk category live
with parents, a spouse, children, and other family members who ARE in high-risk categories. 
These students may request to shift their courses to online. 
 
Please remember that UNG online and e-core courses can be used to assist students in
obtaining a schedule that fits their needs and comfort.  As always, students who have
documented health issues or disabilities can be referred to SDS if the advisor cannot assist
the student with the needed modality.
 
Below are some quick tips to assist students in exploring online options as well as several
resources available by DETI.

 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
-alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
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  I would be willing to say that faculty have the freedom to work with students to address
accommodation needs, but I’d like to run it by the deans first before issuing that as guidance. I will
meet with them again on Monday.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
To respond to both your emails –
 
I don’t know what Lori had in mind.  Like you, I assumed that maybe she was proposing to put the
student in one of her own classes and then be flexible.  Lori didn’t answer my question about looking
at ecore options.  I don’t really do Advising and definitely haven’t done any advising related to e-core
so I was hoping that Advisors might be able to assist their students with this.
 
To the other point, I definitely wouldn’t expect that faculty be required to provide alternate
arrangements, but I would like for them to be able to do so (if they are willing.  Unless you would
discourage instructors from offering this, it could be helpful to remind faculty that they do have
some discretion to offer alternate arrangements because it is likely to have an impact on retention. 
The Dean of Students Office is happy to assist in fielding requests if needed, but clearly, we cannot
do more than point out the request to the faculty right now and before I started doing this for the
student requests I have received, I wanted to get your feedback.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
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Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From:  > 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
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Hi Alyson,
 
My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,-



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Alyson Paul; Eugene Van Sickle; Steven Lloyd
Subject: RE: Online Classes
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 3:13:00 PM

Looks good to me.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 12:49 PM
To: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Me too.  Lovely suggestions!
 

From: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 12:45 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
I like the changes.
Gene
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 12:29 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
Small suggested edits so that students are encouraged to adjust their schedules themselves
first.  The wording may not be right, but that was my intention.
 
Instead, we encourage these students to reach out to their instructors to determine if there are
reasonable ways to mitigate the concerns.  Alternatively, students may explore UNG online
and eCore options available and to adjust their schedules accordingly. While students may
adjust schedules on their own, students should seek the advice of their Academic Advisor to
assist in choosing course options that apply to the student’s Plan of Study. 
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>

UNG 
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Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 at 12:02 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>, Steven Lloyd
<Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Thanks for the feedback.  I tried to incorporate it.  Let me know what you think to the changes
in the 2nd paragraph.  -Alyson
 
Students who live with someone who is At-Risk
Many of our practices at UNG have continued to evolve to try to keep our students safe and to
meet their academic goals.  Faculty have been making adjustments to the academic schedule
to provide various types of modality to deliver courses.  Many of the hybrid courses will
require minimal face-to-face participation.  Please see the various modality options here.
 
UNG will provide alternate educational arrangements for students who fall into one of the
CDC categories as high risk for COVID-19, but cannot guarantee the same options for students
who live with someone at high risk. Instead, we encourage these students to reach out to their
instructors to determine if there are reasonable ways to mitigate the concerns or to explore
UNG online and ecore options available and to adjust their schedules accordingly. As always,
students should seek the advice of their Academic Advisor to assist in choosing course options
that apply to the student’s Plan of Study. 
 
UNG continues to look for ways to support our students and their academic goals.  If students
have extreme circumstances, they may contact the Dean of Students at
deanofstudents@ung.edu.
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:06 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
    See Gene’s suggested edits below. I agree with him. I don’t want to completely shut the door to a
faculty member working with those students to accommodate them, particularly if we can get the
classrooms equipped properly.
Chaudron
 

From: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:04 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
I agree. My only caution is the part that says “but cannot facilitate the same alternate options for
students who live with someone at high risk.” I wonder if it should be rephrased slightly—cannot
guarantee the same options…but will try to assist every student where possible.
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Then follow up with the “we encourage students to…”
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I think this is the right message and the right tone.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 at 10:55 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>, Eugene Van Sickle
<Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Steve and Gene,
   What do you think about Alyson’s language below?  I think it captures what we are saying our
approach will be. Any suggestions for improvement?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:23 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
I asked Joanie about changing the guidance to send students who are at risk to Student Disability
Services rather than Dean of Students.  I have been simply sending those to SDS who has an intake
process and will work through accommodations since this is covered under ADA.
 
I asked Joanie about adding another section on to the student info page that addresses students who
live with someone who is At-Risk.  Below is a draft of what I think could go there.  Let me know
your suggestions
 
Students who live with someone who is At-Risk
Many of our practices at UNG have continued to evolve to try to keep our students safe and to
meet their academic goals.  Faculty have been making adjustments to the academic schedule
to provide various types of modality to deliver courses.  Many of the hybrid courses will
require minimal face-to-face participation.  Please see the various modality options here.
 
UNG will provide alternate educational arrangements for students who fall into one of the
CDC categories as high risk for COVID-19, but cannot facilitate the same alternate options for
students who live with someone at high risk.  Instead, we encourage these students to explore

UNG 
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UNG online and ecore options available and to adjust their schedules accordingly. As always,
students should seek the advice of their Academic Advisor to assist in choosing course options
that apply to the student’s Plan of Study. 
 
UNG continues to look for ways to support our students and their academic goals.  If students
have extreme circumstances, they may contact the Dean of Students at
deanofstudents@ung.edu.
 
-Alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:43 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   I have not sent any direct messaging to students. I’ll talk to Jim and Kate tomorrow about
collaborating on that. I’m not sure what all is planned in terms of other messages to students.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:27 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I hear your point about faculty advisor contracts and not pointing students in that direction for help. 
I think it would be great if we could create messaging to students to allow them to explore their
options and make the necessary changes.  FAQs may help, but I think we might want to be more
direct in calling out strategies such as how to explore UNG online and ecore.
 
Has their been a message sent out to students to direct them to review the new modality
indicators?  If not, this would be a good place to insert the “do-it-yourself, but asking for guidance
when needed” strategy.
 
We can also share with faculty the strategy of empowering students to choose the schedule and
modality that works best for them (using online and ecore options), but remind faculty of how
important their guidance can be to keeping students on-course.
 
-Alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:12 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
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Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   The biggest challenge I see to this is that if students are directed to their academic advisor and look
that person up in Banner, most of those faculty advisors are not under contract in the summer, and
therefore not likely to be responsive to an email from students for help. I’m afraid that we would
only end up frustrating students if we make this the primary avenue for schedule changes. Can we
try to come up with some messaging to students that helps them navigate making the change on
their own? Maybe through the FAQs?  Directing them for example to select eCore and UNG Online
as the campus code to see what is available in fully online. I think we could combine that with
information to faculty about supporting students…… how we will handle accommodations, support
for this kind of advising, guidance on enforcing masks, etc.
Chaudron

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:16 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I talked with Johnny Kahn today to ask him why faculty advisors would not automatically help a
student wanting online classes to move to either UNG online or ecore.  Lori is NOT the only one. 
Johnny suggest that many faculty advisors are not familiar with the online courses and how to tell
students to explore and register for online courses.  Johnny also reminded me that students have to
take the prereq ecore quiz in order to be eligible to self-register for ecore courses.  With this in
mind, I thought that we may need to remind our faculty advisors that helping students with schedule
changes will be important to keeping them on-track.
 
If I worked with Johnny and Merci to draft a message to faculty, would you be willing share it?  Here
is the general idea for the message.
 

We expect that many students will desire to make changes to their schedules over the next
few weeks.  Although we may not be able to accommodate all students desires, we want to
assist students to choose the modality that best fits their needs and comfort regarding
health concerns.  While some students will want more face-to-face, others will want more
online courses  - and not simply out of convenience.    
 
Many students who may not have a condition that places them in a high-risk category live
with parents, a spouse, children, and other family members who ARE in high-risk categories. 
These students may request to shift their courses to online. 
 
Please remember that UNG online and e-core courses can be used to assist students in
obtaining a schedule that fits their needs and comfort.  As always, students who have
documented health issues or disabilities can be referred to SDS if the advisor cannot assist
the student with the needed modality.
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Below are some quick tips to assist students in exploring online options as well as several
resources available by DETI.

 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
-alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
  I would be willing to say that faculty have the freedom to work with students to address
accommodation needs, but I’d like to run it by the deans first before issuing that as guidance. I will
meet with them again on Monday.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
To respond to both your emails –
 
I don’t know what Lori had in mind.  Like you, I assumed that maybe she was proposing to put the
student in one of her own classes and then be flexible.  Lori didn’t answer my question about looking
at ecore options.  I don’t really do Advising and definitely haven’t done any advising related to e-core
so I was hoping that Advisors might be able to assist their students with this.
 
To the other point, I definitely wouldn’t expect that faculty be required to provide alternate
arrangements, but I would like for them to be able to do so (if they are willing.  Unless you would
discourage instructors from offering this, it could be helpful to remind faculty that they do have
some discretion to offer alternate arrangements because it is likely to have an impact on retention. 
The Dean of Students Office is happy to assist in fielding requests if needed, but clearly, we cannot
do more than point out the request to the faculty right now and before I started doing this for the
student requests I have received, I wanted to get your feedback.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34 AM
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To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
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Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,-

mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu


From: Chaudron Gille
To: Alyson Paul
Subject: RE: Online Classes
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:52:00 PM

Hi Alyson,
  I would be willing to say that faculty have the freedom to work with students to address
accommodation needs, but I’d like to run it by the deans first before issuing that as guidance. I will
meet with them again on Monday.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
To respond to both your emails –
 
I don’t know what Lori had in mind.  Like you, I assumed that maybe she was proposing to put the
student in one of her own classes and then be flexible.  Lori didn’t answer my question about looking
at ecore options.  I don’t really do Advising and definitely haven’t done any advising related to e-core
so I was hoping that Advisors might be able to assist their students with this.
 
To the other point, I definitely wouldn’t expect that faculty be required to provide alternate
arrangements, but I would like for them to be able to do so (if they are willing.  Unless you would
discourage instructors from offering this, it could be helpful to remind faculty that they do have
some discretion to offer alternate arrangements because it is likely to have an impact on retention. 
The Dean of Students Office is happy to assist in fielding requests if needed, but clearly, we cannot
do more than point out the request to the faculty right now and before I started doing this for the
student requests I have received, I wanted to get your feedback.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
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From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
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From:  
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,-

mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu


From: Alyson Paul
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: RE: Online Classes
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:57:38 AM

To respond to both your emails –
 
I don’t know what Lori had in mind.  Like you, I assumed that maybe she was proposing to put the
student in one of her own classes and then be flexible.  Lori didn’t answer my question about looking
at ecore options.  I don’t really do Advising and definitely haven’t done any advising related to e-core
so I was hoping that Advisors might be able to assist their students with this.
 
To the other point, I definitely wouldn’t expect that faculty be required to provide alternate
arrangements, but I would like for them to be able to do so (if they are willing.  Unless you would
discourage instructors from offering this, it could be helpful to remind faculty that they do have
some discretion to offer alternate arrangements because it is likely to have an impact on retention. 
The Dean of Students Office is happy to assist in fielding requests if needed, but clearly, we cannot
do more than point out the request to the faculty right now and before I started doing this for the
student requests I have received, I wanted to get your feedback.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
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From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
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online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,-



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Alyson Paul
Subject: RE: Online Classes
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34:00 AM

Alyson,
   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
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Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From: Nicole Heilbronner (NEHEIL7245) <NEHEIL7245@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is Nikki Heilbronner. I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,
Nikki
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Alyson Paul; James Conneely
Subject: RE: Online Classes
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:04:00 AM

Hi Alyson,
    I am concerned about requiring faculty to do so. This morning I discussed with the deans targeting
where we install the video capture capabilities in classrooms so that we can maximize the ability to
offer accommodations to students without doubling the faculty teaching load. Lori has already asked
for two classrooms to be outfitted, so that may be what she has in mind. I also want to be able to
accommodate as many students as possible. Let me talk to John, and we will follow up with Lori.
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
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Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,-

mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu


From: Chaudron Gille
To: Jamie Mitchem
Subject: RE: Online classes, foreign students, and ICE--FYI
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 2:02:00 PM

Yes, I’ve gotten updates on this. Do you want to reach out to Ramona about scheduling a next
meeting, or just let things go til the next scheduled time?  Glad you are taking some time off from
the barrage of communications and meetings. I’m thankful that all of the advocacy on all fronts has
paid off with the news about masks last night. Thanks for your leadership of the Senate during these
tumultuous times.
Chaudron
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 1:52 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: Online classes, foreign students, and ICE--FYI
 
fyi...I assume you are aware of this (see below), and I can share with you an idea I had about
this next time we chat.  Disturbing times to say the least.  Thanks for all you are doing.  I'm
going to try to take a few days off from emails/Senate/meetings next week for my sanity
(except responding to my class and grading papers/labs) before the fall semester preps start
ramping up.
 
Jamie
 

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11:31 AM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: Online classes, foreign students, and ICE--FYI
 
Hi Jamie,
 
One of my colleagues asked me to bring the following to your attention:
 
https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/07/06/888026874/ice-foreign-
students-must-leave-the-u-s-if-their-colleges-go-online-only-this-fa
 
Best wishes, Kristine
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From: Jamie Mitchem
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Online classes, foreign students, and ICE--FYI
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 2:25:33 PM

Thanks Chaudron.  I'm okay waiting until the next time if you are.  I hope you take some time
off to rejuvenate before fall, too, if you can.  Self care has been challenging this summer for
everyone I think.  Thanks for your kind words, and I am so relieved about the mask issue. 
While of course the risk is still greater than 0, I sincerely think it will save lives.  I think UNG is
doing good riding the waves of these stormy seas so far.  I'm going to do everything I can to
help it stay afloat and sail forward.

P.S.  I appreciate the work being done on both the plagiarism case and the grievance case. 
These processes probably need to be cleaned up a little bit in the future so they can be more
streamlined, but they seem to be at least working right now which is good to see.  Thanks!

Jamie

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online classes, foreign students, and ICE--FYI
 
Yes, I’ve gotten updates on this. Do you want to reach out to Ramona about scheduling a next
meeting, or just let things go til the next scheduled time?  Glad you are taking some time off from
the barrage of communications and meetings. I’m thankful that all of the advocacy on all fronts has
paid off with the news about masks last night. Thanks for your leadership of the Senate during these
tumultuous times.
Chaudron
 
From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 1:52 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: Online classes, foreign students, and ICE--FYI
 
fyi...I assume you are aware of this (see below), and I can share with you an idea I had about
this next time we chat.  Disturbing times to say the least.  Thanks for all you are doing.  I'm
going to try to take a few days off from emails/Senate/meetings next week for my sanity
(except responding to my class and grading papers/labs) before the fall semester preps start
ramping up.
 
Jamie
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Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11:31 AM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: Online classes, foreign students, and ICE--FYI
 
Hi Jamie,
 
One of my colleagues asked me to bring the following to your attention:
 
https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/07/06/888026874/ice-foreign-
students-must-leave-the-u-s-if-their-colleges-go-online-only-this-fa
 
Best wishes, Kristine
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Eugene Van Sickle
Subject: RE: Online Classes
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:04:00 AM

Thanks, I had a similar hesitation, but was searching for words.
Chaudron
 

From: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:04 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
I agree. My only caution is the part that says “but cannot facilitate the same alternate options for
students who live with someone at high risk.” I wonder if it should be rephrased slightly—cannot
guarantee the same options…but will try to assist every student where possible.
 
Then follow up with the “we encourage students to…”
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I think this is the right message and the right tone.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 at 10:55 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>, Eugene Van Sickle
<Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Steve and Gene,
   What do you think about Alyson’s language below?  I think it captures what we are saying our
approach will be. Any suggestions for improvement?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:23 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes

UNG 
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I asked Joanie about changing the guidance to send students who are at risk to Student Disability
Services rather than Dean of Students.  I have been simply sending those to SDS who has an intake
process and will work through accommodations since this is covered under ADA.
 
I asked Joanie about adding another section on to the student info page that addresses students who
live with someone who is At-Risk.  Below is a draft of what I think could go there.  Let me know
your suggestions
 
Students who live with someone who is At-Risk
Many of our practices at UNG have continued to evolve to try to keep our students safe and to
meet their academic goals.  Faculty have been making adjustments to the academic schedule
to provide various types of modality to deliver courses.  Many of the hybrid courses will
require minimal face-to-face participation.  Please see the various modality options here.
 
UNG will provide alternate educational arrangements for students who fall into one of the
CDC categories as high risk for COVID-19, but cannot facilitate the same alternate options for
students who live with someone at high risk.  Instead, we encourage these students to explore
UNG online and ecore options available and to adjust their schedules accordingly. As always,
students should seek the advice of their Academic Advisor to assist in choosing course options
that apply to the student’s Plan of Study. 
 
UNG continues to look for ways to support our students and their academic goals.  If students
have extreme circumstances, they may contact the Dean of Students at
deanofstudents@ung.edu.
 
-Alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:43 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   I have not sent any direct messaging to students. I’ll talk to Jim and Kate tomorrow about
collaborating on that. I’m not sure what all is planned in terms of other messages to students.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:27 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I hear your point about faculty advisor contracts and not pointing students in that direction for help. 
I think it would be great if we could create messaging to students to allow them to explore their
options and make the necessary changes.  FAQs may help, but I think we might want to be more
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direct in calling out strategies such as how to explore UNG online and ecore.
 
Has their been a message sent out to students to direct them to review the new modality
indicators?  If not, this would be a good place to insert the “do-it-yourself, but asking for guidance
when needed” strategy.
 
We can also share with faculty the strategy of empowering students to choose the schedule and
modality that works best for them (using online and ecore options), but remind faculty of how
important their guidance can be to keeping students on-course.
 
-Alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:12 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   The biggest challenge I see to this is that if students are directed to their academic advisor and look
that person up in Banner, most of those faculty advisors are not under contract in the summer, and
therefore not likely to be responsive to an email from students for help. I’m afraid that we would
only end up frustrating students if we make this the primary avenue for schedule changes. Can we
try to come up with some messaging to students that helps them navigate making the change on
their own? Maybe through the FAQs?  Directing them for example to select eCore and UNG Online
as the campus code to see what is available in fully online. I think we could combine that with
information to faculty about supporting students…… how we will handle accommodations, support
for this kind of advising, guidance on enforcing masks, etc.
Chaudron

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:16 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I talked with Johnny Kahn today to ask him why faculty advisors would not automatically help a
student wanting online classes to move to either UNG online or ecore.  Lori is NOT the only one. 
Johnny suggest that many faculty advisors are not familiar with the online courses and how to tell
students to explore and register for online courses.  Johnny also reminded me that students have to
take the prereq ecore quiz in order to be eligible to self-register for ecore courses.  With this in
mind, I thought that we may need to remind our faculty advisors that helping students with schedule
changes will be important to keeping them on-track.
 
If I worked with Johnny and Merci to draft a message to faculty, would you be willing share it?  Here
is the general idea for the message.
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We expect that many students will desire to make changes to their schedules over the next
few weeks.  Although we may not be able to accommodate all students desires, we want to
assist students to choose the modality that best fits their needs and comfort regarding
health concerns.  While some students will want more face-to-face, others will want more
online courses  - and not simply out of convenience.    
 
Many students who may not have a condition that places them in a high-risk category live
with parents, a spouse, children, and other family members who ARE in high-risk categories. 
These students may request to shift their courses to online. 
 
Please remember that UNG online and e-core courses can be used to assist students in
obtaining a schedule that fits their needs and comfort.  As always, students who have
documented health issues or disabilities can be referred to SDS if the advisor cannot assist
the student with the needed modality.
 
Below are some quick tips to assist students in exploring online options as well as several
resources available by DETI.

 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
-alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
  I would be willing to say that faculty have the freedom to work with students to address
accommodation needs, but I’d like to run it by the deans first before issuing that as guidance. I will
meet with them again on Monday.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
To respond to both your emails –
 
I don’t know what Lori had in mind.  Like you, I assumed that maybe she was proposing to put the
student in one of her own classes and then be flexible.  Lori didn’t answer my question about looking
at ecore options.  I don’t really do Advising and definitely haven’t done any advising related to e-core
so I was hoping that Advisors might be able to assist their students with this.
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To the other point, I definitely wouldn’t expect that faculty be required to provide alternate
arrangements, but I would like for them to be able to do so (if they are willing.  Unless you would
discourage instructors from offering this, it could be helpful to remind faculty that they do have
some discretion to offer alternate arrangements because it is likely to have an impact on retention. 
The Dean of Students Office is happy to assist in fielding requests if needed, but clearly, we cannot
do more than point out the request to the faculty right now and before I started doing this for the
student requests I have received, I wanted to get your feedback.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
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online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is  I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
 

Thanks,-
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From: Steven Lloyd
To: Eugene Van Sickle; Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Online Classes
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 5:43:35 PM

I have the same concern.  Chaudron and I chatted a bit about this earlier and I suggested all hands
on deck to address need, but, as Gene states, let the student self-direct want.  She and I also
discussed how the MFAs might be able to assist with the need given their better understanding of
scheduling and in the context of departmental constraints as well as connection to advising staff. 
They would also naturally work closely with DHs.  Many faculty simply do not have a wholistic
understanding of the schedule to truly assist and DHs will be inundated with all sorts of things (this
included).
 
I am reminded of the difference between managing the schedule with and without waitlists. 
Without waitlists resulted in endless work and communications, which rarely helped somebody who
would have otherwise fallen through the cracks.  With waitlists, there was parity to the opportunity
and real need became more readily apparent and vocalized, which made it easier to address.  If you
let things shake out a bit, the sand will sink and fill in the holes naturally.  I commend Alyson for
tireless student advocacy, but I fear that this approach will create a lot of noise in the system making
the signal difficult to hear.  This signal will have much higher stakes and much more emotion tied to
it as a result.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 at 5:07 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>, Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
I am slightly unclear here. It seems that this thread begins with a thought that faculty should allow
students to determine if they want to take a class online regardless of modality the faculty member
is offering it, then shifts to what responsibilities faculty have as advisors to help students find better
schedules.
 
It also seems this overcomplicates the ask. The student wants to switch to completely online. Simple,
go into banner and make the change to online campus (would have to get the registrar to make
those changes now rather than for future semester). Then student gets a new advisor and time
ticket, etc. Course availability is a different issue. If additional accommodations are needed, submit
the request through SDS. That was what we said we would do, right?
 
Take all this with a bit of caution; my brain is feeling real foggy at this point.

UNG UNIVER!,ITY"ef 
NOR.TH GEOR.GIX 
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Gene
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:20 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Steve and Gene,
   What do you think about Alyson’s suggestion below? I think this guidance could be a good
approach. However, many faculty advisors are not available now. Is this the right path for directing
students?  It could be added to the draft letter I sent you, or sent as a separate message.
Chaudron

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:16 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
I talked with Johnny Kahn today to ask him why faculty advisors would not automatically help a
student wanting online classes to move to either UNG online or ecore.  Lori is NOT the only one. 
Johnny suggest that many faculty advisors are not familiar with the online courses and how to tell
students to explore and register for online courses.  Johnny also reminded me that students have to
take the prereq ecore quiz in order to be eligible to self-register for ecore courses.  With this in
mind, I thought that we may need to remind our faculty advisors that helping students with schedule
changes will be important to keeping them on-track.
 
If I worked with Johnny and Merci to draft a message to faculty, would you be willing share it?  Here
is the general idea for the message.
 

We expect that many students will desire to make changes to their schedules over the next
few weeks.  Although we may not be able to accommodate all students desires, we want to
assist students to choose the modality that best fits their needs and comfort regarding
health concerns.  While some students will want more face-to-face, others will want more
online courses  - and not simply out of convenience.    
 
Many students who may not have a condition that places them in a high-risk category live
with parents, a spouse, children, and other family members who ARE in high-risk categories. 
These students may request to shift their courses to online. 
 
Please remember that UNG online and e-core courses can be used to assist students in
obtaining a schedule that fits their needs and comfort.  As always, students who have
documented health issues or disabilities can be referred to SDS if the advisor cannot assist
the student with the needed modality.
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Below are some quick tips to assist students in exploring online options as well as several
resources available by DETI.

 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
-alyson
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
  I would be willing to say that faculty have the freedom to work with students to address
accommodation needs, but I’d like to run it by the deans first before issuing that as guidance. I will
meet with them again on Monday.
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
To respond to both your emails –
 
I don’t know what Lori had in mind.  Like you, I assumed that maybe she was proposing to put the
student in one of her own classes and then be flexible.  Lori didn’t answer my question about looking
at ecore options.  I don’t really do Advising and definitely haven’t done any advising related to e-core
so I was hoping that Advisors might be able to assist their students with this.
 
To the other point, I definitely wouldn’t expect that faculty be required to provide alternate
arrangements, but I would like for them to be able to do so (if they are willing.  Unless you would
discourage instructors from offering this, it could be helpful to remind faculty that they do have
some discretion to offer alternate arrangements because it is likely to have an impact on retention. 
The Dean of Students Office is happy to assist in fielding requests if needed, but clearly, we cannot
do more than point out the request to the faculty right now and before I started doing this for the
student requests I have received, I wanted to get your feedback.
 
-Alyson
 
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
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Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Alyson,
   This student doesn’t have a class with Lori Forbush. She is currently enrolled in 13 credit hours in
Cumming, all of which are hybrid. Lori is a psychology professor and the student has already taken
psyc 1001. Am I missing something?  Was she trying to add the PSYC 2103 class?
Chaudron
 

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:57 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Online Classes
 
Chaudron,
 
Are you OK with instructors providing students alternatives as Lori mentioned? 
 
-Alyson
 

From: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Online Classes
 
I'll reach out to her this morning. She emailed me the other day, and I told her to contact you
to see what her options were, if any. 
 
Do you know if professors can offer students the option to take their classes completely
online, even without accommodations? This is something I'd like to do if possible, but I don't
know if it's allowed. I'm struggling with the ethics of having students attend class if they don't
feel comfortable with it. 
 
Thanks

Lori

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:31 AM
To: Lori Furbush <Lori.Furbush@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Online Classes
 
Lori,
 
Is it possible to assist this student in finding online courses that fit her program of study, possibly e-
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core?  Since she has less than 30 hours completed, I imagine that there may be some online or e-
core courses available to her.
 
Although students who are living with high-risk family members do not qualify to receive
accommodations for online courses, I would like to try to assist students in creating schedules that
best fit their needs.
 
-Alyson
 

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:09 PM
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Online Classes
 
Hi Alyson,
 
My name is . I contacted my advisor about switching to online classes, and
she suggested that I contact you. 
 
It’s my understanding that you have to be at high-risk in regards to COVID in order to do
online classes. While I am personally not at high-risk, my parents are. My mother has high
blood pressure, and my father has heart disease. I live with them, and I have no desire to put
their lives at risk.
 

Please let me know my options.
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Ramona Robinson
Subject: RE: online
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 10:01:00 AM

Ramona,
  Could you respond to   directing him to the HR process for requesting accommodations?
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Ramona Robinson <Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 8:22 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: online
 

   
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 1:49 PM
To: Kelly McFaden <Kelly.McFaden@ung.edu>; Lauren Johnson <Lauren.Johnson@ung.edu>
Cc: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu>
Subject: online
 
Good afternoon,
I know I am past the deadline, but with increasing Covid numbers, especially in the Gainesville
area, I would like to request to take my hybrid course fully online this Fall.  I do have one of
the underlying conditions listed in the email from the provost. 
 
 

 

-

-
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From: Kate Maine
To: Jamie Mitchem
Cc: Chaudron Gille
Subject: RE: Phase 3???
Date: Sunday, July 26, 2020 11:46:55 PM

Dear Jamie,
 
Thank you for your message.  You are correct that we are trying to balance many concerns
while also mitigating the risks of COVID-19 transmission.  I sincerely appreciate your
concerns and want to address the points you raised.  As we enter phase 3 of our Employee
Return to Campus plan, there are several factors that we have considered:

1.      We have been monitoring metrics closely over the past few months.  As anticipated
the number of cases increased in the two weeks following the July 4 holiday;
however, the preliminary moving averages of positive cases and deaths related to
COVID-19 seem to be decreasing or plateauing, according to the Georgia
Department of Public Health and Northeast Georgia Health System.  Additionally,
NGHS has reported adequate capacity for a range of healthcare concerns.

2.     The non-closure emergency leave for employees who are unable to work remotely
and who have not been able to return to campus to perform their roles expires at the
end of July, and we are unable to extend that benefit to employees any further.

3.     Even as we enter phase 3, we have taken steps to reduce the density of employees on
campus.  As long as offices are able to serve students, we continue to encourage
teleworking and staggered schedules, as well as virtual meetings and events.

 
To address your specific points from the town hall meeting:

1.      Regarding PPE:  we are very confident in meeting the PPE needs, including wipes,
disinfectants, and masks for classrooms and offices through fall semester.  We
ordered approximately 35,000 masks and received an additional 44,000 masks
from the Georgia Emergency Management Agency.  We have received substantial
quantities of hand sanitizer and disinfectant wipes from GEMA as well.

2.     Regarding metrics about what would trigger UNG to close:  Again, we are closely
monitoring the number of cases locally, positivity rates, and hospital capacity, and
we are consulting with area hospitals and the Georgia Department of Public Health. 
While at this time there are not specific numbers or points that would trigger a
return to fully online instruction, any alarming trends are being considered.

3.     Regarding an emphasis on individual responsibility in the training modules we have
developed, we must emphasize that everyone has a responsibility during this
pandemic to act responsibly to mitigate the spread of the coronavirus.

4.     Regarding on-campus testing for employees:  We have been able to secure a variety
of testing options for students through fee-based services or CARES Act funds that
are limited to students.  We continue to work toward opportunities to extend rapid
testing options to employees, and we will announce these options as they are
secured.

5.     Regarding face shields:  Face shields do not provide the same protection as cloth face
masks; however, they may be a reasonable accommodation in certain scenarios
where individuals are unable to wear masks for medical, disability or pedagogical
reasons. We have recommended specific criteria for shields if they are used.

 
In speaking with a local physician this week, he reiterated to me that COVID-19 is not going
away quickly, but that we must take measures to live with it and mitigate the risks until a
vaccine is developed.  UNG has taken many steps to do just that, and we remain committed
to the safety of our employees and students.  I know this is a uncertain environment and
likely will be for many more months.  I appreciate your leadership and support during this
time.
 
Stay well,

mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
mailto:Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
https://dph.georgia.gov/covid-19-daily-status-report
https://dph.georgia.gov/covid-19-daily-status-report
https://www.nghs.com/covid-19/latest-covid-19-data/


Kate
 
 
From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 2:19 PM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Cc: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Phase 3???
 
Good afternoon,
 
   I feel a duty to reiterate and remind what we were told at the beginning of summer that our
decisions would be data-driven and driven by science, not politics.  The phased reopening was
guided by the idea that case numbers would be declining to move to the next phase, and if
need be we would move back a phase if cases began climbing again.  Well, cases are climbing
again and climbing dramatically.  Hospitals in our region are now diverting ambulances and life
flighting patients to other hospitals.  ER's and ICUs are "saturated."  I am increasingly
concerned that the determination to reopen is regardless of what the data shows which
threatens the safety of every faculty, staff, and student that must come to our campuses.  I
encourage UNG to make sure safety remains the top priority and make data-driven, evidence
based decisions.  
 
I greatly appreciate the townhall. It was again filled with helpful information and excellent
advice.  I had 5 concerns I wanted to share:
 

1. It was stated that the PPE request form could be used "as supplies last."  Supplies of
disinfectant sprays and wipes are very difficult to find, and we cannot be expected to
teach if those supplies are not available in the classrooms.  I hope all classrooms can be
constantly supplied with this safety equipment so faculty are able to teach safely. 
Otherwise, we would need a remote option until safety equipment becomes available.

2. The response to the questions about what would potentially trigger UNG to close was
concerning.  That there are "no metrics" for that call makes it feel like it will be a hunch
or a political decision.  Again, we desire data-driven decisions about the rate of spread,
number of cases, positivity rate, hospital loads, or number of deaths that would likely
lead to a move online so we can prepare as much as possible and know that the data is
being monitored and our safety is being considered.  Being asked to identify our
"academic next-of-kin" is not reassuring on this front either.  

3. In the training module, a few people have raised concerns about the "individual
responsibility" slide.  I confess I have not had time to watch it yet.  They have lawyer
friends who are concerned that it seems to be a way for universities to try to avoid
some of the liability if faculty become sick or worse due to their job.  This is particularly



concerning since many faculty are in essence being forced to teach face to face that
would prefer to teach online which would obviously be safer (I understand the
difference in teaching effectiveness and the desire by half of students to be in class
while the other half desire to avoid campus during the pandemic).  I also realize there
are terrible economic risks to being online, but there are also terrible economic risks to
faculty/staff/students getting sick, hospitalized, or worse, the long term impacts of this
virus, the difficulty replacing faculty and admins that we might lose to this virus, and the
negative press if/when things go horribly wrong.  It's a no-win situation, but cases are
surging now as you know, and the impact on faculty could be really dire.  Faculty are
honestly being pressured to teach face to face as much as possible which puts our
health and lives at risk (as well as the community around each campus), and this level of
liability is very concerning to me.  Sometimes the costs of inaction are greater than the
costs of action thought they might be more difficult to quantify (this is true for climate
change for example - the costs of not addressing it are much higher than the costs of
taking action).

4. The fact that on campus testing is only for students is troubling.  Faculty and staff need
access to testing, too, possibly even more than students.  Forcing us to drive off
campus, schedule appointments, wait in line for hours, and then wait weeks for results
seems counter productive.  I know I for one will plan to get tested  occasionally, and
waiting for results is going to be a big problem as well as the wasted time from having to
do this all on our own off campus.  I hope there will soon be a way for us to also have
access to rapid testing on our campuses.

5. New research and even guidance from CDC seems to be indicating that face shields do
not provide the protection that masks provide.  I know there are some cases where
faculty need to have their mouths visible, but the openness of face shields is not only a
risk to the faculty (they are taking the risk themselves I guess in that case) but also to
the students in that room (who are having that risk thrust upon them by a professor
wearing a shield instead of a mask).  That seems concerning.  A recent case in a
classroom showed that nobody who wore masks got the virus, but those wearing face
shields did.  https://www.insider.com/face-shields-did-not-protect-people-from-
coronavirus-swiss-outbreak-2020-7   

I know I am throwing a lot at you.  I know you are trying your best to balance safety, student
needs, community pressure, political pressure, and the long term viability of UNG.  I share all
of this not to criticize, but to raise the alarm that more and more faculty seem to be growing
increasingly concerned as the hospitalizations and cases are spiking all across north Georgia.  I
will confess that I am dreading the first days of classes, and I am resigning myself to the fact
that I will likely be exposed to this terrible virus at work.  I want to teach online, but I was
pressured to teach one of them as a hybrid.  Others will be much more exposed than me.  If
numbers weren't spiking I wouldn't be as worried.  I don't know what to do except share those
concerns with those making the big decisions.  Faculty Senate will be conducting our business
entirely online until the situation stabilizes or improves.  Thanks for reading a long email! 

https://www.insider.com/face-shields-did-not-protect-people-from-coronavirus-swiss-outbreak-2020-7
https://www.insider.com/face-shields-did-not-protect-people-from-coronavirus-swiss-outbreak-2020-7


Please take care.
 
 
Jamie  



From: Beth Arbuthnot
To: Greg Williams; Ken Crowe; Chaudron Gille; Steve McLeod; Karen Tomlinson; Alyson Paul
Subject: RE: Please Review: Covid-19 Employee Training Module
Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 5:28:55 PM

That is a lot of information.  I wonder if we could make it two different sessions – one for
employees and one for supervisors?  I realize that might not be possible.  Just a thought.
 
 
Just a few typos possibly
 
Slide 3 – policies vs polices
Slide 14 – shedding vs spreading?
Slide 16 – breaks rooms vs break room and restroom (two words or one)
 

From: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 8:38 AM
To: Ken Crowe <Ken.Crowe@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Beth Arbuthnot
<Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>; Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu>; Karen Tomlinson
<Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu>; Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Please Review: Covid-19 Employee Training Module
Importance: High
 
Good morning,
 
Can you please review the attached draft Covid-19 employee training program. Initial thought was to
only have supervisors complete the training, but I now feel it may be beneficial for all employees to
complete the training. Thoughts? The training would be facilitated using Skillport through HR.
 
Please respond with any comments and content suggestions. The hope is to have this training
available as soon as possible.
 
Greg
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
 
Confidentiality Notice: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, replication, disclosure or distribution is
strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message. 
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From: Ken Crowe
To: Greg Williams; Chaudron Gille; Beth Arbuthnot; Steve McLeod; Karen Tomlinson; Alyson Paul
Subject: RE: Please Review: Covid-19 Employee Training Module
Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 5:02:20 PM

Greg,
 
The content is great and this will be a great resource. I’m just worried that there is too much
information for employees to digest. We who are dealing with this everyday are very familiar with
these issues, but I worry this may overwhelm most employees.
 
I would suggest this training be reserved for supervisors and maybe a lesser presentation for
employees.
 
Just my thoughts, thx.
 
Ken Crowe <><
Assistant Vice President for Facilities
Price Memorial Hall
Suite 103
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1499 (office)
706-340-5063 (cell)

 

From: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 8:38 AM
To: Ken Crowe <Ken.Crowe@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Beth Arbuthnot
<Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>; Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu>; Karen Tomlinson
<Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu>; Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Please Review: Covid-19 Employee Training Module
Importance: High
 
Good morning,
 
Can you please review the attached draft Covid-19 employee training program. Initial thought was to
only have supervisors complete the training, but I now feel it may be beneficial for all employees to
complete the training. Thoughts? The training would be facilitated using Skillport through HR.
 
Please respond with any comments and content suggestions. The hope is to have this training
available as soon as possible.
 
Greg
 
Greg Williams

UNG 
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Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
 
Confidentiality Notice: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, replication, disclosure or distribution is
strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message. 
 

http://www.ung.edu/police


From: Greg Williams
To: Steve McLeod; Ken Crowe; Chaudron Gille; Beth Arbuthnot; Karen Tomlinson; Alyson Paul
Subject: RE: Please Review: Covid-19 Employee Training Module
Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 1:24:58 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Thanks Steve!
 
Greg
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
 
Confidentiality Notice: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, replication, disclosure or distribution is
strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message. 
 

From: Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 9:32 AM
To: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>; Ken Crowe <Ken.Crowe@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>; Karen Tomlinson
<Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu>; Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Please Review: Covid-19 Employee Training Module
 
Greg,
 
This looks great so far – just a few notes:
 

Use of the word “germ” on slide 10.  Maybe “to disinfect” is more appropriate?
Slide 47, perhaps add an IT section or at least a link back to the Remote Life page

 
As for requiring this training for everyone, I tend to agree.  I do wonder about the length of the PPTX
though.  Perhaps we offer a more abbreviated version for all employees, and offer the full training to
supervisors?  Just a thought…
 
Steve
 
Dr. Steven F. McLeod
Chief Information Officer
The University of North Georgia
Phone: 706-864-1915 (O) 706-864-1922 (IT Service Desk)
Email: sfmcleod@ung.edu 
 

• 
• 
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-- 
 
 

From: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 at 8:38 AM
To: Ken Crowe <Ken.Crowe@ung.edu>, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>, Beth
Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>, Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu>, Karen
Tomlinson <Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu>, Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Please Review: Covid-19 Employee Training Module
 
Good morning,
 
Can you please review the attached draft Covid-19 employee training program. Initial thought was to
only have supervisors complete the training, but I now feel it may be beneficial for all employees to
complete the training. Thoughts? The training would be facilitated using Skillport through HR.
 
Please respond with any comments and content suggestions. The hope is to have this training
available as soon as possible.
 
Greg
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
 
Confidentiality Notice: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, replication, disclosure or distribution is
strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message. 
 

UNG 
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From: Greg Williams
To: Beth Arbuthnot; Ken Crowe; Chaudron Gille; Steve McLeod; Karen Tomlinson; Alyson Paul
Subject: RE: Please Review: Covid-19 Employee Training Module
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:45:32 AM

Thanks everyone for the feedback! I agree about the length and will create a shorter version for
anyone who is not a supervisor.
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
 

From: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 5:29 PM
To: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>; Ken Crowe <Ken.Crowe@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu>; Karen Tomlinson
<Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu>; Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Please Review: Covid-19 Employee Training Module
 

That is a lot of information.  I wonder if we could make it two different sessions – one for
employees and one for supervisors?  I realize that might not be possible.  Just a thought.
 
 
Just a few typos possibly
 
Slide 3 – policies vs polices
Slide 14 – shedding vs spreading?
Slide 16 – breaks rooms vs break room and restroom (two words or one)
 

From: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 8:38 AM
To: Ken Crowe <Ken.Crowe@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Beth Arbuthnot
<Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>; Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu>; Karen Tomlinson
<Karen.Tomlinson@ung.edu>; Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: Please Review: Covid-19 Employee Training Module
Importance: High
 
Good morning,
 
Can you please review the attached draft Covid-19 employee training program. Initial thought was to
only have supervisors complete the training, but I now feel it may be beneficial for all employees to
complete the training. Thoughts? The training would be facilitated using Skillport through HR.
 
Please respond with any comments and content suggestions. The hope is to have this training
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available as soon as possible.
 
Greg
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
 
Confidentiality Notice: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, replication, disclosure or distribution is
strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message. 
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: UNG Office of Academic Affairs
Cc: Steven Lloyd
Subject: RE: Question about a Possible Event
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 9:19:00 AM

Carolynn,
   First, this is a faculty member in the English department, not a student. Second, Governor Kemp’s
guidelines currently prohibit any gathering larger than 50.  We have moved certain events to the
spring in the hopes that this ban will no longer be necessary at that time, but there are no
guarantees. So, he has two options. Go ahead and make the call to do a virtual conference, or
determine what his final deadline is for making the call and plan for a live event with a virtual back
up plan. 
Chaudron
 

From: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 9:07 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Question about a Possible Event
 
Morning Chaudron,
 
May I ask for your input in the chain email below before I provide a response to the student’s
inquiry.
 
Thank you,
Carolyn
 
From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 5:21 PM
To: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Question about a Possible Event
 
Hi Carolyn,
 
Good question.  Let’s ask Chaudron what she thinks tomorrow before you respond.  My initial
response is to direct him to DETI and IT to explore virtual conferencing platforms since there are so
many uncertainties and since other institutions may be facing travel restrictions, budget impacts on
travel, health and safety concerns prior to registration deadlines, and unknown and shifting guidance
on how many can gather in a public space.  However, I think it is a good idea to have an answer to
the real question – who would approve this and is it possible?
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840
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From: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu>
Date: Monday, August 10, 2020 at 1:15 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Question about a Possible Event
 
Hello Steven,
 
I don’t think we can officially answer this question with the current status. What should our
“response” be. I know planning for something this large takes time.
 
Please let me know when you have a moment.

Thank you,
Carolyn
 
From:   
Sent: Friday, August 7, 2020 5:33 PM
To: UNG Office of Academic Affairs <AcademicAffairs@ung.edu>
Subject: Question about a Possible Event
 
Hello,
 
I have a question about an event I'm planning for the spring. I'm the faculty advisor of UNG's
student literary magazine, and each year in April, I take the magazine's staff to an
undergraduate creative writing conference called the Southern Literary Festival. This year,
though, the magazine will be the host. Because of COVID, I wanted to ask if hosting an in-
person conference of about 200 people is even allowed. What is the university's stance on
such an even in April 2021? Should the magazine staff and I just plan to online instead? Thank
you for the help. I hope I've reached the right department. 
 
Regards,

UNG U IV TY,; 
, l(i:'I I iR.Gf 

-
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From: Suzanne Smith
To: Chaudron Gille; Robert T Smith; Kevin Demmitt; Costas Spirou; Deborah Bordelon
Subject: RE: Question
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 9:10:08 AM

Hi Everyone-
 
We are not developing common language for our syllabus as our faculty were opposed to doing so. 
Instead, we will have everything on our COVID page so all of campus can refer to the guidelines. We
are going to do a virtual town hall the last week in August as well to talk about what we’re doing to
keep people safe and where they can find information.  (We are doing one next week on the budget.
We basically ended up with a 13% cut but increased enrollment last year and hopefully this year
which is a tough combination).
 
As for meetings with Tristan, I had mine on Tuesday and was surprised to find there were actually 8
people from the USG on the Teams meeting including Stuart, Marti, John, the D2L person, my
“liason/” etc.  They asked me what progress we’d made or what we’ve been working on since the
plan was submitted, asked a few follow up questions, and then our 30 minutes were up. So, if you
have a call, I would just have ready an update of what you’ve done over the last month to prepare
for the fall and you should be good. I made a few references to their feedback in our report so they
knew I read it, including that while I agree that having to do all course and room scheduling manually
is “archaic” as they said, when you are on a small campus and cannot afford software or someone to
run it you have no choice but to have all of your deans sit in a conference room for four hours and
reschedule classes based on social distancing J. 
 
We have a similar voluntary separation policy, but are not able to provide any financial incentives so
doubt anyone will choose to do so.
 
My big issue right now is the number of faculty who are requesting to teach on line in the fall due to
being in a high risk group. I have two entire departments who have been approved for
accommodations through HR.  I think it’s going to get me in trouble with the USG to have more
move online than I thought, but I don’t really have other options as they are both areas where we
cannot get adjuncts based on living in a rural area.  I’m not sure how this is going to work out?
 
Hope you all have a safe and healthy fourth of July.  My family is going to remain quarantined and
enjoy spending some time playing games and watching movies with our nervous pups who don’t like
fireworks.
 
Take care,
Suzanne
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 8:43 AM
To: Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>; Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu>; Costas
Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>; Deborah Bordelon <bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>;
Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
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Subject: Re: Question
 
Thanks Bob. Have you actually established a 50% threshold ? We are trying to come up with
guidance for a review committee
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 8:39:56 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu>;
Costas Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>; Deborah Bordelon
<bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>; Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
Subject: RE: Question
 
We have a voluntary separation policy. The way we set it up, faculty and staff may apply for it, but
we ultimately must approve and we said in the announcement that we might not approve if this puts
an undue burden on a department. So, if half the faculty of a department makes a request, we can
say no. (It’s easier said than done, of course.)
 
Robert T. Smith, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Professor of Mathematics
Valdosta State University
1500 N. Patterson Street
Valdosta, GA 31698
229-333-5950 (voice), 229-333-7400 (fax)
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 8:26 AM
To: Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>; Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu>; Costas
Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>; Deborah Bordelon <bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>;
Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
Subject: Re: Question
 
Delivered From External Sender

I was going to ask the same question. I haven’t had a meeting request either. 
 
I do have another question for the group. Is anyone including a Voluntary  Separation Plan as part of
your budget reductions? And if so, are you doing anything to limit the number of people in an
academic department that can take advantage of the program?
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>
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Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 8:19:43 AM
To: Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu>; Costas Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Deborah Bordelon
<bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>; Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
Subject: RE: Question
 
Meeting with Tristan? I don’t have one scheduled. Are you all getting meeting requests with him?
 
Robert T. Smith, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Professor of Mathematics
Valdosta State University
1500 N. Patterson Street
Valdosta, GA 31698
229-333-5950 (voice), 229-333-7400 (fax)
 

From: Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:52 AM
To: Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>; Costas Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>; Chaudron
Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Deborah Bordelon <bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>;
Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
Subject: Re: Question
 
Delivered From External Sender

We are working on it.
 
On another note, my meeting with Tristan is not until next week. Does anyone know what it is
that he wants to discuss?
 
Kevin
 

Kevin Demmitt

Provost and VPAA

Clayton State University

 

From: Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 8:49 PM
To: Costas Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>; Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Deborah Bordelon
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<bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>; Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
Subject: RE: Question
 
We have discussed this, but have not gotten to that point yet.
 
Robert T. Smith, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Professor of Mathematics
Valdosta State University
1500 N. Patterson Street
Valdosta, GA 31698
229-333-5950 (voice), 229-333-7400 (fax)
 

From: Costas Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 6:19 PM
To: Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu>; Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Deborah Bordelon
<bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>; Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
Subject: Question
 
Delivered From External Sender

Hi everyone,
 
I hope this note finds you well!
 
As you prepare for Fall 2020, I was wondering if you have developed/planning to
develop language/common text for the syllabus regarding health measures.
 
Thank you,
 
Costas
 
 
Costas Spirou, PhD
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Office of the Provost
Georgia College & State University 
Campus Box 024
Milledgeville, GA 31061
Office: 478.445.4715
costas.spirou@gcsu.edu
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    Think independenTly. lead CreaTively.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A GEORGIA 
~ OLLEGE 

GEORGIA'S PUBLIC. LIBERAL ARTS UNIVERSrTY 



From: Robert T Smith
To: Chaudron Gille; Kevin Demmitt; Costas Spirou; Deborah Bordelon; Suzanne Smith
Subject: RE: Question
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 9:15:34 AM

No. We do not have a specific threshold. We will review these on a case-by-case basis. Our thinking
is that we will approve these, as long as we can still deliver the program. We also figure that we can
hire this summer on short notice in most fields, given the collapse in hiring due to COVID-19.
 
Robert T. Smith, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Professor of Mathematics
Valdosta State University
1500 N. Patterson Street
Valdosta, GA 31698
229-333-5950 (voice), 229-333-7400 (fax)
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 8:43 AM
To: Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>; Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu>; Costas
Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>; Deborah Bordelon <bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>;
Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
Subject: Re: Question
 
Delivered From External Sender

Thanks Bob. Have you actually established a 50% threshold ? We are trying to come up with
guidance for a review committee
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 8:39:56 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu>;
Costas Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>; Deborah Bordelon
<bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>; Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
Subject: RE: Question
 
We have a voluntary separation policy. The way we set it up, faculty and staff may apply for it, but
we ultimately must approve and we said in the announcement that we might not approve if this puts
an undue burden on a department. So, if half the faculty of a department makes a request, we can
say no. (It’s easier said than done, of course.)
 
Robert T. Smith, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
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Professor of Mathematics
Valdosta State University
1500 N. Patterson Street
Valdosta, GA 31698
229-333-5950 (voice), 229-333-7400 (fax)
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 8:26 AM
To: Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>; Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu>; Costas
Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>; Deborah Bordelon <bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>;
Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
Subject: Re: Question
 
Delivered From External Sender

I was going to ask the same question. I haven’t had a meeting request either. 
 
I do have another question for the group. Is anyone including a Voluntary  Separation Plan as part of
your budget reductions? And if so, are you doing anything to limit the number of people in an
academic department that can take advantage of the program?
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 8:19:43 AM
To: Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu>; Costas Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Deborah Bordelon
<bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>; Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
Subject: RE: Question
 
Meeting with Tristan? I don’t have one scheduled. Are you all getting meeting requests with him?
 
Robert T. Smith, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Professor of Mathematics
Valdosta State University
1500 N. Patterson Street
Valdosta, GA 31698
229-333-5950 (voice), 229-333-7400 (fax)
 

From: Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:52 AM
To: Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>; Costas Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>; Chaudron
Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Deborah Bordelon <bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>;
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Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
Subject: Re: Question
 
Delivered From External Sender

We are working on it.
 
On another note, my meeting with Tristan is not until next week. Does anyone know what it is
that he wants to discuss?
 
Kevin
 

Kevin Demmitt

Provost and VPAA

Clayton State University

 

From: Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 8:49 PM
To: Costas Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu>; Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Deborah Bordelon
<bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>; Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
Subject: RE: Question
 
We have discussed this, but have not gotten to that point yet.
 
Robert T. Smith, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Professor of Mathematics
Valdosta State University
1500 N. Patterson Street
Valdosta, GA 31698
229-333-5950 (voice), 229-333-7400 (fax)
 

From: Costas Spirou <costas.spirou@gcsu.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 6:19 PM
To: Kevin Demmitt <KevinDemmitt@clayton.edu>; Robert T Smith <rtsmith@valdosta.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Deborah Bordelon
<bordelon_deborah@columbusstate.edu>; Suzanne Smith <suzanne.smith@gsw.edu>
Subject: Question
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Delivered From External Sender

Hi everyone,
 
I hope this note finds you well!
 
As you prepare for Fall 2020, I was wondering if you have developed/planning to
develop language/common text for the syllabus regarding health measures.
 
Thank you,
 
Costas
 
 
Costas Spirou, PhD
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Office of the Provost
Georgia College & State University 
Campus Box 024
Milledgeville, GA 31061
Office: 478.445.4715
costas.spirou@gcsu.edu
 

 
    Think independenTly. lead CreaTively.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A GEORGIA 
~ OLLEGE 

GEORGIA'S PUBLIC LIBERAL ARTS UNIVERSriY 
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Jamie Mitchem
Subject: RE: Quick update from Faculty Senate
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:34:00 PM

Thanks Jamie. I’ll refer anyone I hear from to you. Is this something that should be shared with Deans’
Council? AA retreat?  Or would you prefer to handle it through Senate communications.
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:31 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
A very helpful faculty member has disclosed to me that she is a chaplain at the hospital.  She has
volunteered her services on an individual basis as needed.  She said she had thought about emailing
Dr. Jacobs to let the Cabinet know but she didn't know how to or didn't feel comfortable.  It seems
remarkably kind, and if individuals reach out to me, I can put them in contact with her.  I just wanted
to let you know if folks reach out to you and you thought it would be helpful.  Thanks!
 
Jamie

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:05 PM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Jamie,
   I just wanted to say thank you for your leadership of the Senate. I think you are doing a good job of being
a strong advocate for faculty concerns  and of channeling both the positive energy and the concerns
coming from faculty into productive paths and processes. Keeping the communication up and clear is
challenging for all of us in this environment.
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Faculty <faculty@ung.edu>
Subject: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Good afternoon everyone,
 
   I hope you have had a good summer even though it has been so unusual and hectic.  As we
prepare for fall semester, I wanted to share some information that might be handy, and let you
know Faculty Senate is working hard for you.  Faculty Senate and  Faculty Senate's Executive Board
has met (online) several times over this busy summer to talk about issues that needed to be
addressed like reopening plans, budget cuts, and racism.  A couple of Senate members urged me to
email all faculty to provide updates, communication, and support.  I just saw part of Rep. John Lewis'
funeral so I realize this might get me in a little bit of "good trouble."
 

1. Faculty Senate wants to support our faculty at all campuses and all ranks.  Please reach out to
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your departmental Senate representative (see list of members here: https://ung.edu/faculty-
senate/index.php), campus at-large Senators, and/or the Senate Chair if you feel pressured,
intimidated, or threatened.  While we cannot argue each individual case, we need to know
about any collective concerns or practices that are of concern to faculty.  This is not a critique
of our administrators at UNG who are doing their best to strike the right balance given
statewide mandates, but instead we want to make sure those faculty who are concerned
don't give up or take unnecessary risks.  You are not alone. There is an accommodation
process available through HR if needed fro those with risk factors. Balancing safety concerns
with institutional needs are especially challenging right now, and we want to make sure safety
remains the top priority for faculty, staff, and students at UNG.

2. Faculty Senate has met online twice this summer to specifically discuss institutional racism and
how UNG can address the topic head-on and continue to enhance the accessibility, inclusivity,
and diversity of our university.  It has been a remarkably refreshing open discussion with many
promising initiatives being rolled out from the Office of Diversity & Inclusion, the Senate's
Diversity Council, Academic Affairs, the President's Office, Human Resources, CTLL, Student
Affairs, and Faculty Senate and other groups.  New collaborations are being formed between
faculty, staff, and students to address this comprehensively.  This is all hands on deck to make
positive steps, and we are thrilled to see it.  More news to come as actions and opportunities
are announced.

3. The website for updates related to fall semester can be found
here: https://ung.edu/together/index.php

4. I urge you to hold meetings online this fall. UNG now has Zoom, and Teams and Visual Huddle
are also useful platforms for allowing people to attend meetings virtually.  

5. Several Senate members talked about feeling alone, being concerned about children and
school decisions, facing illness and/or death of family members, economic challenges, and the
damaging toll of social media.  Please reach out to colleagues, form teams of support, seek out
counseling if needed, try to find some time to decompress, and take care of yourself (I'm
talking to myself here, too) in these challenging times.  We want everyone to remain healthy
physically, mentally, and emotionally.  Burnout is a very real concern, and while we urge you
to do your best work possible as an employee of UNG we also want everyone to take good
care of themselves and their families.  We are all human, and there are only so many hours in
a day.  Remember our students are going through this, too, and get them help if you think it is
needed.

6. Any positive or suspected cases of faculty or students can be reported using the link below.  It
is important to document cases so contact tracing can occur, and UNG can support those who
might need help: https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php     

UNG COVID-19 Reporting
UNG is requesting that all students, faculty, staff
and visitors complete a daily self-screening for
COVID-19 symptoms before returning to
campus or interacting with the campus
community face-to-face. If you are experiencing
symptoms associated with COVID-19, you

      
ung.edu
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7. We want to remind you that even during a pandemic, we retain academic freedom in our

classrooms.  Manage your classroom safely and responsibly.  Give our students the best
education possible.  Take them outdoors if you need to. Divide them up how you see fit if
teaching in a hybrid format to maintain social distancing and reduce the density in the
classroom. Communicate with your classes. Employ inclusive pedagogy.  Let's inspire our
students, educate them, keep them safe, and help them navigate some of the most
challenging but also most exciting years of their lives.  I wish you all the best as summer wraps
up and we prepare for fall semester in the year of 2020.  Take care!

Thanks for all you do,
 
        Jamie Mitchem
        Chair, UNG Faculty Senate 

https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php


From: Jamie Mitchem
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Quick update from Faculty Senate
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:26:14 PM

I think you all are working on another email.  I wanted to pass along that I just got a question about
hybrid with touchpoints.  The question is if they have to be exactly 25% or if they can be less than
25% contact.  I said I would pass the question along.

There were also questions at Senate yesterday about the first day/week of class and how to reduce
the number of people on campus and in buildings.  Maybe some clarification would help.  I think the
idea was for faculty to email their classes ahead of time and use the first class (online) to divide up
the groups and explain what to expect  this semester and go over the syllabus.  A few faculty wanted
to try to get learning support or dual enrollment students to show up in person.  I'm not sure what
the best call is on that situation so I'm just passing along the information.

Thanks!

Jamie

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:05 PM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Jamie,
   I just wanted to say thank you for your leadership of the Senate. I think you are doing a good job of being
a strong advocate for faculty concerns  and of channeling both the positive energy and the concerns
coming from faculty into productive paths and processes. Keeping the communication up and clear is
challenging for all of us in this environment.
Thanks,
Chaudron
 
From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Faculty <faculty@ung.edu>
Subject: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Good afternoon everyone,
 
   I hope you have had a good summer even though it has been so unusual and hectic.  As we
prepare for fall semester, I wanted to share some information that might be handy, and let you
know Faculty Senate is working hard for you.  Faculty Senate and  Faculty Senate's Executive Board
has met (online) several times over this busy summer to talk about issues that needed to be
addressed like reopening plans, budget cuts, and racism.  A couple of Senate members urged me to
email all faculty to provide updates, communication, and support.  I just saw part of Rep. John Lewis'
funeral so I realize this might get me in a little bit of "good trouble."
 

1. Faculty Senate wants to support our faculty at all campuses and all ranks.  Please reach out to

mailto:Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu


your departmental Senate representative (see list of members here: https://ung.edu/faculty-
senate/index.php), campus at-large Senators, and/or the Senate Chair if you feel pressured,
intimidated, or threatened.  While we cannot argue each individual case, we need to know
about any collective concerns or practices that are of concern to faculty.  This is not a critique
of our administrators at UNG who are doing their best to strike the right balance given
statewide mandates, but instead we want to make sure those faculty who are concerned
don't give up or take unnecessary risks.  You are not alone. There is an accommodation
process available through HR if needed fro those with risk factors. Balancing safety concerns
with institutional needs are especially challenging right now, and we want to make sure safety
remains the top priority for faculty, staff, and students at UNG.

2. Faculty Senate has met online twice this summer to specifically discuss institutional racism and
how UNG can address the topic head-on and continue to enhance the accessibility, inclusivity,
and diversity of our university.  It has been a remarkably refreshing open discussion with many
promising initiatives being rolled out from the Office of Diversity & Inclusion, the Senate's
Diversity Council, Academic Affairs, the President's Office, Human Resources, CTLL, Student
Affairs, and Faculty Senate and other groups.  New collaborations are being formed between
faculty, staff, and students to address this comprehensively.  This is all hands on deck to make
positive steps, and we are thrilled to see it.  More news to come as actions and opportunities
are announced.

3. The website for updates related to fall semester can be found
here: https://ung.edu/together/index.php

4. I urge you to hold meetings online this fall. UNG now has Zoom, and Teams and Visual Huddle
are also useful platforms for allowing people to attend meetings virtually.  

5. Several Senate members talked about feeling alone, being concerned about children and
school decisions, facing illness and/or death of family members, economic challenges, and the
damaging toll of social media.  Please reach out to colleagues, form teams of support, seek out
counseling if needed, try to find some time to decompress, and take care of yourself (I'm
talking to myself here, too) in these challenging times.  We want everyone to remain healthy
physically, mentally, and emotionally.  Burnout is a very real concern, and while we urge you
to do your best work possible as an employee of UNG we also want everyone to take good
care of themselves and their families.  We are all human, and there are only so many hours in
a day.  Remember our students are going through this, too, and get them help if you think it is
needed.

6. Any positive or suspected cases of faculty or students can be reported using the link below.  It
is important to document cases so contact tracing can occur, and UNG can support those who
might need help: https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php     

UNG COVID-19 Reporting
UNG is requesting that all students, faculty, staff
and visitors complete a daily self-screening for
COVID-19 symptoms before returning to
campus or interacting with the campus
community face-to-face. If you are experiencing
symptoms associated with COVID-19, you
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7. We want to remind you that even during a pandemic, we retain academic freedom in our
classrooms.  Manage your classroom safely and responsibly.  Give our students the best
education possible.  Take them outdoors if you need to. Divide them up how you see fit if
teaching in a hybrid format to maintain social distancing and reduce the density in the
classroom. Communicate with your classes. Employ inclusive pedagogy.  Let's inspire our
students, educate them, keep them safe, and help them navigate some of the most
challenging but also most exciting years of their lives.  I wish you all the best as summer wraps
up and we prepare for fall semester in the year of 2020.  Take care!

Thanks for all you do,
 
        Jamie Mitchem
        Chair, UNG Faculty Senate 

https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php


From: Chaudron Gille
To: Jamie Mitchem
Subject: RE: Quick update from Faculty Senate
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:31:00 PM

Thanks, we will work on addressing these.
Chaudron
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:26 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
I think you all are working on another email.  I wanted to pass along that I just got a question about
hybrid with touchpoints.  The question is if they have to be exactly 25% or if they can be less than
25% contact.  I said I would pass the question along.
 
There were also questions at Senate yesterday about the first day/week of class and how to reduce
the number of people on campus and in buildings.  Maybe some clarification would help.  I think the
idea was for faculty to email their classes ahead of time and use the first class (online) to divide up
the groups and explain what to expect  this semester and go over the syllabus.  A few faculty wanted
to try to get learning support or dual enrollment students to show up in person.  I'm not sure what
the best call is on that situation so I'm just passing along the information.
 
Thanks!
 
Jamie

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:05 PM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Jamie,
   I just wanted to say thank you for your leadership of the Senate. I think you are doing a good job of being
a strong advocate for faculty concerns  and of channeling both the positive energy and the concerns
coming from faculty into productive paths and processes. Keeping the communication up and clear is
challenging for all of us in this environment.
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Faculty <faculty@ung.edu>
Subject: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Good afternoon everyone,
 
   I hope you have had a good summer even though it has been so unusual and hectic.  As we
prepare for fall semester, I wanted to share some information that might be handy, and let you
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know Faculty Senate is working hard for you.  Faculty Senate and  Faculty Senate's Executive Board
has met (online) several times over this busy summer to talk about issues that needed to be
addressed like reopening plans, budget cuts, and racism.  A couple of Senate members urged me to
email all faculty to provide updates, communication, and support.  I just saw part of Rep. John Lewis'
funeral so I realize this might get me in a little bit of "good trouble."
 

1. Faculty Senate wants to support our faculty at all campuses and all ranks.  Please reach out to
your departmental Senate representative (see list of members here: https://ung.edu/faculty-
senate/index.php), campus at-large Senators, and/or the Senate Chair if you feel pressured,
intimidated, or threatened.  While we cannot argue each individual case, we need to know
about any collective concerns or practices that are of concern to faculty.  This is not a critique
of our administrators at UNG who are doing their best to strike the right balance given
statewide mandates, but instead we want to make sure those faculty who are concerned
don't give up or take unnecessary risks.  You are not alone. There is an accommodation
process available through HR if needed fro those with risk factors. Balancing safety concerns
with institutional needs are especially challenging right now, and we want to make sure safety
remains the top priority for faculty, staff, and students at UNG.

2. Faculty Senate has met online twice this summer to specifically discuss institutional racism and
how UNG can address the topic head-on and continue to enhance the accessibility, inclusivity,
and diversity of our university.  It has been a remarkably refreshing open discussion with many
promising initiatives being rolled out from the Office of Diversity & Inclusion, the Senate's
Diversity Council, Academic Affairs, the President's Office, Human Resources, CTLL, Student
Affairs, and Faculty Senate and other groups.  New collaborations are being formed between
faculty, staff, and students to address this comprehensively.  This is all hands on deck to make
positive steps, and we are thrilled to see it.  More news to come as actions and opportunities
are announced.

3. The website for updates related to fall semester can be found
here: https://ung.edu/together/index.php

4. I urge you to hold meetings online this fall. UNG now has Zoom, and Teams and Visual Huddle
are also useful platforms for allowing people to attend meetings virtually.  

5. Several Senate members talked about feeling alone, being concerned about children and
school decisions, facing illness and/or death of family members, economic challenges, and the
damaging toll of social media.  Please reach out to colleagues, form teams of support, seek out
counseling if needed, try to find some time to decompress, and take care of yourself (I'm
talking to myself here, too) in these challenging times.  We want everyone to remain healthy
physically, mentally, and emotionally.  Burnout is a very real concern, and while we urge you
to do your best work possible as an employee of UNG we also want everyone to take good
care of themselves and their families.  We are all human, and there are only so many hours in
a day.  Remember our students are going through this, too, and get them help if you think it is
needed.

6. Any positive or suspected cases of faculty or students can be reported using the link below.  It
is important to document cases so contact tracing can occur, and UNG can support those who
might need help: https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php     

UNG COVID-19 Reporting
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From: Jamie Mitchem
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Quick update from Faculty Senate
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:14:25 PM

Thank you so much!  You don't know what a relief this is to hear.  I was honestly kind of terrified
sending that email, but I thought it would help faculty to hear that we have been having discussions
over the summer and trying to keep up with a summer of rapid changes.  We are lucky to have you
as Provost, and I'm praying fervently for a safe, successful fall semester (and a vaccine).  Thanks
again for sending me this message.

Jamie

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:05 PM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Jamie,
   I just wanted to say thank you for your leadership of the Senate. I think you are doing a good job of being
a strong advocate for faculty concerns  and of channeling both the positive energy and the concerns
coming from faculty into productive paths and processes. Keeping the communication up and clear is
challenging for all of us in this environment.
Thanks,
Chaudron
 
From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Faculty <faculty@ung.edu>
Subject: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Good afternoon everyone,
 
   I hope you have had a good summer even though it has been so unusual and hectic.  As we
prepare for fall semester, I wanted to share some information that might be handy, and let you
know Faculty Senate is working hard for you.  Faculty Senate and  Faculty Senate's Executive Board
has met (online) several times over this busy summer to talk about issues that needed to be
addressed like reopening plans, budget cuts, and racism.  A couple of Senate members urged me to
email all faculty to provide updates, communication, and support.  I just saw part of Rep. John Lewis'
funeral so I realize this might get me in a little bit of "good trouble."
 

1. Faculty Senate wants to support our faculty at all campuses and all ranks.  Please reach out to
your departmental Senate representative (see list of members here: https://ung.edu/faculty-
senate/index.php), campus at-large Senators, and/or the Senate Chair if you feel pressured,
intimidated, or threatened.  While we cannot argue each individual case, we need to know
about any collective concerns or practices that are of concern to faculty.  This is not a critique
of our administrators at UNG who are doing their best to strike the right balance given
statewide mandates, but instead we want to make sure those faculty who are concerned
don't give up or take unnecessary risks.  You are not alone. There is an accommodation
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teaching in a hybrid format to maintain social distancing and reduce the density in the
classroom. Communicate with your classes. Employ inclusive pedagogy.  Let's inspire our
students, educate them, keep them safe, and help them navigate some of the most
challenging but also most exciting years of their lives.  I wish you all the best as summer wraps
up and we prepare for fall semester in the year of 2020.  Take care!

Thanks for all you do,
 
        Jamie Mitchem
        Chair, UNG Faculty Senate 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Jamie Mitchem
Subject: RE: Quick update from Faculty Senate
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:05:00 PM

Jamie,
   I just wanted to say thank you for your leadership of the Senate. I think you are doing a good job of being
a strong advocate for faculty concerns  and of channeling both the positive energy and the concerns
coming from faculty into productive paths and processes. Keeping the communication up and clear is
challenging for all of us in this environment.
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Faculty <faculty@ung.edu>
Subject: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Good afternoon everyone,
 
   I hope you have had a good summer even though it has been so unusual and hectic.  As we
prepare for fall semester, I wanted to share some information that might be handy, and let you
know Faculty Senate is working hard for you.  Faculty Senate and  Faculty Senate's Executive Board
has met (online) several times over this busy summer to talk about issues that needed to be
addressed like reopening plans, budget cuts, and racism.  A couple of Senate members urged me to
email all faculty to provide updates, communication, and support.  I just saw part of Rep. John Lewis'
funeral so I realize this might get me in a little bit of "good trouble."
 

1. Faculty Senate wants to support our faculty at all campuses and all ranks.  Please reach out to
your departmental Senate representative (see list of members here: https://ung.edu/faculty-
senate/index.php), campus at-large Senators, and/or the Senate Chair if you feel pressured,
intimidated, or threatened.  While we cannot argue each individual case, we need to know
about any collective concerns or practices that are of concern to faculty.  This is not a critique
of our administrators at UNG who are doing their best to strike the right balance given
statewide mandates, but instead we want to make sure those faculty who are concerned
don't give up or take unnecessary risks.  You are not alone. There is an accommodation
process available through HR if needed fro those with risk factors. Balancing safety concerns
with institutional needs are especially challenging right now, and we want to make sure safety
remains the top priority for faculty, staff, and students at UNG.

2. Faculty Senate has met online twice this summer to specifically discuss institutional racism and
how UNG can address the topic head-on and continue to enhance the accessibility, inclusivity,
and diversity of our university.  It has been a remarkably refreshing open discussion with many
promising initiatives being rolled out from the Office of Diversity & Inclusion, the Senate's
Diversity Council, Academic Affairs, the President's Office, Human Resources, CTLL, Student
Affairs, and Faculty Senate and other groups.  New collaborations are being formed between
faculty, staff, and students to address this comprehensively.  This is all hands on deck to make
positive steps, and we are thrilled to see it.  More news to come as actions and opportunities
are announced.
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3. The website for updates related to fall semester can be found
here: https://ung.edu/together/index.php

4. I urge you to hold meetings online this fall. UNG now has Zoom, and Teams and Visual Huddle
are also useful platforms for allowing people to attend meetings virtually.  

5. Several Senate members talked about feeling alone, being concerned about children and
school decisions, facing illness and/or death of family members, economic challenges, and the
damaging toll of social media.  Please reach out to colleagues, form teams of support, seek out
counseling if needed, try to find some time to decompress, and take care of yourself (I'm
talking to myself here, too) in these challenging times.  We want everyone to remain healthy
physically, mentally, and emotionally.  Burnout is a very real concern, and while we urge you
to do your best work possible as an employee of UNG we also want everyone to take good
care of themselves and their families.  We are all human, and there are only so many hours in
a day.  Remember our students are going through this, too, and get them help if you think it is
needed.

6. Any positive or suspected cases of faculty or students can be reported using the link below.  It
is important to document cases so contact tracing can occur, and UNG can support those who
might need help: https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php     

UNG COVID-19 Reporting
UNG is requesting that all students, faculty, staff
and visitors complete a daily self-screening for
COVID-19 symptoms before returning to
campus or interacting with the campus
community face-to-face. If you are experiencing
symptoms associated with COVID-19, you
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7. We want to remind you that even during a pandemic, we retain academic freedom in our
classrooms.  Manage your classroom safely and responsibly.  Give our students the best
education possible.  Take them outdoors if you need to. Divide them up how you see fit if
teaching in a hybrid format to maintain social distancing and reduce the density in the
classroom. Communicate with your classes. Employ inclusive pedagogy.  Let's inspire our
students, educate them, keep them safe, and help them navigate some of the most
challenging but also most exciting years of their lives.  I wish you all the best as summer wraps
up and we prepare for fall semester in the year of 2020.  Take care!

Thanks for all you do,
 
        Jamie Mitchem
        Chair, UNG Faculty Senate 
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From: Jamie Mitchem
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Quick update from Faculty Senate
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 5:09:29 PM

She said I could let you know...

For now, let's let you and Chaudron do the referrals and see how it goes. I had surgery to repair a foot
fracture 2 weeks ago. I go back tomorrow to either get a new cast or boot and pray I can start bearing
weight on it. Let me see how it goes before we open it up to more people doing referrals. 

Amanda Reichert, PhD, RN
Assistant Professor
Department of Nursing
University of North Georgia
amanda.reichert@ung.edu
770.490.9921

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:34 PM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Thanks Jamie. I’ll refer anyone I hear from to you. Is this something that should be shared with Deans’
Council? AA retreat?  Or would you prefer to handle it through Senate communications.
 
From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:31 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
A very helpful faculty member has disclosed to me that she is a chaplain at the hospital.  She has
volunteered her services on an individual basis as needed.  She said she had thought about emailing
Dr. Jacobs to let the Cabinet know but she didn't know how to or didn't feel comfortable.  It seems
remarkably kind, and if individuals reach out to me, I can put them in contact with her.  I just wanted
to let you know if folks reach out to you and you thought it would be helpful.  Thanks!
 
Jamie

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:05 PM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Jamie,
   I just wanted to say thank you for your leadership of the Senate. I think you are doing a good job of being
a strong advocate for faculty concerns  and of channeling both the positive energy and the concerns
coming from faculty into productive paths and processes. Keeping the communication up and clear is
challenging for all of us in this environment.
Thanks,

mailto:Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu
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Chaudron
 
From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Faculty <faculty@ung.edu>
Subject: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Good afternoon everyone,
 
   I hope you have had a good summer even though it has been so unusual and hectic.  As we
prepare for fall semester, I wanted to share some information that might be handy, and let you
know Faculty Senate is working hard for you.  Faculty Senate and  Faculty Senate's Executive Board
has met (online) several times over this busy summer to talk about issues that needed to be
addressed like reopening plans, budget cuts, and racism.  A couple of Senate members urged me to
email all faculty to provide updates, communication, and support.  I just saw part of Rep. John Lewis'
funeral so I realize this might get me in a little bit of "good trouble."
 

1. Faculty Senate wants to support our faculty at all campuses and all ranks.  Please reach out to
your departmental Senate representative (see list of members here: https://ung.edu/faculty-
senate/index.php), campus at-large Senators, and/or the Senate Chair if you feel pressured,
intimidated, or threatened.  While we cannot argue each individual case, we need to know
about any collective concerns or practices that are of concern to faculty.  This is not a critique
of our administrators at UNG who are doing their best to strike the right balance given
statewide mandates, but instead we want to make sure those faculty who are concerned
don't give up or take unnecessary risks.  You are not alone. There is an accommodation
process available through HR if needed fro those with risk factors. Balancing safety concerns
with institutional needs are especially challenging right now, and we want to make sure safety
remains the top priority for faculty, staff, and students at UNG.

2. Faculty Senate has met online twice this summer to specifically discuss institutional racism and
how UNG can address the topic head-on and continue to enhance the accessibility, inclusivity,
and diversity of our university.  It has been a remarkably refreshing open discussion with many
promising initiatives being rolled out from the Office of Diversity & Inclusion, the Senate's
Diversity Council, Academic Affairs, the President's Office, Human Resources, CTLL, Student
Affairs, and Faculty Senate and other groups.  New collaborations are being formed between
faculty, staff, and students to address this comprehensively.  This is all hands on deck to make
positive steps, and we are thrilled to see it.  More news to come as actions and opportunities
are announced.

3. The website for updates related to fall semester can be found
here: https://ung.edu/together/index.php

4. I urge you to hold meetings online this fall. UNG now has Zoom, and Teams and Visual Huddle
are also useful platforms for allowing people to attend meetings virtually.  

5. Several Senate members talked about feeling alone, being concerned about children and
school decisions, facing illness and/or death of family members, economic challenges, and the
damaging toll of social media.  Please reach out to colleagues, form teams of support, seek out
counseling if needed, try to find some time to decompress, and take care of yourself (I'm
talking to myself here, too) in these challenging times.  We want everyone to remain healthy
physically, mentally, and emotionally.  Burnout is a very real concern, and while we urge you
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to do your best work possible as an employee of UNG we also want everyone to take good
care of themselves and their families.  We are all human, and there are only so many hours in
a day.  Remember our students are going through this, too, and get them help if you think it is
needed.

6. Any positive or suspected cases of faculty or students can be reported using the link below.  It
is important to document cases so contact tracing can occur, and UNG can support those who
might need help: https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php     

UNG COVID-19 Reporting
UNG is requesting that all students, faculty, staff
and visitors complete a daily self-screening for
COVID-19 symptoms before returning to
campus or interacting with the campus
community face-to-face. If you are experiencing
symptoms associated with COVID-19, you

      
ung.edu

 
7. We want to remind you that even during a pandemic, we retain academic freedom in our

classrooms.  Manage your classroom safely and responsibly.  Give our students the best
education possible.  Take them outdoors if you need to. Divide them up how you see fit if
teaching in a hybrid format to maintain social distancing and reduce the density in the
classroom. Communicate with your classes. Employ inclusive pedagogy.  Let's inspire our
students, educate them, keep them safe, and help them navigate some of the most
challenging but also most exciting years of their lives.  I wish you all the best as summer wraps
up and we prepare for fall semester in the year of 2020.  Take care!

Thanks for all you do,
 
        Jamie Mitchem
        Chair, UNG Faculty Senate 

I 

Ill 

I 
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Jamie Mitchem
Subject: RE: Quick update from Faculty Senate
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 5:12:00 PM

Thanks!
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 5:09 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
She said I could let you know...
 
 
 
For now, let's let you and Chaudron do the referrals and see how it goes. I had surgery to repair a foot
fracture 2 weeks ago. I go back tomorrow to either get a new cast or boot and pray I can start bearing
weight on it. Let me see how it goes before we open it up to more people doing referrals. 
 
Amanda Reichert, PhD, RN
Assistant Professor
Department of Nursing
University of North Georgia
amanda.reichert@ung.edu
770.490.9921
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:34 PM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Thanks Jamie. I’ll refer anyone I hear from to you. Is this something that should be shared with Deans’
Council? AA retreat?  Or would you prefer to handle it through Senate communications.
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:31 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
A very helpful faculty member has disclosed to me that she is a chaplain at the hospital.  She has
volunteered her services on an individual basis as needed.  She said she had thought about emailing
Dr. Jacobs to let the Cabinet know but she didn't know how to or didn't feel comfortable.  It seems
remarkably kind, and if individuals reach out to me, I can put them in contact with her.  I just wanted
to let you know if folks reach out to you and you thought it would be helpful.  Thanks!
 
Jamie

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:05 PM
To: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu>
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Subject: RE: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Jamie,
   I just wanted to say thank you for your leadership of the Senate. I think you are doing a good job of being
a strong advocate for faculty concerns  and of channeling both the positive energy and the concerns
coming from faculty into productive paths and processes. Keeping the communication up and clear is
challenging for all of us in this environment.
Thanks,
Chaudron
 

From: Jamie Mitchem <Jamie.Mitchem@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Faculty <faculty@ung.edu>
Subject: Quick update from Faculty Senate
 
Good afternoon everyone,
 
   I hope you have had a good summer even though it has been so unusual and hectic.  As we
prepare for fall semester, I wanted to share some information that might be handy, and let you
know Faculty Senate is working hard for you.  Faculty Senate and  Faculty Senate's Executive Board
has met (online) several times over this busy summer to talk about issues that needed to be
addressed like reopening plans, budget cuts, and racism.  A couple of Senate members urged me to
email all faculty to provide updates, communication, and support.  I just saw part of Rep. John Lewis'
funeral so I realize this might get me in a little bit of "good trouble."
 

1. Faculty Senate wants to support our faculty at all campuses and all ranks.  Please reach out to
your departmental Senate representative (see list of members here: https://ung.edu/faculty-
senate/index.php), campus at-large Senators, and/or the Senate Chair if you feel pressured,
intimidated, or threatened.  While we cannot argue each individual case, we need to know
about any collective concerns or practices that are of concern to faculty.  This is not a critique
of our administrators at UNG who are doing their best to strike the right balance given
statewide mandates, but instead we want to make sure those faculty who are concerned
don't give up or take unnecessary risks.  You are not alone. There is an accommodation
process available through HR if needed fro those with risk factors. Balancing safety concerns
with institutional needs are especially challenging right now, and we want to make sure safety
remains the top priority for faculty, staff, and students at UNG.

2. Faculty Senate has met online twice this summer to specifically discuss institutional racism and
how UNG can address the topic head-on and continue to enhance the accessibility, inclusivity,
and diversity of our university.  It has been a remarkably refreshing open discussion with many
promising initiatives being rolled out from the Office of Diversity & Inclusion, the Senate's
Diversity Council, Academic Affairs, the President's Office, Human Resources, CTLL, Student
Affairs, and Faculty Senate and other groups.  New collaborations are being formed between
faculty, staff, and students to address this comprehensively.  This is all hands on deck to make
positive steps, and we are thrilled to see it.  More news to come as actions and opportunities
are announced.

3. The website for updates related to fall semester can be found
here: https://ung.edu/together/index.php

4. I urge you to hold meetings online this fall. UNG now has Zoom, and Teams and Visual Huddle
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From:
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Remote Work Request
Date: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 5:03:28 PM

Thank you, Chaudron.  I will wait until I hear from her one way or the other and then enter the time.
 
=======

 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 at 5:01 PM

 
Subject: RE: Remote Work Request
 

   I’m sorry to hear that your mom has to have this procedure in this environment. Certainly, you may
take the time to be with her, just enter the appropriate vacation time in One USG and work remotely
as possible.
Chaudron
 

  
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 4:52 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Remote Work Request
 
Chaudron,
 
My mom is having a pacemaker put in sometime in the near future (got to love planning in the time
of COVID, but then you have some experience with this …).  I would like to travel to Philadelphia next
week to spend a few days with her before the new semester starts.  My plan would be to take
vacation and travel on Tuesday so I can attend LEAP on Monday from my office.  I would attend
meetings from Phila on Wednesday and then take half a day Thursday and all day Friday off.   This
would allow me to accomplish work that is going to need to be completed.  Of course, if the surgery
is scheduled over that time, we’ll probably delay the trip – which is why I don’t want to stop
scheduling work events while I’m out of the office.
 
Thank you for your consideration.

 

■ 
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-
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=======

 



From: Chaudron Gille
To:
Subject: RE: Remote Work Request
Date: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 5:01:00 PM

   I’m sorry to hear that your mom has to have this procedure in this environment. Certainly, you may
take the time to be with her, just enter the appropriate vacation time in One USG and work remotely
as possible.
Chaudron
 

   
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 4:52 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Remote Work Request
 
Chaudron,
 
My mom is having a pacemaker put in sometime in the near future (got to love planning in the time
of COVID, but then you have some experience with this …).  I would like to travel to Philadelphia next
week to spend a few days with her before the new semester starts.  My plan would be to take
vacation and travel on Tuesday so I can attend LEAP on Monday from my office.  I would attend
meetings from Phila on Wednesday and then take half a day Thursday and all day Friday off.   This
would allow me to accomplish work that is going to need to be completed.  Of course, if the surgery
is scheduled over that time, we’ll probably delay the trip – which is why I don’t want to stop
scheduling work events while I’m out of the office.
 
Thank you for your consideration.
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From: Steven Lloyd
To: Kate Maine; Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2020 9:31:49 AM

Thanks Kate!  I’ll respond to Dr. Marker.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2020 at 9:02 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi, Steve,
 
Beth and I discussed a response.  Please see below and use as you deem appropriate.  Let
me know if we need to discuss it further.
 

We understand the concerns you shared.  Please know that UNG’s plans are based
upon public health guidance regarding quarantine and isolation protocols.  If,
during contact investigation of a positive case, it is determined that a person had
direct contact with the affected individual and must isolate, they would be eligible
for FFCRA emergency paid sick leave.  Otherwise, students and employees would be
expected to continue with work and course responsibilities.

 
Best,
Kate
 
From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 8:51 AM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Dr. Maine,
 
Please see the thread below.  I initially messaged Beth this morning, but Chaudron thought you may
need to help with a coordinated response.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840
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From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 7:29 AM
To: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Beth,
 
Can you help me with a response to this that is in keeping with the UNG, CoVid, and FMLA policies.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 at 4:39 PM
To: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>, Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi again Greg and Steve,
Thank you for your responses and for everything else you're doing.
 
Because the question was raised during the morning session of our retreat and you responded
so quickly, I shared your response with my colleagues during our afternoon session. I feel
obligated to pass on the universal concerns it raises that an entire class won't automatically be
quarantined if a student tests positive. I am glad to know UNG's contact investigators will
notify the entire class and faculty member. I hope Academic Affairs will support the students
and faculty members who choose to self-quarantine after receiving such a notification.
However, a policy that doesn't automatically quarantine the entire class after a classmate has
tested positive is not a sufficient response based on what we know about how the virus
spreads. On behalf of our department, I urge Emergency Preparedness and Academic Affairs
to reconsider this policy.
 
Thank you,
Jeff
 

From: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:59 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Reporting & Tracing Questions
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Hi, and thanks for the question!
 
If a student within a class tests positive for COVID-19, UNG contact investigators and/or the GA
Department of Public Health will notify anyone who may have been directly or indirectly exposed if
they are identified during the contact investigation. Generally speaking, and when social distancing is
being achieved, an entire class would not need to quarantine. However, each case must be
evaluated on an individual basis to determine level of potential exposure. UNG contact investigators
will generally notify the entire class and faculty member when someone tests positive within a class.
 
Please let me know if I can help with anything else!
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:02 PM
To: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>; Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Jeff,
 
I’m cc’ing Greg Williams on this message as a point of contact if you have follow-up questions and to
provide a more complete answer.  If there is a positive case, contact tracing will begin.  Greg can
comment on who is notified under what conditions, but individuals with direct exposure are notified
and directed to self-isolate and follow CDC and GDPH guidelines.  In addition, a case reporting
system is being maintained on the ung.edu/together website.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 at 12:44 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Steve,
I'm hoping you'll clarify something that was discussed earlier today in our departmental
retreat. If a student tests positive, will that student's classmates in all of their classes be

UNG 
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notified and quarantined? One of my colleagues said that in the Faculty Senate retreat, it was
stated that if a student tests positive, only the students sitting adjacent to them will be
notified, and not even the entire class. Surely this is not accurate?
Thanks,
Jeff



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Steven Lloyd
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2020 9:55:24 AM

Steve,
  I think this is a case of the fewer words the better. Let’s stick with Kate’s message.
Thanks
Chaudron

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Sent: Saturday, August 15, 2020 9:35:31 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Chaudron,
 
I think Kate’s message covers everything, but I wanted to make sure there was not anything you
wanted to add before I send it other than that I also forwarded his message to the Emergency
Preparedness team and you?
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2020 at 9:02 AM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi, Steve,
 
Beth and I discussed a response.  Please see below and use as you deem appropriate.  Let
me know if we need to discuss it further.
 

We understand the concerns you shared.  Please know that UNG’s plans are based
upon public health guidance regarding quarantine and isolation protocols.  If,
during contact investigation of a positive case, it is determined that a person had
direct contact with the affected individual and must isolate, they would be eligible
for FFCRA emergency paid sick leave.  Otherwise, students and employees would be
expected to continue with work and course responsibilities.

 
Best,
Kate

UNG UNIVER$1TY"ef 
NOR.TH GEOR.GIX 
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From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 8:51 AM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Dr. Maine,
 
Please see the thread below.  I initially messaged Beth this morning, but Chaudron thought you may
need to help with a coordinated response.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 7:29 AM
To: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Beth,
 
Can you help me with a response to this that is in keeping with the UNG, CoVid, and FMLA policies.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 at 4:39 PM
To: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>, Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi again Greg and Steve,
Thank you for your responses and for everything else you're doing.
 
Because the question was raised during the morning session of our retreat and you responded
so quickly, I shared your response with my colleagues during our afternoon session. I feel
obligated to pass on the universal concerns it raises that an entire class won't automatically be
quarantined if a student tests positive. I am glad to know UNG's contact investigators will
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notify the entire class and faculty member. I hope Academic Affairs will support the students
and faculty members who choose to self-quarantine after receiving such a notification.
However, a policy that doesn't automatically quarantine the entire class after a classmate has
tested positive is not a sufficient response based on what we know about how the virus
spreads. On behalf of our department, I urge Emergency Preparedness and Academic Affairs
to reconsider this policy.
 
Thank you,
Jeff
 

From: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:59 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi, and thanks for the question!
 
If a student within a class tests positive for COVID-19, UNG contact investigators and/or the GA
Department of Public Health will notify anyone who may have been directly or indirectly exposed if
they are identified during the contact investigation. Generally speaking, and when social distancing is
being achieved, an entire class would not need to quarantine. However, each case must be
evaluated on an individual basis to determine level of potential exposure. UNG contact investigators
will generally notify the entire class and faculty member when someone tests positive within a class.
 
Please let me know if I can help with anything else!
 
Greg Williams
Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:02 PM
To: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>; Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Jeff,
 
I’m cc’ing Greg Williams on this message as a point of contact if you have follow-up questions and to
provide a more complete answer.  If there is a positive case, contact tracing will begin.  Greg can
comment on who is notified under what conditions, but individuals with direct exposure are notified
and directed to self-isolate and follow CDC and GDPH guidelines.  In addition, a case reporting
system is being maintained on the ung.edu/together website.
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Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 at 12:44 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Steve,
I'm hoping you'll clarify something that was discussed earlier today in our departmental
retreat. If a student tests positive, will that student's classmates in all of their classes be
notified and quarantined? One of my colleagues said that in the Faculty Senate retreat, it was
stated that if a student tests positive, only the students sitting adjacent to them will be
notified, and not even the entire class. Surely this is not accurate?
Thanks,
Jeff
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From: Kate Maine
To: Steven Lloyd; Chaudron Gille
Subject: RE: Reporting & Tracing Questions
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2020 9:02:33 AM

Hi, Steve,
 
Beth and I discussed a response.  Please see below and use as you deem appropriate.  Let
me know if we need to discuss it further.
 

We understand the concerns you shared.  Please know that UNG’s plans are based
upon public health guidance regarding quarantine and isolation protocols.  If,
during contact investigation of a positive case, it is determined that a person had
direct contact with the affected individual and must isolate, they would be eligible
for FFCRA emergency paid sick leave.  Otherwise, students and employees would be
expected to continue with work and course responsibilities.

 
Best,
Kate
 
From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 8:51 AM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Dr. Maine,
 
Please see the thread below.  I initially messaged Beth this morning, but Chaudron thought you may
need to help with a coordinated response.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 7:29 AM
To: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Beth,
 
Can you help me with a response to this that is in keeping with the UNG, CoVid, and FMLA policies.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
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706-864-1840

 

From: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 at 4:39 PM
To: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>, Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi again Greg and Steve,
Thank you for your responses and for everything else you're doing.
 
Because the question was raised during the morning session of our retreat and you responded
so quickly, I shared your response with my colleagues during our afternoon session. I feel
obligated to pass on the universal concerns it raises that an entire class won't automatically be
quarantined if a student tests positive. I am glad to know UNG's contact investigators will
notify the entire class and faculty member. I hope Academic Affairs will support the students
and faculty members who choose to self-quarantine after receiving such a notification.
However, a policy that doesn't automatically quarantine the entire class after a classmate has
tested positive is not a sufficient response based on what we know about how the virus
spreads. On behalf of our department, I urge Emergency Preparedness and Academic Affairs
to reconsider this policy.
 
Thank you,
Jeff
 

From: Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:59 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi, and thanks for the question!
 
If a student within a class tests positive for COVID-19, UNG contact investigators and/or the GA
Department of Public Health will notify anyone who may have been directly or indirectly exposed if
they are identified during the contact investigation. Generally speaking, and when social distancing is
being achieved, an entire class would not need to quarantine. However, each case must be
evaluated on an individual basis to determine level of potential exposure. UNG contact investigators
will generally notify the entire class and faculty member when someone tests positive within a class.
 
Please let me know if I can help with anything else!
 
Greg Williams
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Associate Director, Emergency Preparedness
University of North Georgia Public Safety
678-717-3719 | www.ung.edu/police
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:02 PM
To: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>; Greg Williams <Greg.Williams@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Jeff,
 
I’m cc’ing Greg Williams on this message as a point of contact if you have follow-up questions and to
provide a more complete answer.  If there is a positive case, contact tracing will begin.  Greg can
comment on who is notified under what conditions, but individuals with direct exposure are notified
and directed to self-isolate and follow CDC and GDPH guidelines.  In addition, a case reporting
system is being maintained on the ung.edu/together website.
 
Thanks,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 at 12:44 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Reporting & Tracing Questions
 
Hi Steve,
I'm hoping you'll clarify something that was discussed earlier today in our departmental
retreat. If a student tests positive, will that student's classmates in all of their classes be
notified and quarantined? One of my colleagues said that in the Faculty Senate retreat, it was
stated that if a student tests positive, only the students sitting adjacent to them will be
notified, and not even the entire class. Surely this is not accurate?
Thanks,
Jeff
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Andy Novobilski; Anastasia Lin
Subject: Re: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 3:52:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Andy and Anastasia,
Mac and I have approved the request. Mac has informed Donna. 
Chaudron

From: Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:56 PM
To: Anastasia Lin <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Cc: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
 
Chaudron –
 
I fully support Anastasia’s request.  While this occurred prior to her becoming responsible for the
Honors Programs, she is working to: a) resolve the immediate issue; and b) ensure that it doesn’t
occur again.
 
Your help in reaching out to Mac would be greatly appreciated.
 
Andy
 
=======
Andy Novobilski, PhD
Assoc. Provost, Research and Engagement
Chief Research Officer
University of North Georgia
706-867-4493
 
 

From: "Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu" <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 at 12:13 PM
To: Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>
Subject: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
 
Hi Andy –
It has come to my attention that Summer Honors (DSS 14100  1300154 11100  41100 ) has overdraw
in its account by $6976.57. The overage was incurred because the program did not run this summer
due to COVID-19. Unfortunately, the reserve was not enough to cover the overage.
 
I request the controlled year end budget be used to move this amount into salaries, which was the
largest expenditure. Could you please help shepherd this request up the chain? My understanding is
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it needs to be approved at the VP level and by Mac McConnell.
 
Please let me know if any additional information is required. Thank you for considering the request.
 
Anastasia
 
 
Anastasia Lin, Ph.D.
Assistant Vice President, Research & Engagement
Associate Professor of English
102 Price Memorial
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706.867.3234
 
**NEW! Need to make an appointment? Click here: https://ncsadvising.ung.edu/
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From: Andy Novobilski
To: Anastasia Lin
Cc: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:56:02 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Chaudron –
 
I fully support Anastasia’s request.  While this occurred prior to her becoming responsible for the
Honors Programs, she is working to: a) resolve the immediate issue; and b) ensure that it doesn’t
occur again.
 
Your help in reaching out to Mac would be greatly appreciated.
 
Andy
 
=======
Andy Novobilski, PhD
Assoc. Provost, Research and Engagement
Chief Research Officer
University of North Georgia
706-867-4493
 
 

From: "Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu" <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 at 12:13 PM
To: Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>
Subject: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
 
Hi Andy –
It has come to my attention that Summer Honors (DSS 14100  1300154 11100  41100 ) has overdraw
in its account by $6976.57. The overage was incurred because the program did not run this summer
due to COVID-19. Unfortunately, the reserve was not enough to cover the overage.
 
I request the controlled year end budget be used to move this amount into salaries, which was the
largest expenditure. Could you please help shepherd this request up the chain? My understanding is
it needs to be approved at the VP level and by Mac McConnell.
 
Please let me know if any additional information is required. Thank you for considering the request.
 
Anastasia
 
 
Anastasia Lin, Ph.D.
Assistant Vice President, Research & Engagement
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Associate Professor of English
102 Price Memorial
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706.867.3234
 
**NEW! Need to make an appointment? Click here: https://ncsadvising.ung.edu/
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From: Andy Novobilski
To: Chaudron Gille; Anastasia Lin
Subject: Re: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 4:08:11 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Thank you, Chaudron!
 
=======
Andy Novobilski, PhD
Assoc. Provost, Research and Engagement
Chief Research Officer
University of North Georgia
706-867-4493
 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 at 3:52 PM
To: Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>, "Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu"
<Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
 
Andy and Anastasia,
Mac and I have approved the request. Mac has informed Donna. 
Chaudron

From: Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:56 PM
To: Anastasia Lin <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Cc: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
 
Chaudron –
 
I fully support Anastasia’s request.  While this occurred prior to her becoming responsible for the
Honors Programs, she is working to: a) resolve the immediate issue; and b) ensure that it doesn’t
occur again.
 
Your help in reaching out to Mac would be greatly appreciated.
 
Andy
 
=======
Andy Novobilski, PhD
Assoc. Provost, Research and Engagement
Chief Research Officer
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University of North Georgia
706-867-4493
 
 

From: "Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu" <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 at 12:13 PM
To: Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>
Subject: Request for controlled budget to cover Summer Honors overage
 
Hi Andy –
It has come to my attention that Summer Honors (DSS 14100  1300154 11100  41100 ) has overdraw
in its account by $6976.57. The overage was incurred because the program did not run this summer
due to COVID-19. Unfortunately, the reserve was not enough to cover the overage.
 
I request the controlled year end budget be used to move this amount into salaries, which was the
largest expenditure. Could you please help shepherd this request up the chain? My understanding is
it needs to be approved at the VP level and by Mac McConnell.
 
Please let me know if any additional information is required. Thank you for considering the request.
 
Anastasia
 
 
Anastasia Lin, Ph.D.
Assistant Vice President, Research & Engagement
Associate Professor of English
102 Price Memorial
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706.867.3234
 
**NEW! Need to make an appointment? Click here: https://ncsadvising.ung.edu/
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From: Chaudron Gille
To:  Bonita Jacobs; Kate Maine
Cc: Ellen Cormack
Subject: RE: Reschedule meeting? - health concern - I apologize
Date: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 3:45:00 PM

   I am so sorry to hear that you are not feeling well. I hope this turns out to be simply a cold. Take
care of yourself, and we will look forward to talking at another time.
Chaudron
 

   
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: Reschedule meeting? - health concern - I apologize
Importance: High
 
Good afternoon,
 
    I am so sorry to be emailing you this close to our meeting time.  I just got out of a
telemedicine appointment, and they asked me to postpone the meeting because the
symptoms I described sound suspicious, but it could also be a summer cold.  They are going to
schedule a COVID-19 test for me tomorrow due to a cough and some shortness of breath I am
having over the past week.  I don't feel bad, but the cough is pesky.  I don't know what time I
am supposed to go for the test yet, but if it is after 2:00PM or in the morning I could join you
on Zoom, Teams, or Visual Huddle if that would work.  I would keep everything discusses
confidential.  I'm sincerely sorry.  I know the timing of this is terrible, but I wanted to share this
with you after I talked to the physician assistant just now.
 

1111 

-

-
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Sharon Chalmers; Carolynn DeSandre
Subject: RE: resignation email
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:45:00 AM

Sharon,
   Given the challenges you have had with the searches, I think that makes sense. You have my
permission to search for a lecturer.  I would suggest that if the funding in the line is sufficient to
support a tenure track position, that you leave the line designated tenure track, leave the funding in
place in the line, and just fill with a lecturer for now. That would make sense based on the hiring
cycle also.
Chaudron
 

From: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:39 AM
To: Carolynn DeSandre <Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: resignation email
 
Good Morning Carolynn and Chaudron,
I view of our recent failed search for doctorally prepared faculty, I would like to request that
we search for lecturer/senior lecturer - non-tenure for this position as well.  As we come up
from the COVID cloud, we can request transition back to tenure track.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sharon Chalmers PhD, CNE, APRN-BC, FNP
Department Head/ Professor
Department of Nursing
University of North Georgia
706-864-1934

From: Persida Petca <Persida.Petca@ung.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 12:25 PM
To: Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>; Patti Simmons <Patti.Simmons@ung.edu>;
Becky Murck <Becky.Murck@ung.edu>; Joanna Carrega <Joanna.Carrega@ung.edu>; UNG Office of
Human Resources <hr@ung.edu>
Subject: resignation email
 
To Whom It Might Concern:

I would like to inform you of my intent to resign from my position of Assistant Professor in the
undergraduate studies BSN Program Nursing Department at the University of North Georgia
effective August 1st 2020.

I appreciate the opportunities given during my tenure at the University of North Georgia.

Please let me know if I can be of any assistance during the transition period.

 

Sincerely,
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Persida Petca

 
 
Dr. Persida L.Petca,DNP
Assistant Professor
Office Rm # 446
Health and Natural Sciences Building
Dahlonega
Phone: 706-864-1932
 
 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Eugene Van Sickle
Subject: Re: Return to Campus Plan Follow Up
Date: Monday, July 13, 2020 4:21:14 PM

So Sorry to hear that. Please let me know if there is anything I can do for you, and keep me
posted on how you are doing .
Take care of yourselves.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 4:19:30 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Return to Campus Plan Follow Up
 
Yes. I'll be shocked if I don't have covid. Ang is sick too.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: 7/13/20 4:14 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Return to Campus Plan Follow Up

Are you sick?  You mentioned getting tested…
 
From: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 4:14 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Return to Campus Plan Follow Up
 
Chaudron, 
I accepted Jonathan's meeting invite. But you should be prepared to cover my part. It has not
been a good day.
Gene
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
 
 
 
-------- Original message --------

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
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From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: 7/13/20 3:55 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>, Eugene Van Sickle
<Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Return to Campus Plan Follow Up
 
I’ll offer 11:00-12. Jonathan just asked for multiple 30 min blocks.
 
From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 2:35 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Return to Campus Plan Follow Up
 
Thanks Chaudron.
 
I’m available starting at 11, but can make 1030am work easily if needed.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 
From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Monday, July 13, 2020 at 2:24 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>, Eugene Van Sickle
<Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Return to Campus Plan Follow Up
 
Steve and Gene,
   Since you two led the main working groups, I’d like to include you in this call if possible. Are you
available Friday between 10:30 and 12:00?
Chaudron
 
From: Jonathan Hull <jonathan.hull@usg.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Return to Campus Plan Follow Up
 

Dear Chaudron,

Thank you for all of the hard work that you and eveyone at your campus has undertaken in
planning for the return to campus this fall.  I would like to schedule a brief follow up call
with a small team from the Academic Affairs office for you and, if you like, others on your
team to discuss any updates to your return to campus plans; practices and lessons that you
have discovered that would be instructive to other institutions; and to identify any areas where
you would can see opportunities for assistance from the System Office.
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I recognize your schedule is very busy, but if you have the time to talk during any of the
openings below, please let me know.  We are attempting to schedule a number of follow up
calls during this window, so if you can indicate more than one, it will help us to arrange calls.
If you need a time outside the window below, please let me know a good time, and I will work
to make it work

Wednesday,
July 15

Friday
July 17

Monday
July 20

Tuesday
July 21

Wednesday
July 22

 9:00 9:00 9:00 9:00

 9:30 9:30 9:30 9:30

10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00

10:30 10:30 10:30  10:30

11:00 11:00 11:00 11:00 11:00

11:30 11:30 11:30 11:30 11:30

Noon Noon Noon Noon Noon

12:30 12:30 12:30 12:30 12:30

1:00 1:00 1:00 1:00 1:00

1:30 1:30 1:30 1:30 1:30

2:00 2:00 2:00 2:00  

2:30 2:30 2:30 2:30  

 3:00 3:00 3:00 3:00

 3:30 3:30 3:30 3:30

4:00 4:00 4:00 4:00 4:00

4:30 4:30 4:30 4:30 4:30

Thanks so much,

 

Jonathan

 

Jonathan Watts Hull
Director, Student Success
Office of Academic Affairs
University System of Georgia
270 Washington Street SW | Atlanta, GA, 30034
jonathan.hull@usg.edu | 404-962-3129
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From: Carolynn DeSandre
To: Chaudron Gille; 
Cc: Steven Lloyd
Subject: RE: RE: fall courses
Date: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 11:05:46 AM

 
Thank you for our conversation this morning.  I approve all counseling courses for Fall 2020 to be
coded as H2, indicating that less than 25% of the course will be taught face-to-face with a minimum
of 4 face-to-face touchpoints during the semester.  Students requiring COVID accommodations
should contact Student Disability Services. 
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 3:53 PM
To: Carolynn DeSandre <Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>; 
Cc: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: fall courses
 
Hello Carolynn and 
     I appreciate the concerns you have expressed in the justification for your request to move all
your department’s courses online, however it is not possible for the department to make the
unilateral decision to move all classes online. This would be in direct contradiction to the guidance
we have been provided by the USG. While I appreciate your initiative in polling your students, if 1/3
said they were not comfortable in a face to face setting, that means that 2/3 are okay with the
hybrid approach we have outlined.  If you have students who fall into one of the high risk categories,
they may seek accommodations through the proper process in Student Disability Services. Likewise,
if you have faculty members who are eligible for accommodations, that request can be made
through HR, and if they are eligible, those classes could be moved online as part of the
accommodation. I understand that having a student in the program test positive is anxiety inducing.
From what Carolynn said, it was one of the students in the clinic. If you were following the protocols
you outlined to me in your request to bring students back into the clinic regarding working in single
offices, providing observation and mentoring virtually, and if everyone was appropriately masked,
washing hands, and other safety protocols for the return to work, then the risk to others of exposure
should be minimized.
 
The expectations for your faculty are no different than the expectations for all faculty at the
university in terms of the flexibility in delivery that we have asked them to prepare for. We have
consistently said for the last three months that faculty should be prepared for face to face and
online delivery of their courses.  We are trying to balance the competing mandates of providing face-
to-face instruction with concern for the health and well-being of our students, faculty and staff. If
you wish to move to a hybrid 2 designation for hybrid courses in which faculty would provide less
than 25% of the course in a face to face modality, but a minimum of 4 non-testing sessions face to
face, you may make that adjustment with permission from Dr. DeSandre. This may make it easier to
accommodate those students who need an online only option.
 

-

1111 -
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Sincerely,
Chaudron
 
Chaudron Gille,  Ph.D.
Provost and Sr. Vice President for Academic Affairs
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706.864.1602 / Fax 706.864.1668
 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Ken Crowe
Cc: Adam Strzemienski
Subject: RE: Room Occupancy Information
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 11:20:00 AM

Ken,
   That works for me.
Thanks!
Chaudron
 

From: Ken Crowe <Ken.Crowe@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 11:17 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Adam Strzemienski <Adam.Strzemienski@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Room Occupancy Information
 
Chaudron,
 
Would you be available tomorrow afternoon prior to the 4pm COVID Task Force Meeting to allow
Adam and myself to update you on our efforts in this area via TEAMS ? We probably need 30 mins.
 
Thx.
 
Ken Crowe <><
Assistant Vice President for Facilities
Price Memorial Hall
Suite 103
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1499 (office)
706-340-5063 (cell)

 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 1:00 PM
To: Ken Crowe <Ken.Crowe@ung.edu>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Cc: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Adam Strzemienski
<Adam.Strzemienski@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Room Occupancy Information
 
We have shared the spreadsheet with the classroom capacities with all the academic department
heads. If we also put up signs in the room with the capacity and the room configuration, will that
cover all uses of the classroom spaces?
Chaudron
 

UNG 
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From: Ken Crowe <Ken.Crowe@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 12:49 PM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Adam Strzemienski
<Adam.Strzemienski@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Room Occupancy Information
 
Certainly, and we can tell everyone to check EMS for capacities. I’m not sure how that will work for
classrooms which are scheduled through Banner.
 
Thx.
 
Ken Crowe <><
Assistant Vice President for Facilities
Price Memorial Hall
Suite 103
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1499 (office)
706-340-5063 (cell)

 

From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 10:59 AM
To: Ken Crowe <Ken.Crowe@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Adam Strzemienski
<Adam.Strzemienski@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Room Occupancy Information
 
Ken, could we adjust the information in EMS so that people know the limitations of
particular spaces when they are trying to reserve spaces?
 
From: Ken Crowe <Ken.Crowe@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 7:25 AM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Adam Strzemienski
<Adam.Strzemienski@ung.edu>
Subject: Room Occupancy Information
 
Chaudron and Kate,
 
Our staff has completed the inventorying instructional and potentially reservable spaces that could
be used for instruction to determine the allowable occupancies considering 6ft social distancing.
 
Please consider how you might like for this information to shared. Ultimately, I would like to store
this information in a manner that can be accessed by those who need it, while maintaining a secure

UNG 
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spreadsheet. We are already getting requests to re-look at spaces and are making changes (just a
few so far).  I fear that mass distributing a spreadsheet will only create confusion.
 
We can store this file in a folder on TEAMS and make it read-only so that we can keep it updated, or I
can create a shared folder on the U: drive.
 
Thanks.
 
Ken Crowe <><
Assistant Vice President for Facilities
Price Memorial Hall
Suite 103
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1499 (office)
706-340-5063 (cell)
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Mary Gowan
Subject: Re: Staff in MCCB with COVID
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 6:30:15 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png

Thanks Mary. I am sorry to hear about 
Chaudron

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 10:02:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Staff in MCCB with COVID
 
Chaudron,
 
I am sending my end of the week report.  We have had two staff members with COVID. 

 one of our advisors, seems to be doing okay and participated in our virtual
retreat today after having COVID-19.  She has received permission through HR to fully
telecommute this semester.
 
Unfortunately, I have to share that  is not doing well, nor is her family. I just
heard from   is on oxygen and her dad has been moved to ICU. They have
asked for prayers.  I expect you know  
 
All of the admin staff in Dahlonega are on alert that we may need to rotate going to GVL to
assist since she is pretty much there by herself. One advisor received permission
through HR to fully telecommute as an ADA accommodation. That leaves and one
advisor.
 
Will share more information as I hear news.
 
Mary
 
Mary A. Gowan, Ph.D.
Dean, Mike Cottrell College of Business
University of North Georgia
Newton Oakes, Room 124A
Dahlonega, GA 30597

P: 706.864.1620
mary.gowan@ung.edu
 

 

-

--
- -
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Summer 2020 Office Hours:
Monday-Thursday: 8:00 am – 5:30 pm
Friday: 8:00 am - Noon
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: J.K. Devine
Subject: RE: Story for your approval
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 12:17:00 PM
Attachments: What to expect in classroom DRAFT-revSOURCES-ME-MR-IK-editsmade.docx

JK,
  Here are my edits.
Chaudron
 

From: J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 11:55 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Story for your approval
 
I know you are extremely busy. So I appreciated everything you do to help us with our endeavors.
 
J.K. Devine
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 11:54 AM
To: J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu>
Cc: Edie Rogers <Edie.Rogers@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Story for your approval
 
Hi JK,
   Sorry I did not get back to you by 10 today. I’ll take care of it this afternoon.
Chaudron
 

From: J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 11:53 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Edie Rogers <Edie.Rogers@ung.edu>
Subject: Story for your approval
 
Hello Dr. Chaudron Gille,
 
I have written a story about what students can expect once they return to the classroom, which
includes the different modalities.
I have devised a quote for you using information from the Nighthawks together website. Please read
it along with the story. Make any edits or suggestions to the story and the proposed quote as you
see fit.
Then send the story with your edits back to me by 10 a.m. Monday, Aug. 3. This will allow me to
make your edits and post the story online immediately.
Thank you for your assistance and cooperation.
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Instruction offered in various forms this fall

Desks positioned 6 feet apart, faculty members and students clad in masks for face-to-face instruction, and a rotating schedule for class attendance will be part of the new collegiate experience this fall at the University of North Georgia (UNG).

"Our main objectives are to keep as much face-to-face instruction as possible while and ensuringe the safety and well-being of our students, faculty and staff," said Dr. Chaudron Gille, provost and senior vice president for Academic Affairs. "With those two goals in mind, our campuses have devised different ways to teach students, which include a mix of inin person, online and a hybrid instructionversion."	Comment by J.K. Devine: This is my suggested quote for Dr. Chaudron Gille.

For fall 2020, course schedules will be marked with an instructional modality for each class. The modes are:

· (F) Fully at a distance — All or nearly all sessions will be online. Students will not be required to travel to a classroom for instruction, but they may have an orientation event or exam in person. 

·  (P) Partially at a distance — Technology will be used to deliver more than 50% of the course, but visits to a classroom or similar site will be required.

· (H) Hybrid— Technology will be used to deliver 50% or less of class. At least one class session will be replaced by technology.

· (H1) Hybrid 1 with 25% to 50% face-to-face instruction— Technology will be used to deliver 50% to 75% of class sessions. Students will attend class on a regular rotation based on room capacity with social distancing. 

· (H2) Hybrid 2 with 25% face-to-face instruction — More than 75% of course will be delivered online. Students will attend class on a regular rotation with social distancing. 

· (H3) Hybrid 3 variable face-to-face instruction: Technology will be used to deliver a percentage of class sessions. Because the class format necessitates close physical proximity with others, personal protective equipment in addition to masks may be required. 

· (T) Technology enhanced — Technology will be used in delivering instruction, but no class sessions are replaced by technology.

· No technology — No technology will be used in delivering instruction. 

For all hybrid classes, students will be notified of their attendance requirements before the first day of class.

More information about the instruction modalities can be found on the Nighthawks Together website.

To prepare students for hybrid and online courses, the division of Distance Education & Technology Integration (DETI) has expanded its student resources. Students may self-enroll in an eLearning (D2L) Tutorial learn how to navigate the online learning management system or use the remote learning guide.

Changes to the instruction method are not the only changes. UNG has revised its academic calendar as well, with course instruction concluding before Thanksgiving on Nov. 24. All students, regardless of instruction method, will take final exams online from Nov. 30 to Dec. 4.

For students to be successful in this new educational environment, they will be required to have the proper equipment and safety gear. Face coverings are required by students, faculty, staff, and visitors in UNG buildings and facilities where 6 feet of social distancing may not be possible. Students also will need access to a computer with video and audio capability to participate in courses and complete tests. A webcam and headset with a microphone will be needed if it is not part of the computer or laptops configuration.

UNG's Bookstores have UNG Information Technology Services-approved Dell laptops, webcams and accessories available in-store and online at ungbookstore.com. They also may rent a computer through the Laptop Loaner Program.

For freshmen and transfer students, Orientation and Transitions Programs (OTP) will introduce the new way of life during orientation events on all five campuses. 

"We will have our orientation programs in classrooms that have been set up with social-distance seating," said Darcy Hayes, director of OTP. "We will point out the signage for one-way stairwells and other elements affected by the COVID-19 restrictions."

Presentations will be delivered virtually, with a large focus on the health and safety of students and technological resources available to them.

"We will spend time on how to access the UNG mobile app, Microsoft Teams and UNG Connect," Hayes said. "I would advise students to take time to learn the technologies that we use. They will be different from what they were exposed to in high school or other higher education institutions."  

Students may familiarize themselves about instructional changes on the Nighthawks Together website and learn what to expect in the classroom. They may also learn what to expect on campus as well as access a return to campus checklists, FAQs, and other information.
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.
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Instruction offered in various forms this fall 


Desks positioned 6 feet apart, faculty members and students clad in masks for face-to-face instruction, 


and a rotating schedule for class attendance will be part of the new collegiate experience this fall at the 


University of North Georgia (UNG). 


"Our main objectives are to keep as much face-to-face instruction as possible while  ensuring the safety 


and well-being of our students, faculty and staff," said Dr. Chaudron Gille, provost and senior vice 


president for Academic Affairs. "With those two goals in mind, our campuses have devised different 


ways to teach students, which include a mix of in person, online and a hybrid instruction." 


For fall 2020, course schedules will be marked with an instructional modality for each class. The modes 


are: 


 (F) Fully at a distance — All or nearly all sessions will be online. Students will not be required to 


travel to a classroom for instruction, but they may have an orientation event or exam in person.  


  . 


 (H1) Hybrid 1 with 25% to 50% face-to-face instruction— Technology will be used to deliver 50% 


to 75% of class sessions. Students will attend class on a regular rotation based on room capacity 


with social distancing.  


 (H2) Hybrid 2 with 25% face-to-face instruction — More than 75% of course will be delivered 


online. Students will attend class on a regular rotation with social distancing.  


 (H3) Hybrid 3 variable face-to-face instruction: Technology will be used to deliver a percentage 


of class sessions. Because the class format necessitates close physical proximity with others, 


personal protective equipment in addition to masks may be required.  


 (T) Technology enhanced — Technology will be used in delivering instruction, but no class 


sessions are replaced by technology. 


 No technology — No technology will be used in delivering instruction.  


For all hybrid classes, students will be notified of their attendance requirements before the first day of 


class. 


More information about the instruction modalities can be found on the Nighthawks Together website. 


To prepare students for hybrid and online courses, the division of Distance Education & Technology 


Integration (DETI) has expanded its student resources. Students may self-enroll in an eLearning (D2L) 


Tutorial learn how to navigate the online learning management system or use the remote learning 


guide. 


Changes to the instruction method are not the only changes. UNG has revised its academic calendar as 


well, with course instruction concluding before Thanksgiving on Nov. 24. All students, regardless of 


instruction method, will take final exams online from Nov. 30 to Dec. 4. 


For students to be successful in this new educational environment, they will be required to have the 


proper equipment and safety gear. Face coverings are required by students, faculty, staff, and visitors in 


UNG buildings and facilities where 6 feet of social distancing may not be possible. Students also will 


need access to a computer with video and audio capability to participate in courses and complete tests. 




 
Sincerely,
J.K. Devine
Communications specialist
Division of University Relations
University of North Georgia
678-717-2236



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Steven Lloyd
Subject: Re: Student Concerns regarding COVID
Date: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 10:38:35 AM

Steve,
    I shared the message with Kate this morning. She is working on another message to
students and asked that if we have particular points we want to make sure are included, to let
her know. Thoughts on that? I think the guidance for the first day of class should be
emphasized. 

From the little bit I am hearing, most institutions are not providing students with total choice,
and some of those who are, it is an illusion. I think you told me that West GA had announced
choice, but then had to walk that announcement back. I may have mentioned that at Albany,
they told the students they would have a choice, but as a faculty member, my sister found out
about it when a student emailed her to inform her that she was opting for the totally online
version of her course.  And Liz is teaching 6 sections of English and has been asked to be the
departmental coordinator in their newly restructured department. Fort Vally is the only school
in the USG that I know of that is claiming total hyflex capability. 

Chaudron

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 8:45 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Student Concerns regarding COVID
 
We are starting to get questions from other offices about whether we intend to send a message to
students.  At this point, I wonder if that is best handled by UR based on the collective FAQs and with
help from AA and SA.  Food for thought.
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>
Date: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 at 8:34 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>, Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Student Concerns regarding COVID
 
Good Morning,
 

UNG UNJV£R,51TY ,f 
NOR.TH GEOR..GIA'.' 

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
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I thought that I would share the attached letter with both of you.  This is coming from physics
students who wish to remain anonymous.
 
John
 

From: Patrick Bunton <Patrick.Bunton@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 6:04 PM
To: Anota Ijaduola <Anota.Ijaduola@ung.edu>; Gregory Feiden <Gregory.Feiden@ung.edu>; John
Indergaard <John.Indergaard@ung.edu>; Johnny Yoon <Johnny.Yoon@ung.edu>; Lesley Simanton-
Coogan <Lesley.SimantonCoogan@ung.edu>; Mark Spraker <Mark.Spraker@ung.edu>; Robin
Webber <Robin.Webber@ung.edu>; Sarah Formica <Sarah.Formica@ung.edu>; Sonny Mantry
<Sonny.Mantry@ung.edu>; Thomas Vogel <Thomas.Vogel@ung.edu>; Al Walters
<Al.Walters@ung.edu>; Amanda Moffett <Amanda.Moffett@ung.edu>; Hoang Pham
<Hoang.Pham@ung.edu>; Nathan Harrison <Nathan.Harrison@ung.edu>; Redahegn Sileshi
<Redahegn.Sileshi@ung.edu>; Ted Forringer <Ted.Forringer@ung.edu>; Mary Hamby
<Mary.Hamby@ung.edu>
Cc: John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>
Subject: Student Concerns regarding COVID
 
Some faculty shared the attached student letter with me and asked me to share it with you. The
students wished to remain anonymous. 



From: Kate Maine
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: RE: Student Concerns regarding COVID
Date: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 9:21:04 AM

Thanks, Chaudron.  I agree we need to prepare another student message.  Also, Sylvia and
EM are working on another town hall event for students and families for August 14. 
 
Re: this message.  I am not aware of any other USG institutions offering options, and, like
you, understand that West GA had to walk back on that idea. 
 
While we are not able to provide students all the choices they would like, they do have
choices, even if that means not taking a particular course this semester because they are
uncomfortable with the format in which it is offered.  Of course, that is not preferable for
them or us.
 
I am working on President Jacobs’ speech today, but will draft something this week to
students.  Please share any points you would like to include.
 
From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 8:53 AM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Student Concerns regarding COVID
 
Kate,
   I wanted to make you aware of this. I also wonder if additional messaging needs to go to
students either from your office or mine or jointly. I am aware that a few other universities
have given students a choice, but from what I have heard, West GA has had to walk back that
option. At Albany State they told the students they had a choice, but didn’t tell the faculty they
would have to deliver each class in multiple modes, from what I have heard, so that may end
up being disastrous. Fort Valley is offering choice, but they have also been able to equip all
classrooms for hyflex delivery, which we cannot. I am not aware of other universities offering
students choice, are you?
Chaudron 
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 8:34:37 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Student Concerns regarding COVID
 
Good Morning,
 
I thought that I would share the attached letter with both of you.  This is coming from physics
students who wish to remain anonymous.
 
John
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From: Patrick Bunton <Patrick.Bunton@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 6:04 PM
To: Anota Ijaduola <Anota.Ijaduola@ung.edu>; Gregory Feiden <Gregory.Feiden@ung.edu>; John
Indergaard <John.Indergaard@ung.edu>; Johnny Yoon <Johnny.Yoon@ung.edu>; Lesley Simanton-
Coogan <Lesley.SimantonCoogan@ung.edu>; Mark Spraker <Mark.Spraker@ung.edu>; Robin
Webber <Robin.Webber@ung.edu>; Sarah Formica <Sarah.Formica@ung.edu>; Sonny Mantry
<Sonny.Mantry@ung.edu>; Thomas Vogel <Thomas.Vogel@ung.edu>; Al Walters
<Al.Walters@ung.edu>; Amanda Moffett <Amanda.Moffett@ung.edu>; Hoang Pham
<Hoang.Pham@ung.edu>; Nathan Harrison <Nathan.Harrison@ung.edu>; Redahegn Sileshi
<Redahegn.Sileshi@ung.edu>; Ted Forringer <Ted.Forringer@ung.edu>; Mary Hamby
<Mary.Hamby@ung.edu>
Cc: John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>
Subject: Student Concerns regarding COVID
 
Some faculty shared the attached student letter with me and asked me to share it with you. The
students wished to remain anonymous. 
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From: Chaudron Gille
To:
Cc: Bonita Jacobs
Subject: Re: Student Convocation - please address dangerous behaviors
Date: Sunday, August 16, 2020 4:23:37 PM

Dear 
   We share your concern about the behavior of these students. A message will be going out to
the entire university community tonight emphasizing the importance of following safety
guidelines. We will also be emphasizing the importance of this at the Student Convocation
tomorrow. Mask requirements and social distancing will be strictly enforced on campuses. We
welcome your offer of assistance and  ask that faculty also emphasize the importance of these
protocols with their students. No student should be allowed in class without a mask.

Chaudron

From: 
Sent: Sunday, August 16, 2020 4:08 PM
To: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Kate
Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Cc: Faculty Senate Distribution List <facultysenate-dl@ung.edu>
Subject: Student Convocation - please address dangerous behaviors
 
Dear UNG Faculty Senate and Administrators,

While it is too late to address this incident unfortunately, we hope behavior such as this will be
emphatically discouraged at Student Convocation tomorrow.  I hope this tweet is incorrect to
be honest, but I fear it is not.  This is the type of behavior that could land us in the national
news and harm our communities (It has been viewed over 415,000 times already).  I was
hoping some of the "typical college behavior" would not occur this year during a pandemic,
but it seems more education and awareness is necessary.  I am appalled!  There is no social
distancing, no masks, and probably not a lot of handwashing between sharing drinks. This puts
the health of all of our faculty, staff, and students at risk and risks broader spread of COVID-19
in our surrounding communities which could overrun our hospitals.  I wonder if students
should get refunds if their behavior results in campus closures?  We've got to do better as a
community, even off campus.  Can we as faculty be of assistance in helping students
understand our behavior has to evolve during this pandemic to remain safe until it subsides or
we have vaccines?  There are similar posts of crowded parties in Athens, too.  YIKES!  

https://twitter.com/GAFollowers/status/1294843707485806593

-
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From:
To: Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Student Convocation - please address dangerous behaviors
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 4:10:44 PM

Thank you Dr. Jacobs.  I am sad to see our good name tarnished this way.  We are better than
what I saw in that video.  Several faculty reached out to make sure if anyone at that rowdy
large gathering (which I think goes against Gov. Kemp's order against gatherings over 50) tests
positive that anyone who attended be asked to quarantine and remain off campus for 10-14
days to keep our faculty and staff and other students who are behaving more responsibly
safe.   Thank you! 

I have my fingers crossed and am praying fervently that we will be lucky this time, but I hope
we are prepared for the potential impact on campus operations from dangerous activities like
that party.  Events just like that are what will prevent us from remaining safely on campus, and
their parents might be the very ones pushing for us to remain open.  If that's what they really
want then they need to act like it (that's the parent in me coming out now)!  I realize we
cannot control behavior off campus, but we can enforce consequences.  Messaging the
information through student leaders, athletes, cadets, and other influencers sounds very wise
and effective.

We are all grateful for the leadership we have here at UNG.  Maybe the Dahlonega mayor, city
council, or even the police could partner with our campus to make sure situations like this
don't occur again during the time of this deadly virus.  Of course, our Oconee campus is at
higher risk for this, too, with their proximity to Athens.  It's a teachable moment, and I hope
our students and communities will rise to the occasion and start displaying more empathy and
compassion for others.  Thank you for your follow-up. 

From: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2020 2:46 PM
To:  Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Student Convocation - please address dangerous behaviors
 

 
I am thankful each day for your leadership and partnership. 
 
I have talked with the apartment owner and with student affairs about some possible on-site
programming options.  I am also hoping we can invigorate some of our student leaders to also be
educators.  Student organizational leaders and other student opinion leaders are sometimes most
able to affect mindset change.  Letters to parents and to alumni leaders are going out from me this
afternoon.  So, what we have is students putting themselves and others at risk, students making

-
1111 
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other unfortunate choices, negative press coverage that is counter to who we believe we are, and
community concerns.  
 
These are not easy times and I understand that, but I know we, and our students, are worth the
wringing of hands and old-fashioned effort to get back on track.
 
Let me know if you have questions.
 
Thanks,
Bonita
 
Bonita C. Jacobs, President
University of North Georgia
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
706-864-1993
 
From:  
Sent: Sunday, August 16, 2020 4:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Student Convocation - please address dangerous behaviors
 
Thank you.  That video honestly breaks my heart.  I'm glad they are excited to be back, but I'm
so sad they don't either realize or care how irresponsible such a crowded party is right now.  I
thank you for sending a message out and addressing issues like this at Convocation.  We all
appreciate the efforts we are making on campus.  I think we all have concerns about what
might be happening off campus.  I hope and pray nobody there had the virus.  I don't want to
be "that school" in the news.  Good luck during these tough times!
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Sunday, August 16, 2020 4:23 PM
To: 
Cc: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Student Convocation - please address dangerous behaviors
 
Dear 
   We share your concern about the behavior of these students. A message will be going out to
the entire university community tonight emphasizing the importance of following safety
guidelines. We will also be emphasizing the importance of this at the Student Convocation
tomorrow. Mask requirements and social distancing will be strictly enforced on campuses. We
welcome your offer of assistance and  ask that faculty also emphasize the importance of these

-

-
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protocols with their students. No student should be allowed in class without a mask.
 
Chaudron

From: 
Sent: Sunday, August 16, 2020 4:08 PM
To: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Kate
Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Cc: Faculty Senate Distribution List <facultysenate-dl@ung.edu>
Subject: Student Convocation - please address dangerous behaviors
 
Dear UNG Faculty Senate and Administrators,
 
While it is too late to address this incident unfortunately, we hope behavior such as this will be
emphatically discouraged at Student Convocation tomorrow.  I hope this tweet is incorrect to
be honest, but I fear it is not.  This is the type of behavior that could land us in the national
news and harm our communities (It has been viewed over 415,000 times already).  I was
hoping some of the "typical college behavior" would not occur this year during a pandemic,
but it seems more education and awareness is necessary.  I am appalled!  There is no social
distancing, no masks, and probably not a lot of handwashing between sharing drinks. This puts
the health of all of our faculty, staff, and students at risk and risks broader spread of COVID-19
in our surrounding communities which could overrun our hospitals.  I wonder if students
should get refunds if their behavior results in campus closures?  We've got to do better as a
community, even off campus.  Can we as faculty be of assistance in helping students
understand our behavior has to evolve during this pandemic to remain safe until it subsides or
we have vaccines?  There are similar posts of crowded parties in Athens, too.  YIKES!  
 
https://twitter.com/GAFollowers/status/1294843707485806593
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Alyson Paul; Jenna Colvin; Kate Maine; Thomas McCoy
Subject: Re: Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020
Date: Friday, July 10, 2020 6:34:17 PM

Alyson and all,
  I think it would be difficult to guarantee students in this situation accommodations when we
have told our own employees in similar situations that we will not guarantee accommodations
unless they themselves are at risk. I am sympathetic to the student, but I don’t know that we
have the capacity to do that for everyone that asks. If we are handling this in a parallel way for
students and staff, then only those seeking accommodations for themselves would go to SDS,
just as only those staff who are seeking  accommodations for themselves are going to HR. Just
my initial reaction.
Chaudron

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 6:11:22 PM
To: Jenna Colvin <jennacolvin@me.com>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Thomas McCoy <Thomas.McCoy@ung.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020
 
All-

Related to the earlier exchange regarding accommodations-

We are getting more of these requests to be moved online because of living with high risk
people.  Sue Doyle-Portillo replied that the courses the student needs are being offered
through a hybrid modality only. 

BIG question- does this student get referred to SDS? And, if so, how can/should SDS
accommodate the student?

Any thoughts?

Alyson 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
Date: July 10, 2020 at 11:48:25 AM EDT
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: FW:  Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020
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From:  
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 11:41 AM
To: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
Subject: Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020
 
To the Dean of Students, 

I hope this email reaches you well in these unprecedented times.   I am greatly looking
forward to taking your classes this year,  but I wanted to let you know about my
particular situation during the time of Covid-19.  I myself am not high risk (although I
am deeply concerned about the implications of asymptomatic cases and the impact on
long-term health), however my husband is high risk because of several conditions.   I
also have two small children who typically attend school in Athens (where we live), but
it is my goal to keep them home this year as data shows the spread of Coronavirus
could be exponential when children return to school.  My husband works a very high
demand job from home, so it was advantageous for us when all UNG classes switched
to virtual last spring and I was able to care for and homeschool  our children during the
day and study at night. 

 
Although I absolutely adore in person classes and the connections I make with
professors and students as well as the learning environment in the classroom, my goal
is to have face to face interactions as little as possible this upcoming year by limiting my
time on campus.  I understand that physical distancing with hybrid classes as well as
mandatory masks will decrease the spread, but there are other inherent risks when
bringing large student populations together in a myriad of ways.  I hope I can work
together with my professors to find a good balance of interaction that provides for a
quality educational experience as well as the safety of knowing my children can be at
home and my husband can be less exposed. 

I would appreciate any guidance that will help me with these aims.  Thank you for your
time and consideration.   Please let me know if I can provide any additional
information. 

Be well,

Undergraduate Psychology Major at UNG-Gainesville 

 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Alyson Paul
Cc: Jenna Colvin; Kate Maine; Thomas McCoy
Subject: Re: Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020
Date: Friday, July 10, 2020 7:01:14 PM

Alyson,
Let me think about that. I don’t know that the faculty advisor is going to be the best one to
help. I’d like to check in with Gene and Steve about maybe using the intervention team or
academic coaches in a way similar to the withdrawal interventions this spring . It may depend
on if the student is in upper level courses or lower level.
Chaudron

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 6:52:28 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Jenna Colvin <jennacolvin@me.com>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Thomas McCoy
<Thomas.McCoy@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020
 
I actually agree with your assessment, but I am trying to determine how we can assist these
students who are pretty far into their coursework and don’t have an online option. 
 
Do we have anyone to assist these situations? Do we ask them to work with their academic
department, advisor, someone else?

Alyson 

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 10, 2020, at 6:34 PM, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> wrote:


Alyson and all,
  I think it would be difficult to guarantee students in this situation
accommodations when we have told our own employees in similar situations that
we will not guarantee accommodations unless they themselves are at risk. I am
sympathetic to the student, but I don’t know that we have the capacity to do that
for everyone that asks. If we are handling this in a parallel way for students and
staff, then only those seeking accommodations for themselves would go to SDS,
just as only those staff who are seeking  accommodations for themselves are
going to HR. Just my initial reaction.
Chaudron

Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 6:11:22 PM
To: Jenna Colvin <jennacolvin@me.com>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Thomas McCoy
<Thomas.McCoy@ung.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020
 
All-

Related to the earlier exchange regarding accommodations-

We are getting more of these requests to be moved online because of living with
high risk people.  Sue Doyle-Portillo replied that the courses the student needs are
being offered through a hybrid modality only. 

BIG question- does this student get referred to SDS? And, if so, how can/should
SDS accommodate the student?

Any thoughts?

Alyson 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
Date: July 10, 2020 at 11:48:25 AM EDT
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: FW:  Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020


 
 
From:  
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 11:41 AM
To: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
Subject: Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020
 
To the Dean of Students, 

I hope this email reaches you well in these unprecedented times.   I am
greatly looking forward to taking your classes this year,  but I wanted to
let you know about my particular situation during the time of Covid-19.  I
myself am not high risk (although I am deeply concerned about the
implications of asymptomatic cases and the impact on long-term health),



however my husband is high risk because of several conditions.   I also
have two small children who typically attend school in Athens (where we
live), but it is my goal to keep them home this year as data shows the
spread of Coronavirus could be exponential when children return to
school.  My husband works a very high demand job from home, so it was
advantageous for us when all UNG classes switched to virtual last spring
and I was able to care for and homeschool  our children during the day
and study at night. 

 
Although I absolutely adore in person classes and the connections I make
with professors and students as well as the learning environment in the
classroom, my goal is to have face to face interactions as little as possible
this upcoming year by limiting my time on campus.  I understand that
physical distancing with hybrid classes as well as mandatory masks will
decrease the spread, but there are other inherent risks when bringing
large student populations together in a myriad of ways.  I hope I can work
together with my professors to find a good balance of interaction that
provides for a quality educational experience as well as the safety of
knowing my children can be at home and my husband can be less
exposed. 

I would appreciate any guidance that will help me with these aims.  Thank
you for your time and consideration.   Please let me know if I can provide
any additional information. 

Be well,

Undergraduate Psychology Major at UNG-Gainesville 

 



From: Alyson Paul
To: Chaudron Gille
Cc: Jenna Colvin; Kate Maine; Thomas McCoy
Subject: Re: Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020
Date: Friday, July 10, 2020 6:52:33 PM

I actually agree with your assessment, but I am trying to determine how we can assist these
students who are pretty far into their coursework and don’t have an online option. 
 
Do we have anyone to assist these situations? Do we ask them to work with their academic
department, advisor, someone else?

Alyson 

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 10, 2020, at 6:34 PM, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> wrote:


Alyson and all,
  I think it would be difficult to guarantee students in this situation
accommodations when we have told our own employees in similar situations that
we will not guarantee accommodations unless they themselves are at risk. I am
sympathetic to the student, but I don’t know that we have the capacity to do that
for everyone that asks. If we are handling this in a parallel way for students and
staff, then only those seeking accommodations for themselves would go to SDS,
just as only those staff who are seeking  accommodations for themselves are
going to HR. Just my initial reaction.
Chaudron

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 6:11:22 PM
To: Jenna Colvin <jennacolvin@me.com>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Thomas McCoy
<Thomas.McCoy@ung.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020
 
All-

Related to the earlier exchange regarding accommodations-

We are getting more of these requests to be moved online because of living with
high risk people.  Sue Doyle-Portillo replied that the courses the student needs are
being offered through a hybrid modality only. 

BIG question- does this student get referred to SDS? And, if so, how can/should
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SDS accommodate the student?

Any thoughts?

Alyson 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
Date: July 10, 2020 at 11:48:25 AM EDT
To: Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>
Subject: FW:  Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020


 
 
From:  
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 11:41 AM
To: Dean of Students <Deanof.Students@ung.edu>
Subject: Student living with High Risk person in Fall 2020
 
To the Dean of Students, 

I hope this email reaches you well in these unprecedented times.   I am
greatly looking forward to taking your classes this year,  but I wanted to
let you know about my particular situation during the time of Covid-19.  I
myself am not high risk (although I am deeply concerned about the
implications of asymptomatic cases and the impact on long-term health),
however my husband is high risk because of several conditions.   I also
have two small children who typically attend school in Athens (where we
live), but it is my goal to keep them home this year as data shows the
spread of Coronavirus could be exponential when children return to
school.  My husband works a very high demand job from home, so it was
advantageous for us when all UNG classes switched to virtual last spring
and I was able to care for and homeschool  our children during the day
and study at night. 

 
Although I absolutely adore in person classes and the connections I make
with professors and students as well as the learning environment in the
classroom, my goal is to have face to face interactions as little as possible
this upcoming year by limiting my time on campus.  I understand that
physical distancing with hybrid classes as well as mandatory masks will
decrease the spread, but there are other inherent risks when bringing



large student populations together in a myriad of ways.  I hope I can work
together with my professors to find a good balance of interaction that
provides for a quality educational experience as well as the safety of
knowing my children can be at home and my husband can be less
exposed. 

I would appreciate any guidance that will help me with these aims.  Thank
you for your time and consideration.   Please let me know if I can provide
any additional information. 

Be well,

Undergraduate Psychology Major at UNG-Gainesville 

 



From: Sheri Hardee
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: RE: Students Applying for Accommodations
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 12:11:35 PM

Hi, Chaudron. Thank you so much—the three we’ve heard from are as follows:
 

1.       

2.       

3.       

 
Sheri
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>
Cc: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Students Applying for Accommodations
 
Sheri,
  You are providing the correct information to the students. Can you tell me who the students were
so that SDS can reach back out to them?  Thomas will clarify this with his staff. SDS should review
those who are part of high risk populations for accommodations to be awarded. Deans of Students
will handle those who become sick with Covid during the term.  For those who live with a high risk
person, but are not high risk themselves, we are still working on it, but for now the Deans of
Students are talking to them as well.
Chaudron
 

From: Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 12:35 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Students Applying for Accommodations
 
Hi, Chaudron and Steve. I just wanted to ensure that I understood the process for students
needing accommodations for the fall due to falling into a vulnerable population. We have
been sending students to SDS to apply for accommodations, but for the few students who
have done so thus far, they are being told that SDS is not handling this and they need to go
through the Dean of Students. We have had three student emails indicating the same since
Friday, and I expect we'll have more as more students begin to apply, so I just wanted to check
in about this. In the last email I received, the student said, "Betty Hirschmann told me that I
didn't need to do that because this is not an issue that affects me academically. She stated
(SDS) is only for students that have a learning disability that would impaired them
academically not because of COVID-19." Have you heard from any other colleges having this
issue? From our end, I just wanted to be sure we were supposed to be sending them to SDS
rather than Student Affairs. I don't want to guide them in the wrong direction.
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Thank you!
 
Sheri



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Sheri Hardee
Cc: Steven Lloyd
Subject: RE: Students Applying for Accommodations
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 10:50:00 AM

Sheri,
  You are providing the correct information to the students. Can you tell me who the students were
so that SDS can reach back out to them?  Thomas will clarify this with his staff. SDS should review
those who are part of high risk populations for accommodations to be awarded. Deans of Students
will handle those who become sick with Covid during the term.  For those who live with a high risk
person, but are not high risk themselves, we are still working on it, but for now the Deans of
Students are talking to them as well.
Chaudron
 

From: Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 12:35 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Students Applying for Accommodations
 
Hi, Chaudron and Steve. I just wanted to ensure that I understood the process for students
needing accommodations for the fall due to falling into a vulnerable population. We have
been sending students to SDS to apply for accommodations, but for the few students who
have done so thus far, they are being told that SDS is not handling this and they need to go
through the Dean of Students. We have had three student emails indicating the same since
Friday, and I expect we'll have more as more students begin to apply, so I just wanted to check
in about this. In the last email I received, the student said, "Betty Hirschmann told me that I
didn't need to do that because this is not an issue that affects me academically. She stated
(SDS) is only for students that have a learning disability that would impaired them
academically not because of COVID-19." Have you heard from any other colleges having this
issue? From our end, I just wanted to be sure we were supposed to be sending them to SDS
rather than Student Affairs. I don't want to guide them in the wrong direction.
 
Thank you!
 
Sheri
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: James Conneely
Subject: RE: Students Applying for Accommodations
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 9:52:00 AM

Jim,
   Thanks for the follow up. I’ll see if I can get the names of the students from Sheri. Alyson and I have
been talking about the issues of the other students, and Gene and Steve and I are brainstorming. I
think the next best option for students who cannot get into an online class is to have them try for an
H2 class. There are only 4-8 face to face sessions in that format, so it is more likely that we could find
a work around for them.
 
Chaudron
 

From: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 3:15 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Students Applying for Accommodations
 
Chaudron,
 
In discussing with Alyson and Thomas to make sure we are on the same page,  they would like to see
if they can get the names of the students who have received other guidance so we can follow up
with them.  Thomas is going to clarify with his staff. 
 
SDS will handle all student requests for accommodations related to COVID-19, including their
inclusion as part of a vulnerable population.  SDS will require documentation related to this issue and
work with the student to identify accommodations to include moving to online-only classes, proving
them alternate face coverings (face shields), and providing them documentation regarding their
approved accommodation.
 
Cases where students are requesting a change in schedule or other accommodation related to living
with or caring for a person in a vulnerable population, SDS is advising the student to contact the
DOS.
 
We are going to brainstorm the options for what can be offered to these students – particularly
those who cannot secure an online option because there is not a space available or the course is
NOT offered in an online-only format.  Any thoughts would be appreciate.
 
Jim
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 2:18 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Students Applying for Accommodations
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Jim,
  Could you clarify?  My understanding was that we are sending students with underlying health
issues (like the list for faculty and staff) to SDS for application and documentation/approval. I
thought we were only sending students to the Dean of Students who actually get sick with Covid to
handle.
Chaudron
 

From: Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 12:35 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Students Applying for Accommodations
 
Hi, Chaudron and Steve. I just wanted to ensure that I understood the process for students
needing accommodations for the fall due to falling into a vulnerable population. We have
been sending students to SDS to apply for accommodations, but for the few students who
have done so thus far, they are being told that SDS is not handling this and they need to go
through the Dean of Students. We have had three student emails indicating the same since
Friday, and I expect we'll have more as more students begin to apply, so I just wanted to check
in about this. In the last email I received, the student said, "Betty Hirschmann told me that I
didn't need to do that because this is not an issue that affects me academically. She stated
(SDS) is only for students that have a learning disability that would impaired them
academically not because of COVID-19." Have you heard from any other colleges having this
issue? From our end, I just wanted to be sure we were supposed to be sending them to SDS
rather than Student Affairs. I don't want to guide them in the wrong direction.
 
Thank you!
 
Sheri
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From: James Conneely
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: RE: Students Applying for Accommodations
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 3:15:18 PM

Chaudron,
 
In discussing with Alyson and Thomas to make sure we are on the same page,  they would like to see
if they can get the names of the students who have received other guidance so we can follow up
with them.  Thomas is going to clarify with his staff. 
 
SDS will handle all student requests for accommodations related to COVID-19, including their
inclusion as part of a vulnerable population.  SDS will require documentation related to this issue and
work with the student to identify accommodations to include moving to online-only classes, proving
them alternate face coverings (face shields), and providing them documentation regarding their
approved accommodation.
 
Cases where students are requesting a change in schedule or other accommodation related to living
with or caring for a person in a vulnerable population, SDS is advising the student to contact the
DOS.
 
We are going to brainstorm the options for what can be offered to these students – particularly
those who cannot secure an online option because there is not a space available or the course is
NOT offered in an online-only format.  Any thoughts would be appreciate.
 
Jim
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 2:18 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Students Applying for Accommodations
 
Jim,
  Could you clarify?  My understanding was that we are sending students with underlying health
issues (like the list for faculty and staff) to SDS for application and documentation/approval. I
thought we were only sending students to the Dean of Students who actually get sick with Covid to
handle.
Chaudron
 

From: Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 12:35 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Students Applying for Accommodations
 
Hi, Chaudron and Steve. I just wanted to ensure that I understood the process for students
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needing accommodations for the fall due to falling into a vulnerable population. We have
been sending students to SDS to apply for accommodations, but for the few students who
have done so thus far, they are being told that SDS is not handling this and they need to go
through the Dean of Students. We have had three student emails indicating the same since
Friday, and I expect we'll have more as more students begin to apply, so I just wanted to check
in about this. In the last email I received, the student said, "Betty Hirschmann told me that I
didn't need to do that because this is not an issue that affects me academically. She stated
(SDS) is only for students that have a learning disability that would impaired them
academically not because of COVID-19." Have you heard from any other colleges having this
issue? From our end, I just wanted to be sure we were supposed to be sending them to SDS
rather than Student Affairs. I don't want to guide them in the wrong direction.
 
Thank you!
 
Sheri



From: Chaudron Gille
To: James Conneely
Cc: Thomas McCoy; Alyson Paul
Subject: RE: Students Applying for Accommodations
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 1:03:00 PM

Jim, Alyson and Thomas,
   The three students in question that Sheri had heard from were
 

1.       

2.       

3.       

 
The students said Betty Hirschmann was the one who told them they did not need to contact SDS if
they are in a vulnerable population and need accommodations.
 
Thanks for your help,
Chaudron
 

From: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 3:15 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Students Applying for Accommodations
 
Chaudron,
 
In discussing with Alyson and Thomas to make sure we are on the same page,  they would like to see
if they can get the names of the students who have received other guidance so we can follow up
with them.  Thomas is going to clarify with his staff. 
 
SDS will handle all student requests for accommodations related to COVID-19, including their
inclusion as part of a vulnerable population.  SDS will require documentation related to this issue and
work with the student to identify accommodations to include moving to online-only classes, proving
them alternate face coverings (face shields), and providing them documentation regarding their
approved accommodation.
 
Cases where students are requesting a change in schedule or other accommodation related to living
with or caring for a person in a vulnerable population, SDS is advising the student to contact the
DOS.
 
We are going to brainstorm the options for what can be offered to these students – particularly
those who cannot secure an online option because there is not a space available or the course is
NOT offered in an online-only format.  Any thoughts would be appreciate.
 
Jim
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From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 2:18 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Students Applying for Accommodations
 
Jim,
  Could you clarify?  My understanding was that we are sending students with underlying health
issues (like the list for faculty and staff) to SDS for application and documentation/approval. I
thought we were only sending students to the Dean of Students who actually get sick with Covid to
handle.
Chaudron
 

From: Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 12:35 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: Students Applying for Accommodations
 
Hi, Chaudron and Steve. I just wanted to ensure that I understood the process for students
needing accommodations for the fall due to falling into a vulnerable population. We have
been sending students to SDS to apply for accommodations, but for the few students who
have done so thus far, they are being told that SDS is not handling this and they need to go
through the Dean of Students. We have had three student emails indicating the same since
Friday, and I expect we'll have more as more students begin to apply, so I just wanted to check
in about this. In the last email I received, the student said, "Betty Hirschmann told me that I
didn't need to do that because this is not an issue that affects me academically. She stated
(SDS) is only for students that have a learning disability that would impaired them
academically not because of COVID-19." Have you heard from any other colleges having this
issue? From our end, I just wanted to be sure we were supposed to be sending them to SDS
rather than Student Affairs. I don't want to guide them in the wrong direction.
 
Thank you!
 
Sheri
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From: Holly Verhasselt
To: Chaudron Gille; Christopher Jespersen; Jeff Turk; John Leyba; Mary Gowan; Sheri Hardee; Carolynn DeSandre;

Andy Novobilski; Carol Adams; Joy Bolt; Eugene Van Sickle; Steven Lloyd; Jason Pruitt; Chris Barnes; Michael
Rogers; Irene Kokkala

Subject: RE: Summer Enrollment question
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:01:22 AM

Good morning, everyone,
 
Semester credit hour production was also up this summer, and the historical credit hour production
(at census) for summer semesters is provided below.  There is a slight variation between our
calculation and the official USG numbers (as expected), but not significant at all. USG’s overall count
is highlighted in yellow.
 
~Holly
 
Summer 2015 (37,254… 37,232)
Associate: 10,283
Baccalaureate: 23,901
Graduate: 3,070
 
Summer 2016 (36,655… 36,929.83)
Associate: 9,726
Baccalaureate: 24,084
Graduate: 2,845
 
Summer 2017 (39,108… 38,933)
Associate: 9,874
Baccalaureate: 25,899
Graduate: 3,335
 
Summer 2018 (43,832… 43,585.36)
Associate: 10,800
Baccalaureate: 28,871
Graduate: 4,161
 
Summer 2019 (45,489… 45,221)
Associate: 11,257
Baccalaureate: 30,097
Graduate: 4,135
 
Summer 2020 (53,666)
Associate: 11,953
Baccalaureate: 37,194
Graduate: 4,519
 

-
-
-
-
-
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From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 8:45 AM
To: Christopher Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>; Jeff Turk <Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>; John
Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>; Sheri Hardee
<Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>; Carolynn DeSandre <Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>; Andy Novobilski
<Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>; Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>;
Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>; Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>;
Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Jason Pruitt <Jason.Pruitt@ung.edu>; Chris Barnes
<Chris.Barnes@ung.edu>; Michael Rogers <Michael.Rogers@ung.edu>; Irene Kokkala
<Irene.Kokkala@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Summer Enrollment question
 
Hello all,
    I wanted to share some good news. Please see the message from Brett below about our summer
enrollment. I want to add that this is not all due to Covid. We have seen an upward trend in summer
enrollment over the past few years, in particular as we adjusted our strategy to offer more upper
level courses in the summer and more online courses. It is really paying off. These enrollment figures
really help our overall credit hour production which in turn defines our formula funding (when the
formula is funded). Thank you all for the work you have done to make this trend possible.
Chaudron
 

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 8:13 AM
To: J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu>
Cc: Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>; Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>; James
Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Molly Potts
<Molly.Potts@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: Summer Enrollment question
 
JK – Got the official census data about Summer enrollment from IR this morning.  Summer 2020 was
a record high in terms of headcount and a 10.23% gain over Summer 2019.  (see below).
 
Perhaps the bigger story is this represents a 31.82% gain over the past six years.  I’m not sure what
national trends look like, but that is a very positive story.  I think some of this could be the increase
opportunity to take online instruction during summer, both at the graduate and undergraduate
level.  I also think our price point makes summer attractive to transient students. 
 
The Provost office may have some additional thoughts or data that could make for a nice article.  IR
might also be able to give you trends by college.
 
Sorry for the delay.  We wanted to give you official vs unofficial data.
 
Have a great day! 
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Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 
 
 

From: Marcus Brewer <Marcus.Brewer@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 7:57 AM
To: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Cc: Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>; Linda Rowland <Linda.Rowland@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Enrollment question
 
Brett,
 
Good morning. Our official Summer 2020 census enrollment data has been pulled, and I have an answer
for your original question. I’ve provided the official census enrollment counts for historical summer
semesters below (unduplicated overall headcount, all degree levels):
 
Summer 2015: 6,346
Summer 2016: 6,477
Summer 2017: 6,833
Summer 2018: 7,346
Summer 2019: 7,590
Summer 2020: 8,366
 
So, it does seem that UNG had a record summer enrollment by headcount.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. Have a great day!
 
Marcus Brewer
Assistant Director of Institutional Research
University of North Georgia
Downtown Office Building, Room 343D
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 864-1842
marcus.brewer@ung.edu

 

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Marcus Brewer <Marcus.Brewer@ung.edu>
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Cc: Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>; Linda Rowland <Linda.Rowland@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Enrollment question
 
No problem.  I’ll let JK know. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 
 
 

From: Marcus Brewer <Marcus.Brewer@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 10:32 AM
To: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Cc: Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>; Linda Rowland <Linda.Rowland@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Enrollment question
 
Brett,
 
Hello again! After checking-in with Linda and Holly, we think it’d be best to wait until census before
providing official data related to a “record” headcount or increase. Since the student counts will change
prior to census, we want to ensure the utmost accuracy of our data. I hope you understand our
reasoning.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thank you,
 
Marcus Brewer
Assistant Director of Institutional Research
University of North Georgia
Downtown Office Building, Room 343D
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 864-1842
marcus.brewer@ung.edu

 

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu> 
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Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 10:06 AM
To: Marcus Brewer <Marcus.Brewer@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Enrollment question
 
Both overall (if that is a record) or percentage increase (if that is a record) for Summer session.  I
know it is still unofficial…
 
Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 
 
 

From: Marcus Brewer <Marcus.Brewer@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 10:03 AM
To: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Enrollment question
 
Brett,
 
Good morning. Yes, let me take a look at Summer 2020 compared to historical summer semesters. Is
the question from UR focused on overall student enrollment at UNG?
 
Thank you,
 
Marcus Brewer
Assistant Director of Institutional Research
University of North Georgia
Downtown Office Building, Room 343D
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 864-1842
marcus.brewer@ung.edu

 

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 9:08 AM
To: Marcus Brewer <Marcus.Brewer@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Enrollment question
 
Good morning Marcus – UR was asking if summer enrollment was a record.  Is there a dashboard I
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can reference to determine that?  I don’t have the history of knowing, just finished by 1st year
yesterday!  Hurrah! 
 
Thanks, 
 
Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 
 
 

From: J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 8:44 AM
To: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Enrollment question
 
Hi Brett Morris,
 
I wanted to check and see if you heard back from IR if our summer enrollment was a new record.
 
Sincerely,
J.K. Devine
 

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2020 5:49 PM
To: J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Enrollment question
 
Don’t know - I’d need to check with IR
 
Tomorrow is my one year anniversary!

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 30, 2020, at 5:27 PM, J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu> wrote:

Would that be a record say for the past 10 years?
Or is that average?
 

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2020 5:18 PM
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To: J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Enrollment question
 
We were up about 8%

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 30, 2020, at 5:12 PM, J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu> wrote:

Good afternoon Mr. Brett Morris,
 
This is J.K. Devine again.
I have a question for you. Did UNG’s summer enrollment numbers
increase or decrease?
I ask because a few colleges and universities across the nation reported
“record” or “higher than usual” enrollment figures for their summer
semesters.
I was wondering if the same was true for UNG.
 
Sincerely,
J.K. Devine
Communications specialist
University Relations at UNG
678-717-2236
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Mac McConnell; James Conneely; Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Kate Maine; Richard Oates
Subject: RE: Summer Enrollment question
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:00:00 AM

All,
I’ve already thanked the deans for their work on this. In addition to Covid forcing us to move all
classes online for summer, we have been consistently pushing to offer more upper division courses
in the summer, courses that are “pinch points” for degree completion, and more online offerings
over the last 2-3 years.  I think the upward trend over the last few years is a reflection of that
strategy, and this summer demonstrates that it has been a solid strategy to pursue.
Chaudron
 

From: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:40 AM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Billy Wells <Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Bonita Jacobs
<Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski
<Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Summer Enrollment question
 
Great job by enrollment management AND academic affairs for providing robust offerings for
summer!
 
Mac
 
 
 
Dr. Frank J. (Mac) McConnell
Senior Vice President for Business & Finance
Assistant Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA  30597
Phone:  706 864 1606
 

From: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Billy Wells <Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski <Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; Kate Maine
<Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: Summer Enrollment question
 
Colleagues,
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I just want to pass along a note from Brett regarding Summer enrollment.
 
James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

From: Brett Morris <Brett.Morris@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 8:13 AM
To: J.K. Devine <Jennifer.Devine@ung.edu>
Cc: Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>; Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>; James
Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>; Molly Potts
<Molly.Potts@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: Summer Enrollment question
 
JK – Got the official census data about Summer enrollment from IR this morning.  Summer 2020 was
a record high in terms of headcount and a 10.23% gain over Summer 2019.  (see below).
 
Perhaps the bigger story is this represents a 31.82% gain over the past six years.  I’m not sure what
national trends look like, but that is a very positive story.  I think some of this could be the increase
opportunity to take online instruction during summer, both at the graduate and undergraduate
level.  I also think our price point makes summer attractive to transient students. 
 
The Provost office may have some additional thoughts or data that could make for a nice article.  IR
might also be able to give you trends by college.
 
Sorry for the delay.  We wanted to give you official vs unofficial data.
 
Have a great day! 
 
Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Ramona Robinson
Subject: RE: Teleworking Agreements
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 10:58:00 AM

Thanks Ramona.
Chaudron
 

From: Ramona Robinson <Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Teleworking Agreements
 
Chaudron,
 
This question came up again this morning in our cabinet admins meeting, so I contacted Erica to
clarify. See her response below.
 
Ramona
 
Ramona K. Robinson
Administrative Assistant to the Provost
Office of Academic Affairs
318 Price Memorial
706-864-1602 | 706-864-1668, fax

 
 

From: Erica DeLana <Erica.DeLana@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 10:31 AM
To: Ramona Robinson <Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Teleworking Agreements
 
Yes ma’am – we are asking that they be completed again since the circumstance has changed (e.g.
the ones from March were because the University closed). The ones moving forward for the Fall
semester will be based on departmental operational changes / we’re asking that the previous
agreements & arrangements be re-visited by supervisors and their team.
 
So long as someone’s schedule isn’t based on a request per a personal health condition, they’ll
complete the regular telework form that’s available online
(https://powerforms.docusign.net/1717e5d7-6954-4e81-8037-5b1ebeab76d4?
env=na3&acct=79e2dd67-72bf-4132-956a-5276ec0a975e) . If it’s based on their personal health,
they should complete the ADA Accommodation Request Form and I’ll then send them the COVID-19
telework form link.
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Erica Delana
Employee Relations Manager

University of North Georgia, Dahlonega Campus

 Office: 706-867-3016

Fax: 706-864-1365

 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.
 

From: Ramona Robinson <Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 10:24 AM
To: Erica DeLana <Erica.DeLana@ung.edu>
Subject: Teleworking Agreements
 
Hi, Erica.
 
Quick question regarding teleworking agreements. Dr. Gille and most, if not all, of her direct reports
completed the paper teleworking agreement back in March or April that was effective through
12/31/2020. Do we need to resubmit an electronic form as well? We all completed the workspace
certification as well.
 
Thanks in advance,
Ramona
 
Ramona K. Robinson
Administrative Assistant to the Provost
Office of Academic Affairs
318 Price Memorial
706-864-1602 | 706-864-1668, fax
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From: Beth Arbuthnot
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 3:57:25 PM

Just give me the ones who we have made arrangements that are based on health or other
reasons (non-student demand or social distancing).

We know and encourage supervisors to find ways to social distance, etc. and meet class
coverage needs.  We know there are some situations where some “arrangements” were made
that the result of either an approved ADA or would have qualified ADA that never made it
through the process, as well as those who would not qualify for ADA, but were provided an
alternate work situation.  While we want to have as much social distancing/etc. we are
concerned about consistency and a potential for discrimination.

I hope that helps.  We are trying to clean up things and get as much consistency as possible
and document when it is different so if challenged we can defend.

Beth Arbuthnot
Assoc VP HR/Risk/Compliance
University of North Georgia

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 3:35:08 PM
To: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
 
Beth,
   I am getting questions about this from the Academic Departments. Do we really need to list
every faculty member who is teaching hybrid???  We will end up reporting on every single
faculty member. Or can we focus on reporting any flex arrangments made with faculty
administrators (deans, dept chairs, etc) and staff, and then only report those faculty that have
been moved totally online for accommodations. If I understand correctly, those faculty are the
ones that would need paperwork on file. 
Thanks for your consideration and help clarifying,
Chaudron

From: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:14 PM
To: Faculty-Staff <faculty-staff@ung.edu>
Subject: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
 
Colleagues,
 
As a follow-up to President Jacobs’ Town Hall meeting on Wednesday, Dr. Kate Maine
mentioned that as we are preparing to return to work, managers should be developing work plans
that promote social distancing and reduced employee density on campus.
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Based on guidelines received from the University System Office, we encourage you to be flexible and
creative in how you manage your department in these unusual times, but we need to effectively
provide the necessary services to our students, faculty, staff and visitors. These plans should be
discussed with senior level-managers in your division prior to submittal to the Office of Human
Resources. 
 
The Office of Human Resources has received several ADA Accommodation Requests, COVID-19
Telework Requests, as well as the Standard Telework Requests.  We are doing our best to review and
respond to each of these requests as quickly as possible.  Positions that would normally be ineligible
for teleworking but were converted to telework over the summer due to COVID may or may not be
able to remain in a telework status for Fall Semester.  Some positions, given their essential job duties
will not be telework eligible.  As we have reached back out to supervisors, we have been advised that
alternate work schedules have been developed.
 
If you have or are in the process of developing Alternate/Flexible Work Schedules within your
department and have not discussed your plans with the Office of Human Resources, please contact
us as hr@ung.edu. We need to track the arrangements to ensure there is appropriate ADA
documentation and provide assistance in plan management. It is imperative that we maintain a
balance between creativity and consistency.
 
A short submittal form is attached to assist in gathering plans.  This will allow us to crosscheck
accommodations, telework agreements, and other required documentation.  Please submit these to
the Office of Human Resources at hr@ung.edu by July 31.  In addition to the completed form, any
employee who will be teleworking full-time or part-time will need to submit the teleworking form to
HR for review and final approval. Employees who will be teleworking because they have a CDC-
defined high risk health condition will need to first submit an ADA Request Form here.  If approved,
they will then be directed to submit the COVID-19 Telework Agreement.  Employees who will be
teleworking due to a department-implemented Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule will still need to
submit the Standard Telework Request. 
 
Finally, all COVID-19 related work arrangements for Fall 2020 are temporary and subject to further
review and changes as we approach the end of the semester or as the need arises.
 
 
Beth Arbuthnot, MBA SPHR
Associate Vice President HR/Risk/Compliance
University of North Georgia
Office (Dahlonega) 706-864-1440 (Gainesville) 678-717-3713
Fax 706-864-1365
beth.arbuthnot@ung.edu
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
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please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
 

 



From: Chaudron Gille
To: Beth Arbuthnot
Subject: Re: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 3:35:09 PM

Beth,
   I am getting questions about this from the Academic Departments. Do we really need to list
every faculty member who is teaching hybrid???  We will end up reporting on every single
faculty member. Or can we focus on reporting any flex arrangments made with faculty
administrators (deans, dept chairs, etc) and staff, and then only report those faculty that have
been moved totally online for accommodations. If I understand correctly, those faculty are the
ones that would need paperwork on file. 
Thanks for your consideration and help clarifying,
Chaudron

From: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:14 PM
To: Faculty-Staff <faculty-staff@ung.edu>
Subject: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
 
Colleagues,
 
As a follow-up to President Jacobs’ Town Hall meeting on Wednesday, Dr. Kate Maine
mentioned that as we are preparing to return to work, managers should be developing work plans
that promote social distancing and reduced employee density on campus.
 
Based on guidelines received from the University System Office, we encourage you to be flexible and
creative in how you manage your department in these unusual times, but we need to effectively
provide the necessary services to our students, faculty, staff and visitors. These plans should be
discussed with senior level-managers in your division prior to submittal to the Office of Human
Resources. 
 
The Office of Human Resources has received several ADA Accommodation Requests, COVID-19
Telework Requests, as well as the Standard Telework Requests.  We are doing our best to review and
respond to each of these requests as quickly as possible.  Positions that would normally be ineligible
for teleworking but were converted to telework over the summer due to COVID may or may not be
able to remain in a telework status for Fall Semester.  Some positions, given their essential job duties
will not be telework eligible.  As we have reached back out to supervisors, we have been advised that
alternate work schedules have been developed.
 
If you have or are in the process of developing Alternate/Flexible Work Schedules within your
department and have not discussed your plans with the Office of Human Resources, please contact
us as hr@ung.edu. We need to track the arrangements to ensure there is appropriate ADA
documentation and provide assistance in plan management. It is imperative that we maintain a
balance between creativity and consistency.
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A short submittal form is attached to assist in gathering plans.  This will allow us to crosscheck
accommodations, telework agreements, and other required documentation.  Please submit these to
the Office of Human Resources at hr@ung.edu by July 31.  In addition to the completed form, any
employee who will be teleworking full-time or part-time will need to submit the teleworking form to
HR for review and final approval. Employees who will be teleworking because they have a CDC-
defined high risk health condition will need to first submit an ADA Request Form here.  If approved,
they will then be directed to submit the COVID-19 Telework Agreement.  Employees who will be
teleworking due to a department-implemented Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule will still need to
submit the Standard Telework Request. 
 
Finally, all COVID-19 related work arrangements for Fall 2020 are temporary and subject to further
review and changes as we approach the end of the semester or as the need arises.
 
 
Beth Arbuthnot, MBA SPHR
Associate Vice President HR/Risk/Compliance
University of North Georgia
Office (Dahlonega) 706-864-1440 (Gainesville) 678-717-3713
Fax 706-864-1365
beth.arbuthnot@ung.edu
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Christopher Jespersen
Subject: Re: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 2:16:13 PM

Chris,
   I don’t think that is the intent. Let me talk to Beth.
Chaudron

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Christopher Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 1:30:32 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
 
Chaudron,
 
I’m getting mixed messages about this email and accompanying form. It was my understanding that
HR had to approve any faculty member requesting to teach completely online because of the
pandemic. Easy enough. But now it seems that HR wants to know who is teaching hybrid courses. It
was my understanding that teaching hybrid courses was a decision at the departmental level in
consultation with the dean’s office and Academic Affairs.
 
Do department heads need to report on every faculty member’s teaching schedule for the fall to HR?
That seems, hmmm, a little big brotherish.
 
Chris
 

From: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 at 10:14 PM
To: Faculty-Staff <faculty-staff@ung.edu>
Subject: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
 
Colleagues,
 
As a follow-up to President Jacobs’ Town Hall meeting on Wednesday, Dr. Kate Maine
mentioned that as we are preparing to return to work, managers should be developing work plans
that promote social distancing and reduced employee density on campus.
 
Based on guidelines received from the University System Office, we encourage you to be flexible and
creative in how you manage your department in these unusual times, but we need to effectively
provide the necessary services to our students, faculty, staff and visitors. These plans should be
discussed with senior level-managers in your division prior to submittal to the Office of Human
Resources. 
 
The Office of Human Resources has received several ADA Accommodation Requests, COVID-19
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Telework Requests, as well as the Standard Telework Requests.  We are doing our best to review and
respond to each of these requests as quickly as possible.  Positions that would normally be ineligible
for teleworking but were converted to telework over the summer due to COVID may or may not be
able to remain in a telework status for Fall Semester.  Some positions, given their essential job duties
will not be telework eligible.  As we have reached back out to supervisors, we have been advised that
alternate work schedules have been developed.
 
If you have or are in the process of developing Alternate/Flexible Work Schedules within your
department and have not discussed your plans with the Office of Human Resources, please contact
us as hr@ung.edu. We need to track the arrangements to ensure there is appropriate ADA
documentation and provide assistance in plan management. It is imperative that we maintain a
balance between creativity and consistency.
 
A short submittal form is attached to assist in gathering plans.  This will allow us to crosscheck
accommodations, telework agreements, and other required documentation.  Please submit these to
the Office of Human Resources at hr@ung.edu by July 31.  In addition to the completed form, any
employee who will be teleworking full-time or part-time will need to submit the teleworking form to
HR for review and final approval. Employees who will be teleworking because they have a CDC-
defined high risk health condition will need to first submit an ADA Request Form here.  If approved,
they will then be directed to submit the COVID-19 Telework Agreement.  Employees who will be
teleworking due to a department-implemented Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule will still need to
submit the Standard Telework Request. 
 
Finally, all COVID-19 related work arrangements for Fall 2020 are temporary and subject to further
review and changes as we approach the end of the semester or as the need arises.
 
 
Beth Arbuthnot, MBA SPHR
Associate Vice President HR/Risk/Compliance
University of North Georgia
Office (Dahlonega) 706-864-1440 (Gainesville) 678-717-3713
Fax 706-864-1365
beth.arbuthnot@ung.edu
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Beth Arbuthnot
Subject: Re: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 4:13:24 PM

Is that true for offices like mine also. If our staggered schedule is to provide social distancing,
we do not need to report?

From: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 3:57 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
 
Just give me the ones who we have made arrangements that are based on health or other
reasons (non-student demand or social distancing).

We know and encourage supervisors to find ways to social distance, etc. and meet class
coverage needs.  We know there are some situations where some “arrangements” were made
that the result of either an approved ADA or would have qualified ADA that never made it
through the process, as well as those who would not qualify for ADA, but were provided an
alternate work situation.  While we want to have as much social distancing/etc. we are
concerned about consistency and a potential for discrimination.

I hope that helps.  We are trying to clean up things and get as much consistency as possible
and document when it is different so if challenged we can defend.

Beth Arbuthnot
Assoc VP HR/Risk/Compliance
University of North Georgia

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 3:35:08 PM
To: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
 
Beth,
   I am getting questions about this from the Academic Departments. Do we really need to list
every faculty member who is teaching hybrid???  We will end up reporting on every single
faculty member. Or can we focus on reporting any flex arrangments made with faculty
administrators (deans, dept chairs, etc) and staff, and then only report those faculty that have
been moved totally online for accommodations. If I understand correctly, those faculty are the
ones that would need paperwork on file. 
Thanks for your consideration and help clarifying,
Chaudron

From: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:14 PM
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To: Faculty-Staff <faculty-staff@ung.edu>
Subject: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
 
Colleagues,
 
As a follow-up to President Jacobs’ Town Hall meeting on Wednesday, Dr. Kate Maine
mentioned that as we are preparing to return to work, managers should be developing work plans
that promote social distancing and reduced employee density on campus.
 
Based on guidelines received from the University System Office, we encourage you to be flexible and
creative in how you manage your department in these unusual times, but we need to effectively
provide the necessary services to our students, faculty, staff and visitors. These plans should be
discussed with senior level-managers in your division prior to submittal to the Office of Human
Resources. 
 
The Office of Human Resources has received several ADA Accommodation Requests, COVID-19
Telework Requests, as well as the Standard Telework Requests.  We are doing our best to review and
respond to each of these requests as quickly as possible.  Positions that would normally be ineligible
for teleworking but were converted to telework over the summer due to COVID may or may not be
able to remain in a telework status for Fall Semester.  Some positions, given their essential job duties
will not be telework eligible.  As we have reached back out to supervisors, we have been advised that
alternate work schedules have been developed.
 
If you have or are in the process of developing Alternate/Flexible Work Schedules within your
department and have not discussed your plans with the Office of Human Resources, please contact
us as hr@ung.edu. We need to track the arrangements to ensure there is appropriate ADA
documentation and provide assistance in plan management. It is imperative that we maintain a
balance between creativity and consistency.
 
A short submittal form is attached to assist in gathering plans.  This will allow us to crosscheck
accommodations, telework agreements, and other required documentation.  Please submit these to
the Office of Human Resources at hr@ung.edu by July 31.  In addition to the completed form, any
employee who will be teleworking full-time or part-time will need to submit the teleworking form to
HR for review and final approval. Employees who will be teleworking because they have a CDC-
defined high risk health condition will need to first submit an ADA Request Form here.  If approved,
they will then be directed to submit the COVID-19 Telework Agreement.  Employees who will be
teleworking due to a department-implemented Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule will still need to
submit the Standard Telework Request. 
 
Finally, all COVID-19 related work arrangements for Fall 2020 are temporary and subject to further
review and changes as we approach the end of the semester or as the need arises.
 
 
Beth Arbuthnot, MBA SPHR
Associate Vice President HR/Risk/Compliance
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University of North Georgia
Office (Dahlonega) 706-864-1440 (Gainesville) 678-717-3713
Fax 706-864-1365
beth.arbuthnot@ung.edu
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Steven Lloyd
Subject: RE: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 8:42:00 AM

Based on the clarification I got from Beth. I don’t believe we need to send anything in. We do need
to verify that we have teleworking agreements on everyone.
Chaudron
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:59 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
 
Chaudron,
 
Would you consider what we are doing in AA to be flex arrangements or do we need to submit a
sheet for the office based on rotating telework arrangements?
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Beth Arbuthnot <Beth.Arbuthnot@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 at 10:14 PM
To: Faculty-Staff <faculty-staff@ung.edu>
Subject: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
 
Colleagues,
 
As a follow-up to President Jacobs’ Town Hall meeting on Wednesday, Dr. Kate Maine
mentioned that as we are preparing to return to work, managers should be developing work plans
that promote social distancing and reduced employee density on campus.
 
Based on guidelines received from the University System Office, we encourage you to be flexible and
creative in how you manage your department in these unusual times, but we need to effectively
provide the necessary services to our students, faculty, staff and visitors. These plans should be
discussed with senior level-managers in your division prior to submittal to the Office of Human
Resources. 
 
The Office of Human Resources has received several ADA Accommodation Requests, COVID-19
Telework Requests, as well as the Standard Telework Requests.  We are doing our best to review and
respond to each of these requests as quickly as possible.  Positions that would normally be ineligible
for teleworking but were converted to telework over the summer due to COVID may or may not be
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able to remain in a telework status for Fall Semester.  Some positions, given their essential job duties
will not be telework eligible.  As we have reached back out to supervisors, we have been advised that
alternate work schedules have been developed.
 
If you have or are in the process of developing Alternate/Flexible Work Schedules within your
department and have not discussed your plans with the Office of Human Resources, please contact
us as hr@ung.edu. We need to track the arrangements to ensure there is appropriate ADA
documentation and provide assistance in plan management. It is imperative that we maintain a
balance between creativity and consistency.
 
A short submittal form is attached to assist in gathering plans.  This will allow us to crosscheck
accommodations, telework agreements, and other required documentation.  Please submit these to
the Office of Human Resources at hr@ung.edu by July 31.  In addition to the completed form, any
employee who will be teleworking full-time or part-time will need to submit the teleworking form to
HR for review and final approval. Employees who will be teleworking because they have a CDC-
defined high risk health condition will need to first submit an ADA Request Form here.  If approved,
they will then be directed to submit the COVID-19 Telework Agreement.  Employees who will be
teleworking due to a department-implemented Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule will still need to
submit the Standard Telework Request. 
 
Finally, all COVID-19 related work arrangements for Fall 2020 are temporary and subject to further
review and changes as we approach the end of the semester or as the need arises.
 
 
Beth Arbuthnot, MBA SPHR
Associate Vice President HR/Risk/Compliance
University of North Georgia
Office (Dahlonega) 706-864-1440 (Gainesville) 678-717-3713
Fax 706-864-1365
beth.arbuthnot@ung.edu
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Mac McConnell
Subject: RE: Time to talk about buildings for fall?
Date: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:57:00 PM

I would agree
 

From: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: Time to talk about buildings for fall?
 
As a "division head" don't you think Brian should consider conducting his business related to
facilities maintenance outside of the listserv?   This only serves to increase anxiety and
consternation among the faculty. 
 
Venting..
 
Mac
 
 
 
Dr. Frank J. (Mac) McConnell
Senior Vice President for Business & Finance
Assistant Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
Dahlonega, GA  30597
Phone:  706 864 1606

From: Estelle Balch <Estelle.Balch@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:03 PM
To: Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Time to talk about buildings for fall?
 
Only as FYI
 

From: D. Brian Mann <D.Brian.Mann@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Discuss UNG (Faculty & Staff only) <discuss-ung@ungprod.onmicrosoft.com>
Subject: Time to talk about buildings for fall?
 
Dear Colleagues and Co-listers,
 
I know we're all happy about the mask requirement finally coming down from the USG, and I
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know we still await approvals for the various teaching format dispositions we have submitted.
I hope we will hear more about the latter soon.
 
However, other than a short discussion about it at an early town hall meeting, we haven't
heard much about the then promised improvements to the HVAC systems in our many
classroom buildings. Does anyone have any updates in this regard?
 
I have been going into campus at least once a week since the shutdown, mostly to pick things
up from my office for my courses or do some work in a quiet environment. And although the
quiet has been encouraging, the condition of the ventilation systems on the 3rd floor of
Dunlap Hall have not.
 
First; the classrooms. Over the past few weeks, I have noticed that the exterior of the ceiling
units in the classrooms have been cleaned up to a degree, and today, most were running and
cooling the classrooms. However, these units only cycle the air through a primitive paper
filter, and then shoot it right back into the room (presumably through an evaporator to cool
the air). There is no exchange of air with the outside world. This would provide zero protection
from aerosolized Coronavirus particles, and in fact, because it would blow air directly down
onto the entire room, it could - and probably would - intensify infection rates for everyone,
starting on the very first day of courses. Indeed, cool but infected air is not what we need to
get us through to Thanksgiving break.
 
In the third floor offices, the situation is much worse. The units that again, only channel air
through an evaporator in order to cool it, have been out of order for at least six weeks. The
fans are running, but there has been no cooling, and no dehumidification. We have made
multiple calls, filed multiple tickets, but nothing has resulted. And it doesn't take an HVAC
specialist to understand what happens under those conditions; mold.
 
When I returned from France last August, the mold situation had gotten so bad in my office
that it covered the ventilation unit, my desk, my chair, and my computer keyboard in a sort of
net. We made a call, people came to clean, and on we went with the fall semester. Indeed,
when you work in Dunlap Hall, you learn to live with such things. And fortunately, I don't see
that happening this year; perhaps because it hasn't been very hot yet. I'm not an HVAC
specialist myself, of course, but my sense is that things are not quite up to par.
 
We don't have hot water in most of the bathrooms either, and we've just learned that
although our drinking fountains have been disabled for obvious reasons, nothing has been
installed to replace them.
 
It is a different world now. So in the interest of assuring those of us who work in these kinds of
environments that "UNG will continue to make the safety of students, faculty and staff its first



priority," I'm wondering if someone might be able to enlighten us with any progress that may
have been made in improving the air we will all be breathing when everyone returns to
campus. Have improvements been made in YOUR building? Are you seeing any new
infrastructure installations? Are there any as yet unrealized plans or new technologies on the
horizon for us? 
 
Curiously,
 
B
 
      **
       |      D. Brian Mann, Ph.D.
       |      Division Head of World Languages and Cultures
       |      Professor of Modern Languages
       |      322-C Dunlap Hall
      / \      The University of North Georgia
     -----        Dahlonega, GA, 30597
   //     \\        706/864-1683 (office)
  -----------        e-mail:
//           \\         d.brian.mann@ung.edu
 

“Open your eyes and see what you can with them before they close forever.”

                         ― Anthony Doerr
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From: Alyson Paul
To: John Delaney; Brandi Williams; James Conneely; Chaudron Gille; Michelle Brown
Subject: RE: Tips-Final Document
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 8:27:01 AM
Attachments: Tips for How to Handle Face Mask-Faculty - AP edits 2.docx

I provided a few more edits and link corrections.
 
From: John Delaney <John.Delaney@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 6:01 PM
To: Brandi Williams <Brandi.Williams@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; Michelle Brown
<Michelle.Brown@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Tips-Final Document
 
Thanks Brandi. These points provide a very good overview.
 
It may be useful to guide the faculty colleague with the department head if the initial conversation
with the student has not prompted a change in behavior about wearing a mask. This also opens a
discussion with the appropriate person if a faculty member feels that a class session should be
canceled or stopped if the student is uncooperative about the request to wear a face mask.
 
Chaudron, do you have a recommendation on when and how department heads/dean might be
brought into these conversations?
 
Thanks, John
 
 
 
John M. Delaney
Associate Vice President/Dean of Students
University of North Georgia
Stewart Center, Suite 365
Dahlonega, GA 30579
 
706/864-1900
 
GO NIGHTHAWKS!
 
 
 
 

From: Brandi Williams <Brandi.Williams@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 at 5:08 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>,
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Tips for How to Handle Face Mask/Covering Incidents in the Classroom

Classes have now started, and your students are back ready to learn!! We are in a new normal and we must put measures in place to promote a healthy and safe environment. Students must wear a face mask/covering and practice social distancing (be at least 6 feet apart) while inside the classroom and other building/facilities. Below are a few tips to assist you with this plan:	Comment by Alyson Paul: This link doesn’t show face covering policy.  This is the correct link - https://www.usg.edu/coronavirus/#updated_guidance_on_age_underlying_medical_conditions_use_of_face_coverings

1. On the first day of class, make sure you cover all expectations including social distancing and wearing face masks/coverings when attending in-person classes. Faculty can refer to the Disruptive Behavior Policy within the Supplemental Syllabus.	Comment by Alyson Paul: Can we link to the supplemental syllabus? The link is https://ung.edu/academic-affairs/policies-and-guidelines/supplemental-syllabus.php

2. Have extra face masks/coverings on hand for students who may forget their face masks/coverings. These can be obtained through Emergency Preparedness by having your department head submit a request using the PPE request form.

3. Extend Grace. This is still a relatively new habit for many people.  If a student comes to class without a mask/covering, please address this initially with a polite reminder and request to remedy the issue by putting on a face covering. If a student forgot their face covering, please provide them with one and explain the new guidelines and your expectations for wearing their face mask/covering in every class they attend in-person moving forward. Please be cautious to avoid public confrontations with students regarding masks.  

4. After subsequent incidents where a student is found not complying with the face covering requirement, a faculty member can report the issue on the See Something, Say Something form and indicate that the topic is “Person not complying with policy or directive.”	Comment by Alyson Paul: Wrong link.  Here is the correct one - https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthGeorgia&layout_id=4

5. If a student is blatantly non-compliant or refuses to put on a face mask/covering, you should explain that if they fail to comply, they will be reported to the Office of Student Integrity/Dean of Students for possible conduct violations. Faculty may dismiss the student from class until he or she is compliant with the face covering requirement and may elect to end the course meeting if the student refuses to comply and presents a danger to others.

6. If a student becomes belligerent, threatening, disorderly and/or causing a disruption to your class, you may engage Campus Police. You should then submit a Behavioral Misconduct Report so the student can be addressed  through the conduct process  Please do not engage Public Safety for simple verbal reminders or verbal confrontations.

7. The Office of Student Disability Services (SDS) will not be providing accommodations to allow students not to wear a face masks/coverings in the classrooms/buildings/facilities. Students with accommodations from SDS will be provided documentation outlining their accommodations and should be able to produce this documentation to you. Please contact your SDS colleagues with clarifying questions or concerns regarding this matter.

8. Please ensure that a student’s refusal to comply with wearing face masks/coverings and social distancing is not reflected in the student’s academic grade in the course. 

9. When in doubt on how to best handle students failing to comply with putting on a face mask/covering, please feel free to contact your Dean of Students or a staff member in the Office of Student Integrity. 

10. To submit an incident report, please go to ung.edu/student-integrity, click “Make a Report” and then the “Behavioral Misconduct Report”. Please use the attached step by step instructions for how to submit a Behavioral Misconduct Report.





John Delaney <John.Delaney@ung.edu>, Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>, Michelle Brown
<Michelle.Brown@ung.edu>
Subject: Tips-Final Document
 
Hello all,
 
Thanks so much for your feedback/revisions! Attached is the finished document that can distributed
to faculty. If there’s any additional information I should include, please let me know! Thanks again!!
 
Brandi
 
Brandi L. Williams, M.A.
Assistant Dean of Students for Student Integrity
University of North Georgia
brandi.williams@ung.edu
 

mailto:John.Delaney@ung.edu
mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
mailto:Michelle.Brown@ung.edu
mailto:brandi.williams@ung.edu


From: Steven Lloyd
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Tips-Final Document
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 6:45:10 PM
Attachments: Tips for How to Handle Face Mask-Faculty.docx

Supplemental Syllabus.docx
Draft Guidance 07.30.2020.docx
Ally memo (003).docx

Here is another version.  Please also note the supplemental syllabus edits I suggest in a separate
attachment.  If you approve, I can connect with Joanie to have that updated in advance of this
message.  We may wish to remove my step-by-step instructions and simply use what Brandi drafted
as another separate attachment?
 
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 at 5:28 PM
To: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Tips-Final Document
 
 
 

From: Brandi Williams <Brandi.Williams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 5:09 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; John
Delaney <John.Delaney@ung.edu>; Alyson Paul <Alyson.Paul@ung.edu>; Michelle Brown
<Michelle.Brown@ung.edu>
Subject: Tips-Final Document
 
Hello all,
 
Thanks so much for your feedback/revisions! Attached is the finished document that can distributed
to faculty. If there’s any additional information I should include, please let me know! Thanks again!!
 
Brandi
 
Brandi L. Williams, M.A.
Assistant Dean of Students for Student Integrity
University of North Georgia
brandi.williams@ung.edu
 

UNG UNIVERSITY ,{ 
NOR.TH GEOR_GIA'.' 

mailto:Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:brandi.williams@ung.edu

Tips for How to Handle Face Mask/Covering Incidents in the Classroom

Classes have now started, and your students are back ready to learn!! We are in a new normal and we must put measures in place to promote a healthy and safe environment. Students must wear a face mask/covering and practice social distancing (be at least 6 feet apart) while inside the classroom and other building/facilities. Below are a few tips to assist you with this plan:

1. On the first day of class, make sure you cover all expectations including social distancing and wearing face masks/coverings when attending in-person classes. 

2. Have extra face masks/coverings on hand for students who may forget their face masks/coverings. These can be obtained through Emergency Preparedness by having your department head submit a request using the PPE request form.

3. Extend Grace. This is still a relatively new habit for many people.  If a student comes to class without a mask/covering, please address this initially with a polite reminder and request to remedy the issue by putting on a face covering. If a student forgot their face covering, please provide them with one and explain the new guidelines and your expectations for wearing their face mask/covering in every class they attend in-person moving forward. Please be cautious to avoid public confrontations with students regarding masks.  

4. After subsequent incidents where a student is found not complying with the face covering requirement, a faculty member can report the issue on the See Something, Say Something form and indicate that the topic is “Person not complying with policy or directive.”

5. If a student is blatantly non-compliant or refuses to put on a face mask/covering, you should explain that if they fail to comply, they will be reported to the Office of Student Integrity/Dean of Students  for possible conduct violations. Faculty may dismiss the student from class until he or she is compliant with the face covering requirement and may elect to end the course meeting if the student refuses to comply and presents a danger to others.

6. If a student becomes belligerent, threatening, disorderly and/or causing a disruption to your class, you may engage Campus Police. You should then submit a Behavioral Misconduct Report so the student can be addressed  through the conduct process  Please do not engage Public Safety for simple verbal reminders or verbal confrontations.

7. The Office of Student Disability Services (SDS) will not be providing accommodations to allow students not to wear a face masks/coverings in the classrooms/buildings/facilities. Students with accommodations from SDS will be provided documentation outlining their accommodations and should be able to produce this documentation to you. Please contact your SDS colleagues with clarifying questions or concerns regarding this matter.

8. Please ensure that a student’s refusal to comply with wearing face masks/coverings and social distancing is not reflected in the student’s academic grade in the course. 

9. When in doubt on how to best handle students failing to comply with putting on a face mask/covering, please feel free to contact your Dean of Students or a staff member in the Office of Student Integrity. 

10. To submit an incident report, please go to ung.edu/student-integrity, click “Make a Report” and then the “Behavioral Misconduct Report”. Please use the attached step by step instructions for how to submit a Behavioral Misconduct Report.




Supplemental Syllabus



Disruptive Behavior Policy



Students who exhibit behaviors that are considered to obstruct or disrupt the class or its learning activities are subject to sanctions under the Board of Regents Policy on Disruptive Behavior. Behaviors which may be considered inappropriate in the classroom includes, but areis not limited to, sleeping, coming in late, talking out of turn, inappropriate use of laptops or mobile devices, verbal behavior that is disrespectful of other students or the faculty member, non-compliance with the health and safety guidelines of the university, or other behaviors that may be disruptive. Students who exhibit such behavior may be temporarily dismissed from the class by the instructor and will be subject to disciplinary procedures outlined in the Student Handbook.





Academic Integrity Policy



Student Code of Conduct and Honor Code

The Dean of Students has outlined a Student Code of Conduct, which includes the Honor Code. The Honor Code at the University is: A Student will not lie, cheat, steal, plagiarize, evade the truth, conspire to deceive, or tolerate those who do. As described here (https://youtu.be/JVDPvQNyUd0), the Honor Code is a statement of how we act as a community. This is a philosophic ideal and helps us live out the University’s core values. The Honor Code should guide individual behavior and remind each person of the expectations within the community.

.



Plagiarism and Turnitin.com

Students agree that by taking this course all required papers may be subject to submission for textual similarity review to Turnitin.com for the detection of plagiarism. All submitted papers will be included as source documents in the Turnitin.com reference database solely for the purpose of detecting plagiarism of such papers. Use of the Turnitin.com service is subject to the Terms and Conditions of Use posted on the Turnitin.com site.



Copyright

Both Federal and State laws forbid the unlawful duplication of copyrighted computer software or other reproductions of copyrighted material. In accordance with these policies, the University of North Georgia expressly forbids the copying of such materials supplied by or used in the university. Unlawful duplication of copyrighted materials by a user may result in disciplinary action by the university under the Student Code of Conduct (Non-Academic Infractions--Prohibitions, Theft), and/or possible criminal action by the owner of the copyright.
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Guidance on Final Exams:

A standard final exam schedule was adopted last year.  The Final exam webpage now lists Fall and Spring, and Summer schedules without a specific year identified.



For faculty: No in person exams/activities are to be conducted after the Thanksgiving break.  The use of asynchronous final exams is strongly encouraged.  However, if using an online synchronous exam format for F2F or Hybrid courses, please use the scheduled exam time for that course.  For hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled according to the start time of the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) and not based on a student’s individual required attendance to maintain social distancing (e.g., Mondays only or every other Wednesday, etc.).  Since there are no scheduled options for synchronous exams for online courses other than after 3pm on the Friday of exam week (i.e., 3-5pm, 530-730pm, and 750-950pm), please consider an asynchronous exam option.  For asynchronous exam options, please consider scheduling it in a way that provides maximum flexibility for students and to reduce the potential for conflicts with other courses.  Asynchronous exam formats will provide additional flexibility for students needing accommodations and use of the Testing Center, which, due to social distancing requirements, will be operating with limited capacity.

 

For students: For synchronous exams in F2F and hybrid courses, consult the final exam schedule and the course syllabus.  Note: for hybrid courses, your exam will be scheduled according to the start time of the course (e.g., 8am) and its meeting format (e.g., MWF) and not based on your individual required attendance directed by your faculty to maintain social distancing (e.g., Mondays only or every other Wednesday, etc.).  For online courses, consult your syllabus and/or your instructor.



Guidance on Proctoring:

Proctored activities are required of all UNG Online courses.  The proctored activity or activities must be worth a total of at least 10% of the course grade.  F2F and Hybrid courses at UNG do not require a proctored activity.  Therefore, proctored online final exams are not required for any UNG course, but they remain an option for all and may satisfy other course requirements for some.  eCore will require proctored midterms in their Science, Math, and ECON courses.  eCore has suspended proctored exam requirements for all other eCore courses.  Proctoring may be accomplished through the use of a fee-based service like ProctorU or a free AI solution like Respondus Monitor.  Limitations apply to both and faculty are encouraged to consider best practices in assessment regardless and as a potential alternative to proctoring and to consult with UNG DETI as needed.  



Additional Guidance on Hybrid Courses:

Our Fall 2020 schedule will be hybrid intensive.  This format may be new for many faculty and we encourage you to connect with experts in DETI and CTLL, experienced colleagues, and communities of practice to ensure that you providing an engaging experience for all students.  To reiterate previous guidance, faculty should not use F2F meeting times to deliver iterations of the same lecture to different cohorts or simply for testing purposes.  Rather, consider flipped classroom approaches, small group discussions, and other mechanisms of engagement and balance these activities across both the F2F and online components of the course as appropriate.



Previous guidance stands that you should email students in your class the Friday before classes start in order to let them know which course cohort they are in and their expected schedule of attendance.  This information should also be posted in the D2L course page and updated through the drop/add period.  To address student confusion and to ensure that we maintain a reduced density of students on campus, new guidance is provided for hybrid courses for the first week of classes.  All hybrid courses should meet online for their first scheduled class meeting.  For example, if a course is scheduled for MWF hybrid, the entire class should meet online on Monday, August 17 and begin the rotation of course cohort meetings on Wednesday, August 19.  Likewise, if a course is scheduled for TR hybrid, the entire class should meet online on Tuesday, August 18 and begin the rotation of course cohort meetings on Thursday, August 20.  This will allow students an opportunity to orient to the course requirements and expectations, including their attendance requirements.  It is expected that you will begin the course on the first day of its scheduled meting even though it will move online.  The drop/add period for students will not be extended nor will roll verification.  Appropriate means of checking attendance through these periods should be implemented.  Therefore, your messaging to students should also include this information.  If you are teaching a H3 format course, you will also need to notify the students of any additional safety precautions that are needed for that course format.  



The H1 modality signals 25-50% F2F instruction.  The H2 modality signals less than 25% F2F instruction, but this should be composed of no fewer than four, non-testing touch points.



The Hybrid H3 format was originally designated as mask wearing before USG guidance on this issue was received.  To avoid confusion about face coverings, which are required in all classrooms, we are updating the course definitions in the Banner help screen as highlighted below.  The course modality coding in Banner will not need to be updated.  However, if there are additional notes in the SSAText in Banner for course sections under this modality, that will need to be updated manually by departments.



Class Schedule - Help

Instructional Method:

· F - Fully at a distance - All or nearly all of the class sessions are delivered via technology. The course does not require students to travel to a classroom for instruction; however, it might require students to travel to a site to attend an orientation or to take exams. (This is generally equivalent to delivering more than 95 percent of sessions via technology.)

· P - Partially at a distance - Technology is used to deliver more than 50 percent of class sessions, but visits to a classroom (or similar site) are required.

· H - Hybrid - Technology is used to deliver 50 percent or less of class sessions, but at least one class session is replaced by technology.

· H1 - Hybrid: 25-50% F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver 50-75 percent of class sessions. Segments of the class attend the classroom on a regular rotation based on classroom capacity with social distancing. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements prior to the first day of class.

· H2 - Hybrid: < 25% F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver more than 75% of class sessions. Segments of the class attend the classroom on a regular rotation with social distancing. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements prior to the first day of class.

· H3 – Hybrid: variable F2F instruction - Technology is used to deliver a percentage of class sessions. Segments of the class may attend the classroom on a regular rotation. The class format may necessitate close physical proximity with others. Additional safety precautions may be necessary. Students will be notified of their attendance requirements and additional safety requirements prior to the first day of class.

· T - Technology enhanced - Technology is used in delivering instruction to all students in the section, but no class sessions are replaced by technology.

· No technology - No technology is used in delivering instruction.



Additional Guidance on Student Accessibility in D2L:

Please see the attached memo for more information and below for an annotation of that memo.



We are reaching more students on the D2L platform than in the past and we want to ensure that all of the materials are fully accessible.  A new tool to assist in this effort was recent purchased and is in the process of being implemented.  Blackboard Ally will be fully integrated into D2L, providing the instructor an easy to interpret gauge for the accessibility of their course content.  Additionally, this product provides guidance and tips for content accessibility improvements.  DETI will also provide faculty development training for this new addition to D2L.  The Fall Semester provides us with a good opportunity to learn, educate and monitor while the educational and promotional materials are being developed.



Additional Guidance on Classrooms and Seating Charts:

UNG Facilities is working toward setting classrooms for social distancing and developing standard seating charts.  This will be an on-going process for the next several weeks and minor adjustments are being made on a case-by-case basis.  Furthermore, some classrooms will be used for the on-campus portion of the hybrid student orientation sessions starting next week.  These classrooms will not be set until the conclusion of those sessions.  Every attempt will be made to remove excess furniture, but there are limitations to storage capacity and you may expect to see some excess furniture stored in your classrooms.



Classroom seating charts and capacity with social distancing will be stored in the EMS system.  We ask that you reserve additional spaces needed on campus by the end of August, at which time other groups will have access to do so as well.  Some larger traditional and non-traditional academic spaces may be available for testing needs with social distancing.  Per the governor’s orders, gatherings should not exceed 50 people.  Special requests to accommodate groups larger than 50 people should be submitted to Academic Affairs.



Faculty are encouraged to make use of a course seating chart in Hybrid and F2F courses.  If a seating chart is used in conjunction with social distancing and mask wearing, contact tracing for direct and indirect exposures would be easier to identify in the event that an individual in that setting tests positive.



Additional Guidance on Reporting

Please reference the nighthawks together website (http://ung.edu/together/index.php) for continuously updated information about the Fall 2020 reopening plan, Campus Guidelines, Operations Updates, Student Information, Faculty Information, Employee Information, FAQs, Announcements and Updates, Athletics, and UNG CoVid-19 Reporting and Cases.  On this site, you will find two forms, one for self-reporting and one to report a concern about another member of the University community (https://ung.edu/together/managing-covid.php).



Effective July 15, use of face coverings is required by students, faculty, staff, and visitors in UNG buildings and facilities where six feet of social distancing may not be possible. Face covering use will be in addition to and is not a substitute for social distancing. Face coverings are not required in one's own residence hall room or suite, when alone in an enclosed office or study room, or in campus outdoor settings where social distancing requirements are met.  Face coverings are required in all instructional spaces.  Anyone not using a face covering when required may be asked to wear one or they must leave the area.  Repeated refusal to comply with the requirement may result in discipline through the applicable code of conduct for faculty, staff, or students.  Reasonable accommodations may be made for those who are unable to wear a face covering for documented health reasons.  The following is meant to provide guidance for how to handle non-compliance with face coverings in the classroom or other settings:



1. On the first day of class, make sure you cover all expectations including social distancing and wearing face coverings when attending in-person classes.  The supplemental syllabus has been updated.  The Disruptive Behavior Policy now lists non-compliance with the health and safety guidelines of the university as an example of a behavior that may be considered disruptive and for which a student may be temporarily dismissed from the class by the instructor and subject to disciplinary procedures (https://ung.edu/academic-affairs/policies-and-guidelines/supplemental-syllabus.php).  Compliance with face coverings and social distancing is not to be used as a component of any course grade.

2. Ask the individual to wear a face covering.  A polite reminder may remedy the situation and avoid further escalation.  This is a new habit for our students and employees.  If the individual does not have a mask, provide one for them or direct them to a departmental location or other location on campus where they may obtain one.  Our Emergency Preparedness team is distributing free masks to the campus community and our Auxiliary Services division will stock some vending machines with masks for purchase on-campus.  Departments/Supervisors may request additional masks for this purpose by following the process previously used to request PPE.

3. Ask the individual to leave the area.

4. If the individual continues to be non-compliant, use the See Something, Say Something form and indicate that the topic is “Person not complying with policy or directive.”  (https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthGeorgia&layout_id=4).  The Office of Student Disability Services will provide documentation to students outlining their accommodations.  Students should be able to produce this documentation.  Please contact SDS directly with any questions or concerns.  Likewise, if the non-compliant individual is an employee, contact the supervisor, HR, or use the See Something, Say Something form.

5. If a student becomes belligerent, threatening, disorderly, and/or is causing a disruption to your class, you may engage Campus Police.  You should then submit a Behavioral Misconduct Report so it can be addressed through the conduct process.  To submit an incident report, please go to www.ung.edu/student-integrity, click Make a Report and then Behavioral Misconduct Report. 

6. When in doubt on how to best handle students failing to comply with putting on health and safety guidelines, please feel free to contact your Dean of Students or a staff member in the Office of Student Integrity. 






Memo

To: Chaudron Gille, Provost & Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, Jenna Colvin, General Counsel, Beth Arbuthnot, ADA Coordinator, Alyson Paul,  Associate Vice President, James Conneely, Vice President of Student Affairs.

From: Thomas McCoy, Student Disability Services


Date: 7/22/2020


Re:	The use of Blackboard Ally as an online accessibility tool on the D2L platform.




I wanted to take an opportunity to introduce the UNG family to a new tool for accessibility. Blackboard Ally is designed to support faculty by checking for common accessibility issues. It will provide feedback and guidance to help faculty learn how to address accessibility challenges on the D2L platform. Additionally, it is designed to provide students with choices and it adds flexibility that comes with a more personalized approach. It does this by offering the students a variety of alternative formats that will make the courses more accessible. 

Why do we need to address accessibility on D2L, especially since we are already having to deal with the COVID challenge? The reason is based on a legal precedence called the Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act (29 U.S.C. § 794d).  In short, it requires the university to develop, procure, maintain and use information and communications technology (ICT) that is accessible to all students with disabilities. Most importantly, it is the “right thing” to do. 

Since we have a more online presence, due to the COVID challenge, we have a more focused approach to make all materials online fully accessible. We are reaching more students on the D2L format than in the past and we want all of the materials accessible.

I would like to emphasize that this is intended to be a tool to help the faculty and to educate them on how to improve their content’s accessibility. The Fall Semester provides us with a good opportunity to learn, educate and monitor while the educational and promotional materials are being developed. Departments may want to encourage the use of this tool and inform the faculty that it is available. Blackboard Ally will be fully integrated into D2L, providing the instructor an easy to interpret gauge for the accessibility of their course content.  Additionally, this product provides guidance and tips for content accessibility improvements.  DETI will also provide faculty development training for this new addition to D2L.

For administration, including the ADA Coordinator, we will have access to an accurate measurement of the university’s 508 online accessibility compliance. This information will be available upon request.

Please, forward this information along to all of the faculty, whenever possible. This will help them become aware of this opportunity and I would like to encourage all faculty to take full advantage of this opportunity. 

Thank you for your hard work and dedication to the students. 















































This document has been checked for 508 compliance through the Word Accessibility Checker.





From: James Conneely
To: Michelle Eaton; Chaudron Gille
Cc: Eugene Van Sickle
Subject: Re: UNG Bands / Pep Band Presence
Date: Friday, July 17, 2020 8:37:56 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Thanks for the heads up.

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

From: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:31 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: Fwd: UNG Bands / Pep Band Presence
 
Just a heads up as you discuss student convocation. 

Michelle A. Eaton
Director of Enrollment Management
Student Success
University of North Georgia
110 South Chestatee Street | Dahlonega
(706) 867-2893
 
Go Nighthawks!

Begin forwarded message:

From: Benjamin Schoening <Benjamin.Schoening@ung.edu>
Date: July 16, 2020 at 3:47:40 PM EDT
To: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>, Ashley Jarrell
<Ashley.Jarrell@ung.edu>
Cc: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>, Steven Walker
<Steven.Walker@ung.edu>, Caleb Rogers <Caleb.Rogers@ung.edu>
Subject: Re:  UNG Bands / Pep Band Presence


Good afternoon Michelle,
 

mailto:James.Conneely@ung.edu
mailto:Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu
tel:(706)%20867-2893



Given the current issues surrounding COVID, we will not able to have a band camp this
fall as we did last year.  As such, I don’t think it will be possible to provide a live group
as we will not have seen any of our students to rehearse prior to when you plan to
record.  We may have an acceptable recording you could use if that would be an
option, but what we have is limited as we had planned to record the fight song last
spring.
 
Warmly,
Benjamin
 
Benjamin Schoening, DMA
Chair, Department of Music
Director of Vocal Studies
Associate Professor of Music
University of North Georgia
82 College Cir, Dahlonega, GA 30597
Nix Center, 211
(706) 867-4466
 

Music expresses that which cannot be said
and on which it is impossible to be silent.
                           ~ Victor Hugo
 
 

From: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 at 10:07 AM
To: "benjamin.schoening@ung.edu" <Benjamin.Schoening@ung.edu>, Ashley
Jarrell <Ashley.Jarrell@ung.edu>
Cc: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>, Steven Walker
<Steven.Walker@ung.edu>, Caleb Rogers <Caleb.Rogers@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: UNG Bands / Pep Band Presence
 
Benjamin and Ashley,
 
Good morning! It is almost that time again – hard to believe another fall start is near.
We have determined it is best for the safety of our students, faculty, and staff, to hold
the Student Convocation event virtually this fall.
 
We will be filming the event, live, from the Conovcation Center on August 17 at noon.
 
I am reaching out in hopes that you will still be willing to provide members of the pep
band and/or UNG Bands at the event. We would have to seat your members 6 ft apart
– and they will more than likely need to wear masks unless their instrument prevents



use of a mask. We would like to utilize these bands to garner excitement in the
beginning, play the alma matter, and fight song.
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 
We appreciate it!
 
-Michelle Eaton
 

From: Benjamin Schoening <Benjamin.Schoening@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, March 6, 2020 9:58 AM
To: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>; Ashley Jarrell
<Ashley.Jarrell@ung.edu>
Cc: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>; Steven Walker
<Steven.Walker@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: UNG Bands / Pep Band Presence
 
Hello Michelle,
 
Thank you for the invite to participate in the convocations this coming fall…we had a
blast last year and are excited to be asked to contribute again.  Ashley Jarrell is
currently out on leave and I am hesitant to make a full commitment on his behalf at
this juncture.  So, if I can give you a tentative commitment for the moment and I will be
in touch if something changes on that front.
 
I’m sure we will have some questions and/or thoughts as things start ramping up and
will send those along as they come to mind.
 
Thanks again!
 
Warmly,
Benjamin
 
Benjamin Schoening, DMA
Chair, Department of Music
Director of Vocal Studies
Associate Professor of Music
University of North Georgia
82 College Cir, Dahlonega, GA 30597
Nix Center, 211
(706) 867-4466
 

Music expresses that which cannot be said
and on which it is impossible to be silent.



                           ~ Victor Hugo
 
 
 
 

From: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>
Date: Tuesday, March 3, 2020 at 8:33 AM
To: Ashley Jarrell <Ashley.Jarrell@ung.edu>, "benjamin.schoening@ung.edu"
<Benjamin.Schoening@ung.edu>
Cc: Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>
Subject: UNG Bands / Pep Band Presence
 
Dr. Jarrell and Dr. Schoening,
 
Good morning.  I am writing to request to presence of UNG Bands and the Pep Band at
Student Convocations on the Dahlonega and Gainesville campuses.  Dahlonega will
host convocation on August 17 at 5pm (with similar setup as last year) and Gainesville
will host convocation on August 17 at noon.  We realize the timing may not allow the
entire band to be there; however, if we could have some present to drum up
excitement, it would make a tremendous difference in the experience for our students.
 
Please send over any questions or thoughts – we appreciate any help you can provide!
 
Thank you,
 
Michelle A. Eaton
Director of Enrollment Management
Student Success
University of North Georgia
110 South Chestatee Street | Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 867-2893
 
Go Nighthawks!
 

 
 
 
                
 

• How did I servo you today? 
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From: Michelle Eaton
To: Kate Maine; James Conneely; Chaudron Gille
Cc: Sylvia Carson; Ellen Cormack
Subject: RE: UNG Parent, Family & Student Town Hall
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:14:59 AM

Kate,
 
Thank you for your thoughts. Please see my responses below in green. Please let me know your
thoughts.
 
Thank you,
Michelle
 

From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:10 AM
To: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>; Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: UNG Parent, Family & Student Town Hall
 
Michelle,
 
Thank you for this information.  I have a couple of questions and a recommendation.
 

1.       Are you developing talking points for the presenters? The presenters will develop
their talking points based on the topic assigned to them. We are happy to help as
needed.

2.      I see that you want me to moderate incoming questions. How have you planned for
viewers to submit questions?  Yes, they will be submitted to enrollment@ung.edu.
We will sort and filter the questions to the most frequently asked questions and
prepare to send them to you the day before in preparation. If questions come in
during the town hall, our staff will be happy to email them a response. Will this
work?

3.      I understand that you may have received some questions about the racial climate on
campus and that you have planned for Dr. Conneely to address this in his remarks. 
However, I strongly recommend that this event be singularly focused on the return
to campus plans for this fall relative to COVID-19 and our altered operations.  To try
to address the issues and concerns relative to racial equity as currently planned
devalues the attention the matter deserves and would likely result in high levels of
frustration and concern for families and students.  We have seen this firsthand in
another unit’s communication efforts within the past few weeks.  Instead, I
encourage us to consider addressing questions regarding the racial climate in a
separate event, possibly once the semester begins to have broader participation.
Sounds good.

 
Thank you,
Kate
 
From: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu> 
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Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 3:08 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Kate
Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Cc: Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>; Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: UNG Parent, Family & Student Town Hall
 
All,
 
Thank you for agreeing to serve as a speaker in the UNG Parent, Family and Student Town Hall on
July 27 at noon.  

Please see the attached agenda to formulate your thoughts and words. I also included the locations
you will present from. Please let me know if you have any questions, changes or needs.
 
Thank you,
 
Michelle A. Eaton
Director of Enrollment Management
Student Success
University of North Georgia
110 South Chestatee Street | Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 867-2893
 
Click here to Schedule a Meeting with Me!
 
Go Nighthawks!
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From: Kate Maine
To: Michelle Eaton; James Conneely; Chaudron Gille
Cc: Sylvia Carson; Ellen Cormack
Subject: RE: UNG Parent, Family & Student Town Hall
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:10:11 AM

Michelle,
 
Thank you for this information.  I have a couple of questions and a recommendation.
 

1.      Are you developing talking points for the presenters?
2.     I see that you want me to moderate incoming questions. How have you planned for

viewers to submit questions? 
3.     I understand that you may have received some questions about the racial climate on

campus and that you have planned for Dr. Conneely to address this in his remarks. 
However, I strongly recommend that this event be singularly focused on the return
to campus plans for this fall relative to COVID-19 and our altered operations.  To try
to address the issues and concerns relative to racial equity as currently planned
devalues the attention the matter deserves and would likely result in high levels of
frustration and concern for families and students.  We have seen this firsthand in
another unit’s communication efforts within the past few weeks.  Instead, I
encourage us to consider addressing questions regarding the racial climate in a
separate event, possibly once the semester begins to have broader participation.

 
Thank you,
Kate
 
From: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 3:08 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Kate
Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Cc: Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>; Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: UNG Parent, Family & Student Town Hall
 
All,
 
Thank you for agreeing to serve as a speaker in the UNG Parent, Family and Student Town Hall on
July 27 at noon.  

Please see the attached agenda to formulate your thoughts and words. I also included the locations
you will present from. Please let me know if you have any questions, changes or needs.
 
Thank you,
 
Michelle A. Eaton
Director of Enrollment Management
Student Success
University of North Georgia
110 South Chestatee Street | Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 867-2893

mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
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Click here to Schedule a Meeting with Me!
 
Go Nighthawks!
 

https://connect.ung.edu/meetings/800588/meetwithmichelle


From: James Conneely
To: Kate Maine; Michelle Eaton; Chaudron Gille
Cc: Sylvia Carson; Ellen Cormack
Subject: Re: UNG Parent, Family & Student Town Hall
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:13:29 AM

Kate,

Great suggestion.  Michelle and I will follow up about the racial piece today.  I think as
we move forward on this topic, it might give us a better platform to address in more
detail.

James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:10 AM
To: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>; Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: UNG Parent, Family & Student Town Hall
 
Michelle,
 
Thank you for this information.  I have a couple of questions and a recommendation.
 

1.      Are you developing talking points for the presenters?
2.     I see that you want me to moderate incoming questions. How have you planned for

viewers to submit questions? 
3.     I understand that you may have received some questions about the racial climate on

campus and that you have planned for Dr. Conneely to address this in his remarks. 
However, I strongly recommend that this event be singularly focused on the return
to campus plans for this fall relative to COVID-19 and our altered operations.  To try
to address the issues and concerns relative to racial equity as currently planned
devalues the attention the matter deserves and would likely result in high levels of
frustration and concern for families and students.  We have seen this firsthand in
another unit’s communication efforts within the past few weeks.  Instead, I
encourage us to consider addressing questions regarding the racial climate in a
separate event, possibly once the semester begins to have broader participation.

 
Thank you,
Kate
 

From: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 3:08 PM
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To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Kate
Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Cc: Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>; Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: UNG Parent, Family & Student Town Hall
 
All,
 
Thank you for agreeing to serve as a speaker in the UNG Parent, Family and Student Town Hall on
July 27 at noon.  

Please see the attached agenda to formulate your thoughts and words. I also included the locations
you will present from. Please let me know if you have any questions, changes or needs.
 
Thank you,
 
Michelle A. Eaton
Director of Enrollment Management
Student Success
University of North Georgia
110 South Chestatee Street | Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 867-2893
 
Click here to Schedule a Meeting with Me!
 
Go Nighthawks!
 

https://connect.ung.edu/meetings/800588/meetwithmichelle


From: Kate Maine
To: Michelle Eaton; James Conneely; Chaudron Gille
Cc: Sylvia Carson; Ellen Cormack
Subject: RE: UNG Parent, Family & Student Town Hall
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:23:11 AM

Great. Thank you, Michelle.
 
From: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:15 AM
To: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron
Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>; Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: UNG Parent, Family & Student Town Hall
 
Kate,
 
Thank you for your thoughts. Please see my responses below in green. Please let me know your
thoughts.
 
Thank you,
Michelle
 

From: Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:10 AM
To: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu>; James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>;
Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>; Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: UNG Parent, Family & Student Town Hall
 
Michelle,
 
Thank you for this information.  I have a couple of questions and a recommendation.
 

1.      Are you developing talking points for the presenters? The presenters will develop
their talking points based on the topic assigned to them. We are happy to help as
needed.

2.     I see that you want me to moderate incoming questions. How have you planned for
viewers to submit questions?  Yes, they will be submitted to enrollment@ung.edu.
We will sort and filter the questions to the most frequently asked questions and
prepare to send them to you the day before in preparation. If questions come in
during the town hall, our staff will be happy to email them a response. Will this
work?

3.     I understand that you may have received some questions about the racial climate on
campus and that you have planned for Dr. Conneely to address this in his remarks. 
However, I strongly recommend that this event be singularly focused on the return
to campus plans for this fall relative to COVID-19 and our altered operations.  To try
to address the issues and concerns relative to racial equity as currently planned
devalues the attention the matter deserves and would likely result in high levels of
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frustration and concern for families and students.  We have seen this firsthand in
another unit’s communication efforts within the past few weeks.  Instead, I
encourage us to consider addressing questions regarding the racial climate in a
separate event, possibly once the semester begins to have broader participation.
Sounds good.

 
Thank you,
Kate
 
From: Michelle Eaton <Michelle.Eaton@ung.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 3:08 PM
To: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Kate
Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>
Cc: Sylvia Carson <Sylvia.Carson@ung.edu>; Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: UNG Parent, Family & Student Town Hall
 
All,
 
Thank you for agreeing to serve as a speaker in the UNG Parent, Family and Student Town Hall on
July 27 at noon.  

Please see the attached agenda to formulate your thoughts and words. I also included the locations
you will present from. Please let me know if you have any questions, changes or needs.
 
Thank you,
 
Michelle A. Eaton
Director of Enrollment Management
Student Success
University of North Georgia
110 South Chestatee Street | Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 867-2893
 
Click here to Schedule a Meeting with Me!
 
Go Nighthawks!
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From: Chaudron Gille
To:
Subject: RE: update - no COVID
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 4:38:00 PM

Fantastic!  A relief to you and to us.
Chaudron
 

From:   
Sent: Thursday, August 6, 2020 4:37 PM
To: Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille
<Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Ellen Cormack <Ellen.Cormack@ung.edu>
Subject: update - no COVID
 
My test came back negative.  Whew!  Thanks for the kind words and thoughts and prayers.
 -

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu


From: Steve McLeod
To: Carol Adams; Chaudron Gille
Cc: Chris Adams (IT)
Subject: Re: Update on technology purchase?
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 10:31:15 AM

Carol,

From an university wide technology perspective, the biggest unmet need we have from my perspective is in the area
of classroom technology.  I am working with Chaudron to come up with the total dollar amount to address our
needs, but in a nutshell we have the following:

        Classroom VTC technology for synchronous delivery of instruction: $7300 per room
        Classroom VTC technology for asynchronous delivery of instruction: $5300 per room
        Portable audio lift technology - $700 per room

The tricky part here is figuring out how many rooms to outfit, which depends on how many rooms we need set up
for hybrid delivery.  Most of these would be for Asynchronous delivery.  If we configure 100 classrooms with this
tech, we would be at $530k.  this would allow for us to also upgrade the rooms in need of voice lift (50) with
temporary/portable systems for $35k, leaving enough of the remainder for 4 or so synchronous setups - so roughly
$600k.

We (IT) can tentatively plan for this and get the quotes together.  If you or Chaudron see a different use for all or
part of these funds, I can adjust our numbers to accommodate.

Steve

Dr. Steven F. McLeod
Chief Information Officer
The University of North Georgia
Phone: 706-864-1915 (O) 706-864-1922 (IT Service Desk)
Email: sfmcleod@ung.edu

--

On 7/14/20, 10:04 AM, "Carol Adams" <Carol.Adams@ung.edu> wrote:

    Chaudron and Steve,
   
    I am concerned about submitting our plan to spend the SIP funds to Tracey Cook at the system office in order to
receive approval for us to submit to the feds by August 1.
   
    So far, we did receive clarification from the DOE that we can spend the funds for COVID testing kits for students.
Greg Williams estimates that will run approximately $50,000. I also would like to use about $6500 for additional
student workers to intervene to assist DETI with early alerts in the fall semester. I am checking with DETI to see if
necessary to add for spring, if we can make a case COVID will have an impact then. Who knows? So that leaves
over $600,000 for the university to spend on the technology needs previously discussed.
   
    Can anyone tell me where we are with that bid? I am getting emails from various departments on campus asking
where I am with our plan.
   
    Thank you for any guidance and information you can provide!
   

mailto:Steve.McLeod@ung.edu
mailto:Carol.Adams@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Chris.Adams@ung.edu


    Carol
   
   
    Sent from my iPad



From: Steve McLeod
To: Carol Adams; Chaudron Gille
Cc: Chris Adams (IT)
Subject: Re: Update on technology purchase?
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 10:39:39 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Carol, Chris Adams and I can help with the narrative relative to the Classroom Technology.  I believe
Donna Caldwell and Mac assembled the last plan for CARES phase II, so it may be that they can help
here, or at least provide an example.
 
Steve
 
Dr. Steven F. McLeod
Chief Information Officer
The University of North Georgia
Phone: 706-864-1915 (O) 706-864-1922 (IT Service Desk)
Email: sfmcleod@ung.edu 
 

-- 
 
 

From: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 at 10:36 AM
To: Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu>, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Chris Adams <Chris.Adams@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Update on technology purchase?
 
Perfect! Who prepares the plan to go to Tracey Cook?

Carol

Get Outlook for Android
 

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 10:36:03 AM
To: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu>
Cc: Chris Adams (IT) <Chris.Adams@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Update on technology purchase?
 
Carol and Steve,
    I don’t know of any additional tech needs. I would support the Covid tests, the student outreach,
and then put the rest toward instructional technology support as Steve has outlined.
Chaudron
 

UNG U 
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From: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu>
Cc: Chris Adams (IT) <Chris.Adams@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Update on technology purchase?
 
Steve

Thank you. I want to see Chaudron's opinion on our biggest needs. We only get one
chance to use these funds in a way that best meets our critical needs.

But this info is very helpful!

Carol

Get Outlook for Android
 

From: Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 10:31:13 AM
To: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Chris Adams (IT) <Chris.Adams@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Update on technology purchase?
 
Carol,

From an university wide technology perspective, the biggest unmet need we have from my
perspective is in the area of classroom technology.  I am working with Chaudron to come up with the
total dollar amount to address our needs, but in a nutshell we have the following:

        Classroom VTC technology for synchronous delivery of instruction: $7300 per room
        Classroom VTC technology for asynchronous delivery of instruction: $5300 per room
        Portable audio lift technology - $700 per room

The tricky part here is figuring out how many rooms to outfit, which depends on how many rooms
we need set up for hybrid delivery.  Most of these would be for Asynchronous delivery.  If we
configure 100 classrooms with this tech, we would be at $530k.  this would allow for us to also
upgrade the rooms in need of voice lift (50) with temporary/portable systems for $35k, leaving
enough of the remainder for 4 or so synchronous setups - so roughly $600k.

We (IT) can tentatively plan for this and get the quotes together.  If you or Chaudron see a different
use for all or part of these funds, I can adjust our numbers to accommodate.

Steve

Dr. Steven F. McLeod
Chief Information Officer
The University of North Georgia
Phone: 706-864-1915 (O) 706-864-1922 (IT Service Desk)
Email: sfmcleod@ung.edu 
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-- 
 

On 7/14/20, 10:04 AM, "Carol Adams" <Carol.Adams@ung.edu> wrote:

    Chaudron and Steve,
    
    I am concerned about submitting our plan to spend the SIP funds to Tracey Cook at the system
office in order to receive approval for us to submit to the feds by August 1.
    
    So far, we did receive clarification from the DOE that we can spend the funds for COVID testing
kits for students. Greg Williams estimates that will run approximately $50,000. I also would like to
use about $6500 for additional student workers to intervene to assist DETI with early alerts in the
fall semester. I am checking with DETI to see if necessary to add for spring, if we can make a case
COVID will have an impact then. Who knows? So that leaves over $600,000 for the university to
spend on the technology needs previously discussed.
    
    Can anyone tell me where we are with that bid? I am getting emails from various departments on
campus asking where I am with our plan.
    
    Thank you for any guidance and information you can provide!
    
    Carol
    
    
    Sent from my iPad

mailto:Carol.Adams@ung.edu


From: Chaudron Gille
To: Carol Adams; Steve McLeod
Cc: Chris Adams (IT)
Subject: RE: Update on technology purchase?
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 10:36:00 AM

Carol and Steve,
    I don’t know of any additional tech needs. I would support the Covid tests, the student outreach,
and then put the rest toward instructional technology support as Steve has outlined.
Chaudron
 

From: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu>
Cc: Chris Adams (IT) <Chris.Adams@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Update on technology purchase?
 
Steve

Thank you. I want to see Chaudron's opinion on our biggest needs. We only get one
chance to use these funds in a way that best meets our critical needs.

But this info is very helpful!

Carol

Get Outlook for Android
 

From: Steve McLeod <Steve.McLeod@ung.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 10:31:13 AM
To: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Cc: Chris Adams (IT) <Chris.Adams@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Update on technology purchase?
 
Carol,

From an university wide technology perspective, the biggest unmet need we have from my
perspective is in the area of classroom technology.  I am working with Chaudron to come up with the
total dollar amount to address our needs, but in a nutshell we have the following:

        Classroom VTC technology for synchronous delivery of instruction: $7300 per room
        Classroom VTC technology for asynchronous delivery of instruction: $5300 per room
        Portable audio lift technology - $700 per room

The tricky part here is figuring out how many rooms to outfit, which depends on how many rooms
we need set up for hybrid delivery.  Most of these would be for Asynchronous delivery.  If we
configure 100 classrooms with this tech, we would be at $530k.  this would allow for us to also
upgrade the rooms in need of voice lift (50) with temporary/portable systems for $35k, leaving
enough of the remainder for 4 or so synchronous setups - so roughly $600k.
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We (IT) can tentatively plan for this and get the quotes together.  If you or Chaudron see a different
use for all or part of these funds, I can adjust our numbers to accommodate.

Steve

Dr. Steven F. McLeod
Chief Information Officer
The University of North Georgia
Phone: 706-864-1915 (O) 706-864-1922 (IT Service Desk)
Email: sfmcleod@ung.edu 
 
-- 
 

On 7/14/20, 10:04 AM, "Carol Adams" <Carol.Adams@ung.edu> wrote:

    Chaudron and Steve,
    
    I am concerned about submitting our plan to spend the SIP funds to Tracey Cook at the system
office in order to receive approval for us to submit to the feds by August 1.
    
    So far, we did receive clarification from the DOE that we can spend the funds for COVID testing
kits for students. Greg Williams estimates that will run approximately $50,000. I also would like to
use about $6500 for additional student workers to intervene to assist DETI with early alerts in the
fall semester. I am checking with DETI to see if necessary to add for spring, if we can make a case
COVID will have an impact then. Who knows? So that leaves over $600,000 for the university to
spend on the technology needs previously discussed.
    
    Can anyone tell me where we are with that bid? I am getting emails from various departments on
campus asking where I am with our plan.
    
    Thank you for any guidance and information you can provide!
    
    Carol
    
    
    Sent from my iPad
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From: John O"Sullivan
To: Steven Lloyd; Holly Verhasselt; Betsy Cantrell; Linda Rowland; Andy Novobilski; Anastasia Lin; Carly Redding;

Rebecca Johnston; Sommer Green; Yolanda Carr; Carol Adams; Emily Cook; Jonathan Barefield; Dede
deLaughter; Harriett Allison; Missy Hernandez; Eugene Van Sickle; Christopher Jespersen; Timothy May; Ric
Kabat; Laura Ng; Sheri Hardee; April Nelms; Carolynn DeSandre; John Leyba; Jill Schulze; Mary Gowan; Katie
Simmons; Wendy Walker; Jeff Turk; Joy Bolt; Jeff Marker; Douglas Orr; Shannon Gilstrap; Jeff Pardue; Joshua
Wright; D. Brian Mann; Benjamin Schoening; Dlynn Williams; Susann Doyle-Portillo; Sara Mason; Elizabeth
Combier; Jim Hammond; Pamela Sachant; P. Clay Rowell; Sharon Chalmers; Susan Klappa; Lauren Johnson;
Cristina Washell; Jessica Miles; Chantelle Grant; Nancy Dalman; Lori Wilson; Dianna Spence; Patrick Bunton;
Irene Kokkala; Anne Duke; Ash Mady; Mike Ryan; Mohan Menon; Katayoun Mobasher; Amber Ignatius; Rebecca
Rose; Amanda Nash; Missy Hernandez

Cc: Jenna Colvin; Elene Garrison; Carolyn Pelkey; Chaudron Gille; Ramona Robinson
Subject: RE: Waivers
Date: Friday, July 3, 2020 9:44:20 AM

Steven,
 
Thank you for this good news! 
I’m happy there will be no requests here at UNG for CoVid-19 waivers as at some other
institutions. 
 
Happy Independence Day Weekend. 
 
John
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 3:41 PM
To: John O'Sullivan <John.OSullivan@ung.edu>; Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>; Betsy
Cantrell <Betsy.Cantrell@ung.edu>; Linda Rowland <Linda.Rowland@ung.edu>; Andy Novobilski
<Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>; Anastasia Lin <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>; Carly Redding
<Carly.Redding@ung.edu>; Rebecca Johnston <Rebecca.Johnston@ung.edu>; Sommer Green
<Sommer.Green@ung.edu>; Yolanda Carr <Yolanda.Carr@ung.edu>; Carol Adams
<Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Emily Cook <Emily.Cook@ung.edu>; Jonathan Barefield
<Jonathan.Barefield@ung.edu>; Dede deLaughter <Dede.deLaughter@ung.edu>; Harriett Allison
<Harriett.Allison@ung.edu>; Missy Hernandez <Missy.Hernandez@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle
<Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>; Christopher Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>; Timothy
May <Timothy.May@ung.edu>; Ric Kabat <Ric.Kabat@ung.edu>; Laura Ng <Laura.Ng@ung.edu>;
Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>; April Nelms <April.Nelms@ung.edu>; Carolynn DeSandre
<Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>; John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Jill Schulze
<Jill.Schulze@ung.edu>; Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>; Katie Simmons
<Katie.Simmons@ung.edu>; Wendy Walker <Wendy.Walker@ung.edu>; Jeff Turk
<Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>; Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>; Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>; Douglas
Orr <Douglas.Orr@ung.edu>; Shannon Gilstrap <Shannon.Gilstrap@ung.edu>; Jeff Pardue
<Jeff.Pardue@ung.edu>; Joshua Wright <Joshua.Wright@ung.edu>; D. Brian Mann
<D.Brian.Mann@ung.edu>; Benjamin Schoening <Benjamin.Schoening@ung.edu>; Dlynn Williams
<Dlynn.Williams@ung.edu>; Susann Doyle-Portillo <Susann.Doyle-Portillo@ung.edu>; Sara Mason
<Sara.Mason@ung.edu>; Elizabeth Combier <Elizabeth.Combier@ung.edu>; Jim Hammond
<Jim.Hammond@ung.edu>; Pamela Sachant <Pamela.Sachant@ung.edu>; P. Clay Rowell
<Clay.Rowell@ung.edu>; Sharon Chalmers <Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>; Susan Klappa
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<Susan.Klappa@ung.edu>; Lauren Johnson <Lauren.Johnson@ung.edu>; Cristina Washell
<Cristina.Washell@ung.edu>; Jessica Miles <Jessica.Miles@ung.edu>; Chantelle Grant
<Chantelle.Grant@ung.edu>; Nancy Dalman <Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>; Lori Wilson
<Lori.Wilson@ung.edu>; Dianna Spence <Dianna.Spence@ung.edu>; Patrick Bunton
<Patrick.Bunton@ung.edu>; Irene Kokkala <Irene.Kokkala@ung.edu>; Anne Duke
<Anne.Duke@ung.edu>; Ash Mady <Ash.Mady@ung.edu>; Mike Ryan <Mike.Ryan@ung.edu>;
Mohan Menon <Mohan.Menon@ung.edu>; Katayoun Mobasher <Katayoun.Mobasher@ung.edu>;
Amber Ignatius <Amber.Ignatius@ung.edu>; Rebecca Rose <Rebecca.Rose@ung.edu>; Amanda
Nash <Amanda.Nash@ung.edu>; Missy Hernandez <Missy.Hernandez@ung.edu>
Cc: Jenna Colvin <Jenna.Colvin@ung.edu>; Elene Garrison <Elene.Garrison@ung.edu>; Carolyn
Pelkey <Carolyn.Pelkey@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Ramona Robinson
<Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Waivers
 
John,
 
This exercise is not related to CoVid-19.  It is related to student activities, field trips, service learning
projects, etc..  As the closing statement below signals, the intent is to study what we have in order to
ensure appropriate use and consistency and develop templates if possible.  In addition, legal
receives many questions about and requests for waivers, so part of the exercise is to develop FAQ
and other materials to guide the university community.  You may contact Jenna Colvin if you have
any further questions.
 
Sincerely,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840

 

From: John O'Sullivan <John.OSullivan@ung.edu>
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 at 2:15 PM
To: Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>, Betsy Cantrell <Betsy.Cantrell@ung.edu>,
Linda Rowland <Linda.Rowland@ung.edu>, Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>,
Anastasia Lin <Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>, Carly Redding <Carly.Redding@ung.edu>, Rebecca
Johnston <Rebecca.Johnston@ung.edu>, Sommer Green <Sommer.Green@ung.edu>,
Yolanda Carr <Yolanda.Carr@ung.edu>, Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>, Emily Cook
<Emily.Cook@ung.edu>, Jonathan Barefield <Jonathan.Barefield@ung.edu>, Dede deLaughter
<Dede.deLaughter@ung.edu>, Harriett Allison <Harriett.Allison@ung.edu>, Missy Hernandez
<Missy.Hernandez@ung.edu>, Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>, Christopher
Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>, Timothy May <Timothy.May@ung.edu>, Ric
Kabat <Ric.Kabat@ung.edu>, Laura Ng <Laura.Ng@ung.edu>, Sheri Hardee
<Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>, April Nelms <April.Nelms@ung.edu>, Carolynn DeSandre
<Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>, John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>, Jill Schulze
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<Jill.Schulze@ung.edu>, Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>, Katie Simmons
<Katie.Simmons@ung.edu>, Wendy Walker <Wendy.Walker@ung.edu>, Jeff Turk
<Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>, Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>, Jeff Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>,
Douglas Orr <Douglas.Orr@ung.edu>, Shannon Gilstrap <Shannon.Gilstrap@ung.edu>, Jeff
Pardue <Jeff.Pardue@ung.edu>, Joshua Wright <Joshua.Wright@ung.edu>, "D. Brian Mann"
<D.Brian.Mann@ung.edu>, Benjamin Schoening <Benjamin.Schoening@ung.edu>, Dlynn
Williams <Dlynn.Williams@ung.edu>, Susann Doyle-Portillo <Susann.Doyle-
Portillo@ung.edu>, Sara Mason <Sara.Mason@ung.edu>, Elizabeth Combier
<Elizabeth.Combier@ung.edu>, Jim Hammond <Jim.Hammond@ung.edu>, Pamela Sachant
<Pamela.Sachant@ung.edu>, "P. Clay Rowell" <Clay.Rowell@ung.edu>, Sharon Chalmers
<Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>, Susan Klappa <Susan.Klappa@ung.edu>, Lauren Johnson
<Lauren.Johnson@ung.edu>, Cristina Washell <Cristina.Washell@ung.edu>, Jessica Miles
<Jessica.Miles@ung.edu>, Chantelle Grant <Chantelle.Grant@ung.edu>, Nancy Dalman
<Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>, Lori Wilson <Lori.Wilson@ung.edu>, Dianna Spence
<Dianna.Spence@ung.edu>, Patrick Bunton <Patrick.Bunton@ung.edu>, Irene Kokkala
<Irene.Kokkala@ung.edu>, Anne Duke <Anne.Duke@ung.edu>, Ash Mady
<Ash.Mady@ung.edu>, Mike Ryan <Mike.Ryan@ung.edu>, Mohan Menon
<Mohan.Menon@ung.edu>, John O'Sullivan <John.OSullivan@ung.edu>, Katayoun Mobasher
<Katayoun.Mobasher@ung.edu>, Amber Ignatius <Amber.Ignatius@ung.edu>, Rebecca Rose
<Rebecca.Rose@ung.edu>, Amanda Nash <Amanda.Nash@ung.edu>, Missy Hernandez
<Missy.Hernandez@ung.edu>, Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Cc: Jenna Colvin <Jenna.Colvin@ung.edu>, Elene Garrison <Elene.Garrison@ung.edu>,
Carolyn Pelkey <Carolyn.Pelkey@ung.edu>, Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>,
Ramona Robinson <Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Waivers
 
I’m not sure about “legal,” but I think it would be unethical to ask faculty, staff or students to sign
liability waivers related to COVID and being on campus this Fall.  We should just focus on doing
everything we can to create a safe environment and not plan ahead on dodging responsibility for
what will very likely be some cases of disease transmission.   And if some person has a day in court
and a jury finds some institution at particular egregious fault for not providing reasonable
protections or accurate information, so be it.  Just let’s not be that institution. 
 
John O’Sullivan
 

From: Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2020 1:05 PM
To: Holly Verhasselt <Holly.Verhasselt@ung.edu>; Betsy Cantrell <Betsy.Cantrell@ung.edu>; Linda
Rowland <Linda.Rowland@ung.edu>; Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>; Anastasia Lin
<Anastasia.Lin@ung.edu>; Carly Redding <Carly.Redding@ung.edu>; Rebecca Johnston
<Rebecca.Johnston@ung.edu>; Sommer Green <Sommer.Green@ung.edu>; Yolanda Carr
<Yolanda.Carr@ung.edu>; Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Emily Cook
<Emily.Cook@ung.edu>; Jonathan Barefield <Jonathan.Barefield@ung.edu>; Dede deLaughter
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<Dede.deLaughter@ung.edu>; Harriett Allison <Harriett.Allison@ung.edu>; Missy Hernandez
<Missy.Hernandez@ung.edu>; Eugene Van Sickle <Eugene.VanSickle@ung.edu>; Christopher
Jespersen <Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>; Timothy May <Timothy.May@ung.edu>; Ric Kabat
<Ric.Kabat@ung.edu>; Laura Ng <Laura.Ng@ung.edu>; Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>;
April Nelms <April.Nelms@ung.edu>; Carolynn DeSandre <Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>; John
Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Jill Schulze <Jill.Schulze@ung.edu>; Mary Gowan
<Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>; Katie Simmons <Katie.Simmons@ung.edu>; Wendy Walker
<Wendy.Walker@ung.edu>; Jeff Turk <Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>; Joy Bolt <Joy.Bolt@ung.edu>; Jeff
Marker <Jeff.Marker@ung.edu>; Douglas Orr <Douglas.Orr@ung.edu>; Shannon Gilstrap
<Shannon.Gilstrap@ung.edu>; Jeff Pardue <Jeff.Pardue@ung.edu>; Joshua Wright
<Joshua.Wright@ung.edu>; D. Brian Mann <D.Brian.Mann@ung.edu>; Benjamin Schoening
<Benjamin.Schoening@ung.edu>; Dlynn Williams <Dlynn.Williams@ung.edu>; Susann Doyle-Portillo
<Susann.Doyle-Portillo@ung.edu>; Sara Mason <Sara.Mason@ung.edu>; Elizabeth Combier
<Elizabeth.Combier@ung.edu>; Jim Hammond <Jim.Hammond@ung.edu>; Pamela Sachant
<Pamela.Sachant@ung.edu>; P. Clay Rowell <Clay.Rowell@ung.edu>; Sharon Chalmers
<Sharon.Chalmers@ung.edu>; Susan Klappa <Susan.Klappa@ung.edu>; Lauren Johnson
<Lauren.Johnson@ung.edu>; Cristina Washell <Cristina.Washell@ung.edu>; Jessica Miles
<Jessica.Miles@ung.edu>; Chantelle Grant <Chantelle.Grant@ung.edu>; Nancy Dalman
<Nancy.Dalman@ung.edu>; Lori Wilson <Lori.Wilson@ung.edu>; Dianna Spence
<Dianna.Spence@ung.edu>; Patrick Bunton <Patrick.Bunton@ung.edu>; Irene Kokkala
<Irene.Kokkala@ung.edu>; Anne Duke <Anne.Duke@ung.edu>; Ash Mady <Ash.Mady@ung.edu>;
Mike Ryan <Mike.Ryan@ung.edu>; Mohan Menon <Mohan.Menon@ung.edu>; John O'Sullivan
<John.OSullivan@ung.edu>; Katayoun Mobasher <Katayoun.Mobasher@ung.edu>; Amber Ignatius
<Amber.Ignatius@ung.edu>; Rebecca Rose <Rebecca.Rose@ung.edu>; Amanda Nash
<Amanda.Nash@ung.edu>; Missy Hernandez <Missy.Hernandez@ung.edu>
Cc: Jenna Colvin <Jenna.Colvin@ung.edu>; Elene Garrison <Elene.Garrison@ung.edu>; Carolyn
Pelkey <Carolyn.Pelkey@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Ramona Robinson
<Ramona.Robinson@ung.edu>
Subject: Waivers
 
Colleagues,
 
UNG legal is studying the use of liability waivers at UNG and I am charged with discovery for
AA.  Please send the following information to Carolyn Pelkey in the AA Office:

1.  A copy of the form/s used in your unit or department that ask/s students, employees, or
third parties to release the University or its officers/employees of liability.

2.  A brief statement to accompany each form, which clearly describes the context in which
it is used and for what purpose.

3.  The name of a point of contact for each waiver.
 
This information will be used to create an inventory for the eventual purpose of creating
templates, streamlining processes, and creating decision trees to help educate the university
community.
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Sincerely,
Steven A. Lloyd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost | Academic Affairs
Office: 322 Price Memorial
706-864-1840
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: John Leyba
Subject: RE: Weekly COVID-19 Update from CSM
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 9:57:00 AM
Attachments: image002.png

Thanks John. I assume the students are being informed?
Chaudron
 

From: John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu> 
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 9:00 AM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Weekly COVID-19 Update from CSM
 
Hi Chaudron,
 
We have a faculty member in Biology, based on the Gainesville campus, that is sick and tested
positive for Covid-19.  He is wanting to teach his course online until he recovers and can return to
campus.  We went through HR and they are fine with that.
 
John
 
John D. Leyba, Ph.D.
Dean
College of Science & Mathematics
University of North Georgia

 

mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Carol Adams
Subject: RE: Weekly Enrollment Report as of 7.17.2020
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 5:14:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png
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Carol,
   I agree with you and am happy to hear of the outreach to returning students. We are still pursuing the strategic approach with UC.
Chaudron
 

From: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 5:08 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Weekly Enrollment Report as of 7.17.2020
 
Chaudron,
 
The Associate numbers are not surprising, but it does not mean they are acceptable.  I met last week with Michelle and Caleb to design a
plan to contact current AA and AS students, using UC team members who may know them to encourage them to register for fall.  That
does not address new students, but it is something.
 
As for new students, I am hopeful we can get back to a strategic approach to how UC can be a home for Associate’s students and analysis
of the value proposition to make the option enticing to the appropriate students.  
 
Carol
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 3:15:01 PM
To: Andy Novobilski <Andy.Novobilski@ung.edu>; John Leyba <John.Leyba@ung.edu>; Jeff Turk <Jeff.Turk@ung.edu>; Christopher Jespersen
<Christopher.Jespersen@ung.edu>; Mary Gowan <Mary.Gowan@ung.edu>; Sheri Hardee <Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu>; Carolynn DeSandre
<Carolynn.DeSandre@ung.edu>; Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>; Steven Lloyd <Steven.Lloyd@ung.edu>
Subject: FW: Weekly Enrollment Report as of 7.17.2020
 
All,
  Here is the enrollment report I mentioned.
Chaudron
 

From: James Conneely <James.Conneely@ung.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, July 19, 2020 7:57 PM
To: Billy Wells <Billy.Wells@ung.edu>; Bonita Jacobs <Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu>; Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>; Jeffrey Tarnowski
<Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu>; Kate Maine <Kate.Maine@ung.edu>; Mac McConnell <Mac.McConnell@ung.edu>; Richard Oates
<Richard.Oates@ung.edu>
Subject: Fw: Weekly Enrollment Report as of 7.17.2020
 
Colleagues,
 
Below is the weekly enrollment report.  Things are moving a more positive direction.  I appreciate all of the hard work of EM, Advising,
Orientation, and Housing.  We put this format together so we did not have to send multiple reports.  Housing and Orientation as well as
advising submit the information and then we compile it to give a comprehensive view.
 
MOVEMENT:  This is the first week where we have seen considerable improvement in the number of registered students.  We
remain -7% behind point-in-time last year, but that is considerably better than the 9.5% of the past couple of weeks.  This is most
attributable to the finalization of changes to the course schedule book, increases in course caps to accommodate method of instruction, and
the ability of COE, CHS, and Advising to advance schedule students.  We expect this trend to continue to improve as we move into the last
30 days of the matriculations cycle.  NSO turned positive compared to last year point-in-time, which is a leading indicator for
registrations. 
 
UNG Undergraduate Highlights – Most Relevant Fall Indicators
 
Dahlonega Housing Summary as of 7.2.2020
 
UNG non-cadet beds for Fall 2020 are essentially full.  Residential Life continues to work with individual students who are changing plans
or requesting different accommodations.
 
Cancellations requests have increased by 38 since July 5.  Only 8 of the 38 have chosen not to attend UNG  and are equally divided
between continuing and new students.  There is a limit to how many of these cancellations housing can accommodate before it begins to
impact overall operations. 
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Breakdown of cancellations since July 5:
Continuing – (20) 12 enrolled & living off campus, 1 online only, 1 transfer, 4 not attending, 2 unknown.
New – (18) 9 enrolled & living off campus, 4 moved to online only, 4 not attending, 1 rolled to spring because of travel ban.
 
Fall 2020

New Students 1134
Continuing Students 898
Total 2032

 
10 students within 7 day window to sign housing contract
 
27 remaining beds
43 students have applied for housing since May 29, and Residence Life is working to place them in beds.
·       28 new freshmen students
·       2 new transfer students
·       4 internal transfer students
·       9 returning students
Of these 43 students, 9 of them have indicated that they will only take single occupancy/apartment/traditional housing if one of those beds

were to become available.
1 bed is reserved for Athletics
8 offline for COVID-19 isolation
Leaving -25 beds available for future new students/internal transfers.  

Beds held for international students who are from current travel ban countries and may not be able to enter the States: 4
  
Fall 2019

New Students 1099
Continuing Students 954
Total 2053

 
Fall 2018

New Students 1272
Continuing Students 794
Total 2066

 
Cancellations to date

Fall 2020 145 (38 since July 5)
Fall 2019 205
Fall 2018 207

 
Fall 2020 registration of continuing students has significantly improved.  -946 (-7.3%) compared to 1220 (-9.6%) last week.  The level
of questions from continuing and new students has soared dramatically with the completion of method of instruction changes in Banner. 
New student registrations have also improved significantly, now a similar -7.1% behind this point in time last year.  The majority of the
lag in registrations is at the associate level (-20.1%) vs bachelor level (-1.1%) – see charts below.  NOTE:  The variety of questions are
broad and EM and UR are collaborating on building a set of Reopening Student FAQs on the UNG Together website to provide a single
source for correct responses.  The Student Town Hall scheduled for July 27 will be helpful in answering students and family concerns
about Fall return to campus.    
 

-



 
Associate vs Bachelor Level Registrations

 
Orientation signups turned positive for the first time this cycle, at +19 versus -317 three weeks ago, and -189 two weeks.  NSO is +105,
mainly due to a +165 at Dahlonega (Note: 12 cadets and 66 residential new students still lack orientation reservations – NEST is cross-
checking these students with Cadet Admissions and Residential Life).  Gainesville and Cumming NSO continue to lag behind, Oconee has
turned positive as well.  TSO is trailing at -65 and RSO -21 compared to point-in-time last year.  
 

Undergraduate 
Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 O,ange (2019-2020) 

Continuing• 

campus 
Headcoun t Headcou nt Headcount Ola11ge % Change 

Blue Ridge 49 55 92 37 67.3% 

Cumming 511 502 45 1 ·51 ·10.2% 

Dahlonega 5128 5,351 5,038 -313 -5.8% 

Gainesville 5745 5,618 5,123 -495 ·8.8% 

Oconee 1356 1,371 1,203 -168 -12.3% 

UNG Online 40 55 99 44 80.0% 

Total 12829 12,952 12,006 -946 -7.3% 

•includes readmits it hose who are returning after 3 or more semesters) 

Undergraduate New Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 O,ange (2019-2020) 

campus Headcount Headcount Headcount O,ange % Change 

Blue Ridge 74 68 100 32 47.1% 

Cumming 470 515 479 -36 -7.0% 

Dahlonega 1765 1,687 1,653 -34 -2.0% 

Gainesville 1551 1,671 1,393 -278 -16.6% 

Oconee 807 1,013 938 -75 -7.4% 

UNG Online 51 90 121 31 34.4% 

Total 4718 5,044 4,684 -360 -7.1% 

Associate (FT&PT) Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

Credit Hou r 

Productio n 
Headco unt Change % Change 

Cam pus 

Blue Ridge 633 94 37 64.9% 

Cumming 6,021 434 -97 -18.3% 

Dahlo nega 130 0 -10 -100.0% 

Gainesv ille 38,095 2,656 -753 -22.1% 

Ocon ee 20,582 1,431 -372 -20.6% 

UNG Online 273 58 25 75.8% 

Total 65,734 4,673 ·1,170 -20.0% 

Bache lor (FT&PT) Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

cam pus 
Credit Hou r 

Producti on 
Headco unt Change % Change 

Blue Riclge 454 98 32 48 .5% 

Cumming 4,223 496 10 2.1% 

Dahlo nega 94,070 6,691 -337 -4.8% 

Gainesv ille 43,194 3,860 -20 -0.5% 

Oconee 5,973 720 139 23.9% 

UNG Onl ine 634 162 48 42 .1% 

Total 148,548 12,027 -128 -1.1% 



 
FALL Advance Scheduling
 
Fall 2020 Non-LS
Forms received - 3960
Forms completed - 3347
 
BR - 72 received (57 completed)
CU - 208 (178)
DA - 1795 (1590)
GA - 1026 (845)
OC - 852 (674)
UNGO -  6(4)
TBD - 1 (Campus change/update?)
 
Fall 2020 Learning Support - 353 (330)
 
Fall 2019 Non-LS (as of July 16 2019)
 
Received - 3991
 
BR - 77
CU - 255
DA - 1657
GA - 1171
OC - 827
UNGO - 4
 
Fall 2019 - Learning Support - 434
 
As of 7.16.20, 632 schedules had not yet been built. 
 
-----------------------------------------------
 
Fall 2020 new student applications continue to lead over last year ahead for new freshmen (+443) as does accepted students at +367
(8408 vs 8041).  New freshmen acceptance yield now mirrors last year at 81%.  Confirmation numbers (overall) as a percentage
(Accepted to Confirm) now leads last year 61% vs 60%.  Dual Enrollment confirmations have grown to 1064 vs 1036 last year. 
Transfer accepted numbers are higher than last year (point-in-time) but trailing in confirmation by -3% and -65 in orientation sign ups.
 

Adml .. lons 
Additiona l 

Tota l 
C.Onflrmatlons Reservatk>ns 

Fall 2020 Or ientati on Reservat ions with No 
Rese:rvatlons 

Aftor LO$t 
made after 

Orientation 
July 14, 2019 

Auiust 
Reservation Session 

Fall 2019 Fall 2020 Difference Fall 2020 Fall 2019 Fall 2019 

New Student Orientatio n 64 75 11 18 9 73 

Blue Ridge Campus Transfer Student Orientation 1 3 2 2 12 13 

Readm it Student O<ienta tion 0 0 0 1 1 1 
New Student Orientation 289 244 45 60 15 304 

Cumming Campus Transfer Student Orientatio n 19 18 · 1 5 14 33 
Readmit Student Orientation 11 12 1 3 8 19 

New Stude nt Orien tation 1449 1610 161 88 57 1506 
Dahlonega Campus Trans/or Student Orientation 225 192 -33 19 44 269 

Readmit Student Orientation 38 25 . 13 7 8 46 
New Stude nt Orienta t ion 1158 1081 -77 245 217 1375 

Gainesville Campus Trans/or Student Orientatio n 183 147 -36 35 106 289 
Readmit Student Orientation 102 98 ·4 45 73 175 
New Student Orienta tion 783 838 55 140 83 866 

Oconee Campus Transfer Student Orientation 137 140 3 28 25 162 
Readmit Student Orientation 18 13 -5 8 5 23 

Totals 4477 4496 19 704 677 5154 
New Student Orienta tion 3743 3848 105 551 381 4124 
Transfer Student Orientatio n 565 500 -65 89 201 766 
Readmit Student O<ientation 169 148 -21 64 95 264 



 
Cadet confirmations ahead of last year at 201.  The chart below shows the number of students who are switching from Cadet to Civilian
(37 at the application state, 18 after cadet acceptance, and 3 after having made a cadet deposit.)   It is important to remember that these 58
freshmen were recruited by Cadet Admissions, even though the student decided to attend UNG outside the Corps.  NOTE: Cadet
enrollment will continue to fluctuate as student change their mind about committing to the Corps and switch to civilian status, receive
deployment order for basic training, etc.  Cadet admissions is working with the Commandant’s staff to validate confirmations without bed
reservations (35).  The Director of Cadet Admissions believes new cadet enrollment for fall will land around 210, similar to last year. 
 
As of 7.16.20:

ADM 871 Internal
Transfers

True
Total

Updated to
Civilian

Adm
Reapplying
Fall 2021

SUM 2018 2019 2020 Summer 2020 Summer Applicants
Applied 59 36 32 0  10 0
Accepts 47 21 18 0  1 0

Confirmed 40 13 11 0 11 1 0
FALL 2018 2019 2020 Fall 2020 Fall Applicants

Applied 706 714 667 8  58 12
Accepts 433 422 386 6  18 10

Confirmed 191 179 195 6 201 3 4
SPRING 2018 2019 2020 Spring 2021 Spring Applicants

Applied 97 86 69 0  2 2
Accepts 71 60 44 0  1 0

Confirmed 34 29 31 0 31 0 0

Total Confirmed= 243 70 14

 
Graduate Program Highlights:
 

·       Counseling up 8 applications, down 6 accepts, down 5 confirms (This program is estimated to enroll 8 fewer students into the fall 2020
cohort. For fall 2019 they enrolled 30 students. For fall 2020 they are set to enroll 22 students.)

·       EdD up 5 applications, 6 accepts, 6 confirms (Due to the shifting of the application deadline and the decision timeline, this program appears to
be up. However, they will enroll the same size cohort as last fall.)

·       Diversity Certificate up 6 applications, 6 accepts, 5 confirms
·       Criminal Justice up 3 applications, 5 accepts, 6 confirms
·       MAIA up 1 application, 3 accepts, 3 confirms
·       MAcc. up 15 applications, 13 accepts, 12 confirms
·       Transfer Leadership & Practice Certificate up 3 applications, 4 accepts, 2 confirms
·       Kinesiology down  3 applications, down 13 accepts, down 10 confirms (Graduate Admissions is currently waiting on 15 decisions from the

Kinesiology department for processing)
·       MBA down 4 applications, up 3 accepts, up 4 confirms
·       DNP down 1 application, down 4 accepts, down 6 confirms (This program plans to enroll 10 students into the fall 2020 cohort.)

 
·       The new Geospatial Science and Technology Graduate Certificate has 6 applications, 5 accepts, 5 confirms. The new Geomatics Graduate

Certificate does not have any applicants.
·       The MPA program has met capacity for Fall 2020. We had to update 4 fall applicants to spring 2021. We also have waitlisted 3 fall

applicants. All new inquiries for this program are being given the spring 2021 option.
 
 
 
James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706-864-1818

App+/ -
App t o App to Accept to 

Accept to Accept 10 
Apps Apps Accept Accept Accept Accept Conli rm Confirm Confi rm 

Campus/S - Type 
2019 2020 

Change 
2019 2020 Yield Yield 2019 2020 Yield 

Confirm Orient 

'19- '20 Yield 2019 Yield 
2020 2019 2020 

I Total 1 71 41 7 1 02 09 7 6 670 1 1% 

New Freshmen° 989 0337 443 8 1 8408 81 
8 " 

4282 55 53 3 66 46% 

Dual fnrol/ment 1640 1601 -39 1089 1153 72% 66% 1036 1064 92% 95% 0 N/A 

Transfer 1533 1602 69 964 986 62% 63% 682 670 68% 71% 565 504 51% 

Other 648 562 -86 508 441 78% 78% 408 346 78% 80% 169 168 38% 
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From: Carol Adams
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Work schedules of my team
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 1:16:15 PM

Chaudron,

As always, I appreciate your support.  Do you want me to fill out the new NON-Covid
teleworking form, just in case?  I would say yes, just to cover all bases.  

Carol

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 1:11:00 PM
To: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Work schedules of my team
 
Carol,
  The plan you have outlined is totally within my expectations for AA units. I appreciate your
attention to trying to provide some in person service on all campuses while providing the needed
accommodations to your staff. You certainly have the personal flexibility to work from home on
occasion much as we have always done.
Thank you for your thorough work and attention to detail,
Chaudron
 
From: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 12:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Work schedules of my team
 
Chaudron,
 
My team will be serving students in the fall semester without missing a beat, both virtually
and in-person, if possible. I do have several team members who have been given
accommodations to telework almost 100% of the time to health concerns. Others will be
teleworking on alternate days due to space constraints or to minimize the number of people in
the University College areas, regardless of campus.  There are some front-line tutors and
others who must telework almost 100% of the time because there is zero opportunity to social
distance in their limited space, for example, the Writing Consultant at Cumming and the
Academic Success Coach at Oconee.  I also have approved for some staff to serve on two
campuses on alternate days to ensure we can provide some in-person services as much as
possible.
 
It is my plan to be in my office on the Gainesville campus almost all day every day. I request
minimal flexibility to telework on rare occasions.  I have no expectation in mind as to how
often that will be, but I expect it to be rare. If that changes, I certainly will request an
appointment with you to discuss that topic. I assume you do not need to approve that in
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advance, if it truly is only a day here and there, as you are understandably very busy. I did not
request from HR any accommodations for myself and have no plan to do so.
 
This is my formal notification of the University College general plan, as mentioned by HR.
This plan mirrors exactly what we shared in the plan submitted to USG several weeks ago.
 
Of course, I am happy to answer any questions or make adjustments you deem necessary.
 
Thank you!
 
Carol
Get Outlook for iOS

https://aka.ms/o0ukef


From: Carol Adams
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Re: Work schedules of my team
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 1:41:25 PM

Thank you.  We can always submit if necessary in the future.  I do not anticipate a regular
schedule of teleworking at this time, more sporadic in nature.

Carol

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 1:19:47 PM
To: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Work schedules of my team
 
I don’t think that is necessary for the occasional day here and there. If you wish to set a regular
schedule of partial teleworking that would be a different matter. As long as your covid form in the
spring was dated for 1 year, it should cover any return to mandated work from home.  
 
From: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 1:16 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Work schedules of my team
 
Chaudron,
 
As always, I appreciate your support.  Do you want me to fill out the new NON-Covid
teleworking form, just in case?  I would say yes, just to cover all bases.  
 
Carol
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 1:11:00 PM
To: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Work schedules of my team
 
Carol,
  The plan you have outlined is totally within my expectations for AA units. I appreciate your
attention to trying to provide some in person service on all campuses while providing the needed
accommodations to your staff. You certainly have the personal flexibility to work from home on
occasion much as we have always done.
Thank you for your thorough work and attention to detail,
Chaudron
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From: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 12:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Work schedules of my team
 
Chaudron,
 
My team will be serving students in the fall semester without missing a beat, both virtually
and in-person, if possible. I do have several team members who have been given
accommodations to telework almost 100% of the time to health concerns. Others will be
teleworking on alternate days due to space constraints or to minimize the number of people in
the University College areas, regardless of campus.  There are some front-line tutors and
others who must telework almost 100% of the time because there is zero opportunity to social
distance in their limited space, for example, the Writing Consultant at Cumming and the
Academic Success Coach at Oconee.  I also have approved for some staff to serve on two
campuses on alternate days to ensure we can provide some in-person services as much as
possible.
 
It is my plan to be in my office on the Gainesville campus almost all day every day. I request
minimal flexibility to telework on rare occasions.  I have no expectation in mind as to how
often that will be, but I expect it to be rare. If that changes, I certainly will request an
appointment with you to discuss that topic. I assume you do not need to approve that in
advance, if it truly is only a day here and there, as you are understandably very busy. I did not
request from HR any accommodations for myself and have no plan to do so.
 
This is my formal notification of the University College general plan, as mentioned by HR.
This plan mirrors exactly what we shared in the plan submitted to USG several weeks ago.
 
Of course, I am happy to answer any questions or make adjustments you deem necessary.
 
Thank you!
 
Carol
Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Chaudron Gille
To: Carol Adams
Subject: RE: Work schedules of my team
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 1:19:00 PM

I don’t think that is necessary for the occasional day here and there. If you wish to set a regular
schedule of partial teleworking that would be a different matter. As long as your covid form in the
spring was dated for 1 year, it should cover any return to mandated work from home.  
 

From: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 1:16 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Re: Work schedules of my team
 
Chaudron,
 
As always, I appreciate your support.  Do you want me to fill out the new NON-Covid
teleworking form, just in case?  I would say yes, just to cover all bases.  
 
Carol
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 1:11:00 PM
To: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu>
Subject: RE: Work schedules of my team
 
Carol,
  The plan you have outlined is totally within my expectations for AA units. I appreciate your
attention to trying to provide some in person service on all campuses while providing the needed
accommodations to your staff. You certainly have the personal flexibility to work from home on
occasion much as we have always done.
Thank you for your thorough work and attention to detail,
Chaudron
 

From: Carol Adams <Carol.Adams@ung.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 12:29 PM
To: Chaudron Gille <Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu>
Subject: Work schedules of my team
 
Chaudron,
 
My team will be serving students in the fall semester without missing a beat, both virtually
and in-person, if possible. I do have several team members who have been given
accommodations to telework almost 100% of the time to health concerns. Others will be
teleworking on alternate days due to space constraints or to minimize the number of people in
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the University College areas, regardless of campus.  There are some front-line tutors and
others who must telework almost 100% of the time because there is zero opportunity to social
distance in their limited space, for example, the Writing Consultant at Cumming and the
Academic Success Coach at Oconee.  I also have approved for some staff to serve on two
campuses on alternate days to ensure we can provide some in-person services as much as
possible.
 
It is my plan to be in my office on the Gainesville campus almost all day every day. I request
minimal flexibility to telework on rare occasions.  I have no expectation in mind as to how
often that will be, but I expect it to be rare. If that changes, I certainly will request an
appointment with you to discuss that topic. I assume you do not need to approve that in
advance, if it truly is only a day here and there, as you are understandably very busy. I did not
request from HR any accommodations for myself and have no plan to do so.
 
This is my formal notification of the University College general plan, as mentioned by HR.
This plan mirrors exactly what we shared in the plan submitted to USG several weeks ago.
 
Of course, I am happy to answer any questions or make adjustments you deem necessary.
 
Thank you!
 
Carol
Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Kate Maine
To: Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille; James Conneely; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: September commencement
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 10:37:26 AM
Attachments: Announcement Email to Graduates - speical 2020.docx

All,
 
We are proceeding with plans for outdoor ceremonies on Friday, Sept. 18 and back-up plans
for indoor ceremonies on Sept. 19 and 20 as outlined in the attached draft correspondence. 
Please let me know ASAP if you have any questions.  We plan to send this communication
to spring and summer graduates by the end of the week.
 
Thank you,
Kate
 
Kate Maine, Ed.D., APR
Vice President of University Relations and Chief of Staff
706-864-1950 | 706-429-4093, mobile
kate.maine@ung.edu
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Dear 2020 Spring & Summer Graduates,



Congratulations on your graduation! We appreciate your flexibility and patience as we have navigated the restrictions on large gatherings through the COVID-19 pandemic. As you know, your commencement ceremony has been postponed to the weekend of September 18 – 20, 2020. We are happy to announce that further plans have been developed, and we want to share those with you. 



Your ceremony will be held outdoors on the UNG Drill Field at the Dahlonega Campus on Friday, September 18. Ceremony dates and times are listed below. 



Friday, September 18, 2020

10 a.m. – College of Arts & Letters, University College

2 p.m. – Mike Cottrell College of Business, College of Science & Mathematics, IESA

6 p.m. – College of Health Sciences & Professions, College of Education



You will receive 4 tickets for your guests. To follow health and safety guidelines, no additional tickets will be available. You will be able to claim your allotment of tickets online starting on September 14 at 9 a.m.  The link will be shared with you via your UNG email address on September 14, and you must claim your tickets through the online system by September 18. If not claimed by this date, tickets will no longer be available. 



We hope to celebrate our graduates as planned in an outdoor ceremony on Friday, September 18. However, in the event inclement weather prevents the ceremonies from being held outdoors that day, we have developed contingency plans that call for ceremonies to be held on Saturday, September 19, and Sunday, September 20, in the UNG Convocation Center at the Dahlonega Campus.  So that we are prepared to execute those plans, graduates must register for a time slot within their respective college's ceremony to participate.  We will send a registration link to you via your UNG email address in the next few days.  The ceremony times are as follows:



Saturday, September 19, 2020

9 a.m. – 1 p.m.: College of Arts & Letters

2 p.m. – 5 p.m.: Mike Cottrell College of Business

6 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.: College of Education 



Sunday, September 20, 2020

2 p.m. – 4 p.m.: College of Health Sciences & Professions 

4 p.m. – 6 p.m.: College of Science & Mathematics, University College and IESA 



We will notify you prior to September 18 if we deem it is necessary to transition to our back-up indoor commencement plan.



For additional information, please visit the Commencement website. We look forward to celebrating with you in September!



The Office of University Events

 









From: Carol Adams
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: SIP
Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 9:03:16 PM

Chaudron,

I learned of a need for student intervention specialists for early alert in the fall and would like
to allocate a little of the SIP funds to that initiative.  Merci Rivera is crafting a job description
now. She only requested 5 student workers at 10 hours a week, despite my prompting her that
I could support more.  It would be challenging to make these positions fit the grant carryover,
but they are perfect for the SIP.  It would not be more than $6400 max.

We all were happy that adding a coach would be approved as a SIP expense.  However, I
discounted it because of the Critical Hire process and concerns whether the system would
approve that as a use of SIP funds.  We may have found the funds to cover the missing 15
months before the grant adds the three coach. And we have identified particular duties for this
coach that are related to the modality shift due to COVID.  Do you think we have any chance
of getting that approved?

Lastly, we are running out of time for the IT quotes.  I know the system wants our plan to
spend the SIP and the feds want it as well.  If you hear from Steve, please let Yolanda Carr
know.  She is the POC for the feds on these funds and can answer any questions.

I will be gone Thursday through Sunday but also on vacation next Monday. I may have
sketchy internet and am actually hoping for that.

I am working with several student issues and have started the investigatory process for each
while I am gone.  

I will also forward you in another email the Banner screenshot showing all UNIV and IDST
classes are coded.  We are waiting for a couple more department heads to respond re offsite
classes, but Jade will input those by Friday.

We are leaving mid morning, and I will be available via phone until mid afternoon.

Carol

Get Outlook for iOS

mailto:Carol.Adams@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
https://aka.ms/o0ukef


From: Carolynn DeSandre
To: Sharon Chalmers; Susan Klappa; P. Clay Rowell
Cc: Kate Maine; Chaudron Gille; Greg Williams
Subject: Some confusion over Rules for Healthcare Providers & COVID Suspected or Confirmed Exposure
Date: Friday, July 17, 2020 2:54:07 PM

Hi All,
 
I wanted to just clarify and update everyone on the confusion over our students who are working
healthcare professionals on the front lines treating COVID patients and their return to the
classroom. 
 
For healthcare workers using PPE and treating COVID patients in the healthcare arena, the CDC
recommends that they observe for symptoms at home for 2 days and if asymptomatic, may return
to work.  Here is the link to more details: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html
 
For healthcare workers who are symptomatic or with known or suspected exposure and not in full
PPE, the guidelines can be found here:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/return-to-
work.html  You can see with this guidance there are two different criteria for return to work:
symptom criteria and testing criteria.
 
These are the policies we will use to allow our healthcare students to return to the classroom.  We
will include the links in our syllabi and our master return to campus plan for UNG.  Because the CDC
is routinely updating this guidance, it is important that we include links and request that students
follow the guidance given on the link.
 
I hope this clarifies things for folks.  I know with the constant changes and updates, it gets very
confusing.
 
Carolynn DeSandre, PhD, CNM, FNP-BC, CSAP
Interim Dean/College of Health Sciences & Professions
University of North Georgia
(706) 867-2778
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From: Mary Gowan
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Staff in MCCB with COVID
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 10:02:31 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png

Chaudron,
 
I am sending my end of the week report.  We have had two staff members with COVID. 

 one of our advisors, seems to be doing okay and participated in our virtual
retreat today after having COVID-19.  She has received permission through HR to fully
telecommute this semester.
 
Unfortunately, I have to share that  is not doing well, nor is her family. I just
heard from  is on oxygen and her dad has been moved to ICU. They have
asked for prayers.  I expect you know  
 
All of the admin staff in Dahlonega are on alert that we may need to rotate going to GVL to
assist  since she is pretty much there by herself. One advisor received permission
through HR to fully telecommute as an ADA accommodation. That leaves  and one
advisor.
 
Will share more information as I hear news.
 
Mary
 
Mary A. Gowan, Ph.D.
Dean, Mike Cottrell College of Business
University of North Georgia
Newton Oakes, Room 124A
Dahlonega, GA 30597

P: 706.864.1620
mary.gowan@ung.edu
 

 
Summer 2020 Office Hours:
Monday-Thursday: 8:00 am – 5:30 pm
Friday: 8:00 am - Noon

 

- -
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From: Alyson Paul
To: Julie Brinzo; Vanessa Jones; Joseph Matthews
Cc: Karen Tomlinson; James Conneely; Carolynn DeSandre; Chaudron Gille
Subject: Student Affairs/Nursing partnerships
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 10:48:34 AM
Attachments: Student Affairs - Nursing Partnerships & Collaborations.docx

All,
 
I have attached the working draft of the partnership efforts between Student
Affairs & the Nursing Department.  This document does not cover the details of
start date, supplies, procedures, etc., but provides an overview of the
challenges to be addressed and the intended outcomes of these collaborations.
 
Please feel free to send me other clarifying information as it becomes known.
 
I am thankful for everyone’s willingness to explore these partnership
opportunities.
 
Dr. Alyson Paul
Associate Vice President/Dean of Students
 

mailto:Alyson.Paul@ung.edu
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Partnership/Collaborations with the Department of Nursing/FNP program



Problems

With COVID-19 cases still on the rise and the fall semester kicking off, UNG is looking for ways to improve the health and safety of our UNG community by reducing the spread of COVID-19.  UNG has created a COVID-19 response team that will receive reports of COVID-19 positive and presumed positive tests and will initiate contact tracing among University community members.  This team will work cooperatively with the Department of Public Health, but acknowledges the need for timely response and notices as a strategy to reduce the spread of COVID-19.  This process will be time intensive and will require additional staffing.



Because of the impact of COVID-19 on the health-care industry, FNP students are encountering challenges in finding appropriate clinical locations to complete the patient contact hours necessary for graduation and nursing board requirements. 



Collaborative Solutions

1. UNG Student Health Services will host 24, first year FNP students to complete up to 16 clinical hours doing COVID-19 testing within the Student Health Centers. These students will focus on evaluation, treatment and education of COVID 19.  Learning outcomes to be reached will be in person interviewing, evaluation, testing and education of patients that present with COVID 19 symptoms. Students will be supervised by the clinicians at Student Health. 



2. The Dean of Students Office will host (up to 20) 2nd year FNP students to assist with contact tracing.  Each student will be able to complete up to 25 hours of contact tracing.  These students will be supervised by (Alyson is working on this) for their contact tracing responsibilities. 



3. The Commandant of Cadets will host 4 FNP faculty members who will provide medical supervision for cadet PT each weekday morning between 6AM – 8:30AM.  An additional 1.5 hours of clinical hours will be provided with the Dahlonega Student Health Center.  The FNP faculty will provide supervision for FNP students who register to utilize Student Health as a clinical site. These students will be accessing and treating patients depending on the chief complaint.



Intended Outcomes

FNP Program Outcomes 

The American Association of Colleges of Nursing has set forth essentials for Master's level nursing education including clinical prevention and population health for improving health.  This essential covers activities which address global health and emerging health issues, such as a pandemic. 



Specific Course Outcomes

NURS 6105 (1st year FNP students)

SLO 1: Health Promotion/Disease Prevention 

Utilize evidenced-based nursing practice to promote health and prevent or reduce the burden of mortality, morbidity, and health disparities from physical and mental health problems.



NURS 7105 (Clinical course for 2nd year FNP students)

COVID-19 presents a unique opportunity for FNP students to work directly with other professions to improve outcomes for our student population.  Additionally, it provides the student's with a service learning opportunity.  



Administrative Outcomes

The addition of staffing to address and monitor contact tracing and investigation will assist in providing timely response and communication related to COVID-19.







From: James Conneely
To: Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: Student Insurance
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 9:53:55 AM

Colleagues,
I went to the United Healthcare’s website and this is the information I found related to
some of the questions this morning:

COVID-19 Claims FAQ
What services are available to me if I think I might be sick or need to talk to someone?
Members who feel like they may have been exposed to COVID-19 are being advised to
immediately call their provider. To find a network provider they can visit My Account or their
UHCSR mobile app.
*UHCSR insureds have access at no charge, when included with their UHCSR medical plan,
or at a $40 for all other students. To find out if your plan includes this benefit or any other
benefits, access your My Account and select My Benefits, then Additional Benefits.
If you need to talk to someone but aren't sick, UHCSR insureds have access to Student
Assistance Program to assist telephonically including 24/7 counseling, health risks
assessments, health/fitness calculators and other helpful resources. The phone number is
available on your UHCSR Mobile App or your My Account.
Will testing and physician visits be covered for COVID-19?
Yes, we will be waiving cost sharing for COVID-19 diagnostic testing (virus/antigen) through
the national public health emergency. Tests must be ordered by a physician or appropriately
licensed health care professional for purposes of diagnosis or treatment of an individual
member. We’re also waiving cost sharing for COVID-19 testing related visits during this same
period.
 
Will treatment be covered for COVID-19?
Yes, we are waiving member cost sharing for the treatment for those diagnosed with COVID-
19 through the national public health emergency period (currently set at 10/22/2020).
Following this date, all treatment will be paid according to policy provisions unless there is a
government or corporate directive to extend the date.
 
Will cost sharing be waived for Telehealth visits?
All policies that have access to HealthiestYou telehealth will continue to provide virtual visits
at no costs throughout the policy year. For other visits see below:

For COVID-19 in-network-only telehealth services, UnitedHealthcare will extend the
cost share waiver through Oct. 22, 2020.

For COVID-19 out-of-network telehealth services, UnitedHealthcare is waiving cost
share through the national public health emergency period, currently set at Oct. 22,
2020.

• 

• 
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For non-COVID-19 in-network-only telehealth services, UnitedHealthcare will extend
the cost share waiver through Sept. 30, 2020.

For non-COVID-19 out-of-network telehealth services, cost sharing according to policy
benefits, does apply.

 
 
James F. Conneely, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs &
     Enrollment Management
Associate Professor, College of Education
University of North Georgia
james.conneely@ung.edu
706.864.1818
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
 
The contents of this email message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may
contain confidential and/or privileged information and may be legally protected from disclosure. If you
are not the intended recipient of this message, or if this message has been addressed to you in error,
please immediately alert the sender by reply email and then delete this message and any attachments. If
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying, or
storage of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited.
 
 

• 

• 
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From: Sheri Hardee
To: Chaudron Gille; Steven Lloyd
Subject: Students Applying for Accommodations
Date: Monday, July 13, 2020 12:35:23 PM

Hi, Chaudron and Steve. I just wanted to ensure that I understood the process for students
needing accommodations for the fall due to falling into a vulnerable population. We have
been sending students to SDS to apply for accommodations, but for the few students who
have done so thus far, they are being told that SDS is not handling this and they need to go
through the Dean of Students. We have had three student emails indicating the same since
Friday, and I expect we'll have more as more students begin to apply, so I just wanted to check
in about this. In the last email I received, the student said, "Betty Hirschmann told me that I
didn't need to do that because this is not an issue that affects me academically. She stated
(SDS) is only for students that have a learning disability that would impaired them
academically not because of COVID-19." Have you heard from any other colleges having this
issue? From our end, I just wanted to be sure we were supposed to be sending them to SDS
rather than Student Affairs. I don't want to guide them in the wrong direction.

Thank you!

Sheri

mailto:Sheri.Hardee@ung.edu
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From: Sheila Schulte
To: Billy Wells; Chaudron Gille
Cc: Daniela Martinez
Subject: Study Abroad--details on cancelling for Spring/Summer 2021
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:19:19 PM
Attachments: COVID19 Website Info.8.18.2020.docx

Hello Billy and Chaudron,
 
As we begin our recruitment season for Spring and Summer 2021 Study Abroad, I want you to be
aware of how we are communicating about the possible cancellation of programs due to COVID. 
The USG’s Office of International Education along with several other universities have clearly
outlined on their web sites how the institution makes a decision regarding cancelling for safe and
health reasons as well as the refund policy.  We plan to do the same, and the details are attached.
 

As you can see, CGE will use the application deadline (October 30th for spring and February 1st for
summer) as our go/no go date for a program.  We chose this path for the following reasons:
 
-it provides transparency to students and their families as they plan for study abroad in these
uncertain times
-the cancellation date gives students sufficient time to make other plans for the upcoming semester
-the student would only have provided a deposit at the time of application which is reimbursable
-CGE will not have paid vendors for program costs that early,  so the university will not lose money
-if the Program Director is interested, it allows sufficient time to implement a virtual option for their
study abroad program.
 
As noted on the attachment, we would not cancel without first consulting with the Emergency
Response team to determine viability of the program.  Thanks for your support, and please let me
know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
 
 
Sheila Schulte
Associate Vice President for International Programs
 
Center for Global Engagement
82 College Circle
Dahlonega, GA 30597
Phone: 706-867-2844
Sheila.Schulte@ung.edu
www.ung.edu/cge
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Spring & Summer 2021 COVID-19 Notice:

UNG is closely monitoring the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact around the world. While UNG is planning for all programs to run, travel and safety conditions related to COVID-19 may prevent programs from happening. 

Currently, spring, spring break, and summer 2021 programs are accepting applications. GGE will make a determination on whether UNG sponsored programs will run by the application deadline for each term: 

· Spring 2021 – October 30, 2020 

· Spring Break 2021 – October 30, 2020

· Summer 2021 – February 1, 2020 

The decision to suspend or cancel programs is one UNG does not take lightly. When making the decision, each individual program is reviewed and evaluated taking into consideration information from the sources below. 

· State Department Travel Advisories 

· UNG Policy prohibits UNG students/faculty/staff to travel to countries with a Level 3 or Level 4 Travel Advisory in place.

· CDC Travel Health Notices 

· COVID-19 Recommendations

· Information from partner institutions & local contacts

· Security information from partners and risk management firms 

· UNG Emergency Response Team

The decision to suspend or cancel programs will affect the following program types:

· UNG faculty-led programs

· UNG Direct Enrollments

· UNG Exchanges

Cancellation and Refunds 

· UNG will make an initial go/no-go determination by the program application deadline.  

· The only payment due by the application deadline is the program deposit.  The deposit minus the administrative fee (around 2%) will be refunded to students in the event of a cancellation.

· Students participating on UNG-approved programs, sponsored by another organization, are subject to the cancellation and refund policies, if any, of the respective organization. i.e. USGG, ISEP, CIEE, and ISA. 





From: Beth Arbuthnot
To: Faculty-Staff
Subject: Teleworking and Alternate work arrangements
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:14:48 PM
Attachments: Departmental Alternate-Flexible Work Schedules.docx

Colleagues,
 
As a follow-up to President Jacobs’ Town Hall meeting on Wednesday, Dr. Kate Maine
mentioned that as we are preparing to return to work, managers should be developing work plans
that promote social distancing and reduced employee density on campus.
 
Based on guidelines received from the University System Office, we encourage you to be flexible and
creative in how you manage your department in these unusual times, but we need to effectively
provide the necessary services to our students, faculty, staff and visitors. These plans should be
discussed with senior level-managers in your division prior to submittal to the Office of Human
Resources. 
 
The Office of Human Resources has received several ADA Accommodation Requests, COVID-19
Telework Requests, as well as the Standard Telework Requests.  We are doing our best to review and
respond to each of these requests as quickly as possible.  Positions that would normally be ineligible
for teleworking but were converted to telework over the summer due to COVID may or may not be
able to remain in a telework status for Fall Semester.  Some positions, given their essential job duties
will not be telework eligible.  As we have reached back out to supervisors, we have been advised that
alternate work schedules have been developed.
 
If you have or are in the process of developing Alternate/Flexible Work Schedules within your
department and have not discussed your plans with the Office of Human Resources, please contact
us as hr@ung.edu. We need to track the arrangements to ensure there is appropriate ADA
documentation and provide assistance in plan management. It is imperative that we maintain a
balance between creativity and consistency.
 
A short submittal form is attached to assist in gathering plans.  This will allow us to crosscheck
accommodations, telework agreements, and other required documentation.  Please submit these to
the Office of Human Resources at hr@ung.edu by July 31.  In addition to the completed form, any
employee who will be teleworking full-time or part-time will need to submit the teleworking form to
HR for review and final approval. Employees who will be teleworking because they have a CDC-
defined high risk health condition will need to first submit an ADA Request Form here.  If approved,
they will then be directed to submit the COVID-19 Telework Agreement.  Employees who will be
teleworking due to a department-implemented Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule will still need to
submit the Standard Telework Request. 
 
Finally, all COVID-19 related work arrangements for Fall 2020 are temporary and subject to further
review and changes as we approach the end of the semester or as the need arises.
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Departmental Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule



Please complete the table for ALL employees in your department that may have an Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule for Fall Semester 2020: 

		Department

		Employee Name

		Position

		Work Arrangement

		Health Related (Y/N)
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Please complete the table for ALL employees in your department that may have an Alternate/Flexible Work Schedule for Fall Semester 2020:  


Department Employee Name Position Work Arrangement Health Related (Y/N) 
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Beth Arbuthnot, MBA SPHR
Associate Vice President HR/Risk/Compliance
University of North Georgia
Office (Dahlonega) 706-864-1440 (Gainesville) 678-717-3713
Fax 706-864-1365
beth.arbuthnot@ung.edu
 
***Confidentiality Notice*** This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
replication, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.    
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From: Michelle Eaton
To: James Conneely; Chaudron Gille; Kate Maine; Karen Tomlinson; Darcy Hayes; Treva Smith; Greg Williams; Ken

Crowe; Terri Carroll; Erick Jones; Jill Rayner
Cc: Brett Morris; Ellen Cormack
Subject: Town Hall Questions
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:18:26 AM
Attachments: 07-24-2020 Town Hall FAQs.xlsx

All,
 
Good morning. Please find the questions submitted for the Parent, Family and Student Town Hall on
Monday at noon. Dr. Maine will be filtering the questions, stating the question during the meeting
and referring it to the best colleague to respond. Please also consider these questions when
constructing your remarks.
 
Additionally, I’ve attached the agenda. Please report to your presentation location by 11:15 on
Monday, July 27.
 
Please feel free to contact me anytime if you have questions. My cell is (706) 429-3199.
 
Michelle A. Eaton
Director of Enrollment Management
Student Success
University of North Georgia
110 South Chestatee Street | Dahlonega, GA 30597
(706) 867-2893
 
Click here to Schedule a Meeting with Me!
 
Go Nighthawks!
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Export

		Question Received		What category does this question fall under?

		What are the protocols for student athletes?		Athletics

		Will sports be playing as scheduled?		Athletics

		For student athletes, if fall workouts are cancelled, will sports compete in the spring?		Athletics

		How will there be campus events?		Campus Activities

		Will students be expected to socially distance in the dining hall, or at events?		Campus Activities

		Will students still be able to socialize, on campus or in dorms?		Campus Activities

		Will graduation be before or after Thanksgiving break?		Campus Activities

		How will UNG be helping incoming freshman with their transition to college, given limited events?		Campus Activities

		Will there be a normal graduation in December?		Campus Activities

		Will the fitness center be open, and what procedures will be made?		Campus Activities

		What is the plan for cadets testing positive during FROG week?		Corps of Cadets

		Will the Corps still accept cadets if they are not able to complete or attend FROG week?		Corps of Cadets

		How does a hybrid class format work?		Course Offerings and Modality

		What should a dual enrollment student expect for their in-person classes?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Will nursing students be able to participate in clinicals or will it be an online version of clinicals?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Will UNG utilize Zoom or similar platforms for online instruction?		Course Offerings and Modality

		What should students expect from online finals?		Course Offerings and Modality

		For dual enrollment students, when/how will they be informed of their class format changes?		Course Offerings and Modality

		If we go virtual during the semester, will students be able to drop their classes without penalty?		Course Offerings and Modality

		When will students be informed of what days/weeks they attend each of their classes?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Will accommodations be made for students who have difficulty with online learning (due to medical or other reasons)?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Are all UNG professors prepared to conduct classes online?		Course Offerings and Modality

		How will UNG conduct lab classes online, if need be?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Will the drop/add time change for medical reasons/COVID/hospitalizations?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Why is there no online option for all courses?		Course Offerings and Modality

		What should students expect for their first day of class?		Course Offerings and Modality

		Will students have a normal dining hall experience? (ex: all stations open, no reservations, etc.)		Dining

		Will there be any changes to the student's meal plans?		Dining

		How often is the dining hall being cleaned?		Dining

		Will students be required to bring dining hall food to their dorm rooms?		Dining

		What times do you expect the dining hall to be the busiest, given the capacity changes?		Dining

		If we transition to virtual learning and students are sent home, will there be a refund on dorm and dining?		Finances or Scholarships

		If a cadet test positive during FROG week, will this prevent them from receiving their ROTC scholarship?		Finances or Scholarships

		If we switch to online classes after the fall semester starts, will students be able to withdraw and receive a full refund?		Finances or Scholarships

		Will housing and other fees be re-assessed in light of a campus closure?		Finances or Scholarships

		What has been done on the HVAC/mechanical side to improve sanitation?		Health and Safety

		Will masks be mandated or expected?		Health and Safety

		Will cadets be expected to wear a mask while they do PT every morning?		Health and Safety

		Will out-of-state students need to be quarantined for two weeks?		Health and Safety

		How do COVID measures differ for cadet students?		Health and Safety

		How will social distancing affect various study spots around campus?		Health and Safety

		What are the consequences for a student who refuses to wear a mask?		Health and Safety

		What is the procedure for sanitizing classrooms, and will it be done between each class?		Health and Safety

		Since seating in shuttle buses will be limited, will the university be increasing the number of buses?		Health and Safety

		If a student is tested for COVID, what are the protocols for while they wait for the results?		Health and Safety

		If we transition to virtual learning again, will students be given plenty of notice time?		Health and Safety

		Have touchless door handles/toe pulls been installed?		Health and Safety

		Will accommodations be made for students who have family members at risk?		Health and Safety

		Will students be required to wear gloves?		Health and Safety

		What safety precautions will be taken at the dining hall?		Health and Safety

		When someone at the school tests positive and they have been in these hybrid classes, how are you going to address the situation?		Health and Safety

		Will students receive masks from the school?		Health and Safety

		Are accommodations being made for students who can't wear masks (asthma)?		Health and Safety

		Will the school provide hand sanitizer for students?		Health and Safety

		How will you be communicating to students about their social responsibility during this time of crisis?		Health and Safety

		What are the plans for when a professor tests positive?		Health and Safety

		If we have to go virtual again, will students be sent home as they were in the spring?		Health and Safety

		Will there be any accommodations for students who test positive (class work, time on tests, etc.)?		Health and Safety

		Will students still be able to go to student health services to pick up the three free items a day?		Health and Safety

		Will you be doing temperature screenings In buildings where students may be in close contact to each other as well as contact tracing?		Health and Safety

		Will there be COVID testing on campus?		Health and Safety

		Is there a specific list of scenarios that would cause the university to shut down and switch online?		Health and Safety

		Will a student need to be tested every time they have a symptom (coughing/sneezing)?		Health and Safety

		What MERV rating our your air filters?		Health and Safety

		What metrics determine when we move to the next contingency plan?		Health and Safety

		When in secluded areas of campus and socially distanced from other students, can masks be taken off?		Health and Safety

		Will students be able to utilize the library study rooms?		Health and Safety

		How are you accommodating students who are more susceptible to the COVID-19 virus?		Health and Safety

		Can friends sit together in the library, dining hall, or other spots on campus?		Health and Safety

		What is the plan for students that live on campus should they test positive for COVID?		Health and Safety

		If a student shows COVID symptoms or tests positive, will there be a process for notifying parents?		Health and Safety

		Why are we paying full price for dorms, when we will have to leave before Thanksgiving break?		On-Campus Housing

		Why was the hybrid format not communicated before the housing cancellation deadline?		On-Campus Housing

		How will the university keep students safe in their dorms, specifically for students sharing a room?		On-Campus Housing

		Will students be able to have visitors in their dorm, if they live in the same building?		On-Campus Housing

		Will parents/family be able to visit in the dorms?		On-Campus Housing

		Will their be a designated quarantine section in cadet housing?		On-Campus Housing

		Will parents be able to attend move-in?		On-Campus Housing

		If we go virtual and students are sent home, will students keep their dorm assignment for when they return?		On-Campus Housing

		Since some dorm amenities will not be available, will the cost of housing be reduced?		On-Campus Housing

		If myself or my roommate is exposed to the virus, what are the procedures for quarantining?		On-Campus Housing

		Will parents be able to attend in-person orientation?		Orientation

		If there is not an in-person orientation, will the orientation fee be refunded?		Orientation

		Will there be an in person orientation, and if so, when?		Orientation

		Is there going to be an online or in person orientation for Dual Enrollment students? If so, when and where?		Orientation

		How long is the in-person orientation?		Orientation

		Will the Blue Ridge campus Orientation be in the new building?		Orientation

		What procedures will be made for in-person orientation?		Orientation

		How will the university maintain its quality of education in a hybrid or online format?		Student Success

		Will students be able to hold on-campus jobs?		Student Success

		Will professors be given microphones to be heard clearly through their masks?		Student Success

		How will nursing students be prepared for the NCLEX, if they are unable to have normal clinicals?		Student Success

		How will office hours, Supplemental Instruction sessions, the language lab, tutoring, etc. be affected?		Student Success







From: UNG Office of the President
To: Faculty-Staff
Subject: UNG Presidential Update
Date: Friday, July 17, 2020 1:21:14 PM

Dear UNG Faculty and Staff:
 
As we continue to work toward fall semester, I have several important updates for you. 
Please read these details carefully.
 
Mask guidance
We have had several questions following Governor Kemp’s July 15 Executive Order
regarding COVID-19, particularly regarding face coverings. The USG has confirmed this
morning that the guidance previously issued regarding face coverings remains in place and
is not in conflict with the Governor’s Executive Order. 
 
Returning to campus
As announced previously, we are targeting July 27 for the beginning of phase 3 of our
Employee Return to Campus plan.  The non-closure emergency leave remains available
through the end of July for employees who are unable to return to campus for work and
who are unable to telework. Soon, we will launch online training modules for supervisors,
employees and students to understand the health and safety measures and protocols that
will be in place as we return to campus. 
 
Budget
Our new fiscal year began on July 1, and I am thankful that the state legislature and the
Board of Regents were able to protect our dedicated faculty and staff from furloughs. 
However, with a state budget reduction of more than $8.6 million and a significant
reduction in our funding formula allocation, UNG faces significant challenges this year.  We
will have to manage our limited resources very carefully and increase our focus on the
ongoing development of non-state revenue sources.  The FY21 capital budget, which is
separate from the operating budget, included two crucial UNG projects – the completion of
the Gainesville Campus renovations of the former Lanier Tech facility and the construction
of the Cottrell Center for Business, Technology and Innovation.  Unfortunately, the final
budget this year did not include the planning and design of the Cumming Campus addition;
we will continue to advocate for that critical project.
 
Voluntary Separation Plan
The Voluntary Separation Plan developed as part of our budget reduction strategy has been
approved by the USG.  The program will achieve personnel savings by offering retirement-
eligible employees financial support to facilitate that career transition. The program is
entirely voluntary, and the Office of Human Resources will share program details with all
employees today.
 
Summer enrollment
Our enrollment this summer was up 10.23% over last year.  Further, summer enrollment
has grown almost 32% over the past six years. That significant increase points to the robust
summer course offerings we have added in recent years to help students remain on track for
degree completion and the expansion of online offerings and upper-level courses. Kudos to
the many faculty, staff and administrators involved in supporting this record summer
enrollment growth.
 
Town Hall meetings

mailto:president@ung.edu
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=16fb48bfa4d644ce90c788aee1b55960-Faculty-sta


We are planning a virtual town hall meeting for faculty and staff at noon on Wednesday,
July 22.  The link to join that meeting is https://go.ung.edu/town-hall.  You may submit
questions you have to president@ung.edu.  Please know that I will also host a town hall
meeting for students and families on Wednesday, July 27, to try to address questions they
may have.
 
This pandemic has taken a toll on all of us, and I know this remains an incredibly stressful
time.  I appreciate your continued support, patience and flexibility as we strive to serve our
students and ensure our campuses are safe.
 
Please stay safe, stay well,
Bonita
 
Bonita C. Jacobs, Ph.D.
President

https://go.ung.edu/town-hall
mailto:president@ung.edu?subject=Town%20Hall%20meeting%20question


From: Carol Adams
To: Chaudron Gille; Steve McLeod
Subject: Update on technology purchase?
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 10:04:38 AM

Chaudron and Steve,

I am concerned about submitting our plan to spend the SIP funds to Tracey Cook at the system office in order to
receive approval for us to submit to the feds by August 1.

So far, we did receive clarification from the DOE that we can spend the funds for COVID testing kits for students.
Greg Williams estimates that will run approximately $50,000. I also would like to use about $6500 for additional
student workers to intervene to assist DETI with early alerts in the fall semester. I am checking with DETI to see if
necessary to add for spring, if we can make a case COVID will have an impact then. Who knows? So that leaves
over $600,000 for the university to spend on the technology needs previously discussed.

Can anyone tell me where we are with that bid? I am getting emails from various departments on campus asking
where I am with our plan.

Thank you for any guidance and information you can provide!

Carol

Sent from my iPad

mailto:Carol.Adams@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Steve.McLeod@ung.edu


From: John Leyba
To: Chaudron Gille
Subject: Weekly COVID-19 Update from CSM
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 8:59:43 AM
Attachments: image002.png

Hi Chaudron,
 
We have a faculty member in Biology, based on the Gainesville campus, that is sick and tested
positive for Covid-19.  He is wanting to teach his course online until he recovers and can return to
campus.  We went through HR and they are fine with that.
 
John
 
John D. Leyba, Ph.D.
Dean
College of Science & Mathematics
University of North Georgia

 

mailto:John.Leyba@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
https://www.facebook.com/UNGCSM/
https://www.instagram.com/ungcsm/



From: James Conneely
To: Billy Wells; Bonita Jacobs; Chaudron Gille; Jeffrey Tarnowski; Kate Maine; Mac McConnell; Richard Oates
Subject: Weekly Enrollment Report as of 7.2.20
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 8:59:03 AM
Attachments: GA Snapshot_7.2.20.xlsx

UG New Student Snapshot Fall2020 as of 7.1.2020 (3).xlsx
image002.png
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image008.png
image010.png
Fall 07_01_20.xlsx

Coleagues,

Below is the most recent enrollment report from EM.

Jim

 
NOTE:  Banner year-end closeout reduced the number of students who could register for classes, signup for orientation, or be advanced scheduled
by their advisor during this reporting period.  Additionally, method of instruction changes and the availability of courses for those attempting to
register for classes must also be factored into the enrollment snapshot at this time.   Fundamentally we have the basis for reaching our fall
enrollment expectations in terms of applicants, accepts and confirmations.   Getting students across the finally threshold to registration, for both
continuing and new students, remains the challenge and focus. 
 
UNG Undergraduate Highlights – Most Relevant Fall Indicators
 
Dahlonega Housing Summary as of 7.2.2020
 
UNG non-cadet beds for Fall 2020 are essentially full. 
 
Fall 2020

New Students 1125
Continuing Students 904
Total 2029

 
18 students within 7 day window to sign housing contract
22 remaining beds

52 students have applied for housing since May 29, and Residence Life is working to place them in beds.
44 new freshmen students
3 new transfer students
5 internal transfer students

·         Of these 52 students, 16 of them have indicated that they will only take single occupancy/apartment/traditional housing if one of
those beds were to become available.

2 beds are reserved for athletes
·         8 offline for COVID-19 isolation

Leaving -40 beds available for future new students/internal transfers.  

Beds currently held for international students who are from current travel ban countries and may not be able to enter the States: 8
 
Fall 2019

New Students 1077
Continuing Students 957
Total 2034

 
Fall 2018

New Students 1257
Continuing Students 791
Total 2048

 
Contract cancelations for Fall 2020 are half of what housing experienced last year at this time. 
 
Cancels to date

Fall 2020 98
Fall 2019 198
Fall 2018 198

 
Fall 2020 registration of continuing students reflects a continued hesitancy to commit -1149 (-9.1%) when compared to this point in time last year. 
However, this has improved from a -12.5% a month ago.  An email announcing face-to-face instruction was sent last week to all continuing
students. 

• 
• 

. 
• 
• 
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Sheet1

		Graduate Admissions - New Student Snapshot



		Fall 2020

		Campus		Apps 2018		Apps 2019		Apps 2020		App +/- Change '19-'20		Accept 2018		Accept 2019		Accept 2020		Pending 2020		App to Accept Yield		Confirm 2018		Confirm 2019		Confirm 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield		Enrolled 2020		Accept to Enrolled Yield

		Cumming 		85		86		106		20		50		52		56		1		53%		31		39		45		80%		24		43%

		Dahlonega 		20		32		24		-8		12		15		17		0		71%		12		12		13		76%		3		18%

		Gainesville 		31		54		46		-8		17		29		33		2		72%		12		17		27		82%		16		48%

		On-Campus		136		172		176		4		79		96		106		3		60%		55		68		85		80%		43		41%

		Online		183		169		205		36		70		75		97		26		47%		56		55		85		88%		25		26%

		Overall Total		319		341		381		40		149		171		203		29		53%		111		123		170		84%		68		33%








Sheet1

		UG Admissions - New Student Snapshot (Fall 2020) 

																																Fall 2020 as of 7.1.2020

		Campus/S-Type		Apps 2018		Apps 2019		Apps 2020		App +/- Change '19-'20		Accept 2018		Accept 2019		Accept 2020		Pending 2020		App to Accept Yield 2020		App to Accept Yield 2019		Confirm 2018		Confirm 2019		Confirm 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield 2019		Orient 2018		Orient 2019		Orient 2020		Accept to Orient Yield

		Blue Ridge Total		192		238		269		31		128		168		177		0		66%		71%		92		132		133		75%		79%		27		57		60		34%

		New Freshmen		127		174		186		12		86		130		129		0		69%		75%		53		96		91		71%		74%		25		56		57		44%

		Dual Enrollment		52		55		61		6		34		32		39		0		64%		58%		33		32		37		95%		100%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		11		8		18		10		6		5		7		0		39%		63%		4		3		3		43%		60%		2		1		3		43%

		Other		2		1		4		3		2		1		2		0		50%		100%		2		1		2		100%		100%		0		0		0		0%

		Cumming Total		1293		1268		1214		-54		989		931		943		8		78%		73%		656		609		604		64%		65%		326		277		199		21%

		New Freshmen		783		715		678		-37		669		605		578		4		85%		85%		369		316		289		50%		52%		304		257		188		33%

		Dual Enrollment		396		432		446		14		253		266		312		2		70%		62%		240		256		279		89%		96%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		89		92		52		-40		47		37		28		0		54%		40%		30		20		17		61%		54%		22		12		11		39%

		Other		25		29		38		9		20		23		25		2		66%		79%		17		17		19		76%		74%		0		8		0		0%

		Dahlonega Total		5532		5365		5583		218		4246		4093		4263		12		76%		76%		2132		1891		2099		49%		46%		1823		1630		1794		42%

		New Freshmen**		4085		3880		4190		310		3273		3172		3414		6		81%		82%		1543		1352		1595		47%		43%		1461		1265		1374		40%

		Dual Enrollment		113		141		133		-8		77		89		78		1		59%		63%		76		83		73		94%		93%		0		0		0		N/A

		Cadet*		701		713		665		-48		431		414		385		0		58%		58%		190		175		192		50%		42%		131		146		159		41%

		Transfer 		548		530		521		-9		397		339		325		5		62%		64%		266		217		192		59%		64%		231		188		153		47%

		Other		85		101		74		-27		68		79		61		0		82%		78%		57		64		47		77%		81%		0		31		108		177%

		Gainesville Total		4430		4050		3856		-194		3470		3094		2964		41		77%		76%		2383		2096		1932		65%		68%		1469		1261		929		31%

		New Freshmen		2957		2646		2584		-62		2457		2162		2084		20		81%		82%		1540		1320		1257		60%		61%		1247		1032		832		40%

		Dual Enrollment		616		658		559		-99		416		433		417		4		75%		66%		404		410		375		90%		95%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		544		474		476		2		352		288		279		14		59%		61%		232		199		159		57%		69%		222		147		97		35%

		Other		313		272		237		-35		245		211		184		3		78%		78%		207		167		141		77%		79%		0		82		0		0%

		Oconee Total		2015		2195		2503		308		1626		1812		2024		26		81%		83%		1170		1218		1305		64%		67%		851		877		798		39%

		New Freshmen		1502		1632		1917		285		1235		1418		1636		10		85%		87%		823		876		969		59%		62%		721		741		692		42%

		Dual Enrollment		180		191		206		15		131		145		159		0		77%		76%		125		142		153		96%		98%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		257		279		313		34		194		181		182		15		58%		65%		162		146		147		81%		81%		130		125		106		58%

		Other		76		93		67		-26		66		68		47		1		70%		73%		60		54		36		77%		79%		0		11		0		0%

		Online Total		268		309		433		124		163		187		248		9		57%		61%		130		156		195		79%		83%		0		0		0		N/A

		New Freshmen		99		53		110		57		58		24		55		1		50%		45%		42		15		40		73%		63%		0		0		0		N/A

		Dual Enrollment		51		154		163		9		34		109		110		2		67%		71%		34		102		98		89%		94%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		64		42		89		47		33		22		38		5		43%		52%		24		10		26		68%		45%		0		0		0		N/A

		Other		54		60		71		11		38		32		45		1		63%		53%		30		29		31		69%		91%		0		0		0		N/A

		All Total		13730		13425		13858		433		10622		10285		10619		96		77%		77%		6563		6102		6268		59%		59%		4496		4102		3780		36%

		New Freshmen**		10204		9758		10279		521		8183		7895		8255		41		80%		81%		4543		4131		4418		54%		52%		3884		3486		3289		40%

		Dual Enrollment		1408		1631		1568		-63		945		1074		1115		9		71%		66%		912		1025		1015		91%		95%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		1557		1468		1519		51		1051		892		884		39		58%		61%		732		605		558		63%		68%		612		482		381		43%

		Other		561		568		492		-76		443		424		365		7		74%		75%		376		341		277		76%		80%		0		134		110		30%

		* Cadet accepts who subsequently decline Corps participation and request to still enroll at UNG are moved to appropriate new student category.

		** Application numbers at Dahlonega will appear lower and Accepted numbers higher resulting from the elimination of Deferred Admission category.  

		Note: Other campus numbers will appear higher as a consequence.  
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Sheet1

		Fall Enrollment Update as of 07/01/2020 



		All Students - Undergraduate + Graduate		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount Change		% Change		Hours Change

		Blue Ridge		74		514		102		824		173		1,671		71		69.6%		847

		Cumming		966		9898		1,046		10,357		888		8,289		-158		-15.1%		-2,068

		Dahlonega		6641		87405		6,983		93,113		6,261		80,445		-722		-10.3%		-12,668

		Gainesville		6755		75374		6,887		77,003		5,989		65,104		-898		-13.0%		-11,899

		Oconee		1969		21872		2,225		24,833		1,784		19,982		-441		-19.8%		-4,851

		UNG Online		194		12269		240		1,453		322		2,052		82		34.2%		599



		Graduate (included above)		336		2687		343		2,909		346		2,266		3		0.9%		-643

		Cadet (included above)		660				721				688				-33		-4.6%



		Total		16599		207332		17,483		207,583		15,417		177,543		-2,066		-11.8%		-30,040



		Undergraduate Continuing*		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production

		Blue Ridge		40				53				88				35		66.0%

		Cumming		475				472				394				-78		-16.5%

		Dahlonega		5086				5,297				4,893				-404		-7.6%

		Gainesville		5472				5,382				4,847				-535		-9.9%

		Oconee		1276				1,310				1,112				-198		-15.1%

		UNG Online		31				51				82				31		60.8%

		Total		12380				12,565		0		11,416		0		-1,149		-9.1%		0

		*includes readmits (those who are returning after 3 or more semesters)

		Undergraduate New		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production

		Blue Ridge		33				49				85				36		73.5%

		Cumming		406				488				402				-86		-17.6%

		Dahlonega		1428				1,573				1,315				-258		-16.4%

		Gainesville		1176				1,471				1,089				-382		-26.0%

		Oconee		674				915				672				-243		-26.6%

		UNG Online		39				79				92				13		16.5%

		Total		3756				4,575		0		3,655		0		-920		-20.1%		0



		Associate (FT&PT)		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		21		211		10.0		43		458		10.7		85		993		11.7		42		97.7%		535		11.2

		Cumming		457		5217		11.4		494		5,648		11.4		364		4,129		11.3		-130		-26.3%		-1,519		11.4

		Dahlonega		11		143		13.0		11		134		12.2		0				ERROR:#DIV/0!		-11		-100.0%		-134		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Gainesville		3322		37216		11.2		3,121		35,084		11.2		2,319		25,437		11.0		-802		-25.7%		-9,647		11.1

		Oconee		1522		17477		11.5		1,673		19,149		11.4		1,215		13,943		11.5		-458		-27.4%		-5,206		11.5

		UNG Online		29		313		10.8		26		212		8.2		42		354		8.4		16		61.5%		142		8.3

		Total		5362		60577		11.3		5,368		60,685		10.9		4,025		44,856		ERROR:#DIV/0!		-1,343		-25.0%		-15,829		ERROR:#DIV/0!



		Bachelor (FT&PT)		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		53		303		5.7		59		366		6.2		88		678		7.7		29		49.2%		312		7.0

		Cumming		431		4155		9.6		466		4,065		8.7		432		3,468		8.0		-34		-7.3%		12,473		8.4

		Dahlonega		6519		85958		13.2		6,859		91,618		13.4		6,208		80,004		12.9		-651		-9.5%		97,460		13.1

		Gainesville		3406		37987		11.2		3,732		41,686		11.2		3,617		39,346		10.9		-115		-3.1%		87,497		11.0

		Oconee		447		4395		9.8		552		5,684		10.3		569		6,039		10.6		17		3.1%		28,083		10.5

		UNG Online		45		270		6.0		571		571		1.0		132		886		6.7		-439		-76.9%		3,399		3.9

		Total		10901		133068		12.2		12,239		143,990		8.5		11,046		130,421		9.5		-1,193		-9.7%		-13,569		9.0



		Graduate		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		0		0								 						 

		Cumming		78		526		6.7		86		644		7.5		92		692		7.5		6		7.0%		48		7.5

		Dahlonega		111		1304		11.7		113		1,362		12.1		53		441		8.3		-60		-53.1%		-921		10.2

		Gainesville		27		171		6.3		34		233		6.9		53		321		6.1		19		55.9%		88		6.5

		Oconee		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!						 

		UNG Online		120		686		5.7		110		670		6.1		148		812		5.5		38		34.5%		142		5.8

		Total		336		2687		8.0		343		2,909		8.1		346		2,266		6.8		3		0.9%		-643		7.5







 
NOTE:  The recent changes to method of instruction format may be delaying students in finding or developing the course schedule they need to meet
their individual situations.  AA expects schedule changes to be complete for the most part by July 10.  After the schedule is settle, AA can register
some student for Fall (e.g. COE), and make a push at the program and department level to get students to register for courses.  EM will also make
another campaign push to get students to register and sign up for fall. 
 

 
EM conducted a survey to continuing students without schedules.  Here is a snapshot poll of continuing students responding to the question:  Are
you planning to register for classes at UNG in the Fall?   Seventy-five percent indicate they do plan to return to school in the fall.
 

Row Labels
Count of Are you planning to register for classes at
UNG

Maybe 20
No 60
Yes 236
Grand Total 316

 
Orientation sign up was closed for most of the reporting period.  The number of students did not change significantly. 
 

 
FALL New Student Course Registrations
 
Fall 2020 Non-Learning Support (LS)
Forms received - 3356
Forms completed - 2734
 
BR - 54 received (47 completed)
CU - 160 (142)
DA - 1675 (1248)
GA - 761 (649)
OC - 699(444)
UNGO - 5(4)
TBD - 2 (Campus change/update?)
 
Fall 2020 Learning Support - 268 (231)
 
Fall 2019 Non-LS (as of July 2 2019)
 
Forms received - 3795
 
BR - 73
CU - 228
DA - 1610
GA - 1082
OC - 798

Undergraduate 

Continuing * 
Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Change 12019-2020) I 

Cam pus 
Headcoun t Headcou nt Headcount Change % Cha nge 

Blue Ridge 40 53 88 3 5 66.0% 

Cumm ing 4 75 472 394 -78 -16.5% 

Dahloneg a 5086 5, 297 4 ,893 -404 -7.6% 

Ga ine sville 5472 5, 382 4,84 7 -535 -9 .9% 

Oconee 1276 1, 310 1,112 -198 -15.1% 

UNG Dnline 31 51 82 31 60 .8% 

Total 12380 12,565 11,416 -1,149 -9 .1% I 
* includes readmits. (those wh o are returnin g aft er 3 or mor e semesters) 

Orientat ion Reservat ion System closed June 26 thro ugh July 1 

Banner closeout reduced the opportunity for students to sign up for Orientation for most 
of the reporting period. 

Tota l reservat ions made thr ough July 1: 3787 (an increase of 89) 
Confirm ed students withou t a reservat ion as of July 2: 1176 (an increase of 41) 

Cadets st ill need ing an orientat ion reservat ion: 32 
Cadets with a reservat ion and withou t a schedule: 20 

Resident ial Students with a reservat ion and with out a schedule: 311 

-

• 
-



UNGO - 4
 
Fall 2019 Learning Support – 377
 
-----------------------------------------------
 
Fall 2020 applications continue to lead over last year ahead for new Freshmen (+521).  NOTE:  Degree level analysis shows a significant drop in
students applying directly to associate-level programs at Gainesville and Cumming.  This began when COVID-19 hit in March when USG adopted the
GPA Only model (no FI).  EM made a significant push for applications in June and narrowed the gap on both campuses. 
 
Last Week

 
Two Weeks Ago
 

Three Weeks Ago

Accepts:  The acceptance lead of new freshmen over this time last year relatively unchanged at +339 (8255 vs 7895).  New freshmen acceptance
yield continues to lag, 80% vs 81%, having turned negative post-COVID.  Applications and accepts trail most significantly at Gainesville and Cumming,
which are also trailing in confirmations and orientation registrations.
 
Confirmation numbers (overall) as a percentage (Accepted to Confirm) is equal to last year at 59%. 
 
Dual Enrollment confirmations continue to improve, now 1015 vs 1025 last year (-10).
 
Cadet applications remain slightly behind (-49 or -6%), with accepts behind (-29) with acceptance yield being equal to last year at 57.5%.  Cadet
confirmations ahead of last year at 200.  The chart below shows the number of students who are switching from Cadet to Civilian (26 at the
application state, 17 after cadet acceptance, and 3 after having made a cadet deposit.)   Cadet enrollment will continue to fluctuate as student
change their mind about committing to the Corps and switch to civilian status, receive deployment order for basic training, etc.  Bed reservations for
new cadets is similar to last year.  The Director of Cadet Admissions believes new cadet enrollment for fall will land around 210, similar to last year. 
 

ADM 871 Internal
Transfers

True
Total

Updated
to

Civilian
Adm

Reapplying
Fall 2021

SUM 2018 2019 2020 Summer 2020 (See Fall 2020 Tally)
Applied 59 36 32 0    
Accepts 47 21 18 0    

Confirmed 40 13 11 0 11   
FALL 2018 2019 2020 Fall 2020 COMBINED
Applied 703 714 665 7  48 14

Accepts 431 414 385 7  17 10

Confirmed 191 175 194 6 200 3 3
SPRING 2018 2019 2020 Spring 2021 (See Fall 2020 Tally)

• 
-

App+ / -
App to App to Accept to 

Accept to 
Campus/ 5-Type 

Apps Apps 
Chaoge 

Accept Accept Accept Accept Confirm Confirm Confirm 
Confi rm 

Accept to 

2019 2020 2019 2020 Yield Yield 2019 20 20 Yield Orient Yield 
' 19--'20 

2020 2019 2020 
Yield 2019 

All Tot al 13425 13858 433 10285 10619 77% 77% 6102 6268 59% 59% 3 6% 

New Fres hmen·· 97 58 10279 52 1 7895 8255 80% 81% 41 31 4418 54% 52% 40% 

D11al Enro/Jnu~nt 1631 1568 -63 1074 1115 71% 66% 1025 1015 91 % 95% 0 0 N/A 

r.ar-.sfer 1468 1519 51 892 884 58% 61% 605 558 63% 68% 482 381 4 3% 

Other 568 492 -76 424 365 74% 75% 341 277 76% 80% 134 110 30% 

App+ / -
App to App t o Accept to 

Acce:pt to Accept t o 

Campus/5 -Type 
Apps Apps 

Chaog• 
Accept Accept Accept Accept Confirm Confirm Confirm 

Confirm Ori ent 
2019 2020 2019 20 20 Yield Yi• ld 2019 2020 Yie ld 

'19--'20 
2020 2019 2020 

Yield 20 19 Yield 

All Tot al 1 251 9 101 2 1 1 76 % 5 3 6136 5 59% 6% 

New Fre-shrMn ·· 9695 10 20 5 510 7832 8171 80% 81% 4078 4353 53% 52% 3415 3230 40% 

Dllal Enrollmen t 1627 1555 -72 1073 1094 70% 66% 102 1 996 9 1% 9 5% 0 0 N/ A 

ir atlsfe-r 1402 1444 4 2 84 0 826 57% 60% 572 541 65% 68% 469 371 4 5% 

Other 527 445 -8 2 397 3 28 74% 75% 312 246 75% 79% 128 104 3 2% 

App +/ -
App to App to Accept to 

Accept to Accept to 
Apps Apps Accept Accept Acce pt Accept Confirm Confirm Confirm 

CDmpus/ S-Type Change Confi rm Orient 
201 9 2020 

' 19--'20 
2019 2020 Yield Yield 2019 2020 Yield 

Yield 2019 Yield 
2020 2019 2020 

A Tota 1 1 100 3 0 1 76% 5838 5961 58 

New Freshmen° 9616 101 51 535 7777 8081 80% 81% 3999 4282 53% 51% 3207 3047 38% 

~o l EnroJJment 162 5 1542 -83 10 63 1068 69% 65% 1010 969 91% 95% 0 0 N/ A 

Transfer 1357 1384 27 826 785 57% 61% 550 491 63% 67% 427 333 42 % 

Other 481 404 -77 367 280 69% 76% 279 219 78% 76% 109 91) 32% 



Applied 94 81 69 0    
Accepts 66 60 44 0    

Confirmed 31 29 29 0 29   
Total

Confirmed= 240   

 
Transfer applications for Fall term are slightly positive (+51) compared to last year.  Transfer acceptance yield continues to lag last year remains
negative (58% vs 61%); and confirmation yield rate is now -5% as well. 
 
Graduate Program Highlights:

·         Counseling up 8 applications, down 6 accepts, down 5 confirms (This program is estimated to enroll 8 fewer students into the fall 2020
cohort. For fall 2019 they enrolled 30 students. For fall 2020 they are set to enroll 22 students.

·         EdD up 12 applications, 14 accepts, 13 confirms (Due to the shifting of the application deadline and the decision timeline, this program
appears to be up. However, they will enroll the same size cohort as last fall.)

·         Diversity Certificate up 6 applications, 5 accepts, 8 confirms
·         Criminal Justice up 4 applications, 7 accept, 6 confirm
·         MAIA up 3 applications, 7 accepts, 7 confirms
·         MAcc. up 12 applications, 12 accepts, 14 confirms
·         Kinesiology up 2 applications, down 12 accepts, down 9 confirms (My office is currently waiting on 20 decisions from the Kinesiology

department for processing)
·         MBA down 7 applications, up 7 confirms
·         DNP down 1 application, 7 accepts, 8 confirms

 
The new Geospatial Science and Technology Graduate Certificate has 5 applications, 4 accepts, 3 confirms. The new Geomatics Graduate Certificate
does not have any applicants.
The MPA program has met capacity for Fall 2020. We had to update 4 fall applicants to spring 2021. We also waitlisted 2 fall applicants. All new
inquiries for this program are being given the spring 2021 option.
 
 
Brett
 
Brett Morris, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
University of North Georgia
361 Chestatee Building
706-867-2760
 
 
 
 

I I I I I I 
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The work continues and we keep moving forward.  Numbers are looking more positive.
 
 
Great news!  We now are only -0.4% (-77) behind point-in-time last year, overall.  Course capacity in certain subject areas, especially in
Oconee and Dahlonega, are tight.  We have stopped accepting DE students and will close new applications at mid-night Sunday, August
9.  We will continue to accept documentation from incomplete applicants until Thursday, Aug 13, so those students can attend the final
virtual Orientation, Saturday, August 15. 
 
UNG Undergraduate Highlights – Most Relevant Fall Indicators
 
Dahlonega Housing Summary as of 8.5.2020
 
UNG non-cadet beds for Fall 2020 are nearly full, but less so than last week.  Residential Life continues to work with individual students
who are changing plans or requesting different living arrangements.
 
Cancellations requests have increased by112 since July 5.  Only 13 of the 93 have chosen not to attend UNG and are nearly equally
divided between continuing and new students.  The goal remains at least a 96% occupancy rate in order to be financially viable without
degradation of services. 
 
Breakdown of cancellations since July 5:  Only 16 of 112 not attending in fall term.
Returning –(52) 28 enrolled & living off campus, 12 online only, 2 transfer, 7 not attending, 3 unknown.
New – (60) 36 enrolled & living off campus, 10 moved to online only, 9 not attending, 3 rolled to spring, 2 unknown
 
Fall 2020

New Students 1136
Continuing Students 884
Total 2020

·       3 students within 5 day window to sign housing contract 
·       46 remaining beds

·       17 students have applied for housing since June 22, and Residence Life is working to place them in beds.
·       4 new freshmen students
·       0 new transfer students
·       3 internal transfer students
·       10 returning students

·         Of these 17 students, 4 of them have indicated that they will only take single occupancy/apartment/traditional housing if
one of those beds were to become available.

 
·        8 offline for COVID-19 isolation
·       Leaving 21 beds available

 Fall 2019
New Students 1107
Continuing Students 945
Total 2052

 
Fall 2018

New Students 1282
Continuing Students 789
Total 2071

  
Cancels to date

Fall 2020 219 (112 since July 5)
Fall 2019 233

mailto:James.Conneely@ung.edu
mailto:Billy.Wells@ung.edu
mailto:Bonita.Jacobs@ung.edu
mailto:Chaudron.Gille@ung.edu
mailto:Jeff.Tarnowski@ung.edu
mailto:Kate.Maine@ung.edu
mailto:Mac.McConnell@ung.edu
mailto:Richard.Oates@ung.edu
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		Graduate Admissions - New Student Snapshot



		Fall 2020

		Campus		Apps 2018		Apps 2019		Apps 2020		App +/- Change '19-'20		Accept 2018		Accept 2019		Accept 2020		Pending 2020		App to Accept Yield		Confirm 2018		Confirm 2019		Confirm 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield		Enrolled 2020		Accept to Enrolled Yield

		Cumming 		89		89		107		18		58		56		61		0		57%		33		46		50		82%		40		66%

		Dahlonega 		20		32		28		-4		13		17		22		0		79%		13		14		18		82%		10		45%

		Gainesville 		41		66		61		-5		31		47		52		0		85%		19		37		44		85%		36		69%

		On-Campus		150		187		196		9		102		120		135		0		69%		65		97		112		83%		86		64%

		Online		223		204		244		40		122		116		143		11		59%		106		101		123		86%		89		62%

		Overall Total		373		391		440		49		224		236		278		11		63%		171		198		235		85%		175		63%
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		UG Admissions - New Student Snapshot (Fall 2020) 

																																Fall 2020 as of 8.5.2020

		Campus/S-Type		Apps 2018		Apps 2019		Apps 2020		App +/- Change '19-'20		Accept 2018		Accept 2019		Accept 2020		Pending 2020		App to Accept Yield 2020		App to Accept Yield 2019		Confirm 2018		Confirm 2019		Confirm 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield 2020		Accept to Confirm Yield 2019		Orient 2018		Orient 2019		Orient 2020		Accept to Orient Yield

		Blue Ridge Total		204		248		284		36		137		181		197		1		69%		73%		102		145		155		79%		80%		56		93		93		47%

		New Freshmen		129		180		194		14		89		134		138		1		71%		74%		59		101		102		74%		75%		54		90		87		63%

		Dual Enrollment		59		57		63		6		38		39		44		0		70%		68%		36		39		42		95%		100%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		13		10		23		13		7		7		12		0		52%		70%		5		4		8		67%		57%		2		3		6		50%

		Other		3		1		4		3		3		1		3		0		75%		100%		2		1		3		100%		100%		0		0		0		0%

		Cumming Total		1344		1330		1282		-48		1055		999		1018		5		79%		75%		726		690		699		69%		69%		373		366		273		27%

		New Freshmen		804		747		707		-40		702		643		612		0		87%		86%		406		361		331		54%		56%		339		321		252		41%

		Dual Enrollment		398		432		461		29		256		266		330		0		72%		62%		244		257		306		93%		97%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		107		111		67		-44		69		57		38		2		57%		51%		50		43		29		76%		75%		34		27		21		55%

		Other		35		40		47		7		28		33		38		3		81%		83%		26		29		33		87%		88%		0		18		0		0%

		Dahlonega Total		5544		5467		5558		91		4274		4211		4281		5		77%		77%		2178		2018		2143		50%		48%		1914		1851		2024		47%

		New Freshmen**		4086		3923		4140		217		3277		3205		3388		1		82%		82%		1549		1396		1594		47%		44%		1499		1378		1439		42%

		Dual Enrollment		113		144		141		-3		78		92		87		1		62%		64%		77		86		83		95%		93%		0		0		0		N/A

		Cadet*		706		719		664		-55		436		428		384		0		58%		60%		192		186		186		48%		43%		140		159		185		48%

		Transfer 		548		553		526		-27		405		383		349		1		66%		69%		292		264		221		63%		69%		275		269		179		51%

		Other		91		128		87		-41		78		103		73		2		84%		80%		68		86		59		81%		83%		0		45		221		303%

		Gainesville Total		4699		4336		4146		-190		3844		3434		3313		39		80%		79%		2791		2471		2356		71%		72%		1873		1630		1537		46%

		New Freshmen		3033		2759		2677		-82		2620		2302		2247		7		84%		83%		1737		1482		1481		66%		64%		1547		1268		1266		56%

		Dual Enrollment		623		666		594		-72		422		461		452		5		76%		69%		414		451		412		91%		98%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		636		552		560		8		457		389		360		14		64%		70%		345		302		251		70%		78%		326		226		180		50%

		Other		407		359		315		-44		345		282		254		13		81%		79%		295		236		212		83%		84%		0		136		91		0%

		Oconee Total		2018		2271		2583		312		1634		1915		2159		10		84%		84%		1177		1331		1488		69%		70%		916		1002		1075		50%

		New Freshmen		1503		1672		1931		259		1236		1467		1686		1		87%		88%		824		932		1056		63%		64%		773		828		905		54%

		Dual Enrollment		180		192		223		31		131		146		178		1		80%		76%		125		144		172		97%		99%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		258		299		347		48		199		215		231		5		67%		72%		168		179		204		88%		83%		143		152		170		74%

		Other		77		108		82		-26		68		87		64		3		78%		81%		60		76		56		88%		87%		0		22		0		0%

		Online Total		319		389		548		159		219		256		353		12		64%		66%		175		222		292		83%		87%		0		0		0		N/A

		New Freshmen		112		74		144		70		79		35		91		3		63%		47%		62		25		70		77%		71%		0		0		0		N/A

		Dual Enrollment		52		163		178		15		35		121		127		2		71%		74%		35		113		117		92%		93%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		81		67		123		56		49		36		66		5		54%		54%		37		26		52		79%		72%		0		0		0		N/A

		Other		74		85		103		18		56		64		69		2		67%		75%		41		58		53		77%		91%		0		0		0		N/A

		All Total		14128		14041		14401		360		11163		10996		11321		72		79%		78%		7149		6877		7133		63%		63%		5132		4942		5002		44%

		New Freshmen**		10321		10017		10405		388		8411		8180		8520		13		82%		82%		4812		4461		4804		56%		55%		4347		4032		4118		48%

		Dual Enrollment		1425		1654		1660		6		960		1125		1218		9		73%		68%		931		1090		1132		93%		97%		0		0		0		N/A

		Transfer 		1689		1637		1697		60		1210		1109		1081		27		64%		68%		911		829		780		72%		75%		785		687		570		53%

		Other		693		733		639		-94		582		582		502		23		79%		79%		495		497		417		83%		85%		0		223		314		63%

		* Cadet accepts who subsequently decline Corps participation and request to still enroll at UNG are moved to appropriate new student category.

		** Application numbers at Dahlonega will appear lower and Accepted numbers higher resulting from the elimination of Deferred Admission category.  

		Note: Other campus numbers will appear higher as a consequence.  
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		Fall Enrollment Update as of 08/06/2020 



		All Students - Undergraduate + Graduate		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount Change		% Change		Hours Change

		Blue Ridge		143		1301		185		1,777		225		2,330		40		21.6%		553

		Cumming		1218		12359		1,292		12,542		1,307		12,426		15		1.2%		-116

		Dahlonega		7238		95539		7,299		97,173		7,362		95,529		63		0.9%		-1,644

		Gainesville		7883		87291		7,958		87,958		7,485		82,182		-473		-5.9%		-5,776

		Oconee		2363		26084		2,517		28,216		2,599		29,266		82		3.3%		1,050

		UNG Online		303		2077		453		2,750		649		4,441		196		43.3%		1,691



		Graduate (included above)		517		3963		649		5,122		758		5,932		109		16.8%		810

		Cadet (included above)		757				736				750				14		1.9%



		Total		19148		224651		19,704		230,416		19,627		226,174		-77		-0.4%		-4,242



		Undergraduate Continuing*		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production

		Blue Ridge		51				66				99				33		50.0%

		Cumming		531				565				579				14		2.5%

		Dahlonega		5145				5,366				5,303				-63		-1.2%

		Gainesville		5986				5,944				5,612				-332		-5.6%

		Oconee		1413				1,434				1,340				-94		-6.6%

		UNG Online		49				80				135				55		68.8%

		Total		13175				13,455		0		13,068		0		-387		-2.9%		0

		*includes readmits (those who are returning after 3 or more semesters)

		Undergraduate New		Fall 2018				Fall2019				Fall2020				Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production

		Blue Ridge		92				119				126				7		5.9%

		Cumming		547				577				578				1		0.2%

		Dahlonega		1927				1,750				1,871				121		6.9%

		Gainesville		1856				1,945				1,785				-160		-8.2%

		Oconee		950				1,083				1,259				176		16.3%

		UNG Online		84				126				183				57		45.2%

		Total		5456				5,600		0		5,802		0		202		3.6%		0



		Associate (FT&PT)		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		77		922		12.0		99		1,144		11.6		116		1,392		12.0		17		17.2%		248		11.8

		Cumming		589		6774		11.5		632		7,048		11.2		526		5,828		11.1		-106		-16.8%		-1,220		11.1

		Dahlonega		4		53		13.3		8		104		13.0		0				ERROR:#DIV/0!		-8		-100.0%		-104		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Gainesville		4077		45604		11.2		3,782		42,118		11.1		3,080		33,869		11.0		-702		-18.6%		-8,249		11.1

		Oconee		1816		21120		11.6		1,904		21,815		11.5		1,738		19,903		11.5		-166		-8.7%		-1,912		11.5

		UNG Online		58		610		10.5		56		427		7.6		88		839		9.5		32		57.1%		412		8.6

		Total		6621		75083		11.3		6,481		72,656		11.0		5,548		61,831		ERROR:#DIV/0!		-933		-14.4%		-10,825		ERROR:#DIV/0!



		Bachelor (FT&PT)		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		66		396		6.0		86		633		7.4		109		938		8.6		23		26.7%		305		8.0

		Cumming		489		4666		9.5		510		4,454		8.7		631		5,534		8.8		121		23.7%		12,473		8.8

		Dahlonega		7068		93887		13.3		7,108		94,942		13.4		7,174		93,123		13.0		66		0.9%		97,460		13.2

		Gainesville		3765		41524		11.0		4,107		45,355		11.0		4,317		47,758		11.1		210		5.1%		87,497		11.1

		Oconee		547		5524		10.1		613		6,401		10.4		861		9,363		10.9		248		40.5%		28,083		10.7

		UNG Online		75		516		6.9		150		853		5.7		230		1,702		7.4		80		53.3%		3,399		6.5

		Total		12010		146513		12.2		12,574		152,638		9.4		13,322		158,418		9.9		748		5.9%		5,780		9.7



		Graduate		Fall 2018						Fall2019						Fall2020						Change (2019-2020)

		Campus		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Headcount		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)		Change		% Change		Credit Hour Production		Hours (Avg.)

		Blue Ridge		0		0								 						 

		Cumming		140		498		3.6		150		1,040		6.9		150		1,064		7.1		0		0.0%		24		7.0

		Dahlonega		166		1877		11.3		183		2,127		11.6		188		2,406		12.8		5		2.7%		279		12.2

		Gainesville		41		274		6.7		69		485		7.0		88		555		6.3		19		27.5%		70		6.7

		Oconee		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!						 

		UNG Online		170		986		5.8		247		1,470		6.0		332		1,907		5.7		85		34.4%		437		5.8

		Total		517		3635		7.0		649		5,122		7.9		758		5,932		8.0		109		16.8%		810		7.9














Fall 2018 232
 
 Fall 2020 registration of continuing students continues to improve at -387 (-2.9%) compared to -1220       (-9.6%) just five weeks ago. 
New student registrations have also improved significantly, now positive for the first time at +202 or 3.6% compared to this point in
time last year.  NOTE:  There are currently 138 advance schedules pending. 
 

 

 
Associate vs Bachelor Level Registrations
The majority of the lag in registrations is at the associate level -933 (-14.4%). Bachelor level registration continues last week’s positive
trend, now up +748 (+5.9%) – see charts below. 
 

 
Orientation signups remain slightly negative at -41 compared to -17 last week.  NSO remains positive at +85, mainly due to a +91 at
Dahlonega and +79 at Oconee. Cumming remains behind most significantly at – 69 and Gainesville has improved dramatically and is now
only -13 behind. 
TSO continues to trail at -115 and RSO now only -10 compared to point-in-time last year.   No show rates are slightly up, but it is hard to
compare year-to-year given the differences in format and processes. 
 

Undergraduate 
Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

Coo tin ui ng• 

Campus 
Headcou nt Headcount Headcoun t Change % Change 

Blue Ridge 51 66 99 33 50.0% 

Cumming 531 565 579 14 2.5% 

Dahlonega 5145 5,366 5,303 -63 -1.2% 

Gainesville 5986 5,944 5,612 -332 -5.6% 

Oconee 1413 1,434 l ,340 -94 -6.6% 

UNG Online 49 80 BS 55 68.8% 

Total 13175 13,455 13,068 -387 -2.9" 

•includes readm its (those who are return ing after 3 0< more semesters) 

Undergraduate New Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

Campus Headcou nt Headcount Headcount Change % Change 

Blue Ridge 92 119 126 7 5.9% 

Cummin g 547 S77 S78 1 0.2% 

Dahlonega 1927 1,750 1,871 121 6.9% 

Gainesv ille 1856 1,945 1,785 ·160 ·8 .2% 

Oconee 9S0 1,083 1,259 176 16.3% 

UNG Online 84 126 183 57 45 .2% 

Total 5456 5,600 5,802 202 3.6% 

Headcount Headcoun t Headcou nt Change % Change 

cam pus 

Associate (FT&PT) Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

Tota l 6621 6,481 5,548 -933 -14.4% 

Bachelor (FT&PT) Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

Tota l 12010 12,574 13,322 748 5.9% 



 
FALL Advance Scheduling
 
Total: 4244 forms submitted/4106 completed schedules (138 outstanding)
 
Campus: Total # of forms/# completed schedules
BR: 81/74
CU: 233/223
DA: 1808/1769
GA: 1171/1106
OC: 940/925
ON: 11/9
 
We had 4245 forms as of this day last year.
BR - 84
CU - 281
DA - 1701
GA - 1302
OC - 872
ON - 5
 
Comment: These numbers do not include dual enrollment student schedules that have not been completed as of today. We are
expecting additional Academic Interest forms to be submitted, especially on the GVL campus, as students submit during the extended
orientation registration. 
 
-----------------------------------------------
 
Fall 2020 new student applications continue to lead over last year ahead for new freshmen (+388) as does accepted students at +340
(8520 vs 8180).  New freshmen acceptance yield percentage is identical to last year at 82%.  Confirmation numbers (overall) as a
percentage (Accepted to Confirm) is equal to last year at 63%. Dual Enrollment confirmations have grown to 1132 vs 1090 last year.
Transfer applications are higher than last year at +60 but trailing in accepts -20, confirmations -49, and orientation sign ups -115.
 

 

Admissions Additional Total 

Fall 2020 OrfentadOft Reservations 
C.on.flrm:adons wilth Reservatlon5 Rese rvations 

No Or-ientation m~cafte r After ~ ~t 
Rese:r1ation Au1 5, 2019 Aup st Session 

""'' "" F.11111 ... u....., D1ner,ence F:a11 ,LU,LU Fa., .._.,1:!f Foll.I .LUI ~ 

New-Student Orienhlti on 90 87 -3 8 -17 73 

Blu• Ride,, Campus Tr.1ntf11r -Studlll'!t Orilll'lt:.at ion 3 5 2 2 10 13 
RNdmit Studitnt Orient;ation 0 1 1 0 1 1 
N.wSt uditnt Oriitntation 321 252 -69 42 -17 304 

Cl.lmmln1 Campus Transfor Stud""t Ori.,, t,tlon 27 21 -6 3 6 33 
Ru dm•t Studitnt Ori1111t;ation 17 18 1 3 2 19 

N.wSt uditnt Orienta tion 1523 1614 91 40 -17 1506 
Dlhlonep Ul mpu.s Tra nsfor Stud"" t Ori""totlon 279 194 -85 8 -10 269 

Ru dmit Student Orientation 47 34 -13 2 -l 46 
N.wStudont Orlontatlon 1268 1255 -13 137 107 1375 

G.linesvitle: Campus Tr.ansfitr Studitnt Oriitnt:.ation 226 178 -48 27 63 289 
Rudmit Studont Oriontatlon 135 139 4 28 40 175 
N.wStudont Orlontatlon 828 907 79 62 38 866 

Oc.onee ·Campus Tr.ansfitr Studitnt Oriitnt:.ation 152 174 22 14 10 162 
R:Ndmit Student Orientlt ion 21 18 -3 7 2 23 

Totals 4937 4897 -40 38 ~ 217 5154 
New-Student Oriffltil tion 4030 4115 85 289 94 4124 
Tra nslor Stud"" t Ori"" tatlo n 687 572 -115 54 79 766 
Rudmit Student Orientation 220 210 -10 40 44 264 

App+/-
App to Appto Accepl to 

Accept 10 
Compu</S-Typ~ 

Apps Apps 
Chang~ 

Accept Accept Accept Accept Confirm Confirm Confirm 
Confirm 

2019 2020 2019 2020 Yield Yield 2019 2020 Yield 
'19-'20 

2020 2019 2020 
Yield 2019 

II Total 11 7 77 71 3 6 

New Freshmen•• 10017 10405 388 8180 8520 82% 82% 4461 4804 56% 55% 4032 4118 48% 

Duo/ Enro/Jm1mt 1654 1660 6 1125 1218 73% 68% 1090 1132 93% 97% 0 0 N/A 

Tr.a~fer 1637 1697 60 1109 1081 64% 68% 829 780 72% 75% 687 570 53% 

Other 733 639 -94 582 502 79% 79% 497 417 83!(, 85% 223 314 63% 



Cadet registrations are nearing Fall 2018 levels, although the number of new cadet intake similar to last year.  This indicates a likely
increase in retention.  Further analysis is needed post FROG week.   
 

 
Graduate Program Highlights:  Grad registration is up +109 (+16.8%)
 

 
·         Diversity Certificate up 9 applications, 9 accepts, 8 confirms
·         Criminal Justice up 3 application, 4 accepts, 4 confirms
·         MAIA up 9 application, 7 accepts, 3 confirms
·         MAcc. up 11 applications, 12 accepts, 11 confirms
·         Transfer Leadership & Practice Certificate up 4 applications, 4 accepts, 4 confirms
·         Kinesiology up 3 applications, down 1 confirm
·         MBA down 4 applications, up 2 accepts, up 6 confirms
·         DNP down 1 application, down 3 accepts, down 5 confirms (This program plans to enroll 10 students into the fall 2020 cohort.)
·         Gerontology Certificate down 3 applications, down 3 accepts, down 3 confirms

 
·         The new Geospatial Science and Technology Graduate Certificate has 6 applications, 5 accepts, 5 confirms. The new Geomatics

Graduate Certificate does not have any applicants.
·         The MPA program has met capacity for fall 2020. For the 3 applicants who were waitlisted for fall, per the program, we have

moved their applications to spring 2021.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Class Registrat ions FaP 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Cha nge (2019-2020) 

cad et 757 736 750 14 I 1.9% 

Graduate Fall 2018 Fall2019 Fall2020 Change (2019-2020) 

Camp us Headcount Headcou nt Headcou nt Change % Change 

Blue Ridge 0 

Cumming 140 150 150 0 0.0% 

Dahlonega 166 183 188 5 2.7% 

Gainesville 41 69 88 19 27.5% 

Oconee 0 
UIIIG Online 170 247 332 85 34.4% 

Total 517 649 758 109 16.8" 
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